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Assessment Of Proficiency In English Language Among Senior
Secondary Students In Kashmir (A Case Study Of District
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to investigate the proficiency level in English language
among higher secondary students in Kashmir division regarding their nature of institution.
In recent years, English language teaching in a developing country like India, has taken a
new dimension. In the era of information technology, communication skills, particularly in
English, have assumed vital significance. In order to learn English as a second language and
develops proficiency in the language, the student must acquire all the four skills namely
speaking, reading, listening and writing. In this study questionnaire was prepared which
consisted of two parts. Part 1 was designed to elicitate personal information and part 2 was
to elicitate the linguistic data which was designed to test the student’s knowledge of all the
four language skills namely speaking, listening, reading and writing.
The study reflects that students enrolled in missionary schools have highest proficiency level
followed by private schools and government schools. This is because of the fact that the
medium of instruction in missionary and in some private schools is English language from
the beginning while as in government schools medium of instruction was urdu which was
recently changed into English but did not show worthy results in language proficiency.
Keywords: ELT students; English language proficiency; language skills; language system;
link language; vocabulary; syntax.
1. Introduction
In the words of Bloch and trager, a language is the study of arbitrary vocal symbols by means
of which a social group operates. In this era of globalization and information and technology,
English has a special and predominant role in the communicative sphere of the world.
Jawaharlal Nehru said, “English is our major window on the world”. This means English
gives us glimpses of various developments taking place in the world. It provides us distilled
essence of modern knowledge, in the field of human activity.
We know it well teaching of any subject is a social and cultural activity. First of all we should
know how English is a link language. In my opinion, a link language is one by which a man
belonging to any social, national and international strata to express himself in a better way.
English as a link language occupies a very important place in our social activities especially
in the academic domain, English has occupied a unique position and almost all the students
want to learn this language to have a better future. However it has often been realized that
many students in the developing countries remain deficient in their abilities to communicate
in the spoken and written mode although they have received several years of formal teaching
of English (widdowson 1972:15). This struggle continues right up to the university level
and even students are seen to opt for private course in the hope of improving their proficiency
in English language.
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2.0 English language proficiency
It is the ability of students to use the English language, to make and communicate meaning
in spoken and written context while completing their program of study.
2.1 Language system
Language system refers to the specific aspects of language comprising vocabulary, grammar
and communicative function and teaching such aspects of language is called teaching
language system. These aspects of language are described below:
2.1.1Teaching vocabulary
Vocabulary is a word or set of words consisting of single word, compound word and idiom
and teaching vocabulary means teaching such items. Words may be of content or function,
active or passive. While teaching vocabulary, it is suggested to focus on active vocabulary
since these words are the requirements of learners for day to day communication (Sharma,
2010). Teaching vocabulary entails teaching all aspects associated with it regarding word
meaning, word use, word formation and word grammar. (Wang 2013)
2.1.2 Teaching grammar
Grammar comprises the aspect of syntax and morphology and grammar teaching focuses on
the pattern of language and practice of these rules. There are two approaches used to teach
grammar namely deductive approach and inductive approach. In deductive approach, there
is a direct and explicit explanation of grammatical structures whereas in inductive approach,
there is no direct explanation of grammatical explanation but it “favors induction or the
learners' discovery of the grammatical rules through tasks” (Ellis as cited in Dang & Nguyen,
2013, p. 113). Hence, it is also called indirect explicit grammar instruction which is
considered to “have great contributions to enhancing learners' rule comprehension” (Dang
& Nguyen, 2013, p. 119). But, Azar (as cited in Ezzi, 2012) recommends the application of
grammar based teaching instead of adopting any of them to benefit from the advantages of
both approaches. For the practice of grammar, different grammar exercises can be conducted
like awareness, controlled drills, meaningful drills, guided meaningful practices, free
sentence composition based on structure, structure based discourse composition and free
discourse (Sharma, 2010).
2.1.3 Teaching communicative function
Communicative function refers to communicative goal or purpose for the fulfillment of
which language is used. Communicative function comprises requesting, ordering, asking for
permission etc. Language is for communication. Therefore, to teach language means to make
learners communicatively competent. This means teaching language should enhance
learners’ communicative competence which comprises the grammatical, sociolinguistic,
discourse and strategic competence by help of which learners become competent in handling
any of the communicative situations.
2.2 Language skills
Modes or manners in which language is used are called language skills that comprise
listening, speaking, reading and writing. These skills are grouped into receptive skills and
productive skills.
Language skills
I. Receptive skills
2) Productive skills
A: Listening
A: Speaking
B: Reading
B: Writing
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2.2.1 Teaching listening skill
Listening refers to the learning ability to comprehend the speaker’s pronunciation, grammar
and meaning along with their accent and teaching listening skills refers to teaching listening
comprehension which comprises identifying words, constructing information and their
utilization (Sharma 2010).
2.2.2 Teaching speaking skills
Speaking is the ability to use the oral language appropriately and effectively in learning
activities. The goal of teaching speaking skill is communicative efficiency. Learners should
be able to make themselves understood using their current proficiency to the fullest. They
should try to avoid confusion in the message due to faulty pronunciation, grammar,
vocabulary and to observe the social and cultural roles that apply in common situation.
2.2.3 Teaching reading skills
It is one of the language skills in which learner construct the meaning from written text. It is
the complex skill requiring the coordination of inter-related source of information
(Anderson, Hebert, Scott and Wilkinson 1985).
While reading, reader interacts with a text, decodes it and construct a meaning. Teaching
reading skills aims at making learners practice the skill of reading and to provide language
exposure that is useful for the acquisition of language.
2.2.4 Teaching writing skills
Writing is the process of conveying through written symbols. The ability to put together a
piece of writing that conveys meaning clearly and accurately is an essential functional skill.
The main purpose of teaching writing skill to learners is for language processing which is
the learner’s act of thinking in the target language that helps them to understand its
construction better (Sharma 2010)
3. Method
3.1 Sample
The sample of this study was taken from various higher secondary institutes of Baramulla
and Srinagar district of Kashmir division. The sample comprised of a total number of 300
respondents from which 100 belongs to missionary schools, 100 belonged to private schools
and hundred belonged to government school. Approval was taken from head of the
institutions to furnish the data and participants was matched on certain variables like age,
education and gender.
3.2 Instrument
Questionnaire is one of the important tools for data elicitation. A questionnaire was prepared
which consisted of two parts. Part one was designed to elicit personal information about the
student which included items such as student’s background , their schooling at high school
level (govt. Private, missionary), economic background, educational qualifications of their
parents and so on. The other part was prepared for the elicitation of linguistic data which
was designed to test the student’s knowledge of all the four language skills, namely reading,
writing, speaking and listening.
For the present work, four separate schedules (each one for each skill) were prepared and
the students were tried out in the field through a pilot study.
A brief description of the four sections covering these skills is provided below
3.2.1 Speaking Section
The speaking section measured the ability to speak in English. The speaking test took around
15-20 minutes in the form of an interview. The interview was more like friendly conversation
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which typically covered some aspects of past, present and future situations. The speaking
test contained three sections. The first section comprised of an interview during which
respondents were asked about their hobbies, interests, and other general topics like sports
and family. In the second section candidates were asked to read the given passage. The third
section involved a picture story which a learner had to describe in his/her own words. The
responses of the students were recorded using a tape recorder.
3.2.2 Listening section:
The Listening section aims to measure the learner’s ability to understand English.
Conversational features of the language were stressed, and the skills tested included
vocabulary and grammatical constructions that are frequently used in spoken English. This
section included two subsequent monologues. In first case the monologue was immediately
followed by questions to check their Extensive/Intensive listening. This test takes
approximately thirty minutes. The listening material was recorded on a cassette tape which
the student heard only once.
3.2.3 Reading Section
The Reading section was devised to measure the ability of the learner to read and understand
short passages. Students were asked to read two short passages on different subjects and
answer several questions about each passage. The questions in this section assessed the
comprehension of main ideas, factual information stated in a passage, and vocabulary. It also
included a cloze type of question so that respondent pays close attention to the meaning of
each sentence.
3.2.4 Writing Section
The writing section was designed to measure the ability to write in English, including the
ability to generate, organize, and develop ideas, and to support those ideas with examples or
evidence. The writing test included writing summary of a given passage, essay based
questions and report based questions. The responses of these were elicited on separate sheets.
Time allotted for this test was 1 hour and 30 minutes.
4. Result
After collecting the data from a survey method it was converted into numbers before
transferring to an excel spreadsheet so the data was codified and then quantified. The
quantitative data was captured in a software programs called a statistical package of social
sciences( spss) version 14.0 for its final analyses and tabulation purposes.
Table first shows that significant difference in English language proficiency among learners
in terms of nature of institution.
NATURE OF READIN WRITIN LISTENIN SPEAKIN GRANDMEA
INSTITUTION G
G
G
G
N
MISSIONARY 3.45
3.33
2.39
2.61
11.78
SCHOOLS
PRIVATE
3.36
2.9
2
2.04
10.3
SCHOOLS
GOVERNME
2.48
2.67
1.36
1.39
7.89
NT SCHOOL
5. Discussion: The above table shows that ELT students of government institutions were
less proficient than that of missionary and private institutions in each of the skills and aspects
of language.
In reading aspects : Government higher secondary students mean (M=2.48)
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Missionary higher secondary students mean (M=3.45)
Private higher secondary students mean (M=3.36)
In writing aspects: Government higher secondary students mean (M=2.67)
Missionary higher secondary students mean (M=3.33)
Private higher secondary students mean (M=2.9)
In listening aspects: Government higher secondary students mean (M=1.36)
Missionary higher secondary students mean (M=2.39)
Private higher secondary students mean (M=2.0)
In speaking aspects: Government higher secondary students mean (M=1.39)
Missionary higher secondary students mean (M=2.61)
Private higher secondary students mean (M=2.04)
In overall Government higher secondary students mean is 7.89 which is less than missionary
students mean (11.78) and private higher secondary students mean (10.3)
6. Conclusion
After analysis of all the items of proficiency test and discussion made, conclusion can be
drawn that the English proficiency of ELT students of senior secondary level education of
government school of Baramulla and Srinagar district is very poor. Therefore, ELT teachers
are recommended to adopt the effective methods and techniques so as to enhance learner’s
proficiency level of English language.
7.Acknowledgement
I am grateful to the ELT learners of senior secondary schools of Baramulla and Srinagar
district for their kind cooperation in providing their valuable time by appearing in the
proficiency test for the purpose of this study.
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A Comparative Study Of Personality Profile Of Opiates
And Non-Opiates
Ruheela
Abstract
The study was conducted to make a comparison between male opiates and non-opiates
residing in various rural and urban areas of Kashmir division. In this study, the questionnaire
developed by Hans.J.Esyneck (EPI) consists 90 items was used to identify the different
dimensions of personality.
1. Psychoticism:- Solitary, insensitive and ego-centric.
2. Extra-version:- Sociable, out-going and optimistic.
3. Neuroticism:- Moody, touchy, anxious and restless.
The study reflects that opiates have low frustration tolerance for unsatisfactory conditions
are neurotically fatigued, easily annoyed and emotional. They are suspicious and are often
involved in their own ego, interested only in their own mental life. They are unconcerned
about other people and are poor in team work. These people tend to worry and to feel anxious
over difficulties and are not able to meet the demands of life, they tend to follow their own
impulse and do not act according to values or out of sense of duty.
In this study, the comparison is made between how an addict brain is different from nonaddict brain. The aim of the study was to compare the personality traits associated with use
of drug like opium (papaver-somniferum). A plant of the family (papaveraceae) such as
morphine, codeine and heroine acts upon central nervous system and produces physical
dependence and addiction. The habitual use of opium produces physical and mental
deterioration and shortens life. An acute overdose of opium causes respiratory depression
which can be fatal.
Keywords: opium; respiratory depression; drug addiction; chronic disease; fatal; mental
deterioration.
1.Introduction
A person’s characteristics way of responding are often referred to as his or her personality.
Personality is both complex & unique in that individual differ greatly from one another in
multiple components of behavior. Most people’s personality style doesn’t affect their
behavior similarly in many situation personality style may be maladaptive, if an individual
is unable to modify his or her behavior. When the environment undergo significant changes
that call for different approaches. If personality characteristics are not flexible enough to
allow an individual to respond adaptively to at least an ordinary variety of situations a
disorder may be present.
When personality styles become pathological, they can impair an individual’s functioning
important situations and can lead to anxiety, feeling of distress and unhappiness.
One of the most famous psychologists “Allport G.W” who defined personality in a most
comprehensive way. According to him, “personality is the dynamic organization within the
individual of that psycho-physical system that determines his unique adjustment to his
environment”.
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Personality is not a fixed state but a dynamic totality, which is continuously changing due to
interaction with the environment. The way in which individual adjust with his environment
is personality. It is organization of internal and external activities. Individual affect other
individual through his personality in short, personality is the total quality of the structure.
Attitudes, interests, capacities and behavior pattern which are manifested in man’s relation
with environment.
1.1 Understanding drug
Many people don’t understand why or how other people become addicted to drugs. They
may mistakenly think that those who use drugs lack moral principles or will power and that
they couldn’t stop their drug use simply by choosing to. In reality drug addiction is a complex
disease, quitting usually takes more than good intentions/ strong will. It changes the brain
that making quitting hard.
1.2 What is drug addiction?
Addiction is a chronic disease characterized by drug seeking and use that is compulsive,
difficult to control, despite harmful consequences. The initial decision to take drugs is
voluntary for most people, but repeated drug use can lead to brain changes that challenges
an addicted persons self- control and interfere with their ability to resist interfere urges to
take drugs. Their brain changes can be persistent, that is why drug addicted is considered a
relapsing disease. People in recovery from drug use disorders are at increased risk for
returning to drug use even after years of not taking drugs.
It is common for a person to relapse, but relapse does not mean that treatment does not work.
As with other chronic health conditions treatment should be ongoing and should be adjusted
on how the patient responses. Treatment plan need to be revived often and modified to fit
the patients changing needs.
Addiction is a disease that affects brain and behavior. When a person is addicted to drugs,
he cannot resist the urge to use them, no matter how much harm the drug may cause.
Drug addiction is not just heroin, cocaine or other illegal drugs, but one can get addicted to
alcohol, nicotine, upload pain killer and other legal substances.
At first, a person may choose to take drug because he like the way it makes to feel, he may
think he can control how much and how often use it but overtime drugs change how brain
works. These physical changes can last for a long time and makes a person to lose selfcontrol and can lead to damaging behavior.
1.3 Addiction Vs Abuse
Drug abuse is when a person use legal or illegal substances in way that he should not. He
may take more than the regular doze of pills or use someone elses prescription. He may
abuse drugs to feel good, ease stress or avoid reality.
Addiction is when a person cannot stop, not when it puts his health in danger but also causes
financial, emotional and other problems.
1.4 What happens to the brain when a person takes drugs?
Brain is wired to repeat experiences that make feel good, so we are motivated to do them
again and again.
The drugs that may be addictive target brains reward system. They flood brain with a
chemical called dopamine and this triggers a feeling of intense pleasure and keeps taking the
drug to chase that high. Overtime, when brain get used to the extra- dopamine, it may need
to take more of drug to get same good feeling. When a person uses drug for long time, it can
cause changes in other brains chemical system and circuits as well as like
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1. Judgment
2. Decision making Memory
3. Ability to learn.
Together these brain changes can drive to seek out and take drugs in ways that are
beyond a person’s control.
2. Method
2.1 Sample
The study was planned to explore the trait profile of substance abusers. The sample consisted
60 male opiates and 60 normal subjects who never used psychotropic drugs and maintained
healthy physical life were selected by matching the variables i.e. age, sex, education, and
marital status. In this method, general psychiatric unit (O.P.D) of drug de-addiction center,
Police Control Room Srinagar was approached to furnish data and all substance abusers
satisfying certain criteria of substance abuse were selected for study. The inclusion criteria
were period of drug intake which was more than six months, registered patients at the OPD,
substance dependence was diagnosed by concerning psychiatrist according to International
Classification of Diseases, 10th revision (1992) and have minimum age of 18 years and
belonging from Districts of Baramulla, Srinagar and Anantnag.
2.2 Procedure
Approval was obtained from the Inspector General (I.G) Police Control Room before
approaching patients in drug de-addiction center. The participants were given a brief
overview of the study and asked to sign an informed consent form that explained the purpose
of the study and assured confidentiality. The respondents filled up questionnaires in the
presence of researcher and required approximately 50 minutes to complete.
Ethical consideration: Participants were treated in accordance to the Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR) and American Psychological Associations (APA) ethical
guidelines.
2.3 instrument
In addition to a socio-demographic, questionnaire developed by a researcher which was
divided into socio-demographic and clinical data sheet.
The variables in socio-demographic sheet were name, age, sex, educational qualification,
occupation, marital status, religion, residence, family income and family type.
The variables on clinical data sheet were age of onset, type of drug, frequency and severity,
last use, any abstinent attempt any family history were asked.
A questionnaire developed by Hans.J.Esyneck- a British borne psychologist was used to
identify the different dimensions of personality. It consists of 90 items and are 3 levels
reflecting the different dimensions of personality
1. Psychoticism:- Solitary, insensitive and ego-centric.
2. Extra-version:- Sociable, out-going and optimistic.
3. Neuroticism:- Moody, touchy, anxious and restless.
The scoring key for E.P.Q (R) was used to check the responses of subject. The key was
placed on the booklet visible through the circles on the key. The scores psychoticism, extraversion and neuroticism was obtained by using this key. One score was added for each
answer visible through the squares and was recorded in the table on page 1st.
3. Result
Descriptive analyses were used to explore the association between the variables. Mean,
standard deviation and t-test were used for statistical analysis by using (Spss) version 10.1
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A view of the table 1 shows that there is significant difference between psychoticism score
of opiates and non-opiates because (t=3.02) value to reach the significance level criteria.
A view of the table 2 shows that there is no significance difference between the mean
extraversion score of opiates and non-opiates because (t=1.347) value fail to reach the
significance level criteria.
A view of the table 3 shows that there is a significance difference between neuroticism score
of opiates and non-opiates because (t=6) value to reach the significance level criteria.
Table 1-Mean scores, SDs and t-value of PEN-scores of opiates and non-opiates.
Personality Opiates
Non-opiates Standard
tdimension
Mean
Standard
Mean
Deviation
value
Deviation
Psychoticism
Extraversion
Neuroticism

5.81
11.11

1.90
5.032

14.86

2.87

4.60
12.16

2.40
3.12

3.02
1.347
6

3.12
4 Discussion
The result of present study demonstrated that substance abusers had significantly scored
higher on psychoticism and neuroticism as compared to non-substance abusers. Substance
abusers were more anxious, hostile, vulnerable to stress and depressive traits. The findings
also consistent with earlier studies which showed that opiates had more higher neurotic
tendencies than non-opiates (Dorus and Senay.1980) (Skinner and Allen.1982). High N is
associated with irrational ideas, reduced impulse control and poor adjustment of stress (Costa
Mc-Crae.1992)
Much theoretical explanation had vein used to explain the high anxiety level among
substance abusers. One of the most prominent work done in this area was Esyneck’s Three
Dimensional Theory of Personality Esyneck 1979 put forward the idea that the biological
basis of neuroticism originates from the sensitivity of the limbic autonomic system which
determines our reactivity to environmental and psychological stimuli. Highly reactive
individuals are typically easily agitated. These individuals may be expected to use addictive
substance for their calming and rewarding effects.
No significant difference in extraversion scores of opiates and non-opiates was an unexpected result despite that the extraverts had a strong nervous system that is relatively quick
to inhibit excessive stimulation. They readily tune out the arousing imports from social
situations and can tolerate having a lot of activity. They crave such stimulation and their
behavior governed with stimulation seeking behavior (Esyneck.1985). because of their low
level of cortical arousal they need more stimulation for maintaining an optimal level of
arousal hence they used addictive substance as a form of stimulation.
The dimension of extraversion has been associated with activity, sociability, risk taking
behavior and impulsivity (Costa and Mc-Crea.1992). the idea that impulsivity may be
characterized by a lack of behavioral constraint, a lack of caution, a possibly even failure to
confirm to conventional moral expectations. Drug use and abuse are strongly discouraged
by conventional cultural standards risk activities because of their illicit nature, individuals
who are low on constraint might be at increased risk of drug abuse because they are less
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likely to accept and be less fearful to the consequences, failing to follow cultural norms
governing drug abuse (Esyneck 1979).
There is an interesting convergence of thinking on the relationship between reward drive and
spontaneous impulsiveness in the development and maintenance of substance misuse.
Individuals prone to abuse drugs have been found to have lower levels of Dopamine
concentration in neural pathways than those individuals less prone to abuse drugs.
5.Conclusion
its concluded that drug users show highest neurotic tendencies and emotional instability than
non drug users. They are more hostile, anxious and vulnerable to stress than non drug users.
6. Acknowledgement
I am grateful to the entire team of Drug De-addiction centre, police control room Srinagar
and the patients for their kind co-operation in providing their valuable time during collection
of data for this study.
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Entrepreneurial Intention among Management Students
M. Karthik
Dr. G. Udayasuriyan
Abstract
Creating entrepreneurial intention is the basic steps to evolve various forms of
entrepreneurship in any nation. The entrepreneurial intention has a distinctive advantage in
nature. The purpose of the research is to identify the entrepreneurial intention among
management students in Madurai district. Two objective of this study is reached through
methodology. Sample size was 100 obtained through simple random sampling technique in
Madurai district. Researcher used standard questionnaire was with 5 point scale in the
continuum of agreeing. Path analysis was used for data analysis. The path analysis found
that there is influence of personal attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behaviour
control on entrepreneurial intention among the management students. It is also found that
there influence of perceived behaviour control and entrepreneurial intention on
entrepreneurial behaviour among the management students in Madurai district. It is observed
that the perceived desirability to become an entrepreneur is high in the minds of students.
Similarly they were not aware much about how to start a new venture and the required basics.
Hence, it is concluded that the management educational institutions should develop
curriculum which comprise required basic and macro things which required creating a new
firm.
Keywords: personal attitudes, subjective norms, perceived behaviour control, and
entrepreneurial intention and entrepreneurial behaviour.
Introduction
The term “entrepreneurship” was typically borrowed from the French language. It denotes
an individual who organizes or engages in a business. The term “entrepreneur” was coined
by the French economist Jean-Baptiste Say. Entrepreneurship is believed as a booster to any
national income. It also increases the employment opportunity directly and indirectly. In
order to create various form of entrepreneurship, a nation needs to seed entrepreneurial
intention in the minds of youth, especially in the mind of college students. Most of the
researchers observed that creating entrepreneurial intention is the primary steps to get
success in nurturing entrepreneurship.
Creating entrepreneurial intention is the basic steps evolve various entrepreneurship in any
nation. In addition, the entrepreneurial intention has a distinctive advantage in nature. If any
community has high level of entrepreneurial intentions, it can produce various forms of
entrepreneurship such as social entrepreneur, ecopreneur, edupruneur and different
innovative entrepreneurship which society requires having cumulative growth. It is difficult
to create various forms of entrepreneurship in a short span of time, unless the society which
has higher entrepreneurial intention. This study is aimed to analyze the management
students’ intention to become entrepreneur in the future. This section is to discuss
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understanding of the entrepreneurship and to choose variables to measure the entrepreneurial
intentions.
Theory of Planned Behavior for Entrepreneurial Behavior
This theory of planned behaviour model (Ajzen, 1991) came from the field of psychology to
understand and analyze the intention of nascent entrepreneur. This model demonstrated the
relationship between individuals’ intentions and behavior to become an entrepreneur. This
model shown three attitudinal antecedents of individuals intentions is correlated to
entrepreneurial intentions and form the entrepreneurial behavior.
There were many researches carried this model to study the intentional behavior of the
peoples. As displayed above, personal attitudes, subjective norms and perceived control
factors had been served as antecedents to influence the future action of the individuals. Apart
from that, various factors such as environmental factors, demographic factors, and social
factors also added and identified that too served as factors in deciding the future planned
behavior of individuals.
• Personal Attitude refers to the personal perception and approach towards the desired
action in achieving dream. It is attitude towards the behavior or outcome of the intention.
• Subjective Norms indicates tap the perceptions of what important people in respondents’
lives think about performing a particular behaviour. Included would be the individual’s
family expectations about the desirability of becoming entrepreneur.
• The Perceived Behaviourial Control (PBC) is defined as the perceived ease or difficulty
of performing behaviour. Individuals usually elect to adopt behaviours they think will be
able to control and master.
In this model, observed that Theory of Planned Behavior, Ajzen, (1991) depends on three
key factors as shown in the diagram. In that, subjective norms are influenced by the
knowledge of the individuals as well as environment.
Review of Literature
Zain, et al. (2010) study on Malaysian undergraduate business students in public university
in survey using 230 samples selected through systematic sampling revealed that more
graduate students have a desire to pursue into entrepreneurship and they are influenced by
entrepreneurial courses taken, family members who are entrepreneurs and academics that
are in business related disciplines. The findings indicate that personality trait influence
intention. The manner in which a person feels and act influences their decision to become
an entrepreneur.
Putra (2012) conducted a study to examine the factors determining Management students`
interest in entrepreneurship. Samples were used from the Management students of Padang
University, using accidental sampling technique, and factor analysis, and twenty-two
questionnaire items were given to 100 students. These results proved that there were six
factors determining Management student interests in entrepreneurship, namely
environmental factors, self-esteem factors, opportunity factors, personality factors, vision
and confidence factors.
Olakitan and Ayobami (2011) investigated the influence of personality on entrepreneurial
success. Examined the impact of gender, locus of control and risk-taking behavior on the
success of an entrepreneur. The results showed that: (1.) risk-taking behavior and locus of
control had no significant interaction effect on entrepreneurial success. (2.) There was also
no significant difference between risk-taking behavior and entrepreneurial success. (3.) A
significant difference existed between internal locus of control and entrepreneurial success.
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(4). there was no significant difference in the entrepreneurial success based on gender
differences. (5.) Locus of control and risk-taking behavior did not collectively
predict/determine entrepreneurial success. On the basis of the findings, entrepreneurs are
advised to take cognizance of their personality since it can go a long way to determine the
success or failure of an enterprise.
Krishna (2013) ascertains that motivational factors can be classified into internal and
external factors. Internal factors are related to the personality of the entrepreneur and
generate an inclination to adopt entrepreneurial activity. Internal factors include educational
background, occupational experience, the desire to do something pioneering and innovative,
the desire to be free and independent and family background. Entrepreneurial ambitions
cannot fructify without a supporting environment. External factors provide support and give
a spark to entrepreneurship. External factors include assistance from government and
financial institutions.
Zahariah, et al. (2010) studied “Entrepreneurship Intention among Malaysian Business
Students." This study using a questionnaire survey on undergraduate business students in a
Malaysian public university, to examine business students has an intention to pursue
entrepreneurship. It also examines whether personality traits and environmental factors
influence the students to become entrepreneurs. The results indicate that more than half of
the respondents have an intention to become entrepreneurs and their decisions are attributed
by the influence from their family members, academics and attending courses on
entrepreneurship. The results also show that personality traits and environmental, play an
important role in influencing the students’ decision to become entrepreneurs. The findings
implicate that academics need to play a significant role in encouraging more students to
become entrepreneurs by providing more awareness on the benefits of becoming
entrepreneurs and in turn, contributing to the growth of the country’s economy and global
competitiveness.
Research Methodology
Research Design
Descriptive research design has been adopted for this work. It attempts to describe the
behavior of the respondents in relation to a particular practice of the society. The descriptive
study is typically concerned with determining the frequency with which something occurs
or how two variables vary. Researcher has adopted the survey method to determine the
influence of personality on entrepreneurial intention among management students.
Framework
The below figure -1 shows the framework of the study. From the figure, entrepreneurial
intention was considered as a dependent variable. Personal attitudes, subjective norms and
perceived behaviour control were considered as independent variables. Entrepreneurial
behaviour was considered as an outcome variable.
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Figure 1: Framework: Theory of Planned Behavior, Ajzen, 1991
Objective of the study
➢ To study the influence of Personal attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behaviour
control on entrepreneurial intention among the management students.
➢ To identify the influence of entrepreneurial intention on entrepreneurial behaviour
among the management students in Madurai.
Hypothesis of the Study
➢ There is no influence of personal attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behaviour
control on entrepreneurial intention among the management students.
➢ There is no influence of entrepreneurial intention on entrepreneurial behaviour among
the management students in Madurai district.
Questionnaire Construction
S.No.
Variable
Author
1
Personal attitude
2
Perceived behavioural control
3
Subjective norms
Ajzen, (1991)
4
Entrepreneurial intention
5
Behaviour
The scales were developed by (Ajzen, 1991). The responses towards personal attitude,
perceived behavioural control, subjective norms, entrepreneurial intention and behaviour
were five point likert scales from strongly agree to strongly disagree.
Area of sample and justification
Madurai district have been chosen for this study as area of sampling. Hence there is a need
to influence of personal attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behaviour control on
entrepreneurial intention among management students.
Sample Size
Sample size was 100 management students of Madurai district.
Sampling Technique
Simple random sampling of probability sample has been followed to collect the data for the
study. This offers a high degree of accuracy and in a short period, a valid and comparable
result can be obtained.
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Tool for data analysis
Path analysis was used to identify the influence of personal attitudes, subjective norms and
perceived behaviour control on entrepreneurial behaviour with respect to entrepreneurial
intention among management students in Madurai.
Analysis and Interpretation
Model Fit Indication
Observed
Recommended Value
Indicators
Value
(Premapriya, et al. 2006)
Chi-Square
3.532
-P Value
0.317
Greater Than 0.050
GFI
0.977
Greater Than 0.90
AGFI
0.906
Greater Than 0.90
CFI
0.977
Greater Than 0.90
NFI
0.981
Greater Than 0.90
RMSEA
0.055
Less Than 0.080
Source: Primary data
From the above table it is found that the calculated chi-square value is 3.532, p- value is
0.317 which is greater than 0.05, which indicates that perfectly fit. It is found that RMSEA
(Root Mean Square Error of Approximation) value is 0.055 which are less than 0.08, which
indicates that it is perfectly fit Velaudham and Baskar (2016). Here GFI (Goodness of Fit
Index) value and AGFI (Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index) values are greater than 0.90 which
represent it is a good fit. The calculated CFI (Comparative Fit Index) value and NFI (Normed
Fit Index) values are greater than 0.90 which means that it is a perfectly fit Velaudham and
Baskar (2015).

Figure 2: Path analysis
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Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - Default model)
DV
IV
Estimate S.E. C.R. Beta
P
Entrepreneurial
Personal
<--0.347
0.028 12.493 0.468 0.001
Intention
Attitudes
Entrepreneurial
<--- Subjective Norms
0.140
0.035 4.005 0.146 0.001
Intention
Perceived
Entrepreneurial
<--- Behaviour
0.103
0.032 3.262 0.118 0.001
Intention
Control
Entrepreneurial
Entrepreneurial
<--0.717
0.060 12.007 0.397 0.001
Behaviour
Intention
Perceived
Entrepreneurial
<--- Behaviour
0.641
0.052 12.327 0.407 0.001
Behaviour
Control
Source: Primary data
Ho: Personal attitudes do not influence by entrepreneurial intention.
Through the path analysis, regression weight as the value of CR was 12.493. The Beta value
was 0.468 which indicates that 46.8% of influence is through personal attitudes towards
entrepreneurial intention. The p-value was 0.001; was less than 1% and the hypothesis was
rejected. Hence, it can be concluded that the personal attitudes influences entrepreneurial
intention among management students in Madurai district.
Ho: Subjective norms do not influence by entrepreneurial intention.
Through the path analysis, regression weight as the value of CR was 4.005. The Beta value
was 0.146 which indicates that 14.6% of influence is through subjective norms towards
entrepreneurial intention. The p-value was 0.001; was less than 1% and the hypothesis was
rejected. Hence, it can be inferred that the subjective norms influences entrepreneurial
intention among management students in Madurai district.
Ho: Perceived behaviour control do not influence by entrepreneurial intention.
Through the path analysis, regression weight as the value of CR was 3.262. The Beta value
was 0.118 which indicates that 11.6% of influence is through perceived behaviour control
towards entrepreneurial intention. The p-value was 0.001; was less than 1% and the
hypothesis was rejected. Hence, it has been found that the perceived behaviour control
influences entrepreneurial intention among management students in Madurai district.
Ho: Perceived behaviour control do not influence by entrepreneurial behaviour.
Through the path analysis, regression weight as the value of CR was 12.327. The Beta value
was 0.407 which indicates that 40.7% of influence is through perceived behaviour control
towards entrepreneurial behaviour. The p-value was 0.001; was less than 1% and the
hypothesis was rejected. Hence, it can be decided that the perceived behaviour control
influences entrepreneurial behaviour among management students in Madurai district.
Ho: Perceived behaviour control do not influence by entrepreneurial behaviour.
Through the path analysis, regression weight as the value of CR was 12.327. The Beta value
was 0.407 which indicates that 40.7% of influence is through perceived behaviour control
towards entrepreneurial behaviour. The p-value was 0.001; was less than 1% and the
hypothesis was rejected. Hence, it can be concluded that the perceived behaviour control
influences entrepreneurial behaviour among management students in Madurai district.
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Ho: Entrepreneurial intention do not influence by entrepreneurial behaviour.
Through the path analysis, regression weight as the value of CR was 12.007. The Beta value
was 0.397 which indicates that 39.7% of influence is through entrepreneurial intention
towards entrepreneurial behaviour. The p-value was 0.001; was less than 1% and the
hypothesis was rejected. Hence, it can be inferred that the entrepreneurial intention
influences entrepreneurial behaviour among management students in Madurai district.
Findings
➢ The path analysis found that there is influence of personal attitudes, subjective norms
and perceived behaviour control on entrepreneurial intention among the management
students.
➢ It is also found that there is influence of perceived behaviour control and entrepreneurial
intention on entrepreneurial behaviour among the management students in Madurai.
Recommendations
➢ Proper training needs to given to the faculties who involved in developing the
entrepreneurial intentions.
➢ University should tied up/MOU with more enterprises to get fruitful experiences to the
students.
➢ The academic institutions should develop curriculum which comprises of basic and
macro things which required for.
➢ Basic management lessons also should be added in their academics.
➢ Entrepreneurship education should be added in the academic programs in both
theoretical and practical form.
Conclusion
The path analysis found that there are influences of personal attitudes, subjective norms and
perceived behaviour control on entrepreneurial intention among the management students.
It is also found that there is an influence of perceived behaviour control and entrepreneurial
intention on entrepreneurial behaviour among the management students in Madurai. It is
observed that the perceived desirability to become an entrepreneur is high in the minds of
students. Similarly they were not aware much about how to start a new venture and the
required basics. Hence, it is concluded that the management institutions should develop
curriculum which comprises of entrepreneurship lessions.
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Study of Women Empowerment in Haryana Prisons
Sunita Rani
Abstract
The degree of civilization in a society can be judged by entering its prisons. A society can’t
be recognized as civilized unless it treats the prisoners with sympathy and affection which
is only possible after acceptance of importance of basic human rights and fundamental
rights. A prisoner, be a convict or under trial or a detenue, does not cease to be a human
being. There are number of provisions in the form of laws, rules and guidelines that protect
women from exploitation in prisons and guarantee them basic services. However, the
implementation of these provisions is found to be myriad lacking and women face a variety
of problems in prisons. There are severe lack of female staff, adequate accommodation
arrangements, adequate sanitation and hygienic environment, female medical personnel and
facilities mean to cover physical, sexual, reproductive and mental health needs of women in
prison. Women are entitled to have access to education while in prison but apart from
provisions for basic literacy educational facilities are most missing. Availability of legal aid
services, professional education, Skill development programmes and vocational training are
just paper dressing and mendacious. Physical and sexual violence is a common scenario
and it occurred in myriad in the prisons, faced by inmates at the hands of authorities and
other prisoners. The provisions for guaranteed safety to women in prison and addressing to
hark their complaints need to be followed strictly, which is not being done. Prisons ate
thesaurus and is important that women in particular to contact their social network outside
the prison to ensure to rehabilitation a calm and peaceful life in the society after her release.
This paper gives a look on need of necessary modifications and implementation mechanism
of laws, the steps taken by the jail administration, the reality faced by the women prisoners
and the some way ahead in the direction of women empowerment in prisons of Haryana.
Keywords:
Women Empowerment, Haryana Jail Study, Reality of facilities in Jail.
Introduction
“Life is secured, if safety is ensured.”
Take the prisoners from the world of killing to the world of healing; from the world of pain
to the world of happiness; from the world of lock to the world of no lock; from the world
wall to the world of no walls: “Trust begets trust.”
“Hate and crime and not the criminals.” All men are born equal and are endowed by the
creator with some basic rights.” These rights are mainly right to life and liberty but if any
person does not comply with ethics of the society then that person is deprived of these rights
with proper punishment. Many experts believe that the main objective of prisons is to bring
the offenders back to the mainstream of the society.
The medieval period witnessed merciless torture of prisoners such as execution, mutilation,
flogging, burning and other corporal punishment. The life of prisoners in the medieval period
was hard, unbearable and painful. Imprisonment as way of punishment has evolved over the
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centuries. In India and most of the world today, prisons are viewed as centres for the reform
of nefarious criminals.
A person is a correctional facility meant to house individuals who break the law. The purpose
of prisons is the reformation of inmates. Despite this prison systems often hide violence and
depravity behind their iron cages which is detrimental to the reform of offenders. It is thus
pertinent to recognize and fulfill the basic rights of prisoners to encourage their reformation.
The problems related to imprisonment become even more pronounced in the context of
women inmates. Prison systems are primarily designed to cater to men and are not well
equipped to address the particular need of women in prison. In the end of 2015, Indian
Prisons were home to 17,834 women. Only 17% of these women live in exclusively female
prisons, while the majority are housed in female enclosures of general prisons, there is
national and international agreement that the condition of prisons and of women living in
them needs urgent improvement. These reports are from jail visits conducted by National
Commission for Women between November 2017 and May 2018 and a comprehensive
review of Prison Manuals carried out by the National Law University, Delhi between March
and June, 2018.
There are number of provisions in the form of laws, rules and guidelines that protect women
from exploitation in prison and guarantee them basic services. However the implementation
of these provisions is found to be largely lacking and women face a variety of problems
while living in prison.
Definition Of Women Empowerment
There are different ways and principles to define women’s empowerment such as far one to
be empowered they must come from a position of disempowerment. Furthermore one must
acquire empowerment themselves rather than have it given to them by an external party.
Empowerment definitions entail people having the capability to make important decisions
in their lives while also being able to act on them. Empowerment and disempowerment
related to each other, therefore empowerment is a process not a product. Women
empowerment refers to the ability for women to enjoy their right to control and benefit from
the resources, assets, income and their own time as well as the ability to manage risk and
improve their financial status. A more qualitative form of assessing women’s empowerment
is to identify constraints to action. This allows for the identification of power relations
between genders.
MOTTO
The motto of the subject is to build more effectiveness condition of women in Prison in India
in order to consider the action to be taken for improvement of the women in different Jails
of Haryana.
Objectives Of Women Empowerment
The objective of this research is to build more powerful, mind full skull of women in prisons.
First of all we have to consider that:•
What are the entitlements of women in Prison?
•
How much problems to be faced by women in Prison?
•
What should be done to obviate from existing situation and what efforts to be made
to improve such critical condition of women Prisoners in different Jails?
From time to time the Government of India had constituted various committees/
Commissions and Working Groups to report and suggest how to improve the conditions
being faced by women in Prisons? Some of these are:-
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a) Working Group on Prisons, 1972.
b) National Expert Committee on Women Prisoners, 1987. (Justice Krishna Iyer
Committee.)
During l986 a committee headed by Shri R. K. Kapoor to examine and review various
factors to edify the critical condition of the women in Prisons.
Later in the year 1987 the National Expert Committee on Women Prisoners under the
chairmanship of Justice Krishna Iyer debunk the perilously situation of women in Jails and
made various assertive recommendations which follows as under:1.
The women in prison should be well conversant about their rights provided under the
law.
2.
Only Constables (Women) may assign the duties to access the search on women
prisoners.
3.
The Lady Medical Officer may physically examine and search the women prisoners
when they are entered mewed to prison.
4.
Women Prisoners should be allowed to make contact with their families and may
communicate with the Lawyers, social workers and as well as to Social voluntary
organizations.
5.
Women in Prison should be allowed to keep their children with them in the Prison.
6.
There must be a separate Jail for women prisoners.
7.
There must also be a separate Lawyer to prosecute to present the cases of women
prisoners before the Hon’ble appropriate Courts.
Some More Realities Being Faced By Women In Prisons
• The National Model Prison Manual 2016 is a progressive document outlining the basic
entitlements of women in prison and has its strength to provide a national perspective on
prisons to be adopted by all the Prisons in the State, this has been recommended by the
Mulla Committee.
• Special procedures will be followed at the time of arrest of women to ensure their best
interest as well as that of their children. Since searches at time of admission and
throughout prison life can be an experience where women inmates face humiliation and
violence.
• Adequate provisions shall be made for pregnancy and childbirth in prison including
medical, dietary and accommodation-related improvements. Children of prisoners both
the ones living with them or the ones living outside, would never be treated as prisoners
themselves.
• The essential requirement both physical and mental health shall appropriately and
regularly. Women inmates will be accessed to doctors and psychologists as and when
needed.
• Educational facilities in prison will also be provided as per abilities of women prisoners
besides vocational training and skilling faculties in prison shall be upgraded as it could
improve the daily lives of women prisoners and give them economic support after
release.
• Living condition of women inmates will be improved in terms of bedding, adequate
lighting, sufficient number of toilets, options of clothing as per culture.
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• Provisions of Legal Aid would be implemented with linkages with District and State
Legal Service Authorities. All rights and entitlements will be explained to women in a
language they can understand.
• For preventing recidivism and help in the solace transaction of women in the society
government must have to observe comprehensive after care action.
Prison Staff: The National Model Prison Manual 2016 recommended that there should be
one guarding staff for every six prisoners. Each prison must have :
1.
Executive Staff to control the jail system efficiently.
2.
Lady Medical Officers for the treatment of women prisoners.
3.
The Welfare Officer to for maintaining the prison in better conditions & to reform
status of the women prisoners in the Jails.
4.
Educational and vocational training programs must be introduced in the Jails for
the betterment of life of women prisoners to rehabilitation in the society after their
release. The vocational programs must be suitable to women such as cutting and
tailoring, embroidery, Mushroom cultivation and many more.
In the year 2015 the total number of women jail officers/staff was 4,391 which are only
8.28% of total. (Prison Statistics India-2015). There is scarcity of supervisory level female
officers. The National Prison Manual prescribes only One Lady DIG attached to the prison
Head quarter to look after women prisoners, staff and prisoners in the Jails.
Hon’ble Supreme Court during the year May, 2017 also noted that there is an utter
deficiency of staff almost in every Jail of India. Hon’ble court desired that necessary steps
be taken to fill up all the vacant posts without further delay. (Supreme Court-Re-inhuman
conditions in 1382 prisons dated 2.5.2017, WP(c) No. 406 of 2013.)
The lack of staff pertaining to women prisoners describes the facts that male staff often
becomes responsible for female inmates. The presence of women inmates necessitates
gender-specific services, which should be provided by female staff. To solve the situation
the Prison Administration may hire female doctors, gynecologists, ANM’s, teachers,
psychologists, socio-legal counselors, NGO’s locally to ensure that women prisoners are not
bereft of these basic services.
Accommodation
The National Prison Manual specified the size for each cell and barracks in the prison. Only
20 prisoners should be in one barrack and each dormitory may accommodate only 4 to 6
prisoners. It is also provided that if any prisoner is in need of a private cell for the purpose
of study etc. as well as segregated cells he/she may be given the same on priority. Segregated
cells where prisoners may be kept due to concerns of violence or contagious diseases. It is
also provided that adequate cooling and heating, washroom facilities, laundries and to secure
individual belongings be made available in each barrack.
It is also hard fact that overcrowding is one of the basic problems plaguing Indian prisons.
The national average occupancy was reported at 114.4% in 2015. UTs/States such as Dadra
and Nagar Haveli, Chhattisgarh and Delhi have reported the status of overcrowding in
prisons as high as 276.7%, 233.9% and 226.9% respectively. (BPR&D report No 165,
www.bprd.nic.in).
The effects of overcrowding usually become even more perilous in the case of women as
women are restricted to a smaller enclosure of the jail due to lack of proper space and
infrastructure for them.
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Steps Being Taken By Jail Authority For Empowerment Of Women
Jails were primarily designed to cater to male inmates; special steps need to be taken to
ensure adequate conditions for women as well. Female inmates are often faced with prison
infrastructure and administrative systems, which are largely oblivious to their genderspecific need.
The courts in India have purported the need to recognize the rights of women prisoner and
improve their conditions. The Hon’ble Supreme Court has affirmed the basic rights of
women prisoner. While compensatory justice has an emotional aspect, safety and security
concerns or in more general term, the common weal element, gives a rational core to the
reformation process.
The most neglected aspect of reformation is the need to give some different shape to the
individuals undergoing the process by focusing on the need for personality change and
transformation. The sustainable way of ensuring the safety and security of society is by
focusing on this object of reformation.
Importance of Women’s Empowerment in Societies
Entire Nations, businesses communities and other groups can benefit from the
implementation of programs and policies that adopt the notion of women empowerment.
Empowerment of women is a necessity for the development of a society since it enhances
both the quality and the quantity of human resources available for development.
Empowerment is one of the main procedural concerns when addressing human rights and
development.
The Ministry Home Affairs are running various schemes not only for improvement of
prison infrastructure with emphasis on hygiene condition but also organizing national as well
as international conferences on correctional administration for sensitization of prison staff.
It is observed that all States are working towards the welfare and rehabilitation since similar
kind of inputs on various initiatives in this regard have been received from States hence
overall snapshots of welfare/rehabilitation measurements. Vocational Training cum
Production Scheme
In the Prisons of Haryana the women are the part of various vocational training cum
production schemes mainly Weaving, Bakery Products bread cake and biscuits etc.
Tailoring, Printing, Book binding. Preparing of soft toys, soaps, phenyl, stamp pad ink,
sealing wax, detergent powder, utensil powder and many other courses and Beauty Parlor,
Pillows, detergent and toilet soaps and coir products. These are such type of vocational
courses which empowered the women for their rehabilitation in society.
Education is sine qua non for reformation.
Various literacy/education programs like Sakashrata, Secondary, Senior Secondary by
National Institute of Open Schooling and B.P.P, B.A. level programs have been
introduced by Indira Gandhi National Open University. In addition to this the prisoners
especially Women Prisoners are also encouraged to join higher education with the results
that in some of the prisons the educated prisoners are being encouraged to technical in
computing keeping in that when they release from Jail they could make their lively hood in
a better way.
Conclusion and Suggestions
In the end of 2015, Indian Prisons were home to 17,834 women. Only 17% of these
women live in exclusively female prisons, while the majority are housed in female
enclosures of general prisons, there is national and international agreement that the condition
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of prisons and of women living in them needs urgent improvement. These reports are from
jail visits conducted by National Commission for Women between November 2017 and May
2018 and a comprehensive review of Prison Manuals carried out by the National Law
University, Delhi between March and June, 2018.
According to an agreement that the condition of prisoners especially for women prisoners
is dismal and in need votive and ameliorative program in all the jails of Haryana.
United Nation General Assembly in convention at Bangkok, 2011 adopted Rules which
lay out for the treatment of women in prisons and prescribe certain non-custodial measures
for women offenders.
In the year 2015 Mr. Nelson Mandela Rules were adopted by the United Nation General
Assembly which set out the international minimum standard for the treatment of prisoners
including Women.
As per State List provided in the seventh schedule of Indian Constitution, all problems
related to prisons, re correctional activities, borstal institutions and other institutions like
prisons in which the persons detained therein. All the arrangements for healthy gaol of the
prisoners come under the domain of State Governments.
Special provisions may be made for pregnant women prisoners for granting parole. Para
medicos Staff and more doctors where there is shortage of medical staff may be provided
immediately so that time medical aid is provided to the pregnant women and others. More
medical camps are organized in the women jails for maintaining healthy environment.
Wages may be given to those women prisoners who worked in the different field in Jail and
credit the in their saving bank accounts opened in various Nationalized Banks for their
economic strength.
Every state should have such open jails where the prisoners having good conduct and who
spent considerable years of their sentence could be sent.
Necessary steps should be taken by each of the State Governments to prevent supply of drug
in Jail.
Prison workshops need to be urgently modernized and they should function like small
modern industrial units with the latest equipments.
Our mindset towards prisoners should undergo a change so that a prison truly reflects the
spirit of correction and reformation by treating the inmates as human beings.
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Impact of Information Technology on The Agricultural
University Libraries in Uttar Pradesh: A Study
Neelam Devi
Dr. R.K. Choudhary
Abstract
Role of information technology in India has made a tremendous achievement since last one
decade. In every sector of our economy ICT is playing a pivotal role and making all workings
easy and smart in every corner of the country. Similarly, ICT has enriched our Educational
system widely, whether it is use of computer in collages, libraries and universities or other
various e-sources in all these institutions. ICT has created more jobs, and demands more
skilled manpower to utilize it fully. Therefore, this paper is a review paper to study How
ICT plays its significant role in Indian Libraries via Digitalization, Availability of ICT
services in Libraries and its yielding benefits by the use of internet in our libraries.
Keywords: ICT, Libraries, Digitalization, Services, Skilled-Manpower.
Introduction
Agricultural science has various branches such as Forest Science, Horticulture, Fisheries
Science, Sericulture, etc. This special branch of science in today’s world is not restricted to
farmers only, but it has spread its involvement into other fields or disciplines thereby
becoming a multidisciplinary field in itself. Therefore, due to different kinds of agricultural
areas, there is a vast amount of literature available which includes various forms of subjects.
There comes the role of libraries which help the users to gather information required. These
libraries of agricultural sciences have a special focus in the field of agriculture. Apart from
farming agricultural sciences also play a major role in the field of education and research
and development. The agricultural libraries help in promoting research and development in
the field of agriculture and possess a special collection of books, journals, pamphlets,
research reports, patents, standards, thesis/dissertations, brochures, films, CD/DVDs and
other materials which serve the information needs of its users within a limited period of time.
Technology today plays an important role in making things easier thereby saving the time of
the users which in earlier days was not possible. Use of unified on-line library mechanization
systems, knowledge of classification and cataloguing schemes, access to a local, national
and international database, agricultural research information systems, etc. can all be
considered as part of technological developments in this field. Agricultural libraries can
hardly function today without computers and information technology. Information
technology helps to ease the major challenges faced by the agricultural libraries and its users.
It helps to provide better quality, increased productivity, more effective operations, better
resource sharing and more efficient services to its users. With the involvement of
Information technology agricultural libraries are now capable to manage information in a
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smart way involving the acquisition, processing, storage, retrieval and dissemination of
information in a better and easy way. Reprography, printing and publishing are other
activities involved in information management. The libraries, therefore, act as channels of
communication. The application of technologies enhances the role of libraries in imparting
relevant services and information to its users. Libraries and information centers have now
new challenges to cope up with these information technological advancements so that they
can change and adapt themselves in this modern world in order to survive.
Review Of Literature
Section:1 Digitalization and Electronic Media In libraries
Jaya Singh (2018) revealed in her study about the handiness of digital resources among the
faculty members and the students. The paper emphasizes digital resources available through
the internet and world-wide web. The need for digital resources in their specific subject is
increasing day by day. Accordingly, the librarians have to acquire a more scientific method
to develop a standard collection of digital resources along with the printed documents in
fulfilling the requirements of the academic and teaching community.
Mondal (2018) discussed in his study that out of 14 kinds of ICT based library services more
than 50% libraries have provided 10 forms of services like, e-journals, internet services,
library websites, CD/DVD based services, circulation services, online database services,
web OPAC, e-books, electronic document delivery services, e-theses/dissertations, etc.
Gamit (2015) conducted a study entitled Impact of ICT based E-resource library services to
users of faculty & researchers in agricultural university libraries of Gujarat state, this study
states that ICT plays an integral part in all library functions and services. ICT is considered
as an important tool for teaching, learning and research.
Chauhan (2014) in his study Information technology for agricultural development in India,
pointed out that digital libraries are a key destination for the coming decade, allowing users
to transparently search for resources across multiple extension sites, thereby efficiently
creating a world-wide library of resources. There is a need to train the library staff of
agricultural universities in the latest computerization processes of libraries. The presence of
database in the libraries facilitates not only the researchers but also to the students and faculty
members.
Somerville and Macklin (2013) expressed the functionality of libraries that has changed due
to the changes in the technology. ICT literacy is the ability to make appropriate use of digital
information technology, communication tools and/or networks to solve information
problems in a knowledge society.
Barkade (2011) conducted a study which stated that there is a need for cross disciplinary
communication of information from related fields such as ethno-botany, biotechnology,
environmental sciences for sustainable development in agricultural research.
The advent of information communication technology (ICT) enabled education and library
services have become a big challenge for the library professional. An attempt has been made
to evaluate and measure the impact of ICT on library and information services by making
survey of IITs libraries through questionnaire, using publication and citation data
downloaded from Web of Science and Scopus databases. The bibliometric /scient metric and
ICT/Internet directly relevant literatures were only considered. For this purpose, LISA was
used as a major tool. To know the details and satisfy the objectives of review of literature, a
search has been made using LISA (Library and Information Science Abstract) database by
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assigning the different key words till 2007. The retrieved relevant articles have been
reviewed and arranged in ascending order.
Ladner S. J. (1990) studied the impact of standards for cataloguing and machine-readable
data files on the small special library, networking opportunity for special libraries created by
the rise of state – based system. The issue of local vs. centralized system for computer-based
cataloguing and the implication for resource sharing, accessibility of corporate library
holdings and inequities in 59 recourse sharing. The author took the Tampa Bay Library
consortia and the Miami Health Sciences library consortium, 2 Florida- based recourse
sharing network with active library participation to illustrate the workable solution.
Ambia G. (1991) analyzed the physics journals used pattern in Delhi University (DU)
science library, IIT Delhi and NPL library. The findings were based upon the analysis of
actual used data recorded from all volumes and issues consulted and left on the study tables
from 18 oct.-17nov.1986. It was reported that NPL was getting 66, IIT Delhi 58 and science
library DU 95 physics journals respectively and out that only 35(53.03%) at NPL, 48
(82.75%) at IITD and 41 (43.15%) at DU were used even once during the one-month
interval. Data were also collected by circulating the questionnaire to the faculty and research
scholars of the physics and astrophysics departments of all three.
Section 2: Information communication Technology and its services in Libraries
Robin Kinder (1994), a reference librarian at William Allan Neilson Library, smith collage
edited the book “Librarians on the internet: impact on reference services” a collection of
articles grouped into five categories introducing internet services, selected sources on the
internet , internet impact’s on reference services, evaluating internet resources and progress
with the internet. These articles were also published simultaneously as The Reference
Librarian number- 41/42, 1994. All the articles are well written and may be useful to
librarians in the initial stages of exploring the internet’s potential for library services; it will
be of limited use to more experienced internet users.
Lue L.G. (1995) reviews the literature of the internet and WWW, since 1990, covering 446
reference on the internet and library and information services with particular reference to
issue such as : academic libraries and scholarly research; collection development and
cooperation community colleges and networks; electronic publishing document delivery and
inter loans, global and 60 international networking; government information; internet
training ; legal, ethical, and security issues; online public access catalogue (OPACs);
privatization and commercialization; public libraries; reference services; school libraries ;
standard and protocols and women, minorities, disabled and equality.
Harter S.P. (1996) studied the impact of electronic journals on scholarly communication
using citation analysis. Author collected hard empirical data on the impact of the first wave
of e-journals on the scholarly communities they serve. For this purpose, citation analysis was
conducted for 39 scholarly journals that began electronic publication no later than 1993.
Citation data were tabulated and analyzed. The eight most highly cited e- journals were
identified. Citation and publication data for three high ranking e- journals in the study were
compared to similar data for print journals in the same field and impact was observed.
Bell A. (1997) examined the impact of electronic information on the academic research
community. In early 1996, the University of Wales Cardiff conducted a survey of the
information needs of its researchers. The survey established that printed material from the
university libraries was one of the most important sources of information for research, along
with contacts with other researchers. Staff anticipated that electronic publications would
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become more important over the next few years, but they neither did not see the importance
of printed materials diminishing. A literature review was carried out to discover whether
published studies of the impact of electronic information were consistent with the findings
of the internal survey. The review found that attitudes to electronic sources were generally
positive, but printed sources of information were preferred by most academics contributing
to published studies. A number of issues currently inhibit user acceptance and consequently
limit the present impact of electronic information sources.
Patil S.K. (1998) studied the development of engineering and technical education in India
and reported that there was a remarkable progress over the last two decades. He also
examined the current development of undergraduate and postgraduate engineering education
taking two leading institutions as case studies viz, the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT),
New Delhi and Birla Institute of 62 Technology and Sciences (BITS), Pilani. Strategic plans,
policies and programmes that had been adopted for implementation as the ninth five-year
plan of the AICTE to meet the future technological global challenges were also outlined.
Srikantaiah T.K. and Xiaoying D. (1998) made a case study to know the impact of internet
on developing countries with special reference to China and India. They ended with
conclusions that internet had significantly changed information management in developed
countries through creating pressure to improve communication systems and develop more
user-friendly environments for information sharing. Now, internet had started penetrating in
developing countries also to change information practices in various sectors. The study
focused on the two most popular countries of the world, viz China and India which are
information rich countries in the East Asia and South Asia regions respectively.
Section 3: Internet usage in Indian Libraries
Hollis A. (1998) studied the internet and its use in acquisition in academic libraries in Britain.
The finding was negative and British acquisition librarians were not significantly utilizing
the internet. This article presents the librarian’s views of the facilities available in 1996 and
states their ideas for improving these facilities. Suggestions were also given of how librarians
could benefit from making greater use of the existing internet.
Hurd J.M. (1998) examined the S&T communication system and felt that changes were
experimented due to information technology being used to produce, organize, and
disseminate scientific information. The internet, electronic periodicals, preprint databases,
digital libraries and the World Wide Web are altering even more profoundly the ways
scientists carry out research and share their findings with others. Explores several new
models for scientific communication that address the information needs of scientists and
incorporate the latest technological innovations.
Moorthy A.L. and Karisiddappa C.R. (1998) reviewed the literature on impact of internet on
library and information centers using the information communication technology and
reported that use of internet would have a positive impact on the way the information was
generated, processed, stored, retrieved and disseminated. They went on saying that the
availability of email and file transfer capabilities were expected to improve the dissemination
of the information across the continents.
Chandra H. (1999) discussed the importance of patent documents as useful resource for
R&D activities. Presented an annotated list of the major international patent’s web sites
available for the users. Described initiatives taken by the central library of IIT Madras in
providing patent information services to faculty, researchers and industry.
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Fernandez L. (1999) took a study to assess the impact of the internet on scientific
communication among the group of scientists and information professional from the leading
research institutions in India with an objective to understand the information seeking
behavior of the Indian scientists and informational professionals and the use of the internet
in their work. The study revealed that Indian scientists are making full use of internet where
connectivity is available. Slow access time and lack of universal assess appeared to be the
major problems they were facing. There were subject specific differences in the way they
perceived some of the knower modes of scholarly communication such as preprint and
current awareness sources. However, there is a general agreement regarding the need for
internet connectivity if science is to be truly global. Librarians and Information professionals
have a delimit role to play in making this happen.
Jeevan V.K. and Majumdar K. (1999) studied the web information services at IIT,
Kharagpur. Their paper explored the new IT tools and techniques for better information
organization and services. They also summarize the institute’s IT developments, focusing
on the design of a web server for library applications.
Sonwane S.S. (1999) studied the retrieval aspect of OPACs available on the net and reported
that OPACs are the gateways to information in libraries and provide facilities to browse
search and locate information. OPACs have replaced the traditional catalogues and web
OPACs put the collections of distant libraries online.
Babu T. Ashok (1999) traced out history of internet and examined the major services such
as Email, Usenet, Telnet and FTP. It also discussed the 65 contribution of internet to library
and information services with advances in details.
Jambhekar A. and Pandian S.P. (1999) examined that there should not be any technological
gap between librarians and the information professionals. Author also examined the internet
applications in the collection development, information processing, organization, retrieval,
dissemination and more importantly information services.
Selvi G.T. (1999) examined the impact of internet use on academic library services and
presented an overview of important web resources for academic library users and staff.
These include book texts, subject gateway, research papers, bibliographies and databases,
electronic journals, library catalogues, library reference materials, teaching and learning
materials. The internet has enabled academic libraries to widen their services and traditional
print-based collections.
Deshpande A. and Padmavathi T. (1999) studied the changing mode of communication and
reported that scientists were communicating over world wide networks to exchange their
ideas. Electronic journals constitute a very important example of this trend. Authors had also
presented the availability, advantage, its form and types and the technical requirements to
access e-journals on the net. They concluded with future trends and impact on the users.
Jeevan V.K.J. (2000) article “Kharagpur electronic library on the internet (KELNET)”
described the development of KELNET to date and looked its prospects for continuation in
context of coping with the spiriting cost of information resources and the increased demands
being placed on library services.
Van E. and Amy S. (2001) examined the collections of electronically available databases
including journal articles and conference paper indexes, full text vendor catalogues and
standards databases which of these resources were being used and to what level. A quick
redirect web log was created to track the number of times a particular link selected, providing
a consistent comparison of different resources. The resulting information could be used to
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determine if what the library provided was being used and if it could be marketed more
effectively, which ultimately would aid in a cost/ benefit analysis for budget decision.
Ehikhamenor F.A. (2003) studied the impact of internet on the scientific communication
process and the productivity of the Nigerian university scientists. It was observed that there
was a correlation between the number of contacts maintained by the scientists and their
productivity.
Tadasad P.G. et al (2003) surveyed the use of internet by one hundred and ninety-three
undergraduate students of PDA collage of engineering, Gulbarga 71 (India) and observed
that the internet use was confined to general or recreational purposes mainly.
Adika G. (2003) studied the internet use among faculty members of universities in Ghana
and founded that internet had made it possible for uses to access large volume information
irrespective of their geographical location. It was also found that in spite of the benefits; its
use among faculty was very low due to unawareness of the net exploitation.
Arora J. (2004) studied network enabled digitized collection at the central library, IIT Delhi.
He discussed about external pressure coming up for digitized collection and also
infrastructure made available in the IIT Delhi. The central 72 library of IIT Delhi has adopted
a multi-pronged strategy to embark upon the digital world. The paper has also outlined
various constituents that contributed to the making of a digital library.
Mi J. and Nesta F. (2006) examined the role of internet in marketing to new generations of
library users. Their study revealed that libraries should apply classic marketing principles to
attract and better serve new generations of uses. Although libraries no longer have a
monopoly on information sources, they may offer value added services.
Fatima D. (2008) investigated the impact of internet on reference services by exploring the
following areas: user internet access and training in the library use and integration of the
internet as an information tool in reference services and the internet training and knowledge
of reference librarians. The result showed that all responding libraries have internet access
and all but one provided access to their users. On average, users have had internet access for
three and a half years on average; reference librarians have had internet access for five years.
Librarians reported that the reference process took longer, that user search behavior had
changed and expectations had increased while the majority of libraries had websites, only a
small number of librarians had individual pages that they updated and maintained. The
majority of libraries provided electronic reference via e-mail and the library websites, but
these are characterized by low usage. Finally, libraries tended to offer both end user and
intermediary searching to online databases.
Conclusion: Digitalization of Indian Libraries is very much to the academicians, students,
scholars. But the above studies draw attention towards efficient use of e-resources. Students
and scholarly from various institutes have highlighted the problems of skilled manpower to
help them to get the right sources. Mostly our libries are lacking infrastructure facilities like
e-resource labs and availability of equipment’s in them. Digitization also demands easy
availability of all data sources and e-journals which are missing in maximum universities in
our country. Therefore, this study enhances us to develop Agricultural Libraries physically
and make all sources available so that academicians and students will make efforts to develop
better understanding about the fields and tackle all the problems fruitfully.
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Conversation with Nature: An Ecocritical Study of Anita
Desai’s Cry The Peacock
Parveen Kumar
Samiksha Sharma
Abstract: Ecocriticism is an interdisciplinary study of literature and nature which aims to
enquire the concerns related to ecology and environment. It focuses on the representation of
the objects of nature in relation to a text. The theoretical framework of ecocriticism points
out the significance of interrelationship among nature, culture and humans.This paper
attempts to analyze Anita Desai’s Cry The Peacock from anecocritical perspective. She has
highlighted the mental anguish of her protagonist, Maya by using the macabre natural
imagery. She has used the symbols like dog, cat, lizard, rat, lemon, peacock and monkey to
describe the mental state of Maya. The title of the novel Cry The Peacock itself signifies the
relation between the emotions (cry) and the objects of nature (Peacock). Desai uses her vivid
imagination to describe the hollowness and alienation of Maya’s life and related it with the
panorama of naturalobjects.
Keywords: Nature, Psychic, Peacock, Environment, Ecocriticism
Environment and life are indispensable toeach other because all life on earth depends upon
nature and its resources to survive and sustain. Without natural resources we cannot think
about man's existence on this planet. This interdependence has been changed into the
exploitation of natural resources which has resulted in ecological imbalance. It is man's
scientific wisdom that has raised a conflict between the nature and human beings because
modern man has started treating nature as a means to satisfy his greed and never ending
demands. There is a need to spread eco-consciousness among the people, so that man's
attitude towards nature can be changed from uncontrolled anthropological activities towards
the protection of environment.Ecocriticism has emerged as a literary movement to
understand the deeper significance of relationship among nature, man and literature and how
this relationship is woven by the writers in their works. Lawrence Buell, a renowned ecocritic
in his book The Environmental Imagination(1995) says that the work ofecocriticism is to
find out and establisha liasonbetween literature and the surroundings(12).
The relationship that is formed between the nature and literature has always been very
intimate. It is a well acknowledged fact that ecological balance is crucial for the existence of
all the species on earth. In literature, this interrelationship has been explored by highlighting
the importance of ecology, ecocriticism, environment, ecosystem, and ecosphere.
Throughout the history of humanity, the relationship between the man and nature has been
a fundamental question. Literary scholars reflect on the contemporary scenario and the
global concern of environment protection within the framework of ecocriticism. Jonathan
Bate states that the environmental issue is “a key intellectual problem of twenty first century”
(GreenStudies Reader 3).Ecocriticism provides better understanding of these issues and the
hovering danger on nature caused by human beings. Any disturbance in one attribute of
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ecology affects other aspects and this goes on in a cyclic manner. It is the relationship among
plants, animals and human beings that has been expressed in literary texts and
ecocriticismemerged as a literary theory to study this cordial relationship which has been
affected by the unplanned construction and rapid industrial growth.Heise asserts that
ecocriticisminvestigates how nature is described directly or metaphorically in specific
scholarly and credible genres (4).
William Rueckert, an eminent ecocritic has coined the term “ecocriticism” in 1978 in his
essay ‘Literature and Ecology: An Experience in Ecocriticism’. Rueckert
definesecocriticism as “the application of ecology and ecological concepts to the study of
literature because ecology (as a science, as a discipline, as the bases for human vision) has
the greatest relevance to the present and future of the world” (107).The term ecocriticism
has certain synonyms like Green Cultural studies, Ecopoetics and Environmental literary
criticism.Ecocriticism flourished in the mid 1990’s and played a significant role in the study
of human relationship with nature. The term was further explained in the bookThe
Ecocriticism Reader: Landmarks in Literary Ecologyby CheryllGlotfelty as, “the study of
the relationship between literature and the physical environment”(Cheryll and Fromm xviii).
Ecocritics consider nature as pivotaland attempt to examine nature in relation to literary
criticism in order to explain the ongoing global ecological crisis.
Literature has always shared a close relationship with nature. It has conditioned our
understanding of nature as beautiful and sublime by describing it in literary and critical
contexts. The main concern raised in most ecological writings is man’s uncontrolled
industrial growth whose consequences are harmful to the basic life support system of planet.
The beauty and power of nature has been widely expressed in Indian literature as a symbol
of love and reverence for the natural forces. Indian writers have depicted an intimate
relationship between nature and man in their writings. Writers have expressedman and nature
as deeply interdependent and interconnected. Anita Desai is one such writer who projects
the internal and external world of her protagonists by using natural images. She uses external
landscapes to reflect the psychological domain of her protagonists. She constructs the idea
of nature by relating external objects to her character’s inner world.
In context of relating human with non-human, an ecocritic,Greg Gerrard in his book
Ecocriticism: New Critical Idiom opines “The widest definition of the subject of ecocriticism
is the study of the relationship of the human and non-human, throughout human cultural
history and entailing critical analysis of the term ‘human’ itself” (Gerrard 5). In Anita Desai's
novel Cry The Peacock(1963), nature acts as an external outlet for the internal emotions felt
by the protagonist Maya. Unlike the earlier works of Indian fiction where writers only
focused on the scenic and aesthetic beauty of nature and landscape, Desai has expressed that
Man and nature are interconnected in such manner that nature represents human conditions
effectively. The novel consists of a number of nature images that externalizes the distorted
emotional world of the protagonist Maya and her psychic disorder. While depicting nature,
Desai doesn't attach importance only to the plants, garden, rivers and hills but also throws
light on the animal world. She gives due importance to both flora and fauna and their role in
the life of an individual. The motif of death and the theme of alienation is reflected in the
image of the corpse of Maya's pet dog Toto;
All day the body lay rotting in the sun. It couldn't be moved on to the veranda for, in that
April heat, the reek of dead flesh was overpowering and would soon have penetrated the
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rooms. Crows sat in a circle around the corpse, and the crows will eat anything- entrails,
eyes, anything. (Desai 7)
Maya relates Toto’s death to her childless state and claims “childless women do develop
fanatic attachments to their pets” (Desai 15). Her infertility and loveless marriage is another
reason for her emotional turmoil and alienation that compels her to notice natural images
parallel to her mental state. She sees;
Leafless, the fine tracery on the naked Neem trees revealed unsuspected, so far carefully
concealed, nests, deserted by the birds… Down the street, the silk, the silk cotton trees were
the first to flower; their huge, scarlet blooms, thick petaled, solid podded...then dropped to
the asphalt and were squashed into soft, yellowish miasma; seemed animal rather than
flowerage, so large were they, so heavy, so moist and living to the touch (Desai 34).
Her disastrous acceptance of barrenness aggravates her plight when she encounters rats. She
says, “Rats will suckle their young most tenderly. I know this as now I lived quite near one,
with seven young ones nestling between their legs”(Desai 107). Maya’s abhorrence of her
pet cat is the result of the distress at the unpleasantness of creatures around her. Her mind
also createshorrid and revolting images because she realizes that her quest for a fruitful life
will never be fulfilled. Even her own home appearsa prison to her. She recalls, “I was caged
in this room that I had hated - severe, without even the grace of symmetry”(Desai 85-86).
Her despicable situation is further symbolized by the pitiable sight of caged monkeys that
she saw at railway station. Maya feels agitated because the monkeys are hungry and thirsty
and there is “not even a bowl of water for them”(Desai 130).
In the view of Lawrence Buell “the non- human environment is present not merely as a
framing device but as a presence that begins to suggest that human history is implicated in
natural history” (Buell 7). In this respect, Maya relates herself with “the beds of petunias…
sentimental irresolute flowers” (Desai 22-23) as she knows that she shares no emotional
compatibility with her husband Gautama. She realizes her sexual dissatisfaction and
unresponsive intimacy that suffocates her mind and identifies her condition with peacocks
that keeps “pacing the rocks at night -peacocks searching for mates, peacocks tearing
themselves to bleeding shreds in the act of love, peacocks screaming with-agony at the death
on love”(Desai 146). Her psychic instability fills her mind with the images of snakes that
crawl at the sight of “chaste sweet white flowers” (Desai 107). She thinks of lizards and
adds;
Of the lizards, the lizards that come upon you, stalking you silently, upon clod, toes slipping
their club like tongues in and out, in and out with an audible hiss and a death’s rattle, slowly
moving up, closing in on you...rubbing their cold bellies upon yours...rubbing and
grinding…( Desai108).
Her predatory sensibility is captured by images that she observes in nature. As Iyengar
describes about the artistic talent of Anita Desai and asserts, “Her forte is the exploration of
sensibility- the particular kind of modern sensibility that is ill at ease” (102).
Maya’s resentment against her husband and the communication gap between both of them
gives rise to the complexities of her life which are represented through the landscape around
her. Both of them have different sensibilities as Gautama is unable to differentiate between
the fragrance of lemons and petunia and on this Maya muses;
The blossoms of the lemon tree were different, quite different; of much stronger, crisper
character, they seemed cut out of hard moon shells, by a sharp knife of mother of pearl, into
curving petals that guarded the heart of fragrance. This scent too, was more vivid- a sour
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astringent scent, refreshing as that of ground lemon leaf. I tried to explain this to Gautama
stammering with anxiety, for now, when his companionship, was a necessity, I required his
closet understanding. (Desai 21)
Gautama remains unresponsive towards her romantic feelings as well as towards the natural
beauty. This takes Maya into her dreamy past and she contemplates on the time spent in her
family garden with her father. She remembers, “Our table is laid beside a mandarins orange
tree. There is one in each corner of the garden a little fairy tale, with its glossy leaves and an
overboard of small, bright, miniature lanterns on a carnival night” (Desai 44).
Maya bends towards the flowers to inhale their fragrance but there is a huge difference
between the garden of her childhood and the garden of her present home. This comparison
makes her nostalgic about the missing symmetry and pattern from her life. The season of
spring which was once appealing to her, now takes her into gloom. Maya turns insomniac
because she does not corresponds to the demands of the natural scenery. She feels that
something is missing from her garden and this void intensifies her failure to nurture her
emotional garden.
Desai’s protagonist finds her expression of turbulent emotions by associating them with
external surroundings. In the novel,Cry The Peacock, Maya's longing and alienation is
paralleled to the crying of the peacocks. She even relates herself with the condition of her
neglected garden and observes “I have failed to care for my garden for so long now, and the
gardener has neglected it”(Desai 180).
When Maya came to know about the astrologer’s prediction that either Gautama or she will
die in short time. In her imbalanced state of mind, she firstly contemplates her own death
but later decides to murder Gautama. She observes;
“He had no contact with the world of with me. What would it matter to him if he died and
lost even the possibility of contact? What would it matter to him? It was I, who screamed
with the peacocks, screamed with the sight of the rain clouds, screamed at their
disappearance, screamed in mute horror”(Desai 149).
The insecurity and alienation in Maya's life has symbolic expression in the forms of wind,
dust storm, snake and the desert. Desai has associated the image of dust- storm with Maya's
decision to kill Gautama. When the dust storm finally approaches, Maya believes “the time
has come for annihilation” (Desai 156). Themental turmoil suffocates her intensely that it
seems beyond her endurance. The thought of murdering her husband keeps her engaged
“relentless as a well-aimed arrow” (Desai 131). Her imbalanced mind takes up the
astrologer's warning as an opportunity to get rid of her problems and she constantly engages
herself in planning to execute the crime. When she finally decides to kill Gautama, she says:
“Storms, I had known before. Rain storms, thunder -storms, dust -storms...But this waiting
with not a ramble of thunder, not a whirl of wind to mark the beginning of the end. And it
was the end that I waited for. The beginning had begun long ago, was even forgotten...I had
waited too long- another day would be too many.”(Desai 154)
Storm is associated generally with power and destruction but in this novel, the image of dust
storm is equivalent to Maya's time for “release and liberty” (Desai 158). She exclaims with
joy;
Ah, storm, storm, wonderful, infidel storm, blow blow! I cried and ran and ran on from room
to room,laughing as maniac laugh once the world gives them up and surrenders them to their
freedom...Frightened? No! I ran from the thought, laughing. Oh no, what need for fright…
It is only relief I promise you, you shall see- I swear- survive… (Desai 158)
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The impressions are developed in the character's mind from the immediate natural
surroundings that changes her attitude and puts her in psychological trouble. In the evening,
Maya takes her husband to the roof and describes her anguish, “Poor Gautama, poor dear
Gautama who was so intense and yet had never lived, and never would”(Desai173). At the
edge of the roof she makes him to pause for a while and pushed him “to the very bottom”
screaming “Gautama! In fury”(Desai 173). Gautama’s death comes as a shock to others but
Maya justifies it by saying “it was an accident”(Desai 180). Initially, she has no remorse
over Gautama's death but later, she feels devastated like a peacock. Maya’s behaviorof
merriment creates suspicion in mind of her sister-in-law,Nila. One day, Nila and her mother
hear “the patter of a child's laughter cascading up and down the scales of some new delightbrilliant Peacock’s feather perhaps. Then it stopped, suddenly they heard a different voice
calling...calling, out in great dread”(Desai 184). Maya's mother- in –law heads towards the
balcony and tries to stop Maya from any troublesome action, but in this attempt, they both
disappeared “into the dark quiet” (Desai 184). Maya has escaped the pain as peacocks do,
she prefers dying in love with life after killing Gautama just as peacocks fight before they
mate and cry in love, “Pia , pia, Lover, lover. Mio, mio,- I die, I die”(Desai 82).
Anita Desai’s fiction can be studied from a unique lens of ecocriticism as her worksnot only
present the aesthetic or romantic aspiration for nature, but also the destructive natural
images. She doesn't express nature in order to understand its divinity or to come close to it.
Rather, Desai uses nature as a background to present emotional and psychological life of her
characters. Throughout the novel, natural images of different kinds corresponds with the
internal world of the protagonist, Maya. The importance of relationship between thenature
and character, depicted in this novel makes it interestingfor an ecocritical analysis. Desai has
shown the ability to explore the nature and interlink it with the sensibilities and hapless
situations of human life. She has expressed that whileanalyzing the elements of nature and
human actions together, one can find a deep rooted connection. The symbols of flora and
fauna significantly float and further evolutes the thoughts of Maya in the novel Cry The
Peacock. Desai shows her artistic excellence by carving deep emotions of her characters and
frames them in an ecological framework by using natural images.
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Indo-U.S. Relations under Trump Administration: A Reality
Check
Pawan Kharwar
Abstract
This piece of work tries to study the relations of one superpower and another emerging power
in international order. The relations of India-US have passed through a roller -coaster
character since 1950s. It tries to present a study of the relation between two states. It
observes about the transition from ‘estranged democracies’ to a ‘strategic partnership’ of the
relations. The post-Cold War strategic scenario provided a chance to both countries to
redefine their bilateral priorities.
US interests in the region were for many years interpreted as philanthropic rather than
commercial or strategic, and the US was closed ally with Pakistan. The study is trying to
find out – How the neglected country for almost 50 years got top priority and finally turned
to be natural ally. The relations have passed through different stage from ‘neither friend nor
enemy’, ‘distanced democracies ’, ‘engaged democracies’ and finally as ‘natural allies’ with
nuclear partnership. This achievement and transformation is not happened overnight. To
achieve these, both countries have passed through different states overtime. Indo-US
strategic relations were touched new heights when the Obama administration had declared
India as a major Defence partner in 2016. The new US President Donald Trump also showed
its softness towards India and called Indian Prime Minister Modi as a ‘True Friend of US’.
The present paper intends to examine the Indo-US relations under Trump Administration
and points out the areas of convergence and divergence between two countries and future
potential where New Delhi and Washington move ahead.
Introduction
Ever since US President Donald Trump assumed office on January 20, his administration
has made several statements and initiatives to make a radical shift in the established
principles of US foreign policy. The first such indication came from President Trump’s
inaugural address, in which he said “America First” will be the overriding theme of his
administration. More to the point, Mr Trump emphasised that under his administration, “no
American citizen will ever again feel that their needs come second to the citizens of foreign
countries.” Trump questioned the North Atlantic Treaty and also raised a question mark over
the US “One China policy” by choosing to make a telephonic call to the Taiwanese President
and forced Mexican President Enrique Pena Nieto to cancel a visit to the White House.
Trump’s soft attitude towards Russia, his saying that the two-state solution is not the only
way to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and his strong stand on issues of H1B visa and
immigration have equally sent shock waves to both allies and foes of the US.
India, which has significantly transformed its ties with the US over last two decades, is also
keenly observing the foreign policy orientations of the US under the Trump administration.
There are sections of Indian experts and diplomats who strongly believe that India and the
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US would continue to deepen the relationship under the Trump administration. One reason
for this assessment is the fact that during his election campaigns Mr Donald Trump had
praised India and Indian origin-people in the US. He described Modi as a “great man,” and
said that he was a “great fan of Hindus.” A large number of Indian-Origin people also voted
for Trump in the presidential election. Though it is symbolic, President Trump’s call to
Prime Minister Modi within five days of taking office further underscored his desire to
enhance engagement with India. During the telephonic conversation, trump described India
as a “true friend” of the US, and invited Prime Minister Narendra Modi to visit the country.
The Indo-US Convergence
The post-Cold War world has been characterised by what analysts call the “rise of the rest”
or the transition away from American unipolarity and towards a multipolar world. From a
realpolitik standpoint, the resultant zero-sum balances of power—wherein the rise of a
nation’s influence implies the relative decline of another—produces anxiety about the
stability of the international order. The 21st century, in particular, is considered crucial to the
future of American power. At the core of such a hypothesis stand Washington’s relations
with rising peer competitor powers such as China. A natural corollary is the country’s
dynamics with like-minded nations in the proximity of possible competitor powers. In the
post-Cold War world, this corollary has, in large parts, influenced the development of the
Indo-US relationship.
The Indo-US trajectory has been one of immense promise—as articulated for instance by
former Indian Prime Minister Atal B. Vajpayee calling India and the US “natural allies,”and
former US President Barack Obama labelling the Indo-US partnership as “one of the
defining partnerships of the 21st century. “The Trump era ensures continuity by building on
the momentum of the past decades for greater convergence of Indo-American interests,
especially on issues of defence interoperability and security cooperation. The Trump
administration’s maiden National Security Strategy deemed India to be “a leading global
power,” and notably, Trump’s first Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson, described India and the
US as the “two bookends of stability” in the region.
Indeed, it is the Trump administration that encouraged the adoption of the ‘Indo-Pacific’
moniker, which links the fate of the Western Pacific to the Indian Ocean region. The Trump
administration also rechristened the US Pacific Command (PACOM) in Hawaii to the ‘US
Indo-Pacific Command’. Although PACOM has had jurisdiction over India since the
conception of US Combatant Commands in the immediate aftermath of World War II, the
renaming of the command, albeit largely symbolic, signifies India’s elevated role in the US
security calculus.
At the renaming ceremony, Secretary of Defence James Mattis notably defined the
geopolitical expanse of the Indo-Pacific region. He said, “For U.S. Pacific Command, it is
our primary combatant command, its standing watch and intimately engaged with over half
of the earth's surface and its diverse populations, from Hollywood to Bollywood, from polar
bears to penguins.”In response, some reports suggest that New Delhi is now considering
posting an Indian Military Liaison Officer at the Command in Hawaii. Further, on matters
of defence interoperability, New Delhi and Washington recently inked the Communications
Compatibility and Security Agreement (COMCASA), the third of four defence
interoperability agreements. It is an India-specific version of the Communication &
Information on Security Memorandum of Agreement (CISMOA), meant to “facilitate the
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use of high-end secured communication equipment to be installed on military platforms
being sold to India, and fully exploit their potential.”
The Indo-US trajectory holds similar promise in other realms. On defence acquisition, a
recent report by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) noted that the
US had recorded “a blazing growth in its arms exports to India, recording over 550% growth
in 2013–17 compared with the previous five years. As a result, the U.S. has become India’s
second largest supplier. “In trade, in 2017, the Indo-US bilateral trade of goods and services
reached US$140 billion from US$118 billion in 2016, inching towards the Obama-era goal
of US$500 billion. In immigration, Indians continue to dominate the high-skilled visa
category, at times making up over 70 per cent of H1-B visa holders. On the diplomatic front,
the Indo-US synergy at the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) to grey-list Pakistan was
notable. However, despite this apparent continuity—especially on the security front—trade
and immigration are emerging as areas of contention, stemming from President Trump’s
increasingly apparent transactional approach towards the mainstays of contemporary US
foreign policy.
The Indo-US Divergence
President Trump began his term with protectionist rhetoric, although some analysts have
been quick to downplay it. After all, for three-quarters of a century, the US had championed
the cause of market economies in a globalised world — underpinned by its stewardship
of global financial institutions and its security commitments with over 60 nations dampening
historical rivalries from Western Europe to East Asia.
Since Trump’s inauguration, however, his administration appears to have gone beyond mere
rhetoric to adopt a more “pugilistic approach,” based on the president’s “preference to punch
first and negotiate later.” On matters of trade, this approach has meant the transactional
linking of the US’ security commitments or partner nations’ defence requirements to the
president’s fixation on exacting “fair” and “reciprocal” trade deals for an America that has
been—in Trump’s words—a “piggy bank that everybody is robbing.”
In the run-up to the Trump administration’s first one-on-one trade deal -- with South Korea,
President Trump often echoed a Nixonian approach. In simultaneously raising the prospect
of a swift military (“bloody-nose”) strategy with North Korea, Trump suggested sealing the
Korean War armistice bilaterally with Pyongyang, excluded allies like Japan from the
negotiations, and frequently questioned the rationale for the US honing the “hubs and
spokes” military architecture in the region. Although Trump hailed the deal as a major “win,”
it was evident that the deal “had more to do with the geopolitical realities” of ally South
Korea’s security needs.
Similarly, Trump declared his decision to levy tariffs on Canada, stating that its North
American neighbour poses a “national security threat.” This raised doubts about the US’
alliance commitments with Canada, a North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) partner
and one of the five members of the Five Eyes multilateral intelligence-sharing alliance.
Moreover, Trump has broken from the longstanding US foreign-policy precedent of keeping
Washington’s security partnership with its European partners (via NATO) separate from its
trade relations (via the European Union).
Thus, in President Trump’s conduct of US foreign policy, the country seems keen to “zero
in on an arbitrarily chosen economic metric, fixate on it, and no strategic concern or history
of alliance strength can compensate.” With respect to India, the Trump administration may
link security and defence interoperability matters with the inconsistencies in the countries’
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bilateral relationship vis-à-vis trade and immigration matters. Although India does not have
an overt dependency on the American security architecture, the growing Indo-US security
partnership is vital to India’s strategic calculus. The evolving partnership—on matters
pertaining to defence acquisition, armed forces’ interoperability, and joint development of
defence technology—are crucial for India’s emergence as a military power in the region and
beyond.
In the past, under both Republican and Democrat administrations, an understated dictum
informed the development of the Indo-US bilateral relationship. Named after former
Secretary of Defence Ashton Carter, it required Washington to be “patient as the Indian
system works through its responses to U.S. templates, and be flexible.” The Carter mantra
thus focused on harnessing economic and defence ties beyond differences—on trade,
diplomatic and strategic fronts—crowding out minimal-yet-positive developments. Thus,
over the past decade, India and the US have developed a closer partnership, wherein India
has gradually shifted from its historic dependence on Russia as its primary defence-import
destination and now conducts more exercises with the US forces than with any other country.
In the Trump era, the impact of the Carter mantra stands diminished as the president often
complains about India featuring in the top 10 countries with which the US registers a trade
deficit, accuses India of seeking billions in exchange for committing to the Paris accords,
and repeatedly brings up India’s high tariffs on US imports such as Harley-Davidson
motorcycles. The Trump administration also deemed that it expects “free, fair and
reciprocal” trade, despite it having the potential to cause the “most friction” between the two
countries’ relations that are otherwise on a “very strong footing.” The Trump administration
now levies tariffs on steel and aluminium products, to the tune of Indian exports possibly
losing US$198.6 million on steel items and US$42.4 million on aluminium products. To
combat this loss, India toyed with the idea of levying equally high retaliatory tariffs on US
imports, e.g. chickpeas and Bengal gram (at 60 percent), lentils (at 30 percent) and artemia
(at 15 percent). However, it has twice stayed some retaliatory tariffs in view of on-going
negotiations with US officials.
Such moves, e.g. levying retaliatory tariffs, may be more effective than appeasement in
dealing with a transactional US administration. On Harley-Davidson motorcycles, for
instance, India cut tariffs substantially to 50 percent, which reportedly received praise from
the president himself. However, in view of the escalating tensions on the trade front
thereafter, and despite the trade deficit between India and America being around US$30
billion, the cut on Harley-Davidson tariffs seems to have failed to act as the proverbial magic
bullet. Instead, retaliatory sanctions are known to bear a certain deterrent effect by instituting
successive stalemates. In combating Trump’s ratcheting up of a trade war with the secondlargest economy, with which the US runs a deficit of over US$300 billion, China has adopted
a retaliatory posture. India may choose to join the Chinese if tensions continue to rise. China
has imposed—although in an equally dangerous, escalatory fashion—biting reciprocal
sanctions meticulously targeted against US products, chiefly soy products that hail from
constituencies such as Ohio and Iowa, which are predominantly Trump voter bases. As NITI
Aayog Vice Chairman Rajeev Kumar recently suggested, India may offset Chinese
dependency on American soy products by increasing its exports of the same to China.
President Trump has displayed no qualms in expressing his anguish over immigrants,
arriving legally and otherwise. Indians stand in the cross-hairs of the Trump administration’s
oddly contradictory stance. The administration has called for a “merit-based” immigration
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policy, whilst also clamping down on “chain migration” for their family members, reflecting
President Trump's election dog-whistle decrying the loss of American “culture.” As
discussed earlier, Indians dominate the high-skilled visa category. Unfortunately, Indians
also dominate the illegal arrivals category and are becoming the “fastest-growing illegal
immigrant group, nearing half a million in 2014.”
The Trump administration, however, has limited scope for pursuing its protectionist cause,
as comprehensive immigration reform on matters such as lifting the ‘country-limit’ remains
gridlocked in a slim-majority-ruled US Congress. Meanwhile, as in the past, India can seek
dispute-resolution mechanisms at multilateral fora. In 2015, India took to the World Trade
Organization over US laws governing high-skilled worker visa fees. The stakes continue to
be high as it is “the first time that an issue of immigration has been disputed under global
trade rules” and is thus, sure to “set a global precedent.”
India must adopt a tempered approach to prevent defence matters from being linked with
inconsistencies on trade and immigration fronts. Such an approach should substantially
involve the US legislative branch.
Conclusion
In light of the increasingly apparent pattern in Trump’s conduct of US foreign policy—using
US defence commitments and partner nations’ security dependencies to exact “fair” deals
over trade imbalances and immigration issues—the inconsistencies on the bilateral trade and
immigration front are potential hurdles in the otherwise promising Indo–US relationship.
Despite India’s crucial position in the US-security calculus in the Indo-Pacific region and its
relatively small trade imbalance with the US, India will not be spared from the adverse
effects of the Trumpian transactional approach. This brief proposes that New Delhi must
guard its security needs vis-à-vis the US to have them delinked from the outstanding issues
on trade and immigration that are known to invite the ire of the populist US president.
Further, the American political system seems to be witnessing an unprecedented shift with
respect to the division of power and responsibilities on the conduct of US foreign and
security policy. Traditionally, the executive branch has enjoyed broad control on foreignpolicy matters, by constitutional design as well as post-9/11 consolidation of powers in the
hands of the US President. However, the Trump era has witnessed a shift away from the
Oval Office. The legislative branch—the US Congress—has proposed bipartisan
legislations, aimed at protecting the enduring tenets of the US foreign and security policy
from the adverse effects of Trump’s transactional approach.
Recognising the recent consolidation of the US foreign policy decision-making at the Capitol
Hill, the brief suggests a tempered approach for India to pursue greater institutionalisation
of the Indo-US dynamic. As substantiated with the recent CAATSA waiver provision, such
an approach can lead to greater engagement with like-minded legislators and administration
officials that enjoy bipartisan Congressional support, and can help set up communication
channels on the US security establishment’s Cabinet level to weather challenges presented
by the Trump era’s worldview.
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A Study On Satisfaction Level Of Consumers Towards Their
Brand Coffee In Bodinayakanur Taluk
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K.Mathankumar
Abstract
This paper focuses on the found out the satisfaction level of consumers’ towards their brand
coffee in Bodinayakanur Taluk. The main objective of this paper is to analyse the satisfaction
of the consumers towards their brand coffee in Theni district. The paper has adopted a
qualitative research methodology to address the research problem. For conducting
researcher survey Likert scale based questionnaire was developed. Chi-square tests were
carried out the association between the independent and dependent variables. There are 33
wards in Bodinayakanur Taluk. From the 33 wards, 9 respondents were from each ward
selected by applying the cluster sampling method. Hypotheses of the study is, there is no
significant relationship between Gender, Age, Education, Occupation, Income, Marital
status, and Family size and level of satisfaction in consumption of branded coffee. The data
were collected using the questionnaire, analysed and interpretations are drawn. The paper
concludes with suggestions to the findings of the study which will be useful to the brand
coffee company and local shopper.
Introduction
Over the years, coffee has evolved to become one of the most important beverages in India.
According to the renowned researchers coffee in India has been cultivated and consumed for
thousands of years. However commercial production of coffee in the country began only
after the arrival of the British in India. Coming down from centuries, consuming tea has
almost becomes a part of the India culture.
India is the second largest coffee producers in the world with the highest rate of coffee
consumption within the country itself. India is the home to numerous coffee estates in the
north regions like Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Andhra
Pradesh, Orissa, Tripura, Nagaland, Assam, Meghalaya, Mizoram. Coffee is native to India
and some of the top India coffee brands are ranked among the best in the world. The coffee
industry in India has remained among the most stable industries for more than a period of
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130 years. In coffee production, consumption or coffee exports India is one of the leaders
in all aspects.
Ideal climatic conditions to grow coffee are related to temperature and rainfall; temperatures
in the range of 73 °F (23 °C) and 82 °F (28 °C) with rainfall incidence in the range of 60–80
inches (1.5–2.0 m) followed by a dry spell of 2–3 months suit to the Arabica variety.
Organic coffee is produced without synthetic agro-chemicals and plant protection methods.
Certification is essential by the accrediting agency for such coffee to market it as such since
they are popular in Europe, the United States and Japan.
Statement of the problems
Coffee is consumed by most of the people irrespective of their age and earnings. Even though
many substitutes are available in the market, people are interested in making their own
choices. In the modern business world, due to the development of science and technology,
many new brands are introduced in the market every year. The purchase decision largely
depends upon taste, quality, quantity, price, availability, offers and excessive advertisement
of new products and also regular follow-up activities may be the reasons for a change in the
preference of a brand. Hence, it becomes necessary to investigate the behavior of consumers
relating to brand preference, purchase-decision, awareness, why the consumers prefer new
brands and also why they buy the same brands. This research aims at finding the consumer
preference towards branded tea in Bodinayakanur Taluk. Bodinayakanur Taluk is growing
day by day and much of the modern day facilities are available in Theni. As a result of
modernization and globalization, many new coffee products are available in this town. The
researcher made an attempt to study the satisfaction level of consumers towards their brands
in the study area.
Objectives of the study
To analyse the satisfaction level of consumers towards their brand in the study area
Review of Literature
Indira and Girriappa (1992) factors influencing coffee consumption in India are studied in
order to suggest measures to increase its consumption. Multiple regression analysis was used
with consumption of coffee as the dependent variable and income, prices of coffee, tea,
sugar, taste and lagged consumption as independent variables. Results indicate that previous
consumption, which was considered to represent coffee and tea are the factors influencing
coffee consumption. Generic promotion, increase of internal release through cooperative
sores and propaganda units of coffee Board are suggested to improve the coffee
consumption.
Purseglove (2007),reports that the current price to the producer range between 28 cents \lb
to unorganized growers and 41 cents \ lb for members of growers cooperatives. Costs of
production vary but average around $1.00 \ lb. Several factors have converged to distort the
market such as over supply, lack of product differentiation on the global trading level,
defective and low quality coffee in the market and high concentration among roasting and
branding companies. The report states that the crisis in international prices has also affected
the Indian crop and its perspectives for future production. In the past two seasons, many
small growers could not afford to harvest coffee beans.
The scope of the study
The present study is related to consumers’ preference towards select coffee brand in
Bodianayakanur Taluk. This study also covers demographic and the satisfaction level of the
respondent towards the consumption of branded coffee.
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Hypotheses of the study
There is no significant relationship between Gender, Age, Education, Occupation, Income,
Marital Status, and Family size and level of satisfaction in consumption of branded coffee.
Methodology
This study is based on primary as well as secondary data. The primary data is collected from
300 consumers after several field visits by using an interview schedule, while the secondary
data has been collected from textbooks, company website and journals.
Sampling Technique
The sample respondents are selected from Bodinayaknaur Taluk for the study. There are 33
wards in Bodinayakanur Taluk. From the 33 wards, 9 respondents of each were selected by
applying the cluster sampling method. The total Sample size is 297. The researchers are
round the 300 in number.
Statistical Tools
Percentage analysis for Analyzing Demographic Characteristics of Sample Respondent like
Age, Sex, Income, Expenditure Pattern, Marital status, Education Qualification, Number of
Children. Chi-Square test has been applied to study the level of satisfaction in consumption
of branded coffee.
Analysis and interpretation
Table 1: Demographic Consideration of the Respondents
1. Gender
No.of Respondents
Percentages
Male
180
60
Female
120
40
Total
300
100
2. Age
No.of Respondents
Percentages
Below 20
32
10.67
20-30
57
19.00
30-40
117
39.00
40-50
53
17.67
Above 50
41
13.67
Total
300
100
3. Marital Status
No.of Respondents
Percentages
Married
143
47.67
Unmarried
157
52.33
Total
300
100
4. Occupation
No.of Respondents
Percentages
Businessman
69
23.00
Employed
51
17.00
Students
57
19.00
Homemaker
50
16.67
Others
73
24.33
Total
300
100
5. Monthly Income
No.of Respondents
Percentages
Up to Rs. 10000
42
14.00
Rs.10,000 to 20,000
87
29.00
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Rs. 20,000 to 30,000
94
31.33
Rs. 30,000 to 40,000
46
15.33
Above Rs.40,000
31
10.33
Total
300
100
6.Educational qualification
No.of Respondents
Percentages
School Level
133
44.33
College level
78
26.00
Professional Courses
89
29.67
Total
300
100
7.No.of Family Member
No.of Respondents
Percentages
Upto 4
140
46.67
5-6
65
21.67
Above 6
95
31.67
Total
300
100
8. Brand
No.ofResepondents
Percentages
Seven Beans Coffee
45
15
Nescafe
63
21.33
Bru
87
29
Tata Coffee
58
19.33
Others
51
17
Total
300
100
Source: Primary Data
The table represents a gender-wise distribution of 300 consumers out of which 180 (60%) of
respondents are male and 120 (40%) of the respondents are female. Hence, a majority of
consumers are male. Out of 300 consumers, 117 (39%) of them belong to the age group of
30-40, 57 (19%) consumers fall in 20-30 years of age group, 53 (17.67 %) consumers belong
to the age group above 50 years and remaining 32 (10.67%) have their age below 20 years.
Hence, it is inferred that the majority of the consumers belong to the age group of 30-40
years. Table 1 represents marital status of 300 respondents. Among them 143 (47.67%) are
unmarried and 157 (52.33%) represent are married. Thus, a majority of consumers are
married. The consumers are divided into 5 categories based on their occupation. Out of the
total 300 consumers selected 57 (19 %), are housewife 69 (23 %), of them have their own
business, 57 (19 %), are students, 51 of the consumers belong to the other category
(unemployed) and the remaining 50 (17%) of them are employed. It is found that a higher
percentage of consumers are ‘housewife’. Out of the total 300 consumers selected for the
study,94 (31%) have monthly income who fall in the income group of Rs. 20,000-30,000,
87 (29%) are in the income group of Rs.30,000-40,000. 42(14.%) of the groups under
Rs.10,000-20,000 monthly income. Only 31 (10.33%) of the consumer have above
Rs.40,000 monthly income. Thus, majority of the consumers belong to the monthly income
group of Rs. 20,000-30,000. The sample respondents are divided into 3 groups based on their
different educational qualification. Out of the selected consumers, 133(44.33%) have
education up to school level. 89(29.67%) are a professional course. Remaining 78(26.00 %)
consumers come under college level as stated in this table. The sample is divided into 3
groups based on their family size. Out of the selected consumers, 140(46.67%) come from
the family with the number of members to 4, 65 (21.67 %) of them have 5-6 members in the
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family and remaining 95 (31.67%) of them have more than 6 members in their family. A
higher percentage of consumers have up to 4 members in their family. Out of 300 consumers,
87(29%) prefer Bru, 63 (21.33%) consumer prefer Nescafe coffee, 58 (19.33%), use Tata
coffee and Seven Beans coffee and 45 (15%), belong to other categories. Another category
refers to the local brands as Theni is the nearest to Western guards.
Analysis of Customer Satisfaction
For the purpose of analysing the various characteristics of the sample respondents,
percentage analysis was done. In order to analyse the level of satisfaction of Coffee
Consumption, Chi-square test was used. The level of satisfaction was determined by using a
five-point scale. On the basis of scores obtained by each respondent, the respondents are
grouped into the high, medium and low level of stress by finding their average scores and
standard deviation. Arithmetic Mean (𝑥) and Standard Deviation (𝜎) of the total score of
300 respondents were computed scores above or equal to 𝑥 +𝜎 were considered to be of
‘high level’ stress, score less than or equal to 𝑥 –𝜎 were treated as the ‘low level’ stress and
the score in between (𝑥 +𝜎) and (𝑥 –𝜎) are considered as ‘medium level’.
Table 2: Chi-Square Analysis
Chi-Square Value
Degrees
Hypothesis
Hypothesis
of
Calculated Table
Rejected/Accepted
Value
value Freedom
Gender and their level of
41.921
5.99
2
Rejected
Satisfaction
Age and the customer satisfaction

29.16

15.5

8

Rejected

Marital status and customer
0.849
5.99
2
Accepted
satisfaction
Occupation and level of
6.91
15.5
8
Accepted
satisfaction
Monthly Income level and level
13.14
15.5
8
Accepted
of satisfaction
Educational level and level of
8.38
9.49
4
Accepted
Satisfaction
No.of Family and customer
21.543
9.49
4
Rejected
satisfaction
Sources: Primary Data
It is inferred from Table 2 that the calculated the value of Marital status, Occupation,
Educational Level and Income are less than the table value. Hence, the hypothesis is
accepted. From the chi-square test, it is found out that there is no relationship between the
Marital status, Occupation, Educational Level and Income and Customer Satisfaction. From
the above analysis, it is found that the calculated value exceeds the table value and the null
hypothesis is rejected. The Age, Gender, Number of Family members level of satisfaction
and customer satisfaction have a significant relationship.
Suggestions
1. The companies have to give importance for television advertisement as most of the
consumers rememberthe advertisement.
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2. The branded coffee can be given in different packs as per the needs of various income
group and family size
3. The company can ensure the availability of branded coffee not only in big departmental
stores but also in petty shops.
4. In order to capture a large market share the branded coffee could be processed in such a
way to improve the quality and also attractive packaging should be developed.
5. In order to attract the consumer, useful gifts articles and free samples can be offered to
them. With the branded coffee packs the same can be followed periodically to retain the
customers.
Conclusion
Consumers are the most important people for any type of business. They are the resource
upon which the success of the business depends. In this study, consumer preferences refer
to the desires of each individual for the consumption of branded coffee. The levels of
influence of these factors are enquired with the consumers. Among these factors, television
advertisement influenced the majority of the consumers to buy the product. Hence, the
manufacturer has to pay more attention to this aspect. If organizations do not develop
customer loyalty and satisfaction, they may be pushed to the crisis to lose their business.
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Stress At Workplace Is An Important Factor On The
Productivity Of The It Companies In Chennai
P.Jayamary A Jayamalar
Dr.M.Senthil Kumar
Abstract: Now-a-days, the job opportunities are available in large numbers. There is not the
problem of employment in India, there is the problem of employable people in India. Chennai
is called as the IT hub of India. The jobs in IT sectors are available at huge levels in Chennai.
But working in IT sector is not as easy as one can. It is very hard to work in IT sectors.
Attractive job packages, high standard of living style, modernization in work style etc. are
the reasons for youth’s attraction towards the IT jobs. But study shows that there are several
cases which shows the stress level of employees working in IT sectors. The high level of
competition is exiting in the IT trade. Because of it, the current scenario in IT sector is that
today it becomes the workplace where worker stress becomes a very important issue. The
pressure to perform at any price typically forces the workers to go away the organization
within the middle that additional because the price to the corporate. There is problem of
recession problem in IT sectors job, which was faced by many employees during last few
years is also on cause of stress in IT sectors. It has created an insecurity in the mind of
employees. On the other side, each corporation applies huge amount of cash to coach the
manpower which will become wasted thanks to unexpected departure of the individuals.
Because of these two contrast feeling of both owner of the company and employees, the stress
level in IT sectors is increasing day-by-day. Hence, 150 employees of IT sectors in Chennai
are selected as the sample size of current work to identify the stress level of employees and
impact of it on Organization Productivity.
Key Words: IT sectors, Chennai, organization, jobs, stress etc
Introduction
‘Minimum Input maximum output,’ is the major motto of organization. Organizational
development is depend on the relationship of both employees and owners. Maslow’s Theory
based hierarchy works as an important tool in organizational development. Workplace and
work environment effects on the productivity of organization. Maslow talks about it. One
must be motivated to work according to his/her hierarchy. If the work goes on this path then
we can reduced the workplace stress. WHO claimed the importance of stress management
as “Occupational stress is stress related to one's job. Occupational stress often stems from
unexpected responsibilities and pressures that do not align with a person's knowledge, skills,
or expectations, inhibiting one's ability to cope. Occupational stress can increase when
workers do not feel supported by supervisors or colleagues, or feel as if they have little
control over work processes [1].
The project that K. Balajee (29) was handling was pulled off after six months of its inception.
Currently managing a team of software professionals working on a crucial database project,
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the software professional spends nearly 12 hours every day in front of the system to make
sure “the demo of my next application is just perfect.[2]”
Literature Review
Melchion and Jenny (2009) explained their views on the stress level of IT employees as
“Sickness absence, from work predicts worker’s risk of later depression”. They agitate
participants an agency were studied were executives from the gas and Electricity Company
required data (sickness absence) was obtained and assessed. The baseline for study on factors
aged, gender, status, activity grade, tobacco smoking, alcohol consumption, depressive
symptoms and work stress were analysed.
Amita Singh (2010) has expressed his opinion on the stress level of IT employees, “The
perception of work-life balance policies, among code professionals”. He expressed that
unbalanced work life relationship, could find yourself in reduced health and low
performance outcomes for individuals, families and organizations. A distorted life and work
is current among the PC code professionals.
Weiss M. (1983). -The Author investigated the sources of Job stress that is coupled to Job
discontentment, Job connected tension and anxiety and reduced productivity and effectiveness. He tried to cut back sources of stress in order that he will prevent the harmful health
consequences. Through his study he determined the potential of social support that alleviate
the harmful consequences of stress.
Thirumaleswari, T (2013) express in his study of “A Study on Job Stress among staff of
code Industries in Chennai” as - inside the gift state of affairs code trade has become one in
each of the fastest growing industries in Republic of Republic of India. The explanation for
choosing notably code trade and staff is that the number of stress these staff face is
comparatively on the far side different staff.
Singh A. P. & Singh S. (2009) –His study emphasizes on the development of Job Satisfaction
within the organizations. To him, Job Satisfaction is directly associated with Stress and Work
culture that a corporation provides. He identiﬁed three sectors within which stress originate
and classiﬁed stress into two main sorts i.e. eustress and Distress. Further, he pointed the
importance of positive stress and positive events for higher performance and satisfaction of
workers.
Swaminathan,& Rajkumar S. (2013)- He conducted a study that targeted on the degree of
stress among the age bracket, profession, completely different styles of jobs, hours of labour
and therefore the inﬂuence of labour atmosphere on the degree of stress sweet-faced by
workers .
Kedar Rayamajhi (2014) created a trial to review “Level of Stress among the govt. Officers:
Cases from the Nepal” Job stress is also printed as a result of the shortcoming to deal with
the pressures in associate degree extremely job. The foremost objective of this study is to
explore the number of stress among the govt. officers operational in various offices of
Kingdom of Nepal.
Satija S. & Khan W. (2013) - Consistent with him activity Stress is as same as Job Stress
that require to be controlled at the geographic point otherwise it shall have an effect on
negatively employee’s work attitudes and behaviour. He conducted a study to investigate the
connection between Emotional Intelligence and activity Stress.
Objectives Of The Study
1.
To identify the factors influencing the work stress perceived by the workers operating
in IT sectors of Chennai.
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2.
To analyse several affecting factors with reference to stress prevailing in numerous
levels among workers operating in IT sectors of Chennai.
3.
To impact of labour stress and management of stress factors with structure health
factors towards workers operating in IT sectors of Chennai.
Hypothesis Of The Study
1. Impact of mental condition is always found on the quality of the product.
2. Quality of the product reflects to the profit of the product.
3. Salary is the major affecting factors at the workplace on the productivity.
Methodology
The study is both descriptive and analytical. It is descriptive within the sense that it offers
an in depth description with relevancy the strain Management among workers within the
info Technology sectors of Chennai.
The study relies on both sources i.e. Primary and secondary sources.
Primary Source: The first knowledge were collected from the IT workers with the
assistance of a structured form. The form was tested with 150 workers of IT sector working
in Chennai and utmost care was taken to avoid errors in knowledge assortment. Secondary
Source: The secondary source is associated with the operating conditions of the knowledge
technology sector which were collected from books, journals, web portal, and the websites
and from the workers operating in IT field in Chennai.
Significance of the Study: The first important factor for Current study is that Chennai is
called the HUB of IT sector not only in India but also in Asian Countries. Hence it’s very
important to study on the stress related variables which may affect to the productivity of IT
companies. Current study attempted to find out the several causes of stress and suggested
remedies to overcome these causes also.
Sampling Style
The Proportionate representative sampling methodology was accustomed choose the
respondents in IT sectors of Chennai. These samples are selected randomly with promise to
them about the maintenance of secret of their name and fame both. The sample size
recognised 150, these are divided 125/150 employees and 25/150 managing body.
Area Of The Study
As explained earlier Chennai is the Hub of It Sectors in India because the knowledge
technology industries in city have extended their business altogether areas, namely,
computer code testing, development, programming, import and export, and maintenance of
comes. Hence the location elite selected for current study is Chennai which is located in
Tamilnadu –the state of India. The study was conducted in city, India.. Now-a-days, Chennai
is that the second largest businessperson of IT and IT enabled Services in Republic of India
next to the geographic area. Chennai is selected for the current research because Infosys,
Wipro, Tata practice Services (TCS), cognizant and HCL Technologies are as they're the
highest five IT firms are in this city.
Limitation of the Study: The current study is limited to Chennai City and its few selected
IT companies only. Even, no parameters apart from six selected are tested for current study.
The variables and Result of the Study: The current study was based on major six variable
i.e. Salary, Age, Gender, Marital Status, educational qualification, workplace attitude and
designation. The questionnaire is provided to sample size and the result is analysed. It is
given in below table and chart also.
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Variables
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Salary
90%
Gender
60%
Marital Status
50%
Educational
20%
20%
Qualification
Workplace
80%
Attitude
Designation
60%
Table- 1.1 Result of study (Affecting factors to the stress of employees at workplace in
Chennai IT company )

Chart Title
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

Variables

Salary

Gender

Marital Status

Educational Qualification

Workplace Attitude

7

Designation

Graph 1.1Affecting factors to the stress of employees at workplace in Chennai IT
Company
Seven scale measurement tool is used for the current study to identify the reasons of stress
occurs at the workplace in Chennai IT company. There are major six parameters which are
shown in the above table are taken for the study. The findings of the study are as:
Finding of the Study
1. Salary: Salary is the major and important component which effects on the productivity
of the IT company in Chennai. As shown in the above table the effect of salary of the
employees on the production quantity of the company found around 90% because the
workers or employees basically works for salary. If they are given proper salary, they
will work with more devotion and company will get positive result of it. The stress of
managing financial factors, surely effect on the work quality in IT sectors. As the current
era is the show-up era and the importance is given for the physical appearance and
personality factors. Survey has shown that though packages are quite good in IT
companies’ employees, they have to invest maximum of it on the maintenance of
personality factors and so called modern attitude. This factors is concern with employees.
2. Workplace Attitude: This is one of the important affecting factors which the managing
body of the company explained as an affecting factor on the productivity of the company.
There are very few who seems that the company development is concern with their own
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development. The development of company is the development of self, this must be
attitude by each employee, and then only the quality and profit of the company will be
increased. As the salary is hierarchy of the employees, devotion, quality and productivity
is the hierarchy of the company. Most of the employees are fascinated towards other
companies. Hence, it is around 80% affecting factor on the productivity explained by
the managing body of the IT Companies in Chennai. Stability in the mind is not found
at the workplace of IT sectors in Chennai. And this is the major component which is
affecting to the productivity of the company.
3. Gender and Designation: These two are found with the same effect on the quality of
the productivity. Few companies are giving promotion on the quality bases while few
are on the seniority base. Hence, internal jealousness and disputes of individual levels
affecting to the productivity of the companies. Same thing is found about the gender.
Different treatment to different gender is another affecting factor to the productivity of
the IT companies of Chennai.
4. Marital Status: The effect of marital status is fount around 50%. This is mostly for
female employees. According to them, there is no time restriction on working in IT
companies, especially the impartial treatment is there in working times and shifts. Before
marriage, they faced less problems but after marriage, they do have to deal with
household work, the mind set of husband etc. factors make them disturbed. These
disturbance is converted into stress and stress effect on the productivity of the IT
companies of Chennai.
5. Educational Qualification: This parameter has not much more effect found on the
productivity of the IT companies of Chennai, because to maintain the quality of product,
companies already select well qualified and proper candidates, suitable to the post and
eligible for the post.
Suggestions: No study can be called as the complete study, further study should be
continued. The findings of current study seems to follow the following suggestions:
1. As far as the productivity is concern of the company, it needs to have good mind-set and
positive mind-set of the employees during the work. Hence depend on their hierarchy,
they must be rewarded as some needs credit, some needs bonus, some needs salary
increment. Depending on their performance and hierarchy both, they must be rewarded
to increase the quality of the productivity. Quality is the major affecting factors on the
profit motive of the company.
2. The employees must need to understand that company benefit is their benefits in various
aspect. Hence, they must work in the organization with the attitude of self-organisation
as it is mine not of ours. Because it is common tendency of human being to take care of
mine assets than of ours. In ours- responsibilities are shifted and in mine one always
takes care of responsibilities.
Conclusion: Thus, while working in any company, to get good result one can follow the
theory of Maslow based on the hierarchy which works as an effective tool with the
psychology of individuals. Current age is the technical age. Second-by-second the technical
developments are found at a large scale. Today, we can say firmly, each and every sector of
professional and personal life is depend on the technical tools. Here the role of IT sectors is
a vital role. The soft-wares are used in hospitals, ate homes, in various kinds of
transportations and other sectors of life. The effect of stress management is explained by
Naghieh, Ali and et.el.as “In general, occupational stress is caused by a mismatch between
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perceived effort and perceived reward, and/or a sense of low control in a job with high
demands. Low social support at work and job insecurity can also increase occupational
stress.[3]
IT companies play important role in this technical growth and support of routine life. Hence,
to increase the productivity and quality of the IT companies, the employees who are working
in these companies must be far away from stress. No invention, no proper work can be done
under the stress. Stressful work surly affect the productivity and quality of the IT
organizations.
Therefore, mutual understanding of both owners and companies is required to maintain it.
The pressure to perform at any cost often forces the employees to leave the organization in
the middle which added as the cost to the company. Every company spends huge amount of
money to train the workforce that may become wasted due to sudden departure of the people.
Right at this point of time there is no way out to make the industry stress free. With
increasing application of technology and new age facilities this kind of pressure is bound to
increase. So, the sector has decided to face the problem rather than avoid it.
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Verbal Ability and Academic Achievement in English of
Students at the Secondary Level
Dr. S. Chamundeswari (Corresponding Author)
M. Rajeshwaran
Abstract
The present study investigates the verbal ability and academic achievement in English of
students at the secondary level. Survey method is used to select a sample of 300 students
from different category of secondary level schools. Due to non availability of a suitable tool
to assess the verbal ability in English, a tool is developed and standardized and quarterly
examination scores are taken for academic achievement. The results of the statistical
analyses show a significant positive correlation between verbal ability and academic
achievement in English of students in different categories of schools at the secondary level.
On comparing the students in Tamil and English medium, the English medium students are
found to be significantly better in their verbal ability and academic achievement in English
compared to their counterparts in Tamil medium. On comparing the students in different
categories of schools, the students in private schools are found to be significantly better in
their verbal ability and academic achievement in English compared to students in
government and government-aided schools.
Keywords: Verbal Ability and Academic Achievement in English
1.
Introduction
English is a window in the world knowledge and it serves as the gateway to 21 st Century
thought and culture. The importance of learning English language cannot be overstressed. It
is the official language of 63 countries and unofficial second language in many countries.
Nearly one billion people around the globe are familiar with English, either as a native
language or as a second/ foreign language. Except for certain regions in the world, English
is the predominant language of international commerce. Proficiency of English language in
the job market has not only become very important with globalization of trade but has also
opened various avenues for new jobs. With advances in telecommunication technology
many countries in the Indian subcontinent use English as an important language in higher
education, administration and mass media. Presently English is taught in almost every
country on earth.
Competence in any language is significantly related to their verbal ability. At the early stages
of language learning the child has limited knowledge as his area of living and experience are
very much limited. The child learns the language gradually by using limited vocabulary he
is familiar with. As the child grows in higher classes, he is given more reading and writing
practice. As this continues the child gains command over the language and get acquainted
with as many words as possible. Language, especially English, is a very effective tool to
communicate our ideas without which, we shall not be able to express ourselves and thus it
becomes essential for a person to have a good verbal ability.
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2.
Need for the Present Study
In every class, there are three types of students namely those who perform very well; those
who never perform well; those can perform well but do not farewell actually. The pupils of
the third category may have the general intelligence to do well, but owing to several factors
they do not farewell in English. Special attention will help the pupils of the category to bring
at their abilities in full. If this is not done in schools the society may to lose eminent scholars
in English. There is general criticism that the present generations in the schools have fear or
feeling of uncertainly about their future Interest in subject depends on the quality of both
teacher and learner. So motivations are essential for teacher to guide the students. Here the
present study attempts investigate the relationship between the learning verbal ability and
achievement in English among students at the secondary level.
3.
Review of Related Literature
For any researcher, it need not be emphasized that the review of studies related to his area
of investigation is essential, but providing information of what has already been done in the
field gives direction to the present study. The purpose of the investigation is to study the
learning verbal ability and academic achievement in English of students at the secondary
level in different systems of education. Studies reviewed pertaining to the present study have
been compiled and presented below.
3.1
Studies Related to Academic Achievement in English
English, in India is taught in different types of schools and in various states, in a number of
ways and circumstances. Academic achievement in English is very significant to students in
the present days as it helps them to walk across boundaries indentified on the globe.
Deborah’s (2012) investigation of gender differences in academic achievement and ability
revealed males having weaker achievement on tests of language skills than females. Males
comprised a higher proportion of low scoring students for language and reading tests with
females showing corresponding strengths in these domains. Sasidharan (2014) conducted a
study investigating the problems faced by students in learning of English and their academic
achievement in English among students at the secondary level in different categories of
schools and found lesser the problems faced better was their academic performance.
3.2
Studies Related to Learning Verbal Ability and Academic Achievement in
English
Paez (2008) described English language proficiency and bilingual verbal ability for a sample
of 209 students aged 10 to 16 from three immigrant groups--Chinese, Dominican, and
Haitian. Sources of data included structured student interviews, parent interviews, and
individual language assessments. On average, students' English language proficiency was
far below their age and grade level with significant differences among the groups. Estimates
of students' language ability improved once their skills in their first language were
considered as demonstrated by the bilingual verbal ability scores. Results of analysis of data
collected demonstrated the need to consider both English and first language skills in
assessing the language abilities of these students and in promoting educational access and
equity for recent immigrants.
According to Allen (2009) each year thousands of students with limited English proficiency
enter international schools around the world. This enrollment brings the challenge of meeting
students' educational needs in such a way that students gain a working knowledge of the
English language and are able to use that knowledge in other academic and social settings.
The process of learning English as a second or third language puts challenges in front of the
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student, including varied levels of anxiety in particular learning situations as well as how to
individually cope with learning the language. The author resolved those challenges by
questioning students in elementary, middle and high school grades about their personal
anxiety levels and the strategies they use to help get over barriers to their language learning.
Male and female students showed increased levels of anxiety when in mainstream classes,
due to factors such as being called upon by teachers and having to respond orally to questions
or in presentations. How they cope is much different however, with males focusing on
improving academic achievement in English and females developing strategies to assimilate
themselves into English speaking cultural and gender-based situations.
Mak and Chik (2011) investigated differences in approaches to learning and teaching
English as a second language (ESL) as reported by 324 mixed-ability Grade 7 Hong Kong
ESL students and 37 ESL secondary school teachers with different backgrounds.
Information about participants' perceived approaches to learning/teaching English were
collected through a student questionnaire and a teacher questionnaire. Analysis of the student
data suggested significant differences among students of low, medium, and high academic
abilities in their reported use of deep and achieving approaches to learning English. Analysis
of the teacher data revealed that teachers with different qualifications and number of years
of teaching experience performed significantly differently on the Information Transmission
Approach and on collaborative approaches to teaching English.
According to Wen et al. (2014) English teaching in elementary and junior high schools in
Taiwan has been criticized for years as being restricted in classroom learning and not being
expanded out of the classrooms and combined with real situations so that students are not
really prepared to successfully use English outside of school therefore, the computer
supported collaborative learning (CSCL) platform for subsequent learning was established
in English Village to help the students continue with applicable English learning after
studying in English Village. CSCL is therefore worth using for remedial or broader learning.
Based on the past literature, the study developed a theoretical model for junior high school
students learning in English Village and discussed the interaction among latent variables in
the model. The research tools contained the sub-scales of Learning Motivation, Learning
Behavior, and CSCL, as well as four English Village situational tests. A total of 243 grade
7 students in five classes in a junior high school in Pingtung County were selected as the
research subjects to test the theoretical model and to observe the fit of the data with Structural
Equation Model. The research outcomes showed that the theoretical model in English
Village presents the goodness of fit on the observed data that students' learning motivation
positively and directly affected the expression of learning behaviors, the performance of
learning achievements, and the collaborative quality in the CSCL. Students' learning
behaviors positively and directly affected the collaborative quality in the CSCL.
3.3
Critique
The above discussed studies indicate that learning verbal ability influence the academic
achievement in English of students at different levels. Studies pertaining to learning verbal
ability and academic achievement based on gender difference at secondary level are not clear
and necessitated further investigation.
4.
Statement of the Problem
The review done from the available relevant literature, relating to the present research area,
led the investigator to conceptualize the problem in an attempt to fill in the lacunae found.
Thus the problem is stated as here under:
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Learning Verbal Ability and Academic Achievement in English of Students at the
Secondary Level
Objectives Of The Study
(i)
To investigate the significant relationship between learning verbal ability and
academic achievement in English of students at the secondary level in different categories
of schools;
(ii)
To investigate the significant difference in learning verbal ability in English between
boys and girls at the secondary level;
(iii) To investigate the significant difference in learning verbal ability in English of
students in Tamil and English medium at the secondary level;
(iv)
To find out the significant difference in learning verbal ability in English of students
in different categories of schools, namely, government, government-aided and private
schools at the secondary level;
(v)
To investigate the significant difference in academic achievement in English between
boys and girls at the secondary level;
(vi)
To investigate the significant difference in academic achievement in English of
students in Tamil and English medium at the secondary level and
(vii) To investigate the significant difference in academic achievement in English of
students in different categories of schools, namely, government, government-aided and
private schools at the secondary level.
5.
Hypothesis Formulated
(i)
(i)
There is a significant relationship between learning verbal ability and
academic achievement in English of students at the secondary level in different categories
of schools;
(ii)
There is no significant difference in learning verbal ability in English between boys
and girls at the secondary level;
(iii) There is no significant difference in learning verbal ability in English of students in
Tamil and English medium at the secondary level;
(iv)
There is no significant difference in learning verbal ability in English of students in
different categories of schools, namely, government, government-aided and private schools
at the secondary level;
(v)
There is no significant difference in academic achievement in English between boys
and girls at the secondary level;
(vi)
There is no significant difference in academic achievement in English of students in
Tamil and English medium at the secondary level and
(vii) There is no significant difference in academic achievement in English of students in
different categories of schools, namely, government, government-aided and private schools
at the secondary level.
6.
Method of Investigation
The investigator took care to establish a sound research methodology, designing the
psychometric and executing the same to the sample. The present section has a detailed
description of the variables studied and controlled, the sample selected, tools constructed
and chosen and description of the main study with the briefing of the analysis proposed.
Survey method is employed in the present research to collect, analyze and interpret the data.
Data collected from the select sample was scored and subjected to statistical processing for
verification of hypotheses.
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6.1 Research Design
The target population for the present study will be the students in different categories of
schools, such as, government, government-aided and private schools at the secondary level.
6.2
Sample selected
The chosen sample of 300 students comprised of 100 students from the government schools,
100 students from government-aided schools and 100 students from the private schools are
selected from the target population..
6.3
Tools used for the study
The research tool used for the present study to analyze the learning verbal ability in English
and academic achievement in English of students in different categories of schools at the
secondary level are as follows:
(i)
Learning Verbal Ability in English Questionnaire
(ii)
Achievement Test in English
7.
Analyses of Data
The results of the analyses of data collected are compiled and presented in tables below.
Table-1 Analysis of Correlation between the Select Variables of Students at the
Secondary Level
Learning Verbal
Academic Achievement
Ability
Learning Verbal Ability
1
0.64**
Academic Achievement
X
1
**significant at 0.01 level
From the above table (Table-1) it is evident that the select variables of the present study,
namely learning verbal ability and academic achievement in English are positively correlated
with each other and significant at 0.01level.
Table-2: Statistical Analysis of Means of Learning Verbal Ability in English of Boys
and Girls in Different Categories of Schools at the Secondary Level
Variable
Sample Size
Mean
SD
CR
Boys
156
58.09
13.30
1.6NS
Girls
144
60.75
14.00
NS- not significant.
In Table-2, there is no significant difference in learning verbal ability in English between
boys and girls in different categories of schools at the secondary level.
Table-3: Statistical Analysis of Means of Learning Verbal Ability in English of Tamil
and English Medium Students in Different Categories of Schools at the Secondary
Level
Variable
Sample Size
Mean
SD
CR
Tamil Medium
140
54.21
14.39
6.69**
English Medium
160
63.86
10.00
**significant at 0.01 level
In Table-3, the English Medium students are significantly better in their learning verbal
ability in English compared to their counterparts in Tamil Medium.
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Table-4a: Statistical Analysis of Means of Learning Verbal Ability in English of
Students in Government and Government-aided Schools at the Secondary Level
Variable
Sample Size
Mean
SD
CR
Government
100
59.50
13.20
2.27**
Government-aided
100
54.90
15.36
**significant at 0.01 level
In Table-4a, the students in government-aided schools are found to be significantly better in
their learning verbal ability in English compared to the students in government schools.
Table-4b: Statistical Analysis of Means of Learning Verbal Ability in English of
Students in Government and Private Schools at the Secondary Level
Variable
Sample Size
Mean
SD
CR
Government
100
59.50
13.20
2.61**
Private
100
62.10
11.57
**significant at 0.01 level.
In Table-4b, the students in private schools are found to be significantly better in their
learning verbal ability in English compared to the students in government schools.
Table-4c: Statistical Analysis of Means of Learning Verbal Ability in English of
Students in Government-aided and Private Schools at the Secondary Level
Variable
Sample Size
Mean
SD
CR
Government-aided
100
54.9
15.36
4.79**
Private
100
62.10
11.57
**significant at 0.01 level
In Table-4c, the students in private schools are found to be significantly better in their
learning verbal ability in English compared to the students in government-aided schools.
Table-5: Statistical Analysis of Means of Academic Achievement in English of Boys
and Girls in Different Categories of Schools at the Secondary Level
Variable
Sample Size
Mean
SD
CR
Boys
156
56.62
15.65
0.99NS
Girls
144
58.46
16.34
NS- not significant.
In Table-5, there is no significant difference in academic achievement in English between
boys and girls in different categories of schools at the secondary level.
Table-6: Statistical Analysis of Means of Academic Achievement in English of Tamil
and English Medium Students in Different Categories of Schools at the Secondary
Level
Variable
Sample Size
Mean
SD
CR
Tamil Medium
140
54.21
14.39
6.66**
English Medium
160
63.86
10.00
**significant at 0.01 level
In Table-6, the English Medium students are significantly better in their academic
achievement in English compared to their counterparts in Tamil Medium.
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Table- 7a: Statistical Analysis of Means of Academic Achievement in English of
Students in Government and Government-aided Schools at the Secondary Level
Variable
Sample Size
Mean
SD
CR
Government
100
52.40
17.57
2.36**
Government-aided
100
57.80
14.60
**significant at 0.01 level
In Table 7a, the students in government-aided schools are found to be significantly better in
their academic achievement in English compared to the students in government schools.
Table-7b: Statistical Analysis of Means of Academic Achievement in English of
Students in Government and Private Schools at the Secondary Level
Variable
Sample Size
Mean
SD
CR
Government
100
52.40
17.57
2.36**
Private
100
62.30
15.78
**Significant at 0.01 level.
In Table-7b, the students in private schools are found to be significantly better in their
academic achievement in English compared to the students in government schools.
Table-7c: Statistical Analysis of Means of Academic Achievement in English of
Students in Government-aided and Private Schools at the Secondary Level
Variable
Sample Size
Mean
SD
CR
Government-aided
100
57.80
14.60
2.09**
Private
100
62.30
15.78
**significant at 0.01 level
In Table-7c, the students in private schools are found to be significantly better in their
academic achievement in English compared to the students in government-aided schools.
8. Discussion
In the present study, investigating the relationship between learning verbal ability and
academic achievement in English, a significant positive correlation is observed between
learning verbal ability and academic achievement in English of students in different
categories of schools at the secondary level. So if a student has rich vocabulary, he can
converse fluently and can score high marks in English. On comparing the boys and girls, it
is seen that the girls are found to be significantly better in their learning verbal ability and
academic achievement compared to the boys in English. It shows that the girls have more
interest and attitude towards English subject than the boys. On comparing the students in
Tamil and English medium, the English medium students are found to be significantly better
in their learning verbal ability and academic achievement in English compared to their
counterparts in Tamil medium. It shows that as the English medium students study all
subjects in English, they are familiar with more words and as a result they are found to be
academically sound with a good fluency in English.
On comparing the students in different categories of schools, namely, government,
government-aided and private schools, it is found that the students in private schools to be
significantly better in their learning verbal ability and academic achievement in English
compared to the students in government and government-aided schools. Private institutions
are governed by private management, are well equipped with adequate infrastructure and
instructional facilities necessary for optimum performance of students in English. Private
schools have Smart classroom facilities and adequate technology to teach English in an
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interactive, enjoyable, attractive, and innovative and also in a play full way. This enhances
their verbal ability which in turn results in high academic achievement in English.
9.
Conclusion
Teachers and parents involve in the educational process. Education must be knowledge
oriented and need based. The curriculum and related activities may be structured in such a
way to suit the needs of the poor achievers. The school shall conduct extra classes for
academically low students. The teacher should conduct more class room activities to
improve student’s verbal ability. Through this the teacher can improve student’s fluency in
English. So that they can use their own words to, answer in Examinations rather than mere
memorizing the essays and etc. This will definitely lead them to achieve more marks in
English.
The present study aimed at analyzing the relationship between ability and academic
achievement of students with reference to some selected variables and the study indicated
that there is significant relationship among variables. This study may enrich the education
in the field of English education and may serve as basis for further investigation in this area.
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Woman Entrepreneurship In India-Emerging Issues And
Challenges: A Study
AISWARYA VISALAKSHY & AKSHARA JOHNSON
Jayashankar.J.
Abstract
India is a traditional country and there is where there diversity with regards
to religion, culture and customs. In some areas, women are found employed as nurses,
doctors, teachers in the caring and nurturing sectors. But even when qualified
women engineers or managers or geologists are available, preference is still
given to the male who are of equal qualification. In the history of human development,
women have played a vital role in the history making as men have been. In fact, the
higher status of women with regard to the employment and work performed by them in
the society is a significant indicator of a nation’s overall progress. But, women
constitute only one third of the economic enterprises. Even though the government of India
has also introduced National Skill Development Policy and National Skill Development
Mission in 2009 in order to provide skill training, vocational education and
entrepreneurship development to the emerging work force it is not the only responsibility of
Government to promote women entrepreneurs and therefore other stakeholders need to
shoulder this responsibility. Even though in Hindu scriptures, woman has been described as
the embodiment of Shakti, in real life she is treated as Abla. Through this paper, we target
on the problems, issues, challenges faced by women entrepreneurs, the way to overcome
them and to understand the various policies of the Indian government and problems faced
by them while undertaking their business.
Key Words:-Traditional, Well qualified, Overall progress, Abla, Challenges, Policies
Introduction
Women Entrepreneurs are defined as those women or group of women who commence and
run a business venture. Like the male entrepreneurs a women entrepreneur also has many
functions. They should explore the various chances in life like starting a new enterprise,
undertaking risks, introducing new innovations, coordinating, administering and controlling
the business and providing effective leadership in all aspects of business. Government of
India describes women entrepreneurs as those enterprises or ventures owned and controlled
by women having at least financial interest of 51% of the capital and giving atleast 51% of
employment generated in these organizations to women. Women entrepreneurs are highly
increasing in the numbers in the economies of various countries. The hidden potentials of
women related to business have been increasing with the emerging sensitivity in the role and
economic status of women in the society. The knowledge, skill and conformity in business
are the core reasons for women to come forward to establish their own business ventures.
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Women entrepreneurs engage in business due to various push and pull factors which give
confidence to women to have a self-sufficient occupation and help them stand on their own
foot. The aspect of independent decision- making in a women’s life and career is the
motivational factor behind this that insists women entrepreneur as a person to accept
challenging roles to meet her personal desires and turn out to be an economically
independent person like males. A strong desire to do something positive is a major quality
of women entrepreneurs, who are competent of contributing values to both family and social
life. With the introduction of media, the glass ceilings have shattered as women are conscious
of their own qualities, rights and also the different work situations and because of this
awareness, they are found indulging in every line of business from aachaar to
telecommunication. Right efforts in various areas and their greater involvement in the
entrepreneurial activities are crucial for the development of women entrepreneurs.
Review Of Literature
1) Rejula Devi, A.K. (1978) in her article Women Entrepreneurs discusses the difficulties
faced by women entrepreneurs and different schemes that the government has initiated to
solve the problem of unemployment among educated. She also has focused on the factors
that influence the women entrepreneurs to enter the field.
2) Maithreyi Krishna Raj (1981) in her study by considering the various approaches to
self- reliance for women has given some urban models has made an attempt to access some
of the schemes which contribute to help low income earning women in Bombay to develop
themselves into self-reliant women. She has given four cases namely of Mahila Arthik Vikas
Maha Mandals Ltd., Indira co-Operative Bank, Stree seva Sahakar Sangh Niyameet and
Annaporna Mandal. The first helps in employment generation, the second in providing credit
supply scheme, the third is an industrial co-operative and the fourth is an association of selfemployed women.
3) Pareek (1981) the study was to examine the role and importance of the financial
institutions in lending capital to small scale enterprise and the even smaller enterprises. He
observed that assistance provided by the state plays a very major role in promoting these
small scale enterprises.
4) Savithri (2002) made a comparative study of the women in the executive level and the
women entrepreneurs in Chennai city to measure the stress faced by women executives and
women entrepreneurs and the factors influencing this stress, the stress level they face and its
impact on them, etc. For women entrepreneurs, stress originates from problems relating to
labour, wastage and loss occurring situations in the organisation, which makes them feel that
they do not have enough time to do everything that is required and for women executives,
stress originates from personality, family and organisation. It is also found that women
entrepreneurs those who are in the trading and the service sector have more stress than
women entrepreneurs in other areas.
5) Krishnaveni Motha (2004) in her study on women entrepreneurship in rural areas of
India found out that most of the rural women enter the field of entrepreneurship to help the
family supplement the income earned and due to other reasons such as economic necessity,
non availability of government jobs and various other reasons.
Objectives
1.To understand the concept of women entrepreneurship
2.To analyze the contributions by women entrepreneurs
3.To examine the obstacles faced by women entrepreneurs.
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4.To study the effective support of the government on women entrepreneurship.
Methodology
The study is exploratory and descriptive in nature, which is based on secondary data. The
data for the study were collected from various published source like books, journals, research
articles and websites. The main aspects of the study have been discusses in detail with
experts, researchers, and other eminent personalities in this field in order to get an insight
into the subject.
Concept Of Women Entrepreneurship
In all developing countries, women entrepreneurs play a major role especially by
contributing to the economic development. Women entrepreneurship has been
acknowledged as an important cause of economic growth. By establishing new ventures,
women entrepreneurs generate new jobs for themselves and others as well for others and
also provide the society with different solutions to various managemental, organizational
and business problems. But, they still represent a minor section of all the women
entrepreneurs, especially in India. Women entrepreneurs face gender-related barriers in
starting and growing their businesses, like showing discrimination to women related to
property purchase, matrimonial and inheritance laws and various other cultural practices,
lack of access to formal finance mechanisms, limited access to information and networks,
etc. Women’s entrepreneurship can make a strong contribution to the economic well-being
of the family as well as the community, reduce poverty and empower women. So,
governments across the world and various developmental organizations have started actively
supporting and encouraging women entrepreneurs by initiating various schemes, monetary
benefits and promotional measures. The Indian women are no longer looked upon as show
pieces which are to be kept at home. They also can enjoy the impact of globalization and
make an influence not only in the domestic but also in the international circle. Women are
performing a wonderful job by maintaining a balance between the domestic shores and their
career. In recent years, even in developed countries like USA and Canada, the role of women
in terms of their share in small business has been increasing.
Characteristics of Women Entrepreneurs
From the past few decades women are coming out of the boundaries of their houses and
justifying their ability to exist and compete in the business world. Today, the role of women
is not confined to the traditional role of a mother or a housewife but it is much wider than
what it was previously. Besides playing the role of housewife/mother/daughter, a woman
plays multiple and different roles in the community within the social settings simultaneously.
But it is because of the Indian cultural and traditional customs that women, even after 73
years of independence, are still facing biasness. This has adversely affected the status of
Indian business women.
Contributions By Women Entepreneurs
Women in India have made their mark and continue to be world’s most powerful women
entrepreneurs in the various sectors given below:• Pharmaceutical and Healthcare:
The pharmaceutical and healthcare sector has seen enterprising women leaders constantly.
Swati Piramal, a pioneer in the domain of the pharmaceutical industry, conducted a
campaign for new drug research and thereby highlighted the importance of scientific
innovation. Kiran Mazumdar Shaw is another honorable woman leader who founded Biocon
the country’s leading biotechnology enterprise and has contributed to a great extent to
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research, innovation and affordable health care. She has been also been conferred upon with
the ‘2014 Othmer Gold Medal’ and the most sought ‘2014 Global Economy Prize’ for
business by the German based Kiel Institute for the World Economy.
• Women CXO’s:
There are multiple areas where women have achieved success at the corporate executive or
C-level. Vinita Bali, former MD of Britannia Industries quadrupled the company’s revenue
from USD 248 million in 2005-06 to USD 989 million in financial year in 2013-14. She is
the only Indian who is a part of the 27 member United Nations committee that was set up to
lead the ‘Scaling up Nutrition’ across the globe. She is now the Chair of the BOD of
the Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition (GAIN) which was initiated to view the world
without malnutrition at all.
• Banking:
Women hold reins of some of the largest Indian banks and financial services companies. The
biggest example is of the former chairperson of the State Bank of India, Arundhati
Bhattacharya, who is the first person to hold this position. She was named among one of the
50 most powerful women, a list compiled by Fortune. Apart from her, the Managing Director
and Chief Executive Officer of ICICI Bank, Chanda Kochar, and Managing Director and
CEO of Axis Bank, Shikha Sharma, have played a notable role in the development and
progress of the Indian retail banking sector.
• Digital India:
Digital India aims to transform India into a society which is empowered digitally and
knowledgeably. The first Women Village level Entrepreneur Conference was held in March
2015, a positive step in the right direction.
Obstacles In The Path Of Women Entrepreneurs In India
The process to start a new enterprise is the same for men as well as women, however,
in practice, there are many problems faced by women, which are of different dimensions and
volumes, which prevent them from realizing their full capability as entrepreneurs. A few of
these obstacles are detailed below:• Short Of Self-Confidence – In India women lack self-confidence regarding their
strengths and abilities. The family members and the society are unwilling to stand and
support beside them for organizational growth. But the situation is changing with regard
to Indian women as time passes and to a certain extent, they enjoy this incredible change
which boosts the rate of growth in entrepreneurship.
• Socio-Cultural Barriers – Obligations with regard to family and personal and lack of
motivational factors sometimes work as a major barrier for success in the career of
women entrepreneurs. Only few women are capable of managing both home and
business efficiently, ensuring sufficient time to perform all their responsibilities with
equal priority.
• Risks Related To Market – Tough competition in the market and lack of mobility make
dependency on middleman essential for the women. Many women find it very difficult
to capture the market share and make their products well approved and accepted by the
customers. As they are not fully conscious of the changing market environment
conditions they effectively exploit the services of media and internet.
• Mobility Constraints - Women in India face lot of restriction on their mobility due to
conservativeness and due to this, the career of women is limited to the four walls of the
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kitchen. Though women face a lot of problem in entrepreneurial activity, the mobility
problem has been abolished to an extent by spreading out education awareness to all.
• Business Administration Knowledge – Women must be well educated and trained
continuously to acquire the skills and understanding that is required in all the functional
areas of a business venture. This will allow women to exceed in decision making and
develop excellent business skills.
• Financial Assistance – Most of the women particularly in rural areas are not aware about
the financial assistance provided by various institutions. The effort taken for women
entrepreneurs may not able to reach the entrepreneurs in rural and backward areas.
• Training Programs - Depending upon the need, duration and purpose of entrepreneurs,
there are various workshops and training programs available. Such kinds of programs
are really helpful to new and young entrepreneurs who desire to start even a small and
medium sized business on their own.
• Cost – Some business have highly production and operation cost which adversely affect
the expansion activities of women entrepreneurs. The installations of new machinery
during expansion of the productive capacity and other factors similar in nature
discourage women entrepreneurs from discovering and entering new areas of business.
• Legal Formalities- Rural entrepreneurs find it difficult to fulfill many legal formalities
like obtaining licenses due to poor literacy and unawareness.
• Other barriers: Some of the other barriers which are connected with the barriers
mentioned above are mentioned below.
✓ Technological Development Problems
✓ Shortage of Raw Materials
✓ Lack of Government Support, awareness about government schemes and policies as well
as lengthy government procedures
✓ Tax-related Issues
✓ Location of Business
✓ High Turnover of Staff
In spite of so many hurdles, the women today are breaking through these barriers and
entering into each and every field including trading and manufacturing. Any nation, like
India, with a huge population of females cannot ignore its hidden potential and so, support
both from the society and the government is required. This would help the nation’s economy
to grow at a faster pace and contribute by reducing a major issue faced by the nation which
is unemployment.
Effective Support Of The Government On Women Entrepreneurship
Five Years Plans of the Indian Government
The Government of India initiated the Women Entrepreneurship Development (WED)
training program for the women which has many development parts. The WED training
program is no different from general Entrepreneurships Development training conducted for
men. The entire WED package consists of pre promotion activity, promotion & identification
of entrepreneurs, selection and training, post training support and follow up.
Significant Schemes in India which was specifically introduced for Women:
1. Trade Related Entrepreneurship Assistance and Development scheme for women
(TREAD):
With the objective of encouraging women in starting their own ventures, the government
launched a scheme, named (TREAD) during the 11th Plan. The scheme forecasted to
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empower economically 297 women through the development of their entrepreneurial skills
in non-farm activities. There are three major parts of the scheme. Up to Rs.1 lakh per
program is granted by The Govt. of India to various training institutions or nongovernmental organizations for providing training to the women entrepreneurs.
2. Micro & Small Enterprises Cluster Development Programme (MSE-CDP)::
Cluster is defined as a group of similar products/services producing enterprises, normally 20
or more. The Cluster Development Programme was being implemented to forecast the
diagnostic study of various clusters among the traditional skill-based MSEs and identify
suitable technology requirements, their providers, facilitate adoption of existing and
available technology and meeting the specific needs of the end users. The scheme provides
support for building their capacity, providing common facilities, marketing etc and the
delivery, absorption and diffusion of the identified technology from its producers to the
recipient user/cluster of small enterprises.
3. Integrated Infrastructural Development (IID) Scheme:
This Ministry implemented the IID Scheme to provide sites with infrastructural facilities like
exhibition centers, telecommunications, drainage and pollution control facilities roads,
water, raw materials, marketing outlets, and technological back-up services, etc. To create
physical infrastructure for women enterprises, the central government grants 40% of the
project cost subject to a maximum of Rs.2 crore is available. The Ministry of MSME is
trying to increase the quantum of grant to 80% in a project of Rs.10 crore.
4. Dena Bank supports Indian women entrepreneurs. Dena Bank will help the Government
of
India’s initiative by promoting women entrepreneurs to develop self-employment ventures
in any kind of non-farm activity.
Currently, the Government of India has 27 schemes for women. Some of these are:
➢ Assistance to Rural Women in Non-Farm Development (ARWIND) schemes
➢ Entrepreneurial Development programme (EDPs)
➢ Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP)
➢ Khadi And Village Industries Commission (KVIC)
➢ Women’s Development Corporations (WDCs)
➢ Mahila Vikas Nidhi
➢ Mahila Samiti Yojana
➢ NGO’s Credit Schemes
➢ Priyadarshini Project- A programme for Rural Women Empowerment and Livelihood in
Mid Gangetic Plains’
➢ Prime Minister’s Rojgar Yojana (PMRY)
➢ Rashtriya Mahila Kosh
➢ Rajiv Gandhi Mahila Vikas Pariyojana (RGMVP).
Findings
The results of this research paper are in accordance with the literature taken for this study.
Further research is thus needed to gain more insight into the unique challenges facing women
entrepreneurs and their training and development needs.
1. Although entrepreneurs face different obstacles but majority of entrepreneurs is suffering
from financial problems.
2. 40% of entrepreneurs want to starts their own business only for social status.
3. Different entrepreneurs hold different positions but majority are Technician/Researcher.
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4. Majority of entrepreneurs say that their family is supportive.
5. Majority of entrepreneurs take decision on the basis of own judgement.
6. 60% of entrepreneurs consider the national market as the largest markets.
7. Majority of entrepreneurs consider marketing based on demand only.
Conclusion
In present scenario due to modernization, urbanization, globalization and development of
education with increasing awareness, women are now seeking gainful participation in
several fields. The entrepreneurship among women helps them in becoming economically
independent. Due to social networking, women develop self-confidence, awareness and
ability to collect environmental support. This will lead to an improvement for women not
only from the point of view of better health, education and skill but also an improvement in
her living condition by being able to use cleaner fuel, better house, better sanitation, facilities
and. infrastructural facilities. It will also help in saving of resources like time and energy,
transforming these women into stronger personality and an overall improvement in her
quality of life. With changes in technology, there is requirement to modify the society beliefs
and render women a platform for entrepreneurship and social equality. With the growing
help from Government, Non-Government and other financial institutions, many women
entrepreneurs emerge into the economy which can bring substantial growth in the process of
women entrepreneurship.
Suggestions
In order to accommodate the varying demands and accomplishments, special training should
be provided to women on management skills, professional abilities and leadership skill.
Women entrepreneurs should be rendered necessary help for distributing their products. The
Government of India, at the national level and state level has to encourage women
entrepreneurs to take part in foreign merchandise fair and public displays.
The women entrepreneurs, both new and existing have to undergo advising from
psychologists, managerial experts and technical personnel to understand their abilities and
to improve their skills and technical knowledge. The well established entrepreneurs can
provide support and encouragement in order to boost the team spirit of new emerging women
entrepreneurs.
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A Study On Employees’ Perception Towards Kerala State Road
Transport Corporation
Anila A. S & Vrinda Krishna G
Jayashankar.J.
Abstract
Public services are the services offered by the government for the well- being of the general
public and these are offered on the basis of the principle of equality. The world’s population
has been increased to 7.7 billion in April 2019. An increase in population leads to an
increase in transport demand. The transport services contribute to the social and economic
development of the country as mobility of people is a crucial factor helps for the development
of the economy. In Kerala, the public road transport services are provided by Kerala State
Road Transport Corporation.
The present research work is on job satisfaction of employees working in Kerala State Road
Transport Corporation. As a satisfied commuter is the biggest asset of the service industry,
how much the employees had compromised for the satisfaction of the commuter has been
discussed within the study.
At present, KSRTC is troubled because of Corporation’s uncaring attitude and negligence
from the part of employees, alongside the dynamic political scenario happening within the
state. The negligence happening from the part of employees is because of discontent seen in
their job atmosphere.
KSRTC is moving on losses today. During this context of loss-making, the Corporation
continually tries to satisfy their customers and staff. An efficient transport system should be
a blessing to town. With increasing urbanization, the necessity for a transport system has
become important. Thus the effective functioning of those transport system would continually
be a boon to the society.
Keywords: employee, KSRTC, public transport, satisfaction
Introduction
The economic growth of a developing country like India depends on development of
adequate speedy, efficient and economical transport. Public transport is that the transport of
passengers by cluster travel systems available to be utilized by the general public, usually
managed on a schedule, operated on established routes, that charge a fee for each trip. In any
country, passenger transport plays a crucial role to develop economic process like railways,
airway, roadways, and water transportation. The bus transportation has become the primary
mode of transport in an urban area. The bus transportation has become the primary mode of
transport in an urban area. In 1950, the government of India has nationalized the passenger
transport through the enactment of Road Transport Act, 1950 and therefore the Act
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empowered the state government to establish run and control the state road transport. In
Kerala, the road transport is managed by Kerala State Road Transport Corporation.
During the first half of the eighteenth century, Kerala was dominated by British East India
Company. British rule had both positive and negative outcome within the Indian economy.
The positive impact is what they created the Indian economy most structured and helped to
be eminent with other world countries. British East India Company was in a need to develop
a transport system in India for the export spices and other scarce materials to Europe. During
that time, Sir C.P Ramaswamy Iyer was the Diwan of Travancore. He perceived the necessity
for a transport system as it is extremely helpful to the common people. At first, he was
appointed as consultant to Sri. Chithirathirunal, so promoted as Diwan of Travancore
throughout the period 1936-1947. Sir C. P had shown a positive response towards the Kerala
public Road Transport system and it was inaugurated by Shri. Chithira Thirunal
Balaramavarma in 1938. Beneath his Diwanship, in 1940, Travancore became the primary
state to nationalise the Road Transport in India. Kerala State Road Transport Corporation
was founded in 1st March 1965.
An effective transport system should be a blessing to the city, and an ineffective one to be a
curse. With increasing urbanization, the necessity for Transport system has become very
important and thus, effective functioning of those transport systems would continually be a
boon to the society.
Literature Review
● Karunesh Kumar, B. Nagaraju (2014) conducted a study on “Evaluation of employees’
perception with special reference to KSRTC”. KSRTC is one of the popular and well
organized transport systems in Karnataka. It is fast growing, competitive price and
quality of service is ensured with reliable performance. They found that the most of the
employees working in KSRTC are men. KSRTC employees are more happy and satisfied
because of healthy environment, well management support, best working condition,
attractive incentive and perks etc.
● Balakrishnan N C(2009) conducted a study on “Marketing Approach to Public Road
Transport Management”. His contribution of this research study is the application of the
concept of “Responsiveness” of an organization to the “needs and wants of the users”
and to identify the parameters for improvement of the service of a Public Passenger
Transport Organization. Market orientation and generation of market intelligence and
dissemination of the same across various departments of the organization for responsive
actions aligning with the needs and desires of the present and future customers of the
organization which is emerging approach for making oriented management of the firm
or organization for improving operational efficiency and management effectiveness is
also discussed in this. Some of his findings are KSRTC have major competition with (a)
RTC’s like TN Transport Corporations and Karnataka RTC (b) Private bus services and
(c) Tempo-Trekker-Van-Taxi parallel services in some districts like Trivandrum. Kerala
SRTC had low rating on ‘Punctuality’, ‘Reliability’, and ‘Convenient Timing’ compared
to TNRTC.
● MurugesanR.and Ramamoorthy N.V. (1996) conducted a study on “Quality on Services
in State Transport Undertakings - Evaluation and Improvement”. They found the
important service characteristics of State Transport Undertaking (STU) to know the level
of transport services from the regular users of state bus transport. They reached a
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conclusion that the deficiency of the various quality measures would have an adverse
effect on the improvement level of transport services in India.
Hatte, Archana(2016) conducted a study on “a study of job satisfaction of Maharashtra
State Road Transport Corporation in Nanded Division”. The research work is on job
satisfaction of employees in MSRTC Nanded division, and the research is mainly
focused towards the employees in Nanded Division only. The main objective of the
research is to understand the job problems of MSRTC employees. They suggest many
remedies for improving employee efficiency in MSRTC employees.
Riyaz, Avin Akash Franko, Mahammad Mufeez(2015) conducted a study on “Perception
and awareness level of people regarding KSRTC Bus service with reference to
Belthangady”. The main objective of their study is to examine the perception of people
towards usage of KSRTC bus service. From their study, it is clear that the majority of
people don’t feel secure or safe to travel in KSRTC local bus. For that maximum effort
is required from the part of KSRTC department. “Passenger’s satisfaction is most
important” for KSRTC. Researchers provide many suggestions for the improvement in
the level of satisfaction of passengers’. Some of them are: (a) Proper Accountability
System should be adopted and the bus crew should be loyal, (b) basic security facilities
should be provided like a seat belt, accidental insurance etc. (c) to avoid overload buses
should be increased depending on the population of passengers, (d) in order to improve
the satisfaction level of passengers, the bus crew should behave in a very co-operative,
pleasant and helpful manner to passengers.
M. Dhanbhakyam, Nisamudheen T (2016) conducted a study on the “Perception of
Drivers and Conductors towards Human Resource Management Practices of KSRTC: A
discriminate analysis”. Road Transport is one of the most dominant modes of transport
in the country. India’s urban population has been increased due to increased population
and ongoing rapid urbanization. To contain the explosion of personal vehicle movement
in cities, a very high dose of investment in public transport services is necessary. State
Government should provide financial assistance to the Road Transport Corporation and
also provide proper training and development for employees to deliver better services to
the commuters'. It is revealed that the factors like recruitment and selection and
performance appraisal, welfare measures, training and development and industrial
relation are discriminating the perception of human resource management practices
between the drivers and conductors of KSRTC. Among them, the highest factor that
discriminates the perception of human resource management practices between the
drivers and conductors of KSRTC is recruitment and selection and performance appraisal
and the least one is industrial relation.
Rami Reddy (1991) conducted a study on “Problems and Issues of Public Relation in
State Transport Undertakings” Researcher studied the problems and issues related to
public relations in transport undertaking and the general public, quality of services
identified with the crew, and expectation of the public with State Transport Undertaking.
He concluded that for the improvement of the quality of the STUs, there should be a
good relationship between the employees and the public.
Navaneetha Krishna, R. (2012) conducted a study on “Employee perception of human
resource management practices in Karnataka state road Transport Corporation with
reference to Bangalore division”. Here, the KSRTC employees are categorized into 3
levels such as drivers and conductors, technical staff and administrative staff and from
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each level, the researcher selected 10% of the employees as samples. She found that the
employees are satisfied with the overall Human Resource Management practices in
Karnataka State Road Transport Corporation (KSRTC).
● Jayaraman, C.V. (2013) conducted a study on Management Practices in Kerala State
Road Transport Corporation. He examines the importance of human resources, personnel
policies, recruitment, training, promotions, pay and allowances. The researcher collected
the data using questionnaires. Questionnaires were distributed among unskilled,
semiskilled, skilled, highly skilled, trade union leaders and officers for collecting their
opinions on the practices of personnel management department of KSRTC.
● Ingle Sanngapal Prakash (2016) conducted a study on “passenger’s satisfaction towards
services of Maharashtra State Road Transport Corporation with special reference to
Buldhana District”. The main objective of his paper is to know the passengers'
satisfaction towards services provided by MSRTC and the role of MSRTC in
development of the state. The passengers are satisfied with STU’s, but a little more
improvement is required. For that the researcher suggested the following: (a) MSRTC
should develop parameters of services/facilities, extension of the scope of services, for
that they should adopt scientific management in the operation of major area of human
resource management - recruitment, selection, training & development programme,
performance appraisal & motivation, (b) the passengers should develop attitudes,
approach & action towards the MSRTC. (c) MSRTC should increase in the facilities &
employment opportunities for women in order to bring women empowerment and gender
equality and, (d) the government should provide funding to MSRTC.
Statement Of The Problem
KSRTC is one among the extremely successful corporations in Kerala that is concentrated
on road transportation services. Within the previous couple of years, KSRTC was running
with a profit of Rs. 1900 carries alongside a loss of over Rs. 2200 crores. However KSRTC
is an imperative establishment that constitutes a major share within the financial market of
Kerala.
At present, KSRTC has 6241 buses and 6389 schedules. the average earnings per km are
around Rs. 34.89 and average earnings per bus are Rs. 11518. Nowadays, KSRTC has gone
into a money crisis. The explanation for the money crisis is extremely tough to be analyzed.
It may happen due to the problems like bus timing, remote area services, long-distance travel
services, pay and pension to employees' etc. In 2019, KSRTC finally pays Rs. 90 crores from
their own earnings to its employees as pay. Until now, the bus service would pay salaries to
its 31,000 workers and 3926 empanelled staff. For that, the corporation would have taken
loans
from
financial
institutions
to
pay
salaries
to
its
workers.
Our main objective is to search out the perception of employees' towards KSRTC, during
this context of continuous loss-making, however paying salaries from their own revenue.
Each information is collected directly employees' who are working in KSRTC from different
depots, from different regions of Kerala.
Objectives Of The Study
• To understand more about Kerala State Road Transport Corporation.
• To understand the employees’ perception towards KSRTC.
• To suggest various measures for increasing employee satisfaction.
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Research Methodology
• Research Design: A research design is a conceptual structure within which the
collection, measurement and analysis of data are done in an economical manner.
• Sample Design: Sample design is a definite plan for the selection of a sample from a
population. Sample design suggests the sampling strategy best suited to the study and
also gives an idea about the size of the sample.
• Sampling Size: 100 KSRTC employees are selected as respondents from and within
Kerala after considering time and cost.
Sampling Method: Simple Random Sampling method is used to collect the data from the
respondents.
• Data Collection: Data collected includes both primary and secondary data. Primary data
is the data collected for the first time by way of a questionnaire. Secondary data is the
data collected from published sources like previous reports of the company, articles and
websites and these sources act as a means of reliable secondary data effective for
analysis.
• Data Analysis Tools
✓ Percentage Analysis
✓ SPSS
• Presentation: The collected data is primarily, presented in the form of tables, to provide
a better understanding of data.
Analysis And Results
KSRTC: At a glance
KSRTC, the fond name for Kerala State Road Transport Corporation, connects the state well
on road. As one of the oldest operated and managed public transports of India. on the
enactment of Road Transports Corporation Act in 1950, Govt. of Kerala formulated KSRTC
rules in 1965 by sec.44 and the department was converted into an autonomous corporation
on 1.4.1965. The Kerala State road Transport Corporation was established by the
government of Kerala by the notification dated, 15-3-1965. The arrangements required for
the smooth taking over of the services run by the Kerala State Transport Department were
made expeditiously by the Corporation. It was popularly known as ‘Aanavandi’ as the
symbol of KSRTC was a picture of elephant.
The registration series KLX was exclusive for KSRTC. After 1 July 1989, KSRTC buses are
registered under a dedicated RTO at Trivandrum with the registration series KL- 15.
Table 1: GENDER OF THE RESPONDENTS
Sl. No

Gender

Frequency

Percentage

1

Male

74

74

2

Female

26

26

3

Others

0

0

TOTAL

100

100

Source: Primary Data
Results: From the above table, it is noted that. 74% of the respondent employees are male
and 26% are female
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Table 2: DISTRICT
Sl. No

District

Frequency

Percentage(%)

1

Trivandrum

8

8

2

Thrissur

7

7

3

Wayanad

7

7

4

Alappuzha

7

7

5

Ernakulam

8

8

6

Idukki

7

7

7

Kannur

7

7

8

Kasargod

7

7

9

Kollam

7

7

10

Kottayam

7

7

11

Kozhikode

7

7

12

Malappuram

7

7

13

Palakkad

7

7

14

Pathanamthitta

7

7

TOTAL

100

100

Source: Primary Data
Results: From the above table 7.3.3 it can be noted that, 8 respondents are from Trivandrum
and Ernamkulam, 7 respondents are from Thrissur, Wayanad, Alappuzha, Idukki, Kasargod,
Kollam, Kottayam, Kozhikode, Malappuram, Palakkad and Pathanamthitta.
Table 3: DESIGNATION OF THE RESPONDENTS
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Sl. No

Designation

Frequency

Percentage

1

Transport officer

9

9

2

Station Master

11

11

3

Driver

18

18

4

Operational Level

14

14

5

Conductor

44

44
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6

Traffic Controller

2

2

7

Mechanic

2

2

TOTAL

100

100

Source: Primary Data
Results: From the above table 7.3.6, it can be noted that out of 100 respondents in case of
designation 9 (9%) of them are transport officers, 11 (11%) of them are station masters, 18
(18%) are drivers, 14 (14%) of the respondents are from operational level, 44 (44%) are
conductors, 2 (2%) are traffic controllers and 2 (2%) are mechanic.
TABLE 5: RATING OF JOB SATISFACTION IN KSRTC BY RESPONDENTS
Sl.
No

Particulars

Highly
Satisfied

Satisfied

Moderate

Dissatisfie
d

Highly
Dissatisfie
d

1

Present work
place

23

52

18

4

3

2

Transfer
policy

9

39

25

14

13

3

Social Status

12

36

27

16

9

4

Nationality
of
disciplinary
action

6

32

24

25

13

5

Effectiveness
of
communicati
on system

8

27

23

26

16

6

Present Post

14

50

22

9

5

7

Job
promotion

9

34

28

14

15

8

Retirement
Benefits

12

29

27

19

13

9

Technology
adopted by
the
organization

11

20

28

25

16
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10

Welfare
Activities

6

28

26

24

16

11

Grievances,
Redressal,
Procedure

9

22

28

26

15

12

Workload

7

27

30

27

9

13

Condition of
the road

6

24

29

21

20

14

Condition of
the buses

12

19

26

25

18

15

Relationship
with
superiors

11

39

32

13

5

16

Relationship
with coworkers

17

51

23

8

1

17

Industrial
Relations

9

31

29

19

12

Source: Primary Data
Results:
From the above table 7.2.13,
(i)
Present work place : A positive work environment makes employees feel good
about coming to work, and this provides the motivation to sustain them throughout
the day.23 of the respondents are highly satisfied,52 are satisfied, 18 are having a
balanced opinion, only 4 is dissatisfied, and 3 are highly dissatisfied with the present
work place.
(ii)
Transfer Policy: 9 of the respondents are highly satisfied, 39 are satisfied, 25 are
having a moderate satisfaction, 14 are dissatisfied and 13 of the respondents are
highly dissatisfied, with the transfer policy provided by the Corporation.
(iii) Social Status: 12 of the respondents are highly satisfied, 36 are satisfied, 27 are
having a balanced opinion, 16 are dissatisfied and 9 of the respondents are highly
dissatisfied, with their Social Status in KSRTC .
(iv)
Nationality of disciplinary action: 6 of the respondents are highly satisfied, 32 are
satisfied, 24 are having a moderate opinion, 25 are dissatisfied and 13 of the
respondents are highly dissatisfied, with the Nationality of disciplinary action
maintained in KSRTC
(v)
Effectiveness of communication system: Effective Communication is important for
the development of an organization. Among 100 respondents, only 8 is highly
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satisfied, 27 are satisfied, 23 are having a balanced opinion, 26 are dissatisfied and
16 of the respondents are highly dissatisfied with the effective communication
system in KSRTC.
(vi)
Present Post: 14 of the respondents are highly satisfied, 50 are satisfied,22 are
having a moderate satisfaction, 9 are dissatisfied and 5 of the respondents are highly
dissatisfied with their present post in KSRTC.
(vii)
Job Promotion: 9 of the respondents are highly satisfied, 34 are satisfied, 28 are
moderate in their opinion, 14 are dissatisfied and 15 of the respondents are highly
dissatisfied with their job promotional affairs.
(viii) Retirement Benefits: 12 of the respondents are highly satisfied, 29 are satisfied, 27
have moderate satisfaction, 19 are dissatisfied and 13 of the respondents are highly
dissatisfied with the retirement benefits they will receive in future.
(ix)
Technology adopted by the organization : 11 of the respondents are highly
satisfied, 20 are satisfied, 28 are having a balanced opinion, 25 are dissatisfied, and
16 are highly dissatisfied with technology adopted by the organization
(x)
Welfare Activities: 6 of the respondents are highly satisfied, 28 are satisfied, 26 are
having a balanced opinion, 24 are dissatisfied and 16 of the respondents are highly
dissatisfied, with the activities done for the welfare of the corporation.
(xi)
Grievances, Redressal, Procedure: 9 of the respondents are highly satisfied, 22 are
satisfied, 28 are having a balanced opinion, 26 are dissatisfied and 15 of the
respondents are highly dissatisfied regarding their grievances, redressal, procedure
followed in KSRTC.
(xii) Work load: 7 of the respondents are highly satisfied, 27 are satisfied, 30 are having
a moderate satisfaction, 27 are dissatisfied and 9 of the respondents are highly
dissatisfied, with the workload.
(xiii) Condition of the road: Among 100 respondent employees’, only 6 is highly
satisfied, 24 are satisfied, 29 are having a moderate satisfaction, 21 are dissatisfied
and 20 of the respondents are highly dissatisfied with the condition of the road in the
state.
(xiv) Condition of the buses: 12 of the respondents are highly satisfied, 19 are satisfied,
26 are having a moderate satisfaction, 25 are dissatisfied and 18 of the respondents
are highly dissatisfied, with the condition of the buses in KSRTC.
(xv)
Relationship with superiors:11 of the respondents are highly satisfied, 39 are
satisfied, 32 are having a moderate satisfaction, 13 are dissatisfied and 5 of the
respondents are highly dissatisfied, with their relationship with superiors working in
KSRTC.
(xvi) Relationship with co-workers: 17 of the respondents are highly satisfied, 51 are
satisfied, 23 are having a moderate satisfaction, 8 are dissatisfied and 1 only
respondent is highly dissatisfied with the relationship with their colleagues working
in KSRTC.
(xvii) Industrial Relations: 9 of the respondents are highly satisfied, 31 are satisfied, 29
are having a moderate satisfaction, 19 are dissatisfied and 12 of the respondents are
highly dissatisfied with the industrial Relations.
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Table 6: RATING OF COMMITMENT (AFFECTIVE COMMITMENT)
TOWARDS KSRTC BY RESPONDENTS
Sl. No

Particulars

Very
High

High

Medium

Low

Very
Low

1

Desire to spend rest
of the career with
KSRTC

8

34

43

6

9

2

Feeling of KSRTC
problem as their own

12

39

26

11

12

3

Thinking of being
personally attached
to KSRTC

18

28

36

8

10

4

Thinking of being
emotionally attached
to KSRTC problems

17

31

30

9

13

5

Feeling of being
personally affected
by the KSRTC
problems

17

28

34

5

16

Source: Primary Data
Results
From Table 7.3.10, it is clear that,
(i)
Desire to spend rest of the career with KSRTC: Among 100 respondent
employees, 8 responded very high, 34 responded high, 43 medium, 6 low and 9
responded very low to continue their career with KSRTC.
(ii)
Feeling of KSRTC problem as their own: Among 100 respondent employees, 12
responded very high, 39 responded high, 26 medium, 11 low and 12 responded very
low, when they were asked whether they have any feeling of KSRTC problem as
their own.
(iii) Thinking of being personally attached to KSRTC: Among 100 employees, 18
responded very high, 28 responded highly, 36 were having an average stand, 8 low
and 10 responded very low, when they think of being personally attached to KSRTC.
(iv)
Thinking of being emotionally attached to KSRTC problems: Among 100
employees, 17 responded very high, 31 responded high, 30 were having an average
stand, 9 low and 13 responded very low, when they think of being emotionally
attached to KSRTC problems.
(v)
Feeling of being personally affected by the KSRTC problems:Among 100
respondent employees, 17 responded very highly, 28 responded highly, 34 medium,
5 low and 16 responded very low, when they were asked whether they have any
feeling of being personally affected by KSRTC problems.
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To sum up, the affective commitment towards KSRTC by respondent employees’ was
average.
Table 7: RATING OF COMMITMENT (CONTINUANCE COMMITMENT)
TOWARDS KSRTC BY RESPONDENTS
Sl.
No

Particulars

Very
High

High

Medium

Low

Very
Low

1

Feeling of being
compelled to work
because of matter
of necessity

17

35

37

9

2

2

Feeling of being
bound by financial
issues restricting
from leaving
KSRTC

18

32

35

12

3

3

Getting of being
life disrupted if
decide to leave
KSRTC at present

13

34

38

10

5

4

Feeling of getting
better placed if
decided not to
work in KSRTC

18

21

44

14

3

Source: Primary Data
Results:
From Table 7.3.11, it is clear that
1. Feeling of being compelled to work because of matter of necessity: Among 100
respondent employees, 17 respondents was very high, 35 was high, 37 respondents were
in an average stand, 9 low, and only 2 responded very low, when they were asked
whether they have any feeling of being compelled to work because of matter of necessity.
2. Feeling of being bound by financial issues restricting from leaving KSRTC :Among
100 respondent employees, 18 responded very high, 32 responded high, 35 medium, 12
low and only 3 responded very low, when they were asked whether they have any feeling
of being bound by financial issues restricting from leaving KSRTC.
3. Getting of being life disrupted if decide to leave KSRTC at present: Among 100
respondent employees, 13 responded very high, 34 responded high, 38 were having an
average stand, 10 low and only 5 responded very low,when they were asked whether
they have any feeling of getting of being life disrupted if decide to leave KSRTC at
present.
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4. Feeling of getting better placed if decided not to work in KSRTC: Among 100
respondent employees, 18 responded very high, 21 responded high, 44 medium, 14 low
and only 3 responded very low, when they were asked whether they have any feeling of
getting better placed if decided not to work in KSRTC.
Table 8: RATING OF COMMITMENT (NORMATIVE COMMITMENT)
TOWARDS KSRTC BY RESPONDENTS
Sl.
No

Particulars

Very
High

High

Medium

Low

Very
Low

1

Feeling of having moral
obligation to retain with
current employer

13

36

38

9

4

2

Getting of being guilty if
leave KSRTC at present

6

36

35

11

12

3

Feeling that KSRTC
being loyal to dedication
to employees work

9

29

34

10

18

4

Feeling of being
personally attached to
colleagues which restrict
from leaving KSRTC

6

31

37

16

10

5

Feeling of having great
deal to KSRTC

9

33

36

8

14

6

Feeling of losing better
advantage from KSRTC
by selecting alternative
job

9

24

41

8

18

Source: Primary Data
Results:
(i)
Feeling of having moral obligation to retain with current employer: Out of 100
respondent employees’ , 13 of the employees’ responds very high, 36 responds high,
38 were having a medium stand, 9 responds low, and 4 responds very low, when they
were asked whether they have the feeling of having moral obligation to retain with
current employer in KSRTC .
(ii)
Getting of being guilty if leave KSRTC at present: Among 100 respondent
employees, 6 respondents was very high, 36 was high, 35 respondents were in an
average stand, 11 low, and only 12 responded very low, when they were asked
whether they have any feeling of being guilty if they leave KSRTC at present.
(iii) Feeling that KSRTC being loyal to dedication to employees work: Among 100
respondent employees, 9 respondents was very high, 29 was high, 34 respondents
were having a moderate rate, 10 low, and only 18 responded very low, when they
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were asked whether they have any feeling that KSRTC being loyal to dedication to
employees work.
(iv)
Feeling of being personally attached to colleagues which restrict from leaving
KSRTC : Among 100 respondent employees, 6 respondents was very high, 31 was
high, 37 respondents were in an average stand, 16 low, and only 10 responded very
low, when they were asked whether they have any feeling of being personally
attached to colleagues which restrict from leaving KSRTC.
(v)
Feeling of having great deal to KSRTC: Among 100 respondent employees, 9
respondents was very high, 33 was high, 36 respondents were in an medium stand, 8
low, and only 14 responded very low, when they were asked whether they have any
feeling of having great deal with KSRTC.
(vi)
Feeling of losing better advantage from KSRTC by selecting alternative job:
Among 100 respondent employees, 9 respondents was very high, 24 was high, 41
respondents were in an average stand, 8 low, and only 18 responded very low, when
they were asked whether they have any feeling of losing better advantage from
KSRTC by selecting alternative job.
Table 9: RATING OF EMPLOYEES WELFARE MEASURES IN KSRTC BY
RESPONDENTS
Sl. No

Particulars

1

Due weight age to
experience

19

50

22

5

3

2

Free travel passes to
the children of
employees

12

39

20

17

9

3

Subsidised Canteen
Facilities

13

35

37

7

6

4

Education
Allowances

12

35

25

12

13

5

Reimbursement of
legal fees

20

29

27

12

8

6

Family Benefit Fund

19

31

32

9

7

7

Loan for Marriage

12

27

31

14

13

8

Steering Allowance

15

35

28

11

9

9

Voluntary Retirement
Scheme

14

33

33

10

7
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10

Leave Benefits

15

40

27

9

7

11

Holiday Homes

15

13

30

11

9

12

Special Health Fund
Scheme

26

29

26

10

7

13

The Pension Scheme
for transport
employees

25

34

24

11

3

14

Employees' PostRetirement benefit
fund

24

35

21

12

6

15

Preferential
admission in medical
college, engineering
college, polytechnics
run by the Institute of
Road Transport for
the children of
employees

22

29

23

12

12

16

Funeral expenses

20

25

24

9

6

Source: Primary Data
Results:
From the above table 7.3.13, we can be analysed that in the following cases
i) Due weight- age of experience : Among 100 respondent employees, 19 of the
respondents highly agree, 50 of employees responds agree, 22 respondents were having
neutral response, 5 respondents disagree and only 3 responds highly disagree.
ii) Free travel passes to the children of employees :Among 100 respondent employees,
12 of the respondents highly agree, 39 of employees responds agrees, 20 respondents
were having neutral response, 17 respondents disagree and 9 responds highly disagree,
when they were ask whether their children receives free travel passes.
iii) Subsidised canteen facility: Among 100 respondent employees, 13 of the respondents
highly agree, 35 of employees responds agree, 37 respondents were having neutral
response, 7 respondents disagree and only 6 responded highly disagree, when they were
ask whether they are provided with canteen facilities.
iv) Education allowances: Among 100 respondent employees, 12 of the respondents highly
agree, 35 of employees responds agree, 25 respondents were having neutral response,
12 respondents disagree and 13 responds highly disagree with the education allowance
provided for the welfare of employees’ children.
v) Reimbursement of legal fees: Among 100 respondent employees, 20 of the respondents
highly agree, 29 of employees responds agree, 27 respondents were having neutral
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response, 12 respondents disagree and 8 responds highly disagree on the case of
reimbursement of legal fees.
vi) Family benefit fund: Among 100 respondent employees, 19 of the respondents highly
agree, 31 of employees responds agree, 32 respondents were having neutral response, 9
respondents disagree and 7 responds highly disagree , when they were asked whether
they are provided with any funds for the welfare of their family.
vii) Loan for marriage: Among 100 respondent employees, 12 of the respondents highly
agree, 27 of employees responds agree, 31 respondents were having neutral response, 14
respondents disagree and 13 responds highly disagree when they were asked whether
any loan is provided for marriage.
viii) Steering allowances: Among 100 respondent employees, 15 of the respondents
highly agree, 35 of employees responds agree, 28 respondents were having neutral
response, 11 respondents disagree and 9 responds highly disagree with the steering
allowance provided for the welfare of employees’ children.
ix) Voluntary retirement scheme: Among 100 respondent employees, 14 of the
respondents highly agree, 33 of employees responds agree, 33 respondents were having
neutral response, 10 respondents disagree and 7 responds highly disagree with the
Voluntary Retirement Scheme provided for the welfare of employees’ children.
x) Leave benefits: Among 100 respondent employees, 15 of the respondents highly agree,
40 of employees responds agree, 27 respondents were having neutral response, 9
respondents disagree and 7 responds highly disagree with the leave benefits.
xi) Holiday homes : Among 100 respondent employees, 15 of the respondents highly agree,
13 of employees responds agree, 30 respondents were having neutral response, 11
respondents disagree and 9 responds highly disagree with the holiday homes facility
provided to employees’ and their family.
xii) Special health fund scheme : Among 100 respondent employees, 26 of the respondents
highly agree, 29 of employees responds agree,26 respondents were having neutral
response, 10 respondents disagree and only 7 responds highly disagree with special
health fund scheme provided to employees’ by the Corporation.
xiii) The pension scheme for transport officers: Among 100 respondent employees, 25
of the respondents highly agree, 34 of employees responds agree, 24 respondents were
having neutral response, 11 respondents and only 3 responds disagree highly disagree
with the pension scheme for transport officers.
xiv) Employees post retirement fund : Among 100 respondent employees, 24 of the
respondents highly agree, 35 of employees responds agree, 21 respondents were having
neutral response, 12 respondents disagree and 6 responds highly disagree with
employees’ post retirement fund provided for employees’ by the Corporation.
xv) Preferential admission in medical college, engineering college, polytechnics, run by
the institute of road transport for the children of employees : 22 of the respondents
highly agree, 29 of the employees respondents agree, 23 were having neutral response,12
disagree and 12 of the respondents highly disagree on this measure provided for welfare
of children of KSRTC employees.
xvi) Funeral expenses: Among 100 respondent employees, 20 of the respondents highly
agree, 25 of employees responds agree, 24 respondents were having neutral response, 9
respondents disagree and 6 responds highly disagree on funeral expenses..
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Suggestions
• KSRTC employees’ are highly dissatisfied with the transfer policy provided by KSRTC.
The Corporation should look forward for the development of this component of job
satisfaction.
• Employees’ are dissatisfied with the technology adopted by the Corporation. The
Corporation should be updated with the new technology.
• The management should maintain a good staff- vehicle ratio.
• The performance of drivers and conductors depends upon their relationship with the
Management. It involves indirect supervision, the management should always be
accessible for the drivers and conductors. The suggestions of the drivers and conductors
should be taken into consideration as they have the best knowledge in route planning
such as crew and bus schedules. When they are able to approach the top management
easily they will come forward to give the best suggestions for the improvement of the
management.
• Most of the crew are not highly educated or informed, the proper openness of the top
management in addressing the employees and informing them frequently about the
performance of the corporation, shall help in improving the job satisfaction of the
employees working in KSRTC. For the efficiency and effectiveness of employees and
the performance of the state transport corporation, the management should have
managerial principle and practice. By that way, the performance of the corporation in
providing an efficient, economical, adequate, safe transport to the public can be
achieved.
Conclusion
KSRTC is a vital institution that constitutes a significant share within the financial market
of Kerala. At present, KSRTC has 6241 buses and 6389 schedules.
The Kerala public transport System is facing competition from completely different sectors
like private bus owners, metro rail, railway taxis, rickshaws within the city. Severe
competition joined with poor management from the part of Corporation led to this day crisis
of the Corporation.
In the previous couple of years, KSRTC was running with profit of Rs. 1900 Crores carries
beside loss over Rs. 2200 Crores. During this context of loss creating, the Corporation pays
salaries to its 31,000 workers and 39616 empanelled staff. For the aim, Corporation would
have taken loans from financial institutions. In 2019, KSRTC finally pays Rs.90 Crores to
the staff as remuneration.
From our survey, we tend to reached at a conclusion that, fifty seven you look after staff
have an annual financial gain of Rs. 2 Lakhs to 4 Lakhs. Most of the respondent employees
have a moderate satisfaction on their employment in KSRTC. Even if, the Corporation is
moving on a loss- creating stage, they invariably attempt to satisfy their customers and staff.
We tend to hope for an improved future within the service of KSRTC in coming back days.
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Factors Influencing Job Satisfaction Of Employees In Andhra
Pragathi Grameena Bank, YSR Kadapa District
Shaik Rehana Banu
Dr.B.Gangaiah
Dr Shaik Balkhis Banu
Abstract
The current research was concerned with the job satisfaction of employees of regional rural
bank of Andhra Pragathi Grameena Bank. For the purpose 100 bank Employees were
selected as sample by using census survey technique and data were collected with the help
of structured Questionnaire.The statistical techniques, that is descriptive statistics and
independent sample One Way Anova test were carried out for the analysis, and interpretation
of the data were done through SPSS package. The study revealed that the impact of factors
such as nature of job, promotion, supervision, coworkers, working conditions, E – Banking,
Management policies and practices, variables, pay, Factors influencing job satisfaction and
overall factors on demographic variables there is a significance difference between Age,
Gender, Education Qualification Nature of the job with the factors as nature of job,
promotion, supervision, coworkers, working conditions ,E – Banking, Management policies
and practices, variables, pay, Factors influencing job satisfaction and overall factors and only
two demographic variable which has no siginificant difference there is no significant
difference between Experience in years and monthly income. on Age, Gender, Education
Qualification Nature of the job in the banking sector of Regional Rural bank, Andhra
Pragathi Grameena bank
Key Words: Job satisfaction, Management, Factors, Banking, Working conditions
Introduction
Job satisfaction is a unique concept which can't be seen touched or observed. So it is hard
to define it. In simple words job satisfaction is connected with employee's need. If the
organization can satisfy employees need, they get job satisfaction but numerous different
factors also affect it like, family environment, work environment, family tension and
employee's personal character, raised condition, environment, educational qualifications,
kinds of family, marital status, physical wellbeing, social economic status, income etc.
Dimensions Of Job Satisfaction
The fundamental duty of the management is to direct the employees and to observe their
work. Creating nations have a huge natural and Human Resources however because of
inappropriate management economic progress is less. The management is a group action of
human strength and material things. Management are not the administrators but rather
specialists of changes. The task of the management is to keep up good conditions in all
sectors so that employees can work together to achieve common goals with efficiency.
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Now a-days, nearly in all areas the services of employees are being used in the most ideal
approach to win mighty tasks, there is no sector in which services of employees are not
taken. At the point when their work is so important, their Job Satisfaction is also important.
In this manner, the researcher needs to peer inside the Job Satisfaction dimension of
employees of Regional Rural Bank Sectors.
Regional Rural Bank Sectors predictable a key place in the Indian economy as far as work
and speculation. Throughout the years, Regional Rural Bank Sectors have become both in
number and size and spread to the greater part of the indispensable areas of the economy.
They have been considered as integral assets during the time spent monetary advancement.
There are three essential measurements to job satisfaction.
1. Job satisfaction refers to one's feeling towards one's job. It must be guessed however not
seen.
2. Job satisfaction is regularly controlled by how well results meet or exceed desires.
expectations in one's job implies expanded responsibility in the satisfaction of formal
necessities. There is more prominent readiness to reverse individual vitality and time in job
performance.
3. The terms Job satisfaction and job attitudes are normally utilized conversely. Both refers
to successful introduction with respect to people towards their work jobs which they are by
and by possessing. Uplifting frames of mind towards the job are thoughtfully equal to Job
satisfaction and negative attitudes towards the job indicate job dissatisfaction.
Consequences Of Job Satisfaction
High Job satisfaction may lead to enhanced profitability, expanded turnover, enhanced
participation, reduced accidents, less job stress and lower unionization. productivity
The connection among fulfillment and efficiency isn't set up. The condensus, however is that
in the long run, job satisfaction leads to expanded efficiency. Be that as it may, four decades
of research into this issue unfortunately, does not lend any help to this belief.
At first, the connection between Job satisfaction and job performance is powerless.
Furthermore, there is more proof to propose that job performance leads to Job satisfaction
and not the other way round. A worker who performs well in his job gets both intrinsic and
extrinsic rewards which will lead to high satisfaction. A poor entertainer will feel more
terrible
about his incompetence and will get fewer rewards. He will be less happy with his work
experiences.
Thirdly, there are a few conditions under which high efficiency all the more clearly leads to
high job satisfaction One condition is that the employees perceive that intrinsic and extrinsic
prizes are dependent upon their efficiency. The second condition is that the extraneous prizes
(pay, for example) might be distributed fairly. Discriminatory circulation neglects to
convince the employee's nearby correlation between's diligent work and rewards.
Review Of Literature
Md.Nazirul Islam Sarker, Arifin Sultana, AZM Shaiullah Prodhan May, (2017) : In
this study, they examined the level of job satisfaction among the employees o private and
public organizations in Bangladesh. Data have been collected randomly from 40 employees
of Gaibandha District in Bangladesh through a structured questionnaire in January to
February, 2010. Among the respondents, 50% is a non-government employee. Brayfield and
Rothe (1951) method were used to determine the job satisfaction of the employees. Likert
Scale was used for measuring the attitude of the employees on their job. This research
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revealed that there was no significant difference between the job satisfaction of government
and nongovernment employees. The study suggests that an effective policy on recruitment,
on job security, service rules, promotional opportunities, regular payments, retirements’
benefits should be made by the government to improve the job satisfaction and attitude of
employees in both government and non government employees Job satisfaction has a wide
area of implication like context of job working environment, policy matters etc. Though
there was no mentionable difference between job satisfaction of private and public
employees there were attitude differences between them.
Abdul wahebs.Bin Shmailah Jan (2016): In this study the relationship between job
Satisfaction- job performance and employee engagement,an explorative study the research
is conducted to examine no of factors. Such as jo0b fit, good communication, appreciation,
and clear objectives.They explained two variables clearly job satisfaction and performance
and employee engagement,these 3 factors how organizations can become more competitive
and profitable in arab countries,they explained employee should be engaged with work.To
increase profits of the organisation, right employees to be selected for the right work then
only organization achieve the goals based on the performance of employees and employees
should be satisfied with their job. The employer should understand the factors influencing
job satisfaction and job performance and determine the correlation between job satisfaction
and performance and employee engagement exploratory method is used.They have
explained clearly employee satisfaction is linked to employee clearly employee satisfaction
is linked to employee engagement. If an organization has committed employees for their
work.
Sharma (2014): conducted a study on job satisfaction among nurse of sir Sunderlal
hospital,Banaras Hindu University Varanasi.The study concluded that the overall job
satisfaction of nurses working in sir Sunderlal Hospital, Banaras Hindu University Varanasi
is of medium or average level. The influence of personal condition on the job satisfaction
of nurses was significant with most o the variables.
Work condition had also a significant influence on job satisfaction.The organizational
variables had also importance on job satisfaction.Intensive care of nurses was more satisfied
than non-intensive care nurses in relation to organizational conditional and work condition
variables.
Research Methodology
A well-structured questionnaire was constructed and the same was administered to the
respondents to extract first-hand information from them on various issues of Job satisfaction
The primary source of data is collected through the execution of structured questionnaire
which consists of different factors related to job satisfaction of employees. The responses
were rated using 5- point Likert rating scale, ranging from 1-5, where 1 refers to strongly
agree, 2 refers to agree, 3 refers to neutral, 4 refers to disagree and 5 refers to strongly
disagree. Sample consisting of 100 respondents who belongs to Officer Scale I, Officer Scale
II, Officer Scale III and Officer Scale IV cadre of the organization of different sections in
the Andhra Pragathi Grameena Bank were taken for the study. Census Survey method was
adopted for the study.
One Way Anova was carried out in spss for the data collected by taking Job Satisfaction of
Employees as the dependent variable. Nature of the job, promotion, supervision, coworkers,
working conditions, E – Banking, Management policies and practices, variables, pay,
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Factors influencing job satisfaction are independent variables for the study. Null hypothesis
were formulated to find out the job satisfaction of employees.
Objective
❖ To analyze the relationship of socio economic variables with the level of job satisfaction
of the selected employees of Regional Rural Bank of Andhra Pragathi Grameena Bank.
Hypothesis
There is no significant difference between the socio economic profile of the respondents and
the level of satisfaction
AGE OF ONE WAY ANOVA DESCRIPTIVES
N

Below 30
Years
31-40
Years
NATUREOFTH
41- 50
EJOB
years
Above 51
years
Total
Below 30
Years
31-40
Years
PROMOTION 41- 50
years
Above 51
years
Total
Below 30
Years
31-40
Years
SUPERVISION 41- 50
years
Above 51
years
Total

92

Descriptives
Mean
Std.
Std.
Deviation Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound

Minim Maxim
um
um

13 1.5846

.31050 .08612

1.3970

1.7722

1.00

2.00

33 2.3455

.84154 .14649

2.0471

2.6439

1.20

4.00

40 2.1900

.85088 .13454

1.9179

2.4621

1.20

4.20

14 3.5571

.78907 .21089

3.1015

4.0127

2.00

4.60

100 2.3540

.94915 .09492

2.1657

2.5423

1.00

4.60

13 1.6000

.33665 .09337

1.3966

1.8034

1.20

2.20

33 2.4667

1.09506 .19063

2.0784

2.8550

1.20

4.40

40 2.3050

1.00050 .15819

1.9850

2.6250

1.20

4.80

14 3.4857

.97890 .26162

2.9205

4.0509

1.60

4.40

100 2.4320

1.08459 .10846

2.2168

2.6472

1.20

4.80

13 1.6923

.36162 .10030

1.4738

1.9108

1.00

2.20

33 2.4242

1.02196 .17790

2.0619

2.7866

1.20

4.00

40 2.1350

.86929 .13745

1.8570

2.4130

1.00

4.20

14 3.2429

.85639 .22888

2.7484

3.7373

1.40

4.20

100 2.3280

.96798 .09680

2.1359

2.5201

1.00

4.20
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N

Below 30
Years
31-40 Years
41- 50
COWORKERS
years
Above 51
years
Total
Below 30
Years
31-40 Years
WORKING
41- 50
CONDITIONS years
Above 51
years
Total
Below 30
Years
31-40 Years
41- 50
EBANKING
years
Above 51
years
Total

93

Descriptives
Std.
Std.
Deviation Error

95% Confidence Minimu Maxim
Interval for Mean
m
um
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound

13 1.9231

.50688 .14058

1.6168

2.2294

1.40

3.00

33 2.5576

1.04134 .18127

2.1883

2.9268

1.00

4.40

40 2.2650

.95045 .15028

1.9610

2.5690

1.20

4.00

14 3.4000

1.04071 .27814

2.7991

4.0009

1.40

4.40

100 2.4760

1.02997 .10300

2.2716

2.6804

1.00

4.40

13 1.7846

.55655 .15436

1.4483

2.1209

1.40

3.00

33 2.5758

1.27255 .22152

2.1245

3.0270

1.00

5.00

40 2.3950

1.03823 .16416

2.0630

2.7270

1.20

4.80

14 3.4286

.99493 .26591

2.8541

4.0030

1.60

4.40

100 2.5200

1.14486 .11449

2.2928

2.7472

1.00

5.00

13 1.9231

.42847 .11884

1.6642

2.1820

1.20

2.60

33 2.6364

1.22623 .21346

2.2016

3.0712

1.20

5.00

40 2.4500

.99202 .15685

2.1327

2.7673

1.20

4.20

14 3.5429

.78614 .21011

3.0890

3.9968

1.80

4.40

100 2.5960

1.08282 .10828

2.3811

2.8109

1.20

5.00

N

Below 30
Years
31-40 Years
MANAGEMENT 41- 50
POLICIES
years
Above 51
years
Total
Below 30
Years
VARIABLES
31-40 Years
41- 50
years

Mean

Mean

Descriptives
Std.
Std.
Deviation Error

95% Confidence Minimu Maxim
Interval for Mean
m
um
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound

13 1.8769

.28912 .08019

1.7022

2.0516

1.40

2.40

33 2.5455

1.14812 .19986

2.1383

2.9526

1.20

4.80

40 2.2950

.93149 .14728

1.9971

2.5929

1.20

4.60

14 3.4000

1.01375 .27094

2.8147

3.9853

1.40

4.20

100 2.4780

1.04674 .10467

2.2703

2.6857

1.20

4.80

13 3.0128

.49750 .13798

2.7122

3.3135

2.33

3.83

33 3.2273

.74863 .13032

2.9618

3.4927

1.83

5.00

40 3.1917

.85531 .13524

2.9181

3.4652

1.00

4.83
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Above 51
years
Total
Below 30
Years
31-40 Years
41- 50
years
Above 51
years
Total

PAY

14 3.5238

.95151 .25430

2.9744

4.0732

1.83

4.83

100 3.2267

.79826 .07983

3.0683

3.3851

1.00

5.00

13 1.6154

.28165 .07812

1.4452

1.7856

1.00

2.00

33 2.4394

1.11809 .19463

2.0429

2.8359

1.00

4.50

40 2.2438

1.13013 .17869

1.8823

2.6052

1.00

5.00

14 3.5000

1.07864 .28828

2.8772

4.1228

1.25

4.75

100 2.4025

1.15410 .11541

2.1735

2.6315

1.00

5.00

N

Factors
Influencing
Job
satisfaction

Total

Below 30
Years
31-40 Years
41- 50
years
Above 51
years
Total
Below 30
Years
31-40 Years
41- 50
years
Above 51
years
Total

Descriptives
Mean
Std.
Std.
Deviation Error

95% Confidence Minimu Maxim
Interval for Mean
m
um
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound

13 2.3402

.25889 .07180

2.1838

2.4967

1.85

2.77

33 2.9044

.77665 .13520

2.6290

3.1798

1.62

4.58

40 2.5808

.68884 .10891

2.3605

2.8011

1.50

4.08

14 3.3736

.85902 .22958

2.8776

3.8696

1.81

4.58

100 2.7673

.76366 .07637

2.6158

2.9188

1.50

4.58

13 1.6340

.14173 .03931

1.5484

1.7197

1.43

1.91

33 2.2895

.87865 .15295

1.9780

2.6011

1.46

3.87

40 2.0860

.76470 .12091

1.8414

2.3305

1.47

3.91

14 3.0931

.79521 .21253

2.6339

3.5522

1.59

3.81

100 2.2354

.85258 .08526

2.0662

2.4046

1.43

3.91

TABLE 1.Age And Level Of Satisfaction Towards The Nature Of The Job,
Promotion, Supervision, Coworkers, Working Conditions ,E – Banking, Management
Policies And Practices, Variables, Pay, Factors Influencing Job Satisfaction And
Overall Factors

NATURE OF THE
JOB
PROMOTION
SUPERVISION

94

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups

ANOVA
Sum of
Squares
29.039
60.149
89.188
25.228
91.229
116.458
18.766
73.995

df

Mean Square
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96

F

Sig.

9.680
.627

15.449

.000

8.409
.950

8.849

.000

6.255
.771

8.116

.000
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Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
COWORKERS
Total
Between Groups
WORKING
Within Groups
CONDITIONS
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
E-BANKING
Total
Between Groups
MANAGEMENT
Within Groups
POLICIES
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
VARIABLES
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
PAY
Total
Between Groups
FACTORS
INFLUENCING JOB Within Groups
SATISFACTION
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
TOTAL
Total

92.762
17.928
87.095
105.022
19.315
110.445
129.760
19.345
96.734
116.078
18.088
90.384
108.472
1.880
61.205
63.084
25.970
105.892
131.862
9.530
48.205
57.735
15.990
55.972
71.963

99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99

5.976
.907

6.587

.000

6.438
1.150

5.596

.001

6.448
1.008

6.399

.001

6.029
.941

6.404

.001

.627
.638

.983

.404

8.657
1.103

7.848

.000

3.177
.502

6.326

.001

5.330
.583

9.142

.000

Hypothesis
H1: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Nature of the job
H2: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Promotion
H3: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Supervision
H4: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Co-workers
H5: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Working conditions
H6: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the E –Banking
H7: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Mangement policies
H8: The Null hypothesis is Accepted and found that there is no significant difference
between age and level of satisfaction towards the Variables
H9: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Pay
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H10:The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Factors influencing job satisfaction
H11:The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Overall factors
One Way ANOVA by Age – Criteria for Testing of Hypothesis
S..No
Variable
P Value
Testing of Null
Hypothesis
H1
Nature of the job
0.000
Rejected
H2
Promotion
0.000
Rejected
H3
Supervision
0.000
Rejected
H4
Co-workers
0.000
Rejected
H5
Working conditions
0.001
Rejected
H6
E -Banking
0.001
Rejected
H7
Mangement policies
0.001
Rejected
H8
Variables
0.404
Fail to Reject
H9
Pay
0.000
Rejected
H10
Factors
influencing
job 0.001
Rejected
satisfaction
H11
Overall factors
0.000
Rejected
Interpretation
The table 1.Represents the AVOVA analysis of Age and the level of satisfaction towards
the nature of job, promotion, supervision, coworkers, working conditions ,E – Banking,
Management policies and practices, variables, pay, Factors influencing job satisfaction and
overall factors It is clear from the table that the factors present having their p value less than
5 per cent level of significance. Hence, null hypothesis is rejected for these factors and
concluded that there is a significant difference between age and level of satisfaction towards
the nature of job, Promotion, Suervision, coworkers, working conditions, E – Banking,
Management policies and practices,variables, pay, Factors influencing job satisfaction and
overall factors The null hypothesis is accepted for the rest of factors namely variables, which
has the p value higher than 5 per cent level of significance.
TABLE 2 .Gender And Level Of Satisfaction Towards The Nature Of The Job,
Promotion, Supervision, Coworkers, Working Conditions ,E – Banking, Management
Policies And Practices, Variables, Pay, Factors Influencing Job Satisfaction And
Overall Factors

Between Groups
NATURE OF THEJOB Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
PROMOTION
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
SUPERVISION
Within Groups

96

ANOVA
Sum of
Squares
4.175
85.014
89.188
7.263
109.195
116.458
8.842
83.919

df

Mean Square
1
98
99
1
98
99
1
98

F

Sig.

4.175
.867

4.813

.031

7.263
1.114

6.518

.012

8.842
.856

10.326

.002
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Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
COWORKERS
Total
Between Groups
WORKING
Within Groups
CONDITIONS
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
E -BANKING
Total
Between Groups
MANAGEMENT
Within Groups
POLICIES
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
VARIABLES
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
PAY
Total
Between Groups
FACTORS
INFLUENCING
Within Groups
JOBSATISFACTION Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
TOTAL
Total

92.762
6.721
98.301
105.022
4.883
124.877
129.760
10.246
105.832
116.078
7.254
101.217
108.472
1.756
61.329
63.084
7.774
124.088
131.862
2.931
54.803
57.735
5.248
66.714
71.963

99
1
98
99
1
98
99
1
98
99
1
98
99
1
98
99
1
98
99
1
98
99
1
98
99

6.721
1.003

6.700

.011

4.883
1.274

3.832

.053

10.246
1.080

9.488

.003

7.254
1.033

7.024

.009

1.756
.626

2.806

.097

7.774
1.266

6.140

.015

2.931
.559

5.242

.024

5.248
.681

7.709

.007

Hypothesis
H1: The Null hypothesis is Accepted and found that there is no significant difference
between age and level of satisfaction towards the Nature of the job
H2: The Null hypothesis is Accepted and found that there is no significant difference
between age and level of satisfaction towards the Promotion
H3: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Supervision
H4: The Null hypothesis is Accepted and found that there is no significant difference
between age and level of satisfaction towards the Co-workers
H5: The Null hypothesis is Accepted and found that there is no significant difference
between age and level of satisfaction towards the Working conditions
H6: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the E –Banking
H7: The Null hypothesis is Accepted and found that there is no significant difference
between age and level of satisfaction towards the Management Policies
H8: The Null hypothesis is Accepted and found that there is no significant difference
between age and level of satisfaction towards the Variables
H9: The Null hypothesis is Accepted and found that there is no significant difference
between age and level of satisfaction towards the Pay
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H10: The Null hypothesis is Accepted and found that there is no significant difference
between age and level of satisfaction towards the Factors Influencing Job Satisfaction
H11: The Null hypothesis is Accepted and found that there is no significant difference
between age and level of satisfaction towards the Overall factors
One Way ANOVA by Gender – Criteria for Testing of Hypothesis
S..No
Variable
P Value
Testing of Null
Hypothesis
H1
Nature of the job
0.031
Fail to Reject
H2
Promotion
0.012
Fail to Reject
H3
Supervision
0.002
Rejected
H4
Co-workers
0.011
Fail to Reject
H5
Working conditions
0.053
Fail to Reject
H6
E -Banking
0.003
Rejected
H7
Mangement policies
0.009
Fail to Reject
H8
Variables
0.097
Fail to Reject
H9
Pay
0.015
Fail to Reject
H10
Factors
influencing
job 0.024
Fail to Reject
satisfaction
H11
Overall factors
0.007
Fail to Reject
Interpretation
The table 2 Represents the AVOVA analysis of Gender and the level of satisfaction
towards the nature of job, promotion, supervision, coworkers, working conditions ,E –
Banking, Management policies and practices, variables, pay, Factors influencing job
satisfaction and overall factors It is clear from the table that the factors present having their
p value less than 5 per cent level of significance. Hence, null hypothesis is rejected for these
factors and concluded that there is a significant difference between Gender and level of
satisfaction towards the Supervision and E – Banking.The null hypothesis is accepted for the
rest of factors namely nature of job, promotion, coworkers, working conditions,
Management policies and practices, variables, pay, Factors influencing job satisfaction and
overall factors, which has the p value higher than 5 per cent level of significance.
Table 3. Educational Qualification And Level Of Satisfaction Towards The Nature Of
The Job, Promotion, Supervision, Coworkers, Working Conditions ,E – Banking,
Management Policies And Practices, Variables, Pay, Factors Influencing Job
Satisfaction And Overall Factors

Between Groups
NATUREOFTHEJOB Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
PROMOTION
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
SUPERVISION
Within Groups

98

ANOVA
Sum of
Squares
29.924
59.264
89.188
46.991
69.467
116.458
32.869
59.893

df

Mean Square
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96

F

Sig.

9.975
.617

16.158

.000

15.664
.724

21.646

.000

10.956
.624

17.561

.000
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Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
COWORKERS
Total
Between Groups
WORKINGCONDITI
Within Groups
ONS
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
EBANKING
Total
Between Groups
MANAGEMENT
Within Groups
POLICIES
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
VARIABLES
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
PAY
Total
Between Groups
FACTORS
INFLUENCINGJOBS Within Groups
ATISFACTION
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
TOTAL
Total

92.762
36.414
68.608
105.022
48.161
81.599
129.760
37.224
78.854
116.078
27.007
81.465
108.472
2.838
60.246
63.084
39.852
92.010
131.862
8.419
49.316
57.735
26.298
45.665
71.963

99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99

12.138
.715

16.984

.000

16.054
.850

18.887

.000

12.408
.821

15.106

.000

9.002
.849

10.608

.000

.946
.628

1.507

.218

13.284
.958

13.860

.000

2.806
.514

5.463

.002

8.766
.476

18.428

.000

Hypothesis
H1: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Nature of the job
H2: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Promotion
H3: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Supervision
H4: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Co-workers
H5: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Working conditions
H6: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the E –Banking
H7: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Mangement policies
H8: The Null hypothesis is Accepted and found that there is no significant difference
between age and level of satisfaction towards the Variables
H9: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Pay
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H10:The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Factors influencing job satisfaction
H11:The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Overall factors
One Way ANOVA by Education qualification – Criteria for Testing of Hypothesis:
S..No
Variable
P Value
Testing of Null
Hypothesis
H1
Nature of the job
0.000
Rejected
H2
Promotion
0.000
Rejected
H3
Supervision
0.000
Rejected
H4
Co-workers
0.000
Rejected
H5
Working conditions
0.001
Rejected
H6
E -Banking
0.001
Rejected
H7
Mangement policies
0.001
Rejected
H8
Variables
0.218
Fail to Reject
H9
Pay
0.000
Rejected
H10
Factors
influencing
job 0.002
Rejected
satisfaction
H11
Overall factors
0.000
Rejected
Interpretation
The Table 4. Represents the AVOVA analysis of Education Qualification and the level of
satisfaction towards the nature of job, promotion, supervision, coworkers, working
conditions ,E – Banking, Management policies and practices, variables, pay, Factors
influencing job satisfaction and overall factors It is clear from the table that the factors
present having their p value less than 5 per cent level of significance. Hence, null hypothesis
is rejected for these factors and concluded that there is a significant difference between age
and level of satisfaction towards the nature of job, Promotion, Supervision, coworkers,
working conditions, E – Banking, Management policies and practices,variables, pay, Factors
influencing job satisfaction and overall factors The null hypothesis is accepted for the rest
of factors namely variables, which has the p value higher than 5 per cent level of significance.
TABLE 4.Nature Of The Job And Level Of Satisfaction Towards The Nature Of The
Job, Promotion, Supervision, Coworkers, Working Conditions ,E – Banking,
Management Policies And Practices, Variables, Pay, Factors Influencing Job
Satisfaction And Overall Factors

NATURE OF THE
JOB
PROMOTION
SUPERVISION

100

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups

ANOVA
Sum of
Squares
19.551
69.638
89.188
34.011
82.446
116.458
21.449
71.313

df

Mean Square
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96

F

Sig.

6.517
.725

8.984

.000

11.337
.859

13.201

.000

7.150
.743

9.625

.000
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Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
COWORKERS
Total
Between Groups
WORKING
Within Groups
CONDITIONS
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
EBANKING
Total
Between Groups
MANAGEMENT
Within Groups
POLICIES
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
VARIABLES
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
PAY
Total
Between Groups
FACTORS
INFLUENCING
Within Groups
JOBSATISFACTION Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
TOTAL
Total

92.762
32.231
72.791
105.022
48.122
81.638
129.760
38.131
77.947
116.078
26.251
82.220
108.472
6.472
56.613
63.084
44.685
87.177
131.862
12.484
45.251
57.735
23.546
48.417
71.963

99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99
3
96
99

10.744
.758

14.169

.000

16.041
.850

18.863

.000

12.710
.812

15.654

.000

8.750
.856

10.217

.000

2.157
.590

3.658

.015

14.895
.908

16.403

.000

4.161
.471

8.828

.000

7.849
.504

15.562

.000

Hypothesis
H1: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Nature of the job
H2: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Promotion
H3: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Supervision
H4: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Co-workers
H5: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Working conditions
H6: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the E –Banking
H7: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Mangement policies
H8: The Null hypothesis is Accepted and found that there is no significant difference
between age and level of satisfaction towards the Variables
H9: The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Pay
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H10:The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Factors influencing job satisfaction
H11:The Null hypothesis is Rejected and found that there is a significant difference between
age and level of satisfaction towards the Overall factors
One Way ANOVA by Nature of the job – Criteria for Testing of Hypothesis:
S..No
Variable
P Value
Testing of Null
Hypothesis
H1
Nature of the job
0.000
Rejected
H2
Promotion
0.000
Rejected
H3
Supervision
0.000
Rejected
H4
Co-workers
0.000
Rejected
H5
Working conditions
0.001
Rejected
H6
E -Banking
0.001
Rejected
H7
Mangement policies
0.001
Rejected
H8
Variables
0.015
Fail to Reject
H9
Pay
0.000
Rejected
H10
Factors
influencing
job 0.002
Rejected
satisfaction
H11
Overall factors
0.000
Rejected
Interprtation
The table 4 Represents the AVOVA analysis of Nature of the job and the level of
satisfaction towards the nature of job, promotion, supervision, coworkers, working
conditions ,E – Banking, Management policies and practices, variables, pay, Factors
influencing job satisfaction and overall factors It is clear from the table that the factors
present having their p value less than 5 per cent level of significance. Hence, null hypothesis
is rejected for these factors and concluded that there is a significant difference between age
and level of satisfaction towards the nature of job, Promotion, Supervision, coworkers,
working conditions, E – Banking, Management policies and practices,variables, pay, Factors
influencing job satisfaction and overall factors The null hypothesis is accepted for the rest
of factors namely variables, which has the p value higher than 5 per cent level of significance.
Conclusion
Researcher has analysed the demographic profile of the respondents with the help of
ANOVA to know the relationship between the socio economic variables of the respondents
and the level of job satisfactions towards various measures and find that there is significant
difference between
the Age, Gender, Education qualification and , Nature of the job, for these factors nature of
job, promotion, supervision, coworkers, working conditions ,E – Banking, Management
policies and practices, variables, pay, Factors influencing job satisfaction and overall factors
and there is no significant difference between variables in the factors
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Training Factors And Its Impact On Effectiveness Of Training
A Study With Special Reference To RINL VSP
V.V.Y.R.Thulasi
Dr. Y. Subbarayudu
Abstract
In this competitive world, training plays an important role in the competent and challenging
format of business. Training has implications for productivity, health and safety at work and
personal development. Training, like any other organizational aspects, requires a
commitment of organizational resources and focus on training factors like employee reaction
towards course content and trainer, organizational importance to training, employee attitude
towards training, training process of the organization which plays a vital role. The data is
analyzed by Multiple Linear Regression in SPSS. The purpose of this study is, therefore, to
make an in-depth analysis of various training factors of RINL one of the standard
organizations in Steel manufacturing. It was found that training factors have a positive
impact on training effectiveness.
Keyword: Training, Training factors, Training effectiveness
Introduction
Identical to the business environment, the workforce is also very dynamic, divorce, changing
and added value to the organization if it is used in the proper direction. Knowledge, skills
and abilities of the people in the workplace generate benefit to both employers and
employees. What makes a difference of the business is the talent of the employees that bring
differentiation to the products and contributing to most of the innovation. So, Organizations
recognized their manpower as the assets and most powerful tool to acquire the desired multidimensional growth. Not all is done once you’ve recruited a suitable candidate for the job.
Trained employee is important to help the new or existing hires get acquainted with the
organization’s work pattern. It is essential for the HR department to incorporate a training
program for every employee based on the skill set required for their job. It will further also
contribute towards employee motivation and retention. To have a effective training, every
employee can be subjected to on-the-job training for the initial days to get him in sync with
the work guidelines of the organization. This training will not only be of aid to the employee
but also give the HR team an insight into the employee’s workmanship. On completion of
the training, HR plays a significant role in assessing the results of the training program and
grading employees on the same.
Training is one of the most vital necessities in any business for which the companies are
willing to invest their resources. The nature of the training itself is undergoing a
transformation. Individuals need to have the competence to perform tasks. The job nature is
constantly changing due to changes in the technology, environment, and changes in
organizational priorities, goals, and strategies. One of the important mechanism of HRD is
that TRAINING, which is a commonly used them which has a wide variety of connotations
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depending on one’s experience and background. Organization and the individual should
build up and progress simultaneously for their survival and attainment of mutual goals. So,
every modern management has to develop the organization through human resources
development. Employee training is the most important sub-system of human resources
development. Training is a focused function and is one of the fundamental working
functions for human resources management. The human resource is the ultimate source for
any organization because the success or failure depends on efficient and effectiveness of
manpower and their functioning. The entire scope of activities of an organization revolves
around human resources. Therefore, people are the most significant resources of any
organization. Employee development is carried through the programmes of training and
training brings the requisite development in the employees working at different levels.
Training evaluation refers to activities aimed at finding out the effectiveness of training
programmes after they are conducted, against the objectives for which such programmes
were organized. Training evaluation brings rationality, objectivity, accountability, and
credibility to HRD by insisting on tangible and verifiable outcomes. Training evaluation is
a widely researched area since the subject is fundamental to the existence and performance
of training around the world. Training is necessary for any organization for improving the
quality and quantity of work of the employees at all levels particularly in a word of fastchanging technology, changing strategies and environment. After an employee is selected,
placed and introduced in an organization he/she must be provided with training facilities in
order to adjust him to the job. Training is the act of increasing the knowledge and skill of
an employee for doing a particular job. Training is a short-term educational process and
utilizing a systematic and organized procedure by which employees learn technical
knowledge and skills for a definite purpose. Dale S Beach defines the training as “the
organized procedure by which people learn knowledge and/or skill for a definite purpose.”
In other words training updates the employee’s knowledge, skill behaviour, and aptitude and
attitude towards the requirements of the job and the organization. Training refers to the
teaching and learning activities carried on for the primary purpose of helping members of an
organization to acquire and apply the knowledge, skills, abilities, and attitudes needed by a
particular job and organization.
But the general perception of the people is that effectiveness of the training is depended on
many factors such as training process organizational importance, course content, potentiality
of the trainer, employee attitude, etc., if these factors are not effective training will also be
not effective and whatever the time and amount spent on training will be of no use. Hence,
VSP has been taken as a case to study the influence of these training factors on training
effectiveness.
Literature review
Saba Habib, Fizza Zahra and Hina Mushtaq (2015) "Impact of Training and Development
on Employee's Performance and Productivity: A Case Study of Pakistan" the researcher uses
the quantitative approach for research. The aim of the study is to identify the impact of
training and development on employee's performance and productivity, overall
organizational performance. The study results found that there is an optimistic relation
among training and development of employees on their performance and productivity. It is
evident from the above results that employees who receive training and development
programs are more confident to handle higher responsibilities.
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Qasim Saleem and Mehwish Shahid (2011) “Degree of influence of training and
development on employees behavior” found that the function of training and development
is omnipresent. The study reveals the importance of training and development which leads
to organizational efficiency and growth. The findings of the study were that trained
employees on regularly basis are well motivated, well mannered and have better confidence
and self-esteem. Training and development prepare and enhance employee’s knowledge and
skills to enable to adapt new technology, the changes take place in and out of the working
environment. It also gives scope for promotion or to replace employees who have left the
organization.
Dr.T.N.Murthy and Faiza Fathima (2013) “Perception and Attitude of employees towards
Training and Development in public sector unit” the author studied about the understanding
training practices followed in the company, their perception, and attitude towards training
and development in PSU. The outcome of the study stated that positive impact of training
on the mindset of employees to enhance their performance at work place and also increase
the levels of self-confidence of the employees which helps them to streamline their efforts
with changing industrial needs.
Savitha G Pai, Dr.M Prakash (2017) “A Study on the impact of a training program on
employee productivity”, the highlights of the paper is to talk about the relationship between
the employee training programs conducted in the organization and employee productivity.
The objective of the study is to find out the relationship between the training program and
employee productivity. The data collected for the study is through a well-designed
questionnaire working in various sectors. Correlation and Regression analysis is used for the
study to prove the impact of the training program on employee productivity. Though the
study reveals the positive relationship between two variables, the business organizations
have to look after that the training programs should conduct efficiently and effectively in
order to gain the actual impact of employee productivity.
Objective
The aim of the paper is to find out the influence of training factors such as training process,
organizational importance of training, the potentiality of the trainer, course content and
employee attitude on training effectiveness of employees in RINL VSP
Research Methodology
A well-structured questionnaire was constructed and the same was administered to the
respondents to extract first-hand information from them on various issues of training. The
responses were rated using 5- point Likert rating scale, ranging from 5-1, where 5 refers to
strongly agree, 4 refers to agree, 3 refers to neutral, 2 refers to disagree and 1 refers to
strongly disagree. The study has been conducted in RINL VSP (Visakhapatnam steel plant)
which is one of the leading steel industries and the data collected from the non-executive
cadre of S3–S11 categories representing technicians, senior technicians, charge man, senior
charge man, general charge man, foreman, senior foreman, general foreman of the
organization who were attending more number of training programmes as per the training
calendar of the organization. Data collected from 100 respondents on simple random
sampling method and Multiple Linear Regression was carried out in SPSS for the data
collected by taking training effectiveness as the dependent variable and training process,
organizational importance, course content, attitude towards trainer and employee attitude
were taken as independent variables for the study. The null hypothesis was formulated to
find out the effectiveness of training.
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Hypothesis
H01: Training effectiveness is not influenced by training factors.
Analysis and Results
Classification of demographic profiles of respondents namely gender, age, experience and a
monthly income as tables follow:
Table.1 classification of respondents based on gender
Count Column N %
Male
84
84.0%
Gender female
16
16.0%
Total
100
100.0%
Table.2 classification of respondents based on age
Count Column N %
20-25
12
12.0%
26-30
52
52.0%
Age 31-35
5
5.0%
36Yrs above
31
31.0%
Total
100
100.0%
Table.3 classification of respondents based on experience
Count Column N %
below 5yrs
41
41.0%
6-15
28
28.0%
Experience 16-25
18
18.0%
26 yrs above
13
13.0%
Total
100
100.0%
Table.4 classification of respondents based on monthly income
Count Column N %
below 25000
18
18.0%
25001-35000
38
38.0%
Monthly
35001-45000
19
19.0%
Income
45001 above
25
25.0%
Total
100
100.0%
From the tables1-4, it is clear that majority of the respondents are male and about 52 percent
of the employees are at the age of 26-30 years and most of the respondents’ work experience
is below 5 years. Rs.25000-35000 was most of the employees’ Monthly income.
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Table.5 Bivariate Correlations between Independent and Dependent Variables
Correlations
TRAININ ORG EMPLOY COURSE TRAIN Training
G
IMPORT
EE
CONTEN ER Effectiven
PROCES ANCE ATTITU
T
ess
S
DE
Pearson
1
.716**
.612**
.672** .688**
.762**
TRAINING Correlation
PROCESS
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000 .000
.000
N
100
100
100
100
100
100
Pearson
ORG
.716**
1
.618**
.650** .685**
.750**
Correlation
IMPORTANC
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000 .000
.000
E
N
100
100
100
100
100
100
Pearson
.612**
.618**
1
.675** .743**
.821**
EMPLOYEE Correlation
ATTITUDE Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000 .000
.000
N
100
100
100
100
100
100
Pearson
.672**
.650**
.675**
1 .777**
.892**
COURSE
Correlation
CONTENT
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
N
100
100
100
100
100
100
Pearson
.688**
.685**
.743**
.777**
1
.880**
Correlation
TRAINER
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
N
100
100
100
100
100
100
Pearson
.762**
.750**
.821**
.892** .880**
1
Correlation
Training
Effectiveness Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000 .000
N
100
100
100
100
100
100
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Bivariate correlation was carried out from the data collected by taking training effectiveness
as the dependent variable and Training process, organizational importance, employee
attitude and the reaction towards trainer and course content were taken as independent
variables and is shown in table - 5. In the correlation, table N represents the size of the sample
taken for the study whereas middle diagonal column Pearson correlation’1’ represents the
correlation between the same variables. Correlation coefficient r, also known as Pearson
correlation, indicates strength between the variables. From the above table, it is clear that all
the variable in the study have a positive correlation and the course content has the highest
‘correlation coefficient’ (r is 0.892).
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Table.6 Model Summary between Independent & Dependent Variables
Model Summary
Model
R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Std.the error of the
Estimate
1
.964a
.928
.925
.14504
a. Predictors: (Constant), TRAINER, ORG IMPORTANCE, EMPLOYEE ATTITUDE,
TRAINING PROCESS, COURSE CONTENT
Table.7 Analysis of variance between independent and dependent variables
ANOVAa
Model
Sum of
df
Mean Square
F
Sig.
Squares
Regression
25.676
5
5.135 244.123
.000b
1
Residual
1.977
94
.021
Total
27.653
99
a. Dependent Variable: Training Effectiveness
b. Predictors: (Constant), TRAINER, ORG IMPORTANCE, EMPLOYEE
ATTITUDE, TRAINING PROCESS, COURSE CONTENT
Table.8 Results of Multiple Linear Regressions between Independent Variables and
Dependent Variables
Coefficientsa
Model
Unstandardized
Standardized
t
Sig.
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
(Constant)
.062
.117
.529
.598
TRAINING
.094
.040
.104
2.360
.020
PROCESS
ORG
.072
.035
.090
2.071
.041
IMPORTANCE
EMPLOYEE
.207
.037
.240
5.545
.000
ATTITUDE
COURSE
.390
.045
.404
8.583
.000
CONTENT
TRAINER
.215
.044
.255
4.879
.000
a. Dependent Variable: Training Effectiveness
Table 6 portrays the model summary between the dependent and independent variable. R is
the degree of correlation among the predicted and observed value of the criterion variable.
R2 is square of the degree of correlations which shows the proportional value of variance in
the criterion variable. In our study, R-value is recorded as .964 and R2 as .926 shows 92.6
percent of the variation in the training effectiveness.
Table 7 shows the Analysis of variance between dependent and independent variables. Fstatistic (in ANOVA) is a correlation between Y and other predictors. The table displays that
five predictor variables have a noteworthy relation to training effectiveness, which is a
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dependent variable. The p-value obtained is 0.00 and is less than 0.05and the corresponding
F-value is 244.12 which show a significant.
Multiple linear regression is shown in Table 8. All the independent variables such as
Training Process, Organisational Importance, Employee Attitude, Course Content and
Potentiality of the Trainer are influencing training effectiveness as the p values in the
coefficients table for all the independent variables are significant, that is less the 0.05. The
beta value is maximum for course content i.e.40.4% as compared to other variables. It
indicates that the training effectiveness is influenced more by course content when compared
to other variables.
Conclusion
It is found that all the training factors have a significant impact on training effectiveness.
Hence the null hypothesis is rejected since the predictor variables were found to enter the
regression model. As employee reaction towards course content and trainer, training process,
organizational important, and employee attitude have a positive correlation on training
effectiveness. One of the factors i.e course content has the highest influence on training
effectiveness. Therefore it is to be acknowledged that all training factors considered in the
study should be given much importance by the management of the organization in order to
have more impact on training effectiveness of the RINL VSP.
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“Banks Trouble: Performance Evaluation of Indian Public
Sector and Private Sector Banks”
Ansari Abdul Rahim
Abstract
Objectives
This study is an attempt to investigate and compare the financial performance of Indian
Public Sector Banks (PSBs) and Private Sector Banks (PVBs) on selected parameters during
post sub-prime crisis period.
Methods: A balanced panel of currently functioning 48 Indian “Scheduled Commercial
Banks” (27 Public Sector and 21 Private Banks), has been selected for this study. The
performance of these two groups of banks on different quantitative financial variables has
been analyzed by using secondary data for a period of 2005-2018. Basic statistical tools like
mean and ratio analysis has been utilized to compare these two categories of banks.
Findings: The result indicates a wide difference between these two categories of firms with
respect to their business operation, balance sheet management and distress assets. The other
findings suggest that selected Indian banks have consistently maintained a better “Capital to
Risk weighted Asset Ratio (CRAR)” as recommended by banking regulatory bodies.
However PVBs performed better as compared to their counterpart in terms of profitability
and soundness indicators.
Applications: This study uses latest available secondary data to analyze and compare the
trend in financial variables of PSBs and PVBs which cover more than 92% of public
deposits. Further, this study is helpful in reporting the present condition of balance sheet and
bad assets (NPAs) of these banks which is very helpful in policy making.
Key words: “Banks, Public and private, NPAs, CAR”
1. Introduction
The roots of banking in India are very old and have a credible history. “Bank of Hindustan”
was the earliest Indian bank which came into existence in 1770 during colonial period. Few
years after “General Bank of India” was started but could not continue for longer period.
Later on three large banks, “Bank of Calcutta/Bank of Bengal” (1806), “Bank of Bombay”
(1840), and “Bank of Madras” (1843) were founded at strategic trading locations by East
India Company. These banks are also known as “Presidency Banks”. “Allahabad Bank”
established in 1865 has the credit of the first to be established and run by Indians. During
1921 “Imperial bank of India” came into existence after merger of three “Presidency Banks”.
Reserve Bank of India was constituted in 1935 by “Reserve Bank of India Act - 1934” as an
apex regulatory bank. It was nationalized by the parliamentary act and brought under
government control in 1949 and conferred wide ranging powers for regulation, inspection,
supervision & control over all banks functioning in India. In 1955, the “Imperial Bank of
India” was nationalized and renamed as “State Bank of India (S.B.I.)”. In 1960, the S.B.I.
was authorized by R.B.I. to have control of eight private banks floated in the erstwhile
princely states, making them as its 100% subsidiaries. These are now called as S.B.I.
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associate banks. In July 1969, government nationalized 14 major commercial banks through
an ordinance, “Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Ordinance,
1969”. This was done with the social objective to increase bank reachability in rural and
semi urban areas. Another phase of bank nationalization of 6 more commercial banks was
undertaken in 1980 which resulted into 91% of Indian government ownership in total
banking business of the country. Two PSBs namely “New Bank of India” and “Punjab
National Bank” were merged in 1993 by the government which resulted into the reduction
of the nationalized banks from 20 to 19. As of now, there are about 27 PSBs (where
government has a majority stake holding), 21 PVBs and 44 foreign banks functioning in
India. In all there are 149 scheduled commercial banks (October 2018) including 56 regional
rural banks.
India introduced wide ranging reforms across all sectors in 1991. Financial sector and
banking reforms were also the integral part of these liberalization, privatization and
globalization measures. The major goals of overall banking sector reforms, introduced since
1992 have been to Improve operation efficiency, creating a deregulated environment,
strengthening and ensuring the internationally recommended prudential norms and the
supervision system and changing the ownership pattern and increasing competition in the
financial market.
Table 1. Credit and Deposits of “Indian Scheduled Commercial Banks” (March 2018)
(Amount in Million)
BANK TYPES

PUBLIC
SECTOR
BANKS
FOREIGN BANKS
REGIONAL RURAL
BANKS
PRIVATE
SECTOR
BANKS
SMALL
FINANCE
BANKS
TOTAL SCHEDULED
COMMERCIAL
BANKS

Number
of
Offices
1
92362
(65.1)
284
(0.2)
21805
(15.4)
26198
(18.5)
1260
(0.9)
141909
(100)

Banking Deposit
Number
of Total
Account
Amount
2
3
1433758420
76460372
(75.0)
(66.9)
4354049
4765326
(0.2)
(4.2)
238114494
3911216
(12.5)
(3.4)
233799658
29037103
(12.2)
(25.4)
1476994
170494
(0.1)
(0.1)
1911503615
114344509
(100)
(100)

Banking Credit
Number of Amount
Account
Outstanding
4
5
88963657
55432609
(45.2)
(63.2)
5632825
3678303
(2.9)
(4.2)
24985370
2552521
(12.7)
(2.9)
69664129
25670374
(35.4)
(29.3)
7731119
335918
(3.9)
(0.4)
196977100
87669726
(100)
(100)

Source: Reserve Bank of India, “Statistical Tables Relating to Banks in India” [1]. (Figures
in parentheses showing percentages).
The commercial Banks in India witnessed incredible growth over the period of time,
especially since nationalization of 1969. The total number of offices of “Scheduled
commercial banks (SCBs)” increased from 8,262 in June 1969 to 141,909 in March 2018 a
growth of nearly 1618%. Among the scheduled commercial banks, PSBs have a broad
network of branches, commanding people’s confidence in general and having the dominant
share in the total banking Industry in the country. The importance of PSBs in the financial
market can be better understood through the table 1 above (table callout). PSBs account for
nearly 70% of the total scheduled commercial banking deposits as compared to 25.4%
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deposits of PVBs. In terms of number of offices PSBs accounts nearly 65.1% of total
scheduled commercial banks offices as compared to 18.5% of offices of the PVBs. PSBs
have been completely successful in achieving their prime objective of deposit creation and
loan expansion especially to needy sectors of the economy. In terms of loan disbursement
up to year 2018, the contribution of PSBs in total outstanding loan amount is 63.2% as
compared to 29% of the PVBs and 4% of the Foreign Banks.
2. Problem Statement
According to a report*, “During 2017-18, the persisting deterioration in asset quality
necessitated sharp increases in provisions and for the first time since 1993-94, the banking
system as a whole, particularly driven by public sector banks (PSBs), registered losses” [2].
The challenges and problems presently faced by Indian banking sector can better understood
by the table 2 (table callout) below. Currently, the Indian banks are under severe trouble and
facing many grave balance sheet issues. Large and continuously growing “Non-Performing
Assets (NPAs)” and escalating bad loans especially in PSBs resulted into large and
concurrent losses. GDP slowdown, huge liquidity in banks post demonetization of 2016 and
banking frauds are another serious issues posing a challenge to sustainability, efficiency and
competitiveness to the Indian banks in particular and financial system in general. It can be
seen from table 2 (table callout) that profit parameters for the Indian banking sector declined
significantly after 2017. The Gross NPAs of the bank as a whole increased by 31.3% and
Net NPAs for all banks together increased by 20.2% during 2018. Despite fiscal and
monetary correction measures by government like introduction of Remonetization package
and tightening of lending norms, the balance sheet for the banking sector continue to
deteriorate.
Table 2. Indian Banking Sector- Current Scenario
Financial Variables
Net profit
“Return on Assets (RoA)” %
“Return on Equity (RoE)” %
“Net Interest Margin (NIM)” %
“Capital to risk weighted assets ratio
(CRAR)” % @**
“Gross NPAs”
“Net NPAs”
“Gross NPA ratio (Gross NPAs as % of
gross advances)”
“Net NPA ratio (Net NPAs as % of net
advances)”
“Provision Coverage Ratio**”

Outstanding Amount (in ₹
billion)
2017
2018*
439
-324
0.4
-0.2
4.2
-2.8
2.5
2.5
13.7

13.8

7,918
4,331

10,397
5,207

9.3

11.2

5.3

6.0

43.5

48.3

Change (Percentage)
2016-17
28.6

29.4
23.8

2017-18

31.3
20.2

Source: Reserve Bank of India (https://rbi.org.in/).
“@- Figures are as per the Basel III framework”
“**: Off-site returns (domestic operations), RBI”
3. Data Sources and Research Methodology
3.1. Objectives of the Study
(i)
“To analyze and compare the performance of public sector banks with private sector
banks of India.”
*

“Report on Trend and Progress of Banking in India-2017-18”
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“To find out trends of various financial indicators of these banks and present a
comparative analysis.”
3.2. Data Collection
The banking sector data on various parameters has been collected from the following
sources:
❖ Reserve Bank Bulletins
❖ Reports on Trend and Progress of Banking in India
❖ Statistical Tables relating to Banks in India, published by the Statistical Department of
RBI
3.3. Research Methodology
A balanced panel data on 48 scheduled commercial banks (27 PSBs and 21 PVBs) has been
collected for the study. Time period selected for analysis is 2005 to 2018, which is because
of uniform and comparable time series data availability with R.B.I. during that period.
Simple statistical tools like mean and ratio analysis have been used for comparison of Indian
PSBs and PVBs on various indicators.
4. Result Discussion
4.1. Performance Indicators of Indian PSBs and PVBs
The detailed performance of Indian scheduled PSBs and PVBs on the basis of Net Interest
Margin (NIM), Burden Asset Ratio and Operating Profit Asset ratio since 2005 has been
presented in table 3 (table callout) below.
Table 3. Profit Ratios
Year
“N.I.M. (Net interest “Burden
Ratio “Operating
Ratio
income/Total Assets)” (Burden/Total
(Operating
Assets)”
Profit/Total Assets)”
Public
Private
Public
Private
Public
Private
2018*
2.03
3.28
0.57
0.90
1.46
2.38
2017
2.14
3.34
0.66
0.84
1.48
2.49
2016
2.30
3.05
0.92
1.02
1.37
2.03
2015
2.40
3.01
0.81
0.91
1.59
2.10
2014
2.37
3.04
0.75
0.96
1.62
2.08
2013
2.49
3.03
0.70
0.89
1.79
2.14
2012
2.65
3.05
0.73
0.97
1.92
2.07
2011
2.79
3.09
0.80
1.03
1.99
2.06
2010
2.30
2.71
0.44
0.74
1.85
1.97
2009
2.31
2.96
0.44
0.77
1.87
2.19
2008
2.27
2.83
0.53
0.75
1.74
2.08
2007
2.82
2.92
0.88
1.23
1.94
1.69
2006
3.05
2.99
1.12
1.38
1.93
1.61
2005
3.22
2.80
0.82
1.33
2.40
1.47
Average 2.51
3.01
0.73
0.98
1.78
2.03
Source: Reserve Bank of India (https://rbi.org.in/)
*Excludes-5 SBI associates bank and Bharatiya Mahila bank for year 2018.
“Net interest margin (NIM)” is a measure of the surplus of interest income earned over
and above the total interest paid out to their depositors/lenders. This ratio shows how
successful a bank is at generating interest income in comparison to its expenses on the same.
(ii)
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The margin was more than 3 during first two years and with onset of global financial crisis
it started deteriorating. Private Banks performed well under this category as the average
margin was higher (3.01) than their counterpart PSBs (2.51) during the period 0f 2005-2018.
“Ratio of burden to total assets” for a bank as defined by R.B.I. is, (Non-interest operating
Expenditure - Non-interest operating income) / Total assets†. A bank with a low burden ratio
is comfortable and better. An increasing trend of this ratio means lack of burden bearing
capacity by banks. PSBs maintained a minimum mean value of 0.44% (2009,2010) and
maximum value of 1.12% (2006) and PVBs Group had a maximum mean value of 1.38%
(2006) and a minimum value of 0.74% (2010). The average burden ratio for the PSBs has
been lower 0.73% as comparison to PVBs (0.98%) during the period of study.
“A bank's operating profit is calculated after deducting operating expenses from the net
interest income”. Operating expenses for a bank mainly include administrative expenses like
salaries, marketing and advertising and rent, amongst others. The Operating ratio for PVBs
registered maximum value of 2.49% in 2017 and minimum value of 1.47% in 2005. On the
other hand PSBs registered maximum value of 2.40% during 2005 and the minimum mean
value of 1.37% during 2016. The average Operating ratio as defined above for the study year
has been higher for the PVBs (2.03%) as compared to PSBs (1.78%).
Table 4. Financial Returns of Banks
Year
“R.O.A.”
“R.O.E.”
“Profit per employee (in
Rupees Million)”
Public
Private
Public
Private
Public
Private
2018*
-1.17
0.86
-21.80
6.60
-1.28
0.07
2017
-0.47
1.04
-8.96
9.71
-0.46
0.81
2016
-0.13
0.96
-3.50
8.26
-0.16
1.25
2015
0.43
1.08
6.69
10.54
0.43
0.75
2014
0.44
1.11
7.11
11.90
0.48
0.76
2013
0.73
1.29
12.58
15.22
0.63
0.85
2012
0.85
1.25
14.89
14.23
0.66
0.74
2011
0.98
1.15
17.52
13.31
0.67
0.68
2010
0.98
0.94
18.40
10.83
0.55
0.51
2009
0.98
1.10
18.14
13.23
0.47
0.52
2008
0.98
1.11
17.81
14.07
0.39
0.46
2007
0.94
0.06
17.02
0.09
0.31
0.26
2006
0.84
0.47
14.65
1.61
0.26
0.25
2005
0.91
0.09
16.26
-1.70
0.25
0.12
Average
0.52
0.89
9.06
9.14
0.23
0.57
Source: Reserve Bank of India (https://rbi.org.in/)
*Excludes-5 SBI associates bank and Bharatiya Mahila Bank for year 2018,* Profit per
employee on 6 Private banks for 2018 unavailable.
“Return on Assets (RoA) shows the relationship between earning after tax and total assets
of banks and is an important statistics of banks profitability.” It is exhibited in table 4 (table
callout), that private sector banks registered a robust growth on RoA, despite worldwide
†

“https://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/PublicationsView.aspx?id=14655”. Date accessed: 20/01/2019
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recession since 2008 onwards. The average RoA for PSBs deteriorated since 2012 onwards
and had been lower as compared to PVBs. In fact the PSBs average RoA ratio turned
negative during last three years of study and the largest bank S.B.I. recorded huge losses.
The average RoA for the PSBs has been lower (0.52%) as compared to PVBs (0.89) for the
study period as a whole. Refer table 4 (table callout).
“Bank’s Return on Equity (RoE ) is one of the most important profitability metrics which
shows the share received by the holders of equity capital from banks earnings available after
all interest and tax payments.” Indian Public sector bank registered a phenomenal growth in
RoE until year 2011. It started declining since 2012 and turned negative in 2016 and
subsequent years. As per RBI report‡, “There has been significant decline in RoE of PSBs
due to accumulation of large NPAs and consequent contraction in net profit. The
deterioration in asset quality of PSBs can be traced to the credit boom of 2006-2011 when
bank lending grew at a sharp rate. The lax credit appraisal on the part of banks, poor
monitoring standard on sanctioned fund, project delays and cost overruns, and absence of a
strong bankruptcy regime were the major factors for the deterioration in asset quality of these
banks”. On the contrary, RoE of PVBs has been consistently good. Refer table 4 (table
callout).
“The Profit per Employee shows the productivity of employed persons of a particular
bank.” The profit per employee for the PSBs has been negative during last three year of
study. PVBs performed much better in this category as their profitability per employee has
been always positive. During 14 years of study (2005-2018), only 4 times PSBs profitability
per employee has been greater than PVBs. The banks which recorded lowest value are “IDBI
Bank” (-4.70), “Oriental Bank of Commerce” (-2.67) and “Indian Overseas Bank” (-2.24)
in the year 2018. The average value for the profit per employee of the PVBs has been higher
(0.57) as compared to the value registered by PSBs (0.23) during the study period. Refer
table 4 (table callout).
4.2. Bank Soundness Indicators
These indicators provide an insight into the financial health and soundness of a country’s
banking system. The present study has used two broad soundness indicators to compare
performance of PSBs and PVBs in table 5 (table callout). These are:
a) Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR)
b) Non-Performing Assets (NPAs)
Table 5. Capital Adequacy Ratio of PSBs & PVBs
Period
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
‡

“CAR (%)”
Public
Private
11.21
15.60
16.39
14.55
15.75
14.69
18.02
14.07
20.73
14.22
12.15
14.72
12.98
14.89
13.37
17.34
13.27
16.61
13.19
15.99

“CAR (%)” - Tier I
Public
Private
8.90
13.98
13.85
13.11
13.34
13.07
15.32
12.42
17.93
12.31
8.69
12.15
9.12
12.33
8.96
14.90
8.31
13.54
8.05
13.33

“CAR (%)” - Tier II
Public
Private
2.31
1.62
2.55
1.44
2.42
1.61
2.71
1.65
2.80
1.91
3.46
2.57
3.86
2.56
4.40
2.44
4.96
3.07
5.14
2.66
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2008
2007
2006
2005
Average

12.05
12.27
12.20
12.65
14.02

15.27
13.52
11.49
12.72
14.69

7.49
8.02
8.91
7.90

12.78
10.62
8.84
9.28

4.56
4.26
3.29
4.75

2.49
2.90
2.65
3.44

Source: Reserve Bank of India (https://rbi.org.in/)
*Excludes 2018 data of 5 “SBI associates bank and Bharatiya Mahila Bank”.
“Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR), also known as Capital to Risk Weighted Assets Ratio
(CRAR) represents the ratio of a bank’s capital in relation to its risk weighted assets and
current liabilities”. It is decided by the bank regulators to promote the stability and efficiency
of financial systems in a country and around the world. Regulators from time to time propose
a minimum capital adequacy ratio so as to provide the banks a shield to absorb deficits/losses
before becoming insolvent. The higher the CAR, the stronger and safer a bank supposed to
be.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision of the Bank of International Settlements develops
rules related to composition of bank’s - risk capital, balance sheet transparency, safety
measures, income recognition and provisioning norms etc. It is a global, voluntary regulatory
framework and member countries are expected to follow the recommendations made by
committee. The committee issued its latest norms in December 2010, known as BASEL III.
It addresses issues in banking sector cropped up during sub-prime crisis and its start date of
implementation for all member countries is January, 2013. The committee categorizes the
required capital adequacy into two – tier 1 capital and tier 2 capital. The farmer is the core
capital and includes primarily share capital of banks and reserves. This capital is essentially
a provision to save banks from being illiquid and very helpful in absorbing losses. The tier2 capital on the other hand consists of certain reserves and certain types of subordinated
debt§ [3]. It is supplementary capital which is less reliable component, and therefore,
provides lesser safeguard to depositors. The present Basel III norms specified a CRAR of
8% to be maintained by banks. However, the recommended CRAR has been put at 9% for
all commercial banks by the RBI.
Significant improvement in the position of CRAR has been observed during the period under
study across the Bank groups. Average CAR for Indian PSBs has been well above the
stipulated norms except the last year of study. However few banks like “Punjab National
bank” (9.2%), “Allahabad bank” (8.7%) and “Central Bank of India” (9%) registered lower
CAR during 2017-2018. PVBs, on the other side maintained a good average CAR (14.7%)
as compared to PSBs (14%). Refer table 5 (table callout).
“Non-Performing Assets (NPAs)” is perhaps the single dominant factor which led a
worsening balance sheet and huge losses to the Indian PSBs in the present time. “An asset,
including a leased asset, becomes non-performing when it ceases to generate income for the
bank. A non-performing asset (NPA) was defined as a credit facility in respect of which the
interest and/ or instalment of principal has remained ‘past due’ for a specified period of time
[4].” NPA ratio is calculated by dividing absolute banks NPAs from total assets of banks.
“As per the 2017-18 trend, PSBs account for nearly 90 percent of Gross Non-Performing
Assets (GNPAs) of the entire banking sector” [5]. From the table 6 (table callout), it can be
seen that, “there has been continuous increase in net non-performing assets (NPA) of PSBs
since 2009”. “The continuous deterioration in balance sheet and overhang of bad assets led
§

“RBI Master Circulars. www.rbi.org.in”
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a sharp increase in provisions and for the first time since 1993-94, the banking system as a
whole, particularly driven by public sector banks, registered huge losses”**.
Table 6. NPAs of PSBs & PVBs
Period
Ratio of Net banking NPA to Net Bank Advances
Public
Private
2018
9.65
2.38
2017
9.07
1.94
2016
5.69
1.58
2015
3.21
1.28
2014
2.8
1.08
2013
1.99
0.8
2012
1.47
0.57
2011
1.01
0.57
2010
0.98
1.1
2009
0.74
1.17
2008
0.77
0.91
2007
0.93
1.54
2006
1.27
2.2
2005
1.96
3.42
Average
2.97
1.47
Source: Reserve Bank of India (https://rbi.org.in/)
“**Excludes 2018 data of 5 SBI associates bank and Bharatiya Mahila Bank.”
The average NPA ratio of PSBs is increasing dramatically since 2013 and reached to a
massive level of 9.65 during 2017-18. PVBs net NPA ratio is also increasing since 2013 but
as compared to the PSBs this ratio has been much lower. It means PVBs are better able to
manage their net NPAs. Among the PSBs, “IDBI bank ltd” (16.69), “United bank of India”
(16.5), “Indian overseas bank” (15.3) have the highest NPA ratio during 2017-18. The NPA
ratio of Indian PSBs and PVBs since 2005 has been presented in table 6 (table callout).
5. Conclusion
Indian banking sector especially the PSBs are backbone of the Indian financial system as a
whole. It has strong foundation and inbuilt public faith mechanism since years. It has already
shown its resilience and competitiveness during post sub-prime crisis and European crisis
era, when there was much global
Table 1. Summary Table
Financial Indicators
Public
Private
Net Interest Margin
2.51
3.01
(Average)
Burden Ratio
0.73
0.98
(Average)
Operating Profits
1.78
2.03
(Average)
RoA
0.52
0.89
(Average)
**
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RoE
9.06
9.14
(Average)
Profit/Employee (in Rupees Million)
0.23
0.57
(Average)
Capital adequacy ratio (%)
14.02
14.69
(Average)
Ratio of net NPA To net advances
2.97
1.47
(Average)
uncertainty and volatility. In recent years, however, PSBs witnessed severe erosion in their
profits and registered deterioration in their balance sheet. PVBs on the other hand maintained
their good performance at every front as compared to PSBs. It can be seen from table 7 (table
callout), that out of a total of eight financial indicators PVBs had better value on seven. Both
bank groups consistently had a better average CRAR, well above the recommended BASEL
3 norms, during study period. Average profit per employee of the PVBs has been much
better, while burden ratio for the PSBs has been lower. The most problematic issue for the
PSBs has been the accumulation of huge NPAs and therefore rising NPA ratio in recent
years.
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Cross-cultural Differences in Cognitive Development
Madhurima Mukherjee
Purnima Awasthi
Suresh K. Sharma
Abstract
Since its emergence as an independent discipline, psychology has largely remained a
Western concept. Recently, researchers have shifted their interest towards understanding
cross-cultural differences in unfolding of human development throughout life time. This
review presents an account of cultural influences and differences in cognitive abilities and
processes. The need for cross-cultural studies is outlined from a developmental point of view
and cognitive development is understood as a function of the child’s presence and interaction
in a cultural setting. Empirical studies from different parts of the world in the domains of
memory, problem solving, spatial cognition, attention, and creativity using different test
situations and tasks are discussed. While past researches have focused on Eastern-Western
differences, current trends explore not only the differences, but also similarities in the impact
of context, ecology, social and cultural norms, and way of life in understanding cognitive
development across cultures. Future research would benefit from understanding cognitive
development in the midst of cultural change as well as explaining the heterogeneity within
cultural groups by exploring diverse cultural groups within a specific region.
Key Words: Cognitive Development; Eastern-Western differences; socio-cultural setting;
cultural orientations
For a long time, the impact of culture on the psychological development of an individual
has been overlooked, leading to imprecise information about the nature of human
behavior. The discipline emerged in the West and even today, psychology largely remains
a Euro-American concept. Even in Eastern textbooks, the Western principles are taught and
followed, resulting in a misconception that psychological processes are “universal” (Berry,
Poortinga, Segall, & Dasen, 2002; Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010). Culture is an
inextricable part of human lives. Culture is an ecological and social setting, in which
inhabitants share a common set of values, principles, beliefs and understandings about
themselves and the world. It is a habitat formed on the basis of common practices and ways
of living passed across generations (Goodnow, Miller, & Kessel, 1995). Even though
cognitive development is not a direct result of culture, it is rather deeply entwined with it.
To understand the unfolding of cognitive processes of an individual throughout the lifetime,
it is essential to consider culture as a factor influencing the emergence and growth of various
cognitive processes.
The following review aims to present the cultural influences and differences in cognitive
processes. Cognitive development is the means by which children develop skills necessary
to function in a socio-cultural setting. We start this discussion with the importance of
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understanding the relationship between culture and cognition from a developmental point of
view, followed by the impact of culture on various cognitive activities. We will finally
discuss general conclusions on research about culture and cognitive development and
provide directions for future research.
Understanding the emerging interest in Culture and Cognitive development
Research on culture and cognitive development emerged to explain practical issues such as
understanding differences in school performance among children due to socioeconomic
differences (Cole, Gay, Glick, & Sharp, 1971; Wagner & Stevenson, 1982). Gradually, from
the impact of formal education through schooling, the interest shifted to studying cognitive
development differences across cultures. Culture has been studied in relation to human
development in two approaches: cross-cultural method and within-culture variations (Göncü
& Gauvain, 2012). The cross-cultural method treats culture as an independent variable,
whose variation helps in identifying cultural similarities and differences. Within-culture
variations consider culture as a system which guides cognitive development by laying down
guidelines and rituals to facilitate it.
While some researchers such as Dasen (1977) studied Piaget’s concept of universal stages
of child development, others focused on comparative analysis on cognitive tasks of children
from Western and non-Western settings (Cole & Scribner, 1974; Greenfield, 1974; Serpell,
1979; Wagner, 1981). There were consistent results in these studies showing that children
from urban-industrialized, educated societies outperformed children belonging to traditional
societies (Goodnow, 1976). The reasons for such disparities in performance were attributed
to inferior educational opportunities and experiences, differences in schooling techniques,
differences in understandings of the task materials and questions, and so on (Goodnow,
1990; Rogoff, Gauvain, & Ellis, 1984). However, it became increasingly clear with
subsequent researches that even with adequate controls (e.g., changes in type, the method of
testing) performance differences were not eliminated. Thus, interest gradually shifted to
understanding the underlying effect of socio-cultural settings in cognitive development and
why more factors such as ecological differences, cultural norms, and way of life in the
culture, need to be kept in mind while conducting further researches.
With this background, we move to specific areas of cognitive development that are memory,
spatial cognition, problem-solving, attention, and creativity where contemporary researches
have demonstrated both cross-cultural similarities and differences.
Memory
Cross-cultural research begins with the premise that memory and culture is inseparable.
Culture is preserved and passed on from one generation to the next through memory. To
keep a culture alive, the cultural group remembers their values, rituals, and customs which
are further learned by children during childhood and retrieved throughout their lifespan.
According to Halbwachs (1980), memory is not entirely an individual’s internal process, but
a social process involving the social construction of knowledge. A child’s memory
acquisition and improvement depend to a large extent on the support provided by adults,
both directly (through formal instruction) and indirectly (through exposure and practice
strategies). Cross-cultural research in memory has studied both autobiographical memory as
well as strategic memory. Research suggests that the development of both these memories
lies in the cultural context.
Strategic memory involves memory tools such as rehearsal and elaboration that enhance
memory. Research has demonstrated that individuals in Western and schooled societies
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outperform individuals from non-western or non-schooled societies in strategic memory
tests (Mistry, 1997). However, cross-cultural comparisons have not quite explained the
causes for such differences in memory performance.
Autobiographical memory contains significant personal experiences and knowledge of the
self (Wang, 2011). It stores an individual’s life history as well as serves as a conversational
tool in developing social relationships (Kulkofsky, Wang, & Hou, 2010). Even though it was
assumed earlier that autobiographical memory doesn’t exist in childhood, recent researches
in developmental psychology have discarded the notion. At present, there is a rising interest
in the onset and development of autobiographical memory (Bauer & Fivush, 2010). Children
demonstrate the beginnings of autobiographical memories at as early as 18 months by
referring to events where they completed a task. Mothers engaging in joint reminiscing with
children in the initial years of development help in improving the quality of children’s
autobiographical memories (Cleveland & Reese, 2005; Jack, MacDonald, Reese, & Hayne,
2009).
In examining cultural differences in autobiographical memory, it is found that memory is
influenced by cultural values and beliefs. In a comparative study of German and Indian
children, participation in joint reminiscing and types of parental support was studied
(Schröder, Kärtner, Keller & Chaudhary, 2012). Germany has an autonomy-oriented context
which leads one to be more self-expressive. On the other hand, Indian culture is more
relatedness-oriented, thus, leading one to give socially acceptable responses. Irrespective of
culture, maternal elaborations positively contributed to children’s memory contributions
during joint reminiscing. The difference between the two cultures lied in the children’s
orientation. Indian children’s willingness to carry out mothers’ requests at 19 months,
predicted their memory elaborations at age 3. On the other hand, Germans mothers’ support
for self-expression at 19 months predicted children’s elaboration at age 3. These results
reflected the relationship between cultural orientations and their relationship with different
motivational bases underlying children’s autobiographical memory.
In a study, the Asur tribes from Bihar (India) were studied (Mishra & Singh, 1992). Children
were compared for their intentional and incidental recall with respect to “location” and
“pairs” of pictures. Irrespective of the type of learning condition, it was found that their recall
accuracy was higher for “location” of pictures than “pairs”. This study showed a significant
effect of culture on memory. A group like Asur tribe, with no access to a source of light at
night, would require individuals to keep things at fixed places, that is, place greater strength
on the location of objects. Therefore, a cultural group’s memory techniques are shaped by
their living conditions.
The impact of schooling has also gained much research attention. Schooling sets its own
goals and procedures to obtain those goals which may vary across cultures. It limits the type
of information one needs to remember and encourages remembering information for the sake
of remembering. In a study, children from “ordinary school” and “good school” were
compared in terms of their ability to learn a verbal task. “Ordinary school” children took
more trials to learn the task (list learning) compared to “good school” students (Agrawal &
Mishra, 1983). However, these differences were reduced once the same items were presented
to them in the context of familiar stories (Mishra, 1997). Studies have also tested the role of
literacy in memory development. In a comparison of Lao and American children on various
memory span tasks, cultural differences were revealed (Conant et al., 2003). The
relationships among Auditory-Verbal, Visual, and Cross-Modal memory span tasks were
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compared. Lao children were better in visual and visual-cross-modal memory span. The
explanation for such results was attributed to literacy training in the Lao language. Lao
language places more emphasis on visuospatial processing than English literacy training.
These studies reflect that the relationship between Auditory-Verbal and Visual Memory
Span may change with reading training.
Spatial Cognition
The usefulness of spatial cognition is found in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Mathematics) disciplines as well as in everyday functioning such as navigating through
environments, whether it is moving inside the house, remembering where we kept a thing,
providing directions or traveling across cities (Wai, Lubinski, & Benbow, 2009). Several
theoretical explanations have been presented to explain spatial cognition. While Newcombe
and Huttenlocher (2006) have called its basis biological, others have emphasized on the role
of social, cultural and environmental factors in its development (Bowerman & Choi, 2003;
Gauvain, 1993; Hund, Schmettow, & Noordzij, 2012; Liben, 1999; Szechter & Liben, 2004;
Uttal, 2005).
Mainstream developmental psychology considers the process of spatial cognition
development to be universal. However, tasks such as the ability to understand maps and
directions may rely on culturally specific knowledge and experience as well as formal
instruction, and the success or failure in specific task related demands is defined by a
particular culture rather than a pure reflection of spatial skills (Gauvain, 1993). Examples of
a cultural convention in spatial cognition range from species survival to everyday activities
such as the way we provide directions to others, where we place our household objects and
so on.
Our way of providing directions has two strategies, namely, (1) route-perspectives (that
provide information such as left, right, and landmark descriptions), and (2) survey
perspectives (considering the entire space at once and use cardinal directions such as North,
South, East, and West). Hund et al (2012) found that participants from the Midwestern
United States tended to use a survey perspective whereas participants from the Netherlands
used a route perspective. The differences were explained considering the ecological
variations of the two places, that is, the Midwestern United States have grid-like property
boundaries, whereas the Netherlands uses natural features to define boundaries. Therefore,
on the basis of these results it may be said that the spatial frame of reference gets shaped by
ecological factors as well as cultural conventions in describing space.
Children learn about ways of conceptualizing and representing space and how to use these
representational forms by interacting with more experienced partners. Szechter and Liben
(2004) studied mothers’ use of spatial language during picture book reading with 3 to 5year-old children predicted children’s success on a spatial task that involved spatial-graphic
representations. A related study by Plumert, Haggerty, Mickunas, Herzog, and Shadrick
(2012) examined mothers’ directions to young children (30 to 42 months) for finding objects
and how children use these directions to guide spatial searches. The researchers observed
whether mothers would be sensitive to developmental transitions in children’s frame of
reference. While younger children use an egocentric frame, older children make use of
allocentric cues. Findings revealed that mothers were sensitive to children’s learning needs
as there were variations in mothers’ strategy choice with more egocentric cues for younger
children and allocentric cues for older children. Research shows the variability in the amount
of spatial language used by parents of children (14 to 46 months) was related to children’s
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production of spatial language. Also, children’s production of spatial language positively
predicted their later performance (at 54 months) on spatial problem-solving tasks (Pruden,
Levine, & Huttenlocher, 2011). Therefore, it may be said that scaffolding plays an important
role in shaping spatial cognition as well. Studies in this area have also focused on East-West
differences in spatial cognition. A series of studies conducted on children aged 4-14 years in
four countries- India, Nepal, Indonesia, and Switzerland- to examine the development of a
spatial frame of reference (Dasen & Mishra, 2010). Variety of tasks and procedures were
utilized to examine the ways of non-linguistic encoding of spatial tasks. They also
documented the language used by children to describe a variety of tasks and situations.
Children from western culture (Switzerland) made use of deictic (e.g. using terms “this waythat way” along with gestures) and egocentric (e.g. using terms “to my left”, “to my right”)
frames of reference but never used a geocentric frame of reference. On the other hand,
children from Asian cultures (India, Indonesia), children made use of geocentric (also called
absolute, such as describing space in terms of directions like North, South, East, West)
frames of reference from an early age. In Nepal, those children living in mountains mainly
used a geocentric frame of reference while those living in the city and attending a Hindimedium school mainly used an egocentric frame of reference. Differences were also
observed in rural and urban areas within a country. In India children living in villages used
a geocentric frame of reference whereas those living in urban areas used an egocentric frame
of reference. Similar results for rural and urban differences were found in Bali, Indonesia as
well. These studies show a strong ‘linguistic relativism’ (the idea that language determines
cognition).
Problem-solving
Another area in cognition displaying cultural influences is problem-solving. Problemsolving is a higher form of cognitive activity which involves recognizing and analyzing the
relationships among the information present and drawing logical inferences from them.
Culture affects the approach to problem-solving and the tools and resources used to solve
them (Goodnow, 1990). The focus of socio-cultural research lies in understanding the tools
as products of the culture. Humans possess a variety of tools to solve problems ranging from
causal reasoning to functional representation of objects (Lockman, 2000; Vaesen, 2012).
Children learn the use of these tools from members of their culture like parents, peers,
teachers, and masters via folk tales, spatial techniques, scripts, and demonstrations. While
Hansel and Gretel, a common folktale in the United States facilitated problem in US college
students, Weighing the Elephant, a common Chinese tale, enhanced the problem solving of
Chinese students (Chen, Mo, & Honomichl, 2004). These tools and the passed on
knowledge from generation to generation create commonality in methods of problemsolving in a culture.
In studies of spatial strategies, it has been found that Australian Aboriginal children showed
superior use of spatial strategies in problem-solving as compared to the English speaking
Australians (Kearins, 1986). The Aboriginal adolescents performed significantly better than
White Australians. In studying 3 to 7 year-olds Australian Aboriginal children and their
English speaking counterparts, it was found that aboriginal children use more of pattern
identification and manipulation to solve nonverbal addition problems whereas English
speaking children relied more on counting words. In another study, adolescents aging 12 to
16 years of Australian Western Desert region were tested on four spatial relocation tasks.
The tasks had objects arranged in rectangular grids. The participant needed to memorize the
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location of the objects for 30 seconds. Then the objects were disarrayed and the participants
were required to replace them in their original positions. These results highlight the
importance of the ecological setting of the aboriginals who live in the vast desert and use
spatial knowledge in way-finding.
In day to day activities, problem-solving manifests in the form of using symbolic and
representational forms. Brazilian 9 to 15-year-old children selling street-food have limited
experience with formal mathematics education but are able to solve sale-related problems
(Carraher, Carraher, and Schliemann, 1985). While daily problem-solving required children
to mentally manipulate the quantities, school-type paper-and-pencil tests carried the burden
of manipulation of symbols and computation. In this study context-related problems were
more easily solved by them compared to formal tests where context was missing. Children
from the Navajo culture (a group of Native Americans residing in Southwestern United
States) where slow and considered performance is valued, solve problems more slowly and
purposefully as compared to children from European American culture where speed is
encouraged (Ellis & Gauvain, 1992). In certain cultures (Native Hawaiians, Maori, and many
African cultures) people value social relations more than others. In such situations, social
cooperation in problem solving is more preferred compared to individual performance
(Mackie, 1980; Speidel, Farran, & Jordan, 1989; Super, Harkness, Barry, & Zeitlin, 2011).
Attention
Continuing on the differences between analytic and holistic approach, another area of
cognition which has gained considerable research interest is attention, that is, the focus or
direction of one’s cognitive activity at a given point of time. While individuals with holistic
thinking are more likely to focus their attention across the scene, analytic thinkers will more
likely focus their attention on individual parts of the scene.
East-West differences in attention to stimuli were studied by Abel and Hsu (1949) when they
used Rorschach inkblot tests. Results showed that the responses of Chinese Americans were
generally based on the entire image whereas Americans responded more based on single
parts of the image.
In a more recent study, American and Japanese participants were showed animated computer
images of an underwater scene containing a swimming fish, waving seaward and floating
bubbles. The participants were required to respond to what they saw. The Americans tended
to talk more about the fish while the Japanese made more references to the background as
well (Masuda & Nisbett, 2001). This study gave a fair indication of the context-driven
cognitive style of the Japanese.
Several studies have found attention differences between Asians and Americans at neural
levels as well. Such studies indicate the difference in Asians and Americans on how they
seemingly rely on different brain regions for processing information available in a scene
(Gutchess, Welsh, Boduroĝlu, & Park, 2006; Park & Huang, 2010). The cultural differences
in attention lie in information processing rather than at the level of cognition.
Creativity
Creativity is a comparatively less researched area in cross-cultural psychology. Most
researches on creativity have studied differences between African Americans and European
Americans and obtained fairly consistent findings irrespective of the type of measurement.
Creativity is an element displayed when individuals are engaged in problem-solving. Even
though there is no universally accepted nature of creativity, it is generally assessed in terms
of originality, flexibility, fluency of ideas and elaboration (Torrance, 1966).
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Studies using The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT; Torrance, 1966; 1974) often
demonstrate Western cultures (American college students) outperforming Eastern cultures
(Japanese college students) (Saeki, Fan, & Van Dusen, 2001). In these studies, TTCT along
with other measures of divergent thinking with verbal and figural forms, have been used
(e.g. Glover, 1976; Iscoe & Pierce-Jones, 1964; Kaltsounis, 1974; Knox & Glover, 1978;
Torrance, 1971, 1973). When questionnaires were used for measuring creative
accomplishments (Stricker, Rock & Bennett, 2001), no differences were found. In
comparing school children, children from Hong Kong performed better on Figural form of
the TTCT compared to their counterparts from Taiwan, Singapore, and America. However,
for verbal forms, the performance was reversed (Rudowicz, Lok, & Kitto, 1995).
African American and European American students studying in 8th grade were asked to write
poems, stories and personal narratives which were then judged by expert judges. No
significant differences in creativity scores were found (Kaufman, Baer & Gentile, 2004).
Expert judges were also employed in studying differences between American and Chinese
college students (Niu & Sternberg, 2001). Artworks produced by Americans were rated more
creative than their Chinese counterparts by both American and Chinese expert judges. No
differences in rating of art works were found even with British and Chinese school-children
except for the higher ratings obtained by Chinese children attending weekend art school
(Cox, Perara, & Fan, 1998).
In a review of researches carried out in Arab cultures, it was found that males were more
creative than females in both verbal and figural creativity measures (Mar'i & Karayanni,
1983). However, with socio-cultural changes and under the effect of modernization, sex
differences have gradually lessened. Another finding of these studies was higher scores on
verbal measures of creativity than figural measures. This finding was attributed to Islamic
culture’s emphasis on verbal proficiency, in terms of familiarity with the Quran.
It may be said that there is a need to shift from studying mere differences in figural and
verbal creativity to studying the impact of underlying environmental context, and stimulation
and guidance received from parents and teachers in fostering creativity in individuals.
Conclusion
Psychologists, anthropologists, educationists, and sociologists have conducted researches in
various parts of the world in an attempt to understand the relation between culture and
cognition. Cognitive development is not achieved by a child alone but is a mixed result of
his presence and interaction in a cultural setting. The social world provides tools,
interactions, and experiences which allow a child to thrive and grow, and finally, allows
culture to become a part of the child’s own thoughts and actions.
The above discussion throws light on how major cognitive processes such as memory, spatial
cognition, attention, and creativity are influenced by contextual, social and cultural factors.
A theme that has been studied again and again in developmental research is the influence of
adult guidance on cognitive development. This review has presented researches in areas of
cognitive development to illustrate unique insights into development that is fundamentally
defined by socio-cultural factors. A number of factors present in one’s psychosocial
environment mediate cognitive development, such factors being, parental or caregiver
guidance through scaffolding, observational learning (Hammond, Müller, Carpendale,
Bibok, & Liebermann-Finestone, 2012), the levels of warmth (Bernier, Carlson, Deschênes,
& Matte-Gagné, 2012), acceptance and support present in immediate family environment,
exposure to explicit training (Hughes, 2011), apprenticeship under a master, cultural tools
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and values passed down through folk tales and demonstrations, and intervention programs
such as computer-based trainings (Diamond, 2012; Rueda, Checa, & Cómbita, 2012).
The importance of formal education has also been researched worldwide. Most studies echo
common results. School learning focuses on individual cognition, symbol manipulation and
general principles of learning. In a school setting, learning has a different purpose. For
example, problem-solving in mathematics is the goal in itself. However, outside of school,
that is, community-learning focuses on shared cognition, contextualized reasoning and
situation-specific competencies. Outside of school, mathematics is learned to facilitate day
to day activities like making a purchase or getting paid. Therefore, when it comes to
reasoning, memory, and problem solving, although formal education facilitates scientific
terminology and higher-level problem-solving, it doesn’t necessarily lead to more productive
intuitions.
Future Directions
Cross-cultural research is an emerging field in psychology. It is not enough to compare
cultural groups for the sake of comparison; there must be compelling reasons for doing so.
For example, the way world psychology is largely based on results obtained from EuroAmerican samples, similarly, Asian psychology has also been overrepresented by Chinese
samples. The results are generalized to all other Asian cultures reflecting a belief that cultural
groups are homogeneous. However, even though Asian countries share a collectivistic
culture, their ecology, experiences, upbringing, and cultural contexts are different
everywhere, leading to a possibility of within-culture differences. Thus, further research is
needed to determine factors that explain the heterogeneity within cultural groups.
Although it seems that culture remains static and unidirectional from more experienced to
less experienced members, it is not true. Cultures are dynamic. They are in a constant state
of exchange and change resulting from the interaction with external forces such as
immigration, cross-cultural contact, and environmental changes. Changes from within the
cultural group come when children devise and learn new ways to meet their own needs.
Therefore, future research would benefit from examining cognitive development in the midst
of cultural change and how socio-historical shifts contribute to changes in cultural beliefs
and practices over historical time. More exploration is needed on how children function as
agents of historical change and role played by cognitive development in this process.
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Dissemination Of Information To Rural Population Through
Rural Public Library (RPL)
RAVI KUMAR N S
Dr. PRASAD K N
Absract
The public libraries of a any nation will play important role in the development of nation in
terms of social, cultural, economical and political background. The grampanchayat libraries
are delivering the information to the rural public to bring strong economical rural public.
The article deals with the information needs, time spent in the libraries, information required
by them, difficulties in getting the information etc.
Introduction
Information is raw material for the development of both urban and rural dwellers. Prosperity,
progress and development of any nation depend upon the nation's ability to acquire, produce,
access and use pertinent information. Information is the lifeblood of any society and vital to
the activities of both the government and private sectors. Bell (1974) holds the view that "the
dependence upon information to create innovation and change, places a high premium on
the ability of nations to access and use information to create advances in society".
But unfortunately, that the information accessibility of the rural persons is far from adequate
cannot be easily converted as a fact. It is one area in which high level of social inequality is
being silently but steadily perpetuated in a society like ours. As such the rural populace is in
contrast to its urban counterpart, information starved. Several reports of research findings
actually attest to this as if not enough, casual observation will be quick to reveal that the
establishments and operations of agencies whose responsibilities are to ensure a evenly
widespread information dissemination in Nigeria have an orientation that is strongly urban
biased.
This trend often creates the unwholesome impression that information needs and efforts
toward its appropriate dissemination are strictly urban affairs. The establishment and
operations of such mass media agents as Radio, Television and Newspaper Houses are to a
large extent, exclusive urban and elitist which to say the least negates rural interest while the
Library is hardly mentioned at all this regard.
Grampanchayat Libraries are social institutions for the public under the governance of
District office of the district and they are under the supervision of the department of public
libraries. They are formed under the section of 10A of 17 rules of 1965s of government act.
Grampanchayat Libraries are meant for reading of newspapers, periodicals and other reading
materials for free of cost and publics can pay a nominal amount to borrow books to home.
Government of Karnataka is opened the grampanchyat libraries with the aim of to give
education to rural people, cultural information and recreational activity during the free times.
The main aim of grampanchyat libraries is to provide knowledge and continuous process of
learning to the rural people.


Research Scholar and Librarian, Govt. First Grade College, Devanahalli, Bangalore Rural District
Sarada Ranganathan Endowment, Bangalore
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1.6.2 Objectives Of The Study
Objectives of the study have been evolved on the basis of research questions raised in the
review of literature. Research objectives are given below:
1. To find out or assess the usefulness of gram panchayat libraries on respondents.
2. To find out the users of gram panchayat libraries.
3. To find out the difficulties and hurdles in getting information from gram panchayat
libraries.
4. To find out the time spent in the gram panchayat libraries by the users.
5. To find out ideal ways of providing information by gram panchayat libraries to the users.
6. To find out the attitude of people in utilizing the gram panchayat libraries.
7. To find out the other sources of information used by the respondents.
8. To find out the impact of news channels on the rural community.
Limitations Of The Study
Present study would emphasis mainly on impact of dissemination of information to rural
population which helps in improving their thinking and understanding level. Sharing of
experience and essential feedback from stakeholders will play vital about the kind of
information they need and methods of flow of information. Identification and evolution of
an effective system to improving their knowledge which will have wider positive impact on
their lives is based on the information that will be provided. In spite of defined methodology
planned to follow towards collecting data, It is presumed that necessary information may not
be provided by people during the discussion and field work. This is considered as limitation
of the present study.
Methodology Of The Study
A planned approach has been employed for the data collection so that the facts are near to
reality and free from aberration are elicited for impact evaluation. The present study is based
on primary and secondary source of data. The source of secondary data for the study is
existing literature and data in website, various publications of central, state especially rural
development departments and other sources like Books, Magazines, News Papers, Reports,
Research Articles, and Seminar Papers Published by Universities and Research Institutions.
Besides published material, study is based on the discussions with people such as officials
of local governments, Village Leaders and Children. Primary survey will be conducted in
Chikkaballapur district of Karnataka.
Review Of Literarture
The study of review of literature is an important aspect in any research works through which
one understands the past trends in research output in any particular discipline. A review is
significant step to get clear picture of what has been done and suggested already with regard
to problem understanding. The attempt is to highlight the findings of the studies conducted
related to this topic which helps to undertake the present study in a systematic manner.
To review the past studies we have consulted the Library and Information Abstracts (LISA)
and Library and Information Science Technology Abstracts (LISTA) and others sources
likes Books, Journals etc. We studied the sources from 1936 to 2012.
H H Shera (1972) Foundations of education for librarianship outlines the how aspirations
of the society can be fulfilled by libraries during modern time. The modern society now
expects man to be self-governing, truth-loving, a believer in the unity of means and ends and
non-violence. He should be well-informed, generous, tolerant, reverent, a champion or
freedom of thought and expression. When we expect such magnificent moral, social, cultural
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and political values of the society in respect of man as individual, we realize the full
potentialities of the library as an agency in society which only can deliver the goods.
Standerfer, Amanda E (2006) state that the information age has changed libraries of all
types and sizes in ways that no one could have predicted. For a rural library though changes
have been fast and furious and have made a dramatic impact on the very nature of the library
and the services the library offers. Rural libraries went from a gathering place for community
activities to fully wired information centers in a matter of a few years. The article addresses
what these changes mean for reference services one of the most basic functions of a public
library.
Dr.J.K. Khanna (1987) describes the use of libraries for religious and moral instruction was
practiced by all early civilizations. Monastery libraries established during middle pages and
libraries attached to modern church have primarily existed to support religious and moral
instruction. The same is true about Libraries attached to ashramas, mutts and other religious
bodies in India.
S. Balakrishnan, P.K. Paliwal (2001), outlined the significance of collection and
management of data and analyzed the role of government to be played towards developing
mechanism that can ensure the dissemination of scientific and technological information. He
further analyzes the way technology of information to be utilized for the welfare of the
community. He briefs that library services can help building human relations. He further
emphasizes on Information resources, especially information in machine-readable form, are
unevenly distributed on earth.
Shivalingappa Anupama & Tadasad P G (2009) has been made an attempt to understand
and evaluate the use of gram panchayat libraries in Gulbarga district by the users with respect
to their personal characteristics, frequency of using library, purpose, information services
and efficiency of gram panchayat library system. The results call for building a functional
and sound gram panchayat libraries and emphasis on user education programs for optimal
utility of gram panchayat libraries.
Analysis And Intrepretation Of Data
An attempt has been made to interpret and analyze the use and dissemination of information
to the rural public to improve their socio-economic background. Questionnaires were
distributed among the users of the library and asked to answer all the questions. The data
collected were analyzed and inferences made based on standard techniques. Analysis of the
data obtained through the questionnaires provided an in depth interpretation for fulfilling the
research objectives.
Table 6: Type of the respondents
Type of the respondents
Frequency
%
Cumulative
percentage
Farmers
215
71.66
71.66
Officials
45
15.00
86.66
Leaders
20
06.67
93.33
Labourers
20
06.67
100
Total
300
100.00%
The above Table No. 6 depicts that 215 (71.66%) respondents are farmers, followed by
officials 45 (15.00%) and the least number of respondents are leaders of the gram panchayat
and labourers of the villages are 20 (6.67%). The above table clearly shows that farmers are
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the most frequent users of the gram panchayat libraries for their agricultural information and
for entertainment.
Grampanchayat Libraries
Gram panchayats are the backbone of the Indian villages. Gandhiji’s dream came into reality
with the introduction of three-tier Panchayat Raj System to enlist the people’s participation
in rural reconstruction. A gram panchayat is a local self government which is responsible
mainly for administration of the village and which also looks after the welfare of the people
in the village.
Gram Panchayat Libraries are formed under the act of 1965, rule of 10(17) of Karnataka
state. These are providing the newspapers, magazines and other reading materials for free
and books can be borrowed by paying the library fees. Gram panchyat libraries aim is
providing educational, social and recreational materials to the rural community. This is to
provide facilities for education and continuous learning of the rural people.
As per question “Is there any public library in your village?” Table 25 shows that most of
the surveyed villages have the gram panchayat libraries, Where 242 (80.66%) respondents
have said that their villages have libraries and 58 (19.33%) respondents stated that their
villages do not have libraries and they visit the libraries of other villages to get the required
information.
Table 25: Gram Panchayat Libraries
No. of Respondents
Percentage
CF
Yes
242
80.66
80.66
No
58
19.33
100
Total
300
100.00
Graph 21: Gram Panchayat Libraries

Yes
81%

Other
19%

No
19%

The common people will visit the library to get the required information for their daily needs.
They visit the library for recreation, to get the latest updates on the happenings of the taluk,
district and nation, to get the agricultural information etc. Table 26 shows that 255 (85%)
respondents always visit the library to gain knowledge and for recreation and 45 (15%)
respondents do not frequently visit the library due to lack of time and the library timings.
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Table 26: Visiting of Gram Panchayat Libraries
No. of Respondents
Percentage
CF
Yes
255
85.00
85.00
No
45
15.00
100
Total
300
100.00
Uses of Gram Panchayat Libraries
Respondents have opined that the gram panchayat libraries are useful for reading news
papers, magazines, books and other reading materials. They are getting the latest information
on politics and other happenings in the country. The main purpose of the rural libraries is
serving the agricultural information including latest machineries for agriculture, latest
sprayers, tractors, tillers, varieties of seeds, new product information and environmental
conditions and other information required by the rural community.
Table 27 depicts that 187 (62.33%) respondents are getting their required information and
113 (37.66%) respondents are not getting their required information.
Table 27: Availability of required information from Gram Panchayat Library
No. of Respondents
Percentage
CF
SD
Yes
187
62.33
62.33
0.485
No
113
37.66
100
Total
300
100.00
Note: CF=Cumulative Frequency, SD = Standard Deviation
The table reveals that, nearly ½ of the respondents are not getting the required information
on the various aspects of their daily life. So the gram panchayat libraries should focus on
these issues and provide the required information by the rural community. The standard
deviation between the two variable is very less i.e. 0.485.
Difficulties in getting Information
The gram panchayat libraries are kiosks of information for the rural public, they deliver the
information to the end user at the right time to right user. They play a vital role in the
development of the society and rural community to uplift their economy and standard of life.
The gram panchayat libraries are facing many problems in disseminating information to the
rural community. The libraries are facing infrastructural problems, the buildings of many
libraries are small rooms with limited collection and they don’t have proper ventilation,
seating arrangement, reading environment, furniture etc. The budgets are also limited and
the reading material is provided by Department of Public Libraries and the materials are not
selected on scientific basis. Some of the respondents opined they are not able to get their
required book on suggestion.
Some of the respondents stated that they are not able to get access to the library because of
busy schedule of agricultural work as the rural public has to go to the agricultural work early
in the morning. The rural public are mostly illiterates and they are not able to read anything
and some of them are able to sign but they can see photographs and other pictorial
information.
Some of the respondents are opined that the timings of the library are a major problem in
getting information. Librarians generally do not open the library on time. Another major
hurdle for the gram panchayat libraries is the librarians are utilized by the gram panchayats
for their work.
The rural community will always be busy with their daily routine agricultural work and they
may not get sufficient time to visit the library. Table 28 shows that 203 (67.66%) respondents
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have said that they are frequently visiting the library to get their required information and
for recreational activities. 97 (32.34%) respondents said that they are not frequently visiting
the library due to their busy schedule and not interested in reading.
Table 28: Frequency of visit the Library
No. of Respondents
Percentage
CF
Frequently
203
67.66
67.66
Non frequently
97
32.34
100
Total
300
100.00
Graph 24: Frequency of visit the Library
250
200
150
Frequency of visit

100
50
0
Frequently

Non frequently

Library timings proportionately depend on the use, the user can get access to the services if
available for long hours. The gram panchayat libraries are opened from 8.00 AM to 12.30
PM and 3.00 PM to 6.00 PM on all the working days except holidays, the main aim behind
this is to get information accessed to the rural community for the convenient timings.
Table 29 shows that, 104 (34.66%) respondents used the library under 30 minutes. This is
because of the busy schedule of the rural community and they get involved in the agricultural
and other activates. 89 (29.66%) respondents are using the library services for about 40
minutes and 64 (21.34%) respondents are using the library for 50 minutes. 43 (14.34%)
respondents are using the library services above 60 minutes. It shows that they are the
frequent and regular users of the library. They spend more time in the library to update their
knowledge and for recreational purpose.
Table 29: Time spent in the Library
Time spent in the
No. of Respondents
Percentage
CF
Library
< 30 Minutes
104
34.66
34.66
< 40 Minutes
89
29.66
64.32
< 50 Minutes
64
21.34
85.66
> 60 Minutes
43
14.34
100
Total
300
100.00
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Graph 25: Time spent in the Library
> 60 Minutes
< 50 Minutes
< 40 Minutes
< 30 Minutes

43
64
89
104

Some of the respondents stated that they do not get engough time to visit the library because
of their busy schedules, agricultural activities. Some are not interested in reading as they
may be involved in business. Younger generation like students going to schools and colleges
may access their institutions libraries, Women’s generally get involved in housekeeping,
preparation of food and others activities.
The hypothesis of the time spent in the library is accepted and the standard deviation is 1.055
and Chi-Square is 29.093a and degree of freedom is 3.
Opening Hours of the Library
Access to the collection depends upon the timings of the library. The most of the gram
panchayat libraries are opening from 8.00 AM to 12.00 PM and 3.00 PM to 6.00 PM. and
these timings may not be sufficient for the readers to get information because of their busy
schedules.
We asked the question “whether the gram panchayat libraries should be kept open in the
night/evening also?” Table 30 shows that 167 (55.66%) respondents suggested that the
libraries should be kept open even during late hours of the night. 133 (44.44%) respondents
suggested that this is not necessary.
The revels that, ½ of the respondents are interested in reading or using libraries in the late
nights and which helps them to gain the knowledge and even for unemployed can prepare
for the competitive examinations.
The hypothesis of the opening hours of the library is accepted and the standard deviation is
.498, so deviation in opinion is very narrow and Chi-Square is 3.853a.
Table 30: Opening Hours of the Library
No. of Respondents
Percentage
CF
Yes
167
55.66
55.66
No
133
44.44
100
Total
300
100.00
Dissemination of Information
The respondents have suggested that each and every village should have the public library
to improve the villages. We asked the question “Do you suggest systematic public library in
every village with a Librarian should be established or not?”
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Table 31: Public Library in every village with Qualified Librarian
No. of Respondents
Percentage
CF
Yes
232
77.33
77.33
No
68
22.77
100
Total
300
100.00
Table 31 shows that 232 (77.33%) respondents are suggesting that every village should have
the public library with a qualified librarian and 68 (22.77%) respondents have opined that
they don’t need the public library with a librarian because they are not interested in reading
and updating their knowledge.
The study infers that, large number of respondents (77%) opined that each and every village
of the nation should have a library with qualified librarian to improve the quality of the
services.
Table 32: Knowledge and Culture of Rural People
No. of Respondents
Percentage
CF
Yes
213
71
71
No
87
29
100
Total
300
100.00
Table 32 shows that, 213 (71%) of the respondents feel that public libraries or grampanchyat
libraries will improve the knowledge and culture of rural people and 87 (29%) of the
respondents arefeel that public libraries or grampanchyat libraries will not improve the
knowledge and culture of rural people because of the mindset of the rural people has not
changed.
Ideal way of providing information
All most all the respondents have observed that Television and Newspapers are the main
sources of information on the productive activities of agriculture and non-agricultural areas.
Jaikissan, Raithamitra, Annadatha, Krishi are the major programmes in disseminating the
agricultural information to the rural people through television.
Some of the respondents said that the street plays are also providing useful information to
the rural community on agricultural activities. The brochures on seed varieties, medicines to
the saplings, manure to plants, varieties of farming and tools for agricultural activities.
Table 33: Attitude of People towards utilizing the library
No. of Respondents
Percentage
CF
Yes
280
93.33
93.33
No
20
06.67
100
Total
300
100.00
Table 33 shows that, 280 (93.33%) respondents observed that positive attitude towards
utilizing the library should be developed and encouraged because usage of the
grampanchayat libraries are less and rural people should be encouraged in utilizing the
library, 20 (06.67%) people said that no to it.
The study infers that, ¼ of respondents opined that the attitude of the rural people is to
change in utilizing the gram panchayat libraries and the rural community has to utilize the
libraries and they have to progress in their life. Here one sample bi-nominal test has to
administer to test the hypotheses and the hypothesis has been accepted and a null hypothesis
is rejected. The standard deviation of the variable is .250 and chi-square is 225.333a.
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Graph 29: Attitude of People towards utilizing the library
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Findings
1. 80.66% of the respondents said that their panchayats have the public library and
19.33% of the respondents said that their panchayats do not have the public library.
2. 85% of the respondents visit the public libraries and 15% of them do not use the public
libraries.
3. 62.33% of the respondents are getting their required information by some means and
37.66% of the respondents are not getting their required information.
4. 67.66% of the respondents said that they frequently visit the library to search for
information and 32.34% of the respondents said that they do not visit the library for
collecting information.
5. 34.66% of the respondents are using the library for less than 30 minutes at a time
followed by 29.66% of the respondents using the library services for about 40 minutes
per visit.
6. 55.66% of the respondents have suggested that library should kept open in the night or
at least in the evenings also and 44.44% of the respondents suggested that it is not
necessary.
7. The revels that, ½ of the respondents are interested in reading or using libraries in the
late nights and which helps them to gain the knowledge and even for unemployed can
prepare for the competitive examinations.
8. 77.33% of the respondents suggested that every village should have a public library
and 22.77% of the respondents felt that they do not need a public library.
9. The study infers that, large number of respondents (77%) opined that each and every
village of the nation should have a library with qualified librarian to improve the quality
of the people in terms social, economical, political and educationally.
10. 71% of the respondents said that gram panchayat library will help to improve the
knowledge and culture of rural people and 29% respondents said that it will have no
impact on users.
11. 93.33% of the respondents suggested that positive attitude towards utilizing the library
should be developed among the people and they should be motivated and encouraged.
Conclusion
Library is a social institution. Therefore, changes in the society will affect the role of a
Librarian. The present day society is undergoing fast changes. These have made an impact
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on libraries and as such there are various implications on libraries. For the proper growth
and development of libraries, it is essential that librarians should be able to understand and
appreciate the changes in social, economic, political, technological and ethical environment.
They should rather take advantage of the same. Above all they must respond to the changing
conditions.
The best solution to overcome the lack of resources is to set up a national network of
libraries. The network should include various types of libraries like national libraries, public
libraries, academic libraries, special libraries, government libraries and school libraries.
National Library in Kolkata should be at the apex. Small library authorities may be replaced
by large authorities. Resource sharing must be implemented seriously. Management of
resources should be improved to achieve efficiency and effectiveness.
The present study emphasis the need for the gram panchayat libraries. Libraries are
disseminating the information to the rural people to uplift their economy. The rural libraries
are playing vital role in dissemination of information to the rural people. The study makes
one to understand the socio-economic background of rural community, impact of media on
the productive sectors like agriculture and non-agricultural activities, to assess the
difficulties and problems of rural people in getting the information and to analyze the impact
of dissemination of information to the rural community.
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Usage and Adoption of Open Source Softwares in Libraries of
Higher Academic Institutions of Bangalore Region
C S Venkatarama Reddy
Dr. S. Srinivasa Ragavan
Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to study the usage and adoption of open source softwares in the
libraries of higher academic institutions of Bangalore region. The open source software
paradigm has lead to the development of some of successful software’s by contributors who
share the source code for free. The paper discuses the institutions which are using the open
source software’s, awareness of open source software’s among the librarians, un-awareness
of open source software’s. In this region open source software’s are widely using for to
develop institutional repositories followed by integrated library management systems and
content management systems. The study reveals that some of the well developed open source
softwares are the key role in market and they are competing with the commercial softwares.
The Koha and Dspace are playing vital role in library automation and creation of digital
libraries in the higher academic institutions and also in the public libraries.
Keywords: Higher Academic Institutions, Open Source Software, Technical Support,
Content Management System, Web 2.0 / Lib 2.0, Integrated Management System.
Introduction
Libraries have played significant role for centuries in transition of the mankind towards
sustainable development from religious era to agrarian era and industrial era, to information
technology era and to the present knowledge society. The great libraries of Sumerian, Egypt,
Alexandria, Nalanda, Mithla, and modern libraries such as British library, Library of
Congress, Lenin Grade Library and so on, were contributed to scientific and socialistic
theories, that were transformed the human life over centuries. The present knowledge society
that has mainly revolves even its day to day routine activities across the globe mainly on
dissemination and sharing of information that paves the ways for knowledge generation and
application. In this context, it is very much evident that the present day libraries to embrace
and integrate in design and delivery of library and information systems to reach the users by
venturing the research and exploration of the possibilities of leveraging these technologies
in a more detailed and objective manner for enhanced library and information environment.
Accordingly the open source system has emerged as a solution for massive and
customization of client services and range of applications. It is estimated that lakhs of
software applications and solutions that can be accessed and used through internet. Libraries
across the globe have started making use of these potentials need to be studied and assessed
in this region will be off relevant and appropriate. The present study aimed at identifying the
awareness, adoption and use of any of the OSS applications towards library management,
design and delivery of information products and dissemination of information services to the
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end user community among surveyed library environment in Bangalore, which is being one
of the prominent IT hub of India.
Objectives of the Study
1. To find out the awareness and usage of open source softwares in higher academic
institutions libraries of Bangalore region.
2. To find out the higher academic institutions libraries implemented the open source
softwares in the study region.
3. To find out the benefits of open source softwares which are used in higher academic
institutions libraries.
4. To find out the barriers in implementation of open source softwares in higher academic
institutions libraries.
Review of Literature
A review is significant step to get clear picture of what has been done and suggested already
with regard to problem understanding. The attempt is to highlight the findings of the studies
conducted related to this topic which helps to undertake the present study in a systematic
manner. A number of studies have been carried out on the open source softwares for libraries
and the studies which are selected and reviewed were appended below chronologically under
the following selected areas as a supportive literature to the present study.
❖ Open Source softwares in General
❖ Application of Open Source Software in LIS
❖ Open source software and Library automation
❖ Open source software for E-Learning and Content Management Systems
❖ Open source software for Digital Libraries and Institutional Repositories
❖ Open source software for Web Technologies
Dorman, D (2002) discusses the growth of Open Source Software (OSS), viewing it as part
of society's intellectual commons, in a manner analogous to public libraries. He focuses on
OSS in the context of the information control wars, as part of the attempt to foster free access
to digital data in all its forms, as opposed to the trend to use technology to control information
use and distribution for economic gain.
Fox, Robert (2006) explores the roles that libraries play in the development of open source
software. Analyses how the use of open source software implies freedom and flexibility for
libraries. This column is simply exploratory, and proposes the motivation for libraries to be
more actively involved in the open source movement.
Chudnov, Daniel (2009) discusses the use of free software by libraries. The use of free
software offers several kinds of freedom to librarians, including the freedom to use the
software for any purpose and the freedom to study how the software works.
Breeding, Marshall (2009) reflects on open source integrated library systems (ILS). He says
that the open source ILS has promised libraries with more control over their software
compared to others. He adds that he found no inconsistencies between the claim made by
vendors on opening their system through application programming interface (API) and the
actual delivery of its capabilities. He concludes that while opening the API of some library
software is still a bit messy, he hopes that the time will come for this issue to evolve.
Sunil, M V & Harinarayana, N S (2011) reveals that the requirements of Indian college
libraries in ILS products in general and Open Source Integrated Library Systems in
particular. The requirements are analyzed for the housekeeping modules and viability
indicators by direct questioning. The performance of the 9 OSILS Products ABCD, Emilda,
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Evergreen, Koha, NewGenLib, OPALS, OpenBiblio, PMBILS and PhpMyLibrary is
evaluated against the listed requirements.
Singh, Vandana (2013) said that the interest in migrating to open source software integrated
library systems (OSS ILSs) continues to grow in libraries. In this research, twenty librarians
who have worked in institutions that migrated to OSS ILS, or are in the process of migrating,
were interviewed about resources for research and reasons an OSS ILS was chosen,
including cost-effectiveness, ease of use, community and vendor support options, flexibility
and customization, compatibility with other software.
Significance of the Problem and Justification
Libraries and Management are concerned about cost because they often have more demands
than resources, they are funded by their communities and they have a responsibility to
manage community funds wisely. If libraries can serve their communities needs at a lower
cost by using OSS than proprietary software, it would be in their interest to adopt it. Small
libraries, rural libraries and libraries of developing countries may find OSS affordable.
Library decision makers are concerned about the total cost of ownership of softwares. This
includes costs of installation, documentation, training, support, and maintenance.
To meet the changing needs of users and make use of new technologies, a library may wish
to customize or upgrade its software. It is unknown how much significance libraries attach
to customizability. If software is proprietary, a library is prohibited from changing it and
must ask the vendor to change it. If software is open source, a library may change it or
outsource the changes to a contractor of their choice.
Scope of the Study
The scope of the study is limited to the process, methods and resources adopted in
implementing open source softwares in higher academic institutions of Bangalore region
affiliated to Bangalore University, Bangalore, Visveshwaraiah Technological University,
Belgaum, Rajiv Gandhi University of Health Sciences, Bangalore and Special Libraries
imparting higher education. The study also examines the users of OSS, technical support
available for OSS, merits and demerits of OSS, problems and prospectus of OSS.
Limitations of the Study
The study did not compare the OSS, it is just to know the users and awareness of OSS among
the respondents. The study is not gone into detail of individual softwares. Survey
respondents reported on their library OSS and did not examine other OSS in direct
comparison as respondents in Wilsons (2005) study did. The respondents in the present
survey were mainly library employees, opinions of the usability of the OSS were not
included as they were in the GPLS (2007) survey. Benefits of OSS were expressed as
satisfaction ratings, which are subjective. The study is mainly based on perception,
experiences of the respondents working in libraries.
Analysis and Interpretation of Data
The data collected from the respondents through questionnaire method and have been
analysed and interpreted by using different statistical tools and techniques. Questionnaires
were distributed to the libraries of higher academic institutions of Bangalore region which
covers the higher education institutes affiliated to Bangalore University, Bangalore,
Vishveswariah Technological University, Belgaum, Rajiv Gandhi University of Health
Sciences, Bangalore, unitary universities and research institutions. The questionnaires were
distributed only to the institutes using the open source softwares. Personal interviews were
also conducted to get more accurate data.
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The table 1 shows that, the Male respondents are 145 (76.7%) and Female respondents are
44 (23.3%). It is found that male are dominated among surveyed library professionals in the
higher academic institutions of Bangalore region, as they form three fourth of the surveyed
respondents.
Table 1: Gender Wise Distribution of respondents
Gender
Frequency
%
Cumulative
Percentage
Female
44
23.3
23.3
Male
145
76.7
100.0
Total
189
100%
Table 2: Awareness and Use of Integrated Library Management Systems
ILMS
User
Aware
Not Aware
%
Koha
14
160
15
100
(7.4%)
(84.7%)
(7.9%)
NewGenlib
29
145
15
100
(15.3%)
(76.7%)
(7.9%)
E-Granthalaya
111
53
25
100
(58.7%)
(28%)
(13.2%)
Winsis
0
143
46
100
(75.7%)
(24.3%)
Evergreen
0
65
124
100
(34.4%)
(65.6%)
The table 2 narrates that, majority of the libraries are using the E-Granthalaya (58.7%) as
integrated library management system followed by NewGenlib (15.3%) and Koha (7.4%).
There are no users for Winsis and Evergreen. Some of the librarians are aware about the
open source integrated library management softwares but they are not using those softwares.
Large number of respondents are aware of Koha (84.7%), followed by NewGenlib (76.7%),
Winsis (75.7%), Evergreen (34.4%) etc.
There are about 124 (65.6%) librarians are not aware of Evergreen open source integrated
library management system but in western countries many libraries are using this software.
46 (24.3%) librarians are not aware about the Winsis, 25 (13.2%) are not aware of EGranthalaya and 15 (7.9%) librarians not aware of Koha and NewGenlib.
The study finds that, the e-Granthalaya (58.7%) has more number of users in Bangalore
region, it is followed by NewGenlib (15.3%) library automation softwares.
Table 3: Awareness and Use of Social Media
Social Media
RSS
Facebook
Twitter
Blogs
Podcast/Videocasts

145

User
61
(32.3%)
104
(55.1%)
82
(43.4%)
93
(49.2%)
86
(45.5%)

Aware
113
(59.8%)
53
(28.0%)
68
(36.0%)
64
(33.9%)
61
(32.3%)

Not Aware
15
(7.9%)
32
(16.9%)
39
(20.6)
32
(16.9%)
42
(22.2%)

%
100
100
100
100
100
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The Table 3 shows that, 104 (55.1%) librarians are using facebook and it is the popularly
used social media by the librarians to dissemination and assimilation of latest information
on their field of interest and 32 (16.2%) librarians are not aware facebook. 93 (49.2%)
librarians are using blogs for publishing latest information and 32 (16.2%) librarians not
aware of it. RSS is used by 61 (32.3%) librarians and 15 (7.9%) are not aware of RSS. Many
librarians are aware about these social medias but they are not using nor not aware about it.
Some of the librarians said that they are not interested in using of these social medias, some
of them are opined that it is time consuming activity, they didn’t find the time to use these
medias because of busy schedules.
It also strange to note that, a sizable number of working librarians are not aware facebook,
twitter and blogs, though they were used by the majority of the students and public.
Researcher used 4 point Likert scale to know the understanding of respondents about open
source softwares. Graph 4 depicts that 147 (77.8%) respondents opined that open source
software is available for free of charge to anyone but 28 (14.8%) respondents revealed that
it is not always because of the involvement of costs of the hardware, supporting software
tools, maintenance of the software and other expenses. 136 (72%) respondents opined that
open source softwares provides source code for access, edit and modify and 43 (22.8%)
respondents said that it is not always because some of the free/open source softwares are not
providing the source to modify, edit and to redistribute. 101 (53.4%) respondents are opined
that open source softwares allows users to modify the source code and 54 (28.6%) opined
that it is not always allow user to modify the source code because few of the open source
softwares will not provide the source code. 101 (53.4%) opined that open source softwares
allow users to redistribute the modified software to others but some of the software
developers policy is to distribute through them only and 50 (26.5%) respondents said that
open source softwares are not allow users to redistribute the modified software to others. 65
(34.4%) respondents revealed that open source and free software are the same but 62 (32.8%)
respondents opined that it is not always open source and free software are same.
The Non-Parametric test one-sample Chi-Square test has been administred to test the
hypothesis that there is a significant difference on the understanding about open source
software. The analsysis finds that, calculated value (1.207) is less than the table value
(287.169). Hence, the null hypothesis has been rejected and hypothesis is accepted.
Figure 4: Understanding about Open Source Software
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Table 5: Technical support for open source software
Frequency
%
CP
Forums/Archives
117
21.2
21.2
Wikis
93
16.8
38.0
Project Websites
92
16.6
54.6
RSS Feeds
15
2.7
57.3
Open source community
53
9.6
66.9
Open source software solution providers
83
15.0
81.9
Vendors
68
12.3
94.2
Blogs
22
4.0
98.2
Professionals
10
1.8
100.0
553
100.0
Mean
5.13
SD
2.673
Chi-Square
194.553a
Getting help to a problem is a major issue in OSS and many professionals are not interested
to use the OSS because they are in ambiguous on the concept of help to a problem. They
didn’t know where to get help to a particular problem, who are the OSS solution providers?
Is there any financial involvement?. Table 5 shows that, 117 (21.2%) respondents opined
that they will get help for problems through forums and archives of a forums, 93 (16.8%)
respondents opined that they will get the help for problems through wikis and 92 (16.6%)
respondents revealed that they will get the help for problems through project website. 83
(15%) respondents opined that they will get a help for a problem through open source
software solution providers, 68 (12.3%) respondents opined that they use vendors by paying
money for a particular problem and 53 (9.6%) respondents will get the help for a problem
from open source community. Only 10 (1.8%) opined that they use the professionals friends
to get a help for a problem.
It is inferred that, the librarians are getting solutions from a range of methods and tools for
sorting problems of OSS. Of them, forums (21.2%), wikis (16.8%), project websites
(16.6%), OSS solutions providers (15%) and vendors (12.3%) are the preferred options.
The Non-Parametric test one-sample Chi-Square test has been administred to test the
hypothesis that there is a significant difference on the satisfaction of technical support for
open source software. The results finds that, the calculated value (7.143) is less than the table
values (194.553). Hence, the null hypothesis has been rejected and hypothesis is accepted.
Table 6: Satisfaction with OSS features and operations
Frequency
%
CP
Extremely satisfied
32
16.9
16.9
Very satisfied
62
32.8
49.7
Moderately satisfied
36
19.0
68.7
Slightly satisfied
42
22.2
90.9
Not at all satisfied
17
9.1
100.0
189
100.0
Mean
3.35
SD
1.514
Chi-Square
28.381a
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The researcher used 5 point Likert Scale to know the satisfaction of OSS in terms of reliable
and trouble free operation. Table 6 reports that, 32 (16.9%) respondents revealed that they
are extremely satisfied with their OSS in terms of reliable and trouble free operation and 62
(32.8%) respondents revealed that they are very satisfied with their OSS in terms of reliable
and trouble free operation. 36 (19%) respondents opined that they are moderately satisfied
with their OSS in terms of reliable and trouble free operation and 42 (22.2%) respondents
revealed that they are slightly satisfied with the features and operations of OSS and 17 (9.1%)
respondents are not at all satisfied with their OSS in terms of reliable and trouble free
operation.
It is inferred that two third of the respondents were satisfied on the reliability of features and
trouble free operations of the functionalities of OSS, while one third respondents opined that
they were slightly satisfied on the reliability and worthiness features of OSS. It is to be noted
that a sizeable population of surveyed library professionals are dissatisfied in some or other
aspects of OSS.
The Non-Parametric test one-sample Chi-Square test has been administred to test the
hypothesis that there is a significant difference on the satisfaction with OSS features and
operations. The analysis shows that, the calculated value (2.292) is less than the table values
(28.381). Hence, the null hypothesis has been rejected and hypothesis is accepted.
Table 7: Satisfaction of OSS features and functionalities

Portability
Scalability
Ease of use
Affordability
Customization
Features/
Functionality
Technical
support
Security
Interoperability
Accountability

Extremel
y
satisfied
45
(23.8%)
25
(13.2%)
69
(36.5%)
40
(21.2%)
99
(52.4%)
40
(20.2%)
20
(10.6%)
25
(13.2%)
109
(57.7%)
25
(13.2%)

Very
satisfied

Slightly
satisfied

Not at all
satisfied

Mean

SD

ChiSquare

53
(28%)
64
(33.9%)
101
(53.4%)
62
(32.8%)
71
(37.6%)
92
(48.7%)
33
(17.5%)
63
(33.3%)
67
(35.4%)
24
(12.7%)

82
(43.4%)
86
(45.5%)
19
(10.1%)
87
(46.0%)
14
(7.4%)
52
(27.5%)
83
(43.9%)
91
(48.1%)
8
(4.2%)
67
(35.4%)

9
(4.8%)
14
(7.4%)
0

2.09

1.197

57.328a

1.88

1.025

71.593a

2.26

0.631

54.222b

0

2.72

0.824

69.053a

5
(2.6%)
5
(2.6%)
53
(28.0%)
10
(5.3%)
5
(2.6%)
73
(38.6%)

3.00

1.096

129.794
a

2.17

1.060

81.751a

2.05

1.071

47.762a

1.84

1.021

85.603a

3.14

1.043

159.339
a

2.30

1.090

44.206a

The Table 7 shows that the overall analysis on the satisfaction of OSS features and
functionalities could reveal that the sizeable portion of the library professionals studied are
extremely satisfied on in interoperability (57.7%), customization (52.4%), ease of use
(36.5%), while one fourth of the library professionals are very satisfied on features and
functionality (48.7%), scalability (33.9%), affordability (32.8%), portability (28%). A
chunk of respondents are very much not at all satisfied with accountability (38.6%) and
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technical support (28%) for OSS. The Non-Parametric test one-sample Chi-Square test has
been administred to test the hypothesis that there is a significant difference on the satisfaction
on OSS features and functionalities. Comparing calculated (1.201) and table values
(159.339) of χ2 , the data finds that calculated value is less than the table value and hence,
the null hypothesis has been rejected.
Table 8: Reasons for adopting open source software
Frequency
%
Open source code
100
14.2
No license fee
93
13.2
Freedom to install on unlimited computers
130
18.4
Not satisfied with present software
47
6.7
High costs of commercial packaged softwares
65
9.2
Better response with bug fixes and support
50
7.1
High security
8
1.1
Faster response
33
4.7
Some of the functions are not available in commercial
36
5.1
softwares
Wider expose
54
7.7
Features
38
5.4
Efficiency
42
6.0
Gaining new knowledge and skills
9
1.2
705
100.0
Mean
7.30
Standard Deviation
3.6660
Chi-Square
274.831a
The Table 8 reveals that the surveyed respondents are varying by stating a range of options
and reasons towards adopting OSS for their library operations and services. Of which, a
sizeable group of respondents stated that OSS preferred due to its freedom to install on
unlimited computers (18.4%), open source code (14.2%), no license fee (13.2%) and the
high costs of commercial softwares (9.2%).
The Non-Parametric test one-sample Chi-Square test has been administred to test the
hypothesis that there is a significant difference on the satisfaction of reasons for adopting
open source software. Comparing calculated (13.396) and table values (274.831) of χ2 , the
analysis finds that calculated value is less than the table value and null hypothesis has been
rejected.
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Table 9: Barriers to open source software adoption
Frequency
%
Lack of awareness/ knowledge of available Open
85
13.3
Source Software
Lack of technical knowledge to install and maintain
126
19.8
Open Source Software
Lack of support by management
51
8.0
Licensing or legal concerns
26
4.1
Availability of Proper Documentation & training
46
7.2
Lack of interest of Librarians
30
4.7
Software features/quality issues
83
13.0
Migration from existing system
80
12.6
Software cost allocation policies
46
7.2
Customization
64
10.1
705
100.0

CP
13.3
33.1
41.1
45.2
52.4
57.1
70.1
82.7
89.9
100.0

Mean
SD
Chi-Square
df
a
6.66
2.869
198.346
10
Table 9 is inferred that, lack of technical knowledge to install and maintain OSS (19.8%),
lack of awareness and knowledge of available OSS (13.3%), software features / quality
issues (13%) and migration from the existing system (12.6%) are the major barriers for
adopting OSS.
The Chi-Square test has been administred to test the hypothesis that there is a significant
difference on the barriers to open source software adoption. Comparing calculated (8.229)
and table values (198.346) of χ2 , the data finds that calculated value is less than the table
value and null hypothesis has been rejected.
Table 10: Advantages of open source software
Frequency
%
CP
Cost
98
30.2
30.2
Enhanced Security
50
15.4
45.6
No vendor lock-in
116
35.7
81.3
Sharing & Collaborative development
61
18.7
100.0
565
100.0
Mean
SD
Chi-Square
df
2.43
1.108
35.382a
3
It is interested to note that, table 10 reveals that there is no vendor lock-in (35.3%), cost of
OSS (30.2%) is the major advantage of OSS. Users opined that adoption of OSS involves
less cost and it can rescue the librarian from financial crunches. OSS is not having the vendor
lock-in, which can enhance the uninterrupted functioning of OSS. The Chi-Square test has
been administred to test the hypothesis that there is a significant difference on the advantages
of open source software. Comparing calculated (1.227) and table values (35.382) of χ2 , the
data finds that calculated value is less than the table value and the null hypothesis has been
rejected.
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Table 11: Sources or support services during implementing open source software
Frequency
%
CP
In-house technical support
122
20.9
20.9
External technical support
Asking question on mailing lists
Searching mailing list archives
Training program / workshop
Documentation
Video / Audio Tutorials
No support used

95
121
113
37
16
34
47
585

16.2
20.7
19.3
6.3
2.7
5.8
8.1
100.0

37.1
57.8
77.1
83.4
86.1
91.9
100.0

SD

Chi-Square

Mean

Not at all
Important

Somewhat
Important

Important

Very
Important

Mean
SD
Chi-Square
df
4.05
2.119
185.038a
7
Table 11 shows that, 122 (20.9%) respondents opined that they use in-house technical
support, 121 (20.7%) opined that they are getting the support by asking questions on mailing
lists, 113 (19.3%) revealed that they will get the help by searching mailing list archives, 95
(16.2%) opined that they use the external technical support, and 47 (8.1%) revealed that no
support is used.
The Chi-Square test has been administred to test the hypothesis that there is a significant
difference on the sources or support services during implementing open source software.
Comparing calculated (4.491) and table values (185.038) of χ2 , the analysis finds that
calculated value is less than the table value and the null hypothesis has been rejected.
Table 12: Importance of source or support services for implementing open source
software

In-house
technical
support

139
(73.5%)

25
(13.2%)

25
(13.2%)

0

2.60

0.712

137.524a

External
technical
support
Asking
question on
mailing lists

113
(59.8%)

30
(15.9%)

41
(21.7%)

5
(2.6%)

3.25

1.096

136.397b

94
(49.7%)

78
(41.3%)

17
(9.0%)

0

2.08

0.953

52.413a

Searching
mailing list
archives
Training
program /
workshop
Documentation

80
(42.3%)

79
(41.8%)

30
(15.9%)

0

2.01

0.920

25.937a

24
(12.7%)

84
(44.4%)

76
(40.2%)

5
(2.6%)

2.21

1.147

95.296b

29
(15.3%)

55
(29.1%)

93
(49.2%)

12
(6.3%)

2.51

1.070

78.915b
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Video / Audio
Tutorials

14
(7.4%)

49
(25.9%)

122
(64.6%)

4
(2.1%)

2.53

0.959

181.307b

No support
used

44
(23.3%)

35
(18.5%)

5
(2.6%)

105
(55.6%)

2.31

1.027

111.762b

Researchers used 4 point Likert Scale to analyze the data to know respondents satisfaction
level of support services. Table 12 shows that, 139 (73.5%) respondents revealed that inhouse technical support to the OSS is very important, 25 (13.2%) respondents revealed that
it is important, 25 (13.2%) respondents revealed that it is somewhat important. Off the
different methods/sources on support services for implementing OSS in-house technical
support (73.5%) and external technical support (59.8%) are considered as very important
source by large group of respondents, which is followed by asking question on mailing lists
(49.7%) and searching mailing list archives (42.3%).
The Chi-Square test has been administred to test the hypothesis that there is a significant
difference on the importance of source or support services for implementing open source
software. Comparing calculated (1.317) and table values (181.307) of χ2 , the data finds that
calculated value is less than the table value and the null hypothesis has been rejected.
Table 13: Potential areas for adopting open source software
Frequency
%
CP
Content Management System
94
11.6
11.6
Library Automation
78
9.6
21.2
Digital Library/ Institutional
142
17.5
38.7
repositories
E-Learning
103
12.7
51.4
Federated Search
45
5.5
56.9
Remote login for remote access to
55
6.8
63.7
subscribed e-resources
Document management system for
50
6.2
69.9
digitization
Electronic resource management
96
11.8
81.7
systems
Citation Tools
75
9.2
90.9
Web 2.0 / Lib 2.0
34
4.1
95.0
Gateways / Portals
41
5.0
100.0
813
100.0
Mean
5.23

SD
2.960

Chi-Square
146.571a

df
10

Respondents do differ towards adopting OSS for potential areas of library and information
services. Library professionals adopted a range of technologies oriented areas of library and
information management and services dissemination. Table 13 reveals of which, the areas
such as Digital Library/ Institutional repositories (17.5%), E-Learning (12.7%), Electronic
Resource Management Systems (11.8%), Content Management Systems (11.6%), Library
Automation (9.6%) and Citation Tools (9.2%) are the potential for adopting OSS by
considerable number of library science professionals.
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The Chi-Square test has been administred to test the hypothesis that there is a significant
difference on the potential areas for adopting open source software. The data finds that, the
calculated (8.762) value is less than the table values (146.571), hence the null hypothesis has
been rejected.
Findings of the Study
This chapter summarizes the findings on the awareness of applications and use of OSS
technologies for library information management and services in the Bangalore region based
on the objective analysis of the data collected from the library professionals. This chapter
brings out the major findings in a classified manner as to the major variables studied
according to the objectives and hypothesis.
1. It is found that male (76.7%) are dominated among surveyed library professionals in the
higher academic institutions of Bangalore region, as they form three fourth of the
surveyed respondents.
2. E-Granthalaya (58.7%) is most popular FOSS used for integrated library management
system in the Bangalore region followed by NewGenlib (15.3%), Koha (7.4%) and there
are no users for Winsis and Evergreen. Tristan Muller (2010) has tested more than 20
open source ILSs were submitted to this methodology, but only three passed all the steps:
Evergreen, Koha, and PMB. The main goal is not to identify the best open source ILS,
but rather to highlight from which, of the batch of dozens of open source ILSs, librarians
and decision makers can choose without worrying about how perennial or sustainable
each open or free project is, as well as understanding which ILS provides them with the
functionalities to meet the needs of their institutions.
3. It also stands to note that a sizable number of working libraries are not aware facebook,
twitter and blogs, though they were used the majority of the students and public.
4. It was understood and respondents opined that open source softwares are available for
free of charge to anyone (77.8%), it provides access to source code (72%), it allows users
to modify the source code (53.4%), it allows users to redistribute the modified software
to others (53.4%) and open source and free software are same (34.4%).
5. Internal Staff (20.1%) and External Vendor/Contractor (12.2%) can provide the
installation, documentation, training, support and maintenance to the open source
softwares.
6. It is inferred that two third of the respondents were satisfied on the reliability of features
and trouble free operations of the functionalities of OSS, while one third respondents
opined that they were not satisfied on the reliability and worthiness features of OSS, It
is to be noted that a sizeable population (9.1%) of surveyed library professionals are not
satisfied in some or other aspects of OSS.
7. The overall analysis on the satisfaction of OSS features and functionalities could reveal
that the sizeable portion of the library professionals studied are extremely satisfied on in
interoperability (57.7%), customization (52.4%), ease of use (36.5%), while one fourth
of the library professionals are very satisfied on features and functionality (48.7%),
scalability(33.9%), affordability (32.8%), portability (28%). A chunk of respondents are
not at all satisfied with accountability (38.6%) and technical support (28%).
8. The study reveals that the survey respondents are varying stating a range of options and
reasons towards adopting OSS for their library operations and services. Of which, a
sizeable group of respondents stated that OSS preferred due to its freedom to install on
unlimited computers (18.4%), open source code (14.2%), no license fee (13.2%) and the
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high costs of commercial softwares (9.2%). Muhammad Rafiq and Kanwal Ameen
(2008) finds that adoption of OSS in libraries is just at a beginning stage in Pakistan, and
only a few organizations have so far made their first move in this direction. The major
identified issues affecting OSS adoption in Pakistani libraries are: social (cultural)
disparity, conceptual confusions, digital divide, lack of technological, financial, and
human development.
9. It is inferred that, lack of technical knowledge to install and maintain OSS (19.8%), lack
of awareness and knowledge of available OSS (13.3%), software features / quality issues
(13%) and migration from the existing system (12.6%) are the major barriers for
adopting OSS.
10. It is interested to note that, there is no vendor lock-in (35.3%), cost of OSS (30.2%) is
the major advantage of OSS. Users opined that adoption of OSS involves less cost and
it can rescue the librarian from financial crunches. OSS is not having the vendor lock-in,
which can enhance the uninterrupted functioning of OSS.
11. The data revealed that, 65 percent of the library professionals adopted OSS for the library
applications, implemented new features and significant changes with customization
including user interface. While only minimal number of respondents (13.6%) adopted
without any changes on OSS.
12. The study finds that, majority of the respondents used in-house technical support
(20.9%), asking questions on mailing lists (20.7%), searching mailing list archives
(19.3%) and external technical support (16.2%) services used for implementing the OSS.
13. Respondents do differ towards adopting OSS for potential areas of library and
information services. Off which the areas such as Digital Library/ Institutional
repositories (17.5%), E-Learning (12.7%), Electronic Resource Management Systems
(11.8%), Content Management Systems (11.6%), Library Automation (9.6%) and
Citation Tools (9.2%) are the potential for adopting OSS by considerable number of
library science professionals.
Conclusion
The results and findings of the study could reveals that the library professionals are aware
of use and relevance of OSS, while fifty percent of the respondents could make use of one
or other OSS for library operations and information management in the Bangalore region.
An optimum number of libraries affiliated to the colleges, universities, research institutes
and corporate institutes use and made aware of OSS for library operations. It is also
concluded that the surveyed library environment has been adopted a range of OSS library
applications for installing and maintenance of OSS in their respective libraries. The libraries
surveyed has been using OSS are facing the problems of technical knowledge, lack of
technical skills, lack of support and lack of licensing through legal actions. The study also
emphasize the need for structural and formalized training to library science professionals in
Bangalore region to integrate and make use of open source software technologies for library
operations. Digital Libraries / Institutional Repositories, Content Management Systems,
Integrated Library Management Systems are the major areas in the Bangalore region where
the OSS are made use.
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The Principal: An Administrative Head Of The School
Qazi Fabihan Meraj
Dr. Vibha Doorwar
Abstract
The study is intended to explore the involvement of the principal as an administrative head
of the school for the development of school administration. The study adopted planned open
ended interview for government higher secondary school principals. The study reports the
results from the principals after the interview and analyses the data of the principals. The
focus of the study is the administrative practices of the principal in the school. The principals
provided their views on the different parameters of the administrative practices for the
development of school administration.
Keywords: Principal, Administrative head, School administration, School
Introduction
In the recent decades, the writing on educational administration has progressively been
alluding to administration not just with regards to the person who remains at the
administrative head of the school, however, as an experience that can be recognized in the
different level of the institution (Forst, 2012). In quest for "re-inventing government"
(Osborne & Gaebler 1992), policy-framers have escalated effectually the powerful
administration to improve the execution of government institutions. Administration
accentuation on ability is apparent in the U.S.A., U.K., and many other nations in the world
(Hennessey, 1998; Kakabadse, Korac-Kakabadse, & Kouzmin, 2003). Administrative
leadership in education has been a trending exploration subject since 1960s and 1970s (Bass,
1990; Hallinger & Leithwood, 1994; Hallinger & Chen, 2015). In the development process,
administration has been tended to in numerous dimensions including hierarchical conduct,
behavioural sciences, sociology and school administration (Bass & Avolio, 1993; Bolden,
2004; Bolman & Deal, 2017; Yukl, 1989). Myriad thoughts regarding administration have
begun from investigations of institutions in the private sector. Predetermine this private
sector priority, it is remarkable, therefore, that a critical examination of government
administrative approaches has been moderate to pursue. Many scholars have required an
evaluation of the impact of the government sector context on the adequacy of manifold
administrative approaches (Fairholm, 2004; Javidan & Waldman, 2003; Van Wart, 2003).
Our experimental setting is professional work within the government institutions; it is an
overwhelming context to examine the administrative setup in the school, since it is liable to
institutional change driven by policy-makers, with new and old institutions of administration
conceivably set contrary to one another. Traditionally in government institutions, leading
approaches to deal with administration are notified by professional, expert and decent
components of administration (Evers & Lakomski, 1991; Greenfield, 1991; Wright, 2001).
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In the field of school administration, many researchers considered the impacts of leadership
on the institutions, so leadership is expressed as firm and intentional activity and the sharing
of obligations, contribution, and knowledge in a teaching and learning process (Huber,
2004). Great leadership is basic for the comprehensive improvement of the school over the
long term. In this way, the leadership of any school is considered as a significant arbitrator
to the advancement of an educational institution toward teaching and learning brilliance
(Politis, 2001). Principals work behavior and leadership has direct impact on the teaching
and non-teaching performance of the staff, as quality leadership would enhance the
motivation, satisfaction, self-esteem, and work efficiency of non-teaching and teaching staff
and expand student achievement. Quality leadership also keeps a sense of protection and
support among the staff (Blasé & Blasé, 1999; Crum & Sherman, 2008).
Administrative approach
The technology of administration is significantly less articulated in the government
institution than the private institution, making a genuine need to move beyond the treatment
of administration as a solitary memorial (Van Wart, 2003). Professional administration in
the government institution is known under various appearances, such as clinical
administration in healthcare and academic administration in higher education. In secondary
education, professional administration has been marked pedagogical or instructional
administration (Leithwood et al., 1999). This sort of administration “commonly believes that
the core interest for administrators' consideration is the practices of their staff as they take
part in activities directly influencing the development of students” (Leithwood et al., 1999,
p. 8). This incorporates advancing the school atmosphere, upgrading the practicality of
teachers' classroom practices, and dealing with the instructional program. The administrator
job is to be a model of professional practice, but also to entrust administration to the chief
assortment of teachers. Administration is also seen as a type of duty or service to the
community and the society in particular. Its endeavor is to give a relation between education
and democracy, to connect with the school staff, students, governors, guardians, and
community in a discourse about the school principles and goals, and to build up a worthy
school, where personal circumstance is subsumed by a need to authorize others and take
accountability for teaching and learning (Sergiovanni, 1992b). Administration infers to
edifice followership, nurturing self-administration, to reinforce collegiality and proficient
correspondence in the institution. Administration emphasis the impact of government
policies in higher secondary school education in India is essential for the overall
development of the society.
The aim of the study is to verify the contemporary dimensions of school administration for
the development of government higher secondary schools in the district of Gwalior, Madhya
Pradesh, India.
Methods
The sample of the study consists of eighteen principals of government higher secondary
schools. The study is based upon both primary and secondary data by using the interview
schedule, journals, magazines, internet, and many others. The data collected has been
thoroughly analyzed and represent the views of the principals in an organized approach.
Frequency and percentage has been drawn from the data collected for the study.
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Data Analysis and Interpretation
Table 1. Principals views on every socio-economic student in the school
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Yes

12
66.7
No
6
33.3
Total
18
100.0
Table 1 represents that out of 18 principals in Gwalior, 12(66.70%) respondents have every
socio-economic background students in the school.
Table 2. Principals views on use of modern technology in the school
Frequency
Percent
Valid
Yes
7
38.9
No
11
61.1
Total
18
100.0
Table 2 represents that out of 18 principals in Gwalior, just 7(38.90%) respondents have use
modern technology for different purposes in the school.
Table 3. Principals views on opportunity for staff in decision making
Frequency
Percent
Valid
Yes
14
77.8
No
4
22.2
Total
18
100.0
Table 3 represents that out of 18 principals in Gwalior, 14(77.80%) respondents get
opportunity for staff in decision making for the school development in the school.
Table 4. Principals views on assessment for efficiency level of the staff
Frequency
Percent
Valid
Yes
12
66.7
No
6
33.3
Total
18
100.0
Table 4 represents that out of 18 principals in Gwalior, 12(66.70%) respondents have
assessment for efficiency level of the staff in the school.
Table 5. Principals views on the knowledge and skill of the staff
Frequency
Percent
Valid
Yes
11
61.1
No
7
38.9
Total
18
100.0
Table 5 represents that out of 18 principals in Gwalior, 11(61.10%) respondents of school
administration emphasize to enhance the knowledge and skill of the staff.
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Table 6. Principals views on desired outcome from the staff
Frequency
Percent
Valid
Yes
15
83.3
No
3
16.7
Total
18
100.0
Table 6 represents that out of 18 principals in Gwalior, 15(83.30%) respondents of school
administration help to find out the desired outcome from the staff.
Discussion
To run a smooth administration in the school, it is important the school administration is
influencing the institutional success. The principal lead the institution in every front to
achieve the desired outcome. The prime focus of the principal must be to develop a vision
and then to implement the vision for the achievement of the institution.
The findings of the various factors of the study indicated that the principal’s views on
Gwalior district of Madhya Pradesh are on average figure for the enrolment of every socioeconomic background student’s in the government schools. Therefore, a positive school
environment is required to attract more students. The main reason is the government schools
are lacking the modern technology facility so that they could gratify the elite class of the
society. Meanwhile, the principals of the school are providing opportunity to the staff for
involvement in decision making of the school and regular assessment of the staff to check
their efficiency level is also taking into consideration. Initiatives are being taken by the
administration to enhance the knowledge and skill of the staff in diverse aspects to achieve
the desired outcome in the school. However, a sublime connection is needed on the part of
the administrative head to overcome the difficulties facing in the school.
Conclusion
The principal is an administrative head of the school. An administrative head plays an
essential role for the comprehensive development of the institutional endeavors.
Transformation in the institutions has focused upon the dynamic administrative system to
maintain the standard of professionalism in every aspect. Therefore, the principal is an
indispensible part for the success of the school.
The present study suggests that it is important for the principal to create an institutional
environment in which development and prosperity is substantial. Principals are accountable
and responsible for the school and it is crucial to develop strong human capital, coordination,
positive interaction among the staff. There is a strong link between the principals and the
staff for the proper functioning of the school to extend the work of improvement
continuously. The results of the study represent a step in identifying the efforts made by the
administrative head in the government schools of Gwalior.
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Personality and Locus of Control of Adolescents with Disability:
A Review
Unnimol. K. K
Dr. H. Sylaja
Abstract
Adolescents go through a series of dramatic psychological and emotional changes as they
step into adulthood and the magnitude of such changes intensifies for adolescents who are
living with disabilities. Living with a condition that restricts an individual in all possible
ways is bound to cause changes in the typical personality development, along with disparities
in certain non-cognitive correlates, such as locus of control, that determine the style of
adjustment to the condition as well as the coping mechanisms of the affected individuals.
Therefore, the aim of the current study was to investigate the various factors associated with
personality development and related variations, as well as the working of locus of control in
adolescents who are living with a disability. The researcher extrapolated data from research
articles available at PubMed and Google Scholar. Thereafter, following the inclusion
criteria, 9 articles were shortlisted and reviewed. These were published between the year
1978 and 2015 and examined personality and locus of control of disabled adolescents. The
result of the study has pointed towards the patterns of personality development in disabled
adolescents and the orientation of their locus of control. The available literature suggested
that disability is potent enough to change the course of typical personality development that
also influences the internality or externality of the locus of control in disabled adolescents.
Keywords: personality development, disabled adolescents, locus of control, adolescent
personality
Introduction
Disability is often defined in terms of limitations it poses on people who live with it. The
umbrella term, as identified by the International Classification of Functioning, Disability,
and Health (ICF, 2001), houses the conceptualization of related terminologies such
impairment, handicap, and limitation in activities and social participation. As posited by
Krahn, Walker, & Correa-De-Araujo (2015), some people are congenitally disabled while
others acquire it later in life. Irrespective of nature and onset, disability represents one of the
most severe forms of a health crisis, which is prevalent all over the world. The complexities
become even more challenging for children who are transitioning into adolescence. Early
life experiences are determinant of future health outcomes, which is why the atypical
development of disabled children and adolescents is a major threat to their well-being. As
per the US Department of Health and Human Services (2010), the life course perspective
explains the health outcomes related to disability, in terms of people’s age. It says that a
person's past and present experiences and environmental factors collectively determine their
health trajectory. Thus, like disabled children, upon reaching adolescence, prepare to move
from pediatric care to adult services, they face the inadequacy of healthcare services to cater
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to the complexities of their condition (Walker &Jesien, 2010). Barriers to procuring
healthcare services are one of the many external factors that make it difficult for disabled
adolescents to thrive within the society apart from psychosocial repercussions and factors
such as social marginalization and coping difficulties.
Psychosocial development in adolescents forms the base for their sprouting personality,
which is in continuous dynamism. Healthy personality development is an indicator of
psychological well-being and determines mental as well as physical health outcomes
(Seligman, 2008). As noted by Cloninger and Zohar (2011), personality development is
marked by temperament and character dimensions that ultimately affect and determine
individual functioning. It has, thus, been stated that the foundation of childhood personality
determines adult behavior and predispositions (Shiner &Masten, 2012). It is the personality
of an individual that determines their self-concept and self-image. Disparities in these
dimensions have been established between disabled and nondisabled adolescents with
respect to their social and academic competence by King, Shultz, Steel, Gilpin, and Cathers
(1993). Despite being so relevant, there are insufficient findings regarding the challenges
faced by disabled adolescents during their initial phases of personality development that
determines their self-image and an overall understanding of themselves in society. However,
the sheer need for knowledge about the dynamics of personality development in adolescents
living with a disability remains pertinent to the field of psychology as well as disability
studies.
Whenever an individual is confronted with a challenging situation, the very first step towards
coping with the circumstance is an adjustment. Adjustment to painful events, such as
acquiring a disability, is indeed challenging and leaves an indelible mark on the affected
individual's mind (Gunther, 1971). Adjustment to disability is a multidimensional concept,
which is determined by a multitude of other psychological factors. One such factor is the
locus of control, which is defined as the belief of an individual regarding the quality and
amount of control they have over their life situations (Neymotin&Nemzer, 2014). As noted
by Martz (1999), people who attribute the events of their life to their skill are said to have
an internal locus of control while those who attribute them to luck are said to have an external
locus of control. Researches on the locus of control in disabled and nondisabled adolescents
have yielded significant differences between the two populations. As per Bialar (1961), there
is a developmental pattern in the unfolding of locus of control, which increasingly becomes
internal as children age. This, however, has been found to be the case with nondisabled
children only. Children living with disabilities, for example learning disability, deviate from
this typical pattern and their locus of control is more external than internal in orientation
(Lawrence &Winschel, 1975). Furthermore, as noted by Hallahan, Gajar, Cohen, and Tarver
(1978) and Marling et al. (1982) internality might develop for adolescents with a learning
disability. However, this internality is not for success but for the failures that they face in
life. Therefore, it can be concluded that the difference between disabled and nondisabled
adolescents, in terms of locus of control, is evident from the orientation itself which tends to
be internal for nondisabled adolescents and external for the disabled ones.
The aim of the present study is to understand the personality development and variations in
disabled adolescents as well as the development and orientation of their locus of control, as
opposed to their nondisabled peers. Past researchers have identified the presence of
substantial disparities on these dimensions in case of adolescents living with a disability.
These studies have also tried to establish the difference, in term of these dimensions, between
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nondisabled adolescents and adolescents that are living with learning disabilities. The
present study, however, aims at reviewing and compiling the findings of past researches in
the context of the two factors under investigation.
Methodology
The study intended to conduct a systematic review of the various factors of personality and
locus of control in adolescents living with disability and also to investigate how they are
affected in this population. To examine the same, relevant keywords were entered into search
engines such as Google Scholar and websites namely PubMed. The keywords used for the
search included “personality development in adolescents” OR “personality development in
disabled adolescents” OR “personality dynamics in adolescents living with disability” AND
“locus of control” OR “locus of control in adolescence” OR “disability and locus of control”
AND “adjustment to disability” OR “adjustment and locus of control” AND “personality
and locus of control in disabled adolescents”.The keywords yielded a total 15 studies out of
which, 9 papers satisfied the inclusion criteria and were considered for the study. The years
of publication of these papers lie between the years 1978 and 2015. The remaining 6 studies
had to be excluded either because they didn’t satisfy the requirement of the age group needed
for this review or they did not measure the exact factors that were required for this study.
Results
Out of 15 studies that showed up in the search engines, 9 were selected for this review and
the selection was based on the inclusion criteria. These 9 studies have covered a total sample
of 2182 participants, which consisted of both male and female adolescents (Table 1).
Table 1: Sample distribution of the selected literature
Author(s)
Sample
Mean
Male
Female
populati Age
participa participan
on
(years)
nts
ts
Hallahan, Gajar, Cohen, & Tarver 28
14
24
4
(1978)
Fincham&Barling (1978)
34
10
34
0
Chapman &Boersma (1979)
162
-NA108
54
Pearl, Bryan, & Donahue (1980)
77
-NA-NA-NAMarling, Snider, & Tarver (1982)
Pickar& Tori (1986)
86
-NA61
25
Lewis & Lawrence (1989)
50
10
50
0
Adamson (2003)
7
-NA4
3
Syed &Seiffge-Krenke (2013)
98
14.7
48
50
Moreira, Cloningrr, Dinis, Sa, 1540
15.44
696
844
Oliveira, Dias, & Oliveira (2015)
As evident from the table, the mean age has not been specified for some studies. Moreover,
most of the studies have taken more male participants in their researches. This imbalance in
gender distribution could make the generalization of the findings questionable since there is
comparatively insufficient data for disabled female adolescents. There is a considerable
variation in the total number of participants taken for each study, where the number ranges
from 7 participants (Adamson, 2003) to a whopping 1540 participants (Moreira, Cloningrr,
Dinis, Sa, Oliveira, Dias, & Oliveira, 2015). Most of the studies have taken exclusively white
participants (Fincham&Barling, 1978), while others have taken a mixed sample of white and
black participants (Hallahan, Gajar, Cohen, & Tarver, 1978). Other studies have included
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adolescents from varied ethnicity such as Mexican and Asian, along with black and white
participants (Pickar& Tori, 1986). The types of schools these adolescents attended was
another inclusion criterion in some of these studies (Moreira, Cloningrr, Dinis, Sa, Oliveira,
Dias, & Oliveira, 2015).
Dynamics of Personality and Locus of Control in Disabled and Nondisabled
Adolescents
Studies examining personality development in adolescents have established a typical pattern
of ego and identity development. Syed &Seiffge-Krenke (2013) found that the ego
development during the transition from adolescence to adulthood had a specific
heterogeneity and the development of ego followed a rapid course during adolescence, which
tends to extinguish as the child reaches adulthood. They also established a link between a
healthy family environment and ego development, where the former encouraged the latter in
adolescents. Speaking of personality and well-being of adolescents, Moreira, Cloningrr,
Dinis, Sa, Oliveira, Dias, & Oliveira (2015) established the levels of reward dependence,
life-satisfaction, persistence, health-related quality of life, self-directedness, positive affect,
cooperativeness, and social support in adolescents, based on the type of schools they
attended. All these factors are known to contribute towards personality development and
successful resolution on all these factors results in a healthy personality emergence. Moreira
et al. (2015) found that the adolescents who attended regular schools were high on these
dimensions as compared to those who did not attend regular schools for primary education
(reward dependence: t = 5.49, p=0.00; life-satisfaction: t=3.82, p=0.00; persistence: t=4.54,
p=0.00; health-related quality of life: t=5.99, p=0.00; self-directedness: t=5.03, p=0.00;
positive affect: t=3.92, p=0.00; cooperativeness: t=5.63, p=0.00; and social support: t=4.14,
p=0.00). Adamson (2003) studied self-image in conjunction with personality development
in disabled adolescents. As opposed to previous literature and the general belief regarding
the self-image of adolescents living with a disability, Adamson (2003) found the self-image
to be more positive in disabled adolescent than what had been established by previous
studies. Measuring the personality of learning disabled adolescents on the psychosocial
parameters given by Erikson, Pickar and Tori (1986) found that the resolution of the fourth
stage of psychosocial development, industry vs inferiority, to be relatively less successful as
compared to nondisabled adolescents. Furthermore, learning disabled adolescents scored
poorly on self-concept measures as compared to the control subjects.
The majority of studies that investigated locus of control in disabled adolescents have found
an external orientation as opposed to the internal local of control measured in nondisabled
adolescents. As established by Hallahan, Gajar, Cohen, & Tarver (1978), there was a
significant difference in the orientation of locus of control between learning disabled
adolescents and nondisabled adolescents. Learning disabled adolescents showed a higher
degree of externalized locus of control (IAR- t(54)=3.20, p<.002; N-S- t(54)=4.20, p<.001)
in academic situations as well as general circumstances. On the other hand,
Fincham&Barling (1978) drew a comparison between learning disabled, gifted, and normal
adolescent boys in terms of locus of control. Analysis of variance showed a significant
difference between the three groups (Table 2)
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Table 2: Findings by Fincham&Barling (1978)
Comparison Groups
t score
LD vs. Gifted
t(19) = 3.77
p<.005
LD vs. Normal
t(21) = 1.77
p< .05
Gifted vs. Normal
t(19) = 2.16
p < .025
Source: Fincham&Barling (1978)
In order to establish the difference between learning disabled children and control
participants, Chapman &Boersma (1979) investigated the orientation of locus of control in
the context of academic situations. The results showed that children with learning disabilities
attributed school-related achievements to external sources rather than their own capabilities.
This externalization could be generalized to other events of life as well which points towards
an external locus of control. Similar findings were established by Pearl, Bryan, & Donahue
(1980) who studied the relationship between IQ and locus and control in learning disabled
children. They found the relationship between the two to be non-significant within the
disabled adolescents but a group difference existed between disabled and control
participants. This led them to the conclusion that learning disabled adolescents were less
likely to show internality of their locus of control when it came to successful outcomes in
various situations. Marling, Snider, & Tarver (1982) have understood the working of locus
of control in the context of the environment. As posited by them, locus of control is a
significant personality variable and is determined by the way an individual interacts with
their immediate environment. They also asserted that in the case of learning disabled
adolescent, locus of control is highly external, more so in the academic context.
Factors associated with Personality Dimensions and Locus of Control Orientations
As per the available literature, personality and locus of control do not work in singularity
but are accompanied and determined by various other psychological and non-cognitive
factors. These factors are often the cause or consequence of personality development and the
events that determine the orientation of locus of control in people, disabled or otherwise.
Such factors, as understood through the previous studies, have been tabulated hereunder:
Table 3: Factors affecting personality development and locus of control
Dimension Factors
Author(s)
Personality Self-evaluation, self-image, attitudes,
Adamson (2003)
identity development, social interaction,
and social participation
Psychosocial development, self-concept,
Pickar& Tori (1986)
intellectual status, global sense of
competence, social acceptance, and
interpersonal relationships,
Family context, parental influence and
Syed
&Seiggge-Krenke
involvement, integration between
(2013)
personality and development, ego
development trajectories, and identity
status,
Affect, social support, quality of life, well- Moreira, Cloningrr, Dinis,
being, transcendence, and cooperativeness Sa, Oliveira, Dias, &
Oliveira (2015)
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Locus of
control

Academic achievement, learned
helplessness, value judgment, sense of
responsibility, motivation, attribution style,
and social relationships
Achievement deficits, problem-solving,
adaptive strategy, and reinforcement

Marling, Snider, & Tarver
(1982)

Hallahan, Gajar, Cohen, &
Tarver (1978)

Success experience, early training, in- Lewis & Lawrence (1989)
service programmes for learning disabled
students
Environment, achievement, generosity,
Fincham&Barling (1978)
moral behavior, conservation, cognitive
complexity, intelligence, and egocentricity
School-related task outcomes, degree of
Chapman &Boersma (1979)
control, assumption of responsibilities,
perception of ability, perceptions of
control, task persistence, and attribution
retraining
The effort, task difficulty, learned Pearl, Bryan, & Donahue
helplessness, and personal responsibility for (1980)
failure.
All these factors have been identified in the context of personality and locus of control in
nondisabled and disabled adolescents and children, which provides a comprehensive picture
of the working of the two factors. They are, however, dependent on a number of sociocultural determinants. The degree of these factors tends to vary across genders, age groups,
ethnicities, races, and cultures. In the context of disabled adolescents, various other
correlates come into play such as peer factors, social relationships, parental involvement,
school environment, access to resources, teacher-student dynamics, community life, and
sexual behavior.
Discussion
The compiled literature gives us an overview of how personality development and locus of
control are affected by disabled adolescents. Studies show that being one of the most
important determinants of personality, self-image tends to be negative for adolescents with
disability (Pearson, Carr, &Halliwell, 1985). Similarly, many other studies have pointed
towards the interplay between self-concept and self-image in determining individual
personality. Researchers such as Blum, Resnick, Nelson, and St Germaine (1991) have
elaborated on the association between negative self-image development and limited social
participation in physically disabled adolescents. Therefore, disabled adolescents tend to
show a greater degree of negative self-image which directly or indirectly causes a substantial
impact on their overall personality development (Adamson, 2003) as well as their locus of
control where external factors play a significant role (Marling, Snider, & Tarver, 1982). The
locus of control of adolescents living with a disability has been found to be mostly external
(Lawrence & Winchell, 1975). This can be aptly justified by the fact that disabled
adolescents face limitations in terms of academic participation which paves the way for
unsuccessful scholastic endeavors. Such experiences are bound to cause deficits in
attribution style. Moreover, lagging behind the peers are known to cause significant distress
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in otherwise healthy adolescents. The same scenario is two folds complicated for disabled
adolescents who struggle to establish their identity among their peer groups.
Positive personality traits have been associated with better adaptation to traumatic events
such as the onset of disability (Livneh, 2015). Researchers such as Neumann (1984) have
determined the role of personality in the overall experience and outcome of disability.
Personality changes are the most rapid during adolescence, which is why any significant
event can adversely hamper typical development. Studies have shown that parental
involvement, as well as genetic predisposition, play a crucial role in the personality
development of disabled adolescents (Syed &Seiggge-Krenke, 2013). Locus of control,
which has also been identified as a component of personality, is also significantly determined
by external factors such as environmental experiences. Adolescence is marked by
tremendous changes that bring in opportunities for development. However, with barriers
such as disability, these opportunities become extremely limited that affect the typical
development of the affected individual. Such arguments have also been supported by various
other studies that have investigated the dynamics of personality development and the
consequent effect on the orientation of locus of control in disabled adolescents
(Cunningham, Gerard, & Miller, 1978; Bryan & Bryan, 1978).
Conclusion
Disabled adolescents face a multitude of challenges as they transition into adulthood.
Majority of these complications arise from their impaired psychological functioning.
Because of getting stuck between the establishment of self-identity and the need for
subserviency, adolescents often face hindrances in their overall development. These issues
manifest in scholastic performance and social relationships that often witness a downward
trend. The externality of locus of control further impacts self-concept and leads to poor life
satisfaction. In conclusion, disability can cause serious turmoil in the lives of adolescents
and more so because of limited opportunities and restricted activity. Disabled adolescents
have not received the attention that they deserve. Despite being one of the most vulnerable
populations, adolescents affected by disability have not been documented well enough in
general population studies. It is the need of the hour that more and more investigations take
place in the interest of this population so that appropriate invention can be formulated at
personal and community levels.
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A study on Scientific Attitude and Critical Thinking Ability of
Secondary school students
Ramya M R
Dr Sheela G
Abstract
The present research study was undertaken to investigate the Scientific Attitude and Critical
Thinking Ability of Secondary school students. Descriptive Survey method was adopted for
the study. Scientific Attitude Scale constructed and standardized by S.C Gakhar and
Amandeep kaur and Critical Thinking Ability test constructed by the investigators were used
for Collection of data. t-test was used for analysis of the data. The result showed that ,there
is no significant difference between Scientific Attitude of male and female secondary school
students, a significant difference existed between Scientific Attitude of secondary school
students possessing to low and high General Mental Ability, No significant difference
existed between Critical Thinking Ability of male and female secondary school students,
No significant difference existed between Critical Thinking Ability of secondary school
students belonging to low and high General Mental Ability.
Keywords: Descriptive Survey method, t-test, Scientific Attitude, Critical Thinking.
1. Introduction
In the context of revolution of science and technology, importance of science education is
being recognized more and more. It should be considered as an integral part of school
education, as recommended by N.P.E (1986). Science strengthens commitments of man to
free enquiry and search for truth as its highest beauty and obligation (Celenti, 1988).
Therefore the study of science imparts training in scientific method developing Scientific
Attitude of learners. This is the quality which ensures sustainable development of an
individual as well as the nation which is becoming more and more scientific gradually (Rao,
1996).
Invention and discovery are essential for progress of society and making human life more
meaningful. The study of science brings the luxuries that accompany these new inventions.
Hence teaching of science gained significance than never before the beginning of this
century. Teaching of science at secondary level in schools aims at developing Scientific
Attitude and critical thinking in its students. Hence this investigation aims at studying the
level of Scientific Attitude and critical thinking among Secondary school students.
1.1 Scientific Attitude
Modern society is being influenced by the scientific environment and its applications and
science has become an integral part of our daily life now termed as ‘Modern living’. Our
thinking, our attitudes, our interests, our outlook. have undergone tremendous changes.
Scientific Attitudes refers to the behavioral dispositions expected in individuals who
intend to become successful scientists. Scientific Attitude includes an individual’s respect
for evidence, honesty, creativity, flexibility, curiosity, objectivity and skepticism.
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Scientific Attitude is the most important outcomes of science teaching. The development of
Scientific Attitudes should not be left to chance. Significant characteristics of Scientific
Attitude in an individual are open mindedness, curiosity, judgment based on verified facts,
ready to test and verify conclusion, faith in cause and effect relationship, readiness to
reconsider judgment, be free from superstitions and false beliefs, honest in recording,
collecting and reporting scientific data, being critical in observations, accepting no
conclusions ultimate and more faith in the books written by specialists in their respective
fields etc.
Scientific Attitude is the curiosity to know about one’s environment; the belief that nothing
can happen without a cause and those occurrences that seem strange and mysterious can
always be explained by natural causes (Caldwell & Curits, 1943). Scientific Attitude is the
possession of the skills and attitudes necessary for the usage of the scientific process and the
possession of the knowledge acquired through the process that make a person a scientist
(Opong, 1981). Through science teaching certain social ethics and values such as honesty,
rationality, objectivity and making judgment on the basis of reliable information can be
developed in our youths. Open-mindedness, curiosity and an optimistic approach to failure
are values that are closely related to scientific training. Scientific Attitudes are very
important to every individuals. Scientific Attitude is the combination of many qualities and
virtues, which is reflected through the behavior and action of the person. These persons are
open-minded, experiment oriented, systematic in approach, possess love for knowledge,
intellectually honest, unbiased, truthful, and possess scientific temper’ and the expectations
that the solution of the problem will come through the use of verified knowledge (Jancirani,
Dhevakrishnan & Devi, 2012).
1.2 Importance of Scientific Attitude
Having a Scientific Attitude means accepting only facts that have been carefully verified,
together with a willingness to discard old theories that new facts tend to displace.
Development of Scientific Attitude is important for every child as it leads to truths, and these
truths are based upon objectivity, coupled with a fair degree of skepticism and humility, as
opposed to overconfidence and bias. Scientific Attitude indicates that answers to questions
are arrived at through a process of critical thinking.
1.3 Critical Thinking Ability
The ability to think critically is an essential life skill in society today, as the world changes
at an ever-faster pace and economies become global, young adults are entering an expanding,
diverse job market. It is necessary now more than ever before to ensure that secondary level
students possess the thinking power to flexibly and creatively adapt to new avenue in the
world market. According to Acharya (2016), the majority of schools fail to teach critical
thinking and, as a result, the majority of our students do not practice it. Hayes and Devitt
(2008) stated, critical thinking strategies are not extensively developed or practiced during
primary and secondary education. School systems need to amend their curriculum to ensure
that high school graduates have developed a solid foundation of critical thinking skills,
enabling them to be more successful in their pursuits after secondary school.
Critical Thinking Ability refers to the ability to analyze information objectively and make a
reasoned judgment. Critical thinking involves the evaluation of sources such as data, facts,
observable phenomenon, and research findings. Good critical thinkers can draw reasonable
conclusions from a set of information and discriminate between useful and less useful details
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to solve a problem or make a decision. It includes the ability to engage in reflective and
independent thinking. A child with critical thinking skills will be able to:
• understand logical connections between ideas
• identify, construct and evaluate arguments
• detect inconsistencies and common mistakes in reasoning
• solve problems systematically
• identify the relevance and importance of ideas
• reflect on the justification of one's own beliefs and value
There are many different definitions of Critical Thinking Ability,
According to Dewey (1910) “The essence of critical thinking is suspended judgment and the
essence of this suspense is inquiry to determine the nature of the problem before proceeding
to attempts at its solution. This, more than any other thing, transforms mere inference into
tested inference into tested inference, suggested conclusions into proof.”
According to Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal (1980) “A composite of attitudes,
knowledge and skills. This composite includes:(1) Attitudes of inquiry that involves an
ability to recognize the existence of problems and an acceptance of the general need for
evidence in support of what is asserted to be true (2) Knowledge of the nature of valid
inferences, abstractions and generalizations in which the weight or accuracy of different
kinds of evidence are logically determined and (3) Skills in employing and Appling the
above attitudes and knowledge.”
The ability to think clearly and rationally is important in every task we undertake be it the
field of education, research, finance, management or the legal profession. Thinking clearly
and systematically can improve the way we express of one’s ideas. Being able to think well
and solve problems systematically is an asset for in everyone’s.
The global knowledge economy is driven by information and technology. One has to be able
to deal with changes quickly and effectively. The new economy places increasing demands
on flexible intellectual skills, and the ability to analyze information and integrate diverse
sources of knowledge in solving problems. Good critical thinking promotes such thinking
skills, and is very important in the fast-changing society.
Creative solution to a problem involves not just having new ideas. But the new ideas
generated are to be useful and relevant. Critical thinking plays a crucial role in evaluating
new ideas, selecting the best ones and modifying them when necessary.
In order to live a meaningful life and to structure our lives accordingly, we need to justify
and reflect on our values and decisions. Critical thinking provides the tools for this process
of self-evaluation.
Science requires the critical use of reason in experimentation and theory confirmation. The
proper functioning of a liberal democracy requires citizens who can think critically about
social issues to inform their judgments about proper governance and to overcome biases and
prejudice.
2. Statement of the problem
The study is entitled,
“A study on Scientific Attitude and Critical Thinking Ability of Secondary school students
of Mysuru city”.
3. Objectives of the study
The following are the objectives of the study;
1. To compare the Scientific Attitude of male and female Secondary school students.
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2. To compare the Scientific Attitude of secondary school students with high and low
General Mental Ability.
3. To compare the Critical Thinking Ability of male and female Secondary school students.
4. To compare the Critical Thinking Ability of secondary school students with high and
low General Mental Ability.
4. Hypotheses of the study
The following hypotheses were formed in pursuance of the objectives of the study,
1. There is no significant difference between the Scientific Attitude of male and female
Secondary school students.
2. There is no significant difference between the Scientific Attitude of secondary school
students with high and low General Mental Ability.
3. There is no significant difference between the Critical Thinking Ability of male and
female Secondary school students.
4. There is no significant difference between the Critical Thinking Ability of secondary
school students with high and low General Mental Ability.
5. Variables of the study
Main variable
• Scientific Attitude
• Critical Thinking Ability
Background variable
• Gender
• General Mental Ability
6. Operational definition of the Key terms
Scientific Attitude: Scientific Attitude as ‘open mindedness, a desire for accurate
knowledge, confidence in procedures for seeking knowledge and the expectation that the
solution of the problem will come through the use of verified knowledge.
S.C Gakhar and Amandeep kaur considered the following components of Scientific Attitude:
• Curiosity
• open-mindedness,
• faith in scientific method,
• cause and effect relationship,
• critical mindedness,
• seeks evidence ,
• objectivity,
• suspended judgment
• aversion to superstition
In this study Scientific Attitude is represented by scores on Scientific Attitude Scale by S.C
Gakhar and Amandeep kaur
Critical Thinking Ability: Critical Thinking is the ability to analyze information objectivity
and make a reasoned judgment, critical thinking involves the evaluation of sources such as
data, facts, observable phenomenon and research findings.
Following are the components of Critical Thinking Ability:
• Analysis
• Applying standards
• Information seeking
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• Logical reasoning
• Transforming knowledge
• Inference
• Decision making
• Discrimination
In this study Critical Thinking Ability is represented by scores on Critical Thinking Ability
test constructed by the researcher.
General Mental Ability: General Mental Ability (GMA) is a term used to describe the level
at which all individual learns understands instructions and solves problems. Tests of General
Mental Ability include scales that measure specific constructs such as verbal mechanical
,numerical, social and spatial ability. The overall score is considered the most important
factor , explaining more variation in individual performance than specific abilities. The
Raven’s progressive Matrices (RPM)is a non-verbal test for measuring the intelligence of
persons above the age of eleven .In this RPM booklet , there are five sets of problems .they
are sets ,A,B,C,D and E . Each one set has 12 problems. Every problem requires the user to
select the design that completes the pattern.
7. Method
Descriptive Survey method was adopted for this study.
8. Sample of the study
The sample of the study comprised of hundred secondary schools students of Mysuru city.
The students were selected by using simple random sampling technique.
9. Tools used for Data Collection
Scientific Attitude scale: Scientific Attitude scale was use data collect data on Scientific
Attitude of Secondary School Students. This is a standardized tool constructed by S.C
Gakhar and Amandeep kaur (1985). The Scientific Attitude scale comprises of Sixty one
statements from nine areas of Scientific Attitude namely curiosity, open-mindedness, faith
in scientific method, cause and effect relationship, critical mindedness, seeks evidence
,objectivity, suspended judgment and aversion to superstition, the scale included Positive
and negative items. Each item is given four preference- strongly agree, Agree, Undecided,
disagree, strongly disagree. Positive items were given a score of 5,4,3,2, and 1 respectively.
The negative items were given a score of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively scores of each items
were summed up to get total score of each individual students.
Critical Thinking Ability Test: Critical thinking test constructed by the researcher was
used to collect the data related to Critical Thinking Ability of Secondary school students in
this study. The Critical Thinking Ability test comprised of Thirty five Multiple Choice
Questions covering eight components namely, Analysis, Applying standards, Information
Seeking, Logical reasoning, Transforming Knowledge, Inference, Decision making and
Discrimination. Each Question carries one score. Scores obtained on each question was
summed up to get the total score of each individual student.
10. Statistical techniques used for Analysis of Data
t-test used to find whether two groups significantly differ in Critical Thinking Ability and
Scientific Attitude.
11. Analysis and Interpretation of Data
Hypothesis -1
There is no significant difference between Scientific Attitude of male and female secondary
school students.
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Table No -1: Table showing the Number, Mean, Standard deviation, ‘t’ value and level of
significance in the Scientific Attitude scores of secondary school students belonging to
male and female.
Level of
Variables
N
Mean
S.D.
‘t’ value
significance
Female
50
842.30
18.72
Gender
NS
1.486
Male
50
836.93
17.39
NS= Not significant.
The data in the above table shows that obtained‘t’ value of 1.486 is lesser than table value
of 1.98 at 0.05 level. It is not significant, therefore null hypothesis (Ho1) is accepted and it
is concluded that there is no significant difference between Scientific Attitude of male and
female secondary school students.
Hypothesis -2
There is no significance difference between the Scientific Attitude of secondary school
students belonging to low and high General Mental Ability.
Table No -2: Table showing the Number, Mean, Standard deviation, ‘t’ value and level of
significance in the Scientific Attitude scores of secondary school students belonging to low
and high General Mental Ability
Level of
Variables
N
Mean
S.D.
‘t’ value
significance
General
Low
48
829.28
16.174
Mental
6.475
**
High
52
849.16
14.390
Ability
* Significant at 0.01 level (Table value 2.63)
The data in the above table shows that obtained ‘t’ value of 6.475 is greater than table value
of 2.63 at 0.01 level. It is significant, Therefore null hypothesis (Ho-2) is rejected and it is
concluded that there is a significance difference between the Scientific Attitude of secondary
school students belonging to low and high General Mental Ability.
Further it can be observed that the mean Scientific Attitude scores of high General Mental
Ability were found to be greater (Mean=849.16) than from low General Mental Ability
(mean=829.28) respectively.
Hypothesis -3:
There is no significant difference between Critical Thinking Ability of male and female
secondary school students.
Table No- 3: Table showing the Number, Mean, Standard deviation, ‘t’ value and level of
significance in the Critical Thinking Ability scores of secondary school students belonging
to male and female.
Level of
Variables
N
Mean
S.D.
‘t’ value
significance
Female
50
31.580
1.667
Gender
NS
0.661
Male
50
31.340
1.954
NS= Not significant.
The data in the above table shows that obtained ‘t’ value of 0.661 is lesser than table value
of 1.98 at 0.05 level. It is not significant, therefore null hypothesis (Ho-3) is accepted and it
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is concluded that there is no significant difference between Critical Thinking Ability of male
and female secondary school students.
Hypothesis -4:
There is no significance difference between the Critical Thinking Ability of secondary
school students belonging to low and high General Mental Ability.
Table No – 4: Table showing the Number, Mean, Standard deviation, ‘t’ value and level of
significance in the Critical Thinking Ability scores of secondary school students belonging
to low and high General Mental Ability.
Level of
Variables
N
Mean
S.D.
‘t’ value
significance
General
Low
48
31.583
1.760
Mental
0.654
NS
High
52
31.346
1.867
Ability
NS= Not significant.
The data in the above table shows that obtained ‘t’ value of 0.654 is lesser than table value
of 1.98 at 0.05 level. It is not significant, therefore null hypothesis (Ho-4) is accepted and it
is concluded that there is no significant difference between the Critical Thinking Ability of
secondary school students belonging to low and high General Mental Ability.
12. Findings Of The Study
The following are the findings of the study:
➢ There is no significant difference between Scientific Attitude of male and female
secondary school students,
➢ A significance difference existed between Scientific Attitude of secondary school
students possessing to low and high General Mental Ability,
➢ No significant difference existed between Critical Thinking Ability of male and female
secondary school students,
➢ No significant difference existed between Critical Thinking Ability of secondary school
students belonging to low and high General Mental Ability.
13. Conclusion
In this era most important aspect for success is the ability to think independently and
logically. Hence, in schools to develop scientific attitude and Critical Thinking Ability
among students’ educational programmes and strategies should be taught to the students.
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A study on life skills among B.Ed trainees on some selected
variables
Dayaprasad S
Dr. Sarvamangala D R
Abstract
Education helps individuals to make decisions that meet the needs of the present without
compromising those of future generations. It aims to change the way we think, behave,
interact with nature, and address social and economic problems. Education is a dynamic
force in the life of every individual, influencing his physical, mental, emotional, social and
ethical development. . The Investigator conducted a study to measure life skills among the
B.Ed teacher trainees. . A sample was selected by employing stratified random sampling
technique. The findings of the study are there is significant difference in life skills among
B.Ed. teacher trainees with respect to Gender. There is a significant difference in life skills
among B.Ed. teacher trainees with respect to Rural and Urban.
Introduction
Education plays an important role in shaping the future of a nation. Education has an
immense effect on the political, economic and social development with the increasing
recognition by all the countries. Humayun Kabir (1959) rightly emphasized that ‘a nation,
however rich in national resources, cannot prosper unless its human resources are properly
developed and, such a development is essentially, a function of education.
Education helps individuals to make decisions that meet the needs of the present without
compromising those of future generations. It aims to change the way we think, behave,
interact with nature, and address social and economic problems. Education is a dynamic
force in the life of every individual, influencing his physical, mental, emotional, social and
ethical development.
Reviews of related literature
Kumar, K. (2001) has conducted a study to identify the components of life skill to develop
life skill programme for student teachers and to study the effectiveness of the life skill
programme for student teachers. The findings of this study were that a few of student
teachers possessed all the life skills very well, whereas a few of them were very poor in all
the life skills.
Pathak (2002) had prepared a Creativity Program for Pre-Service Teacher Trainees at
Primary Level and evaluated its Effectiveness. The objectives of the study were to construct
and standardize a creativity test for pre-service teacher trainees at primary level, to develop
creativity program and evaluate its effectiveness for pre-service teacher trainees at primary
level. The study adopted Pre-test post life skills experimental and control group design. The
sample for the experimental group comprised of 46 trainees from Rajpipla, and the control
group consisted of 43 trainees from Santrampur . The results of the study claimed to develop
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creativity components like fluency, originality, flexibility and so on. Hence, the primary preservice teacher trainees found to develop their creativity through this program.
Prasad (2002) has carried out a study on advocacy and capacity building through Life Skills
education for adolescents. The main objective of the study was to design a school based
program for Mental Health and Life Skills Education called, Expressions India to create
awareness, responsibility and empowerment amongst adolescents, their parents and teachers.
It was focused on to sensitize the school going adolescents about relevant psychological
issues, to promote the Life Skills and prevent the difficulties associated with behavioural
and learning problems. The findings revealed that adolescents, parents and teachers were
become sensitized about Life Skills and adolescents had enhanced their Life Skills in a
significant manner.
Variables of the study
Criterion Variables
•
Life Skills
Back ground variables
•
Gender - Male and Female
•
Locale - Rural and Urban
Objectives of the study
1. To find significant difference in life skills among B.Ed. teacher trainees with respect to
Gender
2. To find significant difference in life skills among B.Ed. teacher trainees with respect to
Rural and Urban
Hypothesis
1. There is no significant difference in Life skills among B.Ed. teacher trainees with respect
to gender.
2. There is no significant difference in Life skills among B.Ed. teacher trainees with respect
to Rural and Urban areas.
Population and sample
The population of the study includes all the B.Ed trainees of Bangalore urban and rural
district.
Sample and Sampling Technique
There are 160 B.Ed colleges Bangalore urban and rural district. Out of 160 colleges the
investigator had selected randomly 24 colleges, in which 12 colleges belongs to government
sector and 12 are of private sector. A sample was selected by employing stratified random
sampling technique.
Analysis and interpretation
Ho-1: There is no significant difference in Life skills among B.Ed. teacher trainees with
respect to gender.
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Table: 1.1 Variables, Mean, SD and t-value in life skills between male and female
students studying B.Ed colleges
Gender
Std.
Level of
N
Mean
t-value
Deviation
significance

Life
skills(total)

Male
Female

219
181

70.99
74.99

7.72
11.61

5.18

Significant
at 0.01
Level

From the above table, it is found that that the value of ‘t’ value(5.18) is greater than the table
value and is significant at 0.01 level. Hence the formulated hypothesis is rejected and
alternate hypothesis is accepted stating that “There is significant difference in Life skills
among B.Ed. teacher trainees with respect to gender”. Since the mean scores of female
students are more than male students , shows that female students possess more life skills
than male students.
H0-2 : There is no significant difference in Life skills among B.Ed. teacher trainees with
respect to Rural and Urban areas
Table-1.2 variables, Mean, SD, and t-value in life skills among B.Ed Teacher
Trainees belonging to rural and urban locality.
Locality
N
Mean
SD
‘t’ value
Level
of
significance
life skills
(total)
Rural
180
74.15
6.92
Significant
2.95
at
0.01 level
Urban
220
71.84
8.48
From the above table-1.2 and the graph it reveals that the obtained 't'value-2.95 is greater
than table value (2.567) and is significant at 0.01 level. Hence, the formulated hypothesis is
rejected and alternate hypothesis is accepted that “There is significant difference in Life
skills among B.Ed. teacher trainees with respect to Rural and Urban areas”. This may be due
to the training and opportunities provided to enhance their life skills among teacher trainees.
Findings of the Study
1. There is significant difference in Life skills among B.Ed. teacher trainees with respect to
gender.
2. There is significant difference in Life skills among B.Ed. teacher trainees with respect to
Rural and Urban areas.
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Reviving Burnout Teachers Through Value Enrichment
Professional Development Programme: An Action Research
SHAILZA SHARMA
Abstract
In today’s world of accountability and excessive demands, a teacher is over burdened by
responsibilities and teaching is becoming a stressful occupation, which was called ‘labour
of love’ once. Prolonged stress if remain untreated may result in disillusionment and burnout
of teachers. The personal cost to a teacher who suffers burnout is far reaching. Not only work
performance diminishes so does a teacher’s health, self-esteem and spirit. Reviving tired,
disillusioned teachers can be encouraged through forms of reflective practices, including
reflection on the inner lives of teachers. Defining and living according to one’s personal core
values appears significant in the process of professional rejuvination. Consciously
connecting to the deeply held values with their work in schools may well support teachers
in today’s classroom in answering “How does your work reflect what’s most important to
you in life” (Henderson, 2003).
Based on the above assumptions many structured professional development programmes
have been developed for the renewal of burnout teachers one of them is “This teaching life
of mine” which is based on teachers’ personal and professional renewal through a reflective
exploration of core values and purpose. The action research described in this paper
investigated the impact of 'This teaching life of mine' programme for a small group of
burnout teachers in three Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalayas in promoting professional and
personal renewal.
Keywords: Teachers' Burnout, Value based Professional development, Reflective Practice
Introduction
Teachers are the important pillars of the educational system of any country. As today’s
school exist in an age of accountability and high demands, teachers are expected to bear a
variety of responsibilities. As a result, teaching is becoming more and more stressful
profession, which was called as ‘labour of love’ once. This chronic stress develops feelings
of emotional exhaustion and fatigue, negative attitude towards their students and loss of
feeling of accomplishment in their jobs. In psychological terms such type of teachers are
called burnout teachers. Burnout makes a teacher enable to maintain enthusiasm, care and
commitment that he initially brought to the job. Teacher’s burnout can have far-reaching
consequences. First, it motivates teachers to put the teaching profession with in few years of
starting of their carrier, secondly it affects the mental and physical health of teachers, and
thirdly it can lead to poor student learning. Hence, this issue needs immediate attention.
Development of strategies and professional development programmes that help the teachers
in coping with stress and renewal of burnout teachers is the need of the hour.
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In the search of coping strategies for burnout and review of literature the author came across
a story – 'In a village some labourer were working, a traveller asked the nearest labourer
“what’s going on here?” the labourer replied I am busting rocks. The traveller asked the
same question from other labourer, he replied I am earning a living to support my family.
The traveller than approached a third labour and asked the same question. With a gleam in
his eyes, he replied, “we are building a cathedral”.
(Adapted from ' The cathedral within' by Bill Shore)
A teacher is also a nation builder, not just a worker, nor just a professional. this work of
nation building need perseverance, dedication and a lot of faith in the face of ongoing
setback, challenges and complications. The story cited above gives a clue, that reinforcing
the core values of teachers and by connecting them with their self and purpose, can be an
important strategy to revive burnout teachers.
Values alignment and teacher renewal
Hall (1994) defines values as: “The ideals that give significance to our lives that are reflected
through the priorities that we choose, and that we act on consistently and repeatedly.”
The “values” provide motivation, was demonstrated in a study by Lydon (1996) who found
that commitments to projects and goals has high levels when these were strongly connected
with the personal core values of participants. Moreover, this commitment prompted
persistence with a goal or project under adverse condition.
Disconnection from that which is personally and professionally important to teachers is one
of the key indicators of disillusionment and possible burnout (Carotta,1999), hence
reclaiming a sense of integrity between core values and practise is a fundamental component
of renewal and re engagement (Gardner, 2009).
What teachers need is not simply a refill of energy but careful exploration of the question:
How should I allocate my energy in ways that are consistent with the deepest values I have
about myself as a teacher and as a person (Intrator & Kunzman, 2006).
Value spectrum for effective teachers
According to Chippendale (1988) the values for a teacher to be effective and rejuvenated
can be grouped into eight clusters.
Self-reservation cluster- self-interest / control, self-reservation, wonder / awe.
Security Cluster- affection curiosity, security, sensory pleasure (being happy).
Belonging Cluster- family / belonging, being liked, care / nurture, hospitality/courtesy,
coordination, endurance / patience , friendship, rights/ respect, peer support, social
affirmation
Organisation cluster- self competency/ confidence, organised play and work, faith,
communication rationality, beauty, planning and management, accountability, productivity,
workmanship.
Self-actualisation cluster- equality, integration, adaptability/flexibility, self-assertion,
decision-making/ initiation, empathy, self-assessment, generosity, mutual compliance,
sharing/ listening/ trust.
Emerging order cluster- being self, new organisation /construction, meditation/
contemplation, discovery and insight, community/ supportive, collaboration and
cooperation, creative ideation, skilful leisure, organisational mission, mutual accountability,
simplicity, unity and diversity.
Wisdom cluster- oneness transcendence, interdependence, vision, synergy.
Global transformation cluster- global equality, human rights, bio diversity.
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First four clusters form foundation value while last four cluster forms motivational values.
The exploration of values through reflective practice
Reflection is “a process of contemplation with an openness to bring changes, a willingness
to learn”. An important role of reflection is that of “reviewing practice, taking time to step
back & to ponder the meaning of what has happened, the impact of it and direction one is
taking (Higgins, 2011).
A reflective conversation focuses upon questioning and exploring values to which we are
committed to and try to live them in our daily life and work. Gardner(2009), in his study,
used critical reflection to explored the professional practice of ten staff members from a child
welfare agency, where there was a prevailing feeling of powerlessness and hopelessness. By
uncovering and articulating core values of staff during a series of workshops, it become
revealed that the members were disconnected from their preferred values as well as there
was an un-clarity about their purpose. Through a change of practice, there was a noticeable
reconnection between values and behaviours. They were reminded about the motivations
behind choosing their profession by reconnecting with their deeply held values and ideals.
This critical reflection can also play a vital role in helping burnout teachers to reconnect
them with a sense of what matters, creating a powerful link between their articulation of core
values and a reminder of vocational purpose
Structured programmes for value based teacher renewal
In recent years many structured reflective practise programme have been applied and studied
in the field of teachers renewal, out of these two value based programmes are worth
mentioning“The courage to teach” programme- based on the works of Parker Palmer (2000, 2004,
2007a), this programme identifies teaching as a challenging profession. Palmer describes,
“The entanglements I experience in the classroom are often no more or less than the
convolutions of my inner life. Viewed from this angle teaching holds a mirror of self”. Hence
this programmes focusses on feelings of personal reconnection to self and professional
reengagement, albeit at different levels and for different reasons.
“This teaching life of mine” programme- this is comprised of six conversational
workshops over the course of six weeks. During these workshops, conversations are kept
focus on identification and exploration of core personal values and deeper purpose.
A brief outline of workshops is given hereWorkshop 1: Exploring the person that teaches, past and present.
Workshop 2: Introduction to values and the role they play in our lives.
Workshop 3: Interpreting the value data generated from AVI.
Workshop 4: Focus determined by participants specific renewal needs.
Workshop 5: Drafting purpose statements.
Workshop 6: Participants’ stories of most significant change and closing reflection.
Other tools included in this programme areA Value Inventory (AVI) – the AVI created in 1988 by Paul Chippendale, a pioneer in
organisational change through values technology. AVI identifies 128 values, comprising the
fundamental values that have the potential to appear in the development and lifelong growth
of an individual. AVI test consists of 48 sets of 8-forced – choice value laden statements.
The person taking the test has to select the choice that has a higher priority to them than any
other statement in each set of 8. The data from AVI is processed through computer to
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generate each participants’ values in rank order by percentage points, 100% being the highest
possible.
Conversational Interactions – Reflective and focused conversations is the main feature of
this programme. As each workshop has different focus points, some meditation tools are
employed in this programme during workshops to evoke thoughts and reflections. A brief
description is given below“The people on the tree”: picture is used to begin every workshop. A teacher is asked to
identify the people from the picture that is best suited to describe his/her current situation in
professional and personal life. Conversation focussed on the first story of each participant’s
teaching life, the story about the pathways towards the decision to become a teacher and the
motivation behind this desire.
Ritchharts (2002) concept of a Teacher’s Red Thread, or personal pedagogical creed, is
introduced as a potent way to begin a journey back to teachers’s sense of purpose and their
vocational intent.
Carefully chosen questions concerning living one’s values in the work place-evoked stories
from participants about feeling of their frustrations, unrecognition in institutes etc.
Analysis of results from A Value Inventory to identify the development of insights about
reclaiming aspects of themselves that they might discarded or put out of sight. The
comprehensive value files that are generated will provide rich data sets in the later analysis.
The use of specifically selected poems and nine signposts questions added deeper emotions
provoking layers to the dialogue.
The construction of Draft Purpose Statements are helpful in bringing conversation to the
recognition of each person’s unique strengths and their deeper sourse of purposeful
motivation.
Reflective journals- the focus of reflection in this programme is to encourage the
conversation about the inner landscape of the teachers’ lives for a purpose to reigniting their
professtional vitality. For this, a reflective task is given after completing every workshop.
The participants have to record the visible tracks of their thinking and how it possibly
changes and evolves over the weeks.
Most Significant Change Stories (MSC)- as a technique MSC is a credible process for
monitoring change and evaluating programme impact. IN the 5th session of this programme,
the participants are asked to come to final week ready to share a story of change as a
consequence of attending the renewal workshops.
Follow-up Interviews- Follow-up interviews are conducted after few months of completion
of workshops with participants at their place of work. This is important to examine the
endurance of insight and feeling of renewal gained by each participant.
Action research on the programme “This teaching life of mine”
After going through the structure of the programme “This teaching life of mine”, I found this
programme quite promising. The results of studies and action researches conducted by
applying this programme for the renewal of teachers inspired the euthor to conduct an action
research in her school, by applying this programme. The problem of professional burnout
among teachers is quite prominent in Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalayas due to 24x7 duty hours
and pressure of very high performance parameters set by Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti . For
this action research, I applied Maslach burnout inventory to all the teachers of my school,
80% of the teachers including the author, showed signs of burnout. Out of these, four most
burnout teachers (Having high scores on MBI) were selected and convinced to participate
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in the teachers renewal programme This teaching life of mine. Workshop conversation were
arranged in the biology lab as the author was working as PGT Biology in the same school .
With some initial hesitation, all the four teachers participated in all the six workshops
actively. The author played the role of a facilitator as well as a co participant in this action
research
Data analysis and findings- After examining the various data sources viz- audio tapes, on
the spot brief note of the conversational interaction, results from a value inventory, reflective
writings of the participants, most significant stories and my own entries in reflective journals,
some common themes emerged out that are presented here brieflyTalking about their entries in the world of teaching, participants admitted that(Translated
from Hindi).
- Initially I use to enjoy my work but gradually it become duty. I feel like I am being
burdened by duties and forgot to be happy.
-Initially I was full of enthusiasm, full of ideals and values having a strong desire of making
positive changes in the life of my students, but now I feel that I am not able for this.
-I feel sad, helpless, quite depressed and unconfident about myself and it stopped me from
really connecting with students and my colleagues.
With the proceeding of workshops, positive signs of renewal begun to emerge-I need to feel excited about what I am doing. I want my excitement back, I want to feel good
about my work.
-I want to be happy in my personal and professional life.
-I just felt a bit more myself again.
-I feel like I am going back to my roots.
-My disorienting dilemmas and confusions are sorted out a bit.
-I can realize how and when I become off the path of my undivided self and away from my
highly prioritised values.
Each of the participant begun to identified their unique prioritised core values and unique
purpose in their profession and in life.
Reflective entries and conversations in the last two workshops and stories of ‘most
significant change’ clearly indicated the sense of renewal by reconnecting with their
prioritised value as –
-I am feeling happy, much more connected ….. I feel more centred that makes me happier.
-I began to listen to my long ignored needs.
--I think an insight is developing in to me that I did not need to give up teaching, but that
instead, I have to reinvent my potential , look at teaching differently, go back to my roots
and find myself as the creative individual again at school and in my personal life.
-Now I love to interact with the kids. I love developing curriculum, planning activities ……
so I am really enjoying being focussed on the children, their developments and playing
around with materials and doing some innovative work again (Follow-up interview).
This action research is replicated in two more nearby Navodaya Vidyalaya and almost same
results are reported that showed the effectiveness of value enrichment workshops in reviving
the burnout teachers.
Discussion – The FIRST key finding to emerge from the analysis of data was that a major
theme, “coming home to self” had emerged for each teacher as a consequence of
participation in the “This teaching life of mine” programme.
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Each participant experience a potent feeling of professional renewal through reconnecting
with forgotten aspect of themselves, the impact they experience was a profound sense of
“coming home to self.”
This was due to the following contributing factors• Addressing spiritual renewal- In this study ‘spiritual’ is defined as the diverse ways we
answer the heart’s longing to be connected to be connected with the largeness of life – a
longing that animates love and work (Palmer, 2007a). All the participants confirmed
that through replenishing the spirt, the other aspects of renewal (physical, mental,
emotional) would follow. Loehr & Schwarts (2003), support this centrality of spiritual
energy as the driver of motivation and purpose, engagement and perseverance and
therefore see spiritual replenishment as the way to begin the out wart ripple effect of
renewal. The content and quality of the reflective conversations with in the workshops
appeared to address the spiritual needs of the participants. This supported the process of
gradual personal and professional realignment within participants through aesthetic
approach to the workshop experiences. This reconnection was evident in participants’
“stories of most significant change”. All participants reported that they felt that they were
teaching in more wholehearted and effective way in the follow up interviews.
• A practical realignment with core values- The tasks given in this study and ongoing
discussions about the values helped and motivated participants to identify specific ways
of enhancing their highest values and in developing practical ways to each participant to
live their values every day, hence reconnecting and realigning participants with their
personal core values found to be a most important factor contributing to the impact of
“coming home to self”. Facilitating participants to consciously align with their values
and constructing purposeful statements signifies a return to vocational integrity and
seemed to be at the heart of these teachers’ experience of renewal.
• Engaging participants in critical reflection and corresponding action- For this purpose
many meditation tools were used, e.g. people on the tree picture that allow the
participants to critically reflect of their felt sense of renewal as the week progress.
Initially participants were not able to maintain that engagement away from the workshop
environment. They have to do the reflective writings between the time period of two
consecutive workshops but they complained of not having spare time for reflective writings,
however after third workshop when they are reminded about reflective writings in between
sessions, they did it. All participants took specific actions based on insight gained from their
values inventory results and renewal programmes.
Conclusions. This teaching life of mine programme focuses on addressing the personal as
well as the professional self-recognises that the teachers’ inner landscape affects their
teaching quality and therefore enriches the learning of their students in today’s demanding
classrooms. This study finds that “spiritual renewal” occupies a central place in participant’s
renewal requirements. Critical reflection followed by action was shown to be a key factor of
renewal. Participating in critically rich, reflective dialogues about a reconnection to their
core values and deeper purpose and using an action research method allowed the workshop
series to be structured around the specific needs of each participants.
Pedagogically, it was dialogic, fluid and open ended enough to support diverse exploration
of individual values and purpose, with each participant arriving at a place of renewal and
reconnection with vocation via unique pathways. After completing this programme,
participant teachers with an invigorate sense of mission and purpose are in the optimum
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position to inspire their students for joyful learning and continues educational progress. This
is the real task of teaching life.
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Holistic Education In 21st Century
Miss Poonam Kumari
Abstract
21st century education is being defined as technology centered education and child centered
education which focuses on drawing out the best from the child and to make them skillful so
they can face any situation in their future positively. In 21st century rapid growth and
development is taking place in every sphere of life. As we know that holistic education is
concerned with all-round development of the individual. So this holistic education is the
need of the hour to cope-up with the changing needs of this century. In this context, Holistic
education is very important. This paper explores various aspects of holistic education in 21st
century.
Key Word: 21st century, Holistic Education, Technology
Introduction
In 21stcentury a serious questions rise about the adequacy of contemporary mainstream
educational and processes to equip students to construct and face their futures positively.
Educational futurists have engaged in critical speculation about alternative forms of
education which might better prepare students for a rapidly changing and uncertain future,
while also considering the needs of future generations. As the structure of the world and our
understanding of the mind evolve, old theories of education which is outdated. In the 21st
century, the world is becoming a more integrated, technological and global community,
while psychology is moving toward a more nuanced and rigorous understanding of
individual learning styles. Education approaches are being defined by integrated learning
technologies and student-focused teaching strategy. In this context, Holistic education in 21st
century is a greater meaning today. Holistic education challenges the present approach to
education and its obsessive focus on standards and testing. It addresses the broadest
development of the whole person at the cognitive and affective levels. Holistic educators are
is just like a journey for both the teachers and the students. It provides students with a sense
of meaning and order to things. By introducing students to a holistic view of the planet, life
on Earth, and the emerging world community, as a “context of meaning,” holistic strategies
enable students to perceive and understand the various contexts which shape and give
meaning to life. The process of holistic education must therefore be flexible and dynamic to
accommodate these personal differences and influences and, moreover, differences in the
rate of personal progression. Hence, Holistic education in 21stcentury, without any doubt,
directed towards developing human beings with a global conscience, a vision of peace, love,
and intelligence.
Characteristics Of Education In 21st Century
1. Authentic, Active and Engaging:
Overarching narratives for context; interdisciplinary, real-world issues, examples and
applications that are meaningful to youth; creation/production opportunities; broadly
cooperative and collaborative (class, school, community, world)
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2. Differentiated and Increasingly Self-directed:
Combination of online, teacher-led and cooperative/collaborative learning (including
networking with students and adults around the world); Project-Based Learning with flexible
groupings; deep explorations (Informal Learning); Choice (topic, approach to learning,
performance, assessment); Service Learning.
3. Feeds the Spirit, Develops the Character and Expands the Mind and Heart
Providing an attractive, diverse, rich, socially positive and inclusive environment;
discovering, affirming and developing students’ personal gifts, talents and interests;
inspiring to develop transcendent human qualities through artistry and other creative
expression, symbolism, ceremony, and opportunities for leadership and for making a
difference to others
4. Systematic and Collaborative
Learning is more effective when students can share ideas and knowledge with others.
Sharing their experience, communicating and learning with others is an important part for
individual development. Systematic and collaborative education is providing for rapidly
growth of various skills.
5. Learner centered
Shift from teaching and instruction to learning and understanding. The "sage on the stage"
that characterized 20th Century Education has been replaced by the "guide on the side". Such
a guide or facilitator uses data-driven decision-making when determining instructional
decisions to engage, empower and direct the learner for greater ownership and
understanding.
Why Holistic Education In 21stcentury?
Today’s educations system is currently examining to see how they might change to meet
their needs in the 21st century. Students; teachers and the wider community are expressing
concerns about shortcomings of current education systems.
Student Concerns
• Not all students are fully engaged in the current curricula. Too many students drop
out, are absent or don't participate.
• Current education systems do not satisfy student needs for meaning, wholeness and
fulfillment.
Teacher Concerns
• There is a perceived lack of visionary leadership in the national education agenda.
• Many teachers are over-worked and highly stressed trying to cope with new
technology, new courses and a greater diversity in student needs - or trying to
maintain old practices within a system that can no longer support them.
Community Concerns
• There is a deepening crisis of substance abuse, suicide, homelessness and violence
experienced by youth.
Global Concerns
There is an avoidance of urgent global issues such as environmental degradation,
sustainable development, human starvation/disease/poverty and species extinction.
Perspectives Of Holistic Education
At the heart of Holistic Education is the goal of what has been described i.e., the finest,
greatest, most ultimately developed person possible. For some cultural perspectives this has
been a religious objective (e.g., Salvation, Satori, Enlightenment, etc.) while for other
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perspectives this has been a psychological objective (e.g., Self-Actualization of Maslow, the
'fully functioning human' of Rogers, etc.). In many recent perspectives the religious and the
psychological have no clear separation with consciousness being the seat of both religious
realization and the psyche. There are five perspective holistic educations:
• Educationist’s View: Exceptional faculty to lay emphasis on analysing problems,
generating key insights and implementing creative solutions through classroom teaching.
Hence, students gain a superior ability and confidence to develop strong theoretical
knowledge.
• Originator’s View: Originators from the global marketplace to deliver insights into how
the product or tool was conceptualized thus enabling students to develop broader
perspectives on the tool / product.
• Practitioner’s View: Industry business leaders integrate the views of both, educationists
& originators. These inspired collaborations provide students with deeper insight into
the implementation of tool / product of the global and local market place.
• Critique’s View: Corporate business leaders to re-analyse, review, judge & offer a
critical standpoint to concepts implemented in their organizations.
• Collaborative View: Students to participate in live projects in SMEs providing them
with hands-on experience & giving corporate a vital connection to the front lines of
business research.
Aims Of Holistic Education
• Give a vision of the universe in which all animate and inanimate are interconnected and
unified.
• Help students to synthesize learning and discover the interrelatedness of all disciplines.
• Prepare students for life in the 21st century by emphasizing a global perspective and
common human interests.
• Enable the young to develop a sense of harmony and spirituality – which are needed to
construct world peace.
• To prepare students for a fulfilling and productive life in which their skills and attributes
are constantly challenged, developed and applied as part of their lifelong learning.
The Purpose Of Holistic Education
• To prepare the children to meet the challenges of living as well as academics. And
nurtures healthy, wholesome, curious children.
• Maximizes the innate potentials of children and to develops their skills, values, and a
passion for learning
• Promotes an overall development through the mastery of knowledge, acquisition of skills
and character building.
• Helps the children to discover their own talents, and to realize their full potentials.
• Ensures equality of learning for all children. Respects diversity of cultural and individual
differences.
• Foster children positive feelings about themselves, their relationship with friends,
families and the communities.
Features Of Holistic Education In 21st Century
Education may be described as holistic when it exemplifies the following features.
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•

Holistic education nurtures the broad development of the students and focuses on their
intellectual, emotional, social, physical, creative or intuitive, aesthetic and spiritual
potentials.
• It promotes the importance of relationships at all levels within a learning community in
which the educator and student work together in an open and collaborative relationship.
• There is an emphasis on life experience and learning beyond the confines of the
classroom and the formal educational environment towards education as growth,
discovery and a broadening of horizons.
• It encourages a desire to elicit meaning and understanding and to engage with the world
• The approach empowers learners to examine critically the cultural, moral and political
contexts of their lives.
• It leads learners towards actively challenging and changing cultural values to meet
human needs.
Four Pillars Of Learning In Holistic Education
For methodological purpose only, holistic education has noted four pillars of learning in the
21stcentury.UNESCO have also indicated these same four pillars, although with slight
differences.
Learning to Know
Learning to know is starts with learning to ask. To ask is a natural act of consciousness in its
search for knowledge. Its real purpose is not so much for the question to be answered as to
be explored. Learning to know implies learning how to learn by developing one’s
concentration, memory, skills and ability to think. It is particularly to scientific awareness.
This type of learning is radically different from ‘acquiring itemized codified information or
factual knowledge’, as often stressed in conventional curriculum and in ‘rote learning’.
Rather it implies ‘the asserting of the instruments of knowledge themselves’
(Schreiner2005).
Learning to Do
In this present era now upon us, this means learning to change society through intelligence,
responsible action. Learning to do is linked learning a profession and to productive work
learning to adapt to the needs of work and ability to work in a team, along with the strategic
use of knowledge to resolve problems and make rational decisions in generating quality
goods and services. Learning to do means knowing how to take risks as well as take the
initiative. This pillar of learning implies in the first place for application of what learners
have. Learned or known into practices; it is closely linked to vocational and technical
education and work skills training. However it goes beyond narrowly defined skills
development for ‘doing’ specific things or practical tasks in traditional or industrial
economies. ‘Learning to do’ is calls for new types of skills, more behavioral than intellectual.
Learning to Live Together
This means learning to live responsibly, respecting and cooperating with others and, in
general, with all the living organisms on the planet. Learning must overcome prejudice,
dogmatism, discrimination, authoritarianism and stereotypes, and all that leads to
confrontation and war. The fundamental principle of this pillar of learning is
interdependence, that is, knowledge of the network of life. This pillar implies an education
taking two complementary paths: one is discovery of others and another one is, experience
of shared purposes throughout life. Specifically it implies the development of such qualities
as: knowledge and understanding of self and others; appreciation of the diversity of the
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human race and an awareness of the similarities between, and the interdependence of, all
humans; empathy and cooperative social behavior in caring and sharing; respect of other
people and their cultures and value systems; capability of encountering others and resolving
conflicts through dialogue; and competency in working towards common objectives
(UNESCO 1996).
Learning to Be
Learning to be means the discovery of true human nature, and encounter with the essence of
oneself, which goes beyond the psychic apparatus of thoughts and emotion. It is learning to
belong to the whole. It is the discovery of our universal dimension, where genuine human
values, not individual human values, reside. It is the discovery of one’s own being and the
inner wisdom achieved through self-knowledge. Holistic education nurtures this learning in
a special way, by recognizing the human being as a basically spiritual being in search of
meaning (Nava2001).
‘Learning to be’ may therefore be interpreted in one way as learning to be human, through
acquisition of knowledge, skills and values conducive to personality development in its
intellectual, moral, cultural and physical dimensions. This implies a curriculum aiming at
cultivating qualities of imagination and creativity; acquiring universally shared
Human values; developing CT’s of a person’s potential: memory, reasoning, aesthetic sense,
physical capacity and communication/social skills; developing critical thinking
Conclusion
In the era of this globalization Holistic education is an needs of all types of learners, that can
be a source of fulfillment and gratification for teachers who prepares future citizens who will
contribute a concern and mindfulness for others, for their communities, and for the planet. It
is compatible with both global education and environmental education, which are also based
on the principles of interdependence and connectedness. Based on this interdependent
perspective, holistic education seeks to create a society where we live in harmony with the
surrounding environment. It rejects consumerism as the dominant mode of being in modern
society. Instead, it seeks an education that is rooted in the fundamental realities of nature and
existence. Holistic education seeks to connect the part with the whole. We have tended in
education to forget the larger vision of wholeness and connectedness, and holistic education
calls on us to restore that vision. Such a vision, of course, is a primary goal of Education for
Sustainability. Hence, holistic education is playing a vital role in the present education
system for the all-round development of the child. However, Holistic education for the
inclusive classroom is greater meaning today. Because in inclusive classroom there are all
types of learner are studies. So that it helps to overcome the barriers of the classroom.
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Post Wto Era Of Indian Economy
Abhishek Kumar Singh
Dr. Abhilash Kumar Srivastava
Abstract
The World is changing in to a global village. There is a visible change in multiple forms
from multiple directions. Starting from economic reforms with emphasis on liberalization,
privatization and globalisation, the world has witnessed emergence of World Trade
Organisation (WTO) and its conditions which have altered the basic principles of trade,
regional groupings, barrier free movements, mergers and acquisitions, foreign direct
investments, bi- lateral and multi lateral agreements etc and become the order of the day. In
this research paper we wanted to see the import and export performance of top 10
commodities of Indian economy after the establishment of WTO.
Keywords- Import, WTO, Indian Economy, Export etc.
Introduction
The WTO came in to existence in the year 1995 but its history goes back to the world war
II. The General Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT) was the reason for establishment of
WTO. The GATT framed rules of conduct of international trade among member nations and
provided forum for multilateral negotiation on issues relating to it. Its members agreed to
abide principle of non-discrimination embodied in the most favored nation (MFN) clause
and national treatment. But due to several reasons, the developing countries, called GATT
as the “rich men club”. The conclusion of the Uruguay round saw the transformation of the
GATT in to a more formal organisation called the WTO in the year 1995.
The WTO is not simple extension of GATT. It is a legal and institutional foundation of
multilateral trading system. India’s signing of GATT agreement and joining of WTO as a
founder member in 1995, raised a number of issues relating to its impact on our nation’s
interest. There are some of the issues on which India has already expressed certain
reservations to the WTO, some of them are as under.
I. During the process of implementation of WTO agreements in the first ten years of WTO’s
establishment, India has experienced certain imbalances and inequities in the WTO
agreements such as developed countries have not fulfilled their obligation according to the
spirit of the WTO agreements and many of the differential treatment in favor of developing
countries, added in various WTO agreements have remained in-operational.
II. Most of the industrialized countries are still enforcing various regulations on foreign
producers and suppliers.
III. India has also experienced and observed that a multilateral framework can not guarantee
an increase in FDI inflows, although, it threatens to adversely affect the quality of inflows.
IV. WTO does not address the responsibilities of the corporations, which often impose trade
restrictive clauses on their subsidiaries.
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Review Of Literature
Various literatures have been reviewed related to this topic, some of them are following.
I. Alam, Md Murshid and Jha, Kumkum (2017) – found in their research paper that WTO
put its impact on Indian economy. India is failure in new system in absence for preparing
in negotiations.
II. Jha, Krishnakant and Jha, Usha (2016) – found that WTO has a great role to play in the
development of world economy, though some powerful nations dominate the
organization to some extent but it can not affect Indian economy adversely.
III. Kumari, Mridula (2007) – suggested that globalisation and trade liberalization has
multidimensional impact, but WTO has no visible agenda for the resource less, illiterate,
poor farming families in rural sector.
Objectives
i)
To study the performance of top Export commodities of Indian economy in post
WTO era.
ii)
To study the performance of top Import commodities of Indian economy in post
WTO era.
Research Methodology
This research is completely based on the secondary source of data. Data has been taken from
the DGCIS website under the Commerce ministry, Government of India.
Data related to import export data bank are collected from other website under the commerce
ministry GOI. This research is descriptive in nature.
Result And Discussion
WTO was established in the year 1995, so almost more than twenty years were passed up to
31st march 2017. Export data related to Indian economy are available from the year 2000. So
we took data from april 2000 to march 2017. We took the export data for the year 2000 and
for the year 2017 of the top ten commodities of the year 2000-01, on the basis of export
value in terms of US $ million.
Following points have been observed from the analysis of table 1.
I. It is observed from table 1 that highest growth is recorded in petroleum and crude products
i.e. up to 1584.29 %, followed by 557.50 % in drugs and pharmaceuticals products and by
328.25 % in manmade yarns and fabrics.
II. It is also observed from table 1 that only one item among top ten items is recorded negative
growth, i.e. metals export dipped by 46 % from the year 2000-01 to the year 2016-17.
III. Lowest growth is recorded in cotton by 48.14 % growth, followed by 116.54 % in RMG
cotton including accessories and by 191.78 % in machinery and instruments.
IV. A moderate growth is observed in Gems and jewellery by 237.81 %, followed by 266.29
% in electronic goods and by 324.46 % in marine products.
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(Table 1 Showing Export performance of Indian economy, during the year 2000-01
to 2016-17)
Export in
Export in the
Growth in
Top 10 commodity in
the year
year 2000-01
Value
Growth in
S.N.
terms of export value
2016-17
(Value in
(Value in
Percentage
of the year 2000-01
(Value in
US$ Mill.)
US$ Mill.)
US$ Mill.)
GEMS AND
1
7378.01
24923.77
17545.76
237.81 %
JEWELLERY
RMG COTTON
2
INCL.
3931.47
8513.21
4581.74
116.54 %
ACCESSORIES
3
COTTON
3512.03
5212.53
1700.50
48.41 %
DRUGS,
4
PHARMACEUTICAL
1926.44
12666.44
10740.00
557.50 %
PROD.
PETROL, CRUDE
5
1872.91
31545.25
29672.34
1584.29 %
PRODUCTS
MACHINERY AND
6
1625.25
4742.25
3117.00
191.78 %
INSTRUMENTS
7
METALS
1607.06
867.81
(739.25)
(46.00 %)
MARINE
8
1390.70
5903.06
4512.36
324.46 %
PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC
9
1065.96
3904.54
2838.58
266.29 %
GOODS
MANMADE YARN,
10
1064.10
4557.07
3492.97
328.25 %
FABRICS
TOTAL
25373.93
102835.90
77461.97
305.28 %
Source – DGCIS, Kolkata
In table 2, import data is taken for the year 2000-01 and for the year 2016-17 on the basis of
top ten imported commodities of the year 2000-01.
From the analysis of table 2, following points have been noticed.
I. Highest growth in import is noticed in coal, coke etc by 1326.66 %, followed by 715.47 %
in vegetable oils and by 608.48 % growth in organic chemicals.
II. Lowest growth is recorded in machinery except electrical and electronic by 244.87 %, by
265.84 % in inorganic chemicals and by 307.61 % growth in electronic goods from the
year 2000-01 to the year 2016-17.
III. A moderate growth is recorded in petroleum, crude products by 351.39 % followed by
390.19 % in pearls and precious stones, by 409.55 % growth in other commodities
and564.89 % growth is recorded in gold from the year 2000-01 to the year 2016-17.
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(Table 2 Showing Import performance of Indian Economy, during the year 2000-01
to 2016-17)
Import in the
year 2000-01
(Value in US$
Mill.)

Export in the
year 2016-17
(Value in
US$ Mill.)

Growth in
Value
(Value in
US$ Mill.)

Growth in
Percentage

15663.58

70705.39

55041.81

351.39 %

4856.95

23808.59

18951.64

390.19 %

4138.70

27518.03

23379.33

564.89 %

3550.46

14472.28

10921.82

307.61 %

2718.65

9375.97

6657.32

244.87 %

2109.38

10748.51

8639.13

409.55 %

1394.39

9879.05

8484.66

608.48 %

8

Top 10 commodity
in term of Import
value of the year
2000-01
PETROLEUM,
CRUDE
PRODUCTS
PEARLS,
PRECIOUS
STONES
GOLD
ELECTRONIC
GOODS
MACHINERY
EXCEPT ELEC. &
ELECTRONIC
OTHER
COMMODITIES
ORGANIC
CHEMICALS
VEGETABLE OILS

1335.76

10892.74

9556.98

715.47 %

9

COAL, COKE ETC

1106.07

15779.92

14673.85

1326.66 %

S.N.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

INORGANIC
1078.95
3947.29
2868.34
265.84 %
CHEMICALS
TOTAL
37952.89
197127.77
159174.88
419.40 %
Source- DGCIS, Kolkata
Conclusion
An overall 419.40 % growth is observed in the import of Indian economy from the year
2000-01 to the year 2016-17. An overall growth of 305.28 % is recorded in export of Indian
economy during the year 2000-01 to the year 2016-17. So it is clearly observed that Indian
economy is growing in both the areas of import and export, but, import growth is
significantly higher than the export growth of top ten commodities and it can be said
unfavorable to Indian economy. So we can say that post WTO era of Indian economy gives
mixed results and export should be increased for betterment of Indian economy.
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Women Empowerment

Anju 
Dr. Ashok Kumar(Guide)
"There is no chance for the welfare of the world unless the condition of women is
improved, it is not possible for a bird to fly on only one wing".
-Swami Vivekananda
"There is no tool for development more effective then the empowerment of
women".
-Kofi Annan
"When women move forward the family moves, the village move and the nation
move"
- Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
Abstract
Empowerment is a process that gives a person freedom in decision making. Empowerment
is a multi-dimensional process which should enable individuals or group of individuals to
realize their full identity and powers in all spheres of life.
Women Empowerment means emancipation of women from the various grips of social,
economical, political, caste and gender-based discrimination. It means granting women
freedom to make life choices. Women empowerment itself elaborate the that social rights,
Political Rights, Economic Stability, Judicial strength and all other rights should be also
equal to women. There should be no discrimination between men and women Empowerment
is an aid to help women to achieve equality with men or at least to reduce gender gap
considerably.
A famous saying goes 'God cannot be everywhere, so he created mother' and another reads
'God dwells where women are worshipped.' It is quite interesting to see that we want either
to worship a woman as a Goddess" or hate her as a whore. Why doesn't the society let her
live as a woman, just a simple living being made of blood and flesh? Why can't she be a
normal human being and not a symbol of tolerance and sacrifice?
She was given a subordinate position', in the society and was confined 10 within four walls,
to help her remain chaste and pure, which was supposed to help her develop godly powers".
Time and again she was narrated the stories of Sati Savitri and Sita. It is rightly said "Women
are not born, they are made".
In India, female exploitation is reflected in' sati, wife beating, dowry deaths, eve teasing,
child prostitution, female foeticide and flesh trade. Besides defective and ineffective
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legislation, it is the traditions attitudes towards women and their role status in the family and
the society, which is mainly responsible for the continual suffering of women.
Most of the crimes against women in India are directly traceable to their inferior subservient
position supported by religions and social norms. For women empowerment, the first
requirement is educating the women.
If we educate a man, we educate an individual, but if we educate a woman, we educate a
family. Besides this only an educated mind can think and evaluate. Just as the knowledge of
English language helped some revolutionists in gaining information about the French
revolution and then raising similar demands in India, the knowledge about right to equality
and equal opportunity will help the women to come out of their cocoon and occupy equal
status in the society.
Women also need to have adequate representation in the seats of power. Sadly the 50 percent
population of women has only 11% percent representatives in the Parliament. The Women
Reservation Bill is shamelessly resisted by many parliamentarians on one or other frivolous
excu se. Adequate representation in-the Parliament will be helpful for women as, then they
would be able to frame and implement laws for the welfare of the women. Some people
oppose this citing the example of Panchayats where women sarpanch are puppets in the
hands of their male counterparts. We need to understand that, this is the transition stage.
Today they have the power, tomorrow they will understand its value and day after tomorrow
they will exercise it. We cannot expect changes overnight.
Human rights, A women being with senses, imagination and choices, should has liberty to
express them freely. There should be not any boundation upon them which prevents them to
express their opinions.
Social women empowerment, a critical aspect of women empowerment is provide equal
status to women. Gender equality implies a society in which women and men enjoy the same
rights and opportunities in all spheres of life.
Educational women empowerment, means empowering women with education, knowledge
and self confidence. Self confidence should be built in women necessary to participate fully
in development process. It means making women aware of their rights and developing a
confidence to claim them.
Political women empowerment means existence of women in politics. They should be given
opportunities to rule making system and to participate in government.
Legal women empowerment suggests the provision of effective legal system which is
supportive of women empowerment. It means addressing the gaps between what the law
prescribes and what actually occurs.
The position of women in India : It is not denying that women in India have made a
considerable progress in almost seven decades of independence. But still have to struggle
against many social evils in male dominated society. Many social and masculine evil prevails
in Indian Society that resists the forward march of its women folk. It is ironical that a country
which has recently acclaimed the status of first Asian country to accomplish its Mars Mission
is positioned at the 29th Rank among 146 countries across the world on the basis of Gender
Inequality Index. There has been amelioration in the position of women but their true
empowerment is still awaited.
Swami Vivekananda one of greatest son of India, quoted that "There is no chance of welfare
of the world with empowering women", It is not possible for "a bird to fly on with only one
wing". The inclusion of women empowerment as one of the prime goals in eight millennium
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development goals underscored the relevance of this fact. In order to achieve the status of
developed nation, India need to transform its women force into an effective human resource
and this is possible only through the empowerment of women.
If we turn the pages of history, the position of women was not deteriorated in Rig Vedic
period. The position enjoyed by women in Rig Vedic period become deteriorates in the later
Vedic civilization. Women were denied right to education and widow remarriage. They were
denied the right of inheritance and ownership of property. Many social evils like dowery
system and child marriage surfaced the society and started to engulf women.
During Gupta's period, the position of women immensely deteriorated. Dowry system
became an institution and Sati Paraths become prominent. During British's Period, Many
social reformers such as Raja Ram Mohan Roy and Jyoti Rao Phule started agitation for
empowerment of women. Later Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru advocated women
rights. As a result of concentrated efforts of these persons, the status of women began to
elevate in the Indian Society.
Based on ideas championed by our founding fathers for empowerment of women, many
social, economic and political provisions were incorporated in the Indian constitution.
Women in India now participate in areas such as education, act, culture, media, science and
technology. Women have marked their presence in every fields of Society. This is evident
from the fact that for the past three years, women have made an important mark any securing
top positions in loading exams of India. Annu Kumari from Haryana has got second rank in
Indian Administrative Service examination held in 2017. Marrycom, boxer won her 6th gold
in World Boxing Championship, 2018.
There are many other examples of women success across the world. Despite these
achievement of women in different fields of society, a large chunk of women are still
victimized, humiliated and tortured due to deep rooted patriarchal mentality of male
dominated society. Even after almost seventy years of independence, women are still
subjected to discrimination in social, economical and educational field.
Major landmark steps taken for women empowerment : provisions made under the
constitution of India such as right to equality provided under articles 14, which guarantees
to all Indian women equality before law. Articles 39(d) guards the economic rights of women
by providing equal pay for equal work. Article 42 allows provisions to be made by the State
to provide human condition of work and maternity relief for women.
Acts like Dowry prohibition Act, 1961, prohibits the request payment or acceptance of a
dowry. Asking or giving dowry can be punished with imprisonment or fine or with both.
Protection of women against Domestic violence Act, 2005 provide for more defective
protection to women who are victim of domestic violence. A breach of this act is punishable
with both fine and imprisonment. Sexual Harassment of women at work place Act, 2013,
helps to create an healthy environment at work place for women where they are not subjected
to any sort of sexual harassment.
Hindu Succession Amendment Act, 2005 was a big boost to economical women
empowerment. Via this amendment equal property rights were given to daughter as were
given to sons. This amendment Act confirmed upon a daughter of Joint family the status of
Coparcener in joint family property.
Panchayat Raj Institution : As per 73rd and 74th amendment Act, all local elected bodies
reserves one third of their seats for women. Such a provision was made to increase
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participation of women in politics. Recently Punjab, a State of India has accorded 50%
reservation to women in local elected bodies seats.
Women Reservation Bill is a pending Bill in India which purposes to reserve 33% of all
seats in the Lok Sabha and in all State legislative assemblies for women. If passed this bill
give a significant boost to the position of women in politics.
Various govt. policies and schemes : The govt. of India is running various welfare schemes
and policies, both at state and central level for the empowerment of women. Some of them
are Swayam Siddha (2001), Sabla Scheme (2010), National Mission for empowerment of
Women (2010) etc. All such schemes and policies focus on social, economical and
educational empowerment of women.
There has been no depth of schemes and policies and efforts made for empowerment of
women both prior to and post independence. However women in India have to face many
atrocities such as rape, dowry killing, acid attack etc. According to poll, India is 4 th Most
dangerous country in world for women.
No doubt, govt. has made many scheme and laws for the amelioration of women position,
but there are some major challenges which put these efforts on back step.
Women Empowerment Challenges : Major Challenges to Women Empowerment are
such as
Perspective : The most wide spread discrimination against women are on the basis of biased
perspective. The discrimination against girl child begins from birth. Boys are preferred over
girls hence female infanticide is a common evil in India. It is very painful that an Indian girl
has to face at birth the struggle for her life.
Economic backwardness, women constitute only 29% of the work force. They are not
economically sound. They have to look upon others for their basic requirements. There has
been a failure in transforming the available women into human resource. It has hampered
not only the economic development of women but also of the country as whole.
Implementation gaps : Through all these years, the focus is only on developing and
devising policies and schemes but implementation of these schemes are totally ignored.
Govt. has paid no attention to the monitoring and implementation of these schemes. Despite
the presence of Janani Surakshi Yojna and Nation Rural Health Mission our country have a
high maternal mortality rate.
Loopholes in the legal structure's although there are a number of laws to protect women
against any kind of violence yet there has been increasing number of rape, murder and
trafficking incidents. This is due to loopholes in our judicial structure and delay in legal
procedure.
Lack of political will : The still pending women reservation Bill underscores the lack of
political will to empower women politically. The male dominative system prevails in politics
of India and Women have to remain mute spectators.
Patriarchate Bottlenecks : The incidences of honor killing reveal the distorted social fiber in
the male dominate society.
Way Forward : states with bridging the deep rooted biased through sustained
reconditioning. It is only possible by promoting gender equality and uplooting social
thinking of male child preferability. This concept of equality should be developed in each
house and from there, it should be taken to the society. This can be achieved by awareness
among people across the country.
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Education is the most effective way to empower and women. It make women aware of their
rights and responsibilities. Most of girls drop out of school due to the unavailability of
separate toilets for them. The recently launched "Sawch Bharat Mission" focusing on
improving sanitation facilities in schools and in every household. It can prove to be very
significant in bringing down the rate of girl dropping out of school.
Justice delayed is Justice denied : Judicial Structure should be reconstructed and improved.
Efforts should be made to dispose the proceedings against the offences against women very
fast and in fine. The ideas of fast track courts should be promoted.
Political Will : Women should be given opportunities to participate in political system. Thus
women reservation Bill should be passed as soon as possible to increase participation of
women in politics.
Bridging implementation gaps : Govt. and Community based bodies should be set up to
monitor the implementation of the schemes runned by the govt. proper audits should be made
time to time.
Conclusion
Empowering women socially educationally, politically and economically is going to be a
difficult task. It is not going to be easy to change the culture of discrimination against
women. But it does not mean it is impossible only revolutions being change in day, but
reform will take a long time. All we need to come forward and do focused efforts in eight
directions that would rest only with the liberation of women from all kinds of evils.
Women must demand their rights and must not just wait for any for any mercy or miracle.
They must not tolerate exploitation in any form. In the name of family and honour many
women have sacrificed their lives. This has done nothing but has worsened the condition of
women. They must take care of themselves. They shouldn't let others take them for granted.
Women should respect themselves. They do not need to be like men to be respected. They
are the creator of life on this earth. They command respect not as Goddesses but as women,
the most beautiful creation of God.
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“Ecofeminisms” In Anita Desai’s Select Novels
ANUPRIYA(M.A.)
Abstract
This research aims to present an analytical study of different shades of Ecofeminism in the
select works of Anita Desai.As the ecofeminism is a pluralistic term and is not restricted to
a single idea it can be termed as “ECOFEMINISMS”.The paper also aims to propose new
notions of the relationship between Women and Nature.It also gives an insight into the view
that man has really dominated Nature or he is just entrapped in his “Psychic Fallacy”.The
paper thus focuses on various shades of Ecofeminism, and leads to a new vision of flowing
with the Nature’s Intelligence in order to deal with the ecological crisis.
KeyWords:Ecofeminisms,Nature’sIntelligence,PsychicFallacy,Marxist ecofeminism.
Ecofeminism is a pluralistic term which is multi-faceted.It displays various shades. To bring
out the true facet of the illusionary truth build in our society, of domination and oppression
through various dualistic hierarchies.We are made to believe that various dualisms like
anthropocentric,ecocentric,androcentric and gynocentric, nature and culture,status and well
being, male and female etc. are value based on hierarchies.However this in not true which
should be understood in a pragmatic way.This research paper will thus form a framework to
have a better understanding of the holistic working of Nature in parallelism to our man-made
frameworks which hinders the smooth running of our society.First, I will establish Anita
Desai as an ecofeminist writer by bringing forth how her works display deep and hidden
meaning and connections of ecology and feminism.Although she is not a self-proclaimed
feminist or ecologist,yet her works when keenly observed can be seen to display very deeper
meanings of the holistic workings of the universe and how we as humans have restricted
ourselves to very narrow understanding of the Nature and formed very “narrow beliefsystems” in our society which leads to the power clashes due to the “illusory truth”.
Fire on the Mountain (1977), the Sahitya Academy Award Winner novel of Anita
Desai,portrays different shades of Ecofeminism like Social ecofeminism,Marxist
ecofeminism,Constructivist ecofeminism,Dialectical ecofeminism etc. which can be seen
through various examples.
The reluctedness which Nanda Kaul displays even to make apricot jam for her husband
showed the bitterness in her which she had accumulated over time.She was so much tired of
him that she wished even to murder him.Nanda Kaul also describes the insensitivity which
her husband displays towards her by pouring out the tea she had brewed for him into a pot
of germaniums.He watched them silently droop and die which again showed that how
insensitive and unaware he was towards even other life forms.
The particular incident can be categorised under the “Marxist Ecofeminism”, as it brings
forth into light the “reproductive labour” which women have to carry out in their daily life
willingly or unwillingly.The Marxist feminists like Margaret Benston and Peggy Morton
states that two types of labor exist in the capitalist system.The first one is the productive
labor which results in goods or services that have momentary value in the capitalist system
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and are thus compensated by the producers in the form of a paid wage.The second form of
labor is the reproductive labor which is associated with the private sphere and involves
anything which people have to do for themselves which is not for the purpose of receiving a
wage,that is cleaning,cooking, or having children.Women are restricted to the domestic
sphere which becomes the reason for their frustration.In the case of Nanda Kaul also she has
to carry all the works in her home and so she gets tired and frustrated.When her husband
becomes insensitive towards her,she becomes even more irritated and feels alienated.
(Page 15) In another incident Nanda Kaul describes the extreme exploitation which her
daughter Asha had to face after her marriage with a diplomat.The extreme cruelty which she
had to face at his hands due to his ill-treatment of her, the affairs he had, his drinking and
brutality is described at the cage which was built in the form of marriage for Asha.
This context can be placed under the”Social Ecofeminism” as the Social ecofeminism puts
the emphasis on the connection between women and nature in the context of socially
constructed patriarcial society,oppression and domination over women, reinforcing the
feminist critique of the patriarchal society , social dominations and hierarchies.It also accepts
the basic principle of social ecology according to which domination naturally comes out of
man’s domination over man,thus being the primary goal in society.Here Asha faces the
exploitation in her marriage by her husband which is normally accepted in the Indosphere as
a part of the patriarchial system of society.
Another exploitation and suppression is felt by women on the grounds that they themselves
have to look after the children completely and their responsibility is not shared by men.The
stereotypical gender roles which are set in our society for women,comes in the form of
burden and exploitation for women which becomes inescapable for them.
The following paragraph describes very well, how even the upbringing of a child becomes
burden for women and due to the burden of responsibilities ,they are not able to carry out
their tasks very well.
But there is no problem I can’t help Tara .Mama, you know I have to dash off to Bombay at
the end of the month to help Vina with her confinement-you see how old grandmothers have
to rush about these days,it’s almost as bad as having another set of babies oneself and Tara
thought I could take Raka with me.But that is quite out of the question. Poor little Raka
looks like a ghost and hasn’t got over her and humidity of Bombay will do her no good.
Everyone who sells her says she should go to the hills to recuperate.So Tara and I have
decided it will be best to send her to you for the summer.”
This form of oppression comes under the constructivist social ecofeminism as in the
Constructivist social ecofeminism as in the Constructivist social ecofeminisme we set up
certain roles for women which are accepted over years.Most of the responsibilities are given
to women like bringing up child and other domestic works which could have been shared by
men.So these stereotypical gender roles need to be broken.
Another oppression was the extent of exploitation which Nanda Kaul bore was engraved in
her memory. When she recalls the incidents, she makes the comparison of her memories to
the gorge, cluttered,choked and blackened with the heads of children and grandchildren,
servants and guests, all restlessly surging,clamouring about her.
Even as housewife she was not satisfied with her life.The entire day was spent in boredom
and work which she had to do unsatisfactorily.
“Isn’t she splendid? Isn’t she like a queen? Really, Vice-Chancellor is lucky to have a wife
,who can run everything she does, and her eyes had flashed when she heard, like a pair of
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black blades, wanting to cut them, crawling grey bugs about her fastidious feet. That was the
look no one had dared to catch or return.”
Here,Anita Desai brings forth the “Importance of Reproductive Labour.” carried by women.
No recognition is given to the reproductive labour done by women which is very well
demanded for the mental and physical well-being of women.
The lack of expression which Nanda Kaul held on her face was so that no one could notice
her, the extent of exploitation which she faced.On the other hand she was so sensitive and
conscious of the surroundings that when she watched the hen drag out a worm inch by inch
from the ground till it snapped in two .She felt like the worm herself, that she winced at its
mutilation.The extent of exploitation is expressed in the following paragraph.
(Page no.24) Nanda Kaul lay on her bed,absolutely still, composing her hands upon her
chest,shouting her eyes to the brightness of the window, waiting for the first cool stir of
breeze in the late afternoon to revive her.Till it came.She would lie still,still- she would be a
charred tree trunk in the forest, a broken pillar of marble in the desert, a lizard on a stone
wall.
A tree trunk could not harbour irritation, nor a pillar annoyance. She would imitate death,
like a lizard.No one would dare rouse her who would dare)
Nanda Kaul instead of resisting to the exploitation or giving voice to her inner turmoil ,
practised stillness and quietness. The comparison has been made with other living things like
an ominous growling from the dogs, the spray of gravel under bicycle wheels on the drive,
a contest of squirrels over the guavas in the orchard, the dry rattle of eucalyptus leaves in
the sun, a drop, then spray and rush of water from a tap. All were subdued and degraded but
nothing was still ever. Now, this showed the amount of endurance which Nanda Kaul had
even after so much grief and exploitation.
Through the symbols and imagery which Anita Desai uses to bring for the oppression of
Nature as well as women,she displays very well the web of Interconnectedness.We as human
are firmly and deeply connected to Nature.Oppression of any form is interlinked and
interconnected.So when one gets affected,the other gets affected automatically.This can be
termed under “Dialectical Ecofeminism” wher Nanda Kaul has deep intuitive senses through
which she feels great connection with Nature.
(Page no.26)The complete burden lied on the women, as she (Nanda Kaul) could not give
herself enough time,as she would barely have splashed her face with some water and combed
out her hair when the baby would come crawling in.
The amount of hypocrisy related with a woman who lives alone is described very well in the
following scrap(Page no. 29) “When a woman lives alone, her house should be extremely dilapidated, the
mud wall should be falling to pieces,and if there is a pond, it should be overgrown with water
plants.”
I greatly dislike a women’s house when it is clear she has scurried about with a knowing
look on her face, arranging everything just as it should be, and when the gate is kept tightly
shut.
Through these lines Anita Desai brings forth the amount of orthodoxy associated with a
woman who lives alone and stands by her own, in our society.A woman is often thought to
be weak if she lives alone and stands on her own.She is often bullied by others and mistreated
and misunderstood.
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Gender stereotyping is very well discussed and highlighted in the works of Desai.The entire
household’s work is laid upon women.There had been too many guests coming and going,
tongas and rickshaws piled up that vexed her. Too many trays of tea would have to be made
and carried to her husband’s study, to her mother in law’s bedroom, to the veranda that was
the gathering place for all, at all times of the day .Too many meals, too many dishes on the
table, too much to wash up after..
Gender- stereotyping can also be categorised under the social- constructivist ecofeminism
as these are also just the socially constructed and accepted thoughts and belief-systems which
operate under the patriarchal oppressive systems.
In this way Anita Desai represents different shades of Ecofeminism in her texts.Through her
female characters,she brings forth the real face of society and the things which need to be
amended.The main character of the novel “Raka and Nanda Kaul”, wishes to spend an
alienated life. They are so much tired and irritated from the social life that they find peace
and tranquillity in alienation.For this they seek the company of Nature.They tend to forget
all their worries when they make minute observations in nature. Raka enjoys the loneliness
and listens to the wind in the pines and cicadas. The sweet melodies of the silence
overwhelms her. Nanda Kaul also seeks pleasure by living an alienated life.
Ila Das is another female character in “Fire on the Mountain.”She is an old woman who has
struggled all her life.Her economic conditions were not good. After visiting Nanda Kaul, she
was raped and killed by a man even in the old age who she had helped.
The characters are the representations of the oppressive dualisms which operates in our
society.The women are considered as the weaker sex and are oppressed and exploited in a
number of ways.
Cry ,the Peacock also displays various shades of Ecofeminism.Anita Desai has a unique
feature to delve into the deepest human psyche. She is able to portray very well the”Intensity
of unheard troubled minds,” in a very easy and soothing way .In the following stanza of,”Cry
the Peacock,Anita Desai portrays how the norms of the societal framework works to affect
the deepest human psyche.
God!God! I cried, and sat up in terror.There was no clash and clamour after that.I was aware
of a great ,dead silence in whimcy eyes opened to a vision that appeared through the curtains
of the year,one by one falling back till I saw again that shadow.It’s name was not that of a
demon in a Kathakali dance drama,nor was it one of the limpid appellations of the moon.It
was I remembered it now,Fate Through this paragraph Anita Desai very well brings out the
constructivist framework which operates in our society.Women are made to believe that
whatever they have to suffer is due to their “Fate.” All forms of exploitation and oppression
of women are considered as natural in our society.”Maya” who had to go through an abusive
relationship in her marriage was made to believe that it was all due to her fate.This is how
the “constructivist oppressive dualisms” operate in our society where such”belief systems”
are constructed which rationalize and normalize the oppression of women.So this can be
very well categorized under the “social constructivist ecofeminism.”
It is very surprising to notice the elite and literate classes of society believing in the
prophecies and superstitions blindly.Anita Desai brings forth this issue through the
prophecies made by man whom Maya believed blindly without any reasoning or
rationality.The man made the following prophecy“My child,I would not speak of it if I saw it on your face alone.But look, look at the
horoscope.Stars do not lie. And so it is best to warn you,prepare you.’Death’, he finally
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admitted in one such moment ,’to know one of you.When you are married- and you shall be
married young.’(Page no 30)Cry,The Peacock.
Maya believed in these words as she was in a very vulnerable state due to lack of love and
care.This needs to be understood very well for our well-being that we don’t get swayed away
by the orthodoxies or prophecies when we are in a vulnerable or weak position.We should
inculcate the habit of reasoning based on rationality and should not be swayed by anything
that comes before us. This in turn will lead to the creation of “ a progressive belief-system
in our society”, which in turn will create a healthy social framework.
It is very interesting to notice,how Anita Desai draws the parallelism between Nature and
Women.The comparisons which she makes in the minds of female characters are very deep
and insightful.We can very well see the”Web of Interconnectedness” between” Nature” and
“Us.”In, Cry, the Peacock in the following stanza,Desai makes comparison between ‘Maya’
and ‘Nature’ through the psyche of MayaThe atmosphere was charged with restlessness, as my hair,suddenly grown drier and
finer,was charged with electricity and crackled sharply when I brushed it.The cries of birds
caught in the rut of love,were like frantic warnings, to my ears.The rolling cotton-balls,the
flying yellow-leaves,the surging clouds of dust,all seemed to flee,flee,flee, and yet could
not,for they were bound to the season, and returned to continue their struggle for
escape.Something similar heaved inside me-a longing, a dread, a search for solution,a
despair,and my head throbbed and spun as I lay flat on my back.
An “intelligent parallelism” has been drawn between the escape of leaves,clouds and dust
and that of Maya.Both of them are bound to something.Leaves,clouds and dust are bound to
the season and they can’t escape fromm the abusive relationship that she was stuck into.
The parallelism that is drawn were between women and Nature places it in the category of
“Radical Feminism.” Radical Ecofeminism is based on the idea that the dominant patriarchal
society equates Nature and women in order to degrade both. Both the nature and women
have been associated with negative attributes. Men are often associated with logic,order and
responsibility.They are held in high esteem and given higher position.On the other hand
women and nature are often addressed as the weaker sections and are said to be very weak
and fragile.
Maya feels suffocated and useless in the house because no one cares about her opinion in
the house.She was meant only to look after the babies,carry out the traditions and follow the
instructions of her in-laws,whether it was right or wrong.When Gautam talked and discussed
about the legal case,he involved only the family members.He didn’t even notice Maya.It
seemed as if existence was nullified.
(Page no.45) The following stanza taken from , Cry, The Peacock, very well describes itThey shouted with laughter.He continued to speak, they argued.Was it politics again?I
wondered, conscious of the ache in my arms because I had held my sister-in-laws baby so
long.No,not this time.It was a legal case Gautama was defending.It was I who ought to be
able to discuss it with him rather than they,I vaguely felt.But they left me out of it with a
naturalness I had to accept for they knew I would not understand a matter so involved, and
I knew it myself.They spoke to me, the synocete,only when it had to do with
babies,meals,shopping,marriages, for I was their toy, their indulgence, not to be taken
seriously and the world I came from was less than that.
Through this paragraph we get an insight to “Cultural Ecofeminism” which actually sees
women closer to nature because of their physiology, social roles and
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psychology.Physiologically,women bring forth life from their bodies, undergoing their
pleasures,pain and stigmas attached to menstruation,pregnancy childbirth and nursing while
men’s physiology leaves them free to travel,hunt,conduct,warfare and engage in public
affairs.Socially childbearing and domestic caretaking have kept married woman close to the
hearth and out of the workplace.Historically and culturally women are represented as the
weaker section,however they carry out greater work and responsibilities.So through this
notion of bringing out the minutest details of household where women gets emotionally
exploited by being neglected and subdued,Anita Desai wants us to know the deep psychic
turmoils which woman have to undergo.So we should make a move towards giving respect
even in the domestic sphere and not limiting women to only household works.
Anita Desai has also tried to put light on the prevailing social evils in Indian society.She
brings forth the problems related to early marriages,arranged marriages as well as love
marriages prevalent in the Indian society and the stigma associated with it.
Leila worked both inside and outside home but lead a very miserable life.She compared her
husband to an animal, a ferocious and wild beast who allowed itself to become a house pet
for its own reasons, and he accepted the food and drink he earned for her.Even after fulfilling
his needs from her,he teased her about her parents who never communicated with her since
the day of her elopement.
This in turn shows the extent of hypocrisy engraved in our social systems.The stigma and
orthodoxy associated with the love marriages are so much that they separate the children
from parents.So this should be avoided amd dealt with “emotional ecosophy.”
So, Anita Desai emerges as an ecofeminist writer who brings out our”Pshychic Fallacy” that
we can dominate nature.Instead she uses Nature’s Intelligence as a mouthpiece of feminism
which works on the laws of balance and equilibriym.
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Self-Efficacy And Happiness Among Adolescents: A CoRelational Study
Bindia Gautam
Shalini Singh
Abstract
Adolescence stands for the most vulnerable age for development, when the child once arrive
in this stage need intensive modification to school, social and family life. Though, many
adolescents experience anxiety, unpleasant or strange feelings. Self- efficacy is one the
significant self-related cognition, which relates to the one’s understanding of personal
efficacy to generate and regulate actions of their life. The present study was attempted to
find the relation between self-efficacy and happiness. For this purpose, 100 adolescents were
selected from different schools of Haryana. Generalized Self Efficacy Scale by Jerusalem
and Schwarzer (1992) and Oxford Happiness Scale developed by Argyle were used to study
self- efficacy and happiness of adolescents. Results indicated that there is significant positive
relationship between self -efficacy and happiness. Positive evaluation of oneself brings joy
and happiness in one’s life.
Keyword: Self- Efficacy, Happiness, Adolescence.
An important period of human life is the adolescence period that is considered as a training
course which plays an important role in the formation of the personality and framework of
their character. This period is between childhood and adulthood, a period that identifies the
end of childhood and the beginning of maturity for the future of one’s life. There is no
consensus among psychologists on the length of adolescent period. They considered the
length of the course to be 13 -14 yrs, but more recent psychological studies assume that
adolescents are usually in ages 11 -13 and 18-20yrs. The reality is that the beginning and
end of this period is different in girls and boys, in different societies and social classes. The
period is shorter in more simple societies and in longer in advance industrial societies.
Adolescent develop many habits patterns of behavior and relationship that affect their future
quality of life. In the rapidly changing world of the 21st century the adolescents undoubtly
remain the most affected and vulnerable segment of population. The current era is full of
rapid change, cut throat competition of anxiety, and unhappiness which make the
adolescence experience remarkable strain. It is a transitional phase in an individual’s life
between childhood and maturity that bring up concern of individuality and self- identity.
Adolescence can be a time of both disorientation and discovery. It is a time of discovery of
self and one’s association to the world around him or her. To evaluate your positives and
negatives as well as worth is self - efficacy.
Self-Efficacy
Self-Efficacy invented about 40 years ago by Albert Bandura (1997). Since Bandura
published his seminal paper, Self Efficacy: toward unifying theory of behavioral change, in
1977 the subject has become the most studied topic in psychology. Bandura (1986) defined
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self- efficacy as “people judgment of their capabilities to organize and execute courses of
action required to attain designated types of performances. It is not concerned with the skills
one has, but with judgments of what one can do with whatever skills one possesses.” Bandura
also affirmed that self- efficacy believes develop in response to sources of information.
These are:
1) Inactive experience: It implies that success in the performance of a given task will
increase the self- efficacy of a person who has successfully performed the task.
2) Vicarious experience: It involves experiences where other people are seem to succeed or
fail and how that can affect one’s own self- efficacy.
3) Verbal persuasion : of a realistic can encourage efforts that our more likely to increase
efficacy through success while physiological and affected conditions such as stress can
also affect self- efficacy , thus while learning how to minimize stress and elevate mood
when facing difficult and challenging task, people can improve their self -efficacy.
Self-efficacy is an important self-related cognition, which relates to the one’s sense of
personal efficacy to generate and regulate events of their life. Self-efficacy is concerned
about the perception or judgment of self. Self-efficacy refers as an individual’s belief about
his own competences which leads the person that what really they are capable of
accomplishing (Bandura 1977). Self-efficacy beliefs how individuals reflect, sense, inspire
them, and act able to attain a definite goal and cannot be recognized generally. Self-efficacy
is an important factor in developing and maintaining a healthy overall well-being and for
generating confidence in their ability to handle life's difficulties and pressures (Gupta &
Kumar, 2010). Persons with high self-efficacy they choose to perform more inspiring and
tough task. Low level of self-efficacy is leads to unhappiness nervousness and
powerlessness. On the other hand people with high level of self-efficacy enjoy life. They
also set suitable challenging goal for themselves and maintain a strong commitment to those
goals. When they face stressful situations their belief in their aptitude to manage
circumstances to their advantage permits them to be self-confident. It can be assumed that
high self-efficacy among the adolescent’s leads to happiness in their life. A person with high
self-efficacy enjoys life satisfaction, happiness, positive thinking. They have very optimistic
view about themselves and their capabilities. Optimistic insight, good time management are
additional characteristic of those people.
Happiness
Being happy is of great importance to most people and happiness has been found to be a
highly valued goal in most societies (Diener 2000). Happiness and peace of mind create the
ground for thought, wisdom fertility. The people who are happy feel more secure, make the
decision easier, have more participation spirit and are more satisfied than those who live
with him. Happiness or joy is a psychological concept that has different concept and
dimensions. Psychologist such as Argyle, know happiness as the combination having
positive effect and lack of negative effect and life satisfaction. “Happiness is the significance
and purpose of life, the entire purpose and end of human survival” (Aristotle). Happiness is
the ultimate goal of human life. In addition to human, it is one of the main concerns of
positive psychology and can be seen as the ultimate goal of positive psychology. Happiness
has been defined as the appraisal, both affective and cognitive, of one’s life, holding a
general gratification through life, the existence of optimistic effects and the absenteeism of
undesirable one (Diener et al. 1999). It is a significant qualitative side in human life that
every one wishes to find. Happiness conceptualized as a positive experience, the maximum
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good and the best promoter for person behavior (Argyle, 1987). Happiness encourages social
events, building human relations, renews the sense of optimism, helps to let go worries
&tension, increase well-being and gives courage to win anxiety causing competitions.
Argyle, Martin and Crossland (1989) believe that happiness is made of three elements optimistic effects, nonappearance of undesirable effects or gratification with entire lives. The
happiness of adolescents is sufficient to have a comprehensive and established grasp of the
idea of sentiments, with happiness. Since adolescent stage is full of stress and strain, they
have physiological changes as well as tension related to their career. At the same time they
do have different kind of evaluation about themselves .How do they evaluate themselves is
self-efficacy. Taking this perspective in mind, as what relationship works in adolescents in
relation to self-efficacy and well –being is the rationale of this study.
Objective of the study
To study the relationship between self-efficacy and happiness among adolescents.
Hypothesis of the study
There would be a positive relationship between self- efficacy and happiness among
adolescents.
Method
Sample
The sample of 100 adolescents was included for the purpose of study (50 boys and 50 girls)
selected from different public schools of Hansi and Rewari. All the respondents were within
age group of 16- 19yrs.
Design
A Co-relational research design was used in this study.
Tools
Generalized Self-Efficacy Scale
This scale was developed and standardized by Jerusalem and Schwarzer (1992) to assess
subject’s belief about their self-competence. Jerusalem and Schwarzer initially developed
the German form of this scale in 1981, 20 items in first version and later as a reduced 10
items version (Jerusalem and Schwarzer,1992).The scale contains of 10 items and four
choices were provided for each item i.e. first not at all true, second are rarely true, third is
moderately true and fourth is exactly true. The reliability of the test is 0.75 and good validity.
The Oxford Happiness Scale
To measure the happiness of the subject, the 29 item revised oxford happiness scale given
by argyle (2001) was used. The scale comprises 29 items related to happiness. Each item has
four statements (a, b, c and d) and subject is asked to choose one statement. The reliability
of this scale is 0.62 (by internal consistency method).
Procedure
First of all permission was taken for collecting the information from the authority of the
school. The study was conducted on a sample of 100 (50 girls 50 boys) adolescents within
the range of 16 to 19. Each participant was contacted individually and the confidentiality of
their responses was assured. Test was uniformly administered to all the participants.
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Results and Discussion
GSE

Happiness

GSE
1

Happiness
.355**

1

**Significant at 0.01 level
GSE=Generalized self-efficacy
The result of the study was shown in table 1. It reveals that general self-efficacy and
happiness are positively significantly (r=3.55, p<.01) related to each other. It indicates that
if a person is happy in his/her life, he has more competence toward the work, activity and
other tasks of life. Similarly high self-efficacy makes a person happier than the person with
low self-efficacy. The result of this study was in line of the previous study such as high level
of self-efficacy increase the level of happiness, optimism, hope and well-being (Caperara,
et., al., 2006). It also enhances the confidence and optimism which helps in dealing with
challenging life situation, to generate realistic expectation and optimistic attitude about life
event. Thus all these events increase the level of happiness. Self- efficacy has the power to
influence the individual self-regulatory behavior, the efforts to overcome obstacles and solve
any variety of challenging situation, their feeling of stress and anxiety, their performance
and coping behavior. According to the result of the study it can be said that self- efficacy
plays an important role in increasing happiness and well-being. William et al. (2008),
Thompson et al. (2010) and Zimmerman and Kistantas (2005) investigate association among
happiness and self-efficacy. Findings revealed that there is direct and positive relationship
between self-efficacy and happiness.
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Dr. Ambedkar’s Social Ideas and its Significance for Today and
Tomorrow
Neha Chaudhary
Abstract
It would be better to call, Dr. B. R. Ambedkar an institute as he was a philosopher, a
politician, a social reformer, a historian, and an economist too. His life was shaped and
influenced by his bitter personal experiences as an untouchable. That is why; he spent his
entire life for the emancipation of the downtrodden and oppressed section of India. He was
against the Hindu social order as it was based on the Chaturvarna system and argued that as
long as Hinduism exists in Indian society, the caste system and untouchability will also exist.
Therefore, he suggested the total annihilation of the caste system and advocated the idea of
the establishment of a just society that would be casteless or classless and based on the
principles of “Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity”. Thus, the main objective of this paper is to
critically assess the social ideas of Dr. Ambedkar and its significance for today and
tomorrow.
Key Words: Hindu social order, caste system, untouchability, just society.
Introduction
Generally, people remind Dr. Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar as a chief architect of the Indian
Constitution, but his identity is much more than this. It would be better to call him an institute
because he was a philosopher, a politician, a social reformer, a historian and an economist
too. His life was shaped and influenced by his bitter personal experiences as an untouchable.
That is why; he was discontented with Hindu social order and decided to spend his entire
life for the emancipation of the downtrodden section of Indian society.
Dr. Ambedkar rejected the idea of Hinduism and argued that as long as Hinduism exists in
Indian society, caste system and untouchability will exist here too. Therefore, he has
suggested the total annihilation of the caste system so that the condition of the subjugated
class can be improved and they can also get equality in the society. Ambedkar advocated the
idea of the establishment of a just society that would be casteless or classless and based on
the principles of “Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity”. Therefore, this paper intends to focus
on the critical assessment of Dr. Ambedkar’s social ideas and its significance for today and
tomorrow.
Personal Experiences
As Ambedkar was born in a Mahar community in Maharashtra, he had to face discrimination
and humiliation various times. For instance, when he was in school, he came to know how
taking birth in a particular community could make differences in that person’s status in
society. He and his brother had to carry gunny bags from their home to sit on in the class.
They were not allowed to touch the water tap in the school and could only satiate their thrust
if the school peon was there to open it for them. They were also not allowed to either play
games or to socialize with other children. Even teachers would not check their notebooks for
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fear of pollution. At home, their sisters did the family washing because of no dhobi would
wash their clothes, and also cut their brothers’ hair as no barber would cut or touch their hair
(Gupta, 1999; Ambedkar, 1991).
Apart from these incidents, there was another story that affected young Ambedkar very
much. Once he, his elder brother and his little nephew were going to meet his father at
Goregaon in the Satara district, but they had to disembark at Masur railway station, and from
there they had to go to Goregaon. As no Cartman would carry them to their destination that
is why; they had to pay double of the actual fair to drive a cart themselves. And throughout
the journey, they were also denied for food and water, though the cart had all these facilities
(Ambedkar, 1979).
Things hadn’t stopped here only. After completing his studies abroad, when he came back
to India†† and appointed as a probationer in the office of the Accountant-General in Baroda,
Ambedkar had faced this kind of humiliation here also. The Hindu caste people tried their
best to prevent him from getting a rented house there. Even his peon would not hand over
files to him and throw official papers on Ambedkar’s table from a distance. Not only this,
the peon would pour drinking water from the jug without touching him. Here, life became
unbearable for Ambedkar (Xess, 2005). Similar incidents like this had occurred throughout
in Ambedkar’s life that developed the sense of rejecting Hindu social structure in his mind,
and he decided to raise his voice against it.
Dr. Ambedkar’s Social Ideas
Ambedkar has done a very comprehensive study on the Hindu social order. His works like,
Castes in India: Their Mechanism, Genesis and Development, Annihilation of Caste, Who
were the Shudras?, The Untouchables: Who were they and How they become Untouchables,
Philosophy of Hinduism, etc. reflects his social ideas.
Against Hindu Social Order
Ambedkar was against the idea of the Hindu social order that was based on the theory of
Chaturvarna (four Classes), not on individuals. He claimed that originally there were these
four Varnas: Brahmins (priests), Kshatriyas (warriors), Vaishyas (skilled traders,
merchants), and Shudras (unskilled workers). But later, the untouchables were added as the
fifth class (Panchama) of this social order. He underlined that this Hindu social order was
not limited to these five varnas/castes only, indeed; it was further divided into hundreds of
sub-castes also. Castes become sub-divided into sub-castes by reason of change of location,
change of occupation, change in social practices, change due to pollution, changes due to
increased prosperity, changes due to quarrel, and changes due to change of religion
(Ambedkar, 1987).
For him, “society is always composed of classes although their basis may differ, they may
be social, economic, or intellectuals. And an individual in a society is always a member of
the class”. But Hindus were never a society as an organized system of individuals with
common purposes. It was, indeed, always a system of castes with different rights and
purposes (Gupta, 1999). Ambedkar further argued the Hindu social order was not based on
††
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had helped him and was appointed a probationer in the office of Accountant-General of Baroda (Ambedkar, 1979).
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the principle of equality. It was hierarchical in nature where, Brahmins occupied the top rank
in the society followed by Kshatriya, Vaishya, Shudra, and Untouchables. According to this
social order, an individual’s duty was fixed by his/her birth only. It was a social order where
an individual was entitled to rights and privileges based on the caste he/she belonged to.
In his essay, Hindu Social Order: Its Essential Principles, Ambedkar argued that:
“in the Hindu Social Order, there is no room for individual merit and no
consideration of individual justice. If the individual has a privilege, it is not because it is due
to him personally. The privilege goes with the class, and if he is found to enjoy it, it is because
he belongs to that class. Contra wise, if an individual is suffering from a wrong, it is not
because of he by his conduct he deserves it. The disability is the disability imposed upon the
class and if he is found to be labouring under it, it is because he belongs to that class”
(Ambedkar, 1987).
While criticizing this Hindu social order based on casteism, Ambedkar claimed that:
“There cannot be a more degrading system of social organization than Caste System.
It is a system which deadens paralyses and cripples the people from helpful activity”
(Ambedkar, 1989).
Advocated the Idea of a Just Society
Because of the above-discussed loopholes, Ambedkar refuted the idea of the Hindu social
order and suggested total annihilation of caste. He advocated the idea of the establishment
of a “just society that would be casteless or be classless” based on two essential principles:
“The first is that the individual is an end in himself and the main aim and object of
society is the growth of the individual and the development of his personality. Society is not
above the individual and if the individual has to subordinate himself to society, it is because
such subordination is for his betterment and only to the extent necessary. The second is that
the terms of associated life between members of society must be regarded by consideration
founded on liberty, equality and fraternity” (Ambedkar, 1987).
He further argued that society can become just only through the power of knowledge and
education. That is why; he has given emphasis on “Educate, Organize, and Agitate”.
For him, an ideal/ just society:
“should be mobile, should be full of channels for conveying a change taking place in
one place in one part to other parts. In an ideal society there should be many interests
consciously communicated and shared. There should be varied and free points of contacts
with other modes of association. In other words, there must be social endosmosis”
(Ambedkar, 1979).
Why Dr. Ambedkar’s Social Thought is still significant?
Though the Constitution of India has abolished the Untouchability (Art. 17) and guaranteed
the Right to Equality (Art. 14) to all its citizens, caste discrimination still exists here. It is
true that in India, the condition of untouchables has upgraded than before. Their education
and financial status have improved a lot but, the tag Dalit still harasses them. The attitude of
Indian society still needs to be changed. As even today, cases like forcing dalit victims to eat
or drink obnoxious substances, dump excreta, sewage, carcasses into their homes or
compounds, sexual abuse, prevent them from entering into temples, hospitals, or contesting
elections, let them attend school or college without humiliating them and so on (Deshpande,
2017), still occurred in this country. These cases witness the presence of the caste system in
India. Priyadarshini (2012), correctly stated that “India is definitely an independent country
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but it is controlled by the caste system” (Priyadarshini, 2012). That is why; as long as there
is casteism in India, Ambedkar’s social thought will remain significant.
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Women Education- A Powerful Instrument of Social Change
Dr.Anjana Srivastava
Dr.M.K.Sinha
Abstract
Role of education is basic indicator of the level of development achieved by a society. Higher
level of education leads to a greater awareness and also Contributes in improvement of
Economic and social Conditions. It acts as a catalyst for social upliftment enhancing the
returns on investment made in almost every aspect of development efforts like population
control, health, hygiene, environmental degradation and empowerment of weaker section of
the society. Education leads to empowerment and sustained education improve the quality
of human life. Education generates self worth, Confidence and self esteem. Education is
powerful weapon for empowerment of women. Once this weapon is used the dark days of
women will be over. So there is a Conscious effort on the part of government to increase
literacy of girl child all over the Country. “Educate a boy, an individual is educated Educate
a girl, an entire family is educated”. It is an old saying a population established belief.
Education has immense potential to bring desirable changes in the status of women in Indian
society. The women education will sensitize women to their rights; raise their levels of
aspirations and achievement. It will also generate awareness in men that growth &
development can only take place when women are also educated.
Keywords: Women Education, Social change, Empowerment, Health, Population
Introduction
Women play an imperative role in making nation progressive and govern it towards
development. They are essential possessions of a lively humanity required for national
improvement, so if we have to see a shinny future of women in our country, giving education
to them must be a pre-occupational. Empowerment means moving from a week position to
execute energy. Education is the most highly instrument of social Change. Education can
transform society by providing opportunities and experiences through which the individual
can cultivate himself for adjustment with the emerging needs and philosophy of the changing
society.
Swami Vivekananda has said, “Education is the manifestation of perfection already in man”.
Education in its true sense is explained by the following equation.
Education = Knowledge +Culture + Wisdom.
Knowledge is at basic level what we learn to attain literacy and life skills. This should in
turn create a thirst for more, deeper and wider Knowledge.
Culture involves refinement of mind, moral and taste. This comes about through exposure
to religion, literature, arts, philosophy, diversity and cultured persons. Culture involves
learning of the profound and distinguishing it from the preface. Culture should be imbibed
from ones surroundings and sought beyond it through books and voyage. Culture involves
the senses and dictates the route of life.
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Wisdom is the ability to think and act utilizing knowledge, experience, Understanding
common sense and insight. The knowledge element includes what one learns in his/her own
life moment and of the accumulated wisdom of past generations. Discriminative/ selective
learning, which is erudition, is vital aspect of wisdom; a wise person has to be also a Cultured
person. A wise person is the ‘Educated’ person.
We mistakenly think that those who hold higher degree are more educated than those who
have only qualified at the lower stages. The former, may have accumulated more knowledge,
but may lack Culture and wisdom. The letter may have less knowledge, but more Culture
and wisdom. Education has a central role and responsibility in social transformation. In every
Country, rich or poor, education lays the necessary foundations for establishing good
governance, democratic participation and human being rights. It provides the means for
empowering disadvantaged and marginalized groups and promoting their inclusion in
society.
The Role of Education in the Empowerment of Women
“It you educate a man you educate an individual, however, if you educate a women you
educate a Whole family. Women empowered means mother India empowered”- Pandit
Nehru. Empowerment of women builds a positive image by recognizing their Contribution
to the society, economy and politics. It develops an ability to think critically and enhance
self-esteem and self Confidence. Empowerment enables women to make informed choice in
areas like Education, employment and health. It provides information, Knowledge and skill
for economic independence. It ensures equal participation in the development process and
foster in decision making and action through collective process. It also enhances access to
legal literacy and information related to their rights and entitlements in the society with a
view to enhances their participation in all areas.
India is poised to emerge as one of the most developed nations by 2020, more literate, and
knowledge and economically at the fore front. No doubt women play a vital role in
Contributing to the Country’s development .Women energy is crucial to the economic
growth of any country. In India this is yet to meet the requirements despite reforms. Tiny
has been achieved in the location of women empowerment, but for this to happen, this sector
must experience a chain of reforms.
Indian Women A Historical Perspective
During the period of Vedas and upnisads women were friends and co-workers of men. In
muslim periods the Status of women got deteriorated .But in British period, British rules
generated new climate to change in the old traditional social structure and norms based on
inequality. After Independence the Constitution of India Confirmed equality to men and
women in status and opportunities in political, social and economic areas (Article -14). In
various Commissions and Committees reinforced the Challenges and struggle to improve
the status of women. In all the Commissions/ Committees and polices formulated after
independence (including university of Education Commission 1948-49 to National
Education policy 1986 and POA, 1992 & 2005) due emphasis has been laid down on
women’s education.
In the last twenty five years there has been global effort with a strong support from the United
Nations to understand the discrimination and restore an equal status to women. The national
policy for the empowerment of women 2001 has given great charter for Women’s
Empowerment in all fields. The empowerment of women and especially economic
empowerment will revitalize the nation and their charter is a great blessing to Indian women.
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Educated women are capable of bringing socio-economic changes. The Constitution of
almost all democratic countries, including India, guarantees equal right to both men and
women. Realizing the importance of women education, the government and many nongovernment organizations took a lot projects to spread women education. Literacy programs
are being taken in favor of women.
Importance of literacy and Education for women in India:
Literacy & Education are basic indicators of the level of development achieved by a society
Spread of literacy is generally associated with important traits of modern civilization such
as modernization, urbanization, Industrialization, Communication and Commerce. Literacy
forms an important input in overall development of individuals enabling them to
comprehend their social, Political and Cultural environment better respond to it
appropriately. Higher level of education leads to a greater awareness and also Contributes in
improvements of economic & social Conditions. It act as a Catalyst for social upliftment
enhancing the returns an investment made in almost every aspects of development efforts, it
may be population Control, health, hygiene, environmental degradation on Control,
employment of weaker sections of the society.
Thus we can say that education leads to empowerment and sustained education improve the
quality of human life .Education generates self worth, Confidence and self-esteem Education
is a powerful weapon for empowerment of women. So there is a conscious effort on the part
of government to increase literacy of girl child all over the Country.
Percentage of literate women in India
191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201
Year
1901
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
% of
literacy
18. 24. 39. 54.1 65.4
.6
1.1
1.8 2.9 7.3 7.9 13.0
of
7
8
4
6
6
women
Source – Census report of India 1901 to 2011
As evident from the table that literacy among female increased as it was only 0.6% in 1901,
has now become 65.46% in 2011. This percentage of literacy has rapidly increased in last
twenty years as 39.4% to 65.46%, although it is with being praised but it should be increased
more efficiently. Over the years India’s literacy role has improved manifold from 12% in
1947 to 74.47% in 2011. Even through The literacy rate is still below the average of 84%
around the world. As per 2011 Census report, one of 778454120 individuals who are
Considered literate in India 44,42,03,762 of them are male and 33,42,50,350 are women.
It we look at the percentage of educated people, there is an enormous gap between male
(82.14% in 2011) and women (65.46%, in 2011) literacy rates in India .low women literacy
rate has an enormous negative impact on the overall growth and development of the society
where women majority responsible for child care and development. The importance of
women education is briefly summarized below:1. Economic development and prosperity: Education will empower women to come
forward and contribute towards the development and prosperity of the country.
2. Economic empowerment: So long as women remain backward and economically
dependent on men, the helpless condition of them can’t be changed. Economic
empowerment and independence will only come through proper education and
employment of women.
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3. Improved life: Education helps women to live a good life. Her identity as an individual
would never get lost. She can read and learn about her right her rights would not-get
trodden down. The life or Condition of women would upgrade a lot; if we take a broad
only took in the field of women education.
4. Improved Health: Educated girls and women are aware of the importance of health and
hygiene. Through health education they are empowered to govern a healthy lifestyle.
Educated mothers can take acceptable care of both herself and her baby.
5. Dignity and honor: Educated women are now looked upon with dignity and honor; they
become a source of inspiration for millions of immature girls who make them their role
models.
6. Justice: Educated women are more informed of their right for Justice. It would
eventually govern to decline in instances of violence and injustice against women such
as dowry forced- prostitution, child marriage, women foeticide etc.
7. Preference to select a profession of her preference : Educated women can prove be
highly successful in the field of life a girl child should get equal opportunity for
education, so that she can plan to become a successful doctors, engineers, nurses,
airhostesses, or select a profession of her preference.
8. Alleviate Poverty: Women education is a prerequisite to alleviate poverty. Women need
to take equal burden of the massive task of eliminating poverty. This would require
massive contribution from educated women. There can’t be many social and economic
changes unless girls and women are given their rights for education.
Education has immense potential to bring desirable changes in the status of women in Indian
society. The women education will sensitize women to their rights raise their level of
aspirations and achievements. It will also generate awareness in men that growth and
development can only take place when women are also educated. In most of the developing
world around the globe including India, Women are often denied of education opportunities
even through women Constitute 48% of the total population in India- the women literacy
rate in urban location is 79.11% as against 88.76% males and the figures are even lower in
the countryside scenario where 57.93% women are literate as against 77.15% literate males.
In 2014, India GDP growth ranges between 4.6%- 5.3 % (1st -3rd growth) and this growth
percentage can be drastically improved if women are educated and starts contributing
equally economically.
Over the years, the literacy rate among Indian women has increased and per an article in one
of India’s leading newspapers women enrollment for higher studies have increased from
10% (during independence) to 41.5% in 2011. Indian government has launched a number of
programmers to encourage primary, secondary and higher education for women. However,
the progress is albeit sedate but moving steadily. The voyage to become a successful nation
begins with universal Education for Women. India can come achieve its true potential as a
nation only when their women populations are equipped with the energy of relocation.
Conclusions
Until the middle of nineteenth Century, girls and women were educated only for traditional
household works. Now, the society is waitressing changes in the role status of women. There
are greater emphasis on education girls and women in the same way as we educate boys and
men. The modern day parents want to fulfill the aspiration of their Children without gender
parity.
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The educated women should install on exercising their civil, social, political and economic
rights. This will aid upgrade the overall Condition of women in the society. We can hope for
days when all women of our country will be enlightened and educated.
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Existentialism in R.K. Narayan's 'The Guide'
DR. AWDHESH KUMAR
Existentialism, though became vogue in the 19th century, yet has been discussed by many a
man of letters earlier too. Shakespeare talked of it in the form of ''To be or not to be ". Besides
a number of philosophers like Lequier, Pascal, Carlyle and William James, too are known
as existentialists. Nay, even in the writings of Plato, Descartes and Kant too we find the
ruminations concerning existentialism. An elaborate manifestation of the tendency found in
the works of Kierkegaard, Jaspers, Albert Camus, Sartre, Martin theideggerCabriel
Marcel.The existentialist movement negates the previous substantial philosophical concepts
and makes Man feel more strongly about his mundane existence.
In order to know the meaning of existentialism, we need to understand the distinction
between essence and existence. While the former is said to refer to the true nature of things
that may be considered in an abstract way, the latter is concerned with the actual behavior
or experience of man which is a concrete phenomenon. The existentialists contend that
idealism is concerned with ideas and concepts or with a man of abstract nature and thus it
becomes a 'philosophy of essence'. Opposed to this is existentialism in which, as Sartre
asserts, 'existence precedes essence '. It is a stern reaction against the classical philosophy
that attempts to rationalise 'Being'. According to it, being can be understood not by the actual
faculty of man, it can be experienced. It lays emphasis on 'Subjectivity' and 'Primary of the
individual'. In it ideal and actual should be kept apart. In fine, it affirms, the primacy or
priority of existence. An existentialist is not interested in essences, possibilities and abstract
concepts, his sole concern is directed towards which exists or rather towards the existence
of that which exist. According to the philosophy, Man first is -only afterwards he is this or
that. It lays emphasis on Freedom or freedom of choice. Man is man only when has freedom
or freedom of choice. Man is man only when has freedom and a free life is one in which he
may choose actions -actions that may give substance to freedom and even enrich it. Freedom
may perhaps best be defined as acting entirely by our own free will, act in accordance with
our true nature, so that it can find its full expression, otherwise we shall find that we are
forced into actions which violate that nature.
R.K. Narayan unlike MulkrajAnanad, Camus, Kafka and Sartre who bear allegiance to a
certain philosophy, is a social realist. In his 'The Guide' there are a number of characters and
situations which could yield to existentialists interpretations. It is a humble attempt to
examine "The Guide' in the light of existentialism.
Existentialists while talking about the world and man's role in it, opine that Man despite his
efforts to orgnise his world, fails to completely unify it. Nevertheless, the atheist
existentialists emphasize man's role in lending a meaning to the worldly phenomenon as the
possibility is given with the phenomenon itself.
The world of'The Guide* from the existentialist point of view, begins with Malgudi town,
itsrail-way station, Albert mission school, AnandBha\van Hotel, Mempi Hills and its market
placet. Rosie's efforts to have her 'free will' and her survival as a dancer is a human fight
with the existing world Marco makes his choice as a research scholar and remains committed
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to it. Raju in order to exist, acts as a guide, as a lover and finally as a swami. He also commits
himself to the faith of the villagers and dies for it ?
The novel begins with Raju recalling his childhood and gives us feel of the leisurely life of
a small village where his father discussed politics with his friends who gathered in the
evening. He also narrates the efforts his father made for his education. When the railway
station is opened, the life gets changed Now Malgudi receives an influx of tourists which
gives momentum to life. The taxi drivers and hotels are in demand.
The town of Malgudi, Mempi hills and Mangal village is a world in itself. In it we see the
actions and psychological reactions of various human beings. 'The Guide1 is the world of
Raju, Rosie, Marco, Velan and Gaffur. In it everyone has, his/her own personal perception
of the world. As far as GafTur is concerned, he accepts the hard facts of existence and wants
to run with the stream of life. He is against breaking the code and therefore leaves Raju when
the latter gets infatuated with Rosie. So does Velan. He also accepts life as it comes.
But Gaffur and Velan are ordinary fellows. Their dreams are common and hence easily
fulfilled. They remain contented with life. As Rajiv Taranath says, "The average man in
NarayanJs novels is seldom in difficulty. The tension is created by those who are not
average, by ones who 'assert' rather than accept".
Rosie, Raju and Marco instead of accepting life, assert their 'freewill' and make their
existential choices. Rosie has a passion for dancing; Raju loves 'Role playing' and Marco is
committed to his research. All of them deviate from the normal course of their lives and the
consequences are alarming. Marco loses his wife, Rosie her husband and Raju lands himscl
fin prison. They fight for their existence and the 'World' conies in the way of their struggle.
Raju lives in the dream world of his own, acting as the guide for the tourists coming to
Malgudi and feels flattered when he is refferred as 'Railway Raju*.
But when Rosie alighted from the train a change takes place in Raju's life. He is attracted
towards her and in his efforts to look presentable, he discards his Khakhi bush coat and
Dhoti, and goes for a new dress. So conscious does he becomes of his dress that even his
mother remarks that he looks "like a bridegroom'' and Gnffnr winks and says many
insinuating things ................ 2
Raju loses interest in the world of the guide and creates a new world for himself that of a
lover He feels infatuated with Rosie and starts making advances, "All night I didn't
sleep......... the way you danced, your form and figure haunted me all night.
He overthrows all social conventions and brings Rosie, the married women, to his home and
therefore is subjected to strictures, O.P. Saxena opines, "Love relationship bet\veenRaju and
Rosie is born not so much out of first sight attraction, as out of the ironical situations in
which they are placed. It is an irony of situation that Marco s discontented wife, Rosie and
Raju, a smart young guide with a knack to get involved in other people s interests and
activities should be forced to move and live freely in each other company............. "J
When Raju becomes Rosie's manager in the show business, he adjust himself admirably in
the world of contracts, money, cards and whisky. So does he in the jail and later on as a
swami. Marco, a research scholar, is too academic. The scholar in him comes in direct
conflict with his domestic .life causing disruption in his family life. Rosie, finding no
husband in Marco, seeks a diversion in Raju and with his help launches herself as a dancer.
Thus Marco and Rosie pursue their 'wills'. Presenting a sharp contrast with Velan and Gaffur
who identify themselves with Maigudi-lifestyle and have no notion of a world of their own.
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They are part of the collective consciousness and have no 'Free Will* of their own. If they
have any, they make no effort to exercise it.
Raju's mother and his maternal uncle live in the world of traditions and age old conventions.
Their moral code of conventions makes them protest against Raju's living with Rosie but
failing in seeking Raju's compliance with their will, they leave him.
Thus we find that they struggle to exist in a world which reacts against them and tries to
thwart their efforts made for the existence in pursuance of thier free individual wills. Raju,
Rosie and Morco are born in the 'existed worlds' of their parents' households and try to break
loose the traditional roots in pursuance of making a world of their own. They exert their 'will'
and come into conflict with the 'existing world'. It creates problems for them. Rosie, the
dancer is not approved of by her husband, Marco. He cannot allow his wife to make public
appearances as his sophisticated psyche makes him believe that women of cultured families
seldom take to dancing. This open clash of Marco with his wife could have been avoided
had Marco married a girl from a family akin to his own sophistication and background. Rosie
too is equally liable to blame for the breaking off their marriage. She being a post-graduate,
is supposed to know and respect the ways of a man of scholarly pursuits. But contrarily she
acts stubbornly. Consequently Marco and Rosie reach a point of a no return in their
relationships. Rosie succeeds in creating a world of her own as a dancer. But even in the
victory of asserting her free will, she remains defeated as she loses Marco. Her past
continuous to disturb her mental peace.
In the existential world of 'The Guide* Marco, Rosie and Raju 'stand out' in breaking out
from their concern of every day life. Marco shines in the field of learning when his book
entitled "The cultural history of south India' is published; Rosie becomes an accomplished
sought-after dancer whose name finds mention in the newspapers of the South; and Raju
shines in the world of Religions and faith. Velan, Gaffur and others who remain glued to
their conventions fail to do anything outstanding.
To attain existence, man struggles through action. In 'The Guide* too the characters act,
interact and react. Rosie and Marco marry but they fight to assert themselves. Rosie is
determined to pursue dance and Marco is determined to pursue his scholarly passion by
subordinating every other thing to his studies. Raju leaves the world of feelings, sensations
and enjoyments for the thrill of guiding the passengers. But when Rosie appears, he again
starts entertaining the feelings and emotions and makes amorous advances towards her. He
wants to make her a super dancer in order to remain close to her.
In existentialism freedom to act precedes the action. Freedom of taking decision and freedom
of choice leads to the freedom of action. Hence freedom is sought, demanded preserved and
expanded. But man's freedom is confined by the conventions, traditions, social order,
religion and by other innumerable factors The moment an individual asserts his freedom the
whole world starts putting restraints on him. 'Pie existentialists use the word 'Facticity' to
define the limiting factor to freedom. Man's freedom is constrained by the factual situations
in which he finds himself. In "The Guide, Rosie feels free to choose and free to act but when
she confronts Marco, a Scholar and ironically is making a study of dance styles of the ancient
times, she realises that she is not so free as she thought herself to be. Her immediate reaction
is not to go against the wishes of her husband. She says, "/ want to be with you ......... / want
yon to forget everything"5
Marco is conditioned by his background. Though he knows that his research when completed
would be a valuable contribution in the field of dance, yet he does not want his wife dance
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publicly as in his family ladies never take to dancing in public. Likewise Raju's action of
bringing Rosie to his home is vehemently opposed by his mother and uncle who are bound
to old conventions and finally their conflict turns into hostility and defiance causes
separation of the son from the mother. Even when Raju becomes a Swami, he is not as free
as the man who has renounced the world. He becomes a public celebrity and tries to keep
his appearance by subjecting himself rigorously to the requirement of a Swami. His freedom
is abridged when he finds himself surrounded by people all the time. Thus he is in a 'trap*
as a Swami. People impose a lot of restrictions on him. Thus 'Facticity' causes a clash
between the illusion of human freedom and the actual situations in life.
Thus in existential interpretation of "The Guide', characters make their choices, confront a
hostile environment, realize their insignificance and finally commit themselves to a certain
cause, Marco to research, Rosie to dance and Raju to the welfare of the people of Mangal
Village.
Notes & References
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Structural Change and Tertiary Sector: A Case Study of
Jammu & Kashmir
Hurmat Sumaiya Binti Bashir
Prof. Inderjeet Singh
Dr. Parmod Kumar Agarwal‡‡
Abstract
Structural change in an economy takes place mainly along two dimensions: one along
sectoral shares and another along work force shares engaged in these sectors. In addition
to labour and capital, the technological changes play an important role, in the structural
change. As an economy moves from lower to higher stages of development, there occurs a
shift from simpler to more modern and complicated techniques of production on the one
hand and from primary to secondary and/or to tertiary sectors on the other. J&K followed
a specific kind of model of development that provided the livelihood to masses. To transform
the economy from stagnant to a vibrant one and making the service sector as engine of
growth, analysis of growth and tertiarization is need of the time. In this context, the paper is
an attempt to analyze the structure, pattern and growth of J&K economy with special
reference to service sector. Study covers the period of new policy regime, i.e., from 1991 till
date. The data will be collected from National Accounts Statistics (CSO) and Statistical
Abstract of J&K. Employment related statistics have been obtained from different rounds of
NSSO. For analysis of above data, tabular analysis has been supported with percentages,
averages, growth rates and simple measures of structural change. The outcome that emerged
from the above analysis is that the emerging structure of the J&K economy is characterized
by tertiary sector lead growth, with underemployed crowding in agriculture and industry
not picking up due to socio-economic reasons.
Keywords: Structural Change, Tertiary Sector, Development, Jammu and Kashmir (J&K)
Economy
Introduction
Structural change in an economy takes place mainly along two dimensions: one along
sectoral shares and another along work force shares engaged in these sectors. In addition to
labour and capital, the technological changes play an important role, in the structural change.
As an economy moves from lower to higher stages of development, there occurs a shift from
simpler to more modern and complicated techniques of production on the one hand and from
primary to secondary and/or to tertiary sectors on the other. The tertiary sector has emerged
as the largest and fastest-growing sector in the global economy in the last two decades. The
excess growth of tertiary sector coupled with state-of-the-art technology has got its own
implications, for the future development patterns of an economy. Overgrown tertiary sector
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has its effect on economic growth, employment and sustainability of the system. Presently,
in
India the tertiary sector share in gross domestic product has almost touched the 60 percent
mark. World over majority of the countries have followed a set pattern of transition, i.e.,
primary, secondary and tertiary; but in India, transition from primary to tertiary sector has
been by bye-passing the secondary sector. The structure pattern and composition of this
tertiary sector growth has its own implications for economic growth its sustainability.
Jammu and Kashmir (J&K), has been a hub of tourism for several decades since
independence. J&K followed a specific kind of model of development that provided the
livelihood to masses but now the negative externalities of the model of development have
started appearing. As one of the fallouts of this model of development, as compared to some
other states of the country, the service sector has not been able to catch up due to some
inherent impediments in the system. The emerging service sector in the economy is an
outcome of new policy regime and legacy of the development model followed. To transform
the economy from stagnant to a vibrant one and making the service sector as engine of
growth, analysis of growth and tertiarization is need of the time. In this context, the aim of
the paper is to make an attempt to analyze the structure, pattern and growth of J&K economy.
Review of Literature
Empirics on sectoral growth and performance analysis draw their origin from the dual
economy model of Lewis (1954) and Hirschman (1958) which attempt to explain economic
growth by examining the role and relationship between the traditional agricultural sector and
modern manufacturing sector. There exist two opposing schools of thought on the
relationship between the service producing sector and economic growth (Glasmeier and
Howland, 1993). First, is of the view that the service producing sector can aid economic
growth; and second is of the view that the service producing sector should not be seen as
independent of, nor is it a replacement for, the traditional goods producing sector such as
agriculture, mining, and manufacturing. The available evidence indicates that the service
producing sector has dominated the goods producing sector in most of the developed
economies; it accounts for about two-thirds of employment and output in many advanced
economies such as Canada and Australia (Economic Council of Canada, 1991). The
relationship between the service producing sector and economic growth must be viewed in
terms of both the size of the sector in economic activity and to productivity gains.
Increasingly, the service sector is seen as the key to economic growth in a post-industrial
economy. As compared to the goods producing sector, the service sector is less likely to be
export oriented and hence less likely to be affected by slowdown in growth of a major trading
partner (Mansell, 1985).
An underdeveloped country is characterised by a predominant share of primary sector, while
with economic development, the share of secondary sector increases and that of primary
sector declines and subsequently after reaching a reasonably high level of development, the
tertiary sector attains importance by becoming the dominant sector of the economy. These
structural changes have been observed both in the relative share of gross domestic product
and workforce by many economists (Fisher 1939, Clark 1940, Kuznets 1966, 1971, Chenery
and Syrquin, 1975). In a more traditional perspective, the concept of structural change is
related to changes in the patterns of sectoral composition of countries and regions over the
process of economic development. As an economy develops, it certainly undergoes certain
structural changes. The composition of its gross domestic product and employment structure
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will change. This experience has been witnessed by all the developed and developing
economies. Structural changes may refer to as change in the economic structure. By structure
is meant production structure. Production structure can be defined as the composition of
output or the source of output. That is the contribution made to output by the primary,
secondary and tertiary economic sectors. Likewise, the contributions of the rural and the
urban sector, the public and the private sector and the organised and the un-organised sector
are all important. Employment of an economy’s labour force among the various sectors is
another dimension of the structure of the economy. Employment structure may also be
defined as the reallocation of resources in response to alterations in the composition of the
output of an economy as it experiences changes between the contributions of different
business sectors.
There are large number of studies on the Indian economy that have explored the service
sector and economic growth nexus [Pradhan et al. (2006); Nagaraj (2010); and Rashmi
Banga (2005)]. There are very few studies on analysis of tertiary sector in a predominantly
agrarian economy (Sawhney, 2007). There is no such comprehensive study on the J&K
economy.
Structural Change in Jammu & Kashmir
Structure of an economy is best represented by sector-wise growth profile and sector-wise
shares of Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP). GSDP of Jammu and Kashmir, at constant
prices, is presented in table and figure 1. In last two decades, the gross state domestic product
has become almost more than double as compared to the reference year 1993-94 (table 1 and
figure 1) GSDP, in constant terms have grown at the rate of 5.63 percent per annum. Sector
wise growth profile shows that the tertiary sector is the fastest growing sector of the
economy; it has grown at the rate of 7.73 percent per annum. It is followed by secondary and
primary sectors, in order, which have grow at the rate of 3.58 percent and 3.3 percent per
annum respectively. Quantum-wise primary sector is larger than secondary sector but its
growth is lagging behind. So the economy of Jammu and Kashmir is poised to take off with
tertiary sector leading the growth supported by industrial development that is replacing the
agriculture. Hence the J&K economy is following the defined theoretical transitional path of
primary, secondary and tertiary sector.
Table 1: Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP) of J&K at Constant Prices (2004)
GSDP (Rs. Lakh)
Total GSDP
Year
(Rs. Lakh)
Primary
Secondary
Tertiary
1993-94
211382
135068
287818
634268
1994-95
237852
133494
292878
664224
1995-96
244276
134018
319866
698160
1996-97
260578
129909
342253
732740
1997-98
250637
144512
379017
774166
1998-99
262338
147479
404557
814374
1999-00
283290
140802
426821
850913
2004-05
298642
150154
438756
887552
2005-06
299595
158685
482983
941263
2006-07
303082
175420
514221
992723
2007-08
303082
188050
562013
1053145
2008-09
317203
192182
626919
1136304
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2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14

315591
341930
362541
374163
503000

203200
200285
201759
203901
194022

670518
730416
795921
874536
2566892

1189309
1272631
1360221
1452600
4539945

Compound
Annual
5.57
2.29
14.66
13.09
Growth Rate
(CAGR)
Source: CSO Database
Graph 1: Gross State Domestic product (GSDP) of J&K at Constant Prices (2004)
GSDP (Rs. Lakh) Primary

GSDP (Rs. Lakh) Secondary

GSDP (Rs. Lakh) Tertiary

Total GSDP (Rs. Lakh)

100%
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80%
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40%
30%
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10%
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Sectoral Shares in GSDP in J&K Economy
Percentage sector-wise distribution of state domestic product is a best summary measure of
output structure of an economy. Sectoral distribution GSDP in J&K (table 6) shows that in
year 1993-94, tertiary sector contributed 45.38 percent of the state domestic product. The
share of primary sector was 33.33 percent and the share of secondary sector was 21.30
percent in year 1993-94. Presently the tertiary sector share in GSDP has crossed the mark of
60 percent and the primary sector forms the one-quarter share of GSDP. The share of
secondary sector is continuously shrinking; it is 14.04 at present. So the share-wise and
growth-wise, the tertiary sector is vibrant sector of the economy. Tertiary sector is leading
the growth.
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Table 2: Sectoral Shares in GSDP in J&K Economy from 1993-94 to 2013-14 (in
percent)
Sectors
Year

Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

1993-94
33.33
21.30
45.38
1994-95
35.81
20.10
44.09
1995-96
34.99
19.20
45.82
1996-97
35.56
17.73
46.71
1997-98
32.38
18.67
48.96
1998-99
32.21
18.11
49.68
1999-00
33.29
16.55
50.16
2004-05
33.65
16.92
49.43
2005-06
31.83
16.86
51.31
2006-07
30.53
17.67
51.80
2007-08
28.78
17.86
53.37
2008-09
27.92
16.91
55.17
2009-10
26.54
17.09
56.38
2010-11
26.87
15.74
57.39
2011-12
26.65
14.83
58.51
2012-13
25.76
14.04
60.20
2013-14
20.22
18.46
61.32
Source: Central Statistical Organization
Sectoral Shares in GSDP in J&K Economy
Sectoral Distribution of GSDP, 1993-94
Primary

45.38

Secondary

Tertiary

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

Sectoral Distribution of GSDP, 2013-14
Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

Primary
20%

33.33
Tertiary
61%
21.3

Total GSDP

Seconda
ry
19%

According to Kuznets analysis the relative share of manufacturing has to increase in the long
run there by showing industrialization taking place in the economy. But disaggregating the
data of Jammu and Kashmir economy, the relative share of industry is accounted for, by
construction to a greater degree, i.e., by about 21.84 percent and 8.22 percent is accounted
for by manufacturing sector and its allied activities. In comparison to other northern growing
state, Jammu and Kashmir is contributing to greater dependence rather than the growth. Most
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of the construction material and goods and much of the labour in construction industry is
imported, hence the growth if generated is in exporting states rather than in J&K and
industrialization has occurred in exporting states rather in our state economy. Thus, the
investment opportunities and gainful economic pursuits particularly in terms of employment
generation are not realized in the state.
In J&K economy product contribution of agricultural sector has been very limited because
of stagnant non-agricultural sector. Market contribution has also been low because most of
the factor inputs require by rural population are imported like tractors, fertilizers, pesticides
and other agricultural implements. Factor contribution has remained relatively much higher
than product and market contribution because increases in rural incomes, because of growth
of agricultural and tertiary sectors have contributed significantly to capital formation which
Kuznets termed as factor contribution. Further, agricultural sub-sectors like horticulture have
contributed towards the foreign exchange earnings of the state which is not explicitly
identified by Kuznets but is implicit in his market contribution.
Conclusion
Jammu and Kashmir (J&K), a state of northern India, has been a hub of tourism for several
decades since independence. J&K followed a specific kind of model of development that
provided the livelihood to masses but now the negative externalities of the model of
development have started appearing. As one of the fallouts of this model of development, as
compared to some other states of the country, the service sector has not been able to catch
up due to some inherent impediments in the system. The emerging service sector in the
economy is an outcome of new policy regime and legacy of the development model
followed. To transform the economy from stagnant to a vibrant one and making the service
sector as engine of growth, analysis of growth and tertiarization is need of the time. As it is
revealed
from the study that structural change in Jammu and Kashmir is characterized by tertiary
sector lead growth, with underemployed crowding in agriculture and industry has not picked
up due to socio-economic reasons. Much of the tertiary sector depends directly or indirectly
on tourism that needs stability, security and a long run policy.
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MkW0 jkeeuksgj yksfg;k u;h lH;rk] laLd`fr ds n`"Vk] fuekZrk] oSpkfjd ØkfUr ds uk;d vkSj foy{k.k izfrek ds
/kuh] 20oha lnh ds egku lektoknh FksA oS’ohdj.k vkSj yksdrkaf=d O;oLFkk ds bl ;qx esa MkW0 yksfg;k ds lektokn
dh izklafxdrk dh mi;ksfxrk vkSj c<+ tkrh gS( tc yksdrkaf=d lekt esa & nfyr] 'kksf"kr] ihfM+r ,oa L=h vlqjf{kr
eglwl dj jgsa gksAa fdlkuksa dks vkRegR;k djus dks ck/; gksuk iM+rk gksA MkW0 jkeeuksgj yksfg;k dk thou nq%[kh]
ihfM+r] 'kksf"kr lekt ds fy, lefiZr FkkA muds lius esa ,d ,slk fo’o Fkk ftlesa dkys&xksjs] L=h&iq:"k]
xjhc&vehj vkSj Å¡p&uhp dk dksbZ Hksn ugha FkkA MkW0 yksfg;k ds lektokn dh izklafxdrk dh leh{kkRed v/;;u
djus ls iwoZ gesa lektokn ds ewy rRo dks tkuuk vfuok;Z gSA lektokn dh i`f"VHkwfe esa IysVksa dh ^fjifCyd^]
vjLrw] ^bulkbDyksihfM;k vkWQ fczVkfu;k ¼11oka laLdj.k½] LVksbd n’kZu] Vkel eksj] Ýkafll csdu] lar lkbeu]
pkYlZ dSfj;j] jkoVZ vksou] yqbZ CykWd] ekDlZ rFkk ,aftYl vkfn lektoknh fopkjdksa rFkk nk’kZfudksa ds v/;;u
ls Li"V gksrk gS fd lektokn ,d O;kid 'kCn gSA lektokn ,d fl)kUr vkSj jktuhfrd vkUnksyu bu nksuksa
vFkksaZ esa iz;ksx gqvk gSA lektokn dks nks Jsf.k;ks&
a 1- Økafrdkjh lektokn]
2- fodkloknh esa ckaVdj
v/;;u fd;k tk ldrk gSA lektokn ds vUrxZr ,d fo"k; ds :Ik esa fuEufyf[kr fo’ks"krkvksa ij cy fn;k tkrk
gS(
1- lektokn ,d fl)kUr] vkUnksyu] thou i)fr ,oa iw¡thokn dk fojks/k gSA
2- lekurk ,oa Lora=rk ij vk/kkfjr fl)kUrA
3- vFkZ ij lekt dk fu;a=.kA
4- oLrqvksa dk lgh forj.k vkSj ekuork dks xkSjo iznku djukA
5- Je dk egRoA
6- O;fDrxr lEifŸk dk fojks/k% O;fDrxr lEifŸk iwt
a h dks tUe nsrh gS] ftlls iwt
a hokn c<+rk gSA
7- jkT; dk egRo% jkT; ds }kjk lektoknh vkn’kZ lEHkoA
8- lg;ksx ,oa vkRe fo’oklA
MkW0 yksfg;k us dgk Fkk fd ;fn lektokn dh ifjHkk"kk nks 'kCnksa esa nsuh gks rks os gSa & lerk ,oa lEiUurkA bu
nks 'kCnksa esa lektokn dk iwjh Hkko fufgr gSA lerk vkSj lEiUurk tqM+ok gSA yksfg;k us vius lektokn esa fo’o
ukxfjd ,oa fo’o ljdkj dk liuk ns[kk FkkA lkfgR;dkj y{ehdkUr oekZ fy[krs gS] fd MkW 0 yksfg;k ds vkfFkZd
fpUru esa rhu iM+ko gS(
1- ekDlZokn% ftls og v)ZlR; okyk fpUrd ekurs gSaA
2- xk¡/kh% ftls og iw.kZ ekuoh; fpUrd ekurs gSaA
3- lektokn% ftls og Hkkjrh; lEcU/k esa xk¡/kh vkSj muds fopkjksa ls tksM+dj LFkkfir djuk pkgrs gSA
yksfg;k fo|kFkhZ thou ls gh dkyZekDlZ ds n’kZu ls izHkkfor FksA xk¡/kh ds O;fDrRo vkSj dk;Z'kSyh izHkkfor FksA
yksfg;k] xk¡/kh vkSj dkyZekDlZ nksuksa ds n’kZu dks ,dkaxh ekursa gSaA Hkkjrh; ifjfLFkfr;ksa dks n`f"V esa j[krs gq;s ekDlZ
rFkk xk¡/kh ds chp leUo; rFkk larqyu ij cy fn;kA mUgksusa viuh iqLrd
esa
lektokn lEcU/kh fopkjksa dks Li"V fd;kA xk¡/kh rFkk ekDlZ nks ijLij fojks/kh fopkj/kkjkvksa ds e/; ,d dM+h dk
lw=ikr fd;kA mUgha ds 'kCnksa esa&
MkW0 yksfg;k
ds nk’kZfud fpUru vkSj lkekftd fo’ys"k.k dh i)fr ekDlZokn] xk¡/kh ds iz;ksx vkSj muds 'kks/k funs’kd izfl)
vFkZ’kkL=h cuZj lq/kkbZ dk Li"V izHkko ns[kus dks feyrk gSA
yksfg;k ofyZu fo’o fo|ky; ls 1932 esa jktuhfrd n’kZu esa 'kks/k izcU/k
fo"k; ij ih,pMh
dh mikf/k izkIr dj lu~ 1933 esa Hkkjr ykSVAs 17 ebZ 1934 esa iVuk esa vkpk;Z ujsUnz nso dh v/;{krk esa lektoknh
lEesyu esa Hkkx fy;k vkSj lektoknh vkUnksyu ls tqM+ x;sA lu~ 1938 ls os egkRek xk¡/kh dh fopkj/kkjk vkSj
muds O;fDrRo ls izHkkfor gksus yxsA 1938 ls 1946 rd fczfV’k ljdkj dk iqjtksj fojks/k fd;kA MkW0 yksfg;k u
dsoy Hkkjr esa oju~ iwjs ,f’k;k esa lektoknh vkUnksyu dks laxfBr djuk pkgrs FksA MkW0 yksfa g;k us vius fl)kUr
^
(Equi Distant Theory) esa lektokfn;ksa dkWxzsl rFkk lkE;okfn;ksa nksuksa dks leku
:i ls nwj jgus dh lykg nhA fnlEcj 1955 esa mUgksusa Hkkjrh; lektoknh ny dh LFkkiuk dhA yksfg;k ekDlZ ds
cy iz;ksx i)fr vkSj
ds :i esa lokZf/kdkjh O;oLFkk dh LFkkiuk ls lger ugha FksA


jktuhfr foKku foHkkx Hknkoj fo|k eafnj ¼ih-th-½ dkWyst ckg] vkxjkA
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mUgksusa Li"V dgk fd
yksfg;k ekDlZ ds
ls dksbZ
fojks/k ugha Fkk ysfdu mudk ekuuk Fkk fd vuqfpr lk/kuksa ls ge dHkh Hkh vPNs y{; dh izkfIr ugha dj ldrsA
blds fy, mfpr lk/kuksa dk lgkjk ysuk pkfg,A
yksfg;k us ;wjksih; lektokn ds LFkku ij Hkkjrh; ifjfLFkfr;ksa
lektokn dh dYiuk
djrs FksA leUo;oknh fpUru dks vk/kkj ekudj&lEiw.kZ ,f’k;k dks viuk fopkj fo"k; ekudj fpUru fd;k vkSj
1953 esa jaxwu esa &
dk vk;kstu fd;kA MkW0 yksfg;k O;kid rFkk HkkSfrd lkekftd
n’kZu dh vko’;drk ij cy fn;k] tks ,f’k;k esa O;kIr chekfj;ksa dk mipkj dj ldsA MkW0 yksf g;k ijEijkxr rFkk
laxfBr lektokn dks
rFkk ej.k'khy O;oLFkk ekurs FksA ijEijkxr lektokn ds LFkku
ij uohu lektokn dk ukjk yxk;kA uohu lektokn ds pkj vk/kkj& 1- lekurk 2- yksdra=
3- vfgalk
4- fodsUnzhdj.k ij fo’ks"k cy fn;kA
yksfg;k izFke nks vk/kkjksa dh O;k[;k lkFk&lkFk djrs FksA os lekurk dks lektokn dk eq[; rRo ekurs FksA mudk
ekuuk Fkk fd lektokn vkSj yksdra= ,d nwljs ds iwjd gSA mudk ekuuk Fkk fd lkekftd O;oLFkk dh LFkkiuk
yksdrkaf=d lk/kuksa ds vk/kkj ij gh dh tk ldrh gSaA lekurk vkSj yksdra= dks uohu vk/kkj ekudj lkekftd
O;oLFkk dh LFkkiuk ds fy, mUgksusa fuEufyf[kr lq>ko fn;s%
1- vk;&O;; ds {ks= esa vf/kdre lekurk miyC/k djkukA
2- O;Ld erkf/kdkj ij vk/kkfjr
(World Parliament) dh LFkkiukA
3- yksdrkaf=d ,oa jktuhfrd Lora=rk izkIr djukA
4- fo’o ds lHkh ns’kksa esa vkfFkZd fuHkZjrk cgqr vf/kd c<+ xbZ gS] blfy, lEiw.kZ fo’o esa thou Lrj dks Å¡pk
djukA
5- yksdra= dh j{kk ds fy, lkekftd rFkk O;fDrxr Lora=rk lqjf{kr j[kukA
6- ljdkj }kjk cyiwoZd vuqfpr dk;Z djk;s tkus dk fojks/kA xk¡/kh }kjk pyk;s x;s] O;fDrxr rFkk lkewfgd
lfou; voKk vkUnksyu dh turk dks vkKk iznku djukA
MkW0 yksfg;k dk ekuuk Fkk fd Hkkjr esa vlekurk flQZ vkfFkZd ugha gSa( ;g lkekftd Hkh gS yksfg;k iw¡thokn dks
yksdrkaf=d rjhds ls lekIr djuk pkgrs FksA lekurk dh LFkkiuk ds fy, iw¡thoknh O;oLFkk dks bl izdkj lekIr
djuk pkgrs Fks& [ksrh vkSj dkj[kkuksa ds tks dksbZ lk/ku gS] lEifŸk gS] mldks jk"Vª dh lEifŸk cukvks]a lekt dh
lEifŸk cukvksAa
MkW0 yksfg;k us lektokn dh LFkkiuk ds fy, jktuhfrd rFkk vkfFkZd 'kfDr;ksa ds fodsUnzhdj.k ij fo’ks"k cy fn;kA
jktuhfrd {ks= esa fodsUnzhdj.k O;oLFkk dh LFkkiuk ds fy, 4 LrEHk okys jkT; dh dYiuk dhA
1- xzke
2- e.My ¼ftyk½
3- izkar vFkok jkT;
4- dsUnz rFkk dsUnzh; ljdkjA
orZeku esa ftys esa ftyk/kh’k ds in dh tks O;oLFkk gS yksfg;k us
dks izrhd ekudj bl
in dks lekIr djus dh vko’;drk ij cy fn;kA MkW0 yksfg;k vkfFkZd {ks= esa fodsUnzhdj.k ij fo’ks"k cy fn;kA
mUgsa dqVhj rFkk ?kjsyw m|ksxksa rFkk cM+&
s cM+s dkj[kkuksa ds LFkku ij NksVs m|ksx dks c<+kok fn;k] mUgksusa NksVh e’khu
ds egRo dks Lohdkj fd;k] ftlls de ykxr esa vf/kd yksxksa dks jkstxkj fn;k tk ldsA mudk ekuuk Fkk fd
vkS|ksxhdj.k rFkk e’khuhdj.k ls ekuo fgr ugha gks ldrk( D;ksfa d blls u;s oxZ LFkkfir gks tkrs gS] vkSj lŸkk ds
fy, jk"Vªh; rFkk vUrZjk"Vªh; Lrj ij la?k"kZ dh 'kq:vkr gks tkrh gSA MkW0 yksfg;k tehankjh vkSj lkearoknh O;oLFkk
ds dV~Vj fojks/kh FksA mudk ekuuk Fkk fd fdlkuksa ls fdlh Hkh izdkj dk dj u fy;k tk,A d`f"k ds foLrkjhdj.k
ds lEcU/k esa mUgksusa Li"V dgk fd
ljdkjh Je vkSj xzke LojkT; mudh lektoknh fopkj/kkjk ds nks egRoiw.kZ vax gSA
yksfg;k us lektoknh O;oLFkk dh LFkkiuk ds fy, dgk fd] fu;a=.k O;; djus dh lhek ij gksuh pkfg, u fd
dsoy vk; ijA mUgksusa xka/kh dh rjg forj.k rFkk miHkksx dh lekurk ij cy fn;kA lekurk ds fl)kUr ds
vuq:i O;fDr;ksa dh de ls de vkSj vf/kd ls vf/kd vk; vkSj O;; dh lhek js[kk [khapkA MkW0 yksfg;k us
lektokn dh LFkkiuk ds fy, tkfr O;oLFkk dk izcy fojks/k fd;kA mudk ekuuk Fkk fd Hkkjr esa tkfr O;oLFkk
dh tM+s cgqr xgjh gSa mudk ekuuk Fkk fd tkfr O;oLFkk ls volj dh {kerk ladqfpr gksrh gSA mUgksusa Li"V dgk
fd
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yksfg;k us bl ckr ij cy fn;k fd tkfr O;oLFkk ij pkSrjQk
geyk gksuk pkfg,A tkfr O;oLFkk lekfgr ds lEcU/k esa muds fopkj bl izdkj gS(
1- lkekftd geyk lEiw.kZ gks] blds fy, t:jh gS fd vc jksVh ds lkFk csVh okys ekspZ vFkkZr tkfr rksM+us dk
lcls vPNk mik; gS] dfFkr mPp vkSj fuEu tkfr;ksa ds chp
dk lEcU/k gksA
2- /kkfeZd vkSj lkekftd geys ds lkFk&lkFk jktdh; erkf/kdkj] fiNM+h rFkk nfyr tkfr;ksa ds fodkl ds fy,
voljksa dh O;oLFkk gksA yksfg;k lekt dh fupyh tkfr;ksa esa 5 oxksZa dks 'kkfey fd;k gS( 1- efgyk
2- 'kwnz 3- gfjtu
4- eqlyeku
5- vkfnoklhA
vkfFkZd ekspsZ ds leFkZu ds lUnHkZ esa mudk dguk Fkk fd etnwjksa dh etnwjh c<+k;h tk,A vykHkdkj tksrksa ds
yxku fd;k tk, vkSj tehu ij tksrus okys dk vf/kdkj gksA yksfg;k L=h eqfDr ds izcy leFkZd Fks mudk dguk
Fkk fd
MkW0 jkeeuksgj yksfg;k ds lektoknh fopkj esa vkfFkZd lkekftd U;k; vkSj fodsUnzhdj.k ds rRo gSA MkW0 yksfg;k
us vius lektokn ds leFkZu esa lIr ØkfUr;ksa dk vkgokgu fd;kA ;s lkr ØkfUr;k¡ lektokn ds ewy Hkkouk ds
vuq:i gksus ds dkj.k mldk ewy vk/kkj Hkh gS(
1- L=h&iq:"k dh lekurk ds fy, ØkfUrA
2- jaxHksn vFkok iztkfr Hksn ij vk/kkfjr jktdh; vkfFkZd vkSj ckSf/kd
ds fo:) ØkfUrA
3- laLdkjxr] tUetkr] tkfr O;oLFkk ds fo:) vkSj fiNM+s oxksZa ds fo’ks"k
4- fons’kh xqykeh ds fo:) vkSj LorU=rk rFkk fo’o yksd jkT; ds fy, ØkafrA
5- futh lEifŸk dh fo"kerkvksa ds fo:) vkSj
ds fy, rFkk ;kstuk }kjk iSnkokj c<+kus ds fy,
ØkfUrA
6- futh thou esa vU;k;h gLr{ksi ds fo:) dks yksdra=h i)fr ds fy, ØkfUrA
7- vL=&'kL= ds fo:) vkSj lR;kxzg ds fy, ØkfUrA
bu lkrksa ØkfUr;ksa ds lUnHkZ esa MkW0 yksfg;k us dgk Fkk fd& eksVs rkSj ij ;s lkr ØkfUr;kaA lkrksa ØkfUr;ka fo’o
esa ,d lkFk py jgh gSA vius ns’k esa Hkh mudks ,d lkFk pykus dh dksf’k’k djuh pkfg,A ftlus yksxksa dks Hkh
ØkfUr idM+ esa vk;h gksA mlds ihNs iM+ tkuk pkfg, vkSj c<+kuk pkfg,A c<+krs&c<+krs 'kk;n ,slk la;ksx gks tk;s
fd vkt dk balku lc ukbUlkfQ;ksa ds f[kykQ yM+rk&tw>rk ,sls lekt vkSj ,slh nqfu;k dks cuk ik;s fd ftlesa
vkarfjd 'kkfUr vkSj ckgjh ;k HkkSfrd Hkjk&iwjk lekt cu ik;sAa
mijksDr v/;;u ds vk/kkj ij ge ns[krs gS fd lS)kafrd vkSj 'kkL=h; Lrj lektokn dh O;k[;k dh gS mlds ewy
rRo gS( 1- tkfr vkSj oxZ dk mUewyu
2- fodsUnzhdj.k 3- jk"Vªh;dj.k Hkwfe forj.k 4- vUu ,oa Hkw lsuk
dk xBu 5- vk; ,oa ewY; uhfrA yksfg;k dk lektokn vkSj yksdra= ,d nwljs ds iwjd gSA os LoHkko vkSj deZ
nksuksa ls fonzkgs h FksA vU;k; ds izfr thou Ik;ZUr yM+As 26 flrEcj 1962 dks ukxktqZu lkxj esa MkW0 yksfg;k us dgk
Fkk]
mudh jpuk,sa vkt Hkh yksdrkaf=d lektoknh vkUnksyu ds fy,
izeq[k izsj.kk L=ksr gSA
yksdra= esa ‘Risht To Recall’ ds fl)kUr vkt ds jktuhfrd vfLFkjrk dh ekax g]S ysfdu bl fl)kUr dk
leFkZu MkW0 yksfg;k us fd;k FkkA yksfg;k us dgk Fkk fd
A
tc rd yksdrkaf=d O;oLFkk jgsxh] MkW0 yksfg;k dk fl)kUr izklafxd jgsxkA MkW0 yksfg;k ds lektokn esa larqyu
vkSj lEesyu dk lekos’k gSA mudk ,d vkn’kZ fo’o laLd`fr dh LFkkiuk dk ladYi FkkA os g`n; ls HkkSfrd]
HkkSxksfyd jk"Vªh; o jktdh; lhekvksa dk ca/ku ugha Lohdkj djrs FksA mudk fo’okl Fkk fd if’peh foKku vkSj
Hkkjrh; v/;kRe dk vlyh vkSj lPpk esy rHkh gks ldrk gS] tc nksuksa dks bl izdkj la’kksf/kr fd;k tk, fd ,d
nwljs ds i`Fkd cuus esa leFkZ gksA
MkW0 yksfg;k ds fopkjksa dh lexzrk dk lkj 'kjn vksd
a kj ds 'kCnksa esa fn;k tk ldrk gS
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yksfg;k dh lektoknh O;oLFkk ds v/;;u ls Li"V gksrk gS fd MkW0 yksfg;k ij ekDlZ dk izHkko
(Morginal) gS vkSj xka/kh dk izHkko vf/kd gSA yksfg;k dk lektokn vkt oS’ohdjk ds bl ;qx esa Hkh mruk gh
izklafxd gS ftruk fd 20oha lnh esa FkkA
MkW0 jkeeuksgj yksfg;k dh jpuk,sAa
¼v½ Wheel of History
¼c½ Marx, Gandhi and Socilism
¼l½ Økafr ds laxBu
MkW0 d`".kdkUr 'kekZ
ekuo lalk/ku ea=ky;] Hkkjr ljdkjA
MkW0 g`n; ukjk;.k feJ
] 'ks[kj izdk’ku bykgkckn] r`rh; laLdj.k 1996&97
MkW0 iq[kjkt tSu
lkfgR; Hkou ifCyds’ku vkxjk&2008
vkseizdk’k xkck
A
vkseizdk’k xkck
yksfg;k ds fopkj https://books.google.co.in
MkW0 jkeeuksgj yksfg;k fofdihfM;k https://hi.m.wikipedia.org
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Development And Validation Of Assessment Scalaes For
Accreditation Of Qualiltiy Management In Colleges Of
Education
DIVAKARA NAIK K.S.
Dr. H.V. Vamadevappa
Abstract
The purpose of the accreditation is to serve the needs of society by identifying those
institutions or programmes of study that meet acceptable standards of educational quality,
accreditation should be sponsored and conducted only when there is demonstrable social
need. The present study has probed into the issue of assessment and accreditation from its
root source of conceptualization to field by tryout and feasibility. Objective of the study is
to validate the set of tools evolved assessment and accreditation of colleges of education.
For the sample the researcher selected ten experts from various fields like administration,
research and teaching who have rich experience of functioning of colleges of education. For
the validation of the tools construct validity approach was employed. Construct validity
involved experts inspecting the items and deciding whether they are sufficiently consonant
with the parameters. The researcher also used the rating re-rating reliability the prepared
tools were given to ten experts from various fields for rating the colleges of education. Using
test re-test method the researcher compared the rating and re-rating .
Introduction: Accreditation, as commonly understood is the recognition accorded to an
institution that meets standards or satisfies criteria, laid down by competent agency,
association or organization. Its essential purpose is to recognize ensure and promote quality
in education in general and quality in teacher education in particular. With the processes of
globalization having set in accreditation has acquired a new dimension. International
cooperation in the field of education is increasing for the purpose of giving equivalence to
degrees and diplomas and for transfer of credits internationally accepted standards will have
to be involved. The accreditation system provides useful service not only to the students and
public but also to the institutions themselves. There are two types of accreditation system
one is intuitional and second one specialized. Institutional accreditation is conducted by
national and regional accreditation agencies and looks at the institution as a total operating
unit. Specialized accreditation relates to specific professional related programmes. The
accreditation bodies are often associations or councils of professions like medicine or law or
engineering. The main objective of accreditation is to ensure that the quality of education
and training meets the minimum requirement of the profession.
The present scale consists of seven sub scales including profile of the institution. 1. Rating
scale for assessment of curricular aspects. 2. Rating scale for assessment of teaching-learning
and evaluation. 3.Rating scale for assessment of research consultancy and extension. 4.
Rating scale for assessment of infrastructure and learning resources. 5. Rating scale for
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assessment of student support and progression. 6. Rating scale for assessment of governance,
leadership and management. And 7.Rating scale for assessment of internal quality assurance
cell of colleges of education in Karnataka state.
Objective: The objective of the study was to develop and validate the set of tools consisting
of seven different scales related to accreditation of colleges of education.
Sample: A total number of ten experts from ten colleges of education were selected.
Selection of Items: all 360 items were pooled for final consideration. Out of 360 items
257 items were selected for construction of the rating scales and processing for the
parameters. After finalizing the development and selection of items draft rating scales were
structured for each of the parameters. The structured rating scales were subjected to the
process of reliability and validity.
Validity of the scale: The researcher concentrated on the rating scale efficiency (validation
of scales) it is very important aspect of quality of the rating scale. The purpose of ascertaining
validity ‘construct validity’ method was used. For this purpose ensuring construct validity,
the tools prepared and details of the two dimension present were referred to a team of 10
administrative and academic personnel of the colleges of education with specific request to
give their judgment on five point scale, after carefully considering each of the constructed
rating scales their gestaltically for usability for practical purpose of assessment of the
parameter and conceptual clarity. The experts whose expertise was availed for this construct
validation were different from the experts. The expert judgments which validate the
construct.
Reliability of the scale: For computation of reliability of the scales the researcher used the
technique of self-correlation of the scales and computed co-efficient of reliability which also
is known as co-efficient of stability. For ensuring the rating re-rating reliability the prepared
tools were given to ten experts from various fields like administration, research and teaching
for rating the colleges of education they work for, learn in and interact with. The experts
were given the same tools after three months to re-rate similarity. Using test re-test method
for comparing the rating and re-rating reliability was estimated. Hence, for finding out the
reliability of tools developed the researcher focused on the stability of rater that is assessment
over a period of time. The researcher followed the following steps.
1. Administration of the scales on the selected sample.
2. Repetition of administration of the scales on the same sample after a lapse of three
months to avoid a spuriously high result.
3. Computation of correlation between the first and second set of scores using SPSS
computer statistical software package.
The calculated reliability co-efficient of each of the scale is in the following lines. 1).Rating
scale for assessment of curricular aspects 0.84. 2). Rating scale for assessment of teachinglearning and evaluation. 0.89. 3).Rating scale for assessment of research consultancy and
extension 0.83. 4.) Rating scale for assessment of infrastructure and learning resources 0.85.
5.) Rating scale for assessment of student support and progression 0.87. 6.) Rating scale for
assessment of governance, leadership and management 0.90. and 7.) Rating scale for
assessment of internal quality assurance cell 0.86. it is clear that all the seven scales are
highly reliable since the range of the co-efficient of reliability is between 0.83 to 0.90 which
shows accurate repeatability of scores over time.
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Women of Mahabharata: Victims of Male Authorities
Dr. Ajitha S. Nair
Abstract
In the epic, the image of women is that which is engraved out, challenging patriarchy and
customs of gender relationship. The Kshatriya women like Kunti, Draupadi, Gandhari were
the victims of patriarchy. These women showed how they deal with the male authority and
subordination. Modern Hindu thought still attests to patriarchal virtues in which women are
considered inferior and subject to their passionate nature (Sharma 41). However, for both
justice and vengeance, Draupadi displays her valour, individuality, strength and unyielding
determination. In Indian society, Draupadi is seen as an instrument for women to take some
control within their lives and fight the patriarchal oppressions. Be it during the Mahabharata
or now, according to the man’s wishes, women were and still, are looked at as a man’s
‘property’ that could be taken or given away.
Key Words: Challenging, Gender, Patriarchy, Subordination, Oppression, Victims
Like men, women are the best creation created by God. Women are created from the stuff of
the first man. Men and women execute and carry out the human personality. Women are
termed as Ardhangini in Hindu mythology. Women enjoyed distinguished and courteous
status especially in the Matriarchal society. The notion of ‘Mother Goddess’ was the
everlasting representation of life.
An American historian says in his book ‘Story of Civilization’:
Women enjoyed for greater freedom in the Vedic period than in later India. She had
more to say in the choice of her mate than the forms of marriage might suggest. She
appeared freely at feats and dances, and joined with men in religious sacrifice. She
could study and like Gargi, engage in philosophical disputation. If she was left a
widow there were no restrictions upon her marriage.[71,72]
Women in Mahabharata were the victims of Paternal authority and they suffered their lot in
silence; Seeta in Ramayan also suffered her fate but except Ashokvatika Seclusion, she was
all the time with Rama. The role of women in the Mahabharata makes an interesting study
providing insight into the strengths and weaknesses of their character. Women of
Mahabharata had their Kshatriya root but all of them suffered their fate in silence.
In their epic, four women play crucial parts in the course of events. Gandhari, Kunti, Madri,
and Draupadi were great women and some of them queens, they suffered and were the
victims of male authorities.
Gandhari was, duped by Dhritarashtra, by hiding his blindness and she was cheated; she
blind folded her eyes but though a queen, suffered all the pains of life. She never saw her
husband’s face; she saw all her hundred sons killed in war; she moved in to the forest for
penance with her husband thus she was a queen but had no joy or pleasure in life.
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Kunti was more sinned than other women. Her father gave her in marriage to an impotent
man; she was made to give birth to Karna, the Sun God but she abandoned him; her husband
Pandu was impotent and she saw Pandu dying making Madri mother of Sahdev and Nakul.
Madri killed herself on Pandu’s pure and Kunti had to look after Madri’s sons along with
her own. She was the Queen of Pandu but she could never enjoy as a queen she suffered all
her pains as a heroic woman and we saw her burnt in fire.
We can hardly call her a Queen of Pandu because her life was a trial and struggle. Gandhari
was the queen of a blind king, Draupadi, queen of five Pandavas, Dharma, Arjun, Bheema,
Sahdev and Nakul; and Subhadra the Queen of Arjun- what was Kunti? A daughter of a
Yadav king who give away Kunti Shura Sena’s [her father’s] friend Kuntibhoja who was
impotent. Kunti got a son from Sun God by some mantras given to her by Durvasa whom
she served. She was married with Pandu who was also physically broken. Pandu had another
wife Madri. In fact, Pandu’s lust for Madri burnt him giving two sons Sahadev and Nakul.
By the Brahmin, Kunti had three sons Dharma, Bheema and Arjun. When Madri chose to
die on the pyre of her husband, her two sons were entrusted to Kunti who reared them as her
sons.
Kunti’s life can be called the life of great trial because she had no choice either in living or
in doing things. She was despised, hated and discarded by Karna, her son as he was not
recognized as Kshatriya; she was actually sold to an impotent man and she was forced to
bear the children by Son God and also by Durvasa, a Brahmin Rishi. When Gandhari and
Pandu went to the forest, Kunti also went for the life of penance. She could never live as a
queen in Hastinapur.
Madri chose to die, Kunti was made to drudge with Madri’s two sons.Pandu burnt with lust
on Madri and died. And thus, Kunti become a widow; Kunti said that she was wronged by
her two fathers; her impotent husband Pandu, Madri, her son Karna, her wife sons. With all
the power and kingdom of Pandu and five sons, Kunti was only Kunti and never a queen.
We see Kunti as a heroic woman. It was Kunti who daunted Yudhishthir to fight with the
Kauravas and not sit idle. This shows her great ambition and courage. The same Yudhisthir
blamed Kunti that she kept secret about karna:
‘If you had told us that karna was our brother, the great Mahabharat war could have been
avoided.’
Finally, we see Kunti walking with Dhritrastra, Gandhari and Vidur walking to the fire and
end their lives!
This is how Kunti stands in the portals of Mahabharata-whether we shall praise her or
condemn her-THAT IS THE QUESTION!
Drawpadi, daughter of Panchal king was the wife of five Pandavas Yudhisthir, Bhima,
Arjuna, Sahdeva and Nakul but she suffered her fate like Kunti or Gndhari. She was born
out of the flames of YAJNA and is known as Vaidehi, Videha or Panchali.
As the five Pandus got the kingdom, king Drupad gave Draupadi in marriage. Both Seeta
(Sita) and Draupadi had a life of trials but Sita was with Ram always while Draupadi faced
her troubles alone.
Draupadi was very intelligent. When the Pandavas lost Draupadi in dice game and her robes
were pulled, none of the Pandavas came forward to help except Bheema. Dhritrastra granted
Draupadi three choices. She freed dharma as crowned king and freedom with arms for others.
For herself she asked nothing. Karna praised her that by her skill, she saved the prestige of
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Kauravas and Pandavas.When the Pandavas went to the forest she went with them to share
their troubles.
Draupadi was a woman not to suffer in silence like Kunti and Gandhari, she told her brother
loudly pointing her finger at all the five husbands:
‘I had neither father, brother or husbands to stand by me with me when my honour was at
stake in the open court!
She lived with her husbands with hope and wish for revenge. Satyabhama, Krishna’s wife
gave her courage:
‘You have seen Kaurava’s wives laughing at you, but a day will come when they will weep”.
Draupadi suffered insult after insult and she tolerated it. She was rightly called as:‘Nathavatianathavat”.
That is “Having husband but like a widow”.
Duryodana had said:
‘Dharma will rule over widows”
But Draupadi gave great grandeur to the Pandavas by her great support.
The end of Draupadi in fire is not only the end of the great queen or the great Pandavas but
the end of the Yuga.
Her last words are significant:
She said to Bhima:
‘In our next birth, be the eldest Bhima, and under your shelter, we can all live in safety and
joy”.
Sita’s feet were under the Earth when she sank deep; Draupadi’s feet were on the Earth when
she died.
She was the daughter of Earth and died on the bosom of Earth- leaving a stamp or an Emblem
What woman is and what woman can be. She suffered all these pains with the courage of
a Rajput Queen. We may note that she was born out of fire and she ended her life into flames
of fire.
Thus, all the women in Mahabharata sufferd a lot in silence but had no regret. They were the
greatest women of the greatest Kshratriya dynasty
Like Earth, women give life, livelihood and energy as well as capability to the humaneness.
Women enjoyed better position to man in Vedic period. The outstanding women like Gargi,
Atreyi, Lopmudra, Chosa etc had surpassed in art, music, dance, and in battle field. But the
equality in social status did not last long. By the way the matriarchi society gave a form and
characteristic style to the patricentric society. The superiority of men over women was
established. Women became reliant on men. A conflict between conservatism and genuiness
became evident and obvious. In Manusmiriti, this imitation is evident. Rationalism says
Yatra Naryastu Pujyante Ramante Tatra Devata.
But reality shows that woman is never free. She is reliant on her father in her childhood, on
her husband in her youth and on her son in her old age. She holds the position of a daughter,
wife and at last mother without clear identity of her own.
The condition of women gets deteriorated. It became a controversial issue in Mahabharata:
Whether woman had a presence as a human being with self-regard or she was
a simple chattel. The passage of Draupadi increased a severe confusion as to the
position of woman.
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The role of woman was confined and limited within the four walls of the House. Briefly
speaking, the position of women was just like the scorned, dejected and dispirited classes of
the people.
The economic state of nature of woman devalued their position. It confined and subjugated
them to ill treatment, victimization and agony. Thus, all the women in Mahabharata suffered
a lot in silence but had no regret. They were the greatest women of the greatest Kshatriya
dynasty.
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Gender Differences In Digital Media Addiction Behaviour Of
GEN-Z
Dr. B R. DAKSHAYANI
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Abstract
The Generation-Z is decoded with name of Digital Generation. At present era digital is an
important to every life. Generation Z from early childhood onwards were depended for any
information on “Google-it” to get readily available answers. They mean for relationships
with social networks rather than spending time in personal. While all generations are active
on at least one of today’s social platforms, Generation Z is by far the most voracious and
complex in their use of all social media. Jeff Fromm found that Gen-Z lead when it comes
to usage of digital media and social accounts as much as 100 times more, making it evident
that this generation has no concept of what daily activity is like without social media and the
technology that fuels it. The reviews are supporting that the assumption of male using more
digital networks than female.
The present study aimed to assess the gender differences in digital media addiction behavior
of Gen-Z. A comparative study conducted on young people belongs to generation –Z of 15
Female and 15 Male. The data collection done by using 5- point Likert scale developed by
Cengiz Şahin including totally 29 items with validity of 0.93 and reliability of 0.96. The
results of the study shown as the mean scores of female and male as 84.6 and 86.4
respectively. The SD value is 14.32 is interpreted in two tail ‘t’ test. At the 28 df the p= 2.64
indicates that there is a 5% significant level of difference between the female and male digital
media addiction behavior. Percentage of addiction behavior among male is 59.58% and
female is 58.34%. and the total addiction behavior of the Gen-Z youth is 58.96%. It
is clearly saying that above 50% of population has addiction behavior to digital
networks. The male is more addicted to digital media compare to female. It indicates that
they need more attention to bring them out from the addiction behavior by engaging them
into some other diversional activities.
Introduction
The Generation-Z is decoded with name of Digital Generation. At present era digital is an
important to every life. Millennial generation are the native of first digital, whereas Gen-Z
are grown up entirely in “Post Digital Era”.
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Generation Z from early childhood onwards were depended for any information on “Googleit” to get readily available answers. They mean for relationships with social networks rather
than spending time in personal.
While all generations are active on at least one of today’s social platforms, Generation Z is
by far the most voracious and complex in their use of all social media. Jeff Fromm found
that Gen-Z lead when it comes to usage of YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
WhatsApp, Snapchat, Tumblr, Periscope and even Tinder and Orkut. Checking of these
social accounts as much as 100 times per day, making it evident that this generation has no
concept of what daily activity is like without social media and the technology that fuels it.
As per UNiDAYS news report while conventional wisdom assumes this generation
chronicles every detail of their lives on Snapchat and Instagram, that's not entirely true. A
majority (59 percent) don't trust Facebook with their personal data, and 78 percent let some
apps, but not all, know their geo-location.
The use of digital networking has become pivotal way of modern communication. The
digital networks have both pron’s and corns on present generation. Cambridge Analytical
scandal has results discussion on the use of social networking sites such as “Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, and Tinder has become the cornerstone of modern communication and
connection as it allows users to create a sense of belonging and redefine their way of being.
Despite the many positive benefits and impacts of these sites, the recent Cambridge
Analytical scandal has reignited discussions about the place of social media and social
networking sites in our lives”.
Equality between both the gender has become dramatically increased across the world in all
the aspects. Social changes and social opportunities for both men and women are equally
applicable. social media has become a daily life activity for both men and women. But the
severity of addiction behavior differs in men and women. The research studies are supporting
the same. Among 713 college students, women were four to five times more likely than men
to use social networking websites (Tufekci, 2008b). Women report more Facebook “friends”
than men and report spending more time on Facebook than men, regardless of the size of
their networks (Acar, 2008). Another recent survey of college students documented no
differences between male versus female reports of the amount of time spent online
communication with romantic partners (Sidelinger, Ayash, & Tibbles, 2008). Furthermore,
women and men spend equal time playing online games (Williams, Consalvo, Caplan, &
Yee, 2009). Contemporary feminists view these multiple measures of online equity as
indicating that the Internet can provide a space for women’s empowerment and agency (Hans
et al., 2011), given that it provides “unparalleled mechanisms for widespread dissemination
and communication” (Bailey & Telford, 2007).
As many studies were conducted on this issue and showing the results in past five year’s
studies as a very few people were comes under digital networks addiction categories.
However, many of the people have habituation to use one or more digital networks in their
daily life.
Aim
To assess the gender differences in digital media addiction behavior of Gen-Z.
Methodology
Objectives
1. To find-out the digital media addiction behavior of Gen-Z Male
2. To find-out the digital media addiction behavior of Gen-Z Female
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3. To compare the digital media addiction behavior of Gen-Z Male and Female
Hypothesis: H0-There will be no significant deference between male and female in digital
media addiction behavior of Gen-Z.
Research design: Comparative study under taken to study quantitative data.
Population: People belongs to Generation-Z
Sample: Male and female aged between 20-24 years.
Sampling technique: Purposive sampling technique adopted for the study
Sample Size: Female participants- 15 in number and Male participants -15 in number.
Data collection method: questionnaire method used to collect data by administering Social
Media Addiction Scale- Student Form (SMAS-SF).
Tool description: SMAS-SF developed by Cengiz Şahin, it is a 5-point Likert-type scale
consisting of 29 items. The validity of the tool is 0.93 and reliability scores of test –re-test
coefficient is 0.96.
Data Analysis: Study adopted Mean, SD and two tail t-Test for analysis of data.
Results and Discussion
The present study aimed to find-out the gender differences in digital media addiction
behavior of Generation-Z.
When the 21st century began, technology and digital network was predominantly used by
male. Primarily male engineers developed both the hardware and software of social media.
In early 2000’s survey report shows as male reported spending almost twice as many hours
per week online at home as women (Kayany & Yelsma, 2000). However, in the more recent
era, as digital network growing women users are increasing in percentage equal to men.
The study results shown in the mean values, Standard deviation and t-Test values of male
and female in their digital media addiction behavior as follows;
Table-I shows the Mean Values of Male and Female Digital Media Addiction
Behaviour of Gen-Z
Gender

Male

Female

Mean
86.4
84.6
Figure – I Mean scores of Male and Female Digital Media Addiction Behavior of
Gen-Z
87

AXIS TITLE

86.5

86.4

86
85.5
85

84.6

84.5
84
83.5
MALE

FEMALE

DIGITAL MEDIA ADDICTION BEHAVIOR
MEAN
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Table-I indicates the mean value in gender difference. The results are showing as male digital
media addiction behavior mean value as 86.4 is higher than female digital media addiction
behavior. It indicates that there is a gender difference in addiction to digital media. As stated
in the hypothesis the gender differences are clearly rejecting the statement.
Table-II Shows the Standard Deviation of Male and Female Digital Media
Addiction Behaviour of Gen-Z.
Gender

Male

Female

SD
0.2828
5.15
Figure-II Standard Deviation score of Male and Female in Digital Media Addiction
behavior

Standard Deviation Value of Digital
Media Addiction Behavior of Gen-Z
6

5.15

4
2
0.28
0
MALE

FEMALE
Standard Deviation

Table-II indicates the standard deviation in gender difference. The results showing as male
digital media addiction behavior standard deviation as 0.2828 and female digital media
addiction behavior as 5.15. It clearly indicates that the fluctuations of addiction behavior
seen in female population compare to male population.
Table-III Shows the Two Tail t-Test value of gender difference in digital media
addiction behavior.
Two Tail t- Df
Obtained Value Critical Value @ Significant
Test
p= value
28
2.647
2.048
5%
Table –III indicates that the p=2.647 of 28 df @ 5% significant level is higher than the critical
value. It indicates that the null hypothesis states there would be no gender difference in
digital media addiction behavior is rejected. There-fore the gender difference are find in
digital media addiction behavior is accepted. The male population of Gen-Z is more prone
to get addicted to digital media compare to female population of Gen-Z.
According to Pew Research Center, technology and digital media are more integral
to teenagers’ social lives than ever. The extensive study found pervasive differences
between the ways teenage girls and boys use technology to socialize.
The majority of teenagers have made at least one friend online, and more than a
quarter of respondents said that they made more than five friends through the internet.
Those relationships tend to remain in the digital world, though. While 57 % of teens
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reported making friends online, only 20% of teens said they met an online friend in
person.
Digital media plays a similar role in making teens feel more connected to their
friends. More than three-quarters of teens use social media, and of that population,
70% said they “feel better connected to their friends’ feelings through social media.”
But social media isn’t only used by teenagers to build relationships.
Present study indicates that digital media usage is often among teenage and
youngsters. The grand mean of the study result is 85.5 is more than average level.
Since the null hypothesis is failure to accept indicates there is a gender difference in
the usage of digital network and addicted behavior as the mean scores are differ more
1 value of probability at 28 degrees of freedom. Percentage of addiction behavior
among male is 59.58% and female is 58.34%. and the total addiction behavior of the
Gen-Z youth is 58.96%. It is clearly saying that above 50% of population has
addiction behavior to digital networks.
Conclusion
The study results indicate to the addiction behavior of the Gen -Z for digital network
is more than average. And the minimal gender difference can be find -out from the
results indicates male is more than female. It specifying that they are required
consultation to bring them out from the addiction behavior by engaging them into some
other diversional activities. Also can provide awareness program to prevent digital
network addiction behavior.
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Sustainable Development Goal 3: India’s Preparation
Dr. Dimpal Vij
Abstract
Third of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) set by United Nations to be achieved
by 2030 is health and well-being for all which is the first requisite for the progress of a
nation. The countdown to the date sets for the achievement of SDGs has already begun and
during these years our government has efforted a lot to achieve these targets. This paper
analyses India’s preparation for achieving Sustainable Development Goal 3. It begins with
current status of India on key health indicators as set by SDG 3. What progress India has
made till now. What government initiatives have been taken in these years to achieve these
goals. Finally, it analyses the weaknesses of present health care system of India and suggests
the strategies that can help India to achieve these goals much before the target dates arrive.
Keywords: Sustainable Development Goals, United Nations, SDG 3, Health, Health for all,
India
Introduction
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a set of 17 goals with 169 targets to be
achieved by 2030 to help, organise and streamline actions of both developed and developing
countries for greater achievement of human well-being. They are a part of “Transforming
our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development” which was adopted by 193
Member states of United Nations at the historic United Nations General Assembly Summit
in September 2015, and came into effect on January 1, 2016. India played a prominent role
in the formulation of SDGs and much of country development agenda is focussed on it. The
spectrum of the 17 SDGs (UN) range from poverty eradication to human health, sanitation
to urban settlements and protecting the global ecosystems on which human being depends
for his survival. Table 1 gives comprehensive view of all these goals.
Table 1: Sustainable Development Goals 2030
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17


Goal
No poverty
Zero Hunger
Good health and Well-being for All
Quality Education
Gender Equality
Clean Water and Sanitation
Affordable and Clean Energy
Decent Work and Economic Growth
Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
Reduced Inequalities
Sustainable cities and Communities
Responsible Consumption and Production
Climate Action
Life below Water
Life on Land
Peace, justice and Strong Institutions
Partnership for the Goals
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Source: United Nations. Sustainable Development Goals: 17 Goals to Transform our
World
Out of these 17 SDG goals, Goal 3 solely focuses on health That is “To ensure healthy lives
and promote well being of all at all ages”. SDG 3 comprises 13 targets, including four
listed as “means-of-implementation” targets. It covers every aspect of health ranging from
physical to mental, health indicators to global burden of disease, health insurance to
universal health coverage, access to quality health care services to vaccines and medicines,
health care staff to management of national and global health risks. However, details of SDG
3 are given in table 2
Table 2: SDG 3 Targets of Health and Well-being for All
3.1
3.2

3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

3.8

3.9
3.a
3.b

3.c

3.d

By 2030, reduce the global maternal mortality ratio to less than 70 per 100,000 live births
By 2030, end preventable deaths of new born and children under 5 years of age, with all countries
aiming to reduce neonatal mortality to at least as low as 12 per 1,000 live births and under-5
mortality to at least as low as 25 per 1,000 live births
By 2030, end the epidemics of AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria and neglected tropical diseases and
combat hepatitis, water-borne diseases and other communicable diseases
By 2030, reduce by one third premature mortality from non-communicable diseases through
prevention and treatment and promote mental health and well-being
Strengthen the prevention and treatment of substance abuse, including narcotic drug abuse and
harmful use of alcohol
By 2020, halve the number of global deaths and injuries from road traffic accidents
By 2030, ensure universal access to sexual and reproductive health-care services, including for
family planning, information and education, and the integration of reproductive health into national
strategies and programmes
Achieve universal health coverage, including financial risk protection, access to quality essential
health-care services and access to safe, effective, quality and affordable essential medicines and
vaccines for all
By 2030, substantially reduce the number of deaths and illnesses from hazardous chemicals and
air, water and soil pollution and contamination
Strengthen the implementation of the World Health Organization Framework Convention on
Tobacco Control in all countries, as appropriate
Support the research and development of vaccines and medicines for the communicable and noncommunicable diseases that primarily affect developing countries, provide access to affordable
essential medicines and vaccines, in accordance with the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS
Agreement and Public Heath, which affirms the right of developing countries to use to the full the
provisions in the Agreement on Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights regarding
flexibilities to protect public health, and, in particular, provide access to medicines for all
Substantially increase health financing and the recruitment, development, training and retention of
the health workforce in developing countries, especially in least developed countries and small
island developing States
Strengthen the capacity of all countries, in particular developing countries, for early warning, risk
reduction and management of national and global health risks

Source: NITI Aayog, SDG Index India, Baseline Report, 2018 (NITI, 2018)
The countdown to the date sets for the achievement of SDG 3 has already begun. During
these years since the enunciation of SDGs our government has done a lot to achieve these
targets before date by announcing National Health policy 2017 and various programmes to
achieve maximum of these targets by 2025. This paper analyses India’s preparation towards
achievement of SDG goal 3 by 2030 by discussing on various initiatives taken by
government of India to achieve these goals and what challenges India is facing towards
achievement of these goals. Finally, it suggests the strategies to be adopted to achieve these
goals much earlier than the target date.
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Objectives of the Study
1. To study all SDG goals with SDG goal 3 specifically along with targets
2. To find out the current health status of India on key health indicators
3. To discuss about various initiatives taken by government of India to achieve these targets
4. To find out the challenges to achieve these targets
5. To suggest the strategies to achieve these targets before 2030.
Research Methodology
This paper is based on secondary data. It employs a descriptive-analytical approach based
on the information contained in various reports and databases of official agencies such as
World Health Organization, United nations, National Family and Health Surveys, NITI
Aayog Reports, Economic Survey etc. Relevant data have been culled, analysed and
conclusions drawn.
Current Status Of Health In India
Table 3 gives comprehensive view of current health status of India on key health indicators
Table 3: Current status of India on Key Health Indicators
S. No.
Parameter
2005-06
2015-16
1.
Crude Birth Rate (per 1000)
23.8
20.4
2.
Crude Death Rate (per 1000)
7.6
6.4
3.
Total Fertility Rate (per women)
2.7
2.2
4.
Maternal Mortality Rate (per1,00,000 live births)
254
130
5.
Infant Mortality Rate (per 1000 live births)
57
41
6.
Under 5 Mortality Rate (per 1000 children)
74
50
7.
Institutional Birth
39
79
8.
Immunization covered among children aged 12-23
44
62
months
9.
Life Expectancy at Birth
63.0
68.3
Source- NFHS survey 3 & 4, Economic Survey 2017-18
The selected health indicators no doubt show a positive trend and impact of all government
initiatives towards declining these indicators. Infant mortality rate, child mortality rate and
maternal mortality rate though declining but much above the world average or SDG target
set for 2030. Life expectancy also increased but much below the world average. Institutional
births though increased and in last five years registered pregnancies increased by 89.3%
(NFHS-4, 2015-16) due to government massive initiative on Janani Suraksha Yojana but
much is to be done regarding ending hunger, malnutrition and anaemia as number of stunted
and underweight child are much higher in India.
According to NFHS-4 survey (NFHS-4, 2015-16) 38% children in India under the age of 5
are stunted, 21% of them are too thin for their height while 36% of them are underweight
and 58% of them are anaemic. This shows a very grim picture of the coming generation of
India so this requires urgent attention. Like-wise among child bearing age (15-49 years)
women 53% are anaemic. If we see the disease burden of the country, we find that though
per person disease burden measures as DALY1 rate though dropped by 36% from 1990 to
2016 in India,
_________________________________
1. DALYs is Disability Adjusted Life Years. The concept provides the framework for analysing the disease burden and risk factors. DALYs is the sum of years of potential life lost
due to premature mortality and the years of productive life lost due to disability. One DALY represents the loss of the equivalent of one year of full health.
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(Survey, 2017-18) after adjusting for the changes in the population age structure during this
period but non-communicable diseases (NCDs) increased from 30% in 1990 to 55% in 2016
and of injuries from 9% to 12%. See Figure 1)
Figure 1: Change in DALYs number and rate attributable to risk factors in India
(percent)
1990
2016
Malnutrition
Air Pollution

14.6

22

Dietary Risks

9.8
5.9
6

8.9
8.5

High Blood
Pressure
High fasting
plasma Glucose
Tobacco Use

Source: Economic Survey 2017-18
Note-1. The figures mentioned against each risk factor are DALYs attributable to that risk
factor out of the total DALYs
2. WaSH is unsafe water, sanitation and handwashing.
3. Others include occupational risks, high total cholesterol, alcohol and drug use, impaired
kidney function, high body mass index, other environmental, low physical activity, unsafe
sex, low bone mineral density, sexual abuse and violence.
Though we have achieved a success in water, sanitation and handwashing (WaSH) due to
Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM) and its place in leading risk factors has come from 2nd (1990)
to 7th (2016) but malnutrition still remains the most important risk factor (14.6 percent) of
total disease burden though it has reduced substantially from 35.5 percent to 14.6 percent
since 1990. The contribution of air pollution to disease burden is still very high specially in
northern India as it causes a number of cardio-vascular diseases, chronic respiratory diseases
and lower respiratory infections. According to recent report of University of Chicago (DJ N.
2., 2018) air quality life index is so poor in NCR region that it is decreasing the life of people
of NCR region by 11 years while for average Indian it is 5.5 years. Report warns that air
pollution kills more people and decrease their life than to AIDS, terrorism or any other factor.
The behavioural and metabolic risk factors leading to non-communicable diseases (NCDs)
have become quite prominent in India. In 2016, the dietary risks, which includes diets low
in fruits, vegetables and whole grains but high in salt and fat were India’s third leading risk
factors, followed closely by high blood pressure and high blood sugar cumulatively 23.4%
means ¼ of total disease burden. Then comes number of tobaccos use though it is only 5.9%
but according to Centre for public policy research (CPPR) Kerala, (DJ Dec 31, 2018) due to
bidi1 smoking only country has to loss 805 billion Rs. in 2017 while tax collection from it
was 4.17 billion Rs. It is also responsible to take the families under poverty line. According
to Rizo. M.John in India 1.5 crore people face health problems due to tobacco use.
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Government Initiatives To Achieve SDG 3 Targets
India played a prominent role in the formulation of SDGs and has been working very actively
to cover each and every aspect of Goal 3 and is determined to achieve maximum target of
SDG 3 before date. On the policy front, the National Health Policy declared in 2017 and the
targets set in it are clear cut indication of India’s determination to achieve the target of SDG
3. Though the policy touches all components of health care in the country but it focuses on
preventive and promotive health, primary health care and ensuring access, affordability and
quality of health services. The major targets set by national health policy 2017 (NHP, 2017)
are (see table 4)
Table 4: Targets set by National Health Policy 2017
S. No.
Targets
1.
Increase Life Expectancy at Birth from 67.5 to 70 by 2025
2.
Reduction of TFR to 2.1 at National and Sub-national level by 2025
3.
Reduce Maternal Mortality Ratio to 100 by 2020
4.
Reduce Neo-natal Mortality to 16 by 2025
5.
Reduce infant Mortality Rate to 28 by 2019
6.
Reduce under five Mortality to 23 by 2025
7.
Enhance skilled birth attendance to more than 90% by 2025
8.
Ensure that more than 90% of the new born are fully immunised by one year of
age by 2025
9.
Meet need of family planning above 90% at national and sub-national level by
2025
10.
Achieve the global target of 90:90:90 for HIV/AIDS by 2020
11.
Eliminate Kala-Azar by 2017, Lymphatic Filariasis in endemic pockets by 2017&
Leprosy by 2018
12.
Achieve and maintain a cure rate of more than 85% in new sputum positive TB
patients and reduce incidence of new cases to reach elimination status by 2025
13.
To reduce the prevalence of blindness to 0.25%/1000 by 2025 and disease burden
by one third from current levels
14.
Reduce premature mortality from cardiovascular diseases, cancer, diabetes &
chronic respiratory diseases by 25% by 2025
15.
Increase utilization of public health facilities by 50% from current levels by 2025
16.
Access to safe water and sanitation to all by 2020 (SBM)
Source – National Health Policy 2017
1.
a form of tobacco used by poor people, in India out of total consumption of tobacco, 81%
people smoke Bidi.
However, government initiatives to achieve targets of SDG 3 by 2030 can be divided broadly
into 4 headings
1. Improving the Health Status of Women and Children
The first touchstone of a nation’s health is well-being of its mother and small children. To
improve maternal health in last years 388.65 lakhs mothers have been benefitted under
Janani Suraksha Yojana (JSY) with an expenditure of Rs. 6485.17 crore. JSY has shown
a rapid progress in last few years due to which institutional deliveries have gone to 81.4 %
(Report, 2018) by July 2018.The new program Pradhan Mantri Surakshit Matritva
Abhiyan has helped identify more than 6 lakh high-risk pregnancies through more than 1.16
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crore antenatal check-ups. Another new initiative launched on December, 2017 is Laqshya
–‘Labour room Quality improvement Initiative’. It is a focussed and targeted approach
to strengthen key processes related to the labour rooms and maternity operation theatres. The
result is India’s under five mortality rate and maternal mortality ratio declined at a higher
pace than the global average. The total fertility rate (TFR) of the country has declined from
3.8 in 1990 to 2.2 in 2015-16 (DJ N. , 2018) and 24 states/UTs have already achieved
replacement level of less than 2.1. Mission Parivar Vikas programme has been launched in
2016 for increasing access to contraceptives and family planning services in 146 high
fertility districts with key initiatives. Under this, new contraceptives are being made
available till the sub-centre level. As part of Nayi pehel, family planning kit is being
provides by the ASHAs to the newlyweds. (Verma, 2018) Another landmark achievement is
India has been validated for Maternal and Tetanus Elimination (MNTE) in April 2015,
much ahead of the global target date of December 2015.
Another significant accomplishment is expansion of the world’s biggest public health
intervention i.e. universal immunization program (UIP), by launching five new vaccines
(Measles-Rubella, Pneumococcal, Rotavirus, Inactivated polio and Japanese Encephalitis),
bringing total to 12 vaccines. Mission Indra Dhanush (MI), an important component of
UIP has completed its four phases in 528 districts. Under this mission 2.55 crore children
have been vaccinated and 66.57 lakh fully immunized. (Verma, 2018) The first two phases
of MI alone have led to an increase of 6.7% in full immunization coverage in one year as
compared to 1% annual increase in the past. Not only this, the target to achieve 90% full
immunization has been advanced by the government to December 2019.
Not only immunization, but many other programmes like MAA (Mother’s Absolute
Affection) has enhanced the focus on breastfeeding. Through Intensified Diarrhoea
Control Fortnight (IDCF) to combat mortality in children due to childhood diarrhoea, more
than 97 crore doses of Albendazole have been given to children 1-19 years group, since 2014
as part of National Deworming Day (NDD) to combat soil transmitted Helminth (STH)
infections. Also, 1150 Nutritional Rehabilitation Centres (NRCs) have been established
for the management of severe acute malnutrition in under 5 children all across the country.
2. Preventing Communicable Diseases
For prevention of communicable diseases, a number of programmes have been started for
e.g. National vector borne disease control programme (NVBDCP) prevention and
control of 6 diseases have been prioritized including Malaria, Lymphatic Filariasis, Kalaazar, Japanese Encephalitis, dengue, Chikungunya. To control TB Revised National
Tuberculosis Control Programme (RNTCP) has been started where besides giving free
medicine Rs. 500 per month financial aid is also being provided to patient for nutritious food.
National Leprosy Eradication Programme (NLEP) aims to reduce leprosy cases. Further
the integrated disease surveillance programme (IDSP) provides early warning signals for
initiating timely action in response to health challenges in the country.
3. Programmes to Reduce Burden of Non-communicable Diseases
To reduce non-communicable and life style diseases like cancer, heart attacks, strokes,
diabetes a number of programmes have been started as National Programme for
prevention and control of cancer, cardiovascular diseases and stroke (NPCDCS) aims
to reduce premature mortality and morbidity from these diseases. National Programme for
Control of Blindness (NPCB) aims to reduce cases of blindness. National Mental Health
Programme (NMHP) aims to improve mental health. Besides these a national non-
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communicable Diseases cell has been established in all 29 states and 7 UTs and in 318
districts. The government has also launched a mobile health initiative, mDiabetes for
creating awareness about illness. The National Dialysis Services Programme (NDSP) has
served 2,37,139 patients, conducted 22,84,353 free dialysis session through the 497 dialysis
operational centres and 3330 total operational dialysis machines under it (Verma, 2018).
4. Ensuring Health Care for All
To ensure health for all a number of programmes have been initiated. Under National
Health Mission (NHM) free essential drugs and diagnostics are being provided at all public
facilities across 29 states/UTs through the free drug and diagnostic program. Another
innovative initiative is AMRIT (Affordable Medicines and Reliable Implants for
Treatment. Through 124 AMRIT pharmacies spread across 22 states more than 5200 drugs
(including cardiovascular, cancer, diabetes, stents et.), implants, surgical disposables and
other consumables are being sold at 50% of market rate. Drugs having MRP value of 566.34
crores were sold at Rs. 254.36 crores resulting in saving of Rs. 311.99 crores. Another
landmark initiative to ensure health care for all is AYUSHMAN BHARAT – Pradhan
Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (PMJAY) launched in September 2018 with its two
components viz. Comprehensive Primary Health Care (CPHC) through 1.5 lakh Health
and Wellness Centres (HWCs) and National Health Protection Mission (NHPM) to
provide a cushion to poor families from their medical expenditure in treating their illness as
out of pocket expenditure on health is very high in India and a leading cause of indebtedness
of families due to which 4% of Indian households push over below the poverty line. (Owen
Smith, 2019) It aims to provide the poorest 40% of the population (about 10 crore families,
approximately 50 crore beneficiaries) with health insurance covering over 1300 secondary
and tertiary care packages at public and empanelled private hospitals up to an annual limit
of Rs. 5,00,000. Till February 17, 2019 12.27 lakh people has taken advantage of it.
(Ayushmaan Bharat, 2019). Another initiative is National AYUSH Mission (NAM)- started
to promote indigenous and alternative systems of healthcare in India. AYUSH stands for
Ayurveda, Yoga and Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and Homeopathy.
Due to government these many initiatives India rank is now 112 out of 156 countries
according to SDG Index and Dashboard Report 2018 (Report, 2018) with a total score of
59.1. According to this report released in July 2018 especially on SDG goal 3, we find India
is on track in Maternal Mortality rate, Neonatal Mortality Rate, under 5 Mortality rate,
adolescent fertility rate, surviving infants who received 2 WHO recommended vaccines (see
table 5) while maintaining SDG achievement on 2 indicators healthy life expectancy at birth
and HIV prevalence while moderately improving on one indicator i.e. incidence of
tuberculosis. This report tells that India is decreasing only on two SDG 3 indicators viz.
traffic death rate and subjective well-being. Table 5 below gives comprehensive view of
India’ performance on SDG goal 3
Table 5: India’s performance on SDG 3 Good Health and Well-being
No.
Indicators
Value rating
1.
Maternal Mortality Rate (per 1,00,000 live births)
174.0 1
2.
Neonatal Mortality Rate (per 1000 live births)
25.4
3.
Under 5 Mortality Rate (per 1,000 live births)
43.0
4.
Incidence of Tuberculosis (per 1,00,000 population)
211.0 2
3
5.
HIV prevalence (per 1,000)
0.1
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4
Age-standardised death rate due to cardiovascular disease, cancer, 23.4
diabetes and chronic respiratory disease in populations age 30-70
years (per 1,00,000 population)
7.
Age-standardised death rate attributable to household air pollution 206.0 ***
and ambient air pollution (per 1,00,000 population)
5.
8.
Traffic death rate (per 1,00,000 Population)
21.2
9.
Healthy life expectancy at birth (years)
68.3
10. Adolescent fertility rate (births per 1,000 women ages 15-19)
24.5
11. Births attended by skilled health personnel (%)
81.4
***
12. Surviving Infants who received 2 WHO recommended vaccines 88.0
(%)
13. Universal Health Coverage Tracer Index (0-100)
50.7
14. Subjective Well-being (average ladder score, 0-10)
4.0
Source- SDG Index and Dashboard Report 2018
Note- 1. On Track, 2. Moderately increasing, 3. Maintaining SDG achievement, 4. Stagnating,
5.
Decreasing
Challenges Ahead
The health sector in India faces challenge of different kind due to huge size of population
and diversity in geographical, educational, social and economic standards. Since health
comes into concurrent list in India and both centre and state can work on it. Different state
governments have different perspective towards health so the status of infrastructure both
physical and human resources available in different states and UTs widely differ. This
disparity poses different kinds of challenges in health sector as some areas lack basic
infrastructure (rural areas) while some areas has world class territory care institutions. The
important challenges are• Disparity in the availability of health care facilities is the major challenge of Indian health
system. There are places like Delhi, Bengaluru, Bombay, Kerala, Goa where world class
health facilities are available and doctors are in surplus and even doing malpractices due
to shortage of patients (Nagrajan, 2018) while on the other side rural areas has dearth of
doctors.
• Lack of adequate infrastructure both physical and human is another challenge in health
sector as situation of primary health centres (PHCs) and Community Health Centres
(CHCs) is very poor, lacking any facility that’s why qualified and good doctors don’t
want to do work there. This makes the situation worse.
• Absence of pro health eco system in most states is another challenge. Though almost all
India has become ODF (98.9%) (SBM, 2019) due to Swachh Bharat Mission but
availability of safe drinking water especially in rural areas is still a challenge and cause
of many water-borne diseases in India. Secondly, sufficient water supply is required for
keeping sanitation and hygiene that lacks in hill and rural areas.
• Availability and accessibility of affordable medicine and diagnostics is another problem
in PHCs and CHCs. Though many generic stores (Jan Aushadhi Kendra) have been
opened in various areas but they are not sufficient. Neither public know about them nor
doctors prescribe generic medicines to them. Moreover, cost of diagnostics is very high
along with the malpractices prevalent in this area.

6.
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•

Due to lack of education and knowledge India has high number of communicable
diseases like TB, HIV etc. Dengue, Swine flu, Malaria, Chikungunya is also on rise. Due
to increasing sedentary life style and lack of physical activity people are now more
vulnerable to life style diseases like high blood pressure, diabetes, obesity, joint pains
etc. Air pollution in NCR region and cities posing another challenge of increasing
respiratory, cardiovascular and eye diseases among people.
Suggestions
If India has to achieve the goal of SDG 3 set by United Nations with in the stipulated date
or health for all it has to take some radical steps in the field of health as given below➢ Government should promote and take help of digital revolution in the area of health.
Rural health workers and educated youth especially girls should be trained in use of
smart phones/tablets for taking consultation from doctors, super specialists, using
diagnostic tests, uploading reports and tele medicine. Health awareness programs
through mobile phones can help a lot in spreading awareness about diseases in rural and
remote areas.
➢ Free personal Digital Health card of every person just like Aadhar Card containing all
the medical information of that person genetic, blood group, allergies, diseases etc. even
previous history of diseases and treatment done should be available with this digital card
in a single click as we do with PAN card and all financial details of a person available to
bank. This card like bank debit cards should be applicable in all hospitals. Many private
hospitals are now making this digital card it may be used in other hospitals also just like
bank debit cards. For others, we can start making of this digital card with new born
children as most of deliveries 79.8% (NFHS-4) are taking place now in hospitals.
➢ In schools whether private or government proper health check-up of each and every child
after every six months should be done and be recorded on digital health card. This will
help diagnosis of diseases at a very early stage and proper treatment can be provided to
the child in early stage.
➢ India has a very sound traditional knowledge of Indian systems of medicine namely
Ayurveda, Siddha, Unani, homeopathy etc. which are based on scientific and logic
principles. Use of this traditional knowledge should be incorporated with modern
medicine (allopathy) to cure the patient holistically and to achieve the goal of total health
instead of disease correction only. For e.g. Making practice of yoga and meditation
compulsory in all schools can help the students in improving their health and
concentration.
➢ To meet shortage and availability of trained staff at PHCs and CHCs preference should
be given to local people. Local people should be trained and posted in PHCs and CHCs.
This will help to abstain them from leaves or resistance to live in rural areas. Upgradation
of skills of ANM, ASHA workers or nurses & midwife can also be done and they can
employ in their rural and remote areas PHCs or CHCs.
➢ New medical colleges should be opened only in rural and remote areas to fulfil health
needs of that area people. It will not only improve regional imbalance but help to develop
that area by increasing income and employment of the people.
➢ Public funding on health or expenditure should be increased from current level of 1.3%
to 2.5% of GDP as envisaged in National Health Policy 2017.
➢ The old axiom “Prevention is better than cure” still holds true. Hence preventive care
should be a necessary part of the curriculum at all levels and must be taught from early
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childhood especially good habits. This will help to prevent lots of communicable and life
style diseases that are increasing day by day.
Conclusion
No doubt India has progressed a lot on all SDG indicators. Extreme poverty is all but gone
in 2018 (DJ, 2018) and the India of naked, hungry and homeless million teaming is all but
gone forever as were the fears of Prof. Malthus of 18th century. There are now consistent
food surpluses in the country. Total fertility rate has come near to replacement rate. (DJ N. ,
2018) and India is ready to take a new leap. But this new India faces a different challenge.
Burden of maternal and child mortality, infectious diseases among with a rapidly rising
burden of non-communicable diseases such as high blood pressure, diabetes, mental illness
putting a great burden on India’s GDP along with well-being and economic productivity of
the people. Though absolute hunger a distant dream but children with high level of anaemia
and malnutrition poses a great challenge to the country. If India has to correct all these it has
to make ‘Swastha Bharat’ a Jan Andolen just like Swachh Bharat Mission and has to ensure
participation of each and every stakeholder in it to make it a success. Until and unless
everybody participates in it, India cannot be a healthy country. Because No health
programme can succeed without active involvement of the community. Public health has
various dimensions- spending, programmes, insurance each valuable. To succeed all this
active involvement of the community is required so that they become active and aware
consumers rather than passive recipients. Kerala is a good example that implemented health
programmes through Panchayati Raj institutions. If the suggestions given above are applied
in full, India can certainly achieve SDG 3 goals before the target date.
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Establishment Of A Culture Of Employee Engagement Among
It Professionals In Rr Donnlley And Srishti, Technopark,
Thiruvananthapuram
V.Smitha
“When dealing with people, let us remember we are not dealing with creatures of logic. We
are dealing with creatures of emotions, creatures of bristling with prejudices and motivated
by pride and vanity”.
Goethe
Abstract
Human resource has become the competitive advantage of IT companies where knowledge
plays the major role. Human resource is no more a factor of production to the organization
but an asset which competitors can’t imitate. That’s why leading IT companies have started
engagement activities to keep the employees engaged and productive. The objective of this
article is to understand the culture of employee engagement practices among IT
professionals at technopark. 60 samples were selected using convenient sampling method
for the study. Questionnaire method was used to collect the data . Statistical techniques were
used to analyze the data.
Key Word: Engagement, Productivity, loyalty , organization culture and commitment.
Introduction
Knowledge workers play a major role for the success of an IT company there comes the need
to retain and engage employees in order to succeed in the long run. Major IT companies have
realized the importance of human resource and have started giving various facilities like
transportation, crèches , work , health benefits, recreation, get together, outings together etc.
These initiative from the side of IT companies shows that organization has started to value
human resource more than other factor of production.
The elements that comprise engagement motivator may be called the “culture “ of the
organization. They arise from the top of the company and are driven by the CEO , hard to
change ,and when change affected by a new management team they take a long time to
change ,difficult to quantify in statistical terms ,required in different combination of
elements for different employees. Why would an improvement in culture be difficult to
change. The reason is change is often resisted because some employees are skeptical of the
motives behind the change, or the benefit to the employee arising from the change is not
made clear.
As long as the company provides something for everyone, then it can work to improve
engagement. Creating a culture of engagement means engaging employees at all phases of
the employee life cycle and this is the foundation for an successful organization. Employee
Engagement is much more than conducting an annual employee survey said
Wright(2012).Being a customer focused company it’s very essential that employees are
engaged. As happy employees create happy customers. Happy customers become loyal to
the organization. Happy employees work harder because they want to increase productivity.
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Employees are “internal” customers of the organization. Hence when we satisfy employees,
we are addressing the “internal” contingent of our customers. And we can expect those
employees to improve the business performance as well because we know that satisfied
employees create satisfied customers.
Objectives Of The Study
1. To assess the level of Employee Engagement among IT professionals at technopark.
2. To analyze the practice of Employee Engagement and its establishment in IT Industry.
Employee Engagement
Employee Engagement is an emerging concept which is very essential for organizational
success as well as holding key employees. Sarkar (2011) said that Employee Engagement as
a barometer that determines the association of a person with the organization. The term
Employee Engagement was conceptualized by Kahn(1990) as harnessing of organizational
members selves to their roles: in engagement people employ express themselves physically,
cognitively and emotionally during role performance.
Wright recommended six strategies that will improve Employee Engagement; Hire engaged
employees- Identify whether candidates are a good fit for the job and company culture,
Implement training and development programs to keep employees engaged, engage
employees through performance feedback, develop managers into leaders who care about
engaging employees, identify key drivers of Employee Engagement- in order to attract and
retain engaged employees, employees must get the basic right like pay, rewards, learning
and development, fair practices and corporate citizenship, measure the ROI on engagement
initiatives as Employee Engagement helps drive other business outcome such as financial
performance, turnover and customer satisfaction.
Research Methodology
This is an descriptive research study. The participants for this study were software
professionals working in two companies RR Donnelly and Srishti info system Ltd,
Technopark, Thiruvananthapuram. Convenient sampling method was used to select the
sample. Questionnaire method was used to collect the data. Unstructured interview was
also conducted to collect data from HR and employees to understand the working
scenario.80 questionnaires were distributed and out of it 60 participants responded to the
questionnaire. Percentage method was used to analyse the data.
Results And Discussion
The result shows that employees of Shristi and RR Donelly have high level of Employee
Engagement .77 percent employees are satisfied with this organization and wants to cover
an extra mile in this organization . 70 percent employees are willing to stay in this
organization, agreed that work environment is open and accepts individual difference ,
opinioned that organization is best place to work , proud to be part of this organization,
agreed that they have skills and training needed to complete their work and employees have
significant autonomy in determining how to do the job. 80 percent said great things about
this organization to others, had great deal of personal meaning ,strong sense of belongingness
to the organization and that there is enduring teamwork and cooperation in this organization.
66 percent agreed that strong performers are encouraged by giving excellent career
opportunities, they are satisfied with career advancement opportunities for professional
growth, they are happy with rewards and recognition and they are satisfied with recreation
and social initiative of the organization. 81 percent agreed that coworkers and themselves
work well together. 68.3percent agreed that there is balance between their work and personal
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commitment and agreed that there is adequate channels of formal communication. 63
percent agreed that organization takes initiative in promoting Employee Engagement. 58.3
agreed that they are satisfied with total benefit package and agreed that they are aware about
what is expected of oneself at work. The employees have opinioned that Performance
Appraisal is conducted fairly and feedback is given. These companies follow various
Employee Engagement activities like welcome function, family get together, birthdays
celebrated, training are provided according to their requirement ,project successful
celebration, picnics, gifts, annual awards ,work at home option, games, stress management
programme, medical benefits , day care facilities to children are provided. These initiative
from the side organization are reflected in there level of Employee Engagement. The things
that employees working at this organization like the most are career opportunities, coworkers, customer focus, human resource practices, learning and development and the
relationship with the managers.
Limitation Of The Study
1. The samples were taken from only two companies and it was limited to 60. Therefore
the study could not be generalized.
2. There is still no strong theoretical base for Employee Engagement as its an emerging
concept there are multiple definition of the construct.
Conclusion
There is high level of Employee Engagement in these companies. The organization has
realized that its only an engaged employee who is intellectually and emotionally bound with
the organization, feels passionately about its goals, and is committed to its values. Employee
Engagement is an powerful retention strategy. Hemant Sharma, Head HR, Sun
Microsystems India said that” As organizations globalize and become more dependent on
technology in a virtual work environment, there is a greater need to connect and engage with
employees to provide them with an organization identity. Especially in Indian culture this
become more relevant given the community feeling which organizations provide in our
society.”Employee Engagement is important in a knowledge industry where the quality of
output and competitive advantage of the company depend on the quality of its people.”
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Hkkjrh; Lora=rk la?k’kZ esa efgyk LorU=rk lsukfu;ksa dh Hkwfedk
MkW0 fd”ku ;kno
izhfr flag
lkjka”k

Hkkjrh; efgykvksa us viuk orZeku Lrj izkIr djus ds fy;s tks ljkguh; iz;kl fd;k gS rFkk os ftl la?klZ ds nkSj ls xqtjh gS] orZek ih<+h dks mlls
voxr djkuk rFkk lkFk gh lkFk Hkkjrh; iquZtkxj.k ,oa Lora=rk laxkz e dk iFk iz”kLr djus okyh efgykvksa ds R;kx] /kS;Z] lkgl] cfynku dks orZeku
ih<+h ls voxr djkuk] D;ksafd dqN yksx rks izfl)h ik ysrs gSa vkSj dqN egRo fdrkcksa dh iafDr;ksa rd gh fleV ds jg tkrsA
19oha “krkCnh ds jaxet ij Hkkjr esa ,d u;h fogku osyk dk vkxkt gks jgk Fkk] tgk¡ ;wjksi esa bl nkSjku Kku cks/k ,oa rF;ksa ds oSKkfud ijh{k.k dk
;qx iy jgk Fkk ogh Hkkjr Hkh viuh iqjkru fuf’Ø;rk vkSj tM+rk ds nkSj dks [kRe djus dh dksf”k”k djus esa yxk FkkA Hkkjr ds Lora=rk la?k’kZ dh jkg
dbZ vk;keksa vkSj tfVy pj.kksa okyh ds dky esa Hkkjrh; efgyk,a lekt lq/kkj esa ysdj Økafrdkjh dk;ksaZ vkSj ekSu jgdj gj mu rjhdksa ls viuh lgefr
ns jgh Fkh ftldh t:jr ,d ijrU= jk’Vª dks FkhA lewps Hkkjr fo”ks’kdj egkjk’Vª rFkk caxky ls fofHkUu efgykvksa dks vkRe dFkkvksa rFkk ys[kuh esa ^^tks
O;fDrxr gS ogh jktuhfrd gS ¼ilZuy bu ikWfyfVdy½ dk ukjk cqyan fd;k tk jgk Fkk] iq:’kksa ds izHkqRo okys {ks= ØkfUrdkjh esa efgykvksa dk izos”k
vrhr ls ukrk rksM+us tSlk FkkA 1920 ds n”kd esa Hkkjr ds LorU=rk laxzke esa cM+h la[;k esa efgyk,a “kkfey gq;h] ,slk yxk ekuks jk’Vªoknh dYiuk esa
^^vk/kqfud tkuwl** ¼vrhr vkSj Hkfo’; dks ,d lkFk ns[k ldus okyk ;wukuh nsork½ vkSj Hkkohjk’Vª ds vadqj igys gh QwV pwds FksA “kSf{kd lq/kkjksa rFkk
lkekftd lq/kkjksa us i<+us fy[kus okyh ,d
u, fdLe dh turk rS;kj dhA bl ;qx esa Hkkjr esa efgykvksa ds vius laxBu vkjEHk gks x;s Fks tc lnh djoV ys jgh Fkh rks efgykvksa dks Lons”kh
vfHk;ku tkjh j[kus ds fy;s vius ifjokjksa ls leFkZu feykA 1908 esa caxky dh f”k{kkfon~ ,oa ysf[kdk :ds/kk ltkor gqlSu us lqyrkukt Mªhe fy[kh bl
y?kqdFkk us ikBd dks efgykvksa dh Lo&iz”kklu iz.kkyh dk fopkj fn;kA ;s oks nkSj Fkk Økafr dh Tokyk esa “kkfey gksus dk ftlesa D;k cPps] D;k cw<+s] D;k
iq:’k fQj Hkyk efgyk,a dSls vgqrh jg ldrh Fkh fQj pkgs mÙkj gks ;k nf{k.k dh efgyk,a pkgs if”pe dh gks ;k lqnwj mÙkj&iwoZ dh lcus Hkkxhnkjh
dh] ,slh gh ,d LorU=rk lsukuh efgyk mÙkj iwoZ dh Fkh jkuh xkbfMusY;w ftUgsa ukxkyS.M dh ^y{ehckbZ* ds :i esa tkuk tkrk gS] egt 13 o’kZ dh mez
esa bUgksaus fczfV”k “kklu ds f[kykQ dh Fkh rc mUgksaus dsoy 4 l”kL= ukxk lSfudksa ds lkFk feydj vaxstz ksa ds f[kykQ yM+kbZ yM+hA og gfFk;kj ;q) vkSj
gfFk;kj lapkyu esa vPNh rjg ls fuiq.k Fkh] vaxstz ksa ds f[kykQ ,d cgqr gh vkØked uxk usrk ds :i esa mHkjh 1932 bZ0 esa oks fxj¶rkj dj yh x;h]
ftlds ckn mUgsa vkthou dkjkokl dh ltk lqukbZ x;hA mUgsa mudh cgknqjh ds fy;s ia0 usg: us ^jkuh* dgdj iqdkjk FkkA Lora=rk la?k’kZ esa mudh
Hkwfedk ds fy;s mUgsa ^ine~ Hkw’k.k* ls lEekfur fd;k x;kA 1930 bZ0 ds ckn ds tks lky Fks oks Hkkjr esa mxz ØkfUrdkfj;ksa dk ;qx Fkk bl mxz Økfrdkfj;ksa
esa ,d uke izhfr yrk okMsdj dk Fkk] ftldk tUe 1911 esa pVxk¡o esa gqvk Fkk izhfr ,d gksugkj Nk=k Fkh vkSj viuh Ldwyh f”k{kk iwjh djus ds ckn
mUgksaus dydRrk fo”ofo|ky; ls fMfLVda”ku ds lkFk ch0,0 ikl fd;kA ;s dY;k.k nkl ds Nk= la?k ls tqM+ x;h ftlds ckn og usrk lw;Z lus dh
ØkfUrdkjh ny ds lkFk tqM+ x;hA og pVxk¡o “kL=kxkj ij Nkik ekjus okys ny dk fgLlk Fkh] iqfyl ls lkeuk gksus ij vius lkfFk;ksa ds lkFk Hkkx
fudyus esa dke;ko jgh] iqfyl dh xksyh ls ejus okys vius lkfFk;ksa dh gR;k dk cnyk ysus ds fy;s mUgksaus vius usrk lw;Zlus ds lkFk feydj vaxstz
vkSj ;wjksih; yksxksa ls Hkjs cgus okys ,d ukbV Dyc ij geyk djus dh lkft”k jph vkSj 24 flrEcj 1932 dks bls vatke Hkh fn;k tckch dk;Zokgh esa
vaxstz ksa dh xksyh yx x;h ftlesa izhfr ?kk;y gks x;hA bl ckr dks le>us esa mUgsa nsj u yxh vaxtzs ks dks xksyh ls ejus ls vPNk Fkk mUgksaus viuh tsc
ls iksVsf”k;e lk;ukbM dk ,d iSdsV [kkdj viuh dqckZuh nsuk csgrj le>kA
efgykvksa esa jk’Vªh; psruk txus ds ckn mUgksaus jktuhfrd LorU=rk izkIr djus ds fofHkUu rjhds <w<auk vkjEHk dj fn;kA Hkkjrh; Lora=rk la?k’kZ esa
izeq[k efgyk lsukfu;ksa esa v:.kk vklQ vyh dk uke loZ izeq[k gSA v:.kk ,d caxkyh ifjokj ls FksA 1930 esa ued lR;kxzg ds ek/;e ls Lora=rk
laxzke esa dne j[kkA xka/kh&Mjfou laf/k ds dqN eghuksa ckn eq[; vk;qDr }kjk fxj¶rkj dj fy;k x;k FkkA tc lHkh izeq[k usrkvksa dks 8 vxLr 1942
dks xksckfy;k VSad eSnku esa frjaxk Qgjkus okyh igyh “kkfjl;r FkhA 26 flrEcj 1942 dks mudh lkjh lEifRr vkSj lkeku dks tCr dj fy;k x;kA
lUnHkZ xzUFk lwph
eudsdj] deyk& Hkkjrh; iquZtkxj.k esa vxz.kh efgyk,a] us”kuy cqd VªLV vkWQ bafM;k] 2015v[kky] T;ksfr& fj;y ,.M besftUM foaMkst] fnYyh] izkbEl] 2016dkS”kkEch] ehjk& Økflax Fkzs”kksYMl QsfefuLV besy bu lks”ky fgLVªh fnYyh % ijekusaV CySd] 2007;kstuk & ukjh l”kDrhdj.k] flrEcj] 2017Jhfuokl] ,e0,u0& n psfyax iksth”ku vkWQ bafM;u oqesuA



,lksfl,V izksQslj] cqUnsy[k.M egkfo|ky;] >k¡lhA
*”kks/k Nk=k] jktuhfr foKku] cqUnsy[k.M egkfo|ky;] >k¡lhA
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NGOS



fo'o cSad us ,uthvks ;kuh xSj ljdkjh laxBuksa dks ifjHkkf"kr djrs gq, dgk gS fd
efgykv®
fo'o cSad
ds jkti= esa ^^ofdaZx fon~ ,uthvks** esa dgk gS fd
vuqeku gS fd varZjk"Vªh; Lrj ij lfØ; vkSj xSj ljdkjh laxBuksa
dh la[;k 40]000 gSA jk"Vªh; Lrj ij budh la[;k vf/kd gSA :l esa 2]77]000 xSj ljdkjh laxBu gSA Hkkjr esa
1&2 fefy;u ds chp xSj ljdkjh laxBu gksus dk vuqeku gSaA¼1½
izkphu dky ls gh lekt lsok Hkkjrh; laLd`fr dk ,d egRoiw.kZ vax jgh gSA Lora=rk ds ckn Hkkjr esa dbZ
xSj&ljdkjh laxBu lkeus vk;s gSaA egkRek xka/kh us Hkh Hkkjrh; jk"Vªh; dkaxzsl dks Hkax djus vkSj yksd lsok la?k
¼yksd lsok laxBu½ dks cnyus ds fy, vuqjks/k fd;kA ijUrq ;g ;kfpdk vLohdkj dj nh x;hA ;g Hkkjr esa xSj
ljdkjh laxBuksa dk igyk pj.k FkkA 1960 esa xSj&ljdkjh laxBu fodkl dk nwljk pj.k 'kq: gqvkA orZeku Hkkjr
esa bu laxBuksa dk fodkl cgqr rsth ls gqvk gSA ;s laxBu efgyk ,oa cky fodkl] thou dh xq.koRrk] l’kfDrdj.k]
f’k{kk vkSj ukxfjdksa ds ckjs esa lekt esa tkx:drk ykus gsrq dk;Zjr~ gSA ¼2½
efgyk
] lekftd vfèkdkj] efgyk l’kfDrdj.k] efgyk ,oa cky fodkl A
efgykvksa dks l'kä djus ,oa mudh lgHkkfxrk dks egRo nsus ds fy, fofHkUu ljdkjh ,oa xSj ljdkjh laxBuksa
dh LFkkiuk le;&le; ij gksrh jgh gSA blh i`"BHkwfe dks /;ku esa j[krs gq, ljdkj }kjk o"kZ 1985 esa efgyk ,oa
cky fodkl laLFkk dh LFkkiuk ekuo lalk/ku fodkl ea=ky; ds v/khuLFk vaxksa ds :i esa dh xbZA uke ds vuqlkj
bl foHkkx dk dk;Z efgykvksa ,oa cPpksa ds lexz fodkl dks lqfuf'pr djuk FkkA 30 tuojh 2006 dks foHkkx dks
ea=ky; dk ntkZ fn;k x;kA orZeku esa ;g ea=ky; efgykvksa ,oa cPpksa dh mUufr ds fy, uksMy ea=ky; ds :i
esa dk;Z ;kstukvks]a uhfr;ksa rFkk dk;ZØeksa dk fuekZ.k djrk gS] dkuwuksa dks fØ;kfUor djrk gS] vko';drkuqlkj
dkuwuksa esa la'kks/ku djrk gS rFkk xSj ljdkjh laxBuksa dks fn'kk funsZ'k ,oa ljdkjh ,oa xSj ljdkjh laxBuksa ds chp
rkyesy LFkkfir djus dk dk;Z djrk gSA¼3½ uksMy ds :i esa bl ea=ky; }kjk efgykvksa ,oa cPpksa ls lacaf/kr
fofHkUu dk;ZØeksa dk vk;kstu fd;k tkrk gS] tSls& dY;k.k o lgk;d lsok,a] jkstxkj ds fy, çf'k{k.k] vk; o`f)
,oa ykSafxd lqxzkgrk dks c<+kok nsuk] LokLF;] f'k{kk ,oa xzkeh.k fodkl bR;kfnA bu dk;ZØeksa ds fØ;kUo;u dk
eq[; mn~n’s ; efgykvksa dh vkfFkZd ,oa lkekftd nksuksa fLFkfr;ksa o ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa mUgsa l'kä cukuk vkSj jk"Vªh;
mUufr ,oa fodkl esa mudh lgHkkfxrk dks lqfuf'pr djuk gSA¼4½
le;&le; ij ljdkj }kjk efgykvksa dh fLFkfr] ifjfLFkfr ,oa lkekftd ifjorZuksa dks lqfuf'pr djus ds fy,
efgyk laxBuksa dh LFkkiuk dh tkrh jgh gSA bu laxBuksa ds mís'; ,oa vf/kdkj bl çdkj gS ¼5½ &
NIPCCD
bl laLFkk dh LFkkiuk lkslk;Vh jftLVª's ku vf/kfu;e 1860 ds varxZr~ lu~ 1866 esa ubZ fnYyh esa dh xbZ FkhA ;g
laLFkk efgyk ,oa fodkl ea=ky; ds laj{k.k esa dk;Z djrh gSA bl laLFkk dk dk;Z efgykvks a vkSj cPpksa ds fodkl
ls lacaf/kr lHkh {ks=ksa esa Lora= dk;Z ;kstuk cukuk ,oa çf'k{k.k o çys[ku dh LFkkiuk djus ds fy, opuc) gSA
laLFkk ds mR—"V dk;ksZa dks ns[krs gq, pkj çknsf'kd dsUnzksa xqokgkVh ¼1978½] csx
a yq# ¼1980½] y[kuÅ ¼1982½ vkSj
bankSj ¼2001½ esa LFkkiuk dh xbZA¼6½
efgykvksa ls lEcfU/kr dk;ZØeksa dk fØ;kUo;u djukA
cPpksa dh f’k{kk] LokLFk ,oa lqj{kk lEcU/kh dk;ksZa dks izksRlkfgr djukA


ICSSR,'kks/kdrhZ] f'k{kk foHkkx] xq# ?kklhnkl fo'ofo|ky;] fcykliqj] NÙkhlx<+A
,lksfl,V çksQslj] f'k{kk foHkkx] xq# ?kklhnkl fo'ofo|ky;] fcykliqj] NÙkhlx<+A
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efgyk vf/kdkjksa ,oa dkuwuksa ds izfr lekt esa tkx:drk QSykukA
efgyk l’kfDrdj.k gsrq iz;kl djukA
ihfM+r efgykvksa dks lekt dh eq[; /kkjk ls tqM+us gsrq iz;kl djukA
efgyk l'kfädj.k dks c<+kok nsuk vkSj ySafxd fofHkUurk dks lekIr djds mUgsa eq[;/kkjk ls tksM+us
gsrq ç;kl djukA
leL;k ,oa rukoxzLr efgykvksa ds fy, ijke'kZ ,oa lgk;rk lsok,a miyC/k djkus gsrq ç;kl djukA
lekt esa fofHkUu Lrjksa ij Loenn lewg dk fuekZ.k ,oa mldk çca/ku djus gsrq lq>ko ,oa ç;kl
djukA
lekt esa c<+rs efgykvksa vkSj cPpksa ds voS/k O;kikj ¼VªSfQfdax½ dks jksdus gsrq ç;kl djuk ,oa
lgk;rk çnku djukA
lekt esa ySafxd fofHkUurk ds larqyu esa ifjorZu ykus gsrq ç;kl djukA
dkuwu fuekZ.k lacaf/kr laLFkkvksa esa lHkh O;fä;ksa ds fy, leku dkuwu çfrekuksa dh lksp dk vuq dwyu
cukus gsrq ç;kl djukA
ckyd ds fodkl ds fy, ljdkj@lkekftd Hkkxhnkjh dks çksRlkfgr djukA
lkekftd fodkl ds fy, O;fä fodkl ds egRo dks c<+kok nsukA bR;kfnA
ICDS
;g laLFkk uksMy ,tsl
a h ds :i esa lesfdr cky laj{k.k ;kstuk ds varxZr jk"Vªh; ,oa {ks=h; Lrj ij vf/kdkfj;ksa
ds fy, çf'k{k.k ds fy, mRd`’B laLFkk ds :Ik esa dk;Z djrh gSA bls efgyk vkSj cky fodkl ea=ky; }kjk uksMy
baLVhVîwV ds :i esa lkdZa ns'kksa dh laLFkkvksa ds fo'ks"k laj{k.k gsrq egRoiw.kZ eqn~nksa cky vf/kdkj] efgyk vkSj cPpksa
dh VªSfQfdax dh jksxFkke ij vius lq>ko çLrqr djukA bls çLrqr djus dks 1985 esa UNICEF }kjk ekU;rk nh
xbZ FkhA bl laxBu dks cky fodkl ds {ks= esa mR—"V dk;Z djus ds fy,
Hkh fn;k x;kA¼7½
blds laLFkku ds dk;Z ,oa vf/kdkj fuEufyf[kr gSa&
izkjfEHkd ’kS’kokoLFkk ds ckydksa dh ns[kHkky vkSj fodkl gsrq ç;kl djukA
NksVs cPpksa vkSj mudh ekrkvksa ds LokLF; ,oa muds iks"k.k ;qDr vkgkj dh lqfo/kk eqgS;k djkukaA
uotkr ,oa NksVs cPpksa ds vkgkj ij fo'ks"k /;ku j[kukA
lw{ke rFkk dqiksf"kr dqiks"k.k jksdus gsrq ç;kl djukA
;qokvksa dk LokLF;] iztuuh; LokLFk; HIV/AIDS tSls jksxksa dh tkudkjh ,oa lqj{kk gsrq ç;kl
djukA
o`f) fujh{k.k dh nj dks ns[kuk o lq/kkj ds ç;kl djukA
lHkh O;fä;ksa dh iks"k.k laca/kh vkSj LokLF; laca/kh f'k{kk dks çksRlkfgr djukA
ckydksa dh çxfr ds fy, mudks ekxZn'kZu ,oa mfpr ijke'kZ çnku djukA
ckydksa dh cky voLFkk esa gh e/kqesg dh çkjafHkd igpku djuk vkSj jksdFkke gsrq ç;kl djukA
ckydksa dh f'k{kk] ikfjokfjd ,oa O;ogkfjd leL;kvksa dks lqy>kus gsrq ç;kl djukA
vf'kf{kr vfHkHkkodksa dks ckydksa dks f'kf{kr djus ds fy, çsfjr djukA
ckydksa ls lacaf/kr vf/kdkjksa ,oa cky laj{k.k gsrq lekt esa tkx:drk ykus ds ç;kl djukA
;qokvksa esa ;kSou laca/kh U;k; dh tkudkjh dk çlkj djukaA
ckfydkvksa ds fofHkUu i{kksa dk fodkl djuk ,oa mudks ikfjokfjd thou dh f'k{kk ls voxr djkus
gsrq ç;kl djukA
lekt esa QSyh dqjhfr;ksa tSls cky fookg] eknk Hkzw.k gR;k vkSj eknk f'k'kq gR;k dh jksdFkke gsrq
ç;kl djukA
NCW
bl laxBu dk dk;Z Hkkjr esa efgykvksa ds vf/kdkjksa dks lajf{kr djuk ,oa mudk çfrfuf/kRo djuk gSA ;g vk;ksx
eq[; :i ls ngst] jktuhfr] /keZ vkSj ukSdfj;ksa esa efgykvksa ds fy, lg;ksx çnku djrh gS rFkk Jfed efgykvksa
ds lkFk gks jgs 'kks"k.k ds fo#) vkokt mBkrh gSA lkFk gh efgykvksa ds f[kykQ iqfyl ds neudkjh O;ogkj ,oa
muls dh tkus okyh xkyh&xykSt ds f[kykQ xaHkhj dne mBkrh gSA ;g vk;ksx cykRdkj ihfM+rksa dks jkgr ,oa
dkuwuh laca/kh lqfo/kk iznku djus esa egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkrh gSA ;g vçoklh Hkkjrh;ksa ds tqYeksa vkSj /kks[ks dh
f'kdkj efgykvksa dks dkuwu ds }kjk lg;ksx çnku djrh gSA¼8½
vk;ksx dk dk;Z lafo/kku ,oa dkuwu esa of.kZr efgyk efgykvksa dh lqj{kk ,oa ijh{kk
laca/kksa dh tkap djuk rFkk mlds çHkko'kkyh fØ;kUo;u gsrq mik;ksa ds fy,
ljdkj ls flQkfj'k djuk gSA
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lafo/kku esa efgyk dks çHkkfor djus okys fofHkUu dkuwuksa esa ekStwnk ço/kkuksa dh leh{kk çLrqr djukA
bu dkuwuksa esa la'kks/ku gsrq flQkfj'k djuk rFkk vko';drkuqlkj la'kks/ku gsrq mik; Hkh izLrqr
djukA
efgykvksa ls lacaf/kr f'kdk;rksa ij fopkj djuk lkFk gh efgykvksa ds vf/kdkj ds guu laca/kh eqíksa
ij mfpr dk;Zokgh Hkh djukA
;g vk;ksx lkekftd HksnHkko ,oa efgykvksa ds lkFk gks jgs vR;kpkjksa ls mRiUu ifjfLFkfr;ksa ds çfr
vojks/k dh igpku ,oa fuokj.k djrh gSA
;g vk;ksx efgykvksa ds lkekftd o vkfFkZd fodkl gsrq fofHkUu ;kstukvksa dks çLrqr djrh gS rFkk
vko';drkuqlkj lykg nsrh gSA lkFk gh Hkkxhnkfjrk] ewY;kadu bR;kfn dk;Z dks fØ;kfUor djrh
gSaA
;g vk;ksx tsy fjekaM x`gksa vkfn ls lacaf/kr efgykvksa dks vfHkj{kk esa j[kdj mudk fujh{k.k ,oa
vko';drkuqlkj mipkjkRed dk;Zokgh djus ds fy, opuc) gSA
bl vk;ksx dks lafo/kku rFkk vU; dkuwuksa ds rgr efgykvksa ds j{kksik;ksa ls lacaf/kr ekeyksa dh tkap
gsrq flfoy U;k;ky; dh 'kfä;ka Hkh çnku dh xbZ gSA
RMK ¼1993½
efgykvksa ds fy, jk"Vªh; ØsfMV QaM dh LFkkiuk ekpZ 1993 esa Hkkjr ljdkj ds ekuo lalk/ku ea=ky; ds varxZr
efgyk rFkk cky fodkl foHkkx }kjk ,d Lora= iathdj.k lkslk;Vh ds :i esa dh xbZ FkhA blds varxZr vkjafHkd
dks"k dh lhek #0 3]10]000]000 FkhaA bl vk;ksx dk eq[; dk;Z cSafdax lsDVj vkSj xjhcksa ds chp ds varj dks
lekIr djuk FkkA¼9½
xjhc efgykvksa dks vkfFkZd etcwrh ds dk;ksZa rFkk Lo;a dh laifÙk fuekZ.k ds fy,
y?kq _.k çnku djuk rFkk bl dk;ZØe dh çxfr gsrq ç;kl djukA
,d ,ls v/kZ&vukSipkfjd vkiwfrZ ç.kkyh dks fufeZr djuk]tks xzkgd dsfa ær gks vkSj U;wure çfØ;kvksa
okyh gks] tks /ku vkiwfrZ rqjar vkSj tYnh djrh gks] ftuds ikl igq¡puk vklku gksA
;g efgyk _.kdkjksa ds lkFk ferO;f;rk rFkk cpr dks c<+kok nsrh gS rFkk m/kkjdrkZ rFkk m/kkjnkrkvksa
ds fy, de ls de ysu&nsu ykxr ekaxrh gSA
bldk mís'; efgyk laxBuksa ds chp ferO;f;rk rFkk cpr ds fy, bLrseky dk lgHkkxh rjhdk
fn[kus vkSj muds fØ;kUo;u dks fn”kk iznku djukA
;g vk;ksx lewg dh fopkj/kkjk rFkk _.k laca/kh çko/kkuksa dks efgyk l'kfädj.k] lkekftd&vkfFkZd
cnyko rFkk fn'kk funsZ'k ds ek/;e ds :i esa bLrseky djrh gSA
vk;ksx dks"k dks çksRlkfgr djus ds fy, Hkkjr ljdkj] jkT; ljdkj] dsæa 'kkflr ç'kklu] _.k
laLFkkvksa esa vkS|ksfxd o O;olkf;d laxBuksa] xSj ljdkjh laxBuksa ds lkFk lg;ksx djrh gS ,oa
lg;ksx ikrh Hkh gSA
ljdkjh rFkk xSj ljdkjh {ks=ksa esa jgus okys xjhc efgykvksa ds fy, y?kq foÙkh; {ks= dh miyC/krk
djkuk ,oa miHkksäk dks mu rd igqapkus ds chp lwpukvksa dk vknku&çnku Hkh djrh gSA
dks"k ds mís'; dks çksRlkfgr djus ds fy, lgk;rk jkf'k Hkh çnku djrh gSA
NCPCR
;g vk;ksx cky vf/kdkjksa dh lkoZHkkSfed dj.k vkSj v[kaMrk ds fl)kar ij cy nsrk gS rFkk cPpksa ls tqM+h lHkh
uhfr vko';d fo"k; ij viuk er çLrqr djrk gSA vk;ksx 0 ls ysdj 18 o"kZ ds lHkh detksj o fiNM+s cPpksa dh
lqj{kk gsrq opuc) gSA ;g vk;ksx cky vf/kdkjksa ds mYya?ku dh lkekftd lgu'khyrk ds fØ;kUo;u ds lkFk
cky vf/kdkjksa ds laj{k.k gsrq ,d okrkoj.k dk fuekZ.k Hkh djrk gSA ftlls os cPps mHkj dj lkeus vkrs gSa] tks
vius vf/kdkjksa dh çkfIr gsrq vkRefo'okl ls Hkjs gq, gSaA
;g vk;ksx cPpksa dks çkIr lHkh vf/kdkjksa dh ikjLifjd lqn`<h+ dj.k vkSj vU;ksU;kf{kr ds :i esa budh j{kk djrs
gSaA dksbZ Hkh ckyd vius 18 o"kZ rd lHkh vf/kdkj çkIr dj ldrk gS] tks mls tUe ls ysdj vc rd vkRefuHkZj
cukrs gSaA ;g vk;ksx ckyd dh lHkh voLFkkvksa esa egRoiw.kZ gSaA vk;ksx ds fy, lHkh cPpksa ds vf/kdkj leku egRo
j[krs gSaA¼10½
vk;ksx ds ikl O;ogkj U;k;ky; }kjk dk;Zokgh djus ds lHkh jksM v‚Q flfoy çkslhtj
1908 ds vUrxZr dk;Zokgh djus ds lHkh vf/kdkj çkIr gS&
Hkkjr ds fdlh Hkh fgLls esa] fdlh Hkh O;fä dks uksfVl tkjh djuk rFkk mifLFkr gksus ds fy, dgukA
lkFk gh tkap çfØ;k dks vkxs c<+kukA
fdlh Hkh çdkj ds nLrkost dh dks [kkstuk rFkk vko';drkuqlkj fufeZr djukA
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fdlh Hkh ekeys dks 'kiFki= esa lk{; :i esa çLrqr djukaA
fdlh Hkh dksVZ v‚Q v‚fQl ls fdlh ifCyd fjekaM ;k mldh d‚ih dks çLrqr djus ds fy, vkns'k
nsukA
nLrkost o dk;Zokgh dh tkap gsrq vk;ksx dk xBu djukA
ckyd ls lacaf/kr ekeyksa dks eftLVªVs ds ikl Hkstuk ,oa tkap lekIr gksus rd fuEu dk;ksZa dh 'kfä;ksa
vk;ksx ds ikl gksxh&
tkap ds }kjk ckyd vf/kdkj rFkk dkuwu çko/kkuksa ds mYya?ku ds lR; gksus ij lacaf/kr ljdkj
dh dk;Zokgh dh ç'kalk djukA
;fn vnkyr mfpr le>s rks funsZ'kks]a vkns'kksa ;k vkKki= ds fy, loksZPp U;k;ky; rFkk mPp
U;k;ky; tk ldrk gSA
vko';drkuqlkj ihfM+r ;k mlds ifjokj ds lnL;ksa dh ,slh vkarfjd v/;;u dh eatwjh ds
fy, lEcfU/kr ljdkj }kjk vf/kdkjksa dh vuq” kkalk djukA
fiNys ,d n'kd ij utj Mkys rks Hkkjr esa rsth ls ,uthvks lsDVj esa foLrkj gqvk gSA ;g ,uthvks fiNM+s rFkk
oafpr lewg ds yksxksa ds thou dk ,d fgLlk cu x;s gSA ftlds dkj.k bu yksxksa ds thou esa ,oa thus ds edln
esa cnyko vk;k gSA dqN ,sls ,uthvksl Hkh gS] tks efgyk l'kfädj.k ds eqís ij çeq[krk ls dk;Zjr~ gSaA ¼11½ tks
fuEuor~ gSa&
;g laxBu xjhc ,oa 'kksf"kr efgykvksa dks lekt esa lEekfur LFkku fnykus gsrq opuc) gSA¼12½
dksbZ Hkh xjhc efgyk tks fd fdlh Hkh çdkj ds 'kks"k.k dk f'kdkj gqbZ gS mls xfjek
;qä thou çnku djus rFkk mls LorU= :i ls dk;Z djus ds fy, opuc) gSA
;g laxBu efgykvksa ds fy, 6 eghus dk ,d ikBîØe lapkfyr djrh gSA ftlesa mUgsa vkRek
tkx#drk] j{kk çf'k{k.k vkSj iztuu vf/kdkjksa ,oa vU; phtksa dh tkudkjh çnku dh tkrh gSA
dqN le; igys gh bl laLFkk }kjk lsok laxBu ds lkFk ,d dk;Z çkjaHk fd;k x;k] ftlesa efgykvksa
}kjk 'kgj esa lapkfyr dSc pkyd lsok çnku dh tkrh gSA ftlls mudh vkfFkZd raxh dqN gn
rd de dh tk ldsA
SEWA ¼1972½
n lsYQ ,eIykbM oqel
sa ,lksfl,’ku dh LFkkiuk xqtjkr esa ,yk HkV~V ds }kjk dh x;k FkhA ¼13½ bl ,uthvks ds
eq[; mn~ns’; fuEu gS&
efgyk Jfedksa dks mudh igpku fnykuk ,oa mudh vkfFkZd fLFkfr dks etcwr djukA
efgyk Jfedksa dks muds vf/kdkjksa ,oa fu;ekuqlkj dk;Z djus ,oa
vfgalkRed rjhds dk mi;ksx djus gsrq lekt dks çksRlkfgr djukA
vk;ksx esa efgykvksa ls lacaf/kr vU; lsok,a tSls& lsok cSad] lsok vkanksyu] lsok Hkkjr tSlh vU;
laLFkk,a Hkh lapkfyr gS] tks efgyk vf/kdkjksa ds çfr tkx:d gSaA
vc rd bl ,tsl
a h esa yxHkx 1-9 fefy;u efgyk lnL; tqM+ pqdh gSA tks xoZ ds lkFk vius vf/kdkjksa
dk izfrfuf/kRo dj jgh gSA
;g laLFkk csx
a yq# esa LFkkfir dh xbZ FkhA ;g laLFkk dk;ZdrkZvksa dk ,d lewg gS tks efgyk vf/kdkjksa ds laj{k.k
dks ,d eap çnku djrk gSA foospuk esa ,d ,slk dsæa vaxuk gS] tks ukSdjh ikus okyh efgykvksa dks lgk;rk çnku
djrk gSA¼14½
efgykvksa dh vkfFkZd fLFkfr dks etcwr djus ds fy, ukSdjh ikus dh bPNqd efgyk
dks ukSdjh fnykus esa lgk;rk djrk gSA
,slh efgyk tks dk;Z ds lkFk cPpksa dh ns[kHkky ugha dj ikrh muds fy, vukFkky; esa j[kus dh
lqfo/kk çnku djrk gSA
blds vfrfjä t:jr iM+us ij efgykvksa dks fpfdRlk lqfo/kk Hkh çnku dh tkrh gSA
CSR
bl laxBu dh 'kq#vkr ubZ fnYyh ls dh xbZA ;g laxBu ts,u;w ls lacaf/kr lkekftd oSKkfudksa ds ,d lewg
}kjk LFkkfir fd;k x;k FkkA¼15½
;g laxBu lkekftd vuqla/kku {kerk fuekZ.k vkSj odkyr ds ek/;e ls ,d fgalk
jfgr lekt dh LFkkiuk gsrq opuc) gSA
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;g laxBu fyax lekurk ds fy, dk;Zjr~ LFkkuh;] {ks=h; ,oa jk"Vªh; rhuksa Lrjksa ij laxfBr flLVe
dks viuk lg;ksx çnku djrk gSA
;g laLFkk efgykvksa ds lkekftd o vkfFkZd fodkl ds fy, dk;Zjr~ gSA ¼16½
xjhc efgykvksa dh lkekftd o vkfFkZd fLFkfr esa lq/kkj gsrq dk;ZØe dk lapkyu
djrh gSA
fujkfJr efgykvksa ,oa iwoZ dSfn;ksa dh fLFkfr esa lq/kkj gsrq ç;kl djrh gSA
;g laLFkk efgykvksa dks vyx&vyx thou dkS'ky fl[kkus o mUgsa eq[;/kkjk ls tksM+us dk ç;kl
djrh gSA
bl ,uthvks dh LFkkiuk 1989 esa egkjk"Vª ds venkckn uxj esa gqbZ FkhA ;g laxBu vkfFkZd fLFkfr ls detksj
efgykvksa vkSj cPpksa ,oa ,ythchVh leqnk; ds yksxksa ds l'kfädj.k gsrq dk;Z djrh gSA ¼17½
bl laxBu dk eq[; dk;Z ,pvkbZoh ,oa ,sM~l ls xzflr efgykvksa ,oa cPpksa ds fy,
LokLF; lacaf/kr lqfo/kk miyC/k djkus ds lkFk lekt esa mUgsa mfpr LFkku fnykuk
gSA
;g laxBu ekuo rLdjh [kRe djus rFkk ;kSu Jfedksa ds mRFkku ds fy, ç;kljr~ gSA
bl laxBu }kjk dqN ;kstukvksa dk fØ;kUo;u tSls&lSfuVjh iSM dk mRiknu] efgykvksa ds gLrdyk
dks çksRlkgu rFkk egRoiw.kZ Hkk"kk dkS'ky dk fodkl djus gsrq LFkku ¼IysVQ‚eZ½ çnku djuk gSA
,ubZ,u dh LFkkiuk efgykvksa ij chftax fo’o lEesyu ds fgLls ds :i esa dh x;h FkhA¼18½
fyax] U;k;] lekurk vkSj ekuokf/kdkj ds çfr lEeku dks lekt esa çfrf"Br fd;k
tk,xkA
;g laxBu tsaMj {ks= esa ctV vkoaVu vkSj efgyk lqj{kk ls lacaf/kr {ks=ksa esa Hkh dk;Zjr~ gSaA
orZeku esa ;g laxBu vle] es?kky;] ukxkySaM vkSj mÙkj iwoZ Hkkjr ds vU; fgLlksa esa viuh
Hkwfedk dk fuoZgu dj jgk gSA
bldh LFkkiuk ubZ fnYyh esa dh xbZ FkhA ;g laxBu ,d ukjhoknh ekuokf/kdkj laxBu gSaA ¼19½
;g efgykvksa esa vkRefo'okl c<+kus] lsDlq,yVh ds ckjs esa tkx:drk ykus ,oa efgyk
usr`Ro dh {kerk dks c<+kus gsrq dk;Zjr~ gSA
;g laxBu efgyk fojks/kh neudkjh ekunaMksa dks pqukSrh nsus vkSj mlls fujkdj.k lacaf/kr dk;ZØeksa
dks vk;ksftr djus gsrq IysVQkeZ çnku djrk gSA
;g laxBu nf{k.k esa varjjk"Vªh; efgyk laxBuksa dk Hkh ,d fgLlk gSA
bldh 'kq#vkr fjrfodk cuthZ }kjk dh xbZ FkhA ;g laLFkk okLrfodrkvksa vkSj fuokZfpr ds chp enHksn dks [kRe
djus ds fy, dk;Zjr~ gSA¼20½
;g laLFkk xzkeh.k efgykvksa ds lkFk dk;Z djrs gq, fuokZfpr çfrfuf/k;ksa ds fy,
lek/kku ,oa uhfr;ksa dks fu/kkZfjr djrh gSA
;g efgykvksa ls lEcfU/kr ljdkjh ;kstukvksa ds fØ;kUo;u esa enn djrh gSA
;g laLFkk v‚u xzkmaM fjlpZ esa xzkeh.k Hkkjr ij fjlpZ dks çksRlkfgr djrh gS rFkk çkIr leL;kvksa
dks lqy>kus esa Hkh lg;ksx nsrh gS
;g laLFkk efgyk fdlku vf/kdkjh eap ls lacaf/kr gSA ;g Hkwfeghu efgyk fdlkuksa ds vf/kdkjksa ds fy, la?k"kZ djus
okyh laLFkk gS] tks gekjs ns'k ds 24 jkT;ksa esa QSyh gqbZ gSA¼21½
;g laLFkk Hkwfe tSlh LFkk;h vkthfodk laLFkkuksa ij efgykvksa dks vf/kdkj nsdj mUgsa
vkRefuHkZj ,oa LorU= cukus ds fy, dk;Zjr~ gSA
;g laLFkk efgykvksa dks Hkwfe vf/kdkj fnyk dj mudh vkfFkZd fLFkfr esa lq/kkj ykus gsrq ç;kljr~
gSA
cgqpfpZr odhy ,e0 ,y0 'kekZ us vUuk gtkjs dh
,uthvks dh foÙkh; vfu;ferrk ds lanHkZ
esa lqçhe dksVZ esa ,d tufgr ;kfpdk çLrkfor dh FkhA ftldh lquokbZ tfLVl ,p0 ,y0 nRr dh v/;{krk esa
dh xbZA [kaMihB us rRdkyhu ,Mh'kuy l‚yhlhVj tujy fl)kFkZ ywFkjk us dgk fd bl ekeys esa lhchvkbZ dk
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lg;ksx ysdj ;g irk fd;k tk, fd ns'k esa ,sls fdrus ,uthvks gS] tks dk;Zjr~ gSa \ mudh foÙkh; fLFkfr dk
fooj.k D;k gS\ D;k os vk;dj fjVuZ djrh gSa ;k ugha djrs gSa\
& Qjojh 2014 esa lhchvkbZ us viuh fjiksVZ vnkyr esa izLrqr dh vkSj dgk fd dqN
jkT;ksa dks NksM+dj lHkh us vius jkT; esa lapkfyr ,uthvks ds fo"k; esa foLr`r tkudkjh nhA lhchvkbZ us crk;k
fd vU; jkT;ksa ls çkIr vkadM+ksa ds vk/kkj ij bu laxBuksa dh la[;k 13 yk[k rd igqap xbZA lcls U;wure vuqeku
ij iwjs ns'k dk vkadyu fd;k x;k rks bu ,uthvks dh la[;k yxHkx 20 yk[k rd igqap xbAZ vkidks ;g vkadM+k
vk'p;Zpfdr dj nsxk fd gekjs ns'k esa 1-2 vjc yksxksa esa ftl ns'k esa 943 yksxksa ij 1 iqfyl gS] ogha 600 yksxksa
ij ,d ,uthvks dk;Zjr~ gSA¼22½
xSj ljdkjh laxBu ,uthvks ,d ,slk 'kCn gS tks] fcuk fdlh ljdkjh lgHkkfxrk ;k çfrfuf/kRo ds çk—frd ,oa
dkuwuh O;fä;ksa ds }kjk Lohdkj fd;k x;k gSA ftlesa xSj ljdkjh laxBu iwjh rjg ls ljdkj }kjk uhfrc) ,oa
fuf/kc) uk gksrs gq, Hkh muds crk, x, dk;ksZa dk vuqlj.k djrs gSaA ,uthvks xSj ljdkjh laxBu dk LFkku cuk,
j[krs gq,] ljdkjh laxBuksa dh lnL;rk ls ckgj jgdj viuk dk;Z djrk gS rFkk xouZesVa v‚xsZukbts'ku ds foijhr
^^xSj ljdkjh laxBu** ds :i ls çpfyr gSA dbZ U;k;ky; esa bu laxBuksa dks ^^ukxfjd lekt laxBu ds :i esa
ifjHkkf"kr fd;k x;k gSA orZeku lanHkZ esa bu laxBuksa dk viuk ,d fo'ks"k egRo gSaA ;s laLFkk;sa ljdkj ds lkFk
,oa Lo;a dh izsj.kk ls efgykvksa dks l'kä cukus ds fy, fofHkUu {ks=ksa esa dk;Zjr~ gSaA ;g laLFkk,a efgyk ,oa cPpksa
ds fy, ;kstuk,a] uhfr;ka ,oa dk;ZØeksa dk fuekZ.k ,oa lgh fn'kk esa mudk fØ;kUo;u djrh gSaA bu dk;ZØeksa dk
vk/kkj efgykvksa dks lkekftd nk;js esa igpku fnykuk gS] vkfFkZd :i ls mUgsa etcwrh çnku djuk] LokLF; f'k{kk
,oa cPpksa ds dY;k.k gsrq ,d eap çnku djuk gSA ;g laLFkk,a efgykvksa ds vf/kdkjksa ,oa muls lacaf/kr dkuwuksa ds
lQy lapkyu gsrq opuc) gSA lkFk gh vko';drkuqlkj lq/kkj gsrq viuh jk; ljdkj ds le{k çLrqr djrh
gSaA¼23½
1& efgyk ,oa cky fodkl ea=ky;& lkjka'k fjiksVZ tqykbZ&2018A
2& nhik fc"V] ukjh l'kfDrdj.k ds lkSiku] vafdr izdk'ku] ubZ fnYyh] 2009] i` -la-&14A
3& efgyk ,oa cky fodkl ea=ky;& ,d ifjp;] fodklihfM;kA
4&efgyk fodkl ;kstuk,a o dk;ZØe& fjiksVZ 2015A
5& efgyk ,oa cky fodkl ea=ky;& bZ&iqLrd A
6& https://www.india.gov.in/hi/jk"Vªh;&tu&lg;ksx&,oa&cky&fodkl&laLFkkuA
7& https://www.india.gov.in/hi/ lesfdr&cky&fodkl&lsok&;kstuk&ij&lwpukA
8&http://hi.vikaspedia.in/social-welfare/jk"Vªh;&efgyk&vk;ksxA
9& http://rmk.nic.in/hi/aims-objectives
10&
& fjiksVZ 2018A
11&xSj ljdkjh laxBuksa dh Hkwfedk% –f"V Vw n i‚baVA
12& http://hi.vikaspedia.in/social-welfare/ vktkn&QkmaMs'ku&1860
13& Self Employed Women’s Association: Annual Reports 2016-17A
14&https://www.vimochana.co.in/about.html
15&
% “Building a humane, quitable and gender-just Society”.
16& http://janodaya.org/about-us.html
17& https://www.snehalaya.org/about
18& https://www.shethepeople.tv/drafts/10-ngos-working-womens-empowerment-know
19& https://creaworld.org/who-we-are/vision-mission
Swaniti: Sustainable Development Goals in our Focus Areas.
21& The Policy Times: efgyk fdlku vf/kdkj eapA
22& xSj&ljdkjh laxBuksa dk lapkyu rFkk çca/ku& fodklihfM;kA
23& https://www.oapen.org/download?type=document&docid=391035
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Saga of Class Discrimination and Segregation in Omprakash
Valmiki’s Joothan
Patel Sweetyben Purushottambhai
Abstract
The present paper is an attempt to study Ompraksh Valmiki’s Joothan in the light of class
discrimination and segregation of the Chuhru community. The author shares his first hand
experiences in his autobiography. However, equality and brotherhood are advocated in the
Indian Constitution but in India, there are many villages and cities where Dalit people are ill
treated and humiliated by the high class people at the every stage of life in every field. How
the author was treated from his childhood to the present day – is painted in the
autobiography.
Key Words:
Class Discrimination, Segregation, ill treatment, Dalit People, Chuhra Community
[1]
Introduction
India is a country of diverse cultures and traditions with her grand history. It is said that unity
in diversity is found in India, but how far this statement is proved true – is a debatable topic
for India. Since Vaidic period the people have been classified into four classes on the basis
of their castes i.e Bhrahmin, Kshtriya, Vaisya and Shudra. The first class discrimination is
found in one of the mantras in the Shukla Yajurveda. In the second Adhyay, Purushuktam
of the Rudri Path, we find the allusion of Shudra. The mantra runs;.
ब्राह्मणोऽस्य मुखमासीत् | बाहू राजन्यः कृतः |
उरू तदस्य यद्वै श्यः | पद्भयागूम शूद्रो अजायत || १३ ||
(Brahmano'sya Mukhamait | Bahu Rajanyah Krtah | Uru Tadasya Yadvaisyah | Padbhyagum
Sudro Ajayata || 13 ||)
The translation of the above mantra is – His (Lord) face became the Bhramana –The learned.
His shoulders became the Kshatriya – the Warrior. His thighs became Vysya – the
businessman. The Purusha’s feet became the Shudra - the worker or the servants. Thus, from
the ancient days in India, we can see the class discrimination where Brahamnins enjoy the
supreme status in the society and Shudras are considered as the untouchables and they are
assigned the filthy work of cleanliness of the society. From the Vaidic period, these Shudra
have been considering the untouchables and they are not allowed to enjoy the life as the
upper class people enjoy and live in the society.
[2]
Review of the Related Literature
In the present paper, few articles and research papers have been reviewed in order to identify
the research gap. However, many researchers have focused on the class discrimination and
ill-treatment received by the Dalit people in the Indian society. Joothan, is an autobiography,
deals with the pains, sufferings, ill treatment and inequality of Dalit people. Some of the
selected papers are reviewed as below;
Dr. A.P. Pandey (2013) analyzes Omprakash Valmiki’s autobiography, Joothan and explore
Dalit subalternity underlying it. During the course of analysis of this autobiography, an
attempt is also made to define the key terms like Dalit, subaltern, Dalit consciousness, and
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Dalit literature. The study of Joothan shows that Dalit literature looks at the things from the
Dalit‟s point of view. It aims at creating awareness among Dalits and so-called untouchables
to rebel hereto against the oppression and injustice perpetrated on them. These motives of
Dalit literature are nicely brought out in Joothan by Valmikiji. He is the one who had suffered
a lot socially, economically and culturally, and wrestled against all odds in order to cherish
the dreams of his life.
Banerjee (2015) argues that Omprakash Valmiki’s Joothan: A Dalit’s Life is a personal
narrative vis-à-vis a community writing registering the Dalit resistance towards the
exclusionary culture of savarna hegemony as well as Sanskritization. The narrative also
shows how savarna people have organized counter-resistance to Dalit Resistance and forcing
the ongoing Dalitization to subsidence.
Dr. Bartwal (2015) explains the term ‘Dalit’ and, simultaneously, it presents an overview
regarding Dalit Literature and its development. Secondly, Omprakash Valmiki’s Joothan: A
Dalit’s Life, translated from Hindi to English by Arun Prabha Mukherjee, has been selected
as a case study for exploring the author’s efforts for making his identity, and his helplessness
to uplift his deplorable condition in the Indian society which is based on hegemonic power.
Chopra (2016) believes that autobiographies have always been a popular form of writing
because the unique experiences of an individual have instructing values. Omprakash
Valmiki, like other writers of autobiographies vociferously depicts Dalit resistance in
Joothan. He lays bare before us every detail of his traumatic experiences by describing his
whole life. Thus Omprakash Valmiki’s Joothan is about the journey of a Dalit family
struggling for education and status in society. Meanwhile, it is also the story of a Dalit family
in search of Dalit dignity and identity.
Bhat and Akhter (2017) evaluate the book, Joothan from the perspective of caste system still
operant with full swing and it demonstrates how the targeted people resist it. It is affirmed
that despite hollow claims of India as a Socialist Secular Democratic Republic- free from all
hurdles of caste, creed, religion, and region, the people of lower strata ceaselessly suffer at
the hands of so called sophisticated and upper class masters.
S. Johny (2017) argues that Joothan is a bold attempt to display the subjugation and
discrimination of Dalits in the Indian society. The text has served as a powerful vehicle to
parade the most excruciating experiences of Dalit life including their abject poverty,
wageless labour, sexual exploitation, denial of basic rights and heartless discrimination. The
present paper attempts to study and evaluate Valmiki’s depiction of the horrifying aspects
of Dalit life.
[3]
Objectives of the Paper
➢ To understand the pathetic condition of the Dalit people in the Indian society.
➢ To study the autobiography, Joothan in the light of class discrimination and Segregation
as painted by Omprakash.
[4]
Class Discrimination in the Indian Society
Class discrimination is a stigma in the democratic country like India. Shurdra people in the
Indian society are treated as untouchables. Before Indepenence these people were not
allowed to fetch the water from the common wells of the village, their well were kept far
away from the common wells of the high class people. They were not permitted to enter into
the temples because they were supposed to keep themselves away from the high class people.
Education was not for them and they could not roam into the village like the high class
people. They were supposed to clean the dirt and dump of the village. Humanity, rights and
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freedom were not for them. Before the independence and even after the independence, many
reformers like Jyotirao Govindrao Phule, Rajrshi Chhatra Pati Shahuji Maharaj, Narayan
Guru, Ramaswami Naiker, Jagjivan Ram, Swami Vivekananda, Dr. Ambedkar, Gandhiji,
and many more tried their best to demolish the untouchability. However, untouchaility is
demolished in the Indian constitution but still it is observed in the Indian society. Many
people put their restless efforts to demolish the untouchability from the society and they
urged for the brotherhood and equality among the Indians.
Many writers raise their voice against the untouchability through their literary works they
are known as Dalit writers. Dalit writers like, Madara Chennaiah, Gora, Raidas, Chokha
Mela, Karmamela Sree Narayana Guru, Jyotiba Phule, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Iyothee Thass,
Sahodaran Ayyappan, Ayyankali, Poykayil Appachan, Baburao Bagul. Namdeo Dhasal,
Arun Kamble, Shantabai Kamble, Raja Dhale, Namdev Dhasal, Sharan Kumar Limbale,
Daya Pawar, Annabhau Sathe, Laxman Mane, Laxman Gaikwad, Sharankumar Limbale,
Bhau Panchbhai, Kishor Shantabai Kale, Narendra Jadhav, Urmila Pawar and many more
who raised their voice against untouchability through their literary works in their regional
languages and English language also.
[5]
Omprakash Valmiki’s Joothan
Joothan: A Dalits Life is an autobiography written in Hindi by Omprakash Valmiki and it
was translated into English by Arun Prabha Mukerjee. It deals with historical consciousness
and socio-cultural realism. It is a story of injustice, inequality, pains, sufferings and
inhumanity of a Chuhru community of Uttar Pradesh. The author provides a firsthand
experience of caste discrimination and social segregation with masterly strokes of art and
language, and traces his own journey from a social underdog to a somewhat self-assured
person.
Chuhru community is also known as Valmiki, Balmikan and Balmiki in India and a tribe in
Pakistan. The traditional occupation of this community is to clean the dirts of the high class
people of the India so they are considered untouchables in the Hindu. In the present time,
they are labelled as the Secluded Caste in reservation system. They firmly believe in the
philosophy of Dr. B.R. Ambedakar. Ompraksh Valmiki belongs to this community and he
expresses his bitter experiences in his autobiography.
The title of the autobiography is aptly given. The literary meaning of the word ‘Joothan’ is
the scraps left in its master’s plate after taking the meal. These scraps are supposed to throw
in the dustbin or offer to the animals and birds. These Dalit people, untouchables eat these
scraps left by their masters. They are offered food with disgrace and dislike. The so called
high class people do not touch them and they throw the left foods at them because they do
not want to touch the Dalit people. The author’s detailed illustrations regarding collecting,
preserving and eating joothan highlight the starving condition of Bhangi community. The
very autobiography of Valmiki does not only exhibit his painful experiences in different
parts of India like Barla, Dehradun, Ambernath, and Chandrapur in Maharashtra but it also
highlights the unheard voice of whole Dalit caste who faces a lot of exploitation, humiliation
and oppression in every step of life due to domination of higher castes. Valmikiji gives a
thumb nail description of his experiences of life from childhood, school and college life and
different places of work, whether it be Barla, Dehradun, Ambernath, or Chandrapur in
Maharashtra.
The autobiography opens with the description of the residence of Chuhuru community.
These people live away from the locality of Taga, also called Tyagis, hegemonic group-
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privileged and dominated one in the Indian society. Omprakash’s community is Dalit
community, the oppressed and suppressed group and the banded labourers. These Dalit
people are not permitted to live in the village with the high class people of the society they
have to live outside of the village. These people live in the unhygienic and filthy atmosphere,
decaying odour, due to going out for latrine in the open space by the inhabiting people of the
colony, the roaming of pets in filthy lanes, poor drainage and heap of animals’ dung. Such
kind of atmosphere is germ infested that catches life taking diseases in the colony. Valmiki
paints the atmosphere as;
There was much strewn everywhere. The stench was so overpowering that one would
choke within a minute. The pigs wandering in a narrow lane, naked children, dogs,
daily fights, this was the environment of my childhood (Joothan, 01).
However, the Indian Constitution gives the right of equality and humanity to every citizen
of India, we find the inequality at the every stage and in the every field of life. As far as
education is considered, hardly children from the Chuhda community get the admission in
the schools. Somehow, if they manage to get admission in the school, they have to suffer a
lot and become the victims of inhuman behaviour and humiliation. Valmiki’s father,
Chhotan, though an illiterate, firmly believes that through education only, one can bring the
revolution and can fight for the equality and humanity. Chhotan wants to get his son’s
admission in the school and after the repeated visits and requests with the help of Master
Harphool Singh got his son’s admission in the school. But it was no less than an ordeal for
Omprakash as he would be always addressed with a humiliating term “Abey Chuhade Ke”
by the rest of the students who belonged to Tyagi families of hegemonic community. From
here the journey of humiliation and inequality of Valimiki starts and he faces many problems
till his old age. In the school, he is ordered to sit on the last bench and some times he is
forced to sit outside the classroom at the door. He cannot fetch the water from the pot or
other sources, he has to wait till the children from high class come and pour the water. He
cannot even use the same glass, but he has to cup his hand and he is poured from the high so
he cannot touch the utensil. He is ordered by his teacher to sweep the entire huge school
ground and for three days, until he is caught by his father, he sweeps the ground. His father
in the anger growls at the teacher; “Who is the progeny of Dronacharya who has forced my
son to sweep the huge ground?” (6)
Valmiki recalls the other incident of the class when he gets the first rank in his section in the
half yearly examinations and his seat got shifted from the last row to the first row. This act
increases his confidence and helps him to summon his energy in the pessimistic milieu. But
there were some teachers like Omdutta Tyagi, Narendra Kumar Tyagi, Brijpal Singh, who
were not supposed to be a teacher despite of their formal credentials and qualifications, and
treated him badly for his small errors and never gave credit to him for his excellent
performance so that he “would run away from the school” (3) and perform the menial jobs
which his caste is doing for time immemorial. They kept out Valmiki from extracurricular
activities of the school. Due to dirty intention of his own teacher he could not pass twelfth
standard practical examination. He further recollects the difficulties of Chuhras,
During the examinations we could not drink water from the glass when thirsty. To
drink water, we had to cup our hands. The peon would pour water from way high up,
least our hands touch the glass (16).
Valmiki narrates another incident of his life which is the core incident and the autobiography
is named after this incident. There is a strange tradition in the village that in any grand
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functions or rituals like marriage, the Chuhras are supposed to share the responsibility of
manual labours, and in turn they used to get the food left on the plates of the guests and not
the fresh food from the kitchen. Once, Valmiki’s mother requests the head of the family to
give some food to her children at the end of the function, Mr. Suhkdev Tyagi abuses her
badly, saying,
You have already taken basketful of scraps and still demanding food for your
children? You know your limit chuhdi! Take your basket and get lost (11).
These words pierced the mind and heart of the author and his mother and these words still
pinch him badly. His mother in anger like a lioness roars and upturns the basket full of
joothan before Sukhdev Tyagi and suggests that let this joothan be collected and served to
his guest as morning snacks, “Collect the joothan from the ground and preserve it. You feed
your baratis in the morning as breakfast.” (12) She leaves the home of Tyagi and never
returns to his doors till her death. This incident gives him strength and collects all his power
to raise the voice against the discrimination and untouchability of his community like Dr.
B.R. Ambedkar.
During those days, there was a strange rituals in the Chuhra community that a newly married
couple of Chuhra community had to visit the homes of so called high class people in order
to offer them Salam and in return they get old clothes, stale foods, vessels, grain, pulses,
sometimes cash and some time abuses as a gift. But quite often newly married couple
received abusive words like, “The stomachs of these Chuhras are never filled” (31) in place
of the gift. The marriage is an auspicious and holy Sanskar among the sixteenth Sanskars
wherein the bride and bridegroom begin their new life with each other with the best wishes
and blesses. The Chuhra people cannot begin their married life with best wishes and blesses
of the people but they begin their life with salvation, humiliation and joothan of the so called
high class people. The author convinces his father not to follow such kind of old tradition of
humility which makes his community down. He breaks the tradition of Salam in his brother’s
marriage and desists his brother – in-law to follow it also. He puts his arguments as;
“The bridegroom goes from door-to-door at his own wedding. It is awful. The
bridegrooms of the higher castes don’t have to do that…This bride will also go doorto-go after she arrives in Barla…” (32)
The author shifts from his native place to Dehradun for pursuing his XII standard. His lowest
caste and failed certificate in XII standard examinations from Tyagi Inter College, Barla
create hindrance to get admission in D.A.V. Inter College, Dehradun. He faces many
problems in the college because of his low caste. His classmates make fun of his clothes and
his caste but he does not give up and he summons all his strengths and continues in his fight.
He used to go to the library of Indresh Nagar, where he inhabited, and studied the literature
of eminent authors. Chandrika Prasad Jigyasu’s Dr. Ambedkar: A Biography and some other
books on Dr. Ambedkar’s life awakened his restless consciousness against fundamentalist
Hindus and their narrow-mindedness. The reading gives him the strength and power. He
reads Pasternak, Hemingway, Victor Hugo, Pierre Louis, Tolstoy, Pearl Buck, Turgenev,
Dostoevsky, Stevenson, Oscar Wilde, Romain Rolland and Emile Zola and the entire works
of Rabindranath Tagore and Kalidasa. He acquainted here with the prominent writers of
Marathi Dalit literature like Daya Pawar, Namdev Dhasal, Raja Dhale, Gangadhar
Pantavane, Baburao Bagul, Keshav Meshram, Narayan Surve, Vaman Nimbalkar and
Yashwant Manohar who made him fascinated for Dalit literature and its sensibility.
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Thus, Omprakash Valmiki paints all his bitter experiences through his autobiography. His
parents are rebellious in nature and from his childhood, he gathers all his strengths to raise
the voice against the untouchability and humiliation.
[6]
Conclusion
Joothan is an autobiography which narrates bitter experiences and injustice that he faced
during his life. Through this autobiography one can understand the dark side of class
discrimination and their pathetic condition of the Chuhra community. This is not only the
saga of humiliation and sufferings of the Chuhra people, but it presents the real situation of
the Dalit people of the Indian society.
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Life- long Education in Indian context
Miss Poonam Kumari
Abstract
Education is a dynamic process and it assists learning. Lifelong education involves all
learning activity undertaken throughout the life, with the aim of improving knowledge,
competences and qualifications for personal, social and professional reasons. Lifelong
education can be provided through informal, formal and non- formal agencies of education.
Lifelong education is a process that influence learning throughout one’s life span. Lifelong
education seeks to view education in its totality. “It is a process of accomplishing personal,
social and professional development throughout the life span”. Life long education should
be flexible, diverse and available at different times and in different places. In 21st century
life long education should be flexible, dynamics and goes beyond adult education. Lifelong
education has been an integral part of Indian culture. Lifelong education in Indian context
should be a cherished goal of the educational process which presupposes universal literacy,
provide opportunities for youth, housewives, agricultural and industrial workers and
professionals to continue the education of their choice at a pace suited to them. This paper
focuses on need, importance and policy perspective of lifelong education in 21st century.
Key Word: Education, Lifelong education,
Introduction
Education includes those processes, events, activities and conditions which assist and
encourage for learning. Lifelong learning is a continuous process where individuals retain
and develop their knowledge, skills and their interest in lives and opportunities to improve
quality life of an individual by enabling them to bring their own potential. Through lifelong
education, individual develop their skills for quality of life. The idea of lifelong education
comes from the assumption that man is the greatest wealth of the nation it is not only a kind
of education and training, but it is a key factor for increasing the level of knowledge and
skills and competency. For this lifelong education requires some agencies may be
government or other agencies that develop policies and devote resources to education; these
can be provided through informal, formal and non-formal education processes. Hence,
lifelong education can be defined as a process of influencing learning throughout one’s life
time from birth to death. Dimensions of lifelong education have also been detailed along
with its goals.
As a Human being consciously or unconsciously keep on learning and training themselves
throughout the lives he/she constantly investigates or looking for new things for a natural
desire for learning and development. This may be a result of the influence of the
surroundings which mould their behavior, their concept of life and the content of their
knowledge. In present time scholars and planners put the education in a broader view by
promoting the concept of lifelong education. Advocates of lifelong education view that
education is a process that continues in one form or another throughout life. Its purposes and
forms are to be adapted to the needs and interest of the individuals at different stages of their
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development. Education is seen as an integral part of life and all the institutions of society
with an educative potential are considered resources for learning. It is that educational
process by which individuals become more competent in their knowledge and skills so that
they gain more control over their environment. Lifelong education is a blend of pedagogy
and andragogy. It can be provided through various modes like distance learning, e-learning
or correspondence courses. The concept of lifelong education has been under the process of
continuous change because of increased duration of formal education and insufficiency of
skills attained in schooling for future career and success. Lifelong education was initially
emerged as a blend of informal, formal and non-formal education with the aim of
improvement in quality of life. Now the concept life long education covers all times and all
places, starting from mother womb and ending at crave. Lifelong learning formally came
into existence in 1970 after the advocacy of Council of Europe for Permanent Education,
recurrent education from Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) and UNESCO Report of “Learning to be”. In the Faure Report of “Learning to be”
the term lifelong education was used instead of lifelong learning. It was in the 1990s when
idea of lifelong learning again gained momentum and became global in its nature. It is a
concept that claims it is never too late for learning. It is an attitude of openness to new ideas,
decisions, skills and behaviours. One is provided with learning opportunities at all ages, all
levels in various contexts.
Need of lifelong education
The concept of lifelong education contradicts the conventional system where education is
limited only to schools and colleges where children and young people are prepared for
adulthood. The formal educational system must be reorganized so that it can be flexible
enough to accommodate individual options and to prepare young people to continue their
education as self-directed and competent adult learners. Lifelong education and lifelong
learning are being used synonymously to mean and promote successful life. Dave (1973,
pp.14-25) has identified twenty characteristics of the concept of lifelong education in his
book entitled “Lifelong Education and School Curriculum”.
Education does not terminate at the end of formal schooling but is a lifelong process.
Lifelong education is not limited to adult education but it covers all stages of education. This
education includes both formal and non-formal patterns of education, planned as well as
incidental learning; lifelong education seeks to help in improvement of quality of life.
Every individual must be in a position to keep learning throughout his life. The idea of
lifelong education is the keystone of the learning society. There is no such thing as a separate
“permanent” part of education which is not lifelong. Lifelong education covers “formal, nonformal and informal patterns of learning throughout the life cycle of an individual for the
conscious and continuous enhancement of the quality of life, his own and that of society”
(Dave, 1976)
Kirpal (Dave, 1976) identifies the three main directions of change and emphasis of lifelong
education as expansion, innovation and integration.
▪ Expansion refers to the fact that lifelong education encompasses the learning process in
time, both in the range and content of learning and in the multiplication of learning
situations, and in so doing creates new motivations and offers all kinds of opportunities.
▪ Innovation refers to the creation of alternative structures and patterns of learning in
response to multiple and diverse learning opportunities.
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▪

Integration facilitates the process of expansion and the introduction of innovation
through adequate organization and meaningful linkages.
Historical backdrop of lifelong education
The philosophy of learning throughout life is not a modern concept. Ancient societies all
over the world have emphasized the need to learn from the cradle to the grave. The context
has changed and the utopian and generous vision hitherto characterizing lifelong education
has now become a necessary guiding and organizing principle of education reforms. It is
recognized today as an indispensable tool to enable education to face its multiple current and
emerging challenges.
Cyclical lifelong learning as it exists today is part of a larger legacy of learning for work and
life. Lifelong Learning as a Chameleonic Concept and Complex Culture will be described
through these historical developmental stages:
➢ Post-World War 1: The 1919 Report of the Adult Education Committee of the British
Ministry of Reconstruction.
➢ Post-World War II: Lifelong learning was framed within a model that emphasized:
strengthening individualism, coping with technological and cultural change forces, and
Fortifying democracy.
➢ 1960s and 1970s: Lifelong education, a more critical and sociopolitical term, emerged
in discussions within UNESCO. During the 1970s, vocationalism eclipsed lifelong
education. In his 1972 report Learning to Be, Edgar Faure linked lifelong education to
building a learning society.
➢ 1980s: The process of globalization and the emergence of the knowledge economy
influenced the emergence of lifelong learning. The crisis in Western education was recast
as a crisis of the economic and the instrumental developments.
➢ 1990s: There was revitalized international interest in lifelong learning in educational
policy and practice. On the other hand, the more dominant interpretation of lifelong
learning in the nineties was linked to retraining and learning new skills that would enable
individuals to cope with the demands of the rapidly changing workplace It also seems
that lifelong learning as it is presently promoted has become more individual-oriented
whereas lifelong education often referred back to the community..
Lifelong Education in 21st century
In late 1997, the Commission for a Nation of Lifelong Learners, made up of leaders in
business, labor, education, government, and philanthropy, presented its recommendations in
“A Nation Learning: Vision for the 21st Century”. The Commission defined lifelong
learning as “a continuously supportive process which stimulates and empowers
individuals...to acquire all the knowledge, values, skills and understanding they will require
throughout their lifetimes and to apply them with confidence, creativity, and enjoyment in
all roles, circumstances, and environments.”
According to the commission lifelong education is
• Continuous (it never stops);
• Supportive (it isn’t done alone)
• Stimulating and empowering (it’s self-directed and active, not passive)
• Incorporating knowledge, values, skills, and understanding (it’s more than what we
know)
• Spanning a lifetime (it happens from our first breath to our last)
• Applied (it’s not just for knowledge’s sake)
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•

Incorporating confidence, creativity, and enjoyment (it’s a positive, fulfilling
experience)
• Inclusive of all roles, circumstances, and environments (it applies not only to our chosen
profession, but to our entire life)
A challenge for lifelong learning is to fundamentally rethink learning, teaching, and
education for the information age in an attempt to change mind-sets. Lifelong learning
involves and engages learners of all ages in acquiring and applying knowledge and skills in
the context of authentic, self-directed problems. By integrating working and learning, people
learn within the context of their work on real-world problems.
Importance of Life long Education
In an information-intensive age, education is mandated to respond to demands in two
directions: on the one hand, it has to transmit an increasing amount of constantly evolving
knowledge and know –how adapted to a knowledge-driven civilization; on the other hand,
it has to enable learners not to be overwhelmed by the flows of information, while keeping
personal and social development as its end in view. Therefore ‘education must
...simultaneously provide maps of a complex world in constant turmoil and the compass that
will enable people to find their way in it’. (Delors et al, p85)
Lifelong learning/education may be broadly defined as learning that is pursued throughout
life. It means education should be flexible, diverse and available at different times and in
different places. Lifelong learning crosses sectors, promoting learning beyond traditional
schooling and throughout adult life (i.e. post-compulsory education). This definition is based
on Delors’ (1996) four ‘pillars’ of education for the future.
• •Learning to know - mastering learning tools rather than acquisition of structured
knowledge.
• •Learning to do – equipping people for the types of work needed now and in the future
including innovation and adaptation of learning to future work environments.
• •Learning to live together– peacefully resolving conflict, discovering other people and
their cultures, fostering community capability, individual competence and capacity,
economic resilience, and social inclusion.
• •Learning to be – education contributing to a person’s complete development: mind and
body, intelligence, sensitivity, aesthetic appreciation and spirituality.
Life long Education in Indian Context
The national knowledge commission (NKC) provides adequate inputs for action to achieve
the goal of knowledge society. NKC aims at establishing a knowledge-oriented paradigm of
development and to address the digital divide in India. NKC was established in June 2005
with following objectives:
➢ To build excellence in the lifelong and formal educational systems to meet the
knowledge
➢ Challenges of the 21st century and increase India’s competitive advantage in fields of
knowledge.
➢ To promote creation of knowledge in S&T laboratories.
➢ To improve the management of institutions engaged in intellectual property rights.
➢ To promote knowledge applications in agriculture and industry.
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➢ To promote the use of knowledge capabilities in making government an effective,
transparent and accountable service provider to the citizen and promote widespread
sharing of knowledge to maximize public benefit.
NKC has five distinct focus areas:
Access to Knowledge: Providing access to knowledge resources through strengthening
Information infrastructure and networks; promoting and adopting open access literature,
open learning resources, open courseware and open source software.
Knowledge Concepts: Nurturing intellectual capabilities and enhancing professional and
vocational skills of youths through a systematic approach to lifelong learning.
Knowledge Creation: Making self-sufficiency in knowledge creation; strengthening
indigenous research capabilities in science, technology and medicine (STM) areas;
generating knowledge for social development.
Knowledge Application: Deriving maximum benefits from intellectual assets, applying
knowledge in fields like agriculture, industry, health, education, etc. where productivity can
be enhanced.
Knowledge Services: Making governance and government functionaries more accountable,
transparent, efficient and sensitive to the causes of common men.
Life long education in India: policy perspective
Indian interest in lifelong education has been greatly influenced by the global discourse on
lifelong learning and its advocacy by the transnational organizations like the UNESCO and
the European Commission. These two organizations have not only played a key role in
publicizing the concept of lifelong education in India, but also orienting the government
officials and academic community towards lifelong learning. Lifelong education has been
an integral part of Indian culture. The ancient Indian religious tradition and culture have
accorded prime importance to the acquisition of knowledge and upheld the virtues of
learning. Notwithstanding the gradual modernization of society and the emergence of
multiple channels of learning, the first formal recognition of lifelong learning came in 1966
when the Indian Education Commission (1964-66) made the following observation:
Education does not end with schooling, but is a lifelong process. The adult needs an
understanding of the rapidly changing world and the growing complexities of society. Even
those who had the most sophisticated education must continue to learn; the alternative is
obsolescence... Thus viewed the function of adult education in a democracy is to provide
every adult citizen an opportunity for education of the type which he wishes and which he
should have for his personal enrichment, professional advancement and effective
participation in social and political life (Report of Indian Education Commission, 1966).
National Policy on Education, (1986) considers lifelong education as the “cherished goal of
the educational process which presupposes universal literacy, provision of opportunities for
youth, housewives, agricultural and industrial workers and professionals to continue the
education of their choice at a pace suited to them (Government of India, 1986)
Conclusion
Lifelong education is a comprehensive and visionary concept which includes formal, nonformal and informal learning extended throughout the lifespan of an individual to attain the
fullest possible development in personal, social and vocational and professional life. A key
purpose of lifelong learning is democratic citizenship, connecting individuals and groups to
the structures of social, political and economic activity which is already used by the delor
commission in the concept of four pillars’ of education
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Family Income and Career Preference of Rural Higher
Secondary Students: A Relationship Study
Sumanta Kumar Khanra
Dr. Dipak Kumar Sarkar
Abstract
Career preference decides future of a person permanently and sometimes become irrevocable
if misjudged. It is so necessary to plan according so that one does not fail to satisfy his dream
in his life. There are various factors, likes I.Q. , creativity, socio-economic status, guidance
from parents, attitude etc which influence career preference of Higher Secondary students.
Family income is very important regarding career choice of the students. This study involves
finding of correlation between career preference fields and family income of Higher
Secondary rural students. Ten schools were randomly selected from rural area of Howrah
district. From each of those schools, 40 students were randomly selected as samples for the
study. Thus 400 students were selected as sample. Here standardized tool ‘Career Preference
Record’ is used for data collection. It was developed by Vivek Bhargava & Rajeshree
Bhargava(Agra). Data was subjected to statistical treatment by applying ‘r’ value. The
significance of the study is to observe the correlation between career preference fields and
monthly income of Higher Secondary rural students so that they can be guided in the right
direction.
Key Words: Career Preference, Family Income, Higher Secondary Schools, Rural Students
Introduction
Career preference is all about taking decisions about choice and adaption of a specific career
for rest of the life, driven by own interest and capabilities with influence from surroundings.
In present condition, continuous growth of population has resulted in a higher demand of
jobs. Simultaneously, supply of vacancies are not that much sufficient to satisfy the same.
Competition among people who seek jobs for prospective career has increased a lot as an
obvious outcome. Increased competition indulges in an increased demand of being trained
for the job seeking and thus ascends the fees to be provided.
Therefore, most of the common renowned career streams are very expensive for carry on
whether it is during study or during preparation stage. If anyone does not have enough
financial solvencies, it is hard for them to continue with such career paths. We may find that
people with lower income group finds common career fields suitable for them which does
not requires much expense. On the other hand, people with strong financial solvency prefer
to choose certain off-bit careers in which they are sure about their success. This study will
aim to find a correlation between rural Higher Secondary students’ family income with
career preference fields.
Tejas et al. (2012) in his study found that socio economic factor plays a significant role in
medical students. Blustein et al. (2002) also indicate that Socio Economic Status was one of
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the significant factors in career choice. High Socio Economic Status participants reported a
clear sense of career goals and knew what they needed to do to achieve them. Oboyo and
Eze (2015) made a study on parent’s socio-economic condition and secondary students’
career choice. They found that economic condition of factor was not a significant factor in
career choice Yah (1980) also found that economic factor influenced career choice.
Objectives of the study
Following major objective was set for the present study:
1. To study the relationship between various fields of Career Preference (viz. (i)Mass Media
and Journalism (MMJ), (ii) Artistic and Designing (AD), (iii) Science and Technology
(ScT), (iv) Agriculture (AG), (v) Commerce and Management (CM), (vi) Medical (M), (vii)
Defense (D), (viii) Tourism and Hospitality (TH), (ix) Law and Order (LO) and (x)
Education (E)) and family income of Higher Secondary rural students.
Hypothesis of the Study
H01(i-x) There would be no significant relationship between various fields of Career
Preference (viz. (i)Mass Media and Journalism (MMJ), (ii) Artistic and
Designing (AD), (iii) Science and Technology (ScT), (iv) Agriculture (AG), (v)
Commerce and Management (CM), (vi) Medical (M), (vii) Defence (D), (viii)
Tourism and Hospitality (TH), (ix) Law and Order (LO) and (x) Education (E)
and family income of Higher Secondary rural students.
Operational Definition of Technical Term
Career Preference: In this study the ‘Career Preference’ means score of different career
fields which the researcher has obtained by using the tools ‘Career Preference Record’ (CPR)
prepared by Vivek Bhargava and Rajshree Bhargava .
Rural area: Rural area refers to those areas which administrated by Panchayat of West
Bengal Government.
Family Income: In this study ‘Family Income’ refers to the total monthly income earn by
the all family members.
Delimitation of the study
The scope of present study is quite extensive in view of the time limit and available
resources. The present study is delimited on the following on the following groupArea Delimitation: The study is delimited to the Rural Higher Secondary Schools of Howrah
District, West Bengal.
Sample delimitation: The study is delimited to rural students of class XI.
Higher Secondary Students: It refers to the XI standard students who read in Higher
Secondary section of the schools.
Research Method
Research method is to conduct a research work which is determined by the nature of
problem. For the present study Descriptive Survey method has been used.
Sample
Samples of 400 students were drawn from 10 higher secondary rural schools of Howrah
district, West Bengal. The Higher Secondary schools randomly selected from rural area.
Forty students from each school selected through simple random sampling technique.
Tools
For the present problem the standardized tool used is ‘Career Preference Record’ (CPR)
which was developed by Vivek Bhargava & Rajeshree Bhargava(Agra)in the year 2001. It
published by ‘Haraprasad Institute of Behavioral Studies’ (HIBS), AGRA.
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Table 1: Showing the fields of career preference and their abbreviations
Fields of Career Preference
Abbreviations
Mass Media & Journalism
MMJ
Artistic & Designing
AD
Science & Technology
SCT
Agriculture
AG
Commerce & Management
CM
Medical
M
Defence
D
Tourism & Hospitality Industry
TH
Law and order
LO
Education
E
Strategy of statistical analysis
The collected data has been analyzed using the following statistical technique –
a) Pearson r Correlation
Data Analysis and Interpretation
H01(i-x) There would be no significant relationship between various fields of Career
Preference (viz. (i)Mass Media and Journalism (MMJ), (ii) Artistic and
Designing (AD), (iii) Science and Technology (ScT), (iv) Agriculture (AG), (v)
Commerce and Management (CM), (vi) Medical (M), (vii) Defence (D), (viii)
Tourism and Hospitality (TH), (ix) Law and Order (LO) and (x) Education (E) )
and family income of Higher Secondary rural students.
To test the hypothesis, H01(i), H01(ii), H01(iii), H01(iv), H01(v), H01(vi), H01(vii),
H01(viii), H01(ix), H01(x) Pearson Correlations were computed.
H01(i): There would be no significant relationship between the Mass Media and
Journalism (MMJ) field of Career Preference and family income of Higher
Secondary rural students.
H01(ii): There would be no significant relationship between the Artistic and Designing
(AD) field of Career Preference and family income of Higher Secondary rural
students.
H01(iii): There would be no significant relationship between the Science and Technology
(ScT) field of Career Preference and family income of Higher Secondary rural
students.
H01(iv): There would be no significant relationship between the Agriculture (AG) field of
Career Preference and family income of Higher Secondary rural students.
H01(v): There would be no significant relationship between the Commerce and
Management (CM) field of Career Preference and family income of
Higher
Secondary rural students.
H01(vi): There would be no significant relationship between the Medical (M) field of
Career Preference and family income of Higher Secondary rural students.
H01(vii): There would be no significant relationship between the Defence (D) field of
Career Preference and family income of Higher Secondary rural students.
H01(viii): There would be no significant relationship between the Tourism and
Hospitality (TH) field of Career Preference and family income of Higher
Secondary rural students.
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H01(ix): There would be no significant relationship between the Law and Order (LO)
field of Career Preference and family income of Higher Secondary rural students.
H01(x): There would be no significant relationship between the Education (E) field of
Career Preference and family income of Higher Secondary rural students.
Table 2: Correlation Matrix of different fields of career preference of rural higher
secondary school students and their family income
H01(i)
Career
Monthly
Preference
Family
(MMJ)
Income
Career
Pearson Correlation
1
.169**
Preference
Sig. (2-tailed)
....
0.001
N
400
400
(Mass Media
and
Journalism)
Pearson Correlation
0.169**
1
Monthly Family Sig. (2-tailed)
0.001
....
Income
N
400
400
H01(ii)

Career
Preference

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Career
Preference
(AD)
1
....
400

Monthly
Family
Income
.120*
0.016
400

0.120*
0.016
400

1
....
400

Career
Preference
(ScT)
1
....
400

Monthly
Family
Income
0.003
0.953
400

0.003
0.953
400

1
....
400

(Artistic and
Designing)
Pearson Correlation
Monthly Family Sig. (2-tailed)
Income
N
H01(iii)

Career
Preference

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

(Science and
Technology)
Pearson Correlation
Monthly Family Sig. (2-tailed)
Income
N
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H01(iv)

Career
Preference
(Agriculture)
Monthly
Family Income

Career
Preference
(AG)
1
....
400
0.070
0.160
400

Monthly
Family
Income
0.070
0.160
400
1
....
400

Career
Preference
(CM)
1
....
400

Monthly
Family
Income
0.027
0.585
400

0.027
0.585
400

1
....
400

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Career
Preference
(M)
1
....
400
0.005
0.913
400

Monthly
Family
Income
0.005
0.913
400
1
....
400

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Career
Preference
(D)
1
....
400
-0.007
0.895
400

Monthly
Family
Income
-0.007
0.895
400
1
....
400

Pearson Correlation

Career
Preference
(TH)
1

Monthly
Family
Income
0.007

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

H01(v)

Career
Pearson Correlation
Preference
Sig. (2-tailed)
(Commerce and N
Management)
Pearson Correlation
Monthly
Sig. (2-tailed)
Family Income N
H01(vi)

Career
Preference
(Medical)
Monthly
Family Income
H01(vii)

Career
Preference
(Defense)
Monthly
Family Income
H01(viii)
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Career
Preference
(Tourism &
Hospitality
Industry)
Monthly
Family Income

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

....
400

0.895
400

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

0.007
0.895
400

1
....
400

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Career
Preference
(LO)
1
....
400

Monthly
Family
Income
0.062
0.214
400

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

0.062
0.214
400

1
....
400

Career
Preference
(E)
1
....
400
-0.042
0.397
400

Monthly
Family
Income
-0.042
0.397
400
1
....
400

H01(ix)

Career
Preference
(Law and
Order)
Monthly
Family Income
H01(x)

Career
Preference
(Education)

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Monthly
Sig. (2-tailed)
Family Income N
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
Interpretations
The analysis in the Table 2 shows that correlation coefficient ‘r’ between the score of Mass
Media and Journalism (MMJ) field of Career Preference and students’ family income is
0.169 . The ‘p’ value is 0.001 (p<0.01). Hence, H01(i) is rejected. There existed negligible,
positive and significant relationship between Mass Media and Journalism (MMJ) field of
Career Preference and family income of Higher Secondary rural students.
Correlation coefficient ‘r’ between the score of Artistic and Designing (AD) field of Career
Preference and students’ family income is 0.120 . The ‘p’ value is 0.016 (p<0.05). Hence,
H01(ii) is rejected. There existed negligible, positive and significant relationship between
Artistic and Designing (AD) field of Career Preference and family income of Higher
Secondary rural students.
Correlation coefficient ‘r’ between the score of Science and Technology (ScT) field of
Career Preference and students’ family income is 0.003 . The ‘p’ value is 0.953 (p>0.05).
Hence, H01(iii) is accepted. There existed negligible, positive but not significant
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relationship between Science and Technology (ScT) field of Career Preference and family
income of Higher Secondary rural students.
Correlation coefficient ‘r’ between the score of Agriculture (AG) field of Career Preference
and students’ family income is 0.070 . The ‘p’ value is 0.160 (p>0.05). Hence, H01(iv) is
accepted. There existed negligible, positive but no significant relationship between
Agriculture (AG) field of Career Preference and family income of Higher Secondary rural
students.
Correlation coefficient ‘r’ between the score of Commerce and Management (CM) field field
of Career Preference and students’ family income is 0.027 . The ‘p’ value is 0.585 (p>0.05).
Hence, H01(v) is accepted. There existed negligible, positive but no significant relationship
between Commerce and Management (CM) field of Career Preference and family income
of Higher Secondary rural students.
Correlation coefficient ‘r’ between the score of Medical (M) field of Career Preference and
students’ family monthly income is 0.005 . The ‘p’ value is 0.913 (p>0.05). Hence, H01(vi)
is accepted. There existed negligible, positive but no significant relationship between
Medical (M) field of Career Preference and family income of Higher Secondary rural
students.
Correlation coefficient ‘r’ between the score of Defence (D) field of Career Preference and
students’ family income is -0.007 . The ‘p’ value is 0.895(p>0.05). Hence, H01(vii) is
accepted. There existed negligible, negative and no significant relationship between
Defence (D) field of Career Preference and family income of Higher Secondary rural
students.
Correlation coefficient ‘r’ between the score of Tourism & Hospitality Industry (TH) field
of Career Preference and students’ family income is 0.007 . The ‘p’ value is 0.895 (p>0.05).
Hence, H01(viii) is accepted. There existed negligible, positive but no significant
relationship between Tourism & Hospitality Industry (TH) field of Career Preference and
family income of Higher Secondary rural students.
Correlation coefficient ‘r’ between the score of Law and Order (LO) field of Career
Preference and students’ family income is 0.062 . The ‘p’ value is 0.214 (p>0.05). Hence,
H01(ix) is accepted. There existed negligible, positive but no significant relationship
between Law and Order (LO) field of Career Preference and family income of Higher
Secondary rural students.
Correlation coefficient ‘r’ between the score of Education (E) field of Career Preference and
students’ family income is -0.042 . The ‘p’ value is 0.397 (p>0.05). Hence, H01(x) is
accepted. There existed negligible, negative and no significant relationship between
Education (E) field of Career Preference and family income of Higher Secondary rural
students.
Major Findings
1. There are positive and significant relationships between two fields of Career Preference
(viz. Mass Media and Journalism (r=0.169), Artistic and Designing (r=0.120) ) and family
income of Higher Secondary rural students.
2. There is positive but no significant relationship between six fields of Career Preference
(viz. Science and Technology (r=0.003), Agriculture (r=0.070), Commerce and Management
(0.027), Medical (r=0.005), Tourism & Hospitality Industry (r=0.007) and Law and Order
(0.062) ) and family income of Higher Secondary rural students
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3. There is negative and no significant relationship between two fields of Career Preference
(viz. Defence (r=-0.007), Education (r=-0.042)) and family income of Higher Secondary
rural students.
Discussion
The initial findings of the study reflected that there were relationship with career fields and
monthly family income of higher secondary rural school students. There are positive and
significant relationships between various fields of Career Preference (viz. Mass Media and
Journalism, Artistic and Designing) and family income of Higher Secondary rural students
.There is positive but no significant relationship between various fields of Career Preference
(viz. Science and Technology, Agriculture, Commerce and Management Medical, Tourism
& Hospitality Industry and Law and Order) and family income of Higher Secondary rural
students. There is negative and no significant relationship between various fields of Career
Preference (viz. Defense and Education) and family income of Higher Secondary rural
students . So some career preference fields are related to family income of students. Thus
economic factor influence career or vocational choices. These result supported by previous
researches conducted by Tejas et al. (2012), Blustein et al. (2002) and Eze (2015). After
observing the result another relationship study on family income and career preference of
urban Higher Secondary students at Howrah district, would be conducted.
Conclusion
The primary objective of the study was to investigate the relationship between of Career
Preference fields (viz. (i)Mass Media and Journalism, (ii) Artistic and Designing, (iii)
Science and Technology) (iv) Agriculture , (v) Commerce and Management, (vi) Medical,
(vii) Defence, (viii) Tourism and Hospitality, (ix) Law and Order and (x) Education) and
family income of Higher Secondary rural students. Result of the study revealed that
understanding of the two career field (viz. Mass Media and Journalism and Artistic and
Designing) significantly correlated with family income of Higher Secondary students.
Others career fields are not significantly correlated with monthly income of Higher
Secondary students. So if Government and other authorities give some scholarships in ‘Mass
Media and Journalism’ and ‘Artistic and Designing’ career fields, others students may show
their interest in these two fields.
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“Effectivness Of Media Utilization In Environmental Education
At Secondary Level”
Dr.Manisha Rani
Abstract
This study was focused to know the effectiveness of media utilization in environmental
education at secondary level. In this study 40 teachers of secondary level and 10 media
persons were purposively selected from environmental education or its related background
as sample. Questionnaire and interview schedule was used for data collection. Statistical
technique mean and percentage mainly used for analyzing the comprised data. This study
found that utilization of media utilization in the field of environmental education is very
effective and the effectiveness range varies from one media to another.
Keywords – effectiveness, environmental education, media utilization.
Introduction: Literally environment means where we lives and works. It is the surrounding
that affects the life and activities of the organisms. Every organism is encircled by a specific
medium to which it remains fully adopted and to which it constantly interfere its existence.
This surrounding is called environment. Environment is nothing but the natural situation
around living beings. It is total configuration of all external conditions and influences that
affect life and development of organisms.
Environmental education is the need of the hour. Today our world is on the brink of
destruction and if we don’t ACT NOW, we would be committing global suicide.
Environmental education will make us aware about the environmental problems that are
looming over our heads and will equip us with knowledge to overcome these problems.
Students, who are the future of tomorrow, have a critical role to play in making this world a
better place lives in. They can act if they understand why environmental problems arise and
how they should be tackled. Environmental education will sensitize them towards their
environment and develop in them necessary skills and attitudes to work together and
individually for better man-nature relationship.
In our country, environment has been accorded a very high place in the scheme of things.
Our poets, philosophers and saints have always emphasized that human beings can find
happiness only by living in harmony with nature. But with the leaps that science has taken
in the modern times and coupled with man’s greed for power, prosperity and prestige, man
has caused untold damage to the environment. He has used development as a means to
exploit nature to its maximum, not caring a bit for the damage it has done and is doing to
humanity. The damage that has been done to the ecosystem and biological diversity is
impossible to assess and to reverse.
Education without communication is simply impossible in turn will only work with an
appropriate medium. In the case of environmental education at educational establishments
classes at school, college, and universities level serve as this medium. As far as
environmental education outside educational establishments is concerned mass media which
enables people to communicate successfully. So media utilization plays a crucial role in
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education and making people environmental conscious. Almost all of the major business
houses, political groups and social organizations promote message of environmental
education through media intervention whether it is print, electronic or educational
documentaries regarding environmental education.
Need Of The Study
Environment and society both are interrelated and interdependent. Environment and
environmental resources are the basis of different social groups, social organizations and
social structures such as institutional, agricultural, political, religious etc. Natural
environment helped in the evolution and development of different cultures and civilizations
from pre-historic period to present day. But now a day’s deterioration takes place in
environment and people of our society are directly or indirectly responsible for this. So for
spreading awareness regarding environment and to save it environmental education is very
essential. Environmental crisis is the foremost and most persistently challenging problem.
Which is ready to devour the glory of the human existence? It is ready to wipe out human
civilizations from this Earth. Dominantly operative environmental crisis today are always
active in informing man to think seriously and choose a way between creative and
progressive existence.
Efforts are being made to educate and to solve problems. Environmentalists have taken up
environmental protection aspects in a serious way. It has taken a very strong position after
the United Nations Conference on Human Environment at Stockholm in 1972; this was a
major event for those concerned with the quality of the world’s environment. The National
Policy of Education 1986, The Plan of Action 1992states that there totality is a paramount
need to create consciousness of the environment. It must permeate all stages and all sections
of society beginning with the child .It also suggested integrating environmental
consciousness with all other subjects.
The Parliament Bill of 1995 and National curriculum of Framework 2005 all these give
emphasis on environmental education. Article 51 of the constitution merely reiterates our
obligations towards protecting nature. One of our duties is to protect the environment with
compassion towards all forms of life. The individual's duty per se remains hollow without
the means to discharge it. According to Dhayani (1993) there has been a tremendous increase
in the number of institutions and organizations on the environmental issues at the grassroots
level as well as on regional and international base. It was reported that while in 1972 there
were 2500 NGOs dealing with environment, the number rose to 15000 in 1981. Likewise in
1972 only 10 Governments had State departments dealing with environment; it rose to more
than 100 departments on environmental protection.
Objectives
i) To study the effectiveness of media programs in creating awareness about the environment
and environment related issues among the teachers at secondary level.
ii) To find out the media utilization in the field of environmental education.
iii) To evaluate the role of modern mass media in this process.
Research Questions
i)
How much media programs are effective in creating awareness about the environment
and environment related issues among the teachers at secondary level?
ii) Is there any media utilization in the field of environmental education?
iii) What is the role of modern mass media in this process?
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Delimitation
The present study is delimited to the following conditions.
o This study is limited to Ranchi district.
o This study is limited to mass media (television, radio, newspaper).
Sample Of The Study
The present study was conducted on 40 teachers from 10 schools and 10 media persons from
different electronic media (Doordarshan Kendra, Aakashwani ) and from print media (pressPrabhat khabar). Purposive sampling technique was used for selecting sample
Tools Of The Study: The tools used by the researcher werei)
Questionnaire for teachers.
ii)
Interview schedule for media persons.
iii)
Observation schedule
Each item of questionnaire and interview schedule is directly or indirectly related to
environment.
Analysis And Interpretation
First Objective: To study the effectiveness of media programs in creating awareness about
the environment and environment related issues among the teachers at secondary level.
Researcher collected data from 40 teachers of 10 schools regarding impact of media in
creating awareness of environment and environment related issues. She found that media
program plays an important role in creating awareness regarding this. Researcher also found
that all of the teachers are aware about environment and its related issues and they are using
media in classroom teaching and in other co-curricular activities like eco-club through which
environment based activities are conducted either that is print media ( newspaper) or
electronic media ( television and radio ). Researcher mainly divided her data for this research
question in three sections•
Television
•
Newspaper
•
Radio
And found out their percentage impact on environmental education with the help of
questionnaire which is shown in the tableName of the Media
% Effect on Environmental Education (EE)
Television
20%
Newspaper
70%
Radio
10%
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PEOEE
10%
20%
TV
NEWSP
RADIO
70%

Figure- Pie chart is showing % effect of media on environmental education
*PIOEE- PERCENTAGE EFFECT ON ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
Second Objective: To find out the media utilization in the field of environmental education.
During analysis regarding this objectives it is found that media is infused in environmental
education and in its related curricular and co-curricular activities with more or less
knowledge of pedagogy. Even in the Eco clubs of schools some programs for environmental
education are organized by taking help of various Medias. The utilization of media in the
field of environmental education not only enhances the traditional methods of teaching, but
it is also effective during utilization of media in the progressive methods of environmental
education. Following are the some steps which shows how media is utilized in environmental
education ▪ The school broadcasts or telecasts are designed according to the need of the syllabus.
▪ Teachers are actively involved in various dimensions of broadcasts or telecasts meant for
students.
▪ Radio programs or television programs are intended to give supplementary information
on the various topics of the environmental education.
▪ Teachers are occasionally met, discuss and plan the type of assistance required in
producing effective broadcast or telecast program.
▪ Suitable listening and visualizing facilities are provided to the students in the school.
▪ There are interaction among the students, subject teachers and the teachers who telecast,
irrespective of the fact whether teachers who telecast are practicing teachers or not.
▪ There are proper seating arrangements so that all the students have a proper view of the
lesson.
Above points are followed in proper and balanced way in the schools for the effective
teaching by utilizing media in environmental education.
Third Objective: To evaluate the role of modern mass media in this process.
On the basis of collected data researcher found that by means of various programs based on
environment like quiz, expert talk etc. and by some other activities media plays a crucial role
in the field of environmental education. Programs are as follows.
Programs telecasted by Doordarshan Kendra• Environment based programmes
Programs broadcasted by Aakashwani Ranchi-
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• Science and environment and health
Prabhat khabar conducted “ Antipolythene Abhiyaan” in school, colleges and other place
with the help of non-government organization and as a result of this in medical shops,
temples and in most of the shops polythene is banned and in place of that carry bags are
used. A rally is also organized by this press theme of which is “save water” in this rally chief
minister, deputy chief minister etc. also took part. This shows that they are aware about the
environment. Time to time this press publishes various articles on climate change, pollution
control and other environment based themes. To save water, forest, land and environment
this press launched a campaign recently. Das Nandita in 2001 found in her study named “A
Study on Social and Environmental impact of TV and Radio programs” that media plays a
dominant role in creating environmental awareness. In the same way in this study researcher
found that media plays specially print media an important role in creating environmental
awareness through environmental education.
Major findings of the study
▪ All of the teachers are using media in classroom teaching and in other co-curricular
activities. According to the collected data researcher found that there is great effect of
media over environmental education and percentage effect of different media on
environmental education are as follows➢ Television- 20%
➢ Newspaper- 70%
➢ Radio-10%
• Media is utilized in the area of environmental education but the extent of media
utilization is different, if proper guidelines are followed by the teachers and balance
between different media is maintained by the teachers the only media is more effective
in the field of environmental education.
• Different media like Doordarshan Kendra, Akashwani , Ranchi spending some quality
time and press (Prabhat Khabar) also published time to time some editorial material
related to environment and its related issues.
▪ Media plays a very crucial role in environmental education by means of various
activities and programs conducted by different media.
Educational Implication▪ The findings of present study would be used to identify the environmental knowledge and
environmental awareness of secondary school teachers.
▪ It will help the teachers to develop a sense of responsibility for quality improvement of
environmental education.
▪ Media administrators can organize some environmental program to boost up
environmental education.
▪ It can help in selecting suitable methods of teaching and techniques to improve
environmental awareness.
▪ It can help in teacher training.
Suggestions for further study
After having some experience in the field of study, following suggestions can be made for
further research in the field.
▪ The present study was contained to 10 schools of Ranchi containing 40 teachers and 10
media persons from different media. It can be extended by increasing the size of sample
and covering several districts of Jharkhand.
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▪ The present study was limited to effectiveness of media utilization in environmental
education at secondary level. It can be extended to effectiveness of other media also in
environmental education at secondary level.
▪ The present study was confined to secondary level only so it can be extended to other
levels also.
▪ The present study may be taken in other subjects of all classes of all types of school.
Conclusion
From the above study researcher came to this conclusion that there is great effect of media
in environmental education at secondary level. In this present time all of the teachers are
taking help from the media either that is print media or electronic media and utilization of
media in the field of environmental education enhances the traditional teaching methods
which ultimately leads to effective teaching learning and it also helps in better understanding
of the students. Teaching environmental education with the help of media is more intuitive
than old ways, teachers can simulate situations in real life. In many circumstances teachers
do not have to be there, students will learn by themselves in the class .More importantly,
teachers will have more approaches to stimulating students’ passion of learning. So if the
proper guidelines are followed by the teachers during infusion of media in environmental
education then it becomes more qualitative one and fruitful.
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A Comparative Study of Mass Media’s Effect among Different
Socio Economic Status Groups of Adolescent Students in
Paschim Bardhaman
Sovan Duari
Dipak Kumar Sarkar
Abstract
Mass Media is prevailing our life in a sense with the advancement of society as well as
technology. Every time people are using mass media for different reasons. But, there are
some ups and downs in the ratio of that usage. It is though that, as the socially and
economically rich people can avail the latest technology and as modern mass media mostly
depends on technology, they are more effect by these media compared to those who can’t
avail modern versions of mass media. The objectives of study have to find out the effect of
mass media on the adolescent students of different socio economic status. Asansol city and
nearby village of Paschim Bardhaman District, West Bengal is selected for this study. The
researcher has chosen T.V, Movie, Magazine, Internet, Newspaper and Mobile Phone as the
dimension of mass media for this study. The researcher has been prepared the self made tool
for this study. After the data collection and analysis, it is found that, there was no significant
difference in the scores of the effect of TV, Movie, Magazine, Internet and Newspaper
among the groups of adolescent students considering High, Average and Low Socio
Economic Status together. But in the dimension of Mobile Phone, there found significant
difference between High, Average and Low Socio economic status groups of adolescent
students.
Keywords: Mass Media’s Effect, Mass Media, Adolescent Students, Socio Economic
Status.
Introduction
Socialization, integration, inclusion by nurturing a global outlook Mass media bring us out
of the narrow of precinct of thought and have given a globalized view of life. Messages
pouring in from different corner of the world have a tremendous impact as they immediately
transform one into a global citizen. An adolescent in High, Average and Low socio economic
status group can have this feeling. Something is different will the Average and Low socio
economic status group adolescents, they are sometimes “swayed” by the mass media – its
new language, mode of presentation manarism and fashions and trends captivate their mind
and they try to raise themselves with the help of those new learned ideas and things, language
of advertisement have an obvious impact when their mind and response. Impact in the filed
of education is there but it is not so prominent. The dominant feature is the sense of
‘modernism’ – ‘status’ ‘up-to-date fashion’ and establishing new pattern of human
relationship – which have a huge impact on the Average and Low socio economic status
group life. Impact of Mass media is a very strong aspect for society. As exposure to
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multimedia is much higher in the urban areas, one easily notices the immediate impact on
the High Socio Economic Status group adolescent. Newspaper reports or news from different
TV channels reveal the inner world of the adolescents – their thinking – their switch of mood
– their manners, interaction with others and behavior in society – the impact results from the
i) class room ii) outside the class room environment iii) community programmes. The High
Socio Economic Status group adolescents are influenced by those things which enable them
to grow socially & culturally. Average and Low socio economic status group students are
also influenced by them differently. Their social and cultural infrastructure being different
they cannot imbibe the spirit of the mass media to their impact in a bit different.
The result of the study will add to the body of knowledge in determining mass media
influence of an adolescents’ decision according to their Socio Economic Status.
Objectives of the Study
In the present study the objectives are following—
1. To find the effects of T.V. on various Socio Economic Status groups of Adolescent
Students.
2. To find the effects of Movies on various Socio Economic Status groups of Adolescent
Students.
3. To find the effects of Magazine on various Socio Economic Status groups of Adolescent
Students.
4. To find the effects of Internet on various Socio Economic Status groups of Adolescent
Students.
5. To find the effects of Newspaper on various Socio Economic Status groups of Adolescent
Students.
6. To find the effects of Mobile Phone on various Socio Economic Status groups of
Adolescent Students.
Hypothesis of the Study
In the present study the Hypothesis are following-HO1 : There is no significant difference between various Socio Economic Status groups of
Adolescent students towards the effects of TV.
HO2 : There is no significant difference between various Socio Economic Status groups of
Adolescent students towards the effects of Movie.
HO3 : There is no significant difference between various Socio Economic Status groups of
Adolescent students towards the effects of Magazine.
HO4 : There is no significant difference between various Socio Economic Status groups of
Adolescent students towards the effects of Internet.
HO5 : There is no significant difference between various Socio Economic Status groups of
Adolescent students towards the effects of Newspaper.
HO6 : There is no significant difference between various Socio Economic Status groups of
Adolescent students towards the effects of Mobile Phone.
Delimitation of the Study
For this study, the researcher has selected the students of class XI and XII (belonging to
adolescent period), from 8 Higher Secondary Schools in Paschim Bardhaman District of
West Bengal in India considering the conditions the socio-economic conditions of the
locality (urban & rural). Among these 8 schools, 4 are rural area, and 4 schools are from
urban area.
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The students were selected on the basis of random sampling due to socio-economic
conditions.
Sample of the Study
The study comprised of 320 (High Socio Economic Status=85, Average Socio Economic
Status=172 & Low Socio Economic Status=63) sample of higher secondary students.
Tool
“Scale to Measure the Effects of Mass Media”. (SMEMM) developed by the Researcher
and Supervisor (2018).
Tool’s Description
The present tool is self made: “Scale to Measure the Effects of Mass Media”. It has been
developed for adolescent pupil. The first section of the scale was pointed 6 fields (T.V.,
Movies, Magazines, Internet, Newspaper, Mobile phone) of mass media area covered
through some question. Each question has 5 responses. Scoring style and Arrangement
of Maximum & Minimum score in each field of Mass-media ware describe in following
tables.
Table 1 : Scoring style
Response
Score
Strongly Disagree
1
Disagree
2
No Opinion
3
Agree
4
Strongly Agree
5
Table 2 : Arrangement of Maximum & Minimum score in each field of Mass-media
Q. No.
Field Name
Total no. of
Maximum
Minimum
Item
Score
Score
1
T.V.
6
30
6
2
Movies
6
30
6
3
Magazine
6
30
6
4
Internet
6
30
6
5
Newspaper
6
30
6
6
Mobile Phone
6
30
6
All
36
240
36
Presentation of Data
After the analysis of data received through “Scale to Measure the Effects of Mass Media”
(SMEMM) following results were obtained and presented in the following tables and figures
(graphical presentation) with respect to several categorical variables like various Socio
Economic Status, and dimension of mass media as perceived by students.
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Table 3 : Descriptive Statistics of different Socio Economic Status groups towards the
effects of Mass Media.
Dimension of Mass
Socio
N
Mean
Median
Std.
Std.
Media
Economic
Deviation
Error
Status
HSES
85
17.82
18
3.546
.38464
ASES
172
17.34
17
3.254
.24814
TV
LSES
63
17.71
18
3.548
.44712
Total
320
17.54
18
3.388
.18944
HSES
85
20.00
20
3.477
.37722
ASES
172
19.50
19
3.520
.26841
MOVIE
LSES
63
20.71
21
3.965
.49958
Total
320
19.87
20
3.619
.20233
HSES
85
21.09
21
3.336
.36192
ASES
172
20.68
21
3.001
.22890
MAGAZINE
LSES
63
20.76
21
4.034
.50836
Total
320
20.80
21
3.310
.18504
HSES
85
19.38
19
4.018
.43582
ASES
172
18.26
18
4.073
.31059
INTERNET
LSES
63
18.00
18
4.836
.60928
Total
320
18.50
18
4.240
.23705
HSES
85
20.61
21
3.706
.40206
ASES
172
20.28
20
2.911
.22196
NEWSPAPER
LSES
63
20.26
20
2.935
.36989
Total
320
20.36
20
3.139
.17551
HSES
85
19.87
20
4.592
.49812
ASES
172
18.20
18
4.515
.34427
MOBILE PHONE
LSES
63
17.92
18
4.625
.58278
Total
320
18.59
19
4.609
.25767
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of different Socio Economic Status groups towards
the effects of Mass Media.
Figure 1 shows that the mean scores of High Socio Economic Status (HSES) groups of
students are found to be quite higher than the Average Socio Economic Status (ASES)
groups of students in all dimension of Mass Media. i.e. TV, Movie, Magazine, Internet,
Newspaper & Mobile Phone. Whereas, the Low Socio Economic Status (LSES) groups of
students are found to mean score slightly higher than the Average Socio Economic Status
groups of students in the dimension of TV, Movie, and Magazine.
Data Analysis
Based on the researcher’s objectives and hypothesis, a questionnaire is made; which is used
for data collection. 320 adolescent pupils were given these questionnaires. Objectives and
Hypotheses are analyzed on the basis of their response. For the analysis of data, the
researcher decided to use for parametric statistics. The data which was collected from the
sample was normally distributed.
The collected data has been analysed using the following statistical techniques a) Mean and Standard Deviation
b) ANOVA
Table 4: ANOVA_ Mass Media _Socio Economic Status group
Dimension
Sum of
df
Mean
F
Sig.
Squares
Square
TV
Between
15.017
2
7.509
.652**
.521
Groups
Within
3648.280
317
11.509
Groups
Total
3663.297
319
Movie
Between
69.149
2
34.574
2.667**
.071
Groups
Within
4109.851
317
12.965
Groups
Total
4179.000
319
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Magazine

Between
9.650
2
4.825
.439**
.645
Groups
Within
3485.722
317
10.996
Groups
Total
3495.372
319
Internet
Between
92.557
2
46.278
2.600**
.076
Groups
Within
5643.415
317
17.803
Groups
Total
5735.972
319
Newspaper Between
6.846
2
3.423
.346**
.708
Groups
Within
3137.642
317
9.898
Groups
Total
3144.488
319
Mobile
Between
193.314
2
96.657
4.654*
.010
Phone
Groups
Within
6584.058
317
20.770
Groups
Total
6777.372
319
** Not Significant at 0.05 level of significance.
* Significant at 0.05 level of significance.
Interpretation
The above Table 4 shows that in case of comparing the scores of the effect of TV among
the groups of adolescent students considering different Socio Economic Status group (viz.
High Socio Economic Status, Average Socio Economic Status and Low Socio Economic
Status) the calculated F(2, 317) value is 0.652 and ‘p’ value is .521 (p>0.05). Hence, F is
found insignificant at 0.05 level. Therefore the HO1 is not rejected.
In case of comparing the scores of the effect of Movie among the groups of adolescent
students considering different Socio Economic Status group the calculated ‘p’ value is .071
(p>0.05). Hence, F is found insignificant at 0.05 level. Therefore the HO2 is not rejected.
In the dimension of Magazine among the groups of adolescent students considering different
Socio Economic Status group the calculated ‘p’ value is .645 (p>0.05). Hence, F is found
insignificant at 0.05 level. Therefore the HO3 is not rejected.
In the dimension of Internet, comparing among the groups of adolescent students considering
different Socio Economic Status group the calculated ‘p’ value is .076 (p>0.05). Hence, F
is found insignificant at 0.05 level. Therefore the HO4 is not rejected.
In case of comparing the scores of the effect of Newspaper among the groups of adolescent
students considering different Socio Economic Status group the calculated ‘p’ value is .708
(p>0.05). Hence, F is found insignificant at 0.05 level. Therefore the HO5 is not rejected.
The above Table shows that in case of comparing the scores of the effect of Mobile Phone
among the groups of adolescent students considering different Socio Economic Status group
(viz. High Socio Economic Status, Average Socio Economic Status and Low Socio
Economic Status) the calculated ‘p’ value is .010 (p<0.05). Hence, F is found significant at
0.05 level. Therefore the HO6 is rejected.
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To identify which group of adolescent students is significantly different in the effect of
Mobile Phone, Post Hoc Analyses were done and the results are presented below.
Table 5 : Post Hoc LSD Tests_ Effect of Mobile Phone _ Socio Economic Status group
(I) Socio
(J) Socio
Mean
Economic
Economic
Std. Error
Sig.
Difference (I-J)
Status
Status
HSES
ASES
1.66710*
.60424
.006
*
LSES
1.94995
.75765
.011
ASES
LSES
.28285
.67115
.674
* The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
i. The Post Hoc Tests shows that the difference in the scores of the Effect of Mobile Phone
between HSES (Mean= 19.87) and ASES (Mean= 18.20) adolescent students is found
significant at 0.05 level since the “p” value is 0.006 (p<0.05).
ii. The Post Hoc Tests shows that the difference in the scores of the Effect of Mobile Phone
between HSES (Mean= 19.87) and LSES (Mean= 17.92) adolescent students is found
significant at 0.05 level since the “p” value is .011 (p<0.05).
iii. The Post Hoc Tests shows that the difference in the scores of the Effect of Mobile Phone
between ASES (Mean= 18.20) and LSES (Mean= 17.92) adolescent students is found not
significant at 0.05 level since the “p” value is .0674 (p>0.05).
Findings of the Study
From the analysis of data on Mass Media’s effect with six categories, of comparing the
groups of adolescent students considering different Socio Economic Status groups (viz. High
Socio Economic Status, Average Socio Economic Status and Low Socio Economic Status).
The following findings have been revealed.
1. There was no significant difference in the scores of the effect of TV among the groups
of adolescent students considering High, Average and Low Socio Economic Status
together.
2. There was no significant difference in the scores of the effect of Movie among the groups
of adolescent students considering High, Average and Low Socio Economic Status
together.
3. There was no significant difference in the scores of the effect of Magazine among the
groups of adolescent students considering High, Average and Low Socio Economic
Status together.
4. There was no significant difference in the scores of the effect of Internet among the
groups of adolescent students considering High, Average and Low Socio Economic
Status together.
5. There was no significant difference in the scores of the effect of Newspaper among the
groups of adolescent students considering High, Average and Low Socio Economic
Status together.
6. There was significant difference in the scores of the effect of Mobile Phone among the
groups of adolescent students considering High, Average and Low Socio Economic
Status together.
i. The Post Hoc Tests shows that the difference in the scores of the Effect of Mobile Phone
between HSES and ASES adolescent students, HSES and LSES adolescent students, is
found significant at 0.05 level but in between ASES and LSES adolescent students is found
not significant at 0.05 level.
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Conclusion
The study revealed that most of the all socio economic status groups of adolescent students
are moderately effected by mass media. This research was conducted at Asansol city and
adjoining village area, so the result of the study is differ according to the locality, class and
social status. But all status groups of student access various modes of mass media. In
conclusion, the researcher said that, High Socio Economic Status (HSES) groups of students
are found to be quite highly effected than the Average Socio Economic Status (ASES) groups
of students in all dimension of Mass Media. Whereas, Low Socio Economic Status (HSES)
groups of students are rapidly effected according to the change of society. The researcher
found the difference in the attitude among various socio economic status group regarding
the effect of Mobile Phone.
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Antecedents and Consequences of Employee Engagement: A
Conceptual Framework
Dr. Asha Sharma
Abstract
The concept of employee engagement is in existence since 1990, when the term was used
for first time. Employee Engagement is emerging as novel dimensions of HR; it is
comparatively a new term in HR literature. Employee Engagement is a multidimensional
concept taking in two way interaction between employers and employees of an organization.
Employee engagement is important for any employer which aims to retain its valued
employees as an employer’s competency to manage employee engagement is related to its
ability to attain enhanced business gains and high level of performance.
This paper makes an attempt to study the diverse magnitudes of employee engagement with
the help of review of the literature. This can be used to provide an overview and references
on some of the conceptual and practical work undertaken in the area of the employee
engagement practices.
Keywords
Employee Engagement, Job Engagement, Employee Disengagement, Organizational
Commitment, Organizational Citizenship Behavior
1. Introduction to Employee Engagement
The concept of employee engagement is in presence since 1990, when the term was used for
the first time. The term grossed the prominence from the year 2000 forwards. A great deal
of attentiveness has been shown in Employee Engagement in contemporary years.
An organization can gain competitive advantage through people facilitated the concept to
gain popularity. According to the late management guru, Peter Drucker, the most powerful
and significant five letter work begins with P which stands for people. The most powerful
source of competitive advantage for an organization is unquestionably people. Employee
engagement is about treating employees as people, not merely as employees.
Some common statements regarding employee engagement emerge including employee’s
satisfaction and vanity and respect in their employer. Employee’s go the additional mile and
deliver outstanding results in terms of performance when employee engagement is greater.
(Vance J. Robert, 2006)
One of the world’s finest organizations Gallup consulting also comprehends that it is
employee engagement which acts as a force that drives business outcome. An engaged
employee is more customer focused, profitable and productive is more likely to stay with the
organization in long run. In some of the finest organization, employee engagement is the
way they do business, in such organization employee engagement excels human resources
initiatives. (Gallup, 2008) Employee engagement is a workstation approach resultant in the
right conditions for all members of an organization to give of their finest every day,
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committed of their organization’s values and goals, motivated to contribute to organizational
success, with an enriched sense of their own well - being.
Employee engagement is the emotive connection of an employee towards his work with
positively. Engagement is affective commitment, normative commitment and continuance
commitment. Engaged employees are moved to go beyond the obligatory efforts to meet
organizational goal and its objectives. Engaged employees also care about their work and
result as they understand its bearings on the company’s growth. Great managers are key to
achieving an engaged workforce.
The concept of employee engagement is a measurement of how happy employees are with
their respective jobs, working environment and how efficient their performance levels are?
Managing high morale among employees can be noteworthy benefit to any organization, as
actively engaged workers are stay loyal to the company and more productive. The company
organizes team lunches, birthday celebrations, and several other activities every month with
the aim of creating a pleased workforce. Some employees might be satisfied at work, but
that doesn’t essentially mean they are working hard or effectively with the organization.
Because making employees happy is different from making them engaged. Organizations
with high employee engagement levels are more profitable and more productive than those
organizations with low levels of employee engagement.
2. Purpose of the Study
Employee engagement has become a significant topic in recent years among the different
organizations. The HR and corporate heads want to ensure the physical, mental and
emotional presence of their employees at work place or wish to have an engaged workforce.
Reason being engaged employees consistently outperformers and become the strategic
competency of an organization. Different organization of current age have diversified
working environments, diversified puddle of employees and the antecedents and
consequences for employee engagement also diversify from organization to organization and
employee to employee. Consequently, requires the clear understanding of different
approaches and drivers to employee engagement in this diversified environment. These are
crafted in many empirical studies by the researchers, however, so far has not been clubbed
well. So, this literature review makes an attempt to club the employee engagement
approaches and its antecedents and consequences, drives and also select the key
contributions to impart clarity on the term antecedents and consequences of employee
engagement in diversified organizations.
3. Defining Engagement
Khan (1990) ascribed to introduce the term “engagement” to describe worker’s contribution
in numerous tasks at work in the article “Psychological Conditions of Personal Engagement
and Personal Disengagement at Work”.
Personal engagement meant “the harnessing of organization participant’s selves to their
work roles; in engagement, people employ and express themselves physically, cognitively,
and emotionally during role performances” while personal disengagement meant “the
uncoupling of selves from work roles; in disengagement, people withdraw and protect
themselves physically, cognitively, and, emotionally during role performances” (Kahn,
1990, p.694). Personally disengaging means people’s behavior display an evacuation or
suppression of their expressive and energetic selves in discharging role obligations. (Kahn,
1990, p. 701).
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Figure 1

Three dimensional construct of engagement
Source: Author’s own observation based on literature review
Engagement is observed through the behavioral investment of physical, cognitive, and
emotional energy into work roles (Kahn, 1992). People exhibit engagement when they
become physically involves in tasks, whether alone or with others; are cognitively vigilant,
attentive, and focused; and are emotionally connected to their work and to others in the
service of their work. He was additional elaborated that the interaction between the self and
the role. “Self and role exist in some dynamics navigable relation in which a person both
drives personal energies into role behaviors (self- employment) and displays the self within
the roles (self-expression)” (Kahn, 1990, p.700).
Tasks, roles, and work interactions are known as meaningfulness variables. Psychological
safety defined as the ability to show one’s self “without negative consequences to selfimage, status or career”. Safety speak about every employee’s precondition to trust their
working environment emotionally, cognitively, and behaviorally concomitantly prerequisite
to rationally understand what was expected of them at work. Interpersonal relationships,
groups and intergroup dynamics, management styles, contingency plans, organizational
norms, job descriptions, feedback from a supervisor, etc. are recognize as a security
variables. Psychological availability defined as the “sense of processing the physical,
emotional, and psychological resources necessary” for complete one’s work (Kahn, 1990).
Most often employee engagement has been defined as emotional and intellectual
commitment to the organization (Baumruk 2004, Richman 2006 and Shaw 2005) to the
amount of discretionary effort showed by employees in their job (Frank et al 2004). While
it is recognized and putative that employee engagement is a multi- faceted construct, as
beforehand recommended by Kahn (1990), Truss et al (2006) define employee engagement
simply as “passion for work”, a psychological state which is seen to encompass the three
dimensions of engagement discussed by Kahn (1990), and captures the common theme
running through all these dimensions.
Engagement versus other Constructs
It would be seem that there are adequate grounds for arguing that engagement is related to,
but distinct from, other constructs in organizational behavior (Saks 2006). Robinson et al
(2001) state that: “Engagement contains many of the elements of both organizational
commitment and Organizational Citizenship Behavior but is by no means a flawless match
with either. In addition, neither Organizational Citizenship Behavior nor organizational
commitment reflects sufficiently two aspects of engagement – its – two – way nature, and
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the extent to which engaged employees are anticipated to have an element of business
consciousness.”
Saks (2006) argues that organizational commitment also differs from engagement in that it
refers to a person’s attitude and attachment towards their organization, although it could be
argued that engagement is not merely an attitude; it is the degree to which an individual is
observant to their work and engrossed in the performance of their role. In addition, although
Organizational Citizenship Behavior involves informal and voluntary behaviors that can
help co-workers as well as the organization, the focus of engagement is one’s formal role
performance rather than purely voluntary and extra – role behavior (Organization
Citizenship Behavior).
As per the May et al (2004) engagement is furthermost related with the constructs of job
involvement and ‘flow’. Job involvement is defined as ‘a cognitive or belief state of
psychological identification’ (Kanungo 1982, p.342). This varies from engagement in that it
is concerned more with how the individual employs him/her self during the performance of
his/her job. Furthermore, whereas the focus of job involvement is on cognitions,
engagement, according to most definitions, also encompasses behaviors and emotions.
4. Evolution of the Engagement
Kahn (1990, p. 694): The harnessing of organization members selves to their work roles, in
engagement, people employ express themselves physically, cognitively, and emotionally
during role performances.
One of the most persuasive studies of engagement was carried out by Kahn (1990).
Abstractly, Kahn initiated with the work of Goffman (1961) who proposed that, “people’s
attachment and detachment to their role varies” (Kahn 1990:694). Nevertheless, Kahn
argued that Goffman’s worked focused on fleeting face-to-face encounters, whereas a unlike
concept was required to fit organizational life, which is “ongoing, emotionally charged, and
psychologically complex” (Diamond and Allcorn 1985).
For additional understanding of the varying levels of attachment individuals expressed
towards their roles, kahn (1990) examined several disciplines. It was found that
psychologists (Freud 1922), Sociologists (Goffman 1961, Merton 1957) and group theorists
(Slater 1966, Smith and Berg 1987) had all known the idea that individuals are natural
hesitant about being members of ongoing groups and systems. As a result they “seek to
protect themselves from both isolation and engulfment by alternately lugging away from
poignant towards their membership” (Kahn 1990).
The terms Kahn (1990) uses to define these calibrations are ‘personal engagement’ and
‘personal disengagement’, which refer to the “behaviors by which people bring in or leave
out their personal selves during work role performances” (Kahn 1990:694). These terms
developed by kahn (1990) assimilate preceding ideas taken from motivation theories that
people need self- employment and self- expression in their work lives as a matter of course
(Maslow 1954, Alderfer 1972).
Khan found that workers were more engaged at work in situations that offered them more
psychological meaningfulness and psychological safety, and when they were more
psychologically available.
In the only study to empirically test Kahn’s (1990) model, May et al (2004) found that
meaningfulness, safety, and availability were significantly related to engagement. They also
found role fit and job enrichment to be positive predictors of meaningfulness; supportive
supervisor and gratifying coworker relations were constructive predictors of safety, whereas
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adherence to co - workers norms and self- consciousness were negative predictors.
Resources were a positive predictor of psychological availability, whereas participation in
outside activities was a negative predictor. Overall, meaningfulness was found to have the
strongest relations to different employee outcomes in terms of engagement.
An alternate model of engagement comes from the ‘burnout’ literature, which defines job
engagement as the positive antithesis of burnout, nothing that burnout involves the corrosion
of engagement with one’s job (Maslach et al 2001). As per the Maslach et al, six areas of
work- life lead to either engagement or burnout: workload, control, recognition and rewards,
social support and community, perceived fairness and values. They argue that job
engagement is linked with a sustainable workload, feeling of choice and control, appropriate
recognition and reward, fairness and justice, a supportive work community, and valued and
meaningful work. Like burnout, engagement is expected to mediate the link between these
six work- life factors and various work outcomes.
Saks (2006) argues that one way for individuals to repay their organization is through their
level of engagement. In added words, employees will choose to engage themselves to
varying degree and in response to the resources they receive from their organization.
Bringing oneself more fully into one’s work roles and devoting greater amounts of cognitive,
emotional, and physical resources is a very profound way for individuals to respond an
organization’s actions, as recommended earlier by the work of Kahn (1990). Consequently,
employees are more likely to exchange their engagement for resources and welfares
provided by their organization.
A positive, fulfilling, work- related state of mind that is categorized by vigor, dedication and
absorption: Schaufeli et al. (2002, p.74)
Employee engagement refers to the individual’s involvement and satisfaction with as well
as eagerness for work: Harter et al. (2002, p. 269)
As a disposition (i.e. trait engagement)… an orientation or inclination to experience the
world from a particular vantage point. Trait engagement gets reflected in psychological state
engagement… (state engagement)… an antecedent to behavioral engagement… (behavioral
engagement is defined in terms of discretionary effort): Macey & Schneider (2008, p. 5, 6)
A distinct and unique construct that consists of cognitive, emotional, and behavioral
constituents that are linked with individual role performance: Saks (2006, p. 602).
An individual employee’s cognitive, emotional and behavioral state directed towards
preferred organizational outcomes: Shuck and Wollard (2010, p. 103).
5. Personal Engagement
Personal engagement is well-defined by khan (1990) as “the simultaneous employment
expression of a person’s ‘preferred self’ in task behaviors that promote connection to work
and to others, personal presence (physical, cognitive, and emotional), and vigorous, full role
performances” (Kahn,1990, p.700) whereas personal disengagement is describes as “the
simultaneous withdrawal and defense of a person’s preferred self in behaviors that promote
a dearth of connections physically, cognitively, and emotional absence, and passive,
incomplete role performances” (Kahn,1990, p.701). The overhead defined concept of
‘personal engagement’ (Kahn, 1990) has been used in the literature as employee engagement
(He, Zhu, & Zheng, 2014).
5.1 Three types of employee engagement
1) Engaged. The first category of employee who are loyal and emotionally committed to the
organization. These employees are those who can be identified with words like passion,
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alignment and innovation; which means they are fervent, connected to the company.
Employee contributes new ideas and turn ideas into reality. They are preemptive; can
forestall the future market conditions are prepared well in advance.
2) Not-Engaged. The second category of employees can be difficult to recognize because
they are often comparatively happy and gratified in their role. These do what is told only and
they like only one instruction at a time. They put in time but not passion and energy. They
are less likely to be customer-focused and are not concerned about profitability. They are
not preemptive and fail to forestall what might be required next or what the next step is?
They always wait for instruction from their superiors.
3) Actively Disengaged. The third category of employees who are unfailingly negative,
create a toxic environment, dominate their manager’s time and are usually vocal about their
despondency. They are the disease centres in the company and spread the negative word,
provoking and convincing people to leave their jobs. Every day, these workers undermine
what their engaged co - workers accomplish.
6. Job Engagement
Alternative type of engagement well-defined in the literature is work engagement.
Engagement is categorized by dedication (high identification) and vigor (high activation)
(Schaufeli, Salnova, Gonzalez-Roma, & Bakker, 2002, p.74). Absorption was found to be a
pertinent aspect of engagement after some thirty in-depth interviews were carried out
(Schaufeli et al. 2001). Therefore, engagement has been defined as “a positive, fulfilling,
work-related state of mind that is characterized by vigor, dedication, and absorption”. Vigor
is characterized by high levels of energy and mental resilience while working, dedication is
characterized by a sense of significance, enthusiasm, inspiration, pride and challenge.
(Schaufeli, Salnova, Gonzalez-Roma, & Bakker, 2002, p.74). Absorption is characterized
by being fully focused and intensely engrossed in one’s work, whereby time passes quickly
and one has difficulties with detaching oneself from work. (Schaufeli, Salnova, GonzalezRoma, & Bakker, 2002, p.75).
The concept of engagement has been given the names of job engagement (Rich et al., 2010);
personal engagement (Kahn, 1990); and work engagement (Schaufeli et al., 2002).
A precise and clear definition of concepts so that their conceptual boundaries can be
demarcated, and potential confounding with other concepts can be evaded. As a result of not
having clear defining boundaries, there is a problem of conceptual overlay of the concept of
engagement with other concepts like job satisfaction, job involvement and organizational
commitment (Saks, 2006; Cole et al. 2012; Shuck, Ghosh, Zigarmi, & Nimon, 2013).
Alternative viewpoint for envisaging engagement, where engagement has been seen as the
opposite the burnout. According to this perspective, engagement is “”an energetic state of
involvement with personally fulfilling activities that enhance one’s sense of professional
efficacy” (Maslach & Leiter, 2008, p.498). The core dimensions of burnout (exhaustion and
cynicism) are found to be opposite of the core dimensions of engagement (vigor &
dedication) (Gonzalez-Roma, Schaufeli, Bakker, & Lloret, 2006). Saks and Gruman (2014)
argue that conceptualization of engagement by Schaufeli et al. (2002) resembled that of
burnout and that it called into question the uniqueness of engagement as a concept.
The engagement represented the fundamental choice to invest the three aspects of the self,
i.e. cognitive, emotional, and physical, in a holistic and linked manner. It provides a more
comprehensive explanation for job performance than do concepts of involvement,
satisfaction, and intrinsic motivation; which depict the self narrowly. Involvement represents
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the investment of the cognitive self into one’s job. Satisfaction represents the affective part
and intrinsic motivation represents the physical energies invested in the job (Rich et al.
2010).
7. Antecedents of Employee Engagement
Kahn suggest three direct psychological condition for engagement, each of which can be
thought of in terms of a question people ask themselves prior to choosing to personally
engage or disengage from their role: (1) How meaningful is it for me to bring myself into
this performance? (2) How safe is it to do so? And (3) How available am I to do so? Kahn
also theorized that characteristics of employees and organizations drive beliefs regarding
these three questions – which we will refer to as psychological meaningfulness, safety, and
availability. (Kahn, 1990, P. 703)
Kahn’s theory to identify three antecedents of engagement: core self-evaluation, value
congruence and perceived organizational support. These concepts have been beforehand
linked to job performance. (Rich et al. 2010)
Job resources were found to be positively related to engagement as they create an atmosphere
in which it is easy to invest oneself in one’s role. Job resources such as job control or
autonomy, supportive co-workers, coaching, feedback, and opportunities for development
are positively relationship to employee engagement (Bakker, Hakanen, Demerouti, &
Xanthopoulou, 2007; Mauno Kinnunen, & Ruokolainen, 2007; Xanthopolou, Bakker,
Demerouti, & Schaufeli, 2009a). Schaufeli, Bakker, and Van Rhenen 2009; Bakker et al.,
2011) found that changes in job resources also had a constructive relationship with
engagement.
The relationship between, job demands and engagement, and job demands and burnout gives
a hint of the complicated relationship between engagement and burnout. Job demands have
a strong constructive relationship with burnout but the relationship between job demands
and engagement is ambiguous (Crawford et al. 2010). To make sense of this ambiguous
relationship, job demands were distinguished as perceives challenges or perceived
hindrances (Crawford et al., 2010). Challenge demands which include job responsibility,
time urgency, and workload had a positive relationship with engagement while hindrance
demands which include administrative hassles, emotional conflict, organizational politics,
resource inadequacies, role conflict and role overload had a negative relationship with
engagement.
Numerous aspects of leadership have been identified as important antecedents of employee
engagement, particularly transformational leadership, empowering leadership, and leadermember exchange (LMX) (Bakker et al., 2011; Macey & Schneider, 2008). Macey and
Schneider (2008) argued that differences in the personalities of the individuals also predicted
employee engagement. Studies have revealed that core self- evaluations, conscientiousness,
positive effect, and proactive personality have a positive relationship with engagement
(Bledow, Schmitt, Frese, & Kuhnel, 2011; Rich et al., 2010; Saks & Gruman, 2011).
In addition to job resources, personal resources such as self- efficacy, organization- based
self-esteem, and optimism have a positive relationship with engagement and they play a
mediating role in the relationship between job resources and engagement (Xanthopoulou et
al., 2009a; Bakker, Demerouti, & Schaufeli, 2009b).
8. Consequences of Employee Engagement
Rich et al (2010) find that when controlling for job involvement, job satisfaction, and
intrinsic motivation, employee engagement has a stronger significant impact on task
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performance and employee organizational citizenship behavior than overhead mentioned
variables.
Numerous studies suggest that the presence of higher levels of employee engagement
significant reduce turnover intention (Maslach, Schaufeli, & Leiter, 2001; Saks, 2006).
Engagement was negatively related to turnover intention and mediated the relationship
between job resources and turnover intension. (Schaufeli and Bakker 2004).
In addition, empirical evidence suggests that the presence of high levels of employee
engagement is also thought to enhance task performance, job performance, organizational
citizenship behaviors, productivity, discretionary effort, affective commitment, continuance
commitment, levels of psychological climate, and customer service (Richman, 2006;
Fleming & Asplund, 2007; Rich, LePine, & Crawford, 2010; Christian et al., 2011).
Employee engagement has been associated with higher levels of profit, overall revenue
generation, and growth of the organization. (Xanthopoulou, Bakker, Demerouti, &
Schaufeli, 2009).
Engagement has a positive relationship with job satisfaction, organizational commitment,
job performance, and organizational citizenship behavior (Saks, 2006; Hakanen, Bakker, &
Schaufeli, 2006; Bakker & Bal, 2010; Rich et al., 2010). Employment is positively related
with health and well-being (Crawford et al., 2010; Cole et al., 2012); and negatively related
with turnover intensions (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004; Saks, 2006). Halbesleben (2010) found
out that engagement is related to higher commitment, health, performance, and lower
turnover intensions. Employee engagement also has negative consequences in the form of
work-family interference as found out by Halbesleben, Harvey, and Bolino (2009). As
engagement is considered the opposite of burnout, it should have positive health outcomes.
Whereas engagement has a positive relationship with self-report and subjective measures of
health and well-being, no significant relationship between engagement and objective
measures of health and well-being have been found. (Bakker et al. 2011).
Bakker, Demerouti, and Sanz-Vergel (2014) suggested that although there is extensive
knowledge on work engagement, still there are several unanswered questions. They further
suggested that research and practice should continue to uncover processes related to work
engagement, as it explains a great deal of the variance in organizational behavior.
9. Conclusion
Employee engagement is emerging as an important HR concept. It is soon going to become
one of the prime HR function. The performance arc of organizations with highly engaged
employee’s moves in skyward direction and is evener. Engagement is a great predictor of
future monetary performance; it affects business outcomes as well. Engagement drives up
profits in tempestuous conditions. The involvement of employees in terms of enhanced
performance helps an organization to win over dissimilar times.
Employee engagement is related to meaningful business outcomes. Engaged employees
enable efficacious implementation of business strategies, they fuel higher levels of business
performance. Fully engaged workforce is loyal, and will align their effort with organizational
goals to remain in competition.
An organization has to promote the factors which have a positive effect of engagement
through every business activity that they do. Employer need to understand their employee’s
expectations and future plans.
After reviewing research, it can also be concluded that high levels of employee engagement
may lead to improved employee commitment and involvement towards respective jobs and
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thus creating a motivated workforce – that will work together to achieve the common goals
of the organization.
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Early Childhood Education through the lens of behavioural
pedagogic perspective
Dr. Taruna. C. Dhall
Dr. Mamta Chawla
Abstract
‘Child is the father of a Nation’. A long held belief over the years has dominated the
educational thoughts of one and all. An understanding has evolved that learning begins at
birth and early interventions prepare the ground for later learning, academic success and
productivity. Such an understanding stands validated as Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) recognize that children are agents of change when they channel their infinite
potential to create a better world. We as a society have witnessed an upward trend in the
number of enrolment in schools over the last decades though not necessarily translating in
acquisition of basic skills. Various learning assessment reports across the nation present a
scenario that seeks synergized attention of umbrella of stakeholders to aim for the target4.2
towards ensuring ‘access to quality early childhood education’ by 2030. Shortage of trained
teachers and lack of infrastructure are often cited as the stumbling blocks. This
paper
attempts to revisit our educational endeavours so far, highlight the potential influence of
Home-School collaboration in ECE and suggest strategies to develop a skilled pool of
Human Resource that includes: informed educators entering the system with affirmative
career choices; caring parents who understand the importance of enabling and stimulating
home environment and concerned citizen ready to invest in creating educational resources.
A Human-Resource that not just treads the path of ‘knowing’ but also ‘doing’ in order to
create spaces where children not only ‘survive’ but ‘thrive’ too.
Key words: affirmative career choice, skilled human resource, home-school collaboration
Introduction
‘Child is the father of a Nation’. A long held belief over the years has no doubt dominated
the educational thoughts of one and all. Developmental psychologist recognize early
childhood as a period of critical importance that lays the foundation of future learning as an
adult. Research in neuro-science inform about critical periods of brain development up to
the age of 6 years. Cognitive, linguistic, social and psychomotor competencies developed
during this period are known to shape the learning and growth later in life. An understanding
has evolved that learning begins at birth and early interventions prepare the ground for later
learning, academic success and productivity. Such an understanding stands validated as
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) recognize that children are agents of change when
they channel their infinite potential to create a better world. Towards this end, United Nation
Secretary-General states that early childhood development can potentially help such a
transformation over the next 15 years so as to ‘ensure inclusive and equitable quality
education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.’ (Goal 4).
Education system in India has made many provisions that have largely been influenced by
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Gandhi’s thoughts that education should aim at ‘all-round drawing out of the best in child’.
However a quick visit to the system of education, more specifically the legal obligation as
prescribed in the RTE Act states that’ every child shall have a right to free and compulsory
education in a neighborhood school from the age of 6 to 14. As such early childhood
education up to the age of six years, a formative stage of development, is not considered a
part of formal education under central or state government.
During the recent past, pragmatic outlook of the policy planners has been focused around
bridging this gap in the developmental continuum. Articulating the need to nurture the period
of extreme vulnerability and tremendous potential, Draft NEP 2016 advocates ‘An effective
programme to meet the developmental needs of children in age group 0-5, through a holistic
and integrated programme of Early Childhood Education Development, in particular, an
educational programme specially geared to the 4-5 year age group needs to be created, for
implementation’.
The sustainability of any society depends on behavioural dispositions and values employed
to nurture children in a manner that they adapt in a sustainable mode to today’s environment
as well as acquiring skills to face tomorrow’s challenges. An often quoted statement ‘The
man who uses yesterday’s formula in today’s world will not be in business tomorrow’ is
indicative of the initiation of the needed effort to reach intended goals. Rapid pace of the
societal changes around us suggest that knowledge and skills acquired before entering the
field need to be updated and modified in the light of emerging realities and challenges socioeconomic and political environment.
Sustainable Early Childhood Education and skilled Human Resource
Over the years an enormous amount of time and energy has been invested in designing and
implementing strategies to provide for opportunities leading to optimum growth of children.
However results in this direction don’t appear to be encouraging as there is a lot that still
needs to be done. A plausible way out seems to be the clear articulation of an understanding
that nurturing and education the child is the shared responsibility of parents, school system,
community and the government. It would be futile to just point out the shortcomings of the
system and holding the other one responsible for it. Instead we need to have an objective
assessment of the procedural failings, owning the responsibility to willingly embark upon
the remedial path that reflects moving further from ‘just knowing to actually doing’. Homeschool collaboration is of critical importance in early childhood education. A skilled pool of
human resource is required to create spaces that facilitate such collaboration. Early
childhood educators who entering the system with affirmative career choice remains
motivated to create appropriate learning environment. Caring parents who understand the
importance of enabling and stimulating home environment seem better equipped to
collaborate with the school system and share the responsibility. Active involvement of the
concerned citizen ready to invest in creating educational resources presents possibilities of
fructification of this ‘shared responsibility.The following section of the paper attempts to
focus attention on the measures to nurture skilled pool of human resource that includes:
a) Informed educators: entering the system with affirmative career choices.
b) Caring parents: who understand the importance of enabling and stimulating home
environment.
c) Concerned citizen (Society) : ready to invest in creating educational resources.
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Informed educators entering the system with Affirmative career choices
An involvement with Early Childhood Education (ECE) naturally attracts those who: love
being around children; find it easy to communicate their thoughts with young children;
believes that ECE is an in-demand career; understand the importance of helping young
minds to develop; have other career ideas such as Daycare Operator and understands that
ECE gives them a Platform to push for Educational Changes.
Affirmative Career choice to prepare a the field of ECE is a prerequisite for those people
who seek a greater purpose in life as it provides them with a platform to rally for educational
changes for the betterment of self and society. Teacher education programe (TEP) in the area
of early childhood education need to be designed and implemented in a manner that allows
for the entry of individuals having affirmative choices so as to be willing to work towards
equipping themselves adequately for the professional obligations. Well designed curriculum,
skilled educators and willing student-trainees can be seen as an organic combination to shape
up a resourceful pool of early childhood educators. A carerr in ECE can be a rewarding
choice with number of opportunities in civic organizations; institutions of higher learning;
government agencies responsible for advocating educational reforms etc. It is worth
remembering that the potential effect of impacting the young lives in a positive manner can
prove to be a satisfying long-term path to embark upon in one’s life.
What kind of Early Childhood Education is required for a sustainable society?
As early childhood education is about laying a sound intellectual, psychological, emotional,
social and physical foundation for development and lifelong learning, it has an enormous
potential in fostering values, attitudes, skills and behaviours that support sustainable
development – e.g. wise use of resources, cultural diversity, gender equality and democracy.
In education for sustainable development, young children’s perspectives and meanings are
listened to, considered and shapes the content and approaches of learning.
Approaches to Teachers' Professional Development for Early Childhood Education
Various approaches to teachers' professional development are described below as ways to
address diverse teachers’ needs, skills and knowledge.
i. Face to Face Institutional Model: In this model, the training institution offers in-service
training programme on its premises using direct face-to-face training approach. The merit of
this approach is that there is a direct and sustained interaction between participants and
resource persons. The limitation of this approach is that it cannot be used when the institution
wants to train a very large number of participants within a short time.
ii. Cascade Model: In this model, the number of persons to be trained is very large and
training design is built on two or three tier systems. In the first level the key resource persons
are given training. They train resource persons who in turn train teachers. The advantage of
this model is that a large number of teachers can be trained within a short duration of time.
iii. Peer Observation: Peer observation is based on the three-phase model of Planning,
observation Feedback known as clinical supervision (Cogan, 1973). Pairs of teachers, who
have been trained to do so, visit each other's classes and provide each other with insights and
advice on their teaching. Teachers themselves decide on the focus for observation and the
observation instrument, and reflect on the results of the observation based on their
development needs.
iv. Study Groups: Study groups involve teachers in reviewing professional literature or
analyzing samples of students’ work. Groups structure their interactions around scripts or
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agendas called protocols (Birchak, Connor, Crawford, Kahn, Kayer, Turner & Short, 1998)
and use lesson plans or samples of students' work as input for discussion.
v. Dialogue Journal: According to Peyton (1993), dialogue journals are conversations in
writing. Although they have been widely used in language and literacy classrooms since
their first documented use (Staton, Shuy, Peyton, & Reed, 1998), they have only recently
found its place in the professional development field.
2.
Caring parents who understand the importance of enabling and stimulating
home environment
Despite biological dispositions, nurturing children has been emphasized as a growth
promoting mechanism through socializing agents: formal and informal education
frameworks. Interest in non-formal education (parents, family, peers & Community) owes
much to the fact that it is a socio-cultural enterprise where knowledge is generated for and
with learners in a participatory and utilitarian mode; and the family plays a primordial role
in early childhood learning through socialisation. Ingrid Pramling Samuelsson and Yoshie
Kaga (2008) advised that sustainable education must begin in early childhood, as the values,
attitudes, behaviours and skills acquired in this period may have a long-lasting impact in
later life. It is in the early childhood period that children develop their basic values, attitudes,
skills, behaviours and habits, which may be long lasting.
An ongoing challenge for every educator is to develop and enhance skills that will offer
students the best possible learning experiences and opportunities, in school, at home, and in
community settings. It is therefore essential that every effort be made to ensure that ongoing
and effective communication and partnerships be established and maintained with parents.
According to Webster's New World College Dictionary (4th ed.), to "engage" is "to draw
into, involve, to attract and to hold." Most parents want to be engaged in their child's
learning, and many are able to establish and maintain ongoing and productive
communication with teachers on a regular basis.
Approaches for supporting ongoing parental interest and involvement that many early
childhood educators have found to be successful:
i. Communicate frequently: Whether in person (parent-teacher conferences,), through
printed materials (flyers, newsletters, school bulletin boards) or online (school Web sites,
group or individual e-mails), try to make frequent contact with parents. And be sure to
ask parents whether the information being shared is useful and how it can be improved,
both in terms of content (e.g. about school activities, upcoming events) and format.
ii. Organise a variety of special events: Try to plan activities such as informal breakfasts,
picnics, class trips and fairs featuring educational books and toys throughout the school
year. Eliciting ideas for these events from parents may encourage them to be more
involved in developing and planning. Be sure to consider whether parents have
preferences about when during the day or evening these activities should take place.
iii. Get the parents involved in decision-making and planning: Help make parents aware
of the school's high standards for achievement, learning goals, curriculum and strategies
for helping every child succeed. Don't be reluctant to invite parents to become involved
in decision-making and planning ways to help the school community meet these goals.
iv.
Celebrate achievements of their wards: Create portfolios, scrap books, and/or other
collections of children's experiences in the classroom for parents to look at whenever
they visit the classroom.
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v.

Encourage peer networking among parents: A good way to start building parent
networks is by creating a parent contact list. Be sure to include teachers, aides and other
relevant school personnel. Eliciting help from a few parent volunteers may be especially
helpful as this will encourage them to take ownership of this activity.
vi.
Identify and make useful resources available to parents: Some parents will need
reassurance and guidance about behavior management. Some will have concerns about
motor skills or language development. A few will have questions about signs of risk for
learning disabilities, and others will want guidance about how to cultivate special skills
and talents in their children. Try to be prepared to lead parents to these and other types
of resources, either through a lending library in the school, through local agencies or via
helpful resources (web-links) on the Web.
vii.
Invite parents into the classroom: Extend frequent invitations for parents to visit their
child's school and spend time in the classroom. Whether parents are invited to be silent
observers or to help with activities, these visits can be most helpful and enjoyable. (And
think about how special a parent will feel receiving a note from the class thanking them
for their visit!)
3.
Concerned citizens (Society) ready to invest in creating educational
resources
As per the Report of the Committee for Evolution of the New Education Policy 2016,
Pre-primary education has been a neglected area in the education sector. Government
schools do not provide pre-primary education as schools generally start only from class I.
The Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) program was intended to provide early
childhood education but this has not happened in practice. It is universally accepted that
early childhood up to the age of six, is a period of remarkable brain development when the
foundations for cumulative lifelong learning are laid. Children in the age group of 3 to 5
show intense and lively curiosity and experiment with objects found in the surrounding
environment. An education program specially geared to this age group needs to be
formulated for all children. Pre-school education for children in the age group of 4 to 5 years
should be declared as a right and a programme for it implemented immediately.
A new education component should be introduced in the Anganwadi practices, to ensure that
pre-school children are exposed to elementary education, with a carefully structured
curriculum. Appropriate funding from the Centre and the States will be required to enable
the above to be rolled out. In a limited time span, the strategy should be expanded rapidly to
cover all children of the 4-5 age groups to become an integral part of the programme. Ideally
the Anganwadi should be located in the premises of the local primary school or immediately
adjacent. Report of the Committee for Evolution of the New Education Policy, 2016 informs
that at present ICDS Anganwadis are not adequately equipped to provide preprimary
education and suggests the following measures:
(i) NCERT should formulate curricular framework for pre-primary education, which should
be more on the lines of a play school, crèche and activity centre.
(ii) SCERTs should conduct intensive training for Anganwadi workers to enable them to
deliver the education component.
(iii) SCERTs should conduct pre-service training programs for new Anganwadi workers to
orient them appropriately.
(iv) SCERTs should prepare the learning material for children in the age group of4-5 to be
used in Anganwadis.
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(v) SMCs should be associated in ensuring that all children above 3 years attend
Anganwadis.
(vi) The health and nutrition component for Anganwadis will continue as before, but
minimum prescribed hours should be spent every day on the education component.
(vii) Appropriate funding to meet the additional responsibilities and the costs thereof need
to be provided.
Most communities care about the education of the children who live in them. Those schools
that produce high achievement will naturally be valued and supported by community
members. In rural areas, ideally the Anganwadi should be located in the same premises as
the primary school or the larger school complex in the village; this will facilitate utilization
of common facilities, including playground etc. The Committee for Evolution of the New
Education Policy, 2016 believes that in due course all Government primary schools should
have facilities for pre primary education. For this, it will be ideal if all Aanganwadis
gradually get located either in the school premises, or as close to the school as possible. State
Governments will have to prepare cadres of pre primary teachers, and create necessary
facilities for their pre and in service training. The Committee recommends that the transition
from Aanganwadi to pre-primary school should be gradual and seamless, and it should be
left to each State to determine the time frame for achieving it.
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A Study On Social Maturity Of Secondary Students In Relation
To Their Scholastic Achievement
Sathish
Dr. A. Vasanthi§§
Abstract
This research article focuses the relationship between social maturity of secondary students
and their scholastic achievement. The investigator adopted survey method for collecting the
data. The investigator adapted Social Maturity Scale standardized by Nalini Rao (2002).
For measuring the scholastic achievement, the investigator used total achievement marks of
the students. The population of the present study comprises all the secondary students
studying in Government, Government Aided and Private schools in Cuddalore District.
From the population, the investigator has chosen 905 students using simple random sampling
technique. For analyzing the data, the investigator used Mean, SD, ‘t’ Test, ANOVA and
Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation. The findings showed that the secondary students
irrespective of their gender, locality, type of school, family type are found to be same in their
social maturity and scholastic achievement. Moreover, the correlation analysis revealed that
significant correlation was established between social maturity and scholastic achievement.
Keywords: Social Maturity, Scholastic Achievement.
Introduction
Education is the process of shaping the behaviour of an individual for the realization of the
self in congruence with the macro cosmos in which the individual is placed and brought up.
In wider sense, education is a life-long process and it continues from the cradle to the grave.
Whatever broadens the people’s horizons, deepens their insights, refines the reactions,
stimulates their thoughts and feelings is education. Life is the great school. Every human
situation is an educational situation. Hence, living is learning.
Every child has certain biological inheritance, which is called ‘heredity’ and heredity alone
cannot develop an individual in harmony with the society’s aspirations, needs, expectations
and boundaries. To equip the child with the necessary skills and information, concepts and
attitudes and to enable it to adjust with beautiful blend in its environment, society has created
a powerful, an exclusive social agency called school, where it can nurture the qualities and
abilities required for successful individual and social maturity.
Social Maturity
A socially mature individual likes to mix up with people. He is capable of making and
keeping friendships. It is not self-centered. It is always ready to sacrifice his interests for
the greater cause of groups, society and nation. While demanding and asserting for his rights,
he always cares for the social obligations.
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It possesses the ability of sharing and shouldering the social responsibilities. It is prepared
to play the role of a leader or of a staunch follower as a situation demands from him. It is
able to make proper decision and take suitable action at the time of any social crisis, problem
or situation in which his help is needed.
It is very co-operative. It believes in maintain relationship and working with others. It does
not do anything that hurts the feeling of others. It possesses social virtues like the feeling of
sympathy, kindness, courtesy and cheerfulness. It believes in justice, equality and fraternity
and never does anything to disrupt the cohesiveness and unity of the social structure.
Actually, i.e., is imbued with all the important social qualities, like patience, respect for
others opinions, kindness and sympathy, cooperation, courtesy and politeness cheerfulness,
self-confidence, self-control, sentiment of self-regarded, respect for the opposite sex,
religions and culture etc.
The area of the social interest and participation is very wide. He possesses refined tastes and
adequate social etiquettes. The social behavior conforms to the norms, mores, social codes
and ethics. It never encages himself in any sort of activities or behavior, which is anti-social
and looked down upon by the society.
It possesses a strong desire to serve the cause of the society. He is critical of the evils and
malpractices in the society and tries to bring desirable reforms. It possesses a greater degree
of adaptability and adjustability. He can make himself adjusted easily to the varying needs
of the society and social circumstances.
Need And Significance Of The Study
A child’s connection with his family, neighbourhood or school may limit the opportunities
for his or her social development. Some of the factors like age, gender, social set up, peer
group interactions may be infrequent and highly bound by activity differences and earlylearned expectations, thereby limiting the extent of diversity in the interaction of the students
with society. This lack of diversity limits the child’s ability to be socially matured in
different situations. Some of the demographic factors also influence the children’s social
maturity. When it is severely affected the social maturity, it is the prime concern for the
poor development of social maturity of the chosen population.
The school is primarily considered a more conducive place for the cultivation of certain
desired qualities that are needed in the present day world, a highly competent as well as
technology based. It would be more appropriate to expect the present-day school going
children to collect more varied experiences through their exposure to the diversified value
complexes and attitude orientations in multi-dimensional school set up for developing such
social qualities, which are non-academic.
A close examination of the behaviour and characteristics of the secondary students clearly
brings out the fact that they are not socially matured. People can estimate so many factors
and sure that they alone are not responsible for this drawback found among the secondary
students. If people want to make the secondary students more matured, they should help
them by playing their role and shoulder responsibilities for a better tomorrow. Moreover,
the investigator also wants to know about the influence of social maturity on the scholastic
achievement of the students. Hence, the investigator has planned this study.
Definitions Of The Terms
Social Maturity
According to Joy (2006), “Social maturity is an understanding of the social rules and norms
in place in a given situation and the ability to use that knowledge effectively”. Operationally,
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the investigator means the score obtained on the “Social Maturity Scale” developed by Nalini
Rao (2002).
Secondary Students
By ‘Secondary Students’, the investigator refers to the students studying standards IX and X
in the high schools and higher secondary schools in Cuddalore District.
Scholastic Achievement
By ‘Scholastic Achievement’, the investigator refers to the total marks obtained by the
students in the examination conducted in the schools.
Objectives
1. To find the level of social maturity of secondary students.
2. To find the significance of difference in the social maturity of secondary students with
regard to background variables - gender, locality, type of school and family type.
3. To find the significance of difference in the scholastic achievement of secondary students
with regard to background variables.
4. To find the significance of relationship between the social maturity of secondary students
and their scholastic achievement.
Method And Procedure
The investigator adopted survey method for collecting the data. The investigator adapted
Social Maturity Scale standardized by Nalini Rao (2002). For measuring the scholastic
achievement, the investigator used total marks of the students obtained in the examinations
conducted in the school. The population of the present study comprises all the secondary
students studying in Government, Government Aided and Private schools in Cuddalore
District. From the population, the investigator has chosen 905 students using simple random
sampling technique. For analyzing the data, the investigator used Mean, SD, ‘t’ Test,
ANOVA and Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation.
Analysis And Findings
Hypothesis – 1
1.
The level of social maturity and scholastic achievement of secondary students is not
high.
Table - 1. Level of Social Maturity and Scholastic Achievement of Secondary
Students
Low
Moderate
High
N
%
N
%
N
%
Social Maturity
156
17.24
610
67.40
139
15.36
Scholastic Achievement
194
21.44
491
54.25
220
24.31
It is inferred from the above table that among the secondary students, 17.24% of them have
low, 67.40% of them have moderate and 15.36% of them have high level of social maturity
in total.
21.44% of secondary students have low, 54.25% of them have moderate and 24.31% of them
have high level of scholastic achievement.
Hypothesis – 2
There is no significant difference between male and female secondary students in their social
maturity.
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Table - 2. Difference in the Social Maturity of Secondary Students with regard to
Gender
Calculated
Gender
N
Mean
SD
Remark
‘t’ Value
Male
403
285.39
8.00
0.15
NS
Female
502
285.31
8.12
df - 903; Table value 1.96, NS - Not Significant; Ho Accepted.
From the above table, it is found that the male and female students do not differ significantly
in their social maturity.
Hypothesis – 3
There is no significant difference between rural and urban secondary students in their social
maturity.
Table - 3. Difference in the Social Maturity of Secondary Students with regard to
Locality
Calculated
Locality
N
Mean
SD
Remark
‘t’ Value
Rural
402
285.77
7.75
1.43
NS
Urban
503
285.01
8.29
df - 903; Table value 1.96, NS - Not Significant; Ho Accepted.
From the above table, it is found that the rural and urban students do not differ significantly
in their social maturity.
Hypothesis – 4
There is no significant difference among secondary students studying in government, aided
and private school in their social maturity.
Table - 4. Difference in the Social Maturity of Secondary Students with regard to
Type of School
Calculated
Type of School
Mean
SSb
SSw
Remark
‘F’ Value
Government
286.12
Aided
285.14
208.20 58560.86
1.60
NS
Private
284.98
df - 2,902; Table value 3.03, NS - Not Significant; Ho Accepted.
From the above table, it is found that the students studying in government, government aided
and private schools do not differ significantly in their social maturity.
Hypothesis – 5
There is no significant difference between secondary students belonging to nuclear and joint
families in their social maturity.
Table - 5. Difference in the Social Maturity of Secondary Students with regard to
Family Type
Calculated
Family Type
N
Mean
SD
Remark
‘t’ Value
Nuclear
674
285.41
8.09
0.43
NS
Joint
231
285.15
7.99
df - 903; Table value 1.96, NS - Not Significant; Ho Accepted.
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From the above table, it is found that the students belonging to nuclear and joint families do
not differ significantly in their social maturity.
Hypothesis – 6
There is no significant difference between male and female secondary students in their
scholastic achievement.
Table - 6. Difference in the Scholastic Achievement of Secondary Students with
regard to Gender
Calculated
Gender
N
Mean
SD
Remark
‘t’ Value
Male
403
79.81
9.47
0.45
NS
Female
502
79.52
9.25
df - 903; Table value 1.96, NS - Not Significant; Ho Accepted.
From the above table, it is found that the male and female students do not differ significantly
in their scholastic achievement.
Hypothesis – 7
There is no significant difference between rural and urban secondary students in their
scholastic achievement.
Table - 7. Difference in the Scholastic Achievement of Secondary Students with
regard to Locality
Calculated
Locality
N
Mean
SD
Remark
‘t’ Value
Rural
402
80.07
9.25
1.21
NS
Urban
503
79.31
9.42
df - 903; Table value 1.96, NS - Not Significant; Ho Accepted.
From the above table, it is found that the rural and urban students do not differ significantly
in their scholastic achievement.
Hypothesis – 8
There is no significant difference among secondary students studying in government, aided
and private school in their scholastic achievement.
Table - 8. Difference in the Scholastic Achievement of Secondary Students with
regard to Type of School
Calculated
Type of School
Mean
SSb
SSw
Remark
‘F’ Value
Government
80.80
Aided
79.18
460.83
78485.14
2.65
NS
Private
79.24
df - 2, 902; Table value 3.03, NS - Not Significant; Ho Accepted.
From the above table, it is found that the students studying in government, government aided
and private schools do not differ significantly in their scholastic achievement.
Hypothesis – 9
There is no significant difference between secondary students belonging to nuclear and joint
families in their scholastic achievement.
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Table - 9. Difference in the Scholastic Achievement of Secondary Students with
regard to Family Type
Calculated
Family Type
N
Mean
SD
Remark
‘t’ Value
Nuclear
674
79.76
9.38
0.63
NS
Joint
231
79.32
9.27
df - 903; Table value 1.96, NS - Not Significant; Ho Accepted.
From the above table, it is found that the students belonging to nuclear and joint families do
not differ significantly in their scholastic achievement.
Hypothesis – 10
There is no significant relationship between social maturity of secondary students and their
scholastic achievement.
Table - 10. Relationship between Social Maturity of Secondary Students and their
Scholastic Achievement
Calculated
Table
Variable
N
Remark
‘r’ Value
Value
Social Maturity vs. Scholastic Achievement
905
0.909
0.067
S
df - 903; NS - Not Significant; Ho Rejected.
From the above table, it is found that the social maturity of secondary students is significantly
correlated with their scholastic achievement.
Conclusion
It is concluded that the secondary students irrespective of their gender, locality, type of
school, family type are found to be same in their social maturity and scholastic achievement.
Moreover, the correlation analysis revealed that significant correlation was established
between social maturity and scholastic achievement. So, the investigator strongly believed
that the present day students are socially matured, which improves their scholastic
achievement. The reason may be the influence of social relationship established among the
people, extensive use of technical equipments, which may improve their scholastic
achievement. Hence, the educational administrators should be kept this fact in their minds
and remedial measures may be taken to improve their social maturity.
References
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Influence Of Learning Style On Academic Achievement Of
Higher Secondary Students With Special Reference
To Their Locality
B. Bakkiyaraj
Dr. A. Vasanthi***
Abstract
This research article focuses the learning style and academic achievement of higher
secondary students with special attention on their locality. The investigator adopted survey
method for collecting the data. Joy M. Reid’s Perceptual Learning Style Questionnaire
(1987) was used to collect data. The total marks obtained by the students in the last
examination were taken to measure the academic achievement of the students. The
population of the present study comprises all the students studying standards XI and XII in
higher secondary schools in Thiruvallur District. From the population, the investigator has
taken 842 higher secondary students by random sampling technique. For analyzing the data,
the investigator used Mean, SD, ‘t’ Test, F test and Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation.
The findings showed that the rural and urban students having different learning styles
differed significantly in their academic achievement. The students with their major learning
style are found better in their academic achievement.
Keywords: Learning Style, Achievement.
Introduction
Learning happens in various stages of schooling of the children. At each and every stage,
the students learn in so many ways. Problems in the academic activities are often due to
differences in learning styles. Children’s academic performance depends on their academic
skills that they develop in the school campus. By the time, the students reach the higher
grade, their ability to reach the academic goal is sufficient for them to learn.
Learning takes place not only inside a person’s brain, but also in their academic activities.
It is also known as an enormously intricate and complex process. Knowledge about learning
can be accumulated by scientific methods and when such knowledge is adequately verified,
it can be expressed as learning principles. The learning process enables the teachers to
recognise that the learning has taken place when they note a behavioural change in the
learner and also when they note the persistence of this change.
Learning Style
Learning styles are points along a scale that helps to discover the different forms of mental
representations; however, they are not good characterizations of what people are or are not
like. One should not divide the population into a set of categories (i.e., visual and auditory
learners). What these various instruments attempt to do is to allocate a person on some point
on a continuum (similar to measuring height or weight). In other words, do not pigeonhole
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people as we are all capable of learning under almost any style, no matter what our
preference is.
According to Keefe (1979), learning styles are characteristic cognitive, affective and
psychological behaviours that serve as relatively stable indicators of how learners perceive,
interact with, and respond to the learning environment (P. 68).
Stewart and Felicetti (1992) define learning styles as those “educational conditions under
which a student is most likely to learn.” Thus, learning styles are not really concerned with
what learners learn, but rather how they prefer to learn.
Learning Style Preferences
Visual Learning Style
One may learn well from seeing words in books, on the chalkboard, and in workbooks. He
remembers and understands the information and instructions better if he reads them. He
doesn’t need as much oral explanation as an auditory learner, and often learn alone, with a
book. One should take notes of lectures and oral directions if he wants to remember the
information.
Auditory Learning Style
One may learn from hearing words spoken and from oral explanations. He may remember
information by reading aloud or moving the lips as he reads, especially when he is learning
new material. He benefits from hearing audiotapes, lectures, and classroom discussion. He
also benefits from making tapes to listen to, by teaching other students, and by conversing
with the teacher.
Kinesthetic Learning Style
One may learn best by experience, by being involved physically in classroom experiences.
He remembers information well when he actively participates in activities, field trips, and
role-playing in the classroom. A combination of stimuli-for example, an audiotape
combined with an activity-will help to understand new material.
Tactile Learning Style
One may learn best when he has the opportunity to do “hands-on” experiences with
materials. That is, working on experiments in a laboratory, handling and building models,
and touching and working with materials provide with the most successful learning situation.
Writing notes or instructions can help to remember information, and physical involvement
in class related activities may help to understand new information.
Group Learning Style
One may learn more easily when he studies with at least one other, and he will be more
successful completing work well when he works with others. One value group interaction
and class work with other students, and he remembers information better when he works
with two or three classmates. The stimulation one receives from group work helps to learn
and understand new information.
Individual Learning Style
One may learn best when he works alone. He may think better when he studies alone, and
he remembers the information to learn by himself. He understands new material best when
he learns it alone, and to make better progress in learning when he works by himself.
Need And Significance Of The Study
The students have different learning styles and preferences in the ways they take in and
process information, functioning effectively in any professional capacity, however, requires,
working well in all learning styles. If teachers teach exclusively in a manner favouring their
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students less preferred learning style modes, the students discomfort may be great enough to
interfere with their learning.
According to educational thinkers, learning was considered the “third eye” of man which
gives him an insight into all affairs and teaches him / her to act, that leads us to the salvation.
Style of learning differs from one to another. Hence, there is no universal style of learning
as such. Each and everyone should be conscious of his own learning style. Then only, he
can learn the lessons easily, quickly and clearly. Using that style, students should possess
theoretical knowledge of different types of learning styles. Then only, they can select
suitable learning style for a particular subject.
Teachers should take care of learning styles of their students. Based on those styles, the
teachers should suggest or advice to modify the learning style of their students or change
their teaching strategies in order to suit the learning styles of their students. Regarding the
learning style, still there are no right or wrong styles. And at the same time, there exists no
connection between learning style and intelligence of students. It is dominant in one student
and for other it may be different.
Changes in learning styles of the higher secondary students require their teachers to take up
necessary steps to improve the learning of a particular subject at higher secondary level.
Hence, there is a need for teachers to become familiar with the learning styles of their
students. It seems very few attempts have been made to identify the learning styles of higher
secondary students and its influence on their achievement with special attention on their
locality. Since the locality of the students plays a significant role in the development of
learning styles. In order to get clear picture about this fact, the investigator would like to
take up this study.
Definitions Of The Terms
Learning Style
Learning style refers to the different ways of learning. It is an individual quality, which
influences a student’s ability to learn particular subject or concept. Operationally, it is the
score obtained by the higher secondary students on the “Perceptual Learning Style
Questionnaire” developed by J.M.Reid (1987) adapted by the investigator.
Academic Achievement
By ‘Academic Achievement’, the investigator means the total marks obtained by the higher
secondary students in their school examination.
Higher Secondary Students
By ‘Higher Secondary Students’, the investigator refers to the students studying standards
XI and XII in the higher secondary schools in Thiruvallur District.
OBJECTIVES
1. To find the preference of learning style of higher secondary students.
2. To find significant difference in the academic achievement of the higher secondary
students having different learning styles.
3. To find significant difference in the academic achievement of the higher secondary
students having different learning styles with regard to locality.
Method And Procedure
The investigator adopted survey method for collecting the data. Joy M. Reid’s Perceptual
Learning Style Questionnaire (1987) was used to collect data. The total marks obtained by
the students in the last examination were taken to measure the achievement of the students.
The population of the present study comprises all the students studying standards XI and XII
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in higher secondary schools in Thiruvallur District. From the population, the investigator
has taken 842 higher secondary students by random sampling technique. For analyzing the
data, the investigator used Mean, SD, ‘t’ Test, F test and Pearson’s Product Moment
Correlation.
Analysis And Findings
Hypothesis - 1
1. The preference of learning style of higher secondary students is not major.
Table - 1. Preference of Learning Style of Higher Secondary Students
Negligible
Minor
Major
Variable
N
%
N
%
N
%
Visual Learning Style
21
2.49
527
62.59
294
34.92
Tactile Learning Style
14
1.66
554
65.80
274
32.54
Auditory Learning Style
17
2.02
551
65.44
274
32.54
Group Learning Style
18
2.14
540
64.13
284
33.73
Kinesthetic Learning Style
14
1.66
522
62.00
306
36.34
Individual Learning Style
18
2.14
530
62.95
294
34.92
It is inferred from the above table that 2.49% of higher secondary students have negligible,
62.59% of them have minor and 34.92% of them have major level of visual learning style.
1.66% of higher secondary students have negligible, 65.80% of them have minor and 32.54%
of them have major level of tactile learning style.
2.02% of higher secondary students have negligible, 65.44% of them have minor and 32.54%
of them have major level of auditory learning style.
2.14% of higher secondary students have negligible, 64.13% of them have minor and 33.73%
of them have major level of group learning style.
1.66% of higher secondary students have negligible, 62.00% of them have minor and 36.34%
of them have major level of kinesthetic learning style.
2.14% of higher secondary students have negligible, 62.95% of them have minor and 34.92%
of them have major level of individual learning style.
Hypothesis – 2
There is no significant difference in their academic achievement of the higher secondary
students having different learning styles.
Table - 2. Difference in the Academic Achievement of the Higher Secondary Students
with different Learning Styles
Learning
Calculated Table
Mean SSb
SSw
Remark
Style
‘F’ Value Value
Negligible
67.52
Visual
Minor
75.59 4831.45 74338.34 27.26
3.00
S
Major
79.57
Negligible
75.79
Tactile
Minor
75.37 3420.66 75749.13 18.94
3.00
S
Major
79.68
Negligible
73.65
Auditory
Minor
75.30 4148.16 75021.63 23.20
3.00
S
Major
79.96
Group
Negligible
69.33 3674.63 75495.16 20.42
3.00
S
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Minor
75.64
Major
79.42
Negligible
68.71
Kinesthetic Minor
75.22 4978.53 74191.26 28.15
3.00
S
Major
79.81
Negligible
69.39
Individual Minor
75.31 4950.67 74219.12 27.98
3.00
S
Major
79.88
df = 2, 839; Table Value - 3.00; S - Significant - Ho Rejected.
It is found from the above table that the students having different learning styles differed
significantly in their academic achievement. The students with different learning styles as
their major learning style are found better in their academic achievement.
Hypothesis – 3
There is no significant difference in their academic achievement of the higher secondary
students having visual learning styles with regard to locality.
Table - 3. Difference in the academic achievement of the Higher Secondary Students
having Visual Learning Styles with regard to Locality
Type
of
Learning
Calculated
Learning
Locality
Mean SSb
SSw
Remark
Style
‘F’ Value
Style
Negligible 70.33
Rural
Minor
76.00 1671.50 29809.02 8.72
S3.03
Major
80.53
Visual
Negligible 66.40
Urban
Minor
75.32 3274.41 44268.76 19.42
S3.01
Major
79.09
Negligible 75.83
Rural
Minor
76.00 1039.35 30441.16 5.31
S3.03
Major
79.82
Tactile
Negligible 75.75
Urban
Minor
75.02 2361.01 45182.16 13.72
S3.01
Major
79.59
Negligible 72.00
Rural
Minor
76.08 1384.80 30095.71 7.16
S3.03
Major
80.35
Auditory
Negligible 74.55
Urban
Minor
74.81 2874.93 44668.24 16.89
S3.01
Major
79.75
Negligible 68.50
Rural
Minor
76.28 1806.79 29673.72 9.47
S3.03
Major
80.09
Group
Negligible 70.38
Urban
Minor
75.27 1942.63 45600.53 11.18
S3.01
Major
79.02
Kinesthetic Rural
Negligible 69.80 2105.93 29374.59 11.15
S3.03
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Minor
75.61
Major
80.66
Negligible 68.11
Urban
Minor
74.99 2912.51 44630.66 17.13
S3.01
Major
79.31
Negligible 67.67
Rural
Minor
76.02 1826.43 29654.09 9.58
S3.03
Major
80.24
Individual
Negligible 70.25
Urban
Minor
74.89 3183.94 44359.22 18.84
S3.01
Major
79.67
df - 2, 311 for rural and 2, 525 for urban; S - Significant-Ho Rejected
It is found from the above table that the students irrespective of their locality having different
learning styles differed significantly in their academic achievement. The rural and urban
students with different learning styles as their major learning style are found better in their
academic achievement.
Conclusion
It is concluded that the rural and urban students having different learning styles differed
significantly in their academic achievement. The students with their major learning style are
found better in their academic achievement. With regard to their locality, the students having
different learning styles differed significantly in their academic achievement. The rural and
urban students with their major learning style are found better in their academic
achievement. Hence, the major learning style plays an important role in influencing their
academic achievement.
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Emotional Maturity Of Higher Secondary Students In Terms
Of Their Locus Of Control
A.H. Mohan Doss
Dr. A. Vasanthi†††
Abstract
This research article focuses the emotional maturity of higher secondary students who are
categorized in terms of their locus of control. The investigator adopted survey method for
collecting the data. The investigator adapted a scale validated by Yashvir Singh and Mahesh
Bhargava (1990) to measure emotional maturity of higher secondary students. For
measuring the locus of control, the investigator adopted Locus of Control Scale standardized
by Stephen Nowicki and B. Strickland (1973). All the higher secondary students studying
standards XI and XII in the higher secondary schools in Thiruvallur District formed the
population of the study. From the population, the investigator has chosen 785 students using
simple random sampling technique. For analyzing the data, the investigator used Mean, SD,
‘t’ Test and Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation. The findings showed that the higher
secondary students irrespective of their gender, family type, birth order (first born and last
born) with internal locus of control are found better in their emotional maturity.
Keywords: Emotional Maturity, Locus of Control.
Introduction
Education is considered to be a process which contributes to the natural and harmonious
development of man’s innate powers, brings about the complete development of his
individuality, results into desirable behaviour changes and ultimately prepares him for
citizenship.
Education is a life long process and it continues from the cradle to the grave. Whatever
broadens the people’s horizons, deepens their insights, refines the reactions, stimulates their
thoughts and feelings is education. Life is the great school. Every human situation is an
educational situation. Hence, living is learning.
Emotional Maturity
Opportunities at each stage of development for full expression of emotion are needed.
However, this does not mean that one should not try to control them. In fact, one is able to
live in a society happily because most of them have learnt to control our emotion and to
show the same at appropriate occasions. One of the aims of education is to promote due
control over emotions. One may say that one of the causes of indiscipline found in youth is
the lack of proper education of their emotions.
To achieve emotional maturity, the adolescent must learn to get a perspective on situations
which otherwise would lead to emotional reactions. He can do this best by discussing his
problems with others. His willingness to disclose his attitudes, feelings and personal
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problems is influenced partly by how secure he feels in his social relationships partly by how
much he likes the target person and how much the target person is willing to disclose to him.
Dominant emotions are revealed in facial expressions as well as in overt behaviour. Even
when, the face is in repose, it tells whether the person is cheerful, shy or troubled often the
facial expression tells the story of the person’s feeling about himself and his environment
more eloquently than his actions. It affects the judgements, which others make on him and
their reactions to him. How they treat him influences his concept of self and intensifies the
predominant emotional pattern that has been fostered by his other life experiences. Hence,
the emotional maturity is considered as an inevitable personality trait.
Locus Of Control
Locus of control refers to an individual’s generalized expectations concerning where control
over subsequent events resides. In other words, who or what is responsible for what happens.
It is analogous to attributions. According to Weiner, the “attribution theory assumes that
people try to determine why people do, what they do, i.e., attribute causes to behaviour”.
There is a three-step process, which underlies an attribution. Step one: the person must
perceive or possibly observe the behaviour. Step two is to try and figure out if the behavior
was intentional, and step three is to determine if the person was forced to perform that
behaviour.
In the words of Lynch et al., (2002), “When researching enabling I was surprised to come
across a study that seemed to indicate that enabling parents tend to have children with an
external locus of control, and that having an external versus internal locus of control was a
statistically valid predictor of academic success”(P. 86). Individuals whose scores reflect
more “Internal” control feel that they are the makers and the masters of their destiny. Those
whose scores reflect more of an “External” focus feel that most things happen by chance,
luck, other peoples’ control, etc. There have been a lot of researches reported in different
settings and with different populations.
Need And Significance Of The Study
The chief task of education is above all to shape man or to guide the evolving dynamism
through which man forms himself as a man. From the birth onwards, a child intends to move
from dependence to independence. While starting to move towards the independence, the
child becomes reluctant to agree with anything parents suggest. The usual response for
everything is ‘no’. This ‘negative crisis’ grows out of the infant’s awareness of a mental
distinction between self and others.
The developing sense of control, competence and independence will be important
throughout one’s life. It appears to underlie what will later become their ‘Locus of Control’.
It is the degree to which the people may believe that they or others control their fate. People
with an internal locus of control generally believe that they are responsible for what they do
and that they can affect what happens to them. People with an external locus of control
generally believe that what they make little difference and that other forces such as luck, fate
or powerful other people determine what happens to them.
In order to control those believes, the individual needs a good level of emotional maturity.
Especially for the students at the higher secondary level, those who are emotionally matured
may make their believes whether it is internal or external as the tool for their academic
success. Hence, the investigator being a higher secondary teacher would like to study the
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emotional maturity of higher secondary students who are categorized by their type of locus
of control they have.
Definitions Of The Terms
Emotional Maturity
Emotional maturity is the ability to assess a relationship or situation and to act according to
what is best for oneself and for the other person in the relationship. It covers areas such as
emotional unstability, emotional regression, social maladjustment, personality disintegration
and lack of independence. Operationally, it is the score obtained by the higher secondary
students on the “Emotional Maturity” developed by Yashvir Singh (1990) adapted by the
investigator.
Higher Secondary Students
By ‘Higher Secondary Students’, the investigator means the students studying standards XI
and XII in the higher secondary schools in Thiruvallur District.
Locus of Control
Locus of control refers to the extent to which individuals believe that they can control events
that affect them. Here, the investigator refers to the score obtained by the higher secondary
students on Locus of Control Scale standardized by Stephen Nowicki and B. Strickland
(1973).
OBJECTIVES
1.To find the emotional maturity of higher secondary students having internal and external
locus of control.
2. To find the significance of difference in the emotional maturity of higher secondary
students having internal locus of control with regard to background variables - gender,
family type and birth order.
3. To find the significance of difference in the emotional maturity of higher secondary
students having external locus of control with regard to background variables.
Method And Procedure
The investigator adopted survey method for the present study. The investigator adapted a
scale developed by Yashvir Singh and Mahesh Bhargava (1990) to measure emotional
maturity of higher secondary students. For measuring the locus of control, the investigator
adopted Locus of Control Scale standardized by Stephen Nowicki and B. Strickland (1973).
All the higher secondary students studying standards XI and XII in the higher secondary
schools in Thiruvallur District formed the population of the study. From the population, the
investigator has chosen 785 students using simple random sampling technique. For
analyzing the data, the investigator used Mean, SD and ‘t’ Test.
Analysis And Findings
Hypothesis - 1
1.
The level of emotional maturity of higher secondary students with internal and
external locus of control is not high.
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Table - 1. Level of Emotional Maturity of Higher Secondary Students with
Internal and External Locus of Control
Low
Moderate
High
Emotional Maturity
Locus of Control
N
%
N
%
N
%
Internal
62 20.06 146 47.25 101 32.69
Emotional Unstability
External
121 25.42 281 59.03 74 15.55
Internal
64 20.71 187 60.52 58 18.77
Emotional Regression
External
102 21.43 305 64.08 69 14.50
Internal
52 16.83 178 57.61 79 25.57
Social Maladjustment
External
93 19.54 292 61.34 91 19.12
Internal
63 20.39 167 54.05 79 25.57
Personality Disintegration
External
96 20.17 317 66.60 63 13.24
Internal
40 12.94 168 54.37 101 32.69
Lack of Independence
External
71 14.92 286 60.08 119 25.00
Internal
36 11.65 176 56.96 97 31.39
Total
External
86 18.07 364 76.47 26 5.46
It is inferred from the above table that 56.96% of higher secondary students with internal
locus of control have moderate emotional maturity. With regard to the dimension, they are
found to be moderate in emotional unstability (47.25%), emotional regression (60.52%),
social maladjustment (57.61%), personality disintegration (54.05%) and lack of
independence (54.37%).
76.47% of higher secondary students with external locus of control have moderate emotional
maturity. With regard to the dimension, they are found to be moderate in emotional
unstability (59.03%), emotional regression (64.08%), social maladjustment (61.34%),
personality disintegration (66.60%) and lack of independence (60.08%).
Null Hypothesis – 2
There is no significant difference between male higher secondary students with internal and
external locus of control in their emotional maturity.
Table - 2. Difference between Male Higher Secondary Students with Internal and
External Locus of Control in their Emotional Maturity
Locus
of
Calculated
Emotional Maturity
N
Mean SD
Remark
Control
‘t’ Value
Internal
139 36.65 3.93
Emotional Unstability
2.99
S
External
197 35.41 3.44
Internal
139 39.71 2.83
Emotional Regression
1.87
NS
External
197 39.11 2.90
Internal
139 39.34 2.73
Social Maladjustment
2.99
S
External
197 38.41 2.93
Internal
139 37.53 3.03
Personality
1.58
NS
Disintegration
External
197 37.03 2.68
Internal
139 31.17 2.07
Lack of Independence
1.53
NS
External
197 30.82 1.98
Internal
139 184.39 7.66
Total
4.95
S
External
197 180.78 4.67
(Table Value for 334 df at 5% level = 1.96) S-Significant; NS-Not Significant
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From the above table, it is found that significant difference is found between the male higher
secondary students with internal and external locus of control in their emotional intelligence
in total and its dimensions – emotional unstability and social maladjustment. The male
students with internal locus of control are found better in their emotional intelligence in total
and its dimensions – emotional unstability and social maladjustment. But, they do not differ
significantly in their emotional regression, personality disintegration and lack of
independence.
Null Hypothesis – 3
There is no significant difference between female higher secondary students with internal
and external locus of control in their emotional maturity.
Table - 3. Difference between Female Higher Secondary Students with Internal and
External Locus of Control in their Emotional Maturity
Locus
of
Calculated
Emotional Maturity
N
Mean SD
Remark
Control
‘t’ Value
Internal
170 36.91 3.90
Emotional Unstability
4.33
S
External
279 35.33 3.51
Internal
170 39.48 2.84
Emotional Regression
1.19
NS
External
279 39.16 2.68
Internal
170 38.59 2.96
Social Maladjustment
1.24
NS
External
279 38.24 2.79
Internal
170 37.90 2.90
Personality
2.86
S
Disintegration
External
279 37.11 2.75
Internal
170 31.24 1.98
Lack of Independence
1.87
NS
External
279 30.87 1.99
Internal
170 184.12 7.41
Total
5.35
S
External
279 180.72 4.80
(Table Value for 447 df at 5% level = 1.96) S-Significant; NS-Not Significant
From the above table, it is found that significant difference is found between the female
higher secondary students with internal and external locus of control in their emotional
maturity in total and its dimensions – emotional unstability and personality disintegration.
The female students with internal locus of control are found better in their emotional maturity
in total and its dimensions – emotional unstability and personality disintegration. But, they
do not differ significantly in their emotional regression, social maladjustment and lack of
independence.
Null Hypothesis – 4
There is no significant difference between higher secondary students from nuclear families
with internal and external locus of control in their emotional maturity.
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Table - 4. Difference between Higher Secondary Students from Nuclear Families with
Internal and External Locus of Control in their Emotional Maturity
Locus
of
Calculated
Emotional Maturity
N
Mean SD
Remark
Control
‘t’ Value
Internal
222 36.83 3.97
Emotional Unstability
4.72
S
External
345 35.30 3.46
Internal
222 39.50 2.82
Emotional Regression
1.72
NS
External
345 39.09 2.81
Internal
222 38.96 2.86
Social Maladjustment
2.78
S
External
345 38.28 2.86
Internal
222 37.86 2.98
Personality
2.75
S
Disintegration
External
345 37.17 2.75
Internal
222 31.20 2.12
Lack of Independence
2.38
S
External
345 30.77 1.99
Internal
222 184.35 7.74
Total
6.48
S
External
345 180.61 4.70
(Table Value for 565 df at 5% level = 1.96) S-Significant; NS-Not Significant
From the above table, it is found that significant difference is found between the higher
secondary students belonging to nuclear families with internal and external locus of control
in their emotional maturity in total and its dimensions – emotional unstability, social
maladjustment, personality disintegration and lack of independence. The students belonging
to nuclear families with internal locus of control are found better in their emotional maturity
in total and its dimensions – emotional unstability, social maladjustment, personality
disintegration and lack of independence. But, they do not differ significantly in their
emotional regression.
Null Hypothesis – 5
There is no significant difference between higher secondary students from joint families with
internal and external locus of control in their emotional maturity.
Table - 5. Difference between Higher Secondary Students from Joint Families with
Internal and External Locus of Control in their Emotional Maturity
Locus
of
Calculated
Emotional Maturity
N
Mean SD
Remark
Control
‘t’ Value
Internal
87 36.69 3.76
Emotional Unstability
2.27
S
External
131 35.53 3.53
Internal
87 39.78 2.87
Emotional Regression
1.29
NS
External
131 39.28 2.67
Internal
87 38.85 2.95
Social Maladjustment
1.11
NS
External
131 38.40 2.82
Internal
87 37.43 2.91
Personality
1.57
NS
Disintegration
External
131 36.82 2.64
Internal
87 31.22 1.74
Lack of Independence
0.62
NS
External
131 31.06 1.95
Internal
87 183.97 6.94
Total
3.35
S
External
131 181.10 4.86
(Table Value for 216 df at 5% level = 1.96) S - Significant; NS - Not Significant
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From the above table, it is found that significant difference is found between the higher
secondary students belonging to joint families with internal and external locus of control in
their emotional maturity in total and its dimension – emotional unstability. The students
belonging to joint families with internal locus of control are found better in their emotional
maturity in total and its dimension – emotional unstability. But, they do not differ
significantly in their emotional regression, social maladjustment, personality disintegration
and lack of independence.
Null Hypothesis – 6
There is no significant difference between first born higher secondary students with internal
and external locus of control in their emotional maturity.
Table - 6. Difference between First Born Higher Secondary Students with Internal
and External Locus of Control in their Emotional Maturity
Locus
of
Calculated
Emotional Maturity
N
Mean SD
Remark
Control
‘t’ Value
Internal
130 36.74 3.86
Emotional Unstability
2.74
S
External
184 35.55 3.64
Internal
130 39.54 2.85
Emotional Regression
1.51
NS
External
184 39.05 2.72
Internal
130 39.16 2.85
Social Maladjustment
3.44
S
External
184 38.04 2.84
Internal
130 37.87 2.77
Personality
1.71
NS
Disintegration
External
184 37.33 2.69
Internal
130 31.49 1.99
Lack of Independence
2.42
S
External
184 30.95 1.96
Internal
130 184.80 7.03
Total
5.44
S
External
184 180.92 4.86
(Table Value for 312 df at 5% level = 1.96) S - Significant; NS - Not Significant
From the above table, it is found that significant difference is found between the first-born
students with internal and external locus of control in their emotional maturity in total and
its dimensions – emotional unstability, social maladjustment and lack of independence. The
first-born students with internal locus of control are found better in their emotional maturity
in total and its dimensions – emotional unstability, social maladjustment and lack of
independence. But, they do not differ significantly in their emotional regression and
personality disintegration.
Null Hypothesis – 7
There is no significant difference between middle born higher secondary students with
internal and external locus of control in their emotional maturity.
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Table - 7. Difference between Middle Born Higher Secondary Students with Internal
and External Locus of Control in their Emotional Maturity
Locus
of
Calculated
Emotional Maturity
N
Mean SD
Remark
Control
‘t’ Value
Internal
69 36.80 3.98
Emotional Unstability
2.52
S
External
100 35.33 3.30
Internal
69 39.06 2.94
Emotional Regression
0.16
NS
External
100 39.13 2.90
Internal
69 38.36 3.00
Social Maladjustment
0.68
NS
External
100 38.05 2.82
Internal
69 37.39 2.95
Personality
0.42
NS
Disintegration
External
100 37.20 2.78
Internal
69 31.00 1.88
Lack of Independence
0.61
NS
External
100 30.81 2.15
Internal
69 182.61 8.41
Total
1.89
NS
External
100 180.52 4.49
(Table Value for 167 df at 5% level = 1.96) S-Significant; NS-Not Significant.
From the above table, it is found that significant difference is found between the middleborn students with internal and external locus of control in their emotional unstability. The
middle-born students with internal locus of control are found better in their emotional
unstability. But, they do not differ significantly in their emotional maturity in total and its
dimensions – emotional regression, social maladjustment, personality disintegration and
lack of independence.
Null Hypothesis – 8
There is no significant difference between last born higher secondary students with internal
and external locus of control in their emotional maturity.
Table - 8. Difference between Last Born Higher Secondary Students with Internal
and External Locus of Control in their Emotional Maturity
Locus
of
Calculated
Emotional Maturity
N
Mean SD
Remark
Control
‘t’ Value
Internal
110 36.85 3.95
Emotional Unstability
3.68
S
External
192 35.20 3.42
Internal
110 39.96 2.71
Emotional Regression
2.25
S
External
192 39.23 2.76
Internal
110 39.01 2.82
Social Maladjustment
0.89
NS
External
192 38.71 2.83
Internal
110 37.79 3.19
Personality
2.85
S
Disintegration
External
192 36.76 2.70
Internal
110 30.99 2.10
Lack of Independence
0.84
NS
External
192 30.79 1.92
Internal
110 184.61 7.39
Total
5.01
S
External
192 180.68 4.77
(Table Value for 300 df at 5% level = 1.96) S - Significant; NS-Not Significant.
From the above table, it is found that significant difference is found between the last-born
students with internal and external locus of control in their emotional maturity in total and
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its dimensions – emotional unstability, emotional regression and personality disintegration.
The last-born students with internal locus of control are found better in their emotional
maturity in total and its dimensions – emotional unstability, emotional regression and
personality disintegration. But, they do not differ significantly in their social maladjustment
and lack of independence.
Conclusion
It is concluded that the higher secondary students irrespective of their gender, family type,
birth order (first born and last born) with internal locus of control are found better in their
emotional maturity. Hence, the present study confirmed the truth that the emotional maturity
and locus of control are foreseeable factors to promote their academic success as well as
career development of the higher secondary students.
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Leadership Potential Of School Heads
S. Murali
Dr. A. Vasanthi‡‡‡
Abstract
This research article focuses the leadership potential of school heads. The investigator
adopted survey method for the present study. The investigator adapted “Leadership Potential
Rating Scale” developed by Annie (2006) for data collection. All the school heads working
in primary, secondary and higher secondary schools in Thiruvallur District formed the
population of the present study. From the population, the investigator has chosen 150 school
heads using simple random sampling technique. For analyzing the data, the investigator
used Mean, SD, ‘t’ Test and F test. The findings showed that majority of the school heads
are found moderate in their leadership potential in total and in all the dimensions. The male
school heads are found better in their leadership potential. The school heads who are
belonging to the age group - above 50 are found better in their harmonizer role of leadership
potential. The PG qualified school heads are found better in the compromiser role of
leadership potential
Keywords: Leadership Potential, School Head.
Introduction
Leadership is a social event that exists everywhere throughout the world. The leaders of
modern day, all over the world, have taken their places in guiding the thoughts and efforts
of people. The leader guides the actions of others or groups in accomplishing the tasks. The
school heads are in a key position in the smooth functioning of the teaching-learning process.
They are the message receivers and senders for the concerned persons or authorities to
deliver good level educational standards with their abilities and skills by crossing a broad
curriculum, with the available resources. They shoulder several responsibilities to adapt
positively to external pressures and catalyze action.
Leaership Potential
Leadership is a quality that will work to enhance equity, social justice, and the quality of
life; to expand access and opportunity, to encourage respect for difference and diversity; to
strengthen democracy, civic life, and civic responsibility; and to promote cultural
enrichment, creative expression, intellectual honesty, the advancement of knowledge, and
personal freedom coupled with social responsibility.
Bass (1990) suggested that leaders manage and managers lead, but the two activities are not
synonymous (P. 383). From this perspective, leaders innovate, develop, inspire, take a longterm view, challenge the status quo, and do the right things. Managers, on the other hand,
administer, maintain, control, take a short-time view, accept the status quo, and do things
right.
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The leader should not dominate but guide. He stimulates what is best in people; he unifies
and concentrates what one feels only grouping and scattering. He is a leader who gives form
to the inchoate energy in every man. The person who influences oneself most are not he
who does great deeds but he who makes oneself feel that can do great deeds.
Need And Significance Of The Study
Leadership skills are needed in all areas of life of any individual. In addition, the
development of leadership skills can enrich the experience, give a greater sense of control,
and prepare them to live and work for better tomorrow. To be effective leaders, the school
heads must bring the core principles of quality leadership to their decision-making and
interaction with others. When they exercise leadership, they become more deeply involved
in and committed to shape the educational experience for themselves and for others, and are
more likely to exercise leadership in their lives beyond the working spot.
The investigator being a teacher working in a higher secondary school is much involved in
the school activities such as reforming the curriculum, teaching the younger generation and
making interaction with the parents and society, communication with the higher officials etc.
So, he had a lot of formal and informal chats with the school heads and other officials. Based
on that, he is of the opinion that the leadership potential of school heads should be analyzed
in detail. Hence, the investigator has planned this study.
Definitions Of The Terms
Leadership Potential
According to Vecchio (1995), “leadership potential is a process through which a person tries
to get organisational members to do something that the person desires” (P. 332).
Operationally, it is the score obtained on the “Leadership Potential Rating Scale” developed
by Annie (2006).
School Heads
By ‘School Heads’, the investigator means the heads working in the different types of
schools in Thiruvallur District.
OBJECTIVES
1.To find the level of leadership potential of school heads.
2.To find the significance of difference in the leadership potential of school heads with
regard to background variables - gender, age, length of service and qualification.
Method And Procedure
The investigator adopted survey method for the present study. The investigator adapted
“Leadership Potential Rating Scale” developed by Annie (2006) for data collection. All the
school heads working in primary, secondary and higher secondary schools in Thiruvallur
District formed the population of the present study. From the population, the investigator
has chosen 150 school heads using simple random sampling technique. For analyzing the
data, the investigator used Mean, SD, ‘t’ Test and F test.
Analysis And Findings
Hypothesis - 1
1. The level of leadership potential of school heads is not high.
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Table - 1. Level of Leadership Potential of School Heads
Low
Moderate
High
Leadership Potential
N
%
N
%
N
%
Harmoniser
32 21.33 87 58.00 31 20.67
Compromiser
16 10.67 113 75.33 21 14.00
Standard Setter
20 13.33 107 71.33 23 15.33
Encourager
36 24.00 86 57.33 28 18.67
Recorder
15 10.00 120 80.00 15 10.00
Procedural Technician
19 12.67 98 65.33 33 22.00
Gate Keeper and Expeditor
27 18.00 100 66.67 23 15.33
Information Giver/Seeker
27 18.00 89 59.33 34 22.67
Dominator
22 14.67 94 62.67 34 22.67
Coordinator
19 12.67 111 74.00 20 13.33
Opinion Giver/Seeker
27 18.00 102 68.00 21 14.00
Orienter, Special Interest Pleader
16 10.67 112 74.67 22 14.67
Group Observer / Evaluator / Commentator
17 11.33 105 70.00 28 18.67
Follower
25 16.67 94 62.67 31 20.67
Help Seeker/Elaborator
15 10.00 116 77.33 19 12.67
Initiator / Contributor
21 14.00 101 67.33 28 18.67
It is observed from the above table that the majority of school heads have moderate level of
Harmoniser (58%), Compromiser (75.33%), Standard Setter (71.33%), Encourager
(57.33%), Recorder (80%), Procedural Technician (65.33%), Gate Keeper and Expeditor
(66.67%), Information Giver/Seeker (59.33%), Dominator (62.67%), Coordinator (74%),
Opinion Giver / Seeker (68%), Orienter, Special Interest Pleader (74.67%), Group Observer
/ Evaluator / Commentator (70%), Follower (62.67%), Help Seeker / Elaborator (77.33%)
and Initiator / Contributor (67.33%).
Hypothesis – 2
There is no significant difference between the male and female school heads in their
leadership potential.
Table - 2. Difference in the Leadership Potential of School Heads with regard to
Gender
Calculated
Leadership Potential
Gender N Mean SD
Remark
‘t’ Value
Male
71 9.89 1.62
Harmoniser
5.96
S
Female 79 8.32 1.61
Male
71 9.27 2.05
Compromiser
4.75
S
Female 79 7.91 1.33
Male
71 8.94 2.01
Standard Setter
3.38
S
Female 79 7.94 1.59
Male
71 9.66 1.81
Encourager
4.94
S
Female 79 8.27 1.63
Male
71 8.79 1.66
Recorder
1.97
S
Female 79 8.25 1.67
Male
71 9.61 2.05
Procedural Technician
4.48
S
Female 79 8.18 1.82
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Leadership Potential

Gender

N

Mean

SD

Calculated
Remark
‘t’ Value

Male
71 9.25 1.87
6.25
S
Female 79 7.39 1.76
Male
71 8.69 1.93
Information Giver/Seeker
3.38
S
Female 79 7.71 1.59
Male
71 9.68 1.94
Dominator
6.04
S
Female 79 7.87 1.69
Male
71 10.03 1.99
Coordinator
7.01
S
Female 79 7.89 1.72
Male
71 9.38 1.55
Opinion Giver/Seeker
7.21
S
Female 79 7.38 1.84
Male
71 9.44 1.81
Orienter, Special Interest Pleader
6.21
S
Female 79 7.77 1.42
Male
71 10.03 1.84
Group Observer / Evaluator /
7.53
S
Commentator
Female 79 7.90 1.59
Male
71 9.87 2.10
Follower
7.30
S
Female 79 7.65 1.57
Male
71 8.83 1.78
Help Seeker/Elaborator
2.19
S
Female 79 8.23 1.58
Male
71 8.80 1.83
Initiator / Contributor
7.03
S
Female 79 6.82 1.60
(Table Value for 148 df at 5% level = 1.96); S-Significant; NS-Not Significant.
It is found from the above table that the male and female school heads differed significantly
in their leadership potential in total and in all the dimensions. The male school heads are
found better in their leadership potential.
Hypothesis – 3
There is no significant difference among the school heads aged upto 40 years, 41 to 50 years
and above 50 years in their leadership potential.
Table - 3. Difference in the Leadership Potential of School Heads with regard to Age
Calculated
Leadership Potential
Age
Mean SSb
SSw
Remark
‘F’ Value
Upto 40
8.00
Harmoniser
41 to 50
9.16 23.23 453.23
3.77
S
Above 50
9.24
Upto 40
8.33
Compromiser
41 to 50
8.88 10.05 491.02
1.50
NS
Above 50
8.35
Gate Keeper and Expeditor
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Leadership Potential

Age

Mean

SSb

SSw

Upto 40
7.78
Standard Setter
41 to 50
8.43
8.75 509.62
Above 50
8.55
Upto 40
9.06
Encourager
41 to 50
8.67
6.14 504.06
Above 50
9.09
Upto 40
8.17
Recorder
41 to 50
8.34
6.85 412.64
Above 50
8.72
Upto 40
8.06
Procedural Technician
41 to 50
8.78 16.61 614.17
Above 50
9.11
Upto 40
8.28
Gate Keeper and
41 to 50
8.22
0.24 617.55
Expeditor
Above 50
8.31
Upto 40
7.94
Information Giver /
41 to 50
8.16
1.32 492.17
Seeker
Above 50
8.24
Upto 40
7.89
Dominator
41 to 50
8.67 17.29 590.50
Above 50
8.97
Upto 40
8.06
Coordinator
41 to 50
8.84 17.59 661.91
Above 50
9.15
Upto 40
7.83
Opinion Giver / Seeker
41 to 50
8.17 10.06 572.94
Above 50
8.57
Upto 40
8.17
Orienter, Special Interest
41 to 50
8.83
7.90 483.06
Pleader
Above 50
8.45
Upto 40
8.39
Group Observer /
Evaluator /
41 to 50
9.12
7.61 597.08
Commentator
Above 50
8.86
Upto 40
7.83
Follower
41 to 50
8.88 15.75 669.75
Above 50
8.77
Upto 40
8.39
Help Seeker / Elaborator 41 to 50
8.74
4.93 424.55
Above 50
8.36
Upto 40
7.67
Initiator / Contributor
41 to 50
7.84
0.72 578.64
Above 50
7.72
(Table Value for 2, 147 df at 5% level = 3.06) NS-Not Significant.
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Calculated
‘F’ Value

Remark

1.26

NS

0.89

NS

1.22

NS

1.99

NS

0.03

NS

0.20

NS

2.15

NS

1.95

NS

1.29

NS

1.20

NS

0.94

NS

1.73

NS

0.85

NS

0.09

NS
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It is found from the above table that the school heads irrespective of their age differed
significantly in their harmonizer role of leadership potential. The school heads who are
belonging to the age group - above 50 are found better in their harmonizer role of leadership
potential. But they do not differ significantly in their leadership potential in total and in the
dimensions - Compromiser, Standard Setter, Encourager, Recorder, Procedural Technician,
Gate Keeper and Expeditor, Information Giver / Seeker, Dominator, Coordinator, Opinion
Giver / Seeker, Orienter, Special Interest Pleader, Group Observer / Evaluator /
Commentator, Follower, Help Seeker / Elaborator and Initiator / Contributor.
Hypothesis – 4
There is no significant difference among the school heads those having experience of upto
10 years, 11 to 20 years and above 20 years in their leadership potential.
Table - 4. Difference in the Leadership Potential of School Heads with regard to
Experience
Calculated
Leadership Potential
Experience Mean SSb
SSw
Remark
‘F’ Value
Upto 15
8.15
Harmoniser
16 to 20
9.14 11.69 464.77
1.85
NS
Above 20
9.15
Upto 15
8.62
Compromiser
16 to 20
8.76 4.54 496.53
0.67
NS
Above 20
8.39
Upto 15
7.69
Standard Setter
16 to 20
8.34 9.29 509.09
1.34
NS
Above 20
8.58
Upto 15
9.38
Encourager
16 to 20
8.72 5.53 504.66
0.81
NS
Above 20
9.00
Upto 15
8.31
Recorder
16 to 20
8.40 2.24 417.26
0.39
NS
Above 20
8.62
Upto 15
8.08
Procedural Technician
16 to 20
8.74 12.05 618.73
1.43
NS
Above 20
9.06
Upto 15
8.54
Gate Keeper and Expeditor 16 to 20
8.17 1.58 616.22
0.19
NS
Above 20
8.30
Upto 15
8.08
Information Giver / Seeker 16 to 20
8.09 1.06 492.43
0.16
NS
Above 20
8.25
Upto 15
7.54
Dominator
16 to 20
8.83 20.11 587.68
2.52
NS
Above 20
8.85
Upto 15
8.00
Coordinator
16 to 20
9.26 19.04 660.46
2.12
NS
Above 20
8.78
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Leadership Potential

Experience Mean

SSb

SSw

Leadership Potential

Experience Mean

SSb

SSw

Calculated
Remark
‘F’ Value
Calculated
Remark
‘F’ Value

Upto 15
7.62
Opinion Giver / Seeker
16 to 20
8.33 7.65 575.35
0.98
NS
Above 20
8.44
Upto 15
8.31
Orienter, Special Interest
16 to 20
8.78 4.61 486.35
0.70
NS
Pleader
Above 20
8.44
Upto 15
8.69
Group Observer /
16 to 20
9.22 9.53 595.16
1.18
NS
Evaluator / Commentator
Above 20
8.71
Upto 15
8.00
Follower
16 to 20
8.98 11.68 673.82
1.27
NS
Above 20
8.61
Upto 15
8.38
Help Seeker / Elaborator
16 to 20
8.81 8.39 421.08
1.47
NS
Above 20
8.32
Upto 15
7.62
Initiator / Contributor
16 to 20
7.95 3.36 576.00
0.43
NS
Above 20
7.65
(Table Value for 2, 147 df at 5% level = 3.06) NS-Not Significant.
It is found from the above table that the school heads irrespective of their experience do not
differ significantly in their leadership potential in total and in all the dimensions.
Hypothesis – 5
There is no significant difference between the UG and PG qualified school heads in their
leadership potential.
Table - 5. Difference in the Leadership Potential of School Heads with regard to
Qualification
Calculated
Leadership Potential
Qualification N Mean SD
Remark
‘t’ Value
UG
73 9.23 1.94
Harmoniser
1.15
NS
PG
77 8.90 1.63
UG
73 8.23 2.04
Compromiser
2.09
S
PG
77 8.86 1.56
UG
73 8.32 1.56
Standard Setter
0.63
NS
PG
77 8.51 2.12
UG
73 8.88 1.91
Encourager
0.32
NS
PG
77 8.97 1.81
UG
73 8.45 1.70
Recorder
0.39
NS
PG
77 8.56 1.67
UG
73 8.93 2.21
Procedural Technician
0.45
NS
PG
77 8.78 1.92
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Leadership Potential

Qualification

N

Mean

SD

Calculated
Remark
‘t’ Value

UG
73 8.30 1.98
0.16
NS
PG
77 8.25 2.10
UG
73 8.16 1.79
Information Giver / Seeker
0.06
NS
PG
77 8.18 1.86
UG
73 8.58 2.07
Dominator
0.89
NS
PG
77 8.87 1.97
UG
73 8.85 2.18
Coordinator
0.28
NS
PG
77 8.95 2.11
UG
73 8.37 1.86
Opinion Giver / Seeker
0.26
NS
PG
77 8.29 2.10
UG
73 8.53 1.93
Orienter, Special Interest
0.17
NS
Pleader
PG
77 8.58 1.71
UG
73 8.68 2.10
Group Observer / Evaluator /
1.31
NS
Commentator
PG
77 9.12 1.92
UG
73 8.67 2.19
Follower
0.16
NS
PG
77 8.73 2.12
UG
73 8.60 1.61
Help Seeker / Elaborator
0.63
NS
PG
77 8.43 1.79
UG
73 7.53 1.92
Initiator / Contributor
1.37
NS
PG
77 7.97 2.01
(Table Value for 148 df at 5% level = 1.96) NS-Not Significant.
It is found from the above table that the UG and PG qualified school heads differed
significantly in their compromiser role of leadership potential. The PG qualified school
heads are found better in the compromiser role of leadership potential. But they do not differ
significantly in their leadership potential in total and in the dimensions - Harmonizer,
Standard Setter, Encourager, Recorder, Procedural Technician, Gate Keeper and Expeditor,
Information Giver / Seeker, Dominator, Coordinator, Opinion Giver / Seeker, Orienter,
Special Interest Pleader, Group Observer / Evaluator / Commentator, Follower, Help Seeker
/ Elaborator and Initiator / Contributor..
Conclusion
It is concluded that majority of the school heads are found moderate in their leadership
potential in total and in all the dimensions. The male school heads are found better in their
leadership potential. The school heads who are belonging to the age group - above 50 are
found better in their harmonizer role of leadership potential. The PG qualified school heads
are found better in the compromiser role of leadership potential. These findings implies the
fact that the male school heads belonging to the age group above 50 with PG qualification
are found matured enough with a lot of administrative experiences capable of handling
different critical situations. So, they are found superior in their leadership potential. Hence,
the investigator strongly opined that the leadership potential of school heads working in
different categories of schools, female school heads with different years of experience should
be improved by conducting periodical leadership training programmes to lead the school
with better administration skills.
Gate Keeper and Expeditor
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Religious and pilgrimage tourism in bundelkhand region: A
case study of Chitrakoot
Richa Rai
Abstract
Religious tourism is one of the earliest forms of tourism. The idea of the religious pilgrimage
begins almost with the dawn of humanity .Pilgrimage tourism is that form that is exclusively
or strongly motivated for religious reasons. Chitrakoot is the part of Bundelkhand region of
U.P. is indeed the archaeological treasure-house of bundeli civilization. The rich spritual
heritage of this district is also evidenced of the cultural remains.Chitrakoot has been
astonishingly impressive in pilgrimage tourism. It is blessed with plenty of well-known
religious destinations. This paper will explore the phenomenon of pilgrimage tourism in the
perspective of Bundelkhand. The aim of this study was to determine, what pilgrimage
tourism is, and the opportunities, issues, and challenges in pilgrimage tourism in Chitrakoot.
The infrastructural issues in pilgrimage sites of the region are dealt with in this paper.
Keywords: Pilgrimage Tourism; Problems of Tourist; Infrastructures; Religious site.
Keywords: Pilgrimage Tourism; Problems of Tourist; Infrastructures; Religious site.
Objectives Of Study
.To find out the potentials and prospects of pilgrim tourism in Chitrakoot.
. To find out the (tourist oriented product) problems faced by the tourist in Chitrakoot.
Introduction
As a conflux of different religions, India has attracted pilgrims from all over the world.
Though Hinduism is the oldest religion in India, it has been the birthplace of various religions
like Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism and Sufism, and has always welcomed other religions
brought in by different cultures into the country. India is home to many shrines of the world's
major religions. There is probably more diversity of religions and sects in India then
anywhere else on the planet. The practice of pilgrimage in India is so deeply embedded in
the cultural psyche and the number of pilgrimage sites is so large that the entire subcontinent
may actually be regarded as one grand and continuous sacred space. Following the Vedic
period the practice of pilgrimage seems to have become quite common, as is evident from
sections of the great epic, the Mahabharata (350 BC), which mentions more than 300 sacred
sites spanning the sub-continent. Hindus call the sacred places to which they travel tirthas,
and the action of going on a pilgrimage tirtha-yatra. The Sanskrit word tirtha means river
ford, steps to a river, or place of pilgrimage. In India all temples are considered sacred places
and thus religious visitors to the temples may be described as pilgrims.
Given that tourists share the same attitudes as pilgrims—in other words, the search for
authenticity at different levels of depth and involvement—it could be said that pilgrims are
partly tourists and that tourists are partly pilgrims. Thus they complement one another; the
promotion of "religious" tourism today, seen as both devotional and cultural, is proof of the
existence of this common "search." Although no definitive study has been completed on
worldwide religious tourism, some segments of the industry have been measured: •
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According to the World Tourism Organization, an estimated 300 to 330 million pilgrims
visit the world's key religious sites every year. • According to the U.S. Office of Travel and
Tourism Industries, Americans traveling overseas for "religious or pilgrimage" purposes has
increased from 491,000 travelers in 2002 to 633,000 travelers in 2005 (30% increase). • The
Christian Camp and Conference Association states that more than eight million people are
involved in CCCA member camps and conferences, including more than 120,000 churches.
[1] • Religious attractions including Sight & Sound Theatre attracts 800,000 visitors a year
while the Holy Land Experience and Focus on the Family Welcome Center each receives
about 250,000 guests annually. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY The aim of this study was
to determine, what pilgrimage tourism is, and the opportunities, issues, and challenges in
pilgrimage tourism in Chitrakoot. The tourist oriented product issues in pilgrimage sites of
Chitrakoot are dealt with in this paper Bundelkhand - Historical Background The history of
land of Bundelas, better known as Bundelkhand, dates back to history of Indian civilization
itself. The region is replete with historic sites and monuments as mute witness to the
importance of this region since time immemorial. As a happening region, Bundelkhand’s
historic landmarks include the rule of might dynasties like Chandelas and Bundelas to the
queen of first war of India’s Independence, the legendary RaniLaxmibai. The bravery and
chivalry associated with them is still alive in the folklores of the region
Literature Review
Worshiped on the site. An important aspect for the pilgrim who visits a place of faith is the
uniqueness of the site. While secular tourists "have many more choices and more demanding
on all variables of the tourism product, before deciding to visit a place first or repeat their
stay in it, so that tourism development must be based on sustainability criteria, benefiting all
stakeholders, be economically viable, environmentally sustainable, socio-culturally
acceptable and provide a high degree of satisfaction"( Garcia & Evans, 2008).
The challenge for the tourism planners is to ensure that the pilgrim also become a tourist in
the traditional sense, so they consume tourism products offered by the population when they
are motivated by purely religious grounds "we must distinguish between myth, Intangible
supply, the set of mental representations aimed at a clientele, which at first called Pilgrimsand-housing material supply, equipment of all kinds, with which make the simple pilgrim
tourist or hiker."(Sarasa & Marín, 2006).
According to (Sarasa & Mirror, 2006) to reach a religious myth of a tourism product requires
three steps aimed at achieving change the image of the city and reassess its position.As can
be seen encouraging a place of faith to become a tourist centre of religious motivation is not
a minor problem as it requires the involvement of the government sector at three levels, and
the social sector, i.e., local society that is affected or benefited by the development project
of the population.
However, against this argument is a reality in a world that increasingly technology, an
increasing number of people are looking for a "return to the encounter with the gods, with
nature a new form of religious tourism, which coexist in perfect harmony, religion and party
(Mariscal, 2007).
Despite the boom that is taking place in religious tourism, there is still much debate on what
is really what should be understood as such tourism. According to Parellada (2009)
“religious tourism, hidden internal ambivalences and if not paying attention tends
surreptitiously to change the traditional practice of pilgrimages and the concept of the
Tourism (in capitals). [Is] a reality that is growing as noted one of the main conclusions of
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the International Conference on Tourism, religions and dialogue with the cultures of the
WTO in October 2007 in Cordoba. "According to the summary report on Tourism and
Religion, a contribution to dialogue between religions, cultures and civilizations of the
UNWTO prepared by Lanquar (2007): “Ecumenism is a trend seen increasingly in tourism
religious”. The other trend favouring the knowledge of other religions and cultures is the socalled spiritual tourism or spirituality.
Location Of Bundelkhand
Located in the central part of Indian Sub-continent, between latitudes 240 to 26.300 North
and 78010’ to 810 30’ East is the Land of Bundelas known as Bundelkhand, comprises of
seven districts of Uttar Pradesh viz. Jhansi, Lalitpur, Jalaun (Orai), Hamirpur, Banda,
Mahoba, Chitarkoot and five districts of Madhya Pradesh viz., Damoh, Tikamgarh,
Chhatarpur, Panna and Sagar, and parts of Gwalior, Datia, Shivpuri and Chanderi.
Geographically the boundaries are demarcated by river Yamuna in North, range of Vindhyan
plateau in the South, Chambal in North-West and Panna-Ajaigarh ranges in the South-East.
The plains of Bundelkhand is also known as Trans-Yamuna plain and is topographically
divisible into three East-west running belts i.e., Southern, Central and Northern belts.
Bundelkhand has plenty of hill areas, which is the part of the northern mid high regions of
MP. The MP region of Bundelkhand is to some extent rocky and has a high percentage of
barren and uncultivable land. The soil form is the mixture of black and red-yellow which
is not considered very fertile. Rainfall is sparse and the agriculture production is low. Owing
to which the Poverty level is significantly high. Though, MP is rich in forest, Bundelkhand
has lost its forest cover to a large extent. Situated at the very heart of India, Bundelkhand
comprises of Jansi, Lalitpur, Jalaun, Hamirpur, Banda and Mahoba district of Uttar Pradesh
and Sagar, Chattarpur, Tikamgarh, Pnna, Datia, Damoh, Shivpuri, Chanderi and parts of
Gwalior in Madhyapradesh. Though spread across two different states Bundelkhand region
has a geographical personality of its own and a unique cultural identity.
Chitrakoot
Known as the Hill of Many Wonders, Chitrakoot in Uttar Pradesh is one of the oldest
pilgrimages in the country. Located on the banks of the Mandakini River (also known as the
Paishwani River), the town is a gift of nature and the gods as incarnations of Brahma, Vishnu
and Mahesh are believed to have been born here.
According to legend, Lord Ram, Sita and Lakshman stayed in the region for about 11 years
of their 14 year exile and met Hermit Atri and Sati Anasuya. It is also believed that all the
gods and goddesses came to Chitrakoot when Lord Ram performed the final rites of his
father here and refused to leave as they were mesmerized by the beauty of the place.
Vashishta, the priest forgot to utter the immersion chant and the gods made the town their
permanent dwelling. The saint poet, Goswami Tulsidas could witness Lord Ram after
pleading to Lord Hanuman in Chitrakoot.
Chitrakoot is of great religious importance as it is one of the most important teerths and has
a status even higher than that of Allahabad.
There are many festivals celebrated in the town like Shrawan Jhoola Mela, Amavasya Fair,
Ramnavami, Diwali, Vijaydashami and Navratri.
Chitrakoot is a popular destination known for its natural beauty and numerous religious
places of interest like Kamadgiri which in Sanskrit means the mountain that fulfils all
desires. The peculiarly shaped mountain has many caves and also has a huge lake. Ram Ghat,
on the banks of the Mandakini River with its temples, is worth visiting.
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There are a few ashrams like the Valmiki Ashram, Sutikshna Ashram and Sati Anusuya
Ashram that are popular religious places of interest. For visiting natural creations, one must
visit the Pramod Van and Mayurdhwaj Ashram. Janaki Kund, believed to be the bathing
place of Sita, is on the Mandakini
Ram Shaiyya and Sphatik Shila are prominent tourist attractions as they are believed to be
the places where Lord Ram and his wife, Sita stayed. There is a cavern known as Gupt
Godavari where the Godavari River flows over rocks set deep inside the cave and the river
disappears inside another cave. Other places worth a visit in Chitrakoot are Bharat Milap
Mandir, Bharat Koop, Shabari Fall, Param Kutir, Hanuman Dhara, Viradh Kund and
Lakshman Chowki.
There are many budget and mid-range options when it comes to accommodation in
Chitrakoot. You can also find guest houses, lodges, dharamsalas and a tourist
bungalow. Being a religious place all restaurants serve only vegetarian food. Most
restaurants and food stalls are clustered near Ram Ghat serve North Indian cuisine. The best
time to visit Chitrakoot is during July and March.
Religious Places In Chitrakoot
Ram Ghat - Ram Ghat, the center of Chitrakoot, is a series of steps cutting into the banks,
for the pilgrims to perform religious ablutions and rituals. Its hallowed sanctity is often
compared to that Rishikesh and Benaras. It is that the sacred Sarayu river emerges from its
subterranean sojourn, and vanishes again. Tulsi Chabutra, a platform on the Ram Ghat, is
believed to the place where the great poet-saint Tulsidas penned the Ram Charit Manas..
Param Kutir - The Param Kutir, the first hut madeby Lakshmana for Rama and Sita.
Though a legenday structyre, Param Kutir has been rebuilt as a temple, popular with
worshippers today.
Bharat Manir - Lord Rama’s younger brother, Bharat, is supposed to have camped camped
a little below Param Kutir when he had come to Chitrakoot. Today, that spot is manifested
by the Bharat Mandir,with the whole court being is worshipped as resplendent idols.
Janki Kund - The Janaki Kund is considered as the favourite bathing spot of Sita.A
beautiful temple also situated here.
Sphatik Shila - Beyond Janaki Kund, further upstream lies the Sphatik Shila, having a large
boulder bearing the impressions of Lord Rama’s footprints. Another striking feature here are
the horde of monkeys. Many hold these primates in respect as descendants of Hanuman, the
monkey-god.
Kamadgiri Mountain Legend has it that a powerful ritual with 108 fire pits was performed
by Lord Bramhs before creating the universe, which fashioned the landscape of Chitrakoot.
However, geologists point out that the step-like structures of the Deccan Trap are a result of
the lava erupting from the depths of the earth. The entire, bow-shaped mountain conceals an
enormous lake in its interiors. Around this underground reservoir, it is said, sages meditated.
Today, devotees walk barefoot around this mountain in faith of being rewarded by god at
this revered place. The hollow mountain has four doors: the Pramukh Dwar, a shrine, and
three other portals.
Gupt Godawari - 19 kms south of Ram Ghat is a great cave called Gupt Godavari.
According to legend, deep in this cave, the river Godavari emerges from a perennial stream.
A massive rock bulging from the ceiling of Gupt Godavari cave is believed to be the remains
of the demon Mayank. Another legend foretell that Lord Rama held court duing his exile in
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this cave. The entrance of the cave has a skillfully carved sculpture of the Trinity of Brahma,
Vishnu and Shiva.
Sati Anshuiya Ashram - The green environment recharges the Mandakini originating in the
hills near Rishi Atree’s ashram. Today a monastery is at traditional site of mediaton of Rishi
Atree, Anasuya his wife, and their three sons. Mandakini is believed to have originated in
reponse to the meditation of sati Anusuiya.
Hanuman Dhara - 5 km from Ram Ghat lies a shrine devoted to Hanuman, the great
warrior. Aptly named the Hanuman Dhara, pilgrims trek a steep 360-step stairway in search
for the blessings of Hanuman. Legend has it that Hanuman, after setting fire in Lanka, cooled
his wrath under a stream of icy water. His idol still stands submersed by a flow of cold,
crystal-clear, water.
Problem Faced By The Pilgrimage Tourist In Chitrakoot
The researchers have identified some major problems associated with the pilgrimage tourist
places of the Chitrakoot. There are lots of problems faced by the pilgrimage tourists, the
problem start from the-railway/bus station itself. The pilgrims had to wait a long time after
reaching the bus station to get a bus or local transport will start only after being filled up by
the pilgrims. When tourist reached the place they didn’t get proper accommodation facility
.there are some dharmshala and asharam, but they are not provided good accommodation
facility to pilgrims .the lack of good hotels as well. Pilgrims also face Problem of food; most
of the restaurants are in open air, so that they can‘t keep the edible items away from the dust
and files. The profit-motivated shop owners do not attach much importance to hospitality
and cleanliness. The price list has not been exhibited, so they can charge whatever price they
like. Many tourists are of the opinion that they are ready to pay anything, provided quality
and neatness are maintained. Sanitation also a big problem and local people is not much
interested in cleanliness, Baggers also disturbed pilgrims and irritate them in their worshiped
time. Poor road transport system and road are also in very poor condition ,there is no parking
facility overall poor condition of infrastructure also create big problem for tourist.
Suggestion
In the context of above findings the researcher gives the following suggestions to overcome
the problems involved and to promote pilgrimage tourism in Chitrakoot.
1. The pilgrimage tourism centres of the Chitakoot have not gained enough publicity and
therefore the visitors to the spots from and other states are less. Therefore, it is suggested
that intensive publicity is to be given by the tourism department about the pilgrimage tourism
spots and occasions in Chitrakoot
2. The government authorities especially the local authorities should pay the special attention
on infrastructure transportation, sanitation , accomadation and food facilities and make
necessary arrangements to correct them.
3. Since pilgrimage tourism contributes to the development of locality the local people are
to be oriented in tourist friendly- values and a tourist-supportive-system is to be evolved.
The misuse by beggars and the exploitation by the local vendors and service providers are
to be checked seriously by the Government authorities and the authorities of the worship
places.
4.local people as well as tourist should pay attention on cleanliness and hygiene and try to
keep tourist places clean.
5.it is suggested that the government authorities should take necessary steps to enhance the
quality of the hospitality services provided in the study area.
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Conclusion
In pilgrimage tourism a tourist seeks for peace of mind and a sense of spiritual satisfaction.
Even though the visitors to the spiritual tourism spots of Chitrakoot are satisfied with
peaceful atmosphere they experience and the friendliness of the local people, they are
dissatisfied with the basic infrastructure like sanitation and food facilities, lack of cleanliness
and exploitation by the local vehicle operators. If these problems are addressed properly and
enough publicity is given the pilgrimage tourism avenues of the Chitrakoot shall be explored
to the optimum level. It is useful to consider these various recommendations and suggestions
abundantly show that by the paper effective implementation of these suggestions, pilgrimage
sites can be developed as a heavenly destination for pilgrimage tourism.
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A Study On The Impact Of Foreign Direct Investment On
Unorganised Retail Sector Of India With Special Reference To
Patna City
Dr. Arvind Kumar
Shashitosh Kumar
Abstract
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) plays a very important role in economic development for
any developing and under-developing nation. India, the largest democracy and the second
largest populated country in the world is facing a tremendous challenge to fight against
inflation and unemployment. To combat with the menace- the inflation, FDI, can provide
the life-blood to India economy. Government of India has taken decision on November 2012
to allow 51% FDI in multi-brand retail and 100% FDI in single brand retail sector. Protest
was also raised by several political parties both inside and outside the Government. The retail
industry is focused on the sale of goods or merchandise from a specific location for direct
consumption by the purchaser. Online retail or e-tailing is a part of the retail industry that is
quickly growing. Today in urban areas KIRANA SHOPS concept is developing in to malls
and retailing chains. This research paper will try to find out the fact and the fiction about the
probable impact of FDI in unorganized retail sector upon the small businessmen.
Keywords
FDI; GDP; India; Patna; Research; Retail; Unorganised Retail; Sample.
Abbreviations
Confederation of Indian Industries (CII); Fast Moving Consumer Good (FMCG); Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI); Gross Domestic Product (GDP); Public Sector Unit (PSU);
Strength, Weakness, Opportunity and Threat (SWOT).
I.
Introduction
Retail is the new buzzword in India. The humble dukandaars (shopkeepers) of today are the
focus of attention. Many believe that retail in India is a recent phenomenon but it exists long
before the start of modern marketing as a form of barter. Since independence retail in India
has evolved to support the unique needs of our country albeit with all its size and complexity.
Haats (a fixed area where farmers gather to sell the vegetables weekly or biweekly), Mandis
(whole-sale market place for essential commodities) and Meelas (fair organize to celebrate
some occasion) have always been a part of Indian culture and are still present in almost all
parts of our country.
In the past decade the Indian market place has transformed dramatically. However, from
1950 to 1980, investment in various industries was limited due to low purchasing power in
the hand of consumer and Government policies of protecting the Public Sector Units (PSU).
But at the beginning of 1990s, the liberation policy has been adopted, as a result of which
the economy had opened up, many restrictions on private companies were lifted up and a
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new large middle class with spending power has emerged. The vast middle class market
demanded value for money products. The emergence of modern Indian house wife, who
managed her home and work place led to demand for more products, better shopping
ambience, more convenience and one stop shopping, fuelled the growth of departmental
stores, supermarkets other specialty stores.
The concept of retail as entertainment came to India with the advent of malls. The
development of malls is now being visible not only in major metros but also in medium cities
of the country like Patna.
In the past few years the whole concept of shopping has been altered in terms of format and
consumer buying behavior. With the increasing urbanization, the Indian consumer is
emerging as more trend-conscious. There has also been a shift from price considerations to
designs and quality as there is a greater focus on looking and feeling good (apparel as well
as fitness). At the same time, the Indian consumer is not beguiled by retail products which
are high on price but commensurately low on value or functionality.However, it can be said
that the Indian consumer is a paradox, where the discount shopper loyalty takes a backseat
over price discounts.
Indians have grown richer and thus spending more on vehicles, phones and eating out in
restaurants. The spending is focused more outside the homes, unlike in other Asian countries
where consumers have tended to spend more on personal items as they grow richer (CII,
Logistics and Freight News, March 2006.). Spending on luxury goods have increased twice
as fast with 2/3 of India's population is under 35 years of age, consumer demand is clearly
growing. The mall mania has bought in a whole new breed of modern retail formats across
the country catering to every need of the value-seeking Indian consumer. An average Indian
would see a mall as a perfect weekend getaway with family offering them entertainment,
leisure, food, shopping all under one roof.
Boston Consulting Group (2012) estimated that the retail sales were $ 471 billion with 7
percent share for the organized retail ($ 34 billion) in 2011. It also shows that by 2020 the
size of the organized retail to be around $ 260 billion with a penetration of 21 percent.
Increasing middle class incomes and use of automobiles, refrigerators, credit cards and
adoption of technology for supply chain is expected to shift the balance in favour of
organized retail in metros and small towns.
However, the concept organized retailing is comparatively new. Retailing has been one of
the prominent driving forces in business in India. Traditionally it has been dominated to a
large extent by the unorganized sector.
II.
Literature Review
FDI as defined in Dictionary of Economics is investment in a foreign country through the
acquisition of a local company or the establishment there of an operation on a new
(Greenfield) site. To put in simple words, FDI refers to capital inflows from abroad that is
invested in or to enhance the production capacity of the economy [Batra, 2010].
The Impact of the Evolution of Modern retailing, the influx of supermarkets in developing
countries and transitioning economies, which brings with it higher-quality products, greater
product diversity, and often lower prices, should theoretically be beneficial to consumers,
especially those who are poor [e.g., Marijke D‟Haese & Guido Van Huylenbroeck, 2005;
Thomas Reardon & Ashok Gulati, 2008]. At the same time, increased competition may force
traditional retailers, many of whom are also vulnerable to poverty, out of business.
According to Reardon & Rose Hopkins (2006) and Bart Minten (2008), the battles between
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supermarkets and traditional retailers in developing countries take place on several fronts,
including price, convenience, product quality and safety.
Most studies of developing and transition countries find that the effects of supermarkets on
traditional retailers are mainly negative, although effects differ in magnitude for different
types of retailers. As supermarkets spread, the traditional retail sector declines, and the
fastest decline has been experienced by small general stores selling broad lines of processed
foods and dairy products, while fresh produce shops and wet markets tend to hold out longer.
The former outlets tend to have trouble competing with supermarket chains that buy in bulk
and have economics of scale on their side [Reardon & Julio A. Berdegue´, 2002; Reardon &
Rose Hopkins, 2006; Alex M. Mutebi, 2007]. In developing countries such as India,
traditional bazaars for fresh food remain competitive in terms of price, freshness, and
shopping convenience [Maruyama & Le V. Trung, 2007]. Poor consumers tend to purchase
very little from supermarkets due to material constraints (e.g., price and transportation),
though they also tend to have high opinions of supermarkets [Muriel Figuie & Paule
Moustier, 2009].
Much of the available evidence indicates that small farmers and processors in developing
and transition countries are often excluded from these modern supply chains. When
supermarkets modernize their procurement systems, they require more from suppliers with
respect to volume, uniformity, consistency, quality, costs, continuity of product supply, ontime delivery, and commercial practices. For this reason, supermarket chains prefer to source
from medium and large enterprises, which are usually better positioned than small
enterprises to meet their demands. Thus, the rise of supermarkets poses a substantial
challenge to small enterprises [e.g., Nigel Key & David Runsten, 1999; Reardon &
Christopher Barrett, 2000; Dave Weatherspoon et al., 2001; Johann Kirsten & Kurt
Sartorius, 2002; Dave Weatherspoon & Thomas Reardon, 2003; Humphrey et al., 2004;
Cadilhon et al., 2005]. However, small farmers may also benefit from changes pertaining to
centralized procurement systems, the use of specialized wholesalers and preferred supplier
systems, and demanding requirements of private contracts [Johan F.M. Swinnen, 2007; Bart
Minten et al., 2009]. Modern retail systems can also create new jobs. Some of this new
employment inevitably results in a loss of traditional retail sector jobs, but, depending on the
formats used by modern retailers, the expansion of the consumer market facilitated by
modern retail plus small-format innovations can, in turn, expand employment. Employees
in the modern sector are often better paid and enjoy better working conditions, but they must
also acquire more skills and education than acquired by employees in the traditional sector
[e.g., Kearney, 2006; Thomas Reardon & Ashok Gulati, 2008].
III.
Research Approach
3.1. The Sample
The purpose of this study was to obtain a better understanding of local unorganized retailers
of Patna, the capital of Bihar State of India, with a population density of near about 21 lakhs,
as per the census 2011, and how far the whole unorganized retailing sector is actually
affected by introduction of few renowned retail groups in this area. The pursuit of this key
objective was guided by the specific questions asked to the retailers with the help of a
standard questionnaire. A sample of 100 retailers consist of Kirana (General stores),
Garments, Stationery, Electronics and Vegetable venders who are supposed to be affected
by the FDI, were visited by the researcher to collect the primary data related to their practical
experience about the impact of mall culture. Mostly the owner of the shops was interviewed.
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The sampling technique was stratified random sampling.
3.2 Sample Error
The following sampling error may occur in the research process: the sample size is too small
to represent the whole Retail sector of India, as because; it is so diverse a field which can
not be defined based on the sample from a state capital(Patna,Bihar). Apart from this, the
researcher took all care to minimize the other probable sampling error like- design error,
interview error, respondent error, biased error etc.
3.3 Data Collecion
To collect the required data the researchers visited the shops in concerned, personally and
got the related information through the research instrument designed, the questionnaire.
A total of nine questions were asked to measure self-assessment of the impact of FDI in
retail sector especially in multi-brand area. All questions were assessed on dichotomous type
of closed ended questions i.e. the respondents have two options to give answer; Yes or No.
The reasons behind formatting a close ended questionnaire are that close ended questions
can more easily analysed; because of the simplicity of it, the respondents feel ease to give
answer on questions, it is more specific and in large scale surveys closed ended
questionnaires take less time of the interviewer and the interviewees.
IV.
Data Analysis
Descriptive data analysis technique was used by the researcher apart from his personal
observations. A SWOT (Strength, Weakness, Opportunity and Threat) along with the
tabulation of data and column chart drawn with the help of excel, will help the researcher to
draw some conclusion upon his research work. The questions were analysed one by one after
SWOT analysis:
4.1. SWOT- Analysis
SWOT analysis is a tool that identifies the strength, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
of an industry. Actually SWOT analysis is a basic straight forward model that assesses what
an organization can and can not do as well as its potential opportunities and threats. The
method of SWOT analysis is to take the information from an environmental analysis and
separate it into internal (strength and weakness) and external (opportunity and threat).
Once this is completed, SWOT determines what may assist the firm in accomplishing its
objectives and what obstacles must be overcome or minimized to achieve desired results.
4.1.1. Strengths
A large young working population with median age of 24 years, nuclear families in urban
areas, along with increasing working women population and emerging opportunities in the
service sector are going to be the key growth drivers of the organised retail sector in India.
Customers will have access to greater variety of international quality branded goods.
Employment opportunities both direct and indirect have been increased. Farmers get better
prices for their products though improvement of value added food chain.
Increase in disposable income and customer aspirations are important factors.
Increase in expenditure for luxury items is also vital.
Large domestic market with an increasing middle class and potential customers with
purchasing power.
Ranked second in Global Retail Development Index of 30 developing countries drawn up
by AT Kearney.
The annual growth of departmental stores is estimated at 24%.
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The benefits of larger organized retail segments are several. The consumers get a better
product at cheaper price. So consumers get value for their money.
The governments of states like Delhi and National Capital Region (NCR) are very upbeat
about permitting the use of land for commercial development thus increase the availability
of land for retail space.
4.1.2. Weakness
Will mainly cater to high-end consumers placed in metros and will not deliver mass
consumption goods for customers in villages and small towns.
Retail chains are yet to settled down with proper merchandise mix for the mall outlets.
Retailing today is not about selling at the shop, but also about researching and surveying the
market, offering choice, competitive prices and retailing consumers as well.
Small size outlets are also one of the weaknesses in the Indian retailing. 96% of the outlets
are lesser than 500 sq.ft. The retail chains are also smaller than those in the developed
countries for instance, the superstore food chain, food world is having only 52 outlets where
as Carrefour promotes has 8800 stores in 26 countries.
The rapid development of retail sector is the sharp improvement in the availability of retail
space. But the current rally in property prices, retail real estate rentals have increased
remarkably, which may render a few retailing business houses unavailable. Retail companies
have to pay high rentals which are blockage in the turn of profits.
The volume of sales in Indian retailing is also very low. India has largest population in the
world and a fast growing economy.
4.1.3. Opportunity
Once the concept picks up, due to demonstration effect, there will be an overall up-gradation
of domestic retail trade.
Global retail giants take India as key market. It is rated fifth most attractive retail market.
The organized retail sector is expected to grow stronger than GDP growth in the next five
years driven by changing lifestyles, increase in income and favourable demographic outline.
Food and apparel retailing are key drivers of growth.
Indian retail industry has come forth as one of the most dynamic and fast paced industry
with several players entering the market.
It can become one of the largest industries in terms of numbers of employees and
establishments.
Rural retailing is still unexploited in Indian market.
4.1.4. Threat
One of the greatest barriers to the growth of modern retail formats are the supply chain
management issues. No major changes are needed in the supply chain for FMCG products;
these are well developed and efficient. For perishables, the system is too complex.
Government regulations, lack of adequate infrastructure and inadequate investment are the
possible bottlenecks for retail companies. The supply chain for staples is less complicated
than the net groceries. But staples have a unique problem of non- standardization.
Difficult to target all segments of society.
Emergence of hyper and super markets trying to provide customer with –value, variety and
volume.
Heavy initial investment is required to break even with other companies and compete with
them.
Labour rules and regulation are also not followed in the organized retails.
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Organized retailing in India is yet to get an industry status. 100% Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) is not permitted in retailing in India. Ownership of retail chain is allowed only to the
extent of 49% but without FDI, the sector is deprived of access to foreign technologies and
faster growth.
Problem of car parking in urban areas is serious concern.
Sector is unable to employ retail staff on contract basis.
The unorganized sector has dominance over the organized sector in India because of low
investment needs.
4.2. Analysis of Primary Data
As it has been mentioned by the researcher that a total 100 retailers were visited, the profile
of them are as follows:

Profile of Interviewees
10%
Owner of shop
Employee of shop
90%

From the above figure, we can see that out of 100 retailers were interviewed, 90 of them
were the owner of the shops and remaining 10 were the employees of some big retail shops.

No. of Retailers Interviewed
No. of Retailers Interviewed
25

25

20
15

Kirana
(general
stores)

Garments

15

Stationery

Electronics

Vegetable
vendors

From the above figure, it is clear that out of the total 100 retailers visited, 20 each of them
were kirana shops, 15 were garments shop and 25 were stationery shop owners. Among the
remaining 40, 25 were electronics appliances shops and 15 were vegetable vendors.
After the demographic analysis the researcher went for the questionnaire analysis where
questions were asked to the interviewees about their opinion on different aspect of FDI on
retail sector.
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4.2.1.

Q1. Are you aware about mall?

Awareness about Mall
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

No. of Respondents

YES

NO

100

88

12

Awareness about Mall

The respondents were asked to answer in Yes or No. From the table and consecutive graph
it is clear that out of 100 respondents 88 answered in Yes and 12 respondents answered in
No, which implies that majority of the respondents (88%) are aware about the Mall. The
remaining 12% who are not aware about Mall are mostly the vegetable vendors.
4.2.2. Q2. Are you aware about Wal-Mart?

Awareness about Walmart
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Awareness about Walmart

No. of Respondents

YES

NO

100

25

75

The respondents were asked to answer in Yes or No. From the table and consecutive graph
it is clear that out of 100 respondents 25 respondents answered in Yes and 75 respondents
answered in No, which implies that majority of the respondents (75%) are not aware about
Wall-Mart and only 25% have heard about retail giant like Wal-Mart. This shows the
ignorance of common retailers about the world trend.
4.2.3.
Q3. Are you aware about FDI?
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Awareness about FDI

The respondents were asked to answer in Yes or No. From the table and consecutive graph
it is clear that out of 100 respondents 65 respondents answered in Yes and 35 respondents
answered in No, which implies that 65% of the respondents are aware about FDI and 35%
have not heard about FDI. This implies that the awareness level about FDI in grass root level
are still not satisfactory.
4.2.4.
Q4. Are you concerned about Mall culture?

Awareness about Mall culture
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100
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The respondents were asked to answer in Yes or No. From the table and consecutive graph
it is clear that out of 100 respondents 30 respondents answered in Yes and 70 respondents
answered in No, which implies that majority of the respondents(70%) are not concerned
about mall culture and only 30% have showed their concerned about the recent liking of mall
culture amongst youth. Especially the garments retailers are little bit worry about this change
in fashion trend.
4.2.5.
Q5. Have you experienced any impact on your current business?
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Impact of FDI on Retailers current business
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The respondents were asked to answer in Yes or No. From the table and consecutive graph
it is clear that out of 100 respondents 45 respondents answered in Yes and 55 respondents
answered in No, which implies that more than 50% of the respondents are in the opinion that
opening of mall has very negligible impact upon their sale. The reasons behind this neutral
impact upon the small shopkeepers are that the middle and lower middle class customers
prefer to shop in conventional market and shop where they feel comfort and can bargain.
Mostly the customers are loyal to their respective retailers. Shopping in Mall is just an
entertainment for them not a habit.
4.2.6. Q6. Do you have the fear that FDI in retail will close small shops?

FDI in Retail will close small shops
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100
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The respondents were asked to answer in Yes or No. From the table and consecutive graph
it is clear that out of 100 respondents 30 answered in Yes and 70 were answered in No, which
implies that 70% of the respondents are not concerned about mall and have no tension; near
about only 30% have showed their concerned about the recent liking of mall culture and are
little bit worried.
4.2.7.
Q7. Are you in favour of Govt. decision to allow 51% FDI in multi brand retail?
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Favour of Govt. decision to allow 51% FDI in
Multi brand retail
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The respondents were asked to answer in Yes or No. From the table and consecutive graph
it is clear that out of 100 respondents only 29 respondents answered in Yes and 71
respondents answered in No, which implies that about 30% of the sample taken are in favour
of the government proposal of FDI in retail. The reason behind the favourable answer against
FDI in retail was that Mall attract customer to come into the market, which increase the
probability of boosting their sale also. But majority of the respondents (71%) are against the
government proposal of allowing foreign investment in retail.
4.2.8. Q8. Do you think FDI in retail will increase job opportunity?

FDI in Retail will increase Job opportunity
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The respondents were asked to answer in Yes or No. From the table and consecutive graph
it is clear that out of 100 respondents surprisingly 78 respondents were answered in Yes and
only 22 respondents were answered in No, which implies that near about 80% of the sample
taken are in favour of the opinion that introduction of FDI or big Mall will create job for
both educated and uneducated people in direct and indirect way.
4.2.9. Q9. Do you think FDI in retail will increase standard of living?
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FDI in Retail will increase standard of living
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The respondents were asked to answer in Yes or No. From the table and consecutive graph
it is clear that out of 100 respondents 80 respondents answered in Yes and only 20
respondents were answered in No, which implies that 80% of the sample taken are in favour
of the opinion that introduction of FDI or big Mall will help in increasing the standard of
living of the people. This will lead to consumption of more luxury products by consumers
and increase in sale of household items.
V.
Interpretation Of Data Analysis
The above analysis was done to find out the perception of the small retailers upon big stores
in awake of allowing FDI in multi-brand retail which may lead to a closure of unorganized,
conventional and small mummy-pop stores. Questions were asked about impact of mall on
small business, fear of closure of shops due to big organized mall; surprisingly majority of
respondents (80%) did not feel any impact on their current business so the fear of closure of
the small retail shops is not so sound to think about it. They are confident of the fact that the
market segment is different; their business is mostly run by the loyal customers. As
mentioned earlier that middle and lower middle class customers, who are the lion share of
the market feel comfort to shop in conventional market where they can argue and bargain
with.
On the other hand the retailers feel the opening of Mall will create more jobs for all kind of
people viz. for producers, suppliers, farmers, graduates and even for the unskilled labours,
which may increase the standard of living of the society and consequence increase in sales
of their shops also. It has also been noticed that based on a big mall, several supporting and
relevant businesses are flourished and the overall standard of living of the surrounded areas
also raised as found in the data analysis.
VI.
Conclusion And Suggestions
The analysis of sample shops revealed that the malls and opening up of retail sector is not
going to impact unorganised retail in a bad way. The present study is just a humble attempt
to unravel the mystery behind the impact of organised retail formats like supermarkets, malls
etc. on the small shopkeepers.
Indian retail sector is growing fast and its employment potential is growing fast. The retail
scenario is changing rapidly. Retailers are rethinking their approaches towards the suppliers
so that they can get the best pricing strategies for them. There is no surprise why from an
Ambani to Mittal, Godrej to Birla, everybody is ready with the plans to kick start retail
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revolution in India. Apart from above, retail sector in India is also catalyst for the growth of
staling tactics of below the line marketing used by major retail players Like Spencer, big
bazaar, reliance fresh etc. for tapping customers by creating points of sales displays. So we
can say that India is a rising star and going to be one of the fastest growing regions of the
future.
FDI is a significant factor influencing the level of economic growth in India. It provides a
sound base for economic growth and development by enhancing the financial position of the
country. It also contributes to the GDP and foreign exchange reserves of the country.
Allowing healthy FDI in the retail sector would not only lead to a substantial surge in the
country’s GDP and overall economic development, but would inter alia also help in
integrating the Indian retail market with that of the global retail market in addition to
providing not just employment but a better paying employment, which the unorganized
sector (Kirana and other small type retailing shops) have undoubtedly failed to provide to
the masses employed in them. Allowing FDI in multi brand retail can bring about Supply
Chain Improvement, investment in Technology, Manpower and Skill development, Tourism
Development, Greater Sourcing from India, Upgradation in Agriculture, Efficient Small and
Medium Scale Industries.
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in multi-brand retail trading was allowed in September
2012 but with a set of conditions that global retailers were opposed to. Major foreign players
such as Wal-Mart, Tesco and Carrefour were severely against some of the particular
regulations related to mandatory investment in back-end infrastructure, compulsory 30 per
cent local procurement norms and restrictions on cities in the FDI policy. Under pressure,
the government had to relax the policy in August2013. In October2013, the policy suffered
another setback with US retail juggernaut Wal-Mart breaking of its six-year partnership with
Bharti Group. However, the implementation of the Central government’s decision on FDI in
Retail should be carried out in a controlled and phased manner for better reflecting the
demands of all the stakeholders involved.
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Poverty Alleviation Programs Of Jammu And Kashmir
Shakeel Manzoor & Sarla Nirankari
Rayeesa Akhter
Abstract: This Paper describes different poverty alleviation programs of Jammu and Kashmir
State. Government of India has implementing a number of Centrally Sponsored Schemes (CSS)
in the for development of villages, urban development, health and family welfare, education,
agriculture, women and child development, sanitation, housing, safe drinking water, irrigation,
transport, border area development, social welfare throughout the Country, including Jammu
and Kashmir. The main objectives of all these schemes are to generate employment, reduce
poverty &economic inequality and improve the quality of life. Besides, some of these schemes
aim at creation of basic infrastructure and assets essential for economic development in rural
areas. Despite of the fact that huge allocations have been made by the Central Government
through Centrally Sponsored Programmes in Jammu and Kashmir, the development in basic
infrastructure and improvements in amenities/facilities has been inadequate, especially in rural
areas of the state.
Keywords: IAA, MNERGA, Mid Deal Meals, Jammu & Kashmir
Introduction
The standard of living of the people has not improved to the desired extent and the employment
opportunities for the youths are few and far between.
There is a gap of 17 percentage points in male and female literacy rate compared to a 14
percentage point gap at the national level.
Although, Asia has made remarkable achievements in economic terms and in fighting
poverty, it even now faces a major challenge posed by the problem of poverty.
About 1.9 billion people, or sixty percent of developing Asia’s population, still live on an
average of less than US$2 a day
At the beginning of the current millennium, 260 million people in India were languishing
below the poverty line. India is home to 22 per cent of the world’s poor.
The insights from the poverty scenarios suggest that the policy makers’ lay inadequate
emphasis on streamlining the administrative set up that is central for an effective
implementation of the various poverty reduction reform programmes.
The resultant effect is that the goal to reduce the sufferings of the poverty-stricken people
becomes more and more distant.
The vision attached to the poverty alleviation programmes is quite clear and supportive for
beneficiaries in terms of empowerment and development but indifference of a stooge
political system and the rigid administrative set up somehow delays the whole process.
All such delays lead to the social and economic setbacks for an already deprived community;
therefore, the basic essence of these programmes goes astray.
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Schemes And Poverty Reduction Programmes
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) Table 1: Progress against key input targets of SSA (AllIndia)
Sl.
No.

Item

Cumulative
targets
Including 2007-08

Cumulative
30.09.2007)

Achievements

(Up

to

1.

Construction of school buildings

2,16,237

Completed
progress

and

In

1,84,536
(85.33%)

2.

Construction of additional class
rooms

8,12,738

Completed
progress

and

In

7,56,030
(93.02%)

3.

Drinking water facilities

1,89,413

Completed
progress

and

In

1,75,413
(92.60%)

4.

Construction of Toilets

2,43,025

Completed
progress

and

In

2,21,851
(91.28%)

5.

Supply of Free Textbooks

6.91 crore (Annual)

Supplied

6.53
(94%)

6.

Appointment of Teachers

11.34 lakh

Completed

8.81 (lakh)(77.

7.

Training of Teachers (20 days)

35,39,559
(Annual)

Completed

19,14,575
(54.09%)

crore

Mid Day Meal Scheme
The National Programme of Nutritional Support to Education (popularly known as Mid Day
Meal Scheme) was launched in the J&K State in September 2004 with an objective to give
a boost to Universalization of Primary Education by increasing enrollment, retention and
attendance.
Table 2: Progress in Jammu and Kashmir (2007-08)
Sl. No.
Primary
1
2

Component

Allocation

No. of Children
Foodgrains allocation
(100 gms/child/day in MTs)

9,32,972
18,286.25

3
4

Cooking Cost (Rs.1.50 per child/day)
MME

2,742.94
67.97

Released
68%)
13,933.04 up to
31.12.2007
2,244.88*
67.97

Upper Primary
1
No. of EBBs

97

2
3

No. of Children
Foodgrains allocation
(150 gms/child/day in MTs)

3,08,183
4,622.72

4
5

Cooking Cost (Rs.2.00 per child/day)
MME

616.37
16.00

616.37
16.00

6
7

Kitchen Sheds (728 units @ Rs. 60,000)
Kitchen Devices (728 schools @ Rs. 5,000)

436.80
36.40

436.80
36.40
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Table 3: Implementation of ICDS Scheme in Jammu and Kashmir
No.
of No.
of No.
of
No. of preoperational
operational
beneficiaries
of school
projects
AWCs
Supplementary
education
nutrition
beneficiaries
31.03.2005
5,422
7,06,872
31.03.2006
5,659
7,48,229
31.03.2007
5,829
8,44,743
30.09.2007
5,959
9,37,434
7,61,68,672
3,08,13,791
INDIRA AWAASYOJANA (IAY)
Keeping in view the shortage and quality of housing, the Government of India since
independence, has a number of developmental programmes for the rural areas, particularly
for the rural poor living below poverty line.
NREGA And Its Impact
Generation of adequate employment opportunities for the growing labour force and balanced
development throughout the country has been the prime concern of the Indian development
planning, since inception
The National Old Age Pension Scheme (NOAPS)
The Department of Social Welfare has been assigned the responsibility of mitigating the
traditional exploitation of the poor and un-privileged sections of the society, besides bridging
the social gaps among various strata of population. Table 4: Finacial Performance of NOAPS
in Jammu & Kashmir, 2000-2007
District
Year

200001
200102
200203
200304
200405
200506
200607

Anantang
Total
Fund
Avila
bal
(Rs.L
aks)

Total
Expe
nder
(Rs.L
aks)

6.52

6.52

95.87

95.87

32.32

32.32

90.39

90.39

88.89

88.89

173.8
7
173.8
7

173.8
7
173.8
7

376

Kupwara

Total
Jammu
Kashmir

Doda

&

Rajouri

Ex
pen
der
Be
nef
icia
ries
185

Total
Fund
Avila
bal
(Rs.L
aks)

Total
Expe
nder
(Rs.L
aks)

Exp
ende
r
Ben
efici
aries

Total
Fund
Avila
bal
(Rs.L
aks)

Total
Expe
nder
(Rs.L
aks)

Exp
ende
r
Ben
efici
aries

Total
Fund
Avila
bal
(Rs.L
aks)

Total
Expe
nder
(Rs.L
aks)

Total
Fund
Avila
bal
(Rs.La
ks)

Total
Expen
der
(Rs.La
ks)

Expe
nder
Benef
iciari
es

7.42

Exp
end
er
Ben
efic
iari
es
419

17.40

17.40

937

20.78

20.78

923

7.42

223.41

186.39

548

271
7
901

14.92

14.92

804

20.35

20.35

902

6.80

6.80

268

223.87

181.18

513

20.00

20.00

27.44

27.44

236
7
251
9
246
0
246
0

50.35

48.09

66.55

64.91

59.02

59.02

99.91

97.63

100.0
0
99.99
9

85.41
2
99.99
9

107
8
244
7
167
9
207
5
246
9

99.91

95.99

133.1
4

127.2
4

111
6
251
2
240
3
233
6
138
7

19.49

19.49

843

NA

NA

NA

4724

4724

913.26

862.12

2346

90.99

90.99
65.52

1123.8
0
NA

1104.1
6
NA

2364

69.26
131.4
3

131.4
3

122
6
236
2
170
0
348
6

1287.5
4

960.34

1298
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Conclusion
❖ Without the upliftment of provincial masses we can quicken the turn of by and large
Socio-financial advancement.
❖ These projects work for different segments of rustic improvement including age gainful
resources and ability, work age, improving wellbeing offices, practical business
upgrades, enabling rustic ladies, cultivating social value and government managed
savings.
❖ In any case, none of the part might be accomplished without legitimate support of the
general population.
❖ The primary target of the country improvement program is to raise the financial and
social dimension of the rustic individuals and it's the ideal opportunity for the general
population to understand this and take part in the improvement work for the equivalent.
❖ With the execution of different state and focus supported plans part of improvement has
been occurred in the general advancement of the J&K state, yet at the same time part
must be finished.
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A studies on effect of academic stress in school students
Asha Rani
Shashi Rashmi
Abstract
Stress is an every body’s life. In the life it is very frequent to listen about demise and levy in
first, second position and stress comes in the third position of human problems. Stress is
component of life no stuff how well-off, prevailing, striking, or happy people strength.
However, stress may acquire different forms depending on the condition. Stress is mainly a
bodily reply. The pressure is an enforced trend in human being lives because stress, adds
taste, challenges and prospect to our world, But academic stress is a mental sorrow. About
66% of the students reported pressure from their parents for better academic
performance. Academic stress pervades the existence of students and harmful for true mental
and physical health. It also affects their ability to perform school work effectively. The
nervous breakdowns, panic attacks, burnouts and depression are also common problems
among many young students of school or college. The academic stress is a serious issue
which affects life of students. Hence these review paper comprises a problems of students
associated to academic stress.
Keywords:- Academic Stress, Mental health, Depression and Students.
Introduction
Stress is not easy to describe accurately. It means the experience of physical hardship,
starvation, torture and pain. Stress is “the non-specific response of the body to any demand
placed upon it”. Stress is a natural human response to pressure when faced with challenging
and sometimes dangerous situations. The pressure is not only about what’s happening around
us, but frequently also concerning demands place on us. Stress is our body's move in the
direction of inedible act in response to any kind of arrangement. It can be caused by
collectively better and poor experiences. Academic stress is anything that inflict an
additional stipulate on an individual’s potential to cope, habitually with academic stress.
When people experience stressed by something departing in the area of them and bodies
react by releasing chemicals into the blood. Many various things can cause stress physical
to emotional such as to be concerned to family or job. Stress is commonly defined as the
body’s diverted retort or response to stress through on it, or to alarming measures in the
environment (Rosenham and Seligman, 1989). Stress promotes and facilitates knowledge is
called good stress. Consequently stress is simply defined as emotional disturbances or
changes caused by stressors. It is a way of action by which we can be aware of and pact with
environmental pressure and challenges (Myers, 2005). Individual and environmental
pressures cause a stress are known as stressors (Lazarus,1990). A most favorable level of
stress can enhance learning ability (Kaplan et al, 2000). On the other hand, stress inhibits
and suppresses learning is called bad stress. The bad stress must be prohibited and
avoided (Linn and Zeppa, 1984). It is noteworthy that same stressors may be perceived in a
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different mode by diverse students depending on their cultural backgrounds, qualities traits,
experience and coping skills (Kaufman et al, 1996). Any negative or harmful stress is also
known as distress. Distress occurs when while performing a task or during a day to day
activity tension builds up. There is no longer any fun in it and there is seems to be no relief.
This may guide to poor decision making. The general characteristics of the person in distress
are over-aroused, tense react, unable to loosen up, irritable, easily disturb, short-tempered,
easily anxious, fearful, nervous, restless and dedicated of interruption or impediment. The
excessive stress results in increased occurrence of psychological troubles like depression,
anxiety, substance abuse and suicide ideas (Arria,et al, 2009). Academic stress is mental
distress with respect to some predictable disturbance associated with academic failure or
even lack of acquaintance to the occasion of such faults.
Students face many academic burden or load such as school examination, answering
questions in class room, showing progress in school subjects etc. The higher secondary
school education is a very important turning point in the academic life of the individual
students. The academic performance of the youth or adolescents plays a crucial role in
deciding about next higher stage of education and occupation (Rosa and Preethi, 2012).The
excessive pressure during this stage, results in increased incidence of psychological
problems like depression and nervousness which ultimately cause negative impact on the
outcome of the achievements (Waghacharve, et al, 2013). Academic stress contributes major
mental health hazards, problems both physical and mental stress related diseases. Stress
makes a significant contribution to predict student performance and act as a negative analyst
of academic performance of student. In this paper attempt has been made to review of
literature on academic stress among higher secondary school students.
Problems associated academic stress to school students.
Razia (2016) observed that adolescents of private schools have more academic stress than
their counterpart in government schools.
Masoumeh (2014) stress is considered as a positive or negative experience among the
students. The results of study showed difference in level of stress in male and female
students.This is because of the difference effects of stress on students based on several
studies.
Bartwal & Raj (2014) conducted a work on “Academic stress among school going
adolescents children in relation to their social intelligence”. The study revealed that there
were no significant gender differences between academic stress and social intelligence of
rural and urban adolescents’ children. Male and female students experienced same amount
of academic stress and a significant correlation was found between academic stress and
social intelligence of rural and urban adolescents.
Jayanthi et al (2014) observed that parent and teachers expectations were the main sources
of academic stress among the adolescents while an adolescent girl has higher academic stress
than boys.
Xiao, J. (2013) conducted worked on “Academic Stress, Test Anxiety and Performance in a
Chinese High School of adolescents. This study investigated a relationship among academic
stress, test anxiety, coping strategies, apparent social support and test performance in a
Chinese high school sample. The study results and related literature are considered for public
strategy. The design of training programs aimed at assisting Chinese high school students to
faced problem with academic stress and test anxiety.
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Sinha (2013) noted that adolescent students can easily cope with their academic stress by
using stress relief techniques, managing work, taking help from friends and counselors.
Parents can also help their adolescents in overcoming academic stress by being supportive,
paying attention to their wards needs and teaching them to children to overcome obstacles.
Waghachavare et al (2013) suggested that a steps should be taken to incorporate to stress
management education in curriculum.
Zawawi Dahlia and Kho Soon Jye (2012) explored associated factors related to causes of
stress and coping strategies among post graduate students. The three major sources of stress
among students were identified as academic related stress, time related stress and social/
environmental related stress. The results suggested that the major stressor among these
students was indeed the academic related stress.
Kadapatti and Vijyaluxmi (2012) attempt compact to know the stressors of academic stress
among pre-university students. The results of the study showed that high aspiration, poor
study habits, more study problems, change in medium of instruction and low socio-economic
conditions are the factors responsible for academic stress.
Busari (2012) studies on “Identifying Difference in Perceptions of Academic Stress and
Reaction to Stressors based on Gender among First Year University Students”. This study
showed difference in the perceptions of academic stress and reaction to stressors based on
gender among first year university students in Nigeria. The research showed that male and
female respondents differed significantly in their perceptions of frustrations, financials,
conflicts and self-expectations but did not significantly showed difference in their
perceptions of pressures and changes- related stressors. Hence, no significant difference was
found between male and female respondents in their perceptions of academic stressors using
the mean scores. The female respondents scored higher as compared to male respondents.
Calaguas (2011) studied to reveal the perception of academic stress among college students
in a state college in the Philippines with highlighting gender differences. The result showed
that male and female respondents differed significantly in their perceptions of subject,
teacher, schedule, classroom and expectation-related stressors but did not significantly differ
in their perceptions of enrolment and admission, classmate and financial- related stressors.
Moreover, no significant difference was found between male and female respondents in their
perception of academic stressors, but using the mean scores as basis, the female respondents
scored higher compared to male respondents.
Kumar et al (2011) concluded a stress level difference among the genders and the methods
cannot be the same for boys and girls, which should be based on the factors causing stress
rather than any other basis. The parents and teachers associations in the schools also play
lead roles.
Leung et al (2010) examined the role of paternal support in the relation to academic stress
and the mental health of primary school children in Hong Kong. The results indicated that
academic stress was a risk factor that heightened student anxiety levels and parental
emotional support; it was a protective factor that contributed to better mental health among
children. However a parental informational support to children during times and so high
academic stress appeared to heighten student anxiety levels.
Agolla and Ongori (2009) conducted a research on “An assessment of academic stress
among undergraduate students. It was found that academic workload, inadequate resources,
low motivation, poor performance in academic, continuous poor performance in academic,
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overcrowded lecture halls and uncertainty of getting job after graduating from the university
lead to stress among students.
Arun and Chavan (2009) exposed to find out academic stress, psychological health and
presence of suicidal ideas in students and also find out correlation between these variables.
The results showed that out of 2402 students, 1078 (45.8%) had psychological problems,
half (1201 students) perceived problems in their role as students, 930 (45%) reported
academic decline, 180 (8.82%) students reported that life was a burden, 122 (6%) reported
suicidal ideas and 8 (0.39%) students reported suicidal attempt. The study also revealed that
students with academic problems and unsupportive environment at home perceived life as a
burden and had higher rates of suicidal ideations.
Rao (2008) studies to review the prevalence of academic stress and adolescent distress. A
majority of students reported that they were stressed by the coming school year, rates of
depression and anxiety were very high in the sample. Further analyses indicated that
different groups of students has appeared to experience distress in different ways. Semistructured interviews were conducted with 12th standard students to explore their
perceptions of academic stress and adolescent distress. Their perceptions could be
categorized into six themes: busy schedules, experience of stress, somatic symptoms,
attitudes and beliefs about 12th standard. The findings suggest that academic stress and
adolescent distress is indeed a significant problem in Chennai, India.
Hussain et al (2008) conducted a study of entitled “Academic Stress and Adjustment among
High School Students” to examine the level of academic stress and overall adjustment among
private and Govt high school students. Hussain et al also observed a relationship between
the two variables (academic stress and adjustment).The academic stress was measured by
used of Sinha and Sinha scale to measure the magnitude of stress and Sinha and Singh
Adjustment Inventory scale was used to examine level of adjustment among the school
students. Results indicated that magnitude of academic stress was significantly higher among
the Pivate/Public school students where as Govt school students were significantly better in
terms of their level of adjustment.
Singh and Upadhyay (2008) study revealed a academic stress in the context of age and sex
differences among college students. Study suggested that first year students experienced
higher degree of academic stress in comparison of third year students. At the same time
female students perceived more academic stress in comparison of their male counterpart.
Negga et al (2007) assessed to revealed that top five reported sources of stress were: death
of a family member (Interpersonal stress) 82%; low grades (academic stress) 69%; time
management (academic stress) 61%; boyfriend/girlfriend problems (Interpersonal stress)
57%; and missed classes (academic stress) 55%. This study also pointed out the need for
college and universities to develop stress intervention programs that address stress
specifically based on race and school racial compositions.
Ang & Huan (2006) observed a relationship among academic stress, depression and suicidal
ideation in 12–18 years old a secondary school student in Singapore. This study tested the
adolescent depression mediated the relationship between academic stress and suicidal
ideation in a four-step process. The previously significant relationship between academic
stress and suicidal ideation was significantly reduced in magnitude when depression was
included in the model providing evidence in this sample that adolescent depression was a
partial mediator. The present investigation also served as a demonstration to exemplify how
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multiple regression analyses can be used as one possible method for testing intervention
effects within child psychology and psychiatry.
Mathew and Jayan (2006) revealed that boys and girls experienced same kind of academic
stress and there were no significant difference between them.
James and Marice (2004) results showed that girls performed superior than boys in their
level of success and lower in the level of academic stress.
Misra and McKean (2000) study showed that time organization behaviours had a greater
buffering consequence on academic stress than leisure contentment actions. Significant
gender differences existed among all the events. Females had more efficient time
management behaviours than males but also experienced higher academic stress and anxiety.
The study also showing that males benefited more than females from leisure activities.
Anxiety, time management and leisure pleasure were all predictors of academic stress in the
multivariate analysis. Anxiety reduction and time management in accord with leisure
activities may be a successful approach for dipping academic stress in college students.
Misra et al (2000) examined and results indicated a considerable mismatch between faculty
and students in their perception of students’ stressors and reactions to stressors. The faculty
members apparent the students to knowledge a superior level of stress and to display
reactions to stressors more often than the students actually perceived. This could results
simply from the faculty observing the students during their moments of stress in the
classroom.
Struthers et al (2000) the purpose of this research was to inspect the amount to which college
students of academic coping style and inspirations intercede their academic stress and
performance. Study revealed that the relationship between college students of academic
stress and course grade.
Conclusion
This review paper describe a literature assessment on academic stress among the students
and try to present the causes and symptoms of stress as well as coping means for stress. The
participation of students in getting instantaneous enjoyment of desires has led to lot of
pressure in them and in their relationships with family and peers. In sort to overcome
abnormal behaviors, the parents play a beneficial role in channelizing energies of the
students. Appropriate care should to be taken in serving to obtain the accurate decisions
which may influence their prospect. The parents should also deem the child’s interest and
ability and not impress on selecting the courses. The family surroundings should be pleasant
and the learning process should be made enjoyable and parents should eschew making it as
a demanding occasion for adolescents. It concludes that encouraging and motivating
atmosphere is very obligatory for the student to development in their academic living and
for attainment their goal hence a still need to more research in this area.
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ch0,M0 f}rh; o prqFkZ lsesLVj ds f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk dk rqyukRed v/;;uA
eukst tks”kh
lkj
orZeku tk¡p esa bZ&yfuZxa tkx:drk ds izfr chÛ,MÛ f}rh; o chÛ,MÛ prqFkZ lsesLVj ds f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa esa rqyukRed v/;;u dj bZ&yfuZax
tkx:drk dks [kkstus dk iz;kl fd;k x;k gSA bl v/;;u gsrq dqekÅ¡ fo”ofo|ky; uSuhrky ds lkscu flag thuk ifjlj vYeksM+k esa v/;;ujr~ 86
f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa dk p;u LrjhÑr ;kn`fPNd U;kn”kZ fof/k }kjk fd;k x;kA ftldk lkaf[;dh fo”ys’k.k e/;eku] ekud fopyu] Vh&eku }kjk Kkr
fd;k x;k gSA ftlesa f}rh; o prqFkZ lsesLVj ds f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa esa v/;;u ls izkIr Vh&eku dks 0Û5 Lrj ij ns[kus ij dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj ugha
ik;k x;kA mDr tk¡p esa chÛ,MÛ f}rh; o prqFkZ lseLVj ds f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk esa ltx ik, x,A
dh&oMZ%& bZ&yfuZxa ] f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkFkhZ] chÛ,MÛ] tkx:drk A
izLrkouk
orZeku le; rduhdh dk gS izR;sd {ks= esa rduhdh ds ek/;e ls gh dk;Z fd;s tk jgs gSa rduhdh ls orZeku esa dksbZ Hkh {ks= vNwrk ugha gS jktuhfr
dk {ks= gks] lekftd {ks= gks] euksoSKkfud {ks= gks ;k fQj f”k{kk dk {ks= gks /khjs&/khjs izR;sd {ks= esa f”k{k.k&izf”k{k.k dk;ZØe Hkh rduhdh ij fuHkZj gksrs
tk jgs gSaA ftlesa bZ&yfuZax izeq[k :i ls izHkkoh gS ftlds vk/kkj ij f”k{kk txr esa Økafr lh vk x;h gSA izR;sd {ks= esa f”k{k.k&izf”k{k.k dh vfuok;Zrk gS
fcuk f”k{k.k&izf”k{k.k ds fdlh Hkh dk;Z {ks= esa mUufr vkSj lQyrk dh bPNk j[kuk ek= dksjh dYiuk gSA fcuk f”k{k.k&izf”k{k.k ds fdlh Hkh dk;Z {ks= esa
vlQyrk izkIr gksrh gS vkSj le; o Je Hkh O;FkZ tkrk gSA vr% izR;sd {ks= esa f”k{k.k&izf”k{k.k dks vkSipkfjd :i iznku djuk Hkh lEHko ugha gSA ftlls
f”k{k.k&izf”k{k.k dks nwjLFk f”k{kk ds ek/;e ls iznku fd;k tkuk lEHko gks ik;k gS fdUrq nwjLFk f”k{kk Hkh vkSipkfjd f”k{kk iznku djus eas “kr&izfr”kr lQy
ugha gSA ftlls f”k{k.k&izf”k{k.k dk;Z eas bZ&yfuZax iz.kkyh dks fo”ks’k egRo fn;k x;k gS ftlls izR;sd O;fDr f”k{k.k&izf”k{k.k dks vklkuh ls lEiUu dj
ldrk gSA vr% bZ&yfuZax iz.kkyh f”k{k.k@f”k{kk ds {ks= esa ojnku fl) gq;h gSA vr% bZ&yfuZxa dk vk”k; bysDVªkWfud yfuZax ls gS ftlds ek/;e ls O;fDr
vukSipkfjd :i ls Hkh vkSipkfjd f”k{k.k dh rjg f”k{k.k dk;Z o f”k{kk izkIr djrk gSA orZEkku esa tc ge Økafr ds nkSj ls xqtj jgs gSa lkjh nqfu;ka esa
laLd`fr] /keZ vFkZO;oLFkk ds lEcU/kesa yksxksa esa ruko gSA bZ&yfuZax ds nks ekWMy rqY;dkfyd bZ&yfuZax vkSj vrqY;dkfyd bZ&yfuZxa gSA vrqY;dkfyd
bZ&yfuZxa esa vkt ds deZpkfj;ksa dh la[;k mPp f”kf{kr gksus dh lEHkkouk gS vkSj yxkrkj dkS”ky esa lq/kkj vkSj vkthou lh[kus dh vko”drk gSA bZ&yfuZax
usVodZ rduhdh ds ek/;e ls vkWuykbu lh[kus vkSj lh[kkus dh izfØ;kvksa esa ls ,d gSA rqY;dkfyd bZ&yfuZax us lkekU;r% ohfM;ks dkaÝsflax ds :i esa
f”k{kkfFkZ;ksa dk leFkZu fd;k gSA bldk ekuuk gS fd f”k{kkfFkZ;ksa vkSj f”k{kdksa dks vkSj vf/kd lkekftd :i ls rqY;dkfyd vuqHko gSA bZ&yfuZxa ;k vf/kxe
dks n`”; vf/kxe] nwjorhZ f”k{kk ;k nwjorhZ vf/kxe dk i;kZ; ugha ekuk tkuk pkfg,A ;g lgh gS fd vkt ds fnu n`”; JO; rFkk cgqek/; rduhdh rFkk
nwjorhZ f”k{kk lac/a kh dk;ZØe dEI;wVj }kjk lqyHk baVjusV rFkk osc lsokvksa ij cgqr dqN fuHkZj gS ijarq blls bUgsa bZ&yfuZax dk i;kZ; u ekudj bZ&yfuZax
esa lgk;d ifjfLFkfr;ksa ;k bZ&yfuZax iz.kkyh dh miiz.kkfy;ksa ds :i esa ekU;rk nh tkuh pkfg,A ;g Hkh iwjh rjg Li’V djuk pkfg, fd bZ&yfuZax
inkoyh dk iz;ksx lHkh izdkj ls ,slh yfuaZx ;k vf/kxe ds fy, fd;k tkuk pkfg, ftls osc vk/kkfjr ;k baVjusV vk/kkfjr lai’zs k.k tSls bZ&esy vkWfM;ks
,oa ohfM;ks dkaÝsaflax] esy fyLV] ykbo pSV~l rFkk VsyhQksu lsokvksa }kjk laikfnr fd;k tkrk gSA bl n`f’V ls fdlh Hkh izdkj dh baVjusV rFkk osc
rduhdh foghu yfuZax ;k vf/kxe dks bZ&yfuZax ds :i eas ugha ns[kk tkuk pkfg,A bl lanHkZ esa viuk Li’V er O;Dr djrs gq, lUFkhl dqekj ,oa
lkxhtksg~u fy[krs gSa&^^;|fi dEI;wVj dk mi;ksx vuqns”ku rFkk vf/kxe gsrq fd;k tkrk gS fQj Hkh ftl vf/kxe esa osc rduhdh dk mi;ksx ugha gksrk
mls bZ&yfuZax dk ntkZ ugha fn;k tkldrkA lHkh izdkj ds dEI;wVj vk/kkfjr vuqns”ku tSls dEI;wVj&lgk; vuqns”ku] dEI;wVj izcaf/kr vuqns”ku] lefUor
vf/kxe iz.kkyh] eYVhehfM;k] baVj ,fDVo ohfM;ks]ojP;qvy fj;hfyVh] vkVhZfQfl;y baVyhtSal vkfn ftUgsa baVjusV }kjk iznku ugha fd;k tkrk ijarq
vf/kxe vkSj vuqns”ku gsrq iz;ksx esa yk;k tkrk gS] fdlh Hkh izdkj bZ&yfuaZx esa “kkfey ugha fd, tk ldrsA ijarq bu lHkh dks vxj baVjusV dh lsokvksa
dk mi;ksx dj vuqns”ku ,oa vf/kxe gsrq iz;qDr fd;k tk, rks fQj ;s bZ&yfuaZx dk :i ys ldrs gSaA**
bZ&yfuZax dk laf{kIr ifjp;
dEI;wVj vk/kkfjr f'k{kk@izf'k{kk ds vk/kkj ij vkjafHkd bZ&f'k{kk iz.kkfy;ka vDlj fujadq'k v/;kiu “kSfYk;ksa dks nksgjkus dk iz;kl djrh FkhaA ftlls
bZ&f'k{kk iz.kkyh dh Hkwfedk dks Kku ds lk>k fodkl dks izksRlkfgr djus okys dEI;wVj lefFkZr lg;ksx f'k{kk¼lhlh,l,y½ ds vk/kkj ij ckn esa fodflr
iz.kkfy;ksa ds fo:) Kku dk LFkkUkkUrj.k ekuk tkrk FkkA
Vke dsyh rFkk flldks ds vuqlkj %& **bZ&vf/kxe }kjk vfHklwpuk lEizs’k.k dh lgk;rk ls f”k{kk rFkk izf”k{k.k fn;k tkrk gSA izf”k{k.k dh fØ;k,¡] Nk=
ds vf/kxe ,oa izf”k{k.k izfØ;kvksa dk mYys[k ugha fd;k tkrk gSA Nk= dh vko”;drkvksa ds vuq:i Kku rFkk dkS”ky mÙke <ax ls iznku fd;k tkrk gSA**
jks'kucxZ %& **bZ&vf/kxe “kq) vfHklwpuk rFkk dks visf{kr O;fDr dks lgh le; ij rFkk lgh LFkku ij leqfpr ek/;eksa ds mi;ksx ls iznku dh tkrh
gS**A



“kks/k Nk=] f”k{kk ladk;] ,lÛ,lÛtsÛ ifjlj vYeksM+k] dqekÅ¡ fo”ofo|ky; uSuhrky] ¼mÙkjk[k.M] Hkkjr½
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v/;;u ds mn~ns”;
euq’; dk lEiw.kZ thou gh mn~ns”;ksa ij vk/kkfjr ;k mn~ns”;ksa ls Hkjiwj gS] pkgs og thou esa fdlh Hkh dk;Z dks djs mlds ihNs fufgr mn~ns”; gksrk gS
vkSj ;g LokkHkkfodgSA mn~ns”; jfgr dk;Z va/ksjs esa Nykax yxkus ds leku gS] ftlls gkfu ; HkVdko Hkh gks ldrk gSA izLrqr y?kq ”kks/k esa v/;;u ds
fuEufyf[kr mn~ns”; FksA
1& ch0,M0 f}rh; o prqFkZ lsesLVj ds f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk dk rqyukRed v/;;u djukA
2& xzkeh.k o “kgjh vf/kokl ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 f}rh;lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk dk rqyukRed v/;;u djukA
3& xzkeh.k o “kgjh vf/kokl ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 prqFkZlsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk dk rqyukRed v/;;u djukA
4&fyax ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 f}rh; lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk dk rqyukRed v/;;u djukA
5& fyax ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;kas ¼ch0,M0 prqFkZ lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk dk rqyukRed v/;;u djukA
6& fgUnh o vaxstz h ek/;e ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 f}rh; lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk dk v/;;u djukA
7& fgUnh o vaxstz h ek/;e ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 prqFkZ lsesLVj½ dhsa bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk dk v/;;u djukA
8& dyk o foKku oxZ ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 f}rh; lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk dk v/;;u djukA
9& dyk o foKku oxZ ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;kas ¼ch0,M0 prqFkZ lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk dk v/;;u djukA
10& xzkeh.k ,oa “kgjh vf/kokl ds vk/kkj ij iq:’k&efgyk f”k{kd izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;kas¼ch0,M0 f}rh; o prqFkZ lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk dk rqyukRed
v/;;u djukA
11& fyax ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 f}rh; o prqFkZ lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZxa tkx:drk dk rqyukRed v/;;u djukA
ifjdYiuk;sa
1&,l0,l0ts0 ifjlj vYeksM+k ds ch0,M0 f}rh; lsesLVj vkSj ch0,M0 prqFkZ lsesLVj ds f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk esa dksbZ lkFkZd
vUrj ugha gksrk gSA
2&xzkeh.k o “kgjh vf/kokl ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 f}rh;lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk esa dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj ugha gksrk gSA
3&xzkeh.k o “kgjh vf/kokl ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 prqFkZlsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk esa dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj ugha gksrk gSA
4&fyax ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 f}rh; lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk esa dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj ugha gksrk gSA
5&fyax ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 prqFkZ lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk esa dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj ugha gksrk gSA
6&fgUnh ,oa vaxstz h ek/;e ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 f}rh; lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk esa dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj ugha gksrk gSA
7&fgUnh ,oa vaxstz h ek/;e ds vk/kkj ij dk f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 prqFkZles sLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZxa tkx:drk esa dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj ugha gksrk gSA
8&dyk ,oa foKku oxZ ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 f}rh; lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk esa dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj ugha gksrk gSA
9&dyk ,oa foKku oxZ ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 prqFkZ lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk esa dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj ugha gksrk gSA
10&xzkeh.k o “kgjh vf/kokl ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 f}rh;lsesLVj o prqFkZ lsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZxa tkx:drk esa dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj
ugha gksrk gSA
11&fyax ds vk/kkj ij f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa ¼ch0,M0 f}rh; lsesLVj o prqFkZlsesLVj½ dh bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk esa dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj ugha gksrk gSA
lkaf[;dh fo”ys"k.k
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lsesLVj
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22

70Û68
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lkFkZd
dyk prqFkZ lsesLVj
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60Û33

6Û59

xzkeh.k ch0,M0
f}rh; o prqFkZ
'kgjh ch0,M0f}rh;
o prqFkZ

48

133Û39

15Û98

38

132Û91

10Û87

6Û50

vlkFkZd
0Û16

Efgyk
41
131Û15
15Û08
ch0,M0f}rh; o
prqFkZ
vlkFkZd
0Û43
iq:"k ch0,M0 f}rh;
45
132Û47
12Û86
o prqFkZ
fu’d’kZ
chÛ,MÛ f}rh; lsesLVj ,oa chÛ,MÛ prqFkZ lsesLVj ds f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkfFkZ;ksa esa bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk ds lEcU/k esa dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj ugha ik;k x;kA chÛ,MÛ
f}rh; lsesLVj ,oa chÛ,MÛ prqFkZ lsesLVj ds f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkFkhZ bZ&yfuZax tkx:drk ds lEcU/k esa v/;;u ds ek/;e ls yxHkx leku ik;s x;sA orZeku
esa f”k{kk ds c<+rs izpkj&izlkj o f”k{kk dh c<+rh mi;ksfxrk ds dkj.k f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkFkhZ xzkeh.k ,oa “kgjh Lrj ij] oS’kf;d ek/;e ij] Hkk’kk;h ek/;e ij
f”k{kk ds lEcU/k esa bZ&yfuZxa ds izfr tkx:d ik;s x;sA chÛ,MÛ f}rh; o prqFkZ lsesLVj ds f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkFkhZ baVjusV] dEI;wVj] osc ek/;eksa ds iz;ksx o
mi;ksx ds izfr ltx ik;s x;s] ftl dkj.k dksbZ vUrj ifjyf{kr ugha gqvk gSA vr% f”k{kk izkfIr dh n`<+ bZPNk ds dkj.k O;fDr viuh leL;kvksa dk
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lek/kku Lo;a gh [kkst ysrk gSA f”k{kd&izf”k{k.kkFkhZ Hkh vius v/;;u ls lEcfU/kr leL;k ds lek/kku gsrq bZ&yfuZax ds iz;ksx o mldh egRrk ds izfr
ltx ik;s x;sA
lanHkZ lwph
• Assessment and collection,development. The journal of academic liberarianship 30(6),
476-481.
• Clark and mayer(2004) use of electronic journals by Doctrol research scholars,Hitech
news,26(10), 12-15
• Singh and pateria(2007) University libraries in digital Environment vision 2020.ILA
Buletian, 43 (3), 5-12.
• Shukla and mishra(2011) Use of e-resources by research scholers of instilate of
technology banares hindu university of india,journal of art, science and commerce
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Digitalization and Financial Empowerment
Dinesh Kumar Gupta
Dr. Amaduddin Ahmad§§§
Abstract
Financial empowerment is delivering the banking services to the poor & needed section of
society so that maximum people can utilize the banking product & services. We have seen
more significant steps being taken by the Government of India, towards digital empowerment
of the people. The ‘Digital India’ programme will emerge new progressions and possibilities
in every sector and also generates innovative endeavors for inclusive growth. In this context,
digital platforms are likely to deliver financial products & services to both the unbanked and
the underbanked population, especially in rural/remote areas, at a low cost, and
subsequently increase digital financial access to the vast segments of the country’s
population.
Keywords: Digitalization, Inclusive growth, E-Governance transaction.
Introduction
Digital India, driven activity launched by the Government in 2015, generally tries to
guarantee that government services accessible to natives, in electronic structure, by
improving online infrastructure and expanding web network. The 'Digital India' programmes
an initiative of the Government of India, will emerge new progressions in every sector and
generates innovative endeavors for present and future generation. The motive behind this
concept is to build participative, transparent and responsive system. The Digital India drives
a dream project of the Indian Government to transform India into a knowledgeable base
economy and digitally empowered society, with good governance. The Digital India
initiative, coupled with a payment infrastructure, is laying the cornerstone for a digital
economy, keeping in mind the increasing willingness of people to use the internet and the
rising data traffic in the country.
Objectives of this study
• To know the concept and advantage of Digital India.
• To identify the various services of Digital India.
• Identify the relationship of Digitalization and Financial Empowerment.
Research Methodology
In this study of research problem the data collection methods are a major part. There are
many ways of collecting the data about research topic. There are two important ways of data
collection, primary data and secondary data. This paper is based upon the secondary data.
Secondary data related to previous studies and other reliable sources like various journals,
government websites, etc.
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Review of literature
Sharma and Kukreja (2013), examined a survey report which is given by World Bank and
compared the India‘s financial inclusion system with the rest of world. According to the
comparison study, He found that India has to go long way to reach the core poor.
Peterson,K Ozili (2018), Impact of Digital finance system on Financial Empowerment and
Stability, this article explain a discussion on Digital finance and its implication for financial
inclusion and financial stability.
India's financial inclusion policy, Pradhan Mantri Jan-Dhan Yojana has shown qualitative
results. The account-opening drive reached 221 million accounts, as on April 2016. The plan
also envisages access to insurance, credit and pension facilities and channeling of all
government benefits directly into the beneficiaries' bank accounts. In addition, the RBI has
strengthened the Unified Payment Interface (UPI) in order to facilitate digital money
transfers. In line with the digital strategy, the government has granted permission to a couple
of payment banks, thereby kick-starting the initiative. Thus digital India and financial
empowerment are closely connected.
Role of Technology in Financial Empowerment
One of the biggest components of financial inclusion is financial literacy. No matter how
many banks you open and how many boots you have on the ground, if a person does not
know about the financial options that are open to him, policies/schemes and financial
instruments will mean little.
The digital economy can be strongly leveraged to spread financial literacy. Effectively use
the power of mediums like a computer, mobile and internet to enable people to have the
skills, knowledge or information about financial instruments. We must ensure people have
the ability to critically understand the content they have received through digital means.
They should apply it to the best of their knowledge and capacity.
Facts of Digital India
• Number of mobile consumers: 1.15 Billion (December 2016)
• Number of Aadhaar cards: 1.12 Billion
• Numbers linked to Aadhaar: 399 Million (35% of those with Aadhaar cards)
• Number of bank accounts under PMJDY: 29.04 Crore
Source: UIDAI, PMJDY and TRAI websites (July 2017)
Commercial banks and Digitalization
In India commercial banks offer a host of digital services for customers that includes USSD
and SMS based mobile banking, mobile applications, point of sale devices, and internet
banking, among others. Among these, the scalability is highest for USSD and SMS based
mobile banking by virtue of their compatibility with the most basic of phones, and that they
do not require internet connectivity. Additionally, almost all banking products can now be
purchased without requiring a physical visit to a bank or physical documents for KYC. The
e-KYC system based on the UIADI framework has only accelerated this process. Lastly, the
integration of IMPS and UPI based payment systems for inter-bank transfers have also been
a great leap forward for the digitalization of the commercial bank industry. Supporting the
improvement of the direct benefit transfer (DBT) scheme by the government of India is
another viable avenue for commercial banks to leverage digital services for financial
inclusion.
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Main Services under Digital India
1. Digi Locker 2. Bharat net 3. e-Sign 4. National Scholarship Portal 5.Swachh Bharat
Mission Programme 6. e-Education 7. e-Health 8. Wi-Fi Hotspots. 09. E-Kranti
E-Governance transaction
It refers to information communication technology (ICT) to transform the effectiveness,
transparency, efficiency and accountability of government agencies work. According to
report by United Nations (2016), India was got ranked position 107 on e-Government
Development Index. This is huge improvement since it was ranked 118 in 2014. Through egovernance, India has improved its economy since citizens are able to evaluate and track
progress of achievement thus it must be closing loopholes for corruption in long run. There
is a huge growth in the e-governance transactions can be understood from the Figure from
the year 2013 to 2017.
Role of RBI
RBI has been involved in activating new technology for the development of the Indian
banking sector over the years. RBI has played a huge role in achieving various objectives
such as implementation of the electronic payment system such as RTGS (Real Time Gross
Settlement), electronic funds transfer (NEFT), mobile banking system, Adoption of the Core
Banking Solutions (CBS),
The impact of Digital India
• An investment of $18.4 billion to provide last mile internet connectivity, better access to
government services, and development of IT skills
• Provision of broadband internet access to 250,000 village clusters by 2019 at a cost of
about $5.9 billion.
• Availability of digital lockers to each citizen, allowing them to store all their original
identification documents and records.
• Focus on moving towards automation in delivery of government services.
• Achievement of a leadership position in IT towards betterment of health, education and
banking services.
• Widened internet access and an enabled use of shareable private space on a public cloud
model in order to empower citizens digitally.
Digital transaction in India
Over the years there has been a significant growth in digital payments, as indicated below:
Digital transaction (in Cr)
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In 2016-17, country has seen 1076 crore digital transaction which reflected an increase of
77% YoY. This growth is continuing in 2017-18 as well with 1000+ crore digital
transactions, having taken place in 2018. This increase can be attributed to development of
innovative digital payments platforms such as Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM)-UPI,
BHIM Aadhaar and BharatQR code. In Dec, 2016, NPCI launched BHIM app (based on
BHIM- UPI platform), which has been used/ downloaded by more than 2. crore users.
In this way we have seen that 55 lakh transactions per day occur in this economy. Since
demonetization, five modes of payments namely BHIM-UPI, Immediate Mobile Payments
System (IMPS) Aadhaar enabled Payments System (AePS), mWallets and Debit Cards have
significantly contributed to the growth of digital transactions, which has been given below:
Average daily transaction (In Lakh)
UPI/BHIM Transactions in
Lakh
57.9

0.1
Jan-16

Jan-17

Jan-18

IMPS Transaction in Lakh
38.26

12.06

Jan-16
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M-Wallet Transaction in Lakh
106.28
46.3

Jan-16

Jan-17

Jan-18

Debit Card Transaction in
Lakh
96.3
46.86

Jan-16

Jan-17

Jan-18

Growth of Digital Payment Transactions (Source: NPCI and RBI)
The use of digital transaction is continuing increasing in India. 2016, 2017 and early month
of 2018 witnessed a wave of UPI ,(like BHIM, M- Wallet) and initiate transactions without
having to provide numerous bulky and time-waste methods like providing IFSC codes, and
other account details to initiate every transaction.
Conclusion
We found in this study, that digitalization of financial services will increase the growth rate
of financial inclusion. Financial inclusion is not a onetime effort. It will take enough time to
connect & accessing of every citizen to the banking system, which seems easy to reach to
the people by the electronic modes use. Use of electronic means will increase the banking
habits of the low income section of the society. The zero or minimum charge of banking
services will also lead to the banking habits. To conclude it can be said that digital India will
make easy way to fulfill the objective of financial empowerment. For standing out on a
global platform India has to look upon the inclusive growth and financial empowerment is
the key for inclusive growth.
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Portrayal of Women in Major Indian English Novels : A
Comparative Study of Raja Rao, Mulk Raj Anand, R.K.
Narayan and Bhabani Bhattacharya
Mohit Kumar
Dr. T.S. Anand
Abstract
Woman and her individuality has always been debated and presented differently in various
books, specifically in societies like India, Pakistan and many other middle east and African
countries. Numerous writers have penned down myriad of works to exemplify the status of
woman. The present critique highlights the treatment of various women characters by major
post independence Indian English novelists. The paper covers the comparison of Raja Rao,
M.R. Anand, R.K. Narayan and Bhabani Bhattacharya. The comparison of their various
female characters is made and thus the core focus is women’s predicament in Indian culture.
An attempt is made to investigate the position of woman from the view points of different
authors born and brought up in India. An assortment of women predicament is portrayed in
diverse phases, from a subservient woman to an independent human being.
Keywords: Women Characters, Indian English Novels, Subaltern, Feminine, Conventional,
Modernity
I Introduction
From times immemorial woman is searching for her own existence in a patriarchal society.
The female in India and other male centric nations denotes weak spot. She should carry on
with a hopeless and hapless life. The society has neither given her the privilege to stay free
and autonomous not to do something on her own. She is viewed as an animal to be directed.
She is transformed into a social symbol as opposed to a human being. In pre - 20th century
Indian culture, women liberation was sternly illegal. Her lone obligation was to manage the
issues of her home and stay subject to her husband. With the development of western
learning, the Indian culture experienced different changes and the perspectives on the women
status changed too. Different social reformers endeavored to elevate the woman and gave
her opportunities to be on the forefront. Still many of the so called reformers acted as
political agents, whose basic duty was to make the woman realize that she is given freedom
by the Man. It means that she is still under the sway of male dominant society
psychologically.
Many writers across the world have presented the dilemma and predicament of woman.
Woman and her status, especially in Indian culture, has always been studied, debated and
creaticely presented in Indian English fiction. Major novelists of India have portrayaed the
woman distinctly with a trace of reality. Not really but women have been exposed
realistically. From the dawn of independence in India, the fantasy woman of literary artists
has been replicated in innumerable ways. Major Indian English novelists of the time, i.e.
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Raja Rao, Mulk Raj Anand, R.K. Narayan and Bhabani Bhattacharya. They were very much
conscious of the all-encompassing transformations in the conditions of females in Indian
culture. Their female characters are quite much central to the plot of the novels. But still
there is a difference in the depiction of women characters by them. Not all of them have
presented woman in similar way, rather they have coloured their imagination while
converting it into language. May be the autobiographical or historical influence forced them
to do so. The picture that is seen by the eyes often tends to get expressed through the mind.
II K. Raja Rao
Raja Rao has displayed woman as conventional ideal example typical of stereotype Indian
woman. He has his personal influences in his writings. He recognizes that his novels are set
up in traditional Indian social setting. Belonging to a traditional unmitigated South Indian
Brahmin backdrop, he has picturised women saturated with Indian conventions. He is
universal in the vast majority of his thoughts and convictions. His women, such as Achakka
in Kanthapura, Savitri and Saroja in The Serpent and the Rope and Shantha in The Cat and
Shakespeare, play the principal and lively characters. The women characters are indissoluble
element of his fiction, though not central. But his literary works portray strikingly patient
and destined Indian womanhood. Her female characters are not shown performing more jobs
at once. The denial of their own existence at the expense of husband and family shows that
Raja Rao has never endeavored to represent women’s issue in solid terms. His work
dependably needs overwhelming female characters. we barely discover any lady having a
job equivalent to that of a man, and she never partakes in different elements of life as a man
does. The females readily acknowledge a male-centred structure, where the male is human
and the female everything else. If any woman rebels, she is being rebuffed harshly. The
major focus of Raja Rao is on his male characters. The point of view is not thoroughly
feminine.
So woman in Rao’s fictive world holds a subsidiary position. She is delineated as
psychological slave always suffering with self control in abundance. She lives not more than
a machinistic life. She is the one who lacks her own identity recognition and thus, living a
traditional life full of conjugal prejudices. Her male counterpart is the owner of her fate. She
is a slave physically, academically, economically, psychologically and metaphysically. She
ends up her aspirations unfulfilled. Raja Rao has presented this dilemma beaytifully, but has
proposed no solution to this predicament. The reason is "The culture he springs from and
which he has imbibed so thoroughly in his entire being, precludes Rao from resolving the
woman's issue in concrete terms”( Krishnaswamy, 1983). He has depicted many female
charcters but most of them are disinclined to their own gender. The marital and family
relationships are totally dull and dreary. So extra-marital relationships are given more
significance in his novels. Finally, it is not exaggeration to say that women in Rao’s novels
are feeble, inferior and tortured, meant only for providing contentment to the male’s sexual
desires without any revolt and rebel.
III M.R. Anand
Mulk Raj Anand has been profoundly associated with male characters. The woman in Mulk
Raj Anand's work is in a significant sense at the core of its thematics. In his books, he
demonstrates how maternity presents an exceptional poise of lady. Despite the fact that lady
is smothered in India, Mulk Raj Anand knows about her lethargic limits which are found in
a portion of his ladies characters. Women, in the perspective on Mulk Raj Anand, has the
right to be treated on an equivalent balance with man. Woman can never again be considered
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as child bearing machine, never to be permitted to venture out of the four walls of home. Tha
fact is perceived that woman is as significant as man in society. But Anand feels that woman
is a minimized being. Colonialism mortified the men and they embarrassed the ladies. So at
whatever point the situation of civilization is feeble or lowered, ladies endure the most. It
has given men the main vent for their disappointments. What's more, that design proceeds
with desires for subservience from the ladies. Anand's female characters are casualties of
male hostility. They are latent sufferers whose Destiny lies in the hands of men. Females in
his books are subalterns who seldom talk. He realized that social taboos against women can't
be changed by legal system alone. Here subordination has been signified in the novel in
terms of sexual orientation. Gauri, in The Old Woman and the Cow (1960), is
exemplification of deep rooted torment and disregard with little protection from the
oppression, male society has troubled upon her. She is the genuine instance of gendered
inferiority. The novel delivers three stages in the advancement of her character in struggle
with conditions of her life. In the principal stage, she is portrayed as agreeable, quiet and
safe like cow. In the second phase she is shown as struggling for her life by renunciating her
husband. And in the last, she is shown furious and victorious. But male characters in Anand
are presented as bullhead sexists like Panchi, Gauri’s Husband.
The Male, in Anand’s fiction, controls over Female like an ace over a servant. He compels
her to submit to his eagerness and triviality without dissent. Women’s obligations are to
cook, to clean, to satisfy husbands’ lascivious needs and to submit themselves submissively
to male pettiness and physical viciousness. Male is allowed to ignore every single longestablished convention, however demands the exact compliance by Female. Women in
Anand are crushed, tortured and offended by male characters. In spite of the fact that women
are not noticeably outlined in the majority of Anand's novels, yet they are the victims, both
of conventional subjugation and of the desire of male society. The greater part of his female
characters need to endure misuse and abominations mutely. Mulk Raj Anand, however
essentially a humanist and pragmatist, holds no optimistic idea about Indian Women. Most
likely, the absence of any woman protagonist in his novels is accredited to his abandoned
love affairs in his personal life. But that doesn’t mean, he detests women and brings them
down deliberately. He also doesn’t deplores their deposition as devilish. Majority of his
women characters are ‘untouchables’, and hence rarely catch central attraction.
IV R.K. Narayan
R.K. Narayan is a step ahead of both Rao and Anand. He picks his female characters from
this masculine conformist society which had built up a totally male favored ideological
structure to keep females inferior to men. He wants to expose the readers to a changed
version of woman predicament, so he didn't depict the majority of his female characters as
totally quiet and aimlessly faithful to every single old custom. He realizes that women have
been denied emancipation, hence are incomplete individuals. The traditional and elderly
women in his novels are faithful to the well established traditions, but the younger ones are
doubtful of old traditional value system. Therefore, all in all, he has presented women with
many a tint of liberation. For example, Rosie and Daisy from The Guide (1958) and The
Painter of Signs (1976) respectively realize their truer selves and renunciate the familial
disorder which bereft them of their freedom and fulfillment. Narayan wants to liberate the
women from patriarchal servitude. One can discover the voyage of his heroines’ struggles
from total dependence to complete independence. The writing period for his three novels
extends to approximately forty years. This is why his Savitri of The Dark Room (1938) is
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drastically different from Rosie and Daisy. The names of characters also signify the change
brought in the treatment of all three characters.
The basic problem Narayan deals with is that in subservience to male domination, women
have totally forgotten their own independent disposition withpur realizing that they are a
different gender altogether. Though biologically females, they have started behaving like
males in thoughts and approach. They are totally unconscious of this situation and when any
cruelty or conspiracy is imposed upon them, they remain unaffected.
Savitri, in The Dark Room, is a character with dogmatic attitude. She is subaltern and prone
to tyranny and pain inflicted upon her by her cruel husband. She is blind follower of
conventional guidelines and mute spectator of movie run by her husband. She wants to rebel
but can’t because of her affection towards her kids. Being illiterate she can’t earn on her
own. So she wants her daughters to get educated. Thus, she is symbolical of woman who is
confronted with her own miserable state. Narayan wants to exhibit change in this dilemma.
So, Rosie, in The Guide, is an admixture of both the conventions and the modernity. Modern
attitude justapoxed with traditonal values is the characterization of Rosie. She marries Marco
as per her choice to leave servitude, but lives like a slave to her husband. When Marco forces
her to stop pursuing her passion, rather obsession, for dance, she gets attracted towards Raju,
the guide. Marco’s insensitive attitude pulls her towards the warmth of appreciation of her
art by Raju. Raju exploits her to fulfil his lust. Here comes the dilemma, as the traditional
woman deep rooted in the core of her heart regularly torments her ac of adultery. Abandoned
by Marco and cheated by Raju, she sets her free from any male dependency. Like Savitri,
she doesn’t go back to any male counter part. Daisy, in The Painter of Signs, is an
advancement of both Savitri and Rosie. The visualisation and appearance of this character
by Narayan is totally different and authentic. A resolute and aimful girl, she is full of action.
She works as population control officer and an independent lady. Practical in approach, she
is not that much poignant. The painter of signs, Raman, is infatuated towards her
commitment. She is a rebel against dogmatic conjugal life and thus, flees from the firm
Brahmin family. Under the influence of Christian missionaries, she starts pursuing her goals.
Raman wants to get her and is able to influence her for some moments. But she rejects the
burden of being tied to a man after getting married. She wants to live independently not
being a wife. She marries Raman at certain terms and conditions. When she realizes that this
nuptial bond is also hindering her growth and hampering her goal, she relinquishes bliss and
joy of wedded life. She is too bold to be considered equal to Savitri or Rosie.
So, Narayan’s basic purpose is to make aware the female that she is a separate not the
subaltern gender. Although the old characters preserve sanctity, the later ones are challenges
to the old set up. Being male, Narayan has shown the females with more liberation and his
later characters have created a niche in fictive world of India.
V Bhabani Bhattacharya
Before Bhattachayra, women characters were portrayed onedimensional by his
contemporary male authors, such as an obedient daughter, a relinquishing mother, a dutiful
and virgin spouse. But Bhattacharya is one of the premier among Indian authors to expound
on women's liberation. A broad examination of his novels present the most critical part of
womanhood. The way he has given liberty to his women characters is really significant. This
is why he is a much translated Indian author. His treatment of female characters is more
superlative and fair than Rao, Anand and Narayan. There is a journey of woman from
convention to modernity. His vantage point helps the reader have a more profound insight
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into the real inner self of woman. An analysis of his panoramic portrayal of women lets the
reader find a variety of women characters, each having a different role to play. Yet his multidimensional approach makes the females in his novels really ideal; They stand alone as
independent characters, raise their voices and challenge against the misuse and mistreatment
in a male commanded society. He admires the woman so high that equality can be observed
in his writings. His female characters are crucial, noble, enthusiastic and full of fervour.
Although a male writer, he has depicted female protagonists. The major reason he represents
women so freely is his exuberant and frank wife, Salila Mukherjee. She is the real spokesman
of Bhabani’ s fiction, as there is a fusion of tradition and modernity in her. She overlooked
her own writing knack for inspiring her husband’s literary capability. She helped him in
every possible way to write better by collecting a variety of information from various sources
to put more life into his characters. So all the major women in his fiction are as amiable as
his wife was.
He asserts that his women characters are always pivotal in his schema and are better than
men. “Women possess more depth, more richness in them than the men folk.” (Fisher 66).
His females take the intiative and share responsibility. They are not hapless, hopeless and
helpless creatures depending upon men, nor are they unconventional feminists. Rather they
are supremely autonomous and conscious characters not to be expoited at any cost. They are
feminine, free, fictional yet original characters. They are not subaltern to men, rather guide
men of virtuos path. They are dedicated, practical and conscientious human beings. Woman
in Bhattacharya is a personification of societal transformation. Kajoli in So Many Hungers!
is an epitome of conviction. She, in search of food, is sexually molested by a soldier. In spite
of all her struggle in selling herself, she doesn’t end up in brothel. Rather she preserves her
purity by helping other victims. Similarly, Chandralekha in He Who Rides a Tiger is shown
vigorous even in the most desperate situations. Unlike the female characters of So Many
Hungers!, she is not inert. She is not domesticated, rather a revolutionary. Suruchi in Shadow
from Ladakh, appears in the novel as a grown-up and individual woman. She and her
daughter Sumita represent two different approaches of living life in parallel. In his magnum
opus, Music for Mohini, a merger of orthodoxy and modernity is highlited. Growth of Mohini
from a cheerful village girl to audacious city lady shows her elegance and uniqueness. Meera,
in A Goddess Named Gold, is shown as striving for freedom of the village against greedy
and egocentric Seth. Devjani in A Dream in Hawaii is symbolical of Eastern and Western
world encounter and shuns the preconceived ideologies of western cultural about eastern
culture.
VI Conclusion
So all in all Bhattacharya has represented real, ideal and feminine characters. They are
neither anti-patriarchal nor avant garde, rather are conscious independent human beings.
Dealing with major problems in his novels, he has made his females central and inspirational.
Most of Raja Rao’s characters are meek and submissive. Anand has not paid much attention
to his female characters. R.K Narayan has revealed a journey of female from being compliant
to rebel.
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Contribution of women to the Modern Persian Poetry from 19th
Century till the last decade of 20th century of Iran
Saharul Islam Choudhury
From the beginning of the twentieth century, various poets and politicians tried to improve
the status of women, both by criticizing their existing status and by encouraging
westernization process which naturally included greater rights for women.
As many writers have pointed out, there was something of a breakthrough in the history of
Persian poetry at about the time of the constitutional revolution. Yar-Sater, for example
says:”The greater portion of classical poetry concerned itself with general sentiments. Poets
seldom touched on topical question and their poetry hardly ever reflected contemporary
events, unless in a very remote and indirect way”. He goes on to say that in the early decades
of the century, “For the first time poetry was directed towards the man in the street.
Previously poetry had been either court poetry or poetry written for the cultivated members
of society. The directed and in directed contacts with the West gave rise to a more liberal
and democratic conception of society and a result of this new democratic attitude was the
incursion of colloquial language into poetry, the people had become significant, and their
language was elevated to the rank of a language suitable for poetry.
Before the beginning of the twentieth century the Position of women gradually became
worse. This is not to say that women were banned from studying or writing poetry. It is just
that this normally did not happen. There was no acceptance, even among intellectuals, that
women should be given scope for advancement. Where they had any influence in decisionmaking, it was very much behind the scenes and was often related to simple matters of the
household or harem. As a result many of the women themselves became opposed to (or at
least passive to) the idea of change. It is perhaps not surprising that a popular saying of the
nineteenth century was that a women should ask her husband three times each day what to
do, what to say and what to think1 .
The poverty of women’s education is reflected by Professor Brown. He wrote that “almost
any educated Persian can compose tolerable verses and the great majority do so, while the
number of those who habitually indulge in this pastime on a considerable scale and have
produced “divans” of poetry has been at all times fairly large 2. Yet, in his own survey of
Persian poetry from the fifteenth to the nineteenth centuries Brown does not mention even
one poetess.
M. Isaque goes back further and is somewhat more careful. He says that although many
women have composed verses throughout history he gives some information about more
than 100 of these there are very few poetesses worthy of the name “one cannot claim to be
a poet simply by writing a few verses”. He adds that there is often confusion as to whether
certain poems were actually written by women or were simply attributed to them by their
relatives or by tradition3.
Ishaque considers that Rabia Quzdari, who lived in the 8th Century, and about whom there
grew up a number of romantic stories, was one of the first modern poetesses of Iran. She
apparently composed religious poems, and from such evidence as there is, these had depth
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and sincerity4. They could hardly be called feminist poems, however and were not nearly so
outspoken as those of Mahasti, who lived some 250 years later.
Some contemporary poetesses of 19th- 20th century
Most Persian poetesses of the twentieth century wrote at least some of their poems about the
position of women indeed their fame usually grew around such feminist poems. In the
following section I illustrate this type of work with some new translation of poems by the
best-known of these poetesses.
Alam Taj Zhaleh Qaem Maqami,who was born on 1884,was one of the first poetesses to
break away from the seclusion of the harem and the traditional content of classical poetry.
She was the daughter of Mirza Fathollah, who came from a family of diplomats and was the
son of a Prime Minister (Qaem Maqam Farahani), and Banu Maryam,who arranged for her
to study Arabic and Persian with private tutors.When she was sixteen, a marriage was
arranged for her with Ali Morad Khan Bakhtiari, Who was forty years old and shared none
of her educational background or literary interests. She gave birth to a son, Hoseyn Pezhman
Bakhtiar, but when he was nine years old her husband died, and because of the already –
mentioned child custody law, Hoseyn was taken away from her and put into the care of her
late husband’s uncle. From that time, Zhaleh started to fight for women’s rights. She became
a member of one of the early unofficial women’s societies, and spoke out fearlessly in favour
of women’s right in divorce and against misuse of religion. Many of her poems were
published in thw journal ‘Taghma’ Her son, Hoseyn Pezhman , who became a distinguished
poet and scholar, collected them into a divan, which was published in 1933, about 13 years
before she died in 1946.
Two of Zhaleh’s most forceful poems with a feminist theme are “Advice to My Sisters
“(Andarz be Khawaharan) and ‘The Rights of women and Men “(Hoquq-e Zan o Mard). She
urges women to band together to protect themselves against being down-trodden by men;
which is given with my translation of this paper, she makes a lengthy case for women’s
rights using simple logic and reference to The Quranic precepts5.
The door of your repentance is open until the sun rises from the east.
You must repent to lovely sister so that you can belie the charges against your sisters.
Nature has put a load on your shoulders; do not add another stone to it.
Alas you are neglecting your task if you only pay court to your husbands.
After Zhaleh,the outstanding poetess of modern times was Parvin E Tesami.She was a shy,
reserved young women who like Forugh later, was divorced after a very short marriage and
some of whose poems, such as ‘The Broken Roof’( Bam-e-Shekasteh),and occasional
verses, tell of the bitter effect of this divorce on her. Also like Forugh, She took no part in
women’s organizations but significantly influenced greater women’s right through her
poetry. Even before enrolling in the American Girls School, she had learnt Arabic and
Persian from her father, who was an eminent journalist and scholar. She was sensitive and
compassionate, and wrote about the problems of women in the same way as she wrote about
the problems of all poor, down-trodden and oppressed people, with whom she deeply
sympathized. Her concerned with the advancement of her sex comes through in many of her
poems, but in none perhaps so strongly as in ‘women in Iran ‘(Zan dar Iran)6, which she
wrote after the compulsory unveiling on January 7, 1936
Until now, you could say that women in Iran were not Iranians.
Apart from misery and worry they had no function.
The women’s life and death took place in the corner of seclusion.
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What was a woman in those days if not a prisoner?
Nobody else lived in darkness for centuries as women did;
Nobody else sacrificed in the temple of hypocrisy as women were.
In the court of justice and equity, women had no witnesses; in the school of merit, women
were not pupils.
The pleas of women were left unanswered in their lifetimes; and this injustice was open, not
hidden.
Simin Behbehani was born in 1927, the daughter of Abbas Khalili, a newspaper publisher
and novelist and fakhr e Adel who founded the Literary society ‘Daneshvaran-e-Iran.She
lived with her mother after her parent’s divorce and soon revealed her own literary talent,
publishing three collection of poetry. She became a high school teacher, and in some of her
poems she has used scenes from the classroom to depict the hardships faced by Iranian
women. An excellent example is her poem ‘Passive verb (Fell-e-Majul).
‘Good morning, children salam.
The first lesson is about the passive verb.
Do you know what a passive verb?
It is the relation of a verb to its object.”
In my mouth my tongue was like a pendent
Which moves inside the emptiness of a bell?
My face was as disagreeable
As the sound of glass rolling on stone.
Parvin Dowlatabadi, born in 1922, is the daughter of Hesam od-din-Dowlatabadi, Who was
a politician and deputy. She also became a teacher and founded her own school as well as
publishing her poetry in various journals. Her work has a more philosophical slant than that
of many other poetesses, as her poem ‘This is life’ (Zendegi in Ast) shows.
This is life.
In bitterness sweetness, in sweetness bitterness.
The hope of light shadow by the pattern of darkness;
It is closing unopened roads,
Breaking down closed doors.
As Iranian women became freer, some behaved irresponsibly. One modern poetess who
criticized misuse of emancipation is Tahereh saffarzadeh, who was born in Sirjan in 1938.
She received her university education in the United States and has produced poetic works in
both English and Persian. In her poem ‘Child of the century’ (Kudak-e-Qarn), she condemns
mothers who abandoned their children to go out drinking, dancing and gambling.
The child of this century
Is alone each night within the walls of his home?
He is drowsy, but at bedtime he is frightened of the future tomorrow
His cries for his mother will ring in the ears of the world.
He has been told tales of a mother’s kindness, a mother’s compassion7;
During the later part of the 1950s and the 1960s, there was a growing number of young
women who had received more than an elementary education, who were starting to break
into positions formerly restricted to men who were not overawed by conventional religion
or tradition, or by their elder's and rulers, and who needed a heroine to inspire them with
confidence. By speaking out in the way that she did, poetesses provided them with a voice
which spoke their own language8.
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Development Of Persian Language And Literature During The
Early Mughal Period
Nazmul Alom Choudhury
The Mughals, who succeeded the Afghan sultans of north India in the sixteenth century,
showed unprecedented interest in patronizing Persian literary culture during their rule.
Mughal India has been particularly noted for its extraordinary achievement in poetry and
wide range of prose writings in Persian. In terms of sheer profusion and variety of themes,
this literary output probably exceeded that produced under every other Mughal dynasty. The
Mughals were Chaghatai Turks by origin, and we know that, unlike them. Turkic rulers
outside Iran such as the Ottomans in Asia Minor and the Uzbeks in Central Asia were not
quite so enthusiastic about Persian. Indeed, in India too, Persian did not occupy such a
position of dominance in the courts of the early Mughals. Babur's Babumama, the story of
his exploits in Turkic and Turkic poetry, enjoyed a considerable audience at his son
Humayun's court even after Humayun's return from Iran.1
Nonetheless, it was not Turkic but Persian which came to symbolize Mughal triumph in
India. One may conjecture that. In matters of language, the Mughals had no other choice,
and that they simply inherited a legacy and continued with it. In some measure, this
conjecture seems plausible. Persian had established itself in a large part of north India as
the language of the Mughal elite.2 the famous line of Hafiz of Shiraz (d.1398) - 'all the Indian
parrots will turn to crunching sugar with this Persian candy which goes to Bengal, 3 - was
testimony of a receptive audience for Persian poetry in north India. However, subsequently,
there seems to have been a setback to the literature of the language here. There is hardly a
notable Persian writer to be found in the fifteenth and the early sixteenth centuries, 4 even
while Hindavi texts such as Malik Muhammad Jayasi's Padmavat represent the best
expression of Muslim Sufi ideas at this time. Persian does not appear to be very strong under
the Afghans either, from whom the Mughals took over the reins of power. Most of the
Afghans, Babur tells us, could not speak Persian. Hindavi was recognized as a semi-official
language by the Sur Sultans (1540- 55), and their chancellery scripts even bore
transcriptions in the Devanagari script. The practice is said to have been introduced by the
Lodi sultans, immediate predecessors to the Mughals.5

--------------------------------

I. Sidi. Ali Reis, The Travels and Adventures of Turkic Admiral Sidi Ali Reis, A. Vambery, repro Lahore, 1975, pp.47, 4051 and 52-3.·
2. M.A Ghani, Pre-Mughal Persian in Hindustan. Allahabad. 1941, pp.l52-233, and 3813. HafIZ Shirazi, Diwan, ed. Qazi Sajad Hussain, Delhi, 1972.p.I72.
4. For the history of Persian in the period, see S.B.F Hussaioi, A Crticial Study of IndoPersian literature during the Sayyid
and Lodi period, 14/4-1526, Delhi, 1988; Annemarie Schimmel, Islamic Literature in India, in Vol vn of Jan Gonda, ed., A
History of Indian Literature, Weisbedan, m1973, p21.
5. Momin Mohiuddin, The Chancellery and Persian EpistolOgraphy under the Mughlas: from Rabur to Shahjahan, 15261658, pp.459-60.
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For the extraordinary rise of Persian under the Mughals, the explanation may then be sought
more in a convergence of factors within the Mughal regime than within the Indo-Persian
heritage of preceding Muslim regimes. We can list a number of these factors. A large number
of Iranianans accompanied Humayun on his return from Iran, where he had taken refuge
following his defeat against the Sur ruler of India, Sher Shah Sur. Later, in the 1560s, Akbar
needed Iranian help too, and encouraged them to join his imperial service to overcome the
difficulties he faced from ambitious Chaghatay nobles. Before Humayun, the Iranianans had
helped Babur in 1511, during his fight against the Uzbeks, following the destruction of
Timurid power in Herat.6 All of this Iranian help to the Mughals contributed to the expansion
of the frontiers of Persian in Mughal India.
Then there is Akbar's unusual interest in promoting social, cultural and intellectual contacts
with Iran.7 The emperor's success on this account was far from superficial. A very large
number of Persian writers and poets came in ~o India, many of them in search of better
fortune, others fleeing religious and political persecution in the sectarian Safavid regime.8
Akbar's India earned the distinction of being termed the place of refuge and the abode of
peace (daral-aman) where the wise and the learned would receive encouragement.9
Migration to India at this 'time promised material comforts and honored positions, Iran
under the Safavids having turned Shi'ite in a very narrow sense of the term. In Mughal India,
on the other hand, the space for accommodating opposition and conflict was widening,
subsequent to the Mughal policy of sulh-i-kul (peace with all). Growing numbers of
nonconformist and dissident Iranianans found a natural refuge in India.1O
As an ambitious ruler in obvious competition with the Iranian Shah, Akbar tried to exploit
this situation, extending the frontiers of his authority, at least symbolically, over the Safavid
domain. His intention was to neutralize the awe that the Iranian Shah exercised over the
Mughal household because of the Iranian help to Babur and Humayun.
The extent to which Iranian scholars in Akbar's court served as his agents in extending his
influence within Iran is a moot question. His invitation to such people landed many of them
in trouble; some of those chose to invite in person, and who were among the noted
nonconformists, faced drastic punishment and several were even executed by the Shah. II

-----------------------6. 1.F.Richards, The Mugha/ Empire: The New Cambridge History of India, 1.5, Cambridge, 1933, pp.ll and 19.
7. Abu'l Fath Gilani, Ruq'at-i Abu '/ Fath Gilani, ed. Muhammad Bashir Husain, Lahore, 1968, pp. 116-20;
8. Israel and Wagle, Islamic Culture, p. 356.
9. 'Abd al-Nabi Qazwini, Taikira-i·Maikhana, ed. Ahmad Golchin Ma'ani, Tehran, 196111340 sh., p. 809.
10. 'Abd al-Qadir Badauni, Muntakhab·ut·Tawarikh, transl. W.H.Lowe, reprints, Delhi, 1973, ii, p. 253; Riazul Islam,
Calendar, vol. I, pp. 101-2.
11. Aziz Ahmad, 'Safavid P"oets and India'. Iran, vol.J4, 1976, pp.l17-32.
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However, the Mughal emperor's desire to bring 'the exalted (Iranian) community closes to
him spiritually and materially' prepared the ground for many of them to make India their
second home. Iranian talents in the arts, it began to seem, could flourish more in Mughal
India than at home. 12
As a consequence, MughalIndia drew dose to Iran culturally, and Persian attained its status
as the first language of the Mughal king and his court. Among the first literary works in the
reign of Akbar - at a time when he was consolidating Mughal power in India - was
preparation of a Persian translation of his grandfather's Baburnama. Ironically, the
translator was 'Abd ai-Rahim Khan-i Khanan, the son of Bairam Khan, who had been a poet
in Turkic.13 But it was not just Babur's memoir that was rendered into Persian; the emperor
also desired that the sources of the new court history recording Mughal achievements be
compiled in Persian. Then, a work by Humayun's sister, Gulbadan Begum, titled HumayunNama was written in Persian, even though Turkic was the native tongue of the princess and
of her husband Khizr Khwaja Khan. (Antoinette Beveridge, who translated Gulbadan's work
into English, suspects that the book was originally composed in Turkic.)12 Similar was the
case of two other accounts of Humayun's time, Tazkirat al-Waqiat: both were meant to serve
as sources for Abu'} Fazl's mammoth history, Akhamama; it was well known that their
authors, Bayazid Bayat and Jauhar Aftabchi, respectively, could manage little beyond a
·'shaky and rustic' spoken Persian. 14Jauhar, in fact, got the language of his account revised
and improved by the noted writer and lexicographer Ilahdad Faizi Sirhindi before
presenting
Akbar had no formal education and therefore important books were, read out to him
regularly in his assembly halL His Library consisted of hundreds of prose books and poetical
works in Arabic, Persian, Hindi, Greek and Kashmiri, but the books that the emperor heard
repeatedly, were all in Persian.15 Akbar, according to one report, could also compose verses
in Persian and Hindi; but Mughal sources generally record only his Persian couplets. We
also know that only Persian poets had the privilege of enjoying extensive royal patronage at
Akbar's court. Among the Muslim rulers of north India, Akbar was probably the first to
institute the formal position of malik al-shuara (poet laureate) at a royal court. It was
awarded to a Persian poet only, this position continued until Shahjahan's time (1628-58).
The malik ai-shu 'ara, during these Mughal years, were Ghazali Mashhadi, Husain Sanai,
Tallib Amuli, Kalim Kashani and Qudsi Mashhadi - all Iranianans; Abu'l Faiz 'Faizi' (154795) was the sole exception. Only nine out of fifty nine rated in Akbar's court as the best
among the thousand poets in Persian who had completed a diwan or written masnawi, were
identified as non-Iranianans. Again a large number of other Persian poets and writers - 81
according to Nizam aI-din Bakhshi and 168 according to Badauni - received the patronage
of the emperor or his nobles.16

-------------------------------------------------

12. Gulbadan Begham, Humayun-Nama, transl. A.S. Beveridge, London, 1902, p. 79.
13. H.Ethe, Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts in the Library of the India Office, vol.I,
Oxford, 1903, no.222.
14. Abu'l Fazl, Akbamama, Vol,l, Calcutta. 1873, p.27 I.
15. Abu'l Fazl, Ain-i-Akbari, ed.H.Blochmann, 1872, pp.617-80.
16. Badauni, Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, VoUII, pp.171-388.
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Over a 1000 poets and 31 scholars 17were associated with the establishment of Abd aI-Rahim
Khan-i Khanan alone. Persian, thus, emerged as the language of the king, the royal
household and the high Mughal elite. Akbar's son and successor Jahangir (1605-27) was
not particularly accomplished in Turkic, but he cultivated his own style in Persian and wrote
his memoirs in elegant prose. He was also a good critic of Persian poetry and composed
several verses and ghazals.18 It was for him that Jayasi's Padmavat was translated into
Persian, though the work was recognized only as an Indian fable (afsana-i Hindi) and not
as one on Islamic mysticism in Hindi. Still later, with volumes of letters and edicts,
Aurangzeb (1658-1707) established himself as an accomplished prose writer of his time. The
formal abolition of the institution of malik al-shuara, only slightly affected the supreme status
of Persian. Indeed, late 17th Century northern India witnessed the emergence of numerous
native poets of high standard in Persian, including the great Mirza Abd ai-Qadir Bedil (d.
1720) and Nasir 'Ali Sirhindi (d. 1694).
Literature
Persian was the language of Mughal intellectual life. Since the Ghaznavid occupation of
Lahore in the beginning of the eleventh century, Persian had been the official language of
the government and the literary language of the higher classes, but with the advent of the
Mughals it entered into a new era. Hitherto, Persian had reached India mainly from
Afghanistan, Turkistan, and Khorasan, and had many common features with Tajiki and Dari
Persian. With the establishment of closer relations between India and Iran after Humayun's
visit to that country, and the arrival of a large number of distinguished Iranianans during
the reign of Jahangir and later Mughal rulers, the linguistic and literary currents began to
flow from Iran itself. Shiraz and Isfahan now replaced Ghazni and Bukhara in literary
inspiration, with considerable refining of the language as a result. Literature of diverse types
were produced Sabak-i-Hindi was further enriched.
Poetry
Persian poetry attained new heights under the inspiring patronage of Mughal monarchs and
their nobles. There is hardly a chronicle of the period which does not refer to the poetic
celebrities that throve during the age. In fact, the period was so deeply permeated with the
spirit of poetry that every educated person attempted versification of a fairly good order.
The unprecedented recognition of art by the Mughal court and the Deccan rulers
encouraged migration to India of a large number of poets from Persia, Bukhara,
Samarqand, etc., converting the country into a veritable nest of singing birds. The poets and
writers from diverse backgrounds of culture, regions and faiths further enhanced the Persian
literature during the period and introduced new dimension and subjects into the poetry.It is
interesting to note that Jami, the leader of the poetic galaxy was keen on visiting India during
the reign of Babur. Even Hafiz could not resist the temptation of such a visit, and would have
certainly reached India but for a cyclone that made him change his mind.

--------------------------------17. Abd al-Baqi Nihawandi, Maasir-i-Rahimi, ed. H.Hosain, Vol. m, Calcutta, 1931, pp. 9-18. Sbibli Nomani, Sher -ulAjam, Vol-III, Azamgarb, 1945, pp.5 and 148.
19. Life and LeIters under the Mughals, P.N.Chopra., New Delhi, 1976, p.315.
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The experience is effectively epitomized in the following couplet:20 (The hopes of finding
pearls made the hazards of voyaging appear insignificant in the beginning. But sorry, I have
erred, for even a hundred pearls are not worth the perils of a single stormy wave.)
A number of prominent Iranian poets, including Urfi, Naziri, Talib, and· Kalim, migrated to
India, and at times the level of Persian literature was higher in Mughal India than in Iran.
Abul Fazl enumerates 75 poets who came to India during Akbar's time. The influx of poets
continued during the reign of Jahangir and Shahjahan. Some of the immigrant poets were
weighed in silver.
The Mughal emperors were extremely liberal in their patronage of poetry. Some of the poets
were even appointed commanders of 5,000- for example, Ghaznavi and Zaya Khan. Jagirs
were granted to Ghazali, Faizi, Hayati and many others for excellence of their poems. Huge
rewards in cash were also given. Besides the\emperors, nobles and grandees patronized
poetry. Abdul Fath Gil ani, Abdur Rahim Khan-i-Khanan, Ali Quli Khan, Khan-i-Zaman,
Zafar Khan, Khan-i-Azam Kokaltash and the famous Ibrahim Adil Shah II of Bijapur were
known for their liberal patronage of poets and scholars.
The style of poetry, which was popular in both the countries at that time, was the subtle and
in,volved type made popular by Baba Fighani of Shiraz. This school of poetry culminated in
Bedil, the best known poet of Aurangzeb's reign. His similes and metaphors are often
obscure, but his poetry is marked by great originality and profundity of thought. From love,
the traditional preoccupation of Persian poets, he turned to the problems of life and human
behavior, and in certain circles (particularly in Afghanistan and Tajikistan) he ranks high
as a philosophical poet. Bedil is more famous in Afghanistan and Tajikistan than his country
of birth or in Iran. Before the Soviet occupation of Tajikistan there used to Bedilkhani
(reading Bedil) in Samarqand and Bukhara and other adjoining areas, where people would
gather and read the couplets of Bedil and discuss its meaning. Even in present day Tajikistan
there is the study of Bedil is compulsory for the students who go for the religious studies.
After Quran, Hadith, students of the Madrassas have to study Saadi and Bedil. But the two
poets who outshone all others in a distinguished group were Faizi and Ghalib. Faizi (15471595), whose genius matured before the large-scale immigration of poets from Iran and the
introduction of the "new" school of poetry, was the brother of Abul Fazl.
As Akbar's poet-laureate, his poetry mirrors a triumphant age. Ghalib (1796-1869), who
was attached to the court of the last Mughal emperor, Bahadur Shah, began in the style of
Bedil, but soon outgrew it and came under the spell of the immigrant Iranian poets-Urfi,
Naziri, Zahuri, and Hazin. His mature work epitomizes all that is best in the different schools
of Mughal poetry-the profundity and originality of Bedil's thought, combined with the
polished diction of Urfi and Naziri. He wrote largely of love and life, but the deep,
melancholy note in his poetry reflects the sad end to which the Mughal Empire was drawing
in his day. It was in this congenial atmosphere that Persian poetry thrived and lured Iranian
poets to come to India and enjoy the admiration which was withheld in their own country.21

--------------------------------------

20 Ibid, p. 316.
21 Ibid, pp. 316-17.
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Ali Quli Salim of Tehran says:
(Iran hardly offers palpable means for achieving perfection;until it finds its way to India.)
Kalim says:
(A captive of India that I am, I regret this enforced journey. But whither shall this wingfluttering carry the lacerated bird? Kalim goes lamenting towards Iran dragged by the
company of eager fellow-travellers, covering like the camel bell each stage of journey as on
others' feet. Drawm by love and fondness for India, I look back with such intense longing
that even if I set my face unto the road nothing meets my eye,)
Mirza Saib, who flourished during Aurangzeb's reign when the patronage of Persian poetry
had certainly received a setback due to the orthodox views of the Emperor, says:
(Like the desire to go to India which possesses every heart, There is not a head which does
not dance to the tune of thy love.)
Thus there were quite a large number of poets to illumine the Indo- Persian poetry during
the Mughal period. The contemporary Safavid court could not boast poets of equal merit, or
originality. It was not lack of genius, but of court patronage that was mainly responsible for
this setback. To borrow the words of Dr. Hemann Ethe, these poets of the 16th and 17th
centuries produced the "Indian Summer of Persian Poetry." Strong national sentiments of
the Persians had made them rather chary of recognizing the poetic talents of the Indians.
Hadi Hasan in his Mughal Poetry: Its Culture and Historical Value has examined the views
of Iranians and the Europeans about Mughal poetry. He comes to the conclusion that
"Persian criticism of Mughal poetry is altogether vague." Browne has tried to analyze the
reasons for the denunciation of Mughal poetry by Persians-"disparagement of national
heroes and monuments, the use of unfamiliar words, the distortion of the meaning of familiar
words, the coinage of new words, and above all, the hair-splitting subtlety of the Indian mind
which makes the sweetheart's mouth the end of a hair and then literary splits the hair." The
disapprobation of the Persian works Atashkada by Lutf Ali Beg Azar and the Majma-ulFusaha by Riza Quli Khan is sweeping in the case of poets who came to India. They praise
all those poets who stayed on in Iran and fmd fault with such well-known masters of style as
Faizi, Urfi, Zuhuri and Saib. In most cases no critical account is given about the poetical
demerits of these poets except advancing the plea that "they were not liked by Persians in
that age." However, there were independent critics who did not hesitate to properly evaluate
the contribution of these poets of Mughal India. "After Jami," writes Gibb, Urfi and Faizi
were the chief Persian influences on Turkic poetry." Nefi, the greatest Turkic poet of the
17th century, is seen vying with Urfi, and it is significant that some of the best qasidas and
diwans of Urfi are found in the libraries of Ankara and Istanbul.
The main themes of the Persian poets in India were: mysticism; divine love; beauty of the
sweetheart; praise of God; Prophet and the beloved. Waqai-goi, masalia, mazmun afrini and
khial bandi were the chief features of poetry produced during the period.

------------------------22 Ibid, p. 317.
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All forms of poetry- ghazals, qasidas, qitaz- were produced in abundance during the Mughal
period. Most of the poets, however, expressed themselves through the medium of ghazal.
Shibli rightly calls it the "age of ghazals ... 23 In the sphere of ghazals, Urfi of Shiraz, Saib
Tabrizi, Naziri Nishapuri, Hakim Shafai, and Ali Naqi excelled others. Among the qasida
writers, Urfi, Zuhuri and Talib Amuli distinguished themselves. In the sphere of mosnavis
there was some definite deterioration. It was no longer the medium of expression for moral
or historical themes in a simple and unrhetorical style. Kalim's Shahjahan-Nama, written in
a highly ornamental style, may be cited as an example. Rubai (quatrain) provided a
convenient medium to the poets to tackle different philosophical themes.
There was however, a significant departure from the traditional style. An attempt was
made to express an idea in one verse which was usually done in two or three verses. It made
difficult for the reader to comprehend the true meaning. Naziri and Sarmad were the two
well-known Rubai writers of the period. Urfi, Qudsi, Talib Amuli, Anwari and Muhammad
Jan excelled in the composition of qasidas. Urfi was a creator of a new style in this particular
branch of poetry. The "novelty in this style lay, apart from the introduction of a number of
fresh terms into the conventional vocabulary of poetry, in the deposition of rhetoric from the
chief seat and the enthronement of loftiness of tone and stateliness of language in its stead."
Shibli gives him the lofty title of the "king of qasidas." Qudsi no doubt lacked Urfi's forceful
diction and Amuli's metaphors and smiles. Yet he surpassed both in his originality of themes.
Qudsi presented a beautiful qasida to Shahjahan in 1145 A.H. The emperor was so much
pleased with his performance that he was weighed in silver. Talib Amuli's compositions are
characterized by the novelty of themes, figurative language, and fine allegories and
metaphors. 24
Prose
The prose literature which developed in the Mughal court and in the contemporary courts
of the Deccan carried on the tradition of the Persian. Prose of the Sultanate Historiography
was no doubt most enthusiastically cultivated, but there is hardly any other branch of
literature- biographies, dictionaries, encyclopedias, ethics, belles-lettres, religion - which
was not touched. However, there seems deterioration in the standard of prose not only in
India, but also outside, mainly in contemporary Persia, especially after the advent of the
Turks, Tatars and Mongols. Most of the works produced in India during the period were
marked by verbosity and exaggeration. This was especially true of the official histories
compiled during the period. Badauni in his Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh refers to several works
written by scholars in the times of Babur and Humayun. Only a few of these works are now
extant and it is, therefore, not possible to know the merits of these treatises. Moreover, it is
not always safe to ascribe them to a particular period. We may, however, take note of some
of the important works.
To Abdul Wahid Bilgrami,25 who probably flourished in the time of Humayun and Akbar,
are ascribed lawahamama-i-Humayun, a work on the use of precious and other minerals,
and Sanbali, a treatise on the technical terms of Sufism. Muslih-al-Din is said to have written
a commentary in Persian on all Timurids, besides several Arabic works. Shah Tahir was a
prolific writer both in Arabic and Persian. His letters, contained in a volume entitled Inshai-Shah Tahir, deserves mention. S. K. Banerji mentions some of the works written during
Humayun's time in his Humayun Badshah. But the real contribution in Persian prose was
made during the time of Akbar, who had a number of brilliant scholars at his court.
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Next to poetry and prose, history and biography were most extensively cultivated during the
Mughal period. Historians include Abul Fazl (1551-1602), whose comprehensive Akbar
Nama is one of the most important historical works produced in India; Badauni (15401615), who some time writes with bias and even veno~ yet who was a consummate artist, a
master of the telling phrase, and capable of evoking a living picture with a few deft strokes;
the intelligent and orderly Firishta; Khafi Khan; and the author of Siyar-ul-Mutakhkhirin,
the last of the great Mughal historical works.26 Among biographical works, Babur's
autobiography, originally written in Turkic, but soon translated into elegant Persian by
Abdul Rahim Khan-i-Khanan, is the best. There were, however, other biographical works,
including the comprehensive Ma'asir'ul-umara dealing with the Mughal nobility, and
numerous biographies of saints, poets, and statesmen.
A very interesting historical work written during Aurangzeb's reign is Dabistan-i-Mazahib,
which has been translated into English under the misleading title "School of Manners," but
which is really a "History of Religions." The author, who belonged to the band of the writers
and thinkers around Dara Shikoh, gives considerable first-hand information about nonMuslim sects.26 The Persian literature produced in India is of interest not only for its intrinsic
worth, but also for the influence it exercised on the formation and Selections from the
writings of many of these historians are found in.27

-------------------------------------------23. Ibid, p. 318.
24. Ibid, p. 319.
25. A History of Persian Language and Literature at The Mughal Court, M.A. Ghani,
Part II, p. 45.
26.H. M. Elliot and John Dowson, The History of India as Told by Its Own Historians (London, 1867-1877).
27. The Dabistan or School of Manners, trans. by David Shaw and Anthony Troyer
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In addition to vocabulary and general influence on thought it contributed a number of
literary genres to the regional languages, provided models for the writers, and supplied
themes for many major literary works. Indeed, apart from Islam itself, the Persian literary
heritage has been the most important basis of the cultural unity of Muslim India The literary
trend under Mughal rule was not exactly in the same direction. The establishment of a wellorganized central government at Delhi, with cohesive control over the outlying regions,
resulted in greater linguistic unification, and the influence of Persian became far mo~
dominant. Mughal rule, however, indirectly assisted the regional literatures. Apart from the
direct patronage of Hindi at the Delhi court, the conditions in the country helped the regional
literatures.
The general peace and tranquility; greater prosperity, particularly in urban areas; the more
general diffusion of education; and the patronage of literature by the Mughal emperors and
the nobility, led to extensive literary activity, from which the regional literatures benefited.
By now they had developed so much that they could not wither away by want of direct court
patronage, and the general prosperity in the country was enough to sustain them. The result
was that a marked literary activity in the regional languages continued along with the
cultivation of Persian, and particularly in the later part of Mughal rule there was a great
outburst of literary activity in Bengali, Deccani, Hindi, Sindhi, Pushto, Kashmiri, and other
regional languages.
It is characteristic of the Mughals that, next to Persian, the language which received the
greatest patronage at court was Hindi, Hindavi, Hindustani. The practice started in Akbar's
day of having a Hindi kavi rai (poet-laureate) along with the Persian malik-ul-shuara.
Already Muslim poets such as laisi and Kabir had enriched the Hindi language. Among
Hindus, the greatest Hindi poet of Akbar's days was the famous Tulasidas, whose career was
spent far from the worldly courts. There were, however, well-known Hindi poets amongst
Akbar's courtiers. Raja Birbal (1528-1583) was the kavi rai, but the works of Akbar's famous
general Abdul Rahim have been better preserved.
A skillful writer in HindilHindustani, Abdul Rahim furthered the development of the
language by extending his patronage to a number of other poets who used it. The title of kavi
rai continued to be conferred even in Aurangzeb's time, and two of his sons, Azam and
Muazzam, who ascended the throne as Bahadur Shah, were known to be patrons of Hindi
literature. It is interesting to observe that during the later Mughal period Hindi poets like
Bihari followed the same ornate style which was popular with the contemporary Persian
poets.
Until the decline of the empire Urdu literature received scarcely any encouragement at the
Mughal courts, but it was systematically nourished in the south by the Sufi saints and the
Deccan rulers. Nusrati, a poet attached to the court of Bijapur, wrote masnavis (or narrative
poems) in a language remote from modem Urdu but within its tradition. The fIrst collection
of Urdu lyrics was written by Sultan Muhammad Quli Qutab Shah (r.1581-1611), the king
of Golkunda and founder of the city of Hyderabad. Modem Urdu poetry really began,
however, with Wali (1667-1741), who came in contact with the spoken Urdu of the Mughal
camp during the long campaigns of Aurangzeb in the Deccan. He blended the Deccani and
Gujarati idioms with the polite and more sophisticated language of the north, and following
the traditions of standard Persian literature, he produced poetry which set a literary fashion
in Delhi. He transferred to Urdu poetry ideas and images with which readers of Persian
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poetry were familiar; and thus enriched, Urdu could replace Persian poetry. Although a
proportion of Wali's verse is in Deccani idiom, a good proportion is in polished Urdu.
Once Urdu was adopted as the medium of literary expression by the writers of the
metropolis, its development was rapid, and it soon replaced Persian as the court language
and principal literary language of Muslim India. The process of change-over to the new
literary language was facilitated by certain other factors. The invasion of Delhi by the
Persian monarch Nadir Shah in 1739 and the massacres perpetrated by his army may also
have led to revulsion of feeling against everything Persian-including the language. An acute
literary controversy of the period further hastened the process. Hazin, a major Persian poet
who came to India to escape Nadir Shah, was subjected to great hardship in the unsettled
conditions prevailing at that time, and in a controversy with Arzu, the foremost local writer
of Persian verses, expressed his contempt for the Persian poetry written in India. Some local
writers sided with him, but the general effect of the controversy must have been to set people
thinking about the advisability of writing in Persian.
Thus the ground was prepared for literary change-over. What was needed was the
appearance of talented writers in the new language to give it a literary status. This was
provided by Mazhar (1699-1781), Sauda (1717-1780), the Sufi poet Dard (1719-1785), and
above all Mir (1724-1808)- popularly known as the four pillars of classical Urdu poetry.
Both Sauda and Mir had been trained by Arzu to write in Urdu rather than in Persian. The
encouragement which the growth of regional languages and literature received in the
regional kingdoms has already been outlined. Majority of these rulers being Muslim,
unhampered by any religious devotion to Sanskrit, freely patronized Bengali, Kashmiri,
Hindi, Deccani, and other languages of the people. This trend was most powerful in the
regional kingdoms which grew up after the weakening of the Delhi Sultanate. Persian
continued as the court language in these kingdoms; but local languages were freely
patronized, and became respectable vehicles of literary expression.
During the Mughal period,. Persian language and literature reached the highest stages of
development in Bengal and greatly influenced the local language and literature.
Contemporary and later chronicles and biographers have referred to the dignitaries of
learning at the courts of the Mughal governors of Bengal: Munim Khan, Islam Khan, Qasim
Khan, Shah Shuja, Shayesta Khan and Mir JumIa. These governors encouraged Persian
poetry and offered asylums to many poets.
Mirza Jafar Beg Qazvini, another immigrant poet in Bengal, during Akbar's rule, compiled
a masnavi, titled Shirin-o-Khusrau, in the style of Nizami Ganjawi, a renowned poet of
Persia. Mirza Nathan, a petty military officer, wrote Baharistan-i-Ghaibi which contains
references to numerous soldier poets such as Luqman, Mir Qasim and Malik Mubarak, who
accompanied the army and composed poems commemorating the victories and achievements
of soldiers in the battle-field. Mirza Nathan, who served in Bengal for about twenty years,
gives an explicit account of events that took place during Emperor Jahangir's reign in
Bengal· and Assam. Mir Jumla who hailed from Isfahan was an accomplished scholar and
poet. His kulliyat (collection of poems) contained 20,000 verses. Shahabuddin Talish, a
chronicler of Mir Jumla, who accompanied his master on his military campaigns in
Coochbihar and Assam, compiled an authentic account of the areas of Assam entitled Fathi-lbriyya in 1663.
Muhammad Sadiq, who came to Bengal in the company of Qasim Khan, governor of Bengal,
in 1628, was the author of a historical and biographical work, Subh-i-Sadiq. He attached
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himself to the court of Shah Shuja when the latter became the governor of Bengal in 1639.
The Subh-iSadiq contains the biographies of a number of Persian writers resident in
Jahangirnagar as well as examples of verses of several poets, some of whom were
professional soldiers. Abdul Hamid Lahuri, the author of the Padshahnamah, describes
Sadiq as an embodiment of the sciences and traditions, excelling others in theology,
medicine and mathematics. Among the renowned historians of the age was Meer Muhammad
Masum who compiled the Tarikh-i-Shah Shujai under the patronage of Shah Shuja. In the
early 18th century, Murshid Quli Khan established an independent Subadari in Bengal. This
led to another influx of poets and writers from strife-tom Iran and northern India to the
capital city of Bengal Subah (province) Murshidabad, which attracted quite a number of
intelligentsia and versifiers from the eastern parts of Bengal, particularly Dhaka. Nawab
Nusratjang, Nawab Nazim of Dhaka from 1796 to 1823, wrote a Persian history named
Tarikh-i-Nusratjangi. It was published by the Asiatic Society of Calcutta in 1908.
There was tremendous literary activity during the Mughal period, because with the return
of a stable and prosperous empire, there was once again patronage for their work.
Languages like Persian, Sanskrit, Hindi and Urdu saw tremendous creative activity as did
many vernacular languages.
Persian literature received a lot of attention as it was the court language. A vast number of
works were written during the period of the Mughals. Broadly one can divide them into three
categories, historical works, translations, poetry and novels. Our understanding of the
Mughal period was greatly enhanced by these books, and most of the historical works of this
period provide us with a fairly reliable source of information. The important historical works
written in this time were Ain-i-Akbari , and Akbarnamah by Abul Fazl, the Tarikh-i-Alfi by
Mulla Daud. Jehangir possessed a keen interest in literature, and his autobiography is one
of the finest amongst the Mughal emperors. During his reign important historical works like
Ma'asir-/Jahangir, the /qbalnamah-i-Jahangiri and the Zubud-ut-Tawarikh were written.
Many important works in translation were also written during this period, with the
translation of the epics, the Mahabharata and the Ramayana taking place. Many of the
Vedas were also translated and several previous historical books were also translated. All
this translation added to the wealth of Indian literature and spread ancient knowledge to a
greater audience. This renewed interest in Indian literature would be an important tool used
by the social reformers of the eighteenth century to educate the people about what the
ancient texts really said as opposed to the distorted interpretations that were being followed.
The Mughal Empire had a large number of poets and writers and hence there was a lot of
work published in this era especially during the reign of Akbar, Jehangir and Shah Jahan
they had tremendous patronage and many remarkable works were composed. Since the
Mughal emperors had integrated themselves into Indian society politically, socially and
culturally, they patronized many Indian languages leading to some good quality literature
being developed for these languages. The main themes of the period were essentially
religious, covering most of the major religions being practiced by the people in that period.
One of the most famous Hindu religious works composed during this time was,
Ramcharitmanasa (the pool of Rama's life) by Tulsidasa, which was a simplified version of
the Ramayana. In Bengal there was a lot of work being created in Vaisbnava literature.
Writers like Krishnada and Kaviraj were popular authors of the time. Many biographies
were written, especially of the great saint Chaitanya Deya.
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The keen interest in literature that the Mughal emperors had, led to the establishment of
many libraries which became repositories of knowledge. The works were properly filed and
locating information was very easy. The art of calligraphy also reached a level of excellence.
Literary activity did not decline with the Mughal Empire and flourished even in the twilight
years of the Mughal Empire. In fact some of the later Mughals were better poets and writers
than they were capable emperors.
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A critical study on public sphere and land acquisition issues:
with special reference to Eastern India
Kunal Anand
Abstract
The existing development paradigm in India has been questioned by people from various
sections. The utilitarian mindset of the government to expropriate land and assets in the name
of development has been the talking point of public sphere at large. Media, political economy
analysts, academia, social activists, opinion leaders, development analyst, common citizens
etc. have used social space expressing different opinions either for or against land acquisition
and displacement of underprivileged.
Cultural theorist Jurgen Habermas expressed concern regarding how does public opinion
shape political power and policy? It is the opinion formulation at public sphere which ideally
legitimizes the authority in any functioning democracy. Moreover, Herbert Marcuse in OneDimensional Man: Studies in the ideology of Advanced Industrial society, analyzes the new
‘voice of command’, where the concern for the linguistics and language aspects of the public
sphere has been highlighted.
The style of address, the abridged and condensed syntax gives language more directness and
assertiveness, such approach many a time leads to a unilateral and authoritative discourse;
thereby questioning the democratic spirit of public sphere. Such questionable approach of
debate and discussion needs to be done away with.
The government’s vital instrumentalities also tend to make unwarranted intervention into the
cosmos of public sphere. The state apparatus use the sphere as springboard to indulge in
image management and false publicity. Such one-upmanship practice needs to be changed
with the understanding that each stakeholder must participate on an equal footing. Degree of
autonomy and quality of participation ensure a successful use of social space; which per se
leads to emanation of ideas as solution of problems.
However, for last few years government’s participation on many occasions has served as
boon, as it has followed checks and balances and proportionate use of public space. In current
situation there have been policies for marginalized but the execution has been worrisome.
This research paper primarily attempts to analyze the opinions and attitudes originating in
public sphere in the view of land acquisition problems in Bihar, Jharkhand, Odisha and
Bengal through observation method. For the purpose, one case from each state has been
taken; Tata Nano project in Singur, West Bengal, POSCO still project in Odisha, Adani
group power plant project in Santhal Pargana, Jharkhand, and land reforms issue in Purnea
and Aurangabad districts in Bihar.
The study also tries to highlight some of the critical issues involved in the process of opinion
formation and the impact it creates on the overall milieu of public sphere as to how it helps
in dealing with the pertinent land acquisition problem.
Keywords: Public sphere, Land acquisition, Development, Opinion Formation, Discourse.
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Introduction
Land acquisition is one of the major problems in India. The population is growing by leaps
and bounds and there is rapid urbanization to meet the infrastructure needs. Such rapidity
and at times unbridled development leads to acquisition of agricultural land raking up a
nationwide debate. The Land Acquisition Act, 1894 remained the only important legal
instrument of acquiring land for private companies in India even after decades of
independence. This colonial act is also a stark reminder that colonial regime was not
bothered about rights and fair compensation, so through civil society, it was raised that those
displaced and affected usually don’t get compensated and a right to fair compensation was
included in the new land acquisition rehabilitation, resettlement and right to fair
compensation act 2013.
Initially it was the consultation process but now it is the consent, which is 70 and 80 percent
for public and private firm respectively. The public sphere at large witnesses the dialectics
and deliberations vis-à-vis land acquisition ills. There is a flow of communication among
the three quintessential stake holders media, public and government deliberating the
vicissitudes of problem. Different stakeholders including media with their language and
expression tend to underscore the possible solution to this problem.
This paper examines the public sphere by studying the communication process among the
stakeholders including the role of media in mitigating the aforementioned problem. The
known aspects of the problem are in abundance. The study accentuates on eastern India. The
land issues in Nandigram and Singur in Bengal, where controversy was generated by land
acquisition of the proposed Nano factory of Tata Motors, the West Bengal state government
allowed the Tata projects by using 1894 land acquisition act, but the project was opposed by
activists and opposition parties in Bengal. POSCO project in Odisha, this South Korean steel
major, POSCO, in 2005 signed a memorandum of understanding with the state to set up a
12 million tonne per annum steel plant along the coast near Paradip at a cost of 51000 crore.
It was billed as India’s largest ever FDI venture. Over the next 12 years, POSCO and the
state government faced huge public protests. The habitants in the Jagatsinghpur coastal
district, where the still mill was planned to be set up, were reluctant to part with the forestland
they had been holding for over 100 years for betel cultivation and fishing. The current
situation is that POSCO have pulled out of Odisha, but public resistance is building afresh
over the land it has surrendered. In March 2017, amid protests POSCO let the state
government know that it is giving up stake on land it had acquired as it was not able to start
work on a proposed steel plant. However the current situation still remains volatile as the
state government wants to limit the damage to its image because of POSCO’S exit by
handing over the land to another company.
It has already started the process for constructing a boundary wall around the acquired land,
amid a fresh tussle with the locals. Similarly in Jharkhand, there has been huge protests by
tribals against the amendments to the Land Acquisition Act, 2013. The experts complain that
there has been dilution of Land Acquisition Act in Jharkhand ever since the bill received the
Presidential assent, which now also confirms that section 10A of the amendment Act
exempts government infrastructure projects from social impact assessment(SIA) as well as
taking consent of the affected people and ensuring food security.
The current situation remains tensed in various districts of Jharkhand. Communication has
been established among various stakeholders but the efficacy of communication has always
been doubtful and worrisome. The land reforms issue in Bihar has also garnered enough
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attention, where equitable land distribution has often been the talking point of the state.
Politics of land reforms in Bihar can be understood through the role of the parties and their
commitment towards radical agrarian restructuring. Bihar became one of the earliest states
in India to introduce various land reforms legislation.
But the actualization of legislation met with resistance by the landlords. About 60% of the
rural families in Bihar are landless (DNA 2014), so the implementation of land reforms in
Bihar remains an unfinished task and the question of massive inequality and exclusion still
looms large. Apart from the common man being at the center of debate, the respective State
Governments, Political parties, media and civil societies have actively participated in the
discussion and have important say in the public sphere.
The essential aspects of problem which have been widely discussed and reported in media
is the massive industrialization which led to transformation of an agrarian economy into an
industrial power; thereby questioning the relationship between agriculture and
industrialization and concerns regarding location of industries, compensation and
employment of the displaced. This paper would seek to examine the communication
established by various stakeholders in public sphere. How does media, publics and
government react to these land problems? How fructified has been the negotiations among
key stakeholders?
Review Of Literature
Reviews based on Land Acquisition Act 1894 and the need for its amendments.
Research article namely A critical review on land acquisition and valuation process across
the world, by M. Arul Vikram, Dr. K. Murali , where they mention review based on land
acquisition policies and different compensation methods followed in other countries, such
review would help this paper in making a comparative analysis between the expropriation
done in eastern India and the method applied in other countries for the same. The same article
deals with review based on the compensation acts and procedures followed in India. Which
mentions that several acts govern the land acquisition process in India, and the three
processes such as first the affected parties are to be identified and a fair process by which
stakeholders are identified and given a chance to voice their views.
Finally, an adequate compensation must be arrived upon and distributed to them. And the
yesteryear act of 1894 seems to take all of these three major issues into consideration. These
intricate aspects of land acquisition law, policy and methods would help this paper reach a
logical conclusion as to how this problem is deliberated and done with in the appropriate
environment of public sphere.
Land Acquisition in India: A review of Supreme Court cases 1950-2016, (Centre for policy
research). This very review contributes to an understanding of how disputes over land are
actually adjudicated in the Supreme Court. What issues are being litigated? And what issues
are at stake? Are there any discernible patterns in the nature of litigation? This questions
advance the nuanced understanding of the operational laws related to land acquisition in
India. Since Judiciary is an important instrumentality of government; thereby plays a pivotal
role in public sphere, the review of Supreme Court cases could provide an insight as to how
the judicial adjudication fares in the discussion and deliberation of public sphere. To what
extent it influences the other two key players such as media and public?
Land Acquisition-profiling the “willing” Land givers: An Indian case study, International
Journal of Applied Sociology. This very paper makes us familiar with the characteristics of
the willing land givers. There is a profiling of the willing land givers. The survey pointed
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out that respondents with higher education and bigger landholdings belonging to general
caste and engaged primarily in non-agricultural occupation are more willing to part with
their land. Therefore such revelations, which are rare would add a different dimension to the
discourse in the public sphere. The reluctance and unwillingness both aspects would fare
well in public sphere.
The Historical Context
Any analysis of land issues and policies in India have a colonial reference. Firstly the
Britishers passed an act called permanent Settlement Act, 1793, in Bengal by Lord
Cornwallis, the then Governor General of colonial India. By advancement of this act, it
focused on the rights of the landowners, compensation to be paid in lieu of expropriation.
Those days any dispute over land transfer had to be settled by the district collector. It was
the collector who enjoyed exclusive rights, who gave an opportunity to the pleader to speak
and to be heard. (Department of Land Resources, Ministry of Rural Development Website)
Secondly, the urgency clause in this act sounded dubious and unilateral as it did not
adequately justified the nature of urgency. Such situation implied anything or everything
could be stated as an urgency to acquire land. Thirdly, the rate of compensation was fixed as
per the existing rates of the area and there was no provision for its increase in future.
In the post-Independence era, there were socio political differences among different states
so a uniform of land reforms never saw the light of the day. Although it was initiated to meet
the developmental objectives as envisaged under Directive Principles of state policies but
implementation came a cropper. In such a situation, redistribution could be carried out
marginally due to political stronghold of landlord class in the countryside and also in semiurban areas. Anyway the government had to strike a balance between its socialist objectives
and the interests of the powerful landholders whose socio political help was a necessity for
drawing electoral support in rural and small towns.
Review based on Public sphere
The public sphere has been one of the most popular and debated concepts in political
philosophy in 20th century. “The Indian Public Sphere: Readings in Media History.”: Oxford
University Press, where Arvind Rajagopal points out that the existing literature on the idea
of the Public Sphere is vast. He also questions Jurgen Habermas’s arguments saying it cannot
be accepted without extensive revision as more than the answers Habermas offers the
questions, which ever remained interesting. Questions such as What is the connection
between forms of communication and their socio- political context? What kind of
participants in the public sphere are possible? Whose interest does it represent? The current
paper deals with the following questions and the very publication would provide in-depth
insight into the examining of public sphere in a particular context.
Sonia Livingstone and Peter Lunt in their book The mass media, democracy and the public
sphere. In Talk on Television: Audience participation and Public Debate. London
Routledge, UK, 1994, mentions about the role played by the mass media in political
participation, in particular in the relationship between the laity and established power. It talks
of the reach and potential of mass media as to how far it provides public sphere in which
citizens may debate issues in democratic forum and in which those in power may be held
accountable to the public.
They also talk about participatory democracy and participatory mass media. The
refeudalization of the public sphere also finds mention where Habermas argues that the
public sphere exists now only as a promise. Party politics and the manipulation of the mass
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media have resulted in a “refeudalization” of the public sphere, where representation and
appearances outweigh rational debate and where the rational critical public is transformed
into a mass, manipulated by persuasive authority. Such valuable insights would be handy to
discuss about the three key constituents of public sphere media, public and vital
instrumentalities of government.
Objectives
1. To find out the role of language media in the coverage of the land acquisition problems in
Eastern India and;
2. To examine the influence of language media in public sphere with regard to land
acquisition problem in the region.
Methodology
The study is primarily associated with the land acquisition issues in Eastern India, which
primarily includes the states of West Bengal, Odisha, Bihar and Jharkhand. One case from
each state has been studied under the descriptive research design. The method of data
collection includes qualitative approach with observation method. An extensive review of
literature has been done through news, articles, editorials, government reports and
judgements of courts on the subject matter.
Observation
Case study 1: Jharkhand- Adani power plant is planned to be inaugurated in Godda district
of Jharkhand. The various stakeholders of the public sphere reacted to this new venture. To
begin with one of the key participants; the media, which has the quintessential responsibility
to discharge in public sphere. The scroll.in, 27th January 2018 reported that Jharkhand has
amended its energy policy in 2016 to allow the company to charge a higher price than what
other thermal projects bill the state, it reported according to first agreement between
government and Adani power limited, Jharkhand could buy 25 percent of the electricity
based on existing regulations.
The scroll on 13th June 2018 also reported that “Jharkhand villagers asked; why should they
lose land for Adani project supplying power to Bangladesh?” In March 2018 The Telegraph
reported The district authorities claim they have taken the consent of the landowners for the
acquisition, but several residents in the affected villages contest such proposition. Ranchi
Express 11th February 2018 reported that the residents were forcibly kept out of the social
impact assessment hearings and alleged that their land was fenced off by the company
without their consent. Indian Express 11th February 2018 reported “Adani power’s proposal
to set up special economic zone in Jharkhand rejected.”
It also reported that the Board of Approval noted that the proposal of Adani power was
inconsistent with the power guidelines and there is no recommendation from the state
government. Dainik Bhaskar reported the MD of Adani group met Raghubar das and spoke
about employment opportunity on large scale, the local people would be trained before the
plant is set up. Comparative analysis suggests that the English language press has been more
vocal and proactive for the local residents than the Indian language press. Indian language
press has primarily advocated the government’s stand. Personal interactions were also
conducted as a form of interview to assess the ground reality of the cosmos of public sphere.
Case study 2: Odisha- A mega steel plant proposed by South Korean maker POSCO in
Odisha has been the talking point in Odisha for several years. Various key constituents of
public sphere such as media, government and Public expressed their myriad opinions about
the land acquisition prospects in Paradip. The Navbharat Times reported, “12 years and
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several twists and turns later largely in the shape of public resistance to the project as well
as regulatory hurdles- the South Korean steel major has officially withdrawn from the
project”.
The very language press has been objective in its coverage and equally critical about its
future prospects. It says acquisition happened in two phase 2011 and 2013, in the first phase
residents of Nuagoan willingly allowed their betel vines and fruit bearing trees, mostly
cashew nut, to be torn down in the exchange for compensation but fierce resistance,
especially by hundreds of children and women, who blocked entry points to the vineyards
by squatting on the sand in scorching heat, forced the administration to suspend the land
acquisition for the next two years. Amar Ujala, 10 january 2014, “Posco steel plants get
government clearance vis-à-vis environment.
It further reports 52000 crore project would be set up, the work was on hold for last 8 years
due to no environmental clearance and land acquisition problem. Amar Ujala has been
objective in its reportage but barely published any editorial and perspectives accentuating
criticality involved in the matter. Jagran.com reported on 1st April 2012, reported saying “No
flip flop on POSCO, says Anand Sharma. It further reported, Odisha government is
optimistic about POSCO project. On 18 July 2015, Jagran media reported “government says,
it has not received any communication from the South Korean firm about its reported plan
of putting the project on hold.”
The headlines and the overall treatment of news by Jagran group suggested pro- incumbency
for ruling dispensation. However the comparison with English language journalism gives a
different picture of the problem. Business-standard.com reported saying “India’s biggest
FDI project, a mega still plant worth 12 billion dollar proposed by South Korean maker
POSCO in Odisha, has been consigned to history.” Times of India, 10 April 2016, “End of
the road for Rs 50,000 crore POSCO plant.”
The Hindu reported, Public resistance is building over POSCO land in Odisha. If one delves
deeper into the journalism practiced by English press, those have been vocal and explicit in
their writing vis-à-vis POSCO issue highlighting peoples’ plight. Whereas the approach of
majority of Indian language press has been pro establishment and explicitly neutral in their
writing as far as peoples’ grievance is concerned.
Case study 3: West Bengal- In 2006 the opposition party in Bengal kicked up a storm when
the state government announced in May that year that Tata group would set up a car
manufacturing unit for which 1000 acres of land would be acquired. The farmers,
Government, Public and media all became part of this storm and had different role to play.
The media however was very instrumental and also became a force to reckon with. Nai
Duniya, 31 August 2016 reported “supreme court declares the expropriated land by Tata
group as invalid.” It also highlighted the essence of entire issue from 2006 to 2016 in an
objective manner. Anandbazar Patrika reported on 4th May 2016, saying “Tata questions
states stand over Nano project”. The very press elaborated saying the vested interest of few
powerful people in opposition cost the project. The Hindustan language press reported “Tata
nano project is in larger interest of the nation.”
BBC Hindi, 6th September 2008 reported saying “the project remains stalled due to less
clarity on agreement over the differences.” It also reported saying all parties along with the
West Bengal governor should sit across the table and look for solution feasible for people at
large. Navbharat Times, 21st May 2011, reported “ Mamata Banerjee, ever since she became
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Chief Minister, expresses magnanimity towards Tata group.” It reported Saying she is ready
to concede demands advanced by Tata group but with some logical riders.
By and large the Indian language press in Tata Nano project controversy has been antiestablishment and tone and tenor of the content suggest adequate interest has been shown
for concerned farmers. In this very case the language media seemed to rule the public sphere.
However when the coverage is to be compared with English language press; which equally
has a substantial say in public sphere, it has equally voiced farmer’s sentiments.
The Hindustan times, 20th October 2016, “never abandon the battlefield, Mamata says to
farmers.” It also reported saying Mamata has asked the district administration to erect a
monument in the memory of those who made a lot of sacrifices for the anti-acquisition
struggle. The Economic times , 11th March 2017, says “Singur- site of the mothballed Tata
Nano factory- is now returning back to its agricultural roots.” It also says a fully dedicated
team of officers from various departments- agriculture, irrigation, horticulture, agriirrigation, PWD and power- are working on the Singur land to revive farming. By and large
the language press in its entirety maintained the objective approach towards coverage of
problem.
Case study 4: Bihar- Land reform has been a buzz concept in Bihar. Land reform has failed
in most states of India, except in West Bengal, Kerala and Jammu and Kashmir but in Bihar
it has not been initiated. Although it was brought in by Congress in 1950s but was heavily
resisted by upper caste land lords, who were also in majority in Bihar legislature. It has also
been the most contentious issue and part of public sphere in Bihar. Media as a key
stakeholder has given a different dimension to it. The Dainik Jagran, 28th April 2018, reports
“Politics shifting towards agriculture in Bihar, Now farms to produce votes.”
The Hindustan, 23rd july 2004, reported “Bihar owes much of its rural poverty to its failure
to implement land reforms.” Apart from media different voices in public sphere have
advocated for alternative agriculture policies to be implemented with the help of sound
development communication techniques. The All India Kisan Sabha and the Prantiya
Khetihar Mazdoor Union jointly are of opinion that alternative agriculture policies for the
development of Bihar in the era of neo-liberalism is a prerequisite. Mr Shaibal Gupta,
director of Asian Development Research Institute, Patna, opined that “Land reform has not
been implemented in Bihar which has come in the way of industrial development.”
Former director AN Sinha institute of Social Studies, Patna, Mr DM Diwakar stated that “
Successive governments of Bihar didn’t implement land reform, though Bihar was the first
state to enact a land reform act as early as 1950s.” Similarly, Nawal Chowdhary, Former
Principal of Patna college and an economists, in the month of September 2018, said, “the
current ruling dispensation by not implementing land reforms has betrayed the social justice
plank.”
All India Kisan Sabha general secretary and Polit Bureau member Hannan Mollah said in a
seminar “63 percent of land is in the hands of high caste and only 4 percent are with
agricultural labourers while dalit, minority and backward castes constituted the bulk of rural
poor and agricultural labourer.” By and large be it any entity in public sphere, each one has
criticized the present and previous governments towards their inefficiency and lackadaisical
attitude for land reforms. If one is to analyse the media it gives an impression as if it’s the
first issue where the media organisations have spoken in one voice citing the need for
immediate implementation of land reforms.
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Conclusion
The public sphere is well dominated by all the three stakeholders; media, public and the
government. The media as a vital tool of communication is expected to preside in an
objective and impartial manner. In the aforementioned four cases the Indian language media
had a mixed respond. Quite often it was observed that it took a pro establishment stand and
didn’t fare well with the larger interest of masses.
However In case of Singur, the content of the Indian language media suggested that it
maintained objectivity in its approach and tried to express a rational viewpoint from both the
sides. It accentuated on both the merits and demerits of land expropriation. In case of Bihar,
the observation suggests that the entire language media spoke in unison citing delay in land
reforms as the major cause of backwardness in Bihar.
Few retired government officials and prominent people in society also reasoned out the
reason behind the delay in land reforms and its possible repercussions in society. In case of
Jharkhand and Odisha, the Indian language press was primarily advocating the cause of
government and their policies. It is the English language press which took a critical stance
and made a balanced analysis of government policies and also cited the reason behind
people’s plight.
Recommendation
It is fairly understood that commercialization and economic growth based on ideological
propensity is the cause for land acquisition. The notions of crony capitalism and quid pro
quo is equally involved at policy level. Therefore the overall atmosphere of public sphere
such as rational deliberations of issues must not be outweighed by glossy presentation and
expression. So the media particularly the Indian language media must maintain an
equanimity in its content. Besides being a voice of pragmatism, the media in public sphere
should help streamlining the flow of communication.
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A Comparative Study On Private And Public Sector Banks
Services Provided To Customers In Thoothukudi Town
Mr. P. Stanley David Pitchai
Abstract
The purpose of this study is to compare the customer services in the public and private
sectors banks working in Thoothukudi Town. The information was collected through a
structured Questionnaire. The number of members was 50 customers (25 from private banks
and 25 from public banks). The outcomes uncover critical contrasts among public and
private sectors saves money with respect to customer service. The customer service in the
private bank is more when contrasted with public parts banks. The service quality elements
of physical assets, responsiveness, dependability, affirmation and sympathy impact the
customer's general fulfillment. The substance measurement is observed to be the most
compelling indicator of customer service, while sympathy measurement is the least
fulfillment affecting component with customer service. The results of this research will be
useful to the bank manager and different partners so as to evaluate the service nature of banks
in Thoothukudi Town and furthermore help to take a better strategy to fulfill their current
customers' requests and necessities in the focused business condition.
Keywords: Customer Satisfaction, Public Sector Banks, Private Sector Banks, Service
Quality
Introduction
The Indian banking can be broadly characterized as nationalized (government owned),
private banks and specialized banking institutions. The Reserve Bank of India performed a
centralized body monitoring any discrepancies and shortcoming in the system.
Nationalization of banks look place in 1969, the public banks or the nationalized banks have
attained a prominent place has since then seen tremendous progress. The Indian banking has
finally taken up challenges under competitive dynamics scenario in India. Banking sector is
successfully addressing there event issues to take on the multifarious challenges of
globalization. More number of banks employs. It solutions and they are perceived to be.
Floristic and proactive players, capable of meeting the multifarious requirements of the large
customs base.
As per the Reserve Bank of India (RBI).India’s banking sector is sufficiently capitalised and
well-regulated. The financial and economic conditions in the country are for superior to any
other country in the world. In league of this India has potential to become the fifth largest
banking industry in the world by 2020 and third largest by 2025 according to KPMG – CII
report, India’s banking and financial sector is expanding rapidly. The Indian banking
industry is currently worth Rs.81.trillion (us $ 1.31 trillion) and banks are now utilizing the
93,550 rural co-operative banks, in addition to co-operative credit institutions.
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Privae Sector Bank
Historically, the private sector banks played a crucial role in the growth of joint stock
banking in India. The first half the 20thcentuy witnessed phenomenal growth of private sector
banks. At present there are 32 private banks comprising of 24 oid banks. Which existed prior
to 1993-94 and eight new private banks, which were established during 1993-94 and on
wards after the RBI announced sidelines in January 1993 for establishment of new banks in
private sector following the recommendations of Narasimham committee-I(1991) latest
technologies like intended and mobile devices to carry out transactions and communicate
with the masses. Credit, market and liquidity risk studies suggest that Indian banks are
generally resilient and have with stood the global downturn well.
Indian banking industry has recently witnessed the roll out of innovative banking models
like payments and small finance banks. The central bank granted in-principle approval to 11
payments banks and 10 small finance banks in fy 2015-16.RBI’s new measures may go a
long way in helping the restricting of the domestic banking industry. The market size of
Indian banking system consists of 26 public sector banks,25 private score banks, 43 foreign
banks,56 regional rural banks,1,589urbanco-operative banks.
Private Sector Banks
New private banks are the fastest growing sector in India. Performance and efficiency of
these banks have increased manifold. Evaluation of this sector is not an easy task. After the
banks nationalization process done in the year 1969, the number of private sector bank
increased. And due the presence of new private sector banks and foreign banks has made the
market competitive and it also improve the quality service during the last two decade in
India. These banks have established themselves in new and latest system and standard with
good quality of service and good efficiency for the establishment of 7 new private sector
banks as per the recommendations of Narasimham committee.1 (1991)
Public Sector Bank
Public sector banks (PSBs) are banks where a majority stake (more then 50%) is held by a
government. The shares of these banks are listed on stock exchanges. There are a total of 27
PSBs in India that includes 21 nationalized banks and 6 state bank group (SBI + 5
associates). In 2011, IDBI bank and in 2014 Bharatiya Mahila bank were nationalized with
a minimum capital of Rs.500 crores. Thus at present all the nationalized banks are public
sector banks, In addition to these, we can also say that IDBI bank Ltd., BMB and SBI are to
public sector bank (though not nationalized bank) as GOI has over50% stake in these bank
too.
Important Private Sector Banks In Thoothukudi
Axis Bank
Axis bank Ltd is the third largest of the private sector banks in India offering a
comprehensive suite of financial products. The bank has its head office in Mumbai and
Registered office in Ahmadabad. It has 3300 branches, 13,003 ATMs, and nine International
offices. The bank employs over 50,000 people and hada market capitalization of financial
services large and medium size corporate SME, and retail business. Branch Tuticorin (Tamil
Nadu), code : IFSC CODE:UTIB0000105. MICR CODE: 628211002 \ Branch code:
000105. Palayamkottai high way road-628 003,city- Tuticorin.
ICICI Bank
ICICI Bank (Industrial Credit and Investment corporation of India),is India’s largest private
sector bank with total assets of Rs.7,206,95 billion at march31,2016 and profit after fax
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Rs.97.26 billion. For the year ended March 31. 2018. ICICI bank currently has a network of
4,850 branches and 13,882 ATM’s across India. It offers a wide range of banking products
and financial services of corporate and retail customs through a variety of delivery channels
and through its group companies. IFSC CODE: ICIC0002540\MICR CODE: 627229014\
BRANCH: kurinjinagar.
HDFC Bank
The Housing development Finance corporation Limited (HDFC) was amongst the first to
receive an in principle approval from the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to set up a bank in
the private sector. As on 31st March, 2015 the authorized share capital of the bank is Rs.550
crore. The paid Up share capital of the bank as on the said date is Rs.501,29,90,34
(2506495317) equity shares of Rs. 2\. Each the HDFC Group holds 21.67% of the Bank’s
equality shown at book value less depreciation changes. Or the market value of the asset to
be disposed off less any expected loss or provision against that asset IFSC
CODE:HDFC0001104 MICR CODE:628240002 BRANCH: TUTICORIN.
Objectives Of The Study
i) To study the public and private sector bank services in the study area.
ii) To offer suggestion for better services of the public and private sector banks in
Thoothukudi Town.
Scope Of The Study
This study is limited to the view of customers towards the banking services in Thoothukudi
Town. It doesn't cover other places of the district. This study does not also cover the financial
or overall performance of the Corporation.
Methodology And Collection Of Data
To analyze the views of the customers towards the banking services of the public and private
sectors primary data were collected from the selected samples by using a well structured
interview schedule.
Analysis Of Data
Table 1: NUMBER OF YEARS OF SERVICE IN BANKING INDUSTRY
NO.OF.
YEARS OF
SBI
HDFC
SERVICE
SAMPLE
PERCENTAGE
SAMPLE
PERCENTAGE
Up to 5 years
5
20 %
1
4%
6 -10 years
3
12 %
4
16 %
11 – 15
8
32 %
6
24 %
16 – 20
1
4%
9
36 %
21 – 25
6
24 %
3
12 %
26 & above
2
8%
2
8%
Total
25
100 %
25
100 %
Source: Primary Data
It can be interpreted from the above table 1 express that, among SBI employees a majority
of 32 % have put up a service of 11 – 15 years, 24 % of the employees service is 21 – 25years
20 % of the employees have below 5 years experience, 12 % are having put up to 6 to 10
years, 8 % of the employees are having service at above 26Years 4 % re having 16 to 20
years of experience.
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Among HDFC bank employees a majority of 36 % have put up a service of 16 to 20 years
24 % of the employees have put up a service of 16 to 20 years 24 % of the employees have
put up a service of 11 – 15 years of experience, 16 %of the employees are in the range of 6
– 10 years, 12 % of the employees are having, 21 to 25 years of experience, 8 % of the
employees have put up of above 26 years and 4 % are having below 5 Years of experience.
Table 2: WILLINGNESS TO TRANSFER TO NEW PLACE
SBI
HDFC
Willingness
SAMPLE
PERCENTAGE
SAMPLE
PERCENAGE
Yes
21
84 %
5
20 %
No
4
16 %
20
80 %
Total
25
100 %
25
100 %
Source: Primary Data
From the above table 2 it can be observed that among the respondents from SBI majority of
84 % expressed their willingness to transfer to a new place and 16 % expressed their
unwillingness to transfer to a new place. Whereas among the respondents from HDFC bank
in contrary to SBI bank respondents, an overwhelming majority of 80 % expressed their
unwillingness to transfer to a new place and 20% expressed their willingness to transfer to a
new place.
Table 3: MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS BEHIND JOB PERFORMANCE
SBI
HDFC
Motivational
Factors
Need for money
Need for
interesting work
Need for power
Need for
achievement
Need for safety
in the work
Total

SAMPLE

PERCENTAGE

SAMPLE

PERCENTAGE

8

32 %

5

20 %

3

12 %

6

2

8%

3

12 %

9

36%

10

40 %

3

12 %

1

4%

24 %

25
100 %
25
100 %
Source: Primary Data
From the above table 3, it can be understood that, among SBI respondents 36 % stated that
need for achievement is the motivational factors behind job performance 32 % stated it as
need for money, 12 % stated it as need for interesting work, 12% stated it as need for safety
in the work and 8 % stated it as need for power.
Whereas the respondents from HDFC bank, 40 % stated that need for achievement is the
motivational factor behind job performance, 24 % stated it as need for need for interesting
work20 % stated it as need for money 12 % stated it as need for power and 4 % sated it as
need for safety in the work.
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Table 4: SATISFACTION TOWARDS SALARY
SBI
Satisfaction
Level
Highly
satisfied
Satisfied
Satisfied
to
some extent
Total

SAMPLE

HDFC
PERCENTAGE

SAMPLE

PERCENTAGE

2

8%

3

12 %

18

72 %

20

80 %

5

20 %

2

8%

25
100 %
25
100 %
Source: Primary Data
From the above table 4, it can be inferred that , among the respondents from SBI bank 72
%expressed their satisfaction towards salary 20 % are satisfaction to some extent and 8 %
expressed that they are highly satisfied with their salary. Whereas among the respondents
from HDFC bank majority of 80 % expressed their satisfaction towards salary. 12% are
highly satisfied and 8 % are satisfied to some extent towards salary.
Table 5: SATISFACTION LEVEL TOWARS PRESENT PLACE OF WORK
SBI
HDFC
Satisfaction
SAMPLE
PERCENTAGE
SAMPLE
PERCENTAGE
Level
Satisfied
17
68 %
25
100.00
Dissatisfied
8
32 %
0
0
Total
25
100 %
25
100 %
Source: Primary Data
From the table 5, it can be seen that among the respondents from SBI Bank, an overwhelming
majority of 68 % expressed their satisfaction towards present place of work and 32 %
expressed their dissatisfaction towards present place to work. Whereas ,among the
respondents from HDFC Bank 100 % of the respondents satisfaction towards present place
to work.
Findings
➢ Among SBI employees a majority of 32 % have put up a service of 11 – 15 years, 24 %
of the employees service is between 21 – 25 years, 20 % of the employees have below
5years experience.
➢ Among HDFC Bank employees, a majority of 36 % have put up a service of 16 to 20
years 24 % of the employees have put up a service of 11 -15 years of experience.
➢ Among the respondents from SBI, majority of 84 % expressed their willingness to
transfer to a new place and 16 % expressed their unwillingness to transfer to a new place.
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➢ HDFC bank in contrary to SBI Bank respondents, an overwhelming majority of 80 %
expressed their unwillingness to transfer to a new place and 20 % expressed their
willingness to transfer to a new place.
➢ SBI respondents 36 % stated that need for achievement is the motivational factors behind
job performance, 32 % stated it as need for money, 12 % stated it as need for interesting
work. 12 % stated it as need for safety in the work and 8 % stated it as need for power.
➢ HDFC bank, 40% stated that need for achievement is the motivational factor behind job
performance.
➢ In SBI 72 % expressed their satisfaction towards salary, 20 % are satisfied to some extend
and 8% expressed that they are highly satisfied with their salary.
➢ HDFC bank majority of 80 % expressed their satisfaction towards salary 12 % are highly
satisfied and 8% are satisfied to some extent towards salary.
➢ SBI an overwhelming majority of 68% expressed their satisfaction towards present place
of work and 32 % expressed their dissatisfaction towards present place to work.
➢ HDFC Bank 100 % of the respondents expressed satisfaction towards present place to
work.
Suggestions
➢ Based on the study, the following suggestions are offered to be implemented by banks
for its improvement.
➢ It is found from the study that in both cases of public and private sector banks only the
male customer are often using wide range of products and service of banks, so female
customer must be made aware of the benefits of various products and service of bank.
➢ It is found from the study that in both cases of public and private sector banks a few
respondents are facing problems hence enquiry will be instituted to solve the problems.
➢ The bank may pay more attention to the customer awareness programs with regard to the
products and services offered.
➢ Customer information system at all of its branches should be installed to know customer
age qualification attitude, design, products and services to suit their anticipating
customer needs.
➢ Bank should give importance to each segment of customer which four attentions of
specific requirements of each segment. This would improve customer satisfaction.
➢ By paying more attention to personal care of customers providing more service and
simplifying procedures adopted by the bank can improve relationship with the customers
because satisfied customers are the best ambassadors of the banks.
➢ The importance of credit card and debit card should be instilled in the minds of
customers.
➢ The bank should bring out new schemes from time to time so that more people can be
attracted. Even some gifts and prizes may be offered to the customers for their retention.
➢ 24 hours banking should be induced so as to facilitate the customers who may not have
a free time in the daytime. It will help in facing the competition more effectively.
Conclusion
It is a well – known fact that money is a medium of exchange for all transaction that takes
place inside the country as well as outside the country. Thus banks play a important role in
each and every financial transaction. The survival and growth of a bank does not depend on
the size of funds, it may depends on its ability to provide qualitative service to its customers.
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As the customer has become the vital focus area in all the sector of the bank is possible only
it they offer need based and superior quality of service to their customer.
The customer now days are only exposed of what type of service is being provided by banks
in India but in the world as a whole. They expect much more than what is actually being
provided. So the upcoming banking sector has to provide and cater to all the needs of the
customers, otherwise it is difficult to survive in the competition world.
The world of banking has assumed a new dimension at dawn of the 21st century with the
advent of tech banking, thereby lending the industry a stamp of universality. In general,
banking may be classified as retail and corporate banking. Retail banking, which is designed
to meet the requirement of individual customers and encourage their savings, includes
payment of utility bills, consumer loans, credit cards, checking account and the like.
Corporate banking, on the other hand, caters to the need of corporate customers like bills
discounting, opening letters of credit, managing cash, etc.
Reference
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School Involvement And Academic Achievementof School
Students
Ms.S.Nangaiyarkarasi
Dr.S.Devasahayam Selvakumar
The objective of the present study was to examine the relationship between school
involvement and academic achievement among high and higher secondary students. The
sample consists of 511 (boys 288 and girls 233)high and higher secondary students were
randomly selected from Chennai and Kancheepuram district schools in Tamil Nadu.
Correlation and independent t-test, ANOVA were used for analysing the data. The result of
the study shows that there is significant difference between school involvement and pre stage
variables namely, namely Gender, Medium of instruction, Parental education, Parental
monthly income and Academic influence. The results of the study indicated that there is a
significant positive relationship between academic achievement and school involvement
along with its dimensions namely, self, management, peers, and family.
Key words : school involvement , Academic achievement
School is a combination of a physical and a social system. The school system works in a
mutual interaction. The physical system form the skeletal frame work within which the social
system is built. The interaction within the social system and between the physical and social
system, is called an environment. The classroom psychological environment is the climate
or atmosphere of the class as a social group that potentially influences what students learn.
Because the classroom environment as it has been investigated refers to the less tangible
expects of the context of teaching and learning, it is often inferred by asking students to
perceive and rate the psychological characteristics of their schools. Moreover, it clarifythat
physically concern the effective and social relations among the class members to emphasis
given to efficient completion of learning tasks and the implicit, explicit system of rules and
regulation of the school. The ultimate objective of the present study being the educational
outcome in terms of student school involvement, it was found pertinent to study the
environment the school has provided for learning. This is inclusive of the physical and the
psychological environment.
Operational Definitions Of The Key Terms
School involvement
School involvement refers to children’s school behaviour, grades and its reinforcing and
sustaining on the children’s school focused possible characters. With the help of the related
literature, the investigator identified the dimension of school involvement namely Self, Peer,
Management, Family. In the present investigation, school involvement is measured by
school involvement scale, prepared and validated by the investigator and supervisor.



Ms.S.Nangaiyarkarasi,Ph.D scholar, Meston College of Education, Chennai-117
Dr.S.Devasahayam Selvakumar, Principal, Meston College of Education, Chennai – 117
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Academic achievement
The academic achievement refers to the final examination scores of the students studying at
the secondary and higher secondary level in all subjects obtained during annual examination
April 2014.
Objectives of the study
To find the levels of School involvement and academic achievement of students.
To find whether the selected pre stage variables namely Gender, Medium of instruction,
Parental education, Parental monthly income and Academic influence have significant
influence on school involvement and Academic achievement of students.
To find whether there is any significant relationship between Academic achievement and
School involvement.
Hypotheses Of The Study
H.1 The levels of School Involvement are moderate in nature.
H.2 The level of Academic Achievement of students is moderate in nature.
H.3 Boys and girls do not differ significantly in their School Involvement.
H.4 Students belong to Tamil and English medium do not differ significantly in their
School Involvement.
H.5 Students with different levels of parental education do not differ significantly in their
School Involvement.
H.6 Based on the academic influence, the students do not differ significantly in their school
involvement.
H.7 There is no significant relationship between school involvement and academic
achievement
Table 1: Showing the levels of school involvement and academic achievement
classification
Dependent variables
Low
Moderate
High
N
%
N
%
N
%
School Involvement
70
13.69
364
71.23
77
15.06
Academic achievement 129
25.25
251
49.20
131
25.63
From table 4.2, it can be seen that in the school involvement, 364 (71.23%) of students were
found to be at moderate level and 77 (15.06%) of them were in high level of school
involvement.
Table 4.3 shows that out of 511 students, 251 (49.20%) of students were found to be
moderate academic achievement, 131 (25.63%) of students were in high level academic
achievement and 129 (25.25%) of students were in low academic achievement. hence the
hypothesis H.2 was accepted. Hence the hypotheses H.1, H.2 were accepted.
Table 2: Mean and S.D of the School involvement score based on the subgroups of the
sample
School
Sub group
N
Mean
S.D
t- value
Level
of
involvemen
significanc
t
e0.01**
Boys
288
2.73
0.39
Gender
3.25
Girls
223
2.84
0.38
Tamil
90
2.58
0.38
Medium
5.65
0.01**
English
421
2.83
0.38
Parental
Non Graduate 280
2.72
0.38
3.78
0.01**
231
2.85
0.40
education Graduate
Note . *p<0.05, **p<0.01
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As the result shows that girl students’ mean score (M = 2.84, SD = 0.38) of school
involvement had significantly higher than boys (M = 2.73, SD = 0.39), t (509) = 3.25 p <
0.01. This finding is consistent with other research showing that boys do not do well as girls
in the early years of school. (Reynolds, 1989; Richardson, Koller& Katz, 1986).
The result depicts that English medium students’ mean score (M=2.83, SD=0.38) of school
involvement had significantly higher than that of Tamil medium students (M=2.58,
SD=0.38, t (509) = 5.65 p<0.01).
As the result emphasize that the mean score of students of graduate parents in school
involvement (M = 2.85, SD = 0.40) had significantly higher than that of students of nongraduate parents (M = 2.72, SD = 0.38, t (509) = 3.78, p < 0.01). In addition, the result
reveals that the children whose parents’ educational qualification is graduate level and
above, are having more school involvement compare to non-graduate parents because highly
educated parents are paying more attention to their children’s classroom activities and
motivate them to participate in various scholastic and non-scholastic activities conducted
by their school. Hence the hypotheses such as H.3, H.4, H.5 were rejected.
Table 2: ANOVA for significant difference in school involvement and academic
influence
Academic influence
F value
School involvement

Peer

Parental

P value

Teacher

2.61a
2.80b
2.86b
15.38
0.001**
(0.43)
(0.36)
(0.37)
Note: The value within bracket refers to SD
Different alphabet among Educational Qualifications denotes significant at 5% Level using
Duncan Multiple Range Test (DMRT)
*p<0.05, **p<0.01
Referring the table, it can be stated that there was significant difference in academic
influence F (2,509) = 15.38, p< 0.01 on the school involvement of students. In school
involvement, the students’ influence mean score was found to be more in parental and
teacher influence than peer influence. This findings is similar with the findings of ( Qumar,
2006 ; Markman, 2009) which calculated that the parent and school can be partners and
working together to develop the interest among the students towards the school. In addition,
picture of school failure exists because of lack of interest and attention by his parents (Paul,
2005). Hence the hypothesis H.6 was rejected.
Table 3: Correlation between school involvement and Academic Achievement
Level
of
S.No.
Variables
r-values
significance
1.
Self
0.46
0.01**
2.
Management
0.38
0.01**
3.
Peers
0.58
0.01**
4.
Family
0.44
0.01**
5.
School involvement – total
0.53
0.01**
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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The table reveals that, the correlation of school involvement and academic achievement of
students. The correlation value of school involvement of students depicts that significantly
positive relationship with their academic achievement (r (511) = 0.53, p = 0.01) at 0.01 level.
In addition, its shows that, the dimensions of school involvement like self r (511) = 0.46, p
= 0.01, management r (511) = 0.38, p = 0.01, peer r (511) = 0.58, p = 0.01 and family r (511)
= 0.44, p = 0.01 were showing significantly positive relationship with academic achievement
of students. Hence the hypothesis H.7 was rejected. The findings suggested that, school
involvement had an immense influence on academic achievement of the students.
Educational implications
The findings of the study lead to the following educational implications
Findings of the present study indicated that the students have moderate level of school
involvement. The findings suggested that, schools can reach out to families and the
community and build strong parent – school relationship also were found to have positive
impact on students.
To improve the involvement of male students towards their schools, it is to create more
connections and greater cooperation among the school, family and community.
Teachers should help the Tamil medium students to develop their reading skills. Moreover,
parents have to create a family reading time, where everyone focuses on reading for 20
minutes a day through the materials (newspaper, magazines, novels etc.,) according to their
interest.
For non-graduates parents, the school should provide the information and ideas to help their
children’s homework and other curriculum related activities, decision making and planning.
Parents should encourage their children to have friends. So that the child might be influenced
to become more assertive, try new activities and get more involved with activities of the
school.
It is found that there is a significant positive relationship between school involvement along
with its dimensions and academic achievement. The results of this study proposed that the
educational interventions can target student engagement as a proximal outcome that
enhances the students’ academic performance.
Conclusion
The study gives an overall picture of school involvement of high and higher secondary
school students. The study is sure to provide some insight into the field of educational
research and findings of the school involvement. Parent involvement has become a greater
challenge in recent years as the characteristics of families are changing. These findings
suggest that students’ school involvement is important and should beencouraged byfamily
and school for the betterment of students’ overall performance. Therefore, this information
is importantto community counsellors, teachers, school counsellors, and parents; all of
whom are concerned with both theacademic and holistic development of children.
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India-U.S. Economic and Trade Relations: Problems &
Prospects
Pawan Kharwar
Abstract
This piece of work tries to study the relations of one superpower and another emerging power
in international order. The relations of India-US have passed through a roller -coaster
character since 1950s. It tries to present a study of the relation between two states. It
observes about the transition from ‘estranged democracies’ to a ‘strategic partnership’ of the
relations. The post-Cold War strategic scenario provided a chance to both countries to
redefine their bilateral priorities.
US interests in the region were for many years interpreted as philanthropic rather than
commercial or strategic, and the US was closed ally with Pakistan. The study is trying to
find out – How the neglected country for almost 50 years got top priority and finally turned
to be natural ally. The relations have passed through different stage from ‘neither friend nor
enemy’, ‘distanced democracies ’, ‘engaged democracies’ and finally as ‘natural allies’ with
nuclear partnership. This achievement and transformation is not happened overnight. To
achieve these, both countries have passed through different states overtime. Indo-US
economic and trade relations were touched new heights when total bilateral trade (goods and
services) between India and US increased at a CAGR of 11.4% from $20 billion in the year
2000 to over $126.1 billion in the year 2017. In this period, the growth in bilateral trade was
accelerated by services trade, which grew at a CAGR of 13.5%. Goods trade grew at a CAGR
of 10.2%. During the year 2017, goods trade contributed to 59% and trade in services
contributed to 41% of the total India-US bilateral trade of $ 126.1 billion. The new US
President Donald Trump also showed its softness towards India and called Indian Prime
Minister Modi as a ‘True Friend of US’. The present paper intends to examine the Indo-US
trade and economic relations under in today’s world.
Introduction
There is convergence of views between India and the US not only on international issues but
also in their economic vision as the two countries are natural allies and partners in progress.
Noting that the relationship between the two countries has evolved into a truly
comprehensive partnership of mutual trust and confidence over the years. Both sides
resolved to remain engaged and take measures for further enhancement of bilateral trade.
The sides agreed to continue to find ways to improve bilateral trade and increase market
access in our countries as was agreed upon in the United States and India: Prosperity
Through Partnership joint statement of June 2017 and the Commercial Dialogue Joint
Statement of October 2017. Total bilateral merchandise trade in 2018 was more than USD
87.5 billion. US exports to India in 2018 have grown at nearly 30 per cent to over USD 33
billion while Indian exports have grown at about 12 per cent to over USD 54 billion. This
growth has ensured that bilateral trade deficit has reduced by over seven per cent in 2018
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alone.
High level engagement like the 2+2 dialogue between the two countries has once again
thrown focus on the importance that both sides attach to the relationship. It has brought into
light the shared commitment to a forward-looking vision for the India-US strategic
partnership which is putting both countries relations on an upward trajectory. Noting that
people to people relations form the bedrock of the bilateral relations between the two
countries. More than 227,000 Indian students are studying in the US who contributes over
USD 6.5 billion to the US education sector each year. US has continued to be among the
largest tourist generating market for India during the last few years with over 1.3 million
tourists visiting India in 2017.A similar number of Indian nationals also visited the US. India
is the sixth largest market for international visitor spending in America. Both countries look
forward to further enhancing potential of the sector to support economic growth, create jobs
and foster closer relationships between people.
India-U.S. Economic and Trade Relations
The United States and India view one another as important strategic partners to advance
common interests regionally and globally. Bilateral trade in goods and services is 2% of U.S.
world trade, and has grown in recent years. The trade relationship is more consequential for
India; in 2017, the United States was its second largest export market (16% share) after the
European Union (EU, 17%), and third largest import supplier (6%) after China (17%) and
the EU (10%). U.S.-India foreign direct investment (FDI) is small, but growing. Defense
sales also are significant in bilateral trade. Civilian nuclear commerce, stalled for years over
differences on liability protections, has produced major potential U.S. supply contracts. The
Trump Administration, which views bilateral trade balances as an indicator of the health of
a trading relationship, takes issue with the U.S. trade deficit with India, and has criticized
India for a range of “unfair” trading practices. Countering this view, India notes that the U.S.
bilateral trade deficit dropped in 2018. The causes and consequences of trade deficits are
debated.
India is one of the world’s fastest-growing economies (more than 7% growth projected for
2019), third largest economy on a purchasing power parity basis, and second largest country
by population, with an expanding middle class. Economic challenges include poverty,
difficulty absorbing millions of young new workers joining the labor force, and
infrastructure gaps. India imports about 80% of its oil needs. Rising energy prices and other
global factors have led to depreciation of the Indian rupee against the U.S. dollar, leading to
inflation concerns. Domestic economic measures include “demonetization” in 2016, which
removed 86% of currency by value from circulation in a mostly failed effort to address tax
evasion and corruption.
Selected Issues
Tariffs: Bilateral tensions have increased over each side’s tariff policies. These include the
U.S. 25% steel and 10% aluminum tariffs under the national-security based “Section 232”
law. India did not receive an initial exception like some trading partners, nor negotiate an
alternative quota arrangement. India supplied less than 3% of U.S. steel and aluminum in
2017. India has delayed further imposing its planned retaliatory tariffs until May 2, 2019, in
hopes of a bilateral resolution; these tariffs of 10% to 50% would target $241 million in U.S.
goods such as nuts, apples, steel, and motorcycles. India also is challenging the U.S. tariff
increases in the World Trade Organization (WTO).
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President Trump has called India “a very high-tariff nation” and criticized tariff imbalances,
such as on motorcycles (which previously faced 100%, now 50%, Indian tariffs, compared
to U.S. tariffs of 0% to 2.4%). India has relatively high average tariff rates, especially in
agriculture. It can raise its applied rates to bound rates without violating its commitments
under the WTO, causing uncertainty for U.S. exporters. India’s tariff hikes include raising
tariffs on cell phones from 0% originally to 15% to 20%, prompting the United States and
others to question India’s compliance with the WTO Information Technology Agreement
(ITA). India also raised duties on certain “non-essential” consumer and other goods to stem
its current account deficit. The EU initiated WTO dispute settlement consultations, claiming
that certain tariff hikes by India exceed bound rates. U.S. concerns over Indian market access
include price controls on medical devices, and investment and other non-tariff barriers.
U.S. Generalized System of Preferences (GSP): On March 4, 2019, President Trump
notified Congress of his intent to terminate India’s GSP eligibility, which gives duty-free
tariff treatment to certain U.S. imports from eligible developing countries to support their
economic development. The notice followed a U.S. review of India’s market access
practices, as well as petitions by the U.S. medical device and dairy industry. By law, the
President must notify Congress at least 60 days prior to a GSP change taking effect. India is
GSP’s top beneficiary. In 2018, GSP represented 11% ($6.3 billion) of U.S. merchandise
imports from India, such as chemicals, auto parts, and tableware. GSP removal would
reinstate U.S. tariffs, which range from 1% to 7% on the top 15 GSP bilateral imports. India
sought continuation of its eligibility, but since the President’s announcement, has
downplayed the impact of the proposed change. India plans to treat retaliatory tariffs
separately.
Services: The United States and India are competitive in certain services industries. Barriers
to U.S. firms’ market access include India’s limits on foreign ownership and local presence
requirements. A key issue for India is U.S. temporary visa policies, which affect Indian
nationals working in the United States. India is challenging U.S. fees for worker visas in the
WTO, and monitoring potential U.S. action to revise the H-1B (specialized worker) visa
program. India also continues to seek a “totalization agreement” to coordinate social security
protection for workers who split their careers between the two countries.
Agriculture: Sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) barriers in India limit U.S. agricultural
exports. The United States questions the scientific and risk-based justifications of such
barriers. An ongoing issue is India’s purported compliance with a WTO decision against its
ban on U.S. poultry imports and live swine due to avian influenza concerns; the WTO held
that India’s measures violated WTO SPS rules. Each side also sees the other’s agricultural
support programs as market-distorting; India’s view of its programs from a broad food
security lens complicates matters.
Intellectual Property (IP): The two sides differ on how to balance IP protection to
incentivize innovation and support other policy goals, such as access to medicines. India’s
IP regime remains a top U.S. concern, and India remains on the “Special 301” Priority Watch
List for 2018, based on such concerns as its treatment of patents, infringement rates, and
protection of trade secrets.
Future Prospects
• Commit to a deadline to conclude a Bilateral Investment Treaty. This will signal Indian
government support for growing U.S. investment and provide a rules-based framework
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within which this can occur. It will also support growth in services trade which can be
provided through FDI.
• Develop a dialogue with Indian regulators to address how India’s “Decade of
Innovation” can be supported by stronger protection and enforcement of intellectual
property rights.
• Affirm the administration’s support for extending access to H-1B visas for students
having completed postgraduate U.S. degrees
• India’s new government has yet to develop its trade policy. This presents an opportunity
to develop a dialogue with India as to what Indian economic reforms could facilitate it
joining either the TPP or the TiSA should it wish to do so.
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eqxydkyhu fcgkj dks vkfFkZd :i ls le`) cukus esa m|ksxksa dk egÙoiw.kZ LFkku FkkA m|ksxksa esa oL= m|ksx rFkk
'kksjk m|ksx egÙoiw.kZ FksA pwfa d 'kksjk ,d cgqi;ksxh mRiknu Fkk ,oa fcgkj esa bldh lgt miyC/krk Fkh blfy,
eqxydkyhu fcgkj 'kksjk mRiknu ds fy, fo[;kr FkkA bldk iz;ksx u flQZ ck:n cukus esa fd;k tkrk Fkk vfirq
ekal vkSj eNfy;ksa dks lqjf{kr j[kus] nokvksa dks cukus esa Hkh fd;k tkrk FkkA l=goha 'krkCnh ds if'peh i;ZVdks]a
ys[kdks]a O;kikfj;ksa vkfn ds }kjk tks fooj.k fn;k x;k gS mlesa 'kksjk ds mi;q ZDr iz;ksxksa ds ckjs esa lanHkZ ugha feyrk]
ysfdu bldk mYys[k vo'; feyrk gS fd 'kksjk ck:n vkSj 'kh'ks dks jaxus vkSj xje oLrqvksa dks B.Mk djus ds
dke vkrk FkkA vcqy QT+y vkSj ihVj eqaMh ds }kjk tks fooj.k izLrqr fd;k x;k gS mlls ;g Li"V gS fd ^Hkkjr
esa Hkh bldh dkQh ekax Fkh rFkk foLQksVd cukus rFkk oLrqvksa dks B.Mk djus ds fy, bldk iz;ksx fd;k tkrk
FkkA*1 MCyw0,p0 eksjyS.M ds vuqlkj ^^;wjksi ds lSfud bfrgkl esa 'kksjs dh ppkZ vf/kd vk;h gSA Hkkjro"kZ esa Hkh
lksygoha vkSj l=goha 'krkCnh esa xje is;ty vkSj nwljs rjy inkFkksZa dks B.Mk djus ds fy, 'kksjk dk iz;ksx fd;k
tkrk FkkA cfuZ;j ds fooj.k ls gesa irk pyrk gS fd eg¡xk gksus ds dkj.k Hkkjr ds xjhc yksx ty dks B.Mk djus
esa vleFkZ FksA fcgkj esa 'kksjk mRiknu l=goha lnh ds e/; rd mruk egÙoiw.kZ ugha Fkk ftruk ckn ds dkyksa esa
ns[kus dks feyrk gSA 1620&21 esa O;kikfjd fgrksa dh iwfrZ ds mn~ns'; ls vk;s º;wt rFk ikdZj us fcgkj ds mRikfnr
oLrqvksa dh ppkZ ugha dh gSA 1932 esa O;kikfjd mn~ns'; ls iVuk vk;s ;wjksih; O;kikjh ihVj eqaMh dk Hkh dguk Fkk
fd fcgkj esa dqN gh txgksa ij 'kksjk dk mRiknu gksrk Fkk og Hkh vPNs fdLe dk ugha FkkA 2 l=goha 'krkCnh ds
izkjEHk rd 'kksjk dk mRiknu iwohZ ,oa if'peh leqnz rVh; {ks=ksa rd gh lhfer FkkA iwohZ rV ij iqyhdV] elqyhiêe
vkSj vjekxkao izeq[k dsUnz FksA ekykckj rV] dksd
a .k dk rVh; {ks=] chtkiqj] cjkj] vgenuxj] vkxjk vkSj flU/k
buds mRiknu rFkk O;kikj ds fy, izfl) FksA ysfdu 17oha 'krkCnh ds e/; ds ckn ifjfLFkfr;k¡ cny pqdh Fkha
D;ksfa d vUrjkZ"Vªh; Lrj ij 'kksjs dh ekax ds vkf/kD; ds dkj.k mi;qZDr mRiknu dsUnzksa ls leqfpr iwfrZ dks lqfuf'pr
djuk eqf'dy gks x;kA vr% bl dky ds i'pkr~ fcgkj 'kksjk mRiknu ds fy, izfl) gks x;kA 3 ftldh tkudkjh
gesa 3 fnlEcj 1660 bZ0 dks elqyhiêe ds QSDVªh ds i=ksa ls feyrh gS fd nf{k.k esa fLFkr jkT; caxky ds QSDVªh
dks 'kksjk fu;kZr djus esa vleFkZ Fks D;ksfa d chtkiqj vkSj xksydq.Mk ds lqYrkuksa dk la?k"kZ eqxyksa ds lkFk py jgk
Fkk] vr% mUgsa ck:n cukus ds fy, Lo;a 'kksjk dh vko';drk FkhA ;wjksfi;u O;kikjh ,slh txg dh ryk'k esa Fks
tgk¡ 'kksjk mRiknu dh HkjikbZ dh tk ldsA fcgkj dk e/;xaxk dk {ks= blds mRiknu ds fy, mi;qDr FkkA
ifj.kkeLo:i ;wjksih; O;kikfj;ksa us fcgkj esa 'kksjk m|ksx ds fodkl ds fy, iz;kl djuk 'kq: dj fn;kA blds
vfrfjDr fcgkj ls gqxyh canjxkg rd dk tyekxZ Hkh eqQhn Fkk] D;ksfa d iVuk ls xaxk unh ds ekxZ ls gqxyh rd
uko ls eky ys tkuk dkQh lLrk vkSj vklku Fkk rFkk gqxyh ls bls ;wjksi ds fdlh Hkh Hkkx esa Hkstk tk ldrk
FkkA4+
;gh dkj.k Fkk fd 17oha 'krkCnh ds mÙkjk)Z ls fofHkUu ;wjksih; dEifu;ksa us iVuk vkSj mlds vkl&ikl ds {ks=ksa esa
'kksjk mRiknu dks u dsoy c<+kok fn;k cfYd dbZ NksV&
s cM+s dkj[kkus Hkh [kksy fn;sA cfuZ;j ds fooj.k ls gesa
tkudkjh feyrh gS fd pwfa d bl le; baXyS.M vkSj gkyS.M vkilh ;q)ksa esa O;Lr Fks] nksuksas ns'kksa dks ck:n cukus
ds fy, 'kksjk dh egrh vko';drk FkhA vr% nksuksa ns'kksa dh O;kikfjd dEifu;ksa ij 'kksjk ds fy, ncko FkkA blh
rjg Ýkal vkSj iqrZxky dks Hkh vkilh ;q)ksa esa ck:n dh vko';drk dks iwjk djus ds fy, 'kksjk dh vko';drk
FkhA VªSofuZ;j Hkh vius fooj.k esa fy[krk gS fd ck:n cukus ds fy, ;wjksih; ns'kksa esa 'kksjk dh ekax Fkh vkSj blds
fy, fcgkj dk 'kksjk mi;qDr FkkA bUgha dkj.kksa ls 17oha 'krkCnh ds mÙkjk)Z ls fofHkUu ;wjksih; O;kikfjd dEifu;ksa
us fcgkj esa 'kksjk ds mRiknu dks c<+kok nsuk izkjEHk dj fn;kA bl izdkj iqrZxkyh] vaxzst] Mp vkSj Ýkalhlh lHkh
us fcgkj esas iVuk] Nijk] lkj.k rFkk vU; LFkkuksa ij blds fy, m|ksx LFkkfir fd;sA5 'kksjk dh egrh vko';drk
,oa jk"Vª dh lqj{kk esa egÙoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkus ds dkj.k blds mRiknu] fuekZ.k vkSj iz;ksx ij eqxy ljdkj dk
,dkf/kdkj FkkA blds egRo dk irk bl ckr ls Hkh pyrk gS fd eqxy lwck dk lwcsn kj Hkh blds mRiknu vkSj
forj.k ij fu;a=.k j[krk FkkA bu mi;qZDr fu;a=.k ds ckotwn Hkh ;wjksih; O;kikjh nykyksa ds }kjk nh tkus okyh
vfxze jkf'k ds dkj.k fcgkj esa blds mRiknu esa dkQh o`f) gqbZA iVuk] frjgqr] x;k] lkj.k vkSj paikj.k esa o`gr
iSekus ij bldk mRiknu gksus yxkA izkjEHk esa fofHkUu ;wjksih; O;kikfjd dEifu;ksa us 'kksjk mRiknu djus ds fy,
iVuk esa dbZ NksV&
s cM+s dkj[kkus [kksys ijUrq eqxy lwcsnkj vkSj mlds deZpkfj;ksa ds vR;f/kd gLr{ksi ds dkj.k
iVuk esa 'kksjk m|ksx pykuk lqfo/kktud ugha jgkA vr% vaxzsth dEifu;ksa us iVuk ls 22 fdeh0 nwj gkthiqj ijxuk
ds ykyxat ds fudV flaf/k;k esa ,d dkj[kkuk [kksyk ftldk iz/kku CySd FkkA 6 ;g QSDVªh u flQZ fcgkj ds 'kksjk
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mRiknu dsUnz ds fudV Fkh cfYd ;gka fcgkj ds fczfV'k QSDVªh ds iz/kku dk fuokl LFkku Hkh FkkA 1670&72 bZ0 esa
tc tkWu ek'kZy fcgkj vk;k Fkk rc tkWc pkjukFk fcgkj esa vaxzsth m|ksx dk iz/kku FkkA 7 'kks/k mRiknu dk nwljk
egRoiw.kZ dsUnz iVuk ls nf{k.k&iwoZ esa fLFkr ukukxkj vkSj ukjkx<+ FkkA ;|fi vaxzstksa us 'kksjk dh lQkbZ ds fy,
;gka ,d m|ksx dh LFkkiuk dh Fkh ijUrq vk'p;Z dh ckr ;g gS fd ;gk¡ dEiuh dk xqek'rk jgrk Fkk] tks ogk¡ ls
'kksjk bdV~Bk dj iVuk Hkstrk FkkA 'kksjk mRiknu dk rhljk egRoiw.kZ dsUnz Nijk Fkk] Nijk esa iqrZxkfy;ksa ,oa
Ýkalhfl;ksa ds }kjk QSDVªh LFkkfir fd;k x;k FkkA VªSofuZ;j Nijk dh ppkZ ,d cM+s xkao ds :i esa djrk gSA mlus
viuh ;k=k ds Øe essa ;gk¡ ,d Mp QSDVªh dks ns[kk Fkk] tgka 'kksjk dks 'kq) fd;k tkrk FkkA 8 eqxy dky esa iVuk
eas 'kq) fd;s x;s 'kksjs dks ,d= fd;k tkrk Fkk D;ksfa d iVuk 'kksjk fu;kZr dk izeq[k dsUnz FkkA ;gk¡ ls gqxyh]
ckyklksj] fppyh vkfn LFkkuksa ij 'kksjs dk fu;kZr gksrk FkkA iVuk ls ,df=r 'kksjs dks
uked cM+s ukoksa ls
gqxyh Hkstk tkrk FkkA 'kksjk ds fu;kZr ds fy, iVsyk dkQh mi;qDr Fks D;ksfa d bu ukoksa ls ,d ckj esa djhc 200
Vu 'kksjk Hkstk tk ldrk FkkA
frjgqr] Nijk] lkj.k] paikj.k tks mRrj fcgkj esa Fks] ds vfrfjDr iVuk] x;k vkSj mlds vkl&ikl ds {ks=ksa esa Hkh
bldk mRiknu dkQh c<+ x;k FkkA fcgkj esa 'kksjk mRiknu esa mÙkjksÙkj o`f) ds dkj.k blds mRiknu esa layXu
fdlkuksa ds ,d fo'ks"k oxZ dks
ds uke ls tkuk tkus yxkA 1672 bZ0 esa tkWc pkjukd dk fooj.k mYys[kuh;
gS blesa og dgrk gS fd bldh mRre izdkj dh fdLeksa ij /;ku ugha nsrs Fks rFkk le; ij bldh vkiwfrZ ugha
djus ds ckotwn Hkh og muij fdlh Hkh izdkj dk ncko cukus esa vleFkZ FkkA 'kksjk mRiknu ds laca/k esa isylVZ
fy[krk gS] 'kksjk lkekU;r% mu txgksa esa mRikfnr fd;k tkrk Fkk tks igys vkcknh okys {ks= Fks ijUrq dqN dkj.kksa
ls dqN o"kksZa ls og futZu gks x;s FksA 'kksjk ds mRiknu esa ftu feV~fV;ksa dk iz;ksx gksrk Fkk os Fkha& dkyh] ihyh
,oa lQsn feV~VhA ued dks [kkjsiu ls eqDr djus ds dkj.k dkyh feV~Vh mÙke xq.koRrk ls ;qDr FkhA
;wjksih; O;kikjh 'kksjs ds mRiknd fdlkuksa ls lh/ks v'kq) 'kksjs dks [kjhnrs Fks vkSj fQj viuh QSfDVª;kssa ds ek/;e ls
'kq) djrs FksA blds fy, O;kikfj;ksa }kjk nykyksa dk Hkh lg;ksx ysuk iM+rk FkkA 'kksjs dk iz;ksx ck:n rFkk vU;
fdlh Hkh dk;ksZa esa rHkh gksrk Fkk tc og 'kq) gksA 'kksjs ds 'kq)hdj.k dk rjhdk dkQh tfVy gksrk FkkA 'kq)hdj.k
dh izfØ;k ds rgr tehu ij nks xgjs dq.M cuk;s tkrs Fks ftuesa ,d dq.M nwljs ls rqyukRed :i ls cM+k gksrk
FkkA cM+k dq.M uedhu tehu ls Hkjk tkrk Fkk ,oa lrg ds uhps >jus ls ikuh Hkj fn;k tkrk Fkk] fQj etnwjksa
}kjk iSjksa ls rc rd fgyk;k tkrk Fkk tc rd dh feV~Vh fil u tk; ,oa iryh ijr u cu tk;A ikuh laiw.kZ
lkj dks tTc dj lds blds fy, bls nks fnuksa rd fLFkj jgus fn;k tkrk Fkk] fQj ikuh dks ,d cM+h ukyh }kjk
dq.M esa tkus fn;k tkrk Fkk tgka lap; cSB tkrk Fkk tks fd vo'kksf/kr 'kksjk jgrk FkkA blds i'pkr bls yksgs ds
dM+kgs esa xje dj ,d ;k nks ckj Hkki cukdj mM+k;k tkrk Fkk fQj eSyksa dks gVk;k tkrk Fkk rkfd okafNr 'kq)rk
dks izkIr fd;k tk ldsA ikjaifjd :i ls Hkkjr esa ikuh dks xje feV~Vh ds crZu esa fd;k tkrk Fkk ftls fQj
rksM+uk iM+rk FkkA vr% Mpks ds }kjk vius ns'k ls cM+s crZu ¼okW;yj½ eaxok;s x;sA vaxszt Hkh ,sls crZu eaxokrs Fks
ysfdu os vÝhdk fo'ks"kdj esMkxkLdj ls eaxokrs FksA vaxzstksa dh rqyuk esa 'kksjk m|ksx esa Mpksa dh Hkkxhnkjh T;knk
FkhA muds dkj[kkus Hkh vf/kd FksA ;|fi 'kksjk dk mRiknu flrEcj vkSj twu ds chp gksrk Fkk ijUrq fuekZ.k dk
loksZÙke le; Qjojh ls ebZ ds chp FkkA
'kksjk dh dherksa dh vxj ge ckr djsa rks iVuk esa ,d eu 'kksjk dh dher ,d :i;k Fkk tcfd gqxyh esa ;g 1
:i;s 50 iSls ds vklikl FkkA ckylksj esa bldk dher 2 :i;s ls Hkh vf/kd FkkA fcgkj dk 'kksjk ck:n cukus ds
fy, loksZÙke ekuk tkrk Fkk ;gh dkj.k Fkk fd Mpks]a vaxzstks]a iqrZxkfy;ksa vkSj Ýkalhlh dEifu;ksa us iVuk dks 'kksjk
m|ksx dk dsUnz cuk fn;kA bZLV bafM;k dEiuh ds i=ksa ls Kkr gksrk gS fd mUgksua s 'kksjs ds O;kikj dks izFke LFkku
fn;kA ;g dEiuh izfro"kZ 800 ls ysdj 1000 Vu 'kksjk iVuk ls izkIr djrh FkhA jktegy ls Hkh 'kksjk dk fu;kZr
Vscw rFkk vU; ns'kksa dks gksrk FkkA
ijUrq eqxy iz'kklu }kjk 'kksjk ij ,dkf/kiR; rFkk vkKk;sa tkjh djus esa lwcsnkj vkSj mlds deZpkfj;ksa }kjk fd;k
x;k gLr{ksi rFkk voS/k olwyh us bl m|ksx ij izfrdwy izHkko Mkyk fQj Hkh ;g eqxy dky dk lokZf/kd egRoiw.kZ
m|ksx FkkA ,d vuqeku ds vuqlkj lkQ ekSle esa bl m|ksx ls fcgkj ds iUnzg gtkj yksxksa dks N% eghus jkstxkj
izkIr gksrk FkkA
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12345678-

dEizgfsa lo fgLVªh vkWQ fcgkj] okWY;we&II, Hkkx&II, i`0&418
eqUMh&II, i`0&151] 156
,u0,u0 js] n ,uYl vkWQ n vyhZ baxfy'k lsVyesVa bu fcgkj] i`0&21
VªsofuZ;j] VªsoYl bu bafM;k] ¼1640&66½] vuqokn] oh0 ckWy] i`0&12ofuZ;j] VªosYl bu n eqxy ,Eik;j] i`0&440
fXyEilst vkWQ esMhoy fcgkj bdksukWeh] i`0&72
tkWu ek'kZy bu bafM;k] 'kQkr vgen [kk¡] i`0&23] 138
ofuZ;j] VªosYl bu n eqxy ,Eik;j] vuqokn] bfoZu] i`0&440
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****

ns'k dk dqy {ks=Qy ml lhek dks fu/kkZfjr djrk gS tgk¡ rd fodkl çfØ;k ds nkSjku mRifÙk
ds lk/ku ds :i esa Hkwfe dk lery foLrkj laHko gksrk gSA tSls&tSls fodkl çfØ;k vkxs c<+rh gS vkSj u;s eksM+
ysrh gS] lery Hkwfe dh ek¡x c<+rh gS] u;s dk;ksZa vkSj m|ksxksa ds fy;s Hkwfe dh vko';drk gksrh gS o ijEijkxr
mi;ksxksa esa vf/kd ek=k esa Hkwfe dh ek¡x dh tkrh gSA lkekU;r;k bu u;s mi;ksxksa vFkok ijEijkxr mi;ksxksa esa
c<+rh gqbZ Hkwfe dh ek¡x dh vkiwfrZ ds fy;s —f"k ds varxZr Hkwfe dks dkVuk iM+rk gS vkSj bl çdkj Hkwfe d`f"k
mi;ksx ls xSj —f"k dk;ksZa esa ç;qä gksus yxrh gSA ,d fodkl'khy vFkZO;oLFkk ds fy;s ftldh eq[; fo'ks"krk;sa
Je vfrjsd o —f"k mRiknksa ds vHkko dh fLFkfr dk cuk jguk gSA —f"k mi;ksx ls xSj —f"k mi;ksxksa esa Hkwfe dk
pyk tkuk xaHkhj leL;k dk :i /kkj.k dj ldrk gSA tgk¡ bl çfØ;k ls ,d vksj lkekU; —"kd ds fuokZg Jksr
dk fouk'k gksrk gS] nwljh vksj lexz vFkZO;oLFkk dh –f"V ls —f"k inkFkksZa dh ek¡x vkSj iwfrZ esa xaHkhj vlarqyu
mRiUu gks ldrs gSaA
ns'k ds fofHkUu fgLlksa esa Hkkjrh; Hkwxksydkjksa }kjk vk;ksftr Hkwfe mi;ksx v/;;uksa us
,y- MMyh LVkEi ls çsj.kk çkIr dh] ftUgksua s 1930 esa dydÙkk esa Hkkjrh; foKku dkaxzsl ds 25 osa l= esa Hkkx
fy;k FkkA bl rjg ds v/;;u Hkwfe mi;ksx losZ{k.kksa dh lwph ls lkef;d ;k vyx djus ds fy, gSaA ,l- ihpVthZ }kjk vk;ksftr 24 ijxuk vkSj gkoM+k ftyksa ds Hkwfe mi;ksx losZ{k.k vkSj ,e- 'kQh }kjk vk;ksftr iwohZ
mÙkjçns'k esa Hkwfe mi;ksx losZ{k.k us Hkwfe mi;ksx ds losZ{k.k ds lkFk la;qä Hkwfe losZ{k.k djus ds fy, ,d etcwr
;kfpdk nk;j dh gSA 1940 esa ,l-ih- pVthZ us Hkkjr esa Hkwfe mi;ksx losZ{k.k dks O;ofLFkr djus dh dksf'k'k dh
FkhA 1940 esa bafM;u lkbalst dkaxzsl ,lksfl,'ku ds Hkwxksy vkSj HkwfoKku [kaM ls igys bl jk"Vªifr ds lacks/ku es]a
mUgksua s Hkwfe mi;ksx losZ{k.k dks le>us dh vko';drk dks bafxr fd;kA fo'o Hkwfe mi;ksx losZ{k.k vk;ksx us bl
ekeys dk ikyu fd;k vkSj Hkkjr ljdkj us ,l ih pVthZ dh fn'kk esa bl ç;kstu ds fy, jk"Vªh; lfefr dh
LFkkiuk dhA ml le; rd] iwjs ns'k ds fy, dksbZ O;ofLFkr Hkwfe mi;ksx losZ{k.k 'kq: ugha fd;k x;k FkkA ihn;ky vkSj ,- 'kj.k] Hkwxksy foHkkx ds ekxZn'kZu es]a iVuk fo'ofo|ky; us ukyank ftys esa yxkrkj rhu lkeqnkf;d
fodkl [kaMksa dk losZ{k.k fd;k gS] ;kuh fcgkj'kkjhQ] uwjljh vkSj jkgqbZA blds vykok vkj-,u-ih- iVuk fo'ofo|ky;
ds flUgk us iVuk ftys ds ugj bfjxzsVsM ,fj;k ds ySaM;wt dk xgu v/;;u fd;kA Hkkxyiqj fo'ofo|ky; esa ds,u- nkl us mÙkj fcgkj esa dkslh csflu ds Hkwfe mi;ksx dk v/;;u fd;kA
Hkkjr ds —f"k ,Vyl ¼1958½] us'kuy ,Vyl ¼1957½ vkSj fofHkUu jkT;ksa dh tux.kuk ,Vyl ¼1961½ esa Hkwfe mi;ksx
vkSj Qlyksa ls lacaf/kr dksjksiksyFk vkSj M‚V ekufp= 'kkfey gSa tks Qly forj.k vkSj lkekU; :i ls ,dkxzrk ds
fo'ys"k.k esa mi;ksxh gSa vkSj ftlesa vf/kd dBksj fo'ys"k.k dh laHkkouk gSA 1782 ls 1850 esa —f"k Hkwfe mi;ksx ds
lanHkZ esa tksgu bnjh'k o oku F;wusu us fo'ks"k ;ksxnku fn;kA
jkorHkkVk CykWd@rglhy dk foLrkj 2441 mÙkjh v{kka'k ls 2501 mÙkjh v{kka'k ,oa
7512 iwohZ ns'kkUrj ls 7548 iwohZ ns'kkUrj ds e/; fLFkr gSA ekufp= esa v/;;u {ks= dh vofLFkfr dks çnf'kZr
fd;k x;k gSaA nf{k.kh iwohZ jktLFkku ds fpRrkSM+x<+ ftys dh rglhy gSa tks nf{k.k&if'pe esa e/;izn's k jkT; ls ,oa
mÙkj esa cwna h ftyk o iwoZ esa dksVk ftyk gSA ;g pEcy unh ds viokg dk {ks= gS] blds if'pe esa cM+k ou izn's k
vofLFkr gSaA jkorHkkVk fpÙkkSM+x<+ ftys dk CykWd@rglhy o mi[kaM gS tgka ij eq[; thfodksiktZu dk lk/ku —
f"k gSA fo"ke HkkSxksfyd ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa {ks= ds yksx igkM+h <kyw lafpr vflafpr ,oa de moZjdrk okyh —f"k Hkwfe
ij NksV&
s NksVs [ksrksa esa —f"k Qlyksa dk mRiknu djrs gSaA okLro esa {ks= esa fofHkUu HkkSxksfyd ifjfLFkfr;ksa ds vuqlkj
Hkwfe dh çk—frd moZjk 'kfä ij vf/kd fuHkZj gSA



Research Investigator, PRC, Mohanlal Sukhadia University, Udaipur 313001
'kks/kkFkhZ] Hkwxksy foHkkx] Lkekftd foKku ladk;] ts-vkj-,u- jktLFkku fo/;kihB ¼fMEM½ fo”ofo|ky;] mn;iqj 313001
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1- —f"k Hkwfe mi;ksx ,d —f"k çk:i esa vk, ifjorZu dk fiNys o"kksZa ls iapk;r Lrj ij v/;;u djukA
2- —f"k fu;kstu dks çHkkfor djus okys dkjdksa dks Kkr djukA
3- Hkwfe mi;ksx çk:i dks Li"V djuk rFkk
orZeku —f"k dh fLFkfr dks Li"V djukA
v/;;u ds fy, MsVkcsl
fodflr djus dk ç;kl gSA bl laca/k esa
eq[; dk;Z fofHkUu lzksrksa ls MsVk ,df=r
djuk gS vkSj mUgsa fMftVy vkSj
xSj&fMftVy ds :i esa fu.kZ; leFkZu ç.kkyh
çnku djus ds ek/;e ls LFkkfud fu;kstu
ds fy, muds çHkkoh ,dhdj.k] fo'ys"k.k vkSj
çn'kZu ds fy, fMftVy çk:i gSA laiw.kZ MsVk
lsV dks nks Jsf.k;ksa ;kuh LFkkfud vkadM+k vkSj
fo'ks"krk MsVk ds varxZr ns[kk vkSj O;ofLFkr
fd;k tkrk gSA
LFkkfud MsVk dk ewy lzksr 1%250]000 vkSj
1%50]000 Ldsy ds HkkSxksfyd ekufp= gSaA
fo"k;ksa dh ç—fr dks ns[krs gq,] bu ekufp=ksa
dk O;kid :i ls fofHkUu tkudkjh çkIr
djus ds fy, mi;ksx fd;k tkrk FkkA
jktLFkku ds jkti= esa çdkf'kr xkaoksa dh
iapk;rokj lwph ds vuqlkj jktLo ekufp=]
fo'ks"k :i ls ftyk ds xkao lhek ekufp=
dks 1/4 bap ds iSekus ij iapk;r lhekvksa ds
fy, vk/kkj ekufp= ds :i esa fy;k x;k FkkA rglhy ds 165 vkckn xkao gSa ftuesa 54 xkaoksa esa 500 las 1000 dh
vkcknh jgrh gSaA vFkZkr rglhy@CykWd dh lokZf/kd 27-47 izfr'kr tula[;k bUgha xkaoksa esa fuokl djrh gSA tcfd
uxjh; {ks= jkorHkkVk esa 10]000 ls vf/kd ¼37]699½ tula[;k dk vf/kokl gSa ;kfu CykWd dh 26-90 izfr'kr
tula[;k jkorHkkVk dh bl v.kquxjh ,oa bl ,d ek= dLcsa esa fuokl djrh gSaA jkorHkkVk CykWd dk vkSlr
tula[;k ?kuRo 85 O;fDr izfroxZ fdyksehVj gSA
jkorHkkVk CykWd dh cj[ksM+k] dqvk[ksM+k ,oa /kkaxneksa dyk xzke iapk;r dk tula[;k ?kUkRo 70 O;fDr izfroxZ
fdyksehVj ls Hkh de gS tks fuEu tula[;k ?kuRo dks iznf'kZr djrk gSA tcfd ,d ek= dLck jkorHkkVk dk
tula[;k ?kuRo 500 O;fDr izfroxZ fdyksehVj ls Hkh T;knk gS tks mPp ?kuRo dks n'kkZrk gSAa jkorHkkVk CykWd dk
fyax vuqikr 929 gSA bl çdkj jkorHkkVk CykWd esa gj 1000 iq#"kksa ds fy, 929 efgyk,a FkhaA
'kks/k ds vUrxZr jkorHkkVk CykWd dh Hkwfe mi;ksx çdkj dk v/;;u djus ls iwoZ jkorHkkVk
CykWd dh Hkwfe dks tkuuk vko';d gSA Hkwfe ,d egRoiw.kZ lalk/ku gS ftlesa U;wure ç;ksxksa ls Hkwfe ls [kk|kUu o
vU; Ñf"kxr mRiknuksa dh vf/kdre mRikndrk ysuk gSA tula[;k lajpuk ds vk/kkj ij Hkwfe ds vkn'kZ mi;ksx
dh ;kstuk çLrqr dh tk ldrh gSA
jkorHkkVk CykWd esa Ñf"k Hkwfe mi;ksx Ñf"k ,oa Qly çk:i ,oa Qly mRiknu ds
v/;;u dh n`f"V ls egRo j[krk gSA Ñf"k i)fr rFkk Qlyksa dh mRikndrk o`f) dh ;kstuk,a çLrqr djrs le;
orZeku Hkwfe mi;ksx dh ek=k rFkk mlesa gks jgs ifjorZuksa dks v/;;u esa lfEefyr djuk vko';d gSA rglhy ds
HkkSxksfyd {ks= esa fiNys 10 o"kksaZ esa dksbZ ifjorZu ugha gqvk tcfd ftys ds {ks=Qy esa cM+k ifjorZu gqvkA ouHkwfe
{ks= 2013&14 esa ?kVdj 36-8 çfr'kr jg x;k tks 2003&04 esa yxHkx 40 çfr'kr FkkA ftldk dkj.k ouHkwfe ij
vfrØe.k ,oa lkoZtfud miØeksa }kjk ouHkwfe dk bLrseky fd;k tkuk çeq[k gSA
Ñf"k v;ksX; Hkwfe dk mi;ksx 2013&14 esa c<+dj 27-1 çfr'kr gks x;k tks 2003&04 esa 23-1 çfr'kr Fkk
vFkkZr~ c<+rh gqbZ tula[;k ds dkj.k Ñf"k v;ksX; Hkwfe ij Hkh ncko c<+k gSA nwljh vksj ns[k tk;s rks Ñf"k laHkkfor
Hkwfe tks 2003&04 esa 25-1 çfr'kr Fkk og ?kVdj 2013&14 esa 21-4 çfr'kr jg x;kA bldk lh/kk&lk dkj.k gS
Ñf"k ladV ftlesa Ñf"k dh c<+rh ykxr gSA
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Øla-

Hkwfe mi;ksx

mi;ksx
izfr'kr

1 Oku Hkwfe ¼taxykr½

39.8

2 Ñf"k v;ksX; Hkwfe

23.1

3 Ñf"k laHkkfor Hkwfe

25.1

4 okLrfod cks;k x;k {ks=
12.0
jkorHkkVk esa fpÙkkSM+ ftys ds ewy HkkSxksfyd {ks= dk 13-9 çfr'kr {ks= gS] ftys ds vkSlr taxykr 17-6 çfr'kr dh
rqyuk esa ;gka taxykr dk çfr 39-8 çfr'kr gS] tks ;gka ds rkieku ,oa jkorHkkVk >hy dh otg {ks=A vÑf"k;ksX;
Hkwfe ftys ds vkSlr 14-6 dh rqyuk esa 27-1 çfr'kr vf/kd gS tcfd laHkkfor Ñf"k ;ksX; Hkwfe ftys ds 29-1 çfr'kr
dh rqyuk esa 21-4 çfr'kr de gS] ,oa 'kq) cks;k {ks= 38-7 dh rqyuk esa 14-7 çfr'kr Hkh dkQh de gSA
Ø- la-

Hkwfe mi;ksx

mi;ksx izfr'kr

1

Oku Hkwfe ¼taxykr½

36.8

2

Ñf"k v;ksX; Hkwfe

27.1

3

Ñf"k laHkkfor Hkwfe

21.4

4

okLrfod cks;k x;k {ks=

14.7

jkorHkkVk CykWd esa o"kZ 2003&04 ,oa 2013&14 ds Hkwfe mi;ksx
dh rqyuk djus ij irk pyrk gS fd taxykr Hkwfe 39-8 çfr'kr ls ?kVdj 36-8 çfr'kr jg x;h gSA ;g deh
rkieku esa vf/kdrk ,oa o"kkZ esa deh ds dkj.k vk;h gSA blh çdkj Ñf’k v;ksX; Hkwfe o"kZ 2003&04 esa 23-1 çfr'kr
Fkh tks 2013&14 esa c<+dj 27-1 çfr'kr gks xbZA bl o`f) dk eq[; dkj.k o"kkZ dh deh jgk gSA o"kZ 2003&04 esa
laHkkfor Ñf"k ;ksX; Hkwfe 25-1 çfr'kr Fkh oks 2013&14 esa ?kVdj 21-4 çfr'kr gks xbZA okLrfod cks;k x;k {ks= o"kZ
2003&04 esa 12 çfr'kr Fkk tks 2013&14 esa c<+dj 14-7 çfr'kr gks x;k bldk çeq[k dkj.k flapkbZ dh lqfo/kkvksa
esa foLrkj gSSA blh rjg okLrfod cks;s x;s {ks= esa flafpr Hkwfe dk çfr'kr Hkh 2003&04 esa 40 çfr'kr ls 2013&04
esa 48 çfr'kr gks x;kA fiNys nl o"kksZa esa Ñf"k xgurk dk çfr'kr 9-5 çfr'kr c<+k gS] tks Ñf"k esa lq/kkj dh vksj
bafxr djrk gSA
CykWd ds dqy HkkSxksfyd {ks= esa Hkwfe mi;ksx ds dqy {ks=Qy esa taxykr o"kZ 2003&04 esa 39-8 çfr'kr Fks tcfd
o"kZ 2013&14 esa 36-8 çfr'kr Fks vFkkZr~ 2013&14 rd 3-00 çfr'kr taxykr ds {ks= esa deh gqbZA bldk eq[;
dkj.k rkieku dh vf/kdrk ,oa o"kkZ esa deh gSaA Ñf"k v;ksX; Hkwfe o"kZ 2004 esa 23-1 çfr'kr Fkh rFkk o"kZ 2014 esa
27-1 çfr'kr jg x;h] vFkkZr~ 2014 rd 3 çfr'kr dh Ñf"k v;ksX; Hkwfe ds {ks= esa deh vk;h gS ftldk eq[; dkj.k
flapkbZ dk le;&le; ij u gksukA o"kkZ dk u gksukA iM+r Hkwfe dk {ks= 2004 esa 2-1 çfr'kr Fkk tks o"kZ 2014 esa
1-0 çfr'kr gh jg x;k vFkkZr~ 2014 rd 1-1 çfr'kr dh deh vkbZ gS bl deh dk eq[; dkj.k loZçFke o"kkZ dh
deh o ueh vR;f/kd jgh gSA
Ñf"k ,oa mlds lEcfU/kr ?kVdksa ds v/;;u esa Hkwfe dk mi;ksx dk rqyukRed v/;;u vfr vko';d gS] D;ksfa d
fiNys o"kksaZ esa mi;ksx esa fdl çdkj dk ifjorZu gqvkA bldh lqLi"V tkudkjh gsrq ,oa Qlyksa ds mRiknu lEcfU/kr
tkudkjh gsrq v/;;u vfr egRoiw.kZ gks tkrk gSA CykWd esa dqy cks;h x;h Hkwfe Ñf"k ds fy, okLrfod cks;h xbZ
Hkwfe gSA rglhy esa o"kZ 2003&04 esa 12 çfr'kr Hkwfe okLrfod cks;h x;h Fkh tcfd o"kZ 2013&14 esa vFkkZr~ 14-7
çfr'kr okLrfod cks;h x;h Hkwfe gSA
Ñf"k ds vUrxZr lHkh Qlyksa eas dqy cks;h xbZ Hkwfe eas Qlyksa ds ;ksx dks leLr cks;h x;h Hkwfe ekuk tkrk gSA
blesa [kjhQ] jch] tk;n esa cks;h x;h Hkwfe vkfn dks lfEefyr fd;k tkrk gSA xzke iapk;ruqlkj fooj.k% jkorHkkVk
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CykWd dh ty[ksM+k] /kkon dyk] ckjksn] ckydq.Mh dyk] [kkrh[ksM+k] cM+kSfn;k xzke iapk;rksa esa 'kq) cks;k x;k {ks=
70 çfr'kr ls vf/kd gSA

tcfd ckj[ksM+k] dqavk[ksM+k] /kuxneÅ dyk] jktiqjk] e.Msljk ,oa es?kfuokl esa 'kq) cks;k x;k {ks= 0-14 ls 7
çfr'kr ds chp gSA mlesa Hkh flafpr 'kq) cks;k x;k {ks= ty[ksM+k] /kkondyk] ckjksn ,oa ckydq.Mh dyk esa çfr'kr
{ks= 75 ls 40 çfr'kr gS tcfd dkM+[ksM+k] dqavk[ksM+k] /kuxneÅ dyk ,oa jktiqjk esa flafpr Ñf"k dk {ks= 7-0 %
ls de gSA
,d ckj ls vf/kd cks;h x;h Hkwfe dks xgu Ñf"k Hkwfe dgk tkrk gSA jkorHkkVk rglhy esa
o"kZ 2003&04 esa xgu Ñf"k Hkwfe dk 135 % gS ,oa o"kZ 2013&14 esa ;g c<+dj 143-5 % gks x;kA;g o`f) flapkbZ
lqfo/kkvksa esa o`f) ds dkj.k gqbZ gSA rglhy dh fofHkUu xzke iapk;rksa ds rqyukRed fooj.k ls Kkr gksrk gS fd
/kuxneÅ dyk] rkssgkfj;k] ckydq.Mh dyk] Vkyksa dk yqgkfj;k] nsoiqjk esa xgu Ñf"k Hkwfe 160 ls 268 ds chp
lokZf/kd gS] tcfd dqavk[ksM+k] ckM+ksfn;k] /kkondyk] jsu[ksM+k ,oa ckj[ksM+k esa lcls de Ñf"k Hkwfe gSA
e/;e

e/;e
mPp

mPp

Oku
{ks=

jk.kk izrki
Lkkxj

1618.4

10.51 41.59 24.22

6.36

2.57

3.19

11.9

10819.5

4.58

15.76 31.29 38.15

6.61

1.94

1.77

{ks= dk uke

{ks= (km2)

jkorHkkVk rglhy (%)
(%)

cgqr de

de

Source: Based on composite index
Hkwfe mi;ksx fu;a=.k ij orZeku v/;;u Hkwfe ds mi;ksx ij ljdkjh fofu;eu dh vko';drk dks n'kkZrk gSA Hkwfe
ij ekfydkuk vf/kdkj euq";ksa ds çkjafHkd fuiVkjs ds ckn ls igpkuk x;k FkkA ;g jkT; ds fu;a=.k ds v/khu FkkA
Hkwfe mi;ksx fu;a=.k dk ,dek= mís'; lkekftd fgrksa dh lqj{kk FkhA jkorHkkVk rglhy dh Hkwfe mi;ksx dks lw{e
Lrj ij v/;;u djus ls çR;sd rglhy dk Hkwfe mi;ksx o flapkbZ çk:i esa fo"kerk,a mHkj dj vkrh gSaA
& çLrqr 'kks/k esa jkorHkkVk ds Hkwfe mi;ksx çk:i ifjorZu ds vUrxZr ouksa dk çeq[k ;ksxnku jgk gSA
jkorHkkVk esa ou Hkwfe ds rqyukRed v/;;u ds vuqlkj o"kZ 2003&04 dh rqyuk esa o"kZ 2013&14 esa ;k orZeku esa
yxHkx 3 çfr'kr ou Hkwfe dh o`f) gqbZ tks Hkwfe ds mitkÅiu ds fy, /kukRed ladsr gSA
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çLrqr 'kks/k esa jkorHkkVk rglhy ds Hkwfe mi;ksx çk:i ifjorZu ds vUrxZr Ñf"k v;ksX;
Hkwfe ds foLrkj ds rqyukRed v/;;u ds vuqlkj o"kZ 2003&04 dh rqyuk esa o"kZ 2013&14 esa nl o"kksZa esa 3 çfr'kr
Hkwfe dks vfrfjDr Ñf"k mi;ksx essa fy;k x;kA fo'ks"k :i ls {kkjh; Hkwfe dks vk/kqfud rduhd dh lgk;rk ls Ñf"k
mi;ksx esa fy;k tk jgk gSA
çLrqr 'kks/k esa jkorHkkVk rglhy ds Hkwfe mi;ksx çk:i ifjorZu ds vUrxZr Ñf"k
;ksX; Hkwfe ds foLrkj ds rqyukRed v/;;u ds vuqlkj o"kZ 2003&04 dh rqyuk esa o"kZ 2014 esa deh gqbZA bl deh
dk dkj.k o"kkZ dh vfu;ferrk] flapkbZ lqfo/kkvksa dk vHkko o c<+rh gqbZ tula[;k jgk gSA orZeku esa vk/kqfud
rduhd dk mi;ksx dj Ñf"k ;ksX; catj Hkwfe ,oa iM+r Hkwfe dh o`f) dks jksdk tk ldrk gSA
çLrqr 'kks/k esa jkorHkkVk ds Hkwfe mi;ksx o flapkbZ çk:i ds vUrxZr iM+r Hkwfe ds rqyukRed
v/;;u ds vuqlkj o"kZ 2004 dh rqyuk esa o"kZ 2014 esa 1-1 çfr'kr dh iM+r Hkwfe esa deh gks xbZA bldk çeq[k
dkj.k o"kkZ dk vHkko ekuk x;k gSA
çLrqr Hkwfe esa jkorHkkVk rglhy ds Qly çk:i ds vUrxZr pjkxkg Hkwfe lfEefyr gSA çLrqr
'kks/k dk;Z o çkIr vkadM+ksa ds vuqlkj foxr nl o"kksaZ esa pjkxkg Hkwfe esa deh vkbZ gSA bldk çeq[k dkj.k lw[ks dh
fujUrjrk jgus ls] rFkk lw[ks fujUrjrk jgus ds dkj.k tkuojksa ds ikyu esa ijs'kkfu;ksa dk lkeuk djuk iM+rk gS]
foxr o"kksZa dh vis{kk pjkxkg Hkwfe de gks jgh gS o pjkxkg Hkwfe ij vfrØe.k c<+ jgk gSA
xzkeh.k {ks=ksa esa Hkwfe mi;ksx ds vUrxZr [ksrksa dk Lo:i ,d tSlk ugha gS rFkk Ñf"k djus okyksa ds ikl Hkwfe de
rFkk Ñf"k ugha djus okyksa ds ikl Hkwfe vf/kd ik;h tkrh gSA vr% ,slh ifjfLFkfr esa Hkwfe mi;ksx dk forj.k leku
gksuk vko';d gSA c<+rh gqbZ tula[;k ds ncko ds dkj.k rFkk mlls lEcfU/kr [kk|kUu lEcfU/kr leL;k lek/kku
ds fy, Ñf"k {ks= esa iM+r Hkwfe dks Ñf"k ;ksX; cuk;k tk lds ftlls blds {ks= esa o`f) gks lds vFkkZr~ [kk| leL;k
dk lek/kku gks ldsA flapkbZ dh lHkh lqfo/kk,a Ñf"k fØ;kvksa ds vuq:i gksuh pkfg, ftlls Qlyksa dk fu/kkZj.k
lgh :i ls gks ldsA bu lHkh lqfo/kkvksa esa tSls& feêh] ifjfLFkfrdh fLFkfr] lkekftd] vkfFkZd ,oa flapkbZ dh
lqfo/kk,aA /kjkryh; Lo:i Hkh Ñf"k Hkwfe dks çHkkfor djrs gSaA Ñ"kdksa }kjk [ksrksa esa tksr ds vkdkj esa o`f) djuh
pkfg, rFkk okLrfod Ñ"kdksa dks Hkwfe miyC/k djokuh pkfg,A Hkwfe mi;ksx dh {kerk ds vk/kkj ij Qly çk:i
dk fuekZ.k fd;k tk,A Qly ;k flapkbZ çk:i esa vk/kqfud rduhdh dk ç;ksx djuk pkfg,A
fdlh Hkh vFkZO;oLFkk dk Lo:i fu/kZurk ,oa laiUurk]
fofo/khdj.k ,oa thou&;kiu] i;kZoj.k ftlesa çk—frd lalk/ku vR;ar çeq[k gSaA os leLr oLrq,¡ tks euq"; dks
ç—fr ls fcuk fdlh ykxr ds migkj Lo:i çkIr gqbZ gSa] çk—frd lalk/ku dgykrh gSaA bl çdkj fdlh vFkZO;oLFkk
dh HkkSxksfyd fLFkfr miyC/k Hkwfe ,oa feêh] [kfut inkFkZ ty ,oa ouLifr;k¡ vkfn çk—frd lalk/ku ekus tkrs gSaA
la;qä jk"Vª la?k dh fo'ks"kK lfefr ds vuqlkj euq"; vius ykHkiw.kZ mi;ksx ds fy;s çk—frd lajpuk vFkok
okrkoj.k ds :i esa ç—fr }kjk çnÙk [kfut rsy] dks;yk] ;wjsfu;e] xSl ,oa pkyu 'kfä ds lk/ku blds varxZr
vkrs gSaA feêh o Hkwfe ds :i esa çk—frd lk/ku ouLifr o tho&tarq dks iks"k.k nsrs gSa] blds vfrfjä lrgh o
Hkwfexr ty lalk/ku ekuo] i'kq o ouLifr thou lHkh ds fy;s vR;ar vko';d inkFkZ gSA ty fo|qr ÅtkZ dk
egÙoiw.kZ lzksr gS vkSj ty ekxksZa ij ifjogu ds fofHkUu lk/kuksa dk fodkl fuHkZj gSA nwljs 'kCnksa esa dgk tk ldrk
gS fd os inkFkZ tks viuk iks"k.k ç—fr ls çkIr djrs gSa] çk—frd lalk/ku dgykrs gSa] blesa ouLifr] i'kq/ku] ok;q]
feêh] ÅtkZ lalk/ku [kfut inkFkZ fuekZ.k lkexzh baZ/ku vkfn lfEefyr gSaA
—f"k dk;ksZa dk çR;{k vkSj rkRdkfyd laca/k çk—frd i;kZoj.k ls gksrk gSA —f"k ,d tSfod fØ;k gSA ikS/kksa dh
thou çfØ;k ,oa mudk mRiknu Lrj Hkwfe {ks=] feêh dh çk—frd moZjrk] o"kkZ ,oa tyok;q ls vR;f/kd çHkkfor
gksrk gSA oLrqvksa dh rS;kj djus dh çfØ;k ;kaf=d çfØ;k gS tcfd —f"k dk;Z ,d tSfod çfØ;k gSA ikS/kksa dk
fodkl çk—frd rRoksa ls iksf"kr gksdj gksrk gSA bl çdkj ;g dgk tk ldrk gS fd ikS/kksa dk fodkl vk/kkfjd
:i ls HkkSfrd lajpuk tyok;q] feêh bR;kfn i;kZoj.kh; vk/kkfjd n'kkvksa ls vk/kfjd :i ls çHkkfor gksrk gSA
jkorHkkVk CykWd esa o"kZ 2003&04 ,oa 2013&14 ds Hkwfe mi;ksx dh rqyuk esa taxykr Hkwfe 39-8 çfr'kr
ls ?kVdj 36-8 çfr'kr jg x;h gSA ;g deh rkieku esa vf/kdrk ,oa o"kkZ esa deh ds dkj.k vk;h gSA Ñf’k v;ksX;
Hkwfe o"kZ 2003&04 esa 23-1 çfr'kr Fkh tks 2013&14 esa c<+dj 27-1 çfr'kr gks xbZA bl o`f) dk eq[; dkj.k o"kkZ
dh deh jgk gSA o"kZ 2003&04 esa laHkkfor Ñf"k ;ksX; Hkwfe 25-1 çfr'kr Fkh oks 2013&14 esa ?kVdj 21-4 çfr'kr
gks xbZA okLrfod cks;k x;k {ks= o"kZ 2003&04 esa 12 çfr'kr Fkk tks 2013&14 esa c<+dj 14-7 çfr'kr gks x;k
bldk çeq[k dkj.k flapkbZ dh lqfo/kkvksa esa foLrkj gSSA blh rjg okLrfod cks;s x;s {ks= esa flafpr Hkwfe dk çfr'kr
Hkh 2003&04 esa 40 çfr'kr ls 2013&04 esa 48 çfr'kr gks x;kA fiNys nl o"kksaZ esa Ñf"k xgurk dk çfr'kr 9-5
çfr'kr c<+k gS] tks Ñf"k esa lq/kkj dh vksj bafxr djrk gSA
CykWd ds dqy HkkSxksfyd {ks= esa Hkwfe mi;ksx ds dqy {ks=Qy esa taxykr o"kZ 2003&04 esa 39-8 çfr'kr Fks tcfd
o"kZ 2013&14 esa 36-8 çfr'kr Fks vFkkZr~ 2013&14 rd 3-00 çfr'kr taxykr ds {ks= esa deh gqbZA bldk eq[;
dkj.k rkieku dh vf/kdrk ,oa o"kkZ esa deh gSaA Ñf"k v;ksX; Hkwfe o"kZ 2004 esa 23-1 çfr'kr Fkh rFkk o"kZ 2014 esa
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27-1 çfr'kr jg x;h] vFkkZr~ 2014 rd 3 çfr'kr dh Ñf"k v;ksX; Hkwfe ds {ks= esa deh vk;h gS ftldk eq[; dkj.k
flapkbZ dk le;&le; ij u gksukA o"kkZ dk u gksukA jkorHkkVk {ks= esa vusd dkjd varZlacaf/kr gksdj bl {ks= dks
—f"k fof'k"Vrk çnku djrs gSaA bUgha vk/kkjksa ij —f"kxr fo'ks"krkvksa dks çHkkfor djus okys dkjdksa esa HkkSfrd
i;kZoj.kh; dk çHkko vis{kk—r vf/kd çrhr gksrk gS] tcfd y?kq çns'kh; fo'ys"k.k esa ekuoh; okrkoj.k ls lacaf/kr
dkjd tSls Je] iw¡th ek¡x iwfrZ vkfFkZd Lrj] thou&;kiu fof/k ,oa rjhds] cktkj miyfC/k rFkk rduhdh Lrj dk
fo'ks"k çHkko iM+rk gSA vr% HkkSfrd ,oa ekuoh; okrkoj.k ds fofHkUu rRo LoPNan rFkk lefUor nksuksa :iksa esa —
f"kxr fo'ks"krkvksa dks fu/kkZfjr djrs gSaA
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Narrative Prevention Counseling for Enhancing Sexual Quality
of Life of Married Women by Improving Couple
Communication on Sex
Rebecca Hannah
Dr. G. Anbuselvi††††
Abstract
This study focuses on the sexual quality life of married women in India. The study had
employed Narrative Prevention counseling as an intervention tool in enhancing the sexual
quality of life among married women. The research found that the levels of gender beliefs,
sexual satisfaction, couple communication and sexual quality of life were poor and thereby
introduced the intervention, and hence has found that through the benefits of narrative
prevention counseling, married women can enjoy an enhanced sexual quality of life.
Key words: Married woman, sexual quality of life, narrative prevention counseling
Introduction
Sexual health of married women is a broad area that encompasses many interrelated issues.
Major concerns are human rights related to sexual health, sexual pleasure, sexual
satisfaction, diseases, violence, sexual dysfunction, and mental health related to sexual
health. Pervasive gendered inequities and norms regarding the subordination of married
women give their husbands disproportionately more power than women, particularly in
relation to marital sex. The lack of sexual agency may pose an important barrier to sexual
and mental health. There is the need to address the determinants of the quality of sexual life,
sexual expression, universal access to reproductive health services and gendered disparities
in sexual empowerment. Sexual issues, particularly those of a non-dysfunctional nature have
not been addressed enough. Yet in order to be helpful to clients, social workers need accurate
up-to date information, and the skills to use it.
Sexual quality of life of married women
Sexual quality of life is defined as encompassing multiple dimensions that an individual may
associate with a healthy and pleasurable sexual life. These include sexual responses,
cognitions, and attitudes, as well as dimensions related to intimate relationships and a sense
of one’s physical body as capable and entitled to experiencing sexual
sensations.(McClelland ,2012) Sexual activity incorporates interpersonal relationships, each
partner bringing unique attitudes, needs and responses into the coupling. A breakdown in
any of these areas may lead to sexual dysfunction. (Avasthi et al., 2017)
Couple communication on sex
Young women’s capacity to express their sexual desires is central to negotiating safe and
mutually consensual sexuality (McDougall et al., 2010). Young women in India face
considerable challenges to their sexual and reproductive health (International Institute for
Population Sciences 2007). In many contexts, couples’ communication, or lack thereof,
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about reproductive matters appears to be a central pathway through which husbands’
attitudes determine reproductive health outcomes (Blanc 2001).Such breakdowns in
communication can prove destructive to women’s sexual and reproductive health when they
mean that women cannot negotiate safe and desired sexual activity. (McDougall et al.,
2010).
Narrative Prevention counseling as social work intervention
The NPC for HIV/STI prevention and risk reduction was developed by the RISHTA team
based on their previous work in intervention research in Sri Lanka and Mumbai. The
approach is intended to provide a culture-specific program of intervention that addresses
medical, social-cultural, and psychological components of women’s sexual health problems
and HIV/STI risk. The unique feature of the NPC is the use of personal narrative (story) to
facilitate the assessment-intervention process and to ensure that educational and intervention
session(s) address emotional, cognitive, and behavioral components that are both
individually and culturally relevant to the experiences of participants.The assumption is that
the primary barriers to risk reduction and prevention are found in the personal culture-based
beliefs that guide women’s and men’s behavior. The NPC involves a process of
construction, deconstruction, and reconstruction of Individual women’s narratives about
their symptoms of RTIs/STIs, tensions and marital difficulties through guided interactions
with trained counselors. (Nastasi, B. K., Maitra, S., & RISHTA team.,2013)
Review of literature
Previous research of married couples in India demonstrates that there is very little
communication within marriage about sexual and reproductive health (George 1998;
Sivaram et al. 2005). A study in the slums of Chennai with married men and women showed
that married men discussed sex with close friends but rarely with their wives and that married
women were unlikely to discuss sex with their husbands and often acquiesced to their
husbands’ demands for sex (Sivaram et al. 2005).Perceived risk is a necessary precursor to
preventive behaviours, such as condom use, and where women perceive no or little risk for
HIV infection from their husbands, they are unlikely to discuss sex and use condoms
(Gerrard, Gibbons, and Bushman 1996).This lack of understanding of risk and absence of
communication about safe sexual behaviours may increase couples’ vulnerability to HIV
and other sexually transmitted diseases. However, little research focuses specifically on
sexual communication related to HIV risk and protective behaviours among married
couples.Communication about sex between heterosexual partners consistently predicts safer
sexual behaviours, including those that reduce risk of HIV infection, such as HIV and STI
testing and condom use (Becker 1996)
The study Marital Sex among Newly Married Couples in Gujarat by Khan et al,1999 show
that women’s prior knowledge of sex and communication with the husband are associated
not only with the first sexual experience (after marriage) but with marital and sexual life
ahead. It has been found that women with correct knowledge of sex and related issues are
more likely to enjoy sex than those with less or no correct knowledge (Maitra and Schensul,
2004). As the study indicates, women who had a chance to communicate with their husband
about sex did not perceive the first sexual experience as scary. Similarly, studies show that
couples who invest in ‘relational communication’ with their spouse (i.e., discuss beyond
productive and reproductive issues) and put emphasis on strengthening the bond between
them are more likely to enjoy their marital relationship than those who view marriage as a
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mere contract involving obligations and duties based on practical needs and limited
discussion of these issues (Maitra and Schensul, 2004).(Khan et al,1999)
Objectives Of The Study
1. To study the socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents
2. To assess the level of couple communication on sex among the respondents
3. To examine the difference/association/relationship between the socio-demographic
variables and couple communication on sex of the respondents.
4. To frame a social work intervention module lined with narrative prevention counseling
model to enhance the sexual quality if life of the participants.
Research Methodology
The study was conducted in a Family Counselling centre in Salem, Tamil nadu. The research
design used in this study is Quasi-experimental research design. The sampling technique
used was non-probability sampling and the method adopted was Judgemental sampling.The
Couple communication on sex scale developed by Leon et al., 1997 and The Sexual quality
of life scale SQOL-F developed by Symonds et al.,2005 was used.The intervention was
based on the Narrative prevention counseling model.
Results And Discussions
Table 1: Demographic Details of the respondents
Socio-Demographic Characteristics

No. of
Respondents
(n=60)

Percentage

21-30 years

17

28.3

31-40 years

35

58.3

41-50 years

8

13.3

Below 5 years

15

25

6-10 years

15

25

11-15 years

17

28.3

16-20 years

8

13.3

Above 20 years

5

8.3

High School

8

13.3

Higher Secondary

3

5

Age

Duration of Marital Relationship

Educational Qualification
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Diploma

4

6.7

Graduate

16

26.7

Post- Graduate

24

40

Doctorate

5

8.3

Below 20000

10

16.7

20001-40000

26

43.3

40001-60000

24

40

Low

17

28.3

Middle

35

58.3

High

8

13.3

Rural

10

16.7

Urban

26

43.3

Semi-Urban

24

40

Yes

48

80

No

12

20

below 5

8

13.3

6 to 10

14

23.3

11 to 15

18

30

above 15

8

13.3

No Children

12

20

Monthly Income

Socio-Economic Status

Domicile

Status Children

Age of Children

Social Support
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Natal Family

40

66.7

Relatives

15

25

Friends

5

8.3

Love Marriage

21

35

Arranged Marriage

39

65

Type of Marriage

Table 2:Distribution of the respondents according to their perception towards
Overall level of Couple Communication on Sex
S.
Overall Level of
Before
Percenta
After
Percentag
No.
Couple
Intervention
ge
Intervention
e
Communication on
No. of
No. of
Sex
Respondents
Respondents
(n = 60)
(n = 60)
Low
49
81.7
21
35.0
High
11
18.3
39
65.0
It can be inferred from the table number 2 that a majority of 81.7 percent of the respondents
had low level of couple communication on sex whereas the remaining 18.3 percent of the
respondents had a high level of communication on sex.This finding corresponds with the
findings of other studies in India.Previous research of married couples in India demonstrates
that there is very little communication within marriage about sexual and reproductive health
(George 1998;; Sivaram et al. 2005).
Table number 3: Goodman and Kruskal’s Gamma Test Association between the
Couples Communication of the respondents and perception towards Overall level of
Sexual Quality of Life
Overall level of Couples
Overall level of
Total
Value
Statistical
Communication
Sexual Quality of
Inference
Life
Low
High
Overall level of
Low
6
13
19
.493
P<0.01
Couple
High
15
26
41
Communication
Total
21
39
60
The study finding that there is a significant association between the overall level of couples
communication on sex and the sexual quality of life of the respondents corresponds with
other study findings also.Studies show that couples who invest in ‘relational communication’
with their spouse (i.e., discuss beyond productive and reproductive issues) and put emphasis
on strengthening the bond between them are more likely to enjoy their marital relationship
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than those who view marriage as a mere contract involving obligations and duties based on
practical needs and limited discussion of these issues (Maitra and Schensul, 2004).
Main Findings
• 58.3% of the respondents were in the age group between 31 to 40 years. While 28.3% of
the respondents were between 21 to 30 years of age, and 13.3% between 41-50 years of
age.
• Duration of the marital relationship is below 5 years for 25% of the respondents. While
8.3% of the respondents have been married for more than 20 years. The majority of
28.3% of the respondents have been married for a period between 11 to 15 years.
• The majority of 40 % of the respondents hold a postgraduate degree while 8.3%
respondents hold a doctorate degree. 26.7% of the respondents hold a graduate degree.
• 40% of the respondents have a family monthly income between 40,001 to 60,000
Rupees, while the majority of 43.3% respondents have a family monthly income between
20,001 to 40,000 Rupees.
• 16.7% of the respondents are from rural areas while 40% are from sub-urban areas ,while
a majority of 43.3 % of the respondents are from urban areas.
• 80% of the respondents have children while 20% of the respondents do not have children.
• 30% of the respondents have children between 11 to 15 years of age while 36.6% of the
respondents have children that are 10 years or below.
• 66.7% of the respondents enjoy social support from their natal family.25% of the
respondents have support from their relatives while 8.3% of the respondents have only
their friends as source of support.
• 35% of the respondents have had love marriage while the majority of 65% had an
arranged marriage
• It can be inferred from the table number 4.3.1 that a majority of 81.7 percent of the
respondents had low level of couple communication on sex whereas the remaining 18.3
percent of the respondents had a high level of communication on sex.After the
intervention of Narrative Prevention counselling a total of 65 percent of respondents
enjoyed high leve couple communication on sex while the remaining 35 percent of the
respondents were still struggling to comfortable communication with their spouses on
issues related to sex.
• It is inferred from the table no:4.3.4 that there is a significant association between the
overall level of couple communication on sex between the respondents and their spouses
and the sexual quality of life of the respondents after the Intervention of Narrative
Prevention counseling.( Approx. Tb =6.499,0.000<0.01). It means that couple
communication on sex between the pair has influenced the level of sexual quality of life.
Conclusion
Narrative Prevention counseling was effective in improving the couple communication on
sex among the respondents with their spouse and thereby enhancing the sexual quality of life
of women.The counselling process helped identify and address a number of individual,
socio-cultural and environmental factors that limited open communication on sex and sexual
health.Factors included women’s lack of knowledge about sexuality, sexual power
imbalances within relationships and social norms that reinforced these imbalances and
physical environments that limited privacy needed to have sex and to discuss sexual issues.
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A Study On Different Investment Options In Financial Markets
Dr.D.Madan Mohan
Abstract
The various investment options that are prevailing in the financial markets in India. With
lots of investment options like stock market, mutual funds and derivatives the common
investor ends up more confused than ever. Each and every investment option has its own
merits and demerits. This project I have discussed about few investment options
available.Any investor before investing should take into consideration tae safety, liquidity,
returns, entry/exit barriers and tax efficiency parameters. We need to evaluate each
investment option on the above-mentioned basis and then invest money. Today investor
faces too much confusion in analyzing the various investment options available and then
selecting the best suitable one. In the present project, investment options are compared on
the basis of returns as well as on the parameters like safety, liquidity, term holding etc. thus
assisting the investor as a guide for investment purpose
Introduction
Different investment options represent a different risk reward trade off. low risk investment
are those that offer assured, but lower returns ,while high risk investments provide the
potential to earn greater returns. hence ,an investor risk tolerance plays a key role in choosing
the most suitable investment.Today choosing a best investment plan is difficult because there
are so many investment options available. these days we are getting more money compared
to last decades. In India financial environment investors are facing a lot risk to invest in
various financial instruments . most of the items investors try to maximise return but want
minimum risk in their investments. the present study enables us to identify the different types
of risks and how to minimise them. in investment avenues it is very important to know about
risk and return and to know how returns and risk is calculated for different investment. So
that one can have hassle free investment. An investment is an asset or item that is purchased
with the hope that it will generate income or will appreciate in the future. In an economic
sense, an investment is the purchase of goods that are not consumed today but are used in
the future to create wealth. In finance, an investment is a monetary asset purchased with the
idea that the asset will provide income in the future or will be sold at a higher price for a
profit.All investors are different. The common factor is that you would like to invest money
to aim to make it grow or to receive a regular income from it. We would like to show you
that choosing the most suitable investment for you does not need to be difficult. All you need
is the right help along the way.Investment decisions are made by investors and investment
managers. In the terminology of financial management, the investment decision means
capital budgeting. Investment decision and capital budgeting are not considered different
acts in business world. In investment decision, the word ‘Capital’ is exclusively understood
to refer to real assets which may assume any shape viz. building, plant and machinery, raw
material and so on and so forth, whereas investment refers to any such real assets.
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These days, many people are overwhelmed when they being to consider the concept of
investing, let alone the laundry list of choices for investment vehicles. Even though it may
seem the everyone and their brothers knows exactly who, what and when to invest in so they
can make killing, please don’t be fooled. Majorities of investor typically jump on the latest
investment bandwagon and probably don’t know as much about what’s out there as you
think.Before you can confidently choose an investment path that will help you achieve your
personal goals and objectives, it’s vitally important that you understand the basics about the
types of investments available. Knowledge is your strongest ally when it comes to weeding
out bad investment advice and is crucial to successful investing whether you go at it alone
or use a professional.
Investment Options
At present there different investment options available. Pick the right investment tool based
on the risk profile, circumstance, time available etc. if you feel the market volatility is
something, which you can live with then buy stocks. If you do not want risk, the volatility
and simply desire some income, then you should consider fixed income securities. However,
remember that risk and returns are directly proportional to each other. Higher the risk, higher
the returns.A brief preview of different investment options is given below:
Equities: Investment in shares of companies is investing in equities. Stocks can be
brought/sold from the exchanges (secondary market) or via IPO’s – Initial Public Offerings
(primary market). Mutual Fund: These are open and close-ended funds operated by an
investment company, which raises money from the public and invests in a group of assets,
in accordance with a stated set of objectives. It is a substitute for those who are unable to
invest directly in equities or debt because of resource, time or knowledge constraints.
Benefits include diversification and professional money management. Shares are issued and
redeemed on demand, based on the funs net asset value, which is determined at the end of
each trading session. The average rate of return as a combination of all mutual funds put
together is not fixed but is generally more than what earn is fixed deposits. However, each
mutual fund will have its own average rate of return based on several schemes that they have
floated. In the recent past, Mutual Funs have given a return of 18 – 35%All mutual funds
are required to be registered with SEBI before they launch any scheme. However, Unit Trust
of India (UTI) is not registered with SEBI (as on January 15, 2002).
Schemes According to Maturity Period
A mutual fund scheme can be classified into open-ended scheme or close-ended scheme
depending on its maturity period.
Open –Ended Fund/Scheme
An open-ended fund or scheme is one that is available for subscription and repurchase one
continuous basis. These schemes do not have a fixed maturity period. Investors can
conveniently buy and sell units at Net Asset Value (NAV) related prices, which are declared
on a daily basis. The key feature of Open-End Schemes is liquidity.
Close-Ended Fund / Scheme
A Close-Ended Fund or Scheme has a stipulated maturity period e.g. 5-7 years. The fund is
open for subscription only during a specified period at the time of launch of the scheme.
Investors can invest in the scheme at the time of the initial public issue and thereafter they
can buy or sell the units of the scheme on the stock exchanges where the units are listed. In
order to provide an exit route to the investors, some close-ended funds give an option of
selling back the units to the mutual fund through periodic repurchase at NAV related prices.
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SEBI Regulations stipulate that at least one of the two exit routes is provided to the investor
i.e. either repurchase facility or through listing on stock exchanges. These mutual funds
schemes disclose NAV generally on weekly basis.
Derivatives : As the name suggests, derivative is a financial instrument that offers a return
based on the return of some other underlying asset. In this sense, its return is derived from
another instrument.
o
Futures Contracts
o
Forward Contracts
o
Swaps
o
Options
o
Credit Derivative
Objectives
• To compare different investment options.
• To analyse Risks and benefits related to Derivatives, mutual funds and equity investment
options.
• To make the decisions how to invest, where to invest and when to invest in different
investment options available.
• To study how safe in investing in securities in the available investment options.
Review of Literature
Dhananjay Rakshit, (2008) in his article “Capital Market in India and Abroad – A
Comparative Analysis”, published in Indian Journal of Accounting, December, 2008
concluded that Indian Market is being continuously preferred by the foreign investors and
the only cause of concern is its high analyzed volatility.
Deepa Mangala and R.K.Mittal (2005) in their article, “Anomalous Price behaviour – An
Evidence of Monthly effect in Indian Stock Market”, published in the Indian Journal of
Commerce, April-June, 2005, concluded that the mean return for the first half of a trading
month is significantly higher than the mean returns for the second half. The increased
liquidity might induce the demand for equities resulting in the monthly effect.
A. Dhade (2007) in their research paper “Gender Difference In Investment Risk-Taking: An
Empirical Study” published in The ICFAI Journal of Behavioural Finance, 2007, Observed
that risk-taking involves the selection of options that might result in negative outcomes.
While present is certain, future is uncertain. Hence, all investment involves risk. Decourt
(2007) indicated that the process of making investment decisions is based on the ‘behavioural
economies’ theory which uses the fundamental aspects of the ‘Prospect Theory’ developed
by Kahneman and Tversky (1979).
Mittal M. and R. K. Vyas (2008) in their article “Personality Type and Investment Choice:
An Empirical Study” published in The ICFAI UNIVERSITY Journal of Behavioural
Finance, 2008. Observed that investors have certain cognitive and emotional weaknesses
which come in the way of their investment decisions. According to them, over the past few
years, behavioural finance researchers have scientifically shown that investors do not always
act rationally. They have behavioural biases that lead to systematic errors in the way they
process information for investment decision. Many researchers have tried to classify the
investors on the basis of their relative risk taking capacity and the type of investment they
make. Empirical evidence also suggests that factors such as age, income, education and
marital status affect an individual’s investment decision.
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Jignesh B. Shah and Smita Varodkar in their article “Capital Market: Trends in India and
abroad – impact of IPO Scam on Indian Capital Market”, published in the Souvenir, All
India Accounting Conference, November, 22-23, S.D.School of Commerce, Gujarat
University, Ahmadabad, concluded that the recent IPO Scam indicates that even a highly
automated system will not prevent mal practices. But steps should be taken by SEBI to
restrict such IPO Scam by applying know your customer (KYC) and unique identification
number to market players and investors.
A. Lalitha and M. Surekha (2008) in their article “Retail Investor in Indian Capital Market:
Profile, Pattern of Investment and Profitability” published in The Indian journal of
commerce, July-September 2008 concluded that the retail investor is here to stay and the
capital markets may well emerge as strong contenders for traditional investment avenues
like bank/post office deposits. They also focused on investor’s education and investment
decision of retail invstors.
Dheenadhayalan (2011) in his article “No Cheer for Salary Class Tax Payers” published in
SOUTHERN ECONOMIST, March 15, 2011 concluded that the savings which will be
generated from the relaxation in the income tax slabs will not prove to be substantial for the
common man in order to counter raising inflation. Therefore the 2011- 12 Budget has failed
to bring cheer to the Indian individual salary class tax payers as finance minister Pranab
Mukherjee did not make any major announcements to impress the segment.
Sector wise performance For last one year 2018
3 (%) Mont 6 Months
1
hs
(%)
Year(2018)
Name
(%)
Ship Building
-28.29
-29.75
-41.64
Sugar
-33.71
-40.58
-37.34
Electronics
-31.75
-18.82
-22.39
Education
-6.88
-15.14
-19.03
Logistics
-19.02
-8.63
-17.14
Oil Drill/Allied
-21.25
1.67
-16.91
Telecomm-Service
-23.74
-2.75
-14.9
Marine Port & Services
-11.35
-1.3
-13.83
Banks
-14.63
-11.03
-13.08
Online Media
-27.93
-9.13
-12.77
Healthcare
-5.4
1.85
-11.48
Computer Education
-23.17
-13.33
-10.91
Media - Print/Television/Radio
-17.19
-9.59
-10.31
Credit Rating Agencies
-4.5
-3.11
-9.54
Tobacco Products
-2.96
3.87
-9.09
Refineries
-16.05
-11.16
-7.97
Capital Goods - Electrical Equipment
-16.14
-2.09
-6.33
Infrastructure Operators
Developers &
-22.35
-4.94
-5.95
Engineering
Power Generation & Distribution
Bearings
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Plantation & Plantation Products
-15.81
2.56
0.97
Entertainment
-16.87
0.72
1.51
Pharmaceuticals
-9.73
7.6
1.72
Gas Distribution
-11.19
-9.61
2
Textiles
-18.78
-2.33
2.24
Glass & Glass Products
-18.21
-0.75
2.99
Shipping
-15.59
-4.53
3.71
Insurance
-1.01
5.91
3.72
Edible Oil
-15.1
14.15
4.18
Diversified
-19.62
0.15
4.62
Ceramic Products
-22.89
-9.14
4.71
Crude Oil & Natural Gas
-14.77
8.74
5.56
Cement
-15.52
-1.29
6.22
Dry cells
-19.17
-0.86
6.67
Paints/Varnish
-6.87
-3.36
7.01
Diamond, Gems and Jewellery
-21.26
-3.41
7.56
IT - Hardware
-15.76
7.89
7.87
Readymade Garments/ Apparells
-15.49
-8.07
8.07
Telecom-Handsets/Mobile
-34.29
-10.62
8.9
ETF
-1.75
4.07
10.4
INTERPRETATION Ship building, Sugar, electronics and logistics were top losers in this
year where as Cement, Trading, Alcoholic are top gainers which shows the consumer goods
sector and mines sector in profits
Top 5 performers of Open ended Mutual funds Scheme from 2013 to 2018

Scheme Name

Crisil
Ranking

Category

Last NAV
(Rs./Unit)Dat e

5 Years
(2013 - 2018)
Returns
78.20
43206
%
38.20
43206
%
36.90
43206
%
35.50
43206
%

Kotak Nifty ETF
Rank 1
Index
106.8548
Reliance Small Cap
Small & Mid
- Direct (G)
Rank 1
Cap
47.882
Reliance Small Cap
Small & Mid
Fund (G)
Rank 1
Cap
45.5658
DSP BR Small Cap
Small & Mid
Fund - Direct (G)
Rank 3
Cap
68.458
UTI
Transport&Logistic s - Not Ranked Sector
35.30
Direct (G)
Others
132.7546
43206
%
Interpretation
On the investment of 10000 INR, though UTI seems to give more returns in the first 3 years,
at the end of 5 years, i.e 2017, Reliance Small cap gives highest returns on investments.
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Top 5 performers of Close ended Mutual funds Scheme from 2013 to 2018
Crisil Ranking
Scheme Name

Category

Last NAV
(Rs./Unit)Dat e

5 Years
(2013-2018)
Returns

SBI
Tax
Advantage Sr-2
Not
25.20
(G)
Ranked
ELSS
34.9587
43206
%
ICICI
Pru
RIGHT
Fund
Not
24.60
(G)
Ranked
ELSS
43.17
43206
%
SBI
Tax
Advantage Sr-1
Not
20.10
(G)
Ranked
ELSS
29.3819
43192
%
UTI
Master
Equity
Plan
Not
17.10
(US)
Ranked
ELSS
104.8153
43206
%
UTI Long Term
Advantage
S2
Not
15.70
(G)
Ranked
ELSS
30.5285
43192
%
Interpretation
ICICI Prudential is giving good returns each year and at the end of 5 years, turns out to be
highest payer. However at the end of 3rd year, returns are at the peak for all the schemes.
Performance Reports of Derivatives Futures from 2007 to 2018
Year
20172018
20162017
20152016
20142015
20132014
20122013
20112012
20102011
20092010
20082009

Index Futures
Contrac ts Turnov er
Premium
Turnover

Equity Futures
Contrac ts Turnov er
Premium
Turnover

Tradin g Days

44117

3217.51

3217.51

467

36.76

36.76

246

32288

2266.86

2901

203.08

203.08

248

306712
122792
6
213626
9
470192
7
707333
4

2266.86
13097.1
6
48632.3
5
63493.8
4
122429.
8
178448.
8

4230.9

51815

1349.59

245.52

247

-

9794.26
54599.4
2

-

243

-

305714
190187
7

-

251

-

116933

3420.07

-

250

-

326342

10215.7

-

249

5613

154.08

-

-

-

-

255

3744

96
11757.2
2

-

8

0.3

-

244

-

299

8.49

-

243

495830
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Interpretation
During the financial year 2008, there was decrease in total turnover of derivative segment
dueto financial crisis. Bank FD’s are ranked the least because the capital appreciation is not
huge.
Comparison of Investments
Evaluating an investment option is never an attempt to run down the credentials of other
instruments in the block. Rather the aim is to uncover ways to make the scene more
persuasive and more rational. Mutual funds are an ideal investment in more ways than one.
After a number of investigation and back seat squabbling over the latest budget, investors
have finally started asking for the right investment instrument that truly fits his needs. At the
backdrop of this uncertainty I am trying to size up the depts. And breadth of benefits of six
investment instruments in this section of triggering thoughts. Abandoning the marketing
tricks, I stretched out my analysis with a ranking scale of 10 as a fundamental figure
crunching exercise. Gradually, I have identified and categorized all the investment
requirements into three broad heads to seize the flaws into procedure. And in a remarkable
finding, mutual funds appears to act as a treat to all embodies investment at its best and
widely addresses the savings component of safety to suite your income tolerance.
Investment
Weight (%)
Equity
Derivatives Equity MF Debt MF
Needs
Safety
40
2
2
5
7
Returns
40
8
4
8
5
Liquidity
20
7
4
7
9
Entry barrier
60
9
5
8
7
Tax Efficiency
20
3
6
7
8
Cash
Flow
Effectivenes s
20
8
3
8
9
Long Term
7
Goals
40
4
5
9
Holding
/
Liquidation cost
60
5
9
7
8
Compared to Equity and Derivatives, Mutual funds are easy to Liquidate and acquire and
safe. But returns are more on Equity and derivatives though it poses more risk factor.
Conclusion
There are several investments to choose from these include equities, debt, real estate and
gold. Each class of assets has its peculiarities. At any instant, some of those assets will offer
good returns, while others will be losers. Most investors in search of extraordinary
investments try hard to find a single asset. Some look for the next infosys, other buys Mutual
funds and derivatives. Many of them deposit their savings in the Public Provident Fund (PPF)
or post office deposits, others plump for debt mutual funds. Very few buy across all asset
classes or diversify within an asset class. Therefore it has been widely said that “Don’t put
all your eggs in one basket”. The idea is to create a portfolio that includes multiple
investments in order to reduce risk.Things changed in early may 2006 since then the stock
market moved up more than 70%, while many stocks have moved more. Derivatives are also
swinging up, although it is difficult to map in this fragmented market.
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Influence of Merchandise Display on Shopping Experience
Dr. Shivkumar Belli
Abstract
Visual Merchandising (VM) is the art of presentation whereby Visual merchandiser
conceptualizes designs and implements window and in-store displays for retail stores. This
exercise educates the customers, creates desire and finally adds to the selling process. The
way, by which entrance of retail store, its store layout, arrangement of merchandise and
season displays are depicted, come under the VM. The VM provides ‘experience shopping’
to customers. The present study focuses on the element of merchandise display and its
influence on an enhanced shopping experience.
Keywords: Display, merchandise, shopping, experience, visual
1. Introduction
“Visual merchandising involves everything the customer sees in approaching the store and
after entering it. This includes the exterior appearance of the store, the store sign, display
windows, interiors décor, store layout, fixture, lighting, and the way the merchandise is
presented and displayed within the store. Visual merchandising also includes activities that
appeal to the customer’s senses other than the visual, such as music or fragrance.”
Some of the prominent visual merchandise elements are: Window display, lighting, signage,
shop interior and merchandise display.
Merchandise display is another important element of the retail store. Merchandise in the
retail store should be positioned in particular ways to aid customer selection and stimulate
sales. Merchandise displays are special presentations of a store’s products used to attract and
entice the buying public. All merchandise displays are predicated on basic principles
designed to increase product purchase. Display will be effective by applying the following
tips:
• Allocate merchandise display space appropriately in recognition of customer
demographics
• Make certain that the cleanliness and neatness of the display is maintained
• Do not overcrowd a display
• Combine products that are used together in display
• Small items should be displayed so that would-be customers can get a good look at them
without having to solicit the help of the staff
2. Objectives of the Study
The main objective of the study is to analyse elements of merchandise display and their
influence on shopping experience. Through this study it would be easy to analyse which
elements of the visual merchandising have more influence among customers while shopping.
3. Review of Literature
Evan E Anderson in his analysis on retail display space methods found out that proper shelf
exposure has a great influence on brand switching by consumers. The non-switching
segment of the market has developed and willing to exercise very strong brand preference
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that result in biased brand choices. Also there exists a direct relation between the amount of
shelf space used by a brand or product and its sales. Enhanced Visual Merchandising
requires proper lighting merged with display themes. Further in his study he stated that store
window displays can be a great way to draw people into the store, because they give them a
look at some of the items they can expect to see inside. They are also a great way to highlight
certain types of merchandise Pillai, Iqbal (2011).
Thomas, Loius (2018) give emphasize to the location of the store, merchandise display, store
interior/exterior design, and noise level of the store which influence buying behaviour.
Window display has impact on impulse purchase it will increase foot falls of the store, if the
window of the store is very attractive. The Store should be organized logically like proper
groups and categories should be mentioned, so that all merchandize of one type, colour, and
size is positioned together helping the customer to make a clear choice. Various elements
contribute to visual merchandising which covers exterior as well as interior such as space
layout, creative display ,exterior signs ,window display. There should be story associated
with display, absolute spacing, colour coding and focal point. Items can be grouped by size,
price, colour, or style. Some other ways to group merchandise include: vertical
merchandising, tonnage merchandising, frontal presentation and price lining etc Babu
(2013).
Kumar (2018) conducted a research on how a combination of different VM elements would
attract customers guide and purchase a product. While, some studies found that the use of
VM is not a guarantee of sales to be done. But the importance of VM in the context of
customer’s retail buying process cannot be ignored.
Effiong & Paul B (2015) studied on the influence of merchandise assortment and display on
consumer impulse buying behaviour. Merchandise in the retail store should be positioned in
particular ways to aid customer selection and stimulate sales. Merchandise displays are
special presentations of a store’s products used to attract and entice the buying public.
3. Method
Data Collection: Data is the information which is collected from various sources. It helps
to gather accurate information about the problem. Two methods can be used to collect the
relevant data which are essential for the study. Data combination of primary and secondary.
Primary Data: Data will be collected to obtain desired information through structured
questionnaire.
Secondary Data
Data is collected through magazines, internet, journals and research papers etc.
Survey method: Survey was conducted through online and the questionnaire contains likert
scale and categorical based questions which are framed to satisfy my objectives. The
demographic factors like age and occupation are also included.
4. Results of Hypotheses Testing
H1:There is an association between shopping experience and consumer age
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid
Missing
Total
N
Percent
N
Percent
N
Percent
AGE *
155 100.0%
0
.0%
155 100.0%
SHOPPINGEXPERIE
NCE
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AGE * SHOPPINGEXPERIENCE
Crosstabulation
Count

AGE

Total

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54

SHOPPINGEXPERIENCE
Yes
Maybe
67
23
37
16
4
2
6
0
114
41

Chi-Square Tests
Value
df

Total
90
53
6
6
155

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
3
.437
3
.237
1
.635

Pearson Chi-Square
2.722a
Likelihood Ratio
4.233
Linear-by-Linear
.225
Association
N of Valid Cases
155
a. 4 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 1.59.
The difference between these variables is significant; X2 (3, n =155) = 2.722as the p
value=0.437, is greater than the assumed significance level (5%), we accept H0 and we have
the evidence to state that there is no association between shopping experience and consumer
age
H2: There is an association between shopping experience and how new arrivals are
organised.
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid
Missing
Total
N
Percent
N
Percent
N
Percent
NEWARRIVALS *
155 100.0%
0
.0%
155 100.0%
SHOPPINGEXPERIE
NCE
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NEWARRIVALS * SHOPPINGEXPERIENCE Crosstabulation
Count
SHOPPINGEXPERIEN
Total
CE
Yes
Maybe
NEWARRIV
Displayed on wall
38
7
45
ALS
Displayed on floor
14
4
18
fixture inside the brand
area
Displayed on the
28
18
46
entrance of the brand
area
Displayed at the
34
11
45
entrance of store on
mannequin cluster
5
0
1
1
Total
114
41
155
Chi-Square Tests
Value
df

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
4
.048
4
.050
1
.092

Pearson Chi-Square
9.586a
Likelihood Ratio
9.494
Linear-by-Linear
2.840
Association
N of Valid Cases
155
a. 3 cells (30.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is .26.
The difference between these variables is significant; X2 (4, n =155) = 9.586 as the p
value=0.048, is less than the assumed significance level (5%), we reject H0 and we have the
evidence to state that there is an association between shopping experience and how the new
arrivals are organised.
H3: There is an association between shopping experience and mannequin styling
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid
Missing
Total
N
Percent
N
Percent
N
Percent
STYLING *
155 100.0%
0
.0%
155 100.0%
SHOPPINGEXPERIE
NCE
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STYLING * SHOPPINGEXPERIENCE Crosstabulation
Count
SHOPPINGEXPERIE
Total
NCE
Yes
Maybe
STYLI Excellent
31
6
37
NG
Good
57
26
83
Poor
10
2
12
Can be
16
7
23
improved
Total
114
41
155
Chi-Square Tests
Value
df

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
3
.286
3
.260
1
.393

Pearson Chi-Square
3.784a
Likelihood Ratio
4.017
Linear-by-Linear
.730
Association
N of Valid Cases
155
a. 1 cells (12.5%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 3.17.

The difference between these variables is significant; X2 (3, n =155) = 3.784 as the p
value=0.286, is greater than the assumed significance level (5%), we accept H0 and we have
the evidence to state that there is no association between shopping experience and
mannequin styling.
H4: There is an association between women shopping experience and proper merchandise
display.

MERCHANDISEORG *
SHOPPINGEXPERIENC
E

Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid
Missing
N
Percent
N
Percent
155
100.0%
0
.0%

N

Total
Percent
155
100.0%

MERCHANDISEORG * SHOPPINGEXPERIENCE
Crosstabulation
Count

MERCHANDISEOR
G

Total

470

Color Variation
Price Wise
Category Wise
Melange Subbrand wise

SHOPPINGEXPERIENC
E
Yes
Maybe
55
19
32
5
22
11
5
6
114
41

Total

74
37
33
11
155
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Chi-Square Tests
Value
df

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
3
.037
3
.040
1
.094

Pearson Chi-Square
8.472a
Likelihood Ratio
8.315
Linear-by-Linear
2.798
Association
N of Valid Cases
155
a. 1 cells (12.5%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 2.91.
The difference between these variables is significant; X2 (3, n =155) = 8.472 as the p
value=0.037, is less than the assumed significance level (5%), we reject H0 and we have the
evidence to state that there is association between shopping experience and merchandise
display
H5: There is a significant difference between design factors of vm on women shopping
experience
ANOVA
SHOPPINGFCTR
Sum of
df
Mean
F
Sig.
Squares
Square
Between
26.469
1
26.469 13.598
.000
Groups
Within Groups
297.815
153
1.947
Total
324.284
154
Differences were statistically significant with F =13.598 ,as the p-value = 0.000 is less than
the assumed significance level (5%), we reject H0 and we have evidence to state that there
is significant difference between design factors of vm on women shopping experience
5. Findings
• Conducted the study between an age group varying between below 18 to 64 years and
above years. The major age group of our respondents fall in the 18- 24 years category.
• Among the respondents 50% of them are in 18-24 age group, 37% in below 25-34 age
group.
• Among the respondents, 53% shops once or twice in a month and 23% once in every
three months.
• Among the respondents 26% says, the window display is the most noticed element
followed by lighting of the store.
• The factors which influence for better shopping experience are promotional offers
followed by store layout and design.
• The factors which influence the overall shopping experience according to respondents
are promotional offers, store design and layout.
• According to the respondents, most convenient way of searching for the merchandise is
colour variation wise followed by price wise.
• The majority had an opinion of the styling of window display have an influence of overall
shopping experience.
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Impact of Celebrity Endorsement on Tourism Industry in India
Poonam Kumari
Abstract
Aim of the Study: The aim of the study is to evaluate the potential consequences of celebrity
endorsement in tourism industry in India. The study further attempts to explore the key
celebrity characteristics which impact the selection of celebrity for the purpose.
Research Methodology: The study is exploratory in nature. Extensive literature review is
carried out to identify the key celebrity characteristics and potential consequences of
celebrity endorsement in tourism industry. The study is carried out using secondary data
analysis.
Research Findings: The study finds that celebrity endorsement would be an easy way to
catch the attention of the tourist and more personal approach could be developed for the
advertisement. The negative consequences such as increase in the overall costs are
troublesome for the low on budget tourism industry. Further, characteristics such as
attractiveness, popularity, image and relevance are the key characteristics which impact the
selection of celebrity for endorsement.
Future Implications: The research will have implications for researchers. The study will
open new areas for research such as exploring interrelationship between celebrity
characteristics impacting their selection, quantifying the benefit in monetary terms
occurring due to celebrity endorsement.
Keywords: Celebrity endorsement; brand association; brand image.
JEL Classification: L83
1. Introduction of the study
Importance of marketing has shown significant increase in the last few decades. In order to
make a product successful, it is necessary that an effective marketing programme is
developed which not only helps in customer satisfaction, but also builds brand equity. There
is a long list of products which have become successful only because they had better
marketing campaigns than their rivals. Also, there exists a long list of products which have
failed due to their ineffective or under effective marketing programme. Therefore, it is
essential that a strong strategy is formulated with respect to marketing. A lot of marketers
are confused as to where to start and what must be the focal point of their marketing
campaign. Should they focus equally on every aspect of marketing mix or there is any part
which might overcome failures of others? Marketing mix consists of four parts- Product,
price, place and promotion. The traditional marketing view has focused lot on developing
products according to customer needs and making modifications in product or price or their
availability, but modern marketing emphasizes more upon promotion. Promotion plays a
vital role in marketing. Although there are various sources of promotion such as sales
promotion, personal selling, publicity but advertising is proven to be far more effective than
other sources. Advertising is defined as a non-personal, paid promotion of goods and
services by an identified sponsor. Many of the products owe their success to their advertising
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campaign. The best thing about advertising is that it helps in capturing the emotions of the
potential customers and converts them from potential to actual customers. There are lots of
advertisements such as “Action ka school time” of Action Shoes, washing powder Nirma,
Liril Girl, Airtel “Har ek friend zaruri hota hai” jingle which have had a long lasting impact
on the minds of television viewers. Because advertising is the most widely used promotion
mechanism, therefore, with the passage of time, it has evolved for good. Use of animation,
graphics and other form of arts and technology has made advertisements more creative and
eye-catchy but has also increased their cost. One change which is visible throughout the
advertising industry is the increasing use of celebrity in the advertising campaign. Be it
Hrithik Roshan for Mountain Dew, Shahrukh khan, Aishwarya Rai, katrinaKaif for Lux,
Alia Bhatt and Varun Dhawan for Frooti, Roger Federer for Rolex watch, MS Dhoni for
Godaddy websites and others. A revolutionary step was taken in field of advertising when
Gujarat Tourism launched their advertising campaign using a celebrity. It was one of its
kinds of promotion when a celebrity was promoting tourism industry of a state. The
advertising campaign drew not only media attention but was acclaimed as hit as it resulted
in increase of tourist inflow in state of Gujarat. The success of this campaign started a new
debate among researcher that whether celebrity endorsement an help in development of
tourism industry at other places and how can we quantify the benefit derived. These answers
are yet to be answered statistically. Other state boards have been hesitant in selecting a
celebrity as their tourism brand ambassador due to these unanswered questions. Because the
budget of tourism state boards is limited, they are reluctant to experiment.
2. Review of Literature
(Veen & Song, 2013) empirically asssessed the impact of perception of people towards the
celebrity on tourists intention to visit. The study suggests that image of endorser significantly
impacts the intention of visit of tourists and highlights the extent to which celebrity endorsed
advertsiements differ from non celeenbrity endorsed advertisement in catching attention of
tourist. (Abdurrahaman, Owusu, Soladoye, & Kalimuthu, 2018) concluded that the heavy
expenditure incurred by telecommunication companies on cellebrity endorsements have not
been succesful in impacting the intention of purchase by generation Y in Nigeria. The study
suggests managers to use the heavy outlay incurred in it for other activities such as corporate
social responsibility which would attract the interest of generation Y to a large scale. (Jolly
& L, 2013) exaamined if the endorsement by celebrity of tourism desttination has any impact
on tourism intentiion to visit the place and whether celebrity endorsement are succesful over
non celebrity endorsement in impacting tourist intention to visit. The study concluded that
the majjor advantagge of using a celebrity is brand recall and non celebrity adverrtisments
are better in convinving the tourist to visit a destination. (Ghotbivayghan,
Hoseinzadehshahri, & Ebrahimi, 2015) concluded that endorsement by celebrity has a
positive impact on image of the corporation, its credibility and on corporate loyalty.
Morever, corporate image further positively impacts corporate credibility, which in turn
positively related with corporate loyalty.(Singh, 2013) attempted to study the impact of
celebrity endorsement on products of hospitality sector and estimated the impact of celebriity
endrosement on profitability of organisation. The study concluded that celebrity
endorsement has played a pivotal role in rejuveniging the tourism industry in state of Gujarat.
(Chan, Lee, & Wong, 2018) investigated the impactt of celebrity endorsement on tourism
destination choice. The study concluded that celebirty endorsementt positively affect the
image of the destination. However, the study could not deliver a confirmation to whether
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this iineterst of tourist ddue to celebrity endrosement gets converted into destination visit ot
not. (Malik & Sudhakar, 2014) explored how sports celebrity endorsement could be used in
positioning of a brand. The study proposed a mmodel for developing a measuring scale for
measuring brand positioning through celebrity endorsement. (Shoeb & Khalid, 2014)
revealed the impact of celebrity endorsement on image of the brand and identified various
factors which play a vital role in success of an endorsement. The study explored the link
betweenn the brands and consumer psyche and proposed key areas which should be focus
areas while selecting celebrity endrosement as a medium to market the product. (Panda &
Thakkar, 2017) investigated the impact of advertisement campaigns by a celebrity in Indian
state of Gujarat. The study also highlighted the reasons for effectiveness of advertisement
campaigns and the role which celebrity plays in advertisments. (Joseph Chang,
2017)investigated the impact of moral character of endorser on the image of the brand. The
study also highlights the impact of moraal character of endoorser on the evaluation of a
product by the perceiver. (Nyarko, Asimah, Agbemava, & Tsetse, 2015) explored the impact
of celebrity endorsement on buying behaviour of young generation in Ghana. The study
concluded that celebrity endorsements were found to be more attractive than non- celebrity
endorsement and positively impacted the purcahse intention of tourists.
3. Research Objectives
The following are the objectives of the paper• To evaluate the potential benefits and costs of celebrity endorsement in marketing of
tourism destinations.
• To examine the factors which impact the endorsement of tourism product through
celebrity.
• To identify the celebrity characteristics which affect the selection of a celebrity.
4. Research Methodology
The paper is based on secondary data sources with data collected from research articles
published online and offline. The study is exploratory in nature and provides an insight into
the reasons which impact the selection of celebrity. Through literature review and policy
document analysis, factors associated with celebrities were identified.
5. Evaluating the Benefits and Costs of Celebrity Endorsement in Marketing of
Tourism Destinations
In order to formulate strategies for celebrity endorsement, onemust have an in-depth
understanding about the potential costs and benefits associated with using a celebrity for
endorsing a tourism destination in particular. The following sub section deals with
highlighting the potential benefits which a destination would have due to celebrity
endorsement and the costs which would arise out of it.
5.1. Potential Benefits of Celebrity Endorsement
Any plan or strategy is worthless if it does not provide any benefits to the venture. Celebrity
endorsement has shown to have some positive impact in the form of personalized approach
to target customers, more attractive marketing campaign, building brand image, easy to
recall advertisements. The following section covers the benefits tourism industry would gain
through celebrity endorsement.
• Easy to recall- A person goes through hundreds or thousands of advertisement over a
day. These advertisements may be in form of television advertisements, radio
advertisements, bill board advertising and others. Because of the human tendency to
forget things, advertising fails to achieve its desired objectives. Use of celebrity has been
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found to be an effective way to make the consumers memorize an advertisement. A
person would find it easier to recall an advertisement with a celebrity because of its
attractiveness. Example• Brand association- Every person wants to be associated with a celebrity somehow. If a
person sees a trustworthy celebrity promoting a product, then the person might be
persuaded to use the product. This need for association arises only because the product
is being endorsed by a celebrity. Example• Brand image building- If a celebrity endorses a brand or a product, the brand gains from
it. The gain is the trustworthiness or the image which the endorser passes it to the product.
When a destination or tourism product will be endorsed by the celebrity, that product
would gain from the image of the endorser. So, unpopular, under explored or newly
developed products would gain massively when promoted by thecelebrity as tourist
would get encouraged to visit if their favorite celebrity is endorsing it.
• Attractiveness of advertisement- An advertisement can be made attractive by way of
incorporating a celebrity. The advertisements of soaps and soft drinks have covered leaps
and bounds in terms of attractiveness using a celebrity. Advertisement of tourism
destinations would be pretty bland and basic just depicting the destinations and activities.
But, if a known face is shown enjoying the activities, then this would have favorable
impact on the mind of the viewers.
• Personalized approach- Celebrity endorsement is a more personalized approach of
advertising. Emotional appeals, suggestions, requests when are made by someone with
whom a person can associate with helps in better communication of the message. Non
celebrity endorsed message does not have personalized approach and people cannot
relate themselves with the message in absence of the face sending it.
5.2. Potential Costs associated with Celebrity Endorsement
Nothing comes without a cost. Celebrity endorsement too suffers from such weaknesses.
Although it offers benefits to the marketing department, but the costs associated with it are
so significant that these can’t be just overlooked. The negative consequences or the
limitations celebrity endorsement suffers is as follows• Cost of hiring- Celebrity comes at a cost. Sometimes the cost is so huge that it becomes
a sensational news event. Because of such huge cost involved, government agencies
sometimes are reluctant to use celebrity. The limited amount of funds available with the
tourism development boards need to be cautiously used andto make provisions for
celebrity endorsement is cumbersome task.
• Impact of negative image- At times products have faced heat off customers because of
negative image of the celebrity endorsing it. Because celebrities are always in lime light,
therefore it is highly possible that they might get involved in some controversy. This is
sure to have negative consequences for the product they are marketing. Because it is
government responsibility to promote tourism destination, therefore they tend to avoid
controversies and hence do not much use celebrity endorsement as means to promote.
• Limitation on creativity-Advertising through a celebrity reduces the ability to innovate
and be more creative. Non- celebrity endorsementsuch as use of graphics, pictures,
videos, CGI has scope to innovate limitless. Marketing inTourism should be highly
creative. Thus, advertisement of Madhya Pradesh, which is a non-celebrity endorsed
advertisements has more creativity in term of visual imagery than advertisement of
Gujarat Tourism which makes use of celebrity for the same purpose.
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•

Same celebrity promoting competitor brand- Imagine same celebrity endorsing two
or more competitor products. The result is failure of the advertising campaign.If
AmitabhBachchan is used to promote Gujarat tourism and North East tourism
simultaneously, then the tourist would be confused as to where to visit on the
recommendations by the endorser. Because of lack of celebrities who can endorse
tourism, it is sometimes found that same celebrity is endorsing multiple destinations,
destroying the overall objective of the marketing plan.
Finding a relevant celebrity- Nobody wants to be stereotyped in one personality. Also,
celebrities are very image cautious. They tend to promote products which suit their
image and marketers tend to choose celebrities which match their product characteristics.
But, in case of tourism industry, it is a tedious task. Because tourism in a state comprise
of various types of tourism such as religious tourism, heritage tourism, adventure
tourism, leisure tourism, sports tourism, medical tourism etc. so it is difficult to find a
celebrity which can be used to endorse such a wide variety of tourism without making it
awkward. There are also not many celebrities which could be used for the purpose of
promoting tourism destinations in India.
Factors Impacting the decision to endorse a tourism destination through celebrity:
Strategy of competitor- States acts as a competitor for other states in terms of attracting
tourists. The strategy of one state aims to defeat the other states in terms of attracting
tourists and generating revenue. If any state is getting benefit from endorsement by
celebrity, then it becomes necessary for other states to use celebrities to counter the
strategy. So, when Gujarat began to gain from using Amitabh Bachhan, it became
imperative for other states to start advertising heavily, creatively either b using a
celebrity or in some innovative way.
Budget of the agency- Tourism industry is government controlled. All the marketing
and promotional activities are undertaken by the government agencies. These agencies
maintain only a limited amount of fund for the marketing purpose. This is because
tourism since initial days has not required much of marketing. Because of lack of fuds
available and exorbitant funds charged by the celebrities, government has be reluctant to
use celebrities for promotion of tourism industry.
Types of tourism in the destination-Choice of celebrity endorsement depend upon the
typology of tourism at a destination. A religious tourism destination would not
necessarily require someone from movie industry or sports to promote it. Because tourist
in India is largely done for religious and leisure purpose, use of celebrity for endorsement
has been limited. But, as niche tourism is increasing its presence, eminent people from
sports, medical sector, social workers are being used to promote tourism in destination.
Example- reality tourism, sports tourism.
Endorser personal characteristics- Personal characteristics such as Age of endorser,
celebrity image, attractiveness, trustworthiness, relevance and other act as an important
basis for selection of celebrity for endorsement. So, for promoting tourism destinations,
it must be noted that celebrity must have high trustworthiness, must have local appealing
and should be suitable for the typology of tourism which is present at the destination. As
such, to promote adventure tourism, sports persons such as ViratKohli or movie actors
like Hrithik Roshan, Ranveer Singh would be suitable candidates.
Aim of the marketing plan- The objective of marketing plan serves the basis for
selecting a celebrity for endorsement purpose. If the objective is to cater to a certain age
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group or typology, then the celebrity which appeals most to that group should be
selected. If the aim of the plan is to promote tourism sustainably, then a mature celebrity
who is known for is work for the noble cause should be selected so that the message is
conveyed effectively.
7. Celebrity Characteristics affecting the selection of a celebrity
A country such as India is celebrity obsessed. Here, celebrities not only have a huge fan
following, rather they are worshipped at some places. Celebrities not only include movie
stars, but sports persons have gained huge fan following over the years. As entertainment
and sports industry is achieving new heights, so is the popularity of the players and actors
and actresses. In this globalized world, where international migration is quiet popular, the
reputation and image of celebrity is measured throughout the world. An actor is considered
worthy of being selected as celebrity only if they have a global outreach. Bollywood stars
such as Amitabh Bacchan, Shahrukh Khan, Salman Khan,Ranveer Singh,DeepikaPadukone,
Priyanka Chopra; sports persons like MS Dhoni, ViratKohli, SainaNehwal, SmritiMandhana
have risen on the top of the popularity charts in the last few years. The question that arises
is what factors must be considered while selecting a celebrity and particularly for endorsing
a tourist destination. The following points discuss in depth the key celebrity characteristic
which impact their selection and on this basis recommends some celebrities who could then
serve as the ambassador for tourism industry• Attractiveness- Looks and charm of a celebrity is an important factor considered while
selecting a celebrity. Celebrities with attractive face are usually selected over the
celebrities with a less attractive personality. This is the reason why there is surge in the
advertisements with Ranveer Singh, ViratKohli, Alia Bhatt or Deepikapadukone.
• Image- Chances of selection of a celebrity depends upon the image people perceive
about him or her. Because the celebrity transmits its image to the brand, there are chances
that negative image of the celebrity spills over to the brand. Case of Tiger Woods is the
clear example where brands had to delink with celebrities to avoid damage.
• Popularity- Every star has his life during which it shines brightest in the sky. Brands
tend to cash-in to this brightness and engage themselves with the popular celebrities only.
As soon as the popularity of a celebrity goes down, brands detach themselves with the
current one and attach with the new star.
• Relevance- For a celebrity to be hired, relevance with the product is essential. Only a
fool would hire a male celebrity for a female cosmetics product advertisement.
Therefore, the celebrity should be such that it matches the essence of the product which
it is selling.
• Trustworthiness- The celebrity should be trustworthy. When a celebrity endorses a
brand, the viewers perceive it as celebrity putting the product in the market as their
recommendation. The viewers then act on the recommendations of the celebrity and
make a purchase. So, a celebrity should be such that people can trust him or her.
Trustworthiness in itself depends upon other celebrity characteristics such as
attractiveness, image, popularity and relevance.
• Age of Celebrity- Because of change in buying behavior, most of the purchases today
are being made by millennials. The young generations are highly experiment Depending
and are also influenced by the celebrities. This has led to increase in number of young
celebrities being used to target the audience.
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After discussing the characteristics, we would now look upon some celebrities who could be
selected for promoting different type of tourismReligious Tourism
Adventure
Food Tourism
Wellness Tourism
Tourism
Amitabh Bacchan
• Sanjeev Kapoor • Shilpa Shetty
•
Ranveer
Singh
Priyanka Chopra
• Vikas Khanna
• Baba Ramdev
Manoj Bajpayee • Hrithik Roshan
• Akshay Kumar
• Tiger Shroff
Sports Tourism
Rural Tourism
Spiritual Tourism
Leisure Tourism
ViratKohli
• Nawazuddin
• Amitabh Bacchan • DeepikaPadukone
Siddique
MS Dhoni
• Akshay Kumar • Salman Khan
• Amir Khan
SainaNehwal
• Shahrukh Khan • Ranbir Kapoor
8. Research implications
The study holds implications for the researchers and policy makers. For researchers, they
should explore more in detail about the topic. Also, the literature is scant on whether tourism
industry could really benefit from endorsement of celebrity; therefore, research should focus
on quantifying the benefit that an industry may derive from celebrity endorsement. Also,
there may be interplay of factors or attributes of celebrity. So, researchers should focus on
understanding the interrelationship between the factors. For the policy makers, they should
provide necessary funds to promote research in the topic. The benefits associated with the
celebrity endorsement outweigh the negatives, so, they must ensure that a celebrity is
selected as per the recommendations made by the researchers.
9. Conclusion and Suggestions
The study concludes that there exists a plethora of celebrities that could serve as ambassadors
for tourism promotion. Although the selection of celebrity depends upon various factors, a
celebrity must be relevant. The reason Gujarat government chose Amitabh Bacchan was not
only his age or popularity, but it was his personality that matches with the magnanimity of
Gujarat tourism. Similarly, more focus should be on celebrities that appeal to the millennials.
This is because the emerging forms of tourism or niche tourism products are usually
consumed by these types of tourists. If a destination has to survive for long, then it has to
experiment well enough with the tourism product it offers. A destination cannot depend on
just traditional form of tourists because they exert the same behavior which they had over
the past years and are reluctant to change. Because these new tourism products are often new
in their characteristics, therefore the celebrities selected should be well researched.
There are following suggestions which the study wants to make for selection of celebrity for
tourism destination• Tourism destinations are not very different from a product. While selecting a celebrity,
destination characteristics must be given preference
• No destination provides a single form of tourism; therefore, a single celebrity would not
be suitable for promotion, particularly for niche tourism products.
• Celebrity endorsement does not guarantee high increase in tourist inflow; therefore,
tourism boards must be willing to see it as deferred revenue expenditure.
• Caution must be taken with respect to spillover effects of celebrity on destination. A
celebrity should complement the destination and not over shadow it.
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•

Celebrity endorsement requires high funds and there is also no exact method to calculate
return on investment. Tourism boards must be willing to make such capital expenditure
and treat it as sunk costs.
• The researchers must focus on the research gaps identified in the area and work to cover
those.
• State boards should work in collaboration with each other and thereby formulating a
nationwide tourism advertising campaign with a group of celebrities for various types of
tourism products.
10.
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Education among Devadasi Children
Dr. Maheshwari S. Kachapur.
Introduction
Devadasi is a religious practice that consists of the votive offering of girls to the deities in
Hindu temples. The dedication usually occurs before the girl reaches puberty and requires
the girl to become sexually available for community members. Traditionally, it is believed
that these girls are serving society as ordained by the goddess. In other words, the Devadasi
are courtesans in God's court (Kadetotad, 1983). Due to her sacred condition and her
belonging to the divinity, a devadasi cannot be married to one particular man, as in the
traditional idea of marriage women are transferable property gifted to husbands. Instead, she
is a property of a divinity that benevolently concedes her to the whole community. This
concept is well summarized by a saying that goes: “a devadasi is servant of God but wife of
the whole town Devadasis are also known by various other local terms, such as jogini.
Further more, the devadasi practice of religious prostitution is known as basivi in Karnataka
and matangi in Maharastra. It is also known as venkatasani, nailis, muralis and theradiyan.
Devadasi are sometimes referred to as a caste; however, some question the accuracy of this
usage. “According to the devadasis themselves there exists a devadasi 'way of life' or
'professional ethic' (vritti, murai) but not a devadasi Jati (sub-caste). Later, the office of
devadasi became hereditary but it did not confer the right to work without adequate
qualification” (Amrit Srinivasan, 1985). In Europe the term 'Bayadere' was occasionally
used. Former temple servants, artists, and prostitutes, today most devadasis practice sex
work (or dhandha) in their homes or small lodges and brothels in rural settings (Blanchard
et al., 2005). Regarded for centuries as emblematic of both a defining element of Indian
culture and fallen women of a “backward” tradition, devadasis have longoccupied a
contested socio-moral position within Indian society. This duality is reflected in the
sentiments of contemporary populist reformers, who describe the rise and fall of the devadasi
tradition and the parallel moral degeneration of the women from temple servants to “cheap
prostitutes” (Vimochana, 1985). Devadasis were chosen to serve God and dedicated to the
worship of the presiding deities of major temples in the old days. This practice had its uses.
Devadasis were placed high in the social hierarchy. They helped temple priests prepare for
the pujas and other rituals by day and at night offered their worship to the presiding deity,
with dance and music which the village community witnessed. Rewards forturning their
backs on "normal" life were high. Community leaders and hence the community itself,
respected and appreciated the services rendered by the Devadasis. They invariably came
from the backward classes or lower castes. Once initiated into this practice the rich patrons
of the temples saw to it that these women were well looked after. That is all history now. In
northern Karnataka - Bijapur, Bagalkot and neighbouring Belgaum districts – the
quintessential devadasi who was an accomplished artiste, possessed of social grace, and the
punditry in subjects ranging from economics to the vedas, has abdicated. In her place is her
pale shadow. She is discriminated on caste basis. The temples no longer need her. She is
there, perhaps, only to satisfy man's lust. Her family - mother and brothers pushes her into a
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custom that is no more than a euphemism for sexual exploitation. Acculturation should have
led to gradual fading of the practice. But economic security has forced these unfortunate
women to carry on their profession by modifying it to meet contemporary needs. The
families that once proudly dedicated their daughters to the Yellamma temple in Saundatti in
Belgaum district, drove them into the brothels of the city. Feel-good schemes that seek to
“rehabilitate” devadasis have been around for a long time, but as is their wont, achieved little
more than enriching the record books. Superstition rules and ignorance and lack of education
seem to help the exploiter. It is said that the legion of devadasis is being rescued from a
living hell, thanks to the intervention of official and non-government agencies only to return
to business as usual.
In Karnataka, the devadasi system was followed for over 10 centuries. Chief among them
was the Renuka Yellamma (of Saundatti and Chandragutti) . Nudity and Nude worship
to goddess are also considered practices of devadasis in Karnataka, especially in
Chandragutti and Savadatti. On the history of Devadasi practice in Karnataka, Jogan Shankar
(1990) remarked that, 'the earliest inscription that refers to the word "devadasi" is found at
Alanahalli dated 1113 A.D. Prior to this, other epigraphic evidences refer to prostitutes as
"Sule" (Prostitute). The earliest inscription referring to "Sule" is in Mahakala inscription
Hence the Antiquity of the word 'Sule' in Karnataka is 733 A.D. and for devadasi 1113 A.D.
respectivel… The custom of presenting girls as gifts to temples was prevalent in mediaeval
Karnataka. This is evident from an epigraph from Malakere in Chitradurga district. It records
"the great minister Manne and various Karnams having come to the Manalkere Agrahara,
made along with othergrants, of four Sule for the Mulastan God. Another inscription from
Gogga in Shimoga district gives some information of some kind of donations to Shrines. The
inscription (1071 A.D.) records a grant of a 'Virgin' girl and certain quantity of grain to the
temple. Since this particular inscription is incomplete, it is not clear whether the girl
presented to temple was assigned to dance or as a mere maid servant. A copper plate from
Manne, in Bangalore district registers the grant of village, to the Jain basti to provide
subsistence for dancing girl'. During 12th century a socio-religious movement emerged
under Basaveshwara who revived Veershaivism. He rehabilitated hundreds of devadasis of
Kallyan, the capital of King Bijjala (Chalukya). Many of them became Shivasharanes and
wrote Vachanas. Among them Sule Sankavva—a devadasi is famous.
Review of literature
Torri (2009) published an article on “Abuse of Lower Castes in South India: The
Institution of Devadasi” in ‘Journal of International Women’s Studies’. The ‘Devadasi’
system has been the object of several studies and is quite controversial. Some authors,
particularly in the past associated the ‘Devadasi’ with power and prestige, other, more lately,
with degradation and prostitution. This article firstly explores the origin of ‘Devadasi’
practice and its evolution over time as well as its religious and ritual meaning, while
attempting to identify the main factors explaining the signification of the ‘Devadasi’ system
in the past. Secondly it analyses the social status and economic condition of ‘Devadasis’ and
draws a global view of the reasons why young girls are still today consecrated in rural areas.
It is argued that the sanctions provided by social custom and apparently by religion are
strictly combined with economic and social pressures. The social control and hegemonic
masculinity of upper caste men is asserted and maintained through defilement and
appropriation of lower caste and ‘Dalit’ women’s sexuality. The symbolic meaning of the
Devadasis relies upon the gendering and sexualizing of caste relations of domination and
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subordination. In this logic, this article examines the intersections between gender, caste and
violence.
Badiger and Hiremath (2013) published on “Problems and Challenges of Devadasis in
Bijapur District” in ‘Golden Research Thoughts’. Devadasi practice is old practice and
Devadasi means 'servants to gods'. It was prevailed during the ancient days to exploit the
women. Due to the awareness about the evils associated with this practice, it was banned by
government recently. But the existing Devadasis are facing many challenges and problems
in the society. The paper is based on the field data collected on problems and challenges of
Devadasis in Bijapur district. Total 120 Devadasis from Bijapur district in Karnataka were
interviewed to collect the primary data. The findings revealed that illiteracy, negligence,
exploitation, sexual harassment, forced prostitution, lower income, etc are few of the
problems faced by Devadasis in Bijapur district. Even though there are many rehabilitation
and welfare schemes, still only a few of the Devadasis have got benefits from such schemes,
as many of the Devadasis are not aware about these schemes. It is suggested to give self
employment training and financial assistance to Devadasis to form their livelihood and
strictly ban on the Devadasi practice and forced prostitution.
Patil and Mulimani (2014) in their paper entitled “Devadasi Children in the Indian
Society: A Theoretical Perception of Social Consideration” published in ‘Research
Front’, made an endeavor to focus some of the issues related to the Devadasi Children the
deprived and neglected class in the Indian Society. Devadasi and their children are the
outcome from the ignorance, superstations, cultural drawbacks, illiteracy and cultural
identity practiced centuries together by the orthodox cult in the Indian society. In the modern
world with the past changing scenario in the different facts of the society, such children are
to be brought out in the main stream with the help of constitutional provisions and social
responsibility. Therefore, an attempt has been made to focus about the existence of Devadasi
Children and the possible means to uplift them is the main consideration. As a result, the
suggested effective measures are to be implemented with due concern and responsibility
probably such children may have to enjoy their existence in the society with a dignity as a
citizen of India.
Shwetha and Manjula (2015) published a paper “Devadasi System and Its Impact on
Their Children” in ‘Indian Journal of Applied Research’. The Devadasi system has
existed in India for centuries. It is the practice of ceremonially offering an unmarried girl as
a wife to god. Over a period of time this has become nothing more than commercial sex
work in the name of god. Children born to such mothers bear the stigma of being ‘Devadasi’s
Children’ and lack a father figure. These children are often looked after by their grandparents
or care takers because most of them can’t stay with their mother. These children miss out on
parental care and guidance during crucial periods of their development. There is a need to
understand these children’s feelings, their opinions about this practice and its impact on
them. A purposive sample of three boys and four girls was selected for the study.
Unstructured interview was used for data collection. Most of them report that the children
got to know that their mother was a Devadasi around the age of 10 years and they felt very
sorry about it. They do not blame the mother as they perceive her to be a victim of the system.
Themes that emerged in the discussion are these: the children do not want to be labelled as
‘Devadasi’s children, they want this system to be eradicated and they get perturbed if people
ask them about their biological family. Neither the boys nor the girls want their family
members to become Devadasi and they feel that it is an oppressive practice. It is certain that
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there is anger and disapproval towards the society that is responsible for their current
downtrodden status.
Research Gap
Previous researchers has concentrated more on the problems of Devadasis and their
problems only, but this study has concentrated on both the Devadasis and their children’s
and about their education, explored the problems that were encountered by the Devadasis,
coupled with the ways and means to improve the condition as suggested by the Devadasis
themselves.
Methodology
The present study is an exploratory study focusing on 1) To explore the educational problems
of devadasi’s Children .In this study snowball sampling was adopted using face to face
verbal interaction with a help of a pre planned interview. For the purpose 50 samples were
selected. In sociological and statistical research, snowball sampling is non probability
sampling technique where existing study subjects recruit future subjects from among their
acquaintances. Thus the sample group is said to grow like a rolling snowball. As the sample
builds up, enough data are gathered to be useful for research. The sampling technique is
often useful in hidden population, which is difficult for researchers to access.
The researcher ensured that all the questions were answered and that the data collected was
full and complete. Every piece of the information was scrutinized to check whether answer
given was in tune with the questions. After the data collection information has been coded
separately for proper presentation of the data either in chart form or tables. A code book was
prepared for the reference and information was manually filtered through the code book then
the data was transferred to the coding sheet, to avoid the overlapping and misinterpretation
of the data. There after the data from coding sheet was transferred into the statistical
application and single variants tables were created for the purpose of analysis and
interpretation of data.
Result and discussion
➢ Maximum (42%) of the respondents have no children at all whereas Maximum (36%) of
the respondents has single child
➢ Majority (58%) of the respondents say that their children are attending the school
➢ Maximum (26%) of the respondents feel that there is stigma attached with the children
while minimum (14%) of the respondents feel that their children doesn’t get much
opportunities to participate in any of the events or programmes.
➢ Majority (58%) of the respondents feel that government is interest in educating their
children.
➢ Maximum (36%) of the respondents feel that teachers are interested in educating their
children while minimum (22%) of the respondents feel that teachers are not interested in
educating their children as they will be busy with their own work and will not concentrate
on the children.
➢ All the respondents are aware of the devadasi prohibition act
➢ All the respondents are aware of the NGO’s that run for the betterment of the Devadasis.
Mahila Abhivruddhi Matthu Samaraksahna Samiti(MASS) is working for the devadasis
which was founded by Sitavva Jodatti to empower Devadasis and provide them with
support.
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Suggestions
➢ Government should establish Adult Education Schools at their locality to educate
Devadasis. Education will bring awareness regarding this evil system.
➢ Government and NGO‟s should adopt their children and take them away from such
unhealthy environment at an early age and provide residential education.
➢ Employment should be provided by establishing industries. Government must provide
governmental jobs to their children.
➢ Vigilance committees should be formed in villages in relevant areas.
➢ Scholarships to mainstream schools or provision of special educational facilities (Bridge
Courses) for children of Devadasi.
➢ Government has to conduct skill training programmes and also provide financial
assistance to establish small scale and cottage industries to stand on their own with self
respect.
Conclusion
Social changes cannot be brought about through law alone. Social education should be
needed. That education should be on the foundations of rationality. When the people of India
educated socially, automatically this kind of unscientific religious traditions will eradicate.
Devadasi system though inhuman has existed for generations and has resulted in the
exploitation of people belonging to the marginalized communities. The exploitation
continues because of the staunch belief of the exploited that if they do not submit themselves
to the system they would have to incur the wrath of the goddess. The elder’s in the family
decide as to who should be dedicated to the system in the following generation. While the
individual is dedicated to the system the elder’s fail to understand that the person dedicated
will have to face ostracism and social exclusion. Some of the ways in which social exclusion
is experienced by the people who practice this system are: They are denied education and
undergo humiliation from their peer group and society. The relatives do not associate much
with them.
While India has adopted measures to abolish forced prostitution and rehabilitate Devadasis,
these efforts have been largely unsuccessful. Legislative initiatives are poorly implemented.
The Indian constitution ensures all Indian citizens “Justice, social, economic and political;
Liberty of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship; Equality of status and of
opportunity; and to promote among them all Fraternity assuring the dignity of the individual
and the unity and integrity of the nation”.
Compared to other social evils, devadasi practice is worst practice, which degrades women
in society. Considering this reality, the governments have passed legislation to ban devadasi
practice and also to rehabilitate the existing Devadasis. But still it is not completely
disappeared in Karnataka. Hence, it is essential on the part of the Non-Governmental
Organizations and voluntary associations to increase awareness among common people
against such evil acts on women. For this purpose, there is need to increase education among
the poor, lower class and rural people.
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इतिहास के स्रोि के रूप में परु ाण
डॉ गिरीश कुमार स हिं 

बहुत से विदे शी विद्िानों का मत था कक भारतीयों में इततहास लेखन की कोई समझ नह ीं
थी और इततहास के नाम पर जो कुछ भी ललखा गया था, िह बबना ककसी अथथ िाल कहानी
से अधिक कुछ नह ीं है । उनका यह तनर्थय बडा कठोर प्रतीत होता है । यह कहना कक भारतीयों

को अपने इततहास का कोई बोि नह ीं था और उन्हें इततहास लेखन की कोई समझ नह ीं थी,
बबल्कुल गलत है। भारत में इततहास के ज्ञान को बहुत उच्च स्थान ददया जाता था। उसे िेद
के समान पवित्र माना जाता था। अथिथिेद, ब्राह्मर्ों और उपतनषदों में इतिहास-पुराण को
ज्ञान की एक शाखा के रूप में शालमल ककया गया है। कौदिल्य ने अपने अथथशास्त्र में चौथी

शताब्द ई.पू. में राजा को यह सलाह द है कक उसे प्रततददन अपना कुछ समय इततहास का
िर्थन सुनने में लगाना चादहए।1

यह बात ध्यान दे ने योग्य है कक सभी परु ार्ों में राजिींशों का िर्थन अर्न
ु के पौत्र परीक्षिि
के शासनकाल को आिारभत
ू सींदभथ बबींद ु (बेंचमाकक) मानते हुए, ककया गया है। उससे पहले
के सभी राजिींशों और राजाओीं का उल्लेख भि
ू काल में ककया गया है और उत्तरिती राजाओीं

और राजिींशों का उल्लेख भविष्यकाल में ककया गया है। सींभितः इसका कारर् यह है कक
परीक्षिि के राज्यारोहण को कललयग
ु का प्रारं भ माना जाता है। बहुत से विद्िानों का विचार
है कक यह इस तथ्य की ओर भी सींकेत करता है कक शायद परु ाणों के ललखे र्ाने का कायु

परीक्षिि के शासनकाल में पूरा हुआ था।2 महाभारि के सींग्रहकताथ को अठारह पुरार्ों की
जानकार थी।3 चींद्रगुप्त मौयथ के दरबार में यूनानी राजदत
ू मेगस्थनीज़ (324-320 ई..पू.) ने
कुल 153 रार्ाओं की सूची के अस्स्तत्ि में होने की पुस्टि की है , जो तब तक बीिे 6,053

िर्षों में , हुए थे।4
बाण कवि पुरार्ों को अच्छी तरह से जानता था। उसने ललखा है कक
उसने अपने गााँि में "िायव्य पुराण" की कथा को सन
ु ा था।5 कथा-प्रणयन का क्रम सददयों
तक चलता रहा और इस क्रम में कई जाततयों और िींशों का स्िाथथसािन तनदहत रहा होगा

।6 आज ककसी भी सािन को शुद्ि रूप में प्राप्त करना असींभि है । कुमाररल भट्ट की
दृस्टि में पुरार् तनयम िथा विधान के आदद स्रोि हैं।7

मंगलेर्ष के नेहरुर-लशलालेख के अनुसार कुछ पुराण छठी शिाब्दी में भी थे।8 शंकराचायु िथा

रामानुर्ाचायु की दृस्टि में पुरार् धालमुक िथा पवित्र पुस्िकें हैं ।9 अल्बरूनी को पुरार्ों की


एसोससएट प्रोफेसर इतिहास, केजीके पीजी कॉलेज मरु ादाबाद
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पयाथप्त जानकार थी। उसने अठारहों पुरार्ों की सूची द है । उसने विलभन्न पुरार्ों से अनेक

उद्िरर्ों को अितररत भी ककया है ।10 प्रथम शती ई० में ललखी गई बौद्ि िमथ की महायान
शाखा की पस्
ु िकें, परु ाणों से बहुि कुछ लमलिी जल
ु ती हैं। परु ार्ों और ''लललिविस्िार" में
पयाथप्त समानता है ।11 गॉर्ुन चाइल्र् के अनस
ु ार ित्रत्रय परं परा तथा महाकाव्यों और परु ाणों
की परं परा इततहास का विशद्
ु ध स्रोि नहीं है।12

'परु ाण' का अथथ होता है प्राचीन। परु ार्ों में ऐततहालसक सामग्री भर पडी है । यों तो परु ार्ों
की सींख्या काफी है , कफर भी अठारह परु ाण महत्िपर्
ू थ
1.ब्रह्म परु ार्

2. पदम परु ार्

3. विटर्ु परु ार्

हैं13

और उनके इस प्रकार नाम हैं

4. िायु परु ार्

5. भागित परु ार्

6. नारद पुरार् 7. माकथण्डेय पुरार् 8. अस्ग्न पुरार्, 9. भविटय पुरार् 10.ब्रह्मिैितथ पुरार्
11. ललींग पुरार् 12. िराह पुरार् 13. स्कन्ि पुरार् 14.िामन पुरार् 15. कूमथ पुरार् 16.
मत्स्य पुरार् 17. गरुड पुरार्

18. ब्रह्माण्ड परु ार्।14

भारतीय ऐततहालसक कथाओीं का सबसे अच्छा क्रमबद्ि वििरर् पुरार्ों में लमलता है । परु ार्ों

के रचतयता लोमहर्षु अथिा उनके पुत्र उग्रश्रिा माने जाते हैं।15 पुरार्ों की सींख्या 18 है। 18
उप-पुरार् हैं और अनेक अन्य ग्रींथ हैं। अधिकाींश पुरार्ों की रचना िीसरी चौथी शिाब्दी ई.
में की गयी थी।16 अठारह पुरार्ों का सारसंग्रह रार्शेखरकृि है।17 विविि ज्ञान का भण्डार

होने के कारर् पुरार्ों को पााँचिााँ िेद माना जाता है। भागित में कहा गया है। - 'इतिहासपुराणं
च पंचमो िेद उच्यिे।‘18

कह -ीं कह ीं िायु पुरार् के स्थान पर लशिपुरार् प्राप्त होता है और

भागितपुरार् के स्थान पर दे िीभागित्पुरार्।19 अमरकोश में पुरार्ों के पााँच विषय बताये
गये है -

(1) सगु अथाथत ् जगत ् की सस्ृ टि, (2) प्रतिसगु अथाथत ् प्रलय के बाद जगत ् की पुनः सस्ृ टि,

(3) िंश अथाथत ् ऋवषयों तथा दे िताओ की िींशािल , (4) मन्िन्िर अथाथत ् समय की आितृ त

तथा (5) िंशानुचररि अथाथत ् कुछ चुने हुए पात्रों की जीितनयााँ।20
पुरार्ों के पंचम प्रकरण की इतिहास के विद्यार्थुयों को अत्यर्धक आिश्यकिा रहती है ।21
अठारह पुरार्ों में से केिल पााँच - मत्स्य,
राजाओीं की िींशािल पायी जाती है।22

िाय,ु विष्णु , ब्रह्माण्र् और

भागिि

में ह

पुरार् का प्रारम्भ ह उन राजाओीं से होता है जो

अपने िींश का सम्बन्ि सूयथ और चन्द्र से जोडते हैं । िे बहुत से ऐसे राजाओीं का िर्थन
करते हैं जो मध्यदे श में राज्य ककया करते थे। ये महाकाव्य यग
ु से लेकर बुद्ि के आगमन
तक के काल के बारे में सच
ू नाएीं दे ते हैं ।23 गप्ु तकाल तक के शासकों का इततहास इनके
अींतगथत पयाथप्त मात्रा में लमलता है।24

एफ.ई. पार्र्ुटर और एच.सी. रायचौधरु ी जैसे बहुत
से इततहासकारों ने परु ार्ों में िर्र्थत विलभन्न राजिींशो की िंशािललयों के आधार पर भारिीय
इतिहास ललखने का स्तत्ु य प्रयास ककया है ।25 परु ार्ों पर ललखे गए बहुत से तनबन्िों के
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अततररक्त पार्र्ुटर (Pargiter) द्िारा ललर्खत एर्न्शएन्ट

इर्ण्र्यन दहस्टोररकल ट्रे डर्शन

(Ancient Indian Historical Tradition) और र्ाइनेस्टीर् आि द कली एर् (Dynasties
of the Kali Age) बडे ह महत्ि की सामग्री हैं ।26

परु ार् िास्तविक इततहास के अधिक तनकि हैं। इनमें हमें प्राचीन िींशों का ऐततहालसक वििरर्
लमलता है । उनमें हर्स्िनापरु के परु
ु िींशी राजाओीं और कोशल
नाम हैं।27

परु ार्ों में लशशन
ु ाग िंश,

नन्दिंश,

मौयुिंश,

दे श के इक्ष्िाकु राजाओीं के

शंग
ु िंश,

काण्ििंश,

आंध्र

( ातवाहन) िंश और गप्ु ि िंश का पररचय लमलता है।28 र्ा० बी० ए० र्स्मथ (V. A. Smith)
ने

इस बात को लसद्ि ककया है कक "वैष्णव परु ाण" और "मत्स्य परु ाण " क्रमशः मौयुिंश

और आन्ध्र ( ातवाहन) एिं लशशुनाग बंशों के सम्बन्ि में विश्िसनीय जानकार प्रदान करते

हैं। "वायु पुराण" चन्रगुप्ि प्रथम के राज्यकाल की जानकार दे ता है।29 गुप्ििंश की साम्राज्य
सीमा का िर्थन तथा गुप्तों की शासन-पद्ितत का भी कुछ वििरर् प्राप्त होता है।30

कई

पुरार्ों ने राजाओीं की िींशािलल के अन्त में तनम्न और बबुर िंशािललयों का भी ब्योरा ददया

है। ये बबथर जाततयााँ इस प्रकार थीीं- आभीर, गदभु, शक, यिन, िुर्षार, हूण इत्यादद।31 कभीकभी िे समसामतयक राजकुलों का आनुक्रलमक िर्थन करते हैं और कभी िे कुछ को सिथथा
छोड ह दे ते हैं; जैसे भारिीय ग्रीक, भारिीय पहलि और कुर्षाणों का पुरार्ों में कोई विशेर्ष
िणुन नहीं लमलता है। ततधथयों का उनमें सिथथा अभाि है। आंध्र रार्ाओं की सूची में राजाओीं

के नामों में भयंकर भूलें हुई हैं। इन सभी त्रुदियों के बािजूद पुरार्ों के महत्ि की उपेिा
नहीं की र्ा सकिी। पुरार्ों के िैज्ञातनक विश्लेषर् से भारतीय इततहास का सिाांगीर्थ अध्ययन
प्रस्तुत ककया जा सकता है । पुरार् आलोक-रस्श्म का काम करते हैं।32
पुरार्ों के सींदभथ में यह स्मरर् रहे कक, प्राचीन

भारि में इतिहास को, अिीि के प्रकाश में

ििुमान और भविष्य को आलोककि करने का साधन समझा जाता था। इततहास का प्रयोजन
यह समझना और बताना था कक व्यस्क्तयों का पररिार के प्रतत, पररिारों का अपने िींश के
प्रतत, िींशों का गााँि के प्रतत, गााँिों का जनपद ि राटर के प्रतत और अींतत: समूची मानिता
के प्रतत क्या कतथव्य है और उनमें त्याग एिीं बललदान की भािना कैसे उत्पन्न की जाए।
इतिहास को राजाओीं, राजिींशों के नामों और उनकी उपलस्ब्ियों आदद का विशाल सींग्रह नह ीं
समझा जाता था। इसे सांस्कृतिक और सामार्र्क चेिना जाग्रत करने का एक सशक्ि साधन

माना जाता था। शायद इसललए िषाथ ऋतु में और त्योहारों एिीं पिों के अिसर पर प्रत्येक

गांि और नगर में परु ाणों का िाचन और श्रिण िावषथक समारोहों का एक आिश्यक अींग था।
हो सकता है कक परु ार् आितु नक इततहास लेखन की कसौि पर खरे न उतरें , अथिा स्जन्होंने
इसे ललखा है उन्हें "इततहा कार के लशल्प विधान" का ज्ञान न हो, ककीं तु उन्हें अपने कायु के
प्रयोर्न और स्ियं इतिहास के प्रयोर्न की परू ी र्ानकारी थी।33
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स्पटि है कक रार्नीतिक इतिहास पर पुरार्ों के वििरर् से महत्िपूर्थ प्रकाश पडता है , यद्यवप
राजनीततक इततहास के तारतम्य के व्यिस्स्थत न होने का प्रिान कारर् यह है कक परु ार्ों

में िर्र्थत घिना और िींशानक्र
ु म अस्पटि हैं । कफर भी सांस्कृतिक इतिहास और धालमुक

इतिहास की दृस्टि से परु ार्ों के िर्थन अत्यन्त उपादे य हैं तथा इनकी सहायता से सामार्र्क
इतिहास का प्रततपादन होता है।34

र्ा. विन्टरतनट्र् ने ललखा है कक परु ार्ों में द गयी िंशािललयााँ रार्नैतिक इतिहास के तनमाुण

में इतिहासकारों और परु ाविदों के ललए अत्यन्ि सहायक हैं, तथावप इनका प्रयोग अत्यन्ि

सािधानी तथा छानबीन के पश्चात ् करना चादहए। धालमुक इतिहास की दृस्टि से िे अमल्
ू य
हैं। इसललए उनका अध्ययन अत्यािश्यक है । पुरार्ों द्िारा ह हम दहन्द ू िमथ, इसकी
पौरार्र्कता, मूततथपूजा, ईश्िरिाद , सिेश्िरिाद, भगित्िात्सल्य, दशथन, अन्िविश्िासों,
त्यौहारों, प्रथाओीं तथा नीतत के प्रत्येक पक्ष का अध्ययन कर सकते हैं।35

पुरार्ों में िर्र्थत जानकार को महत्ि न दे ना आर्कल के विद्िानों की प्रिवृ ि बन गई है।

ककन्तु इस िारर्ा को प्रोत्साहन नह ीं ददया जा सकता कक पुरार्ों में िर्र्थत िींशािललयों को

ककन्ह ीं अत्यन्त तीव्र बुद्धि के व्यस्क्तयों ने तत्काल न राजाओीं की प्रेरर्ा पर गढा था ।

पुरार् सत्य िक्ता होने का दािा करते हैं और इस प्रकार का झूठ बोलने में उनका कौन-सा
स्िाथु सािन होता था ? रह बात उन राजाओीं की स्जनके बारे में उन्होंने ललखा है , िे तो
इन लेखकों से पूिथ ह मर चुके थे। अत: इस िारर्ा को प्रमार्र्त नह ीं ककया जा सकता,
क्योंकक कल्पना के आिार पर इतनी लम्बी और विशाल िींशािललयों की सस्ृ टि बुद्धि-सींगत

नह ीं ठहरती। सूि पौरार्र्क सामग्री और पुरार्ों को सुरक्षक्षत रखने के ललए अत्यन्त इच्छुक
थे। अत: तनश्चय ह पुरार् अपने िास्िविक रूप में सुरक्षिि और प्रेवर्षि ककए गए होंगे ।
सींम्भित: प्राचीन राजाओीं की िींशािललयों का अत्यन्त गम्भीर अध्ययन और विश्लेषर् ककया

गया हो तथा सींरक्षकों द्िारा उनकी रक्षा भी की गई हो। पुरार्ों का अध्ययन करते समय
न तो हमें विश्िासशील (credulous)

और न ही पिपािी (prejudiced)

होना चादहए ।

हमें बीच का मागथ अपनाना चादहए और केिल उसी तथ्य को ग्रहर् करना चादहए जो
युस्क्तसींगत और उधचत हो। र्स्मथ का मि है कक

-"ककसी राटर के प्राचीन काल की खोज

करने िाले इततहासकार को उस काल की सादहस्त्यक अनुश्रुतत को तथ्य रूप में स्िीकार करना
चादहए ककन्तु तत्काल न

प्रमार्ों के सम्मुख सादहस्त्यक अनश्र
ु ुतत को प्रमख
ु ता दे ना भल
ू

होगी, क्योंकक प्रमार्ों द्िारा लसद्ि की हुई घिनाएाँ परम्परा से अधिक सबल और ग्राह्य
होती हैं।"36
प्राचीन भारत के भौगोललक ज्ञान से प्राचीन भारि के इतिहास को अधिक गहराई से समझा
जा सकता है। "परु ाणों" को आिार मानकर प्राचीन भारि के भग
ू ोल का अध्ययन ककया जा
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सकता है। इन पुरार्ों द्िारा प्राचीन नगरों का भी पता चलता है । पुरार् यह भी बतलाते

हैं कक विलभन्न नगरों के बीच की दरू ी ककतनी थी ।37 परु ार् नगरों नददयों िथा पिुिों के
प्राचीन नामों को जानने में हमार सहायता करते हैं । कलकत्ता के श्री र्े ने इस विषय पर
पयाथप्त प्रकाश डाला है। यदद िैयथ से कायथ ककया जाए तो तनश्चय ह उत्तम फल की प्रास्प्त
होगी।38

र्ा० प्रधान बताते है कक "परु ाण हमें प्राचीन भारि का इतिहास बताने का दािा करते हैं। िे
"ऋग्वेद’’ काल से ह रार्ाओं की िंशािललयााँ बताते हैं । इसके साथ िे यह भी बतलाते हैं

कक ककन राजाओीं ने प्राचीन काल में भारि के ककस ककस भाग पर राज्य ककया और कौन
कौन से राज्यों की स्थापना की। कह ीं-कह ीं रार्ाओं और ऋवर्षयों के साहसी और असाधारण
कायों का िणुन भी लमलता है । युद्धों के पूणु वििरण, प्रलसद्ि घिनाएाँ तथा बहुमूल्य
समकालीन घटनाएाँ भी लेखबद्ि हैं ।"39
पुरार् भारतीय सींस्कृतत के आगार हैं। िे ग्रन्थरूप में तनबद्ि भले ह बहुत बाद में हुए हों,
ककन्तु जहााँ तक उनकी विषय सामग्री एिीं विचारिारा का सम्बन्ि है , इस दृस्टि से िे िेदों
के समिती हैं। उनके आख्यान-उपाख्यानों में िेद-पूिथ आयों तथा आयथ-लभन्न जाततयों की
समस्न्ित सींस्कृतत के

दशथन होते हैं । िेदों में भी अिैददक सींस्कृतत के तत्ि तनदहत हैं,

ककन्तु पुरार्ों में िे व्यापक रूप से प्रकाश में आये । ब्राह्मर् ग्रींथों में द्िादश िषीय सत्रों
और अश्िमेि यज्ञों के अिसर पर सभी िर्ों तथा सभी क्षेत्रों के आमींबत्रत कथािाचकों तथा

उद्गाताओीं में अिैददक याक्षज्ञकों की उपस्स्थतत भी समान रूप से हुआ करती थी । िैददकों
की ह भाींतत अिैददक भी अपने दे िताओीं, राजाओीं और प्रजाओीं के इततित्त
ृ ों एिीं गाथाओीं का
उद्गायन ककया करते थे। इस प्रकार की अिैददक परम्पराओं का बहुि कुछ समािेश िेदों में
ही हो चुका था, ककन्िु उन सम्पूणु अिैददक परम्पराओं को िैददक परम्पराओं के साथ त्रबना

ककसी संघर्षु िथा प्रतिरोध के ,पुराणों के मुतन महात्माओं एिं सूिों ने, समर्न्िि एिं प्रस्िि
ु
ककया। उन्होंने युगों युगों की परम्परागत साींस्कृततक थाती को सिाांगीर्, सािथदैलशक और

सिथजनोपयोगी स्स्थरता एिीं सुदढता प्रदान की । सींक्षेप एिीं सार रूप में कह गयी िेदों,
ब्राह्मर्ों तथा आरण्यकों की कथाओीं, गाथाओीं तथा उपाख्यानों को कलात्मक सज्जा दे कर

अधिक विस्तार एिीं जनसुलभ रोचक ढीं ग से प्रस्तुत करने का कायथ, पुरार्ों के सूतों, मागिों
और चारर्ों ने ककया। उस में र्र्िना योगदान ब्राह्मण परु ोदहिों िथा त्रैिर्णुकों का रहा,
उिना ही योगदान सि
ू ों, मागधों िथा चारणों

र्ैसी शर
ू र्ातियों का भी रहा । परु ार्

तत्काल न समाज के लोक तथा शास्त्र परम्पराओीं के सींिाहक, सभी क्षेत्रों के लोगों की
सामदू हक दे न हैं।40
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इस बात से इींकार नह ीं ककया जा सकता कक पुरार्ों में कुछ गम्भीर त्रुदटयां भी हैं। इनमें

इततहास को लोक-िाताथओीं और कस्ल्पत कथाओीं से लमला ददया गया है । पौरार्र्क दन्तकथाएाँ
िालमथक तो कह जा सकती हैं, ककन्तु उन्हें ऐततहालसक कदावप नह ीं कहा जा सकता। इन
कथाओीं में स्जन राजाओीं का उल्लेख लमलता है उनका आिार अधिकतर कल्पना ह है ।

अन्य ककसी विश्िसनीय स्रोत से उनकी पस्ु टि नह ीं की जा सकती। कह ीं कह ीं तो पौरार्र्क
बातें परस्पर मेल नह ीं खातीीं । र्ा० अल्िेकर (Altekar) राजिींशीय परम्परा के सम्बन्ि में

कहते हैं कक इस सच
ू ी में स्जतने भी राजा-महाराजाओीं के नाम आते हैं, उनके बारे में परु ार्
यह नह ीं बताते कक बाद में गद्द पर बैठने िाला राजा का पहले राजा के साथ क्या सम्बन्ि

था। उनके पारस्पररक सम्बन्ि के विषय में पुरार् मौन हैं, ककन्तु इतना अिश्य है कक
उत्तराधिकार प्रायः पूिाथधिकार के िींश का न होकर उसकी जातत से सम्बस्न्ित व्यस्क्त हुआ
करता था ।41
पौरार्र्क क्षेत्र में अनुसींिान कायथ बडे जोरों से हुआ है । पुराण भारिीय संस्कृति के विश्िकोश
हैं । परम्परा द्िारा सटृ ि एिीं सींधचत इततहास, भग
ू ोल, समस्त विद्याओीं, शास्त्रों और कलालशल्पों की विरासत को पुरार्ों में उपदे श-कथन की रोचक शैल में कहा गया है । इस राटर
के साींस्कृततक अभ्युदय में समाज के सामान्य तथा

विशेष िगों का जो सामूदहक योगदान

रहा है उनके इततित्त
ृ ों को पुरार् कारों ने अत्यन्त सजीि एिीं सरस रूप में प्रस्तुत ककया है

।42 िस्तुतः भारतीय सभ्यता तथा सींस्कृतत के तनमाथर् में परम्परा से र्र्न विलभन्न र्ातियों

उन सबके चररत्रों का िणुन पुरार्ों में हुआ है । 43 पौरार्र्क िमथ के
प्रितथक मुतन-महात्माओीं ने युग की आकाींक्षाओीं के अनुरूप िर्थसींकीर्थता और जातीय भेदभाि
का योगदान रहा,

को लमिाकर नयी आचार सींदहता को प्रचललत ककया, स्जसमें सिणु-असिणु तथा अनुलोमप्रतिलोम वििाह विधि की िैिता को सींस्थावपत ककया गया । भारतीय सींस्कृतत के इततहास

में पौरार्र्क िमथ की यह नयी दे न थी । ब्राह्मर् समधथथत परम्पराओीं के प्रितथन में िमथसूत्रों
तथा स्मतृ तयों ने िर्ाथश्रम िमों में असमानता तथा विशेषाधिकारों का िगथविभाजन करके

स्जस भेद-बुद्धि की सस्ृ टि की थी, पुरार्ों ने उसको पराभूत कर मानि मात्र में समानिा की
स्थापना की ।44

भारत की िमथप्रार् जनता की आस्थाओीं एिीं तनटठाओीं के अनुरूप पुरार्ों में मूततथपूजा और

अितारिाद का विशद िर्थन हुआ है। मतू िुपर्
ू ा और अििारिाद की परम्परा अतत प्राचीन है।
िैददक जन-जीिन और सैंघि सभ्यता में उनके विलभन्न सन्दभथ बबखरे हुए हैं । िेदों का

दहरण्मय परु
ु ष ह िस्तुत: परु ार्ों का विटर्ु है । िह िेदों का परु
ु ष या परु
ु षोतम है , जो कक
परु ार्ों के अितार श्रीकृटर् का प्रततरूप है । इस दृस्टि से िैददक सींस्कृतत ह पौरार्र्क
नारायर्ीय भागित िमथ की भी जननी है । मत्स्य द्िारा मनु की नौका को उत्तर दहमालय
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तक ले जाने का 'शिपथ ब्राह्मण' (1,8.1) का कथन िस्तुतः पुरार्ों के मत्स्याितार की ह

कल्पना है ।45 अितारिाद की भााँतत परु ार्ों के दे ििािाद का आिार भी िैददक सींस्कृतत ह

रह है । िेदों के तैंतीस प्रमख
ु दे िताओीं के आिार पर परु ार्ों में तैंतीस कोदि दे िताओीं की
कल्पना की गयी है । परु ार्ों का यह बहुदेितािाद िस्तत
ु ः परम्परागत िैददकों तथा अिैददकों
की बहुविि आस्थाओीं का पररर्ाम है ।46

इस रूप में परु ार् िस्तत
ु ः मानिधमु के प्रतिपादक ग्रन्थ हैं । परु ार्ों की नयी िमथसींदहता ने
परम्परागत भेद-बद्
ु धि के कारर् शद्र
ू ों, स्स्त्रयों, पतततों तथा दासों के िगथ विभेद को लमिाकर

एक ऐसे उदात्त िमथ की स्थापना की, स्जसमें ककसी प्रकार का भेदभाि नह ीं था और स्जस
पर चलकर सिथ सामान्य अपना स्ितन्त्र विकास कर सकता था । उसमें व्यर्क्ि-स्िािन््य

पर बल ददया गया ।47 समानता और सद्भािना से सम्पोवषत एिीं प्रेररत पुरार्ों की इस
सािथभौम सींस्कृतत ने भािी भारत की राटर यता का तनमाथर् और सिथिमथ समन्िय के महान
आदशथ को स्थावपत ककया ।48
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Organic Consumption: Way of life-Going forward: A study in
Bangalore City
Priyanka MNK
Dr.Y Nagaraju
Abstract
According to Store brand Investments (2003) “Shopping is increasingly becoming a leisure
activity – done not out of necessity but out of luxury. In many ways consumerism has
become an increasingly defining characteristic of modern, nay post modern, societies
(Stearns, 1997) while at the same time sustainability has moved higher and higher up
political agendas around the world. All over the world consumption is changing drastically,
consumers are becoming more conscious on the environmental concerns and the ecological
impacts of the products and the services they consume. This research paper is an attempt to
understand the perception of the consumers regarding sustainable consumption habits in the
city of Bangalore.
Key words: Sustainability, Consumption habits, drastical changes
Introduction
In the words of Mary Douglas (1976) “an Individual’s main objective in consumption is to
help create the social world and to find a credible place in it”.
The actions people take and the products they buy has the remarking impact on the
environment. Sustainable consumption refers to the concept of consumers having the
complete knowledge about the products they are purchasing and from which source it is
originated. Today’s consumers are highly conscious on their consumption habits. Some
times the marketers face the challenge of not understanding customer requirements and
insufficient information will be given to the customers in terms of the ingredients of the
products and source from which the product is sourced.
The ‘elaboration likelihood model’ of Petty and Cacioppo (1981) suggests that lasting
behavioral change relies on people consciously engaging with and elaborating on the subject
matter of the persuasive message. People’s choices, behaviours and lifestyle will play a vital
role in sustainable consumption habits. In most of the metropolitan cities consumers are
becoming conscious on the products they consume as it has direct impact on the health.
Requirement of long working hours and tension life due to work stress has prompted the
consumers to move to healthy consumption habits. Also there is increased awareness on the
sustainability aspects of the ecology.
Literature Review
National program for organic Farming (NPOF) third party certification is currently
mandatory only for the exports. Among the sustainable farming system discussed in this
chapter, organic is the only one that has a legal framework backing its standards, certification
and labelling. India has a rich agricultural tradition that are suitable for designing organic
production systems. (Garibay and Jyoti 2003).
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As per the study conducted by Omar noor, A. nazri azrin Gender, age and level of
education seem to be related to organic food purchase intention.Level of income (H1c) and
presence of children within the household (H1e) do not seem to be related to intention in
buying organic food
Chandrashekhar HM(2014) in a study conducted in Mysore district of Karnataka observes
that the main problems of organic consumers are irregular availability of organic
products. The organic products are too expensive than non-organic products. The varieties
of organic products which are available in the market are limited. The organic products are
not properly certified from any organic certified agency or authority.
Sergia silva ,Junior braga (2014) in their paper “The Purchase of Green Products in Retail
is Influenced by Environmental Concern” observed that there was no statistical based
relationship to justify the link between the two constructs. The subjects´ environmental
concern did not interfere in their purchase decision with regard to retailed green products.
The subjects´ purchase behavior was preceded by the intention of purchasing, which was
what really mattered in their decision.
Special about marketing organic products in US market is balancing act of retailers for
delivery of higher value proposition for the higher costs of the organic products states
Ram Bezawaada (2013) in the paper featured in journal of Marketing.
Contrary to studies showing consumer concerns and internal conflicts linked to both
individual and altruistic values, this study mostly highlighted consumers trade-offs
between different individual benefits, mainly health vs. economic benefits. The
interviewees appeared to be much less driven by altruistic motivations such as environmental
concerns that are only emerging. An important implication of this study is related to the
marketing and communication campaigns aiming to promote local organic products. These
campaigns should focus more on the emerging or absent altruistic motives such as
environment or support of local producers than on health since organic products are already
perceived as the best products for health
Gender, age and level of education seem to be related to organic food purchase
intention. Level of income (H1c) and presence of children within the household (H1e) do
not seem to be related to intention in buying organic food Omar noor,A.nazri azrin,M(et
al).
A survey was carried out on a sample of 1502 young educated consumers. Structural
equation modeling was used to assess the predictive power of considered variables towards
green purchasing. Results indicate that the variables under study predicted green purchase
behaviour of young educated consumers of Delhi in the following descending order: social
influence, attitude towards green purchase, perceived environmental knowledge,
recycling participation, ecolabelling, and exposure to environmental messages through
the media.
Research Methodology
Objectives of the Study
1. To understand the concept of the organic consumption in metropolitan cities in India in
particular to Bangalore.
2. To know the consumer knowledge of organic consumption
3. To analyze perception of the consumers in Bangalore city on organic consumption habits
and their contribution towards that.
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4. To understand the impact of marketers on the organic consumption habits of consumers
in Bangalore city.
Type of research : Descriptive research
Sampling method: Convenience Sampling (Data for the study was collected from major
retail outlets in Bangalore from the period of June to August between 5 pm to 8pm on
Saturday and Sunday)
Sample size:
200
Data Analysis and Discussions:
Demographic Factors
1.Geder
Male
Female

40%
60%

2.Education Background
Post graduates
Graduates
12th Grade

40%
60%
10%

3.Income levels (Salary in
month)
More than Rs.1 Lakh
Rs.50,000 to Rs.1 Lakh
Less than Rs.50,000

20%
50%
30%

4.Occupation
Business class /Self
employed
Salaried

10%
90%

1.How often do you
products from these
stores in a month
1.1 Super market
1.2 Market
1.3 Convinience store
(kirana store)
1.4 Street vendors
1.5 Organic retail
outlets
1.6 Departmental store
1.7 Online grocery sites
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(1-2)
Several (more
Few (3-5)
times in
than 6
times/Month amonth
times/month)(a) (b)
(c)
0%
100%
0%
0%
0%
100%

Never
Rarely(d) (e)
0%
0%
0%
0%

Total
100%
100%

0%
100%

100%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

100%
100%
0%

0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
90%

0%
0%
10%

100%
100%
100%
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2.Important Fcators for
consumption
2.1 Freshness/Appearnace
of the product
2.2 Price of the product
2.3 Preference/Food
habbits of family
members
2.4 Nutritious/Healthy
Value
2.5 Taste of the product
2.6 Absence of pestiside
residue

Very
important
(5)

Moderately Not
Not at all
Important important
Important Important
(4)
(3)
(2)
(1)

Total

20%
50%

40%
20%

20%
10%

10%
10%

10%
10%

100%
100%

50%

20%

10%

10%

10%

100%

20%
20%

40%
40%

20%
20%

10%
10%

10%
10%

100%
100%

60%

30%

10%

0%

0%

100%

3.Organic consumption
3.1 Organic farming is good for ecology and
environment
3.2 Organic consumption is beneficial for the
consumers
3.3 organic products are costlier than the
conventional products
3.4 I am happy to pay for higher price of the
organic products

SA

A

U

D

SD

Total

30%

40%

10%

10%

10% 100%

50%

20%

10%

10%

10% 100%

50%

20%

10%

10%

10% 100%

30%

40%

20%

10%

0%

100%

3.5 I trust the source of the organic products
20% 40% 20% 10% 10% 100%
3.6 I believe my retailer understand my
concern on healthy products
20% 20% 10% 30% 20% 100%
3.7 I consume sustainable products because I
stay healthy
50% 20% 10% 10% 10% 100%
3.8 I support retailers who support sustainable
consumption
20% 40% 20% 10% 10% 100%
Findings and Suggestions
1. It is evident from the study that most of the consumers care for the sustainability aspects
of the consumption
2. Even consumers look for the retailers who support them for providing the sustainable
products.
3. Choice of the consumers depends on various factors such as availability, pricing strategy,
convenience and brand reputation.
4. Most of the consumers today are conscious on the source from which the products are
produced and is there any impact on the environment by consuming those products. If the
product consumption leads for the ill effects on the environment most of the consumers are
not interested to consume such kind of the products.
5.An analysis of the demographic factors indicate that most of the consumers are highly
qualified and belongs to affordable class. Hence they have the knowledge of the sustainable
consumption aspects.
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Conclusion
This research concludes that this research study proves that most of the consumers are
concerned about the sustainability aspects of the products and they truly care for that. It is
an alarming signal for the marketers and the retailers that if they don’t consider consumer
understanding of the sustainability aspects then it would be difficult for them to market their
products in the near future. Also as the education levels and affordability of the consumers
is increasing ,it is important to understand the customers concerns and products has to be
delivered as per the choice and preference of the customers.
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izsepUn th ds miU;klksa esa tks ik= rFkk pfj= gSA os izk;% oxZxr] tkfrxr ;k izrhdkRed gksrs gSaA rFkkfi budh
vU; dksfV;k¡ Hkh fn[kkbZ nsrh gSA oxhZ; ik=ksa esa mPpoxZ] fuEuoxZ] e/;oxZ] lo.kZ] vo.kksZ dk lekos'k gSA blds lkFk
gh buesa nk'kZfud] xjhc] vehj vkfn dk lekos'k feyrk gSA izsepUn ds lkfgR; esa dbZ ,sls ik= feyrs gSa ftuesa
,d gh izdkj ds ik= esa dbZ izdkj dh dksfV;ksa ds n'kZu gksrs gS tSls & ^deZHkwfe*] ^xksnku* vkfn miU;klksa ds ik=ksa
ds tehnkjksa esa mPpoxhZ;] 'kks"kd vkfn ds y{k.k vfHkyf{kr gksrs gSaA blh rjg xjhc fu/kZu ik=ksa esa Hkh ekuorkoknh]
va/kJn~/kk&xzLr ik=ksa ds y{k.k fn[kkbZ nsrs gSA O;olk;h] vf/kdkjh Hkh mPpoxZ ds ik= gSaA ;s mPp&oxhZ; ik= viuh
mPprk cuk;s j[kus ds fy, vuqfpr dk;ksaZ esa Hkh layXu ns[ks tk ldrs gSa] ogha nwljh rjQ viuh e;kZnk vkSj izfr"Bk
dk;e j[kus ds fy, ;s rjg&rjg dk fn[kkok djrs gSaA
mPpoxhZ; ik= izk;% vehj gksrs gSa vkSj ;s ekurs gSa fd gekjh tkfr dk mn~/kkj dyk dkS'ky vkSj m|ksx dh mUufr
esa gh gSA mUgsa ;g ijokg ugha fd rek[kw dh [ksrh dk vlj ;g gksxk fd vukg dk mRiknu de gks tk,xk vkSj
og eg¡xk gks tk,xk fuEu oxZ ds ik=ksa esa fdlku vkSj nfyr 'kkfey gSA [kkldj nfyr dh vkfFkZd fLFkfr vR;ar
n;uh; gS tSls&^deZHkwfe* esa cqf<+;k jSnkl dh >ksiM+h ns[kdj vej dk ân; dk¡Ik mBrk gSA
izsepan ds miU;klksa esa fpf=r xk¡o ds ik=ksa dh vusdkusd dksfV;k¡ gSA mPp vkSj fuEuoxZ ds vykok lo.kZ]
vo.kZ] f'kf{kr vf'kf{kr] ijaijk dks <ksus okys] vui<+] psruk laiUu] fonzksgh] Økafrdkjh lektoknh] xk¡/khoknh] vU;k;
lgus okys] vU;kl dk fojks/k djus okys] ekuorkoknh] vekuorkoknh] nk'kZfud vkfn izdkj ds ik=ksa ls gekjk
vkeuk&lkeuk gksrk gSA izsepan xzke thou ds fprsjs gSA tkrh; HksnHkko] 'kks"k.k dks mUgksua s djhc ls ns[kk gSA muds
ik= bu ifjfLFkfr;ksa ds chp viuk vfLrRo cuk, gq, gSA bUgha ik=ksa ds ek/;e ls izsepUn us leLr Hkkjrh; xkaoksa
dks vius ys[ku esa ck¡/kk vkSj mHkkjk gSA ik=ksa dh oxZxr bu fo'ks"krkvksa ds ek/;e ls mUgksua s xzkeh.k thou dks
fpf=r fd;k gSA
oxhZ; ik= ;kus ftlesa vusd oxZ gksrs gSA dkyZ ekDlZ us rks lekt ds dsoy nks oxZ gh crk, gS& mPpoxZ vkSj
fuEuoxZA bUgksua s dgk gS fd lekt esa dsoy nks oxZ gh gksrs gS] dksbZ ekfyd ;k etnwj ugha] IkjUrq dkyZ ekDlZ ds
brus o"kksZ ds i'pkr~ vkt Hkh lekt esa vusd oxZ fufeZr gksrs gS& tSls mPpoxZ] e/;eoxZ] fuEu oxZ] f'k{kk ds
vk/kkj ij] va/kJ`/kk&xzLr] psruk lEiUu] 'kfDr laiUu] LoHkkfod psruk ds vk/kkj ij vkfnA
vkt Hkh /kuh oxZ mfpr vuqfpr dk;Z djrk gS viuh >wBh izfr"Bk dks cuk, j[kus ds fy,A lc dqN u"V gksus ds
i'pkr~ Hkh lekt esa mudk vknj muds /ku ds dkj.k gksrk gS vkSj blds u"V gksrs gh og yksxksa ds fy, dqN egRo
ugha j[krsA tSls ^xksnku* miU;kl esa tc [kUuk dh ehy ty tkrh gS] rc mudh fLFkfr fnokfy;ksa ls de ugha
gksrh os dgrs gSa] ßeSa ,d ?k.Vk ugha] vk/kk ?k.Vk igys] nl yk[k dk vkneh FkkA th gk¡] nl yk[k] exj bl oDr
Qkds eLr gw¡& ugh fnokfy;k gw¡A eq>s cSad dk nks yk[k nsuk gSA ftl edku esa jgrk gw¡] vc og esjk ugha gSA ftl
crZu esa [kkrk gw¡ og Hkh esjk ugha gSAÞ1
buds miU;klksa esa ik= tehankj egar vkfn mPpoxhZ; ik= gS] tks /keksZRloksa esa] nku&iq.; esa vkSj izfr"Bk] czkã.kksa
dks Hkkstu /keZ izpkjdksa ij yk[kksa yqVk nsrs gS rkfd mudh mPp eku&e;kZnk vkSj izfr"Bk dk;e jgsA blesa vke
yksxks]a vlkfl;ksa vkSj ljdkjh deZpkfj;ksa ij mudh lTturk vksj mPp dqyksRiUurk dk Bik yxrk gSA ftl izdkj
egarks ds Msjs esa eqLVaMs iyrs gS mlh izdkj tehankjksa ds ?kj esa muds csdkj lac/kh iyrs gSaA ^xksnku*] esa ßjk; lkgc
dk ifjokj cgqr fo'kky FkkA dksbZ Ms<+ ljdkj ,d lkFk Hkkstu djrs FksA dbZ ppk Fks] ntZuksa ppsjs HkkbZ] dbZ lxs
HkkbZ chfl;ksa ukrs ds HkkbZA ,d ppk lkgc jk/kk ds vuU; mikld Fks vkSj cjkcj o`Unkou esa jgrs FksA HkfDr&jl
ds fdruh gh dfork jp Mkys Fks] le;&le; ij mUgsa Niok dj nksLrksa esa HksV dj nsrs FksA ,d nwljs ppk Fks] tks
jke ds ije~ HkDr Fks vkSj Qkjlh Hkk"kk esa jkek;.k dk vuqokn dj jgs FksA fj;klr ls muds othQs c¡/ks gq, Fks]
fdlh dks dksbZ dke djus dh t:jr ugha FkhAÞ2
fdlkuksa dh vkfFkZd n'kk lq/kkjus ds fy, ;g vko';d gS fd fdlkuksa dks ?kjsyw m|ksxksa dh f'k{kk nh tk,A ^izsekJ;*
esa mnkjoknh jk;lkgc viuh jk; nsrs gq, dgrs gS] ß--------- fdlkuksa dks ;g foMEcuk,a blfy, lguh iM+rh gS fd
muds fy, thfodk ds lHkh n~okj can gSA fu'p; gh muds fy, thou fuokZg ds vU; lk/kuksa dk vorj.k gksuk
pkfg,] ugh rks mudk ikjLifjd }s"k vkSj la?k"kZ mUgsa ges'kk tehankjksa ds xqyke cuk;s j[ksxk] pkgs dkuwu mudh
fdruh j{kk vkSj lgk;rk D;ksa u dj ysAÞ3


fo'kky uxj] jksgrd
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izsepUn fdlkuksa dh etnwjh ds dV~Vj fojks/kh FksA mudk cy d`f"k&O;oLFkk ij gh vf/kd FkkA mudk ekuuk Fkk
fd etnwjh vkpj.k dks Hkz"V djrh gSA vr% os vkS|ksfxdhdj.k ds i{k esa ugha Fks] oju~ d`f"k&lq/kkjksa ds i{k esa FksA
izsekJ; esa mUgksua s mPpoxZ ds jk;lkgc ds eq[k ls dgyok;k gS] ßfu%lUnsg vki gtkj dqfy;ksa dks dke es ayxk nsaxs]
ij ;g etwj vf/kdrj fdlku gh gksx
a s vksj eSa fdlkuksa dks dqyh cukus dk dV~Vj fojks/kh gw¡A eS ugha pkgrk os yksHk
ds o'k esa vius cky&cPpksa dks NksM+dj daiuh dh Nkofu;ksa esa tkdj jgs vkSj viuk vkpj.k Hkz"V djsAa vius xk¡o
esa mudh ,d fo'ks"k fLFkfr gksrh gSA muesa vkRe izfr"Bk dk Hkko tkx`r jgrk gSA fcjknjh dk Hk; mUgsa dqekxZ ls
cpkrk gSA daiuh dh 'kj.k esa tkdj og vius ?kj ds Lokeh ugha] nwljs ds xqyke gks tkrs gSa vkSj fcjknjh ds ca/kuksa
ls eqDr gksdj ukuk izdkj dh cqjkb;ka djus yxrs gSAÞ4 bl rjg ^xksnku* miU;kl esa [kUuk lkgc] jk;lkgc ;g
lHkh mPp oxZ ds ik=ksa dk izfrfuf/kRo djrs gSaA
buds miU;klksa esa e/;&oxhZ; ik= Hkh n`f"Vxkspj gq, gSA [kUuk dks ,d e/;&oxhZ; ik= ds :Ik esa ns[kk tk ldrk
gSA [kUuk 'kDdj&fey dk fgLlsnkj cuus ds fy, cjkcj tksM+&rksM+ feykrs jgrs gSA jk;lkgc ds ikl #i;s ughaA
[kUuk rjdhc crkrs gSaA cSad ls #i;s m/kkj ys yhft;sA fQj [kUuk dh chek&daiuh ls ikWfylh [kjhn yhft;sA
jkstxkj dk jkstxkj] cPpksa dh fgQktr vyx lsA fQj mUgsa lV~Vcs kth dh lykg Hkh nsrs gSaA [kUuk vlkfe;ksa dk
f'kdkj vklkuh ls dj ysrs gSa] rsUnq, dk uke lqudj mUgsa vius gol dk;e j[kus esa dfBukbZ gksrh gSA jk; lkgc
dks f'kdkj ds oDr gh dguk iM+rk gS] ßvki cM+s Mjiksd gS feLVj [kUuk lp! feLVj [kUuk dk nkok gS] ßeSa
vfgalkoknh gksuk yTtk dh ckr ugh le>rkAÞ5
tc mudh fey dh gM+rky gksrh gS] rks etnwjksa dks ;g dke mUgsa LokHkkfod :Ik ls vyx yxrk gSA mUgsa bl
ckr ij 'kk;n [kklrkSj ls ,rjkt gS fd tc og turk ds vkneh gSa] rc muds lkFk ;g lywd D;ksa\ feLVj
[kUuk dks etnwjksa dh ;g gM+rky fcYdqy vyx yxh FkhA mUgksua s ges'kk turk ds lkFk feys jgus dh dksf'k'k dh
FkhA og vius dks turk dk gh vkneh le>rs FksA fiNys dkSeh vkanksyu esa mUgksua s cM+k tks'k fn[kk;k FkkA ftys
ds izeq[k usrk jgs Fks] nks ckj tsy x, FksAÞ6
blh izdkj izsepUn th us vius miU;klksa esa fuEuoxZ dh vkokt dks Hkh mBk;k gSA os fdlh oxZ fo'ks"k ds izfr ek=
ckSf)d laosnuk gh izdV ugha djrsA vNwr oxZ ,d nfyr] frjLd`r vkSj misf{kr oxZ gS blfy, vk¡[ks can djds
mudk xq.k&xku djuk izsepUn dh uhfr ugha gSA mUgksua s izR;sd oxZ dk iwjh&iwjh bZekunkjh ds lkFk cM+k gh ;FkkFkZ
o.kZu fd;k gSA
fuEuoxZ esa fdlku Hkh gS] nfyr Hkh gSA nfyr 'kks"k.k dk f'kdkj gSA ^deZHkwfe* esa pekjksa ds thou dh dgkuh ls
izkjaHk gksrh gS( tc vej ,d ijns'kh ds :Ik esa ,d igkM+h xk¡o esa igq¡prk gS] tgka¡ jSnkl jgrs gSA loZizFke mldk
,d cqf<+;k ls lk{kkRdkj gksrk gSA vej tkr&ikr ds laca/k esa izkjaHk esa gh Li"V ?kks"k.kk djrk gS& ßeSa tkr&ikr
ugh ekurk] ekrk thA tks lPpk gS] og pekj Hkh gks] vknj ds ;ksX; gS] tks nxkckt] >wBk] yEiV gks] og czkã.k
Hkh gks rks vknj ds ;ksX; ughaAÞ7
vNwrksa dh vkfFkZd fLFkfr fdruh Hk;kog gS] mldk fp= ml cqf<+;k jSnkl dh >ksiM+h gS tSls & ßvej >ksiM+h esa
x;k] rks mldk ân; dk¡Ik mBkA ekuks nfjnzrk Nkrh ihV&ihV dj jks jgh gS vkSj gekjk mUur lekt fnykl eXu
gSA mls jgus dks caxyk pkfg;s] lokjh dks] eksVkA bl lalkj dk fo/oal D;ksa ugha gks tkrkAÞ8
,d rks fdlkuksa dh vkfFkZd n'kk oSls gh vPNh ugha] fQj vusd foifÙk;k¡ mudks lrkrh jgrh gSaA QSys gq, jksx dk
o.kZu djrs gq, dkfnj dgrk gS] ßdksbZ fnu ukxk ugha tkrk fd ,d u ,d ?kj fctyh fxjrh gks] unh ;gk¡ ls N%
dksl gSA dHkh&dHkh rks fnu esa nks&nks rhu rhu ckj tkuk iM+rk gSA ml ij dHkh vk¡/kh] dHkh ikuh] dHkh vkxA
[ksrksa esa vukt lM+ tkrk gSA dSls dkVsa dgk¡ j[ks\ cl] Hkksj dks ?kjksa esa ,d csj pwYgk tyrk gSA fQj fnu Hkj vkx
ugh tyrhAÞ9
vusd lkekftd jhfr;ksa ,oa ca/kuksa us mudks vkSj Hkh fu/kZu cuk fn;k gSA fookg ds le; Hkkst] tkfr cfg"d`r gksus
ij Hkkst] jhfr;ksa ds usx vkfn ds dkj.k mudh jgh lgh n'kk dSlh gqbZ] bldk o.kZu djrs gq, og dkfnj fe;k¡ ls
dgrk gS] ß;gk¡ ls pyk rks dqy lkns rhu #i;s ikl FksA ,d #i;s dh feBkbZ yh] vkB vkus jsy dk fdjk;k fn;k]
nks #i;s ikl j[k fy,A ogk¡ igq¡prs gh cM+s lkys us viuk yM+dk ykdj esjh xksn esa j[k fn;kA jkr dks xk¡o dh
vkSjrksa us tek gksdj xkyh xk;h mUgsa Hkh dqN nLrwj feyuk gh pkfg, FkkA ,d gh #i;s dh tek iw¡th Fkh] og
mudh HksVa dhA u nsrk rks uke g¡lkbZ gksrhAÞ10 ;g crkus dk iz;kl f'kf{kr O;fDr gh djrk gSA
izsepUn th us vius miU;klksa esa ,sls lqi<+ ik=ksa dk o.kZu Hkh fd;k gS] tks 'kCnksa ds ihNs fNis vFkZ dh lgh O;k[;k
dj ldsA fuEuoxZ dh nfjnzrk dks iwoZtUe ds laLdkj crkdj yksxksa dks cgdkuk vke ckr gSA miU;kl lezkV
izsepan th us vius dqN miU;klksa esa ,sls lqi<+ ik=ksa dks Hkh ifjyf{kr fd;k gSA ^deZHkwfe dk pkS/kjh bldk [kaMu
djrk gSA tSls ß;g lc eu dks le>kus dh ckrsa gSa csVk] ftleaas xjhcksa dks viuh n'kk ij larks"k jgs vkSj vehjksa
ds jkx&jax esa fdlh rjg dh ck/kk u iM+As yksx le>rs jgs]a fd Hkxoku us gedks xjhc cuk fn;k] vkneh dk D;k
nks"k! ij ;g dksbZ U;k; ugh gS fd gekjs cky cPps dke esa yxs jgsa vkSj isV Hkj Hkkstu u feys vkSj ,d ,d
vQlj dks nl&nl gtkj dh ryc feysÞ ßpkS/kjh esa ekuoh; laosnuk gSA og lqi<+ ik= gSA
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izsepUn th dk izsekJe miU;kl ,d miU;kl u gksdj fdlku thou dk egkdkO; gSA mlesa ml thou dk ,d
igyw ugh fn[kk;k x;k] og ,d fo'kky unh dh rjg gS ftlesa ewy /kkjk ds lkFk vkl&ikl ds xans ukyksa dk ikuh
tM+ ls m[kM+s gq, iqjkus [kks[kys isM+ vkSj [ksrksa dk ?kkl ikr Hkh cgrk gqvk fn[kkbZ nsrk gSaA ^izsekJe* esa dljr vkSj
ykouh dh 'kkSdhu cyjkt viuh ykBh rsy yxk jgk gSA Mijflag euksgj ls mu fMIVh lkgc dh ppkZ djrk gSA
ftuds btykl esa btkQk&yxku dk ekeyk rS gksuk gS] ysfdu tks tehankj Kku'kadj ds nksLr gSaA euksgj lksprk
gS] dksbZ dkuwu ,slk cu tkrk ftlls bl rjg ds eqdnesa bu gkfdeksa ds ;gk¡ u tkrs rks fdruk vPNk gksrkA
dkuwu lcds fy, ,d lk gS % fQj og gkfdeksa ls D;ksa Mjrk gS\ euksgj fojks/k djrk gS] ßgkfde yksx vki Hkh rks
tehankj gksrs gSa] blfy, og tehankjksa dk iPN djrs gSAÞ12
dqN miU;klksa ds ik= ijaijkoknh ds :Ik esa Hkh ifjyf{kr gq, gSA vusd ifjokjksa esa nkEiR;&thou dh leL;k u;s
vkSj iqjkus vkn'kksZa ds lq/kekZ ls tUe ysrh gSA /keZ vkSj ifrozr ds uke ij fganw&ukjh 'krkfCn;s ls 'kks"k.k gks jgk gSA
vk/kqfud ukjh vius bl 'kks"k.k ds fo:n~/k fonzkgs dj jgh gSA jaxHkwfe esa bUnq ,d ,slh gh ukjh gSA mldh ek¡
tkg~uoh iqjkus vkn'kksZ ds vuq:Ik csVh dks Hkh <kyuk pkgrh gS] ijUrq bUnq bldk [kqyk fojks/k djrh gSA tkg~uoh
dgrh gS] ßeS rqEgsa ifr ijk;.k lrh ns[kuk pkgrh gw¡A ftls vius iq#"k dh vkKk ;k bPNk ds lkeus vius ekukieku
dk tjk Hkh fopkj ugha gksrkA vxj og flj ds cy pyus dks dgs rks rqEgkjk /keZ gS flj ds cy pyksAÞ13 bUnq
mÙkj nsrh gS] ßvki eq>ls og djus dks dgrh gS] tks esjs fy, vlaHko gSaAÞ 14 bUnq dk ;g fojks/k mPN`a[kyrk dks
dksfV dk ugha gS] ^L=h dk dÙkZO; gS fd vius iq#"k dh lgxfeuh cusA ij iz'u ;g gS] D;k L=h dk vius iq#"k ls
i`Fkd dksbZ vfLrRo ugha gS\ bls rks cqf) Lohdkj ugha djrhA tkg~uoh ijaijkoknh ik= gSA tcfd bUnq bl ij
loky djrh gSA rFkkfi tkg~uoh tSlh ijaijkoknh vusd efgyk rc rks Fkh gh] vkt Hkh gSA
^xksnku* miU;kl esa Hkh ijaijk dks <ksus okys vusd ik= ns[ks tk ldrs gSA xk; izkfIr dh bPNk izR;sd xzkeh.k
fdlku ds eu esa gksrh Fkh] D;ksafd xk; dk fganw ifjokj esa gksuk /keZ vkSj e;kZnk dh n`f"V ls xkSjo dh ckr ekuh
tkrh FkhA gksjh dk eu xk; izkIr djus ds fy, NViVkrk FkkA gj x`gLFk dh Hkkafr gksjh ds eu esa Hkh xk; dh
ykylk fpjdky ls lafpr pyh vkrh FkhA ;gh mlds thou dk lcls cM+k LoIu lcls cM+h lk/k FkhA gksjh ?kj esa
xk; dk u gksuk yTtk dh ckr ekurk FkkA ftl fnu og xk; izkIr dj ysrk gS] ml fnu Qwyk ugha lekrkA _.k
xzLr gksdj Hkh xzkeh.k yksx iajijk dks <+ksrs gSA egktuh lH;rk dk c`gn :Ik 'kgjksa eas Fkk exj og NksV&
s NksVs
lkgwdkjksa vkSj _.knkrkvksa ds :Ik esa nsgkrksa esa Hkh fojkteku FkkA NksVs&NksVs cfu;s vkSj lwn[kksj egktu fdlkuksa
dks _.k ds tky esa my>krs Fks muds ?kj }kj uhyke djkrs Fks vkSj muds vukt [kfygku es ls rksykok ysrs FksA
bldh vfrfjDr /keZ Hkh mudk 'kks"k.k dj jgk FkkA fdlku viuh vf'k{kk vkSj vKkurk ds dkj.k lc dks tqYe
lgrs gq, Hkh pqi FksA gksjh va/kfo'oklksa vkSj /kkfeZd :f<+;ksa ls xzLr jgus ds dkj.k lfg".kq cu x, Fks vkSj gj tqYe
dks viuk deZQy eku dj pqipki lg ysrs FksA deZQy ds uke ij os tehankj] 'kklu] iafMr] iqjksfgr] egktu
rFkk 'kks"kd /keZ lc dks vks<+s gq, Fks rFkk tkuysok ijaijkoknh izFkkvksa dks Hkh <+ks jgs FksA iafMr nkrknhu thou Hkj
rks gksjh dk [kwu pwlrk gh gSa mlds ejrs le; esa Hkh xksnku ds uke ij ml dh jgh lgh dekbZ pwl ysrk gSA ml
le; xkao esa fdlku viuh ihM+kvksa ls ijs'kku gksdj etcwj gksrs tk jgs FksA ^xksnku* dks xkscj blh fn'kk dh vksj
ladsr djrk gSA
^iwl dh jkr* dgkuh dk gydw Hkh etwjh ds thou dks fdlku thou ls vPNk dg dj [ksr pj tkus ij ,d jkgr
dh lkal ysrk gSA izsepan us Hkkjrh; xk¡o vkSj fdlku dks cgqr fo'oLr :Ik ls mHkkjk gS fdarq ijaijk dks <+ksrk xk¡o
blds fy, viuk loZLo U;kSNkoj dj nsrk gSA
ftu oxhZ; ik=ksa dks izsepan th us vius miU;klksa esa LFkku fn;k gSA muds izeq[k :Ik ls ^izsekJe*] ^jaxHkwfe*] ^deZHkwfe*
vkSj ^xksnku* miU;kl gSA izsekJe dks izsepan us xk¡/khokn ls izsfjr jpuk dgk gS vkSj Lo;a dks xk¡/kh dk izkd`frd
psyk dgk gSA vr% xk¡/khokn izsekJe dh igpku gSA ys[ku viuh fopkj/kkjk ik=ksa ds ek/;e ls gh O;Dr djrk gSA
izsekJe ds izse'kadj blh xka/khokn ds izrhd gS rks fonzksgh ik= cyjkt Hkh izsekJ; esa viuk LFkku j[krk gSA ^jaxHkwfe*
eas tehnkjksa ds izfr}sonh m|ksxifr dk fp=.k gSA bl miU;kl esa muds fo#) mHkjrh tkxzr gksrh turk dh
Hkkoukvksa dk fp=.k gSA ^jaxHkwfe* dks gh izsepan us viuk loZJs"B miU;kl dgk FkkA ;g d`fr xk¡/kh n'kZu dh
lokZf/kd egRoiw.kZ vkSj 'kfDr'kkyh vfHkO;fDr gSA ^jaxHkwfe* dk uk;d lwjnkl ,d v/ke fHk[kkjh gSA og ijaijk dks
<ksys okyk ik= Hkh gSA ^jaxHkwfe* esa Øakfrdkjh ik= ohjiky gS tks okLro esa etcwj gksdj jktk ls yM+rs gq, taxyksa
esa jgrk gS vkSj Mkdw ds uke ls cnuke fd;k tkrk gSA ^deZHkwfe* esa vNwrksa ds eafnj izos'k dh leL;k dks mBk;k gS
ftls xka/kh us Hkh mBk;k Fkk] ysfdu xka/kh vkSj izsepUn ds n`f"Vdks.k esa QdZ gSA xk¡/kh th vNwrksn~/kkj dh leL;k
dks vNwrksa ds lkekftd vf/kdkj vkSj vU;k; ds lanHkZ esa ns[krs gSA izsepan vNwrksa ds eafnj esa izos'k ds iz'u dks
lhfer ugha j[krs cfYd blds ihNs fNih vkfFkZd fo"kerk] 'kks"k.k dks ns[krs gSaA eafnj ds iqtkfj;ksa vkSj /kekZRekvksa
ij O;aX; djrs gSA deZHkwfe dk MkW0 'kkfUrdqekj ,slk ik= gS tks xka/khoknh n'kZu ls izHkkfor gS fdarq vLi`';ksa dks
la?k"kZ ds fy, izsfjr djrk gSA ^xksnku* esa :f<oknh ik= Hkh gSa vkSj muds izfr fonzksg djus okys ik= Hkh gSA ekrknhu]
egktu tehankj] jk;lkgc] tehankj ds pijklh dkfjans iVokjh] rglhynkj] Fkkusnkj] dkuwuxks] dysDVj & ;s lHkh
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'kks"k.k djus okys ik= gSaA budh vU; dksfV;k¡ Hkh gSA tSls ekrknhu] iafMr lo.kZ] tehankj] rglhynkj vkfn mPpoxZ
ds Hkh ik= gSA
fdlku vla[; 'kks"k.k dÙkkZvksa dk f'kdkj gSA buds dkj.k mldk thou&jl lw[k x;k gSA mudh laiw.kZ bafnz;k¡ vkSj
psruk f'kfFky gks xbZ gSA og thfor euq"; u jgdj ,d pyrh&fQjrh dBiqryh ek= jg x;k gS ftldh Mksj
mlds 'kks"k.k dÙkkZvksa ds gkFk esa gSA izsepan us fdlku 'kks"k.k dk fp=.k cM+h fueZerk ls fd;k gS vkSj mlds
pj.k&ifj.kfr rd igq¡pk fn;k gSA ;g lc izsepan us ^xksnku* esa gksjh ds ek/;e ls fd;k gSA gksjh ,slk ik= gS tks
,d vksj ijaijk dks <+ks jgk gS rks nwljh vkSj 'kks"k.k dk f'kdkj gSA og ,d vksj lwn[kkSj egktu ds _.k tky esa
Qalk gqvk gS rks nwljh vksj tku ysok ijaifjr izFkkvks]a ijijkvksa dks Hkh <ks jgk gS iafMr mlds ejus ds ckn Hkh
xksnku ds uke ij mldh jgh lgh dekbZ Hkh pwl ysrk gSA
izsepan dh thou n`f"V ds ckjs esa fofHkUu er O;Dr fd, x, gSA dksbZ mUgsa xk¡/khoknh dgrk gS] dksbZ lq/ kkjoknh rks
dksbZ oLrqoknh] rks dksbZ lektoknhA izsepan }kjk fpf=r ik= bUgha utjh;ksa ls ns[ks Hkh tkrs gSa tcfd izsepan ds
ik= mudh lrr~ fodflr gksrh thou n`f"V dks gh izdV djrs gSA fQj mUgsa fdrus Hkh oxksZa esa ck¡V dj ns[kk tk,
blesa nksjk; ugha!
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A Study To Understand Clinical Depression In Old Aged Men
Neha Pal
Dr. Sukhmani Singh
Intoduction
Careers in Psychology (2018) Clinical psychology is a broad branch of psychology that
focuses on diagnosing and treating mental, emotional, and behavioral disorders. Some of the
more common disorders that might be treated include depression, learning disabilities,
substance abuse, anxiety, and eating disorders.
American Psychological Association (2011) Clinical psychologists assess and treat mental,
emotional, and behavioral disorders. These range from short-term crises, such as difficulties
resulting from adolescent conflicts, to more severe, chronic conditions, such as
schizophrenia. Some clinical psychologists treat specific problems exclusively, such as
phobias or clinical depression. Others focus on specific populations— for instance, youths;
families or couples; ethnic minority groups; gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender
individuals; or older people.
World Health Organization (2017) Depressive disorders are characterized by sadness, loss
of interest or pleasure, feelings of guilt or low self worth, disturbed sleep or appetite, feelings
of tiredness, and poor concentration. Depression can be long lasting or recurrent,
substantially impairing an individual’s ability to function at work or school or cope with
daily life. At its most severe, depression can lead to suicide. Depressive disorders include
two main sub-categories: major depressive disorder / depressive episode, which involves
symptoms such as depressed mood, loss of interest and enjoyment, and decreased energy;
depending on the number and severity of symptoms, a depressive episode can be categorized
as mild, moderate, or severe; and dysthymia, a persistent or chronic form of mild depression;
the symptoms of dysthymia are similar to depressive episode, but tend to be less intense and
last longer.
DSM-5 definition of Major Depressive Episode
• A period of at least two weeks when a person experienced a depressed mood or loss of
interest or pleasure in daily activities, and had a majority of specified symptoms, such as
problems with sleep, eating, energy, concentration, or self-worth.
• No exclusions were made for a major depressive episode symptoms caused by medical
illness, substance use disorders, or medication.
World Health Organization (WHO) referred that the age of 65 years is considered as a
definition of 'elderly' or older person in developed countries. The prevalence of over 60 years
aged people is increasing faster than any other aged population because the life expectancy
rate of elderly is rising up and the fertility rate is decreasing.(WHO, 2014)
Prevalence of depression:
According to National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH), 2017:
• An estimated 17.3 million adults in the United States had at least one major depressive
episode. This number represented 7.1% of all U.S. adults.
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•

The prevalence of major depressive episode was higher among adult females (8.7%)
compared to males (5.3%).
• The prevalence of adults with a major depressive episode was highest among individuals
aged 18-25 (13.1%).
• The prevalence of major depressive episode was highest among adults reporting two or
races (11.3%).
As per NMHS (2015-16) in India, one in 20 (5.25%) people over 18 years of age have ever
suffered (at least once in their lifetime) from depression amounting to a total of over 45
million persons with depression in 2015.
With an ageing population, depression among the elderly is likely to increase in the coming
years, with higher prevalence among the elderly than that in the general adult population. A
systematic review reported a median prevalence of 21.9% for depression among the elderly
in India. Among the community based studies in the elderly, the prevalence of depression
ranged from 3.9% to 47.0% with higher rates among female and urban residents. Living
alone, stressful life events, lack of social support systems, recent loss of a loved one, lower
socioeconomic status and presence of co-morbid medical illnesses are some of the risk
factors for depression in the elderly.
The lifetime prevalence of depression in India was 5.25% among individuals aged 18+ years
and the current prevalence was 2.68%, highlighting the fact one out of 20 adult individuals
have suffered from depression in the past with half of them suffering at present. Current
prevalence across the states ranged between 1.24% in Gujarat to 4.70% in Jharkhand. The
reported prevalence was more in the 40–49 age groups (3.64%) and among females (2.97%).
Prevalence among urban metro residents (5.17%) was two times higher than urban nonmetro (1.90%) and rural residents (2.15%). Prevalence was more in those who were illiterate
(3.63%), among the widowed, divorced or separated (5.23%) and among those in the lowest
income quintile (3.42%).
Among those with any mental morbidity, nearly 25% were suffering from depression and
this proportion ranged between 19.6% in urban non-metro areas to 35.2% in urban metro
area. Among individuals with depression, proportion of mild, moderate and severe
depression was 24.6%, 36.4% and 39.0%, respectively. Nearly half of all individuals with
depression (51.3%) had a co-morbid condition including other mental disorders.
Factors Leading To Depression In Old Aged Men
Patients in older age-groups may be at increased risk, because of the loss of or separation
from a spouse or peers, cognitive or physical impairments, unemployment, financial
difficulties, lack of social support and a higher prevalence of chronic diseases. These factors
are discussed below:
Teo, Choi and Valenstein (2013) conducted a study to determine whether the quality of
social relationships and social isolation predicts the development of depression. The
sample consisted of a cohort of 4,642 American adults age 25–75. Quality of relationships
was assessed with non-overlapping scales of social support and social strain and a summary
measure of relationship quality. Social isolation was measured by presence of a partner and
reported frequency of social contact. The results showed that risk of depression was
significantly greater among those with baseline social strain, lack of social support, and poor
overall relationship quality. Those with the lowest overall quality of social relationships had
more than double the risk of depression than those with the highest quality. Poor quality of
relationship with spouse/ partner and family each independently increased risk of depression.
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Social isolation did not predict future depression, nor did it moderate the effect of
relationship quality.
Park and Roh (2013) conducted a study on depression among elderly Korean immigrants;
stress, financial difficulties, poverty, conflicts between old and new values and language
barriers were cited as the most prevalent factors for the occurrence of depression. The rest
are poor physical health, migratory grief and lack of social support as leading causes of
depression among the elderly population.
Suija, Timonen, Suviola, Jokelainen, Järvelin and Tammelin (2013) conducted a study that
concluded that the lack of physical activity and exercise among the aged population is a
major factor in the occurrence of depression. In addition, they stated that there is a strong
correlation between handgrip and depression. Therefore, the firm a grip, depression is less
likelihood to occur. The study subsequently revealed that individuals, who are physically
more fit, are less likely to be diagnosed as with clinical depression.
Yoshimura, Yamada, Kajiwara, Nishiguchi, and Aoyama (2013) conducted a study in which
factors causing the increase in the prevalence of depression among the elderly, many
variables such as gender, marital status and cognitive status were found to be some of the
basic factors leading to the increase in the prevalence of depression. The rests are social
engagement and the ability to perform activities of daily living independently.
Talala, Huurre, Aro, Martelin and Prättälä (2009) conducted a study on depression which
shows that the trend of psychological problems and depressive symptoms has either
increased over a period of time or remained unchanged. According to a survey conducted in
Finland, mental health problems, including depression, anxiety, and psychological
symptoms among the aged, are as prevalent today as they were 20 years ago. The figures
which are given in the year 2000 survey show that the prevalence of major depression among
the aged was at 5% of 27 the general population. On the other hand, the prevalence of
psychological distress among the elderly was close to 24% of the population.
Lino, Portela, Camacho, Atie and Lima (2013) conducted a study which revealed that
divorce is a leading cause of depression in the sense that compared to married people, being
separated from one’s life partner poses a significant risk for the development of depression
among the aged population. In addition, unemployment or being retired was also quoted
as being risk factors for the development of depression among the elderly. Alcoholism was
also cited as a major factor in the occurrence of depression among the aged population.
Another factor for depression among the elderly was the lack of social support. The author
explained that social networks are the primary tool for social integration, improving their
self-esteem and forming a close association with other individuals, through an interactive
process known as social support.
Case Study Of An Old Aged Man With Depression
Socio-demographic Information
Name
Mr. ABC
No. of Sessions One
Age
65 Years
Date of Testing 12-05-18
Occupation
Business
Address
Gwalior
Informant -Self and his wife
Reason of Referral -To gain a better understanding of his intra- and inter-psychic aspects of
functioning, a detailed psychological evaluation was undertaken.
Test administered -Sac’s Sentence Completion Test (SSCT) and Rorschach Inkblot Test
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Behavioral Observation - He was attentive, cooperative and communicative. He was able to
comprehend the instructions adequately. He was motivated and performed the test with
interest. Rapport could be established and maintained with ease.
Test findings
SSCT
His responses on SSCT revealed that he lost his father when he was 16 or 17 years of age
and misses him. He expressed that if his father had lived longer then things would have been
far better. He appears to be concerned due to lack of social support.
When faced with a problem, he tends to become apprehensive and broads a lot. Presently he
seems to worry about his work a lot as he has experienced some losses in his business. He
expressed that he desires to go back to his work and enjoys working a lot but at present he
doesn’t feel like going and wants to get well soon. He revealed that he started working at a
very young age (at 15 or 16 years of age), soon after the death of his father.
He comes across as an anxious person and fears that his enemies may harm or kill him; hence
he always carries a pistol with him wherever he goes. He expressed that he doesn’t like
diplomatic double-edged people and he can be completely happy if his health improves.
Rorschach Psycho-diagnostics
His responses on Rorschach suggest that he seems to be aware of and accepting of his
affection needs experienced in terms of desire for approval, belongingness and response
from others retaining a passive recipient flavor. Presence of one m response in his protocol
suggests an attempt to subordinate the impulse life either to long-term goals or to the reality
situation or both.
There is likely to be a crude early need for closeness, a need to be held and fondled and a
longing for an infantile sort of dependence on others. One possibility behind this could be
that there might have been a serious frustration of affection need in early childhood, where
the need remained open problems as it was never satisfied adequately.
His need for affection appears to have developed to such an extent that it threatens to swamp
the rest of his personality. One possibility behind this could be that there might have been
some early rejection experiences that might have inflated the need for being a recipient of
affection that a search for affection response from others plays an undue part in influencing
his behavior.
His interpersonal relationships are likely to be superficial in nature and he may have
difficulty trusting others easily but he appears to be capable of empathy in his relationships
with other people. He is likely to be an evasive person (seeing rock) who may carry feelings
of inferiority within.
He may be using escapist fantasy as a substitute for achievement. He may have a creative
potential for which he doesn’t seem to have found an adequate outlet or focus. A significant
degree of suppression of his impulse life in the interests of the conscious values appears to
be there. This is indicative of presence of tension, inner conflict, excessive control and lack
of spontaneity on his part.
Presence of 4 popular responses indicate, that he is able to see the world as most people
around him tend to see it. He may place little emphasis on maintaining an impersonal, matterof-fact relationship with his world. He tends to stick to practical, every day, common sense
view of things as he doesn’t seem capable of a more integrated.
Impression- The above test findings suggest that the client is an anxious person with feelings
of inferiority and a need to emotionally depend on others. He appears to be too troubled
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about his illness and is likely to have superficial interpersonal relationships. He seems to be
concerned due to lack of social support from his family.
Diagnosis: Major depressive disorder
Recommendations
• A structured routine needs to be followed
• Cognitive Behavior therapy is strongly recommended
• Relaxation exercises to deal with his anxiety are recommended.
• Pharmacotherapy is recommended
Discussion
Depressive disorders are characterized by sadness, loss of interest or pleasure, feelings of
guilt or low self worth, disturbed sleep or appetite, feelings of tiredness, and poor
concentration. Depression can be long lasting or recurrent, substantially impairing an
individual’s ability to function at work or school or cope with daily life. At its most severe,
depression can lead to suicide. Depressive disorders include two main sub-categories: major
depressive disorder / depressive episode, which involve symptoms such as depressed mood,
loss of interest and enjoyment, and decreased energy; depending on the number and severity
of symptoms, a depressive episode can be categorized as mild, moderate, or severe.
The findings of this study indicate that with an ageing population, depression among the
elderly is likely to increase in the coming years, with higher prevalence among the elderly
than that in the general adult population. The factors contributing towards depression in old
aged men includes lack of social support, health problems, being unemployed or retired
when they love working, lack of physical activities.
Depression can be reliably diagnosed and treated in primary care. As outlined in the WHO
mhGAP Intervention Guide, preferable treatment options consist of basic psychosocial
support combined with antidepressant medication or psychotherapy, such as cognitive
behavior therapy, interpersonal psychotherapy or problem-solving treatment. Antidepressant
medications and brief, structured forms of psychotherapy are effective. Antidepressants can
be a very effective form of treatment for moderate-severe depression but are not the first line
of treatment for cases of mild or sub-threshold depression. As an adjunct to care by
specialists or in primary health care, self-help is an important approach to help people with
depression. Innovative approaches involving self-help books or internet-based self-help
programs have been shown to help reduce or treat depression in numerous studies in Western
countries.(Andrews et al, 2010)
Conclusion
Depression is a mental disorder that is pervasive in the world and affects us all. Unlike many
large scale international problems, a solution for depression is at hand. Efficacious and costeffective treatments are available to improve the health and the lives of the millions of people
around the world suffering from depression. On an individual, community, and national
level, it is time to educate ourselves about depression and support those who are suffering
from this mental disorder.
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Adjustment And Achievement Motivation Of Orphan Students
Partha Sarathi Panda
Dr. Abhijit Guha
Abstract
A child requires parental love, care and protection in the early stages of development. The
immediate family and environment of a child is critical in determining how that child
develops because it is in this environment that they get nurtured, thereby experiencing love
and acceptance, a sense of belonging, safety and security as well as developing trust, respect
and confidence. Orphan children fall in the category of the disadvantaged group. The present
study was aimed to discover the difference between adjustment and achievement motivation
on the basis of gender and educational level. The study was conducted at various orphanages
of West Bengal. The data were collected from 361 orphan students as respondents. The data
were divided into three groups of boys and girls; secondary and higher secondary and govt.
and non-govt. orphan students. Adjustment Inventory for School Students (AISS) Sinha &
Singh, 2013 and Achievement Motivation Scale (AMS) Deo & Mohan, 2011 adopted by the
present researcher in Bengali version to ease the situation. Differences and correlation
between the scores were found through t-test and Pearson Correlation Coefficient. The
findings of the study revealed no significant difference between boys and girls, secondary
and higher secondary and Govt. and Non-Govt. orphan students on Adjustment compared to
orphan students. A significant difference can also be seen from the findings of the study
among boys and girls on achievement motivation, whereas there was no significant
difference on achievement motivation between secondary and higher secondary and Govt.
and Non-Govt. orphan students. The results of the study also showed that adjustment and
achievement motivation are positive and significantly related to each other. Hence, present
researcher concludes that, orphan students who are high on adjustment are more achievement
motivation.
Keywords: Adjustment, Achievement Motivation, Orphan Student
Introduction
In recent times, our society has chosen an growing concern on child welfare, and with the
orphan children, who has no means and responsible people to look after them. Their living
conditions fall from below the accepted standards and there remains a wide gap between
them and the rest of the Indian society. Any effort of social change and social progress should
start with the abolition of this undesirable imbalance. The uplift of the depressed class is a
must in the establishment of a welfare state. Among the depressed, the orphans are the most
backward.
Currently the orphans form a significant portion of the population of the country and occupy
a situation worthy enough to be noticed. Hence the post-independent era of the country
demands a better understanding of their environments of living and social problems and the
administrators have a duty to bring them up economically, socially, politically, culturally,
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morally, physically, mentally and spiritually to a better standard of living by giving those
equal chances in every walk of life and by imparting social justice.
Achievement motivation refers to the behaviour of an individual who strives to accomplish
something, to do his best, to excel others in a performance. It has been referred as the need
for achievement (nAch). This involves competition with a particular standard of excellence,
of performance that every characteristic of achievement motivation distinguishes it from
other motives. Achievement Motivation is essentially a type of motivation that is personal
in nature. The basis of achievement motivation is achievement motive i.e. motive to achieve
is said to work under the spirit of achievement motivation. Adjustment significantly affected
educational achievement of male and female students of higher and lower, and general and
higher groups when achievement motivation was controlled while the male and female
students of lower and general groups did not affect significantly (Kulshreshtha, 1993).
Review of Related literature
Sex grade and religion had no effect on the difference of adjustment of orphan and normal
students (Swamis, 1989). It was noted that boys from a positive home climate were better
adjusted in school than those from poor home climate. In the case of girls, in urban areas
family climate has been found positively related to school adjustment (Shah, 1991). There
was no significant difference between male and female students in adjustment Prakash,
1993). The male scheduled caste students who were better adjusted have higher academic
achievement as compared to female scheduled caste students. It was revealed that the male
scheduled caste students who were poorly adjusted have higher academic achievement as
compared to female scheduled caste students (Rani, 2001). The adjustment of rural girls and
urban girls was more than rural boys and urban boys. Girls can adjust easily with the situation
while boys of rural and urban areas do not adjust themselves with the situation (Rajaswat,
2002). School adjustment has a significant effect on achievement in schools subjects except
for Hindi (Kasinath, 2003). Boys have significantly better emotional adjustment than girls
whereas girls were significantly better in their social adjustment than boys (Singh, 2006).
Tribal students with high achievement motivation were better than students having low
achievement and extroversion. Non-tribal students were better than tribal students with
regard to intelligence, emotional adjustment and perception of parental punishment (Dutt,
1983). The achievement motivation of boys and girls was high correlated with intelligence
and achievement (Tripathy, 1986). The girls showed a curvilinear relationship between
achievement motivation and aggression while boys showed no relationship between these
two variables. Boys were higher on aggression scores than girls (Srivastava, 1988). The
groups of orphan and normal male and female were similar in academic achievement. The
orphan students of grade x were higher than normal students of grade X in academic
achievement. The orphan students of grade X were higher than orphan students of grade IX
in academic achievement (Bhopat, 1993). Adjustment and intelligence significantly affected
educational achievement of male and female students of higher and lower, and general and
higher groups when achievement motivation was controlled while the male and female
students of lower and general groups did not affect significantly (Kulshreshtha, 1993).
Gender was found to be a significant predictor of achievement motivation (Accordino et al.,
2000). A positive correlation was found between self-esteem, self-concept and academic
achievement of orphan students (Ali, 2002). Positive perfectionism can have a positive
association with achievement motivation, while negative perfectionism can have a negative
association with this factor (Alison, 2005). It was found that parent child relationship have
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significant negative correlation with adjustment. Achievement motivation is not correlated
with parent child relationship (Boora, 2011). Adolescent girls of both intact families and
orphanages have higher achievement motivation than adolescent boys of both intact families
and orphanages (Chahal & Kaur, 2011).
Objectives of the Study
O1: To compare the adjustment of orphan students with respect to Gender, Educational Level
and Type of Orphanages.
O2: To compare the achievement motivation of orphan students with respect to Gender,
Educational Level and Type of Orphanages.
O3: To find out the relationship between adjustment and achievement motivation of orphan
students.
Hypothesis of the Study
HO1: There is no significant difference between Boys and Girls Orphan students with respect
to their adjustment.
HO2: There is no significant difference between Secondary and Higher Secondary Orphan
students with respect to their adjustment.
HO3: There is no significant difference between Govt. and Non-Govt. Orphanages students
with respect to their adjustment.
HO4: There is no significant difference between Boys and Girls Orphan students with respect
to their achievement motivation.
HO5: There is no significant difference between Secondary and Higher Secondary Orphan
students with respect to their achievement motivation.
HO6: There is no significant difference between Govt. and Non-Govt. Orphanages students
with respect to their achievement motivation.
HO7: There is no significant correlation between adjustment and achievement motivation of
Orphan students.
Significance of the Study
This study is important for educational institutions, guidance centre and children homes. The
result may be used for constructive suggestions about the passable strategy, methodology of
imparting education and framing appropriate courses of study for such children. The result
may also give a proper direction to the decision maker on the government and private
orphanages homes of orphan children. It will help particularly in planning and preparing a
frame-work for all round development of the concerned children. The conclusions in existing
suggestions for framing new policy to provide opportunities for the betterment of socially
disadvantaged including orphans children. The researcher is encouraged to do this study to
help in social consciousness among all concerned persons who deal with problems of such
socially disadvantaged groups and also to enable these disadvantaged children to help
themselves. The study has assessed the status and relationship in relation to adjustment and
achievement motivation. The study expected to give a deeper insight into the various psychosocial problems experienced by the orphan children and its influence upon their achievement
motivation.
Methodology
Population
Present study was attempted to find out the status and relationship on adjustment and
achievement motivation and its related issues. Thus the target group of this study is the
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Orphan students, who are residing and studying in different registered Govt. and registered
Non-Govt. Orphanages of West Bengal are considered as the population of the present study.
Sampling Procedure
The researcher selected the districts from the southern part of West Bengal through random
basis. After obtaining the list of random orphanages the researcher was attained the orphan
students from those orphanage/child homes. Researcher was attained 361 Orphan students
as respondents through stratified sampling.
Sample
Sample was confined with six (06) districts from southern part of West Bengal (viz. Kolkata,
Howrah, Hooghly, Nadia, North and South 24 Parganas). Orphanages were selected on
random basis. Researcher was attained 361 Orphan students as respondents through stratified
sampling.
Tools
For the present study Researcher had used two types of tools- one was Adjustment Inventory
for School Students (AISS), constructed and validated by Sinha & Singh, 2013. Second scale
was Achievement Motivation Scale (n-Ach), constructed and validated by Deo & Mohan,
2011. All the tools were published by National Psychological Corporation, Agra, India in
English version. All the standardized tools were translated in Bengali version to ease the
situation.
Statistical Techniques Used
The quantitative data collected through the administration of the tools on selected samples
were raw. These data were to be tabulated, organized, analysed and interpreted for drawing
sound conclusions and valid generalization. The statistical method applied for analysis of
data included descriptive statistics and inferential statistics.
The collected data were analysed through IBM Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS)
version 20.0. Descriptive statistics included calculation of mean, mean rank and standard
deviation of the tabulated data. Inferential statistics included t-test and Pearson Correlation
was calculated in this study. All analyses carried out at 0.01 and 0.05 margin of error. On
the basis of the findings from the statistical analysis appropriate conclusions were drawn.
Results
Testing of H01 to H03
Table 1: Group Statistics of Adjustment of Orphan Students with respect to Gender,
Educational Level and Type of Orphanages
Std.
Std. Error
Variations
N
Mean
Deviation
Mean
Boys
255
17.6510
6.09567
.38173
Gender
Girls
106
17.9623
5.97283
.58013
Secondary
228
17.9342
6.08241
.40282
Educational
Adjustment
Higher
Level
133
17.4135
6.01151
.52126
Secondary
Govt.
111
17.1351
5.80671
.55115
Type of
Orphanages
Non-Govt.
250
18.0120
6.15169
.38907
From the table 1; it is observed that, there are slight differences in the mean scores and
standard deviation of scores of adjustment with respect to the categorical variables Gender
(Boys & Girls), Educational Level (Secondary & Higher Secondary) and Type of Orphanage
(Govt. & Non-Govt.). Therefore, it is decided to find out whether this difference is
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statistically significant or not. For this purpose independent sample ‘t’ test is employed to
find out the Levene’s Test for Equality of Variance and ‘t’ test for Equality of Means. The
result is presented in the following table;
Table 2: Independent sample ‘t’- test of adjustment of orphan students in respect of
Gender, educational level and type of orphanages
Levene’s Test for Equality of
‘t’ test for Equality of
Variance
Means
Adjustment
Sig.
F
Sig.
t
df
(2-tailed)
Gender
Equal variances
.218 .641
.444# 359
.657
(Boys vs Girls)
assumed
Educational Level
.008 .930
.788# 359
.431
Equal variances
(Secondary vs Higher
assumed
Secondary)
Type of Orphanages
Equal variances
.427 .514
1.271# 359
.205
(Govt. vs Non-Govt.)
not assumed
(* Significant at .05 level and # Not Significant at .05 level)
The analysis of Table 2 shows that, in case of Levene’s Test for Equality of Variance the F
value are .218, .008 and .427 and corresponding p value are .641 (p > .05), .930 (p >.05) and
.514 (p > .05) for the variations in respect of gender, educational level and type of orphanages
respectively. Here, for adjustment the variability in the two conditions is the same in gender,
educational level and type of orphanages, thus equal variance can be assumed for all those
purposes.
This table also shows that, in case of comparing the mean score of adjustment between boys
and girls orphan students, the calculated ‘t’ (359) value is .444 and p = .657 ( p > .05). Hence,
‘t’ is not significant at .05 level. So, H01 is not rejected and it can be said that, the boys
students (M = 17.6510) are not significantly different from the girls students (M = 17.9623)
with respect to the adjustment of orphan students.
In case of comparing the mean score of adjustment between Secondary level and Higher
Secondary level orphan students, the calculated ‘t’ (359) value is .788 and p = .431 ( p > .05).
Hence, ‘t’ is not significant at .05 level. So, H02 is not rejected and it can be said that, the
secondary level (M = 17.9342) are not significantly different from the higher secondary level
(M = 17.4135) with respect to the adjustment of orphan students.
In case of comparing the mean score of adjustment between govt. and non-govt. orphanages
students, the calculated ‘t’ (359) value is 1.271 and p = .205 ( p >.05). Hence, ‘t’ is not
significant at .05 level. So, H03 is not rejected and it can be said that, the govt. orphanages
students (M = 17.1351) are not significantly different from the non-govt. orphanages
students (M = 18.0120) with respect to the adjustment of orphan students.
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Testing of H04 to H06
Table 3: Group Statistics of Achievement Motivation of Orphan Students with
respect to Gender, Educational Level and Type of Orphanages
Std.
Std.
Variations
N
Mean
Error
Deviation
Mean
Boys
255
146.0627 12.97074
.81226
Gender
Girls
106
150.2925 11.31116 1.09864
Secondary
228
146.8202 12.48746
.82700
Achievemen Educational
Higher
t Motivation
Level
133
148.1353 12.89925 1.11851
Secondary
Govt.
111
147.3784 13.06421 1.24000
Type of
Orphanages Non-Govt.
250
147.2720 12.47190
.78879
From the table 3; it is observed that, there are slight differences in the mean scores and
standard deviation of scores of achievement motivation with respect to the categorical
variables Gender (Boys & Girls), Educational Level (Secondary & Higher Secondary) and
Type of Orphanage (Govt. & Non-Govt.). Therefore, it is decided to find out whether this
difference is statistically significant or not. For this purpose independent sample ‘t’ test is
employed to find out the Levene’s Test for Equality of Variance and ‘t’ test for Equality of
Means. The result is presented in the following table;
Table 4: Independent sample ‘t’- test of achievement motivation of orphan students in
respect of Gender, educational level and type of orphanages
Levene’s Test for Equality of
‘t’ test for Equality of
Variance
Means
Achievement
Motivation
Sig.
F
Sig.
t
df
(2-tailed)
Gender
Equal variances
1.002
.317
2.926* 359
.004
(Boys vs Girls)
assumed
Educational Level
Equal variances
(Secondary vs Higher
.208
.648
.954# 359
.341
assumed
Secondary)
Type of Orphanages
Equal variances
.023
.880
.074# 359
.941
(Govt. vs Non-Govt.)
not assumed
(* Significant at .05 level and # Not Significant at .05 level)
The analysis of Table 4 shows that, in case of Levene’s Test for Equality of Variance the F
value are 1.002, .208 and .023 and corresponding p value are .317 (p > .05), .648 (p > .05)
and .880 (p > .05) for the variations in respect of gender, educational level and type of
orphanages respectively. Here, for achievement motivation the variability in the two
conditions is the same in gender, educational level and type of orphanages, thus equal
variance can be assumed for all those purposes.
This table also shows that, in case of comparing the mean score of achievement motivation
between boys and girls orphan students, the calculated ‘t’ (359) value is 2.926 and p = .004 (
p < .05). Hence, ‘t’ is significant at .05 level. So, H04 is rejected and it can be said that, the
boys students (M = 146.0627) are significantly different from the girls students (M =
150.2925) with respect to the achievement motivation of orphan students.
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In case of comparing the mean score of achievement motivation between Secondary level
and Higher Secondary level orphan students, the calculated ‘t’ (359) value is .954 and p = .341
( p > .05). Hence, ‘t’ is not significant at .05 level. So, H05 is not rejected and it can be said
that, the secondary level (M = 146.8202) are not significantly different from the higher
secondary level (M = 148.1353) with respect to the achievement motivation of orphan
students.
In case of comparing the mean score of achievement motivation between govt. and nongovt. orphanages students, the calculated ‘t’ (359) value is .074 and p = .941 ( p >.05). Hence,
‘t’ is not significant at .05 level. So, H06 is not rejected and it can be said that, the govt.
orphanages students (M = 147.3784) are not significantly different from the non-govt.
orphanages students (M = 147.2720) with respect to the achievement motivation of orphan
students.
Testing of H07:
Table 5: Correlation Matrix of Adjustment and Achievement Motivation of Orphan
Students
Adjustment
Achievement Motivation
Pearson
1
-.261**
Correlation
Adjustment
Sig.(2-tailed)
.000
N
361
361
Pearson
-.261**
1
Correlation
Achievement
Motivation
Sig.(2-tailed)
.000
N
361
361
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
The analysis in the Table 5 shows that, correlation coefficient i.e. ‘r’ between adjustment
and achievement motivation is -.261. This indicates that a positive correlation existed
between those variables. The ‘p’ value is less than 0.001 which is significant at 0.01 level.
Hence, H07 is rejected. Therefore it can be said that, there existed positive and significant
relationship between score of adjustment and achievement motivation of orphan students.
Discussion
The result of testing H01, it is observed that, adjustment is not significantly different with
respect to the gender (boys & girls) of orphan students. Hence, it is concluded that, boys
orphan students and girls orphan students are similar in respect of their adjustment. The
finding of the present study is not in agreement with earlier studies conducted by Singh
(1986), Shah (1991) who was noted that boys from a positive home climate were better
adjusted in school than those from poor home climate. Rajaswat (2002), Singh (2006) who
found that, there was significant adjustment difference between male students and female
students. Similar finding was reported by Swamis, (1986) found that, there was no gender
difference of adjustment between orphan and normal students.
Study shows that, adjustment of orphan students is not significant difference in respect of
their educational level (secondary & higher secondary) variation (H02). Hence, it is
concluded that, secondary level orphan students and higher secondary level orphan students
are similar in respect of their adjustment. The result is supported by the studies Swamis,
(1986) found that, grade had no effect on the difference in adjustment of orphan and normal
students.
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Study reveals that, adjustment of orphan students is not significant difference in respect of
their type of orphanages (govt. & non-govt.) variation (H03). Hence, it is concluded that,
govt. orphanages students and non-govt. orphanages students are similar in respect of their
adjustment. This finding has contradiction with the finding of Swamis, (1986), Shah (1991)
was noted that boys from a positive home climate were better adjusted in school than those
from poor home climate and Paul & Oburu (2005) found that, there was no evidence
suggesting that these orphaned children were less well-adjusted when compared to children
still living with their own birth parents.
Study of testing H04, it is observed that, achievement motivation is significantly different
with respect to the gender (boys & girls) of orphan students. Hence, it is concluded that, boys
orphan students and girls orphan students are not similar in respect of their achievement
motivation. The finding of the present study is not in agreement with earlier studies
conducted by Kulshreshtha (1993) found that, no significant difference was found in the
achievement of boys and girls. Similar finding was reported by Tripathy (1986), Accordino
et al. (2000), Chahal, & Kaur, (2011) found out that there was statistically significant
difference between the achievement motivation of girls and boys adolescents of intact
families and orphanages.
Study shows that, achievement motivation of orphan students is not significant difference in
respect of their educational level (secondary & higher secondary) variation (H05). Hence, it
is concluded that, secondary level orphan students and higher secondary level orphan
students are similar in respect of their achievement motivation. This finding contradicts with
the result of Bhopat (1993) found that, the orphan students of grade X were higher than
orphan students of grade IX in academic achievement. Kulshreshtha (1993) reported that,
educational achievement of students of science and arts were significant. The result is
supported by the studies Umadevi (2009) found that, Art and Science student teachers do
not differ in achievement motivation.
Study exposes that, achievement motivation of orphan students is not significant difference
in respect of their type of orphanages (govt. & non-govt.) variation (H06). Hence, it is
concluded that, govt. orphanages students and non-govt. orphanages students are similar in
respect of their achievement motivation. The result is not supported by the studies Abrol
(1977) who found that, no significant difference is observed between the students of
government school and aided schools. Similar result found from the result of Chahal & Kaur
(2011) found that, adolescent girls of both intact families and orphanages have higher
achievement motivation than adolescent boys of both intact families and orphanages.
The study also shows that, adjustment and achievement motivation are positive and
significantly related to each other (H07). The Correlation Coefficient (r) value between the
score of Adjustment and Achievement Motivation is -.261 (r = -.261) and the ‘p’ value is
0.000 (p<0.01) indicating positive relationship to a slight extent is found to exist between
Adjustment and Achievement Motivation of Orphan students. Hence, present researcher
concludes that, orphan students who are high on adjustment are more achievement
motivation. Here adjustment is an influential factor in the progress of students’ achievement
motivation. This result is supported by the earlier studies reported by Kulshreshtha (1993)
who found that, there was significant positive correlation among educational achievement
and adjustment. But the contradiction with the finding of Boora, (2011) found that some
dimensions of parent child relationship such as rejecting, symbolic punishment and object
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punishment have significant negative correlation with adjustment and achievement
motivation.
Conclusion
Based on the analysis, results can be presented some conclusions. Difference in gender,
educational level and type of orphanage of orphan students are not vary in their adjustment.
As well as Difference in gender of orphan students are vary in their achievement motivation
but educational level and type of orphanage of orphan students are vary in their achievement
motivation. Only gender difference is varying with achievement motivation of orphan
students. On the other hand adjustment positively related with achievement motivation of
orphan students. Hence the orphan students have high adjustment with high achievement
motivation. After considering these, researcher may conclude that, adjustment and
achievement motivation are not vary with educational level but somehow they are positively
related to each with others. The adjustment has played a significant role in determining the
achievement motivation of the future life of orphan students in the main stream of the
society.
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Tax Payer’s Attitude And Preference Towards Various Tax
Saving Scheme
DR. AYOOB .CP
ABOOBACKER SIDDEEQ KAKKATTUCHALI

ABSTRACT
Tax is a compulsory collection from individuals, a group of individuals or other legal
entities. Every taxpayer wants to minimize the impact of tax on their income, so that they
can maximize their savings. There are many tax saving Schemes available in India. Some of
these instruments include Employee Provident Fund Tax Saving Fixed Deposits of banks,
Public Provident Fund, Kisan Vikas Patras, National Saving Certificates, Infrastructure
Bonds, Insurance and Unit Linked Insurance Plans etc.
Hence to identify the factors which influence investments in tax saving schemes and to
know about the tax payer’s attitude and preference towards various tax saving schemes a
study is undertaken with special reference to tax payers in Malappuram district
Key Words: TAX PLANNING, ASESSEE, TAX SAVING SCHEMES, DEDUCTIONS
Introduction
Income tax is one of the direct taxes paid by the individual to the income tax department. It
is imposed on the income of the individual and plays a vital role in the economic growth and
stability of the country. It is a major financial source for the government for conducting its
operations. As in other countries India also has an established system of taxation. In case of
individual taxation, government has offered few schemes in
which investments are not subject to tax liability. It is as per government policy and there is
a chance to change over time. Through these schemes, government try to channel
investments in desired avenues and also give benefits to investors. These benefits vary from
schemes to scheme. From time to time, various tax saving schemes are made available for
the individual income tax assessees. These schemes have different features such as tax
benefit, return, liquidity, safety, risk coverage etc which may influence and attract the
assessees to invest.
A good investment is one which ensures safety, profitability and liquidity. Investment
planning is nothing but achieving a balance among these three principles i.e., safety,
profitability and liquidity. Tax saving schemes are the schemes available for the individual
assesses to save their income and reduce tax liability. Investment in tax saving schemes is
one of the tax planning measure adopted by the salaried assessees. Tax planning is the way
to reduce tax liability by taking full advantages provided by the Act through various
exemptions, deductions, rebates and reliefs. Tax planning is not only reducing tax liability,
but also participating in the development of the economy or society in an ethical manner.
The objectives of tax planning include minimization of litigation between tax authorities and
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assessees, healthy growth of the economy, economic stability, and employment generation
in the country. How to reduce or save income tax legally is the problem of every tax payers.
They can save income by considering various tax saving schemes, recognized by the income
tax Act. An individual can invest in any one or combination of these tax saving schemes.
The attitude towards various tax saving schemes differs from one assessee to another. One
may be interested in safety of saving scheme, another in the return of the saving scheme, and
yet another may be interested in the liquidity of saving scheme. Among these three categories
of assessees, it is not easy to say who is natural and vigilant. Each assessee is influenced by
many factors in choosing a particular tax saving scheme. Hence to identify the factors which
influence investments in tax saving schemes and to know about the tax payer’s attitude and
preference towards various tax saving scheme, a study is undertaken with special reference
to government employees in Malappuram district
Statement Of The Problem
Tax saving schemes are used by the individual assessees to save their income and reduce tax
liability. Majority of the individual assessees not aware about tax planning measures and
investment in tax saving scheme provided by income tax to reduce their tax liability. In this
connection they usually approach the tax consultants. The guidance and information
provided by the tax consultants about the tax saving schemes may not be suitable, adequate
or in time. The agencies which provide these tax saving schemes also have not taken
adequate steps to popularize their schemes among the assessees. How to choose an ideal tax
saving scheme is the problem of every income tax assessees. Hence this study has made an
attempt to examine tax payer’s attitude and preference towards various tax saving schemes.
Objectives Of The Study
To study about various tax saving schemes.
To study tax payer’s preference towards various tax saving schemes.
To describe the reasons for investments in tax saving schemes.
To identify the ways in which investors get information about various tax saving schemes.
Research Methodology
The study is designed on a descriptive cum analytical study conducted in Malaqppuram
district based on both secondary and primary data. The government employees were selected
as per snowball sampling method. The data were collected through structured Questionnaire
method.
Sources Of Data
Secondary data are collected from;
Published books
Magazines
Journals
Articles
Websites
Source Of Primary Data
The study is mainly based on primary data; the primary data for this study is collected from
50 tax payers of Malappuram district through structured Questionnaire.
Sample Design And Sample Size
Primary data has been collected from different government employees in Malappuram
district . Snowball sampling is used for selecting investors. A total of 50 Tax payers have
been selected from different area were selected on a random basis.
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Tools Used For Data Analysis
The following tools have been used to analyze and interpret the data.
ANOVA
Chi- square
Weighted Average
Ranking
Karl Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient
Percentage analysis
Hypothesis
HO: There is no Significant Relationship between the Tax bracket and Amount invested
in Tax saving schemes.
H1: : There is Significant Relationship between the Tax bracket and Amount invested in
Tax saving schemes.
Ho: Awareness about tax saving schemes is same in different educational qualifications.
H1: Awareness about tax saving schemes is different in different educational
qualifications
Limitations Of The Study
The study is based on sampling techniques, so there is a chance of sampling error.
The study was conducted and data collected within a short period which may affect in
getting the reliable data.
The area of the study is restricted to Malappuram district.
Review Of Literature
R. Ganapathi and S.Anbu Malar (2010) Studied Investors Attitudes towards Post office
Deposit Schemes. The post Office has long been known as a medium to inculcate the habit
of thrift and savings among the agricultural workers. But over time, its role has changed and
it has grown to become one of the best avenues to channel investment from even the wealthy
invest ors and use them fruitfully in nation building activities. There has been introduction
of several types of deposit schemes that cater to the differing needs of different classes of
investors. They are well- known for their tax saving schemes, high interest rates and the
safety and liquidity that they offer. This has enabled them to compete successfully with the
other avenues of investment available to investors like commerce, etc. This study made an
attempt to identify the awareness, preference and attitudes of investors towards various
deposit schemes offered by the Post Office among 300 respondents of the Coimbatore
District.
N. Geetha Dr. M. Ramesh (2011) studied about A Study on People’s Preferences in
Investment Behaviour. The person dealing with the planning must know all the various
investment choices and how these can be chosen for the purpose of attaining the overall
objectives. it is concluded that in Kurumbalur respondents are medium aware about various
investment choices but they do not know aware about stock market, equity, bound and
debentures. All the age groups give more important to invest in Insurance, NSC, PPF and
bank deposit. Income level of a respondent is an impotent factor which affects portfolio of
the respondent. Middle age group, Lower income level groups respondents are preferred to
invest in Insurance, NSC, PPF and bank deposit rather than any other investment avenues.
In Kurumbalur respondents are more aware about various investment avenues like
Insurance, PPF, bank deposits, small savings like post office savings etc.
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Ashly Lynn Joseph, Dr. M. Prakash (2014) conducted a study on avenues among the
people and factors considered for investments. The investment basically refers to the buying
of a financial product or any valued item with anticipation that positive returns will be
received in the future. People are earning, but they do not know where, when and how to
invest their funds or money earned by them. Many people are not willing to take risk for
their funds, so many prefer to invest in bank deposits, insurance, post office saving etc. Many
of the people are not aware about how to make an investment in share market, equity etc.
There might be a chance that the preference of the respondents may be different because of
difference in their awareness level, income level etc. All the age groups among my
respondents give more importance to invest in bank deposit and Insurance. Income level of
a respondent is an important factor which affects investment portfolio of the respondent.
Respondents are more aware about various investment avenues like insurance, bank
deposits, small savings like post office savings etc.
Sonali Patil, Dr.Kalpana Nandawar (2014) conducted A Study on Preferred Investment
Avenues Among Salaried People With Reference To Pune, India. Investors are investing
their money with the different objectives such as profit, security, appreciation, Income
stability. The researcher has analyzed that salaried employees consider the safety as well as
good return on investment on regular basis. Respondents are aware about the investment
avenues available in India except female investors. He found that there is no relationship
between the income level & awareness of investment avenues, The main objectives of
investors are future security followed by good return, Bank deposit is the first preference
given by the investors for investment
Deepak Sood and Dr. Navdeep Kaur (2015) conducted a study of saving and investment
pattern of salaried class people with special reference to Chandigarh. It was found from the
analysis there is relationship between Annual Savings and Age, Income, Sector wise
Employment, Education of people at Chandigarh. It was propounded here that the most
preferred investment options are LIC and bank deposits and most of the factors influencing
investment decisions were high returns, tax benefit and safety.
Ms.S.Mathumitha (2015) studied Investors attitude towards post office saving schemes in
Cumbum town. Postal savings systems to provide depositors who do not have access to
banks a safe, convenient method to save money and to promote saving among the poor. The
post office has traditionally served as a financial institution for millions of people in the rural
areas. It plays a vital role in rural areas. It connects these rural areas with the rest of the
country and also provides banking facilities in the absence of banks in the rural areas.
Kalyani (1991) conducted a study on tax planning of salaried employees in Coimbatore city
for the financial year 1988-89. This study identified that older the age, higher the tax liability;
graduates and professionals have higher tax liability; private sector employees get higher
income than the government employees; tax payment decrease when tax-saving investments
increases; tax-saving investments increase along the income; and employees preferred to
invest in Life Insurance Corporation, Provident Fund and National Saving Certificates.
Job (1995) conducted a study on “Investment Planning with Special Reference to State
Government Officers in Palakkad District”. This study identifies the relationship between
income and saving schemes and awareness of various schemes of employees. This study also
analyzes the reasons for preferring a particular investment scheme and utilization of tax
concession by the employees. The findings of the study are; the saving is made to get regular
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income in future: profitability, liquidity, safety, tax concession and appreciation are the main
reasons for the investments.
Karthikeyan (2001) has conducted research on Small Investors' Perception on Post office
Saving Schemes and found that there was significant difference among the four age groups,
in the level of awareness for Kisan Vikas Patra (KVP), National Savings Schemes (NSS),
and Deposit Scheme for Retired Employees (DSRE), and the overall score confirmed that
the level of awareness among Investor in the old age group was higher than in those of the
young age group. No difference was observed between male and female investors except for
the NSS and KVP. Out of the factors analyzed, necessities of life and tax benefits were the
two major ones that influence the investors both in semi-urban and urban areas. Majority
(73.3 per cent) of investors of both semiurban and urban areas were very much willing to
invest in small savings schemes in future provided they have more for savings.
Chitta Ranjan Sarkar (2004) identified that the basic purpose of tax incentives in India
was to motivate the tax payers to save and invest more, particularly in rural and backward
areas of the country. The study described and critically evaluated the policy of liberal income
tax exemptions and concessions to accelerate the face of growth in India. It was examined
various theoretical issue related to the operation of tax incentives. It was provided an
overview of present system of income tax incentives in India. Drawing on experience of
other countries an attempt had been made to evaluate tax incentives in India.
Aggarwal(1971) analyzed the impact of corporate taxes on retained profits of a concern and
performance of corporate sector in India. He also analyzed its impact on public policy. The
study covered the period from 1960-6 to 1967-68 and was based on data collected from RBI
Bulletins. He highlighted that tax structure was not conductive for growth of corporative
sector. Lack of internally generated funds had shown adverse effect on investment in
corporate sector. He suggested a number of measures for rationalizing dividend tax ,revival
of development rebate, removal of taxes on inter corporate dividends and bonus shares.
Roa(1979) attempted to examine the responsiveness of the union and state tax structures and
changes in selected individual taxes with respect to changes in national income and their
respective bases from 1960-61 to 1973-74. He highlighted that the overall trends of revenue
from taxation in India showed a steady increase over the period. He further concluded that
the elasticity of most of the individual taxes was low. So, the changes in taxation system did
not facilitate much to improve the automatic growth of the tax receipts.
Lall (1983) quantified the extend of tax savings due to fiscal incentives granted for
corporation taxes on the basis of sample study of 223 companies for the period 1961- 62 to
1975. The study found that effective tax rate was 45.7 percent as compared to the average
statutory tax rate 54.9 percent. So the return on corporate investment substantially improved
due to tax saving arising from fiscal incentives. The study also highlighted that the capital
intensive industries obtained maximum benefit from fiscal incentives and tax base
diminution effect was highlight in engineering industry followed by textile and chemical
industry. Further, larger companies were major beneficiaries as they availed tax holidays
Results And Discussion
This is exclusively for analysis of data collected by survey with the help of questionnaire.
The present study intended to analyze the tax payer’s attitude and preference towards various
tax saving schemes with special reference to Malppuram district . The data is analyzed and
presented in the form of table with necessary interpretation along side. Various types of
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statistical methods are used for analysis of data. This analysis is supplemented by
explanation, tables and diagrams.
SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS
TABLE .1
PARTICULARS
STATUS
NO. OF RESPONDENTS
PERCENTAGE (%)
Male
36
72
Female
14
28
GENDER
Total
50
100
Below 25
4
8
25-35
28
56
AGE
35-45
8
16
45-55
10
20
Above 55
0
0
Total
50
100
SSLC
0
0
EDUCATIONAL
Plus two
6
12
QUALIFICATIO
Degree
20
40
N
Post Graduate
24
48
Others
0
0
Total
50
100
Teacher
20
40
OCCUPATION
Clerk
12
24
Force
16
32
Doctor
2
4
Others
0
0
Total
50
100
SERVICE IN
Below 10 years
36
72
COMPLETED
10-20 Years
4
8
YEARS
20-30 Years
8
16
Above 30 Years
2
4
Total
50
100
Below 500000
3
6
ANNUAL
500000-750000
20
40
INCOME OF
750000-1000000
13
26
RESPONDENTS 100000-1250000
10
20
Above 1250000
4
8
Total
50
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
The above table shows the socio-demographic profile of the respondents. By analyzing it we
can conclude that majority of the respondents are male i.e. 72% and females are 28%.
From the above table we can understand that 8% of respondents fall in the age group of less
than 25 years, while 56% of the respondents are between 25-35 years of age and 16%
respondents are in the age group of 35-45. 20% of the respondents are in between 45-55 and
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no one in this study is above 55 years. By analyzing the educational qualification of the
respondents we can understand that majority of them are post graduate i.e. 48%. 40% of the
respondents have degree and 12% have plus two qualification. There are no respondents in
SSLC and Others as their educational qualification.
It is clear from the above table is that majority of the respondents are teachers i.e. 40%., only
4% respondents are doctors. It also shows that 32% of them are force and 24% are coming
under the category of clerk.
The above table shows that majority of the respondents (72%) have been in service of below
10 years. 16% respondents have been in service for 20-30 years and 8% are for 10-20 years.
Only 4%of the respondents have above 30 years of service.
It is clear from the above table majority of the respondents (40%) have annual income in
between 500000-750000, followed by (26%) of the respondents have annual income in
between 750000-1000000 and (20%) have annual income between 1000000 to 1250000.
TABLE .2: ANNUAL SAVINGS OF THE RESPONDENTS
SAVINGS
NO. OF RESPONDENTS
PERCENTAGE (%)
Up to 10%
30
60
10%-20%
14
28
20%-30%
2
4
30%-40%
2
4
Above 40%
2
4
TOTAL
50
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
Above table shows that majority of the respondents (60%) have savings up to 10% of their
income. It is followed by savings 10%-20% by 28% of the respondents. In 20%-30%, 30%40% and above 40% of savings, the percentages of respondents are equal (4%).
FIGURE .1: ANNUAL SAVINGS OF THE RESPONDENTS
80
60
40
20
0
Up to 10%

10%-20%

20%-30%

30%-40%

Above 40%

Source:- Table Number: .2
TABLE .3: AWARENESS ABOUT TAX PLANNING
LEVEL OF
NO. OF RESPONDENTS
PERCENTAGE (%)
AWARENESS
Strongly aware
8
16
Aware
14
28
Somewhat aware
20
40
Unaware
8
16
Strongly unaware
0
0
TOTAL
50
100
Source: Primary Data
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Interpretation
From the above table we can interpret that majority of the respondents (40%) are somewhat
aware about tax planning. 28% of the respondents are aware about tax planning and 16% of
the respondents are strongly aware and unaware about tax planning. So it is obvious that
majority of the respondents have knowledge about tax planning.
TABLE .4: TAX BRACKET APPLICABLE TO RESPONDENTS
RATE OF TAX
NO. OF RESPONDENTS
PERCENTAGE (%)
5%
3
6
20%
33
66
30%
14
28
TOTAL
50
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation: Majority (66%) of the respondents are belong to 20% tax bracket, 28 %
becomes in 30% anonly 6% in the tax bracket of 5%.
FIGURE .2: TAX BRACKET APPLICABLE TO RESPONDENTS

NO. OF RESPONDENTS
5%
20%
30%

Source:- Table Number: 4
TABLE .5: AWARENESS ABOUT VARIOUS TAX SAVING SCHEMES
TAX SAVING
SA
A SWA UA SUA WEIGHTE
WEIGHTED RANK
SCHEMES
(5) (4)
(3)
(2)
(1)
D SUM
AVERAGE
Life and medical
10
20
14
6
0
184
3.68
3
insurance
Housing loan
10
16
18
6
0
180
3.60
5
PPF& EPF
14
22
10
4
0
196
3.92
1
Term deposit
10
20
12
8
0
182
3.64
4
KVP
6
10
4
20
10
132
2.64
7
NSC or NSS
6
6
12
18
8
134
2.68
6
Infrastructure bonds 4
10
4
20
12
124
2.48
8
ULIP
4
2
8
20
16
108
2.16
10
Postal savings
14
18
16
0
2
192
3.84
2
ELSS
4
6
8
16
16
116
2.32
9
Source: Primary Data
(SA-Strongly Aware, A-Aware, SWA-Somewhat aware, UA-Unaware, SUA-Strongly
Unaware)
Interpretation
From the above table it is clear that PPF&EPF are the most popular tax saving schemes as
far as awareness is concerned. The second rank is becomes for postal savings. It is followed
by Life and medical insurance, Term deposit, Housing loan, NSC or NSS respectively.
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Respondents in this study are least aware about ULIP, ELSS, Infrastructure bonds, KVP etc.
Low awareness about these schemes leads to poor saving decision.
TABLE .6: SCHEMES CHOSEN BY RESPONDENTS FOR INVESTMENT
TAX SAVING SCHEMES NO. OF RESPONDENTS
PERCENTAGE (%)
Life and medical insurance
34
68
Housing loan
14
28
PPF& EPF
36
72
Term deposit
30
60
KVP
10
20
NSC or NSS
4
8
Infrastructure bonds
4
8
ULIP
0
0
Postal savings
42
84
ELSS
4
8
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
Postal saving has been chosen by most of the respondents (84%), followed by PPF& EPF
(72%), Life and medical insurance (68%), Term deposit (60%), Housing loan(28%),KVP
(20%) etc. No respondents have chosen ULIP for investment.
FIGURE .3: SCHEMES CHOSEN BY RESPONDENTS FOR INVESTMENT
100
80
60
40
20
0

Source:- Table Number: .6
TABLE .7: REASON FOR INVESTMENT IN TAX SAVING SCHEMES
Reason
SA(5)
A
N
DA
SDA
Score
Weighted
Rank
(4)
(3)
(2)
(1)
Average
Tax benefit
30
20
0
0
0
230
4.6
1
Safety
18
20
12
0
0
206
4.12
2
Liquidity
10
12
18
10
0
172
3.44
4
Regular
16
14
12
6
2
186
3.72
3
return
Source: Primary Data
(SA-Strongly Agree, A-Agree, N-Neutral, DA-Disagree, SDA-Strongly Disagree)
Interpretation
The above table shows that Tax Benefit is the most important reason for investing in tax
saving schemes, followed by safety. Regular return is the third important reason. Liquidity
are not that much important for investment decision.
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TABLE .8: SOURCE OF INFORMATION
SOURCE
A F
O
R
N SCORE
WEIGTED
RANK
AVERAGE
FRIENDS
12 12 10 14 2
168
3.36
2
INTERNET
14 10 16
2
8
170
3.4
1
BANKS
4 20 14
2 10
156
3.12
3
ADVERTISEMENT
4
2
10 10 24
102
2.04
5
TAX
12 4
8
6 20
132
2.64
4
CONSULTANTS
Source: Primary Data
(A-Always, F-Frequently, O-Occasionally, R-Rarely, NNever)
Interpretation
The above table shows that Internet is the major source to get information about tax saving
schemes. Friends and banks are the next important source to get information about tax saving
schemes. Respondents get less information from advertisement and tax consultants.
TABLE .9: PROFESSIONAL ADVICE FOR MAKING TAX SAVING
INVESTMENTS
FACTORS
NO. OF RESPONDENTS
PERCENTAGE (%)
Always
0
0
Often
12
24
Occasionally
6
12
Rarely
8
16
Never
24
48
Total
50
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
Above table shows that majority of the respondents (48%) never seek professional advice
for making tax saving investment. 24% of the respondents often seek professional advice.
16% of the respondents rarely approaches professionals for making investment in tax saving
schemes. Only 12% respondents occasionally seek professional advice for making tax saving
investment. No respondents seek professional advice always for making investment.
TABLE .10: DECISION TO MAKE INVESTMENT IN TAX SAVING SCHEMES
PERIOD
NO. OF RESPONDENTS
PERCENTAGE (%)
Beginning of the year
8
16
End of the year
16
32
At any time
20
40
No planning at all
6
12
Total
50
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
Above table shows that majority of the respondents (40%) make investment at any time
during the year. 32% of the respondents decide to invest in tax saving schemes at the end of
the year and 16% of the respondents decide to invest in tax saving schemes at the beginning
of the year. 12% of the respondents not decided to invest in tax saving scheme.
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FIGURE .4: DECISION TO MAKE INVESTMENT IN TAX SAVING SCHEMES
60
40
40
20

32
16

12

0
Beginning of the year

End of theTable
year Number:
At10
any time
No planning at all
Source:TABLE .11: TIME HORIZON OF INVESTMENT
TIME HORIZON
NO. OF RESPONDENTS
PERCENTAGE (%)
Long term
24
48
Short term
26
52
TOTAL
50
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
It is obvious from the above table is that the respondents select both short term and long term
investment almost equally .Majority of the respondents (52%) make investment in tax saving
schemes for short term and 48% of the respondents invest for long term.
TABLE .12: MOST PREFERABLE TAX SAVING SCHEME
Respondents are asked to rank various tax saving schemes mentioned in this study as per
their preference, to identify most preferable tax saving scheme. It is presented in the below
table.
Tax saving
Rank given by respondents
Scor Weighte Ran
schemes
e
d
k
average
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Life and
medical
16
6
8 12 8
0
0
0
0
0
410
8.2
1
insurance
Housing loan
4
4
6 10 14 8
0
2
0
2
326
6.52
5
PPF& EPF
16
4
4
8 10 4
0
0
2
2
370
7.4
3
Term deposit
4
12 14 4
6
2
4
0
0
4
354
7.08
4
KVP
0
4
4
2
2
4 18 4
8
4
218
4.36
6
NSC or NSS
0
2
4
0
2 16 8
6
6
6
210
4.2
7
Infrastructure
0
0
0
0
4
4 10 12 10 10 150
3
9
bonds
ULIP
0
0
2
0
2
6
2 14 14 10 146
2.92
10
Postal savings 10 16
8
6
2
0
2
2
2
2
382
7.64
2
ELSS
0
2
0
6
0
8
8
8
8 10 182
3.64
8
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
From the above table we can understand that Life and medical insurance (Rank 1, weighted
average 8.2) are the most preferable tax saving scheme because majority of the respondents
chosen it as number one tax saving scheme. The next most preferable tax saving scheme is
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Postal savings (rank 2, weighted average 7.64). PPF& EPF, Term deposit, Housing loan are
in 3rd, 4th and 5th position respectively. Infrastructure bonds and ULIP are the least preferable
tax saving schemes as far as respondent’s opinion is concerned. So we can interpret that Life
and medical insurance, postal savings, PPF&EPF, Term deposit and Housing loan are the
most popular tax saving scheme.
TABLE .13: SATISFACTION WITH PRESENT TAX SAVING INVESTMENT
SATISFACTION
NO. OF RESPONDENTS
PERCENTAGE (%)
YES (Satisfied)
44
88
NO (Not satisfied)
6
12
TOTAL
50
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
Majority of the respondents (88%) are satisfied with the present tax saving investment
schemes. 12% respondents are not satisfied with the present tax saving investment schemes.
TABLE .14: CONCERNS ABOUT TAX SAVING SCHEMES
CONCERNS
SA
A
N
DA SDA SCORE WEIGHTED RANK
AVERAGE
Less returns
14
24 12
0
0
202
4.04
1
Lack of
16
16 14
4
2
196
3.92
2
awareness
Slow updating
4
28 10
8
0
178
3.56
3
Difficult to
2
20 12
12
4
154
3.08
4
invest
Source: Primary Data
(SA-Strongly Agree, A-Agree, N-Neutral, DA-Disagree, SDA-Strongly Disagree)
Interpretation
From the above table we can understand that, major concern about tax saving scheme is less
returns for the investors. Lack of awareness among people about tax saving scheme is also
an important concern. Following chart shows the same data;
TABLE 15: WAYS TO IMPROVE INVESTOR’S INTEREST IN TAX SAVING
SCHEMES
WAYS
SA
A
N D SDA SCORE WEIGHTED RANK
(5) (4) (3) (2) (1)
AVERAGE
Increased
30
20 0
0
0
230
4.6
1
awareness
New updated
16
26 8
0
0
208
4.16
3
schemes
Raise limit on total
28
10 8
4
0
212
4.24
2
deduction U/S 80C
Source: Primary Data
(SA-Strongly Agree, A-Agree, N -Neutral, DA-Disagree, SDA-Strongly Disagree)
Interpretation
From the above table, it is clear that increased awareness (4.6) is the best way to improve
interest in tax saving schemes. Then some respondents (4.24) are f the opinion that limit on
total deduction U/S 80 C Should be raised. New updated scheme is also a way to improve
investor’s interest in tax saving schemes.
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Relationship Between Annual Income And Amount Invested In Tax Saving Schemes
Relationship between annual income and amount invested in tax saving schemes can be
tested by using Karl Pearson’s co-efficient of correlation
TABLE .16: ANNUAL INCOME AND AMOUNT INVESTED IN TAX SAVING
SCHEMES
NO. OF
NO. OF
ANNUAL
RESPONDENTS (X) AMOUNT (IN RS.)
RESPONDENTS
INCOME
(Y)
Below 500000
3
Less than 50000
6
500000-750000
20
50000-75000
8
750000-1000000
13
75000-100000
12
1000000-1250000
10
100000-125000
14
Above 1250000
4
Above 125000
10
Total
50
Total
50
Source: Primary Data
n ∑ xy − (∑ x ∑ y)
r=
√n ∑ x2 − (∑ x)2 √n ∑ y2 − (∑ y)2

X
3
20
13
10
4
∑X=50

TABLE .17
CO-EFFICIENT OF CORRELATION
Y
XY
X2
6
18
9
8
160
400
12
156
169
14
140
100
10
40
16
2
∑Y=50
∑XY=514
∑X =694
Correlation coefficient (r) = 0.159

Y2
36
64
144
196
100
2
∑Y =540

Interpretation
Since correlation coefficient is 0.159, there is a moderate positive correlation between annual
income and amount invested in tax saving schemes. It implies that as the annual income
increases, amount invested in tax saving schemes also increases.
Tax Bracket And Amount Invested In Tax Saving Schemes
With help of Chi square test we can find out whether tax bracket and amount invested in tax
saving schemes are associated.
H0: There is no Significant Relationship between the Tax bracket and Amount invested in
Tax saving schemes.
H1: There is significant Relationship between the Tax bracket and Amount invested in Tax
saving schemes.
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TABLE .18: TAX BRACKET AND AMOUNT INVESTED IN TAX SAVING
SCHEMES
Tax bracket
Amount invested in tax saving
Total
5%
20%
30%
schemes
Less than 50000
2
4
0
6
50000-750000
1
7
0
8
750000-100000
0
12
0
12
100000-125000
0
9
5
14
Above 125000
0
1
9
10
Total
3
33
14
50
Source: Primary Data
TABLE.19: EXPECTED FREQUENCY TABLE
Amount invested in
tax saving schemes

Tax bracket
5%

20%

30%

Total
0.36
3.96
1.68
6
8
0.48
5.28
2.24
0.72
7.92
3.36
12
0.84
9.24
3.92
14
0.6
6.6
2.8
10
3
33
14
50
TABLE .20: Chi Square table
Degree of Freedom [(C-1)(R-1)]
(3-1)(5-1) = 8
Level of Significance
0.05
Table Value
15.507
Calculated value
38.92

Less than 50000
50000-750000
750000-100000
100000-125000
Above 125000
Total

Interpretation
Since calculated value (38.92) is greater than table value (15.507), null hypothesis is to be
rejected and Alternative hypothesis is to be accepted. That is there is significant relationship
between the tax bracket and amount invested in tax saving schemes.
Analysis Of Awareness About Various Tax Saving Schemes In Different Educational
Level
ONE WAY ANNOVA is conducted to check the significant difference;
Hypothesis
Ho= Awareness about tax saving schemes is same in different educational qualifications.
H 1= Awareness about tax saving schemes is different in different educational qualification
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TABLE .21: AWARENESS ABOUT VARIOUS TAX SAVING SCHEMES IN
DIFFERENT EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Tax saving schemes
Educational qualification
Total
Plus two
Degree
PG
Life and medical insurance
Housing loan
PPF& EPF
Term deposit
KVP
NSC or NSS
Infrastructure bonds
ULIP
Postal savings
ELSS
Total
Source: Primary Data

4.3
4.6
5
4.3
3.7
3.7
3.7
2.7
5
2.7
39.7

3.4

3.7

11.4

3.8
3.9
2.9
2.2
1.9
1.7
4.1
1.7
28.9

3.5
3.6
3.3
2
2.9
2.5
2.5
3.4
2.7
30.1

11.4
12.4
11.5
8.6
8.8
8.1
6.9
12.5
7.1
98.7

3.3

TABLE .22: ANOVA Table
Sum of squares
Degree of freedom

Sources of
Mean squares
variation
Between samples
SSC= 7.008
K-1= 2
MSC= 3.504
Within samples
SSE= 17.159
N-K= 27
MSE= 0.635
Total
SST= 24.167
N-1= 29
𝑴𝑺𝑪
F= 𝑴𝑺𝑬
=5.52
Calculated value = 5.52 The TABLE VALUE of F at5% level of significance for (2, 27)
degrees of freedom is 3.35 .The calculated value of F is more than the table value of F.
Therefore null hypothesis is rejected.
Interpretation
Since calculated value (5.52) is greater than Table value (3.35), null hypothesis (Ho) is
rejected and alternative hypothesis is (H1) is accepted. It implies that, awareness about tax
saving scheme is different in different educational qualifications.
Major Findings
➢ Under this study, the various tax saving schemes can be identified, The various schemes
are Life and Medical Insurance plans, Housing Loans, Public provident Fund (PPF) and
Employee Provident Fund (EPF), Term Deposit of Bank, Kisan Vikas Patras(KVP),
National Saving Certificate(NSC) or National Saving Scheme, Infrastructure Bond, Unit
Linked Insurance Plan(ULIP), Postal Savings, Equity Linked Saving Scheme(Mutual
Fund).
➢ On the basis of this study, the respondents rank various tax saving schemes according to
their priority of saving tax. The most adopted tax saving scheme is Life and Medical
Insurance plans, which got the first rank in this study. The second most adopted tax
saving instrument is postal savings. Further the third choice is Public Provident Fund
and Employees Provident Fund. After that Term deposit, Housing loan, KVP, NSC or
NSS, ELSS respectively. The schemes which are least adopted, as tax saving instrument
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are Infrastructure Bonds and ULIP, they got the ninth and tenth rank respectively in this
study.
➢ Tax benefit is the most important reason for investing in tax saving schemes, followed
by safety. Regular return is the third important reason for investing in tax saving
schemes.
➢ A significant majority of respondents (Rank 1) get information about tax saving scheme
from Internet. It is followed by Friends (Rank 2), Banks (Rank 3), Tax consultants (Rank
4). As far as investment in tax saving scheme is concerned, people largely depends on
Internet as source of information. The study also reveals that people also relies on Friends
to get information about various tax saving schemes.
➢ PPF& EPF are the most popular tax saving schemes as far as awareness is concerned
(Rank 1). It is followed by Postal Savings, Life and Medical insurance, Term Deposit
(Rank 2, 3, 4) respectively. Respondents in this study are least aware about ULIP, ELSS,
Infrastructure Bonds etc.
➢ Majority of the respondents (84%) are strongly aware or aware or somewhat aware about
tax planning. (strongly aware- 16%, aware-28%, somewhat aware-40%)
➢ Majority of the respondents (84%) are belongs to 5% tax bracket, and remaining (16%
)of respondents fall under the tax bracket of 20% and no one in this study under 30% tax
bracket.
➢ Majority of the respondents (48%) never seek professional advice for making investment
in tax saving schemes.
➢ Respondents have selected the time horizon of investment almost equally. 52% of them
invest in short term investments and 48% are in the long term investments.
➢ 88% of the respondents are satisfied with their present tax saving investment.
➢ Major concern about tax saving scheme is less returns from the investments. Lack of
awareness among people is also an important concern.
➢ This study reveals that, increase in awareness among people about tax saving schemes
can improve investor’s interests in tax saving schemes and every investors favors raising
the limit on total deduction U/S 80 C
➢ Tax bracket applicable to investors and amount invested in tax saving schemes are
associated.
➢ Test of correlation shows that, there is positive relationship between annual income and
amount invested in tax saving schemes.
➢ Awareness about tax saving schemes is different in different Educational levels.
Suggestions
➢ It is suggested that government and financial institutions educate people about tax
planning. It helps people to exploit available opportunities to the fullest.
➢ Tax planning alternatives are huge in number and that makes it difficult for investors to
choose a specific scheme in limited span of time. So it is suggested to standardize these
schemes to an extent so that number of schemes can be brought down.
➢ Government should look for other ways and means to spread information through
advertisements & other agencies. And it should promote public awareness about benefits
of investment & important guidelines to select different investment avenues.
➢ Government should introduce new attractive investment schemes and motivate public
to invest in those schemes.
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➢ Government should organize investor’s education programs to educate the public about
the pros & cons of investment, how to choose better investment avenues, information
about different regulatory Govt. bodies which protect the interest of investors and legal
& regulatory aspect of investment.
➢ Raising the limit on total deduction U/S 80 C would attract more investment in tax saving
schemes.
➢ It is better to invest in tax saving schemes of an amount above 100000, because
maximum amount which can enjoy tax benefit is Rs 150000.
➢ More research activities are needed to be carried out in this area to help the government
in formulating new schemes and to help the assessees in better Tax Planning.
Conclusion
Tax planning is not a simple and standard process. In fact it is a complex collection of
measures available to reduce one’s own tax incidence. Further the tax saving options or
schemes or deductions provided as per Income-Tax Act 1961 are huge in number which
further complicates the process. Thus tax planning has evolved into an intellectual activity.
One of the ways to plan the tax incidence for individuals is to invest in some avenues where
government gives relaxation for various tax schemes. But this again is not as simple as it
may sound to be. Investments in these avenues do not give the same advantage to all the
individuals in the same manner. While some are suited for individuals paying higher taxes
few other suits people belonging to lower tax bracket. Individuals are not always aware of
all the technical details about the scheme which they chose for investment. They might
choose a particular scheme for one benefit while being ignorant about other schemes which
provide same or better benefits with better terms. So what is important here is to know all
the terms related to an investment.
The study revealed that maximum number of tax payers wanted to save in Life and medical
insurance, followed by postal savings, PPF& EPF, Term deposit and Housing loan in that
order. It was found that tax benefit and safety are the major reason for investing in tax saving
schemes. The study also revealed that low rate of return and lack of awareness are the major
concerns about tax saving schemes. Low awareness about various tax saving schemes leads
to poor Tax planning. So it is necessary to increase the awareness level about Tax planning
and various tax saving schemes.
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The Side Effects of Financial Indicators and Analyses of Bank
Finance under Nayak Committee Method for a Small Scale
Industry
Anulekha Bhagawati
Arun Kumar Banerjee
Dr. Abhigyan Bhattacharjee
Abstract
The object of this paper is to analyze negative features of the procedure for calculation of
Working Capital financing under the NAYAK committee method to Small and Micro
entrepreneur by the Bank. The simplification of financing system of the S M E ignore some
vital financial parameter which are generally consider important for the good financial health
of a firm and in absence of those parameters, the risk of sickness increases many fold. The
knowledge derived from observation as an ex-banker and a finance student, it was observed
that the promoters diversify the fund through distribution of profit among the stake holder
as the net worth of the company has no relation with the amount of the Working Capital
finance. Similarly the NWC to the limit beyond 5% of sale is not affecting the W.C. finance
of the firm, hence the chances of drawing the accommodation bill is very high to increase
the sales on paper. The stock of obsolete finished goods with market value less than the cost
is also shown in inventory to fulfill the 5% NWC criteria. The study found that as a
consequence of the financial irregularities ultimately turned to the closure of the firm and
increased NPA for Bank.
Key Words: - Small and Micro Enterprise, Nayak Committee report, Working Capital
finance, Inventory and Net Worth.
Introduction
The impact of the adverse Indian economy generally affects the Micro and Small Enterprises
and SME sector suffers more rather than large business houses. (Srinivas, 2013). The lack
of financial knowledge, over finance, under finance is some of the factors which cause the
closing of the business and sickness of small industries (Bhatia & Batra, 1997).The limited
financial resources is one of the major constraint for smooth functioning of the small
and micro entrepreneurs. (Naidu & Chand, 2013). Right amount, right purpose and right
time are the three angle of a financial triangle
Three “A” is very important for taking the basic decision at the initial stage:A= Assessment of Fund,
A= Arrangement of Fund,
A= Allotment of the Fund
As a prudent banker, it is customary to mainly focus on the assessment of the fund required
for day to day function of a company in form of working capital by considering the various
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norms set up by the RBI from time to time. The RBI has formed several committees from
time to time for calculation of working capital requirements. Some of the important
committee are :• Tandon Committee- The Committee has suggested three methods for arriving at the
maximum bank finance and Bank generally has been following second method of
lending.
• Chore Committee- This Committee has recommended some additional discipline with
second method of Tandon Committee like yearly review of limit sanction, peak and nonpeak season requirement, demand component etc.
• Nayak Committee: - This method is based on turnover of the company and previously
applied for SSI unit but afterwards the small, micro and medium enterprises has also
come under the perview of Nayak Committee.
Objectives of the Study
This paper focuses on the various aspects of working capital financing to the micro and small
enterprises as per the norms set up by the RBI under Nayak Committee. It has been observed
that various financial parameters like current ratio, debt service coverage ratio, debtors
turnover ratio etc. has a little impact on the process of arriving at the working capital
requirements.
The objective of this paper is to analyse the direct or indirect effect of the financial
parameters on the company’s performance after granting the working capital loan.
The main objectives could be summarized as under:1.To evaluate the role of the net working capital in the working capital calculation under
Nayak Committee recommendation.
2. To analyse the chances of double financing on the current assets.
3. To analyse the effect of the Net Worth on the amount of working capital finance under
Nayak Committee method.
4. To show the effect of retention of profit in the business on the evaluation of working
capital requirement.
5. To explore the possibilities of increasing the NPA and sickness of the industry by over
finance.
Statement of the Problem
Most of the small and micro enterprises are very poor in managing the working capital and
they depend upon the external sources of fund rather than prudential use of internal
generation, which creates accumulation of huge liability, and ultimately reduce the debt
payment capacity and force to cease the operation in spite of profitability of the company.
The problem statement is to analyse the following constraints while calculating the working
capital requirement by application of Nayak Committee Method.
• The annual turnover should be the only criteria for arriving at actual requirement of
Working Capital without considering the effect of other financial norms on the
performance of the company.
• Is the Nayak Committee approach the full proof system of arriving at the Working
Capital requirements considering the safety measure of Bank’s fund as well as to create
the controlling tools for financial discipline in the company?
• This method has not defined the relationship between the amount of the working capital
loan sanctioned and the value of the current assets at any point of time.
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•

The quality of the current assets has not been defined in this method and the
consequences may be the over finance.
To gain from the practical knowledge derived into this state of affairs, there is a need to
conduct the analysis of the Bank’s practices of financing the working capital to the small
and micro enterprises and find out the reason why the profitable small and micro enterprises
are collapsing.
Review of Literature
The researchers did not find any direct evidence through any literature published by scholars
commenting on Nayak Committee, however, Kapur, (1998) studied the various problems
facing by the SSI units relating to the credit flow and suggested that a redressal measures
are very much required as they found that the performance of commercial banks are
unsatisfactory in respect of financing the small-scale industries with regard to non-adherence
of working capital norms as suggested by Nayak Committee. Drabu (2010) in his article
entitled “Banks Need to Change Lending Model to Promote SMEs”, points out that the
Public Sector Banks need to change lending model to promote SMEs. The Government of
India through the Reserve Bank of India had set up many Committees to improve the system
of working capital finance to MSME and almost all the bank has a similar policy for working
capital finance.
Ghosh & Maji (2003) studied on the Working Capital Management Efficiency: A Study on
the Indian Cement Industry and they have stated that there is a positive relationship between
the profit and prudent use of working capital of a company. Bhunia (2010) had pointed out
that working capital is a significant and important issue during financial decision making
because it is a part of the investment in total assets that requires an appropriate financing
investment.
Gill, Biger & Mathur, (2010) drew a conclusion that if account receivable, inventory,
account payable are maintained at optimal level then the firm may generate maximum profits
by using Pearson correlation model. Reddy (2000) had studied the working capital
management in thirty small scale industries in the Cuddapah district of Andhra Pradesh and
found that there is an excess investment in debtors due to the unsystematic and highly
inefficient debtor management policy and the collection mechanism system in maximum
cases.
The working capital (WC) is generally financed by a combination of long-term and shortterm funds and these funds consist of capital (equity from owners) and long-term debt, which
only provide for a relatively small portion of the permanent portion of WC requirement
(Gitman, 2000), on the other hand, the short-term sources of working capital fund consist
of trade credit, short-term loans, bank overdrafts, tax provisions and other current
liabilities that can be used to finance temporary WC needs. Bhattacharya (2001) had
explained that a firm is said to be adopting an aggressive WC policy in such a situation when
short-term funds are used to also finance part of the non-current assets. The easy accessibility
of finance is an important factor when selecting the source of financing, but its impact
of such fund on the risks and returns is also a vital factor which cannot be ignored (Gitman,
2000).
Prasad (2006) in his article “Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises Financing in IndiaIssues and Concerns”, explained that the creditworthiness of the enterprise is having a vital
link with flow of institutional finance to the MSME. He has also pointed out that small
enterprises due to their size and low capital base, generally find it difficult to satisfy the
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conditional lay down by the Public Sector Banks, particularly in establishing the viability of
the project, meeting collateral requirements and making timely repayment of loans.
Design & Method
The methodology adopted in this paper is based on analysis of secondary data collected from
the balance sheet of a textile company which has been financed with Working Capital by
State Bank of India and had turned sick in the year 2012. The study could be brought under
evaluation of policy framers for arriving at Working Capital requirements of small and micro
enterprises.
It is a Case study based approach of a small textile industry whose financial parameter has
been drawn from the balance sheet before becoming sick and the actual parameter compared
with the prescribed norms to evaluate the importance of these parameters which are either
not considered or less considered as per the Nayak Committee Method.
Data Source
Data used in the study are secondary in nature and collected from the Annual Reports
published by the Small Enterprises whose investment in plant and machinery is less than 50
lacs. On the other hand, the bench marks prescribed and the relaxation provided in the
financial parameters of SME through various circulars and guidelines of RBI is compared
with actual figures to find out the consequences of the deviation and its effect in the health
of the company as well as on Bank.
Working Capital and Its Components
Working Capital is one of the most difficult financial concepts to understand for the smallbusiness owner. The working capital is only the current asset of the company and the amount
by which current assets exceed current liabilities is referred as Net Working Capital. In fact,
the Working Capital is the current asset required for day-to-day operations which is generally
conversion of assets from one state to other and the amount which is hold in the different
form in continuous transformation process in the operating cycle of a business.
There are two concept of Working Capital
1. Gross Working Capital- focuses on investment in total current assets.
2. Net Working Capital- focuses on Liquidity position of the firm.
3. NWC refers to the difference between current assets and current liabilities.
Working Capital Cycle
It is the total time required to convert the different components of current assets in to sales,
and ultimately in to cash. It is the process of value addition to the raw material by labour,
energy, technology, management etc which is ultimately recovered in form of cash including
of profit after a certain period of time. The shorter the time period higher the profitability.
The amount which is stuck up in the different form of asset required to be finance by outside
agency in form of short term loan repayable within one year, called Working Capital Finance
(Pandey, 2015)
RAW MATERIAL→
WORK IN PROCESS→
FINISH GOODS
↑
↑
↑
↑
↑
↑
↓
↑
( LABOUR AND OTHER CHARGES )
↓
↑
↑
↑
↑
↓
BILLS PAYBLE (SUPPLIERS ← CASH
←
←
BILLS RECEIVABLE
Fig: Flow Chart of Working Capital Cycle
There are two main elements in this working capital cycle. First where cash is absorbed in
inventory (R.M, WIP and Finished Goods) and receivables. Receivables are established
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when customers owe the business money. The second is sources of cash and payables. The
Equity, loans and payables are established when the business owes a creditor money, equity
is owners fund and loan is outsider’s money. The payables are source of money in terms of
kinds. Each component of the working capital cycle - inventory, payables, and receivables
has a time and money dimension. (Pandey, 2015)
When it comes to managing of working capital, it is individually management of each
component, described as under:Inventory Management
Components: - raw materials, work-in-process, finished goods, stores and spares (supplies)
An effective inventory management should:• ensure a continuous supply of raw materials for uninterrupted production
• maintain sufficient stocks of raw materials to coup up with short supply and price hike.
• maintain sufficient finished goods for smooth sales operation, and efficient customer
service.
• minimize the carrying cost and control inventories and keeps it at an optimum level.
Management of Receivables
• It is most important as the goods as well as the equivalent amount is in other’s custody.
• It’s dimensions are formulation of Credit policy, fixation of credit standards and terms.
• It is incremental profit from additional sales VS. Incremental cost for managing the
additional sale.
Cash Management
• Cash Management involves: -Cash planning, Managing the cash flows, Optimum cash
level and Investing the surplus cash.
• It is the cost of acquiring the cash VS. Return on investment.
• Suitable cash policies help the company to mobilize funds at the right time and right
place, planning of disbursement base on expected collections, avoid overdraft and invest
surplus in short-term securities.
Bank’s Procedure for Financing Credit Facilities
1. Turnover Method (Nayak Committee Method)
Working capital requirements of the borrower under this method is computed on the basis
of Projected Annual Turnover (PAT)/Gross Sales. The total working capital funds’
requirements of the borrower is estimated at 25 percent of the projected turnover, of which
at least four-fifth (20 % of sales) should be provided by bank and the balance one-fifth (5%)
should be by way of promoter’s contribution.
During the calculation of working capital financing limit to MSME unit, the Bank always
gives attention to the following points:
• The assessment of working capital credit limits calculated both as per projected turnover
basis as well as by traditional method of holding period of current asset as per the
Tandon Committee report second method and the higher amount out of both the cases
will be sanctioned.
• If the assessed credit requirement is lower than the one assessed on projected turnover
basis, while the credit limit can be sanctioned at 20% of the projected turn over, and
actual drawls may be allowed on the basis of drawing power is to be determined by the
bank.
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The projected annual turnover should be realistic and achievable. The reasonableness of
PAT could be verified from different figure submitted to Govt. department like Income
tax etc.
• The working capital requirement to be assessed at 25% of the projected turnover is to be
contributed through NWC by 5% and bank providing finance at a minimum of 20% of
the turnover. It is assumed that the Working capital would be turned over four times in a
year. It means the Working Capital turnover ratio should be 3.
Cash Budget Method
This method is applicable for the cyclical Industries like Tea, Sugar etc. and borrowers
availing Fund Based Working Capital limits of Rs.50 crore and above from the banking
system.
Analysis of the different constraint factors
The above comprehension was done by considering the various facts and set norms for
financing of Working Capital requirement of MSME which is essential for economic growth.
We have seen that procedure for Working Capital finance from Bank is subject to certain
limitations in terms of sales, owner’s contribution security, but still there are some hidden
factors which directly or indirectly affect the financing pattern of MSME as well as create
many complications in future.
In next few paragraphs, we will discuss some constraint factors of a textile factory which
has become sick.
The Case Study
The information has been extracted from a textile factory (small enterprise manufacturing
readymade garments). Keeping the facts and figures untouched, the name of the factory and
other details has not been revealed maintaining the ethical practice.
Name of the Co M/s Das Textiles
Address
167/A/5 Kasipur Main road, Kolkata-700002
Established
2002, as a private limited company.
Directors
1) Mr. Gauranga Das
2) Mr. Gobinda Das
3) Mrs. Dipali Das
Banker
State Bank of India
Figure extracted from the Balance Sheet (Figures in ‘000’)
S.No
Particulars
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
1
Share
2500
2500
2800
3000
3500
2.
Reserve
635
750
1050
1200
1300
3
Term Loan
2196
1517
1168
913
545
Total long term
5313
4767
5018
5113
5345
4
Outstanding Exp.
136
383
537
698
912
5
Bills Payable
1360
2174
2511
2263
2039
6
Sundry Creditor
575
870
994
705
584
7
Prov. Bad debt
706
978
1267
1751
2219
8
Prov. Other
613
815
650
713
671
9
W.C. Loan
3800
3800
4100
4400
4000
10
Adv. From customer
875
2012
2896
2595
1973
11
Other C.L
530
216
719
315
523
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Total C.L
8595
11251
13674
13444
12921
Total Source of Fund
13926
16018
18692
18557
18266
12
Plant and Machinery
3838
3390
3267
3375
3410
13
Fixture &furniture
515
410
721
570
581
Total Fixed Asset
4353
3800
3988
3945
3991
14
Raw Material
1746
2015
2395
2116
1498
15
WIP
611
683
718
755
883
16
Finish Goods
1973
2169
2663
2496
2951
17
Spares
516
555
445
365
472
18
Bill Receivable
2892
3953
4336
4718
5592
19
Sundry Debtors
530
718
1203
1005
1196
20
Other Current Asset
594
316
468
331
455
21
Cash
711
1809
2476
2826
1228
Total Current Assets
9573
12218
14704
14612
14275
Total Use of Fund
13926
16018
18692
18557
18266
Analysis of Figures
S.No
Particulars
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
1
Sales
16952
18167
19353
17718
13196
2
Profit
1911
2338
1815
1013
516
3
Dep.
677
589
630
620
627
4
Cash Profit
2588
2927
2445
1633
1143
5
Profitability
11.4%
12.9%
8.9%
5.4%
3.9%
6
Net Worth
3135
3250
3850
4200
4800
7
N.W.C
978
967
1030
1168
1354
8
Inventory
4846
5422
6221
5732
5804
9
Debtor
3422
4671
5539
5723
6788
Less than 6 months
1896
2001
1855
1519
1425
%
55%
43%
34%
27%
21%
6 Months to 1 year
809
1495
1949
1541
1629
%
23%
32%
35%
27%
24%
More than 1 year
717
1175
1735
2663
3734
%
22%
25%
31%
46%
55%
10
20% of 115% of previous
3800
3898
4178
4451
4075
Year sale ( W.C. Norm )
11
5% of 115% of previous
950
974
1044
1113
1018
Year sale ( Margin)
12
NWC exceeded margin
28
(-) 7
(-) 14
55
336
13
% Change in sale
--7.2%
6.5%
(-) 8.4% (-) 25.5%
14
% Change in Current
--27.6%
20.3%
(-) 0.6%
( -) 2.3%
Asset
15
% Change in Inventory
--11.9%
14.7%
(-) 7.9%
1.3%
16
% Change in Debtor
--36.5%
18.6%
3.3%
18.6%
17
% Change in Finish goods
--9.9%
22.8%
(-) 6.3%
18.2%
18
Current Ratio
1.11
1.09
1.08
1.09
1.1
Discussion on parameters and the consequences based on the above analysis:-
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Net Working Capital
As per the Nayak Committee, the borrower is not entitled to get more than 20% of projected
sales as accepted by the bank which should not be more than 115% of current sale and the
net working capital is more than the required norms of 5% of sale or 25% of the sanctioned
limit, the extra NWC is not effecting the amount of finance. In this condition, the current
assets to the extent of the amount by which the NWC is surpassed is been double financed
i.e.-financed by Bank as well as by supplier.
Consequences
• The Co. has not kept the excess NWC except before the year of sickness, this is due to
the impression that keeping extra current asset will not increase the amount of Working
Capital amount.
• In the Year 2012, the increased amount is due to the increase in the debtors of more than
1 year, which is a sign of loose recovery mechanism of the company.
Net Worth
The other constraint is that the increase in net worth of the company has no relation with the
amount of the credit, except the amount received from long term sources are kept in form of
cash, which is hardly preferred by any firm. This also indicates that the firm which are
earning more profit but not kept in the business in form of current asset or in other words the
profit is distributed among the stake holders will get more benefit from the bank by way of
additional working capital. This increases the tendency of the siphoning of the fund which
ultimately focused as one of the reason for sickness of the firm.
Consequences
• The Company’s Net Worth increased mainly infusion of fresh fund of Rs10 lacs and 6.65
lacs due to the profit invested in the business during 5 years.
• The figure is very unsatisfactory as only 8% of total profit has been reinvested in the
business.
Current Ratio
In terms of the Nayak Committee norms, the banks are required to provide minimum 20%
of the Turnover as bank finance and 5% as margin. This calculate the current ratio of 1.25,
which is only acceptable if finance calculated under Nayak committee, otherwise prudential
norm is 1.33. This restrict the promoters contribution and ultimate result in reluctant to
infusion of fresh fund into the business and dependency on Bank’s finance increases. This
phenomena works as catalyst for diversification of fund and increase the NPA of Bank.
Consequences
• The current ratio is at par of the bench mark figure of 1.1 during the 5 years, shows a
poor liquidity.
Inventories
There are three segments:- Raw material, work-in-process, and finished goods. Raw material
is hypothecated against the W.C. financed but if the firm purchased in credit, there is a
chances of double finance if the supplier of material get W.C. financed by Bank against their
bills receivables.
In the case of the stock of finished goods, if there are slow moving or non- moving stock are
lying whose market value is less than the input cost, there is a chances of occurring over
finance of W.C which also increases the possibilities of siphoning the fund and ultimately
creates NPA for Bank.
Consequences
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Increased amount of inventories is mainly due to increase in finished goods, possibilities
of increased in non moving goods with a less market value.
• The value of inventories decreased while the amount of W.C increased shows the
decreased trend of quality of the current asset as the company has very less control on
debtors.
Bills Receivables
Though the portion of the Bank finance is secured by hypothecation of sundry debtors and
bill Receivable but Bank has a very little control on it as the hypothecated goods are not
kept at borrower’s premises. Certain adverse condition may be discussed as under: • No physical verification of secured goods could be done, as it is kept in other’s premises.
• The most important factor is that there is a possibilities double finance on the same goods
if Purchased as input material for the debtors and the purchaser gets finance from Bank.
Same goods will be secured in physical form in one firm as well as in form of sales
documents in other firm.
• As there is no segregation of age wise criteria of bills receivable imposed /consider while
financing against debtors, there are chances of financing against the bad debts or debt
created for non trading purpose. Sometimes, fictitious bills or accommodation bills are
drawn to increase the sale to get more finance from bank. It also increases the NWC to
adjust the fulfillment of margin criteria.
Consequences
• More than half of the debtors are non recoverable above one year increases the bad debt
and profitability is reduced.
• The sale has decreased by 22% where as the debtor has increased by 98%. It indicates
that the company forcefully increases the sales to get the more W.C finance by the Bank.
Conclusion
The gist of the analysis for the paper could be summarized as under: There should be a balance between rigidness of the Bank for different condition of W.C.
sanction and Credit worthiness of the firm for a successful purpose of landing. Imposing of
financial parameters will lead to the reduction of the misuse of cheap fund released from the
Bank. By monitoring the financial controlling points, the closure and sickness of the MSME
units could be reduced. The cost, profit margin, buffer stock of raw material, seasonal or
temporary Working Capital, trade advances has no relation with Working Capital
Assessment .The relationship between the variables could be established but it has a very
little or no impact on the assessment procedure. If the profitability of any firm is more than
20%, than the excess profit over 20% of sale is financed by Working Capital loan and no
charge could be created against any tangible assets. The firm with increasing credit sales and
decreasing cash sales enjoy same amount of W.C. limit all the time but such a firm is having
a high risk of sickness. In such a case, the chance of recovery of Bank loan is very less.
Under this above circumstances, Bank is not in a position to strengthen the safety net of their
money.
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Lessons on Health Education: A Critical Review of
Environmental Studies Textbooks of NCERT
Jyoti
Abstract
One of the objectives of the NCF (2005) is to provide health education through EVS
textbooks. Given the supremacy of textbooks in Indian class rooms, these books are
considered primary and single resource of implementing the intended curriculum in
classrooms. The present paper aimed at critically reviewing the health component in current
EVS textbooks of NCERT of classes III, IV and V. Also, 23 teachers teaching these
textbooks are interviewed to know their opinion with respect to inclusion of health
education. From thorough examination and teachers’ opinions, it is observed that the EVS
textbooks have limited scope with respect to health education. This paper can be helpful for
curriculum designers and textbook authors.
Keywords: HEALTH; EVS; EDUCATION; TEACHER; NCF.
1. Introduction
Globally, around 2.4 billion people still don’t have access to proper sanitation facilities and
663 million people don’t have access to better-quality drinking water sources [1, p. 4 & 5].
Contaminated water, inadequate sanitation and poor hygiene contribute significantly to child
malnutrition [2]‡‡‡‡. In India, only 50 percent primary schools (out of total 7 lakhs
approximately) access to safe drinking water and sanitary facilities are available only in 10%
[3, p. 86]. Further, as per national family health survey (henceforth NFHS) (2009), India has
highest level of stunting, wasting and underweight among children in the world; seven out
of every ten are anaemic; nearly every second child in age 0-5 years is stunted and
malnourished and one out of every four is extremely nutritionally deprived [4 as cited in 5,
p. 51]. Moreover, 50% of women in the age group 15-49 years suffer from dual burden of
under nourishment [5]. Both under nourishment and low education among women have
direct implication on malnutrition among children which in turn adversely affects their
cognitive skills [ibid]. Unsafe drinking water, poor personal hygiene, insanitary facilities
and under nourishment have serious implications for students as it not only adversely affects
their health but also affects school attendance and learning process [3], [5]. In India, almost
all of the morbidities of school children are mainly contributed by poor personal hygiene [6,
p. 2492].
School health education is proved to be effective for updating health knowledge and
practices [3], [7] - [10] and it is also found that it improves behaviors§§§§, attitudes, beliefs,
decision-making skills and health status [11], [12]. Health education contains several
features such as personal hygiene, home and environmental sanitation or nutritional hygiene
and improving knowledge regarding them is a continuous process of learning [10, p. 115].


Teacher in government school and Doctorate Program, Jamia Millia Islamia, Department of Teacher Training & NonFormal Education, Jamia Millia Islamia, Jamia Nagar, New Delhi – 110025, India
‡‡‡‡ 50% of child malnutrition as result of these factors (WHO, 2008).
§§§§
The objective of health education is to bring about behavioural changes in the individuals approach toward health
(Siwach, 2009).
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Particularly resource-limited settings, students belong to low-income backgrounds or
underprivileged areas, textbooks can play vital role in improving reliable information on
disease prevention and essential health skills [13, p. 8]. The National Curriculum Framework
(henceforth NCF) 2005 suggested the same approach for the teaching of Environmental
Studies (henceforth EVS) at the primary stage and recommended that “Science and social
science should be integrated as 'environmental studies' as at present, with health as an
important component” [14, p.48].
In the previous section, the need of health education is sufficient highlighted in the Indian
context. Indian education policy makers very well recognised the importance of health
education as it can be traced through historical developments of plans and policies which
reiterated unequivocal commitment to incorporate in curriculum. For example, National
Policy on Education (1986- modified in 1992), acknowledged the integrated nature of child
development that requires concurrently nutrition, health and social, mental, physical, moral
and emotional development [12]. Further, National Nutrition Policy of India (1993) and the
National Plan of Action on Nutrition (1995) suggested essential amendments to the
curriculum from time-to-time to include ‘nutrition’ in school books [15]. Moreover, at
regular intervals, the national curriculum frameworks (henceforth NCF) made time-to-time
modifications in curriculum to increase awareness about hygiene, sanitation and cleanliness
among school going children. Textbooks, even before NCF (2005), included about hygiene,
sanitation and cleanliness through prescriptive and moralistic lessons [16], [17] as cited in
[5]. For example, NCF (1975, 1988, 2000) not only outlined detail curriculum on health and
physical education but also suggested that medical inspection should be made compulsory
in every school. Recently, NCF (2005) acknowledged that healthy growth of all children is
prerequisite for all development and it also included physical education and yoga within
integrated nature of child development process as a part of health education. Physical and
psycho-social development of children can only be achieved through their participation free
play, informal and formal games, yoga and sports activities [12].
Within this context, the objective of the present paper is to critically review the EVS
textbooks of class III, IV and V with respect to extent of availability of information and
knowledge regarding the health education. The paper is organised as follows: section 2
discusses the research methodology; section 3 critically examines of all three EVS textbooks
with reference to extend of availability of information regarding personal hygiene,
sanitation, safe water and nutrition, and also examine opinions of 23 primary school teachers
from different schools who are teaching EVS textbooks on the same; section 4 concludes.
2. Research Method
The content of EVS textbooks of classes III, IV and V is critically reviewed with respect to
extent of knowledge and learning regarding health education. Also, 23 teachers (17 from 2
EDMC schools and 6 from 2 central schools of east Delhi) were interviewed on the basis of
structured interview schedule. The interviews with all teachers were conducted inside the
school during the lunch time. A convenience sampling method was used to select the
schools, where some contacts were already existed. Only those teachers were selected who
are currently teaching EVS to classes III, IV and V. Responses of the teachers were obtained
on Likert scale ‘(0)’ for ‘NOT AT ALL’, ‘(1)’ for ‘To SOME EXTENT’ and ‘(2)’ for ‘To
LARGE EXTENT’. Comments with examples were also obtained for the same where there
was significant difference in opinion and content analysis.
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3. Result and Analyses
All three EVS textbooks, of class III-V, have a very little scope of health education as there
are not only few chapters but also have limited discussion. In class V, there are four lessons
which have some discussion about few illnesses. For example, in chapter 3, Chakhne se
pachne tak, p. 32, under heading ‘Good food, good health’, there is very meaningful and
interesting explanation of two ill children. One child eats only junk food while another face
scarcity of food. It beautifully sensitise learners towards the concept of good food for good
heath from a socio- constructivist perspective. Similarly, in chapter 4, Mangoes round the
year, there is a good discussion about how does food get spoil? If it is eaten, what would
happen? Also there is an interesting story, Biji, who returns the bread as its use by the date
got expire. Again, this lesson is very interesting, relevant and meaningful for learners as it is
very important for them to know and understand that spoiled or expired food shouldn’t be
eaten. Chapter also includes very interesting and doable activity which asks them to collect
information given on the food packets. Then, there is an experiment with the bread to
understand “how does food get spoil”? At last, there are some methods of preserving food.
Likewise, in chapter 8, Machchhro ki dawat, there is a sufficient discussion on mosquito
disease ‘malaria’ and deficiency disease ‘anaemia’. Lesson commendably discusses causes,
prevention and cure of these illnesses. But there is no discussion on other mosquito diseases
such as dengue and chickengunia.
However, in class V, there are also few chapters which don’t sufficiently give information
on health education. For example, chapter 12, Khatam ho jae to?, inadequately talks about
cough that results from smoke of damp wood (p. 117). Similarly, in chapter 16, kaun karega
ye kam?, though learners are effectively sensitised towards the sanitation workers but there
is no discussion on health problems related to cleanliness. The lesson is very well
documented from the social perspective of equality which enables learners to think critically
about the importance of sanitation workers. The lesson also discusses the prevalent
prejudices and issues of untouchability in society through the example of sanitation workers.
There could also be discussion on keeping surrounding clean through following simple steps
like putting garbage in dustbin, keeping wet and dry garbage separately etc.
In class IV, in chapter 18, Pani kahi jyada kahi kam, there is proper discussion on cleaning
water before drinking and on diseases caused by drinking polluted water i.e. diarrhoea. There
is also enough discussion and activities on keeping water and toilet clean to avoid diseases,
such as vomiting and loose motion. For example, learners are asked to conduct survey to
examine the cleanliness of water and toilet in schools in the three groups. From the
perspective of learners, this activity is relevant and meaningful as it sensitise them towards
cleanliness of water and toilet. Further, chapter gives suggestion of boiling water before
drinking to prevent from water borne diseases. Additionally, there is recipe of salt and sugar
solution to cure from water deficiency during diarrhoea. Similarly, chapter 13, Paharo se
samudar tak (A river’s tale), discourses the journey of the river and how it gets polluted in
between. Also, in this chapter, there is limited discussion on cleaning water before drinking
(p.112). At last, chapter ascertain different ways of cleaning water from the learners. In
chapter 16, Chu chu karti aayi chidiya (about different birds), there is a discussion on teeth
of cow, cat, snake and squirrel. Also, this chapter include an activity that asks learners to
find about their teeth. However, chapter doesn’t include any discussion or suggestion about
regularly cleaning of teeth while most of the learners suffer from tooth cavities and decay.
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In any chapter, there is no discussion on cleaning of hair, cutting of nail, washing of hands
before eating food etc. i.e., personal hygiene.
In class III, chapter 5, Chhotu ka ghar raises three questions from learners, 1) how do they
keep their home clean?, 2)where do they put garbage of their home?, and 3) Is there
cleanliness around their home? Again, there is negligible discussion on keeping home and
neighbourhood clean. Similarly, in chapter 14, Kahan se aaya? Kisne pakaya?, there is a
question on medicinal uses of plants (p. 94). Question is, when you are sick, do you take any
medicine which we get from plants? What do you take when you get hurt, have a stomachache, have cough and cold and have a toothache?
Thus, it can be concluded that EVS textbooks of class III & IV have limited scope of health
education as there is no discussion or information concerning personal hygiene, cleanliness
of neighbourhood, deficiency diseases except anaemia, common illnesses except diarrhoea,
diseases by drugs, alcohol, smoking, diseases by pollution except diarrhoea, diseases by
water pollution and cough by air pollution, allergic diseases etc. These are very common
diseases which learners generally observe in their surroundings. Concept of personal
hygiene, food and nutrition, allergic diseases, such as skin allergy are very common in
learners but completely neglected in textbooks.
Teachers’ opinions are also collected on the same by asking following question:
To what extent EVS textbooks provide scope for health education and prevention and
cure of human illness:
Cleanliness  balanced diet  deficiency diseases  diseases caused by bees and mosquitoes
 drugs alcohol and smoking  diseases by pollution  allergic diseases  cough and cold 
diseases caused by poor food habits 
Comments with example/evidences with page number(s)
Figure 1: Scope of Health Education in EVS Textbooks
Scope of Health Education in EVS Textbooks
Not at all

12

10

4
9

11
0

11
2

10

To some extent

8
7
8

2
8
13

To large extend

4
14
5

1
6

2
8

16

13

5
9
9

Source: Author’s calculation using teachers’ interview
Out of 23 teachers, 12 believe that ‘to large extent’ EVS textbooks promote knowledge about
cleanliness in learners while others believe ‘to some extent’ (Figure 1). To find out the main
reason behind the difference in the opinion of the teachers, I segregated the observations of
all the teachers in terms of class III, IV and V. It is observed that most of the teachers of
class III & IV have opined that textbooks have insufficient discussion on cleanliness (as
concluded in previous section). While, teachers, of class V, believe that information is
sufficiently available (as concluded in previous section). It is important to note that opinion
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of teachers, of class V, also contain observations of textbooks of class III & IV while giving
opinion as they have already taught class III, IV and teaching Class V.
As per teachers’ observations, EVS textbooks don’t have any discussion on personal hygiene
and discussion on cleanliness of environment is minimal. For example, one teacher (T-2, CIV)***** said that Environment ko saf rakhna sikhte hai personal nahi. Another teacher (T-7,
C-V) added Kam se kam swachchhta se khana pakane par dein. Teacher, of class V, opined
that there is some scope of cleanliness in textbooks but it is not sufficient. For example,
teacher (T-11, C-V) opined that Milta hai par apply nahi ho pata cleanliness wagerah.
Similarly, on balance diet, 10 teachers (out of 23) opined that ‘to large extent’ EVS textbooks
have scope for balance diet, 11 opined ‘to some extent’ and two teachers opined ‘not at all’.
However, when teachers (who opined to large extent) were asked to give example (or page
numbers) on the same, they wouldn’t be able to give. Few teachers were able to give some
examples but they were not correct as there was no discussion on health in those examples
or chapters pointed out by the teachers. For example, teacher (T-4, C-III) said khane wale
pathho me hai.
As there is nothing on balance diet in textbook, teacher (T-10 C-III) mentioned that “Pakaye
khaye” path me balanced diet ke bare ne nahi hai, means of transport me bhi pollution ke
bare me nahi hai. Few teachers supported and suggested to add some meaningful
information on balance diet. For example, teacher (T-7, C-V) opined that Santulit aahar ke
Vishay me dein, another teacher (T-14 C-III) said Balance diet ke bare me jyada hona
chahiye and teacher (T-13 C-V) suggested Chuhe, cockroach, sar ki juo se bachav ke bare
me hona chahiye. Chana, gur (jaggery), gajar (carrot), ke mahatav par prakash dalein. Har
pushtak me pahla pathh personal hygiene par hona chahiye. Talika (table) honi chahiye,
nakhoon katna, daant saf karna, hathh dhona aadi ke liye. Tarika rating ka apnaye. Some
teachers also recommended adding information and knowledge about prevention and cure
of rats, cockroaches, lice in head etc.; and importance of black gram, jiggery, carrot etc. One
teacher suggested that there should be rating scales in textbooks for assessing personal
hygiene such as cutting nails, washing hands, cleaning teeth.
Out of 23 teachers, only 4 consider that textbooks have scope of deficiency disease, 9
teachers believe ‘to some extent’ and 10 teachers opined ‘not at all’. It is important to note
that only teachers, of class V, were positive towards EVS textbooks with respect to
deficiency diseases as it includes a concept of anaemia disease. According to class V
teachers, concepts of deficiency diseases are available in chapter 3 and 8. For example,
teacher (T-6 C-V) indicated that path 3 aur 8 me hai.
In rest of the areas of health, most of the opinions of the teachers are in the categories of
‘some extent’ and ‘not at all’ (same is pointed out by the author). EVS textbooks don’t have
any information on diseases caused bees, drug, alcohol and smoking, allergy and cold &
cough. There is inadequate discussion on diseases caused by drinking unsafe water & air
pollution and poor food habits in the EVS textbook of class V as discussed above. Therefore,
number of teachers, of class V, in favour is 4 and 5 respectively in these two areas. While,
teacher, of class IV, consider that there isn’t anything on health education in textbooks. For
example, teacher (T-15 C-IV) mentioned that Health education me kuchh nahi hai. Baccho
ko kuchh pta nahi hai, common illness ke bare me. However, teacher, of class V, stressed
that there is some scope of health education. For example, to support her assessment, teacher
*****

T denotes for Teacher and C denotes for Class.
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(T-9 C-V) indicated page no.4 and 28, page no.118 illustration about cough and cold in
lesson “Khatam ho jae to?
4. Conclusion
Particularly for the learners of the government schools, health education is very imperative
as most of them belong to poor socio-economic background. Typically, they live either in
rented rooms or in slums with poor hygiene and sanitary conditions. Common illnesses, such
as tooth cavities, cough, cold, fever, diarrhoea, stomach infection, anaemia etc., are very
frequent in these learners. These illnesses not only adversely affect their health and
nutritional level but also affect school attendances which in turn disturb their learning
process.
The textbooks of EVS have insufficient scope of health education. From critical examination
and teachers’ opinion, it is observed that EVS textbooks have limited scope of health
education. In class III, there is negligible amount of content related to health education.
Similarly, in class IV, there is little discussion on cleaning drinking water, diarrhoea and
dirty toilets. However, in class V, there is some scope of health education as it has content
on anaemia and malaria. Also, it has content on “Good food for good health” and food
preservation. But, all EVS textbooks lack in terms of content on personal hygiene, common
illnesses such as cough and cold, common allergic diseases, diseases from pollution like
asthma. It is important to note that all these illnesses are very common in the surrounding of
learners. Thus, these should be included as part of health education in the EVS textbooks.
There should be separate theme of health education in EVS along with six other themes.
Further, the content of EVS textbooks is selected and organised from the socio constructivist
perspective. Most of the teachers find it difficult to identify the objective behind a particular
content. For the effective transaction and implementation of curriculum on health education,
teachers need to be trained efficiently. Moreover, it is also important to improve their
knowledge regarding personal hygiene, cleanliness and food nutrients. The textbooks should
be supplemented with audio visual aids and help books for effective implementation of
content. Thus, it is very essential that the content on health education in the EVS textbooks
should be sufficient and effective.
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Relationship Between Morale And Burn Out Of School
Teachers In Kancheepuram District
P.Caroline Jeba Sorna
Dr.A.Alma Juliet Pamela
Abstract
Morale is a favourable climate in any institution paving way for a teacher to cherish and
enjoy the profession to the fullest. If the teachers are not appreciated and motivated in their
career, they tend to develop negativity towards the job and develop a status quo structure to
withstand in their profession. Burnout is a group of negative symptoms that an individual
experiences at work. Suffering burnout, teachers, with job passion gone, show passive,
negative or even numb attitudes and emotions to people around them or the people they
serve. On the other hand if the Morale of the institution stands high promoting belongingness
and showing fairness towards the teachers, the teachers will get rid of burning out in tough
situations. In this study, the investigators tried to find out the relationship between Morale
and Burn Out of School teachers in Kancheepuram District of Tamilnadu The Sample of the
present study comprises of high and higher secondary teachers belonging to the Private
schools in Kancheepuram District. Two standardized tools were used for the study. The
sample size was 340 teachers and the data was analysed using correlation and regression
analysis. The major findings of the study revealed that there exists a relationship between
Morale and Burn Out among teachers, Morale significantly contribute towards Burn out and
a poor contribution of the personal variables on Burn Out of teachers in Kancheepuram
District.
Key Words: Morale, Burn Out, School Teachers and Kancheepuram District
Education is the wise, hopeful and respectful cultivation of learning undertaken in the belief
that all should have the chance to share in life. It is a cooperative and inclusive activity that
looks to help people to live their lives as well as they can. Due to the increase of Private
schools in the society, the teachers working there are undergoing stress as they work extra
hours to stand different from other institutions in quality and reputation. Morale is a
favourable work climate in any institution paving way for a teacher to cherish and enjoy the
profession to the fullest. If the teachers are not appreciated and motivated in their career,
they tend to develop negativity towards the job and develop a status quo structure to
withstand in their profession. Their Creativity and innovation completely vanishes in due
course of time. Hence, this study of the relationship between Morale and Burn out of
Teachers will definitely bring into light the stressful areas of the teaching profession.
Need for the study
The Tamilnadu School Curriculum recently underwent lot of changes and Teachers are
experiencing lot of stress as the syllabus was upgraded to a remarkable extent in high school
and higher secondary level. Working with the below average and low achieving students to
merely go for a passing minimum fearing the management make them stressful throughout
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the day. Some of the private institutions pay incentives based upon the annual achievement
of the students. Hence the teachers working in high and higher secondary classes of the
private schools undergo pressure in work place which in turn reduces the Morale. The
teachers lose their normal state thereby developing aversion towards the profession. They
are impatient with students, develop restlessness in workplace, emotionally unstable with
colleagues and administrators thereby developing unknowingly Burn Out towards the
Profession. On the other hand if the Morale of the institution stands high promoting
belongingness and showing fairness towards the teachers, the teachers will get rid of burning
out in tough situations. The investigators tried to find out whether there is any relationship
between Morale and Burn Out of high and higher secondary teachers in Kancheepuram, a
sub-urban District of Tamilnadu State.
Objectives of the Study
➢ To examine the relationship between the Dimensions of Morale and Burn Out of School
Teachers.
Hypotheses
➢ To find out whether there is any significant relationship between the dimensions of
Morale and in total with Burn Out of Teachers
➢ A linear combination of selected variables namely Morale and its dimensions Predict
Burn Out levels of School Teachers.
Limitations of the study
The present investigation has the following limitations.
➢ The investigation is limited to teachers handling from classes nine to twelve.
➢ The study is restricted to a few Private Higher Secondary Schools in Kancheepuram
District.
➢ The Sample size is restricted to 340 Teachers handling classes from nine to twelve.
➢ The Variables Burn out and Morale of Teachers are only analysed for the present study.
Methodology
In the present study, normative survey research method was applied by the investigators. In
the study, the investigators tried to find “Relationship between Morale and Burn Out of
School Teachers in Kancheepuram District”.
Research Question
• Do components of Morale have an impact on school teachers on their level of Burn Out?
Statistical Techniques Used
In the present study the following statistical measures were used.
➢ Correlation analysis
➢ Regression analysis
Sample
The sample of the present study mainly comprised the high and higher secondary teachers
working in private schools of Kancheepuram District. Simple Random Sampling Technique
was used to select the sample. The sample consists of 340 teachers working in private higher
secondary schools of Kancheepuram District.
Tool used
Teacher Morale Scale by Dr.Saqid Jamaland Dr.Abdul Raheem (2013) and Burn Out Scale
by Dr.Sathiagirirajan(2003) The Teacher Moral Scale consists of 30 items under five
dimensions with five alternatives namely Strongly Agree, Agree, Undecided, Disagree and
Strongly Disagree with odd items to be Positive and even items negative. The Burn out Scale
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consists of 17 statements and all items are positive having five alternatives as the Morale
Scale.
Correlation
Hypothesis 1
There is no significant relationship between Morale and its Dimensions with Burn Out
among Teachers.
Table 1
Morale and its
Dimensions
Burn Out
FAIRNESS OF POLICIES
-.024
SENSE OF BELONGINGNESS
-.038
IMMEDIATE LEADERSHIP
.254**
REGARD AND APPRECIATION
.180**
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
.581**
Teacher morale
.422**
From the table it is seen that there is a significant relationship between Morale and its
Dimensions namely immediate leadership, Regard and Appreciation and Professional
Development with Burn Out at (p<.01).and there is no significant relationship between the
Dimensions Fairness of Policies and Sense of Belongingness with Burn Out.
Regression
The effect of independent variable likes Fairness of Policies, Sense of Belongingness,
Adequacy of Immediate Leadership, Regard and Appreciation and Professional
Development on Burn Out of Teachers.
Hypothesis 2
A linear combination of selected variables namely Fairness of Policies, Sense of
Belongingness, Adequacy of Immediate Leadership, Regard and Appreciation and
Professional Development significantly predicts Burn Out of Teachers.
Table 2(a)
Model Summary of Regression Analysis on the effect of selected variables on Burn
Out of Teachers
Model
R
R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate
a
dimension01
.626
.392
.383
3.969
a. Predictors: (Constant), PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, FAIRNESS OF POLICIES,
SENSE OF BELONGINGNESS, IMMEDIATE LEADERSHIP, REGARD AND
APPRECIATION
Table 2(b)
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ANOVAb
Model
Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
3389.866
5260.472
8650.338

Df

Mean Square
5
677.973
334
15.750
339

F
43.046

Sig.
.000a

a. Predictors: (Constant), PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, FAIRNESS OF
POLICIES, SENSE OF BELONGINGNESS, IMMEDIATE LEADERSHIP,
REGARD AND APPRECIATION
b. Dependent Variable: Burnout

Table 2(c)
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Table showing Regression Coefficients to show the effect of Dimensions of Morale on Burn
Out
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
Model
B
Std. Error
Beta
t
Sig.
1
(Constant)
42.456
5.934
7.155
.000
FAIRNESS OF
.097
.174
.026
.561
.575
POLICIES
SENSE OF
-.080
.113
-.032
-.709
.479
BELONGINGNESS
IMMEDIATE
.680
.131
.255
5.186
.000
LEADERSHIP
REGARD AND
-.532
.172
-.159
-3.103
.002
APPRECIATION
PROFESSIONAL
1.127
.086
.611
13.024
.000
DEVELOPMENT
In order to assess the combined effect of the selected variables in the study on Burn Out of
Teachers, regression analysis was carried out using Burn Out as dependent variable and
Fairness of policies, Sense of Belongingness, Adequacy of Immediate Leadership, Regard
and Appreciation and Professional Development as Independent variables. The results of the
regression analysis is presented in table 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c). Both the unstandardised (b
coefficients) and standardised regression coefficients (beta coefficients) have been calculated
and presented in table 6(c). The effect of the selected variables on Burn Out reveal significant
“t” ratios for Adequacy of immediate leadership (p<.01), Professional Development ( p<.01)
and Regard and Appreciation (p<.05) implies that Adequacy of immediate leadership,
Professional Development and Regard and Appreciation contribute independently towards
Burn Out of Teachers. However, a highly significant F value (Table 10(b) , p<.01) indicates
that a linear combination of all the variables taken together contribute towards Burn Out and
significantly predicts Burn Out of the high and higher Secondary Teachers. Further the value
of R square (Table 6(a)) suggests that more than 39 percent of the variance in the dependent
variable is accounted for the variance in the independent variables.

Findings
• There exists a significant relationship between Morale and its Dimensions namely Sense
of Belongingness, Regard and Appreciation and Professional Development with Burn
Out.
• The most important predictors of Burn Out are Adequacy of Immediate leadership and
Professional development followed by Regard and Appreciation. 39 percent of variance
in Burn Out is explained by a linear combination of all the selected variables in the study
Discussion and conclusion
The present investigation was done with the sample from Private Schools of Kancheepuram
District. The rules and regulations and policies are rigid in private sector schools when
compared to schools run by Government. There is no room for motivation and professional
growth in such schools resulting to poor Morale conditions. So the Dimensions namely
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Fairness of Policies and behavior and Sense of Belongingness do not contribute to Burn Out
as most of the private schools promote a controlled climate and the teachers do not have
affinity towards the institution. In correlation analysis also no relationship exists between
the Dimensions of Morale namely Fairness of Policies and Sense of belongingness with Burn
Out. This implies that the teachers in common are not enjoying academic freedom and
contentment from the Management and their intensity of Burn Out is high. This resulted to
a low negligible negative correlation. On the other hand the Dimensions of Morale namely
Adequacy of immediate leadership, Regard and Appreciation and Professional Development
has a low positive correlation at one percent level affirming that if Morale increases then the
level of burn Out decreases thereby establishing a sound climate suitable for work. Hence
the private schools must meet out all the demands of the teachers and should work for
establishing high Morale thereby reducing the possibilities of stress and Burn Out.
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The Impact of Climate Change on Food Security of India
Sushma
Abstract: India is one of those nations whose major goal composition also includes food
security. But with changing climatic conditions achieving as well as maintaining this goal is
going to be a tough nut in future. Thus, keeping this objective in mind this paper analyze the
present scenario of food security in India and the impact of climate change on food security
of India.
Key words: Food, security, climate, change, India.
Introduction
In recent years India marked its place as one of the fastest growing economy despite of all
global headwinds marking the growth rate of 7.1 per cent 2017, but the spillover effect of
this high growth rate is not up to the mark. Albiet, India`s GDP improved by 4.5 times and
per capita expenditure by 3 times beside this exceptional industrial and economic growth,
and establishing itself as an food efficient nation in terms of production, still it was not able
to provide equal and sufficient allocation to its population especially children and women.
According to FAO estimates in `The State of Food Security and Nutrition in the World,
2017” report India is home to the largest undernourished population in the world, almost
14.5 per cent of its population is undernourished, around 190.7 million people sleep hungry,
India is home to the largest undernourished population in the world. Nation with highest
working population having 21.0 per cent of underweight and 38.4 per cent of stunted children
under 5 year age group. These facts are sufficient to justify the place of food security in India
major objective.
The World Food Summit (WFS) in November 1996 define the food security ad “Food
security exists when all people at all times have physical or economic access to sufficient
safe and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and
healthy life” (FAO, 1996). Food security in itself consist three major objective- food access,
food availability and food utilization.( Fig 1).
Fig. 1
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But in the present scenario due to change in climatic conditions food security turned out as
global issue of concern. Relation between climate change and food security is quit complex
in nature.
It directly affected core of primarily activities like crops, livestock, forestry, fisheries and
aquaculture, but indirectly working on socio- economic factors by reducing income, certain
trade obstacles and destroying livelihoods. But the extension of its impact also relies on the
underlying vulnerabilities. According to the Food and Agriculture Organization (2016), both
biophysical and social vulnerabilities determine the net impact of climate change on food
security.
Research Methodology And Objective
The study was based on the secondary data which has been collected through websites,
newspapers, magazines, government reports, books research papers etc. there are three major
objective of the study: (1) to analyze the present scenario of food security in India; (2).
Impact of climate change on food security; (3). Steps needed to be taken.
Present Scenario Of India`S Food Security
Food security always remain a major area of concern for India, but despite of various efforts
fulfillment of this task in near future appears to be quite though as the number of
malnourished/undernourished persons is increasing every year. According to the food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), that the food security situation has
visibly worsened in parts of sub-Saharan Africa and South-Eastern and Western Asia
(Table:1). In this context the situation of India was thinkable, being a one of the fastest
growing as well as agriculture based economy it was not able to cope up the problem of food
insecurity. In available data the performance of India in Southern Asia is considerable one
especially in three case- prevalence of obesity in the adults, anemia in women and exclusive
breastfeeding among infants 0-5 month of age.
Table: 1 Prevalence of Undernourishment, severe food insecurity, selected of
Malnutrition Forms, And Exclusive Breastfeeding

Source-FAO 2017
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Fig.2 Performance of Major Countries In GHI Since 1992
Rank(2017) country
1992
2000
2008
2017
29
china
25.9
15.8
11.2
7.5
72
Nepal
42.5
36.8
28.3
22.6
77
Myanmar
55.6
43.6
30.1
22.6
84
Sri Lanka
31.6
26.8
24.2
25.5
88
Bangladesh
53.6
37.6
32.2
26.5
100
India
46.2
38.2
35.6
31.4
106
Pakistan
42.7
38.2
34.7
32.6
107
Afghanistan
50.7
52.7
37.9
33.3
Source-FAO 2017
Taking simultaneous look at the performance of India in Global Hunger Index since 1992 in
the context of other Southeast Asian (Fig.2) one can infer that since 1992, India was doing
well as its GHI value going down, but the matter of fact is that India is among top four
nations in Southeast Asia Who were trapped in service food insecurity.
Production trends
After green revolution (1996), urge for second green revolution raised various time
recognizing the fact that now more sustained and innovative way of agriculture production
need to be adopted in order to keep balance between demand and supply side. No doubt,
India`s total food production has been witnessing irregular trend leading towards fluctuations
in output which ultimately put pressure on supply side has been fluctuating sharply keeping
pressure on supply side.( Fig. 3)
Fig.3: Food grain Production

Source: agriculture Ministry.
Per capita Availability
Situation was not different in the case of per capita availability of food grain per annum. In
1951, per capita availability of food grain per annum was 144.1 kg/annum, after green
revolution it was reached at the height 171.1 kg/annum and it was highest in 1991 (186.2
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kg/annum). Since 2002, fluctuations in food grain availability become quite high moving in
down ward direction as it was clear that in 2105 the per capita availability of food grain was
169.8 kg/annum. The basic reason behind this decline in food grain output is no doubt is the
more dependency of Indian agriculture on socio-economic as well as climatic factors. In the
eight years i.e. between 1996 and 2004 when agriculture was growing at a low rate of 2 per
cent, there was in fact zero growth in food (Sen 2008).
Impact Of Climate Change On Food Security
Food security affected by various direct and indirect factors but one of the major drivers of
food security is climate change as shown in fig 5. Being a agriculture based as well as
developing economy climate plays a crucial role in Indian agriculture it was clear from the
fact that net Irrigation area is 60 Mha (40 per cent) whereas rain fed area is 83 Mha (60 per
cent).
Fig.5: Climate Change & Food Security

Source-Document, A.F. 2008
Changing climatic conditions will come out in the form of increased temperature, heat
waves and cold waves which will directly affect the crop performance. Along with them
intense rainfall events result in more droughts, floods which will trim down crop yields and
also influence water availability for agriculture. Various study reveals under business as
usual scenarios (RCP6.0 & RCP8.5), projected increase in mean temperature in the range of
1.7-2.0 C by 2030s and 3.3-4.8 C by 2080s as shown in fig 5 below.
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Fig.5. Mean Temp. Change (*C) CMIP5 Model

Table.2: Effect of increase in temp. On crop production.
s

Crop

Rice
Wheat
Chickpea
Groundnut
Green gram
Mustard
Potato

Effect of increased temp.C
(per cent reduction in yield)
+1*C
+2*C
+3*C
5
10
15
10
20
30
5
10
15
8
16
24
6
12
18
4
8
12
6
12
18

+4*C
20
40
20
32
24
16
24

Source: Sikka, A.K.,& Delhi, N. (n.d).
This variation in temperature will going to decrease the productivity of cereals by affecting
the major cereal producing states like Rajasthan where production of cereal is about 7566
thousand tones (2017). Along with that wheat production to be impacted due to terminal heat
stress-1 C rise in temperature results in loss of 4mt of wheat and 2mt of rice (table 2).
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Climate change also affects water resources availability which determine the irrigation
system and sources. High intensity rainfall events will lead to floods, soil erosion and
sedimentation on the other hand warming increase the evaporative demand and crop water
requirement, heavy rainfall events and reduction in number of rainy days influence the
ground water recharge pattern. Under the business as usual scenarios, precipitation is
projected to increase in the range of 4-5 per cent by 2030 and 6-14 per cent by 2080s.
Table.3: precipitation change (per cent) - CMIP5 Model
Scenarios
2030
2060
2080
RCP2.6
1.2
2.7
3.5
RCP4.5
0.8
4.3
7.0
RCP6.0
1.6
3.5
6.8
RCP8.5
2.4
6.6
11.3
Source: Sikka, A.K., & Delhi, N. (n.d.).
These changes in precipitation will result in decline in production of rice in Haryana by 8
per cent and in Punjab by 6.5 per cent. No doubt all these impact make food security task
relatively more tough. Potential impact of climate change on three major components
summarized in the table below:
Table 4: Potential Impact of Climate Change on Food Security
Components of food security
Impact of climate change
Allocation
➢ Reduction in household consumption part
of production
➢ Affected income earning opportunities
Food Access
can affect the ability to buy food
Affordability
➢ Influence on crisis of certain food items
make them unaffordable
➢ As in availability and relative prices affect
preferences
food basket
➢ Preferences may shift towards less
nutritious or healthy items
Nutrition Level
➢ Affect nutritional status indirectly but
Food Utilization
adversely
Social and cultural values
➢ Affected by affordability and availability
of food would force culture to abandon
their traditional practices
Food safety
➢ Quality of food decorate
Stability of supply
➢ Maintain seasonal food production is
Food Stability
challenging droughts and floods are major
threats
Stability of access
➢ Greater volatility in global food market
Steps Need To Be Taken
• Challenges from climate change can be face through advance technology and effective
policy.
• In order to minimize the impact of climate change strong and effective measures on
poverty elevation must be adopted.
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•
•
•

Need to follow the path of environmentally sustainable economic growth.
Need to invest in research and development of climate resilient agriculture.
There is a greater need for improved farming systems, diversification of agricultural
products and development of breeds that adapt to climate.
Conclusion
There are various factors which affect food system but no doubt the dominating one is
climate change. Its major outcome in the form of variations in temperature and rainfall strong
enough to affect the major goal of food security of India. Being a agriculture based economy
and strong dependency on climate for its production there is demand for qualitative research
and government interest as well as support for mitigation and adaptation related strategies.
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A Study of Ethics, Value, Social Responsibility and Quality of
Higher Education in the State of Uttarakhand
Puja
Dr. Arjun Ravi
Ghanshyam singh

Abstract
Education does not end with mastery over few idioms or subjects. It also means inaugural
the doors of the mind, and understanding self. We, as Indians have a rich volumes of spiritual
heritage but we are encasing on our enriched heritage. We often believe in the QUOTES of
Holy books such as The Bhagwant Gita and The Quran and various other spiritual writings.
It’s a fact that we have failed miserably when it comes to follow or implement these quotes/
teachings in our real life. At various levels of the Indian education system, the ethical
thoughts have lost its value and place. Now, it is imperative to identify the causes of the
decline in ethics and also to those who are responsible for it. In this paper an attempt has
been made to identify the factors influencing the ethical process , requirement of ethical
education is required and its and benefits to the younger generation.
The main thrust is to find out ethical deterioration in the higher education system. There is
rapid ethical deterioration taking place in apex body of higher education such as UGC,
AICTE, MCI, PCI, MHRD, the Universities, institutes , teachers and students.
Merely, expansion of infrastructure would not produce good human resources and thus, we
can’t produce effective Managers, Technocrats, Bureaucrats, Politicians and Entrepreneurs.
Therefore education system needs to be strengthen ethics and values.
Keywords: Ethics, Value, Ethical process, Apex Body
Introduction
At present there are 799 universities and university-level institutions in India including 47
Central Universities, 290 State Universities, 123 Deemed Universities, 23 IIT‘s, 13 IIM‘s,24
IIIT‘s, 5 institutions established under State Act and 13 institutes of national importance
apart from around 37204, colleges including 1800 women colleges, in India. The total
enrolment of students in universities and colleges is 106 lakh while the number of teachers
is 4.5 lakh3. Only seven percent of the population in the 18-24 age groups has access
to higher education. India will need 1,500 universities to attain gross enrolment ratio of at
least 15 per cent by 20154. This is a key observation made by the National Knowledge
Commission (NKC) in its note to the Prime Minister on higher education5. Stating that
opportunities for higher education "are simply not enough in relation to our needs," the
NKC has called for a massive expansion of opportunities. Do you think that merely
expansion of educational infrastructure would produce good human being without
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inculcating in them the basic ethics, values and virtues as advocated by the Saints, the sufi
the Gurus of our ancient society and by our rich civilization?.
Ethics
The word Ethics has been derived from the Greek word ‘ethos‘ which means character and
from Latin word ‘Mores’ which means customs. It can be defined as the moral values, rules
or standards governing the conduct of a particular group of people, profession or
culture. Thus, group, organization, professional and cultural ethics co-exist in the society.
Together they influence the set of values. Being personally ethical means acting accordance
with one‘s own personal code of ethics. Ethical dilemmas arise when one‘s own ethical
standards conflict with some other entity. Aristotle was one of the first great philosophers
to study the subject. To him, ethics was more than a moral, religious or legal concept.
To determine what is ethically good for the individual and for the society, he said, it is
necessary to possess three virtues of practical wisdom: temperance, courage and justice.
Ethics is a branch of philosophy which deals with morality, It may be defined as ―a
systematic inquiry into the beliefs we have and the judgment we make about what is
morally right or wrong and morally good or evil.
The Beginning
Ethics and values became an important concern in the US in the 1980's. In US there are about
500 courses offered in the field of Ethics by various universities. Harvard Business School
earmarked USD 30 Million in 1987 to focus on teaching Business ethics to MBAs. In India
AICTE (The All India Council for Technical Education) recommended the inclusion
of Business ethics as a course in MBA curriculum in 1995, IIM Lucknow has started
a course that seeks to provide students with an understanding of changing relationship
between business and environmental management (As per February 2007, Economic
Times). The budding human resources of the country should be imparted with the
knowledge of social responsibility and ethics. Why there is no Measurement of Ethical
Parameters in Higher Education?
The following are the determinants of the quality management in higher
education:➢ Academic environment measured in terms of number of library books, journalsnational and international origin, audio-video aids, computer facilities, OHP, and CDs.
0. Intellectual assets and property measured in terms of number of faculty, books published,
seminars and conferences attended.
1. Physical infrastructure measured in terms of number of classrooms, smart class rooms,
scientific laboratories and computer labs, smart campus and hostel facilities.
2. Industry interface measured in terms of number of management development
programmes (MDP‘s), orientations and refreshers and in company programmes
organized, consultancy projects handled, number of industry representatives and
professional visiting the institute.
3. Placement measured in terms of percentage of students recruited through campus
recruitment, average salary offered etc.
4. Stakeholders satisfaction and percentage measured in terms of faculty satisfaction,
student satisfaction, recruiter‘s perception and satisfaction and also of parents
satisfaction.
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The Necessity
The Aim of teaching Ethics is to provide the budding youth to Share knowledge, build skills
and develop minds of the young entrepreneurial managers of tomorrow. The ethical
education to our youth is the crying need of the hour because it leads to various benefits for
the youth of today. Some of them are narrated below:5. Moral development.
➢ Cultural development.
➢ Development of healthy and balanced personality.
➢ Creation of good citizenship
➢ Resolving conflicts.
➢ Cooperative living.
➢ Maintaining peace and harmony.
➢ Adjustment with environment and its modification.
Ethics and Value Formation
Generally ethics and value formation goes through fie different phases before it is
maturedinto worthwhile asset to the youth and to the entire society as such. These could be
as follows:
➢ Environment of value learning.
➢ 2. Raising conscious awareness.
➢ 3. Learning and exploring SELF.
➢ 4. Knowledge of values.
➢ 5. Harmony between values and behavior.
Domains of Ethics in Higher Education
We shall be discussing four probable domains where most of the aberrations in ethics, values
and virtues do take place. Knowing fully well that these are taking place, sometimes even
with their connivance, even then the Apex bodies of Higher education are turning a
deaf ear towards these illegal activities of some of the academic players. Newspapers are
flooded with the reports on the inefficiency and ineffectiveness of AICTE and UGC
with respect to the unethical practices in universities and institutions are being overlooked.
The absence of a coherent long term policy perspective on higher education has been the
hallmark of Indian higher education in the 1990‘s and even in the present decade.
The Society and the Parents
➢ Parent s allowing their wards to show off their status, wealth and prestige through
unethical
ways
may
it
be
cars,
clothes
and
jewellary.
➢ Non availability of parents in the Parent- teacher meets
➢ No checks even when their wards are using the hi-tech services particularly internet as a
result of which they fall prey to hacking and other cyber crimes.
➢ The working parents hardly have any quality time to spare for their wards.
The Teachers and the Students
Students disobey the code of conduct during day to day life in the college.
Attendance
and
regularity
issues
on
the
rise.
Teacher‘s commitment towards their profession particularly those teachers taking Pvt.
Tutions
Internal assessment of teacher is another subject of debate which is being used
as double weapon for and against the students by some of our teachers.
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Role of a Teacher
➢ Help create an atmosphere of love, trust and security in the college.
➢ Understand the student and its development character and adopt your methods
accordingly.
➢ Relate value education to concrete situations.
➢ Organize value education indirectly through a variety of co-curricular activities.
➢ Remember teacher influence the student with her total personality.
➢ Example is better than precept. Teacher must be hones in her dealings with students.
➢ Remember mere emulation is not education. We want student eventually not to do things
in blind faith, custom or traditional but after rational deliberations and thought.
This is the essence of the ethical education. (Prof C. Shashadri -1988 Value oriented
Education, in service teacher education package Vol. NCERT P-72-74.)
Role of the Student
• Listening to others with the intention of learning
• Reflecting intentionally to gain more understanding of the complexities of organizational
life’
• Being open-minded and accepting that there are multiple legitimate and viable
perspectives and possibilities in any situation.
• Understanding that there is no right answer or right approach in an ethical situation.
• Being proactive in anticipating potential ethical or moral dilemmas and finding different
ways to learn from different perspectives about how one might address such dilemmas.
With so much of unethical chaos prevailing under the nose of these apex bodies should be
we go for teaching ethics and value formation for the Youth of India. Practical Aspects
relating to Ethics in Institutes of Higher Education Issues of value and ethics in the education
system needs to be resolved if we want to tackle the larger challenges we face today in the
education sector like total literacy, better quality of education and so on. Corruption is all
pervasive and includes our education also. India is one of the most corrupt countries in the
world and ranks . The level of corruption in any organization depend upon three factors- the
individual‘s sense of values, the set of values upheld and cherished by the society and lastly
the system itself which will punish the guilty and if it does not then the corruption flourishes.
Some of the unethical practices being followed by most of our higher education
institutes are being listed below though it is not the exhaustive list:
➢ How far college education has succeeded in helping students to become integral part of
society. How far has the college culture changed the life of the students?
➢ Why college have failed to bring in the expected standards in values and
beliefs.
➢ There is no education which can enrich human life. Who is to ensure the quality and
standard of values maintained? Is it the only principal or the teachers?
➢ Universities are awarding degrees and certificates to students without ensuring anything
related to quality which is affecting the Education system in an adverse manner.
➢ People pursue a degree for the status it carries.
➢ Teachers deliver lectures without employing proper teaching methodologies.
➢ Evaluation and testing gives more stress upon root memory. There is no genuine
comprehension or critical evaluation. Curriculum design is mere a collection of topics
and subjects.
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➢ The accumulation and presentation of data alone cannot become the criteria for
quality education. Does higher education cater for or include acquisition of habit or
skills.
➢ The colleges are merely enrolment centers and examination bodies. They are not
bothered about quality of teaching and the ethical considerations. Neither there is any
procedure to check the kind of teaching that is imparted at the college.
Social Responsibility
Actually, all apex bodies of higher education, universities either private, state owned or
central, Govt. or Pvt colleges and institutes borrow every assets or inputs from the society
but in return their contribution is negligible. On industrial pattern, just like corporate social
responsibility, educational institutions in general and apex bodies in particular are also
required to realize their own responsibility towards the society. If, they will realize it then
they will be highly ethical and corrupt and malpractices will disappear from higher
education. Value based ethical practices and consciousness towards social responsibility lead
to quality education. If we have to establish quality in higher education we must put check
on capitation fee, keep focus on appointment of well qualified and experienced faculty
members, fair appointments in Universities and also in apex bodies of higher education and
give importance to the quality and experience rather than political affiliation of the
candidate.
Universities grow in Uttarakhand, but education quality still a concern
Uttarakhand, known for school education mostly imparted by public schools, has emerged
as a hub of universities and institutes, but experts and activists have raised questions about
the quality of education in the state.
“The government must examine whether the new universities are increasing unemployment
by giving useless degrees,” said Anil Joshi, a former reader of botany at Kotdwar
Government Degree College.
“It would be better to provide soft skills to the individuals instead, so that they can get
meaningful employment. Most of the students have taken bank loans and I don’t think many
would get jobs that would help them in even repaying the loan on time.”
Uttarakhand with a population of 1.1 crore has 20 universities – government and private –
and another two with deemed status. Most of them offer technical, medicine and
management courses.
Chandrashekhar Kargeti, a lawyer-activist, said the quality of education was not up to the
desired level in private universities, which were focusing on making money. “There are
private universities that have 10,000 students on the rolls; you can imagine the quality of
education there.”
Kargeti said the main reason for the establishment of a number of private universities was
the availability of cheap land. Alleging a nexus among builders, bureaucrats and influential
politicians, he said most of the private universities have been established with the money
invested by politicians through proxy.
“One university in Dehradun has been accused of grabbing land on a riverside and the matter
has been suppressed due to the intervention of politicians who have a stake in it,” said
Kargeti.
Congress leader Manish Verma, who is fighting a legal battle against a private university set
up in Dehradun, said, “The university did not have approval from the Medical Council of
India, but was running courses, such as MBBS, and playing with the career of the students.”
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Minister of state (higher education) Dhan Singh Rawat claimed that universities and the
quality of education were being monitored. “A large number of students are studying in these
universities that have well-maintained campuses and qualified teachers.”
The minister said all norms laid down for setting up a university were followed in the state,
ruling out foul play or machinations. “If any wrongdoing or subverting of norms by
universities is brought to our notice, then we will take action,” he said.
Retired IAS officer Surya Pratap Singh, who taught management in a college in the US, has
a different take. Most universities, he said, are giving education without merit in India,
particularly in Uttarakhand.
“Many universities are taking up to Rs 15 lakh for MBA. It is sometimes seen that the owners
and family members are being made part of the teaching staff without merit, which is not
justified,” he said, adding “There should be a state audit of the universities.”
Conclusion
It has been well said, that the true philosophy of education lies in the combination of Virtues,
Values and Validity of human life. It is multi-dimensional implication. It also implies there
is need to understand the criteria that can help in development of human beings.
Education is not merely imparting knowledge in a particular faculty or subject or making
one fit for securing jobs or fair well in exams, it should be training in logical thinking
and should help the coming generations adjust to the available changing environment.
The big Missions, Aims and Objectives of many educational institutions with bold letters
interspersed with high flown jargons remains only on the walls of these institutions in
their chairmen/Directors‘/Principles‘ offices and are seldom preached, practices or
implemented in true spirits. This is true not only in case govt. aided institutions but also in
case of privately owned self financial institutions as well. The institution should enable
students to become contributing member of the society by providing knowledge, skills and
character development opportunities.
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Impact Of IT Resources On Supply Chain Performance
Roshanpreet Kaur
Dr. Sarang Narula
Abstract: Supply chain management has been the pivotal factor in the performance of any
organisation. With the implementation of information technology in almost every aspect of
organisation made it essential to study its role. Because of competition among the supply
chain of the companies it is important to assess the performance of supply chain with respect
of IT resources.
Keywords: supply chain management, supply chain performance, information technology,
IT resources
Introduction: Supply chain management consist of different business activities ranging
from purchase of raw material to vendor management. The main focus id to minimise cost,
improve customer relationship, providing flexibility in all business activities, increasing
interaction among business partners. Information technology offers immense opportunities
by increasing efficiency in operations, facilitating inventory management and improving
supply chain performance. The argument on the “IT-productivity” paradox suggests that it
is uncertain how information technology affects supply chain (Brynjolfsson, 1993; Lucas &
Spitler, 1999). Many firms adopt IT easily because of adoption by other firms but it fails to
provide the competitive advantage which is sustainable. Therefore to be competent in current
business world many companies like Wal-Mart, Retail Link etc. are using information
technology into their supply chain to improve its performance.
The aim of this research is to study whether the IT resources helps in improving the supply
chain performance. We study the IT resources i.e IT advancement and IT alignment and its
impact on supply chain performance.
Sukati et al (2012) argued that validating the supply chain performance should include three
different types of performance measurement of resources measurement (how well the
resource is sourced), Output measurement (how well it delivers value to the consumer), and
Flexibility (how flexible is the system to external uncertainties). Each of these types is
equally important in measuring the supply chain performance of manufacturing firms.
Qrunfleh and Tarafdar (2012) studied the impact off supply chain information strategy on
supply chain performance in turn on firm performance. The results show that association
among supply chain performance and firm performance and firm performance having
mediating effect between supply chain information strategy and firm performance.
Reliability Measures
Reliability is termed as consistency and reproducibility of the instrument toward the results
which are consistent over a period of time on repeated trials. These are the tests which are
considered to be the best measure of inter item consistence reliability measure, that is,
Cronbach’s Alpha(α) (Cronbach,1951; Nunnally,1979). The Cronbach alpha will be
measured in this study for internal consistency of the scales used in the questionnaire, which
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is conducted on summated scales and not for individual items. The value of Cronbach alpha
will be in the range of 0-1 where the internal reliability of the scale is said to be maximum
when it is closer to 1.
Cronbach's
Alpha
IT Advancement
0.859
IT Alignment
0.934
Composite reliability as a benchmark value of 0.7 is considered to be adequate where SEM
is applied (Werts et al., 1978). Also, Joreskog’s (1971) composite reliability is studies along
with Dijkstra-Henscler’s rho as a reliability estimate for reflective construct with multiple
indicators in investigated ( Dijkstra and Henscler 2015). The findings of reliability are
mentioned in table….. as below
Reliability and Validity
Composite
Reliability
IT Advancement
0.899
IT Alignment
0.95
Validity measures
After investigating the reliability measures of the instrument, the next step is to establish the
validity of the questionnaire where the following types of validity were checked.
Convergent Validity
The next step was to consider the convergent validity of the constructs in the study. The
convergent validity measures the degree of association of multiple items towards their
constructs as per the theoretical background ad review of literature. (Hair et al., 2017)
The convergent validity is primarily assessed with average variance extracted (AVE) for all
the items related with their construct, and is calculated as the mean of the square loadings of
all variables associated with the construct, which must be higher than the acceptable value
of 0.50 on an average in order to explain at least fifty per cent variance of the items in their
construct.
In this study the AVE is fully established in the measurement model and is in accordance to
the suggestions by Hair et al., (2010, 2013), and mentioned in table… as below
Reliability and Validity
Average Variance Extracted
(AVE)
IT Advancement
0.643
IT Alignment
0.791
In addition to this, the composite reliability, AVE and standardised factor loadings were
found to be above the desired cut off values and benchmarks in the leading researches (Chin
2010; Hair et al., 2017b) and mentioned in table… as below
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Measurement item

Standard factor
loading
0.706

AVE

CR

Our organisation always uses
0 .643
advanced IT solutions for SCM
in our industry
(AA1)
Relative to competitors our IT
0.831
for SCM is advanced (AA2)
We are regarded as the IT
0.886
leader in SCM in our industry
(AA3)
We are first to use IT in our
0.86
industry (AA4)
0.899
Out IT for SCM is state-of-art
0.707
technology (AA5)
Our organisation’s IT for
0.828
0.791
supply chain is well aligned
with our channel members
(AA6)
Our organisation invests in IT
0.888
to align with our channel
members (AA7)
Our channel members invest in
0.918
IT to align with us (AA8)
We work together with our
0.903
0.95
channel members to invest in
for alignment (AA9)
Our IT is best aligned for best
0.906
supply chain performance.
(AA10)
Discriminant Validity
An empirical investigation of discriminant validity of the constructs was conducted in the
study to find out as to how much distinct one construct is from one another in the path model.
In major studies conducted by the researchers in the past, Fornell and Larcker (1981) criteria
was used to compare each constructs square root of AVE with their inter construct
correlation of all other constructs in the measurement model. Statistically, the square root of
AVE must be higher than the inter construct correlations to establish discriminant validity
of the variables under the study. In the present study, the Fornell and Lacker (1981) is fully
acceptable to establish discriminant validity as mentioned in table…
Fornell and Larcker
IT
IT
Supply Chain
Criteria
Advancement Alignment Performance
IT Advancement
0.802
IT Alignment
0.736
0.889
Supply Chain
0.514
0.526
1
Performance
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Note: diagonal elements are the square root of AVE; non diagonal elements are interconstruct correlations; Fornell and Lacker criteria 1981
In less rigorous approach to assess discriminant validity to examine the cross loadings in the
study which means that indicator variable must exhibit a higher loadings on its own construct
than on any other construct included in the measurement model (Hair et al., 2014). Table ..
Demonstrate the cross loadings in the study.
IT Advancement
IT Alingment
Our organisation
always
uses
0.706
advanced IT solutions for SCM in our
industry (AA1)
Relative to competitors our IT for
0.831
SCM is advanced (AA2)
We are regarded as the IT leader in
0.886
SCM in our industry (AA3)
We are first to use IT in our industry
0.86
(AA4)
Out IT for SCM is state-of-art
0.707
technology (AA5)
Our organisation’s IT for supply chain
0.828
is well aligned with our channel
members (AA6)
Our organisation invests in IT to align
0.888
with our channel members (AA7)
Our channel members invest in IT to
0.918
align with us (AA8)
We work together with our channel
0.903
members to invest in for alignment
(AA9)
Our IT is best aligned for best supply
0.906
chain performance (AA10)
Even though the Fornell and Lacker criteria and cross loadings are established in the study,
still they are considered to be insufficiently sensitive to establish discriminant validity
problems. Therefore, a new criteria for establishing discriminant validity is used in the study
Heterotrait-Momotrait ratio of correlations (HTMT) as proposed by Henseler, Ringle and
Sarstedt, (2015). The HTMT ratio must be less than 0.90 (Gold, Malhotra and Srgars, 2001)
or less than 0.85 (Kline, 2011) to establish the disattenuated correlation between two
constructs (Henseler, Ringle, and Sarstedt, 2015).Findings of HTMT criteria is mentioned
in table… as below
HTMT
IT
IT
Supply Chain
Advancement Alignment
Performance
IT Advancement
IT Alignment
0.837
Supply Chain
0.548
0.541
Performance
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From the figure it is clear that for the manufacturing companies of North India alignment of
IT is more important that investing in more advanced IT. Having the best aligned supply
chain and working together with channel members leads to better aligned supply chain. Also
investment in supply chain by organisation as well as channel members is also important.
Structural Model Assessment
After the constructs are confirmed as reliable and valid, the next step is to assess the
structural model results. However, a thorough examination of structural model for
collinearity was also established to see whether the path coefficients based upon ordinary
least square regression is free from the bias of collinearity (Hair et al 2014). The problem of
multicollinearity does not exist in the structural model since all the VIF values are less than
5.
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Hypothesis Testing And Discussion Of Results
Ha1: IT Advancement has impact on supply chain performance.
Ha2: IT Alignment has impact on supply chain performance.
In PLS path models, structural model and the significance of the hypothesis are tested by
computing path coefficients (β value). Path models by partial least squares method does not
require the data to be normally distributed, it is evaluated with squared multiple correlations
(R2) for each latent endogenous variable which provides how well the model fits the
hypothesized relationships. For assessing the significance of the hypothesis, the
bootstrapping procedure is used.
The relationship between IT advancement and supply chain performance is significant with
B=0.248 and t value=2.542 at 5% level of significance has positive significant impact on
supply chain performance. The relationship between IT alignment and supply chain
performance is also significant with B=0.318 and t value=3.221 at 1% level of significance
has positive significant impact on supply chain performance. From the table… we can
conclude that companies which have more aligned IT in their organisation have more impact
of supply chain performance rather than using the advanced IT solutions.
IT advancement for supply chain is defined as the extent to which a firm adopts the most
sophisticated technology. It measures the degree of proactive adoption and implementation
of advanced IT to find customer solutions ahead of competitors. Firms increasingly invest
more resources in their SCCS and IT departments in an effort to develop the internal skills
necessary to make full use of advanced technologies (Booth & Philip, 1998). However, a
higher level of IT investment does not necessarily imply better use of firm resources. Most
often, huge expenditures in information and communication technology do not necessarily
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result in much anticipated benefits for a firm (e.g., Barney et al., 2001; Brynjolfsson, 1993;
Taylor, 2003). Yet, it is likely that firms successfully enhance efficiency in their business
activities and processes by adopting advanced IT (Mukhopadhyay, Rajiv, & Srinivasan,
1997; Stank, Crum, & Arango, 1999). We argue that in order for IT to become a firm-specific
resource and, thus, increase its appropriability, the embeddedness of IT across the supply
chain, coordinating with supply chain partners and aligning their business process with each
other is more important in order to achieve efficiency (Powell, 1992).
Test of relation between
variables
IT Advancement ->
Supply Chain Performance
IT Alignment -> Supply
Chain Performance
***p<0.01; **p<0.05

Original
Sample (O)

T Statistics
(|O/STDEV|
)
2.542

P Values

Hypot
hesis

Results

0.248

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)
0.098

0.011**

Ha1

Accepted

0.318

0.099

3.221

0.001***

Ha2

Accepted

The results of this empirical study provide valuable results. The finding of this study argues
that the IT resources should not be easily imitable by the competitors, so that the owners of
the resources can use the resources well. The two IT resources examined in this study, IT
Advancement is more imitable by the competitors than IT Alignment. IT Advancement is
mere adoption of state of art IT ahead of competitors in hope that will give a competitive
edge. However, the study shows that aligning such IT resources with channel partners is an
important aspect of enhancing supply chain performance. Strategies in direction of IT
Alignment enhance supply chain performance are more inimitable and therefore should have
a greater impact on supply chain performance.
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A Study of Cyber Crime Awareness among B.Ed. Pupil
Teachers in relation to their Mental Fatigue
DR UMENDER MALIK
KAVITA
Abstract
The Purpose of the present investigation was to assess the level of cybercrime awareness of
B.Ed. pupil teachers with Mental Fatigue. The sample comprise 250 B.Ed. pupil teachers
selected through stratified random sampling technique. Data was analysed by Mean,
Standard Deviation, Standard Error of Mean and T Test, Pearson Product Moment
correlation. The present study shows a negative correlation between cybercrime awareness
and mental fatigue of B.Ed. pupil teachers and also a significant difference in cybercrime
awareness among B.Ed. pupil teachers with high mental fatigue and low mental fatigue. To
interpret the data bar graph, line graphs were used systematically.
Keywords:- Cybercrime awareness, mental fatigue, B.Ed. pupil teachers
Introduction
Mental Fatigue is the result of mind feeling so tired done by excess-activity .It can happen
when a person invest too much activity by mental effort on a project on a task. Many
psychologist observed that when energy has been disseminate in any task or work, when all
the glycogen or the energy-producing material of the muscle is used up, and no fresh energy
supply. Mental fatigue can affect people for both short and long periods of time. This is can
be due to long mental over activity .Physical and mental Fatigue are different, but both often
occur together. The concept of fatigue is related to work, production or work effectiveness
that is why it has been considered as one of the most important problem of psychology. More
various appropriate definition are given by psychologist. According to Drever, “Fatigue:
Diminished productivity, efficiency, or ability to carry on work, because of previous
expenditure of energy in doing work, on the subjective side of the complete of sensations
and feeling and the increased difficulty of carrying on, experienced after prolonged spell of
work, must be distinguished from boredom, which may be described as a subjective feeling
of fatigue.” According to Collins and Server (1976), “Fatigue is the state in which the
organiser is exhausted and requires rest”. There are so much symptoms of mental fatigue
symptoms of mental fatigue can differ from person to person, It stress continues to weigh on
you, reach an extreme point when you feel as , you are in a dark and dangerous hole and
can’t see your way come out. Even if you are not experiencing all of these symptoms, it’s
important to recognize these symptoms that could indicate you are on path to mental fatigue.
In the present time, mental fatigue caused by cyber area is called as cyber fatigue. Cyber
fatigueis the feeling of being overwhelmed by and tired of the barrage of cyber security
warnings, advice on how to stay safe and need to be constantly alert. The result of mental
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fatigue leads to people ignoring warnings altogether and becoming desensitized to the threat
of Hackers and cyber criminals. According to a new KPMG report, “How to bounce back
from cyber fatigue,” a new model is needed to transform cyber security strategy from one
that is draining and reactive to one that & energized and proactive. Moving beyond the
mantra of “Fix and spend”, users should work to maximize the value of security investments
in alignment with Education priorities. They can escape from mental fatigue to remove the
cybercrime. Just using for few things like Strong password, Password manager, Invisible
security, Regularly Measure the Effectiveness of Security, Continually update your model
to remove Threats, Cyber insurance, C2 (Command and control). Elena Mukhay Kora (2016)
studied about the mental health victims of cybercrimes. She describe that may of 2016,
revealed that almost nine out of ten cases healthcare institution examined had a data breach
in the previous two years, and45℅Suffered more than 5 incidents during the same time due
to cybercrime, it would be so much harmful for health or death, it he was exploited. She
suggest that it’s time for doctors to become cyber intelligent. The hospitals also became
victims simply because they used outdated software on their servers. Jeroen Van Custem
and Samuel M. Marcora (Jan.2017) Found That Physiological variables transitionally
associated with endurance performance (Heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen uptake, cardiac,
output, maximal aerobic capacity) were unaffected by mental fatigue .The duration and
intensity of the physical task appear to be important factors in the decrease in physical
performance due to mental fatigue. The most important factor responsible for the native
impact of mental fatigue on endurance performance is a higher perceived exertion. Security
fatigue -people getting feel tired of security procedures and processes, especially when
perception is that security is an obstacle .These feelings can be a sign of security fatigue they
want to try keep a balance between security and usability. They want that nobody can hack
their ID and passwords.
Objectives
•
To study the cyber crime awareness of B.Ed. pupil teachers with high mental fatigue
and low mental fatigue.
•
To study the relationship between cyber crime awareness and Mental fatigue.
Hypothesis
• There is no significant difference in cyber crime awareness of B.Ed. pupil teachers with
high mental fatigue and low mental fatigue.
• There is no significant relationship between cyber crime awareness and mental fatigue.
Tools used
Cybercrime awareness scale: - In this study, cybercrime awareness scale was used,
developed by S. Rajasekar (CCAS-RS)
Mental Fatigue Test:-In this study, mental fatigue test was used, developed by Dr. Vivek
Bhargava (MFT-B)
Statistical techniques:-. The investigator use appropriate statistical technique. The
investigator have use mean, standard deviation, T- Test, and Pearson product moment
correlation for measure the relationship.
Sample and Procedure
For collecting data, the investigator took six colleges of Education from Haryana under
CDLU & GJU university .The investigator personally visited the college of Education one
by one .After that the investigator administrated the tools on the B.Ed. pupil teachers. After
collection the data, the result was presented on the tables which are as under
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Analysis and interpretation
• There is no significant difference in cybercrime awareness of B.Ed. pupil teachers with
high mental fatigue and low mental fatigue.
GROUP
N
Mean SD
T Test Level
of
significance
High mental fatigue
260
26.53 12.4
0.273 Not significant
Low mental fatigue
240
18.16 5.12

Chart Title
30

26.53

25
18.164

20

12.4

15
10

5.12

5
0
Mean

SD
Series1

Series2

From the table and figure, it can be observed that the t value of 0.273 was found no
significant at 0.01 level and 0.05 level with 498 degree of freedom, which indicates that the
cybercrime awareness of B.Ed. Pupil teachers with higher and lower mental fatigue not
differ significantly. So the null hypothesis i.e., there exists no significant difference in the
cybercrime awareness of B.Ed. pupil teachers with high and low mental fatigue, is accepted.
Thus we can say that cybercrime awareness is not affected by mental fatigue. In terms of
mean, it can be seen that mean of cybercrime awareness scores of B.Ed. Pupil teachers with
high mental fatigue i.e. 26.53 has been found more than that of B.Ed. Pupil teachers with
low metal fatigue i.e. 18.16. Some teachers have high capacity of learning power, patience,
and mental ability. On the other side some pupil teachers have lack of confidence, lack of
knowledge, impatience. These reason may be cause of low and high mental fatigue.
• To study the relationship between cybercrime awareness and mental fatigue of
B.Ed. pupil teachers.
variables
N
Coefficient
of Level
of
correlation
significance
Cybercrime
500
-0.09
Negative correlation
awareness
Mental Fatigue
500
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Mental Fatigue
2500
2000
1500
1000
500

1
19
37
55
73
91
109
127
145
163
181
199
217
235
253
271
289
307
325
343
361
379
397
415
433
451
469
487

0

CCA

MF

From the table and figure, it can be observed that the coefficient of correlation between
cybercrime awareness and mental fatigue is - 0.09 which is significant at 0.05 level of
significance. Show the null hypothesis “there is exist no relationship between cybercrime
awareness and mental fatigue for B.Ed. people teachers”, is rejected. The magnitude of 'r'
is indicates negative correlation which means that reason cybercrime awareness scores leads
to decrease in mental fatigue scores of B.Ed. pupil teachers. Thus we can conclude that with
the increase of cybercrime awareness scores of B.Ed. Pupil teachers there will be decrease
in their mental fatigue and vice versa. This can be due to the reason that high and low mental
fatigue of B.Ed. pupil teachers affected the cybercrime awareness due to hard work and longtime spend on online. They waste the all energy, then they were not take so much attention,
awareness while they were online. Lack of energy is also major cause of less Awareness of
cyber crime.
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Effectiveness Of Information And Communication Technology
On Understanding Of Science Among Students At Secondary
Level
Dr. Shailja Gupta 
Neha Jain
Abstract
In the present study researcher tried to find out the impact of Information and
Communication Technology on understanding of Science among students of IX class of
district Jalaun.
ICT is very much important in present era, as it has capability to shape the society. It is an
effective tool in the hand of teacher to change the behavior of students in desired manner.
Thus it is of utmost importance to study of ICT in Educational field. That is why the
researcher has chosen the above topic.
This is an experimental study. Researcher made two groups control which obtain traditional
method and experimental group which get treatment. The mean score of both groups have
been compared by using statistical techniques.
To analyze data t-test and paired t-test has been used.
The findings suggested that ICT –based teaching method was more effective than traditional
method of teaching. Students have more understanding of Science in terms of concept or
knowledge, assimilative power or application, explorative power, organization and recitation
ability, when they taught through ICT-based teaching methods.
Key words- Effect, ICT, Traditional method of teaching, Understanding.
Introduction
Today’s educational system is characterized by transition, transformation and revolution.
Since India has become one of the software power in the world and now students were more
interested to adopt ICT as a learning tool in their education, but the real scenario of computer
and internet as well as other ICT tools was still in fancy stage and need to integrated in better
form in Indian educational system.
Now the teaching process is shifted from teacher centered to student-centered. It is only
possible by the use of technology in teaching- learning process. Technology offers so many
benefits to increase quality of Education. It also increases motivation, interest and creativity
of the students. If a teacher adopts traditional methods in Science teaching he/she may not
meet the expectations of the modern day students in teaching and learning process. ICT also
focuses on integration of technology like computers, mobiles, ppt. and internet which is easy,
simple and more attractive than printed material.
Hence the researcher has chosen the present topic entitled “Effectiveness of ICT on
Understanding of Science among Students at Secondary level.”
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Need of the study
Now the teaching process is shifted from teacher centered to student-centered. It is only
possible by the use of technology in teaching- learning process. Technology offers so many
benefits to increase quality of Education. It also increases motivation, interest and creativity
of the students. If a teacher adopts traditional methods in Science teaching he/she may not
meet the expectations of the modern day students in teaching and learning process. ICT also
focuses on integration of technology like computers, mobiles, ppt. and internet which is easy,
simple and more attractive than printed material.
That is why the researcher has chosen to study the effectiveness of Information and
Communication Technology on understanding of Science among students at secondary
level.
Statement of the problem
“Effectiveness of Information and Communication Technology on understanding of Science
among students at secondary level”.
Operational definitions of key words
ICT- ICT covers any product that will store, retrieve, manipulate and transmit or receive
information electronically in a digital form for example- personal computers, digital
television, email etc.
The nature of information (the “I” in ICT) covers topics such as the meaning and value of
information; how information is controlled, management of information means how data is
captured, verified and stored for effective use.
“C” part of ICT refers to the communication of data by electronic means. Communication
means to make someone known or to pass something (information) on or to transmit
something, to exchange information, ideas or news etc with someone. This is often achieved
via networks of sending or receiving equipment, and satellite links.
The word “technology” can also be used to refer to a collection of techniques. It includes
technical methods, skills, processes, techniques, tools and raw materials.
Understanding- It is the depth of knowledge assimilated by the method of teaching used
during the investigation
Effect- Effect means a strong impression that was created on something.
Traditional method of teaching- In this type of teaching researcher used lecture method to
teach Science. Researcher also used book, chalk-board and other ancient method to teach
students.
Objectives of the study
❖ To develop ICT based teaching material for the students of class 9th in Science subject.
❖ To study the impact of ICT on understanding of Science among students of 9th class.
Hypotheses of the study
❖ There is no significant difference between the mean score of pre-test and post-test of
control group on understanding of Science among students of class 9th.
❖ There is no significant difference between the mean score of pre-test and post-test of
experimental group on understanding of Science among students of class 9th.
❖ There is no significant difference between the mean score of pre-test of both control and
experimental group on understanding of Science among students of class 9th.
❖ There is no significant difference between the mean score of post-test of both control and
experimental group on understanding of Science among students of class 9th.
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Methodology of the study
The researcher has selected 180 students from different types of government and private
schools of Jalaun district. These students were divided into two groups one was control and
second was experimental group which was given treatment. The researcher used self made
tool for data collection. And the score were recorded after pre and post test of the students,
then this score was evaluated for interpretation and conclusions.
Design of the study
A pictorial representation of the research design was as followAdministration
Control Group
Experimental Group
1. Pretest
Yes
Yes
2. Treatment
Teaching by traditional ICT- based teaching method
method
3. Post test
Yes
Yes
Sample of the study
The sample of study was selected by using stratified random sampling procedure. In this
study 180 students of class IX of both schools (private and Gov.) have been selected
randomly. Random sampling means-drawing a portion (or sample) of a population or
universe so that all possible samples of fixed size n have the same probability of being
selected (Kerlinger).
Variables of the study
Independent variables- ICT- based teaching and traditional teaching method.
Dependent variable- Understanding of Science, gender, type of school (Gov. and private
schools), medium of instruction (Hindi and English).
Intervening variables- Grade level, subject to be taught, intelligence level of pupils, socioeconomic status of pupils, previous knowledge of pupils etc.
Tool used in the study
Self-made tool has been used for data collection by the researcher. The internal consistency
coefficient or reliability of the test was calculated to be 0.78 which shows moderate level of
reliability and was quite satisfactory.
Analysis of data
TABLE-1: MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION AND T-TEST OF CONTROL AND
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP ON UNDERSTANDING OF SCIENCE TEST AND ITS
DIMENSIONS
UNDERSTANDING OF SCIENCE SCALE
PRE-TEST
Group
N
Mean Std.
tPRemarks
Dimension
Deviation value value
Control
90
10.88
2.902
Concept

Assimilative
Explorative

594

.051

experimental 90

10.90

2.972

Control

90

17.94

4.228

experimental 90

18.97

3.832

1.700

Control
90
experimental 90

11.34
11.47

2.678
2.409

.322

.960 Not
significant
.091

Not
significant

.748

Not
significant
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Organization
Recitation
Total Score

Control
90
experimental 90
Control
90
experimental 90
Control
90
experimental 90

16.23
16.30
2.92
3.20
59.32
60.83

3.551
3.676
1.684
1.602
9.833
9.610

.124

.902

1.134 .258
1.043 .299

Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant

Interpretation
The above table shows that there is no significant difference between mean score of pre test
of control and experimental group that is our null hypothesis has been accepted. Total mean
of control group and experimental group is 59.32 and 60.83 respectively. The t- value is
1.043 which is less than tabulated value that is why the hypothesis has been accepted at
0.05% level of significance.
TABLE-2MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION AND T-TEST OF CONTROL AND
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP ON UNDERSTANDING OF SCIENCE SCALE AND
ITS DIMENSIONS
UNDERSTANDING OF SCIENCE SCALE
Remark
Dimension
Concept
Assimilative
Explorative
Organization
Recitation
Total Score

Group
control
experimental
control
experimental
control
experimental
control
experimental
control
experimental
control
experimental

N Mean Std.
Deviation
90 10.80 3.454
90 13.73 2.954
90 18.29 4.587
90 20.75 3.890
90 11.88 2.903
90 11.56 2.603
90 16.40 3.554
90 17.20 3.638
90 3.06
1.857
90 4.20
1.927
90 60.48 9.682
90 67.44 9.358

t-value P-value POST-TEST
si
-6.128 .000
-3.870 .000
.776

.439

-1.489 .138
-4.029 .000
-4.906 .000

gnificant
Significant
Not significant
Not significant
Significant
Significant

Interpretation
The mean score of post test of control and experimental group is 60.48 and 67.44
respectively. The t- value is -4.906 which is significant at 0.05% level. Thus our null
hypothesis has been rejected and research hypothesis has been accepted which stated that
there is significant difference between post test score of control and experimental group and
experimental group is better than control group.
Findings
➢ There is significant difference between pre-test and post-test of control group. (t=-3.967,
M=1.16). Although the difference between mean of pre and post test is 1.16 which is
very negligible, that shows traditional method of teaching has little effect on
understanding of Science among students at secondary level.
➢ There is a significant difference between pre-test and post-test of experimental group.
(t=-27.64, M=6.61). Thus the null hypothesis has been rejected, it means ICT based
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teaching method is more effective on understanding of Science among students at
secondary level.
➢ There is no significant difference between pre-test of control group and experimental
group. (t=1.043, M=1.51). Thus the null hypothesis has been accepted which means that
both group were homogeneous (approximately).
➢ There is a significant difference between post-test of control and experimental group.
(t=-4.906, M=6.96). Thus the null hypothesis has been rejected. It means that ICT based
teaching method used in experimental group was more effective than traditional method
used in control group.
Conclusion and further suggestions
The researcher suggested the following recommendations for the effective teaching learning
process in our countryIn our country the students’ teacher ratio was not proper in educational institutions. So many
institutes were facing the shortage of teachers. To overcome this problem ICT has brought
the solution of this problem. ICT- based teaching material could be used as an alternate to
traditional teaching methods.
The role of ICT in educational field is obvious from the above research and various reviews
conducted in this field. So it becomes mandatory that every teacher should be trained to learn
new technology. Even training programmes, workshops, seminars, and conferences may also
be organized for in-service teachers to update their technological knowledge and for parents
to make them aware from ICTs, so that they can properly guide and channelize the energy
of their wards in the right direction.
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Assessment Of Change In Cropping Intensity In Jaipur District,
Rajasthan, India
Dr. Arjun Lal Meena
Priyanka Bisht
Abstract
Agriculture provides the base for other activities as the raw material of most of economic
activities are gained from this sector. Farming activities in an area depends on the
environmental, geographical and social factors. This paper attempts to provide spatial
distribution of cropping intensity in Jaipur district for years 2013-14 and 2016-17. The
changes in cropping intensity in the study area is measured by taking 2013-14 as the base
year. There is negative changes in the cropping intensity in study area. These all changes are
arises due to use of latest techniques in farming for optimum utilization of agriculture
infrastructure.
Key words: Cropping Intensity, Techniques, agriculture production, Temporal etc.
Introduction
Agriculture production depends on the soil fertility, seed quality, use of fertilizers and
irrigation facilities. Along with this, use of proper techniques make the easier to achieve the
high agriculture production. In India, farmers are still using the traditional techniques for
farming which in turn make low agriculture production. Soil fertility is one of the major
factor for agriculture production. High fertile soil needs less fertilizer, irrigation facilities
and manual work comparatively but provide high agriculture production. There is need to
use proper techniques, so the fertility of soil could retain for long period. Rajasthan state is
famous for The Thar desert and half of the area of state is suffered by low soil fertility which
influence the agriculture production. Jaipur district is located in the sub-humid region of the
state which has better condition than the western halve of Rajasthan. Study demonstrate the
how much changes occurred in the cropping intensity in the recent years in Jaipur district.
Study Area
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Rajasthan is the state of India which is extended between the Latitude 23°3’N to 30°12’N
and longitude 69°30’E to 78°17’E. Jaipur is the district and capital of the state which is
stretched between the latitude 26°23’N to 27°51’N and longitude 74°55’ E to 76°50’E. There
are 13 Sub-Districts and 16 Tehsils in the district. Name of Tehsils are Jaipur, Sanganer,
Bassi, Chaksu, Kotkhawada, Amer,J amwa-Ramgarh, Chomu, Kotputli, Shahpura,
Viratnagar, Phulera, Kishangarh Renwal, Mauzamabad, Dudu and Phagi.
Objective
The study is carried out with following objectives:
➢
To analysis the spatial
distribution of cropping intensity
➢
To study the change in cropping
intensity
Material And Methods
Study is carried out with secondary
data collected from District Statistical
Outline. The following tools were
used for analysis:
1.
Cropping intensity is calculated
by using following formula:
Cropping Intensity = Gross Cropped
Area × 100
Net Cropped Area
Net Cropped Area= Area sown once
in a particular year.
Gross Cropped Area= Area sown
more than once in particular year.
Figure 1: Location of Study Area

Cropping Intensity= implies how much portion of net sown area is used for sown more than
once in a particular year.
2. Change in Cropping intensity= (Intensity in latest year – Intensity in Base year)
All calculations are made in MS-Excel. Spatial distribution of Irrigation intensity is
demonstrated by maps.
Table 2: Cropping intensity in Jaipur District for 2013-14 & 2016-17

Tehsils
Jaipur
Bassi
Chaksu
Kotkhawda
Sanganer
Amer
Jamwa Ramgarh
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Net
Sown
Area
(hectare)
21726
40953
30822
20073
28036
45643
43758

2013-14
Gross
Sown
Cropping
Area
Intensity
(hectare) (%)
37790
173.94
65336
159.54
40806
132.39
29643
147.68
40531
144.57
84975
186.17
65305
149.24

Net
Sown
Area
(hectare)
20660
38241
31498
18684
27791
46251
44118

2016-17
Gross
Sown
Area
(hectare)
35322
57303
42874
26086
35521
85750
65143

Cropping
Intensity
(%)
170.9681
149.847
136.1166
139.6168
127.8148
185.4014
147.6563

Change
-2.971
-9.69196
3.724132
-8.0592
-16.7529
-0.77173
-1.585
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Chomu
Phulera Mu.
Sambher
Kishangarh Renwal
Mauzmabad
Dudu
Phagi
Kotputli
Shahpura
Viratnagar

50173

92062

183.49

49675

89171

179.5088

-3.98032

65521
48075
46098
52464
79355
45332
29526
19376

103160
77047
85627
85454
122390
92395
52845
34227

157.45
160.26
185.75
162.88
154.23
203.82
178.98
176.65

62731
45247
45797
51488
77690
48494
28859
18993

85549
63179
80577
89314
116923
88016
44006
31668

136.3744
139.6314
175.9438
173.4657
150.4994
181.4987
152.4862
166.7351

-21.0713
-20.6328
-9.80608
10.58445
-3.73157
-22.3198
-26.4916
-9.91125

Source: District Statistical Outline
Spatial Distribution Of Cropping Intensity
Cropping intensity is classified into 3 categories
1. Area with low cropping intensity
2. Area with medium cropping intensity
3. Area with High cropping intensity
(a) For year 2013-14
1. Area with low cropping intensity (Below 156.20%)- In this category, There is included
five tehsils. Tehsils are Chaksu (132.39%), Sanganer (144.57%), Kotkhawda (147.68%),
Jamwa- Ramgarh (149.24%) and Phagi (154.23%).
2. Area with medium cropping intensity (156.20% to 180.01%) - Tehsils in this category
are Phulera Mu. Sambher (157.45%), Bassi (159.54%), Kishangarh Renwal (160.26%),
Dudu (162.88%), Jaipur (173.94%), Viratnagar (176.65%) and Shahpura (178.98%).
3. Area with High Cropping Intensity- In this category, only four tehsils are included. These
tehsils are Chomu (183.49%), Mauzmabad (185.17%), Amer (186.17%) and Kotputli
(203.82%).
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Figure 2: Spatial Distribution of Cropping Intensity in Jaipur District , Rajasthan 201314
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Figure 3: Spatial Distribution of Cropping Intensity in Jaipur District, Rajasthan 201617
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(b). For year 2016-17
1. Area with Low Cropping Intensity (Below 147.01%) - Tehsils in this category are
Sanganer (127.81%), Chaksu (136.12%), Phulera Mu. Sambher (136.37%), Kotkhawda
(139.62%) and Kishangarh Renwal (139.63%).
2. Area with Medium Cropping Intensity (147.01% to 166.21%)- Tehsils with medium
Cropping intensity are Jamwa-Ramgarh (147.66%), Bassi (149.85%), Phagi (150.50%)
and Shahpura (152.49%).
3. Area with High Cropping Intensity (166.21% to 185.40%) – Tehsils are Viratnagar
(166.74%), Jaipur (170.97%), Dudu (173.47%), Mauzmabad (175.94%), Chomu
(179.51%), Kotputli (181.50%) and Amer (185.40%).
Change In Cropping Intensity
From the calculated value, it is clear that only Chaksu and Dudu tehsils has experienced the
increase in cropping intensity. Rest of Tehsils experienced the decrease in the cropping
intensity. Top 5 Tehsils with highest decrease of cropping are Shahpura (-26.4916%),
Kotputli(-22.3198%), Phulera Mu. Muzambad (-21.0713%), Kishangarh Renwal (20.6328%) and Sanganer(-16.7529%).
Results & Discussion
1. As see the spatial distribution of cropping intensity in 2013-14, There were only 4 tehsils
under high cropping intensity, 7 tehsils under medium cropping intensity and 5 tehsils
under low cropping intensity area.
2. In 2016-17, there were 7 tehsil under high cropping intensity, 4 tehsil under medium
cropping intensity and 5 tehsils under the low cropping intensity area.
3. As see the temporal change, there is recorded increase in only two tehsils named as
Chaksu and Dudu. There is recorded sharp decline in tehsil Shahpura where the highest
negative change is recorded.
4. As to analysis the temporal change, it is clear that re-utilization of net sown area is
decreased in all tehsils except two tehsils.
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jkedFkk &izfriknu esa {kseUs nz dk oSf”k’V~;
¼jkek;.ke†tjh ds fo”ks’k lUnHkZ esa ½


laLÑr lkfgR; dks le`f) iznku djus esa “kkjnk ns” k dk”ehj Hkwfe ds vusd fo}kuksa dk eguh; ;ksxnku jgk gSA
dkO;”kkL=h; ehekalk ls ysdj vusd lkfgfR;d xzUFkksa ds jpukdkjksa dks bl dk”ehj Hkwfe us tUe fn;k gSA Hkjreqfu
ds ukV~;”kkL= ij ^vfHkuoHkkjrh* Vhdk xzUFk rFkk ^izR;fHkKkfoe”kZ* vkfn lqizfl) xzUFkksa ds jpukdkj vfHkuoxqIr]
dkO;”kkL=h; xzUFk ^dkO;izdk”k* ds jfp;rk eEeV] ^jktrjafx.kh* ds ys[kd dYg.k] ^c`gRdFkk* ftls /ku†t; us
vk’kZdkO; jkek;.k ,oa egkHkkjr ds leku izfl) crk;k gS]i ds jpf;rk xq.kk<~; vkSj ^foØek³~dnsopfjr* ,oa
^pkSji†pkf”kdk* ds jpukdkj foYg.k] ^gjfot;* ds ys[kd jRukdj bR;kfn dfo dk”ehj esa gh mRiUu gq;s gSaA
“kSokxe vkSj izR;fHkKk n”kZu dh Hkwfe Hkh dk”ehj gh jgh gSA
bZLkk dh 11oha “krkCnh esa blh “kkjnk ns” k esa {ksesUnz uked loZrkseq[kh izfrHkkoku jRu dk vH;qn; gqvk ftlus laLÑr
ok³~e; ds fofHkUu {ks=ksa dks vius xzUFkksa ls le`) cuk;kA Hkkjr esa gh ugha vfirq lEiw.kZ fo”o esa viuh lqUnjrk ds
fy, fo[;kr dk”ehj dks gh egkdfo {ksesUnz us vius tUeLFkku ls foHkwf’kr fd;k gSA izksŒ flyokysohii rFkk MkWŒ
ihŒjRuŒ oS|iii vkfn fo}kuksa us Hkh bls LohÑr fd;k gSA ysfdu ^if.Mrdky* iv ds vuqlkj {ksesUnz viuh ekr`&Hkwfe
esa lnSo ca/ks u jgs vfirq bUgksua s Hkkjr ds vusd LFkyksa dk Hkze.k Hkh fd;kA dk”ehj gh egkdfo {ksesUnz dh tUe&Hkwfe
ekuh tk;s bl rF; dks LohÑr djus esa budh vius xzUFkksa esa of.kZr mfDr;k¡ Hkh lkf/kdk fl) gksrh gSaA v buds firk
dk uke izdk”ksUnz FkkAvi
egkdfo {ksesUnz cgqeq[kh izfrHkk ls ;qDr FksA bUgksua s laLÑr lkfgR; ,oa dkO;&”kkL= ij vusd xzUFkksa dh jpuk dh
gSA nqHkkZX;o”kkr~ lu~ 1871 i;ZUr egkdfo {ksesUnz brus O;kid :i esa Kkr ugha FksA fo}kuksa ds vFkd iz;kl ls
budh vusd Ñfr;k¡ izkIr gqbZ ftuesa ls yxHkx 18 izdkf”kr gks pqdh gSaA vxj ^O;klk’Vd* dks vkpk;Z {ksesUnz dh
jpukvksa esa lfEefyr fd;k tk; rks budh izdkf”kr jpukvksa dh la[;k 19 gSA MkWŒ euksgj yky xkSM+]vii MkWŒ
pUnzgal ikBd]viii MkWŒ lw;ZdkUrix rFkk if.Mr cynso mik/;k;x vkfn fo}kuksa us ^O;klk’Vd* dks LorU= xzUFk
LohÑr fd;k gSA
v/;;u dh lqfo/kk gsrq egkdfo {ksesUnz dh izdkf”kr Ñfr;ksa dks dkO;kRed] mins” kkRed rFkk “kkL=h;] bu rhu Hkkxksa
esa foHkkftr fd;k tk ldrk gS &
¼1½
c`gRdFkke†tjh
¼2½
Hkkjre†tjh
¼3½
jkek;.keŒtjh
mins” kkRed xzUFk
¼1½
dyk foykl
¼2½
le;ekr`dk
¼3½
p#p;”krd
¼4½
lsO;lsodksins” k
¼5½
niZnyu

¼4½
¼5½

n”kkorkjpfjr
ckS)konkudYiyrk

¼6½
¼7½
¼8½
¼9½
¼10½

ns” kksins” k
ueZekyk
prqoZxZ laxzg
uhfrdYir#
yksdizdk”k dks” k

¼1½
vkSfpR;fopkjppkZ
¼3½ lqo`Ÿkfryd
¼2½
dfod.BkHkj.k
jkedFkk izfriknu esa egkdfo {ksesUnz dk cgqr cMk ;ksxnku jgk gSA ^jkek;.k* vkSj ^egkHkkjr* vk’kZdkO; gaS rFkk
lEiw.kZ vk;kZorZ esa ;s xzUFk tuekul esa vR;kf/kd oUnuh; ,oa lekn`r gSaA blh ewy dkj.k gh laLÑr ds vusd
fo}kuksa us ^jkek;.k* vkSj ^egkHkkjr* dks vk/kkj cukdj vius xzUFkksa dh jpuk dhA okYehfd jkek;.k vkfndkO; gksus
ds dkj.k gh lEiw.kZ laLÑr lkfgR; ,oa fons” kh lkfgR; Hkh bldh jkedFkk ls izHkkfor fn[kkbZ iM+rk gSA egf’kZ
okYehfd ls ijorhZ dfo;ksa us jkedFkk ls lEcfU/kr vusd dkO;ksa ,oa ukVdksa dh jpuk dh gSA blh Øe esa egkdfo


laLÑr foHkkx] tEew fo”ofo|ky;]tEew A
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{ksesUnz us Hkh jkedFkk dks vk/kkj cukdj vius dkO; ^jkek;.keŒtjh* dh jpuk dh gS ftls laLÑr ok³~e; ,oa
jkedFkk lkfgR; esa fo”ks’k LFkku izkIr gSA
vkpk;Z {ksesUnz ^egkHkkjr* ,oa ^jkek;.k* ls vR;kf/kd izHkkfor Fks fdUrq jkedFkk esa mudk fo”ks’k yxko jgk gSA bldk
mnkgj.k ^c`gRdFkke†tjh* ,oa ^Hkkjre†tjh* esa of.kZr jkepfjr rFkk ^n”kkorkjpfjr* dk jkekorkj izl³~x gSA
jkedFkk lkfgR; esa okYehfd jkek;.k dks vk/kkj cukdj vusd dfo;ksa us vius xzUFk fy[ks fdUrq egf’kZ okYehfd ds
in&fpUgksa dk vuqlj.k djrs gq;s mUgha dh Hkk¡fr dFkkud ,oa ?kVukvksa dk fp=.k djus okys {ksesUnz izFke egkdfo
gSaA vkpk;Z {ksesUnz ^jkek;.ke†tjh* dk vkjEHkxi ,oa volkuxii egf’kZ okYehfd dh oUnuk ls djrs gSaA
^jkek;.ke†tjh* okYehfd jkek;.k dk ljl] lqcks/k ,oa dkO;e; lf{kaIrhdj.k gSA ^jkek;.ke†tjh* dk oSf”k’V~; ,oa
izflf) bl dkj.k ls Hkh gS fd blls ;g Kkr gksrk gS fd vkpk;Z {ksesUnz ds le; esa ^jkek;.k* dk i;kZIr
v/;;u&v/;kiu dk”ehj esa gksrk FkkA okyehfd ^jkek;.k* ds “yksdksa dks mUgha dh Hkk¡fr ckydk.M] v;ks/;kdk.M]
vj.;ioZ] fdf’dU/kkdk.M] lqUnjdk.M] ;q)dk.M ,oa mŸkjdk.M izHk`fr lkr dk.Mksa esa foHkkftr fd;k gS] ysfdu bl
foHkktu dks vkpk;Z {ksesUnz us ekSfydrk iznku dh gSA ;Fkk & ckydk.M ,oa v;ks/;kdk.M dks la;qDr dk.M cuk
nsuk] fdf’dU/kkdk.M dks fdf’dU/kk ioZ vkSj fdf’dU/kk dk.M esa foHkDr djuk rFkk ;q)dk.M ds vuUrj mŸkjdk.M
ls iwoZ jkekfHk’ksd uked ,d vyx va” k dk tksM+uk bR;kfnA
^jkek;.ke†tjh* esa jkedFkk dk voyksdu djus ls ;g Kkr gksrk gS fd vU; jkek;.kkfJr xzUFkksa dh rqyuk esa bldh
dFkkoLrq esa ekSfyd ifjorZu dj egkdfo {ksesUnz us vius ikf.MR; dks n”kkZ;k gSA ;|fi egkdfo {ksesUnz us
^jkek;.ke†tjh* dks lkr dk.Mksa esa foHkDr fd;k gS rFkkfi dk.M&O;oLFkk ds bl cká :i ds vUrxZr dqN ifjorZu
/;krO; gSaA ;Fkk& vkpk;Z {ksesUnz us xzUFk dk vkjEHk ^dk”ehfjdegkdfo{ksesUnzfojfprk jkek;.keŒtjh ckydk.Me~*
,slk fy[krs gq;s e³~xypj.kxiii izLrqr fd;k gS fdUrq vkxs dgha Hkh ckydk.M dh lekfIr dk mYys[k ugha fd;k gS]
vfirq ^n”kjFkfoifŸk%* ds lUnHkZ esa 487 “yksd rd igq¡pus ij ^bfr {ksesUnzfojfprs jkek;.kdFkklkjs
lekIrks∙e;ks/;kdk.M%* ,slk n`f’Vxkspj gksrk gSA okYehfd jkek;.k ,oa blds vkfJr xzUFkksa dks R;kx dj ckydk.M
,oa v;ks/;kdk.M dks la;qDr:i izLrqr dj vkpk;Z {ksesUnz us viuh ekSfydrk dk ifjp; fn;k gSA
n”kjFk ds vfUre laLdkj ls izkjEHk dj olaro.kZue~ rd 1158 “yksdksa ds vj.;ioZ dk izLrqrhdj.k gSA okYehfd
jkek;.k ds v;ks/;kdk.M esa of.kZr os ?kVuk,¡ tks {ksesUnz ds vuqlkj v;ks/;k esa ?kfVr u gksdj cfYd vj.; esa ?kfVr
gksrh gSaA blds lkFk gh Hkjr ls lEcksf/kr gksus ds dkj.k Hkh vkpk;Z {ksesUnz us vj.;ioZ ds vUrxZr 328 “yksdksa okys
^HkjrioZ* dh dYiuk izLrqr dh gSA ;gk¡ ij ,d fof”k’Vrk Hkh n`f’Vxkspj gksrh gS fd jkek;.k rFkk mlds vkfJr
xzUFkksa esa ftls vj.;dk.M dh laKk nh xbZ gS mls {ksesUnz vj.;ioZ dh laKk nsrs gSaA blh izdkj ^lqxzhola[;e~* ls
ysdj lqxzhokfHk’ksd rd ds 214 “yksdksa dk o.kZu fdf’dU/kk ioZr ij ?kfVr gksus ds dkj.k ^fdf’dU/kkioZ* rFkk
izko`³~o.kZue~ ls lkjy³~xue~ ds chp dh vf/kdka” k dFkk fdf’dU/kkiwjh ls lEcfU/kr gksus ds dkj.k 573 “yksdksa okys
^fdf’dU/kkdk.M* ls lEcksf/kr fd;k x;k gSA blds i'pkr~ lqUnjdk.M ds 705 “yksd] ;q)dk.M ds 1298 “yksd
vkSj mŸkjdk.M ds 1263 “yksdksa dks izLrqr fd;k x;k gSA ;gk¡ ij nz’VO; gS fd ;q)dk.M dh lekfIr vkSj mŸkjdk.M
ds vkjEHk ls iwoZ dqN izl³~xksa dk vyx ls o.kZu fd;k x;k gSA ;Fkk & vUr%iqj izyki%] jko.klfrfØ;k]
foHkh’k.k&vfHk’ksd%] cfg~uizos” k%] egkiq#’kLo%] yksdikyn”kZue~] iqujk[;kf;de~] Hkjrlekxe%] rFkk jkejkT;kfHk’ksd
bR;kfn o`rkUr of.kZr gSaA ^jkek;.ke†tjh* dh jkedFkk&O;oLFkk dk ifjorZu vU;= nqyZHk gSA
^jkek;.ke†tjh* esa dk.M&O;oLFkkxiv ifjorZu ds lkFk egkdfo {ksesUnz us ^jkek;.k* dh dFkkoLrq esa Hkh lw{e ifjorZu
dj viuh ekSfydrk ,oa ikf.MR; dk izn”kZu fd;k gSA ckydk.M esa ^jkekfniq=ksRifŸk*xv ds o.kZu esa vorkjokn dk
fo”ys’k.k fd;k gS tks fd okYehfd jkek;.k esa foLrkjjfgr feyrk gSA “kcjh&o`ŸkkUr esa Hkh vkpk;Z {ksesUnz dh ekSfydrk
nz’VO; gS fd ^jkek;.k* rFkk mlds vkfJr&xzUFkksa esa izk;% “kcjh o`)k rifLouh ds :i esa feyrh gS fdUrq vkpk;Z
{ksesUnz “kcjh dks yko.;;qDr rifLouh :i eas izLrqr djrs gSaAxvi
;q)dk.M esa vkpk;Z {ksesUnz lsrqcU/k izl³~x ds vUrxZr leqnz vkSj n”kjFk dh fe=rk dk mYys[k djrs gS]xvii ;g
o.kZu Hkh ^jkek;.ke†tjh* ds vfrfjDr fdlh jkedFkkfJr xzUFk esa ugha feyrkA vkpk;Z {ksesUnz us ^jkek;.ke†tjh* esa
nks ,sls Hkh o.kZu fd;s gSa tks fd okYehfd jkek;.k eas Hkh izkIr ugha gksrsA ;Fkk & ^jkek;.ke†tjh* esa eaFkjk }kjk
dSds;h dks HkM+dk;s tkus ds dkj.k dk o.kZu gSA blds vuqlkj jkejkT;kfHk’ksd dh lwpuk ikrs gh eaFkjk cztkge ls
ihfM+r gks tkrh gS D;ksfa d “kS” kodky esa Jhjke ds }kjk mlds Åij ikn&izgkj dk mls Lej.k vk tkrk gSAxviii ;g
o`ŸkkUr jkek;.ke†tjh ds vfrfjDr dsoy vfXuiqjk.kxix esa feyrk gS ;gk¡ ij jke ds }kjk eaFkjk dk mRihM+u gh jke
ds ouokl dk dkj.k ekuk x;k gSA blh rjg ;q)dk.M ds vkjEHk esa ^foHkh’k.kekr`okD;e~* xx izl³~x jkek;.ke†tjh
ds vfrfjDr dsoy ^HkfÍdkO;*xxi esa gh feyrk gSA bl izdkj vkpk;Z {ksesUnz us okYehfd jkek;.k ls brj Hkh jkedFkk
esa ifjorZu dj vius dkO;&dkS” ky dks n”kkZ;k gSA
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^jkek;.ke†tjh* esa egkdfo us dqN ukeksa dks Hkh ifjofrZr dj mYysf[kr fd;k gSA ;Fkk & v;ks/;kdk.M esa iq= :i
esa ^;KnÙk*xxii dk mYys[k tks fd vU;= va/keqfu iq= ;k dqekj uke ls of.kZr gSA vj.;ioZ esa ^iapkIlj* ds izl³~x
esa ^nedf.kZ*xxiii _f’k dk o.kZu tks vU;= ^ek.Mdf.kZ* _f’k ls nz’VO; gSA blh izdkj jko.k dh ek¡ ds :i esa
^iq’iksRdkVk* dk mYys[k rFkk mŸkjdk.M ds vUrxZr ^nsoorh*xxiv ukeksYys[k tks fd loZr% ^dsdlh* rFkk ^osnoŸkh*
:i esa vU; jkek;.kkfJr xzUFkksa esa feyrs gSaA
jkedFkk fu:i.k esa vkpk;Z {ksesUnz us dk.M&O;oLFkk] dFkkoLrq ,oa ukeksYys[k eas lw{e ifjorZu dj viuh ekSfydrk
^jkek;.ke†tjh* esa izLrqr dh gSA blds vfrfjDr okYehfd jkek;.k ls fHkUu izl³~xksa dks Hkh of.kZr dj vius ikf.MR;
dk izn”kZu bl xzUFk esa fd;k gSA vr% ^jkek;.ke†tjh* egkdfo {ksesUnz dh jkedFkk&iYyou esa ,d mRÑ’V Ñfr gS
ftlesa muds dkO;&”kkS’Boxxv rFkk jkedFkk izfriknu esa mudh ekSfydrk ,oa ikf.MR; ds fnXn”kZu izkIr gksrs gSaA
fu’d’kZr% ge ;g dg ldrs gSa fd jkedFkk izfriknu esa vkpk;Z {ksesUnz us vU; jkek;.kkfJr xzUFkksa ls fHkUu]
jkek;.ke†tjh esa Hkh viuh jkedFkk lEcU/kh oSf”k’V~; dk izn”kZu Hkh fd;k gSA
^jkek;.kkfn p foHkkO; c`gRdFkka p* n”k:id 1@6
in Kashmir, Kshemendra appears to have lived all his life in the land of his birth.”
lhŒ ,lŒ ,yŒ MCywŒ ds i`’B 46 ij m)`r
*
iii lhŒ ,lŒ ,yŒ MCywŒ ds i`’B 46 ij m)`r
*ivlhŒ ,lŒ ,yŒ MCywŒ ds i`’B 46 ij m)`r
*vd½
dk”ehjs’kq oHkwo flU/kqjf/kd% ------------ {ksesUnzuk?u~Hkor~AA n”kkorkjpfjr] milagkj
[k½ dk”eksjs’kq i`Fkqizrkolforq ØhR;a “kqrkjkirs%A dfod.BkHkj.k] miaglkj 5
x½ dk”ehjs’;Hkor -------------- O;k?kkr~A jkek;.ke†tjh] milagkj 3
?k½ dk”ehjdks ------------- ukukizo.k;ksX;rke~A o`gRdFkke†tjh] milagkj 31] 36
*viHkkjre†tjh] milagkj 2
*vii{ksŒ yŒ dkŒ laŒ] i`’B 72&80
*viii{ksŒ yŒ dkŒ laŒ] i`’B 15] 24] 25] 36] 40] 61
*ix^{ksesUnz LVMht+* & MkWŒ lw;ZdkUr
*xlaLÑr lkfgR; dk bfrgkl & iaŒ cynso mik/;k;] i`’B 223
xi*T;s’Bks t;fr okYehfd% lxZcU/ks iztkifr%A
;% loZân;kyhua dkO;a jkek;.ka O;?kkr~AA
uqe% lksZithO;a ra dohuka pØofrZue~A
;L;sUnq/koyS% “yksdSHkZf’krk Hkqou=;hAA jkek;.ke†tjh] ckydk.M] “yksd 2&3
*xiil o% iqukrq okYehds% lwDrke`regksnf/k%A
vksd
a kj bo o.kkZuka dohuka izFkeks eqfu%AA jkek;.ke†tjh] milagkj] “yksd 2
*xiiiftua Hkxork rsu gfj.kkyksd/kkfj.kkA
vtsu fo”o:is.k fuxqZ.ksu xq.kkReukAA jkek;.ke†tjh] e³~xykpj.k
*xivjkekŒ eŒ] vj.;ioZ] “yksd 1102&1105
*xvjkekŒ eŒ] okŒ dkŒ] “yksd 46&80
*xvijkekŒ eŒ] vŒ iŒ] “kcjh o`ŸkkUr
*xviijkekŒ eŒ] ;q)dk.M] “yksd 244&248
*xviii“kS” kos fdy jkes.k iqjk iz.k; dksiDŸkA
pj.ksukgrk r= fpja dksieqokg lkAA jkekŒ eŒ] v;ks/;kdk.M] “yksd 667
*xixvfXuiqjk.k] v/;k; 5@8
*xxjkekŒ eŒ] ;q)dk.M] “yksd 1&18
*xxiHkfÍdkO;] lxZ 12¼1½
*xxiijkekŒ eŒ] v;ksŒ dkŒ] “yksd 935&974
*xxiiijkekŒ eŒ] vŒ iŒ] “yksd 434&441
*xxivjkekŒ eŒ] mŸkjdk.M] “yksd 308&332
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HkkfUr ;s’kq LoLrs’kq foLe;kA
fuxqZ.ks’kq xq.kkuso ;s onfUr t;fUr rsAA jkekŒ eŒ] vfUre “yksd
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Digitalization in Indian Mutual Fund Industry and “VUCA
World”
Suman Jakhar
Prof J K Tandon
Abstract: VUCA (Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, and Ambiguity) is a popular
acronym which describe current business environment. Basically, it portrays the
circumstances under which corporates and institutions functions these days. The word
VUCA was first introduced by the U.S. Army in 1991 because of extreme conditions in
Afghanistan and Iraq. These conditions were fully new and changed the nature of warfare.
Similar to that, today’s business environment has changed drastically. Like warfare, business
performed in the 21st century mat not be the same again because 20st century rules,
regulations, economics and dynamics have become obsolete and new conditions continues
to pop up. Since there is no predictability to plan for ‘every issue' that may arise, it has now
become essential to plan for ‘any issue' that may crop up surprisingly. The VUCA world
accelerates new and innovative strategy & procedures which are designed to solve issues
arises in any given circumstances. If these are managed properly, the VUCA world will be
a great opportunity for the information workers to discover and build up efficient and
receptive strategies. (Claire Adamson, 2012).This is an exploratory research involving study
of relevant literature which highlights major challenges faced by sales departments of mutual
fund companies, and also the digital sales strategies being adopted by them for meeting the
challenges of 21st century VUCA world. The paper analyses current research in other parts
of the world, and draws insights from in-depth interviews with industry practitioners. The
paper presents several strategies highlighting the involvement of technology at different
stages in resolving digital selling and distribution challenges.
Keywords: Digital Strategy, Asset Management Companies (AMC), SIP (Systematic
Investment Plan), Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Online Reputation Management,
Webinars
I.
Purpose
Introduction
One of the critical element in defining the success of any business enterprise is their sales
and distribution network. The significance of sales and distribution has been continuously
emphasized because its criticality in affecting various other business parameters. Baldauf &
Cravens (1999) have explained the relevance of sales force, in the growth of organizational
effectiveness for companies and in competing a rapidly changing business environment.
Coughlan & Narasimhan, (1992) examined that the effective management and motivation of
a sales force of Mutual Fund Company is very crucial to the marketing success of many
products. Further, the customer facing role of a mutual fund company reinforces the
importance of effective sales & distribution network in the whole supply chain management.
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Slater and Olson, (2000) explained that over the past two decades the development of strong
and long lasting relationships with key customers has accepted the foundation for
competitive advantage. Basically, a successful sales force management implies an effective
management of functions like forecasting, planning, executing, recruitment, training,
appraisal etc, along with the rapidly changing business environment. It is now is enforcing
mutual fund sellers and distributors to come up with new innovative ways for successfully
achieving the targets along with resolving territories, budgets and quotas related issues.
Vuca World
In 21st Century’s VUCA world, selling is faced with ample challenges. It is important to
consider how a company should cope up with the unexpected disturbances and spectacular
fluctuations of a volatile planet.This can better be explained as :
Volatility: We are living in a world where changes are becoming more unpredictable and
dramatic and its difficult to determine the cause and effect of these changes.
Uncertainty: Historical forecast and future prediction data are losing their relevance and has
become uncertain to know where the route is heading.
Complexity: The problem arising are multifold and difficult to understand. The tangled mesh
of action and reaction are making it more difficult to take single correct solution to a
problem.
Ambiguity: “One size fits all” and “best practice” was a matter of past now. Making decision
now requires courage, awareness and willingness to make mistakes as “what” has taken back
seat to “why” and “how”.
Alternatively, a sales team must be a strong stabilizing force to sell product in a VUCA
world. According to Deb Calvert (2014) below are some of the ways you can find your
footing plus the one key ingredient your customers need to see you as a stabilizing force and
resource.
1. Always take the long view out into the horizon while focusing on where you are going.
2. Develop inquisitiveness about the possibilities and frankness to new ideas. As long as you
remain anchored to the present scenario you will never be able to move forward.
3. Go out of your comfort zone and try new. Allow yourself to fail. Say boldly “Let me try”
with this you are demonstrating that your ego are strong enough to withstand
disappointments. You will be closer to the victory in VUCA world when you failed
numerous times.
4. Your customers need to be felt secured while investing with company and this can happen
when they develop a mutual trust with them. Trust actually breeds security. Be conventional
and evident as much as possible. The quickest way to erode faith is by displaying orientation
towards one’s own rather than orientation towards others. To strike conversations with your
consumer, always try to ask quality questions and listen empathically.
The objective of paper is to highlight major challenges faced by Mutual Fund Companies sales functions, and digital ideas being adopted by Mutual Fund Companies for achieving
sales target and customer retention in order to sustain in the 21st Century VUCA world.
Approach
This is an exploratory research to find out the different types of digital strategies adopted by
the Mutual fund companies for managing their sales in the VUCA world. Primary and
secondary data were used in this study.
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Relevance
The role of information and digitalization can broadly help other financial institutions like
banking, insurance and allied services companies to cope up with any unforeseen happening
that might arise in future and continue to deliver their best sales, services without any
hurdles. This study will further contribute to the various studies done by researchers on
digital marketing practices in services industries. This work would be of helpful to both
academicians and practitioners.
Data Collection and Methodology
Both the Primary data and secondary data was used by the researcher in this study. Secondary
data was used in this study. Apart from this primary data was collected from the sales
representatives of some leading Mutual fund houses to provide details about their sales
operations using a survey. The survey was conducted to gain a better understanding of the
digital operational details integrating into sales strategies of AMCs at both company level
and individual levels. Being an exploratory research, this paper is based on study already
conducted in other parts of the globe and involves in-depth interviews with sales
representative of Indian Mutual Fund industry practitioners in Jaipur. The findings are again
supported by the survey responses and insights gained from the interviews.
II. Review of Literature
1. Baldauf & Cravens (1999), in their study explained the importance of sales and rapidly
changing business environment. Gross revenue and dispersion is increasingly becoming a
critical element in defining the succeeder of any occupation enterprise. The significance of
gross sales and distribution has been continuously emphasized for its criticality in affecting
various business parameters. The importance of sales military group , in the improvement of
organizational effectiveness for companies, competing in a rapidly changing business
environment; Effective management and motivation of a troupe sales force is crucial to the
merchandising succeeder of many intersection . The client lining part further reinforces the
importance of sales & distribution in the whole supply chemical chain . Over the past two
10 the developing of strong and enduring relationship with key customers has become
accepted as a foundation for competitive reward .
2. Traditionally, along with resolving territories, budgets and quota related upshot , a
successful sales forcefulness management also implied an effective management of
functions like planning, foretelling , recruitment, grooming , appraisal etc, but the rapidly
changing business environment is forcing 1 sense of seller and electrical distributor to come
up with innovative ways for successfully achieving the targets.
3. Dr Sunita Bishnoi (2014), With globalization the entry of multinational tummy propelled
due to which the securities manufacture changed into a vendee ’ market and due to the
sudden competition ontogeny , the domestic mutual investment trust industry was shaken.
Promotional campaign should be stimulating and motivating enough to generate interest in
and promote a positive position towards a Mutual investment company house so that they
will be considered favorably in equivalence with the competitors. As there are so many
players in the Mutual fund Industry, to choose one mutual fund over the other becomes very
difficult for the investor . This has led the mutual fund to follow aggressive promotional
techniques. Besides leading National Daily , Synonyms/Hypernyms (Ordered by Estimated
Frequency) of noun fund regularly advertise in business paper and magazines.
4. Disruptive applied science , together with all of its competitive, security, regulatory and
operational implications, is a precedency for financial overhaul managers, But in addition to
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palling for future, the financial services industry technology managers must also address
their past, as they deal with volatility , uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity of aging legacy
systems and a declining pool of natural endowment who labor to keep outdated systems
working long enough to implement more responsive technology that will enable their
initiation to look the future with authority. (Protiviti, n.d.)
5. Cravens, (1995), sates early efforts to apply information applied science in cut-rate sale
event organizations sports meeting a lot of resistance. Nonetheless, sales force automation
is changing both the effectiveness of selling and how it is done in many caller. Computers,
telecommunications, and software give sales handler and salespeople a powerful array of
capabilities. Information technology is becoming indispensable in many companies.
6. Garth, et.al (2016) explain Many fellowship have failed to recognize that digital line of
work is fundamentally different in many fashion , and that simply doing the digital things
will not suddenly make them digital. In other words, while many Mutual Fund firms have
leveraged digital technologies to extend their product and delivery capabilities, they have
not yet rewired their organizations’ business, operating, and customer poser to actually being
digital. This paper explores this purposeful reorientation of Digital DNA dimension in
greater detail.
III. Challenges Faced By Mutual Fund Companies In India
The major challenge faced by mutual funds industry in selling Mutual Fund products in India
is lack of knowledge and literacy amongst the investors. The conventional mode of selling
Mutual Funds was distributorship in different states of India. However, shortage of quality
distributors has been another obstruction.
The typical challenges faced by an upcoming investors are:
1. Lack of financial literacy about investment benefits.
2. Too many mutual fund houses and their schemes available for investors.
3. Fear of losing money due to stock market fluctuations.
4. Lack of trust between fund house and investors due to lack of one to one connect
5. Vigorous miss-selling by distributorship channels.
6. The boomers generally prefer investing in Insurance Companies, Public Provident Fund,
Fixed Deposits, and Post Office Schemes which are well established so far and offer
guaranteed return. This “financial knowledge” is passed onto subsequent generations, who
save and invest money in these instruments only and don’t want to come out of this aura.
All these factors causes a big resistance for Mutual Fund companies. Educating general
public to invest in Mutual Fund schemes and re-learn the knowledge about financial products
that they already have is a bog challenge. This brings the need to use digital sales and
marketing techniques successfully to bond and educate the people who in turn will persuade
their networks.
Internet is playing a vital role in our lifestyle from searching for restaurants, paying mobile
bill /DTH connection bills, purchasing of electronics goods, grocery and apparels etc the
millennials are profoundly using mobile technology and social media networks in order to
trust and connect with products and making purchase decisions instantly. In day to day life
style the millennials are mostly using internet facility online and social channels.
Distribution Channels of some of the major fund houses were surveyed and it was observed
that 61% of respondents agreed that the availability of quality distributors is a big challenge.
Whereas the Mutual fund houses are of the view that due to SEBI’s regulations on setting a
limit on the commission incentives thus good quality distributors are very difficult to find.
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Contrary to this a majority of respondents agrees that even if a reasonable commission is
offered to the distributors, it is really difficult to recruit sufficient number of distributors
which states that there is genuinely scarcity of skilled distributors. A major hurdle towards
increasing mutual fund penetration in small town and cities are finding quality distributors.
This problem is more prominent for AMCs with relatively lower AUM (Asset Under
Management). AMCs generally request for differential incentives to be offered to the
distributors which are not included in B 15 cities to make it financially viable and compete
with the sale of other financial products in the market. The present regulation provides
incentive to the distributors for funds mobilized beyond top 15 cities.
AMCs also demand financial incentives for opening up new branches beyond top 15 cities
as the infrastructure and set-up need to be incurred by them. However, the respondents feel
that even introducing a new channels like transactions through ATMs (what Reliance
initiated for the first time) would not actually boost AUM levels in the industry. Contrary to
this, emerging mutual fund houses consider mis-selling of mutual fund by the channel
distributors is a main factor upsetting the dispersion of mutual funds in India. Major AMCs
proposes to make mis-selling a punishable crime. AMCs also feels that digitalization is a
must in current scenario e to increase the reach. In addition, the facilities like mobile wallet
– Paytm, PayZap, Batua, phone pe etc should be introduced which could help accretions of
SIPs specially in small towns and villages and help small investors to participate more in
equity and debt markets. To tackle the shortage of quality distributors, AMCs suggest the
country-wide digital network of stock brokers can be effectively utilized to reach out in each
and every corner of India. (Chakrabarti, Malik, Khairnar, & Verma, 2013)
1. Using Social Media to connect with the investors
Every mutual fund houses has an active social media page where they are regularly posting
the new events, funds, happening from time to time. But the important thing to know is that
does it actually leads to awareness and interest about mutual funds? 2 sets of investors for a
Mutual Fund are:
1. The ones are those who are aware about the Mutual Fund but are not sure which scheme
to invest in
2. Others are the ones who are not sure why one should invest in them.
To handle such instances it’s better to simplify the financial terminologies in such a way that
a layman can understand this. On contrary a fixed deposit says – earn a 6% fixed interest
rate annually which is elf explanatory and does not require any explanation. Making things
simpler and communicating the same makes it easy to comprehend and grasp within few
seconds is considered to be good messaging technique. Social Media can play very important
role in this.
Contrary to this Mutual fund house uses phrases as over-performing the benchmark index,
underperforming the benchmark, NAV, AUM etc. A common layman investors don’t even
know what a benchmark index is? What does NAV stands for? Also, mutual funds should
advertising content simple, fun and attractive keeping in mind customers perspective,
extended videos or charts and graphs can be used for this. Fund house should think like an
investor, how does he / she choose an investment product? Always communicate in the
language that customer prefers to talk.
2. Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Some of the famous website like Google, Face book, Instagram are focusing on SEO (Search
Engine Optimization) and reaping the benefits of client acquisition because of a well thought
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SEO strategy. This is the golden rule of online behavior over the last couple of years. Sadly,
even big Mutual Fund brands do not center on the SEO at all. A cautious combination of
keyword research, optimized content development and a selling focused website formation
and can really twofold the online traffic for mutual fund houses.
3. Blogs
Blogs helps to educate the consumers to get to know about the informed decisions. Blogs
also assist in content discovery because of its informational nature of content that people
search on search engines like Google. Every mutual fund house should genuinely invest in
content development and marketing for creating awareness and to generate interest in
general public..
4. Online Reputation Management
Most people prefer to look at what is said about a brand name online before they tend to
initiate a purchase decision, this was concluded by Google statistics. This statistics reflects
the importance for companies to manage good reputation online, but also to proactively
connect with people through seminar. Blogs, post etc.
5. Sign up for Emails
Invite and encourage customers to sign-up free for periodic bulletins on Mutual Fund
awareness and education. People love exploring and reading stuff for free of charge and
when there are no obligations. Through continuous blogs and electronic mail newsletters,
you will obtain repeated visitors who then will proceed towards the next step of AIDA
(Attention, Interest, Desire and Action).
6. Display Campaigns and Retargeting
You are successful in generating awareness, if you are efficient enough to drive the people
to discover your blogs and your website. Re-market your schemes using the Display
Campaigns on the Google Display Network, Face book, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn, You
Tube, Pinterest, SnapChat? When an individual starts to engage with your content very
frequently, it is a strong gesture that you can drive your desire and action properly. This will
drive a profound brand recall and will definitely get these people to return to your website.
7. Webinars
Communication is one the most important tool in selling and marketing of any product. A
good way to communicate with people is to employ webinars. This will increase faith in
mutual funds. Webinars are a good way to understand customer challenges, concerns and
address to them more efficiently. People prefer to have a trusted financial guide and tend to
buy from them only. If you are able to do it, your customers will not prefer buying from
other companies.
8. Bridging the online and offline gap
When the customer is one person, then there shouldn’t be any gap due to online and offline
strategy. Many brands mess out this out when they treat online digital sales and marketing
and traditional offline sales and marketing as separate entities. Now a days new-generation
sellers got remarkable success in conducting conferences, trade-shows and colloquiums on
financial planning. You can encourage people to subscribe to your electronic mail list and to
participate in your events. Chances of sales will significantly increase if you get a good
chance to interact one-on-one with your target prospects and target audience.
IV. Data Analysis and Findings
Digital Selling strategies enlarges competitive advantage and assist companies sustain in the
21st
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Century’s VUCA world. It increases the transparency and confidentiality of the
product/services. The study focuses on distinct agents and the communication roles sales
representatives of Mutual Fund houses play. Sample size of 100 respondents (Sales
representative from leading AMCs) were used in this study. The analysis of their response
with respect to effective digital sales strategies adopted by them is as follows:
Table
1.1.
Training/sessions
regarding digital sales strategies
Yes
90
No
10
Total
100

Graph 1.1.Training/ orientation sessions
regarding digital sales

No,
10%

Yes, 90%

Source: compiled by researcher from questionnaire

Table 1.2.
Use of Social Media to connect
with customers
Count
of
Particulars
Respondent
Very Often
13
Often
15
Neutral
15
Occasionally 29
Never
28
Total
100

1.2.Use of social media to connect with
clients
Very Often,
13%

Never, 28%

Occasionall
y, 29%

Often, 15%

Neutral,
15%

Source: Compiled by researcher from
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Table 1.3.
Use of Social Media Networks

Graph 1.3. Use of Socila Media Networks
Others, 6%

Particular
s
Face
Book
Twitter
LinkedIn
Instagra
m
Others
Total

Respondent count
47
27
12
8
6
100

Instagram, 8%

LinkedIn, 12%

Face Book, 47%

Twitter, 27%

Source: Compiled by researcher from questionnaire

Table 1.4.
Concentration of Search Engine
Optimization
Particular
s
Count
No
92
Yes
8
Total
100

Graph 1.4.Use of Search Engine Optimization
Yes, 8%

No, 92%

Source: Compiled by researcher from questionnaire
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Table 1.5.
Use of Corporate Blogging
for content marketing
Particulars
Count
Very Often
53
Often
33
Neutral
5
Occasionally 6
Never
3
Total
100

Graph 1.5. Use of Corporate Blogging for
content marketing
Occasionally
, 6%

Never, 3%

Neutral, 5%

Often, 33%

Very Often,
53%

Source: Compiles by researcher from questionnaire

Table 1.6.
Investors Engagement
using Online Reputation
Management Tools
Particulars Count
No
55
Yes
45
Total
100

Graph1.6.Investors Engagement using Online Reputation
Management Tools

Yes, 45%
No, 55%

Source: Compiles by researcher from questionnaire
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Table 1.7.
Publication of weekly
newsletter on Mutual
Funds Education and
Industry
Trends
through
consistent
blogs and email
Particulars
Count
During Slow
down
27
New products 45
New Bulletin 12
Never
6
Occasionally
10
Total
100

Graph 1.7. Publication of weekly newsletter on Mutual
Funds Education and Industry Trends through consistent
blogs and email

Occasionally
Never

10%
6%

New Bulletin

12%

New products
During Slow down

27%

Source: Compiles by researcher from questionnaire

Table 1.8.
Use of webinars to
connect and interact
with investors
Coun
Particulars
t
Yes
29
No
64
Occasionally 15
Total
108

Graph 1.8. Use of webinarsto connect and interact with
investors

Occasionally

15%

No

Yes

29%

Source: Comiples by researcher from questionnaire
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V. Findings
1. Around 90% of Mutual Fund Companies do not provide any formal training or orientation
sessions to its sales force with regards to the digital tools that can be used by them to
communicate with their clients in the market place more effectively.
2. 29% of the sales force interviewed uses social media occasionally only to connect with
their client base. 13% of respondent uses social media is extensively to communicate
casually with clients. 28% of the respondents never use social media for customer
interaction. 13% respondents used social media very often for client interaction.
3. Amongst the various digital tools, the face book (47%) and twitter (27%) are widely
popular among the interviewed mutual fund sales professionals, followed by LinkedIn
(12%), Instagram (8%) and then others like YouTube, Pinterest etc.
4. Approximately 92% of Mutual Fund companies do not provide for search engine
optimization function. Except a few leading ones (8%).
5. Many of the sales representatives (53%) use corporate blogging very ofter to disseminate
relevant New Fund Offer information, followed by 33% often, 6% occasionally.
6. Around 55 % of the Mutual Fund employees interviewed do not use online reputational
management (ORM) which is more useful in FMCG and other respective industries.
However 45% respondents have started employing the tool.
7. It was observed that 27% of AMCs publish weekly online news-letters during market
slowdowns. Especially when investor sentiments are down. Whereas 45% of AMC publish
online newsletter in case of New Fund Offer (NFO)
8. Webinars are not very popular amongst Small and Medium sized AMCs as they mainly
depend on advertisements and referrals. However respondents (64%) from large AMCs have
not yet started organizing webinars. Most of the respondents (around 44%) actively use
digital technologies for reaching and communicating with their clients. But these initiatives
were mostly at individual level.
VI. Conclusion
Use of Digital technologies in selling can be compared with Systematic Investment Plan of
Mutual Funds, as its worth is exponential in the long run. Using Digital selling and marketing
strategies are like running in a marathon where the most steady and engaging strategies will
be victorious. Contrasting the quick win strategy might give you instant profit but won’t able
to survive in ling run. Investing in Digital Selling and Marketing is a definite way to surpass
the benchmark index of sales and marketing success.
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हररयाणा में र्ींद र्र्ले के त्रबशनपरु ा गााँि की आर्थुक एिं सामार्र्क
संरचना का िेत्रीय सिेिण द्िारा अध्यन

रीना
सार
क्षेत्रीय सिेक्षर् भूगोल का महत्िपूर्थ अींग है। बबशनपुरा गााँि हररयार्ा राज्य के जीींद स्जले
में जीींद-रोहतक मागथ पर स्स्थत है । गाींि में ितथमान सिेक्षर् द्िारा प्राथलमक आकडो के
विलभन चरो को एकबत्रत करने के ललए क्षेत्र अध्ययन एिीं प्रश्नािल विधि की सहायता ल
गई है। जो प्रश्नािल बनायी गयी है , उसमे बबशनपुरा गाींि की पाररिाररक, सामास्जक, आधथथक
स्स्थतत एिीं सािारर् जानकाररयों को एकबत्रत ककया गया। पाररिाररक एिीं सामास्जक स्तर

में प्रत्येक पररिार की सामास्जक सरीं चना स्जसमें जातत, िमथ, जनसख्या, लशक्षा के स्तर, ललींग
सयोजन और भ-ू स्िालमत्ि का पता लगाया गया है। आधथथक स्तर में व्यािसातयक सरीं चना,
प्रतत व्यस्क्त आय, पशुिन एिीं अन्य कायों में सींललप्ता का पता लगाया गया है । फरिर

2018 के अध्ययन के अनस
ु ार बबसनपुरा गाींि की कुल जनसाँख्या 2218 व्यस्क्त पाए गये हैं
स्जनमें से 52 प्रततशत पुरुष तथा 48 प्रततशत मदहलाएीं है। सबसे अधिक जनसींख्या जातत के

अनुसार यादिो (753) में तथा सबसे कम ब्राह्मर्ों (13) में है । बबसनपुरा गाींि के सिेक्षर् से

पता चलता है कक लगभग 411 पररिार है। एकल पररिारों की सींख्या 49.87 प्रततशत तथा
सयुींक्त पररिारों की सींख्या 50.12 प्रततशत पायी गयी है। गाींि की साक्षरता दर 78.52 प्रततशत
है।

पररचय
क्षेत्रीय सिेक्षर् भग
ू ोल का महत्िपर्
ू थ अींग है । आरीं भ से ह भग
ू ोलिेत्ताओीं ने सींसार के विलभन

भागो की प्राकृततक तथा साींस्कृततक पयाथिरर् का अध्ययन सिेक्षर् द्िारा ह ककया है ।

भग
ू ोल का सह अध्ययन क्षेत्र विशेष में जाकर ह होता है ,क्योंकक जब हम स्ियीं ककसी कायथ
को करने का ज्ञान प्राप्त करते है तो ह िह सदा के ललए हमारे मस्स्तटक में अींककत ककया
जा सकता

है। अींग्रेजी में कहाित है कक "I read, I forget, I see, I remember, I do, I learn."

भौगोललक अध्यनों में सिेक्षर् का महत्ि:



भग
ु ोल विभाग, राजकीय महाविद्यालय, जीींद, हररयार्ा
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पथ्
ृ िी के विलभन क्षेत्रो में ह सामास्जक, साींस्कृततक तथा आधथथक तत्िों में अींतर नह आता
बस्ल्क एक ह क्षेत्र में विलभन िगों के व्यस्क्तयों के रहन सहन में अींतर आता है। ये सभी

तत्ि, भलू म की उत्पादकता एिीं मनटु य द्िारा उन सवु ििाओीं का प्रयोग करने की क्षमता पर
तनभथर करता है। इन सभी को समझने के ललए क्षेत्रीय सिेक्षर् अतत आिश्यक है क्योंकक

इसकी सहायता से ककसी क्षेत्र के बारे में ऐसी सच
ु ना एकबत्रत कर सकते है , जो हमे अन्यथा
उपलब्ि नह हो सकती । इसके अततररक्त क्षेत्रीय सिेक्षर् से हमे िरातल की विलभन्नता
को दे खने तथा उन्हें मानधचत्र पर अींककत करने तथा उनके आपसी सींबधित कारर्ों को
समझने में सहायता लमलती है । क्षेत्रीय सिेक्षर् आरीं भ करने से पहले क्षेत्र का आिार मानधचत्र
प्रथम आिश्यक्ता है । कई बार क्षेत्र को अच्छी तरह समझने के ललए स्थलाकृतत मानधचत्र
की आिश्यक्ता होती है या "क्षेत्रीय सिेक्षर् की" ।

इन्ह बातों को ध्यान में रखते हुए हररयार्ा में जीींद स्जले के बबशनपुरा गााँि का क्षेत्रीय
अध्यन ककया गया।
अध्यन के उद्दे श्य
1. पररिार का आकार, ललींग समायोजन तथा साक्षरता दर के विषय में जानकार प्राप्त करना
।
2. पररिार की आय तथा व्यिसातयक सरीं चना के बारे में जानकार प्राप्त करना।
3. गाींि में पाए जाने िाले भूस्िालमत्ि एिीं पशुओीं के बारे में जानकार प्राप्त करना।

4. सिेक्षर् के आिार पर गाींि में विलभन्न जाततयों की सामास्जक एिीं व्यिसातयक
गततविधियों का तुलनात्मक अध्ययन करना।

पररकल्पना

1. गाींि में मुख्यतः सयुींक्त पररिार अधिक पाए जाने चादहए ।

2. शहर के नजद क होने के कारर् साक्षरता का प्रततशत उच्च पाया जाना चादहए।
3. गाींि में विकास का स्तर उच्च पाया जाना चादहय।
4. गाींि के लोग मुख्यतः द्वितीय तथा तत
ृ ीयक कक्रयाकलापो में सींललप्त लमलने चादहए
क्योंकक यह शहर के बहुत नजद क है ।
कायुप्रणाली

गाींि में ितथमान सिेक्षर् द्िारा प्राथलमक आकडो के विलभन चरो को एकबत्रत करने के ललए
क्षेत्र अध्ययन एिीं प्रश्नािल विधि की सहायता ल गई है। जो प्रश्नािल बनायी गयी है ,
उसमे बबशनपरु ा गाींि की पाररिाररक, सामास्जक, आधथथक स्स्थतत एिीं सािारर् जानकाररयों को
एकबत्रत ककया गया। इस जानकार को एकबत्रत करने के ललए प्रत्येक घर के मर्ु खया से
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सम्पकथ ककया गया ताकक आींकडे विश्िसतनय बनें। घर के मुर्खयााँ से विलभन्न प्रकार के तथ्य
एकबत्रत गये जैसे कक:--

क) पाररिाररक सरीं चना
ख) आधथथक आय

ग) आधथथक कक्रयाये
घ) ललींग सयोजन
ड) पशओ
ु ीं से सम्बींधित आींकडे।

प्राथलमक स्त्रोत से प्राप्त इन आकडो को सच
ू ीबद्ि ककया तथा ताललका एिीं आरे ख विधि के

द्िारा प्रदलशथत ककया। इस प्रदशथन में दीं ड आरे ख तथा िक्र आरे ख का प्रयोग ककया गया।

पाररिाररक आधथथक सिेक्षर् में बबसनपुरा के पाररिाररक, सामास्जक, आधथथक स्तर पर अध्ययन
ककया है। पाररिाररक एिीं सामास्जक स्तर में प्रत्येक पररिार की सामास्जक सरीं चना स्जसमें

जातत, िमथ, जनसख्या, लशक्षा के स्तर, ललींग सयोजन और भू-स्िालमत्ि का पता लगाया गया
है । आधथथक स्तर में व्यािसातयक सरीं चना, प्रतत व्यस्क्त आय, पशुिन एिीं अन्य कायों में

सींललप्ता का पता लगाया गया है। पाररिाररक स्तर एिीं आय सरीं चना विलभन्न भौततक एिीं
मानिीय कारर्ों से प्रभावित होती है। विसकर (1932) द्िारा इस लसींद्िात को मान्यता द
गयी कक “कायथ क्षेत्र के अींतगथत मनुटय की प्रकृतत और कक्रयाओीं का वितरर् प्राकृततक
िातािरर् से प्रभावित होता है”।

हैिर के अनुसार “प्रकृतत विभन्न आयामो के द्िारा विशेष रूप से लमट्ि , जल और जलिायु
की दशाओीं के द्िारा विलभन्न सींभािनाओीं को जन्म दे ती है।जो समाज (पररिार) उन

सींभािनाओीं को समझ कर उसके अनुरूप कायथ करता है , िो सामास्जक स्तर पर अग्रर्ी हो
जाता है एिीं दस
ू रे पररिार उन सम्भािनाओीं को ख़ाररज कर दे ते है , िे वपछड जाते है”।
अध्यन िेत्र

भारत में अधिकतर व्यस्क्त गाींिों में तनिास करते है। गाींि में अधिकतर व्यस्क्तयों का मख्
ु य
व्यिसाय कृवष है, स्जस कारर् अधिकतर जींसख्यान आधथथक तींगी में जीिन व्यतीत करते है।

स्जस कारर् शहरो के मक
ु ाबले बहुत वपछड गए है । ितथमान अध्ययन हे तु जीींद शहर के
अींतगथत बबसनपुरा गाींि का चयन ककया गया। तथा इस गाींि की अथथव्यिस्था ककस कक्रयाकलाप
में सींललप्त है स्जसके कारर् गाींि की पाररिाररक, सामास्जक एिीं आधथथक जीिन पर क्या
प्रभाि

पडता

है

यह

जानने

के

ललए

इस

गाींि

का

अध्ययन

ककया

गया

है।

गाींि बबसनपरु ा ,स्जला ,जीींद (हररयार्ा) के नजद क स्स्थत है । स्जसकी जीींद शहर से दरू मात्र
9.4km है। यह गाींि यादिो (अह र ) के द्िारा बसाया गया था । ये लोग अह रिाल क्षेत्र से
आये थे, जो की रे िाडी स्जले के अींदर आता है। यह गाींि कम से कम 200-250 साल पहले
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बसाया गया था। इस गाींि में एक रे लिे स्िे शन है तथा यह गाींि NH-352 पर स्स्थत है।
2011 की जनगर्ना के अनस
ु ार इस गाींि की जनसींख्या 2741 थी। स्जसमे परु
ु षो की सींख्या
1413 तथा मदहलाओीं की सींख्या 1328 थी तथा साक्षरता दर 74.47% थी। भारत के सींवििान

के 73 िें तथा 74 पींचायती राज के अनस
ु ार इस गाींि में सरपींच की तनयस्ु क्त की जाती है , जो

की इस गाींि का प्रतततनधित्ि करता है। इस गाींि में दो स्कूल है एक प्राथलमक स्तर का
तथा दस
ू रा सेकेंडर स्तर का है । इस गाींि में तीन आींगनिाडी केंद्र तथा एक पशु धचककत्सालय
है।

1) र्स्थति एिं विस्िार
स्स्थतत एिीं विस्तार ककसी क्षेत्र की सामास्जक, आधथथक कक्रयाओीं को प्रभावित तथा तनिाथररत
करने िाला महत्िपूर्थ कारक है। स्स्थतत ककसी क्षेत्र का विलशटि गुर् होता है। स्जसके आिार
पर उस स्थान का विकास, स्िरूप तथा कायथ तनिाथररत होते है।

बबसनपुरा गाींि 29.26' अक्षाींश तथा 76.32' दे शान्तर पर स्स्थत है। यह गाींि समुन्द्र तल से
लगभग 218 मीिर से 239 मीिर की ऊाँचाई पर स्स्थत है। यह गाींि ब्लॉक जीींद के अींतगथत
आता है। स्जसका क्षेत्रफल 4.5 िगथ ककलोमीिर है। स्जसके उत्तर में जीींद तथा दक्षक्षर् में
ककनाना गाींि ,पस्श्चम में तघमाना गाींि तथा पूिथ में जीींद स्जले का दक्षक्षर्ी दहस्सा लगता है।
इस गाींि में मुख्यतः दहींद भाषा बोल जाती है।
2) धरािल एिं लमट्टी

ककसी भी क्षेत्र का िरातल एिीं लमट्ि फसलों तथा मनुटय की आधथथक कक्रयाओीं को प्रभावित

करता है । समतल होने के कारर् इस गाींि में लसचाईं नहरों तथा ट्यूबिैल द्िारा की जाती
है। बबसनपुरा गाींि बाींगर क्षेत्र के अींतगथत आता है,स्जस कारर् इस क्षेत्र में पुरानी जलोढ
लमट्ि पायी जाती है।
3) र्लिायु

सभी भौगोललक कारको में जलिायु एक मत्त्िपूर्थ कारक माना जाता है। इस गाींि
की जलिायु शुटक है और इसे उटर्कदिबींिीय स्िे पी और अिथ-शुटक क्षेत्र कहा जाता है।
4) िापमान

गलमथयों के मह नों के दौरान, गाींि बहुत गमथ होता है।क्योंकक गलमथयों में यहााँ उत्तर भारत में
चलने िाल स्थानीय पिन लू चलती है। गमी के मौसम में यहााँ दक्षक्षर्-पस्श्चम मानसन
ू के
कारर् िषाथ होती है तथा सददथयों में पस्श्चमी विक्षोभ के फलस्िरूप िषाथ का आगमन होता
है।
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5) आरुिा
बबसनपरु ा गाींि की औसत आद्रथता 40-50 प्रततशत तक रहती है। यह जल
ु ाई, अगस्त मह ने में
60 से 70 प्रततशत तक पहुच जाती है ।
6) पिनें:--

सामान्यत इस क्षेत्र में हल्की पिनें चलती है। परीं तु ग्रीटम ऋतु के दस
ू रे चरर् में तथा
मानसन
ू ऋतु के प्रारीं भ में पिनो की गतत तीव्र होती हैं। गलमथयों में यह लू चलती है तथा
सददथयों में यह क्षेत्र शीत लहर से प्रभावित होता है।
पररणाम और विश्लेर्षण
पाररिाररक एिं सामार्र्क सरं चना
ककसी भी क्षेत्र के सींसािनों का िहाीं के पाररिाररक, सामास्जक और आधथथक स्तर पर सीिा
असर पडता है। मानिीय सींसािनों की सरीं चना उस क्षेत्र के आधथथक विकास को गहनता से
प्रभावित करता है।
1) र्नसाँख्या
फरिर 2018 के अध्ययन के अनुसार बबसनपुरा गाींि की कुल जनसाँख्या 2218 व्यस्क्त पाए
गये। धचत्र 1 के अनुसार 52 प्रततशत पुरुष तथा 48 प्रततशत मदहलाएीं है। सबसे अधिक
जनसींख्या जातत के अनुसार यादिो (753) में तथा सबसे कम ब्राह्मर्ों (13) में है। धचत्र 2 के
अनुसार प्रभािशाल जातत (यादि) में 35.2 प्रततशत पुरुष

है। तथा सबसे कम पुरुष ब्राह्मर्

जातत में 0.61 प्रततशत पाये गये। धचत्र 2 के अनुसार प्रभािशाल जातत ( यादि) में 35.6

प्रततशत मदहलाएीं तथा सबसे कम मदहलाएीं ब्राह्मर् जातत में 0.55 प्रततशत दे खीीं जा सकती
है। िाल्मीकक जातत में परु
ु षों की अपेक्षा मदहलाएीं (3 प्रततशत) अधिक पायी गयी है। तथा
सैनी जातत में पुरुष तथा मदहलाओीं की सींख्या बराबर पायी गयी है।
FIG.1
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2.पाररिाररक सरं चना
गाींि में सरीं चनात्मक दृस्टि से दो प्रकार की पाररिाररक व्यिस्था है -- एकल एिीं सयुींक्त।

सयुींक्त पररिार सामास्जक सुरक्षा ,सींगठन ,श्रम विभाजन की दृस्टि से उधचत होते है।िह

एकल पररिार प्रर्ाल विकास की ओर अग्रसर माने जाते है। बबसनपरु ा गाींि के सिेक्षर् से
पता चलता ह कक लगभग 411 पररिार है। धचत्र 3 के अनस
ु ार एकल पररिारों की सींख्या 49.87
प्रततशत तथा सयींक्
ु त पररिारों की सींख्या 50.12 प्रततशत पायी गयी है।गाींि में जातत के

अनस
ु ार सींख्यात्मक रूप से सबसे अधिक सयींक्
ु त पररिार एिीं एकल पररिारों की सींख्या
क्रमशः यादि तथा िास्ल्मकी जातत में है। िह ीं दस
ू र ओर ब्राह्मर् जातत तथा नायको में

एकल पररिार की सींख्याीं शन्
ींु त पररिारों में सबसे कम सींख्याीं िानक जातत
ू य है और सयक्
में दे खीीं जा सकती है।
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FIG.5
3) सािरिा
साक्षरता समाज की सामास्जक -आधथथक पररस्स्थतत पर तनभथर करती है।अतः यह अतनयस्न्त्रत
चरो का महत्िपूर्थ सींकेतक है।इसके साथ -साथ साक्षरता जागरूकता को बढाने ,आय में
बढोत्तर करने तथा सामास्जक विकास में सहायता करती है।

फरिर 2018 के अध्ययन के अनुसार बबसनपुरा गाींि में साक्षर व्यस्क्तयों की कुल सींख्या
1561 पायी गयी, स्जसमे पुरुषो की सींख्या 903 तथा मदहलाओीं की 658 पायी गयी है। स्जसके
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फलस्िरूप गाींि की साक्षरता दर 78.52 प्रततशत है। गाींि में कुल अनपढ व्यस्क्तयों की सींख्या

427 है। स्जसमे मदहलाओीं की सींख्या 298 तथा परु
ु षो की सींख्या 129 है। धचत्र 5 के
अनस
ु ार सबसे अधिक साक्षरता का प्रततशत 88.09 है जो कक नाई जातत से सींबींधित है।तथा
सबसे कम साक्षरता का प्रततशत 63.79 है जो कक िाल्मीकक जातत में है।

इस गाींि में परु
ु षो की साक्षरता दर मदहलाओीं की अपेक्षा ज्यादा है। जहााँ परु
ु षो की साक्षरता
दर 87.5 प्रततशत तथा मदहलाओीं की साक्षरता दर 68.82 प्रततशत है। धचत्र 6 के अनस
ु ार,ब्राहमर्
जातत में परु
ु षो की साक्षरता दर (100%) सबसे अधिक है,लेककन मदहलाओीं की साक्षरता दर
(40%) सबसे कम है। िह

कुछ जाततयों में मदहलाओीं की साक्षरता दर समान है (

गोसाईं,जोगी,75% &खाती ,िानक,नायक 57.14%)
4) ललंग अनुपाि

ललींग अनुपात सामास्जक-आधथथक विकास का एक मुख्य कारर् है। एक मागी ललींग अनुपात

होने पर उस क्षेत्र के सामास्जक-आधथथक विकास में बािक के रूप में कायथ करता है। गाींि
बबसनपुरा का ललींग अनुपात 937 है। धचत्र 7 के अनुसार सबसे अधिक ललींग अनुपात

जोगी(1353) जातत में है,तथा सबसे कम नायक (538) जातत में है ।जो कक बहुत धचींताजनक
स्स्थतत है।
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FIG.7
5.आयु एिं ललंग

ककसी भी प्रदे श या क्षेत्र की जनसींख्या की सरीं चना आयु एिीं ललींग के द्िारा अछे से समझी
जा सकती है। इस गाींि में सबसे अधिक जनसींख्या (784 यस्क्त) 22-40 आयु िगथ में पाई गई
। तथा सबसे कम जनसींख्या (138 व्यस्क्त) 60 से अधिक आयु िगथ में पाई गई। इस गाींि
की जनसींख्या का स्िरूप हम तनम्नललर्खत धचत्र द्िारा आसानी से समझ सकते है:--

Age & Sex Structure
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41 to 60
22 to 40
15 to21
7 to 14
0 to 6
0
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10

15

20

25

30

35

40

FIG . 8
आर्थुक एिं व्यिसातयक सरं चना
आधथथक सरीं चना ककसी क्षेत्र के सामास्जक,आधथथक ,राजनैततक तथा साींस्कृततक पररदृश्य को
आिार दे ती है।यह एक विलभन्न सामास्जक पहलुओीं के तनिाथरर् का महत्िपूर्थ कारक है।
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स्जला जीींद की आधथथक सरीं चना मुख्यतः कृवष तथा पशुपालन पर आिाररत है।अन्य आधथथक

कक्रयाये जैसे की उद्योगों का अभाि है।गाींि बबसनपरु ा की आधथथक सरीं चना स्जला जीींद के
अनरू
ु प कृवष पर आिररत है। पशप
ु ालन भी एक मख्
ु य व्यिसाय बनता जा रहा है।
1.व्यािसातयक सरं चना

सिेक्षर् से बबसनपरु ा गाींि के विलभन्न कायो की सहभाधगता की प्राप्त जानकार के आिार
पर बनाया गया है। धचत्र 9

के अनस
ु ार गाींि की कुल कायथशील जनसींख्या की 51 प्रततशत

प्राथलमक कक्रयाकलापो से जड
ु ी हुई है । तथा 18 प्रततशत जनसींख्या द्वितीयक और शेष अन्य
31 प्रततशत जनसींख्या तत
ृ ीयक कक्रयाकलापो से जुडी हुई है ।
जातत के अनुसार सबसे अधिक प्राथलमक ,द्वितीयक तथा तत
ृ ीयक कक्रयाकलापो में
क्रमशः यादि(71%),नायक(80%),नाई(62.5%) जुडे हुए है ।

BISANPURA TOTAL OCCUPATIONAL
STRUCTURE(2018)
31%
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FIG . 9
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2.सुविधाएं

Accessories के द्िारा हम ककसी भी क्षेत्र के आधथथक स्तर का अच्छे से मापन कर सकते है।
क्योंकक अच्छी आधथथक स्स्थतत होने पर उस क्षेत्र में Accessories का भी स्तर उच्च पाया
जाता है। बबसनपरु ा गाींि में सबसे अधिक accessories यादिो में (316)पाई गई। और सबसे
कम (1) िानक जाती में पाई गईं। िह दस
ू र ओर ऐसे पररिार स्जनके पास कुछ भी नह

है ,कक सींख्या भी यादिो में(12पररिार) और तथा कुम्हार ,ब्राह्मर् तथा नाइयों में ऐसे पररिारों

की सींख्या शन्
ू य पायी गयी स्जनके पास accessories के सामान की सींख्या उपलब्ि न हो।इस
गाींि की accessories का िर्थन तनम्नललर्खत धचत्र के द्िारा भल भाींतत ककया गया है

Accessories in Bishanpura
No. of Accessories

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

CAST
JAAT
YADAV

Fig.11
TV REFRIGERATOR OTHER TOTAL
NIL TOTAL
ACCESSORY
FAMILY
49 38
29
116
3
52
122 102
92
316
12
136

DHANAK
1
SAINI
17
BHRAMAN 2

0
16
2

0
13
2

1
46
6

1
1
0

2
18
2

NAI
CHAMAR
KUMHAR
VALMIKI
GOSAWMI
KHATI
NAYAK
JOGI
TOTAL

5
7
7
25
47
6
1
1
257

4
3
6
26
32
5
0
1
213

16
22
22
99
140
21
3
4
812

0
1
0
19
13
1
1
5
57

7
13
10
75
75
11
3
7
411

7
12
9
48
61
10
2
2
342

Table : Accessory in Bishanpura village
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3. घरों के प्रकार
ककसी भी िेत्र में घरों के प्रकारों (कच्चा, पक्का और अधुपक्का) से हम उस िेत्र के विकास
के स्िर को अच्छे से समझ सकिे है । त्रबशनपरु ा गांि के अध्ययन के बाद हमे पिा चला
कक इस गांि में 13.38 प्रतिशि कच्चे,31.38 अधुकच्चे िथा 55.23 प्रतिशि पक्के घर है। र्र्समे

से पिा चला की सबसे अर्धक पक्के घर (89) यादिो िथा सबसे कम खािी िथा कुम्हारो

(5-5) के लमले। िहीीँ दस
ू री और सबसे कम कच्चे घर यादिो ,सैनी िथा खािीयों (1-1) के
लमले।

PERCENTAGE OF HOUSE PATTERN
KACHA
13%

SEMI PAKKA
32%

PAKKA
55%

Fig.12
तनष्कर्षु
1.अनुसूधचत जाततयों में प्रभािशाल जातत की अपेक्षा अधिक ललींग अनुपात पाया गया है।
2.गाींि

में

3.गाींि

मदहलाओीं

में

कृवष

की

अपेक्षा

एिीं

परु
ु षो

में

पशप
ु ालन

साक्षरता

मख्
ु य

दर

अधिक

व्यिसाय

पाया

पाय

गया

गई

।

है।

4.गाींि में एकल एिीं सयींक्
ु त पररिारों की सींख्या में लगभग समानता पायी गईं।
5.कुछ जाततयों के अपिाद-स्िरूप अन्य जाततयों की साक्षरता दर उच्च पायीीं गईं है।

6.अनस
ु धू चत जाततयों की अपेक्षा प्रभािशाल

7.गाींि का विकास मध्यम स्तर का पाया गया।
सुझाि
1.मदहलाओं
2.गांि में

की

सािरिा

दर

में

जातत में सवु ििाएीं ज्यादा पायी गईं।

सुधार

के

आिश्यक्िा

है।

कम से कम एक प्राथलमक र्चककत्सालय केंर अिश्य होना चादहए ।

3.कुछ र्ातियों का ललंग अनुपाि कम होने के कारण उन पर ध्यान दे ने की आिश्यक्िा है।
4. गांि

में

कम से कम

एक सीतनयर

सेकेंर्री

विद्यालय

अिश्य

होना चादहए।

5.कृवर्ष के आधुतनकीकरण की र्रूरि है।
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Global Challenges in Front of Humanity
Dr.Sanjay Dudhe
Introduction
There are many challenges which India faces in today’s developing world. People like
farmers, workers, carpenters etc are left behind in this developing world. Only the educated
person is getting over rich and the uneducated are getting poorer. The global challenges that
we face today are not the issue of a single nation, like the issue of climate change, over use
of plastic, overpopulation, etc. one single nation cannot solve these issues we have unite this
world and collaborate to these big issues.
The global challenges1) Developed and developing countries
2) Poverty
3) Over population
4) Veto power
5) Misuse of technology
6) Climate change
7) Religious conflicts
8) Income discrimination
1) Developed and developing countries (globalization)
It is the processes by which businesses and other organization develop international
influence and start operating on an international scale
Origin: - In medieval period the economical developed countries used to colonize the
underdeveloped countries for economical greed and these led the demotion of local
industries in underdeveloped countries. After world war 2 imperils and colonization almost
came to an end. This led to the wise of globalization and business organization develops
international influence.
In 2000, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) indentified four basic aspects of
globalization trade and transaction, capital and investment movement migration and
movement of people.
2) Problems due to globalization:
The developed countries have many multinational companies which have quality product
than the local products. Therefore people in developing and under developing countries
prefer to buy products of multinational companies. This leads to destruction of locals
industries which leads to unemployment and poverty. Therefore the gap between the
developed and undeveloped countries. Most of the electronic devices available in developing
countries like India are not produced locally.
Poverty
Today the income gap between the rich and the poor is increasing despite having a tax system
that favors the poor, the rich people take advantage of loop poles in the system and get tax
benefits.
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Swiss National Bank estimates that the total amount of deposits in all Swiss banks at the end
of 2010 by citizens of India were CHF 1.95 million (INR 92.95 billion). This means that
India has a huge amount of black money.23% of Indian people live below poverty line i.e.
1.25 per day on purchasing power parity. The poor people nowadays produce more children
so that they can employ them all to get more income. Poverty is the cause of overpopulation
which is the cause of poverty.Many people from rural areas move to cities in search of
educational and employment opportunities. This leads to the rise of slums in cities for eg :
Dharavi in Mumbai & Kachipura in Nagpur.
Poverty leads to:
• Mal nutrition : Due to inflation the poor people are unable to afford quality food product
and leads to mal nutrition
• Child labour : In order to raise income for the family, poor people involve their children
in hazardous activity.
• Lack of education : Due to rising cost of quality education the poor people are make to
afford quality education government schools India are not that efficient to provide
quality education.
• Child marriage: Poverty leads to lack of education and thus poor people indulge in
activities such as child marriages.
• Corruption: Poor people even take bribes to give votes to governmental institution
which provides them with money.
3) Over Population: In the beginning of 20th century the population of the world was 1.6
billion. Today it is about 7.53 billion which is a tremendous increase in population. Low
infant mortality rate, poverty, lack of education, etc are the major causes of over population.
Infant mortality rate : with the advancement of technology today’s successful delivery rate
is very high as compared to the older times. The no. of deaths of children under the age of 1
has reduced a lot during the previous year due to medical technology advancements.
Lack of education : There is less awareness about the contraceptive measures which leads
to over population.
Overpopulation lead to resource scarcity which leads to increased tension both within and
between the countries. This causes warfare.
Population of the world:
Population
1) By the end of 18th century
1 billion
th
2) By the start of 20 century
1.6 billion
3) At 1940
2.3 billion
4) At 1960
3 billion
5) At 1974
4 billion
6) At 1987
5 billion
7) At 1999
6 billion
8) At 2011
7 billion
1) VETO POWER
The United National Security Council “Veto Power” refers to the power of permanent
members of UN Security Council to Veto any “Substantive” resolution. The nations having
Veto power are China, France, Russia, United Kingdom and United Status.
The problem with the veto power is that the capable country like India is not able to become
a member of this international council as only because of China (due to its veto power) and
Hence their no distribution of power and power rest with a few countries.
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5) Misuse of Technology
Rather than using atomic power for production of useful energy many nations are using it
for many destructive weapon generation.
6) Climate Change
Climate change is the change in the weather patterns when that change lasts for an extended
period of time. (i.e. decades to millions of year)
Harmful Effects of Climate Change
• Temperature: - Must of the 20th century have been un precendently warm, while in
17the century it was quite cool.
• Glaciers: - Glaciers are considered among one of the most sensitive indicators of climate
change the most significant climate processes since the middle to last Pliocene are the
glacial and inter-glacial cycle.
• Sea-Level Changes: - According to recent studies global mean sea level raws by 195
mm during the period 1870 – 2004. Since 2004 there has been a further 43 mm of global
mean sea-level rise, as at July 2017.
Conclusion
Global challenges cannot be dealt with a single country. All nations have to collaborate and
work to overcome these global problems.
“Since then there would
Be a time when there will be a world without
BOUNDARIES…..”
- Aniruddha Shaha
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jk’Vªlar gs ,d izfrHkkoar lardoh gksrs- R;kaP;k O;fDreŸokr larŸokpk vkf.k dfoŸokpk lqj[s k leUo; lk/kyk gksrko;kP;k vkBO;k o’kkZiklwup R;kauh vkiY;k dkO;ys[kukyk lq:okr dsyh- R;kaP;k dkO;izfrHksruw ejkBhr 1260 Hktus]
2109 vHkax] 5149 vksO;k] 376 “yksd] 10 iksokMs] 13 vkjR;k] 16 eaxyk’Vds] 32 Jhxq:efgeke`r vksGh vkf.k 1517
lqfopkj tUekyk vkys- jk’Vªlar rqdMksth egkjktkauh doh Eg.kwu dkO;ys[kukl lq#okr dsyh ukgh rj fufLle
bZ” ojfu’Bsik;h] Hkxoarkayk vkGo.;klkBh] eu ,dkxz dj.;klkBh vHkax fyfgys- R;kaps vHkax gs fujkxl] vkrZ g`n;kps
cksy vkgsrHkkx 1 o 2 gh egkjktkaP;k thoukP;k m’k%dkyh fuekZ.k >kysyh ifgyh Hktukoyh vkgseqGkr gh Hktukoyh 501 Hktukauh uVysyh gksrh- 1969 yk ;k Hktukoyhph ifgyh vko`Rrh NkiY;k xsyh- th 251
Hktukuah uVysyh vkgs- HktukoyhP;k nqlÚ;k Hkkxkphgh vko`Rrh ;kposGh Nki.;kr vkyh- R;kr 250 Hktus lekfo’V
dj.;kr vkys vkgsrjk’Vªlarkauh fyfgysY;k vuqHkolkxj HktukoyhP;k fufeZrhps iz;kstu R;kauh Lor%p izLrkousrwu izdV dsys vkgs- rs
Eg.krkr] ßvar%dj.kkP;k fHkUu Hkkoukauk bZ”ojkP;k nSoh “kDrhpk ekxZ ykHkkok o ftokpk thoi.kk ijes” ojk’kh rknkRE;
ikokok Eg.kwu HkDrhph T;ksr lk/kdkP;k eukr tkxfoyh tkr vlrs-Þ R;kaP;k ;k dkO;/kkjsr bZ” ojfo’k;d Hktukaph
la[;k foiwy vkgs- lq:okrhP;k bZ”ojfo’k;d vHkaxkrwu rs vR;ar HkfDrHkkokus R;kph d:.kk Hkkdrkuk vksFkacysY;k
var%dj.kkus bZ”ojktoG ekx.ks ekxrkr dh] ^eaxye; uke rq>s lrr xkÅ ns----- >qj>qjR;k us=karwfu] Lo:Ik ikgw ns* HktukcÌy vkiys er O;Dr djrkuk rs Eg.krkr dh] ßHktu Eg.kts nSoh “kDrhP;k cxhP;kr usÅu R;koj HkfDr:ih
lqxa/kkps vkoj.k ?kky.ks gks;- ghp R;kps fo’k; dk<wu R;kyk ukjk;.k dj.;kph jhr vkgs-Þ r}rp ^Hktu Eg.kts
vr%dj.kkph bZ” ojfo’k;d vR;Ur rGeG* v”kh Hktukph vR;ar lksih] lk/kh ljG O;k[;k R;kauh dsysyh vkgsegkjktkauh vkiys fpRr fLFkj dj.;kdfjrk vkiY;k ok.khr rst vkf.k vkRecG ok<fo.;kdfjrk xq:d`isyk vkf.k
bZ” ojd`isyk vkokgu dsysys vkgs- bZ”ojizsekus O;kdqGysys] bZ” ojHkDrhus fpac fHktysys Hkko mRdVi.ks ;k Hktukarwu
mRLQwrZi.ks izdVys vkgsr- ikjaifjd larkaP;k vHkaxok.khe/;s izkjaHkh T;kizek.ks x.ks” k oanu fnlwu ;srs R;kpizek.ks
jk’Vªlarkauhlq)k izkf.kek=kapk izfrikyd Eg.kwu ;kr x.ks” kkyk oanu dsysys vkgsrlsp txkyk yhyk nk[kowu R;kps eu uknh yko.kkÚ;k x.ks” kkyk R;kauh txkps nqdku dls ukuk o.kkZps fuekZ.k dsys\
;kph izfØ;k d”kh >kyh\ gs vHkaxkrwu izdV dsys vkgs- R;kaP;k bZ” ojfo’k;d vHkaxkrwu x.ks” kkizek.ksp jke] d`’.k o
foB~ByHkDrhus n`< >kysY;k HkDrhHkkousps izfrfcac meVys vkgs- r}rp Jh xq: vkMdksth egkjktkaps Lej.k djhr
xq:oanuk] vkbZ efgek] ueZnk] panzHkkxk vkf.k xaxk o.kZu] Hkxoku “kadj] nRrLokeh] guqekuth] xtkuu egkjkt gÓkaph
Lrqrhij o.kZus egkjktkauh dsysyh vkgsr- R;kcjkscjp jktk gfj”panz] /kekZRek ;ksxhanz] ikaMo] fp=xqIr] f”kokth egkjkt
;kaP;k ohj dk;kZps Lej.k R;kaP;k Hktukrwu >kysys vkgs- “kkL=&iqjk.ks] xhrk Kkukph egrh R;kauh xk;yh vkgsia<jiwjpk efgek o.kZu dsyk vkgs- ;k loZ bZ” ojk/kusruw R;kauh lq[kkpk ekxZ txkyk izkIr gksoks vkf.k fueZG Kku
izokfgr gksoks gk mÌs” kp t.kq izdV dsysyk vkgs- ikjaifjd lardkO;kP;k eqGk”kh vl.kkÚ;k bZ” ojHkDrhps dsna z
jk’VªlarkaP;kgh dkO;fufeZrhP;k izkjaHkh fnlwu ;rs- ,dw.kp jk’Vªlarkaph Hktus gh HkDrhHkkousus vksFkacysyh vkgsr- ^dq.kh
lkaxk gks] dq.kh lkaxk] jke dqBs ek>k] nRr fnxacjk Lejrk Hkkos] gksf ”ky Hkoh ikj js] ^eu eksgqfu us fxjh/kkjh*] et
ukgh dq.kkph vk”kk] R;k txnh”kkokpquh] lRlaxxkfo.k Kku feGsuk ln~xq:ca/kkps*] ^HkkjrHkwP;k iq.;&fiBkofj dBh
izlaxkojh] >Gdyk fgjk vatuh ?kjh] ln~xq:ukFk ^xtkuu* /;kr gj.ks eu&dkeuk*] gfjfo.k fpRr mnkl] xMÓkk js
v”kk vusd HkDrhHkkoukarwu egkjktkaP;k var%dj.kkryk bZ”ojizsekpk >jk >qG>qGrk fnlrks;kp bZ” ojHkDrhP;k mpacGÓkrwu R;kauh HkfDrekxkZP;k vkM ;s.kkÚ;k ‘kM~fjiwjP;k nq/kZj jksxkaiklwu eqDrrsph izkFkZuk
dsysyh vkgs- fojkxh ek.klkyk ije~inkps cG izkIr gks.;klkBh T;k vkReksUurhph xjt vlrs - rh vkRefodklkph
izfØ;k iw.kZ gks.;klkBhp t.kq egkjktkaP;k var%dj.kkr bZ” ojfo’k;d HkDrhHkkousps oy; fuekZ.k >kysys vkgs- R;keqGsp
R;kaP;k vHkaxkrwu bZ” ojHkDrh] xq#HkDrh] larlsok ukeLej.k] nsokpk “kks/k] lk{kkRdkjkph mRdaBk ykxysyh okVrs - i.k
rh HkkokoLFkk lar rqdkjkeakP;k HkkokoLFkslkj[kh mRdV okVr ukgh- rh bZ”ojlk{kkRdkjklkBh Qkj dkG fVdr ukghR;k HkkokoLFksrwu rs yxsp ckgsj iMwu nsoHkDrhyk ns” kHkDrhps lanHkZ nsrkr- Ik”kqgR;sfo’k;h larki O;Dr djrkr] larkauh
dls vlkos] [kjk czkEg.k dlk vlrks- HkkjrHkwehph ifjfLFkrh d”kh vkgs\] <ksaxh lk/kw dls vkgsr\] gs iz” u ekaMwu
deZxqarhrY;k ek.klkyk rs tkxs djrkr] uj tkrhrY;k euq’;Rokyk vkOgku nsrkr] lR; deZlk/kuk] dj.;kl izo`Rr


lg;ksxh izk/;kid]rk;okMs egkfo|ky;]dksjkMh
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djrkr] /ku&ek;k vkf.k eu ;kcÌy ltxrk fuekZ.k d:u izse] lerspk mn~?kks’k dj.;klkBh erHksnkyk nwj lkj.;kpk
lYyk nsrkr] {kf.kd Jhearh] O;lu vkf.k okluk o`Rrh] nq’Vkph enr ukdk:u fHkdkÚ;koj n;k dj.;kpk Hkko fuekZ.k
dj.kkjs] lpksVhpk O;ogkj dj.kkÚ;k eafnjklkj[;k ifo= eukph Hkweh ukax:u R;koj ek.kqldhps chtkjksi.k dj.;kps
dk;Z ;k vHkaxkarhy nsoHkDrh Hkkokiklwu ns” kHkDrh Hkkoki;Zar izdV >kysys vkgs- ;kr LokFkZfgro`Rrh nwj lk:u Kku
fuekZ.k d:u nso&HkDrkrys v}Sr nwj dj.;kph fde;k dj.;kps dk;Z egkjktkauh ;k vHkaxkrwu dsysys vkgs fganw/kekZP;k Hkkfodkauk cqf)eRrsph fgEer nk[kfo.;kps vkokgu R;kauh dsysys vkgs,dw.kp vuqHko lkxj Hktukoyhrwu egkjktkauh ln~HkDrhph y{k.ks lkaxhryh] [kÚ;k HkDrhph vkpkjlafgrk lkaxhryh]
^ij/ku vkf.k ijdkarslh] f”kow udks ck! d/kh! Ckf/kj rw gks ijfuanse/kh* ¼i`-31½] vlk lar rqdkjkekaP;k ^ijmidkj us.ks
ijfuank] ijL=h;k lnk cfg.kh ek;k ;k fopkjk”kh lk/kE;Z lk/k.kkjh Hkkouk egkjktkauh izdV d:u iziap&ijekFkkZpk
fopkj izdV dsyk- dGhdkGkps egŸo lkaxwu lkekftd o jk’Vªh; oLrqfLFkrhoj fonkjd Hkk’; dsys- ejkBokM;krhy
dks;uk Hkqdaikps fp= ikfgY;koj ^dks.k fnol ;sb dlk dks.k tk.krks* ;k vHkaxkyk O;Dr dj.kkjs egkjktkaps ijksidkjh
eu tudGoG;kus O;kdqG >kysys fnlwu ;srs- ekuokyk R;kP;k e`R;wph tk.kho d:u nsr fu’dke dekZekxph
thoulk/kuk d”kh vlkoh ;kpk lans” k rs nsrkrHkkjrh; euk”kh laokn lk/k.kkÚ;k jk’VªlarkaP;k vHkaxok.khr ijrŸokpk Li”kZ vkgs vkf.k R;kp osGh rhoz lkekftd
ltx Hkku vkgs- ln~/keZ] lf}opkj vkf.k lr~izo`RrhP;k HkkoksXn~kjkrhy “kCnk”kCnkarwu jk’Vªizse fBcdys vkgs- gk ,dw.kp
lxq.kkdMwu fuxqZ.kkdMpk] oS;fDrd thoukiklwu oSf”od thouki;ZarPkk] vkReksUurhiklwu fo”oksUurhIk;Zarpk izokl
fnlwu ;srksegkjktkaps thou gk jk’VªksUurhlkBh vkf.k lektks)kjklkBhpk ,d egk;K gksrk- vk/;kfRed tkf.kosizek.ks
Hkkjrh;Rokph] jk’Vªh;Rokph tk.kho R;kaP;k fparu”khyrspk Hkkx gksrh- R;kaP;k mnkRr mUur thou/;s;ke/;s jk’Vªh;
tkf.kosyk vfr”k; egŸokps LFkku gksrs- jk’Vªlarkaps iz” u gs brj larkis{kk osxGs gksrs- rs izkiafpd ulwu Hkkjrh; lekt
vkf.k jk’Vª ;kaps Toyar iz” u gksrs- yksdkae/;s jk’Vª/kekZph tkx`rh dj.ks] R;akP;k Bk;h Lokra«;izkIrhph Hkkouk psrfo.ks
vkf.k LojkT;kuarj lq;ksX; ek.kwl ?kMfo.ks* v”kh ;k iz” ukaph fofo/k :is gksrh- bZ” ojlsosiklwu dk;kZjaHk dj.kkÚ;k
egkjktkauk bZ”ojlsok o ns” klsok ;kr v}Sr fnlw ykxys- ^ns” k gkp nso* gsp R;kaP;k thouizoklkps var%lw= fnlwu
;srs- ijaijk vkf.k uorspk leUo; R;kauh lk/kyk- ekuork/kekZph] lerk] ca/kqrk] lkoZtfud lkekftd U;k;kph] izse]
d:.kk] n;kHkkokph] thouewY;s lektkr #tfo.kkÚ;k egkjktkaph ,dw.kp lekt] ns” k] ek.kwl] fulxZ] fo”o ;kfo’k;hP;k
d#.ksrwup o vkR;afrd ekuoizsekrwu gh vHkaxkoyh tUekyk vkysyh vkgs- Hkkjrh; lkaLd`frd lafprkrwup mxoysyk
oafprkauk gRrhps cG ns.kkjs jk’Vªlar eukeukr ^py mB Hkkjrk! vkrk gh osG u;s fut.;kph@cqf)P;k rGkoj T;ksrh]
>Gdw ns drZO;kph* v”kh ns” kHkDrh isjrkr- ,dw.kp egkjktkaP;k vHkaxakrwu larRo] dfoRo ykHkysY;k jk’VªlarkP;k
O;fDreŸokpk vkReksUurhiklwu oSf”od mUurhi;Zarpk fodkl fnlwu ;srksvkRefodkl vHkaxkoyh gh egkjktkaph frljh vHkaxkoyh vkgs- ;kr 415 vHkax lekfo’V dj.;kr vkysys vkgsro;kP;k vkBO;k o’kkZiklwu R;kauh fyfgysyh gh vHkaxok.kh vkgs- 14 izdj.kkar 415 vHkaxkps foHkktu R;kauh dsysys vkgsifgY;k Lroukatyh izdj.kkrhy vHkaxkrwu egkjktkauh lw;Znos ] xq:nso] Jh x.ks” k] “kkjnk] vafcdk “kadj] vkf.k nRrk=s;
;kauk ueu dsysys vkgs- R;kr R;kauh ikjaifjd larkauh dsysY;k o.kZukizek.ksp lw;Z] xq:] x.ks” k] “kkjnk] vafcdk] “kadj]
nRrk=s; ;k loZ nsokaps xq.kLo:ikaps o.kZu d:u R;kauk yhursus “kj.k tkÅu oanu dsysys vkgs^ia<jhukFk n”kZu* ;krhy 11 vHkaxkae/kwu Jh foÎykP;k xq.kLo:ikps o.kZu d:u R;kP;k d`iknkukph vis{kk dsysyh
vkgs- R;kuarj ^ln~HkDrkaps Lej.k* ;krhy 11 vHkaxkrwu HkDr iqaMyhd] HkDr /k`o o HkDr nkekth ;kaP;k HkfDrlkeF;kZps
o.kZu r}rp jkeHkDr guqekukpk efgek of.kZyk vkgs- ^Jhd`’.kyhyk*e/kwu egkjktkauh Jhd`’.kkP;k yhyk lkaxhrY;k
vkgsr- ^Hkkodqatkrhy yMhokG izkFkZurs uw iqjk.kkrhy fo’ke okx.kqdhP;k vkBo.khus Hk:u vkysY;k var%dj.kkrwu
fo’kersps “kY; izdV dsys vkgs- var ikg.kkÚ;k ijes” ojk] jkejk;k] foB~Byk rq>s vfouk”kh :Ik ,dnk rjh nk[kokos
Eg.kwu mRdVrsus izkFkZuk dsysyh vkgs- iziapkP;k Tokysr tG.kkÚ;k eukph vLoLFkrk egkjktkauh ;kr izdV dsyh vkgsvkbZ oMhy fu?kwu xsY;kuarj th.kZ “kjhjkus ?kjks?kjh rqdMs ekxwu rs Hkkstu djrkr] loZ x.kxksr laiys vkgs] ekuiku
[kM~MÓkkr Vkdys vkgsr- ;k txkr dq.kkph xksMh jkfgyh ukgh] txkpk cktkj ikgwu tho |kok okVrks - i.k rks
vkRe?kkr ?kMsy\ v”kk f”kdkÚ;kaP;k dpkVÓkkr lkiMysY;k gfj.khP;k vkdkarkaph rGeG egkjktkaP;k eukr fuekZ.k
>kysyh vkgs- laklkfjd nq%[kkus O;kdqGysy]s gksjiGysys eu bFks fnlwu ;srs- eu%Lrki o vuqrkikph tk.kho izdV
gksrs- nsokP;k d`iknkukph vis{kk ok<hl ykxrs- izR;{k HksVhph n`< bPNk var%dj.kkr fuekZ.k gksrs- xq#izkIrhph ;kpuk
dj.;kr ;srs- larkaP;k pj.kh fouo.kh dj.;kr ;srs- gh egkjktkaP;k vkRefodklkph larkaP;k euksoLFkslkj[kh okVpky
fnlwu ;srs- R;kuarj Jh xq: vkMdksthaP;k Nk;sr ;k izdj.kkuq:Ik R;kaP;k n”kZukr /kU;rk eku.kkjs vHkax izdV gksrkrgkfnZd izkFkZuk dsyh tkrs vkf.k ,dk v}SrkPkk lq[kkuqHko R;akP;k okV;kyk ;srks - ^lRlax lq/kk* ;kr xq#f”k’;kP;k
y{k.kkaph egrh xkrkuk naHkkpkjh cqokapk lekpkj ?ksmu [kÚ;k larkapk efgek lkaxhrY;k tkrks - R;kuarj ^iq:’kkFkZ
lk/ku*rhy vHkaxke/kwu ujnsgkps [kjs lkQY; d”kkr vkgs] oSHkokrgh dks.kR;k ckcrhr vki.k nqHkkZxh vlrks ;kph
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ehekalk dsysyh vkgs- v”kk euksoLFksr lk/kufl)h ln~xq:yk “kj.k tkÅu yhurk Lohdk:u vkiyk m)kj dj.;kpk
R;kauk vkRecks/k gksrks- ^oSjkX;&izdk”k*e/kwu oSjkX;kps egŸo izfrikfnr dj.;kr ;srs- iapfo’k;kpk /kksdk dlk vlrks\
fojDrkps otzdop dk; vlrs\ eukst;krp vkiyk m)kj dlk vlrks\ f=xq.kkaP;k ek;ktkykrwu] oklukJ;krwu]
eqDrh d”kh feGfoY;k tkrs- vkf.k e`R;qat; dlk okVÓkkyk ;srks\ ;k euksHkkousps fp=.k egkjktkaP;k ekuliVykoj
d”kk rÚgsus meVys vkgs ;kps n”kZu ?kMrs- ;krwu R;kaph vkarfjd tk.kho ,dk fuxqZ.k & fujkdkj oSf ”od rŸokdMs
d”kh izokfgr gksrs ;kph dYiuk ;srs- ^Kku r`” kkj*e/kwu rs l`’VhP;k fufeZrhph dgk.kh lkaxrkr- R;kosGh nsokP;k “kks/kkr
fu?k.kkjs R;kaps eu fnlwu ;srs- nso HksV.;kcÌyP;k oknkrhr tkf.kok izdV gksrkr] KkuizkIrhuarj vgadkjkpk Li”kZ
dlk gksrks ;kps Hkku R;kr vlrs- R;kuarj deZ] HkDrh o xq#xE; Kkukps egŸo R;kauk vkdGrs o vijks{k Kku
xq:d`isusp dls izkIr gksrs- ;kpk vkRefo”okl n`< gksr tkrks- czEg:Ik voLFksps Hkku vkdGrs- nSoh xq.kkaP;k voLFksrhy
^vtik o ;ksxxqaQk* ;k vkRefodklklkBh ;ksxkH;klkP;k ik;Ú;k rs Li’V djrkr- R;kuarj dyh;qxkrhy va/k%dkjkps
n”kZu R;kauk ?kMrs- lk/kqlarkps iaFk ?ksÅu cl.ks vkf.k iksVklkBh mnkl >kysyh fujk”k turk R;kaps eu nq%[kh djrsdeZdkaM] va/kJ)k] Ik”kqgR;k] /kekZa/krk vkpkjHkz’Vrk] HksnkHksn] /kuyksHkkik;h gks.kkjs iki] LokFkZyksyqirk ;keqGs R;kaps eu
fujk”k gksrs- v”kk voLFksr rs vLoLFk eukus izHkqiwtsP;k vHkaxok.khus ;k vkRefodkl vHkaxok.khyk fojke nsrkr“ksrhiz/kku vkf.k [ksMhiz/kku ns” kkyk lokZFkkZus le`) djk;ps vlsy rj “kgjh fodklkis{kk xzkefodkl egRokpk Bjrks vkiyk ns” k yk[kks [ksMÓkkaruw iljysyk vkgs- rsFkhy turk vKkuh] nfjnzh vkgs] ekxklyh vkgs- R;kaps thou le`)
>kys rjp ns” k le`) gksbZy ;kp xzkeks)kjkP;k mRdV tkf.kosrwu brj larkaP;k fopkjkizek.ksp jk’Vªlarkaph
ekudY;k.kkFkZ >V.kkjh d`fr”khy mRLQwrZ HkkoksRdV voLFkk xzkexhrsP;k :ikus izloyh vkgs - 1955 lkyh R;kauk
xzkexhrkys[kukph izsj.kk vk’kk<h ,dkn”khyk ia<jiwjyk foÎykP;k lk{khus >kyh- ;kosGh egkjktkaps o; 44 o’kkZps gksrs;kr jk’Vªlarkaps pfj= vkf.k fopkj/ku ,doVysys vkgsr- xzkexhrk gk xzaFk egkjktkaP;k lexz thoukps izfrfuf/kRo
dj.kkjk vkgs- ßxzkexhrk Eg.kts rqdMksth egkjktkaps fpjaru Lekjd] izsjd okjlk vkf.k ejkBh lkfgR;krhy ewY;oku
Bsok gks;-Þ xzkexhrk gh egkjktkaP;k ,dw.kp ok³~e;krwu izdV >kysY;k izfrHkk/kekZpk o lef’V/kekZpk ifjiDo
vkfo’dkj vkgs- rhp R;kaP;k LokuqHkkofl) lkfgR;kps] thoukps iz;kstu vkgs- thoufo’k;d rŸoKku vkgs- Hkkjrkrhy
[ksMÓkkr jkg.kkjs Jfed vKku] nfjnzÓ o va/k%J)k ;k nks’kkaiklwu eqDr Ogkos] R;kaps thoueku lq/kkjkos ;kdfjrk
xzkexhrspk iziap egkjktkauh dsysyk vkgs- [ksM;krY;k turspk m)kj “kgjkrys yksd ;sÅu dj.kkj ukgh rj R;kapk
m)kj R;kaukp djkok ykx.kkj gh tk.kho ;k xzaFkkP;k eqGk”kh vkgs- lkekU; tursyk Lor%P;k m)kjklkBh Lor%p
izo`Rr djkos gk mÌs” k ;k fufeZrhekxs vkgs- ;k xzaFkkekxs egkjktkaph vkRefu’Bk vkgs- lexz ekuoh thoukps dY;k.k
y{kkr ?ksÅup gk xzaFk egkjktkauh fyfgY;keqGs rks LFkydky o O;fDrfo”ks’k ;kph ca/kus ikj d:u R;krhy vk”k;
vf[ky ekuo tkrhP;k m)kjkdfjrk mi;qDr Bjyk vkgs,d vksohc/n iznh?kZ lafgrk Eg.kwu xzkexhrspk ok³~e;hu n`’Vhus ekxksok ?ks.ks egŸokps Bjrs- 41 v/;k;kr foHkkxysY;k
xzkexhrsph vksohla[;k 4675 vlwu xzkethoukP;k iqu?kZVuspk iziap egkjktkauh loZ rif”kykr f”k:u dsysyk vkgs[ksMÓkkrhy jkstP;k vk;q’;Øekrhy rlsp ek.klkP;k tUekiklwu rj e`R;qi;ZarP;k thouizoklkrhy loZ cktqapk
Ågkiksg egkjktkauh ;kr dsysyk vkgsxzkexhrsrhy 41 v/;k; ,dw.k vkB iapdkar foHkkxys xsysys vkgsr- l)eZeaFku] yksdo”khdj.k] xzkefuekZ.k]
n`f’VifjorZu] laLdkj”kks/ku] izse/keZLFkkiu] nsoRolk/ku vkf.k vkn”kZ thou vls vkB iapd vkysys vkgsr- ;krhy
cgqrsd laKk ;k /keZdfsa nzr uhfr”kkL=kP;k fdaok ijaijkxr lnkpkjkP;k vkgsr- ln~/keZ] n`f’VifjorZu] laLdkj”kq)rk]
izse/keZ] nsoRolk/ku vkf.k vkn”kZthou ;krwu xzkeh.k ifjorZukP;k n`f’Vus vko”;d vl.kkÚ;k nSoh xq.klainspk cks/k
gksrks- ;ko:u gs y{kkr ;srs dh] ek.kwl cnyY;k[ksjht R;kps tx cn.kkj ukgh Eg.kwu egkjktkauh xzkeh.k
thoufodklklkBh ek.klkP;k o`Ùkhizo`Rrhr xq.kkRed ifjorZu dj.ks egŸokps ekuys vkgs- HkkSfrd cnykP;k vf/k’Bkuh
O;Drh vkf.k leqgkps vkn”kZ pkfj«; vlkos ykxrs- gh eguh; tk.kho R;kauk gksrh- R;keqGs vkfRed /kkj.kkaP;k mUur
Ikk;kojp HkkSfrd cny HkDdei.ks mHks jkgrkr gh xks’V tk.kwup egkjktkauh leUo;kph vpwd tk.kho xzkexhrsrwu
O;Dr dsyhxzkexhrsP;k ifgY;k v/;k;kr JksR;kaP;k iz” ukauk mRrjs ns.;kph fdaok R;klanHkkZr fu:i.k dj.;kph ikjaifjd i)rh
jk’Vªlarkauh ;kr voyafcyh vkgs^;sFks Jksrs fopkfjys! xzkexhrsizrh fyfg.ks >kysA R;kr larnso dkl;k ?kkrysA LrqfrLrks=s xkSjowfu\* gk Ikz” u vktP;k
xzkeh.k JksR;kapk vkgs- R;k iz” ukP;k ;qDrhoknklkBh egkjktkauh ikp vksO;k fyfgY;k vkf.k R;kojhy fu:i.kklkBh
cRrhl vksO;k fyfgY;k vkgsr- ;kpk vFkZ vlk dh] xzkexhrsph ikjaifjd jpuki)rh vkf.k frpk vk/kqfud vk”k;
;krY;k vkarfjd vlaxrhph egkjktkauk dYiuk gksrh- tqU;k oG.kkps J)kGw Jksrs vkt m|kP;k dkGkr feGkys vlrs
vFkok ukgh feGkys rjh gh xzkexhrk vkt&m|kP;k xzkeh.k dk;ZdrsZ] xzkelsod] xzkefu;sktd] ;kaP;klkBhp vlY;kps
y{kkr ?ks.ks egŸokps Bjrs- ,dw.kp xzkeh.k ek.kwl dsna zLFkkuh dYiwu R;kaP;k lokZaxh.k mUurhpk fopkj Hkfo’;dkyhu
ifjizs{kkrwu egkjktkauh dsysyk vkgs-
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^lektkP;k mUurhps lw=A [kaMw u |kos loZ=* gkp /;kLk egkjktkaP;k xzkexhrsruw “kCnc) >kysyk vkgs- [ksMÓkkrhy
lokZaxh.k ekuoh thoukP;k iqu?kZVuspk xzkexhrk gk ,d lw=xzaFkp vkgs- ^HkwoSadwaB* ;k v/;k;kr R;kauh js[kkVysys vkn”kZ
[ksMÓkkps fp= vfr”k; mnkRr izdkjps vkgs- HkwoSdqaB dYiukfp= izR;{kkr lkdkj.;kkBh Hkfo’;krhy /;s;oknkdMs
l[kksy vkf.k l”kDri.ks tk.kkjk “kqHkadj fopkjekxZ xzkexhrsrwu n”kZfo.;kr vkysyk vkgsßyksdlektkph ijaijkxr /keZn`’Vh vkf.k vk/kqfud yksd”kkghps uos rRoKku ;k nksghapk esG ;k xzaFkkr eksB;k dkS” kY;kus
?kkrysyk vkgs- yksd”kkghrys jkstps xzkeh.k thou dls vlkos] [ksMÓkP;k okVÓkl vkysY;k lRoka” kkpk mi;ksx dlk
djkok] ;kpk lksiifRrd o ewyxkeh fopkj ;k xzaFkkr dsyk xsyk vkgs-Þ
xzkeh.k lektthoukP;k mRd’kkZyk T;k T;k xks’Vhph vko”;drk vkgs- R;kauk [kksy Hkkoukaps vf/k’Bku nsÅu vfr”k;
izklkfnd ok.khus xzkexhrsr egkjktkauh LFkku fnysys vkgs- vkiY;k ns” kkrhy >ksih xsysyh [ksMh tkxkoh] vKku]
yksdHkze vkf.k lkekftd tMRo ;keqGs [ksMÓkkrhy thoukyk th vodGk vkysyh vkgs rh ukgh”kh Ogkoh- R;kaP;k
ejxGysY;k thoukr uopSrU; fuekZ.k Ogkos] lkaLd`frd okj”;kP;k n`’Vhus HkkX;”kkyh vlysYkk vkiYkk ns” k f”k{k.k]
vkjksX;] /ku/kkU; bR;knh ckcrhr frrdkp laiUu Ogkok Eg.kwu egkjktkaps eu lnSo rGeG.kkjs vkgs- Hkkjrh;
lektthou varckZgÓ cnyys ikfgts- ;k ,dkp fopkjkus R;kaps eu O;kiwu Vkdys gksrs- R;k mRdV rGeGhrwu
loZtufgrlkis{k v”kk ;k xzaFkkpk mn; >kyk- ;k xzaFkkcÌy fo- fHk- dksyrs Eg.krkr dh] ^xzkexhrk gk Hkxn~xhrspk
iqujkorkjp gks;-* Hkxon~xhrk gh dq:{ks=koj lkax.;kr vkyh- dq: ;kpk vFkZ dj vlk vkgs- drZO;kiklwu <GysY;k
vtqZukyk Hkxorkauh drZO; dj vls lkaxhrys- rh nh{kk nsr xzkexhrklq)k drZO;fHkUeq[k xzkekauk drZO;rRij cufor
vkgs- Jksrs vtqZukizek.ks deZohj ukghr] rh v|ki lk/kh ek.klsgh ukghr- vkf.k Eg.kwu R;kauk izFke ek.kls cufo.;kpk
fopkj izkeq[;kus ;k xzkexhrsr lkaxhryk- lqanj ok³~e; gs var%dj.kkP;k ihGkrwu fuekZ.k gksrs- R;kps xzkexhrk gs
izkR;f{kd vkgs- egkjkt gs thou <oGwu dk<.kkjs nz’Vs doh vkgsrvk/kqfud foKkukps HkkaMoy ulrkukgh dsoG fu’Bk vkf.k J)sP;k cGkoj txwu lektkP;k ewyHkwr izj.s ksyk tkx`r
dj.;kps dk;Z egkjktkauh dsys- dsoG “kkjhfjd f”k{k.kkus [ksMÓkkrhy yksd [kÚ;k vFkkZus lqf”kf{kr gks.kkj ukgh- fryk
vkReh; tk.kosrwu laLdkjkph xjt vkgs- gs vksG[kwu egkjktkauh vkiY;k veks?k “kCnkauh] rhoz Hkkoukauh vkf.k mRdV
fopkjkauh xzkexhrsP;k}kjs gs dk;Z vR;ar fo’ks” k rÚgsus ikj ikMys vkgsxzkexhrsph viZ.kif=dk ekfeZd vkgs- ^loZ xzkeklh lq[kh djkosA vUu oL= ik=kfn |kosA ifj Lor% nq%[kfp HkksxkosA
Hkw’k.k rq>s xzkeukFkk* ;k ifgY;k vksohrwup xzkexhrsP;k fufeZrhekxhy mÌs’k Li’V gksrks- [ksMsxko gsp bZ”oj vkgs R;kph
vkjk/kuk Lod’Vkus dsyh ikfgts- gkp mins” k xzkexhrspk vk”k; vkgs- larkaps LQwrhZ{ks= vl.kkÚ;k ia<jiwjkrhy
panzHkkxsP;k frjkoj egkjktkaph fo”okdkj o`Rrh LQq: ykxyh- txnks)kjkP;k dYiuk dj.;kis{kk xzkeks)kjkpk fopkj
d:u xzkexhrk fuekZ.k dj.;kpk ladsr R;kauk feGkyk- fo”okpk ewG ?kVd gk ek.kwl vkgs- R;kiklwu dqVacq o Øekusp
lekt fuekZ.k gksrks- lekt feGwu xko] v”kh vla[; xkos feGwu ns” k vkdkjkyk ;srks- vls vusd ns” k feGwu tx
fuekZ.k >kys- O;kid fopkjkus ^xko gkp txkpk udk”kk* Eg.kwu xkokpk fodkl djrk djrk tx lq/kkjY;k tkbZy fo”okph vkn”kZ dYiuk xkokP;k lokZaxh.k fodklkrwu lRdkj gksbZy R;kvk/kh xkokrhy O;Drh lnkpj.kkus vkn”kZ
Ogkoh gh R;kaph dYiuk vkgs- izxr ns” kkph dYiuk gh ewyr% izxr xkokP;k dYius” kh fuxfMr vkgs- Eg.kwup xkokP;k
nqnZ” ksus ns” kkyk vodGk ;sbZy o ns” kkps Hkfo’; fc?kMsy ;kmyV xkokr loZ= lq[kh&lek/kkuh turk vlsy rj ns” k
vkf.k fo”o izlUu gksbZy ;k tkf.kosiksVhp egkjktkauh xzkexhrspk iziap dsysyk vkgs- lkekftd o jk’Vªh; tkx`rhps
fopkj/ku ;kr ,doVys vkgs- leFkZ jkenklkaP;k nklcks/kkr T;kizek.ks n”kd lekl v”kh foHkkx.kh vkgs R;kizek.ks
vkB iapdkr 41 v/;k;kar egkjktkauh xzkexhrsr fopkjn”kZu ?kMfoys vkgs- egkjktkaps v/;kRe iz;Ruokn vkf.k
deZfu’Bsoj vk/kkjys vkg-s ekuo] ns” k vkf.k fo”o/kekZP;k fparukr O;xz vlysY;k egkjktkauh vkiY;k lakLd`frd
dk;kZyk d`fr”khyrsph tksM fnysyh vkgs- lektmn~cks/kukph izsj.kk R;kaP;k eqGk”kh vkgs- Eg.kwup R;kaph dfork
thou/kkfj.kh >kyh vkgsßxzkexhrsps egŸokps oSf”k’VÓ Eg.kts rqdMksth egkjktkapk izpaM vkdkj&izdkjkapk foLr`r LokuqHko- gh xhrk Eg.kts
ftoar vuqHkwrhauh /kkj.k dsysyk mn~cks/kukpk] izcks/kukpk oSpkfjd vorkj gks;- gs vuqHkokps [kMs jks[kBksd cksy vkgsrR;krwu xzkeh.k okLrokph] lw{e o lexz let lwfpr gksrs- xzkeh.k okLrokph vusd vaxksikaxs] R;krhy xqarkxqar] R;krhy
tqus vkf.k uos] R;ke/khy varxZr la?k’kZ vkf.k ;k loZ O;kfeJ okLroky uok lqanj] U;k¸; o iqjksxkeh vkdkj ns.;kps
mik; ;kaps fo”knhdj.k dsysys vkgs- dkyckgÓ >kysys vkf.k fod`r&foi;ZLr dsysys /keZfopkj] va/kJ)k] tqU;k
ijaijkxr dYiukaps Hkz’Vhdj.k] O;luk/khurk] dkeØks/kkfn ‘kM~fjiap
w k /kqekdwG bR;knh ckcrhar lMsrksM o lqLi’V
izfriknu xzkexhrsruw dsysys vkgs- ijaijk o iqjksxkfeRo ;kapk leUo; dj.;kpk izHkkoh iz;Ru xzkexhrsruw tk.korksÞ
gs MkW- jk- x- tk/kokaps fujh{k.k Qkj vH;kliw.kZ o egŸokps okVrs- rs Eg.krkr dh] ßxzkexhrkgh Jo.k&iB.kkph iksFkh
ukgh] rj izR;{k d`frdk;ZØekpk vtsM
a k vkgs- tkghjukek vkgs- ,dk vk/kqfud larkus LokuqHkokP;k HkDde vk/kkjkoj
xzkeh.k iqujZpusph vk[kysyh gh v’Viapd ;kstuk vkgs- rqdMksth egkjktkaP;k vo?;k thoudk;kZps lkj ;k xzkexhrsr
vkgs-Þ
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xzkexhrsph ekaM.kh] lajpuk gh ikjaikfjd ejkBh lardkO;kP;k jpuslkj[kh vkgs - xzaFkkjaHk] eaxykpj.k] xq:oanu d:u
egkjktkauh xzkexhrsyk lq#okr dsysyh vkgs o v/;k;kP;k “ksoVh JksR;kauk ^xzkexhrk ek>s g`n;A R;kr clys
ln~xq#jk;A cksy R;kapk izdk”ke;A fnioksfu lksMhy xzkeklhAA* vls vkokgu dsysys vkgs- xzkeh.k thoukrhy lokZaxkpk
foLrkjkus foe”kZ egkjktkauh ;kr dsysyk vkgs- mRre izpkjd] HkDr] dk;ZdR;kZaph y{k.ks lkafxryh vkgsr- ekr`” kDrhpk
xkSjo dsyk vkgs] xzkeks|ksxkps egŸo izrhiknu dsys vkgs] fo/kokfookgkpk iqjLdkj vkf.k ckyfookgkyk fojks/k dsyk
vkgs- l.kmRlokrwu lkaiznkf;d ln~Hkko ok<fo.;kph loZ/keZleHkkokph xkolaLd`rh iVowu fnyh vkgs - larkaP;k
dk;Z&dr`ZRokoj izdk”k Vkdyk vkgs- :<h] ca/kus] deZdkaMkyk QkVk fnyk vkgs- vkRekuqHkko ;k 37 O;k v/;k;krwu
R;kauh vkiY;k vk/;kfRed okVpkyhpk vkRefu’B vlk vk<kok ?ksryh vkgs - xzkexhrsrhy 40&41 gs nksUgh v/;k;
milagkjkRed QyJqrh lkax.kkjs vkf.k xzaFkefgek o.kZu dj.kkjs vkgsr- v”kk xzkexhrsph lq#okr vkf.k “ksoV ikjaifjd
i)rhus >kysyh vkgsegkjktkaph Hkk’kk”kSyh vfr”k; izlUu] lk/kh] lqcks/k v”kh vlY;kus rh Hkk’kk vkiyh okVrs- lgtrk] lqcks/krk o
lqlac)rk ;kapk laxe egkjktkaP;k ,dw.k dkO;kr >kysyk vkgs- xzkexhrsph ok.kh vxnh izklkfnd vkgs- R;kaph “kSyh
tso<h okRlY;iw.kZ vkgs- rso<hp jks[kBksd ns[khy vkgs- [ksMÓkkrhy thoukpk xkHkk vkRelkr dsY;kus gh “kSyh R;kauk
xolyh vkgs- fopkjkrhy lqlaxrheqGs R;kaph vfHkO;Drh Li’V vkf.k ljl >kyh vkgs- rqdMksthaP;k fdrhrjh vksO;kauk
lqHkkf’krkaps eksy izkIr >kys vkgs- miek] n`’Vkar bR;knh vyadkjkP;k leqfpr okij R;kauh vkiY;k dkO;kr dsysyk
fnlwu ;srks- R;kaP;k ekfeZd dksVÓakuh okpdkauk vareqZ[k dsysys vkgs- izR;{k okLro thoukps dq” ky fp=.k dj.;kph
R;kaP;kr {kerk vkgs- v”kk fp=.kkus lektkrhy mf.kokaoj R;kauh useds cksV Bsoysys vkgs- ;k okLrofp=.kkrwu R;kaP;k
lw{efujh{k.k”kDrhpk izR;; ;srks- Hkkoh lektO;oLFksP;k lao/kZuklkBh R;kauh Hkkoh thoukps vkn”kZ:Ik js[kkVys vkgsvls js[kkVu djrkuk R;kaph “kSyh dFkuij o lqLi’V >kysyh fnlwu ;srs- ßR;kaP;k “kSyhyk oDr`Rokph /kkj vkgs- i.k
gs oDr`Ro ikafMR;izn”kZukP;k gO;klkrwu vkysys ukgh rj yksddY;k.kkP;k O;kid Hkwfedsrwu vkdkjkl vkys vkgs izpkj gk R;kaP;k ok.khpk izeq[k /keZ vkgs- ijarq rks tM] daVkGok.kk vkf.k uhjl ukgh- R;kr yksdkauk vareqZ[k vkf.k
d`fr”khy dj.;kph izsj.kk vkgs-Þ v”kk rÚgsus ,dw.kp rqdMksth egkjktkaP;k lqcks/k vkf.k yksdghrijk;.k “kSyheqGs
lektfgr lk/k.kkjk xzaFk Eg.kwu] yksdizcks/kukps eguh; dk;Z O;kid ikrGhoj dj.kkjk xzaFk Eg.kwu xzkexhrsps egkRE;
vuU;lk/kkj.k vkgs1234567-

jk’Vªlar rqdMksth egkjkt] vuqHkolkxj Hktukoyh Hkkx&1] lans” k] Jhxq:nso izdk”ku] frolk] 1976 ¼v’Veko`Rrh½
r=So
jk-x-tk/ko] v/;{kh; Hkk’k.k] jk-rqdMksth egkjkt f}rh; lkfgR; laesyu] iq.ks] 2007
v{k;dqekj dkGs] vokZphu dkO;n”kZu] cugÍh izdk”ku] ukxiwj] 1999]i`-275
jk-x-tk/ko] r=So
r=So
v{k;dqekj dkGs] vokZphu dkO;n”kZu] cugÍh izdk”ku] ukxiwj] 1999] i`-276
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–‘VkarikBkrhy rŸofopkj


egkjk’Vªkr ts fofo/k ÒfDrlaÁnk; mn;kyk vkys R;kr egkuqÒko laÁnk; ,d Áeq[k ÒfDrlaÁnk; Eg.kwu ekU;rk
ikoyk vkgs- egkuqÒkfo;kaP;k iapd`".kkiSdh JhpØ/kjLokeh ,d vlwu R;kauh LFkkiu d¢ysY;k ;k laÁnk;kl ^^ijekxZ]
egkRek iaFk] egkuqÒko iaFk] t;d`".kh iaFk] vP;qr iaFk**1 bR;knh ukokauh vksG[kys tkrsJh pØ/kjLokeÈP;k thoukrhy Álaxkauk EgkbaÒVkauh ^yhGk* vls EgVys vlwu ;k yhGk Eg.kts ^Ã'ojkorkjkus
lpsruk'kh d¢ysyh ØhMk g¨;- yhGkaP;k lkgk¸;kus EgkbaÒVkauh Jh pØ/kjLokeÈps ts pfj= xzFkhr d¢ys vkgs] R;kl
R;kauh ^yhGkpfj=* vls uko fnys vkgs- ejkBh x|kps Lo:i yhGk pfj=kP;k :ikus EgkbaÒVkauh rsjkO;k 'krdkr
y¨dkaiq<s ekaMys- ^^yhGkpfj=** gk xzaFk Eg.kts iq<hy dkGkr fuekZ.k >kysY;k vusd egkuqÒkoh; x|xzaFkkph xax¨=hp
g¨;-**2 yhGkpfj=kr Jh pØ/kjLokeÈP;k thoukrhy Álaxkaps os/kd fp=.k vk<Grs- R;kpÁek.ks R;kr LokeÈph opusgh
vk<Grkr- R;kaph gh opus] fopkj Eg.ktsp egkuqÒko laÁnk;kP;k rRoKkukpk o vkpkj/kekZpk ve`rdy'kp g¨;- ;k
fopkjkaukp iq<s ^lw=* vls uko ns.;kr vkys- ;k lw=kaps ladyu ^fl)karlw=ikB* ;k xzaFkkr dj.;kr vkys- ^lw=ikBk*P;k
lkgk¸;kus iq<s egkuqÒkokaps rŸoKku o vkpkj/keZ ;kaps foospu dj.;kr vkys vkgs- laÁnk;kP;k vuq;k;kauh d¨.kd¨.krs
thoukn'kZ vkiY;kle¨j Bsokosr] dqBY;k vkn'kZ fopkjkaps euu djkos vkf.k d'kk Ádkjs orZu djkos - ;kfo"k;hps
foospu ;k xzaFkkr d¢ys vkgsd¢f'kjktckl ladfYir ^–‘VkarikB* gk xzaFkgh ^yhGkpfj=k*rwu fl) >kysyk ,d xzaFk g¨;- Jh pØ/kjLokeÈuh fof'k‘V
ÁlaxkP;k lanÒkZr vkiys fopkj tls ekaMys] R;kpÁek.ks ;k fopkjkaP;k Li‘Vhdj.kklkBh dkgh dFkkgh lkafxrY;k
R;klkBh dkgh –‘Vkargh fnys vkgsr- d¢'khjktckl ;kauh ^yhGkpfj=k*rwu gh lw=s o –‘Vkar fuoMys vkf.k R;kl ^–
‘VkZfUrd ukokpk Òkx t¨Mwu R;kr R;k –‘Vkarkps y{kkr Äs.;kt¨xs lkj Çdok rRo ^nzk‘VkkZfUrd* lkafxrys- R;keqGs ^–
‘VkUrikBkrhy lw=kaps o –‘VkUrkps dr`ZRo Jh pØ/kjLokeÈdMs rj R;krhy nzk‘VkZfUrdkaps dr`ZRo d¢'khjktckl ;kapd
s Ms
tkrs- –‘VkUrikBkrhy gh loZ lw=s o R;kaps Li‘Vhdj.k dj.kkjs Jh pØ/kjkauh fuosnu d¢ysys –‘VkUr ;kaps ladyu
d¢'khjktcklkauh d¢Y;keqGs ^–‘VkUrikBkps ladyudkj Eg.kwu d¢'khjktcklkapk funsZ'k d¢yk tkr¨- T;kÁek.ks ^lw=ikB*
egkuqÒko iaFkkpk J`frxzaFk Bjyk- R;kpÁek.ks ^–‘VkUrikB* gkgh xzaFk Jh pØ/kjLokeÈP;k opukauh ;qDr vlY;keqGs
R;kykgh egkuqÒko iaFkkr J`rÈph Áfr"Bk ykÒyh vkgsvk| ejkBh x|kpk ,d e©Y;oku vyadkj] egkuqÒko iaFkkP;k rRoKkukpk ,d vk/kkjxzaFk vkf.k ;knodkGkrhy
egkjk’VªkP;k lektthoukph dkgh oSf'k"VÓks ÁfrÇcfcr dj.kkjk ,d vkjlk v'kk ukukfo/k –‘Vhus –‘VkarikBkps vuU;
egŸo vkgs- ^–‘VkUrikBkar ÁFke lw=] R;kuarj –kar vkf.k 'ksoVh æk‘VkZfUrd vlk Øe vkgs- lw= vkf.k nzk‘VkZfUrd
;klg vlysys ,dw.k ,d'ks p©nk –‘Vkar ;k xzaFkkr vkgsr- fo'oukFkcklkauh vkiY;k ^–‘VkUrLFkG* ;k –‘VkUrikBkojhy
VhixzaFkkr –‘VkUrkph O;k[;k ^^–‘Vkpk varh v–‘; cq>foysa Eg.k©fu –‘Vkar c¨yhts**3 v'kh fnyh vkgs- egkuqÒkoh;
'kkL=dkjkauh –‘VkUrkps va'kxzká] lexzka'kxzká] vUo;xzká] vÁR;Uo;] ;¨t vkf.k okLro vls lgk Òkx lkafxrys
vkgs- –‘VkUrkpk fu"d"kZ T;kr xzfFkr vkgs] R;k Òkxkl d¢'khjktcklkauh æk‘VkZfUrd vls uko fnys vkgs- ^^–‘Vkaukpsfu
O;ogkjsa t¨ vFkqZ fu/kkZfjts R;sa –‘Vkafrd** v'kh O;k[;k Òh"ekpk;Z ukokP;k iafMrkus ^cŸkhl y{k.kkaP;k Vhis*r fnysyh
vkgsJh pØ/kjLokeÈuh d¢ysY;k tho¨)j.kdk;kZpk 'kkfCnd vkfo"dkj Eg.kts ^–‘VkUrikB* g¨;- d¢'khjktkaps ^ykif.kd*
Eg.kts –‘VkUrikBkph Ádj.kkuqØes i`FkDdj.kkRed v'kh vuqØef.kdkp g¨;-n`‘VkarikBkrhy 114 –kar LokeÈuh
fujfujkG~;k f'k";kauk fujfujkG~;k LFkGh lkafxrys vlys rjh R;krhy tkLrhr tkLr –‘Vkarkps J¨rs ÒV¨ckl]
egnkblk] jkenso nkn¨l vkf.k ckÃlk gsp vkgsr- pØ/kjLokeh gs ^ij* vkf.k ^vij* v'kk mÒ;fo/k 'kDrÈuh ;qDr
vlwu] tho¨)j.kkP;k rGeGhus okojr g¨rs- ijes'oj thokafo"k;hP;k vikj dkj.ksi¨Vhp vorkj Äsr¨ vkf.k ekrsP;k
oRlyrsus thokapk m)kj djr¨( ijarq ekrsoj loZ Ádkjs folacwu jkg.kkÚ;k ckydkP;k vuU;rsus thokauh R;kyk
vuqljys ikfgts] gkp eq[; fopkj ^–‘VkUrikBk*r vusd :ikauh lkdkj >kysyk vkgsthokapk m)kj ijes'ojp d: 'kdr¨- R;klkBh ijes'oj ijn'kÊ] vojn'kÊ vkf.k ijkojn'kÊ v'kk rhu Ádkjps vorkj
/kkj.k djr¨- ;krhy ijn'kÊ Lo:i gs vkReLo:ikph ÁkIrh d:u ns.kkjs vkgs- vojn'kÊ Lo:i gs Lo:iKkukf'kok;
vU; fo|k Ánku dj.kkjs vkgs vkf.k ijkojn'kÊ Lo:i gs mÒ;fo/k Kku ns.kkjs vkgs- pØ/kjLokeh gs mÒ;n'kÊ vorkj
vlY;keqGs R;kaP;k fBdk.kh mÒ;fo/k Kkunku dj.;kph 'kDrh g¨rh-



lg;¨xh Ák/;kid rk;okMs egkfo|ky;] egknqyk d¨jkMh
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–‘VkarikBkrhy ifgY;k ngk –‘Vkarkr thokyk ijes'ojkpk os/k o c¨/k ijes'ojkP;k d`isus ykxr¨- eqeq{kwP;k
vf/kdkjkÁek.ks ijes'oj R;kyk fo|sps nku Ánku djr¨- ^tls deZ rls QG* gk fopkj ;sFks xzfFkr >kyk vkgs- iq<hy
ngk –‘Vkarkr vf/kdkjh thokaps Lo:i vkf.k R;kaph O;FkZ pkyysyh /kMiM fnlwu ;srs - ^tho tSlk laxh Bsfots rSlk
g¨,AA tsrqytsrqyk Áiaph tMs rsrqyrsrqyk ijes'ojh mtMs-* ¼M¨G~;kpk –"Vkar i`- 47½ tho tltlk Áiapkr jer¨
rlrlk ijes'ojkiklwu nwj tkr¨- –‘Vkar 21 rs 24 e/;s thokaP;k /kMiMhph O;FkZrk tk.kors- rj 36 O;k –‘Vkarki;±r
vuf/kdkjh thokaP;k v{kersps fo'ys"k.k vkys vkgs- 37 rs 39 ;k –karkr ijes'oj ÁkIrhlkBh thokaP;k fBdk.kh mRdV
vks< vlko;kl goh gk fopkj O;Dr >kyk vkgs- 40 rs 47 ;k –‘Vkarkr thokP;k vf/kdkjijh{kspk fopkj vlwu iq<hy
n¨u n`‘Vkarkr lk/kusl ck/kd vlysY;k n¨"kkapk funsZ'k vk<Gr¨- 50 rs 63 e/;s T;kaph ijekFkZÁo`Ÿkh ulrs R;kP;koj
ijes'oj lDrh djhr ukgh- f'kok; ts ijes'ojkl vuqljrkr R;kapkp r¨ fopkj djr¨ vlk erhrkFkZ tk.kor¨- 64
rs 95 ;k –karkpk xV lokZf/kdkjlaié v'kk Òkxoar thokaP;k lk/kusfo"k;hpk vkgs- 96 rs 114 ;k –karkr lk/kdkyk
ÁkIrh d'kh g¨rs] ;kfo"k;hps foospu p<R;k Øekus vkysys vkgs- ÇÒxqjVhps Çpru dj.kkjh dhVdh t'kh Lor%gh
ÇÒxqjVh curs R;kpÁek.ks ijes'ojkps lrr Çpru dj.kkjk tho ijes'ojLo:i ikor¨- ^^ts tho thokaikl©fu ikofr
rsfp ijes'ojikl©fu ikofr,dokp©fuAA** ¼ÒÈx:Vh,pk –‘Vkar i`- 96½- Áiapkps O;o/kku fQVwu vKkukpk laiw.kZ fujkl
>kY;kojp ^fo'ks"kKku* ÁkIr g¨rs- gs f'k[kj xkB.;kr ÒDrhp leFkZ Bjrs- ^Kkukikfl Áse mŸke* vlk pØ/kjLokeÈpk
fl)kar vkgs–‘VkarikBkrhy 144 –kar Eg.kts ,d y{kos/kd dFkkp vkgs- ;kr fuosndkP;k vuqÒokph vk'k;Äurk lkekoysyh vkgslw= vkf.k ækkZfUrd ;kapk vkJ; u Äsrkgh okpdkyk –‘Vkarkrwu cjsp dkgh xolrs- –‘VkarikBkrhy lw= o nzk‘VkZfUrd
;k Òkxkr rRon'kZu vlwu –karkr lektn'kZu vkgs- rRdkyhu lektthoukps gs n'kZu vFkkZr eqÌke ÄMfoysys ukgh]
rj rs lgt ÄMrs- rlsp JhpØ/kjkaP;k –‘Vkarkrhy Áfrekl`’Vhgh frP;k oSfp«;keqGs foy¨Òuh; okVrs- –‘VkarikBkrhy
lw=s o –‘Vkar yhGkpfj=krwu Äsrysys vkgs rj æk‘VkZfUrdkpk Òkx d¢'khjktcklkapk vkgs- R;keqGs ewGP;k :ikyk
ikafMR;kpk Li'kZ >kysyk vkgs- –‘Vkarkr okijysyk ejkBh 'kCnkapk lkBk O;kolkf;dkaP;k c¨yhrwu vkyk vkgs- tls
ikl] QkG] bGk] :aÒ.ks] dqÚgkMh] rqrk] o[kj] ekGk] yo.k] dwidkVh] ruysys okoj] dkl] dqaÒpkjh b- 'kCn 'ksrhP;k
O;olk;krwu vkys vlwu vktgh R;kapk 'kCnÁ;¨x oÚgkMhc¨yhr vk<Gr¨- rj jRuikj[kh] ckadqMh] oS|] ikFkjoV]
[kkrh] rkaf=d] lkekU; L=h] nklh] QqVk.ksdkj] xqjo] jaxkjh vls 'kCn vusd O;olk;krwu vkysys vkgsr- –‘Vkarkph
Òk"kk R;k&R;k O;olk;krwu fl) >kysyh vlwu ;knodkyhu ejkBhps O;kogkfjd Lo:i tk.kwu Äs.;kP;k –‘Vhus rh
cgqe¨y vkgsJhpØ/kjLokeÈps lw{efujh{k.k vkf.k ckjdkos 'k¨/k.;kph R;kaph 'kDrh fdrh ÁÒkoh g¨rh ;kaph tk.kho –‘VkarikBkrhy
fofo/k miekukao:u g¨rs- R;kauh vkiys vusd –‘Vkar lgtrsus okijys vkgs( R;kr ,d Ádkjpk mRLQwrZi.kk vkgstls xqGgkfj;kpk –‘VkUr] blkGqokpk] rqikÒkrkpk] QqVk.ksdkjkpk b- gs loZ –‘Vkar Ò¨orkyP;k thou l`‘Vhrwu
mpyysys vkgsr- Ák.kh l`‘Vhrhy eklGh] dkloh] okljh] xk;] gŸkh] Ä¨Mk] dq=s R;kr iqUgk d¨acMh] dkoGk] pkrd]
jktgal ;k i{kkojhy –‘Vkargh d¢yk vkgs- ekuoh eu] ekuoh nsg ;kapk mi;¨x R;kauh –‘Vkarkr d¢yk vkgs- tls
okGqd o ekrk gh miekus t'kh ,dkis{kk vf/kd –‘Vkarkr vkyh vkgs- r'khp ekrsph miekusgh vusd –karkr vk<Grs;krhy miekus l`‘Vh o ekuo ;koj voyacwu vlyh rjh R;kaph cSBd rRoKku o ekul'kkL=koj vk/kkjysyh vkgs–‘VkarikB Eg.kts JhpØ/kj¨Dr ^lw=ikBk*rhy Ádj.kkoj d¢'khjktkus d¢ysys Òk"; vlY;keqGs egkuqÒko R;kyk
lw=ikBkps ckjkos Ádj.k ekurkr- gs Ádj.k eqGkr 66 lw=kaps vlwu R;kr ijes'oj thokP;k m)j.kklkBh euq";koŸkkj
/kkj.k d:u R;kps m)dj.k dls djr¨ gk fopkj eq[;Rosd:u ekaMyk vkgs - ;k 66 lw=kiSdh 45 lw=kauk /k:u –
karikBkph jpuk >kysyh vkgs- lk/kdkus lnSo vkiys y{k Ã'ojkP;k fBdk.kh Bsokos- R;kaP;k vaxh vkpkjkph fuiq.krk
o fopkjkaph laiw.kZrk vlkoh- R;kus vukpkjkph ijaijk fuekZ.k d: u;s- vFkok dhrÊP;k gO;klkus ijes'ojkyk Òtw
u;s- y¨dLrqrh Çdok y¨dÇunsdMs R;kus y{k nsÅ u;s- ,dfu"Brsus Ã'ojkpsp Çpru d¢Y;kl Ã'oj:i g¨rk ;srsf'kok; R;kP;k fBdk.kh vkrZrk vlkoh- rlsp lk/kdkus Lor% czã g¨.;kis{kk czãLo:i ijes'ojkpk vuqÒo Äsryk
ikfgts vls egkuqÒkoh; rRoKku ;krwu ÁdV tkys vkgs- –‘VkarikBkP;k lw=karhy rRok'k; vkf.k nzk‘VkZfUrdkrhy
rRok'k; egkuqÒo rRoKkukph mÒkj.kh dj.kkjk vkgs- ^^–‘VkUrikBkarhy egkuqÒko rRoKkufopkj gk Ákeq[;kus
thoinkFkZ vkf.k ijes'ojinkFkZ ;k n¨u ladYiukapk lw{e laca/k nk[ko.kkjk vkgs -**4 vls M‚- m"kk ns'keq[k lkaxrkregkuqÒko rRoKkukrhy tho&nsork&Áiap&ijes'oj ;k pkj fuR; vuar vukfn inkFkkZrhy ifgyk ^thofopkj* vkf.k
v[ksjpk ^Ã'ojfopkj* –‘VkarikBkr vkyk vkgs- Ã'ojkph tho¨)kj.kk vkf.k euq";korkjh ijes'ojkus thokauk
vkReLo:ikph d:u fnysyh vksG[k gs n¨u oLrqfopkj n`’VkarikBkrhy rRofopkjkapk dsæa Bjrs - ,dw.kp
d¢'khjktcklkapk –‘VkarikB gk xzaFk lkekftd] /kkÆed] jktdh; o lkaLd`frd –‘Vhus vH;kluh; vkgs- R;kpÁek.ks
R;krhy rRoKku] lektn'kZu] –‘Vkarl©an;Z] dFkkl©an;Z o Òk"kk'kSyh v'kk loZp –Èuh viwoZ vlwu ;knodkyhu ejkBh
x|kP;k y©fdd o iafMrh ;k n¨Ugh oG.kkapk r¨ Ákfrfuf/kd vkgs- rlkp r¨ JhpØ/kjLokeÈP;k rRoÇprkus ifjiw.kZ
>kY;keqGs egkuqÒkokpk rRofopkj ekaM.kkjk xzaFk Eg.kwu ekU;rk ikoyk vkgs-
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1234-

–‘VkarikB & ¼laik-½ jk- 'ka- uxjdj & Lusgo/kZu Ádk'ku] iq.ks & 1993 & ¼ÁLrkouk½
–‘VkarikB & ¼laik-½ M‚- ;w- e- iBk.k & fpUe; Ádk'ku] vkSjaxkckn & 2004 & i`- 11
–‘VkarikB & ¼laik-½ jk- 'ka- uxjdj & Lusgo/kZu Ádk'ku] iq.ks & 1993 & i`- 8
egkuqÒko % lkfgR; n'kZu & M‚- m"kk ns'keq[k & ek;k Ádk'ku] ukxiwj & 2005 & i`- 83
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Knowledge Management (KM) In Education
Prof.R. Subashini
Dr.S.A. Lourthuraj
Abstract
Knowledge management (KM) has not only turned out to be a main factor for making profits
in business but also for making service concerned with educational institutions. Knowledge
can be in the tacit and explicit form. Both the kinds of knowledge are needed for sharing and
creating knowledge. KM in the educational settings with a successful mixture of practical
know-how, good intuition and information management develops on the professional
teamwork through dynamically involving people to share what they learn and know with
others. The value of KM is extreme when it is kept available for the correct people at correct
time. KM in education aims to use KM methods and practices in higher education, primary
education, and secondary education. The significance of connecting processes, technologies,
and people is carried out. The current paper comes up to understand the complete
significance of KM and later examine the key role of KM in the education field.
Keywords: Knowledge Management, Education, Learning, Application, Professional
teamwork
1. Introduction
The competitive benefit of the company relies, much on the knowledge and particularly on
what it understands- - how it applies the understandings – and how rapid it can understand
anything new. Not only in business but also in the field of education, knowledge shows up
as a basis. Alvesson (1995) considered that knowledge has main properties such as decisionmaking, experience, and truth and is normally related to knowledge-intensive companies.
Stair and Reynolds (1998) stated that knowledge is the understanding and awareness of the
collection of ways and information that makes the information to effectively reach a decision
or help a particular task. According to Dixon (2000) and Davenport and Prusak (1998),
knowledge includes the connection that people makes within the information and possible
applications and intrinsically knowledge is nearer to the action than data or information.
Therefore, the knowledge’s successful management is very essential in educational
institutions.
1.1. Knowledge Management (KM)
KM has been identified as a pivotal element for a preemptively controlled organization.
Liautaud and Hammond (2001) specified that KM adapts new technologies and tools in order
to improve its capability in learning from its atmosphere. However, it is commonly known
that a strong technological infrastructure has a vital part in assisting the educational
institutions. Bartlett and Ghosal (1993), Davenport and Prusak (1995), Drucker (1997),
Nonaka, Toyama, and Konno (2001), and Stewart (2001) stated that all are existing in a
knowledge economy.
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Knowledge management means sharing, creating, and archiving the valued insight,
information, and expertise across and within the organization and people communities that
have similar needs and interests (Rosenberg, 2001). Bielawski & Metcalk (2003) noted that
KM can involve the main documents expertise directories, communities of practices,
lessons-learned databases, and best practices that deliver and reflect knowledge for the
learners specifically in the required time. There are two types of knowledge such as tacit
knowledge and explicit knowledge. Explicit knowledge is objective and can be simply
shared and documented while the tacit knowledge is subjective and difficult to share. Tacit
knowledge needs enormous human understanding.
1.2. The shift of KM from Business to Education
The knowledge is an idea that has been found in the world of business but there is insufficient
literature in terms of information management to assist education learning (Petrides &
Guiney, 2002). The time has now come for educational administrators to search information
system for support to create a successful learning atmosphere which consecutively assists
learning and teaching.
The successful utilization and management of materials, files, and documents have turned
out to be a significant problem at educational institutions. Tan (2005) suggested that
principles of KM could be used for making them available easily for the users to share and
retrieve.
Fullan (2001) discussed KM being considered as a strategy to enhance the learning and
teaching, organizational practice, and implementation of the program in education.
Knowledge management can contribute to the educational field in order to bring
enhancements in organizational performance and individual.
In supplementing the digital resource for schools, the strategies of KM will be taken up for
facilitating the sharing and utilization of experiences and resources (EMB, 2004). Handy
(1995) showed that many researchers highlighted the significance of hope in the online
community. It has been recommended to make knowledge domains all over the departments
which share the academic disciplines or interests, create networks and institutional
knowledge network with different corporations and institutions (Galbreath, 2000). The
establishment of intimate connection and trust is assisted by personal contact and social
interaction which will be beneficial for the process of KM. the climate promotes the care,
personal network, and trust within the employees is the significant situations for a high level
of knowledge sharing and collaboration (Nonaka, Von Krogh, and Ichijo, 2000).
All the academic community has to work collectively to give more importance towards
students learning and for creating a flawless learning atmosphere between out- and in-ofclass experiences to the students (Kelogg, 1999). In a flawless atmosphere, students will
have chances to learn both out of the classroom and in the classroom with the help of cocurricular activities.
The two components of KM comprise bigger challenges: the recognition of knowledge as
academic capital and creation of knowledge, still there is a possibility for considerable
development (Rowley, 2000).
The benefits of using KM technique in higher education are as follows: market-focus
strategy plans, strategy intending decentralization, sharing knowledge using numerous
resources, and sharing external and internal information (Kidwell et al, 2000). The benefits
of using KM technique in higher education are categorized into the following five major
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types: benefits on the processes of research, strategic planning, the process of curriculum
progress, alumni and student services, and administrative services.
The utilization of KM technique in education facilitates the motivation of higher intelligence,
effectiveness, and practical know-how of educational institution (Petrides and Nodine,
2003). Even, the KM in education provides the control of practical valuation framework
which relies on the information management’s efficiency.
The features of the old KM were completely in terms of obtaining the correct information to
the correct people in correct time (Fireston, 2003). Universities are considered as the perfect
place for the creation of knowledge (Cronin, 2000). Moreover, substantial proofs are
available that the practices and theories of KM used in the world of business can simply be
used in higher education.
The joint venture between university and industry area has been mentioned (Mann, 2002).
This combination will recognize the issues related to knowledge as organizational and
behavioral rather than technological issues.
Kidwell, Vander & Johnson (2001) mentioned that higher institutions can use KM practices
using possible success in different activities which includes community service, research,
and instruction.
There is a requirement to highlight that both the businesses and higher education are not
utilizing the creation of knowledge sufficiently (Sam Hijazi and Lori Kelly, 2003). However,
the applications of knowledge management cannot be simply practiced but academia can
benefit significantly using the processes of knowledge creation. Undoubtedly, higher
education institutions have the ability to maximizing their cognitive and social skills through
using KM.
2. Need for adopting KM in Education
KM is much required in educational institutions for making a platform that shares efficient
knowledge. Also, it would clear the way for accessing resources and database, to navigate
the complicated problems, deal with administrative problems and faculty members
problems, project reporting and project implementation, develop knowledge domain, assist
in evaluation and assessment, obtain knowledge that is at the chance of lessening in other
level and leverage expertise and experience of professional (academicians and others),
modify the strategic decision for getting good results through decreasing loss of knowledge
and information, to decrease the replication of work, enhance the learning culture, increase
health competition, decrease the difficulty at each phase replicated in the process, and
leverage the information and knowledge in the entire learning life. As a result of this,
educational institutions have vital opportunities in using knowledge practices for assisting
all the part of the mission of the organization. Tools and methods of Km can be used in the
education system for enhancing the entire progress. The application sector includes
academic services (the process of teaching-learning), research, progress and formulation of
the strategic plan, curriculum development, alumni services, access to other stakeholders and
to potential customers, administrative service (alumni and student), development programs,
and library services, etc.
The purpose of getting taking up the KM in education is to make an action plan for enhancing
the process of teaching; to enhance the accessibility of students towards learning; assist
institution/ universities/ college to enhance the management, alumni service, records, and
databases; assist the teacher and students to implement good pedagogical instrument; support
the academic staff with new skills; give research based education in the higher development
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level; broaden the education scope to arrive at various subjects and areas; give orientation,
training to the freshly employed teacher; sustain the expertise academicians and staff;
develop the teachers and students to reach the various subjects and areas; Sharing knowledge
within various components; faculty student exchange, joint and collaboration research,
project implementation, etc.; always keeping up-to-date strategic place in their rating;
Internal documentation management; sustain workforce & expertise using the technology
dependent on KM application; assisting web based technological learning; learning based
on in which the higher education institution has diminished the country cultural and border
constraints; cost effective utilization of technology to reach the potential admission, students,
and other associated stakeholders; responding the needs of the environment problems using
analysis that depends on technology; creating sustainable and competitive benefits; assist the
academic as well as other staffs using the technology for effective and rapid way for the
complete progress.
3. Challenges faced in implementing KM
According to Rowley (2000), the greater challenge lies with the two elements of knowledge
management: in the creation of a knowledge environment, and the recognition of knowledge
as intellectual capital.
Generally, the difficulties in executing KM in the firms are insufficient methods and tools
of KM, insufficient presence of database, low level understanding and awareness of the
usage of technology and information, irregular face-to-face communication, insufficient
execution of system based on research, insufficient trust and collaboration, improper
leadership style, and cultural and language barriers.
Particularly, the difficulties for KM in the field of education involves deficiency in fear and
trust within the academicians, insufficient top management assistance, time limit for
reflection and sharing, inefficient academic discussion platform, indistinct priorities, chaotic
information at educational institutions, reassurance of knowledgeable assets confidentiality
that rejects knowledge sharing, insufficient resource platform and insufficient integration of
technology within the institutions.
4. Basic KM Tools in Educational Institutions – Solution to problems faced
In order to resolve the issues experienced by the educational institutions, depending upon
the different literature review made, the tools given below can be utilized to solve.
4.1 Resource Bank
Resource Bank is facilitated which has the ability to be the significant authorized structural
platform. Using this, every department or subject possess hierarchical structure intended by
the panel once logging in, the registered users have the ability to use a variety of subject and
search the resources as their right for access. The user can even use the search engine well
in the given platform. This resource bank makes it easy for the principal in seeing and
checking if any panel undergoes problems in preparing curriculum or any other problems.
4.2 Assessment Server
The assessment server is considered as a non-structural tool of KM. Today, educational
institutions are saving the assignment of the students. The student can sign in the server for
accessing the resources. The assessment server structure will contain the inputs on download
area, problem-based learning project, exam area, assignment area, student management, and
curriculum management.
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4.3 Students' Server
The student’s server is considered as the non-structural tool of KM. it is said to be a public
forum where the member involves outsiders, parents, students, and teachers. Every member
can make use of the given e-communicating environment for beginning the discussions
associated with the personal inquiries, existing events, and any academic and learning issues.
4.4 Academic discussion
The academic discussion forum let any member post a problem for discussion, a question,
or share some thoughts or ideas. In addition to textbooks, these forums help the students to
obtain various subject knowledge using learning and sharing of knowledge between teachers
and schoolmates.
4.5 Clubs and activities forum
For committee and club problems, details of the competition or events of the co-curricular
activities will be displayed in the forum. Hence, the students those have involvement in the
competition obtains the information through the forum and goes to encourage the teams.
Moreover, even though the existing teacher or coach must quit the team for a short time,
other fresh teachers might be aware of the frequency and pattern of the team practice and
also how to arrange a related event and what is the competition conducted throughout the
semester through looking for the associated topic within the forum.
4.6 Online gallery
Moreover, along with discussion platform, the forum involves online gallery which
comprises many events photos conducted in the institutions that can be grouped and
organized orderly and can be uploaded in the album. This gallery not only improves the
sharing of knowledge within the teachers and students but it also helps to maintain and
connect the association within children and parents.
4.7 Portal
It is recommended that the portal is appropriate in the educational sector for applying KM.
it gives access for the applications that incorporate the unstructured text search abilities,
collaborative tools, and business intelligence. Portals began as a path to conduct different
sources of web-based information in a single desktop interface: news feed, search tool,
content conducted by topic, links to preferred websites, etc. Portal can be utilized to gather
assignments and to conduct teaching resources.
4.8 Community of Practice
The idea of practice communities is an effective tool to insight the different ways where
every learner develops recognition and competencies of self by interacting with others. The
teachers can enable their professional changes through involving and construction in practice
communities. Later, the teachers can see at the information of each other and can learn from
it or provide suggestions using it.
5. Suggestions & Conclusion
KM in education can experience some difficulties which make it complex to share and make
use of information and data efficiently in the educational institutions. According to Kidwell
et al (2001), higher educational institutions have substantial chances for using knowledge
practices for help all the parts of its mission. The whole community of academics should
work jointly in order to place more stress towards learning of students and for making a
flawless atmosphere to learn which make a way for the students to study in out- as well as
inside the classroom using extra-curricular activities (Kelogg, 1999). Students will get to
understand and work with staff and faculty while participating and carrying out courses in
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the non-classroom learning activities. These given learning experiences will facilitate the
student with personal development and growth.
Making use of KM technologies and methods in higher education is as important as using it
in the corporate field. If it is performed efficiently, then it would result in good curriculum
progress and research, decrease in cost, enhanced administrative and academic services. The
global society understood the fact that knowledge is the significant instrument in staying
ahead and therefore, KM gets more significance in the educational particularly in the
knowledge industry such as higher education. Petrides and Nodine (2003) described that the
KM in the educational environment must give an array of layouts to connect technologies,
people, and processes and deliberated how the organization can endorse the practices and
policies which support the people in managing and sharing knowledge. KM has a major part
in the knowledge industry that includes dissemination, filtering, sharing, and capturing of
knowledge for the derived process of value. The knowledge that is captured by development
and research will be utilized as intellectual capital which improves the obtaining knowledge
process from tacit to obvious for using and retrieving easily.
Tools and methods of KM can be used in higher education for enhancing the complete
process of learning and development. Therefore, the application areas include access to
stakeholders, development, and storage of strategic plan, research, alumni services,
curriculum development, administrative services, teaching-learning process, development
programs, and library services and so on. Initially, the educational institutions must be clear
with the necessity if KM. Experience sharing must be provided with more significance as it
concentrates on ‘tacit knowledge’ which is very complex to distribute but is very much
valuable.
Few institutions contain intranet which enables resources management, communication and
collaboration. However, not all the teachers always make use of collaboration tools to create
and share the teaching materials. They will not make use of it since the sharing of knowledge
culture is not well-cultivated. The institutions should promote the communities of practice
for enabling them to share. But if the senior management does not offer nor progress IT
resources, then there is a slight opportunity towards its progress. Therefore, KM can give
more support in information management and in students learning. Furthermore, KM
supports a lot in the parents who are eager to obtain more understanding regarding their
learning environment of the children.
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Emotional Branding And Buying Behavior
Dr.Om Prakash Gusai
Abstract
In today’s prominence positioned society, Customers outline them through the various
brands they use. The exclusive branded attires they wear, the cars they purchase and ride,
the drinks they devour, university or college campus they attended to study, favorite spots
to play, and so on. Their appeal arrays from juvenility to standing, however these brands
share a profound emotional linking with the purchasers that interprets into dogged consumer
loyalty.
This paper describes the summary of the research conducted to identify the impact of
emotional branding on the customer buying behavior. The descriptive research was
conducted in which the data was college thru a structured questionnaire in the Google form.
Introduction
Emotional branding is a word used within marketing communication that refers to the
exercise of building brands that calls directly to a consumer's emotional state, needs and
aspirations
How do the brands demonstrate the customers ahead of all other considerations during the
emotional branding?
• The
organizations acknowledge and outline target
audience's
core
emotional requirement as the most vital facet of emotional branding. They formulate it
essential to speak and communicate this insight through all the internal and external
company communications.
• Organizations Encourage customers to attain the preferred emotionally bonded state; “I
will only purchase the specific brand”. They begin by considering the customers’ wants
- what they desire, need and seek to.
• The organizations generate consistent communications focused on customers’ emotional
desires. Every special contact point should reproduce and reinforce the message that the
brand is responding to its clientele emotional needs; i.e. client relations, online content
and social media engagement. This is particularly important at ‘moments of truth’.
Background of the study
It is extremely evident that intense psychological bonds with the brands referred as
emotional brand connections guide to higher levels of firm performance and competitive
advantage (Malar et al., 2011). The emotional linkages between customers and the brand
answer in augmented commitment (Grisaffe and Nguyen, forthcoming), client fulfillment
and happiness (Bagozzi et al., 1999), faithfulness, and repurchase objective. As opposed to
conservative selling driven branding approach, emotional branding focuses on brand
meanings that interact with customer lives and inspire their passion, life stories, memories,
and experiences (Thompson et al., 2006).
Emotional branding is defined as the engagement of consumers in a deep, long-term,
intimate emotional connection with the brand, which is beyond the benefit based satisfaction,
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and which creates a special trust based relationship for the development of a holistic
emotional experience (Morrison and Crane, 2007).
motional stigmatization is outlined because the engagement of shoppers during a deep,
long-term,
intimate
emotional reference
to the whole, that is on
the
far
side the profit based mostly satisfaction, and that creates a special trust based
mostly relationship for the event of a holistic emotional expertise (Morrison and Crane,
2007).
Goobe 2001 reflecst reflects emotional stigmatization as a way of making personal
dialogue with the shoppersthat adds quality through powerful connections on a
private and holistic level (Jawahar and Maheswari, 2009).
Goobe 2001 reflecst reflects emotional branding as a means of creating personal dialogue
with the consumers which adds credibility through powerful connections on a personal and
holistic level (Jawahar and Maheswari, 2009).
Goobe 2001 reflecst reflects emotional stigmatization as a way of making personal
dialogue with the shoppersthat adds quality through powerful connections on a
private and holistic level (Jawahar and Maheswari, 2009).
Grisaffe and Nguyen (2010) recognized the antecedents of emotional attachments to brands
as; i-) sentimentality/emotional memory (i.e. people, places, situations), ii-) socialization
(i.e. family, social group), iii-) conventional customer outcomes (i.e. value satisfaction
differentiation), iv-) superior marketing characteristics (i.e. product, place, price, promotion,
service), v-)user-derived benefits (i.e. sensory pleasure, self-oriented goals, social leaning
goals). Additionally, Malar et al., (2011) propose a model perceived actual self-congruence
have positive impact on emotional brand attachment, and also the results reveal that
counting on the product involvement, selfesteem, and public self-consciousness influence
emotional brand attachment. Moreover, the study of Orth et al., (2010) suggests that storeevoked pleasure and arousal optimistically affects brand attachment, on the premise of
consumer personalities. These studies are thought to be building the framework for
influencing the antecedents of emotional branding.
On the opposite facet of the discussion relating to emotional branding, the constructs that
are affected by this construct would offer a necessary field for the development of the
conception and for the realization of its potential for firms. Thus, although few some studies
address the results and profit associated with emotional branding (Thompson et al., 2006).
DeWitt et al., (2008) propose a model in which trust and sentiment have mediating
impact within the relationship between perceived justice and customer loyalty. Hence
departing from this study emotional branding can be suggested as a facilitator of customer
loyalty. Similarly, Carrol and Ahuvia (2006) study reveals brand commitment considered
as an emotional branding construct is linked with superior levels of brand faithfulness and
optimistic word-of-mouth
Objectives Of The Study
The study covers the objectives which can be listed as:
• To explore the dimensions of emotional branding and the effects do these dimensions
have on consumers.
• To have an overview of branding of emotions and its impact on customers.
• To compare the customer connect with the Emotional branding v/s traditional advertising
tools.
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Research Design
The type of research adopted is descriptive research as this research includes survey and
fact-finding enquiries to identify the relationship between the Emotional branding and the
its impact of customers buying behavior in Tamil Nadu.
Sample Design
➢ Population:
The Population for the study includes the entire customers in Tamil Nadu.
➢ Sample Size:334
➢ Sample Method: Sampling size was determined based on the convenience sampling
method.
F. Methods Of Data Collection
The data is collected through the following sources:
Primary data:A structured questionnaire was generated using Google forms and was
circulated to all the known references.
Secondary data:In this study, the secondary data are collected through company journals,
brochures, Reports etc.
G. Tools Used For Data Analysis
The collected data is Tabulated and analyzed by setting hypothesis and testing hypothesis.
Using a statistical tools like- Chi-square & ANOVAs
4. Results & Discussions
Table 1 Data Analysis of Respondent
Particulars
Number of respondents
Total
Gender
Female
210
Male
124
334
Age
20-30
31-40
41-50
51 and
above
334
150
120
43
21
Monthly
Less than
3000050000More than
334
Income
30000
50000
100000
100000
133
65
25
111
Qualification
Diploma
UG
PG
334
121
141
72
Shopping
Below 10000
10000-20000
More than
334
expenses per
20000
month
190
33
111
From the above table, the respondents profile depicts that out of all respondents 210 of them
are females and 124 are males. It is observed that highest fall respondents are in the category
of 20-30 years age group and might having an experience of few years in buying and
shopping. Besides that majority respondents did their U.G degree as a part of their
educational qualification which is around 141. Moreover majority of the respondents
shopping expenditure falls into the category of below Rs.10000.
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4.2. Results And Discussions
Table 01: Level of agreement towards emotional branding
SA

A

NAND

D

SD
Total

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Emotional branding Captures
334
attention.
146 44 41 12 54 16 53 16 40 12
Emotional branding Encourage
334
purchases
88 26 119 36 13 4 54 16 60 18
Emotional branding Develop
334
customer loyalty
132 40 62 19 54 16 50 15 36 11
Emotional branding Benefit
334
from word of mouth business
121 36 85 25 52 16 63 19 12 4
Emotional branding make
334
brand part of customer’s life
99 30 90 27 24 7 86 26 35 10
It is seen from the above table that majority respondents strongly agree with the factor of
“Emotional branding Captures attention, Emotional branding Develop customer loyalty, and
Emotional branding Benefit from word of mouth business
Table : 2 Showing ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) between factors of Emotional
Intelligence and conventional integrated communications Enable us to test for the
significance of the differences among more than two samples means of Emotional
Intelligence and conventional integrated communications
Statistical Variables
Count Sum
Average
Variance
229
229

3684
3666

16.087
16.009

7.212
6.386

Emotional branding Develop customer
loyalty
Emotional branding Benefit from word of
mouth business

229

3166

13.825

6.759

229

3052

13.328

3.976

Emotional branding make brand part of
customer’s life

229

3733

16.301

7.597

Emotional branding Captures attention.
Emotional branding Encourage purchases

F

ANOVA
P-value F crit

Source of variation ss

df

MS

Between Groups

2792.104

7.000

398.872 72.759 0.000

Within Groups
Total

9999.397 1824.000 5.482
12791.502 1831.000

2.015

Based on the observation, the values from the above Table is: F( Observed) Value > F (
Critical ) Value i.e. observed value lies outside the acceptance region and using it, we will
be able to make inferences about whether our samples are drawn from the population having
the same mean.
P value< 0.05
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It can be concluded that the mean values of the factors of emotional brandingand
Conventional integrated communications are not equal and they are not given equal
significance among the customers
Hypothesis Test
H0: There is no significant association between Emotional branding & buying behavior
H1: There is a significant association between Emotional branding & buying behavior.
Table 3: Showing association between Emotional Intelligence and & Psychological
Contract
Emotional branding &
High
Medium
Low
Total Chi square
buying behavior
test
Capture attention.
Encourage purchases
Develop customer loyalty
Benefit from word of
mouth business
Make brand part of
customer’s life
Total

12

5

5

22

15

10

10

35

𝜒2=182.80

14

21

30

65

P<0.0001*

18

21

16

55

24

33

12

69

83

90

73

246

Interpretation: p-value less than 0.05 justifies null hypothesis to be rejected. This means
alternate hypothesis that ‘there is a significant association between Emotional branding &
buying behavior’ need to be accepted.
It is also evident from above table that 2 of the responses are concentrated in ‘high’ of the
factors of emotional branding , 2 in medium and one in low factor of buying behavior, with
impact of emotional branding
Conclusion
It is evidentiary from the paper that, Marketers ought not limit their appeals to customer
emotions. Such strategies may be pleasing to those customers who have low emotional
intelligence, but marketers risk losing a segment of their probable marketplace with no a
cognitive aspect in their message.
The best possible strategy would be to comprise both psychological
feature and affection messages in the marketing strategy. Another strategy can be to
incorporate the employment of refined emotional appeals as shoppers with high levels
of emotional intelligence may delay decision-making once given with robust emotional
appeals..
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Learning disabilities: Know how to deal with
Khushboo jain
Abstract
The present paper is an attempt to discuss the term learning disability in India. An attempt
has been made to gauge the condition of children with learning disabilities and their
problems in adjusting with mainstream education. Different causes and some early signs of
learning disabilities have been discussed. Present paper elaborates role of family, school and
community. Further various constitutional provisions and innovative methodologies that can
be adopted to help these children are taken up in this paper. In this direction, Cooperative
learning, Vedic mathematics, Universal design for learning and Peer tutoring can be a fruitful
step to improve the pace of their learning
Key words: Learning Disability, Cooperative learning, Vedic mathematics, Universal
design for learning and Peer tutoring
Introduction
In India, the contemporary education system comprises of provision of inclusive education
wherein children with learning disabilities study in the mainstream schools itself for their
comprehensive development. On the contrary, there is no mandatory provision to enable all
the educationists with the requisite skills to identify such children and opt for further
remedial measures thus needed. In such cases, most of the times such children go
unidentified and the rigorous educational patterns of examination creates tremendous stress
over them often terming them as “Slow Learners”. They exhibit poor academic performance
and at times unacceptable social behaviour and much more. Although now-a-days special
educators are being appointed in all schools to look after such children from head to toe but
one special educator could not diagnose such a large number of children. The teachers often
mistook a child performing below average in exams due to unknown reasons to be child with
learning disabilities, creating obstacles in the work of special educator. Some times to avoid
special efforts to be done by teacher, certain mischievous children are too handed over to
special educator. Above that the dichotomy of system prevailing in many government
schools could not be ignored where due to shortage of skilled teachers many a times a
special educator is being engaged in performing several other tasks leading to
negligence towards such children.
So, if all teachers would have knowledge of process and procedures of dealing with such
children, their problems could be resolved to certain extent. To most of teachers, children
with special needs are those who have some kind of physical impairment or those who are
mentally retarded. First of all the teachers need to know about Learning disabilities, various
kinds of learning disabilities, relationship between learning and learning disabilities and last
but not least the remedial measures.
Meaning Of Learning Disability
Learning is a process of acquiring modification in behaviour, gained through experience that
is acquired through any of the five senses. Each individual learns through his own unique
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style of learning. When the process of receiving and processing of information is perceived
differently due to some different neurological setting, it leads to learning disability. Learning
disabilities hinders acquisition of new skills and knowledge thereby creating trouble in their
application. Usually learning disabilities encompasses difficulty with reasoning, listening,
reading, scribbling and arithmetic.
Symptoms Of Learning Disabilities
(a) Children with learning disabilities exhibit hyperactivity which reflects a contrast in
psychomotor reaction in response to the situation.
(b) Unnecessarily emotional outbursts by the children which is in contrast with logical
expectation.
(c) Problems in apprehension and motor impairments which means lack of unifying auditory
or visual cues with motor activities.
(d) Confusion, inability to focus and poor concentration by these children.
(e) Trouble in retaining the content learnt as well as in understanding bookish content.
(f) Poor exhibition of skills needed to read, write, memorise or perform arithmetic.
(g) Problems in expressing or apprehending speech.
Apart from these symptoms, some children react in little different way. One needs to be
aware about these symptoms.
Causes Of Learning Disabilities
(i) Neurological Causes: Uncountable efforts have been directed in the recognition of
process of various sections of brain. In order to determine the conception of functioning
or malfunctioning of dialect and elocution. It is being presumed that the nature of these
disorders is inherent, most likely due to the improper functioning of central nervous
system.
(ii) Genetic Causes: The disorders pertaining to immune, left handedness and various
learning disabilities could be accredited to genetic factors. The absence or presence of
chromosomes is also one of the most apparent reasons for the manifestation of Learning
disabilities.
(iii) Teratogenic Causes: In the journey of birth process, when a child is in womb; the intake
of any toxic elements could become the cause of developmental abnormalities. The
magnitude of severity of abnormality is in direct proportion with the quantity of intake
of toxic elements like: Alcohol, smoking, lead exposure, radiation and N-nitro
compounds.
(iv) Malnutrition: Due to lack of proper nutrients in a balanced diet, the body gets affected.
This leads to improper functioning of brain as well. According to some of the prominent
people in medical field, deficiency of vitamins could influence learning and behavioural
disorders.
(v)
Others: Maturation lag is one of the most common attributes of reasons of learning
disabilities. Maturity rate varies from children to children. The children who illustrates
slow rate of maturity are more prone to learning disabilities. Premature birth and medical
issues right after birth too lead to the development of learning disabilities.
Types Of Learning Disabilities
The academic aptitude leads to categorisation of learning disabilities into majorly three R’s
pertaining to Reading, Writing and Arithmetic. On the basis of these parameters, learning
disabilities could be categorized as follows:
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•

DYSLEXIA: One of the Bollywood blockbuster-“tare zameen par” projected the head
and heart of a child having Dyslexia. It is a learning disability in Reading. Elementary
problem in reading means a trouble in comprehending the connection between sound,
words and alphabets. Incompetency to embrace the notion of words, notations and
photographs leads to problem in reading comprehension.
• DYSGRAPHIA: A Learning disability in writing associated with the actual writing
operation or the cognitive action of understanding and integrating knowledge. Basically
Dysgraphia refers to the physical problem of forming letters and words. Problem in
organisation of content on paper is grouped under expressive writing disability.
• DYSCALCULIA: It is one of the learning disability associated with arithmetic.
Mathematics lays its foundation on logic, reasoning, organization, memory and visual
comprehension. Children with learning disabilities in maths battle in memorising and
organising numbers, symbols and mathematical operations. Such children exhibit
problem in telling time and they follow their own counting principles.
• DYSPRAXIA: The word ‘praxis’ is the adeptness of brain to evolve structure and
conduct series of novel activity. It equips a child to handle the tangible milieu in a
coherent way. In a Dyspraxia child, non-learned movement are carried out with difficulty
despite the existence of requisite conceptual skills.
Process Of Learning And Children With Learning Disabilities
As learning is an integrated process wherein an individual acquires a modification in
behaviour, children with learning disabilities face troubles and as a result their learning is
affected. Learning relies on majorly four attributes:

Physical
factors/
physiological

Methodology
of instructions

Psychological

Process of
learning and
Children with
learning
disabilities

Environmental

1. Physical/ physiological factors: This attribute considers the physical health, senses, state
of mind- joyful, tired etc., atmospheric conditions- temperature of room, uncomfortable
weather, nutrition- adverse effect of alcohol, tobacco, etc., age of the learners. Children
with learning disabilities possess disturbance in one or many of these factors which
directly or indirectly affect the learning of the children.
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2. Methodology of instructions: This factor consist of a set of elements like- organisation
and presentation of the content in the most interesting and meaningful way so that it
becomes comprehendible according to the mental level of children. There is a paradigm
shift of learning from learning by lecture method to learning by doing. The more
involvement and active participation of the children with learning disabilities in the
learning process is, the more enhanced and effective learning becomes. Timely
assessment yields more productive learning outcomes.
3. Psychological factors: Effective learning can take place in a healthy mind. Various
factors like motivation both intrinsic and extrinsic, interest level of children, procedure
of reward and punishment and last but not least usage of negative and positive
reinforcement like success comes with praise and failure comes with blame also play a
fundamental role in efficient learning especially for children with learning disabilities.
4. Environmental factors: The environmental factors take into account the working
condition of the learning place which includes- noise, poor ventilation, improper seating
arrangement and uncomfortable set up. Apart from these, the organisational set up like
time table, healthy teacher-pupil relationship etc. also affects the quality of learning of
children with learning disabilities.
Any disturbance in the factors influencing learning results in poor academic achievement. A
child with learning disability might be physically healthy, could be getting proper nutrition
but could be suffering from impairment in any of the senses. Such a child necessitates for a
special method of instruction, needs emotional support, extrinsic motivation and a coherent
learning environment. Since academic achievement calls for reaching out to a particular
benchmark failing to which remarks an under achievement therefore it seems that there exists
a relationship between learning disability and academic achievement inversely related to
each other. With the advent of inclusive system of education it has become inevitable for the
schools to ensure appropriate congenial learning milieu foe these children.
Thus, the inclusive educational system demands acknowledging the needs of children with
learning disabilities and unveil their hidden potential to aid their scholarly domains which
could be done effectively by providing these children with ample opportunities to grow in a
coherent environment both at school and at home. So in the light of this need, we need to
understand the emerging role of parents, school and community for these children.
Role Of Family, School And Community
Family play a vital role in the upbringing of each and every child. Parents are the gardeners
and children are buds. The quality of growth is dependent on the nourishment provided by
the parents. Children with special needs render more responsibility on parents with regards
to attention, love and time. From birth, till the child attains an appropriate age of attaining
formal education, parents are their first teachers. They need to observe their children’s
growth milestones and check their alignment with normal growth pattern. The variation in
any kind of learning and growth pattern should not be neglected. A child with learning
disabilities needs special focus in school as well. School is the place where children spend
their childhood period which is often termed as golden period of their life. The memories
that are gathered here and the experiences that the child attains here leave a vivid impression
on the minds of young children. The bitter experiences lead to nightmares. A constructive
alliance among family and school has a remarkable positive effect on the academic
performance of children with special needs.
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Parents need to be vigilant regarding the growth patterns of their children. They need to keep
a check on the symptoms of variations in the normal learning pattern. Acceptance to the
variations and further analysis by the expert if needed has to be done at utmost priority.
Interaction between parents and school could assist the learning process of children with
learning disabilities in a coherent way.
School set-up needs to be restructured in a way that it becomes appropriate according to the
special demands of children with learning disabilities. A mandatory provision of special
educator could serve as an effective tool in aiding the learning of these children.
Collaboration between parents and school is also needed to ensure inclusive learning at
home. Parents could reinforce rich teaching experiences which could be in synchronisation
with the efforts of special educator in school.
Community also plays a vital role in creating a more social and coherent learning
environment for children with learning disabilities. Community helps in setting up of safe
and disability- friendly school infrastructure. Communities also help to frame policies that
govern the functioning of these schools. Education is a life-long process and a child spends
the maximum years of his life time in learning from school, parents and surroundings. So it
is the sole responsibility of all of these to look after the children and work for the benefit of
them.
In order to ensure equal learning opportunities to children with learning disabilities, the
constitution of India has made some provisions:
a) Article 29 (2): The right to education has a provision of ensuring access to education to
all children which includes children with disabilities as well. This article gives the right
to all the residents of India to get enrolled in all schools or institutions drawing funds
from state.
b) Article 45: This article gives free and compulsory education to all the children including
children with disabilities up to the age of 14 years. No denial to children with learning
disabilities or on grounds of caste, religion or any other discriminating factors.
c) Right to Education for Children with special needs: The disability sector interfered in
2012 and maintains the arrangement of disability friendly textbooks and supporting text
material for children with learning disabilities so as to realize the right to free and
compulsory education to all.
d) Role of CBSE in Inclusive education: Central board of secondary education had issued
guidelines in the year 2008 on Inclusive education to be implemented from grass root
level, i.e. primary level. In this policy, Autism, Cerebral Palsy or Visually impaired,
hearing impaired, mental retardation and mental illness are also covered. The provisions
include apt modification in infrastructure and teaching learning pedagogies customised
to meet the demands of children with special needs. Also, interactive textbooks, reading
machines, sign language interpreters and speech enabled software are some of the
exclusive actions opted by CBSE. Apart from these steps, availability of special
educators, physiotherapy exercises to be treated equal to physical education, provision
of scribe and oral assessment in place of written exams for children with disabilities at
school level.
Learning process of children with learning disabilities could not be divorced from the quality
of time invested in them. The children with learning disabilities need love, care and special
efforts so as to yield the results that could be in harmony with their potential. So there is a
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need to devise the existing teaching learning setup which could be best suitable for the
children with learning disabilities.
Some of the methods that could fulfil these needs are as follows:
 Cooperative Learning
Cooperative learning refers to an instructional method where the children are divided into
small groups and are assigned individual and group tasks. The success of the group depends
on the fact that each group member acquires expertise in the content. This method follows
the policy of float and collapse together. It has five main elements:
a) Positive interdependence
b) Individual accountability
c) Group processing
d) Face-to-face interaction
e) Collaborative skills
In this method, not only the children with learning disabilities learn effectively but they are
given the chance to participate and get involved in various activities that enhance their
learning. Cooperative learning enhances their social skills as well. The opportunities of
acquiring knowledge help these children gain confidence and get rid of their isolation.
 Vedic mathematics
As some of the children with learning disabilities, have problem in arithmetic computation,
there is a need to opt for a method that could help children overcome this problem. One of
the mental computation strategies which have its roots in ancient era is known as Vedic
Mathematics. It is compilation of sixteen sutras that aid the mental calculation of children.
It also consists of thirteen sub-sutras which makes calculations in mathematics easy. It makes
the calculations faster and often helps in eradicating the mathematics fear from children. The
sutras which serves as short-cuts in performing mental arithmetic calculations enhances
speed as well as helps in increasing memorising power. Children with learning disabilities
could draw benefit out of sutras of vedic mathematics as the children could apply these sutras
easily and their problem could get solved to certain extent.
 Universal design for learning
It is an innovative way of teaching learning wherein each and every child is equipped with
equal chances of learning opportunities. In this method the children are given free access to
the learning materials and the environment to get engaged with that learning resources and
express their knowledge and understanding for the same. This method enables diverse
learning options to all the children, especially the undiagnosed children who have one or the
other kind of learning issues. It works on the principals of making the textbooks in making
audio, visual and last but not the least enabling hands on experience. Freedom to express
themselves in evaluation like opting pen-paper test or giving presentation and engaging
children in multiple ways are the other salient features of this method.
 Peer tutoring
One of the most powerful methods where the children form groups of two or more children
and one of the students serves as the instructor. The social skills of the children and the sense
of cooperation help them to aid each other’s learning. Alike cognition level of peers helps
them in gaining deeper insight as their experiences are real life based also; the instructor
develops a better understanding as well as long retention for the content. A structured set up
of peer tutoring can do multi-tasking job at the same time. In this method not only the
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children draw benefits but it is beneficial for the teachers as well. The children discuss among
themselves and the teacher could guide them appropriately.
Conclusion
The above discussion throws light on the existing teaching learning pedagogy and the
requirements of the children with learning disabilities. Various policies and constitutional
provisions have strengthened the position of children with learning disabilities by creating
awareness among parents and society and this awareness has furthered created acceptance
among parents which in turn has helped children with learning disabilities to come out of
their shell and achieve their dreams.
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lkfgR; laLd`fr ,oa ekuo rFkk yksd vkSj izd`fr dk lnSo gh xgu&xw<+ ukrk jgk gSA ekuo vius tUedky ls
ysdj vafre lkal rd izd`fr dk lgpj jgk gSA bl izdkj mldk lkjk thou izd`fr dks ØksM eas gh O;rhr gksrk
gSA blfy, ,d Hkkoizo.k dfo Hkh yksd ,oa izd`fr dk vfHkUu vax jgk gSA ftldk izHkko dfo ds O;fDrRo ,ao
dkO; ij fuf'pr :i ls ns[kk tk ldrk gSA fujkyk th bl Hkko lR; ds viokn ugha gSA fujkyk th dk yksd
,oa izd`fr ds izfr yxko muds dkO; eas of.kZr izd`fr fu:i.k ls ns[kk tk ldrk gS] tks dgha mins'knkf;uh gS rks
dgha Hkkoizo.krk dks c<+kus okyh rks dgh lgpjh ds :i eas fpf=r dh xbZ gSA bl izdkj fujkyk ds dkO; eas yksd
vkSj izd`fr fu:i.k ds fofHkUu :i ns[kus dks feyrs gSa
tc lkfgR;dkj izd`fr ds lgt] LokHkkfod ,oa ;FkkFkZ fp= vafdr djrk gS rks mlds izd`fr dk vkyEcu :i dgk
tkrk gSA bleas dfo dk iz;kstu dqN fHkUu gh gksrk gS]mldh iqf"V ds fy, og izd`fr ds lqna j fp= mdsjrk gSA
,slh fLFkfr eas izd`fr lk/ku u cudj lk/; dk :i /kkj.k djrh fn[kkbZ nsrh gSA fujkyk us vius dkO; eas izd`fr
ds lqdqekj :i dk o.kZu fd;k gSA budh n`f"V izd`fr ds dksey ,oa euksje n`';kas ij vf/kd jeh gSA bUgkaus s vius
dkO; eas izkr% nksigj] la/;k ,oa jkf= ds ;FkkFkZ :i dk fp=.k fd;k gSA xehZ ds fnukas eas nksigj ds le; lw;Z ds
izp.M :i dk ;FkkFkZ o.kZu djrs gq, fujkyk th dgrs gSaA
^^p<+ jgh Fkh /kwi
xfeZ;kas ds fnu
fnok dk rerekrk :iA**1
blh izdkj bUgkaus s vU;= dgk gS&
^^xzh"e rkie;] yw dh
yiVksa dh nksigjh
>qylkrh fdj.kkas dh
o"kks± dh vk BgjhA**2
izkjEHk ls gh dfotu xzh"e] 'kjn] gseUr] f'kf'kj vkfn _rqvkas dk o.kZu djrs jgs gSa] fujkyk th Hkh muls vyx
ugha gSA bUgas o"kkZ _rq ls fo'ks"k izse jgk gS( ftlds QyLo:i bUgkaus s cknykas dk euksgkjh fp=.k fd;k gSA nsf[k;s&
^^ Nk;s vkdk'k eas dkys&dkys ckny ns[ks]
>ksd
a s [kkrs gok eas ljlh ds dey ns[ks!
dkukas eas ckrsa csyk vkSj twgh djrh Fkh (
ukprs eksj] >wers gq, ihiy ns[ksA**3
fujkyk th us yxkrkj o"kkZ gksus vkSj vkdk'k eas ckny Nkus rFkk o"kkZ ds ckn fudyh /kwi dk vn~Hkqr fp=.k fd;k
gSA bl volj ij yksd eas yksxkas ds fofHkUu fØ;kdykikas ds lkFk mudh izlUurk dk Hkh thoUr fp=.k fd;k gSA
nsf[k, &
^^cgqr fnukas ckn [kqyk vkleku]
fudyh gS /kwi] gqvk [kq'k tgkuA
fn[kha fn'kk,¡] >yds isM+]
pjus yxs yM+ds <ksy& xk;&HkSal&HksM+
[ksyus yxs yM+ds NsM+&NsM+
yM+fd;k¡ ?kjksa dks dj HkklekuAA**4
o"kkZ _rq ds ckn 'kjn~ _rq dk vkxeu gksrk gS] ftleas ufn;kas dk eVeSyk ikuh lkQ LoPN ,oa fueZy gks tkrk
gSA pkjkas rjQ Qwy f[ky tkrs gSaA lkjh i`Foh galrh&lh izrhr gksus yxrh gSA*5 fujkyk th us gseUr vkSj f'kf'kj
_rqvkas dk o.kZu djrs gq, oLrq ifjx.ku 'kSyh dks Hkh viuk;k gSA mUgkaus s izd`fr dks vkyEcu :i eas gh ugha vfirq
míhiu :i eas Hkh fpf=r fd;k gSA



[kjddyka] fHkokuh ¼gfj;k.kk½
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izd`fr ds je.kh; :i dks ns[kdj dfo ds Hkkoqd ,oa dksey eu eas fHkUu&fHkUu izdkj dh Hkkouk;sa mRiUu gksrh gSA
ftlds izHkkoLo:i og la;ksx fo;ksx jkx xkrk gSA og bu mRiUu euksHkkokas dks izd`fr ds euksgkjh :i ds ek/;e
ls viuk o.;Z&fo"k; cukrk gSA ^ekuo ân; eas dksbZ Hkko txkus] mudh vuqHkwfr djkus ds fy, izd`fr eas ml Hkko
dh míhfIr ;k vuqHkwfr fu:fir dh tkrh gSA thou eas dksbZ deZ ;k ladYi mRiUu djus ds fy, mlh deZ ;k
ladYi dk izdk'ku izd`fr eas fd;k tkrk gSA**6 fujkyk us yksd ,oa izd`fr ds fofHkUu :ikas dk míhiuxr fp=.k
vius dkO; eas fd;k gSA ;Fkk&
^^lqeu Hkj u fy, lf[k] clUr vk;kA
g"kZ gj.k ân; ugha funZ; D;k \
,d fnu gksxk tc u eSa gw¡xk]
g"kZ gj.k ân; ugha] funZ; D;kA**7
izk;% dgk tkrk gS fd la;ksx eas tks izd`fr lq[k iznku djrh gSA fo;ksx ds iykas eas ogh izd`fr nq%[k nsrh gSA fujkyk
th ykSfdd fo;ksxkoLFkk dk fp=.k izd`fr ds ek/;e ls bl izdkj djrs gSa&
^^nzo&uhgkj vpy&v/kjkas eas xy&xy fxfj mj ds lUrki
rsjs rV ls vVd jgs Fks djrs tc flj iVd foyki]
fool fnol ds ls vkorZu c<+rs gSa vEcqf/k dh vksj]
fQj&fQj fQj Hkh rkd jgs gSa dksjkas eas fut u;u ejksjA**8
izd`fr eas f[kys gq, ygjkrs iq"ikas dk vf}rh; lkSUn;Z yksd yqHkkou gksrk gSA iq"ikas ds vkd"kZd lkSUn;Z dks fu"Bqj
ekyh ykyp ds o'khHkwr gksdj u"V dj nsrk gSA fujkyk th yksd&lR; dks vfHkO;Dr djrs gq, dgrs gSa&
^^D;k le>sxk ekyh fu"Bqj]
fujk x¡okj LokFkZ dk ekjk ;gk¡ HkVdrk
QwVh dkSM+h ij fouksne; thou lnk iVdrk]
rksM+ fy;k yypkbZ ;ksa gh Mkyh
iRFkj ls Hkh dfBu dysts dk gS
pyk x;k tks og gR;kjk ekyhA**9
fujkyk th us vius dkO; eas yksd ,oa ykSfdd fØ;k O;kikjkas dks izrhd :i eas izLrqr fd;k gSA bUgkaus s izrhdkas ds
ek/;e ls vusd Hkkoiw.kZ fp= mdsjs gSa tks Hkkokas dh izs"k.kh;rk dks l'kDr cukrs gSaA budh ^rqylhnkl* uked dfork
eas Hkkjrh; yksdekul ,oa lkaLd`frd n'kk dk thoUr fp=.k fd;k x;k gSA bleas of.kZr lka;dkyhu fp=.k ,oa
Hkkjrh; lakLd`frd vfLerk n'kZuh; gS&
^^ Hkkjr ds uHk dk izHkkiw;Z 'khryPNk;k lkaLd`frd lw;Z
vfLerk vkt js reL;rw;Z fn³~e.MyA**10
fujkyk ds dkO; eas yksd ,oa izd`fr dks izrhdkas ds ek/;e ls vfHkO;Dr fd;k gSA bUgksua s yksd thou ds ljy ,oa
lk/kkj.k thou dks izkr% lehj.k dgk gS&
^thou izkr% lehj.k lk y?kqA**11
bUgkaus s izd`fr ds izrhdkRed :i dks c<+krs gq, mls ukf;dk rd dgk gS rFkk vkdk'k dks uhyh lkM+h dk izrhd
crk;k gS&
^^ fdl vuUr dk uhyk v¡py fgyk fgykdj]
vkrh gks rqe lth e.Mykdj \
,d jkfxuh eas viuk Loj feyk&feykdj
Xkkrh gks ;s dSls xhr mnkjA**12
izkjEHk ls gh lkfgR; eas izd`fr dks nwrh ds :i eas izLrqr fd;k tkrk jgk gSA yskd eas Hkh mls vkt Hkh lans'kokgd
ds :i eas iz;ksx fd;k tkrk gSA dkfynkl dk ^es?knwr* bldk izek.k gSA tk;lh us Hkh izd`fr dks fo;ksxkoLFkk eas
nwrh ds :i eas izLrqr fd;k gSA fujkyk th us vius dkO; eas nwr dk iz;ksx U;wukf/kd :i eas fd;k gSA o"kkZ _rq eas
vkdk'k eas Nk;s dkys&dkys ckny dks lans'kokgd :i n'kZuh; gS&
^^xxu es?k Nk,A u;s u;uA
izk.k/ku ds ';ke ?ku ;s
iq"i ds fiz;&izlqo.k ;s
ân;&}kj x,A**13
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blh izdkj ^?ku vk;s] ?ku';ke u vk;s*14 uked dfork eas ckny dks izseh&izsfedk ds lan's kokgd ds :i eas izLrqr
fd;k gSA
izd`fr vius LoHkko ds vuq:i yksd thou dks mins'k nsus dk dk;Z Hkh djrh gSA izd`fr ls mins'k xzg.k djds
O;fDr vius thou dks mnkj cuk ldrk gSA ftl izdkj vke ds o`{k ij tc Qy yxrs gSa rks mldh Vgfu;ka >qd
tkrh gS] Bhd mlh izdkj O;fDr dks Hkh uezrk ;qDr gksuk pkfg,A ;g izo`fr yksxkas eas u feyus ij fujkyk th vius
vkØks'k dks bl izdkj O;Dr djrs gSa&
^^blh le; >qdh vkez&'kk[kk&Qy&Hkkj
feyh ugha D;k tc ;g ns[kk lalkjA
mlds Hkhrj rks Lro] lquk ugha dksbZ jc \
gk; nSo] no gh no cU/kq dks feykA**15
fujkyk us viuh dfork ^jkLrs ds Qwy ls* eas Hkh izd`fr dks minsf'kdk ds :i eas fpf=r fd;k gSA muds vuqlkj
mPp in ,oa izfr"Bk izkIr O;fDr dh vksj u ns[kdj vius uhps okys dh vksj ns[kuk pkfg, rHkh lkekftd izk.kh
dk thou lq[ke; gks ldrk gSA bl rF; dks >jus ds i`Foh ij vkus dk mnkgj.k izLrqr djrs gq, fujkyk th
dgrs gSa&
^^xftZr thou >juk] mís';ikj iFk djukA
Å¡pk js] uhps vkrk thou&Hkj ns tkrkA
Xkkrk og dsoy xkrk &cU/kq rkjkuk &rjukA**16
fujkyk us vius dkO; eas _rqvkas eas gksus okys Hkhrjh vkSj ckgjh ifjorZukas dk thoUr ys[kk&tks[kk izLrqr fd;k
gSA^fujkyk us lEiw.kZ dfo&thou dks _rqvkas ds fcEc eas cka/kus dk vFkd iz;Ru fd;k gSA _rqvkas ds ykSVus ds lkFk
gh ckj&ckj dfo dk thou&fcEc Hkh ykSVrk gSA*17
bl _rq ij fujkyk dk eu cgqr de jek gSA bUgkaus s Lora= :i ls bl ij dksbZ dfork ugha jphA budh ^T;s"B*18
^[ksy*19 rFkk ^nsoh ljLorh*20 eas xzh"e _rq ds dfri; fp= miyC/k gksrs gSaA ^rksM+rh iRFkj* uked dfork eas
bykgkckn ds iFk ij iRFkj rksM+us okyh ;qorh ds Je dh dBksjrk dk o.kZu xzh"e _rq dks ek/;e cukdj fd;k
gS&
^^ p<+ jgh Fkh /kwi] xfeZ;kas ds fnu]
mBh >wylrh gqbZ yw] :bZ&T;ksa tyrh gqbZ Hkw
xnZ fpuxh Nk xbZ] izk;% gqbZ nqigj---og rksM+rh iRFkjA**21
fujkyk us 'kjn~ _rq dk o.kZu cM+s euks;ksx ls fd;k gSA fQj Hkh ;g fp=.k ikBd dks fo'ks"k :i ls viuh vksj
vkdf"kZr ugha djrkA ^'kjr~ dh 'kqHkz xU/k QSyh* uked dfork eas dfo us pkanuh ds QSyus] dkys cknykas dk vkdk'k
eas Nkuk rFkk vius fiz;re ds vkus ls fiz;rek dk vkdk'k eas lekIr gksus dk Hkkoiw.kZ vadu fd;k gS&
^^[kqyh T;ksRLuk dh flr 'kSyhA
dkys ckny /khjs&/khjs
feVs xxu dks phjs&phjs
ihj x;h mj vk, ih js]
cnyh |qfr eSyhA**22
blh izdkj 'kqHkz 'kjn~ vk;h vEcj ij* uked dfork ds 'kjn~ _rq dk o.kZu n'kZuh; gS&
^^'kqHk 'kjr vkbZ vEcj ij
cM+h jkl deykas dh lj&ljA
gjflaxkj ds Qwy izkr% dks
fcNs jf'e ls yth xkr vksA
'kh.kZ gks pyh ufn;ka >jus
cnys os'k tukas eas Qj&QjA**23
blh izdkj bUgkaus s yksd ,oa izd`fr dk fp=.k djrs gq, gseUr _rq f'kf'kj _rq] o"kkZ _rq bR;kfn dk lthokadu
fd;k gSA
fu"d"kZ :i eas dg ldrs gSa fd HkkSfrdrk dh iz/kkurk gksus ds ckotwn Hkh fujkyk d`f=e ;a=kas ls izHkkfor ugha gq,
cfYd izd`fr ds lkSan;Z dks vk/kkj ekudj yksd thou dh lkFkZd vfHkO;fDr djrs jgsA izd`fr ds izR;sd :i dk
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o.kZu djus ds ihNs budk ;gh dkj.k Fkk fd bUgksuas izd`fr ds izR;sd fØ;k dyki dks lthork ,oa lqUnjrk iznÙk
djds tulkeku; ds ek/;e ls Hkkofp= mrkjs gSaA fujkyk us izd`fr ds vfHk/kkRed HkkokRed ,oa vyadj.k;qDr fp=
mrkjus ds lkFk gh jgL;kRedrk ,oa psrurk dh vuqHkwfr ls gh izd`fr ds fprsjs gksus dk xkSjo izkIr gqvk gSA
1234567891011121314151617181920212223-

fujkyk] vukfedk ¼rksM+rh iRFkj½ i`- 64
ogh] u, iÙks ¼nsoh ljLorh½ i`- 76
ogh] csyk ¼Nk;s vkdk'k eas dkys&dkys ckny½ i`- 38
ogh] vukfedk ¼[kqyk vkleku½ i`- 101
ogh] u;s iÙks ¼nsoh ljLorh½ i`- 76
MkW- t;ukFk ufyu] dkO;&iq:"k % fujkyk i`- 198
fujkyk] ifjey ¼'ks"k½ i`- 39&40
ogh] vijk ¼;equk ds izfr½ i`- 105
ogh] ifjey ¼igpkuk½ i`- 103&104
ogh] rqylhnkl] ¼in&1½ i`-11
ogh ifjey ¼izkFkZuk½ i`- 24
ogh vijk ¼rjaxkas ds izfr½ i`0 72
ogh lka/;dkdyh ¼xxu es?k N;s½ i`- 27
ogh vpZuk ¼?ku vk,] ?ku';ke u vk,½ i`- 121
ogh vukfedk ¼fe= ds izfr½ i`- 19
ogh xhfrdk ¼xftZr thou >juk½ i`- 133
Jh nw/kukFk flag] fujkyk % vkRegUrk vkLFkk i`- 258
fujkyk] vukfedk ¼T;s"B½ i`- 67
ogh] u;s iÙks ¼[ksy½ i`- 42
ogh] ogh ¼nsoh ljLorh½ i`- 64
ogh vukfedk ¼rksM+rh iRFkj ½ i`- 64
ogh xhr xqat ¼'kjr dh 'kqHk xU/k QSyh½ i`- 84
ogh ¼'kqHkz 'kjr~ vkbZ vEcj ij ½ i`- 77
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‘‘
”



“kks/k Lkkjka” k
vf/koklksa esa ekuo ds lHkh izdkj ds ?kjksa ;k vkJ;ksa dks lfEefyr fd;k tkrk gSA vkdkj ,oa fLFkfr dh n`f"V ls
ekuoh; vf/kokl ,d O;fDr ;k edku ;k nks pkj ifjokjksa dh cLrh gks ldrh gSA dbZ ifjokjksa dk fuokl ¼xzke ;k
uxj½ gks ldrk gSA muds cls gq, ?kj ,d&nwljs ls vyx&vyx nwfj;kas ij cls gq, ;k ijLij lVs gks ldrs gaSA
;s izkjfEHkd voLFkk essa okrkoj.k ds dkjdksa ls rFkk ckn esa ekuo lewgkaas dh lfEefyr vkfFkZd fodkl dh voLFkkvksas
ls izHkkfor gksrs gSaA izks0 vkj0 ,y0 flag us Hkh ,sls gh fopkj O;Dr fd;s gaSA cfLr;k¡] ekuo vf/koklkas dh fo'ks"krkvksa
,oa okrkoj.k ds ijLij vUrlZca/kksa dks n'kkZrh gaSA xzkeh.k vf/koklksa dk Øe rFkk HkkSxksfyd fo"kerk;sa ,oa muds
vUrlZca/kksa dks n'kkZrh gSaA osUdwoj esa lEiUu ¼twu&1976½ gq, la;qDr jk"Vªh; lEesyu esa ekuoh; cfLr;ksa ,oa vf/koklksa
ds lUnHkZ esa ,d u;h ladYiuk dks Li"V djrs gq, dgk x;k&^^cLrh dk rkRi;Z mu vf/koklksa ls gS tks lEiw.kZ
ekuo leqnk; pkgs 'kgj gks ;k xzke leLr lkekftd] HkkSfrd] vk/;kfRed ,oaa lkaLÑfrd rRokas dks vkJ; iznku
djrk gSA^^
vf/kokl] jk’Vªh; jkt/kkuh {ks=] l?ku] çdh.kZ] çfr:i] vi[kf.r
“kks/k
jk"Vªh; jkt/kkuh ifj{ks= esa lfEefyr vkSj jk"Vªh; jkt/kkuh ds fudV fLFkr gksus ds dkjk xkft;kckn tuin if'peh
mÙkj çns'k dk ,d egRoiwkZ tuin gSA bl tuin dk v{kaak'kh; foLrkj 28026* mRrjh v{kka'k ls 280 55* mRrjh
v{kka'k ds e/; rFkk 77012* iwohZ ns'kkUrj ls 78012* iwohZ ns'kkUrj ds e/; gSA bl tuin dk HkkSxksfyd {ks=Qy
1148 oxZ fd0 eh0 ¼gkiqM+ tuin lfgr½ gSA tuin dk xzkeh.k {ks=Qy 887-32 oxZ fd0 eh0 rFkk uxjh; {ks=Qy
260-68 oxZ fd0 eh0 gSA bl tuin ds mRrj eas esjB tuin] nf{k.kh esa cqyUn'kgj ,oa xkSrecq) uxj] iwoZ esa
T;ksfrckQqys uxj tuin rFkk if'pe ,oa nf{k.k&if'pe esa fnYyh jkT; bldh lhek cukrs gaSA Hkkjr ds iwohZ ,oa
mRrj&iwohZ jkT;ksa ls jk"Vª dh jkt/kkuh ubZ fnYyh vkus okys O;fDr;ksa dks blh tuin ls gksdj ubZ fnYyh esa izos'k
djuk gksrk gS] blh dkjk bl tuin dks mRrj izn's k dk izos'k&}kj ¼xsVos vkWQ ;w0 ih0½ Hkh dgk tkrk gSA lu~
2001 dh tuxkuk ds vuqlkj tuin xkft;kckn dh dqy tula[;k 32]90]586 ¼14]74]171 xzkeh.k rFkk 18]16]415
uxjh;½ gSA



“kkss/k funsZ'kd iwoZ çkpk;Z] fgUnw dkyst] eqjknkckn
'kks/kkFkhZ iwoZ çkpk;Z] fgUnw dkyst] eqjknkckn
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v/;;u {ks= xkft;kckn tuin] xaxk&;equk vij nksvkc esa fLFkr gSA HkwxHkZosÙkk ,MoMZ Losl ds vuqlkj bl nksvkc
dk vkfoZHkko fgeky; ds fuekZk ds le; VsfFkt+ HkwlUufr ds nf{kk esa gqvk FkkA fgeky; ls fudyus okyh eq[; ufn;k¡
xaxk ,oa ;equk vlhe ek=k esas volkn dks mRrjh eSnku esa ykdj tek djrh jgh gSa] tks fd IyhLVkslhu dky ls
orZeku le; rd fujUrj tkjh gSA ;g vuqekfur fd;k x;k gS fd bl eSnku dh ekSVkbZ yxHkx 14]000 QhV gSA
mRrjh eSnku dh xgjkbZ laEHkor% 4]444 ehVj ls 5]925 ehVj ds e/; gSaA xaxk&;equk ds vij nksvkc ¼ftlesa
v/;;u {ks= fLFkr gS½ esa ik;h tkus okyh dk¡i feV~Vh dks iqjkuh dk¡i rFkk u;h dk¡i esa foHkkftr fd;k tkrk gSA
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iqjkuh dk¡i] ck¡xj rFkk u;h dk¡i ds eSnku dk {ks= [kknj dgykrk gSA bu {ks=ksa esa ik;s tkus okys thok'eksa dh
fo'ks"krk;sa yxHkx ,d leku ik;h tkrh gSaA
ekuo vf/koklksa dk vH;ksn;] vkfn dky esa ekuo dh mRifRr ds lkFk gh gks x;k FkkA vkfnekuo taxyksa esa xqQk,as
cukdj rFkk isM+ksa ds Åij epku cukdj jgk djrk Fkk] vk[ksV ,oa i'kqikyu esa ,d LFkku ls nwljs ,oa nwljs ls
rhljs LFkku ij Hkzek djrk jgrk Fkk] rFkk rEcqvksa ds :i esa vLFkk;h vkokl cukdj jgrk FkkA ekuoh; Kku eas
o`f) gksus ds lkFk&lkFk taxyh tkuojksa ls rFkk izkÑfrd izdksiksa ,oa yqVjs kssa ls viuh lqj{kk ds fy, ekuo us lewg
ds :i esa LFkk;h vkokl cukus izkjEHk fd,A Hkkjrh; bfrgkl esa ekuo vf/koklksa ,oa cLrh ds fy, ^xzke^ 'kCn dk
iz;ksx vkfn dky ls gksrk vk;k gSA blls lkekftd lEcU/k dks LFkkf;Ro izkIr gksrk gSA
fo'o dh izkphure iqLrd _Xosn esa ifjokj dk :i lcls vkfndkyhu crk;k x;k gSA blds ckn fxz/k vFkkZr~
fxjksg ds vFkkaZs ls gh xzke 'kCn dk mn; fu/kkZfjr fd;k x;k gSA bl izdkj fxzgk ds :i esa xks= mRiUu fd;k x;k
vkSj xks= ds vuqlkj xzke dh jpuk izkjEHk gqbZA egkHkkjr esa Hkh xzke 'kCn dk iz;ksx blh izdkj fd;k x;kA xk¡o
vFkok xzkeh.k vf/kokl og LFkku gS tgk¡ vis{kkÑr vf/kd lekurk] vukSipkfjdrk] izkFkfed lewgksa dh iz/kkurk]
tula[;k dk de ?kuRo rFkk Ñf"k O;olk; izeq[k gSaA cLrh ekuo lekt dh izkjfEHkd mRifRr ewyd fuokl :i
gS tks lHkh HkkSxksfyd v/;;uksa dk vk/kkj gSA
tuin xkft;kckn dh xzkeh.k cfLr;ksa dk ;fn tula[;k ds vk/kkj ij fo'ys"kk djsa rks ;g rF; Li"V gS fd tuin
esa NksVh xzkeh.k cfLr;ksa dh la[;k fujUrj de gks jgh gSA

200 ls de
200&499
500&999
1000&1499
1500&1999
2000&4999
5000 ls vf/kd

1971
67
125
214
209
&
104
07

1981
59
84
190
238
&
136
18

1991
51
62
153
128
93
186
31

2001
37
48
109
103
79
157
34

ftyk tux.kuk dk;kZy;] xkft;kckn&2007

x<+eqDrs'oj
flEHkkoyh
gkiqM+
Hkkstiqj
/kkSykuk
eqqjknuxj
jtkiqj
yksuh

88
9
9
15
15
12
23
5
79
4
5
14
17
19
17
3
114
10
8
9
27
18
38
4
60
3
3
10
13
7
20
4
70
4
6
23
8
6
18
5
67
3
4
21
12
5
20
2
35
&
4
9
1
5
10
6
54
4
9
8
10
7
11
5
567
&tux.kuk foHkkx] xkft;kckn & 2007
lu~ 1971 esa 200 ls de tula[;k okys xzkeksa dh la[;k ek= 67 Fkh tks 1981 esa ?kVdj 59] 1991 esa 51 ,oa 2001
esa ek= 37 jg x;h] tcfd 5000 ls vf/kd tula[;k okyh cfLr;ksa dh dqy la[;k 1971 esa 07 Fkh tks 1981 esa
c<+dj 18] 1991 esa c<+dj 31 rFkk 2001 esa c<+dj 34 gks x;hA rsth ls c<+rh gqbZ tula[;k ds e/; rsth ls ?kVrh
gqbZ xzkeh.k cfLr;kas dk vkdkj fuf'pr gh fpUrk dk fo"k; gSA tula[;k dh n`f"V ls lokZf/kd de tula[;k okyh
cfLr;k¡ ¼9½ x<+eqDrs'oj fodkl [k.M esa rFkk lokZf/kd cM+h cfLr;k¡ jtkiqj ¼6½ rFkk /kkSykuk fodkl [k.Mksa esa rFkk
e/; tula[;k okyh cfLr;k¡ gkiqM+ fodkl [k.M esa vf/kd ik;h tkrh gSaA tuin xkft;kckn esa 37 xzkeh.k cfLr;k¡
200 ls de tula[;k okyh gSA buesa ls 9 cfLr;k¡ x<eqDrs'oj fodkl [k.M esa fLFkr gSaA tcfd jtkiqj fodkl
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[k.M esa ,d Hkh xzkeh.k cLrh 200 ls de tula[;k okyh ugh gSA tcfd 200 ls 499 tula[;k okyh 48 cfLr;ksa
esa ls yksuh fodkl [k.M esa lokZf/kd 9 cfLr;k¡ ik;h tkrh gSaA 500 ls 999 tula[;k okyh dqy 109 xzkeh.k cfLr;k¡
ik;h tkrh gSaA buesa ls 23 cfLr;k¡ /kkSykuk fodkl [k.M esa ik;h tkrh gSA 1000 ls 1499 tula[;k okyh dqy 103
cfLr;ksa esa ls lokZf/kd 27 gkiqM+ esa] 1500 ls 1999 tula[;k okyh lokZf/kd cfLr;k¡ 19 flEHkkoyh fodkl [k.M esa
ik;h tkrh gaSA 2000 ls 4999 tula[;k okyh 38 cfLr;k¡ gkiqM+ fodkl [k.M esa lokZf/kd gaSA tcfd 5000 ls vf/kd
tula[a ;k okyh xzkeh.k cfLr;k¡ tuin esa dsoy 34 gSA buesa ls lokZf/kd 6 cfLr;k¡ jtkiqj fodkl [k.M esa fLFkr
gaSA
bl v/;;u eas ;g ckr Li"V gS fd jk"Vªh; jkt/kkuh ds fudV ,oa ftyk&eq[;ky; ds fudV fLFkr fodkl [k.Mksa
esa cfLr;ksa dk vkdkj cM+k gSA ftyk eq[;ky; ls nwj tkus ij cfLr;kaas dk vkdkj NksVk gksrk tkrk gSA NksVs vkdkj
dh cfLr;k¡ tuin ds iwohZ Hkkx esa xaxk unh ds fudV vf/kd ek=k esa fLFkr gSaA
orZeku le; esa xkft;kckn tuin esa 500 ls 1999 tula[;k ds e/; xzkeksa dh la[;k 291 gS tks lEiw.kZ xzkeksa dk
51-32 izfr'kr gSA tuin esa 157 xk¡oksa dh tula[;k 2000 ls 4999 O;fDr gS] tks dqy la[;k dk 27-69 izfr'kr gSA
tcfd 34 xzkeksa dh tula[;k 5000 O;fDr ls vf/kd gS] tks dqy la[;k dk 6-00 izfr'kr gSA tcfd NksVh xzkeh.k
cfLr;kas dh la[;k 85 gS] ftuesa izfr cLrh tula[;k 499 ls de gS] tks dqy la[;k dk 14-99 izfr'kr ek= gSA

1&499
500&1999
2000&4999
5000+

85
291
157
34

14-99
51-32
27-69
6-00

lkaf[;dh; if=dk] tuin xkft;kckn& 2007
{ks=Qy ds vk/kkj ij lEiw.kZ xzkeh.k cfLr;ksa esa ls 7-42 izfr'kr cfLr;ksa dk {ks=Qy 100 gsDVs;j ls de
gSA tcfd 77-34 izfr'kr cfLr;k¡ 101 ls 500 gsDVs;j ds e/; Hkwfe j[krh gaSA 501 ls 1000 gsDVs;j Hkwfe okyh
xzkeh.k cfLr;ksa dk izfr'kr 12-89 izfr'kr gS] tcfd 1000 gsDVs;j ls vf/kd Hkwfe okyh cfLr;k¡ 2-35 izfr'kr gSaA
Hkwfe ¼gsDVs;j½

cfLr;ksa dh la[;k

Xkzkeh.k cfLr;ksa dk izfr'kr

100 ls de
101 ls 500
510 ls 1000
1000 ls vf/kd

42
438
73
14

7-42
77-34
12-89
2-35

lkaf[;dh; if=dk] tuin xkft;kckn& 2007
xzkeh.k vf/koklksa ds izdkj ,oa izfr:i ds lUnHkZ esa xfBr vk;ksx ds izFke izfrosnu eas nks izdkj dh cfLr;ksa l?ku
,oa izdh.kZ dks gh ekU;rk nh x;h gSA bl izfrosnu dks vUrjkZ"Vªh; HkkSxksfyd la?k us lu~ 1928 esa izdkf'kr fd;k
FkkA xzkeh.k cfLr;ksa ds izdkjksa ds fu/kkZjk dh nks i)fr;k¡&O;fDrxr i;Z os{kk ,oa lk¡f[;dh; gSaA v/;;u {ks= mitkÅ
eSnku esa gksus ds dkjk l?ku cfLr;k¡ ik;k tkuk LokHkkfod gSA ijUrq xkft;kckn tuin ds dqN Hkkxksa esa fofHkUu
HkkSfrd ,oa lkaLÑfrd rF;ksa ds dkjk fofHkUu xzkeh.k cfLr;ksa ds izk:i ds izeq[k izfr:iksa dks ofkZr i)fr ds vk/kkj
ij buds edkuksa vkfn dh ikjLifjd nwjh ds vk/kkj ij fuEu mifoHkkxksa esa foHkkftr fd;k x;k gSA
(I)
l?ku cfLr;ksa eas edku ;k >ksifM+;k¡ ikl&ikl lVs gq, fLFkr gksrs gaSA bu cfLr;ksa dks U;f"Br cfLr;k¡] iqfUtr
cfLr;k¡] ;k ldsfUnzr cfLr;k¡ Hkh dgrs gSaA mnkgjk ds fy, x<+eqDrs'oj rglhy dh nkSrkbZ] lnjiqj] ilckM+k]
cnjok] nsoyh] QRrkiqj] uoknk[kqnZ] iyxokM+k]eqgEeniqj] dqps'oj] nfj;kiqj tB] uxyk] clbZiqj] dqjkuk] ';keiqjtV]
nqdyku] vkfnA gkiqM+ rglhy dh vuojiqj] dLryk] dklekckn] lkniqj] Qdksrk] [ksM+k] gks'k;kj iqj] HkeSM+k] vyhiqj]
ckcwx<+] nkSebZ] erykoyh] ngkuk] c>sM+k [kqnZ] /keZiqj] jkeiqj] dknh] HkfV;kuk] dk'kh] <+hdjh] xkso/kZuiqj] j/kqukFkiqj]
gluiqj] fl[ksM+k] elkSrk] ujk;uiqj] yk[ku] eqLrQkckn vkfnA eksnhuxj rglhy dh f[knkSM+k] eoknk] xksfoUniqj]
lhdjh] cq<k+ uk] fuokM+k vlr] iryk] vklQiqj] fMMkSyh] f<<kj] dukstk] erkSj] dknykckn] vnqiqj] eqjknuxj] lkSnk]
lSniqj] pqfM+;kyk] Qtyx<+] vkSjx
a kckn] eqdheiqj] v[kkM+k] [ksjkckn] rkygSVk] nqgjh vkfn rFkk xkft;kckn rglhy
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dh MwMkgsMk] dM+dM+h] gluiqj] cEgSM+k] eksguuxj] dsyk] fejtkiqj] jktsUnzuxj] Hkkstiqj] lkfndiqj] yksuh] eMkSyk]
cgsVk gkthiqj] caFkyk] fpjksM+h] tkQjkckn] iapykSd] flagkuhdyk] xqyMgj] nqgkbZ] egjkSyh] Mkluk] ealwjh] Mokjlh]
df<;kj] fldjkSM+k] tykykckn] vdcjiqj] vkfn l?ku xzkeh.k cfLr;k¡ gSA
(II)
izdh.kZ ;k ,dkdh cfLr;ksa esa vyx&vyx cls gq, ?kj ;k Ñf"kx`g ;k oklx`g gksrs gSa buesa izR;sd x`g esa dsoy ,d
gh ifjokj fuokl djrk gSA izR;sd Ñf"kxzg ;k fuokl x`g ,d nwljs ls dqN nwjh ij fLFkr gksrs gSaA bl izdkj dh
cfLr;k¡ izk;% [kqys gq, foLr`r eSnkuksa esa ;k ioZrksa ij ;k ck<+xzLr {ks=ksa esa ik;h tkrh gaSA
v/;;u {ks= esa ioZrksa ,oa taxyksa dk vHkko gS blfy, bl izdkj dh cfLr;k¡ x<+eqDrs'oj fodkl [k.M esa xaaxk unh
ds ck<+ xzLr {ks=ksa esa ik;h tkrh gaSA [kknj ds if'peh Hkkx eas dqN ukyka]s nynyh {ks=ksa ;k >hykas dk ,d vO;ofLFkr
Øe ik;k tkrk gSA tks o"kkZ&dky esa O;ofLFkr gksd
s j fu;fer viokg&rU= cukrk gSA ;?kfi [kknj {ks= dh fefê;k¡
i;kZIr mitkÅ gS ijUrq Ñf"k ;k flapkbZ dh lqfo/kk;sa de gksus rFkk izfro"kZ ck<+ksa ds dkjk tula[;k de gSA Ñf"k
;ksX; Hkwfe vHkh rd O;FkZ Hkwfe ds :i essa gS] ftl ij vc vO;ofLFkr :i ls i'kqpkjk gksrk gSA dUgh;kiqj]
eghmn~nhuiqj] lkyj] :Lreiqj] iwB] fdjkoyh] 'ksjiqj] jgjok] buk;riqj] vkyeiqj] xnkoyh] 'kkghiqj vkfn xaxk
[kknj esa fLFkfr ,slh gh xzkeh.k cfLr;k¡ gSA
fgMu ds ck<+xzLr {ks= eas lqjkuk] jsoM+h[ksjk] edjsM+k] fjLry] fogx] usdiqj vkfn ;equk unh ds [kknj {ks= esa
vgenuxj] ipkoj] lknqYykiqj] c<kiqj] vkfn izdh.kZ cfLr;k¡ gaSA mDr ds vfrfjDr] x<+eqDrs'oj fodkl [k.M es]a
gjkiqj] 'ksjiqj] gSnjiqj] uoknk] flEHkkoyh fodkl [k.M esa] frxjh] vljk] /kuiqjk] j{ksM+h [kkxksbZ] vljk] Hkkuk] gkiqM+
fodkl [k.M esa] gqek;q¡iqj] HkVSyk] Ntqiqj] dksVyk] iwBk] c>hyiqj] l{ek] eydiqj] /kkSykuk fodkl [k.M es]a ekok]
[kxkSM+k] pkSe] bdyk] tknksiqj] ngjk] dUnkSyh vkfn] Hkkstiqj fodkl [k.M es]a ugyh] [ksjiqj] Mqgjh] voyiqj] iyksBk]
blkiqj] eqjknuxj fodkl [k.M esa] cUnhiqj] xk<+h] >ykok] fogx] usdiqj] ckxir] chj] iSxk vkfn] jtkiqj okthniqj
fodkl [k.M es]a lnjiqj] Hkksokiqj] edjsM+k] ukgy] gjlkÅ vkfn rFkk yksuh fodkl [k.M esa ikHkh] [kkuiqj] fuLrkSyh]
egewniqj] Hkwi[ksM+h] jtkiqj vkfn izdh.kZ cfLr;k¡ gSA
(III)
bl izdkj dh cfLr;k¡ tuin esa vf/kd la[;k esa ik;h tkrh gaS ftlesa ,d eq[; cLrh
rFkk mlls FkksM+h nwjh ij vusdks NksVh cfLr;k¡ curh gSa vkSj mu lcdk ,d uke gksrk gSA tuin esa tkoyh jkeiqqj]
vdcjiqjeoh] fljksjk lyeiqj] 'kkgiqj pegnk] nkStkctjiqj] jkoyhdyk] HkusM+kdyk] eaxykewlk] cM+kSnk fganqoku]
c>M+kdyk] c>sM+k uanyky] eqljQiqj>aMk] NtukFkiqj'kkg] ehjiqjdyk] dfu;k¡dY;kkiqj] vkyexhjiqj] futkeiqj[kS;k]
vyhcD'kiqj] 'kkgiqjdjscyk] Msgjk jkeiqj] cgkoiqj<+js k] Nidk [k.M+xiqj vkfn la;qDr cfLr;k¡ gSaA ';keiqj] gjflagiqj]
cnukSyh] fxj/kjiqj] j/kqukFkiqj] lqpkuiqj vkfn ,slh cLrh gSa ftueas cLrh ds lkFk&lkFk mldh eMS;k] vFkkZr~ iqjos
(Hemlets) clsa gq, gSaA
(IV)
bl izdkj dh cfLr;ksa esa ?kj ,d nwljs ls i`Fkd dqN nwfj;kas ij cls gq, gksrs gSa ijUrq
os lc feydj ,d cLrh cukrs gSA fdlh&fdlh cLrh esa izR;sd ?kj vxy&vyx gksus ds LFkku ij nks&rhu ?kjksa
ds NksVs&NksVs ijqos gksrs gSaA ml FkksM+h&FkksM+h nwjh ij cls gw, ?kjksa ;k NksVs iqjokas ds feyus ls ,d cLrh curh gSA
teiqjk] ckxM+iqj] uwriqj] vV~Vk] xkSgjk] n;kuxj] c<+] ikoVh ¼x<+eqDrs'oj rglhy½ fcYgksM+k] fou;iqj] 'kksHkkiqj]
Qdjkuk] eukSyh] frcVk dktheiqj] uxyk] oh?kkiqj] fuMkSjh yrhQiqj] R;kM+h ¼eksnhuxj rglhy½ feUuh;kuh] /kq/kjkyk]
m¡pkvehiqj] dekyiqj] pUnziqjk] Hkkok ¼gkiqM+ rglhy½] rFkk ;kdwriqj] vVkSj] le;iqj] eksjVh] tkoyh] Vhyk ¼yksuh
rglhy½ vi[kfMr cfLr;k¡ gSaA
cfLr;ksa ds izfr:i mu cfLr;ksa dh vkÑfr ds vuqlkj gksrs gaS] ftudks edkuksa vkSj ekxkZsa dh fLFkfr ds Øe vkSj
O;oLFkk ds vk/kkj ij fuf'pr fd;k x;k gSA cfLr;k¡ i`Fohry ij ekuo ,oa mldh dk;Zizkkfy;ksa dk ifjkke gksrha
gSaA cfLr;ksa ds izfr:iksa dks edkukas vkSj ekxkaZs dh fLFkfr ds Øe ,oa voLFkk ds vk/kkj ij fuf'pr fd;k tkrk gSA
v/;;u {ks= esa xzkeh.k cfLr;ksa dh vkÑfr;k¡ HkkSxksfyd rRoksa&tyok;q] Hkwfe dh cukoV] <ky dh fn'kk] tykiwfrZ]
feêh;ksa dh moZjrk] ouLifr] vkfFkZd dkjd] lkekftd dkjd&cLrh ds lkewfgd thou dh O;oLFkk dk <ax]
lkekftd jhfr&fjokt] izFkk;sa vkSj ijEijk;a]as lkaLÑfrd dkjd] /kkfeZd fo'okl] foKku vkSj VsDukWyksth esa mUufr
dk Lrj jktuhfrd dkjk&'kklu O;oLFkk vkfn ls vR;f/kd izHkkfor gSaA v/;;u {ks= esa fofHkUu izdkj ds izfr:i
Li"V n`f"Vxkspj gksrs gSaA bu izfr:iksa dk v/;;u {ks= ds O;fDrxr i;Zos{kk rFkk /kjkry i=d ds fo'ys"kk }kjk
fd;k x;k gSA
(I)
fdlh lM+d] jsyos ykbu ;k unh vFkok ugj ds fdukjs cls gq, edkuksa dh cfLr;k¡ js[kh;
izfr:i dh gksrh gSaA bu edkuksa ds }kj lM+d ;k unh dh vksj gksrs gSaA lM+d ds nksukas fdukjkasa ij cls gq, edkuksa
ds }kj ijLij lkeus gksrs gSaA lkfgckckn jtkiqj] eksguuxj] eksnh uxj] vlr] eMkSyk] eksjBh] nqgkbZ] Mkluk] dknh]
dfV;kj] tekyiqj] ilokM+k] xksna k] fiy[kqok] dqps'oj ,oa flEHkkoyh blh izfr:i esa clh gqbZ cfLr;k¡ gaSA
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(II)
lery eSnkuh Hkkxksa eas tks cfLr;k¡ nks ;k nks ls vf/kd ekxksaZ ds LFkkuksa ij clrh gaS mu
xzkeh.k cfLr;k¡ dh xfy;k¡ ekxZ ds lkFk vk;rkdkj izfr:i ysus yxrh gaS tks ijLij yEocr gksrh gSaA ,slh cfLr;k¡
pkSdiêh izfr:i dh gksrh gaSA tgk¡ohjiqj] x<+eqDrs'oj] tB] ckcwx<+] gkiqM+] vFkZyk] [k.M+fy;k] c>M+kSrk] NidkSyh]
uyh] gqlSuiqj] fuokjh] folkM+k] vuojiqj] nkSrkbZ vkfn xzkeh.k cfLr;k¡ pkSd iêh izfr:i esa clh gSaA
(III)
bl izfr:i ds xk¡o fofHkUu fn'kkvksa ls vkus okys ekxksZ ds dsUnz LFkku gaSA
v/;;u {ks= esa ;g ,d eq[; izfr:i gSA bu cfLr;ksa dh xfy;k¡ cLrh esa Hkhrjh Hkkxksa esa vkdj feyrh jgrh gSaA
lkekU;r% ;s xfy;ka ijLij lekukarj ugha gksrhaA edkuksa ds lkeus ls eq[; ekxZ tkrs gaSA xzke dsUnz LFky ls
f=T;kdkj ekxksaZ ij ?kj cls gq, gksrs gaSA ;s xzkeh.k cfLr;k¡ dPps&iDds ekxksZ ;k iSny ekxkZs ls fudVorhZ xzkeh.k
cfLr;ksa ls tqM+h gksrh gSaA fpfdRlk f'k{kk vkfn lqfo/kk;sa bu cfLr;ksa esa miyC/k gksus ds dkjk ;s cfLr;k¡ vklikl
dh cfLr;ksa dh dsUnz LFkyh gaSA glqiqjk] cnj[kka] cDlj] /kkSykuk] fgEeruxj] c>sM+kdkyku] liukor] ukuw] egewniqj]
gksfl;kjiqj]x<+h] c>MkSrk] ukyh] gluiqj vkfn vjh; frT;k izfr:i dh xzkeh.k cfLr;k¡ gSaA

(IV)
bl izdkj dh cfLr;k¡ mu LFkkuksa ij feyrh gSa tgk¡ dksbZ lM+d ;k ugj nwljh lM+d
;k ugj ls tkdj feys ijUrq ØkWl u djaAs ugjksa rFkk lM+dksa }kjk f=Hkqt ds vk/kkj dh vksj fjDr Hkwfe esa cfLr;k¡
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clrh pyh tkrh gaS] ykMiqjk] ilokM+k] mn;jkeiqj] jks'kuiqj] eqdheiqj] f'kox<+h] Nidksyh] dVhjk ,oa rrkjiqj
f=Hkqtkdkj izfr:i xzkeh.k cfLr;k¡ gaSA
(V)
bl izdkj dh cfLr;k¡ os gSa ftuesa fdlh rkykc ;k cLrh ds dsUnzh; eq[; Hkkx ds pkjksa
vksj fdukjs&fdukjs edku cls gksaA nsgjk] [kzxksbZ] tkjpk] Qjhnuxj] vnqiqj] luiqjk vkfn o`Rrkdkj izfr:i gSaA
(VI)
bl izdkj dh cfLr;k¡ v)Zo`Rrkdkj rkykc ;k cLrh ds dsUnzh; Hkkx ds v)ZHkkx
dh vksj fdukjs&fdukjs edku cuus ds dkjk clh gksrh gaSA yqgkjh] oSB] uwjiqj] 'ks[kiqj] rygsVk] f[kjktiqj] iVokjh
vkfn v)Zo`Rrkdkj izfr:i okyh cfLr;k¡ gaSA
(VII)
bl izdkj dh cLrh;k¡ lM+dkas ;k ty lzksrksa ds fdukjsa vk;rkdkj izfr:i ds e/;
fo'ks"k HkkSfrd ;k lkaLÑfrd n'kkvksa ds dkjk fo|eku gksrh gaSA lkykjiqj] f[kyckbZ] dyNhuk] [kqjeiqj] lqYrkuiqj
vkfn vk;rkdkj izfr:i dh cfLr;k¡ gSaA
(VIII)
bl izdkj dh cfLr;ksa dk vH;qn; ekxksZa ds fuekZk ls iwoZ gksrk gSA izR;sd ifjokj viuh
lqfo/kkuqlkj LFkku pqudj cl tkrk gS] D;ksfa d bl izdkj dh cfLr;ksa dh dksbZ vkÑfr ugha gksrh gS] blfy, bUgsa
vukdkj izfr:i dh cfLr;k¡ dgrs gaSA xksfoUniqj] fldUnjiqj] >M+huk] gqlsuiqj] gqek;wiqj vkfn vukdkj izfr:i dh
cfLr;k¡ gaSA
(IX)
bl izdkj dh cfLr;k¡ os gksrh gSa] tks izkjEHk esa vjh; gksrh gSa vkSj ckn esa c<+r&
s c<+rs ckgj
dh vkSj tkus okys ekxkZsa ij edku clrs pyrs gaSA Mgkuk] Qtyx<+] cnukSyh rkjk izfr:i dh xzkeh.k cfLr;k¡ gaSA
(X)
tc js[kh; izfr:i dk Lo:i fofHkUu dkjdksa ls vaxzsth ds v{kj
Vh ,oa ,y ds vkdkj :i esa fodflr gks tkrs gaS] rc bl izfr:i dk vH;qn; gksrk gSA ;|fi ;s izfr:i v/;;u
{ks= esa izk;% de gh cfLr;ksa esa gSa ysfdu ;g rF; eq[; gS fd dPps jkLrs ,oa NksVs&NksVs ukyksa ds lgkjs bl izdkj
ds izfr:i feyrs gSaA vejksyk] tSumn~nhuuxj] xkthiqj] HknLFkkuksa] cnj[kk] [k.M+fy;k vkfn ^Vh^ ,oa ^,y* vkdkj
dh cfLr;k¡ gaSA
mDr lkj.kh ls ;g Li"V gksrk gS fd orZeku esa NksV&
s NksVs xk¡o] vkfFkZd raxh ds dkjk ,oa c<+rs gq, vlqj{kk ds
[krjksa ds dkjk mtM+rs tk jgs gSa] rFkk O;fDr;ksa dh izo`fr cM+s vkoklksa okyh cfLr;ksa esa clus dh c<+rh tk jgh gSA
D;ksfa d cM+s vf/koklkas esa ekuo dks vis{kkÑr jkstxkj ds volj vf/kd ek=k esa miyC/k gksx
a s A mDr ds vfrfjDr
vU; lqfo/kk,sa tSls f'k{kk] fpfdRlk] cSafdx] ;krk;kr vkfn Hkh cM+s vf/koklkas esa vis{kkÑr vf/kd Å¡ps Lrj ij izkIr
gSaA lkekftd n`f"V ls Hkh O;fDr bu cM+h cfLr;ksa esa vius vkidks vf/kd lqjf{kr eglwl djrk gSA xzkeksa ls 'kgjksa
dks iyk;u blh izo`fr dk c`gn :i gSA
fu’d’kZ
mijksDr fooj.k ls Li’V gS fd jk’Vªh; jkt/kkuh {ks= esa lfEefyr xkft;kckn tuin rhoz uxjhdj.k ds ckn Hkh
vHkh Hkh xzkeh.k tula[;k ç/kku tuin cuk gqvk gSA jk’Vªh; jkt/kkuh fnyyh ls fudVrk ds dkj.k tuin esa vusd
m|ksxks]a dkiksZjsV vkfQlksa] vkoklh; dkyksfu;ks]a f”k{kk laLFkkvks]a fo”ofo|ky;ksa o vU; rduhdh&oSKkfud&fpfdRlk
laLFkkvksa dk fodkl vo”; gqvk gS fdUrq fQj Hkh tuin ds vf/kdrj {ks= esa vHkh Hkh xzkeh.k vf/koklksa dh cgqrk;rrk
gSA
;gk¡ ds lHkh xk¡o o ifjokj fo|qr] is;ty] Ldwy&dkyst] LokLF; dsUæ] vkokxeu ds ekxZ] ifjogu ds lk/ku vkfn
ukxfjd lqfo/kkvksa ls lqlfTtr gSa fdUrq fnuksfnu rsth ls c<+rh LFkkuh; tula[;k] ckgj ls vkus okys çokfl;ksa dh
Hkh c<+rh la[;k] egaxkbZ] csjkstxkjh vkfn fofo/k leL;kvksa ls tw> jgs gSaA xk¡oksa dk ijEijkxr Lo:Ik uxjh; lsok
dsUæksa esa ifjoÆrr gksrk tk jgk gSA vc ;gk¡ ds ?kj fdjk;snkjksa ds fy, mi;qDr curs tk jgs gSaA uxjh; o vkS|ksfxd
foLrkj ds dkj.k [ksrh dh Hkwfe dk ljdkj o dkiksZjsV lewgksa }kj vf/kxzg.k djds vkoklh; dkyksfu;ks]a dk;kZy;
Hkouks]a LdwYk&dkyst] m|ksxksa o ifjogu ds ekxZ] cl vM~Mk bR;kfn ds :ik esa ifjoÆrr gksrs tk jgs gSaA [ksrh dh
Hkwfe ij [kk|ké Qlysa mxkuk vc de ykHknk;d gks jgk gSA blds LFkku ij lkx&lCth o ckxokuh Qlysa] Qwyksa
dh [ksrh] nq/kk: Ik”kqikyu vkfn dk dk;Z ykHknk;d curk tk jgk gSA blds lkFk gh cgqís ” kh; cgqefa tyk Hkou
cukdj mls jgus ds fy, vkokl] gkWLVy] isbZx
a xsLV vkfn rFkk O;olk; djus ds fy, nqdku] xksnke] “kkWfiax
dkEiysDLk ds :Ik esa fdjk,s ij nsuk] Ldwy&dkyst dh LFkkiuk djuk xzkeokfl;ksa ds fy, vf/kd ykHk dk O;olk;
curk tk jgk gSA
bl çdkj dgk tk ldrk gS fd xkft;kckn tuin ds xzkeh.k vf/koklksa ds Lo:Ik o dk;Zdykiksa esa le;kuq:Ik
dkQh ifjorZu gks jgk gSA jk’Vªh; jkt/kkuh {ks= gksus ds dkj.k fnYyh uxj vkSj çns” k ds HkSfrd vkSj tula[;kRed
foLrkj o o`f) dk çHkko xkftl;kckn tuin ds xzkeh.k o uxjh; {ks=ksa ij T;knk iM+ jgk gSA
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A Brief Study On Foreign Direct Investment In Indian
Pharmaceutical Industry
Ashutosh Kolte
Shubham Dikkar
Gaurav Epper
Abstract
In a country like India with such a huge population, it is important to be independent in the
sector like healthcare. Today India is one of the largest exporters of bulk drugs and it is
amongst the best destinations for pharmaceutical Multinational Companies. With the help of
government policies India has production facilities with international standard, large number
of R&D facilities and human resource for that. Today Indian Pharmaceutical sector is
attracting the Foreign Direct Investment through various countries also many merger and
acquisitions are taking place which are providing the sector with technological as well as
managerial skill transfers. The study involves secondary data collection and its qualitative
analysis. The strengths, weaknesses and future prospects are studies and the suggestions are
given so that the steps that can be taken by the government.
Keywords: Foreign Direct Investment; technology transfer; pharmaceutical industry; India.
1. Introduction
According to UNCTAD report of 2007 the FDI can be defined as the domestic firms having
involvement of 10% or more foreign investment through foreign entities (Samsudin &
Bakar, 2012). The Consolidated FDI was introduced in August 2017 this specifies the efforts
and vision of government and administration for simplifying the procedure of FDI in India.
(Jhunjhunwala, 2017)
FDI is the long-term investment involving the long-term relationship. Due to this investment
there is long lasting influence on the management of the organisation and the economy of
host nation. The FDI may be capital provided received by investor enterprise entity or it may
be by the investor. FDI has three components, first is Equity Capital in this type the investors
buy the shares of the company second is Reinvested Earnings in which the profit from these
types of shares is not given in the form of dividend but the interest of them is invested again
in the company and in Intercompany loans borrowed money from the investors (GLOSBE,
2019)
In the pharmaceutical industry the government approves the FDI investment in Greenfield
Pharmaceutical Projects up to 100% whereas 74% FDI is the set limit for Brownfield
Pharmaceutical Projects. These limits are set for the investments by the automatic route and
beyond these limits the government approval is needed (Basri, 2016)
Today the Indian pharmaceutical industry is one of the leading industries in all over the
world. It has seen a large growth in recent years especially after the 1991LPG reform Indian
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companies export 50% of its production and the total valuation of industry stood at $31bn in
FY 2016-17 compared to USD 27bn. The industry is growing at the rate of 23% CAGR.
(GOI;, 2017)
The reforms helped the industry in easing the tariffs, interest rates and the licensing
procedures it also helped in getting the private licences easily. When the country was
struggling with the problem of foreign reserves crunch the government of Mr. Narsimha Rao
brought the bill to open the doors to open the Indian economy for the external foreign Players
to invest in the country, this reform brought the investors as well as the leading-edge
technology in country and gave the industry a chance to develop the sector. The LPG
impacted the industry by increasing the production, consumption of bulk drugs, and increase
in Research & Development. (Bansal, 2015)
India is developing at a very fast rate and recently it has become the 5th largest economy with
the GDP growth 7.1% in 2018. The per capita income of Indians has also increased to US
$1636.22 (CSO) (India P. T., 2019). As the income of people is raising the disposable income
in hands if population is also increasing which is causing the spending on the healthcare
services to increase. India is spending 1.02% 0f its GDP on healthcare services which has
not changed since to a large extent since many years even if the population has increased to
a large extent. (NHA, 2018) The government is also betting a lot on pharmaceutical industry
and formulation and making amendments in existing laws to help the industry to prosper.
Recently in 2017 government has made an amendment for FDI in this sector and Department
of Industrial policy and promotion has formulated the SOPs have been formulated by the
department top deal with the FDI approval request which will be directly dealt by the same
department only and the government has terminated the Foreign investment promotion board
to fast-track the FDI proposals.
2. Literature Review
According to UNCTAD report of 2007 the FDI can be defined as the domestic firms having
involvement of 10% or more foreign investment through foreign entities. Samsudin and
Bakar (2012) It also tells about the sources and types of FDI. This paper gives the
information about the limitation and availability of FDI.
Sharma, Tripathy, & Yadav, (2011) studied the flow of FDI in Pharmaceutical industry, their
study focused on analysis of FDI Investments and the sources the study pointed out that the
number of source countries increased from 30-54 from 2001-2009. During the study it was
found that Mauritius was the largest source of funds during the study period. The study also
pointed out the problems faced during the FDI. They fond out in their research that the even
if the FDI has increased, it is in large amount in the product patent regime and comparatively
lower in the process patent regime. The study pointed out many hurdles for FDI which are
bureaucratic, infrastructure inadequacy. They suggested that the data protection should be
given to MNCs along with cost arbitrage.
Abhishek Vyas the study was conducted to analyse the FDI inflow in India the research
systematically studies FDI investment in different sectors. Problems in FDI are discussed in
detail in the paper along with the factors determining the FDI flow. The study gave few
suggestions like flexible labour laws, developing the debt market, strengthening research
and development activities in the country, etc. the study found that FDI plays a major role
in increasing the output, productivity and employment in all sectors; it also gives the chance
to skilled work for to perform more efficiently.
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Bergman , (2006) studied the FDI spill over effects on Pharmaceutical sector the study
examines the spill over effects on pharma industry due to FDI. It found that host economy
is benefitted from the investments still the spill over effects are observed, this effect varies
over time and depends on the stage of industry. They say that the spill over effects is more
visible through the management skills, imitation and competition
Duggal. (2017) suggested that finical subsidies to attract investment in large amount of
various foreign technology and skill to the industry.
(Kumari, 2014) focuses on some decision absorptive capacity like lack of human capital,
technological development, infrastructural condition, growth and progress of financial sector
and government policy. Absorptive capacity helps to develop economy for the investment
which boosts the FDI.
3. Research Methodology and questions
Research Methodology: The research methodology involves secondary data collection of
the FDI from various government sources like Reserve Bank of India, Department of
Pharmaceuticals, Lok Sabha Documents, etc. The data analysis is done by fragmenting the
data by tabulating it and studying it by graphical representation.
The methodology involves study of Indian Pharmaceutical sector by studying its characters
and analysis of Pharmaceutical market in India, which will provide the image of
Pharmaceutical sector in India. The data obtained from RBI and Department of Commerce
will show the trends in FDI by which the analysis may be done for effects of policy reforms,
government promotions and government policies for the sector.
Research Questions
How much FDI is coming in Indian pharmaceutical industry, from which countries, and what
are the trends of inflow from year (2007-2018)?
Is there a relationship between FDI inflow and technology transfer and how has FDI helped
in speeding up the research procedures?
What could the road ahead to attract more FDI?
4. Discussion and analysis
4.1 The pharmaceutical industry is growing with very fast rate, different factors are
responsible for the increase, fluctuations and trends in the industry and the effects of each
factor is different for each segment. First to understand the Pharmaceutical sector in Industry
we have to study its aspects by its SWOT analysis.
The strengths of the industry are the following as per our analysis. Significant breadth
(product breath means variety of product lines) and depth of product (number of variations
of product i.e. flavour, size, taste) expertise. (Tewathia, 2014). As we know in globally
generic market capture USD 200.20 billion in 2015 and expected to reach approximately
USD 380.60 billion by2021(ZION market research published) and growing significantly in
all
over
the
world.
India supplying above
20 percent of the generic’s
product demand in major country and geographies. India has a huge potential to increase the
production (minister and chemical and fertilizers, 2018)
Low cost and scale manufacturing capability in India: India has second highest nod of
approval of USFDA facilities, also low-cost manufacturing facilities and labours cost than
other manufacturing facilities and excellent marketing and distribution networking in
pharmaceutical industry.
The weaknesses of the sector are following. Inadequate R & D infrastructure; Indian
pharmaceutical industry spends on average near about 15 percent sales turn over in R&D
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but it is producing far too little and not improving innovation in drugs because of inadequate
R&D infrastructure. Indian pharmaceutical industry manufacturing generic drugs and noninfringing processes but not developed new drugs. Lack of time driven regulatory
infrastructure and manufacturing of fake and low quality of drugs are few of the weaknesses.
The opportunities of the field can be high growth of domestic market and attaching on global
pharmaceutical market in other country for the brown field and green field investment for
the production of drugs and productivity of drugs. Government initiative to boost
Pharmaceutical industry– Indian government has takes various initiative for developing
pharmaceutical industry. Government reduce approval time of new facility and export
licence gives within 2 months. (Tewathia, 2014). Enter in biologics and bio similar drugs
market. In current biologics and bio similar market zero stage only few of the multination
pharmaceutical industry in this market. Indian pharmaceutical companies have chance to
enter in this segment and increase market growth of biologics and bio similar product.
(minister and chemical and fertilizers, 2018)
The threats of the sector can be DPCO (drug price control order) put order on product its not
beneficial for the industry and unprofitability to industry. Export of the other country is
hampered by procedure huddles and non-tariffs barriers of abroad. The generics drugs
market growth developed countries factor affected in following. Increase competitor due to
Chinese and Europeans manufacturing of generic drugs. (Both countries have new
technology and spend massive money on bio ecology sector and pharmaceutical sector)
(industry, 2008; Bergman , FDI and spillover effects in the Indian pharmaceutical industry ,
2006)
From the above SWOT analysis, the analysis can be brought that the Indian Pharmaceutical
sector has many opportunities to emerge as the Global leader in various segments of
medicines. The government is also supporting the Pharmaceutical sector and have the vision
to increase the revenue of Pharmaceutical sector, following are the steps taken by
Government of India in order to boost the Pharmaceutical sector which are Scheme for
Cluster Development Programme in this initiative the government is trying to develop many
small-scale enterprises with high level of productivity this will create the sustainable
environment for the competitive advancement of the industry. (Government of India,
Scheme for Cluster Development Programme for Pharma Sector, 2017)Collaborative
research and development the education institutes and the industries are getting connected
to promote the innovation and development this collaboration could lead to proper utilisation
of all skilled human resources of the country. This can be done by pharma companies by two
ways Licensing or purchasing of innovative products Research through contract research
organisations.
(Sulaiman & Balakrishnan, 2010), Single window scheme for pharma products the
government has decreased the time required for the certifications from the authorities
through its departments by giving all the services through one office, this is currently used
in Telangana Pharmaceutical Hub.
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Chart 2: FDI Inflow for medical devices and pharmaceuticals

Chart Title
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From the above data of FDI inflow into the market, we can see that there are few years like
2008 and 2011 where the FDI in Pharmaceutical Industry increased by huge number and for
the other years it increased gradually till year 2014 and it began to decrease in last 2 years.
Trough above graph we can analyse that there may be many drivers for the FDI inflow.
Following are the factors which drive FDI. Cost efficiency India having low cost for raw
material, production and labour than the developed countries gives a competitive advantage
to Indian companies, also due to this reason India is also emerging as the leading Global
Medical Tourism Destination. Economic Drivers the increasing penetration of health
services, pharmacies and insurance schemes by government as well as private companies
has increased the medical services to larger population. Policy Support the Government’s
‘Pharmacy Vision 2020’ is one of the best examples to show its interest in the sector. Speedy
approvals for new production units, USFDA focus on India.
But at the same time, we can see the gradual continuous increase in the FDI for the Medical
instruments segment which is increasing at steady rate. According to the Medical Devices
market is increasing at the rate of 15.8% Capital Annual Growth Rate. It is also estimated
that market will grow up to USD 50 Billion by year 2025. (Government Of India)
We can say that the devices segment also has the capacity to attract the large amount of
inflows as the lifestyle of people is changing at fast rate due to the changing lifestyle, also
many small companies are also emerging in this market and there are few major players like
SMT, Trivitron, Carl Zeiss which are doing well in the sector as growing at very fast rate in
sales as well as in term of expansion.
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Chart 2: Source countries of FDI
FDI equity
Rank
Country
inflows (Million
Percentage share
USD)
1
Japan
4463.85
28.57
2
United Kingdom
4266.1
27.3
3
Singapore
3079.61
19.71
4
Mauritius
1586.39
10.15
5
Netherlands
586.38
3.75
Total of above
13982.3
89.48
(Government of India, Factesheet on Foreign Direct Investment from 2000-2018, 2018)
The above data shows that the developed countries are investing in large amount in India
Japan which ahs well developed technology sector has invested USD 4463 Mn in India, this
can help a lot in gaining the technology from these nations and fast-track the research
procedures. The investments from these nations directly affect the management of the
companies and the patents or facility development requests when filed in those nations it
may be completed with an effective speed and the help can be drawn from the influence of
the investors in those nations. The countries in European Union are investing a lot in India
so this could lead to more engagements in healthcare sector. As the healthcare sector in
countries like UK is well developed, companies in India can help a lot in developing the
distribution channels and supporting the marketing of companies in these nations.
4.2. Pant & Mandal (2010) studied the technology transfer and spill over effects of the FDI
on the host country. According to the study in the new age of the patent regimes it is one of
the most important issues. The results of the study supported that the foreign partnership is
more likely to transfer the technology than buying the technology. It also pointed out that
the old policy of India was biased towards buying and the move of applying he LPG was
right move for that time as well as the coming future of industries. Indian companies
normally have the low expenditure and allocated resources for the research and development,
even in the sectors like pharmaceuticals the R&D funds are exceptionally low. This issue
directly affects the non-ability of firms to take up the new technology and thus it affects its
adsorptive capacity.( Pant & Mondal, 2010)
IBEF according to the report the technology transfer into the developing countries happen
mainly by the Transnational Corporations (TNCs) and the interaction between domestic
companies and TNCs can result into technology adsorption. The extent of this depends on
the conditions like the sector, institutions, relationship and the overall environment of
business. The firms that possess the technology also face incentive barriers to easy
dissemination.(GOI;, 2016)
Technology transfer does not only mean the physical goods and knowledge but also the new
skills and managerial expertise across the borders. The acquiring of the technology depends
on the relationship development by the company and how they deepen their ability to
develop themselves. The main source of the technology transfer is the developed economies
where they have the resources for the research and development. In the changing scenario
between 1990-2009 the payments from the developing countries doubled and stood at 26%
still the host countries doing the technology upgrade is not included in the figures.
The FDI provides the hardware for growth of new plants which is investment, but also it
helps ion technology transfer, knowledge and capital for the new countries. The managerial
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resources, access to the larger markets, strategic assets. The MNCs are research extensive
hence the enhancement of domestic firms becomes fast. This increases the productivity
ability of the host firm and gains the competitive advantage. If the absorptive power of the
host firm is less then few negative impacts can be seen in terms of market position.( Bergman
, FDI Indian pharmaceutical industry, 2006)
IBEF in the current times the R&D expenditure is increasing rapidly and it stood USD 77 bn
in year 2017 and the increase was 3.67% compared to 3.53% in 2016. The R & D centres in
India increased at 7.1% from 721 to 1165 in 2016, this indicated the increasing R&D trend
in pharmaceutical industry. (IBEF, 2017)
4.3. As we have seen the overview of pharma industry and its future and increasing R&D
investment and there is large scope for FDI in Indian Parma Industry. Apart from the current
scenario there are many things that could be done to increase FDI flow into the economy.
Not only bulk drugs and merger and acquisitions the industry is also focusing on increasing
their potential also the contracts with foreign distribution and marketing channels are getting
signed which is increasing the reach of domestic firms.
To achieve the growth in this R&D intensive field few steps can be taken. Few changes in
FDI policy are desired in the Industry which will boost the FDI in-flow and create a goodwill
in the mind of investors, the government stands like reviewing the policy does send a
negative impact in the mind of investors. The new amendments should be focused on the
technology transfer and improving the R&D procedures.
The DPCO steps should be in favour of both patients as well the companies’ because the
lowering profits will shift the preference of investors from the sector. The patent law must
protect the intellectual rights of the MNCs by FDI. Today India have less spending on
healthcare sector\, as the government is coming up with the Schemes like Aayushman Bharat
Yoja as well as Rastriya Swasthiya Bima Yojana (RSBY), Employment State Insurance
Scheme (ESIS), Central Government Health Scheme (CGHS), Aam Aadmi Bima Yojana
(AABY), Janashree Bima Yojana (JBY), Universal Health Insurance Scheme (UHIS) these
schemes are increasing the people covered under healthcare so the Pharma sector is on
continuous rise.
5. Conclusion
From the above discussion we can conclude that Indian Pharmaceutical industry has a large
potential and it is also growing very fast the Bulk drugs, Patent filing, increasing USFDA
approved plants and increasing R&D labs and workforce is attracting the FDI flow into this
sector especially after 1991. The healthcare is also reaching to the bottom of the pyramid
sections through the government steps like DPCO, Aayushman Bharat Yojana and various
other schemes. This is increasing the potential of the sector.
In above discussion we have given few suggestions that can help attract more FDI in the
sector. If the reforms in FDI will help the technology transfer it will be beneficial to the
production to a large extent as the technology will be helpful in potential increase and
thereby causing increase in competitiveness of the company. As the technology transfer
happens, the CROs and the R&D activities gets the speed as the new technology which is
available in the developed nations and the MNCs will help to speed-up the work.
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Study On Customers Perception Towards Rural Postal Life
Insurance Policy Special Reference To Manjeri Head Post
Office
Dr.P Kannan
Mrs Aneesath.M
Abstract
The purpose of the study to examine perception towards Rural Postal Life Insurance
schemes.80 samples have been adopted for the study .The researcher had used interview
schedules to collect data from respondents of various post office customers .The result of the
study shows that the customers are aware of Rural postal Life Insurance scheme ,but majority
of the respondent not choosing the scheme because of lack of publicity ,feeling of un security
,lack of customer relationship etc,…
Key words :Rural postal life insurance ,schemes Grama suraksha Grama suvida.
Introduction
The history of Indian post office cannot be considered in isolation ,it is part of history of
our nation itself .of course ,the postal system is a necessary and important public institution
.To day post offices provided various services to their customers like postal communication,
transportation services ,money transfer services ,financial services and life insurance
schemes.
Postal life insurance was introduce in 1884 is the oldest life insurance scheme for the benefit
of govt employees. Initially meant only for the postal employee today it caters to employees
of central and state government ,local bodies etc. Rural postal life insurance scheme was
introduced in 1995 for the benefits of the entire population. Rural postal life insurance give
various benefits to its customers This scheme provides 100 percentage security by govt Of
India and they get rebate under section 88,low premium and high bonus and passbook
facility for payment of premium et c, various schemes are available to customers under
Rural Postal lLife Insurance they are Gram Santhosh (Endowment),Gram Santhosh(Whole
Life
Assurance),Gram
Suvidha
(convertible).Gram
Sumangal
(Anticipated
Endowment),Gram priya (10 yearsRPLI).this study tries to analyse perception and interpret
level of rural life insurance policy.
Statement Of The Problem
Now a days role of postal sector more important . Indian post office provides various postal
life insurance scheme to the customers ,.Lack of promotional effort ,the services provided
has not been fully utilized by general public .So the present study is an attempt to understand
perception towards postal life insurances and their responses towards services.
Objectives Of The Study
To analyse customer awareness towards postal life insurance’
To study customer perception level of postal life insurance.


Assistant Professor, PG & Research Departnent of Commerce, Sree Narayana Guru College
Ph.D Research Scholar, Sree Narayana Guru College Chavadi, Coimbatore
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Both primary and secondary data were used for the study.the customers were selected
through samples.the data were collected through questionnaire
Secondary Data
Secondary data have been collected through review of literatureinclude journals like
business and economics and related
websiteslikewww.indiapost.gov.in,www.postalservices and through published books
Primary Data
The study mainly based on primary data,the primary data for the study is collected from
80 post office customers of Manjeri post office,mongam post office,pookkottur post office
through structured questionnairs
To incorporate suggestion based on study.
Research Methodology
The Sample Size
Sample size used for the study 80 they are the customers of post office of Manjeri , Mogam
Pookkottur,.
Tools For Analysis
Chi-sqare
Weighted average
Analysis And Intrepretation
AWARENESSOF RURAL POSTAL LIFE INSURANCE
The awareness of Rural Postal Life Insurance can be studied by using chi-square test.
H o= The respondent are of aware of rural postal life insurance
H1=The respondent are not aware of Rural Postal Life Insurance
Table 1: AWARENESS OF RURAL POSTAL LIFE INSURANCE
No of observation
Observed frequency
Expected frequency
Yes
50
40
No
30
40
Total
80
80
X2=(O-E)2/E
Table 2
Degree of freedom
1
Table value

3.84

Calculated value
1.25
Interpretation
Since calculated value(1.25) is less than the table value(3.84).We accept Ho that is
respondent are aware of Rural postal Life Insurance.
Table 3: EVALUATION OF RURAL POSTAL LIFE INSURANCE
SL No
Rural postal Life No of respondents
Percentage
Insurance
1
Yes
16
20%
2
No
64
80%
Total
80
100%
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Interpretation
Only 20% of the respondent have Rural Postal Life Insurance and 80% of respondents not
depend on the rural postal life insurance.
Table 4: Customers perception level towards postal life insurance
SL Name of policy Rank Rank Rank3 Rank4 Rank5 Total Weight Rank
No
1
2
1
Grama
8
16
8
10
8
154
3.06
2
Suraksha
2
Grama Suvida
6
10
17
11
6
149
2.96
3
3
GramaSanthosh 30
4
5
6
5
198
3.94
1
4
Grama
3
10
15
12
9
133
2.65
4
Sumangal
5
GramaPriya
8
9
3
5
25
120
2.38
5
Interpretation
Here is the study conducted to know about customers perception level of Rural Postal Life
Insurance based on their preferences .We can identify that Grama Santhosh got first ran k
.second rank goes to Grama Suraksha .Grama Suvida and GramaSuraksha got third and
fourth rank respectively and Grama Priya got least preference
Findings
® Majority of the respondent are not depend on rural postal life insurance .But they are
aware of Rural Postal Life Insurance
® Among 80 respondents 80%of respondent not depend upon postal life insurance because
of their insecurity feeling, lack of technology ,lack of publicity etc..
Suggestions
®With regard to postal life insurance more publicity should be given to the various scheme
®Medias should conduct relevant programe
®Give advertisement in reputed agencies to improve quality.
® provide good service system
Conclusion
The research study is based on customer attitude towards postal life insurance policy
reference Manjeri Head Office. Of course the postal system is necessary and important
public institution but majority will not identify their services .So the authorities must give
priority to promotional effort.
References
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fo”ks’k


“kks/k lkjka” k
efgyk vkcknh ds vf/kdkjksa dk iz” u 21 oha lnh esa mruk gh fopkj.kh; gS ftruk fd chrh lnh esa 10 fnlEcj
1948 dk fnu izkd`frd vf/kdkjksa dh lkjxfHkZrk dks fl) djrk gSA ukxfjd vf/kdkjksa dh ladYiuk ^la;qDr jk’Vª
la?k* ls gksrs gq, fofHkUu jk’Vª jkT;ksa rd tk igqaph gSA Lora= Hkkjr us efgykvksa dh ladYiuk dks nksgjkrs gq,
LorU=rk] lekurk ds lkFk&lkFk jktuhfrd vf/kdkjksa dh izfrc)rk dh n`<+rk dk izek.k Hkh fn;k gSA fQj pkgs og
oksV dk vf/kdkj gks ;k fQj volj dh lekurkA
tgka rd mRrj izns” k ds tuin tkykSu esa efgykvksa ds uhfrxr vf/kdkjksa dk iz ” u gS d`f’k vk/kkfjr o cqUnsyh
laLd`fr esa ljksckj ;g tuin efgyk vk[kkM+ ds fy;s lkekftd] lkaLd`frd] vkfFkZd o jktuhfrd :i ls mruh
l”kDr Hkwfedk esa n`f’Vxkspj ugha gksrk ftruk fd ekun.Mh; vis{kk dh tkrh jgh gSA
ftyk tkykSu esa ntZ ngst gR;k ds ekeys n”kkZrs gSa fd efgyk mRihM+u esa dgha dHkh lkfcr ugha gksrh D;ksfa d 2004
esa 24 ngst gR;k,sa Øe”k% 2005 esa 20] 2006 esa 35 ngst gR;k,sa esa o`f) gq;h gSa tcfd dqy ekeys mjbZ esa Øe”k%
121] 113 rFkk 2006 esa 164 ntZ gq, Fks tkykSu esa gh ,d ?kVukuqlkj 6 ekg dh cPph ftlesa mlds fj”rsnkj }kjk
?k`f.kr dk;Z djus dk iz;kl fd;k x;k cPph ygqyqgku voLFkk esa ikbZ xbZA orZeku fLFkfr Hkh ;gh o;k djrh gSA
tuin esa ekuokf/kdkj mYya?ku ds ;s xEHkhj ekeys vkt Hkh “kks/k dk fo’k; cuk gqvk gSA
ftldk ewy dkj.k “kkluxr uhfr;ksa dk mfpr fØ;kUo;u u gksuk efgykvksa ds izfr “kks’k.k o lkekftd vlekurk
us vusd vf/kdkjksa ds lkFk&lkFk mudh izfrHkk dks Hkh gkf”k,s ij /kdsy fn;k gSA fQj Hkh izkns” kdh; o jk’Vªh; Lrj
ij ekuokf/kdkj o efgyk vk;ksx o fofHkUu ;kstukvksa LokoyEcu ;kstuk] esjh csVh& esjk Hkfo’; vkfn ds }kjk buds
Lrj dks Å¡pk mBkus ds fy, vk”kkuq:i iz;kl visf{kr gSA
vk/kqfud ;qx yksdrkaf=d ewY;ksa dk ;qx gS ftlesa foHksn jfgr lHkh dks leku lgHkkfxrk ds volj iznku fd;s x;s
gSa ogha nwljh rjQ ekuokf/kdkj ds fofHkUu :i pkgs og Hkkstu] ikuh] fodkl] “kq) i;kZoj.k thou dk vf/kdkj]
jktuSfrd vf/kdkj ,oa lekurk ij vk/kkfjr os lHkh vfk/kdkj tks lHkh izkf.k;ksa ds fy;s gSa tks i`Foh ij ekuo gksus
ds ukrs mifLFkr gSa ftUgsa 10 fnlEcj 1948 dks la;qDr jk’Vª la?k }kjk lkoZHkkSfed :i ls Lohd`fr iznku dh xbZA
ekuo izkd`frd lajpuk esa loZJs’B gS ekuo vf/kdkj “kCn vaxzsth Hkk’kk ds Human + Right ls feydj cuk gS
Human ;kfu ekuo foosd o “kqf) ls lEiUu gksus ds dkj.k vU; izkf.k;ksa ls fHkUu ,oa Js’B gSaA ogha Right “kCn
Wrong dk foykse gS tks ekuo dh lkFkZdrk ds fy;s egRiw.kZ gSA ysfdu vlguh;rk ;kruk] Øwjrk] vekuoh;
O;ogkj] tulagkj] fuEu Lrj dk O;ogkj] xqykeh catqvk etnwjh tSlh “kCnkoyh dgha u dgha mRihM+u ls ljksdkj
j[krh gS ftldk lh/kk lEcU/k ckSf)d jpuk esa loZJs’B ekuo dks gh tkrk gS ftlds fojks/k esa ^^vf/kdkj** “kCn dh
mRifRr gksrh gSA
orZeku ;qx oSf”ohdj.k dk ;qx gS ftlesa fo”o dks Xykscy foyst ds :i esa mHkkjk gS ;|fi bl ;qx esa futhdj.k
,oa mnkjhdj.k dks c<+kok fn;k tk jgk gS ftlesa lHkh ns” k lehi vk jgs gSa ijUrq nwljh rjQ fo”o esa ubZ&ubZ
pqukSfr;ka lkeus vkrh tk jgh gSA ftlesa lcls xEHkhj pqukSrh ds :i esa euokf/kdkj guu ls lEcfU/kr ekeys fofHkUu
:i esa lkeus vk jgs gSa ;g orZeku le; dk lcls vf/kd fpUruh; fo’k; cuk gqvk gS tks ekuo thou lapkyu
esa ck/kd curs gSa ftlesa vkfFkZd vf/kdkjksa dk guu lkekftd thou ;kiu rFkk lekurk ds vf/kdkjksa dk guu
jktuSfrd vf/kdkjksa rFkk fodkl ds vf/kdkj dk guu Hkh “kkfey gSA
gkykafd 21 oha “krkCnh ls ekuo vf/kdkjksa dk nk;jk c<+ x;k gS ftlesa fodkl dk vf/kdkj] thou] Hkkstu ,oa “kq)
i;kZoj.k o thou dk vf/kdkj] Hkkxhnkjh o ekuo lgk;rk dk vf/kdkj Hkh ekuo vf/kdkj esa gh vfHkUu :i ls tqM+s
gq;s gSAa ;s ewyHkwr vko”;drk;sa gh ekuo ds fy;s ekuokf/kdkj gS ftuds ek/;e ls ekuo LoLF;] lkekftd okrkoj.k
ls ;qDr ,d LokLF; n`f’Vdks.k viukdj ldkjkRed ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa viuk fodkl dj ldrk gSA ;s O;fDr dh ,sls
ekaxs gSa& ftUgs lekt }kjk Lohd`fr o jkT; }kjk laj{k.k iznku fd;k tkrk gSA



“kks/k Nk=k cqUnsy[k.M fo”o fo|ky;] >k¡lh ¼ia0ts0,y0,u0 dkyst½] ckank
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^^vf/kdkj lkekftd thou dh og ifjfLFkfr;ka gS] ftlds fcuk vke rkSj ij dksbZ O;fDr loksZRre :i ikus dh
vk”kk ugha dj ldrk gSA** ykLdh
^^euq’; LorU= iSnk gksrk gS ijUrq loZ= tathjksa ls tdM+k jgk jgrk gSA :lks
mijksDr nksuksa gh ifjHkk’kk;s lekt esa O;kIr vO;oLFkk] “kks’k.k] vlekUrk ds cU/ku ls eqDr Lora= ,oa ldkjkRed
utfj;s dk vkdka{kk dh vfHkO;fDr djrh gS vf/kdkjksa dk ;g lkFkZd n`f’Vdks.k ekuo dks ekuokf/kdkj rd ys vk;k
ftldh mi;ksfxrk orZeku le; esa Li’V :i ls ifjyf{kr gks jgh gSA O;fDr dh xfjek vFkkZr U;k; Lora=rk ij
v/kkfjr vf/kdkj ekuo vf/kdkj gS ftUgsa dkuwu }kjk ekU;rk izkIr gS rFkk mYya?ku djus ij dkuwu gh fu;U=.k
LFkkfir djus dh O;oLFkk Hkh djrk gSA jktuSfrd o laoS/kkfud n`f’V ls vf/kdkjks dh ladYiuk ekuo ds i`Foh ij
mifLFkfr ds bfrgkl ds leku “kkLor gS vf/kdkjksa dh vo/kkj.kk izkphu dky esa ifjokj o lEifRr ij ekr` lRrkRed
lekt es ek¡ dh vge Hkwfedk jgrh Fkh o fir` lRrkRed lekt esa firk vf/kdkjh gksrk FkkA
;|fi oSfnd lkfgR; esa losZHkoUrq lq[ku% ds vkn”kZ okD; Hkh vf/kdkjksa ds vUrxZr Hkkstu] ikuh] gok] vkJ; bR;kfn
lk/kuksa ij lHkh yksxksa ds leku O;ogkj o vf/kdkj dh ckr dh xbZ ftlesa leSD;oknh lkekftd thou dh
ifjdYiuk ifjyf{kr gksrh gSA ftUgs ekuo vf/kdkj ds :i esa ifjHkkf’kr fd;k tk ldrk gSA _Xosn] vFkZosn o
dkSfVY; ds vFkZ”kkL= esa Hkh lHkh dks leku vf/kdkj ,oa drZO;ksa dks leku LFkku fn;k x;k gSA tSls jktk dks iztk
ds lkFk iq=or O;ogkj djuk pkfg, vkfnA
jktra= iz.kkyh esa nSoh; vf/kdkj esa iztk ,oa /kkfeZd lewgksa ds gLrk{ksi ls jktk dh “kfDr;ksa dks lhfer dj vke
tu vf/kdkjksa dks izkFkfedrk nh xbZA rFkk ;wuku ds izkphu x.kjkT;ksa esa vjLrq }kjk yksdra= dks c<+kok nsdj
tura= vFkok x.kra= dh dYiuk dh xbZ iztkra= vFkok fuokZfpr izfrfuf/k;ksa ds ek/;e ls lRrk jktk ds vf/kdkjksa
dks lhfer dj iztk ds gkFkksa esa igqaph fgUnw vFkZ “kkL=ksa esa jktk dk izeq[k drZ O; iztk ds vf/kdkjksa dk laj{k.k
djuk crk;k x;kA v/kqfud turkaf=d vf/kdkjksa dh izkfIr dk la?k’kZ baXyS.M esa 12oha lnh esa vkjEHk gqvkA
ftlesa jktk ds fujadq” k “kklu ds fo:) fot; gkfly gq;hA ftlesa “kkld dh “kfDr;ksa dks lhfer djds turk
dks vf/kd vf/kdkj iznku fd;s x, ftudk fo”oO;kih izHkko iM+kA 1358 esa gaxjh ds lezkV ,UMwt f}rh; us izkd`frd
vf/kdkjksa rFkk jktuhfrd LorU=rk dk ?kks’k.kk i= ^^xksYMu oqy** tkjh fd;kA ftlds }kjk turk dks ernku dk
vf/kdkj izkIr gqvkA ;wukbVsM fdaxMe esa 1628 bZ0 esa isVh”ku vkWQ jkbVl esa ekuoh; vf/kdkjksa dk mYys[k fd;k
x;k rFkk Øe ls 1979 esa gSfo;l dkWijl 1688 esa xkSjo iw.kZ ØkafUr] 1689 esa foVªsu esa foyvkWQ jkbVl ikfjr fd;k
tks turk ds vf/kdkjksa ds fgr ls lEcfU/kr Fks ftlesa ljdkj dh neudkjh dk;Zokfg;ksa dks voS/k Bgjk;k x;kA 18
oha “krkCnh esa ekuokf/kdkj vo/kkj.kk ds fodkl esa vesfjdh Lok/khurk la?k’kZ ¼1776½ lafo/kku fuekZrkvksa rFkk lafo/kku
dk egRoiw.kZ ;ksxnku jgkA 1789 esa Ýkal Økafr ds ckn Ýkal esa Hkh ekuo vkSj ukxfjdksa ds vf/kdkjksa dh ?kks’k.kk dks
vfHkxzfgr fd;k x;kA
bXyS.M ds jktuhfrd la?k’kZ ,oa Ýkal dh Økafr us nqfu;k esa iqathoknh turU=ksa dk jkLrk lkQ fd;k ftlds
QyLo:Ik lkezkT;okn vkSj uolkezkT;okn ds foLrkj ls fo”o nks egk;q)ksa ls xqtjk 19 oha “krkCnh esa Hkh vUrjk’Vªh;
Lrj ij dbZ lEesyu o lfU/k;k¡ o laxBu }kjk ekuokf/kdkj dh vo/kkj.kk dk fodkl fd;kA ijUrq ekuokf/kdkj
laj{k.k gsrw vUrjk’Vªh; Lrj ij la;qDr jk’Vª la?k }kjk ,d vPNh igy lkfcr gq;h ftlds pkVZj esa 30 vuqPNsn gSa
tks izR;sd O;fDr ds fy, gSa ftUgsa dHkh Nhuk ugha tk ldrk 10 fnlEcj 1948 dks ekuo vf/kdkj dh lkoZHkkSfed
?kks’k.kk Lohdkj dh xbZA bl ?kks’k.kk esa u dsoy euq’; tkfr ds vf/kdkjksa dk nkok fd;k x;kA cfYd L=h&iq:’k
dks leku vf/kdkj dk nkok fd;k x;kA ?kks’k.kk i= lHkh jk’Vªksa ds fy, izsj.kk o ekxZn ”kZd gSaA ftlls ekuokf/kdkjksa
dks igpku nsus vkSj vf/kdkjksa ds vfLrRo dks cjdjkj j[kk tk,A 10 fnlEcj izfro’kZ ekuokf/kdkj fnol ds :i esa
euk;k tkrk gSA tks eukokf/kdkjksa dh j{kk vkSj mls izksRlkgu nsus ds fy, lqfuf”pr fd;k x;k FkkA
26 tuojh 1950 ls ykxw Hkkjrh; lafo/kku us ekSfyd vf/kdkjksa rFkk jkT; ds uhfr funsZ” kd fl)kUrksa ds vUrxZr
vUrjk’Vªh; Lrj ij ekU;rk izkIr ekuokf/kdkjksa dks gh dsUnz esa j[kk x;kA Hkkjrh; lafo/kku lHkh ukxfjdksa dks /keZ]
iztkfr] tkfr ,oa ySfxax HksnHkko ds cxSj dkuwu ds le{k lerk dk vf/kdkj iznku djrk gSA vLiz ” ;rk] csxkjh dk
var Hkk’k.k] lHkk] laxBu] vkokxeu dh LorU=rk iznku dh xbZA /keZ dh LorU=rk] nSfgd LoraU=rk vkfn lHkh dks
iznku dh xbZA lafo/kku dh Hkkouk ds vu:i vusd dkuwu rFkk vf/kfu;e Hkh cusA Hkkjr esa 28 flrEcj 1993 ls
ekuokf/kdkj dkuwu ykxw fd;k x;kA 12 vDVwcj 1993 esa ljdkj us jk’Vªh; ekuo vf/kdkj vk;ksx dk xBu fd;kA
Hkkjrh; lafo/kku ekuokf/kdkjksa dk i{kdkj gS og u flQZ ekuokf/kdkjksa dh j{kk dh xkjUVh nsrk gS cfYd vf/kdkj
mYya?ku ij ltk dk Hkh izko/kku djrk gSA
Hkkjr esa 1993 esa ekuokf/kdkj laj{k.k vf/kfu;e ikfjr gqvk ftlds rgr izR;sd jkT; esa U;k;ky; rFkk ftys esa
U;k;ky; xfBr djus ds vkns” k ikfjr fd, x;s tks fd ekuokf/kdkj rFkk muls le`) ekeyksa ds laj{k.k ls gSA
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mRrj izns” k tks tual[;k ds vk/kkj ij lcls cM+k jkT; gSA v/;;u djus ij Kkr gksrk gS fd ;g fiNM+s jkT;ksa
esa ls ,d gSA ftls v/;;u dh lqfo/kkuqlkj iakp {ks=ksa ;Fkk& iwokZapy] vo/kizns” k] :gsy[k.M] cqUnsy[k.M] if”pekapy
;k gfjr izns” kA
tuin tkykSu mRrj izns” k dk ,d ftyk gS tks cqUnsy[k.M {ks= ds vUrxZr vkrk gSA tuin tkykSu dk bfrgkl
esa vius lkgfld ,oa fof”k’V dk;ksZ ds fy, egRoiw.kZ LFkku jgk gSA tuin tkykSu dk ikSjkf.kd dFkkvksa ls tqMs
gksus ds lkFk&lkFk izFke LorU=rk laxzke dh nhif”k[kk egkjkuh y{ehckbZ dh deZ Hkwfe cuus dk Hkh lkSHkkX; izkIr
gSA HkkSxksfyd :i ls rhu vksj ls f?kjs gksus ds dkj.k bldh izkd`frd lhek dk fu/kkZj.k osrok] ;equk ,oa igqap
ufn;k¡ djrh gSaA tuin esa ,sfrgkfld fojklr ds :Ik esa vusd ifo= /kkfeZd LFky tks izkd`frd “kq’kek ls lq ” kksfHkr
gksus ds dkj.k vkd’kZ.k dk dsUnz cus gq, gSA
;Fkk& O;kl Vhyk] cM+k efUnj] yadkehukj] jaxegy] cSjkx<+] “kkjnk nsoh] ckjg [kEHkk vkfnA
Tkuin tkykSu dk eq[;ky; mjbZ gS rFkk bls ikap rglhyksa rFkk 9 fodkl [k.M gSaA ftys esa dqy xkaoks dh la[;k
1151 gSa ftlesa vkckn 942 rFkk xSj vkckn 209 gSA 4565 oxZ fdeh0 {ks=Qy okys bl tuin dk vkdkj dh n`f’V
ls jkT; esa 31 oka LFkku gSA 2011 dh tux.kuk ds vuqlkj tuin dh tula[;k 1689974 gSA ftlesa izfr gtkj
esa 906 iq:’k o 784 L=h gSaA
fo”kky tula[;k] i;kZIr Hkwfe lalk/ku [kfut lEiznk ls ;qDr gksus ds ckotwn tuin tkykSu dks iz”kklfud
vf/kdkfj;ksa ,oa uhfr fuekZrkvksa us utjvankt fd;kA izkd`frd lalk/kuksa ds lkFk&lkFk ekuoh;rk ls Hkh f[kyokM+
fd;k tkrk gS fodkl dh xfr eUn j[kk x;k gSA vleku fodkl] fiNM+kiu] jkstxkj dk vHkko “kSf{kd vlekurk
vkfn us ekuokf/kdkj ds vkn”kZ ekud Lrj ls cgqr uhps igqapk fn;k ftls ge nwljs “kCnksa esa xEHkhj ekuokf/kdkj
mYya?ku dh laKk ns ldrs gSaA
efgyk,a lekt dk vk/kk fgLlk gksrh gSaA Hkkjr esa gh ugha cfYd fo”o ds lHkh ns” kksa esa izkjfEHkd dky ls gh vR;kpkj
,oa vU;k; fd,s tk jgs gSaA izkphu dky esa iq:’kksa ds lkFk cjkcjh dh fLFkfr ls ysdj e/; ;qxhu dky ds fuEu
Lrjjh; thou vkSj lkFk gh lkFk dbZ lq/kkjdksa }kjk leku vf/kdkjksa dks c<+kok fn, tkus rd Hkkjr esa efgykvksa
dk bfrgkl dkQh xfr”khy jgk gSA vk/kqfud Hkkjr esa efgyk,sa jk’Vªifr] iz/kkuea=h] yksdlHkk v/;{k] izfri{k dh
usrk j{kkea=h vkfn tSls “kh’kZ inksa ij vklkhu gq;h gSA blds ckotwn fcMEcuk gS fd efgykvksa dh fLFkfr nks;e ntsZ
dh cuh gq;h gSA ;|fi efgyk;sa ?kj ds lkFk&lkFk lekt ,oa jkT; ds fofHkUu xfrfof/k;ksa esa i;kZIr lgHkkfxrk dj
jgh gSA QyLo:i blds vusd izfr ?kjsyw fgalk ds vykok dk;ZLFky ij] lM+dksa ,oa lkoZtfud ;krk;kr ds ek/;e
ls ,oa lekt ds vU; LFkyksa ij gksus okyh fgalk esa izfrfnu c<+ksRrjh gks jgh gSA blesa lHkh izdkj dk “kks’k.k
“kkjhfjd] ekufld] lkekftd] euksoSKkfud izrkM+uk lEefyr gSA ftlesa tuin tkykSu dh fLFkfr vR;Ur xEHkhj
gSA ,oa izfrfnu v[kckj] Vh0oh0 esa dHkh ngst ds dkj.k Qkalh ij yVdrh rks dgh ftUnk tyk;h tkrh gSA Hkq[kejh]
csjkstxkjh vf”k{kk ,oa fu/kZurk ds dkj.k fuoZy oxZ fo”ks’k rkSj ij efgyk;sa lcy oxZ dk f”kdkj gksrh gSaA ;g
leL;k fdlh ,d oxZ ds fy;s ugh gSA cfYd lEiw.kZ lekt gh blls tqM+k gSA Å¡p&uhp tkfrxr Hkkouk v”iz” ;rk
vlekurk tSls lekt esa O;kIr gSa ftlds dkj.k ls yksx frLd`r o viekfur gksrs jgrs gSaA ,oa lekt esa mfpr
LFkku ugha fey ikrk rFkk ghuHkkouk ls ns[kk tkrk gSA buds lkFk cqjk O;ogkj] ekjihV] xkyh xykSp tSls vke
ckr gSA tuin esa iq:’k lk{kjrk dh vis{kk efgyk lk{kjrk nj izfr gtkj esa iq:’k 653-43 tcfd efgyk;sa 421-77
gSaA yM+dksa dh rqyuk esa yM+fd;ksa dks Ldwyksa esa nkf[kyk de fn;k tkrk gS dqN yM+fd;ksa dh rks chp esa gh
vkfFkZd ifjfLFkfr ;k vU; dkj.kksa ls i<+kbZ NksM+ nh tkrh gSA
^^
Hkh cqUnsy[k.M esa vfHk”kki ds :i esa lekt esa O;kIr gSA tgka ,d vksj dU;k dks nsoh ds :i
esa iwtu fd;k tkrk gS ogha nwljh vksj budh gR;k ij fdafpr nq[k ek= Hkh ugha gksrk gS tkykSu esa Hkzw.k gR;k ls
lEcfU/kr ekeys lcls T;knk fn[kkbZ nsrs gSa vkt Hkh ;gka yM+ds ds tUe ds ckn ros ctkus dk izpyu esa gSA
ls Hkh efgykvksa dh fLFkfr larks’ktud ugha gS yM+fd;ksa o efgykvksa dks ifjokj esa iks’k.k
lEcU/kh HksnHkko dk lkeuk djuk iM+rk gSA xzkeh.k {ks=ksa esa lcls T;knk ns[kus dks feyrk gSA ftlds dkj.k detksj
o dqiksf’kr gks tkrh gSA
73 os 74 os lafo/kku la” kks/ku LFkkuh; fudk; }kjk efgykvksa dh xfrfof/k dk izfr”kr rks
vo”; i<+k gSA ijUrq efgykvksa dks vHkh rd iz” kklu vkSj fu.kkZ;kRed inksa ds i;kZIr izfrfuf/kRo ugha fey ik;k
lkFk gh nfyr efgyk,sa vHkh Hkh vijk/k dk f”kdkj gks jgh gSA ftldk mnkgj.k dq”kejk xzke dh 45 o’khZ; nfyr
efgyk jke”kadj dh iRuh jkeckbZ dks iapk;r pquko lEcU/kh fookn esa xzke iz/kku }kjk vius nks Hkkb;ksa dh enn ls
efgyk ds edku ds vUnj can djds ftUnk tyk fn;kA
efgykvksa dh fLFkfr esa lq/kkj ds fy, vUrjkZ’Vªh; ,oa jk’Vªh; Lrj ij vusd iz;kl fd, x;s gSaA loZizFke 1946 esa
efgykvksa dh izkfLFkfr ij vk;ksx dh LFkkiuk dh xbZ Fkh] egklHkk }kjk 7 uoEcj 1967 dks efgykvksa ds fo:)
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lHkh izdkj ds HksnHkko dh lekfIr ij vaxhdkj fd;k x;k 1981 esa o 1999 esa ;kSu&”kks’k.k ,oa vU; nq[kksa ls ihfMr
efgykvksa dks l{ke cukus ds iz;kl fd;s x,A
vUrjkZ’Vªh; n”kd ¼1976&1985½ ds nkSjku efgykvksa ds rhu lEesyu gq;s pkSFkk lEesyu o’kZ 1995 esa chftax esa gqvk
ftlds }kjk efgykvksa ds lEcU/k esa vusd tkudkjh izkIr gksrh 2001 dks Hkkjr ljdkj us efgyk l”kDrhdj.k o’kZ
ds :i esa ?kksf’kr fd;k Fkk efgykvksa ds l”kDrhdj.k dh jk’Vªh; uhfr 2001 esa ikfjr dh xbZ FkhA
;|fi ekuokf/kdkj laj{k.k dkuwuksa ,oa jk’Vªh; efgyk vk;ksx xBu ls ukjh lekt dh fLFkfr esa dqN lqn`<+ vo”;
gq;h ijUrq cqUnsy[k.M {ks= esa fo”ks’kr;% tuin tkykSu esa efgykvksa dh fLFkfr “kks/k dk fo’k; cuk gqvk gSA
^^efgykvksa ls lEcfU/kr vijk/kksa esa deh ds mijkUr Hkh djhc 33 efgyk,sa mRrj izns ” k esa mRihM+u dk f”kdkj gq;h
gSaA izfrfnu pkj efgyk,sa ngst dk f”kdkj gksrh gSa vkSj ,d efgyk cykRdkj dk 2001 esa ngst gR;kvksa dh la[;k
1964 rFkk 2002 esa 1665 FkhA** ftldk izR;{k voyksdu bu ?kVukvksa ls dj ldrs gSaA ftyk tkykSu esa ntZ
ngst gR;k] cykRdkj ds ekeys n”kkZrs gSa fd efgyk mRihM+u esa dgha deh lkfcr ugha gksrh D;ksfa d 2004 esa 24
ngst gR;k,sa Øe”k% 2005 esa 20] 2006 esa 35 ngst gR;k;sa ntZ dh xbZ blh rjg cyRdkj ds ekeyksa esa o`f) gq;h
gS tcfd dqy ekeys mjbZ esa Øe”k% 121] 113 rFkk 2006 esa 164 ntZ gq, FksA tkykSu esa gh ,d ?kVukuqlkj 6
ekg dh cPph ftlesa mlds fj”rsnkj }kjk ?k`f.kr dk;Z djus dk iz;kl fd;k x;k cPph ygqyqgku voLFkk esa ikbZ
xbZA
&
tkykSu esa vdsyh jg jgh fo/kok efgyk t;nsoh dh xyk ?kksVa dj gR;k dj nh xbZA
&
tkykSu esa gh ,d ifr }kjk iRuh ls ekjihV dk ekeyk vk;k ftlesa iqfyl }kjk vkjksih dks idM+k x;kA
&
mjbZ esa iVsy uxj ls f”kodqekj }kjk csVh ds lkFk NsM+NkM+ dk vkjksiA
&
tuin tkykSu esa jke”kj.k iq= lhrkjke dks ngst mRihM+u ds vUrxZr eqdnek ntZ fd;k x;kA
&
xzke pUnqjkZ esa fnus” k iztkifr }kjk iRuh [kq” kcw dks yk[k :i;s ngst ds fy;s izrkfM+r dj feV~Vh dk rsy
Mkydj vkx yxk nh xbZA
bl rjg dh ?kVuk;sa tuin tkykSu esa ekuokf/kdkj ds mYya?ku dh xEHkhj fLFkfr c;ka djrh gSA
fu’d’kZr% tuin tkykSu dh fLFkfr esa ifjorZu vko”;d gS lekt dk vkbuk efgykvksa dh fLFkfr esa lq/kkj ykuk
vfr vko”d gSA “kSf{kd fiNM+kiu Hkh dkj.k cuk gS ftlls lekt va/kfo”okl dqjhfr;ksa o izFkkvksa ls tdM+k gSA
;fn efgyk dks “kr izfr”kr f”kf{kr fd;k tk, rks ?kjsyq fgalk] vkWuj fdfyax ngst gR;k Hkzw.kgR;k ;kSu fgalk vkfn
foijhr ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa laxfBr gksdj vkokt mBk ldrh gSa ftudk izfrfnu og lkeuk dj jgh gSaA jkstxkj esa
volj fn, tk, rkfd og vkfFkZd :i ls lcy gksdj dne ls dne feykdj py ldsAa
okLro esa “kkfUr ,oa vktknh rHkh izR;sd O;fDr }kjk izkIr dh tk ldrh gS tc O;fDr dks izd`fr }kjk iznRr
ekuoh; vf/kdkjksa dk lEeku fd;k tk, ,oa lkekftd vkfFkZd] jktuSfrd O;oLFkk dk;e djs tks lcds fy;s leku
,oa U;k;iw.kZ gksA

* vKkr
1234567891011-

tks” kh] vkj0ih0 ¼2009½ ekuokf/kdkj ,oa drZO;] t;iqj vfHkuo izdk”ku] ist 409
;kno] Mh0,l0 ¼2012½ Hkkjr esa ekuokf/kdkj] t;iqj vkLFkk ifCyds” ku
;kno] Mh0,l0 ¼2012½ Hkkjr esa ekuokf/kdkj] t;iqj vkLFkk ifCyds” ku
Compatons Encyelopedia, valulu, The univercity of chieago, 1996, Pag.
tkykSu fodkl iqfLrdk 2008
tkykSu lkf[;dh iqfLrdk 2015&16
iapk;rh jkt viMsV o’kZ& 6 vad & 6 twu 2001 ist] 2
;ksxsUnz dqekj JhokLro ^^ekuokf/kdkj dh dlkSVh ij efgyk,sa**
iqfyl ds ntZ fjiksVZ ls vkgfjr dsl ntZ
vej mtkyk dkuiqj 14 uoEcj 2017 ist] 3
vej mtkyk dkuiqj 14 uoEcj 2017 ist] 3
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A Study on Angel Investments, Start-ups and Entrepreneurial
Growth - With respect to Bangalore City
Ajay Kumar KN
Dr. Y. Nagaraju
Abstract
Angel investor is an investor who is investing in the start-up projects or entrepreneurial
initiatives of an individual and is gaining ownership equity against the provision of such
capital. The capital provided by the angel investor helps the entrepreneur to start the business
venture and move the early difficult stages of the company proceedings in a proper manner.
The angel investors who initially invest in the new entrepreneurial projects are often from
the family or friends. The angel investor provides more favorable terms of investments and
terms and conditions in comparison to the money lenders they are often called informal
investors, private investors, or seed investors of the company. An angel investor invests
through various means like using crowd funding platforms or building network of investors
to accumulate the capital. The main purpose of the angel investor is to provide initial capital
assistance so that the entrepreneurship could go further in an active way. In the current
research study, the various aspects of the angel investments, start-up and entrepreneurial
growth with respect to Bengaluru would be taken into consideration.
Key words: Capital, seed Investor and Entrepreneur
Introduction
India is one of the fastest growing economies in the world, drawing the attention of many
international investors. Whereas the Silicon Valley boom of the 1990s forced Indian
entrepreneurs in the technology and science industries to flock to America to start companies
and accrue funding, now, private investors who’ve had success in markets like America and
the UK are looking to India to find their next great investment.
For example, the founders of Google and Yahoo! actively seek out investment opportunities
in India. Even lesser known angel investors - wealthy individuals who invest smaller
amounts of money at the start-up level - have taken an interest in India’s growing number of
entrepreneurs, providing them not only with start-up capital, but also with their business
knowledge and networks from previous investments.
In turn, these new businesses promote more business, which attracts more investors from
abroad, creating more jobs and stimulating the economy throughout India - from Delhi and
Mumbai to smaller rural communities.
Some of the more popular Indian industries for angel investment include information
technology, pharmaceuticals, crafts and apparel. But with the help of Indian Investment
Network, our investors are finding opportunities to invest in fields as broad as gaming, travel
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and manufacturing, and our Indian entrepreneurs are given the initial footing to jumpstart
their businesses and revitalize their economy.
Angel Investment – Scenario in Bangalore
The angel investors in Bengaluru worked as individuals and provided services to the
potential entrepreneurs so that they could start their new projects in a proper manner. There
are many angel investors who work in Bengaluru to promote the growth of entrepreneurial
activities in the state. Sandeep Murthy is one of the leading angel investors operating in
Bengaluru. He has established a partnership with Lightbox (Collewaert, 2012). The business
angel investor mainly lay focus on investing sectors like Consumer Internet, Mobile and has
successfully led to the introduction of projects like MapMyIndia, Melorra, Naukri.com,
ShopClues, etc. The capital assistance provided by the angel investor enabled the budding
entrepreneurs to start their business in the proper manner. Another investor Amit Gupta is
also a pioneer investor in Bengaluru. He had founded Analytics works and InMobi, and is
currently working as President in InMobi ( North America) The business angel investor
mainly invests in the sectors like Clean Technology, Consumer Internet, Enterprise
Software, etc and has contributed towards successfully initiating 13 startups like Inc42
Media, Indus OS, Innov8, install very, etc (Bruton, Khavul, Siegel & Wright, 2015). The
investment done by such investors had enabled many potential entrepreneurs to start their
projects and make her dreams come true. Along with provided financial aid, the investors
also provided adequate guidance and coaching to the entrepreneurs so that they could
conduct the various entrepreneurship activities in an adequate manner.
Objectives
a) To Know the reasons for Success and Failure of Start-ups in Bangalore
b) To identify the relationship between angel investment and enhancing the entrepreneurial
growth.
Hypothesis
H0: There is no relationship between angel investment and the factors on which they finance
for start-ups
H1: There is a relationship between angel investment and the factors on which they finance
for start-ups
Research Design and Methodology
Research Design: The scope of this study constitutes the sample of 80 MSME units (micro,
small and medium sized enterprises Angel Investors of Bangalore City.
Type of Research: Descriptive
Sampling
Population: Angel Investors
Sampling Technique: Stratified Random Sampling
Sample Size: 80 Angel Investors
Data Analysis and Interpretation
Reasons for failure
Many startups do not last for a longtime. In this research we try to find the reasons for failure
and the reasons for failure was classified as loss of net weight, slackness of output, inability
to pay salary and many more reasons. The responses collected have been plotted below.
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Table Showing Reasons for failure
Cumulative
Frequency Percentile
Percentage
Loss of Net Worth
16
20.0
20
Slackness in the output
20
25.0
45
Slackness in employment Generation
10
12.5
57.5
Inability to pay salary
7
8.8
66.3
Inability to bear variable cost
7
8.8
75.1
Erosion of the value of Business
8
10.0
85.1
Irrelevance of the product
7
8.8
93.9
Change in Technology
5
6.3
100
Total
80
100
From the given table it can be classified that 16 out of 80 respondents (20%) felt that loss of
net worth was one of the reasons, 20 respondents (25%) felt slackness of output was one of
the reasons, 10 respondents (12.5%) felt slackness of employment generation was one of the
reasons, 7 respondents (8.8%) felt the companies were unable to pay the salaries and inability
to bear variable cost was one of the reasons, 8 respondents (10%) felt erosion of the value of
business was one of the reasons and 7 respondents (8.8%) felt that irrelevance of product
was the reason and 5 respondents (6.3%) felt change in technology was one of the reasons.
From the statistics it can be stated that a significant segment of respondents (25%) felt
slackness of output was one of the primary reasons for failure the venture.
Graph Showing Reasons for failure
Variable
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Potential indicators of success
For any business to be successful there are any factors which need to be considered. In this
research some of the important factors for success are taken and the responses were collected
accordingly.
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Table Showing Potential indicators of success
Frequenc
y
Profitability
5
Business Improvement
13
Product Innovation
32
Long term product life cycle 8
Increased Sales Revenue
15
Risk
Bearing
Capacity 7
(resilience)

Percentile
6.3
16.3
40.0
10.0
18.8
8.8

Total

100

Variable

80

Cumulative
Percentage
6.3
22.6
62.6
72.6
91.4
100

From the given table it can be observed that 5 respondents (6.3%) felt profitability was one
of the reasons, 13 respondents(16.3%) felt that business improvement was one of the
reasons, 32 respondents (40%) felt product innovation as the primary reason, 8 respondents
(10%) felt long term product life cycle as the reason, 15 respondents (18.8%) felt increased
sales revenue as one of the reasons and 7 respondents (8.8%) felt risk bearing capacity was
one of the reasons.
From the statistics it can be inferred that majority of the respondents (40%) felt product
innovation was one of the main reasons for success. The product developed must be
innovative and it must be able to compete in the market and be successful.
Graph Showing Potential Indicators of Success
40%
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25
20
15
10
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18.8%

16.3%
6.3%

10%

8.8%

Hypothesis Testing
H0: There is no significant role between angel investment and enhancing the entrepreneurial
growth.
H1: There is a significant role between angel investment and enhancing the entrepreneurial
growth.
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Descriptive Statistics
Variables
Investing money into your business idea
Guidance and Mentoring as and when required
Giving operational advice
Giving strategic advice from time to time.
Make several contributions through their experience
and expertise
in various areas.
Support actively throughout the course of business.
My investor helps me by providing an easy access to
customers/market/suppliers.
Assistance with recruitment of key personnel
Table Showing Pearson correlation values

698

Frequenc
y
80
80
80
80

Mean
3.9125
3.7375
3.5750
3.3375

Std.
Deviation
1.03354
.93786
.99078
.85601

80

3.5500 .80975

80

3.5500 .91264

80

3.6875 .89434

80

3.5250 .87113
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Pearson
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig.
(2-tailed)

Assistan
Support
Make several
My investor helps me
ce with
actively
contributions
Giving
by providing an easy
Giving
recruitm
throughout the through their
strategic
to
access
operational
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*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

The given table represents the Pearson co-relation values of the factors considered for
significant relationship between angle investment and entrepreneurial growth. It can be
observed from the table that 78% of the respondents feel that it is important to know that the
angel investor contributes to the business idea by investing money so that the entrepreneur
can implement his idea of the product. Similarly 74% of the respondents felt that the angle
investors help in guidance and mentoring when required and help in guiding the organization
in the right direction. It was observed 71% of the respondents felt that the angle investors
are supportively actively throughout the business so that they can give some useful insights
and help in growth of the organization in the right direction .Thus, we can summarize that
there is a relationship between angle investment and entrepreneurial growth. We can
conclude the null hypothesis is rejected and alternate is accepted.
There is a significant role between angel investment and enhancing the
entrepreneurial growth.
Findings, Conclusion and Suggestions
Findings
The angel investors play a very important role in the development of the startups,
•
Angel investors invest in both start-up business and existing business. More Angel
Investors prefer start-up business because more and more innovative and creative ideas are
brought up by the borrowers/entrepreneurs.
•
Angel Investment is extremely high-risk oriented as it is subject to decrease in the
future investment. First investment is usually high and subsequent investments are less.
•
25% of the respondents feels that slackness in the output and loss of net worth are
the main reason for the failure of start-ups in Bangalore
•
40% percent of the respondents say that the one of the main potential indicator for
success is a Product needs to continuously innovative, that has potential return on investment
of ten or more times within five years.
•
The best practices suggest that the Angels might grow better in the company or
entrepreneur who can earn 20 percent to 30 percent of returns with his ideas.
•
Angle Investors look into the best practices of the companies in the profit earning.
They want 20 percent to 30 percent returns in 5 to 7 years of lock-in period.
•
The success rate of Angel Investors range from low to high and so also the
entrepreneur success rate under the study. The success of Angel Investors and entrepreneur
are attributed various factors such as the ideas perfect, level of investments, level of risk,
internal and external factors affecting the firm.
•
Many Angel Investor who invests in the new venture, is looked upon for ideas,
suggestions, experience etc besides money.
•
Angel investors contributes to the business idea by investing money so that the
entrepreneur can implement his idea of the product, help in guidance and mentoring when
required and help in guiding the organization in the right direction and are supportively
active throughout the business so that they can give some useful insights and help in growth
of the organization
Conclusion
In recent years there has been a rapid growth in the number of deals funded by angel
investors. However, given the need and potential for the growth of entrepreneurship in India
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growth in informal equity funding has to keep pace. That brings up many interesting and
relevant questions. What are the benefits for investors and entrepreneurs in funding through
angel networks? What would be the more effective and efficient form of networking – the
traditional model or the online model? Should networks be regulated? To what extent should
they be regulated? Are there any changes needed in the regulatory regime that govern the
entry and exit of angel investors in an enterprise? As angel networks evolve questions of
public policy are likely to emerge about creating framework conditions that will encourage
either or both sources of angel funding.
The process of investment management followed by angel investors in terms of due
diligence, valuation and post-investment engagement needs to be understood better. The link
between the processes that are followed at present and their impact on investment outcome
also need to be understood. Such an understanding will be useful for all the stakeholders
concerned: Investors will be able to improve their approach while entrepreneurs will have a
better appreciation of how to engage with angel investors more meaningfully and policy
planners will be able to evolve a regime that is more supportive of angel investing.
It is evident from the study that there are some regulations needs to be framed and certain
issues addressed and required for the success of the angel investment and to get good returns
out of their investment. The Angel Tax Dilemma is another main reason for hindering the
growth of the start-up ecosystem and there is still no clarity about the fate of angel tax in
India as there is no official law in place till now.
Suggestions for future study
There is a need for further study on the knowledge Angel Investments in India because of
its dynamic nature and rapid advancements taking place on day-to-day basis on various
Investment Alternatives. Pursuant to this there is also a need for growth of start-ups and
understanding the challenges faced by the Angels in understanding the effectiveness of
investing strategy in the Global Scenario.
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स्िस्थ मनुष्य एिं समार् के ललये श्री राम चररि मानस की
डाॅ. दे वेश चन्द्र दब
ु े

उपयोर्गिा

ekuo ewY; शाश्ित gSA laHkokfम ;qxs&;qxs ls Li’V gS fd gj ;qx esa /keZ dks LFkkfir djus ds fy, ijes ” oj ;k
ije lRrk euq’; #i esa /kjrh ij vorkj xzg.k djrs gSA leLr l`f’V esa _`r O;oLFkk ,oa euq’; ds fy, deZ fu;e
dh egRrk fufoZokn #i ls lR; gSA xhrk esa Hkxoku dgrs gS] /kjrh ij tc&tc /keZ dh gkfu gksrh gS v/keZ c<+rk
gS rc&rc eSa vorkj ysdj /keZ dh j{kk djrk gWAw /keZ rks os ekuo ewY; gS ftUgsa /kkj.k dj ge vfuoZpuh; e;kZnk
iq:’kksRre jke ds vuqxkeh cu ldsA िमथ िे मानि मूल्य है स्जसमे अपनी एिीं दस
ू रे की रक्षा सुरक्षा

का भाि तछपा है , िमथ सत्य है , िमथ त्याग , बललदान परोपकार है | िस्तुत: िमथ िे नैततक

सद्गुर् है स्जनके द्िारा मानि का उत्थान होता है , पतन नह |
i”kq
fi”kkp
*
vukSfpR; dh lhek yka?kus okys isV iztuu dh ifjf/k rd lkspus okys uj&i”kq gS] uj fi”kkp dks vkrad] vukpkj]
nq’kd`R; es vius vgadkj dh iwfrZ fn[krh gSA uj ekuo os gS ftuesa ifjokj lekt ds lkFk tqM+s vuqcU/kksa ds izfr
fo”okl dk lkgl gksrk gSA nsork Hkh euq’; gS tks nwljksa dks ykHk igqWpkus ds fy, Lo;a gkfu mBkus ds fy, rS;kj
jgrs gSA
rqylhnkl th fy[krs gS %&
**
vr% euq’; dks buls cpuk pkfg, rHkh ekuo ewY;ksa dk loa/kZu lEHko gS ekuo “kjhj dbZ ;ksfu;ksa ds ckn feyrk
gSA vr% tUetkr dqN nqxZq.kksa dk gksuk lEHko gS bUgha nqxqZ.kksa dk R;kx ewY; lao/kZu ds fy, vko”;d gSA
jke us izfrKk fd;k Fkk%&
fuसिpj
स
jke ,sls gh uj fi”kkpksa dk dk lQk;k mRrj ls nf{k.k rd ,oa prqfnZd fd;kA jke vuhfr ds fo:) lrr~ la?k’kZ
djrs jgs]a mudh d:.kk] dBksjrk dh >yd ,d lkFk jkek;.k ds fofHkUu dFkk&izlaxksa esa feyrh gSA jke lUr xq.k
;qDr ekuoksa ds j{kd] vlUr xq.kksa ls lEiUu jk{klksa ds fouk”kd ds :i esa fl) gksrs gSA uj fi”kkpksa ds fy, fgalk
dk Hkh lgkjk ysrs gS] pkgsa og cky&lqxzho izlax gks] foHkh’k.k&jko izlax gksA jke ekurs gS fd %&
vr% ewY;ksa ds lao/kZu gsrq ,sls yksxksa dk ifjR;kx thou esa djrs jguk pkfg,] tks vklqjh izo`fRr ds gSA gekjs iwoZ
ds lektksa esa uhfroku~ ge yksxksa ds le{k vuhfr esa layXu yksxksa dh dHkh ugh pyhA ewY;ksa ds loa/kZu gsrq uhfroku~
iq:’kksa us vuhfr vkpj.k ;qDr iq:’kksa fdaok efgykvksa dk Hkh ifjR;kx djus esa fdafpr ladksp ugha fd;k %&
gesa Hkh fcuk eksg ds ;gh jhfr&uhfr viukuh pkfg,A jke ,oa d`’.k us ;g jhfr&uhfr viukdj ,d u;s lekt ,oa
lekt /keZ dks fodflr fd;k ftlesa lkjh iztk lUr Hkko ls jg lds] euq’; ds lUrRo esa dksbZ deh u vk ldsA
jke dk jkT; ,d ,slk jkT; gS tks iw.kZr;k vR;kpkfj;ksa ,oa vkrafd;ksa ls eqDr gSA gj rjg ds ruko ls eqDr lekt
gS tks rHkh lEHko gks ik;k tc lHkh us iq:’kksRre jke dks viuk vkn”kZ eku ewY;ksa ds vfHko/kZu esa yxs jgsAa
vFkkZr~ iztk us jke ds pfj= dks vc rd tku fy;k Fkk] tku fy;k Fkk muds Øks/k dks] tku fy;k Fkk mudh {kek
dks] tku fy;k Fkk mudh n;k dks] vkSj tku fy;k Fkk mudh ljyrk dks]


अस ्टें ट प्रोफे र दशकन शा्र ववभाि ुसमरा महाववद्यालय शेरवााँ जौनपुर उ. प्र. म्बद्ध वी. बी. ए . पी. यू. जौनपुर उ. प्र.
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rks jke jkT; dk fuekZ.k gqvk ftlesa %&
jke us ekuo ewY;ksa dk loa/kZu bl Hkkafr fd;k fd ruko dgha u Fkk vkSj fQj
jke us bl izdkj ekuo ewY;ksa lao/kZu fd;k fd
1.
2.
3.
”
vFkkZr~ jke ds vykok fo”o esa dksbZ jktk u Fkk
4.
5.
6.
vFkkZr~ thruk vkSj gkjuk Fkk rks dsoy eu ds fy, FkkA bl jke jkT; dk ,d ek= mn~ns ” ; gh eu ,oa ekuo ewY;ksa
dk loa/kZu FkkA jke us vkthou] thou ewY;ksa ekuo ewY;ksa ds vfHko/kZu ds fy, gh dk;Z fd;k vkSj jke ds jkT; esa
Hkh ;gh iz;ksx pyrk jgk] tgkW dksbZ nq[kh u FkkA
उपयोर्गिा:- jke us ekuo&ewY;ksa ,oa thou&ewY;ksa ds fy, ftu ekxksZ dk n”kZu gesa djk;k gS] ;fn os gekjs
fy, ojs.; gks tk; rks jke&jkT; vlaHko ugha gSA jke ds igys tks Hkh jktk Fks] dgha u dgha lHkh ds O;fDrRo ,oa
O;ogkj esa nks’k Fks ifj.kke Lo#i lHkh ds lektksa esa vlarqyu ,oa vlarks’k fo|eku FkkA ,sls jktkvksa esa jko.k dk
“kklu vijk/k] vkrad O;fHkpkj] gR;k] cykRdkj ,oa vU;kU; nqxqZ.kksa dh lkjh lhek;sa yka?kdj vius pje ij FkkA
ftldk vfUre ifj.kke lhrk&gj.k ds #i esa gksrk gSA ,d ,slh lhrk dk gj.k ftldk ifr vius firk dh vkKkvksa
dks ekurk gqvk pkSng o’kksZ ds fy, ouoklh thou O;rhr djus ds fy, iz.k fd, gq, gSA
;|fi jke dk vorkj gh] लस
ds fy, gqvk gS] ;s fuf”kpj dSls gS %&
ck<sa [ky cgq pksj tqvkjk] ts yEiV ij/ku ijnkjk!
ekufg ekrq firk ufg nsok! Lkk/kqUg lu djokofg lsok!!
ftuds यह vkpj.k Hkokuh! rs tkusgq fuf”kpj lc izkuh!!
,sls gh fuf”kpjksa dk o/k djus ds fy, jke d`r ladYi gS]! %&
vc “kks/kkFkhZ jke ds mu uSfrd ln~xq.kksa dh O;k[;k djsxk ftuds vk/kkj ij¼dkj.k½ jke&jko.k dk o/k dj lds
vkSj ,d u;s oSf”od lekt ds #i esa jke jkT; dh LFkkiuk djus esa lQy jgsAa
tVk;q ds izlax esa jke dgrs gS %&
vFkkZr~ ijksidkj dks vkRelkr~ djus dk mins” k nsrs gS
lcjh ds izlax esa dgrs gS %&
vkBWo tFkk ykHk larks’kk!
liusgWw ufg ns[kbZ ij nks’kkA
vFkkZr~ ;n`bPNk ykHk larq’Vks gksdj dsoy vkSj dsoy vius ij /;ku nsuk gSA
ge ,d ,sls izdj.k dh ppkZ dj jgsa gS tks vius esa jke ds lHkh uSfrd ln~xq.kksa dh izfr/ofu gSA ;g izdj.k
jke&jko.k ;q) dk gS tc foHkh’k.k dks]
vFkkZr~ foHkh’k.k dks lUnsg gksrk gS fd izHkq
vki jko.k ls dSls thr ik;sx
a s D;ksfa d&
1. jkou jFkh fojFk j?kqohjkA
2. ukFk u jFk ufg ru in =kuk] dsfg fof/k ftrc ohj cyokuk!
foHkh’k.k ds bUgha lUnsgksa dk fujkdj.k djrs gq, jke us vius mu uSfrd ln~xq.kksa dh O;k[;k dj Mkyh] ftuls os
jko.k dk o/k djsx
a s ,oa ,d u;s oSf”od lekt dh lajpuk djus es alQy gksx
a sA jke us foHkh’k.k dks le>krs gq,
dgk %&
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lqug l[kk dg d`ik fu/kkuk] tsfg t; gksbZ lks L;anu vkuk!
lkSjt /khjt rsfg jFk pkdk] lR; lhy n`<+ /otk irkdk!
cy foods ne ijfgr ?kksjs ]s {kek d`ik lekt jtq tksjs!
bZl Hktuq lkjFkh lqtkuk] fojfr peZ larks’k d`ikuk!
nku ijlq cqf/k lfDr izpaMk] cj foKku dfBu dksnaMk!
vey vpy eu =ksu lekuk] lete fu;e flyheq[k ukuk!
dop vHksn foiz xq: iwtk] ,fg le fot; mi;k u nwtk!
l[kk /keZe; vl jFk tkds] thr u dgW u drgqW fjiq rkds!
nksgk&egk vt; lalkj fjiq thfr ldbZ lkschj]
tkds vl jFk gksbZ n`<+ lqugq l[kk efr /khj!! ¼nksgk&80 mRrjdk.M½
gs foHkh’k.k ,slk uSfrd ln~xq.k lEiUu jFk ftlds ikl gS ogh bl lalkj esa vts; gSA
ds vax gS%& ¼1½ ifg;k ¼2½ irkdk
¼3½ v”o ¼4½ jTtq ¼5½ lkjFkh ¼6½ <ky ¼7½ ryokj ¼8½
Qjlk ¼9½ “kfDr ¼10½ dksnaM
¼11½ rjdl
¼12½ ck.k ¼13½ dop vkSj
ds vax gS %& ¼1½
“kkS;Z&/kS;Z ¼2½lR;&lhy ¼3½ cy&foods ne ijfgr ¼4½ {kek&d`ik&lerk ¼5½ bZl&Hktu ¼6½ oSjkX; ¼7½ larks’k ¼8½
nku ¼9½ cqf) ¼10½ cj&foKku ¼11½ fueZy&vpy eu¼12½ “ke;e&fu;e ¼13½ foiz vkSj xq:iwtk
jke ds ;s leLr uSfrd ln~xq.k gS tks /kkj.k djus ;ksX; gS blhfy, /keZ gSA
/keZ jFk] uSfrd ln~xq.k lEiUu jFk ds fofHkUu vaxks dk Jhjke pfjrekul esa o.kZu bl izdkj gS%&
“kkS;Z &
^^dkygq thr fufe’k ega vkumaA
/kS;Z & ^^tkS ufg fQjfga /khj nkS HkkbZA**
lR; & ^^ jke lR; ladYi izHkqA**
lhy & ^^lhy fla/kq lqfu xq: vkxouwA**
cy &
^^ vrqfyr cy vrqfyr izHkqrkbZA**
foosd & ^^ izHkq d:uk e; ije foosdhA**
ne &
^^ lc dksm dgbZ jke ^lqfB lk/kq*AA**
ijefgr&
^^foiz /ksuq lqj lar fgr] yhUg euqt vorkjA**
{kek &
^^ {kegq {kek eafnj nksm HkzkrkA**
d`ik &
^^ d`ik fla/kq efr /khjA**
lerk & ^^ lc ij eksfg cjkcj nk;kA**
bZ” kHktu &
^^ j?kqoj la/;k dju fl/kk;s**
fojfr & ^^ yksHk u jkefg jkt djA**
larks’k & ^^ ukfgu jke jkt ds Hkw[ksA**
nku &
^^ tks laifr flo jkoufga nhUgfn;s&n”kekFkA
lks laink foHkh’ku ldqfp nhUg j?kqukFk!!
cqf) &
^^ jke rst cy cqf) foiqykbZA
lsl lgl lr ldfga u xkbZ**AA
ojfoKku &
^^ tFkk vusd :i /kfj u`R;q djb uj dksbZ**
vpyeu &
^^ tsfg liusgq ijukfj u gsjh**AA
la;e&fu;e & ^^ l;u Mkfl dql ikrA
cfl r:rj fur lgr] fge vkri cj’kk ckrAA
vFkkZr~ lukru /keZ ds lHkh vax lR; neLri% “kkSpa larks’kks âh {kektZoeA Kku “keksa n;k] nkues’k /keZ% lukru% jke
ds uSfrd ln~xq.kksa ds #i esa O;kIr FksA ;gh lukru /keZ ds os uSfrd ln~xq.k gS ftuls ,d uohu oSf ”od lekt
dh LFkkiuk lEHko gSA
jke us bUgha uSfrd ln~xq.kksa dks iw.kZr;k vkRelkr~ fd;k] lEidZ esa vkus okyks dks Hkh blh dk mins” k fn;k vkSj
vUrr% uSfrd ln~xq.kksa ds }kjk ,d u;s oSf”od lekt ¼jke jkT;½ dh LFkkiuk djus esa lQy gq, ;s uSfrd ln~xq.k
oLrqr% gj ns” kdky esa vkt Hkh mrus gh izklafxd gS ftrus os jke ds le; esa Fks] vko”;drk gS rks bl ckr dh
vkt dk ekuo mls ojs.; le>sa vkSj vkRelkr~ djs]a vkSj ;fn ge jke ds }kjk vkRelkr~ fd;s x;s bu lukru
uSfrd ln~xq.kksa dks vkRelkr djus esa lQy gq, vkSj mUgha ds vk/kkj ij viuk thou&n”kZu x<+ fy;s rks vo”;
gh ge ,d uohu oSf”od lekt dh lajpuk djus esa lQy gks ik;sx
a sA इस प्रकार हम कह सकते है | की
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राम के गुर्ो पर धचींतन मनन करते रहने पर ह हम एक स्िस्थ मनुटय एिीं समाज गढ
सकते है जो ितथमान समय मे आिश्याक हो गया है |
1- Jh jke pfjr ekul
2- Jh jke “kekZ lkfgR;
3- Jkek;.k xhrk Mk0 , vLFkkuk
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Achievement Motivation Of Higher Secondary School
Adolescents In Relation To Their Academic Achievement
Shampa Sarkar & Debjani Guha
Abstract
Achievement Motivation is the attitude to achieve rather than the achievements themselves.
The Academic Achievement is day by day attracting the attention of educators. The
present study is an attempt to examine the relationship between achievement motivation and
academic achievement of school adolescents. In the present study sample consisted of 220
students (125 boys and 95 girls) of class XII from two schools of Nadia district in West
Bengal. Purposive sampling technique was adopted in this study. Descriptive survey method
has been used to conduct the present study. In this study a self-constructed standardized
structured questionnaire (Achievement Motivation) was used. The data were analyzed with
the help of Pearson’s correlation and t-test by using SPSS (21.0 versions). The result shows
that there is a positive correlation between achievement motivation and academic
achievement of higher secondary school adolescents. This study also revealed that gender
has no effect on achievement motivation at higher secondary level.
Key words: Achievement motivation, Academic achievement, Higher Secondary school
adolescents
1. Introduction
Education is a persistent feature characterizing all human societies. In other words education
aims at harmonious development of cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains. There
are various agencies contribute at different stages to different degrees in achieving the said
aim. Various activities of schools are organized in such a way to raise student’s Academic
Achievement and reduce Academic Anxiety. Motivation in education means inculcating
and stimulating interest in study and other such activities in pupils. Motivation is
important because it can serve as both an objective in itself and as a mean for furthering
achievement of other educational objectives.
Definition of Terms
1.1 Achievement Motivation
Achievement motivation is acquired tendency and one of the most social needs. It is
a disposition to strive for success in competition with others with some standard of
excellence.
1.2 Academic Achievement
Academic achievement as the level of proficiency is attained in academic work as formally
acquired knowledge in school subjects which is often represented by percentage of
marks obtained by students in examination.
1.3 Higher Secondary School Adolescents
In Indian educational system, a student undergoes ten years of schooling. After this, a student
should undergo two years of academic programme in order to join the college
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programme/degree. These two years of academic programme is called higher secondary
level. It includes XI and XII students.
2. Review Of Related Literature
Narasimhan (2018) worked on self-concept and achievement motivation as a predictor of
academic stress among high school students of ICSE Board, Chennai. The objective of the
current study was to assess stress among students High school students. For the purpose of
this study, data has been collected from 100 school students (boys - 50, girls - 50) who were
in the range of 16-19 years using the random sampling method. The reliability of Selfconcept questionnaire and Achievement Motive Test were 0.91 and 0.87 respectively. The
investigator had adopted a survey method for this study. Pearson's product moment
correlation was used to assess the association and independent‘t’ test was used to assess the
differences among the variables and One-way Analysis of variance was used during
analysing the data.
Pawar (2017) worked on a study of academic achievement motivation among secondary
school students. A sample of 200 students comprised of 100 (50 males and 50 females)
urban and 100 rural (50 males and 50 females) students selected randomly from the
government schools of Hawalbagh block of district Almora of Uttarakhand. The Tools used
in the study were Academic Achievement Motivation Test standardized by Sharma (2010)
and a Personal Information Schedule constructed by the researcher. The results revealed
significant differences among rural and urban students and general and other caste students.
However, no significant differences were obtained in the male and female students in the
level of academic achievement motivation.
Sarangi (2015) worked on achievement motivation of the high school students: a case study
among different communities of Goalpara district of Assam. For this purpose a sample of
200 students, studying in class IX of ten government high schools of Goalpara District of
Assam was selected. It was found that there was no significant difference between tribal-non
tribal and boy-girl students but urban students have shown high achievement motivation than
the rural students. In case of relationship between achievement motivation and academic
achievement it was observed that there was no significant relation between achievement
motivation and academic achievement of tribal, boy and rural students but there was a
significant relationship between the achievement motivation and academic achievement of
non tribal, girl and urban students.
Emmanuel et. al. (2014) observed that achievement motivation, academic self-concept and
academic achievement among high school students. The study finds out the students profile
to ascertain the levels of achievement motivation, self-concept, and their academic
achievement. A total of 120 students selected from four high schools participated in the
study. The results showed that, majority of the high school students were highly motivated,
have high self-concept and performed well on the Mathematics Achievement test. The study
also found a significant correlation between self-concept and academic achievement. Again,
there was a positive relationship between achievement motivation and academic
achievement but the correlation was not significant. The study confirms the importance of
achievement motivation and academic self- concept to academic achievement and concluded
by making insightful suggestions and recommendations to stakeholders in education in
helping students to enhance their motivation and self-concept to improve on their academic
performance.
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Berg and Coetzee (2014) investigated the Academic Self-concept and Motivation as
Predictors of Academic Achievement. The primary aim of this study was to determine
whether academic self-concept and motivation of students enrolled for the Quantity
Surveying course at a university in South Africa could predict their level of academic
achievement. By means of a non-probability convenience sampling technique, all residential
students in their first to fourth year of study who were registered for the major subject
Descriptive Quantification in the Department of Quantity Surveying were included in the
sample. The results of this empirical investigation, as confirmed by the statistical analysis
carried out, revealed that significant correlations between academic self-concept, motivation
and academic achievement do exist, but that they depend on study year level.
Pany (2014) conducted a study on Achievement Motivation of college students in relation
to their Gender, Stream and Locale. The present study is an attempt to focus the achievement
motivation of the college students of Himachal Pradesh with regard to gender, stream and
locale variation. The objectives of the study were based on comparison of the achievement
motivation of the college students having gender, stream i.e. arts vs. science and locale i.e.
urban vs. rural background. The study reported that there exists significant difference in the
Achievement Motivation of male vs. female, arts vs. science and urban vs. rural college
students.
3. The Problem
Here, the investigator decides to do a short study on “Achievement Motivation of higher
secondary school adolescents in relation to their Academic Achievement”.
4. Objectives Of The Study
▪ To find out the relationship between achievement motivation and academic achievement
of higher secondary school adolescents.
▪ To find out the gender effectiveness of achievement motivation of higher secondary
school adolescents.
5. Hypotheses Of The Study
• HO.1 There is no significant relationship between achievement motivation and academic
achievement of higher secondary school adolescents.
• HO.2 There is no gender sensitivity in achievement motivation of higher secondary school
adolescents.
6. Design Of The Study
6.1 Method of the Study
In order to achieve the objectives of the present study Descriptive survey method was used.
The descriptive survey method had undoubtedly been the most popular and most widely
used research method of education.
6.2 Tool for Data Collection/ Data Collection Procedure
Following Instrument was used to collected dataAchievement Motivation (AM)
Achievement Motivation Scale (n- Ach) of Sarkar & Guha (2017) had been used to collect
data. This questionnaire was prepared by the researcher herself. Standardization process was
followed. The items while being constructed were given to experts to find out whether the
content is in conformity with the main subject of the study. A few items were changed as
per their suggestions. This was done for content validity. The test-retest method was used to
assess reliability of the scale. The reliability of newly constructed scale was 0.94. This was
high in nature and it confirmed that the scale was reliable.
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Academic Achievement (AA)
Students’ Academic Achievement scores were collected from school annual examination
result.
6.3 Variables
The following variables are considered in the study:
a) Achievement motivation(Independent)
b) Academic achievement (Dependent)
6.4 Sample
220 participants (125 boys and 95 girls) from two higher secondary co-educational schools
of Nadia District were taken for the study. These two schools were matched with respect to
the locality, demographic characteristics of students, medium of instruction, nature of
management and the nature of affiliation.
Table 6.4.1: Nature of sample
Demographic
Types of
No. of
No of
Nature of Schools
characteristics of
course
Schools
students
students
• Located at
Nadia
• 16+ years of age
Total• Co220
• Madhyamik
Higher
2
educational
Boyspassed
Secondary
125
• Affiliated to
• Bengali
Girls-95
WBCHSE
• Govt. Sponsor
7. Analysis And Interpretation Of Data
For the analysis of data, the researcher used descriptive and inferential statistics. Researcher
used Mean, Standard deviation, ‘r’ and t-test.
7.1 Descriptive Statistics
Means and SD were calculated for knowing the nature of achievement motivation of 220
sample higher secondary school adolescents. These are presented inTable –7.1.2 Mean and SD of Total Sample (220)
Variable
No. of students
Mean
SD
Achievement
220
76.431
11.58
Motivation
Academic
220
65.44
12.55
Achievement
Boys
125
76.78
12.78
Girls
95
75.96
9.82
7.2 Inferential Statistics
For the analysis of data researcher used Coefficient of correlation (r) and t-test.
7.2.1 Analysis of Data pertaining to Null Hypothesis 1 /HO.1
HO.1 There is no significant relationship between Academic Achievement and
Achievement Motivation of higher secondary school adolescents.
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Table: 7.2.1.3 Showing the ‘r’ value between Achievement Motivation and Academic
Achievement of higher secondary school adolescents.
Level of
Variable
N
Mean
SD
‘r’
Significant
Achievement
220
76.43
11.58
Motivation
0.31
Significant at
0.01 level
Academic
220
65.44
12.55
Achievement
The above table (8.2.1.1) shows that the total no. of students is 220. The mean score of
achievement motivation is 76.43 and standard deviation is 11.58. The mean score of
academic achievement is 65.44 and standard deviation is 12.55. The r-value between
achievement motivation and academic achievement is observed 0.31 at the 198 degree of
freedom. The tabulated value of ‘r’ at 0.01 levels is 0.148. Here the calculated value of ‘r’ is
greater than the tabulated value, so the result is significant and the null hypothesis is rejected.
It means that there is relationship between achievement motivation and academic
achievement of higher secondary school adolescents.
7.2.2 Analysis of Data pertaining to Null Hypothesis 2 / HO.2
HO.2 There is no gender sensitivity in Achievement-Motivation of higher secondary school
adolescents.
Table: 7.2.2.4 Showing the‘t’ value between Boys and Girls of Achievement
Motivation of higher secondary school adolescents.
Gende N
Mean
SD
Mean
SE SED
df
‘t’
Level of
r
Difference
Significant
M
12.7
Not
Boys
125 76.78
1.1
8
0.82
1.57 218 0.51 Significant at
4
0.01level
Girls
95 75.96
9.82
The above table (8.2.1.2) shows that the total no. of students is 220. The mean score of Boy’s
participants is 76.78 and standard deviation is 12.78. The mean score of Girl’s participants
is 75.96 and standard deviation is 9.82. The t-value between Boys and Girls is observed 0.51
at the 218 degree of freedom. The tabulated value of‘t’ at 0.01 levels is 2.60. Here the
calculated value of‘t’ is less than the tabulated value, so the result is not significant and the
null hypothesis is accepted. It means there is significance difference between Boys and Girls
of achievement motivation of higher secondary school adolescents.
8. Findings Of The Study
The following results have been obtained on the analysis of data➢ There is significant relationship between achievement motivation and academic
achievement of higher secondary school adolescents.
➢ There is no such difference between adolescent boys and girls in achievement motivation
of higher secondary school.
9. Limitation Of The Study
➢ In choosing the sample the investigator selected only 220 higher secondary learners as
the sample of her study. They were far from representative of population.
➢ Only Nadia district of West Bengal was taken in this study but other districts of West
Bengal were not considered.
➢ Graphical representation is also not being available for proper analysis of data.
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➢ In choosing sample the investigator divided the students on the basis of gender.
Furthermore stratification was considered on the basis of locality, academic stream
religion, zone etc.
➢ The study was confined to students of class XII only.
10. Concluding Remarks
Findings of the study lead to the following conclusions➢ Achievement motivation and academic achievement is positively correlated among
adolescents of higher secondary schools. Therefore achievement motivation and
academic achievement both are interdependent on each other.
➢ Accordingly no such difference has observed between adolescent boys and girls in
achievement motivation when the nature of higher secondary level is not different.
Therefore Achievement Motivation is not gender effective in higher secondary level.
11. Implications Of The Study
The present study has its implications for parents, teachers, guidance workers and
educational administrators:
➢ Teacher and guidance workers may motivate children towards their academic
achievement.
➢ Parents should remove the de-motivating factors from the academic environment of the
students.
➢ The schools can give specialized guidance to the students at different stages of their
academic career so that they can achieve their goals.
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egkdfo dkfynkl gekjs jk"Vªh; dfo FksA os Hkkjrh; laLd`fr vkSj lH;rk ds izrhd FksA bl fo'kky rFkk fojkV ns'k
dh laLd`fr dkfynkl dh ok.kh esa cksyrh gSA vaxzstksa ds vkxeu ds le; og Hkkjr o"kZ laLd`fr dh n`f"V ls laLd`fr
foghu o vU/kdkj iw.kZ ns'k le>k tkrk FkkA ijUrq egkdfo dkfynkl dh d`fr;ksa us Hkkjr ds izfr fo'o dk vknj]
eku txkus dk iz'klauh; dk;Z fd;kA
j?kqoa'k tSlk fd uke ls Li"V gS blesa j?kq ds dqy esa mRiUu jktkvksa dk o.kZu fd;k x;k gSA blesa jktk fnyhi]
j?kq] n'kjFk] jke] yo vkSj dq'k dk o.kZu fd;k x;k gSA os lHkh jktk lekt esa vkn'kZ LFkkfir djus esa lQy gq;sA
j?kqoa'k egkdkO; esa egkdfo dkfynkl th us Hkkjrh; n'kZu dk Lo:i fuf'pr fd;k gSA
egkdfo dkfynkl us Hkkjrh; /keZ ds leku Hkkjrh; n'kZu ds rRoksa dks Hkh viuh jpukvksa esa lfEefyr fd;k gSA
;= r= fo[kjs gq, muds nk'kZfud fl)kUr bl rF; dks Li"V djrs gSa fd os ,d mRd`"V dfo gksus ds lkFk&lkFk
Lora= fpard ,oa nk'kZfud izfrHkk ls lEiUu euh"kh FksA oLrqr% izR;sd fopkj'khy izk.kh dh futh thou n`f"V vkSj
nk'kZfud fpUru ekSfyd gqvk djrk gSA n'kZu 'kkL= ds tks vifjgk;Z vax gSa muds vk/kkj ij egkdfo dkfynkl
dh nk'kZfud fpUru /kkjk ds ekSfyd Lo:i dk vUos"k.k visf{kr gSA nk'kZfud n`f"V ls lkLor lR; ,oa tkxfUrd
jgL;ksa ds vUos"k.k esa mi;ksxh nk'kZfud vaxksa ij ,oa Hkkjrh; n'kZu dh lHkh 'kk[kkvksa ij fopkj fd;k x;k gSA
j?kqoa'k esa fufgr thou n'kZu lk{kkr ije czã ijekRek ds fopkjksa ij vk/kkfj gSA tks Lo;a i`Foh dh jpuk djus
okys ,oa n'kZu ds leFkZd FksA j?kqoa'k esa fufgr thou n'kZu Hkh O;fDrxr fgr o lkekftd fgr nksuksa ij leku
:i ls vk/kkfjr FkkA orZeku Hkkjrh; f'k{kk ds ifjizs{; esa ;gk¡ j?kqoa'k esa of.kZr izeq[k nk'kZfud fopkjksa ij izdk'k
Mkyk tk jgk gS&
•
rRo ehekalk n'kZu dk ,d cMk gh egRoiw.kZ i{k gSA blesa eq[; :i ls l`f"V dh jpuk] izd`fr o Lo:i ij fopkj
fd;k tkrk gSA blesa iz'u mBk;k tkrk gS fd D;k l`f"V dh jpuk bZ'oj us dh gS \ ;k fodkl dh izfØ;k dk
ifj.kke gSA
egkdfo dkfynkl ds vuqlkj czã ¼bZ'oj½ gh bl txr dh l`f"V dk dkj.k gSA czã fuR; 'kq)] fuR; cqn~/k]
loZ'kfDreku] loZK] ije n;ked] loZ O;kih fujkdkj v[kaM gSA ;gh lalkj dk fuR; l`"Vk o fo/kkrk gSA czã rFkk
txr esa dk;Z dkj.k lEcU/k gSA czã ¼bZ'oj½ ns'k ,oa dky ds fufeÙk ls txr ds :I esa izdV gksrk gSA czã txr
dk dkj.k vkSj fo'o mldk dk;Z gSA blhfy, bZ'oj dks txr fu;Urk Hkh dgk tkrk gSA
MkfcZu dk fodklokn j?kqoa'k egkdkO; ds fodklokn ls fHkUu gSA MkfcZu ds vuqlkj thou la?k"kZ o izkd`frd p;u
dks fuEu tkfr;ksa dk mPprj tkfr;ksa esa fodflr gksus dk dkj.k ekuk x;k gSA gtkj thoksa dk fouk'k djds ;fn
,d tho dh mUufr gks rks fQj ,sls fodklokn }kjk txr dh dksbZ mUufr ugha gksxhA vk/;kfRed {ks= esa rks
fcYdqy Hkh ughaA lHkh thoksa esa iw.kZ vkRek gS] bl vkRek ds fodkl ds rkjrE; ds
QyLo:i gh izd`fr dh vfHkO;fDr o fodkl dh ck/kk,¡ nwj tkrh gSA rks vkRe izdk'k gksrk gS blds fy, fnu jkr
ck/kkvksa ds lkFk la?k"kZ djus dh vko';drk ugha gSA f'k{kk] nh{kk] /;ku] /kkj.kk rFkk eq[;r% R;kx ds }kjk gh ;s
ck/kk;sa nwj gksdj vkRek dh vfHkO;fDr djrh gSaA gtkjks ikfi;ksa dk vFkok vius detksj izkf.k;ksa dk izk.kuk'k djus
ls txr esa iki dh o`f) gksrh gSA
•
j?kqoa'k ds jpukdkj egkdfo dkfynkl us vkRe Kku dks lPpk Kku ekuk gSA okLro esa lPpk o ;FkkFkZ Kku D;k
gS \ bldk Lo:i D;k gS \ ;gh Kku eheaklk dk eq[; fo"k; gSA Kku ehekalk f'k{kk n'kZu dk ,d egRoiw.kZ i{k
gSA rRoeheka'kk o ewY; eheak'kk 'kSf{kd mn~n's ;ksa dk fu/kkZj.k djus ds fy, vk/kkj iznku djrs gSaA vkSj Kku ehekalk
ikB~;Øe dk fu/kkZj.k djus ds fy, i`"B Hkwfe rS;kj djrs gSaA blesa Kku ds vFkZ] izd`fr] fof/k;ksa vkfn ls lEcfU/kr
iz'uksa ij fopkj fd;k tkrk gSA bl n`f"V ls j?kqoa'k ds Kku lEcU/kh fopkjksa dk v/;;u fd;k tkuk vko';d gSA


,e-,l-lh-] ,e-,M-] ih&,p-Mh 'kks/kkFkhZ&Mh-,l- dkyst] vyhx<+
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j?kqoa'k esa bl xzUFk ds jpukdkj egkdfo dkfynkl th us Hkxoku jke ds lEcU/k esa crkrs gq, dgk gS fd euq";
dks loksZifj oy fopkj 'kfDr ls izkIr gksrk gSA ftruk Hkh lw{erj rRo gksrk gS mruk gh og vf/kd 'kfDr lEiUu
gksrk gSA fopkj 'kfDr dh pje lhek gh Kku gSA gekjs vanj Kku Loeso fo|eku gSA 'kkL= dsoy mldks vfHkO;Dr
djus dk mik; crkrs gSaA gekjs vanj Kku dh varT;ksZfr dk izdk'k gSA vius vUnj dh vksj n`f"Vikr djus ls lrr~
iz;kl djus ls Kku dh izkfIr gksrh gSA deZ] fo|k vkSj Kku dh lgk;d gS A D;ksfa d blds }kjk fpRr dh 'kqf)
gksrh gSA lR; ds }kjk Kku ykHk gksrk gSA iq.; ;k 'kqHk deZ ds }kjk vKku dk vkoj.k nwj gksrk gS o Kku dh
izkfIr gksrh gSA
dkfynkl th us dgk gS fd vfUre voLFkk vkRe izKk gS tks ;ksfx;ksa dks Hkh izkIr gksrh gSA euq"; dks Kku dh
vfUre voLFkk esa 'kfDr o vkuUn dh izkfIr gksrh gSA j?kqoa'k egkdkO; esa Kku ds fo"k; dh vkSj vf/kd fo'kn~
foospuk dh xbZ gSA j?kqao'k esa dgk x;k gS fd Kku dHkh mRiUu ugha fd;k tk ldrkA mldk dsoy vkfo"dkj
fd;k tk ldrk gS vkSj Kku ds vkfo"dkjd] O;fDr dks izsfjr iq#"k dgrs gSaA czã lHkh izdkj ds Kku dk lkj gSA
mldh mRifÙk fufer Lo:i gSA vO;Dr ;k lkE;HkkokiUu Kku tc O;Dr ;k oS"kE;koLFkk dks izkIr gksrk gS rHkh
txr iziap dh mRifÙk gksrh gSA vr% j?kqoa'k ds vuqlkj Kku vlhe gS og nks izdkj dk gksrk gSA
HkkSfrd Kku dk lEcU/k ewrZ tM+ ,oa taxe inkFkks± dh fLFkfr ,oa n'kk ls gSA HkkSfrdoknh
bls oSKkfud lR; dgrs gSaA
;g v/;kReokn ls lEcfU/kr gS bls vk/;kfRed lR; dgr gSaA thou esa nksuksa izdkj ds Kkuksa
dh vko';drk gSA dkfynkl th us j?kqoa'k esa dgk gS fd& ß;fn euq"; viuh {kqn~ vlhe pSrU; lÙkk dk vfrØe.k
dj vlhe vf}rh; pSrU;e; lÙkk ds lkFk rknkRe; ykHk dj ldsa rks og bZ'oj :i cu tkrk gSA
•
j?kqoa'k esa osnkUrh n'kZu dks jk"Vªh; ;kstuk esa iz;qDr djus ds fy;s dgk x;k gSA lkFk gh oSKkfud f'k{kk dks viukus
ij cy fn;k x;k gS] rkfd fo'o ,drk ;k jk"Vªh; ,drk LFkkfir gks ldsA bl izdkj j?kqoa'k egkdkO; esa jk"Vªh;
f'k{kk esa ykSfdd o vk/;kfRed ewY;ksa ds lekos'k ij tksj fn;k x;k gSA f'k{kk dh n`f"V ls j?kqoa'k esa ewY; ehekalk
ds rhuksa i{kksa ij eq[; :i ls fopkj fd;k x;k gSA
j?kqoa'k egkdkO; ds vuqlkj iqutkZxzr vk/;kfRed Hkkjr esa O;fDr dk Lo:i D;k
gksxkA muds D;k ewY; gksx
a s rFkk D;k fo'ks"krk;sa gksx
a hA j?kqoa'k ds vuqlkj O;fDr loZizFke pfj=oku gksuk pkfg,A
og 'kkjhfjd] ekufld] o HkkokRed :i ls cyoku gks rHkh og vkRela;eh] vkRefo'oklh] vkRefuHkZj gks ldrk gSA
,d pfj=oku O;fDr gh ns'k dks mUufr ds jkLrs dh vksj ys tk ldrk gSA
j?kqoa'k egkdkO; esa lekt dks cgqr vf/kd egRo fn;k x;k gSA lekt dks bZ'oj dk
O;Dr :i ekuk x;k gSA j?kqoa'k ds vuqlkj izR;sd lekt o jk"Vª dks egku cukus ds fy, rhu ckrsa vko';d gSa
&d- lnkpkj dh 'kfDr esa fo'okl] [k- bZ";kZ o lUnsg dk ifjR;kx] x- lRdeZ djus ds fy, iz;Ru'khy jgukA
j?kqoa'k egkdkO; esa Lok/khurk] uSfrdrk] ijksidkj] R;kx] tSls lkekftd ewY;ksa dk o.kZu fd;k x;k gSA fdlh Hhk
jk"Vª dk fodkl mlds lkekftd ewY;ksa ds vHkko esa lEHko ugha gSA ;s ewY; ml jk"Vª dh fn'kk] funsZ'ku ,oa ekxZn'kZu
djrs gSaA
ekuo thou esa /keZ dk fo'ks"k egRo gSA Hkw[k] I;kl] uhna] Hk;] izse vkfn lHkh ckrsa rks
euq"; vksj I'kqvksa esa leku :I ls ik;h tkrh gSaA dsoy /keZ gh ,slk gS tks euq"; vkSj i'kq esa vUrj LFkkfir djrk
gSA vr% ftl euq"; esa /keZ ugha gS og fcuk iwN
a o lhax dk i'kq gSA ;s ckr vyx gS fd euq"; :ih i'kq fouk ?kkl
[kk;s gh ftUnk jgrk gSA
/keZ okLro esa /kS;Z] {kek] n;k] vLrs;] ifo=rk] bfUæ;] fuxzg] Kku] fo|k] lR; o vØks/k vkfn xq.kksa dk lewg gSA
j?kqoa'k esa izeq[k pkj /kkfeZd ewY;ksa dks loksZifj ekuk x;k gS os ewY; gSa lR;] n;k] ri vkSj nkuA
•
vkpkj eheaklk ds vUrxZr O;fDr ds vPNs vkpj.kksa ds y{k.k ij fopkj fd;k tkrk gSA vPNk D;k gS] cqjk D;k gSA
bldk fu.kZ; uhfr'kkL= djrk gSA vkpkj ehekalk esa O;fDr ds vkpj.k ls lEcU/k gSA vkpj.k 'kkL= O;fDr dh
O;ogkj o vkpj.k ds lEcU/k esa rF; ,df=r dj ysrs gSa vkSj mudk Li"Vhdj.k djrs gSaA j?kqoa'k egkdkO; esa dgk
x;k gS fd 'kSf{kd mn~ns';ksa ds fu/kkZj.k esa vkpkj ehekalk ls lgk;rk ysrs gSaA vuq'kklughu ;qod ds vuq'kklu ds
izfr uSfrd Hkkouk dk mn; ugha gksrk vkSj og lksp ugha ikrk fd mls D;k djuk pkfg, vkSj D;k ugha djuk
pkfg,A fcuk uSfrd xq.kksa dk fodkl fd;s fcuk u rks euq"; dk fpRr fueZy gks ikrk gSA vkSj u gh og viuh
vk/;kfEd mUufr dj ikrk gSA
•
fu% lUnsg dksbZ Hkh euq"; fdlh Hkh dky esa fcuk deZ fd;s {k.k Hkj Hkh ugha jg ldrk D;ksfa d lkjk euq"; leqnk;
izd`fr tUe xq.kksa }kjk ijo'k gksdj deZ djrk gh gSA ;gh dkj.k gS fd Hkkjrh; n'kZu ds izk;% lHkh izLFkku deZ
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fl)kUr dks fdlh u fdlh :i esa vo'; Lohdkj djrs gSaA j?kqoa'k ds vuqlkj izk.kh vius }kjk fd;s x;s deks± dk
Qy vo'; Hkksxrk gSA deZ pkgs 'kqHk gks ;k v'kqHk viuk ifj.kke vo'; iznku djrs gSaA
j?kqoa'k egkdkO; esa l`f"V dks fodklokn dk ifj.kke ugha ekuk x;k gSA blds vuqlkj czã gh bl txr dh l`f"V
dk dkj.k gSA bZ'oj loZ'kfDreku loZK] loZO;kih] fujkdkj o loZn`"Vk crk;k gSA vr% gesa Js"B vkpj.k o dk;Z
djus pkfg,A j?kqoa'k ds vuqlkj loksZifj cy gesa fopkj 'kfDr ls izkIr gksrk gSA fopkj 'kfDr dh pje voLFkk dks
gh Kku crk;k x;k gSA loZizFke n'kZu dh vko';drk thou ds fy, gksrh gS] D;ksfa d n'kZu }kjk thou dks mi;ksxh
cuk;k tkrk gSA izR;sd O;fDr pkgs og fo}ku gks ;k ew<+ lHkh viuk ,d thou n'kZu j[krs gSa vkSj mlh thou
n'kZu ds vuqlkj viuk thou O;rhr djrk gSaA egkdfo dkfynkl u Hkkjrh; /keZ ds leku Hkkjrh; n'kZu ds rRoksa
dks Hkh viuh jpukvksa esa lfEefyr fd;k gSA izR;sd fopkj'khy izk.kh dh ,d thou n`f"V vkSj nk'kZfud fpUru
ekSfyd gqvk djrk gSA bldk dkj.k ;g gS fd cqf)Hksn gksus ls foosd'khy euhf"k;ksa dh fpUru i}fr;ka ijLij fHkUu
gksrh gSA dfo dqyxq# dkfynkl tSls egkeuh"kh jpukdkj ds rRoijd fpUru esa Hkh ekSfydrk fo|eku gSA j?kqoa 'k
egkdkO; esa miyC/k nk'kZfud rRoksa dk vuq'khyu djus ij Li"V gksrk gS fd muesa nk'kZfud izfrHkk dk foy{k.k
;ksx FkkA gDlys dk dFku gS fd euq"; vius thou n'kZu rFkk lalkj ds fo"k; esa viuh /kkj.kk ds vuqlkj thou
O;rhr djrk gSA ;g ckr vf/kd ls vf/kd fopkjghu yksxksa ds fo"k; esa lHkh lp gSA fcuk vk/;kfRed fopkj ds
thou O;rhr djuk vlEHko gSA j?kqoa'k egkdkO; ds jpukdkj dkfynkl th us Lo;a /;ku] /kkj.kk] Kku] deZ ,oa
mikluk }kjk vius thou dks vk/;kfRed cuk fy;k FkkA bl vk/;kfRedrk }kjk muds thou dk ije mn~n's ;
tu&tu esa Kku ,oa mikluk dh Hkkouk lekfgr djuk gks x;k FkkA egkdfo dkfynkl th us Kku ,oa mikluk
ds fofHkUu n`"VkUrksa dks vius thou n'kZu dk vax cuk;k rFkk vk/;kfRed fo'o ,drk dk izfriknu fd;kA
123456-

egkdfo dkfynkl & oklqnso fo".kq fejklh
lar lkfgR; dk bfrgkl & Mk0 ,-ch- dhFk
fcfcy;ksxzkQh vkWQ dkfynkl & Mk0 ,l-ih- ukjax
lar lkfgR; dk uohu bfrkl & d`".k pSrU; fgUnh :ikUrj.k & jkedqekj jk;
j?kqoa'k vkWQ dkfynkl & lh-vkj- nso/kj
Mk- t;fd'ku izlkn [k.Msyoky & dkfynkl vkSj j?kqoa'k
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Middle space in M.G. VASSANJI’S The In-Between World of
Vikram Lall
Ramniwas Baira
The quest for meaning is an ever constant one. We ponder over the past in order to try to
understand the meaning of our lives, to make sense of the present, and thereby to prepare for
the future. Therefore, the presentness of the past drives our actions and choices and allows
us to understand what it means ‘to be’. Since our knowledge about the past, the origin of
human civilizations and those of our beginnings are doubtful, one can never find certainty
with regards to these existential questions.
Our forefathers have, in all likelihood, died without achieveing any measure of certainty in
regards to these questions, and we may be convinced that we too will go to our graves in a
similar fashion. From ancient times, philosophers and thinkers have tried to make sense of
the universe and have spent time concentrating on the meaning of ‘being’. There are different
views about life from different philosophers, such as Plato, Aristotle, Decartes, Marx,
Nietzsche, and Freud, to name just a few. All of these philosophers have considered one or
other things as the center and have tried to understand the universe on the basis of these
assumed centers.
The radical breakthrough came in the form of poststructuralism that sought to destroy this
notion of a fixed center and to reject notions of meaning as stable entities. Instead, it argued
that the process of meaning making is very complex, and an endless one. For instance, In
1966, Jacques Derrida conspicuously attacked this central notion in his paper “Structure,
Sign and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences” by suggesting that “…all of Western
thinking is ‘logocentric’, or dependent on that notion of a self-certifying foundation, or
absolute, or essence, or ground, which is ever-needed but never present” (Abrams 309).
These theories of poststructuralism made their way into the domain of literature and art and
came to be known as postmodernism. Postmodernism employed the ideas of
poststructuralism in order to represent the disillusioned postmodern society through the
medium of painting, music, sculpture, architecture, and literature. This attitude may be
summed up in Joseph Dorairaj`s words thus: “Postmodernism has critiqued and severely
undermined metanarratives and instead has steadfastly promoted mini-narratives, thus
promoting heterogeneity and pluralism, especially the voice of the ‘other’” (163). Therefore,
the postmodern form of art is very experimental and employs a wide variety of techniques
to reflect the complexity of human societies in the age of technology and science.
These poststructural ideas have been applied to other disciplines as well, such as linguistic,
psychology, politics, philosophy, and anthropology. Later, New Historicists such as Michael
Foucault, Stephen Greenblatt, Hans Robert Jauss, and Louis Montrose applied poststructural
theories to their own studies of the interrelation between literature and history. The New
Historicists emphasized the idea that literature and other disciplines are interrelated, unlike
Historicism which considers history as the sole motivating factor of literary creation. The
New Historicists considered literature as an autonomous entity, having the power to shape
history, and vice versa.
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Earlier writers of historical fiction have considered history as the backdrop of literary
creation and have produced fictional works which could be understood within the context of
particular historical settings. These writers used these settings, plot, and certain events in an
arbitrary fashion, sometimes directly or indirectly depicting historical personas. They often
mixed fact and fiction in a coherent fashion. These writers have used historical facts as the
raw material for their fiction and have used their imaginative insight to make it more
interesting and informative.
The historical fiction which came after the emergence of New Historicism has drastically
changed the nature of historical fiction writings. The new historical fiction challenged the
authenticity of the notion of a singular dominant historical narrative. It employed various
techniques and devices formulated by postmodernism and have tried to portray history
through imaginative insights that might potentially instigate their readers to critically rethink the complexity inherent in historical accounts.
The new historical fiction tries to dismantle the binary of fact and fiction, dominant and
peripheral, and real and mythical accounts of the past. It tries to create a pseudo-historical
or pseudo-fictional world which has the capacity to create a new kind of reader, someone
who could shake off the burden of dominant ideologies. The new historical fiction prepares
its reader to think about the past in multiple ways and allows them to break free of ethical
and moral values of the present society; this offers them the opportunity to re-invent or
recreate a kind of history that is more inclusive and tries to reflect onthe lives of ordinary
people. It also suggests that no singular historical account can ever be deemed completely
real or authentic, for there are always multiple accounts of the past and all of these accounts
may claim to be factual and realistic; they too, in fact, are somewhat fictional. Therefore, it
is a little difficult to distinguish between history and fiction, for the historical knowledge we
have is mostly based on myths, stories, and certain selected events of selected people within
certain time frames.
The writers of the new historical fiction therefore display an awareness of the uncertainty
inherent in estimations of almost anything due to the absence of absolutes, and due to the
realisation that there is, always has been, and always will be, multiple interpretations,
narratives and voices. It is an almost resigned acceptance of one’s inability to ever fully
fathom the scale and complexity of the world around, of oneself in it, and yet, attempt to
appreciate it.
This raises issues when it comes to writing about people who are constantly on the run from
one place to another and has no place to call their home, no culture, tradition, or past to
identify with. Wherever they go they find something lacking, something missing, and
experiencean incomplete sense of the self. In such conditions, it is very difficult task to
represent the past of these people in a coherent manner, to reflect the society they are living
in, and above all, their mental conflict and their need to want to belong. Most significantly,
the new historical fiction tries to deal with the problem of representation and recognition of
these people. It also helps to create a space for people to live in, and where they may connect
with each other. The new historical fiction tries to create a sense of history, question the
prevalent historical perspectives, and attempt to bring these people and their narratives to
the mainstream.
M G Vassnaji represents a specific position and plays a significant role among the writers
who deal with the problems of representation of people who do not have the metaphorical
solid ground beneath their feet. In other words, people who are always and everywhere
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‘others’. Vassanji is a nuclear scientist and a writer of mixed heritage, who born in Nairobi,
Kenya, raised in Dar es salaam, Tanzania, and finally settled in Canada. His ancestors were
from the Khoja community in Gujarat, India.
He through his works, talks about the people occupying midspace, who are neither in centre
nor in periphery. He significantly tries to uphold the democratic attitude of these people to
bring into light the question of representation by subverting the conventional meta narratives
that have neglected these people since the ages. He tries to do so through his fictional and
non-fictional writings. In order to get a deep understanding about Vassanji’s stand towards
the problems of representation of the people who are in-between, one needs to critically
analyse and understand his writings in context of his cultural and socio-political background.
The word ‘Hireath’, from Welsh, best describes the situation that M G Vassanji faced as an
Indian immigrant in Kenya, an alien land; it suggests a ‘longing for a house/home that was
never yours’. This can also be termed as one’s longing for a home or a place that one never
truly knew or was ever a part of. This echoes the sentiments in the cinematic adaptation of
The Motorcycle Diaries where the central character wonders how it was possible to feel
nostalgia for a place one had never been to.
One of Vassanji’s pathbreaking novel is, The In-Between World of Vikram Lall. It is
primarily concerned with the problems inherent in the representations of individuals who
occupy a middle space in the scheme of the world. It is a study of the near universal tendency
towards the reduction and simplification of those people who are constantly journeying from
one place to another in a desperate attempt to find a home, one where they may ground
themselves in a stable identity and come in possession of a culture they may identify with.
There is an absence of such narratives in the official narratives of both the colonized and the
colonizer, namely Kenya and Britain, and this is therefore an attempt at lending a voice to
those silenced in history. The protagonist, Vikram Lall, although a fictional character and
immersed in fictional situations, is nevertheless at the heart of events of great historical
significance. This is in keeping with the essential framework of a work that is generally
categorized under the rubric of historical fiction. It is therefore fitting to enable one’s readers
to see from the vantage point of a fictional character who essentially represents a neglected
and persecuted community of immigrants in a third world country, immigrants who are
constantly caught in this middle space, always characterized by an “inbetweeness”. Vikram
Lall, on account of being an Indian who has close relations with both Europeans and
Africans, has his loyalties torn apart between these three forces.
The novel certainly possesses some autobiographical elements, seeing as the author himself
has suggested that his own experiences, especially those from childhood, had served as an
inspiration in the writing of this novel. He says thus: “I was born in Nairobi, and when I was
about four, the Mau Mau revolutionaries were active, and it was the time of' pain and
darkness, from what I remember.” (12) These memories have served as the building blocks
of a narrative that locates the Mau Mau rebellion in the centre. The narrator and protagonist,
Vikram Lall, like the author himself, is a descendent of an Indian family who had been living
in Africa for several generations. He is now leading the life of an exile in Canada in the
manner of a “clement retreat,” after having ironically earned himself the “…distinction of
having been numbered one of Africa's most corrupt men.” (12)
Through Vikram Lall, the author tries to represent, and lend a voice to his silenced
community. He also tries to bring one’s attention to the way of life of the Indian communities
in Kenya, their occupations, aspirations, traditions and culture, and bring to light their
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contributions to, and place in Kenyan history. He indirectly questions the authenticity of the
dominant narratives about Kenya’s past and argues that its history, in the form of officially
sanctioned historical narratives which essentially constitute collective memory and a
particular manner of remembrance, would always be found lacking, unless their historians
gave the Indian communities and their narratives its rightful place in their texts.
These histories have primarily been written either from the Western perspective or from the
African perspective and they bring out the racial, cultural, and ethnic tensions and conflicts
between these communities in an attempt to accurately present the complicated nature of the
relations between them. These histories therefore, drawing on the binaries of black and
white, superior and inferior, Westerns and Africans, coloniser and colonised, or civilized and
primitive end up as problematic representations of historical events that functions under, and
draws authority from, a myopic academic framework which assumes a natural hierarchy of
narratives, a hierarchy which champions some and silences all other voices.
The author attempts to direct his reader`s attention to such lacunas within dominant
narratives, the problems inherent in this manner of labelling/categorizing and tries to study
those communities and individuals that do not fit within neatly labelled/categorized boxes,
communities that occupy a grey area between the two extremes of a binary. He also suggests
the inherent flaws in the process of certain kinds of narrativization that directs its energies
only towards the representation and/or glorification of eminent personalities while
completely neglecting those lives and narratives deemed ordinary. The ordinary lives of
these people, the culture and tradition of these communities, their way of life, their hopes
and fears, sufferings and aspirations are all brushed under the carpet in favour of those
narratives of events and personages that are, or who are, understood to actually cause and
constitute historical change. Through this novel, the author highlights the necessity of an
endeavour that aims at the re-narrativization of Kenyan history through the incorporation of
East African Asian perspectives.
The earlier historical and fictional narratives were primarily representations of binary
conflicts, the conflict between blacks and whites, savages and the civilized, powerless and
powerful and of their respective positions and histories after independence. The author
therefore suggests that in order to truly appreciate the complex nature of Kenyan history,
one must begin rejecting this manner of a reduction of complex historical events into
simplified narratives of conflicts between binaries; there is thus a need to consider the
narratives of those caught in this middle space, to incorporate their stories within the larger
frameworks of authoritarian narratives in order that their ‘authenticity’ may be
problematized.
The novel talks about mankind’s timeless quest for a place in the world. It also seeks to
examine and draw attention to the sense of rootlessness experienced by individuals and
communities who have no fixed and/or concrete sense of nationality or culture and no place,
they may completely and unproblematically, in all senses of the term, identify with. After
Kenya’s declaration of independence, the protagonist, Vikram Lall, tries to secure his
position within the framework of a free and independent Kenyan society. The officers and
politicians, however, force him away from the path of his aspirations and objectives on
account of his ethnicity; left with no option by which to fend for himself and for his family,
he takes on the role of a fixer in order that he, and his family, may continue to live with a
measure of dignity in the post-independent Kenyan society.
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His constant struggle to survive and to maintain his status and position in the society
eventually leads to his downfall when he becomes a part of a corruption scandal and is
exposed as the sole culprit through the machinations of those in power who had deemed him
expendable right from the start. He is declared to be “…one of the Africa`s most corrupt
men” and “…a cheat of most reptilian cunning” (Vassanji 1). He is publically derided and
held responsible for the scandal. This may be read as an instance of how dominant narratives
gain authority by being authenticated by those in power, followed by its legitimization
through the harnessing of public opinion.
The phrases mentioned above have deeper significance as it offers certain insights into the
nature of collective psychology, what potentially constitutes collective memory, and the
general attitude of those in power towards those whose right can just as easily be taken away;
it also raised questions about the role and position of immigrant communities that generally
occupy an undefined and incomprehensible middle space. These communities, unable to
ground themselves either politically, socially, geographically, or culturally, are therefore
helpless to defend themselves from attempts that aim to destabilize them. The topical phrase
“In-Between World” significantly reflects the multiple injuries and lacerations of the psyche,
endured not merely by the diasporic but by the postmodern man at large. It indicates the state
of confusion, displacement, the feelings of alienation and rootlessness that are characteristic
of the general state of the postmodern individual. In its diasporic context, it reveals the
human inability to decide, or make distinctions between, the categories of homeland and
alien land. These narratives are permeated with a sense of loss, a belief that one may be in
an environment hostile to one’s interests and aspirations, a ceaseless struggle to recreate a
home as one remembers it, alongside the hope for reconciliation, assimilation, and
affirmation. It also symbolizes a transformative journey that lasts the length of a human life,
a journey from homeland to another land. Driven by nostalgia, it implies a sense of
displacement, a desire to return to one’s roots, and delineates the painful struggles involved
in the processes of adjustment and acculturation.
The story in the novel encompasses almost five decades and spans two continents, primarily
unfolding through Vikram Lall’s confessions about his life in Kenya before, during, and
after independence. Vikram tells his readers the tale of his humble origins as the son of
Indian shopkeepers in Nakuru and grandson of Indian railway workers in Kenya, and of the
twists and turns that led to him to become an efficient money launderer in post-independence
Nairobi.
The protagonist is depicted as a victim of circumstances, a man caught in an impossible
situation that grants him no agency of thought or action; he is required to do what he has
been tasked to do. His estimations of right and wrong are not taken into consideration. He is
merely a pawn in the larger game run by those who wield political power, his life determined
by, and dependent on the whims and fancies of those powerful enough to enforce their will.
The novel raises some existential questions about the nature of the identity of people who
occupy this middle space, the people who are denied the freedom to choose, and essentially,
denied freedom over themselves. Their situations may be relatable and may invite sympathy;
one may even term them innocent victims who are unfortunate enough to have been caught
at the intersection of human avarice and utter meaninglessness. These debates raise
important questions concerning will and being: are these people truly innocent, in the general
sense of the term in which it is understood? Are human beings truly free? Is it justifiable to
deny accountability and responsibility by claiming one’s lack of agency? Vikram Lall is, in
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one sense, a man denied his agency, someone forced to do as he is told; in another sense, he
is someone who chooses to surrender his agency or deny it to himself in order to maintain
his status and position in his society and deny accountability for his actions. Is the character
therefore truly innocent or corrupt? Is he blind or merely pretending to be? One is reminded
of a phrase quoted by Jean-Paul Sartre: “Therefore we must agree with the statement by J.
Romains, ‘In war there are no innocent victims’ …” (448)
In order to understand Vikram, one needs to begin by trying to understand the circumstances
he found himself in and the political, racial, and social factors that contributed to him being
labelled “the most corrupt man in Africa.” It also helps to examine and analyse the great
struggles that one goes through when caught in a state of “inbetweeness”. One feels oneself
lacking in any concrete sense of identity and this leads to indecisiveness when try to
determine the nature and/or direction of one’s actions. It is by one’s actions that one is
understood to determine one’s self; this concerns the concept of human agency, the nature
and extent of which needs to be determined in order that one may arrive at judgements about
freedom and choice. The protagonist may be seen as lacking in, or denied agency, a leaf at
the mercy of the winds.
Vikram’s situation in Kenya could be seen in this light. While in Africa, he attempts to
rationally understand others, tries to adapt with them to reconcile differences. The collective
psyche of his community nevertheless dominates his individual consciousness, his thinking,
making him ponder and be amenable to compromise on certain matters that may seem
illogical but may have real, practical implications. Vikram portrays the situation of his
community by saying thus: “…they were too inconsistent and confused about where they
stood and who they were, even as they called themselves Kenyans” (159). They were
confused about their stand in the changing political scenario of their times; they are born in
Kenya and yet are not comfortable identifying themselves as Kenyan as their ancestors had
come from India. Before independence, they were torn between whether to support the
Africans or the Europeans, for they could not identify with Africans nor could they
wholeheartedly support the colonisers. Vikram emphatically states thus: “I told myself
desperately I loved this country that somehow could not quite accept me. Was there really
something prohibitively negative in me, and in those like me, with our alien forbidding skins
off which the soul of Africa simply slipped away?” (324-25) They had grown to be a part of
Africa, its culture and its way of life, had contributed to its social and economic upliftment,
but the Africans would never accept them. The natives constantly doubted their place in their
social frameworks, wondered about their allegiance and where their loyalty lay. They may
wish to serve the nation, be a productive member of the society, but are denied opportunities
to do so by the natives; they were seen to be disloyal and untrustworthy owing to differences
in skin colour, race, and most importantly, their history. Vikram painfully recounts thus:
“Kenya was in their hearts, they would never become British. And yet, even as this was
evident in their nostalgia and their tears, they found it odd, and even an insult to their
integrity, that I was still in Kenya, with no plans to leave.” (319) Despite the feeling of being
unwelcome, they could not bring themselves to leave the land they had grown to call, in a
manner of speaking, their homeland.
He desperately searches for a place to live, to find some sense of completeness, for some
semblance of meaning in life but finds no one to support him. He realises that even his
ancestral homeland is reluctant to accept him or interfere on his behalf. He expresses his
thoughts on this matter thus: “The Indians of Africa? Who speaks out for them? You are not
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fair to them. Nobody wants them. Not even Pandit Nehru I bet” (127). He finds himself with
no ground beneath his feet.
The fact of their Indianness leaves them helpless in the changing political and social scenario
of Kenya. This aspect of their Indianness is something they cannot escape, for they will
always be judged by it, labelled and categorized by it. The past, and the history derived from
it, is their heritage, whether they prefer it or not. The ensuing stereotypes will follow them
like a shadow. They are not part of any historical narrative for they do not belong to any side
that possesses the tools by which to narrativize and determine the nature of history and
remembrance.
This article is an attempt to undersatnd the problem of identity crisis that Indian communities
faced while living in Africa, particularly in Kenya, through Vassanji`s depiction of the lives
of these people. It would appear that like the members of his community Vassanji is not in
possession of enough history material with which to construct a legitimate history of these
people. The central character of the novel The In-Between World of Vikram Lall echoes the
sentiment thus: “…myth is more powerful than factual evidence, and in its way surely far
truer. We always believed in the story, in our home.” (15). It could be inferred that like his
character the author himself has attempted to make his readers aware of the power of myths
and stories in the construction of one’s identity, and thereby, collective memory. He also
attempts to explore the mythical framework of history; the problematics involved in the
representations of the past and in the factors that constitute history as we know it.
The protagonist tries to create a middle space by attempting to dismantle and demystify
certain publicly entertained notions of a dominant and singular history. Fundamentalist
ideologies are propagated by suggesting as factual that which is mythical and by creating
alternate realities, more fictional than factual, through which one might justify oneself and
one’s actions. He therefore emphasizes on the importance of recognizing the past and the
histories of the people who occupy the middle space and displays an urgent desire to reexamine these histories for the alternative perspectives that they might afford one with which
to look at the world afresh.
The author points it out thus: “Myth and reality often got mixed up in our lives” (85). He
tries to bring to light the processes behind the inherent human tendency for meaning making;
during this endeavour, the line that separates reality and myth often get blurred. The notion
of the past that we carry with us in the form of historical narratives often stem either from a
peripheral or a dominant perspective but it is high time that those caught in the middle, in
the grey area between power and powerlessness, between alienation and belongingness, are
lent a voice by which to make themselves heard.
The representation of those caught in this midspace is a very difficult, and has no precedent
to speak of, but it is extremely essential nevertheless. This concept of a midspace has
problematized and questioned the authority of historical narratives from both the dominant
and subordinate perspectives and has provoked debates on the limits and boundaries of
knowledge. By questioning these conventional narratives and especially the framework that
determines such forms of narrativization they have paved the way for alternative modes of
thinking which deal with concerns that lie beyond those of a binary pair.
Vassanji is one of those thinkers who have questioned the linearity and singular perspective,
be they central or marginal, of most historical narratives. He is concerned with the absence
of representation, and misrepresentation, of those people and communities caught in this
midspace, people who are denied a voice and whose narratives are made invisible. They are
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constantly on the move from one place to another in search of solid ground, literally and
metaphorically, beneath their feet. Their identities are not concrete entities that possess
unproblematic and well defined links to a history, a heritage, a culture, a geographical
location or an ideology but are subject to the changing times, are ever fluid and ever
uncertain. Their loyalties are divided and their conceptions of their place and role in the
social frameworks they are a part of are ever changing. These insecurities and uncertainties
may be plotted along racial, religious, ethnic, social, political, geographical and/or
ideological lines. They never fully belong anywhere and are, most essentially, never fully
accepted anywhere, for it is primarily the reception one receives that determines not just
one’s response but also how one understands oneself. These narratives are important for two
reasons: firstly, it allows one to appreciating the great complexity that characterizes human
existence even as it raises questions about the problems inherent in the processes of historical
narrativization, and secondly, because they quite simply need to be told. They deserve to be
told. They have a right to be heard. And M. G. Vassanji’s narratives are the canvas upon
which the tales forgotten suffering and unfulfilled aspirations are inked for posterity.
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Role Of School And Teacher In Value Education In Indian
Education System
Suman Ghosh
Abstract
Education and values are inseparable. Education and values are important factors for a strong
nation. Without values proper education is not possible.Values make a man's life perfect and
brings all round development. It is the values which differentiates a man from an animal.
Every society has their own values and it can be accepted as global values.Though values
may vary from society to society. Value education inculcates in the students humanism,
brotherhood,honesty,peace,tolerance etc.In ancient India's values like satyam,shivam and
sundaram is widely accepted.The Vedas, Upanishads,Puranas of ancient India upheld the
values of Indian society.The teacher is considered a motivator,personality builder,friend,
philosopher,guide,nation builder.The role of a teacher and school is very important in the
society. This paper discusses about how schools and teachers can inculcate values in children
and contribute in nation building.
Key words:
Education,value education, schools, teachers,Personality.
Introduction
The increasing erosion of essential values is one of the main important factor for social
restlessness.Through education universal values like honesty, peaece, tolerance, courage etc
can be fostered to create a balanced society. According to Dr.Rawat,"If education in our
country has to fulfill the above urgent need,then it is absolutely essential to promote value
oriented education in our school in order to make them training centres of democratic
citizenship which catalyse social transformation, promote economic growth and accelerate
our progress towards democratic socialism."
In modern complex societies, values include all religions beliefs, spiritual aspects,
philosophical and political ideologies of life. It is through value the quality of an individual
or thing makes an individual or thing respectable and important. Hence for value education
the role of teacher and school are very important. Efficient teachers and school can transfer
value oriented education to the new generation. Modern technology and science, human
population explosion has gone very high.The materialistic society running too fast after
them. If, like this we run too much after technology "one day there will be no tomorrow."In
the current situation various aspects of our civilization such as science and technology,
industrialisation,urbanisation, population growth privatization are responsible for the society
to be dynamic. Poverty, pollution unemployment, casteism, inequality violence etc have
caused value-crisis. It is affecting the human values such as honesty,humanity,fraternity,
morality etc.To over come the situation to remove all these ill effects inculcation of values
among individuals and its promotion in educational system is very much essential.
Objective
The purpose of this present paper is to evaluate and discuss the role of schools and teachers
in value education for betterment of India educational system
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Methodology
Present work is mainly based on secondary information collected from various sources like
journals, articles, books, websites etc. Qualitative analysis method was used for the present
study.
Definition of value
Value are the guiding principles of life for all round development of a person.The concept
"value" has been defined by different thinkers,educationists.According to John Dewey"The
value means primarily to prize,to esteem,to appraise and to estimate.It means the act of
cherishing something holding it dear and also the act of passing judgement upon the nature
and amounts as values of compared with something else."
Kane thinks"values are the ideals beliefs or norms which a society or the large majority of
a society's members hold."

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF HUMAN VALUES
Some sources of values are- 1.Religion 2. philosophy 3.literature 4.social customs
5.science.
Meaning of value education
Value education is related with activities which are good,useful,valuable from the
educational point of view.Learning values for the pleasure of the individual and the welfare
of the society is called value education.
Adam says education is a bipolar process which has two poles.One is "educator
pole"(teacher)and the other is "educated pole"(student).
Cunningham says,"Educational values become the aims of Education".
Importance and objectives of value education
Current system of education gives importance only to knowledge- oriented education.The
young generation of modern day lead a reckless life.People of current day are self
centered.Present generation is devoid of cultural qualities.National Policy on Education
(1986) has mentioned aims of education based on values like non-violence,tolerance,
love,patrotism,justice,co-operation, healthy thinking etc.Moral awareness, common
values,social and national integration should be re-discovered.
Need for value education
Value education prepares and develops the minds,hearts to develop and forming their own
character,to know what is good and do good.It is essential for us to inculcate values through
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value education to the future generations,so that the darkness of materialism,self
centeredness,inhumanism should be removed.Human values are important to make man's
life meaningful.
Some needs for value education are1. Moral development and moral awareness is needed for fostering moral qualities.
2.Valu base education is fully helpful in the development of culture.
3.In recent times increase in juvenile delinquency is a crisis to youth who under goes the
process of personal growth.
4.Cooperative living is essential.Value based education inculcates a sense of cooperation
and fellow feeling.It gives inspiration to "live and let live."
5. Teachers pass values to the student both consciously and unconsciously though their
conduct in and out of classrooms.A continuously planned value education program is
essential.
6. Traditional values can be uplifted with the re-discovering of common values.
Role of school in promoting value education
Role of school is very important for holistic development through value education of a
child.For this school can take some initiative.In the school there should be a morning prayer,
motivational speech by teachers, faith in God,team spirit,discipline, patriotism.Moral
education should be taught as a compulsory subject.Some changes should be made in the
curriculum keeping in view the social, moral,cultural and national values.For developing the
values in student, eminent people's birthdays should be celebrated and speech on their
devotion,courage,sacrifice, contribution will encourage the students.Celebration of
important national days and international days develops the values such as national
spirit,patriotism, world brotherhood among students. Special camp like National Cadet
Corps (NCC), National Service Scheme (NSS), International Voluntary Service for
Peace(IVSP) should organise by school.Teachers and students should be encouraged to take
part in those .Publication of school magazine and various co- curricular activities should be
performed in educational institution with the help of teachers.
Through practicing value education school can have the benefits like* Healthy emotional development and development of mutual understanding in students.
* Students disciplines and moral development improve.
* Improve teacher student relation, respect and love for each other.
* Develop good attitude and co-operation.
* Improve creative power of teachers and students.
* Improve non threatening atmosphere in schools.
Role of teachers in promoting value education :
Teachers not only guide the children in a progressive path but also teaches the appropriate
behaviour by their actions.Thus teaching becomes a noble profession.An ideal teacher
should be a role model.A teacher is a guide,mentor,motivator.A teacher must have passion
and respect for his work.
But the role of a teacher in present changing social scenario is very challenging. In the
present materialistic society values decreasing.From the vedic time to modern time the role
models and changed. This situation can be overcome through some positive measures.
A teacher should create an atmosphere of love, trust and security in the institution. A teacher
should cherish high human values in the global context. A teacher should help in
preservation of cultural heritage. A teacher should establish friendly relation among the
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students. He should organize excursions to places of historical, cultural, religious
importance. Through these healthy, balanced personality, vocational efficiency, social
efficiency, national integration can be grown in the children by the teachers.
Conclusion
According to Dr.S.Radhakrishnan," Education is not limited to the imparting of information
or the training in skills.It has to give the educated a proper sense of values". Fulfillment of
mere desire and aspiration to success is not enough in life, success should be based on
values.According to Swami Vivekananda "Religion is nothing but a manifestation of the
divinity already in man.Man is not just the body or even the combination of the body & the
mind. He is essentially the spirit.The aim of our teaching should be to help manifest this
spirit in every thought word and action".Parents, teachers,school, environment, friends,
society puts a huge influence on the child.They are mostly responsible for good conduct of
a child.A rapid erosion of moral and ethical values is prevaled in modern Indian
society,infact globally. The concept of 'universal brotherhood' can be achieve only through
value education.Though India is well known for her traditional values,but modern
westernisation puts an adverse affect in the mindset of people which can be rectify through
values and value education.It is a big challenge, and the challenge can be faced by
collaborative approach of family,friend,environment specially school and teacher.
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Social Benefits Of Vegetable Cultivation: In Case Of Sangrur
District

Gaganpreet kaur

Abstract
Vegetable cultivation is recommended to bring change in the present cropping system. This
paper is aimed at studying the social benefits of diversification among farmers. The various
indicators were taken to study the impact such as, reasons for diversification, employment
generated by these crops, decrease or increase of debt while cultivating horticulture crops,
economic viability of these crops. The data was collected personally on an interview
schedule from Malerkotla block of Sangrur district of Punjab state. The study revealed that
small farmers are more encouraging towards vegetables crops. It is an employment and
income generating venture. Besides many risks such no fixed selling price, natural
calamities, pests, insects, etc. they are moving towards diversify their mono-cropping system
as provides more social benefits.
Introduction
Indian society is a rural based society. More than 70% of the population is living in rural
setup and dependent upon agriculture for meal. Agriculture is an important sector of Indian
economy as it contributes about 17% to the total GDP and provides employment to over
60% of the population. Indian agriculture has registered impressive growth over last few
decades. The food grain production has increased from 51 million tonnes (MT) in 1950-51
to 250MT during 2011-12 highest ever since independence. Ravallion and Datt (1996) have
stated that growth in the agricultural sector is more poverty reducing than growth in any
other economic sectors.
Horticulture is playing very vital role in present economy. In recent years there has been a
big leap in production and productivity of horticultural products. With this increased
importance given to the horticulture sector, India has emerged as the second largest producer
of horticultural products in the world. Horticulture sector appeared as best income generating
source for marginal and small farmers by established means of productivity. It serves as the
paramount means for agro diversification in India.
The green revolution brought tremendous changes to Indian agriculture. It took agriculture
segment to the peak point. The prolific land of Punjab contributed in augmenting the
economic growth of the Indian economy (Chand1999; Singh L and Singh S 2002). Multi
cropping system of agriculture remains concentrated on three main crops such as wheat, rice
and sugarcane. The MSP system has so far favoured only to these crops. This has encouraged
mono cropping and over exploitation of natural resources in some areas, adversely affecting
crop diversification and resulted in low returns/profits in other areas especially those having
poor infrastructure - irrigation, power, roads, etc. Traditional farming practices were
replaced by mechanized farming. It was blessing in disguise as benefits were short lived
such as system of mono cropping has been started which is not good for soil, more use of
fertilizers and chemicals entered into food chain also which further caused skin diseases, eye
infection, thyroid, cancer, etc. (today Bathinda belt is known as cancer belt because cotton
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is grown at large scale which needs more fertilizers and chemicals resulted in water, soil, air
depletion). As an alternate, horticulture was suggested by Indian government to diversify the
existing crop pattern.
Now the thrust would be on diversification towards high value/more remunerative crops
considering the agro-climatic conditions, endowment of land and water resources and the
market demand both within the country and outside. Diversification is the integral part for
the transformation in the economy. Diversification here means (i) a larger mix of diverse
and complementary activities within agriculture (ii) a movement of low value agriculture to
high value agriculture (iii) a shift of resources from farm to nonfarm activities (Delgado and
Siamwalla 1999, Joshi et al. 2004).
Punjab is small and one of the most progressive states of India makes up 1.53% of country’s
geographical area, yet produces about 22% of wheat and 11% of rice for country (Sidhu and
Vatta 2010). It is viewed as the “bread basket” of the country by its signiﬁcance contributions
in food grain production. Cultivation of wheat and rice is predominant besides this the total
net sown area of 42.01 lakh hectare horticulture crops are currently grown over an area of
2.05 lakh hectares which accounts for 4.8 % of the net sown area. The area under fruit crops
is 0.47 lakh hectares and 1.58 lakh ha is under vegetable crops which accounts for 2.5 % of
the total vegetable production in the country. Flowers are grown over an area of 0.006 lakh
ha.
In vegetable and horticulture Malerkotla is the leading block followed by Ahmadgarh and
Dhuri from district Sangrur. Block Malerkotla has 17.5%, 20% and 80% share in the area
under Potato, Onion and Chillies respectively. In total area under vegetables, block
Malerkotla again on the top with the 60% of the total area of the district and known as the
vegetable bowl of the district (statistical abstract of Malerkotla block). It cultivates 2914
hectares land under vegetable produce. It is all due to intensive vegetable production of the
Muslim population and approachable vegetable market.
Objectives of the study
• To examine the Socio-economic profile of the respondents.
• To identify major benefits associated with cultivation and marketing of these crops.
Methodology
Locale of study
The present study was conducted in Sangrur district of Punjab which is divided into 9 blocks
and 599 villages. It contributes 3.2% and 2.18% in vegetable and fruit cultivation
respectively. Out of nine blocks Malerkotla has highest production and area under
horticulture crops due to which this area was selected purposively. Malerkotla has 2941
hectares under vegetable cultivation, 344 hectares under fruit cultivation and 97.5 hectares
under flower cultivation. It contributes 60% in vegetable production and known as vegetable
bowl of Sangrur district (comprehensive report of Sangrur district) Five villages were
selected from Malerkotla block namely Niamatpur, Moharana, Bijokikhurd, Bijokikalan and
Langrian as these villages have highest horticulture production overall from Malerkotla
block (horticulture dept. Malerkotla). 103 respondents were interviewed.
Unit of analysis
The farmers who have total land and more than half of land under horticulture constituted
the unit of analysis for the present study.
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Data collection
An interview schedule was prepared, pilot and used for collection of data through personal
interviews.
Analysis
The data was subjected to simple tabulation and percentages were calculated to analyse the
data. While interpreting the data, attempt was made to incorporate the field observations
made during data collection.
Results
Table no. 1 Distribution of respondents as per their size land holding:
S.no. Size of land holding No. of respondents Percentage
1
2
3

0-3 acres
67
65.05%
4-7 acres
21
20.39%
Above 8 acres
15
14.56%
Total
103
100%
Majority of the respondents 65.05% had small land holding. From the last few years, more
and more farmers are shifting towards horticulture. It is very beneficial venture for small and
marginal farmers.
Table No. 2 Distribution of respondents as per their reasons behind shift:
S.no
Reasons for shift
No. of
Percentage
respondents
1
Small land holding
60
58.25%
2

Better income than
43
41.75%
general crops
Total
103
100%
Data reflects about reasons behind their shift reflects that majority of the respondents i.e.
58.25% were those who told that their major reasons for shifting towards horticulture, very
small size of their land. They further added that income from general crops was not enough
to satisfy their daily needs, these crops were best means to earn from small land holding, and
land fragmentation was one of the reasons. 41.75% respondents told that these crops earn
more income than general crops and moreover these crops has short time period due to
which these crop have three seasons in a year, which increase their income. Among these,
some well-established respondents had shifted towards horticulture for more
commercialization and future security.
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Table no. 3 Distribution of respondents as per their view regarding economic viability
S.no

1
2
3

Horticulture is
No. of
Percentage
economically
Respondents
Beneficial or not
Increase in land
17
16.50%
holding
Improved Standard of
47
45.63%
living
Purchase of
39
37.87%
Agricultural inputs
Total
103
100%

Majority of the respondents i.e. 45.63% told that it is supportive in raising their standard of
living as now they have money to spend on education of their children more over they have
good house infrastructure. Their daily needs are satisfied from the income of these crops.
Some of the respondents purchase property, agricultural machines, made good cemented
houses, which reflect that it is economical viable venture for the respondents. The nearest
saleable market is at Malerkotla which is very positive point for all the respondents. The
main reason behind cultivation of horticulture more than general crops is low land and
approachable market. All respondents sell their produce through middleman. All the
respondents were of the opinion that horticulture is an economically viable venture. They
have been economically empowered by these cultivating these crops. majority of the i.e.
45.63% respondents reported that due to the income generated out of these their standard of
living have improved. Their children had started going to school, their debt has been
diminished, made cemented houses and they are earning more income irrespective to their
necessities. Followed by respondents i.e. 37.87% were those who told that they have bought
their own agricultural machinery such tractors, trolleys. At last only respondents 16.50%
were those who told that they have bought more property (land) and only because of the
income earned from these crops.
Table No. 4 Distribution of respondents as per their income:
S.no

Income

No. of
Respondents

Percentage

1
2
3

Up to Rs. 50,000
Up to Rs. 1 lakh
Above Rs. 1 lakh
Total

54
35
14
103

52.43%
33.98%
13.59%
100%

For the present study respondents were divided into three categories on the basis of their
income such as up to Rs. 50000, up to Rs 1 lakh, and above Rs 1 lakh. Majority of
respondents 52.43% were found who earned 50000 per acre in a season and they were all
vegetable growers. Followed by respondents who earned up to Rs 1 lakh were 33.98% they
involved in floriculture as well as vegetable cultivation and at last respondents who earning
above 1 lakh were13.59% respondents because they have much land and resources. It can
be concluded from above findings that horticulture is more income generating activity.
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Table no. 5 Distribution of respondents as per views about risk in horticulture:
S.no
.

Type of risk No. of
Percentag
respondents e
Rain
1
23
22.33%
weather
Insects and
2
12
11.65%
rats
3
Low price
33
32.04%
4
All above
35
33.98%
Total
103
100%
Risk in horticulture
The majority of the respondents 33.98% were those who faced all type of risks in cultivating
horticulture crops such as low price, insect prone crops, climate change, etc. Followed by
32.04% respondents who told that they would tackle with all the problems of horticulture
crops but low price for these crops is very unfair with them, as they have to hard work
whole season sometimes they earned less money. Followed by, 22.33% respondents were
those who told that rainy weather is very harmful. Only 11.65% respondents were those who
said insects, fungus, dogs and rats are very dangerous as rats destroyed their crops during all
season moreover they don’t have any alternative for this shows respondents’ views about
nature of horticulture and all the respondents said that horticulture is very risky venture.
Conclusion
This study examined the impact of horticulture on farmers and their life. Horticulture is the
best means to earn more from small land. It is very beneficial agriculture for those
respondents who have less land and their whole family labour indulge into it as it saves the
money to be given to other outside labour. Majority of respondents hire labour which
indicates that horticulture generate employment for labourers within the villages. Mostly
women labour involve in horticulture. Majority of the respondents did not get any subsidies
provided by government most of them were unaware regarding these and some of them
knowingly avoid it to prevent harassment. Majority of the respondents told that it is
economical venture. Major drawback of horticulture cultivation was as it did not have any
fixed price sometimes price goes at peak but sometimes they have to bear all other expenses
from their own pockets they were exploited by middleman. High quantity of fertilizers,
pesticides were used which are very harmful for themselves and consumers. As it is very
risky venture for all the respondents. They face risks such as wastage of produce, price
fluctuation etc. Besides all these short comings horticulture is increasing day by day. The
study indicates some important facts of horticulture which necessary for every society such
as income, debt, employment. Horticulture cultivation increase income from very small
holding also. In turn which decrease the debt of small farmers and they live smooth life.
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ICT for English Language Teaching and Learning
Dr.K.J.Vargheese
Abstract: Information Communication Technology (ICT) is a set applications to
communicate,create, discriminate, store and manage information. This paper examines
how ICT can effectively be used in English language teaching learning process to meet
the communication challenges of Information era.
Keywords: ICT, Web.2.0, ESL, Concordancer, Multimedia, Email, CMC
Introduction
Information Communication Technology (ICT) is a range of technological tools and
resources to communicate, and to create, discriminate, store and manage information.
They are applications either unique to ICT or applications built or improved on the other
media. The applications that duplicate other media are also incorporated. As the technology
advances, more applications are added to the list.
The application of ICT in language teaching and learning has assured a greater significance
in the globalized education scenario: “Now-a-days it is more appropriate to talk about
Information Communication Technology (ICT) and language Teaching/Learning rather than
CALL, thereby emphasising the important role that computers play in enabling teachers and
students of languages to communicate with one another across the globe” (European Report
on ICT, 2003). Language teaching/learning has undergone a paradigm shift : the bipolar
teacher-student axis is replaced by the tripolar teacher-computer-student axis. The different
applications of ICT which are used in facilitating English Language Teaching/Learning
process are many.
Word Processor
Word processing programmes are widely used in writing. Within such programme, spelling
and grammar checks are standard tools. They are used only as dictionary for learners to
correct spellings on their own. Now learners increasingly use spell check for spelling
correction and grammar check for grammatical corrections. Numerous studies have been
done to evaluate the impact of word processor on writing. But the findings from research
on the effects of word processing have been ambiguous. Researchers and reviewers have
found it difficult to come to a definite conclusion on relationship between improvement in
writing and word processor. On account of the diversity of research methodologies and
designs used in the studies, it is difficult to interpret the literature on text processing and
writing. According to Bangert Drowns, “the effect of word processing depends on any
number of factors: the writers preferred writing and revising strategies, keyboarding skills,
prior computer experiences, supplementary instructional interventions, definitions of
‘better,’ the teachers goals and strategies, the social organisation of learning context, and
school of community culture” (1993:73). This is one reason why researchers often conclude
that the effects of word processors cannot be interpreted without context. However, word
processor improves writing skills giving chances for easy revision, rewriting and
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restructuring. This is an area which continues to merit attention as learners prefer writing
their compositions on word processor to writing on paper, once they are introduced to it.
Dictionaries and Thesaurus
They are duplicated formats which will be assisting as writing tools. In the paper-pencil
writing situations students are often reluctant to use these tools. Often the physical effort
needed to collect meanings and synonyms from these sources are not made use of by
students. But when they are combined with word processors there is a tendency among the
learners to make maximum use of it. The meaning of the word and apt words to be used are
just one click away from the text. So the students use them in developing their language
skills.
Concordancer
Concordancer is a tool that looks at individual words or groups of words and lists them with
their immediate contexts. This can be considered a unique format of ICT that can really help
in inductive and exploratory learning. Such software allows the user to find out the
occurrence of word, phrase or structure present in a large corpus of spoken or written
language to study its collocation and use in the real life situations. According to M.H.Wu,
“only where words are in their habitual environment, presented in their most frequent forms
and their relational patterns and structures, can they be learned effectively, interpreted
properly and used appropriately. (1992:32). It is, therefore, necessary to place words in
appropriate learning contexts.
If learners are trained to use concordance programme and corpora, they can become their
own researchers finding examples and developing their own rules for grammatical
structures, idioms general usages, and syntactic rules. For example, a learner is given a
passage in which there are many sentences containing verbs such as look, see and watch. A
learner’s task linked with such a selection of concordances would be to deduce the exact
difference in meaning, connotation and grammatical features with regard to the verbs look,
see and watch. Grammatical rules can be acquired in such a discovery-based exploratory
mode. Instead of studying patterns and rules, learners naturally internalise them. This
approach can stimulate learners’ interest in language and give them a sense of empowerment
and responsibility for their own language education.
Multimedia
Multimedia can be defined as the computer delivered combination of a large range of
communication elements text, sound, graphics, pictures, photographs, animation and video.
Language learning is concerned with the development of communication skills and has
traditionally and creatively exploited all these communication elements. Each element has
its own particular advantages in conveying particular kinds of learner responses. Multimedia
can create learning situations of great fidelity or authenticity, both through presentation of
images of realia and through audio and video input that can present real situations
realistically as on television, but with greater interaction. This type of application is called
simulation as it attempts to mirror or simulate the real world with a computer programme.
These simulation offer excellent opportunities for second language acquisition concretely
and language leaning in general. The most important advantage is that, in multimedia all
media can be combined together to give the best result and appropriate media can be utilized
according to the demand of the situation. Multimedia learning also facilitates interactivity,
flexibility and learner autonomy.
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Computer Mediated Communications (CMC)
Communicating through the use of the computer is referred to as computer mediated
communication (CMC). Here human beings communicate through computer to other human
beings. This is one of the most popular activities associated with the of use ICT in ELT.
This approach to communication is either asynchronous or synchronous. Asynchronous
refers to communication that takes place at different times, like e-mails, discussion forums,
list serves and soon. Synchronous refers to communication that takes place at the same time
like chat, instant messaging, video conferencing, MOO and soon.
E-mail
E-mail is probably the most widely used method of CMC for English language teaching.
One of the great advantages of e-mail is the record of both one’s own messages and the
messages one receive. Using e-mail, learners can communicate with peers, teachers and
native speakers. E-mails are said to have the features of both spoken and written form of
communication. So e-mail projects with specific goals can promote both speaking and
writing skills. If students are given some task based, collaborative learning projects in email exchange activities that would help them develop language skills in an exciting way.
If the teachers can integrate meaningful exchange projects into general course goals in a
meaningful way, the learners of the second or foreign language will be very much benefited.
Discussion Forum
Discussion forums are universal bulletin boards where learner can post messages and get
others comment on them. They are included in the asynchronous communication mode and
can be used for developing communication skills. The advantage of discussion forum over
e-mail is that the messages are shared with a broader community and a variety of comments
from different parts of the globe are registered. The thread can be maintained by replying to
comments and encouraging others to contribute to the thread. Learners can create different
threads on different topics and get others’ views on these topics. Well-run discussion forums
are productive in terms of language development and motivating in terms of cross-cultural
exchange. But, there is a chance for flaming and spamming. This can be overcome by sites
being monitored. Epals.com site has this monitoring facility for discussion boards where
profanity and vulgarity are even checked. These are excellent platforms where learners can
use the language for different functions and practise the language functions they have learnt.
Chat
Chat is a synchronous form of online communication using text or voice where two persons
communicate at the same time. The format that most resemble oral interaction is, according
to Pelletieri chatting (2000:59). But the language in chatting is criticised for being slangy
and replete with errors. This applies to the forms of chatting that is most widespread outside
educational environment in internet relay chat (IRC). IRC channels are usually public with
people singing on and off at will. This according to Warschauer creates an atmosphere which
is probably a little hectic for people who begins to learn English (1995:56). However, private
channels can be established on IRC where, for instance, partner classes from difficult parts
of the world can schedule online discussion.
On line Audio/Video conference
Online audio/video conferences are not commonly used for teaching/learning purposes.
They are often used for conducting seminars and workshops online. Such conferences
require high bandwidth and the right equipment and software. One of the few studies that
have been published on the use of online audio/video conference for L2 learning was
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conducted by Zahner et al (2000). They studied task based language learning through audio
visual networks. They concluded that given sufficient bandwidth, carefully chosen tasks, a
shared writing tool, and access to an adviser,
audio-visual conferencing is effective in
supporting interaction and language learning (2000:203).
Blog
Blogs which are part of web 2.0 technology are continuously updated web sites organised
chronologically according to date and in reverse order from most recent entry backwards.
Weblogs can provide decentralized access rights which allow multiple authors. It provides
a genuine audience and is authentically communicative. Process-driven and peer-reviewed,
it provides a disinheriting context and offers a completely new form with un-chartered
creative potential. Hence, it can be used by language teachers for the effective teaching of
writing and communication skills.
The blogs can offer two-way communication through group blogs and comments. Literally
there is a new dimension to this type of composition. Blogs have the twin advantage of one
time and same time communication. It is also an excellent medium for publishing student's
works. It also helps peer-reviewed writing and process driven composition. Unlike websites,
blogs are easy to set up as an e-mail account and for this reason blogs are increasingly used
to develop reading and writing skills in web enhanced language class rooms.
Podcast
Podcasting is a portmanteau of the words ipod and broadcasting, the name given to the
publishing of audio (mp3 files) through the internet, designed to be downloaded and listened
to on a portable mp3 player of any type or on a personal computer. Podcasting is an excellent
tool for improving the listening and speaking skills of the learners in the language classroom.
If students have specific interests they may find podcasts on many different subjects. This
makes it possible to cater for individual tastes. The podcasts can bring the students to
authentic real time conversation of the native speakers which would work as additional
exposure to language input. This can be used for learning language anywhere, anytime.
The various types of podcasts used with the students are teacher podcasts produced by
teachers usually aimed at helping students learn by producing listening content that is not
available elsewhere, or that gives a local flavour. Student podcasts are produced by students,
but often with the help of the teacher. Students can listen to these and experience the culture
and hear about the lives and interests of other students around the world. Authentic podcasts
which are not aimed at ESL learners can often be a rich source of listening. Most podcasts
use weblogs as their homepage from where teachers can download podcasts and use them
for listening and speaking tasks.
www Resources
The www offers many ready to be used materials for developing language skills, vocabulary
development, grammar practice and on different aspects of language learning. All these sites
are addressed to different audiences regarding age, level or even profession. Some sites are
general English language learning sites and some are created for specific audiences. For
example, websites for improving business writing are popular.
Many ESL websites are driven by commercial concern. Typically, the learner pays a fee for
enrolling and taking on line lessons or endures advertising much of which will be targeted
at the learners. The advertising is by book publishers, language schools and language testing
services. Several publishers also maintain educational websites featuring portions of their
work or extra study materials for their work. Other resources commonly found on www
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include those created by learners and teachers. These resources vary in quality and extent.
So a careful selection and wise rejection should be done before incorporating these into
teaching/learning process.
Conclusion
Besides materials especially targeted for language learning, there are other sites which can
be used for language learning. Many games and simulations not intended for language
learning can be adopted for such a purpose as they are rich in authentic language. Many
other materials on www are easy to adopt for classroom learning and offer rich source of
authentic texts, images, sound and video, online newspaper sites which provide authentic
audio and video; for example, You tube. Virtual treasure hunts and web quests are activities
which promote language learning and use of sites which are not directly connected with
language studies. In selecting www learning activities teacher’s roles are very important.
Some of the materials found on the web may not suit the second language learner of a
particular level and region. It is teachers’ duty to locate relevant materials for the ESL
learners and evaluate its function in relation to the teaching process. Thus, if ICT can be used
effectively the language teaching learning process can be revolutionised to suit the demands
of information era.
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Relationship Between Self-Concept And Depression Among
Smartphone Users
Hemlata
Shalini Singh
Abstract –The present study was aimed to explore the relationship in Self-concept and
depression among smartphone users. The sample of the study comprised of 50 smartphone
users from private school. The age ranged between 15 to 18 yrs. The scales utilized were
Self-concept Scale developed by Mukta rani Rastogi (1984) and Kutcher Adolescent
Depression Scale (KADS) developed by LeBlanc, Almudevar, Brooks and Kutcher in 2002.
Results showed that there is an association between self-concept and depression in
smartphone users.
Keywords- Self-concept, Depression, Smartphone users.
Smart phone use has become extremely important and essential in everyday life.
Advancement in technologies has made smart phone use much easier. It has been found that
use of smart phone is somewhat related to internet addiction, as defined in terms of DSMIV addiction criteria, which includes tolerance to using more, being anxious when not using,
craving to use, and major functional impairments such as problems in relationships
(Armstrong, Phillips, & Saling, 2000).
As India holds the second place in the market of smart phone users along with active users
of the age group from 18 to 30 years (Chaudhari, Menon, Saldanha, Tewari & Bhattacharya,
2015),the smart phones can be used as a telephone as well an internet resource. This is the
primary reason that why all age people wish to have smart phones (Hsieh, Lin, Yu, Chen &
Yuan, (2015). These phones have large capacity with fast network speed and multimedia
features, which act as reinforcements and people get addicted to a smart phone (Tossell et
al.,2012).
In India, various researchers are now exploring the effect of smart phone usage on
psychological attributes. Self-concept is one of the major variable affecting health of smart
phone users. Furthermore, self-concept is made by self-efficacy and self-esteem.
Self-concept means the belief about one’s own traits and abilities (Kaur, Rana & Kaur, 2009).
It has been found that both biological and psychological factors can affect self-concept. This aspect
of self-concept is important because it indicates that it can be modified or changed
(Srivastava, & Joshi, 2014).The way an individual views himself accounts to a large extent
for his success. An adolescent who has an adequate self-concept is likely to follow the
problem solving approach and tends to be spontaneous, creative, and original have high selfesteem. He trusts himself and has good academic achievement motivation and is free to
accept others without any negative feelings.
Negative self-concept in adolescence is related to various maladaptive behavioural and
emotional problems. Life hurdles can lower self-concept; but low scores on self-concept can
also initiate problems and they may lose motivation in learning. Building confidence in
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adolescents is one of the most important steps educators and parents can take to ensure an
atmosphere for learning.
In adolescence, school/college experience has an effective role in the development of selfperception and can have powerful and long lasting effect on the self-esteem of the
adolescents. Self-concept is the perception that individuals have about their own worth. This
includes a composite of their feelings, a generalized view of their social acceptance and their
personal feelings about themselves (Sterhke, 2010).
It has been observed that various psychological problems occur whenever there is a deviation
in self-concept. Negative about self-concept often results in inferiority, lack of confidence
and psychological well-being. Pessimistic view about self may trouble adolescents when
dealing with adverse experiences. It may add with other risk factors resulting in physical and
mental health issues. Furthermore, it has been documented that depression as a result of
negative self -concept.
In addition to the effects mentioned previously, there are also numerous psychological
effects associated with smartphone usage. For many smartphone users, their phone is the
first thing they look at in the morning, and the last thing they look at before going to sleep
(Oulasvirta, Rattenbury, Ma & Raita, 2012). With the operation of internet-based
applications being one of the main features of the smartphone, many smartphone users have
shown obsessive overuse and dependency of the devise, as well as other factors that have
concerning associations with mental health symptoms.
Thomee, Eklof, Gustafsson, Nilsson and Hagberg, (2007) looked at high levels of
smartphone usage and found that it resulted in mental overload, disturbed sleep and the
feeling of never being free. Similarly, Bian and Leung (2015) investigated the relationship
between Smartphone addiction and psychological attributes amongst adolescents and found
that participants who scored low on self‐esteem reported the most improper use of the mobile
phone.
Yang (2016) investigated the relationship among Smartphone addiction tendency,
depression, aggression and impulsion amongst college students in China and found that there
was a statistically significant positive correlation between Smartphone addiction and
depression, and positive correlations among Smartphone addiction, aggression and
compulsion.
Rationale
There is a rapid increase in number of health related issues among smart phone users. Some
of these problems are related to physical illness like weak eye sight, stiffness in muscles,
body pain, headache etc while some are psychological in nature. Among psychological
issues self-concept and depression are very commonly seen in adolescents. Adolescent age
is the age of opportunities as well as academic and job responsibilities. Adolescents always
try to give their maximum output in this techno dominating world. The present research has
the aim to explore the relationship between self-concept and depression among smart phone
users.
Hypothesis
There would be significant relationship in Self-concept and Depression among Smartphone
users.
Method
Sample
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The target population of the study was adolescents of private schools of age group 15-18
years, with a middle class family. The sample for the present research comprises of 60
(N=60) adolescents. Purposive sampling was used to gather the data.
Measures
The measures used in the study were selected as per objective of the study.
1. Self-Concept Scale- The Self-concept Scale is given by Mukta rani Rastogi (1984). It has
fifty one statements related to 10 dimensions of self-concept covering- Health and sex
appropriateness, Abilities, Self-confidence, Self-acceptance, Worthiness, Present-past and
future, Beliefs and convictions, Feelings of shame and guilt, Sociability and Emotional
maturity. In this test there are both positive and negative items. The self-concept scale is
self-administering and scoring is done on a five-point rating scale i.e. “strongly agree”,
“agree”, “undecided”, “disagree”, “strongly disagree”.
2. Kutcher Adolescent Depression (KADS) Scale: It has been developed by LeBlanc,
Almudevar, Brooks and Kutcher in 2002. The KADS consists of 6 items self-reported scale.
The subject has to select one out of four alternative responses (Hardly Ever, Much of The
Time, Most of The Time, All of The Time).
Procedure- After establishing the rapport with the subjects, the participants were briefed
about the nature and purpose of study. Both tests were given to participants. These scales
were administered individually on each and every participant. After that scoring was done
according to manual.
Statistical Analysis: The data obtained was put to statistical analysis using SPSS-16 version
and inferences were drawn. Pearson Product Moment Correlation was used to find the
results.
Results and Discussion
Table-1: Showing correlation between Self-concept and depression among smart phone
users (N-60).
DIMENSIONS OF
DEPRESSION
SELF-CONCEPT
(DEPENDENT VARIABLE)
Health and Sex appropriateness
.149
Abilities
-.313*
Self-confidence
-.271*
Self-acceptance
-.119
Worthiness
-.037
Present, past and future
-.344**
Beliefs and convictions
-.185
Feelings of shame and guilt
-.188
Sociability
.145
Emotional motivation
-.252
TOTAL CORRELATION
-.333**
(Self-concept)
** Correlation is significant at .01 level.
As it is evident from the table no-1 that there exist significant negative correlations between
Abilities, Self-confidence, Present , past and future with Depression. It is found that total
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correlation between self-concept and depression is -.333**(r=-.333). It means that negative
view for one self is directly related with depressive symptoms.
Adolescent age group is prone to various mental health issues; depression is one among
them. In a similar study by Orth, Robins and Roberts (2008) found that negative image of
the self is a major risk factor for depression and vice-versa. It was also concluded that selfesteem plays an important role in self-concept. People with depression were found low on
self-esteem measures.
Jayanthi and Rajkumar (2014) documented their findings using the odds ratio analysis. It
was concluded that adolescents showing low self-concept have four times (95% confidence
interval = 1.9–6.9 and P = 0.001) greater risk for depressive episodes as compared to those
having high self-concept.
The vulnerability model explains that self-concept is made by self-esteem and self-efficacy,
low scores on self-esteem due to any life stressor results in depression (Butler, Hokanson &
Flynn,1994 ; Metalsk, Joiner , Hardin & Abramson, 1993; Beck ,1967 ).
Low self- concept is a strong predictor for depression among all age group people.
Pathological emotional state is considered as a personal vulnerability that tends to result in
depression.
Therefore, more noteworthy attention should be given to the nearness of low self-concept of
adolescents which can help them to develop and work effectively in their lives.
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Discrimination in Globalized World: A Study of the
Psychosocial Health of Differently Abled Persons
V.N.Yadav
Abstract
Disabled persons encounter various types of discriminations. During the last few decades
there has been a lot of work conducted on disability. The present work intended to examine
the impact of the discriminatory behavior on the psychological health of differently abled
persons. The present endeavor was taken on a sample of 670 disabled subjects consisting of
220 physically handicapped, 250 hearing impaired and 200 visually impaired persons. They
were further sub divided as 450 male, 220 female participants. Once again these participants
following median criterion (84 median) were categorised having low discrimination (below
median) and high discrimination (above median) groups. The age range of the sample was
from 18 years to 55 years with a mean of 36.23 years, belonging to uneducated to highly
educated strata (Post Graduate). They belonged to urban and rural background from
marginal, lower and lower middle class strata with varied caste groups. They were
administered perceived discrimination scale, general health measure, social health
questionnaire and quality of life measure individually or in a small group. The obtained data
on all these measures were analyzed by using ANOVA. These observed findings were
discussed and interpreted in the light of available literature on disability, well-being, quality
of life and stress.
Keywords: Perceived discrimination, social health, disability, quality of life, general health
Introduction
Statistical estimates document the rising level of population of disability of one form or
another across the world. Persons with disability face psychological, social, cultural, health,
economic and several other difficulties.
A disabled person, as a class and category, also encounter negative experiences in the
societal arena. Briefly stated, a disabled individual could be perceived as individual who
experiences social oppression in addition to his/her specific physical, sensorial and mental
impairment. In general, stereotype of the society associated with disabilities are strongly
negative. Stereotypes such as the dim-witted, yokel, and potentially harmful
characterisations were prominent in social attitudes of the time (Ramaswamy, 2013).
Disabled are looked down upon, degraded and regarded as a disaster. They bear the
imprinting of bondage, oppression, threat and harassment. Person with disabilities face many
psychological, social, cultural, health, economic, vocational and other difficulties. These
biases and inequalities have been virtually observed in every culture and community in
almost all phases of history.
Most societies in the world are multi-racial, multi-cultural and multi-religion. This multiculturalism can lead to categorical division of people into an empowered group assumed to
be normal, healthy, reliable, capable, dominant and a powerless group assumed to be sick,
disabled, crazy, unpredictable, violent and poor(Balsara, 2014; Falvo, 2014; Harrias and
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Roulstona, 2014;Ramaswami, 2013) Hence, a spiral of oppression experienced by some
groups in society has been identified. Oppressions and discriminations occur on the basis of
perceived or actual differences (which may be related to broad group stereotypes such as
racism, sexism, classism, ageism, homophobia etc.). This can have negative physical, social,
economic and psychological effects on individuals, including emotional distress and what
might be considered mental health problems.
Historical evidences indicated that disabled were also depicted in literature, grammar,
dramas, cinema and creative arts work in the derogatory manners, In the modern days also
disability discrimination has been common throughout the world. Admittedly, blatant-in
your face- discriminations do not occur these days. However, discriminations and biases
continue to exist in more sophisticated, convoluted and subversive ways.
Hence, this form of discrimination can be described as an institutional discrimination in the
broader sense (Ramaswami, 2013). Discrimination-injustice, harassment, abuse or bullying,
naming, stigmatization, isolation, insults, jokes-against persons with disability breed many
societal, psychological and health consequences for the sufferers ( Falvo 2014; Prever 2006;
Ranganathan 2016).
Psychological literature derived from researches reveals that disability and discriminatory
behaviour against disabled lead to stress experiences beyond their copying capacity, lower
mental health, lower quality of life, lower self -concept and self –esteem, psychological
sense of insecurity, disturb cognitive functioning, decrease life achievements and also
associated with other psychosocial and physical health, health behaviour and job outcomes.
Methodology
The total sample of the study consisted of 670 disabled individuals as a whole. The samples
comprised of 220 physically handicapped, 250 hearing impaired and 200 visually impaired
persons, again on the basis of their gender divided as 450 male participants and 220 female
participants. It is again these participants were selected on the basis of their scores on
“perceived discrimination scale”. Following the median criterion (84 median), below the
median scores were termed as subjects having low perceived discrimination against them
(scores ranging from 30-84) and on the other hand subjects above the median were called as
high discriminated group (scores ranging from 85-145). The age range of the sample was
18-55 years with a mean of 36.23 years with SD 6.41, majority of the respondents were from
middle aged group.
The aforesaid sample was administered using tests/instruments for the purpose of the data
collection.
The sequence of test administration followed as: General Health Questionnaire, Social
Health Questionnaire and WHO-Quality of Life Scale for half of the sample and later, the
sequence was changed for the other half.
After finishing the entire set of research tools they were asked to return them to the
investigator.
The data was analyzed by using factorial ANOVA for unequal independent sample to
quantify the differences between groups. Further, means were plotted in graphical form and
Means and SDs tables were prepared for clear view at a glance.
Results And Discussion
The present investigation was intended to explore the level of general health, social health,
and quality of life among disabled as a function of perceived discrimination. The main effect
of perceived discrimination was significant for overall scores on GHQ (F 1, 658 =64.56,
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p<.01). The observations of means and figure 1 reveal that differences between high
perceived discrimination (HPD) and low perceived discrimination (LPD) group on overall
general health was very sharp among hearing impaired respondents (HPD = 39.42 & LPD=
27.97) than their respective counterparts i.e. visually impaired (HPD = 36.24 & LPD= 30.88)
and physically handicapped (HPD = 43.13 & LPD= 38.34). These differences are due to
hearing impaired persons. However, physically handicapped respondents belonging to high
perceived discrimination group had poor psychological well-being due to their higher scores
on general health measure.

Mean Score for Overall General
Health

Interaction of Perceived Discrimination and Disability Groups on Overall General Health

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
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0

High Perceived Discrimination
Low Perceived Discrimination

Physically
Handicapped

Hearing Impaired Visually Impaired

Figure 1
There were significant main effects due to discrimination for all domains of Quality of Life
i.e. Physical (F1,658=45.44,p<.01), Psychological (F1,658=18.75,p<.01), Social (F
1,658=56.34,p<.01) and Environmental (F1,658=63.04,p<.01).
ANOVA reveals the significant main effects of perceived discrimination for social health
(F1,658=65.22, p<.01), indicating that high perceived discrimination group had higher scores
(M=16.87) than the lower perceived discrimination group (M=21.21).
The findings of the present endeavour reveal significant bearings of type of disability and
perceived discrimination of the subject on general health.
It is noteworthy that physically handicapped respondents reported poor mental health in
comparison to hearing impaired and visually impaired in the present sample, displaying
greater psycho-somatic symptoms, higher level of anxiety, more social dysfunctions and
more severe depression. These findings are consistent to the previous research on disability
and physical, social and psychological health (Tsutsumi, et.al. 2015). The interpretation of
the present results may be advanced in the light of existing literature on disability. Disabled
and non-disabled vary in their experiences in the societal arena. Disabled encounter
numerous problems difficulties, stereotypes and prejudices. In general, they are, devalued
in the society. Therefore, they remain excluded and isolated in the society, resultantly they
exhibit depression, low self-esteem and overall general health. So in case of present
findings, physically disabled might have showed overall general poor health. This
explanation finds ample support in the existing literature. However, the intensity of the poor
general well-being was not similar in the case of hearing impaired and visually impaired. It
may be attributed to different disability types and associated experiences of disability
embedded in the social fabrics of relationships, structures and services. Here, it is possible
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to argue that these experiences could be interpreted as manifestations of disability
(Addlakha, Blume, Devliger, Nagase and Winance, 2009; Mohapatra, 2004).
The analysis indicated that respondents who had more experiences of discrimination at the
societal level elicited greater deterioration in the overall general health, displaying higher
somatic symptoms, more anxiety, higher social dysfunctions and higher level of depression.
These findings are in line with the previous researches (Addlakha, Blume, Devliger, Nagase
and Winance, 2009, p 27, p 36). Investigations document that disabled people are subjected
to various types of exclusion and discrimination (Ingstadt and Reynolds Whyte, 1995). So,
the present results are being interpreted under the umbrella of these previous findings. As is
evident from the responses of the participants regarding their discriminatory experiences that
might have instill in them poor general health. Discrimination may also be positive such as
social assistance, personal freedom, employment quotas favouring disabled etc. which insequel restore equality and other benefits (Auroux, 1990). Whereas, negative discriminations
such as exclusion, isolation, right restrictions, oppressions etc. which tend to make them
vulnerable to depression, anxiety, poor social and psychological health (Ravad, Madiot and
Ville, 1992). The interaction effects indicated that disabled in high perceived group showed
poor general health.
Disability is not just an attribute of individuals, but it also reflects the problems individuals
experience in their interaction with others in the society. Social interactions reflect the
quality of life of a person. Quality of life is influenced by behavioural, cultural,
psychological and biological conditions. For this reason, the present attempt explored quality
of life in association with disability conditions. Findings of the present study reveal
significant effect type of disability on social dimension of quality of life. In contrast to the
conventional wisdom, it was observed that physically handicap as compared to other
disabled groups showed better quality of life. In the similar vein female showed better
physical quality of life domain of quality of life measure than the male counterparts. A
tentative explanation for these dynamics is that physically handicapped and male
respondents may have ,more interpersonal trust, independence and values having with other,
at jobs and life in general which in turn led to better quality of life.
Perceived discrimination had vigorous impacts on all the dimension of quality of life and
social health measure (Brondolo et.al., 2005). Lower level of perceived discrimination group
showed better social, environmental, physical and psychological health and social health
than their comparable group. The layman explanation for the present findings may be that
due to lower level of perceived discrimination they had better quality of life.
In crux, by and large, it can be concluded that perceived discrimination differed for type of
disability. Overall general health was affected by perceived discrimination. All the
dimensions of quality of life and social health varied due to variations in the level of
perceived discrimination, indicating poor quality of life and poor social health among higher
felt discrimination group respondents.
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The Trend And Pattern Of Demographic Transition In Kerala
J Georgi Neernal, M.A, Ph.D.
Abstract
The current demographic makeup across the world is changing rapidly. The unprecedented
decline in the fertility – mortality rates coupled with the lengthening of life expectancy have
reshaped s the age structure of the world population. An immediate outcome of this
demographic change is the remarkable increase in the number as well as the proportion of
the elderly of a country’s population- a phenomenon popularly known as ageing of
population. As an emerging dimension of demography ,it has currently become a focal
theme in the population studies. Though low fertility – mortality regime appeared in the
early decades of the 20th century in the MDRs of the world, it began to appear in the LDRs
by the end of the 20th century. Kerala, a small state in the Indian subcontinent has an
impressive demographic transition well acclaimed world over. The state pioneered the
demographic transition in the Indian states towards the end of the last century. Now, Kerala
is much ahead of the other Indian states and entered into the final stage of demographic
transition with fewer births, deaths and remarkable improvements in the life expectancy.
Key Words: Age structural transition, ageing of population, young-old balance, median age,
ageing index, potential support ratio, dependency ratio.
This article discusses the recent trends in the key indicators of population ageing in some
selected states in India. As a prelude, it needs to be discussed as to what population ageing
is and how it is scholarly defined. It also presents a brief summary of the empirical findings
of the premier institutions like United Nations (Department of Economic and Social
Change), Census of India and some scholarly articles to depict the population dynamics in
various
regions
of
the
world.
It
further
examines the age structural transition in Kerala with advanced and powerful statistical tools.
Introduction
The world population grew with a slow growth rate with periodical interruption over the last
one and a half century. It evolved with high mortality due to famines, illness, infectious
diseases and war along with sufficiently large fertility rates for the replenishment and
biological continuity of the population (Ronald Lee 2003). In the nineteenth century, the
global population crossed one billion. The twentieth century witnessed a rapid fall in the
mortality and a sustained increase in longevity. The remarkable improvements in the health
care technologies and the access to health care all over the world amply supported the
mortality transition during the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. These demographic
changes were well received by the nations all over the world and took steps to reduce the
fertility rate. But the decline in the fertility rate was slow and gradual. As a result, the global
population has undergone a manifold increase in its size and has currently reached seven
billion.
Eventually, fertility-mortality transition has changed the demographic make-up of the World
rapidly. Began in the middle of the twentieth century, the fertility-mortality transition has
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reshaped the age distribution of population across the major world regions with
unprecedented increase in the relative share of older cohorts(60+). Studies show that, it was
accompanied by a secular decline in mortality rates, correlating fertility declines directly
with mortality declines. Demographers and social scientists describe this demographic trend
as the ageing of population and is expected to become an emerging dimension and central
theme in the demographic studies.
Definition
In the Dictionary of Demography Ronald Pressat (1989), defines ageing of population as
"alterations in the age structure of a population in the direction of an increase in the relative
importance of older persons say those over 65, and usually reflected in an increase in the
average age of population”(page 7). Such alterations are caused by declining fertilitymortality configurations, which manifest itself also in the growing number of older persons
in society (Madrid Plan of Action on Ageing 2002). As a result, the proportion of population
comprising, children less than 14 years declines and the average age of population of a
country or region rises.
Empirical evidences
In the more developed regions (MDRs), the phenomenon of low fertility-mortality or
declining fertility coupled with extended life expectancy appeared during the early decades
of the twentieth century, while in the less developed regions , it appeared only by the end of
the twentieth century. According to United Nations, (Department of Economic and Social
Affairs 2013) fertility has been falling in all the regions of the world. The world's total
fertility rate in 1950-1955 was 5 children per women and by the middle of the second decade
of the twenty first century; it dropped about by half with approximately 2.5 children per
women.
Region wise analysis of population data speaks about the recent trend in TFR to swing back
to 1.9 children per women in the more developed regions in 2050 despite its consistent fall
from 2.8 in 1950-1955 to 1.6 children per women in 2000-2005. Though the fertility began
to decline with a lag, the speed and rapidity of decline in the TFR has been more profound
in LDRs. The total fertility which stood well above 6 children per women in 1950-1955, fell
sharply to 2.7 children per women in 2005-2010 and is expected to reach 2.3 children per
women, slightly above the replacement level (2.1) in 2045-2050. In least developed
countries, fertility decline was visible from 1980. TFR fell from 6.6 births per woman in
1980-1985 to 4.2 births per woman in 2010-2015. U.N report adds that the TFR in LDCs
will reach 2.9 by 2045-2050, narrowing the fertility gap among the world regions.
The remarkable achievements in medicinal science, health awareness and health
consciousness added extra years to life expectancy on the average by 13 years from 65 years
in 1950 to 78 years in 2010-2015. The proliferation of health science in the less developed
regions also amply supported the mortality transition, enabling the people to live extra 26
years from 42 years in 1950 to 68 years in 2010-2015.As a result, globally,the number of the
elderly has increased in both size and age composition.
The reports of the premier institutions show that, the proportion of the elderly population
has been growing for centuries. Their share in the world increased from 8 per cent in 1950
to 12 per cent in 2013.Over the next four decades, it is expected to reach 21 per cent in
2050.The speed and magnitude of the growth of the older population have been at different
rates across the world nations. Though, it was more progressive initially in the more
developed regions till the twenty first century, statistical reports reveal that the population
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ageing will intensify in the less developed regions by the first half of the twenty first century.
The MDR’s of the world experienced a rapid increase in the proportion of their aged
population from 12 per cent in 1950 to 23 percent in 2013 and is projected to reach 32 per
cent in 2050.In the L D R’s, the proportion of the elderly started to grow slowly from 6 per
cent in 1950 to 9 per cent in 2013. By the next four decades , it is estimated that the
proportion of population over 60 years will reach 19 per cent (U N 2013).
U.N. study titled Ageing world 2008 presents a statistical explanation to the unprecedented
increase in the number of older people in Europe, America, Asia and Africa. Europe is
having the highest proportion of the aged persons among the world regions for many decades
and will be in the twenty first century also. Currently 19 percent of the Europeans is over 65
years and is expected to grow to 24 per cent in 2030. Moreover, 12 per cent of the Europeans
will be over the age of 74 and seven per cent is projected to be over the age of 79 years. But
for Africa, the figures for the above period are comparatively very low with 8 per cent for
those aged 65 years or over and 2.8 per cent and 1.3 per cent for those aged over 74 years
and 79 years respectively. As compared to the most developed regions of the world, America
encompasses only 13 per cent of its total population as elderly. For many years, Italy, Greece
and Sweden had the highest proportion, but Japan would continue to be demographically
oldest nation in the world with 21.6 per cent. Statistics also shows that world's older
generation comes around 760 million. Asia feeds more than half of the total (414 million),
China stands first with 168 million, followed by India 92 million. Europe encompasses
nearly 161 million people and the remaining is residing in North America (65 million), Latin
America and Caribbean (59 million), Africa (55 million) and Oceania ( 6 million).
Ageing in India
Independent India made enduring efforts to bring down the fertility rate of the country to
control its rapid population growth. Though the effect was not uniform across the different
parts of the country, reduced fertility and mortality rates have become reality. This
demographic phenomenon slowly graduated and ended with rapid increase in the proportion
of older population in India. This process occurred much faster in the south than in the
northern states (Irudaya Rajan 2005). During the second half of the twentieth century the
proportion of the elderly accounted for 5.4 per cent, and by the next twenty five years it
increased marginally to 5.6% . At the beginning of the twenty- first centaury, 7.5 percent of
the India’s population was above 60 years and reached 8.3 percent in 2011.
Population projection for India and the states: 1961 – 2026, summarizes the demographic
implications of age-structural transition in India and the states. The age composition of the
Indian population, by the three broad age groups shows that, the population of both the age
groups 15-59 years and 60 years or over are projected to increase while the size of population
under 14 years to experience significant decline in the years to come. The ageing index more
than doubled during the period 1961 to 2011. During the same period Kerala witnessed an
unprecedented increase in the ageing index by 400 per cent (13.5 in 1961 to 54.2 in 2001).
The projected figure for Kerala is 97.4 in 2026 (Registrar General and Census Commissioner
of India 2006).
The projection further shows that, the median age of India, like other developing countries,
increased slowly over the last five decades. Among the states in India, median age of Kerala
is growing at a tremendous rate from 19.3 in 1961 to 31.8 in 2011 and will be reaching 37
years in 2026. As far as the young dependency ratio in India is concerned, it has been
consistently falling rightly from 1961. Contrary to this, old age dependency has been
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progressing tremendously from 10.5 in 1961 to 13.2 per cent in 2011 which is expected to
reach 19.2 in 2026. Though the young dependency ratio in Kerala is falling, the state has a
distinct experience in its old age dependency ratio. The ratio has been rising steadily from
11.3 in 1961 to 18.9 in 2011. By 2026 Kerala is supposed to be the forerunner with old age
dependency ratio 58.8 followed by Chhattisgarh 57.5, Uttaranchal 56.3, Tamil Nadu 55.8,
Rajasthan 53.5 and Maharashtra 52.1 (Registrar General and Census Commissioner of India
2006) . The state has also initiated and pioneered the demographic transition in the country
and is now passing through the final stage of demographic transition with extreme low
fertility and mortality rates similar to the fertility- mortality transition in many of the
developed nations. The state attained below replacement fertility rate in 1990, while other
states were experiencing high or middle level fertility. The proportion of population above
60 years old has also been rising without dropping over the past few decades from 5./8
percent in 1961 to12.3 per cent in 2011. This figure is projected to reach approximately 18.3
percent by 2026. The ageing process in Kerala is often referred to the situation - ageing at
the base and ageing at the apex. Ageing at the base is a phenomenon, where the proportion
of children in the population of a country is falling due to fewer births, while the proportion
of the aged is increasing tremendously on account of declining mortality with steadily
increasing longevity cause a country to age at the apex.
Kerala is well acclaimed for its unique fertility transition and also for having initiated
successfully the demographic transition in the Indian subcontinent towards the end of the
20th Century. The state has already reached below replacement fertility level in the 1990s
while the other states were experiencing high or middle-level fertility. The state has now
entered the final stage of demographic transition. The tempo of population ageing is very
high in Kerala. The proportion of population aged 60 years or over has been rising
consistently over the past few decades and is likely to reach about 20 per cent in 2026,
whereas it will be around 12 per cent in India.
Research gap
Even though, there are diverse scholarly works on population ageing and its various aspects
in Kerala, it is understood that the agedness of population need to be analyzed with
appropriate and powerful multivariate statistical tools.
Data and methodology
Aged:
Chronological definition of ageing is widely used to define ageing. International premier
institutions in their research reports and conferences defined the term ‘aged’ in the
chronological perspective. Thus, individuals aged 60 years or over are considered as aged
(World Assembly of Ageing, 1982, International Conference on Ageing and Urbanization
1991). In many developed nations, where the statutory retirement age and life expectancy
are high, defined ‘elderly’ as those segment of the population aged 65 years or over. In India,
the Census Reports classify a person aged 60 or over as aged.
Agedness of population
A population with relatively less proportion of persons in the age group 60 years or over is
generally taken as young. Numerically, a country with less than 5 per cent of older
population in its total population can be categorized as young and those with 10 per cent or
more can be considered as old (Shryok & Seigel 1980). Median age is another statistical tool
to describe the rapidity of population ageing. In general, a population with median age less
than 20 years can be called young and when it crosses 30 years or more in any population,
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it can be described as old (Shryok & Seigel 1980). Similarly in those countries, where the
number of older population per 100 youths is less than 15, population is considered to be
relatively young and above 30 is described as old.
Data source
The study is based on secondary data such as Census Reports of India, Sample Registration
Bulletin, Kerala Ageing Survey (2005) Annual vital statistics Report (2005), Report of
Survey on Care Homes in Kerala (2005), Basic Demographic Statistics (2009) (State
Planning Board Kerala), Situation Analysis of Elderly in India (CSO 2011) and Population
Projections for India and States(2006) Census Commissioner and Registrar General of India.
Variables
The age structural transition and the accompanying ageing of population are analyzed in
terms of the long term trend exhibited by certain key indicators such as young-old balance,
index of ageing, median age, old age dependency ratio and the potential support ratio.
Statistical tools
The fertility - mortality reversal amply supported the age structural transition and the
accompanying agedness of population in the state. This phenomenon is explained by the
trends in the core determinants of ageing viz, shift in the three broad age groups, median
age, index of ageing, old age dependency ratio and potential support ratio. Multi
Dimensional Scale Model and Cluster Analysis are used to identify the impacts of the above
five indicators on demographic ageing.
MDS is a multivariate technique that analyses the characteristics of a data set by means of
plotted points in one or two dimensions. MDS attempts to detect meaningful underlying
dimensions that allow one to infer the overall or global observed similarities and
dissimilarities between the investigated objects (stat soft).
Cluster analysis is a convenient method for classifying large quantum of information into
reduced manageable into meaningful groups. As a data reduction tool, it helps identifying
homogenous groups of objects called clusters, based on measured characteristics.
Discussion and results
Simple Regression is used to elicit the underlying trend in the above five core indicators of
the population ageing.
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Regression results
Shift in the Young-old Balance
Table 1: Regression coefficients of the proportion of population under 14 years and
60 years or above in the various states in India
Age group 0 -14
Age group 60 years or above
States
Andhra Pradesh
Bihar
Gujrat
Himachal
Pradesh
Jammu &
Kashmir
Karnataka
Kerala
Maharashtra
Madhya
Pradesh
Orissa
Punjab

β
-.257
-.272

t
-1.140
-4.693
14.957

p
.292
.002

-.352

-8.067

.000

-.325

-8.586

.000

-.373

-.383
-.398
-.330

.000
.000
.000

-.257

-6.178

.000

-.338

-8.194
22.524
-6.209
16.116
-4.493
-9.954

.000

-.391

Rajasthan
Tamil Nadu

-.300

Uttar Pradesh
West Bengal

-.189
-.377
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13.790
24.066
14.198

.000

-.335

.000
.000

States
Andhra
Pradesh
Bihar
Gujarat
Himachal
Pradesh
Jammu
&Kashmir
Karnataka
Kerala
Maharashtra
Madhya
Pradesh
Orissa
Punjab
Rajasthan
Tamil Nadu
Uttar
Pradesh
West Bengal

β

t

.134

4.934

.002

.066
.119

3.487
5.516

.008
.001

.105

5.529

.001

.094

4.687

.002

.120
.182
.107

5.348
9.561
8.702

.001
.000
.000

.183

-.615

.555

.110
.102
.076
.170

6.099
5.383
5.151
7.487

.000
.001
.001
.000

.039

2.929

.019

.126

5.264

.001

.p

.000
.002
.000
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Source: Technical Group on Population Projection, Registrar General and Census
Commissioner India, 2006
The figure suggests that the composition of population expressed in the three broad age
groups that consist of children, workforce and the population above 60 years are changing
fast in Kerala. Further, according to the graph, the proportion of elderly population tends to
equalize with the proportion of children less than 14 years in the year 2026. The proportion
of the elderly has been significantly greater than 10 per cent of the total population since
2001 and as it tends to approach 18 per cent by the next decade from today. So, this indicates
the ongoing process of population ageing in Kerala.
➢ Median age
Table 2: Regression coefficients of Median age in the various states in India
States
Andhra Pradesh
Assam
Bihar
Gujarat
Himachal Pradesh
Jammu & Kashmir
Karnataka
Kerala
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Orissa
Punjab
Rajasthan
Tamil Nadu
Uttar Pradesh
West Bengal
Delhi
All India
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β
0.209
-0.845
0.121
0.226
0.150
0.154
0.236
0.302
0.125
0.193
0.198
0.246
0.150
0.247
0.091
0.23
0.114
0.170

t
6.69
-1.14
3.26
8.72
3.01
3.56
8.31
15.59
4.4
8.2
6.19
9.82
4.61
8.6
3.1
7.18
3.91
6.23

P
.000
.285
.011
.000
.017
0.007
.000
.000
.002
.000
.000
.000
.002
.000
0.014
.000
.004
.000
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Source: Technical Group on Population Projection, Registrar General and Census
Commissioner India, 2006.
Figure 2: Trend in the median age in the selected states of India
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Source: Technical Group on Population Projection, Registrar General and Census
Commissioner India, 2006
As generally accepted, an increase in the median age over the value of 20 years in any
population is to be perceived as population ageing. Among the different states in India, the
median age in Kerala (fig: 2) is growing fast from 19.3 years in 1961 to 31.8 years in 2011
and is supposed to increase to 37.7 years in 2026. Hence it is an indication of the rapidity of
age structural transition and the speed of population ageing in Kerala.
➢ Ageing Index
Table 3: Trend in the Ageing index in various states in India
States
β
t
p
Andhra Pradesh
0.761
4.85
.001
Assam
0.461
4.06
.005
Bihar
0.383
3.53
.008
Gujarat
0.728
5.09
.001
Haryana
0.553
5.54
.001
Himachal Pradesh
0.801
5.36
.001
Jammu & Kashmir
0.351
3.69
.006
Karnataka
0.798
5.30
.001
Kerala
1.22
7.92
.000
Madhya Pradesh
0.356
4.61
.002
Maharashtra
0.666
6.61
.000
Orissa
0.712
5.31
.001
Punjab
0.796
5.52
.001
Rajasthan
0.491
4.31
.002
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Tamil Nadu
Uttar Pradesh
West Bengal
Delhi
All India

0.740
0.227
0.799
0.506
0.533

5.91
3.42
5.00
5.65
5.06

.000
.009
.000
.000
.001

Source: Technical Group on Population Projection, Registrar General and Census
Commissioner India, 2006
The trend analysis shows that, Kerala is the only state in the country which has undergone a
secular growth in the ageing index different from other parts of the country. In Kerala, the
index has been growing at a rate of 1.22 per cent annually with t = 7.92 and p < 0.05.
Figure 3: Trend in the ageing index in the selected states of India
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➢ Dependency ratio
Table 4: Trend in old age dependency ratio in the various states in India
States
β
t
p
Andhra Pradesh
.134
4.934
Bihar
.066
3.487
Gujarat
.119
5.516
Himachal Pradesh
.105
5.529
Jammu & Kashmir
.094
4.687
Karnataka
.120
5.348
Kerala
.182
9.561
Madhya Pradesh
.107
8.702
Maharashtra
-.183
-.615
Orissa
.110
6.099
Punjab
.102
5.383
Rajasthan
.076
5.151
Tamil Nadu
.170
7.487
Uttar Pradesh
.039
2.929
West Bengal
.126
5.264
Delhi
-0.180
-0.54
All India
0.103
4.18
Source: Technical Group on Population Projection, Registrar General
Commissioner India, 2006
The regression analysis shows that, the old age dependency ratio in Kerala
annually by 0.182 per cent with t = 9.561 and p < 0.05
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Figure 4: Trend in the dependency ratio in the selected states in India
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➢ Potential support ratio
Table 5: Trend in the potential support ratio in the various states in India
Source:
States
β
t
p
Andhra Pradesh
.-.0572
-4.13
.003
Bihar
-.0373
-2.87
.021
Gujarat
-0.809
-6.71
0.000
Karnataka
-.0620
-5.02
.001
Kerala
-.0838
-2195
.000
Madhya Pradesh
-.0429
-3.96
.000
Maharashtra
-.0702
-13.67
.000
Punjab
-.0294
-2.39
.044
Rajasthan
-.0544
-6.52
.000
Tamil Nadu
-.1027
-1466
.000
Uttar Pradesh
-.0174
-1.6
.138
West Bengal
-.0863
-6.32
.000
All India
-.0534
-5.4
.001
Technical Group on Population Projection, Registrar General and Census Commissioner of
India, 2006
The regression analysis shows that, in Kerala, the potential support ratio decreases at a rate
of 0.838 unit annually with significantly high t value − 21.95 with p < 0.05.
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Figure 5: Trend in the potential support ratio in the selected states in India
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Source: Technical Group on Population Projection, Registrar General and Census
Commissioner India, 2006
Multi dimensional scaling analysis of Demographic Ageing
Multi Dimensional Scale (MDS) model is used to represent impact of the above five
indicators on demographic ageing. In the MDS analysis, these indicators are used for
computing proximities that show the speed and rapidity of population ageing.
Many of the earlier scholarly studies on demographic ageing are undertaken with bivariate
analysis. However, in a multivariate analysis the relative importance of the different
variables as well as their co-variance can be properly incorporated in to the model. Hence in
this analysis, the key indicator variables of demographic ageing such as young-old balance,
median age, index of ageing, dependency ratio (old) and potential support ratio are
synchronized in order to visually explain their influence on age structure transition in the
different states in the country. The visual presentation is made with Eucladean distance
model. The analysis results in the following stimulus configuration as shown in the figure
4.14.
Figure 4.14: Derived Stimulus Configuration in a Euclidean Distance Model
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Source: Technical Group on Population Projection, Registrar General and Census
Commissioner India, 2006.
The multidimensional scale model is presented in two dimensions viz. dimension one and
dimension two. Dimension one is more important compared to other lower dimensions. The
scores of MDS are standardized to the range −3 to +3. The score which falls in the region
−1 to +1 in this model indicates that the phenomenon to be explained is comparatively
neutral. While region 1 to 2 shows a moderate occurrence of the phenomenon, the region 2
to 3 shows the presence of the phenomenon as more profound and severe. Region to the left
of −1 explains the non-occurrence or the absence of the phenomenon under study. As per
the visual configuration given above, the score of Kerala falls in the dimension 1 of the figure
and is in the region 2 to 3 and the stimulus co-ordinate (score value) is 2.6934. This shows
that Kerala is much ahead of other Indian states in terms of the ongoing process of
demographic ageing. The value also resembles the uniqueness of the ageing process in
Kerala. The Euclidean distance model is used to plot the objects (states) according to
similarities. As the similar objects are close to each other in an MDS model, Tamil Nadu is
the only state in India which is closer to Kerala and follows similar pattern of demographic
transition as experienced in Kerala. On the contrary, the BIMARU states (Bihar, Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh) lie far apart from Kerala. In these states, the major
indicators of population ageing have extremely lower values as compared to Kerala and
Tamil Nadu. They are clustered in the lower position (region to the left of −1) which
indicates a quite different pattern of demographic transition. In the figure Delhi, is placed on
a distinct position for its higher potential support ratio (10.6) as compared to other states in
India.
The adequacy of a statistical tool for analysis and interpretation is very crucial. Hence, the
adequacy of the MDS model for analyzing a phenomenon is given by the stress function and
𝑅 2 value. The former measures the percentage loss of information when multivariate data
is presented in lower dimensions. The degree of correspondence between the distances of
objects in an MDS model is measured inversely by the stress function. It also measures how
well a configuration matches the data. A configuration of minimum stress is defined to be
the best fitting configuration for a given data. The latter is the measure of goodness of fit. It
shows the proportion of variance (disparities) of the scaled data. 𝑅 2 value equals to 0.9 or
above indicates excellent result.
J.B. Kruskal (1964) defines stress as “the residual sum of squares". It is a dimensionless
number, positive and conveniently expressed as a percentage. A verbal evaluation of stress
is as follows
Stress
Goodness of fit
20%
Poor
10%
Fair
5%
good
2.5%
Excellent
0%
Perfect
In this analysis stress value is 0.02405 and the RSQ value is 0.99760. These values suggest
that the stimulus configuration of the data is excellent.
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Table 4.6: Configuration derived in two dimensions - Stimulus co-ordinates
Stimulus No. Stimulus Name
Dimension 1
Dimension 2
1
AP
.7801
−.1730
2
Assam
−1.2908
.8061
3
Bihar
−1.7252
.6370
4
Jharkhand
−1.4533
.0443
5
Gujarat
.3362
.2233
6
Haryana
−.3985
.3467
7
Himachal Pradesh
1.4425
−.2768
8
J.K
−.5893
.4426
9
Karnataka
.9605
.1125
10
Kerala
2.6934
−.6901
11
M.P
−1.4745
−.2745
12
Chhattisgarh
−.7732
−.4295
13
Maharashtra
.6298
.0080
14
Orissa
.6296
.0122
15
Punjab
1.1936
−.0487
16
Rajasthan
−1.2585
−.6358
17
Tamil Nadu
1.7140
−.5777
8
U.P
−1.9532
−.8322
19
West Bengal
.5065
.5360
20
Delhi
.0303
2.0438
Source: Calculated from Technical Group on Population Projection, Registrar General
Census Commissioner of India 2006.
4.3.7 Cluster analysis
Cluster analysis is another visual aid to explain the impact of the key indicators of
demographic ageing earlier discussed. A hierarchical cluster analysis is carried out for
locating Kerala with its unique dissimilarity that the state experience in terms of population
ageing. A hierarchical cluster analysis starts with combining objects in the first stage
according to the similarities in the measured characteristics in order to form clusters. In the
second stage these clusters are combined sequentially according to the respective fusion
values in the subsequent stage. As a result, the number of clusters is reduced at each stage
until only one cluster is formed. While forming the clusters at each stage, dissimilarities or
the linkage distances between the objects in terms of these fusion values are taken into
consideration.
A hierarchical tree diagram called a dendrogram gives the visual presentation of cluster
analysis. It shows the clustering method as well as how different clusters are linked at
increasing levels of dissimilarities. In a dendrogram, the actual measure of dissimilarity
depends on the linkage distance or the fusion values. In this study, the individual cases or
objects are the various states in India, chosen on the basis of some measured characteristics
such as trends in the median age, ageing index, dependency ratio, young old balance and
potential support ratio. The objects and the clusters formed on the basis of the above
characteristics are taken in the vertical axis. The horizontal axis of the diagram represents
the distance or dissimilarity between clusters. A dendrogram using average linkage between
groups is given in the figure below.
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Figure 4.15: Dendrogram using average-linkage-between groups

Source: Technical Group on Population Projection, Registrar General and Census
Commissioner India, 2006.
In this study, twenty states in India with serial numbers 1 to 20 are treated as twenty cases
or objects and they are linked together to form clusters. For example, in our study nine
clusters have been formed initially with states numbered (13, 14, 5, 9), (1, 17), (9,15,7),
(2,8), (3,18) and (11, 16, 12, 4) and three independent states, such as Delhi, Haryana and
Kerala which do not form part of any cluster in the initial stage. In the next stage, these
clusters are further amalgamated at increasing level of distance or similarity (fusion value),
thus reducing the number of clusters into five. The first three clusters are more similar to
each other than they are to any other clusters and hence they are grouped at some higher
fusion values. Similarly Assam (2) and Jammu & Kashmir (8) are linked to Haryana (6) as
they are more similar and closer to each other. The last two clusters are also linked together
at a fusion value for their closeness and similarities. In this stage also Delhi and Kerala again
remained as outliers. And, as we amalgamate larger and larger clusters of increasingly
dissimilar, distances are recalculated and this clustering process is repeated until all objects
eventually fall in one cluster.
As shown in the figure 4.15, Kerala stands alone with a high fusion value at various levels
of clustering. Kerala forms part of a cluster only in the final stage with greater distance or
dissimilarity as compared to all other fusion values or distance while forming the earlier
clusters. In the figure above it can be seen that Kerala is completely separated from all other
states in India. Its unique placement indicates that the impact of key indicators earlier
mentioned on Kerala’s age-structural transition is substantially different from the remaining
states. The above argument is supported graphically by the large horizontal distance in the
branch point for Kerala in the above hierarchical tree diagram. The distance indicates how
similar or different the objects are from each other; the larger the distance, the greater the
distance or dissimilarity (Rujatha Saraf and Sonal P Patil 2014).
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Discussion
The analysis shows that the impact of key determinants of population ageing is at its zenith
in Kerala. The proportion of children under 14 years in Kerala is rapidly decreasing at a rate
of 0.398 unit per year, from 42.9 per cent in 1961 to 22.7 per cent in 2011. If the trend
continues as it is, the proportion of children under 14 is more likely to reach around 19 per
cent in the year 2026, and will be equal to the proportion of population aged 60 or over. For
the same period the state witnessed unprecedented increase in the ageing index and the
median age. The ageing index increased by four times from 13.5 in 1961 to 54.2 in 2011. It
is expected to reach 97.4 in 2026. Among the states in India, the median age in Kerala is
growing faster from 19.3 in 1961 to 31.8 in 2011 and is projected to increase to 37.7 years
in 2016. This is also accompanied by significant decrease in the potential support ratio at a
rate of 0.838 units per year. Despite the significant decrease in the young dependency ratio,
the old age dependency ratio is on the increase in the state. By the year 2026 it is projected
that Kerala will be the forerunner with its high dependency ratio (29) followed by Tamil
Nadu (26.6), Karnataka (22.2) and Andhra Pradesh (21.7). In the study it is found that the
potential support ratio decreases at a rate of 0.838 units annually in Kerala. Kerala has been
experiencing fewer births and fewer deaths for several decades and currently has entered
into the final stage of demographic transition. As a result, significant changes have taken
place in the age structure of Kerala. The proportion of the elderly population has steadily
increased from 5.8 per cent in 1961 to 10.6 in 2001. Currently, it has reached 12.3 per cent
and is projected to increase to 18.3 per cent in 2026.
The process of population ageing in Kerala is analyzed by synthesizing the trend in some
demographic measures of population ageing such as median age, ageing index, dependency
ratio, young-old balance and potential support ratio. Multi Dimensional Scaling and Cluster
Analysis are employed to delineate the unique experience of Kerala’s age structural
transition and the accompanying population ageing. The results suggest that the speed and
the rapidity of population ageing is more profound in Kerala than the remaining states in
India. The visual presentations on population ageing (figures 4.16 & 4.17) also show the
placement of Kerala, which is totally distinct from other states in the country. More over it
also indicates the states unique experience in the demographic transition and population
ageing and how far the state is ahead of the rest of the states in the country.
The above changes in Kerala have several implications and challenges for Kerala. The most
important and the immediate challenge is the increase in the proportion of population above
60 years. It will constitute some dismal challenges to the society and the government as well.
It compels the state to broaden the social safety nets for the elderly and more government
transfers for pensions, health care and for their safe and comfortable living arrangements.
Moreover, as people are living longer, the state has to extend social security benefits over a
long period.
Despite these challenges, the age structure transition in Kerala offers an opportunity for the
state to explore using its expanding workforce. As per the recent Census report, the state is
endowed with 64 per cent work force. The various social and economic implications of
ageing are discussed in the next section.
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The Role Of Ict In Open And Distance Education: Prospects
And Challenges
Ram Ranjan Patra
Abstract
The promises of information and communication technologies (ICT) have driven e-learning
in transforming open distance education .Because of limited resources in the old distance
education system; the need of the hour is using the Information and communication
technology. ODL system is being adopted throughout the world as an important tool to
ensure access, equity and quality in the realm of higher education. ICT has various proven
tools and technologies to meet the requirements of a learner at various phases of learning
cycle like the admission phase, the learning phase, the evaluation phase and finally the
certification phase as a service. There are a number of challenges that may inhibit the use
of ICTs in the delivering of teaching and learning materials to students. This paper discusses
some of the challenges that may be hindering the adoption of ICTs tools in the teaching and
learning of students through distance education. This paper is an attempt to study the
capacities of ICT in the field of distance education and the issues and challenges on using
ICT in an ODL setup.
Introduction
Distance education is that mode of education which frees the student from the necessity of
travelling to a fixed place, at a fixed time, to meet a fixed person in order to be trained. In
this context, Rastogi (2007) said that distance education has provided openness to learning
and students have a freedom to learn at own rate, pace and time. The growing population of
a country demands a system of education which brings the education to the door steps of the
learners. The need for such education which could be provided to an individual at his own
place gave birth to the concept of ODL system. It has emerged in the developing countries
to promote higher education and play a vital role in accommodating the aspirants, especially
adult learners in getting accommodated in the higher education sector. The Gross Enrolment
Ratio (GER) in higher education in India is around 17% at present and this is well below the
world average of 24%. It is opined that ODL system is the answer in the developing country
like India to raise the GER in higher education and in this context ODL system gains much
significance in the present scenario. Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU),
functioning at the national level for almost three decades, made considerable progress and
gives equity and access to those who could not join the formal mode of higher education
(Kishore, 2018). ODL worldwide has been established as an effective and innovative
alternative system of education. This system can fulfil the educational needs of different
categories of society, school dropouts, house wives, employed people who want to learn
while earning some livelihood, people from rural areas and all these were denied access and
opportunity for formal education due to geographical distances, socio-economic and cultural
barriers (Pandit, 2016).
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ICTs and their utilization are increasingly becoming a part of everyday operational activity
in learning institutions and their importance cannot be over emphasized. Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) is playing a vital role in distance learning to meet the
requirements and expectations of the learners’ in large scale. It is difficult to perform the
same using any traditional institutional system due to its limited resources. ICT has various
proven tools and technologies to meet the requirements of a learner at various phases of
learning cycle viz the admission phase, the learning phase, the evaluation phase and finally
the certification phase as a service.Due to heterogeneous requirements in distance learning,
there are issues and challenges that are to be addressed in usage of the technology and the
services being provided through ICT.
ICT in Higher Education through open & Distance Education
Information and Communication Technologies are defined as all devices, tools, content,
resources, forums, and services, digital and those that can be converted into or delivered
through digital forms, which can be deployed for realising the goals of teaching learning,
enhancing access to and reach of resources, building of capacities, as well as management
of the educational system. These will not only include hardware devices connected to
computers, and software applications, but also interactive digital content, internet and other
satellite communication devices, radio and television services, web based content
repositories, interactive forums, learning management systems, and management
information systems. These will also include processes for digitisation, deployment and
management of content, development and deployment of platforms and processes for
capacity development, and creation of forums for interaction and exchange.
India has taken up major initiatives in terms of content delivery and furthering education
through Information and Communication Technology. For instance Gyan Darshan was
launched in 2000 to broadcast educational programs for school kids, university students, and
adults. Similarly Gyan Vani was another such important step which broadcast programs
contributed by institutions such as IGNOU and IITs. Under the UGC country wide classroom
initiative, education programs are broadcast on Gyan Darshan and Doordarshan’s National
Channel (DD1) everyday. E-Gyankosh which aims at preserving digital learning resourcesis
a knowledge repository launched by IGNOU in 2005, almost 95% of IGNOU’s printed
material has been digitized and uploaded on the repository. The National Programme for
Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) launched in 2001 is another joint initiative of IITs
and IISc which promotes education through technology. Moreover, the ambitious National
Mission on Education through ICT was launched by the government to harness ICT’s
potential throughout the length and breadth of the country. In 2009, the government
approved the landmark “National Mission on Education through ICT” scheme. The National
Mission on Education through ICT is centrally sponsored scheme submitted by the Ministry
of HRD and approved by the Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA). The Mission
has planned a variety of initiatives aimed at developing and standardizing digital content for
Indian higher education segment. The Mission envisions catering to the learning needs of
500 million people in the country.
Tools of ICT
There are various ICT tools available which can be utilized for the knowledge creation and
dissemination in the modern world. Tools include Radio, T.V, Internet, Mobile phone,
Computer, laptop, tablets and many other hardware and software applications. Certain ICT
tools like laptops, PCs, mobile phones, and PDAs have their own implication in Education.
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These devices can be used in imparting education and training for teachers and students.
Many of the ICT tools are much hyped but have not given fruitful results till now. Use of
radio for pedagogical practices has been very much popular in past and is still in use in India
by IGNOU. But One-to-many broadcast technologies like radio and television are seen as
less ‗revolutionary‘ ICTs in education, as their usage is seen as reinforcing of traditional
instructor-centric learning models, unlike computers, which many see as important tools in
fostering more learner-centric instructional models [6]. Successful ICT initiatives meet three
intertwined objectives: availability, access, and demand. Educational ICT tools are not for
making educators master ICT skills themselves, but for making educators create a more
effective learning environment via ICT. Teachers can utilize ICT tools to get benefits from
using these tools in the areas of content, curriculum, instruction, and assessment. ICTs
include fixed-line telephony, mobile telephony, newspapers, radio, television, radio
trunking, very small aperture terminal (VSAT), computer, and internet must be accessible to
rural public as per their demand.
The types of available technologies used in distance education are divided into two groups:
synchronous and asynchronous. Synchronous technology is a mode of online delivery where
all participants are “present” at the same time requiring a timetable to be organized. Web
Conferencing is an example of synchronous technology. Asynchronous technology is a
mode of online delivery where participants access course materials on their own schedule.
Students are not required to be together at the same time. Message board forums, e-mail and
recorded video are examples of asynchronous technology.
Challenges that are facing in implementing ICT
Different from the traditional universities, where student population normally is
concentrated in one place, in higher open and distance learning, students are scattered in
many places. Challenges then are how to support students who are located in different places.
Sometimes, location cannot be a problem if infrastructures, in terms of communication, and
physical buildings equipped with internet connectivity, ICT equipment, relevant software
and training opportunity are in place. Like other developing countries, problems of poor
supply of power, lack of internet connectivity, and in some places lack of telephone and
mobile-phone services are widely acknowledged. The most affected places are the rural
areas. Learners in remote areas where they have no access to ICT equipments, have to travel
long distances for the services. Where university try to reach students in their places through
building centres and supply centres with ICT technologies, there are limitations, that include
low budgets, low capacity to purchase bigger digital bandwidth for ICT, most of the staff
and students lacking skills in use of ICT, ICT technologies fast turnover, low economies of
scales in purchasing ICT equipment within the learners, shortage of technical staff to ensure
smooth running of ICT equipment in the regions, and that it is difficult to estimate the
resource needed in each region. Such challenges are non-existent in the traditional mode of
higher education. Apart from flexibility in employing ICT, there are challenges in
implementing it. The challenges are not only in the developing countries but also the
developed countries. These challenges include reluctant of professors to put their courses
online. The policies guiding promotion and work retention, skills in developing content that
guides self learning, the technological turnover, skill training to both students and staff in
managing and using ICT equipment and the shift of paradigm from teacher centred to learner
centred need to be looked into diligently. In the case of developing countries other challenges
include costs of digital bandwidth, availability of funds to purchase ICT equipments, costs
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of software, large number of students as compared to available human resources, after sales
contracts on ICT equipment, availability of power, and infrastructure for ICT not well
developed and limited choice of technology to use. Certain challenges also exist for the ICT
based teaching learning. One of the great challenges for quality control in education is lack
of standards for parameters to measure the quality of education. For the solution of this all
the accreditation bodies like NAAC,NBA,AICTE,CBSE and other authorities must sit
together and circulate a standard list of parameters to decide the quality of education.
Development of ICT has changed the epic centre of knowledge and hence in many of the
cases student is more informed than the teacher. Teachers lack adequate qualification and
training and their lesson plans are most often outdated or irrelevant. Setting up the ICT
devices can be very troublesome. It is expensive to afford it is hard for teachers to use with
a lack of experience using ICT tools. These reasons destroy the available quality of
education. ICT enabled distance education, to a great extent, can combat this problem. One
of the important barriers is lack of trained teachers to exploit ICT proficiently. Most of the
teachers are not willing to introduce new technologies to themselves first and subsequently
to their students. There is resistant from teachers, basically from older teachers as compared
to younger ones, to apply ICT in their subject.. Hence teachers need to update their
knowledge and skills as per change in the curriculum and technologies. At present, ICT in
school education is strictly limited to a handful of elite schools. Beyond that, it’s just a
computer lab that’s held apart from the conventional educational process .Though computers
came to Indian classrooms in the year 1984-85, the level of adoption of modern technology
in the teaching and learning process has been limited and uneven. Various ICT tools must
be available and it must be accessible at demand. Many schools have limited resources for
buying books, stationery, furniture and other classroom materials. Role of private sector
providing services in such sectors may be taken into account. Rural population may not be
able to pay hefty amount to utilize such ICT resources for education. One of the major
challenges in the implementation of ICT in education is the initial thinking that is based on
the technology. ICT hardware and software are not designed as per educational purposes
rather they are designed for general purpose. One first thinks about the available technology
and then a try is being made to apply it into education field, but if we look at in reverse way
then possible outcomes may be more useful and may give good results. As per latest tradition
only special subject like IT or ICT is available and that is also optional one there is need for
to have basic knowledge of computers and IT to utilize various ICT tools to be used for
teaching learning. Only computer teachers would not be able to carry this important mission
of being agents of change. To sort out infrastructure problems for providing ICT education
in schools one can split the screen in half vertically and at two sets of an application can be
displayed and used by two users (students) simultaneously. Because one student may use the
keyboard and another may use mouse, each student can work independently of the other
Curriculum development, Teaching and learning, Research and extension, Governance and
leadership, infrastructural facilities and use of expert system in suggesting intelligent
decisions to top management in policy making and other important areas in higher education.
The Present Demand
As the world moves inexorably towards adopting a knowledge currency, India has the
opportunity to participate as one of the planet’s forerunners in utilizing a demographic
comparative advantage and translating that into immense economic success. Unfortunately,
that advantage cannot be sustained unless India, and more specifically, the Indian
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government, continues to review and upgrade our education system. One area that is in
desperate need of change is our higher education network. Even though India has worldclass institutions, they are far out-numbered by weaker institutions that have lagged behind
the technological curve that has gripped the Indian economy.
Currently, there are many problems in the higher education system that need to be tackled
immediately. Some of the more pressing, important issues which need attention are: the
paucity of high-quality teachers, inadequate infrastructure of the universities and more
specifically their libraries, and the poor quality of Educational Resources utilized at the
various universities and colleges. If these problems are not solved expeditiously, the overall
impact on Indian economy can be disastrous. The number of students graduating from our
nation’s institutions will be greatly diminished as they seek better educational alternatives.
The students that do graduate from India’s colleges and universities will be less and less
employable as they lack the necessary skills and relevant knowledge to compete in the global
labor marketplace. And most frustrating of all, Indian students coming from socio
economically disadvantaged backgrounds will find fewer and fewer opportunities for social
and academic mobility due to quality constraints. In the current knowledge-driven global
economy, higher education systems play major roles in social development and national
economic competitiveness. However, they face immense challenges in meeting rising
enrolment demands worldwide. Forecasts suggest that current global enrolments of 165
million will grow by a further 98 million by 2025. However, this growth is unlikely to be
accompanied by equivalent increases in the human and financial resources available to the
higher education sector.
Many institutions are incorporating information and communication technologies (ICT) into
their management, administration and educational programmes in order to serve their
students more cost-effectively and to prepare them for the world into which they will
graduate. In many developing countries, however, access to hardware, software and
connectivity remain challenges. It is therefore critical to adapt pedagogical approaches and
learning materials to this environment while ensuring high quality and relevant educational
opportunities. In parallel, ICT are dramatically increasing the transfer of information
through global communication systems, leading to an explosion in the generation and
collective sharing of knowledge. The participation of non-specialists in previously
specialised disciplinary areas is extending the boundaries of scholarship, while dynamic
knowledge creation and social computing tools and processes are becoming more
widespread and accepted. This opens up opportunities to create and share a wider array of
educational resources, thereby accommodating a greater diversity of student needs. The
digitisation of information, combined with its increasingly widespread dissemination, poses
significant challenges to concepts of intellectual property. Copyright regimes and business
models for publication are under scrutiny.
As such, it is of paramount importance that significant strides are taken up to improve, adapt,
and grow the overall knowledge capital and its availability to all Indian students in our higher
education system. To serve this purpose, the National Knowledge Commission (NKC) has
recently made a few recommendations to the Prime Minister. One of the many steps NKC
recommends to address these pressing problems is to increase the amount of Open
Educational Resources (OER) and Open Access (OA). If these goals can be accomplished,
the easy and widespread availability of high quality educational resources will drastically
change the paradigm of teaching for the better and improve the quality of education for all
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of our students. In addition, Indian students will have access to previously inaccessible
information as well as the knowledge on how to access global educational resources.
Increased online access to OER has further promoted individualised study, which, coupled
with social networking and collaborative learning, has created opportunities for pedagogical
innovation.
Conclusion
It is true that ICT is playing a vital role in open distance learning but at same time there are
many issues and challenges that are to be addressed for smooth functioning of various online
services that are to be implemented for its learners and other public. Contributions of ICT
toward design, development and delivery of learning resources in higher Open and distance
learning institutions cannot be underscored. Challenges of connectivity, ICT equipment,
software, training, infrastructures, low budgets, scales of economies among learners and
attitudinal factors among social members, are to be tackled while implementing. Information
and Communication Technology has no doubt brought about tremendous change in
education, but we are yet to achieve the desired level of IT adoption in higher education in
the country.
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Teacher Freezing Among Secondary School Teachers In
Relation To Their Sense Of Humour
Dr. Umender Malik
Santosh Yadav

Abstract: The present study was undertaken to investigate teacher freezing among
secondary school teachers in relation to their sense of humour. Sense of humour was treated
as an independent variable whereas teacher freezing was treated as dependent variable.
Descriptive survey method was used for the present study. Simple random sampling
technique was used to select the sample of 600 Govt. secondary school teachers of Haryana
State. Teacher Freezing Scale by Hassen Taj (1998) and Sense of Humour Scale by Malik
and Kapoor (2014) were used to collect the data. Mean, SD, and ‘t’ test were used to analyse
the data. The findings of the study revealed that teacher freezing among secondary school
teachers in relation to sense of humour differ significantly. No significant difference was
found in teacher freezing among male secondary school teachers in relation to sense of
humour. It was also found that teacher freezing among female secondary school teachers in
relation to sense of humour did not differ significantly.
Key words: Teacher Freezing, Sense of Humour and Secondary School Teachers
Introduction
Teacher is a person who is able to contribute to the growth and development of other persons
who come in contact with him. According to Dictionary of education, teacher is defined as,
“A person who employed in an officially capacity for the purpose of guiding and directing
the learning experience of pupils and students in an institution, whether public or private.”
Teachers freezing will have the effect not only on the quality of students and school but also
it will have far reaching consequences. Teacher freezing refers to the lack of interest and
enthusiasm of a teacher in performing teaching duty and inability to innovate in teaching &
research. Teacher freezing is a term used not to refer to teacher’s inability, but to mean the
overall unused, underused and stagnated intellectual, psychological, social, physical and
moral potentialities of teachers. It is defined as a negative psychological experience which
is outcome or the reaction to job-related stress. It pertains to feelings experienced by people
whose jobs require repeated exposure to emotionally charged social situations. Thus, teacher
freezing refers to the overall unused, under used and stagnated intellectual, psychological,
social, physical and moral potentialities of the teachers.
Humour can even help to foster the student-teacher relationship, which in turn creates a
positive and welcoming classroom environment. When meeting with a new group of
students, a well-placed joke or quip can go a long way towards setting the tone for the rest
of the term. The best thing about the teacher use of humour in the classroom is that even if
your joke bombs, it still accomplishes the goal of appearing light-hearted – as long as you
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can laugh at yourself. Individuals with a greater sense of humor are thought to be more
socially competent (Bell, McGhee, & Duffey, 1986); in turn, it may be easier for such
persons to attract and maintain friendships and develop a rich social support network, and
consequently to obtain the mental and physical health benefits of social support (Cohen &
Wills, 1985). Garner (2005) studied the use of sense of humour in the class room and
concluded that the good and effective use of humor as a learning strategy has continually
been attributed to better and increased comprehension of the subject content, increased
retention of the taught material and the creation of a more comfortable learning environment.
Variables Used
➢ Independent Variable: Level of Aspiration
➢ Dependent Variable: Teacher Freezing
Objectives Of The Study
1. To study the teacher freezing among secondary school teachers in relation to sense of
humour.
2. To study the teacher freezing among male secondary school teachers in relation to sense
of humour.
3. To study the teacher freezing among female secondary school teachers in relation to
sense of humour.
Hypotheses Of The Study
H01
There is no significant difference in the teacher freezing among secondary school
teachers in relation to sense of humour.
H02
There is no significant difference in the teacher freezing among male secondary
school teachers in relation to sense of humour.
H03
There is no significant difference in the teacher freezing among female secondary
school teachers in relation to sense of humour.
Methodology
The present study is descriptive in nature and survey method has used. Simple random
sampling technique was used to select a sample of 600 secondary school Teachers affiliated
to H.B.S.E. The investigator has taken Govt. secondary teachers of four districts namely
Rohtak, Bhiwani, Rewari and Ambala of Haryana state. The classification of teachers as
sample for the present investigation is given below:
Total
Teachers
600

Male
Teachers
290

High Sense
of Humour
90

773

Low Sense of
Humour
95

Female
Teachers
310

High Sense
of Humour
94

Low Sense of
Humour
106
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Tools Used
1. Teacher Freezing Scale by Hassen Taj (1998). In this scale, all the statements are in
negative form. The response of the individual varies from always to never, with a
assigned weight of 1 to 5 respectively indicating higher the score lower is the teacher
freezing and vice versa. Spit half reliability of this scale was 0.89 and Test-retest
reliability was 0.77. This scale had content validity, item validity and cross validity.
2. Sense of Humour Scale by Malik and Kapoor (2014). The scale contains 44 items. The
Spearman- Brown Coefficient of Correlation was 0.863, Guttam Split Half Coefficient
of correlation was 0.859 and the Cronbach's Alpha was 0.759 suggesting the high
reliability of the scale. The Scale had face and content validity.
Statistical Techniques Used
Mean, S.D and ‘t’ test were used to analyse the data.
Data Analysis And Interpretation
The collected data were analyzed both quantitatively as well as qualitatively. After the
scoring procedure Mean, Standard Deviation and ‘t’ values were calculated to find out the
significance of difference between the mean scores among variables of the study. In order to
verify the objectives and to test the null hypotheses, the present study has been analyzed as
given below:
Objective 1: To study the teacher freezing among secondary school teachers in relation
to sense of humour.
For the purpose of studying the difference in the teacher freezing among secondary school
teachers in relation to sense of humour, the following null hypothesis was formulated:
H01 There is no significant difference in the teacher freezing among secondary school
teachers in relation to sense of humour.
To test the null hypothesis, Mean, SD, t-value and level of significance of the scores obtained
from teacher freezing scale were calculated with respect to their sense of humor. The results
are presented in Table-1.
Table-1: Descriptive statistics related to Teacher Freezing among Secondary School
Teachers in relation to Sense of Humour
Dependent
Groups
N
Mean
SD
‘t’
Level of
Variable
value
Significance
High Sense of 184
304.12
50.20
Teacher
Humour
Freezing
2.98
Significant
Low Sense of 201
320.02
54.38
Humour
** Significant at .01 level * Significant at .05 level

774

NS-Not significant
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320.02

304.12

High Sense of Humour

Low Sense of Humour

Fig. 1: Sense of Humour wise Mean Teacher Freezing scores of Secondary School
Teachers
From the Table-1 and Fig.1, it can be observed that the t-value of 2.98 was found significant
at 0.01 level, which indicates that teacher freezing among secondary school teachers in
relation to sense of humour differ significantly. So, the null hypothesis “There is no
significant difference in the teacher freezing among secondary school teachers in relation to
sense of humour” is not retained. In the context of the mean scores, it was found that teacher
freezing among secondary school teachers with high sense of humour (304.12) is lower than
teachers with Low sense of humour (320.02). It explores that teachers with low sense of
humour are more freezing teachers than teachers with high sense of humour.
Objective 2: To study the teacher freezing among male secondary school teachers in
relation to sense of humour.
For the purpose of studying the difference in the teacher freezing among male secondary
school teachers in relation to sense of humour, the following null hypothesis was formulated:
H02 There is no significant difference in the teacher freezing among male secondary school
teachers in relation to sense of humour.
To test the null hypothesis, Mean, SD, t-value and level of significance of the scores obtained
from teacher freezing scale were calculated with respect to their sense of humor. The results
are presented in Table-2.
Table-2: Descriptive statistics related to Teacher Freezing among Male Secondary
School Teachers in relation to Sense of Humour
Groups
N
Mean
SD
‘t’
Level of
Dependent
value
Significance
Variable
Teacher
Freezing

High Sense of
Humour

90

280.53

58.54

Low Sense of
Humour

95

294.48

52.98

1.69

** Significant at .01 level * Significant at .05 level

775

Not
Significant

NS-Not significant
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294.48

280.53

High Sense of Humour

Low Sense of Humour

Fig. 2: Sense of Humour wise Mean Teacher Freezing scores of Male Secondary
School Teachers
It is evident from Table-2 and Fig.2 that the t-value of 1.69 was not found significant at 0.05
level, which indicates that teacher freezing among male secondary school teachers in relation
to sense of humour did not differ significantly. So, the null hypothesis “There is no
significant difference in the teacher freezing among male secondary school teachers in
relation to sense of humour” is retained. From the comparison of mean scores, it can be
concluded that teacher freezing among male secondary school teachers with high sense of
humour (280.53) is less than teachers with low sense of humour (298.48). It explores that
teachers with low sense of humour are more freezing teachers than teachers with high sense
of humour.
Objective 3: To study the teacher freezing among female secondary school teachers in
relation to sense of humour.
For the purpose of studying the difference in the teacher freezing among female secondary
school teachers in relation to sense of humour, the following null hypothesis was formulated:
H03 There is no significant difference in the teacher freezing among female secondary school
teachers in relation to sense of humour.
To test the null hypothesis, Mean, SD, t-value and level of significance of the scores obtained
from teacher freezing scale were calculated with respect to their sense of humor. The results
are presented in Table-3.
Table-3: Descriptive statistics related to Teacher Freezing among Female Secondary
School Teachers in relation to Sense of Humour
Dependent
Groups
N
Mean
SD
‘t’
Level of
Variable
value
Significance
Teacher
Freezing

High Sense of
Humour

94

292.53

1.17
Low Sense of
Humour

106

301.87

** Significant at .01 level * Significant at .05 level

776

53.76
Not
Significant

59.12
NS-Not significant
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301.87

292.53

High Sense of Humour

Low Sense of Humour

Fig. 3: Sense of Humour wise Mean Teacher Freezing scores of Female Secondary
School Teachers
It is observed from Table-3 and Fig.3 that the t-value of 1.17 was not found significant at
0.05 level, which indicates that teacher freezing among female secondary school teachers in
relation to sense of humour did not differ significantly. So, the null hypothesis “There is no
significant difference in the teacher freezing among female secondary school teachers in
relation to sense of humour” is retained. From the comparison of mean scores, it can be
concluded that teacher freezing among male secondary school teachers with high sense of
humour (292.53) is less than teachers with low sense of humour (301.87). It explores that
female teachers with low sense of humour are more freezing teachers than teachers with high
sense of humour.
Findings Of The Study
➢ It was found that teacher freezing among secondary school teachers in relation to sense
of humour differ significantly. So, the null hypothesis “There is no significant difference
in the teacher freezing among secondary school teachers in relation to sense of humour”
is not retained.
➢ No significant difference was found in teacher freezing among male secondary school
teachrs in relation to sense of humour. So, the null hypothesis “There is no significant
difference in the teacher freezing among male secondary school teachers in relation to
sense of humour” is retained.
➢ It was found that teacher freezing among female secondary school teachers in relation to
sense of humour did not differ significantly. So, the null hypothesis “There is no
significant difference in the teacher freezing among male secondary school teachers in
relation to sense of humour” is retained.
Conclusion
A teacher occupies a unique place in the entire system of education. The existing system of
education fails to accord teachers an appropriate fiscal and social status. It barely provides
opportunities for professional as well as career improvement. It hardly offers initiative for
innovative and creative work. Lack of enthusiasm and interest among teacher in performance
of their duties and their inability to innovate in the new practices of teaching as well as
research is apparently noticeable. In other words we can say that today the teachers are
frozen. Keeping in view the highest stagnation of teachers abilities in intellectual dimension,
the researcher suggests for establishment of professional libraries within the schools. Along
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with it teachers should be familiarize with the professional literature and research based
rationales related with their class room practices. Some faculty meetings can be devoted to
different issues related with the area of teaching, research, evaluation etc. Orientation
programmes and refresher courses should be organized for secondary school teachers.
Teachers should be motivated to take initiative in organizing orientation programmes for
exchange of new ideas. Secondary school teachers should be encouraged to participate in
seminars and conferences.
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Hkkjrh; lafo/kku dh orZeku ifjfLFkr;ksa esa izklafxdrk ,oa misf{kr ifjorZu
NEERAJ SINGH
Hkkjrh; lH;rk fo”o dh izkphure lH;rkvksa esa ls ,d gSA ;gka vusd jktuhfrd ,oa /kkfeZd vkØe.k gq,] blds ckotwn Hkh ;g lH;rk vius vki dks
cuck, j[kus esa lQy jghA Hkkjrh; lH;rk ,oa laL—fr us cnyus dh ctk, bu ifjorZuksa dks vklkuh ls lgst fy;kA Hkkjrh; jktuhfrd O;oLFkk ds
orZeku Lo:Ik ij Hkh bUgha izHkkoksa dks Li’V :Ik ls ns[kk tk ldrk gSA fo”ks’k :Ik ls vaxzsth “kklu O;oLFkk us bls ,d fo”ks’k iz.kkyh esa fodflr gksus esa
vge~ ;ksxnku fn;kA jk’Vªh; vkanksyuksa ds izHkkoLo:Ik orZeku laoS/kkfud O;oLFkk dk fuekZ.k gqvkA D;ksafd Hkkjrh; laoSa/kkfud fodkl dk yEck bfrgkl
jgk gSA 31 fnlEcj] 1600 bZ0 dks fczfV”k lkezkKh ,fytkcsFk us vaxstz O;kikfj;ksa dh ,d daiuh ^bZLV bafM;k daiuh* dks Hkkjr ds lkFk O;kikj djus dk
vf/kdkj iznku fd;kA bl O;kikfjd daiuh us cgqr rsth ds lkFk izxfr dh vkSj 1757 ds IYkklh ds ;q) ds ifj.kkeLo:Ik bZLV bafM+;k daiuh us Hkkjr esa
jktuhfrd lÙkk gkfly dj yhA Hkkjrh; Lora=rk vkanksyudkfj;ksa us viuh jktuhfrd lÙkk izkIr djus ds fy, vusd jk’Vªh; vkanksyu pyk, tks Hkkjrh;
lafo/kku fu.kkZd ds izsjd cusA fiNys yxHkx 6 n”kdksa ls iwjk “kklu blh lafo/kku ds vuqlkj py jgk gSA
fdlh Hkh ns”k dk lafo/kku ml jk’Vª dh “kklu O;OkLFkk dk niZ.k gksrk gS vkSj orZeku ;qx rks yksdra= dk ;qx gSA yksdra= esa lafo/kku dk gksuk vfr
vko”;d gSA blfy, izR;sd lafo/kku dk fuekZ.k djus okyh lafo/kku lHkk orZeku le; dks ns[krs gq, rFkk Hkwrdky ds vuqHko ls ykHk mBkdj vius ns”k
ds fy, ,d ,slk lafo/kku cukus dk iz;Ru djrh gS ftlesa dksbZ =qfV u gks vkSj tks jk’Vª dks jktuhfrd] lkekftd] vkfFkZd rFkk vU; gj izdkj ds {ks=
esa izxfr ds iFk ij ys tk,A ijarq ;g Hkh lR; gS fd dksbZ Hkh lafo/kku fdruk gh vPNk D;ksa u cuk fy;k tk,] mlesa dqN le; i”pkr~ vko”;d ifjorZu
dh vko”;drk iM+rh gSA ;fn lafo/kku le; vuqlkj u cnyk tk, rks og jk’Vª dh izxfr esa ck/kk mRiUu dj ldrk gSA Hkkjrh; lafo/kku dk fuekZ.k
lafo/kku lHkk }kjk rRdkyhu Hkkjrh; ifjfLFkfr;ksa ,oa jktuhfrd] lkekftd] vkfFkZd n`f’Vdks.k ds vk/kkj ij fd;k x;kA ysfdu blds lkFk&lkFk lafo/kku
la”kks/ku izfØ;k dh Hkh O;oLFkk dh xbZ rkfd le; o ifjfLFkfr;ksa ds lkFk lafo/kku esa cnyko fd, tk ldsaA tks Hkkjrh; lafo/kku lHkk dh nwjnf”kZrk dks
n”kkZrh gSA Hkkjrh; lafo/kku esa Hkh le;&le; ij ubZ&ubZ ekaxsa rFkk leL;k,a pqukSfr;ksa ds :Ik esa mHkj dj lkeus vkbZA buesa ls T;knkrj dk funku
djus esa lafo/kku dke;kc jgk gSA fQj Hkh dqN ,sls iz”u gSa ftu ij fopkj djuk vko”;d gSA
1- dsUnz jkT; lac/a k &% Hkkjrh; jktuhfrd O;oLFkk esa dsUnz jkT; laca/k lcls T;knk ppkZ dk fo’k; jgk gSA la?k vkSj jkT;ksa ds chp laca/kksa dk lapkyu
eq[; rhu vk/kkjksa ij le>k tk ldrk gSA

❖ fo/kk;h laca/k %& la?k vkSj jkT;ksa ds chp fo/kk;h lac/a kksa dk lapkyu rhu lwfp;ksa ds vk/kkj ij gksrk gSA
¼d½ la?k lwph &% la?k lwph esa jk’Vªh; egÙo ds 97 fo’k; gSaA ftu ij dkuwu cukus dk vf/kdkj la?k ljdkj dk gSA
¼[k½ jkT; lwph &% jkT; lwph esa 66 fo’k;ksa dk o.kZu fd;k x;k gSA ftu ij dkuwu cukus dk vf/kdkj jkT; ljdkj dk gSA
¼x½ leorhZ lwph &% leorhZ lwph esa 47 fo’k; fn, x, gSaA ftu ij dsUnz o jkT; ljdkj nksuksa dkuwu cuk ldrh gSaA ysfdu ;fn fdlh fo’k; dks ysdj
nksuksa esa xfrjks/k mRiUu gksrk gS rks dsUnz ljdkj dk dkuwu ekU; gksxkA
¼?k½ vfrfjDr fo’k; &% bu rhu lwfp;ksa ds vfrfjDr fo’k;ksa ij dkuwu cukus dk vf/kdkj dsUnz ljdkj dks fn;k x;k gSA
tc ge lafo/kku dk lS)kafrd :Ik ls v/;;u djrs gSa rks yxrk gS fd dsUnz o jkT; ljdkjsa vius vius dk;ksZ esa Lora= gSaA ysfdu iz R;sd {ks= esa dsUnz
ljdkj dks “kfDr”kkyh cuk;k x;k gSA tSls %&
• Art-249 &% ;fn jkT; lHkk vius nks&frgkbZ cgqer ls ;g izLrko Lohdkj dj ysrh gS fd jkT;lwfp esa mfYyf[kr dksbZ fo’k; jk’Vªh; egÙo dk
gks x;k gS rks laln ml fo’k; ij dkuwu cuk ldrh gSA tks ,d o’kZ ds fy, ekU; gksxkA
• Art-250 &% ;fn nks ;k nks ls vf/kd jkT; fo/kkue.My izLrko ikl dj ;g bPNk O;Dr djs fd jkT; lwfp ds fdUgha fo’k;ksa ij laln }kjk
dkuwu dk fuekZ.k fd;k tk,] rks laln dks dkuwu cukus dk vf/kdkj izkIr gks tkrk gSA ysfdu ;g dkuwu mUgha jkT;ksa esa ykxw gksxk] ftUgksaus ekax
dh gSA
❖ iz”kklfud laca/k &% tgka fo/kk;h laca/kksa esa dsUnz ljdkj dks vf/kd “kfDr”kkyh cuk;k x;k gS] ogha iz”kklfud lac/a kksa esa Hkh dsUnz vf/kd “kfDr”kkyh gSA
iz”kklfud laca/kksa esa tc pkgsa jkT;iky dh Hkwfedk rFkk vuqPNsn 356 lcls cM+h pqukSrh ds :Ik esa mHkjs gSaA jkT;ksa }kjk ckj&ckj ;g f”kdk;r dh
tkrh gS fd dsUnz ljdkj jkT;ksa esa Art-356 dk nq:Ik;ksx dj jgh gSA
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❖ foÙkh; laca/k &% dsUnz jkT; foÙkh; laca/kksa esa Hkh dsUnz ljdkj dks “kfDr”kkyh cuk;k x;k gSA jkT; ljdkjsa dsUnz ij foÙkh; {ks = esa fuHkZj jgrh gSaA
jkT;ksa }kjk ;g Hkh f”kdk;r dh tkrh gS fd m|ksx] O;kikj ,oa okf.kT; tSls fo’k;ksa ij la?k dkuwu cukus yx x;k gS] tcfd ;s fo’k; jkT; lwfp
esa mYysf[kr gSaA bl izdkj foÙkh; fo’k;ksa dk caVokjk Hkh fooknksa dk fiVkjk lkfcr gqvk gSA
2- u, jkT;ksa dh yxkrkj mHkjrh ekax &%
Lora=rk ds ckn ls gh u, jkT;ksa dh ekax fujarj tksj idM+Rkh tk jgh gSA dbZ jkT;ksas dh bl ekax us tksj idM+k gS fd cM+s jkT;ksa dks NksVh bZdkbZ;ksa esa
foHkkftr dj fn;k tkuk pkfg,A NksVs jkT; tgka iz”kklfud n`f’V ls mi;qDr jgrs gSa] ogha mudk fodkl Hkh “kh?kz gksrk gSA ogha Hkk’kk ds vk/kkj ij gh
ugha {ks=h; vk/kkj ij Hkh u, jkT;ksa dh ekax yxkrkj mBkbZ tk jgh gSA ysfdu blls jkT;ksa dh la[;k c<+ tk,xh] {ks=h; vkSj izka rh; nyksa dk mn;
gksxk] ftlls jk’Vªh; ,drk esa ck/kk mRiUu gksxhA 1956 esa Hkk’kk ds vk/kkj ij jkT;ksa dk xBu fd;k x;k FkkA ml le; Hkkjr la?k esa 14 jkT; ,oa 6
dsUnz “kkflr izn”s k LFkkfir fd, x, FksA ysfdu orZeku esa budh lnL; la[;k 29 jkT; vkSj 7 dsUnz “kkflr izns”k gks xbZ gSA fdl jkT; dk dc xBu
gqvk fuEu rkfydk }kjk le>k tk ldrk gS &%
vkU/kzizn”s k
& 1 vDrwcj] 1953
flfDde
& 26 vizSy] 1975
egkjk’Vª
& 1 ebZ] 1960
fetksje
& 20 Qjojh] 1987
xqtjkr
& 1 ebZ] 1960
v:.kkpyizn”s k & 20 Qjojh] 1987
ukxkySaM+
& 1 fnlEcj] 1963
xksok
& 30 ebZ] 1987
gfj;k.kk
& 1 uoEcj] 1966
NÙkh”kx<+
& 1 uoEcj] 2000
fgekpy izns”k & 25 tuojh] 1971
mÙkjk[k.M & 9 uoEcj] 2000
es?kky;
& 21 tuojh] 1972
>kj[k.M+
& 15 uoEcj] 2000
ef.kiqj
& 21 tuojh] 1972
rsyaxkuk
& 2 twu] 2014
f=iqjk
& 21 tuojh] 1972
ysfdu u, jkT;ksa dh ekax vkt Hkh “kkar ugha gqbZ gSA vkt Hkh dbZ u, {ks= jkT; cuus dh rkd essa gSaA
3- ljdkj ds rhuksa vaxksa esa laca/k &%
izR;sd jkT; esa ljdkj ds rhu vax gksrs gSa &%

ljdkj ds rhuksa vaxksa esa laca/kksa dk iz”u fopkj.kh; gSA fo”ks’k :Ik ls laln vkSj loksZPp U;k;ky; ds laca/kksa esa le;&le; ij fookn mBrs jgrs gSaA blh
n”kk esa tks dk;Z laln dks djuk pkfg, og dk;Z dbZ ckj U;k;ky; djrk fn[kkbZ nsrk gSA ftlls dbZ ckj ljdkj ds bu va xksa esa la?k’kZ dh fLFkfr Hkh
fn[kkbZ nsrh gSA D;ksafd laln vuqPNsn 368 dk iz;ksx fcuk fdlh ikcanh ds djuk pkgrh gSA ysfdu U;k;ky; mls dbZ ckj viuh U;kf;d iqufuZjh{k.k
dh “kfDr ds }kjk vlaoS/kkfud dk;Z djus ls jksdrk gSA xksyd ukFk cuke iatkc jkT; ¼1967½ ds eqdíesa esa loksZPp U;k;ky; us 6@5 ds cgqer ls ,d
,sfrgkfld QSlyk lquk;k ftlesa dgk x;k fd laln ewy vf/kdkjksa esa ifjorZu djus dk vf/kdkj ugha j[krh rFkk og Hkkx&3 esa la”kks /ku ugha dj ldrhA
laln us bl fu.kZ; ds Ik”pkr~ lafo/kku esa 24oka lafo/kku la”kks/ku ¼1971½ fd;k] ftlds }kjk vuqPNsn 13 vkSj 368 dks la”kksf/kr djds ewy vf/kdkjksa esa
la”kks/ku dh “kfDr iqu% izkIr dj yhA ckn esa ds”kokuUn Hkkjrh ds fu.kZ; esa loksZPPk U;k;ky; us viuk xksyd ukFk fu.kZ; fujDr dj fn;k vkSj feuokZ
feYl cuke Hkkjr la?k ¼1980½ esa dgk fd laln lafo/kku ds fdlh Hkh Hkkx esa la”kks/ku dj ldrh gSA ysfdu vk/kkjHkwr <+kapk ifjofrZr ugha dj ldrhA
bl izdkj ds dbZ eqíksa ij laln vkSj loksZPp U;k;ky; esa Vdjko dh fLFkfr fn[kkbZ nh gSA
4- oa”kkuqxr jktuhfr %&
Hkkjrh; jktuhfrd O;oLFkk esa oa”kkuqxr jktuhfr dk izHkko “kq: ls gh jgk gSA dsUnz rFkk jkT; nksuksa esa gh ge oa”kkuqxr jktuhfr dks Li’V :Ik ls ns[k
ldrs gSaA Hkkjr esa cgqr ls ,sls jk’Vªh; rFkk {ks=h; jktuhfrd ny gSa ftu ij yEcs le; ls ,s gh ifjokj dk izHkqÙo jgk gSA jktuhfrd ny] pquko esa
ifjokj ;k mlds oa”kt ds uke gh oksV ekaxrs gSa u fd viuh uhfr;ksa o dk;ZØeksa ds vk/kkj ij vkSj ih<+h&nj&ih<+h ml ifjokj dk gh izHkqÙo jgrk gSA
dksbZ Hkh usrk jktuhfr ls lU;kl ysus ds lkFk&lkFk vius oa”kt dks jktuhfr esa ;k ml jktuhfr ny esa fo”ks’k in fnykus ds fy, iz;Ru djrk gSA
5- jkT; Lok;Ùkk dh ekax %&
jkT; Lok;Ùkk dk iz”u Hkh ,d egÙoiw.kZ iz”u cu pqdk gSA 1967 ls igys jkT; Lok;Ùkk dk iz”u /khesas Loj esa mBk;k tkrk Fkk] D;ksafd ml le; dkaxszl
dk ¼dsjy dks FkksM+s le; ds fy, NksM+dj½ dsUnz vkSj jkT;ksa esa “kklu FkkA ysfdu 1967 ds pqukoksa ds ckn fLFkfr esa ifjorZu vk;kA dbZ jkT;ksa esa dkaxzsl
dh ijkt; gqbAZ ukSa jkT;ksa esa xSj&dkaxszlh ljdkjksa dk xBu gqvkA tcfd dsUnz esa dkaxslz dh ljdkj FkhA blls dsUnz vkSj xSj&dkaxlzs h jkT;ksa esa ruko dh
fLFkfr mRiUu gks xbZ vkSj jkT; ljdkjksa esa Lok;Ùkk dh ekax tksjksa ls dh tkus yxhA ;gka jkT; Lok;Ùkk dk jkT;ksa dk Hkkjr la?k ls vyx gksuk ;k Lora=
gksuk ugha gS cfYd bldk vfHkizk; gS fd jkT;ksa ds vkarfjd ekeyksa esa dsUnz ljdkj dh n[kyUnkth de gks rFkk lafo/kku }kjk fn, x, fo’k;ksa ij mUgsa
dkuwu cukus dk ,dek= vf/kdkj gks] jkT;ksa dks vius {ks= esa iw.kZ Lok;Ùk cuk;k tk, rkfd os tudY;k.k ds dk;ksaZ dks viuh ;kstukvksa vkSj fopkjksa ds
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vuqlkj fuckZ/k :Ik ls dj ldsaA Hkkjr esa ekDlZoknh ny] vdkyh ny] us”kuy dkaxlzs ] rsyxw ns”ke vkfn nyksa }kjk “kkflr jkT;ksa us le;&le; ij dsUnzh;
ljdkj ds vf/kdkjksa esa dVkSrh djds jkT; ljdkjksa ds vf/kdkjksa esa o`f) fd, tkus dh ekax izLrqr dh gSA
6- tokcnsgh dk iz”u %&
Hkkjrh; jktuhfrd O;oLFkk esa iz”kklfud vf/kdkfj;ksa dh vius dk;ksZa ds izfr tokcnsgh ugha gSA blfy, vius dk;ksaZ ds izfr tokcnsgh dk iz”u Hkh blesa
eq[; eqík jgk gSA iz”kklfud vf/kdkjh yksxksa ds izfr tokcnsg ugha gSA ftlds dkj.k ysV yrhQh] Hkz’Vkpkj] lkeUroknh izo`fr tSlh leL;k,a mHkjh gSaA
blds fy, Hkkjr ljdkj us 2005 RTI dkuwu cukdj ,d vPNh igy dh gSA D;ksafd lwpuk dk vf/kdkj dgha u dgha iz”kklfud vf/kdkfj;ksa dh rkuk”kkgh]
ysV yrhQh ,oa Hkz’Vkpkj ij vadq”k yxkrk gS vkSj iz”kklu dks vke turk ds izfr tokcnsg cukuk gSA
7- lalnh; cuke v/;{kkRed iz.kkyh %&
Hkkjrh; jktuhfrd O;oLFkk esa lalnh; “kklu iz.kkyh dks viuk;k x;k gSA ysfdu Hkkjrh; “kklu O;oLFkk dk Lo:Ik n”kkZrk gS fd yksdrkaf=d lalnh;
iz.kkyh gksus ds ckotwn O;fDrÙo vk/kkfjr “kklu O;oLFkk dk fodkl gksrk tk jgk gSA iz”u mBrk gS fd D;k ge v/;{kkRed iz.kkyh dh rjQ tk jgs gSa\
D;ksafd Hkkjrh; jktuhfrd O;oLFkk esa O;fDr fo”ks’k dks gh egÙo fn;k tkrk jgk gSA Hkkjr esa pquko O;fDr fo”ks’k ds uke ij yM+s tkus yxs gSaA
8- vkj{k.k dh jktuhfr %&
Hkkjrh; lafo/kku fuekZrk lkekftd n`f’V ls “kksf’kr ,oa fiNM+s oxksaZ ds mRFkku ds fy, n`<+ ladYi FksA blfy, mUgksaus vuqlwfpr tkfr;ksa ,oa fiNM+s oxksaZ
ds fodkl ds fy, lafo/kku esa vkj{k.k dh O;oLFkk dh xbZA ysfdu vkjaHk ls gh vkj{k.k dk eqík ,d pqukSrh ds :i esa mHkjk gSA vkj{k.k dh uhfr tgka
lkekftd ruko dks fodflr djus esa dkQh lhek rd mÙkjnk;h gSA ogha Hkkjrh; jktuhfr dk tkrh;dj.k djus ds fy, Hkh mÙkjnk;h gSA izR;sd jktuhfr
ny nfyr oxksZa ds yksxksa dks viuk oksV cSad cukus dk bPNqd gSA blfy, izR;sd jktuhfrd ny vkj{k.k dh uhfr dks dk;e j[kus dk i{k/kj gSA dksbZ
Hkh jktuhfr ny blds nks’kksa dks nwj djus dh igy djus dks rS;kj ugha gSA orZeku le; esa nwljs oxZ Hkh vkj{k.k dh ekax dj jgs gSaA vkj{k.k dh ekax
pqukoksa ds le; vkSj rst gks tkrh gSA izR;sd oxZ ljdkj ij nokc cukdj vius oxZ dks vkj{k.k fn, tkus dh ekax djrk jgrk gSA bl izdkj vkj{k.k
Hkkjrh; jktuhfrd O;oLFkk ds fy, ,d xaHkhj pqukSrh gSA ftl ij fopkj fd;k tkuk vfr&vko”;d gSA
9- uDlyh vkanksyu %&
uDlyh vkanksyu dks Lora= Hkkjr dh lcls iqjkuh ,oa yEch leL;k ds :Ik esa ge ns[k ldrs gSaA uDlyh dkQh yEcs le; ls la?k’kZjr gSaA os lh/ks gh
lafo/kku dks pqukSrh ns jgs gSaA Hkkjrh; ljdkj ds vusd “kkafriwwoZd izR;uksa }kjk Hkh uDlyh leL;k T;ksa dh R;ksa cuh gqbZ gSA tks Hkkjrh; jktuhfrd fodkl
esa rks ck/kk mRiUu dj gh jgh gS] blds lkFk&lkFk lkekftd ,oa vkfFkZd fodkl ij Hkh bldk fujarj izHkko iM+ jgk gSA
10- jktuhfrd Hkz’Vkpkj %&
jktuhfrd Hkz’Vkpkj Hkkjrh; jktuhfrd O;oLFkk ds fy, ,d cM+k [krjk gSA Hkkjrh; jktuhfr esa izkjaHk ls gh jktuhfrd Hkz’Vkpkj ns[ kk tk ldrk gSA
ysfdu 1967 ds ckn Hkkjrh; jktuhfr esa Hkz’Vkpkj us viuk egÙoiw.kZ LFkku cuk fy;k gSA Jherh bafnjk xka/kh us 1980 ds vius pqukoh ?kks’k.kk i= esa
Hkkjr ls Hkz’Vkpkj dks lekIr djus dh ckr dghA ,sls gh 2014 ds pqukoksa esa Hkktok us Hkz’Vkpkj dks lekIr djuk viuk mís”; crk;kA izk;% lHkh
jktuhfrd ny pqukoksa ds le; ij ,d&nwljs ds Åij Hkz’Vkpkj dk vkjksi yxkrs gSaA jktuhfr esa QSyk Hkz’Vkpkj Hkkjr tSls lcls cM+s yksdra= ds fy,
?kkrd gSA izfrfnu ge fdlh u fdlh cM+s jktusrk] dsUnzh; ea=h vFkok iz/kkuea=h ij Hkz’Vkpkj ds vkjksi yxk, tkus ds lekpkj i<+rs gSaA fiNys dqN
o’kksaZ esa gq, fofHkUu ?kksVkyksa] izfrHkwfr ?kksVkyk] nwj&lapkj ?kksVkyk] gokyk dkaM+] pkjk ?kksVkyk] dks;yk ?kksVkyk vkfn esa fdlh u fdlh jktusrk dks vo”;
“kkfey ik;k tkrk gSA Hkz’Vkpkj Hkkjrh; jktuhfr dh tM+sa fujarj [kks[kyh dj jgk gSA
11- lafo/kku odhyksa dk LoxZ %&
Hkkjrh; lafo/kku dks izk; odhyksa dk lafo/kku dgk tkrk gSA D;ksafd ,d rks lafo/kku lHkk esa lafo/kku cukus okys T;knkrj odhy FksA nwljk Hkkjrh;
lafo/kku bruk cM+k rFkk le>us esa dfBu gS fd vke O;fDr rks nwj i<+s&fy[ks O;fDr;ksa dh Hkh le> ls ckgj gSA laf o/kku dh cgqr lh /kkjk,a vLi’V
rFkk dfBu gSaA ftldks le>uk eqf”dy gS vkSj izk; ;s /kkjk,a fookn mRiUUk djrh gSaA ftlls iz”kklu esa Hkh la?k’kZ ns[kus dks feyrk gSA blfy, lafo/kku
esa ifjorZu dh ekax mBrh jgrh gSA
mijksDr iz”uksa ij fopkj djds gh ge vius lafo/kku esa visf{kr ifjorZuksa ds ckjs esa lksp ldrs gSaA ysfdu ,slk djrs gq, gesa dqN leL;kvksa ls :c:
gksuk iM+sxkA ftu ij Hkh fopkj fd;k tkuk vfr&vko”;d gSA bu leL;kvksa esa ls dqN bl izdkj gSa %&
• laoS/kkfud cnyko dh izfØ;k nks’kiw.kZ
Hkkjrh; lafo/kku ds vuqPNsn 368 esa nks izdkj dh lafo/kku la”kks/ku fof/k dk o.kZu gSA fdUrq lafo/kku esa ,d vU; fof/k ls Hkh la”kks/ku fd;k tk ldrk gSA
bl izdkj ls lafo/kku esa rhu fof/k;ksa }kjk la”kks/ku fd;k tk ldrk gSA
¼d½ laln ds lk/kkj.k cgqer }kjk %& lafo/kku ds mu izko/kkuksa esa tks la?kh; Lo:Ik dks izHkkfor ugha djrs] laln lk/kkj.k cgqer }kjk la”kks/ku dj ldrh
gSA
¼[k½ laln ds fo”ks’k cgqer }kjk %& bl fof/k dk mYys[k lafo/kku ds vuqPNsn 368 esa fd;k x;k gSA blesa laln vius nksuksa lnuksa }kjk vyx&vyx
dqy lnL; la[;k ds Li’V cgqer vkSj mifLFkr o ernku esa Hkkx ysus okys lnL;ksa ds nks&frgkbZ cgqer ls la”kks/ku fo/ks;d ikfjr djrh gSA
¼x½ laln ds fo”ks’k cgqer ds lkFk&lkFk vk/ks ls T;knk jkT; fo/kkueaM+yksa dk vuqeksnu %&
bl fof/k dk o.kZu Hkh lafo/kku ds vuqPNsn 368 esa fd;k x;k gSA bl fof/k }kjk lafo/kku ds mu vuqPNsnksa esa la”kks/ku fd;k tkrk gS ftudk laca/k lafo/kku
ds la?kkRed <kaps ls gSA blesa laln ds fo”ks’k cgqer ds lkFk&lkFk vk/ks ls T;knk jkT;ksa dk vuqeksnu dh vko”;drk iM+rh gSA
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gkykafd lafo/kku fuekZrkvksa us la”kks/ku fof/k dks u rks vesfjdu lafo/kku dh rjg dBksj cuk;k vkSj u gh fczfV”k lafo/kku dh rjg yphyk cuk;kA blesa
chp dk jkLrk viuk;k x;k gSA ysfdu fQj Hkh Hkkjrh; lafo/kku dh la”kks/ku fof/k esa dbZ nks’k gSa] ftu ij fopkj fd;k tkuk vko”;d gS & ¼1½ nksuksa
lnuksa ds e/; xfrjks/k dks nwj djus dh O;OkLFkk dk vHkkoA
¼2½ jkT; fo/kkueaMyksa ds vuqeksnu ds fy, le; lhek r; ughaA
¼3½ jkT;ksa ds ikl lafo/kku la”kks/ku fo/ks;d izLrqr djus dh “kfDr ughaA
¼4½ tuer laxzg dh O;oLFkk dk vHkkoA vkfnA
• mPp nwjn”khZ usr`Ùo dk vHkko %&
Hkkjrh; jktuhfr O;oLFkk esa izk;% mPp nwjn”khZ usr`Ro dk Hkh vHkko ik;k tkrk gSA ftlls lao/S kkfud O;oLFkk esa vfLFkjrk curh tk jgh gSA izk;% jktuhfrd
ny vius futh fgrksa ds fy, lÙkk esa vkrs gSaA ftlls Hkz’Vkpkj] ysV yfrQh] vijk/khdj.k dks c<+kok fey jgk gS rFkk jktuhfr esa oa”k ijEijk dk
cksyckyk gSA lÙkk ds ykyp esa jktuhfrd nyksa dh ekufldrk dqafBr gks pqdh gSA ftlds dkj.k mPp nwjn”khZ usr`Ro dk vHkko ik;k tkrk gSA
• oksV cSad dh jktuhfr %&
Lora=rk ls iwoZ vaxtzs Hkkjrh;ksa ds lkFk oksV dh jktuhfr [ksyrs Fks vFkkZr fdlh ,d fo”ks’k leqnk;] oxZ vkfn dks dqN fo”ks’k lqfo/kk,a dkuwu }kjk miyC/k
djokdj mu oksVksa dks vius i{k esa djuk gh oksV dh jktuhfr gSA Lora=rk ds i”Pkkr~ vuqlwfpr tkfr] tutkfr;ks]a vYila[;dksa dks dqN fo”ks’kkf/kdkj
lafo/kku ds }kjk iznku fd, x,A izkjaHk esa ;g vf/kdkj vkj{k.k ds :Ik esa 10 o’kksZa ds fy, fn, x, FksA ysfdu ckn esa bu ij oksV cSad dh jktuhfr “kq:
gks xbZ vkSj fujarj bldh le;&le; ij vof/k c<+kbZ tk jgh gSA 1984 rd vuqlfw pr tkfr;ks]a tutkfr;ks]a vYila[;dksa ds erksa ij dkaxlzs dk vf/kdkj
le>k tkrk FkkA ijarq /khjs&/khjs vU; nyksa us Hkh vius pqukoh ?kks’k.kk i= esa bu leqnk;ksa dks fo”ks’k vf/kdkj nsus dh ?kks’k.kk dhA rkfd bu oxksaZ] leqnk;ksa
ds erksa ij dCt+k fd;k tk ldsA dqN jktuhfrd nyksa dk xBu gh blh vk/kkj ij gqvk gSA
• lafo/kku dks fo”ks’k oxZ ls tksM+us dh ladh.kZ lksp %&
Hkkjrh; laoS/kkfud O;oLFkk esa izk;% lafo/kku dks fdlh fo”ks’k oxZ ls tksM+dj ns[kk tkrk gSA tks laoS/kkfud O;oLFkk ds fy, gkfudkjd gSA izk;% lHkh Hkk’kk]
tkfr] fyax] /keZ ds vk/kkj ij vius&vius oxZ dks lafo/kku esa fo”ks’k egÙoiw.kZ LFkku nsus dh isjoh djrs gSaA cgqr ls jktuhfrd ny ,d leqnk; fo”ks’k
ds fgrksa dh j{kk ds fy, gh xfBr gq, gSaA ;g leL;k Hkh Hkkjrh; jktuhfrd O;oLFkk ds fy, ,d xaHkhj iz”u gS] ftl ij fopkj fd;k tkuk vfr&vko”;d
gSA
• lafo/kku dh izklafxdrk %&
jkT; ds fuekZ.k ds lkFk&lkFk lafo/kku dh ekax Hkh tqM+h gqbZ gSA D;ksafd lafo/kku ds fcuk fdlh jkT; dh “kklu O;oLFkk dks pykuk vlaHko gSA lafo/kku
ds fcuk jkT; esa rkuk”kkgh] “kks’k.k] vf/kuk;dokn bR;kfn izo`fr vk tkrh gSaA bu lcls cpus ds fy, lafo/kkuokn dh /kkj.kk mHkjh gSA lafo/kku ds cxSj
jkT; dk fopkj ,d vijk/k ekuk tk ldrk gSA vr% lafo/kku ,d ekSfyd vf/kdkj cu x;k gSA ysfdu bldks tM+ ekuuk vFkkZr fLFkj cukuk mlls Hkh
cM+k vijk/k gSA le; o ifjfLFkfr;ksa ds vuqlkj lafo/kku esa ifjorZu dh ekax lnSo gksrh gSA le; o ifjfLFkfr;ksa ds lkFk lafo/kku esa ifjorZu fd;k tkuk
Hkh vko”;d gS vU;Fkk lafo/kku dh izklafxdrk lekIr gks tkrh gSA blh vk/kkj ij Hkkjrh; lafo/kku esa le; o ifjfLFkfr;ksa ds lkFk&lkFk vusd ifjorZu
fd, x,A lafo/kku ds ykxw gksus ls ysdj orZeku le; rd Hkkjrh; lafo/kku esa yxHkx 101 lafo/kku la”kks/ku fd, tk pqds gSaA gekjk lafo/kku 26 uoEcj]
1949 dks cudj rS;kj gqvkA ftldk fuekZ.k rRdkyhu ifjfLFkfr;ksa ds vk/kkj ij fd;k x;k vkSj fiNys 66&67 o’kksaZ esa ns”k dh lkekftd] jktuhfrd]
vkfFkZd ifjfLFkfRk;ksa esa Økafrdkjh ifjorZu ns[ks x, gSaA lkekftd rFkk jktuhfr cnyko laoS/kkfud cnyko dh Hkh ekax djrs gSaA ;gh dkj.k gS fd brus
de le; esa Hkkjrh; lafo/kku esa vusd ifjorZu fd, x,A bu cnykoksa dh izfØ;k rFkk lk/ku O;ogkj esa Li’Vrk djus dh vko”;drk gSA
lUnHkZ lwfp
1- xzsufoy vkafLVu %& Hkkjrh; lafo/kku % jk’Vª dh vk/kkj”khyk] ¼okuh izdk”ku] ubZ fnYyh] 2017½
2- ekbuj ohuj %& nkW bafM;u isjkMkWDl % ,slts + bu bafM;u ikWfyfVDl] ¼ubZ fnYYkh] lst] 1999½
3- jtuh dksBkjh %& ikWfyfVDl bu bafM;k] ¼ubZ fnYyh] vksfj;sUV ykSxeSu] 2000½
4- lqnhIr dfojkt %& ikWfYkfVDl bu bafM;k] ¼fnYyh] vkWDlQksMZ] 1999½
5- lqHkk’k lh0 d”;Ik %& fjohfoax nk dkaLVhV~;wlu] ¼f”kizk ifCyds”ku] ubZ fnYyh] 2000½
6- tks;k glu %& ikWfyfVDl ,.M nk LVsV bu bafM;k ¼lst ifCyds”ku] ubZ fnYyh] 2000½
7- Sumerjat.blogspot.in %& vkokt fgUnwLrku dh] oa”kkuqxr yksdrU= & 14 flrEcj] 2014
8- NCERT class 8th, Part-II, Page 166-167
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India At The United Nations
Manjuma Sonowal
Introduction
1.
India gives much to the United Nations (UN), but gains very little from it. India is
not small and undeveloped enough to benefit from the world body’s altruism and not large
or powerful enough to manipulate the UN to its advantage. India pays its dues in full and on
time, sends its best diplomats to its missions to the UN and to the Secretariat, who make
seminal contributions to its growth and well-being, makes voluntary contributions to the UN
and its specialised agencies, sends its troops to peacekeeping operations in far-flung
countries to fight other people’s battles, often taking casualties, hosts conferences and
training programmes and negotiates conventions and treaties in good faith and implements
them once it signs them. India’s commitment to multilateralism and the UN is fi rm and
absolute.
Aim
2.
The aim of this paper is to discuss and critically analyses the relationship between
India and United Nations.
India And United Nations
3.
India has very little to show in terms of reciprocal advantages, which India has gained
over the years from the UN. By the time the UN was born, India’s independence was a
foregone conclusion and the UN had no role in ushering in Indian independence. But its
championship of colonialism enriched the decolonization agenda of the UN, which
registered major successes in its early years. India’s support to decolonization and the
struggle against apartheid contributed to Western suspicions of India, but after the initial
years of gratitude, the newly independent countries went their own ways even while
remaining in the non-aligned movement. By the time apartheid was dismantled, success had
many fathers and India remained on the sidelines as the new South Africa emerged on the
world scene. The people of Indian origin, for whose cause India initiated the struggle against
apartheid, did not get adequate recognition in South Africa. Since memories are short in
international relations, new leaders in Africa, Asia and Latin America have begun to look
for leadership from those countries which have immense capacity to help or harm them. The
non-aligned constituency has withered away after the end of the Cold War, leaving us to
look for multiple alliances to secure support for various causes. Regionalism has come to be
accepted as a legitimate bond in the UN, but the region around India is too fractured to act
as a source of support for India. If anything, it is India’s own region, which presents political
and economic problems for India. Different countries ally with us on different occasions to
suit their own objectives, but India, by and large, fights lonely battles on different fronts.
4.
An act of faith by India in its early years prompted India to take the Jammu and
Kashmir issue to the UN and that too not as a complaint against blatant aggression, but as a
matter for peaceful settlement of disputes. The repercussions of that action haunt India even
today and Indian actions in every international forum is coloured by the issues that Kashmir
has raised in areas like self-determination, human rights, disarmament, peacekeeping,
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democracy and religious freedom. It has made a dent in India’s credibility down the line and
placed it in a defensive mode. India has valiantly held the ground in all these areas, but has
become a bit of a maverick in the international arena. At the same time, our anxiety to play
the game by the principles of the UN Charter makes the Indian role particularly hazardous.
The continuing animosity of Pakistan, whose diplomats are as efficient as their Indian
counterparts, adds fuel to the fi re, making every Indian action appear a move on the India–
Pakistan chess board. Pakistan has acquired parity with India despite its smaller size and
strength on account of the Kashmir issue.
5.
Jammu and Kashmir is not an active agenda item in the Security Council and
Pakistan’s efforts to raise the issue under various items in the General Assembly have not
been successful except to keep the issue alive. But India is not able to erase the agenda item
because of the general recognition that Jammu and Kashmir is a disputed territory. India
considers the United Nations Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP),
the UN peacekeeping operation on the India–Pakistan border as irrelevant, but we still have
to give it facilities for its operation. Every time the issue of self-determination comes up in
any forum, India adds the conditionality of ‘people under alien or colonial occupation’ for
them to enjoy the right to self-determination. India insists that peacekeeping operations
should be mounted only with the consent of all the parties involved. India is sensitive to
charges of human rights violations in Jammu and Kashmir. In many ways, India carries the
burden of having the issue of Jammu and Kashmir on the agenda of the UN. Today, India is
averse to taking any bilateral issue to the UN and will consider it an unfriendly act if any of
its neighbors takes any dispute to the UN. We have come a long way away from the early
days when we resorted to the dispute resolution mechanism of the UN. In our view, problems
with Pakistan or any other neighbour should be resolved bilaterally.
6.
Terrorism came to the centre stage in the UN as a matter of threatening peace and
international security only after 9/11, but India has been raising the issue of terrorism at the
UN for more than a decade. Many countries gave it no attention as the Indian statements
were seen as allegations against Pakistan. The hub of terrorism at that time was considered
to be in west Asia and there the issue was embroiled in the legitimate struggle of the
Palestinians for nationhood. India had proposed a Comprehensive Convention on
International Terrorism in 1992 to strengthen the international legal framework of the fight
against terrorism. The draft Convention received urgent attention soon after 9/11, but the
discussion on it has been inconclusive. In the meantime, the effort of the UN is being
coordinated under the aegis of the Security Council resolution on terrorism, which has
identified several Conventions as relevant to the fight against terrorism. The Secretariat unit
which was functioning in Vienna was also strengthened. Terrorism is now a major concern
of the UN and India has urged the General Assembly to adopt the Convention as a matter of
urgency. The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has also launched a programme
for prevention of nuclear terrorism, which has the wholehearted support of India.
7.
Disarmament is an area where India started off as the conscience of humanity, but it
stepped out of the grand bargain of the Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT), with its
consequences for the entire spectrum of disarmament and non-proliferation issues. The NPT
was an Indian idea and probably the negotiations began with an Indian draft, but the nuclear
weapon states managed to introduce elements of discrimination in their favour. India, with
its size, population and a hostile neighborhood, could not sign away its right to manufacture
nuclear weapons as long as there was no commitment on the part of the nuclear weapon
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states to eliminate their arsenals. A permanent division of the world into nuclear haves and
have-nots was anathema to India. This meant that India had to remain in the dubious
company of Pakistan and Israel to develop a whole range of non-NPT postures to suit its
non-NPT status. Th e negotiations on the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) assumed
an anti-Indian character towards the end and its proponents got it adopted by the General
Assembly even though it did not enjoy consensus in the Conference on Disarmament. India
vowed not to sign the CTBT. After its nuclear tests of 1974 and 1998, India faced not only
isolation but also international sanctions and the fight was carried into every disarmament
forum. India’s claim of nuclear weapon status was not accepted in any of the UN bodies.
The India–US nuclear deal was negotiated outside the framework of the UN, but it changed
the status of India in substance, though not in form, in the UN when the IAEA Board
accepted an India-specific safeguards agreement. India’s Rajiv Gandhi Action Plan, the only
proposal submitted to the UN for elimination of nuclear weapons in a time-bound manner,
was largely ignored by the world as a diversionary tactic, when it was tabled in the UN in
1988. But now that the US President has set the elimination of nuclear weapons as the US
goal, there is some interest in the Rajiv Gandhi Action Plan and the world has begun to look
for ways and means to incorporate Indian thoughts and ideas into a new disarmament and
non-proliferation system.
8.
The two broad political aims pursued by India are nuclear disarmament through a
process of de legitimisation of nuclear weapons and the reduction of immediate nuclear
danger by lowering the possibility of terrorist access to nuclear devices. These ideas have
gained some support in the UN, but India’s present position is viewed with envy as it appears
to have the best of both worlds as far as nuclear weapons are concerned.
9.
India’s contribution to the peacekeeping operations of the UN has been outstanding.
India has contributed troops to almost all the operations and also provided commanders in
many instances. Although India has no enthusiasm for the UNMOGIP, it has not prevented
its operation either on the Pakistani side of the border or in the Indian capital. India has
helped to evolve a number of concepts and doctrines in UN peacekeeping to make it
universally acceptable with the least interference with the sovereignty of the countries
concerned. On several occasions, the UN owed sizeable sums of money to India on account
of the cost of troops, but India did not make an issue of it, in view of the cash flow problems
of the UN at that time. Nearly a hundred Indian soldiers have lost their lives in different
operations. Indian soldiers have gained a reputation for discipline, sincerity of purpose, sense
of service and dedication and have performed humanitarian tasks in post-conflict situations.
India has been providing training for officers and men from other countries in peacekeeping
matters and has set up a training institute for the purpose.\
10.
India has the virtual leadership of the developing world when it comes to the
economic and social work at the UN. It has been the spokesperson of the G-77 in many
negotiating bodies, including environment. India’s leading role in climate change
negotiations goes back to the Rio Conference of 1992. In fact, some of the points that Indira
Gandhi made at the Stockholm conference on the environment in 1972 like the ‘polluter
must pay’ and the ‘poverty is the worst polluter’ have become the mantras of the developing
world. India is akey country in the continuing negotiations on the outcome of the
Copenhagen conference. Essentially, India accepts that every nation must make every effort
to arrest the degradation of the global environment, but development should not be held
hostage to environmental considerations. The developed world, which has the responsibility
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for much of the emissions of greenhouse gases, must change their consumption patterns to
reduce their emissions to the mandated levels and also meet the incremental costs of
developing countries in adopting environment-friendly technologies.
The developing countries should have the right to increase their survival emissions for their
development since their per capita emissions are very low. The developing countries should
also have access to modern technologies at concessional prices. India and the developing
countries are likely to pursue these ideas at Copenhagen and beyond. As stated by the
Minister for External affairs at the General Assembly this year, ‘India will work for an
outcome that recognizes the development imperatives of the developing countries and is
rooted in the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities and respective
capabilities’. Poverty alleviation and livelihood security are central imperatives for India.
For this, accelerated economic growth and energy security are critical drivers. In pursuing
our development goals, India has been successful in significantly reducing its energy
intensity. India will continue to pursue this path. India is aware that the continuing volatility
of the fossil-fuel markets together with the threat of climate change makes the development
of all renewable and clean energy sources, including nuclear energy crucial. In this context,
international civil–nuclear cooperation is important.
11.
India has been active in pursuing UN reform to make the organization more effective
and efficient. In1979, India, together with a number of countries, proposed an expansion of
non-permanent membership of the Security Council, but the idea got postponed year after
year on account of the joint opposition of the permanent members. The proposal was
modified to include additional permanent members and got remitted to a Working Group,
which has failed so far to develop a consensus. India, together with Japan, Germany and
Brazil (G-4), attempted to get the General Assembly to adopt a resolution to expand the
Security Council, but it was withdrawn on account of African opposition. The G-4 had
agreed not to insist on veto for the new permanent members, but no agreement was reached
on any of the elements of the expansion of the Security
Council. India has made a very strong case for expansion and its inclusion, but permanent
membership for India is still a distant dream. India has not served on the Security Council
as a non-permanent member since1992 as the debate on expansion generated interest in
smaller countries from the Asian Group to seek election to the Security Council and India
has been reluctant to contest against friendly Asian countries. Security Council reform has
been painfully slow because of the reluctance of the permanent members to alter the present
structure. Although some of them voice support to the concept of expansion, a consensus
will remain elusive on this issue in the foreseeable future.
12.
India’s claim for permanent membership is based on its population, size and its
commitment to the UN. Its active participation in every forum of the UN and its seminal
contribution to its work are other factors. Although our financial contribution to the UN is
small on account of the formula of capacity to pay, it makes voluntary contributions to
various activities of the UN and has expressed readiness to make additional contributions,
commensurate with its responsibilities as a permanent member. India’s participation in
peacekeeping operations is another factor that ought to be taken into account. Many
countries do recognize the credentials of India to be a permanent member, but a final decision
will be taken on a global basis only when expansion becomes absolutely essential for the
credibility of the UN. According to some observers, India ‘slow financial contribution, its
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nuclear policy and the differences with Pakistan are impediments in its quest for permanent
membership.
13.
India’s basic approach of treating the UN as an instrument of common good rather
than as a body to advance national interests is consistent with India’s faith in multilateralism.
In an increasingly interdependent world, global problems require global solutions and as the
only universal international organization, the UN has a primary role. It may not have rid the
world of the scourge of war, but it has certainly made an invaluable contribution to peace
and security. Even if the major powers resort to coalitions of the willing to fight their battles,
they do so only after trying to enlist the support of the UN because unilateral actions are
suspect in the eyes of the world. After the end of the Cold War, the UN Security Council has
the ability to act decisively
on security issues and there are checks and balances as it became apparent at the time of the
Gulf War.
14.
The accomplishments of the UN in the economic and social sectors are also
impressive. The UN has reached consensus decisions on a number of developmental issues,
leading to north–south cooperation and south–south cooperation. Standards have been set
for the promotion and protection of human rights and a vast number of international
conventions bear testimony to the spirit of accommodation the UN has been able to inspire
in its members. Human rights have been politicised occasionally, but the UN has brought to
light several instances of massive and systematic violations of human rights and has
investigated some of them. Disarmament and environment continue to be the focus of the
UN at present. The world has much at stake in the outcome of the ongoing negotiations in
these areas.
Conclusions
15.
India has always stressed that the UN must be a platform where the world meets to
express views and undertake commitments on global issues of mutual concern on an equal
footing. Inclusiveness and collective action, as envisaged in the UN Charter, is what we
stress, not what India or any other country can secure from the UN. The UN Charter has
provision for peaceful settlement of disputes and India does not object if any country wishes
to bring disputes to the UN. But we consciously play down this role and focus on the
collective efforts of the UN to resolve global issues. On the basis of the accomplishments of
the past, India is optimistic that the UN can make a major contribution to the world. The UN
can only be as powerful as its members want it to be and any authority granted to the UN
will mean certain amount of dilution in national Sovereignty. In his ‘Agenda for Peace’, the
erstwhile Secretary General Boutros Ghali had tried to dilute the concept of sovereignty to
give the UN additional powers, but the members did not accept the proposal. The members
of the UN would like their sovereignty to be preserved, but are willing to seek
accommodation for the common good. In this spirit, India supports the UN as a forum of
sovereign nations working together for an equitable global order. India measures its success
at the UN not in terms of advantages it gains but in terms of what it can contribute to peace
and international security, disarmament, development, promotion of human rights,
protection of the environment and fight against terrorism.
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Work Life Balance - Innovative HRD Practices Adopted By IT
& ITES
Mrs. Nasreen Sultana
Dr. Mohammed Osman Ahmed
Abstract
Work-life balance (WLB) is an important area of human resource management which is
receiving and increasing attention from policy makers, organizations, management,
employees and their representatives globally. Work life balance and employees’ job
satisfaction were evaluated in relation to duration of working hours, working conditions and
work environment, work pressure, change of job and availability of work life programmes.
Though work-life balance was initially construed as the concern for working mothers, now
it has been recognized as a vital issue for all classes of employees. The Indian call centre
industry characterized by long and odd working hours, heavy work pressures, demanding
clients and pressing deadlines always brings stress for its employees. The purpose of this
study is to examine the factors related to work life balance and job satisfaction.
Introduction
Work-life balance for any one person is having the ‘right’ mixture of contribution in
remunerated work (defined by hours and working conditions) and other features of their
personal lives. Work-life initiatives are housed in many different areas with in human
resource departments, depending on the organizations perspective on work life and the
primary focus of their effort. Work-life initiatives can be closely coupled with managing
diverse workforce and various employee perspectives, health and wealth such as talent
management, employee relation, corporate citizenship, total reward and cultural change This
combination will change as people move through life and have changing responsibilities and
commitments in their work and personal lives. Dual career couples have increased rapidly
in recent years because of the growth of market demand and the increased participation of
women in the workforce.
Review of Literature
Felicity, (2013) concluded that work-life balance is important in enhancing employee
performance at work and home. Gender difference exists in work- life balance needs because
work and non-work responsibilities are different for male and females.
Thompson et al., (1999) several studies have found that the implementation of good work
life balance policy leads to increased affective commitment to the organization.
Grover and Crooker, (1995) these policies could include childcare, flexible working hour
and financial assistance which not only increase affective commitment to the organization,
but also decrease turnover among all employees
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Almidani, (2008) has pointed out that “work life balance is not only about families and
childcare, but also about working less. It is about working “smart”
Gayathri and Ramakrishnan, (2013), identified number of factors which determine the
satisfaction and dissatisfaction level of people in the organization. These factors include
working conditions, perceived quality of supervision, reward system in work, status and
seniority, age group, marital status, and years of experience
Chen, (2008) over a decade several researchers in different countries have studied and
examined job satisfaction in some way. Also, they linked it with different factors. For
example, Elton Mayo of Harvard Business School found strong evidence that people work
for purposes other than pay. However, Maslow’s hierarchy of need’s theory linked
motivation to job satisfaction. His theory explains the main five needs of people’s lives needs
to be satisfied which are physiological, safety, social, self-esteem and self-actualization
According to Susi, (2010) work- life balance is drive for satisfaction of employees. Many
organizations feel the need of work- life balance which leads to retention of valuable work
force, reduce work family conflict, and reduce employee stress, job satisfaction and better
life balance.
Klopping, (2011) include poorer quality of work, greater employee sickness, greater
frequency in customer/client complaints and increasing consumption of nicotine and alcohol.
Objectives of the study
1. To study work life balance at IT & ITES
2. To investigate the relationship of work-life balance practices with Job Satisfaction,
Research Methodology
Type of study: descriptive
Sources of data: secondary data –articles from journals, surf engines, news dailies
Essentials of WLB at IT & ITES
IT & ITES should play a vital role to support their employees by providing them high level
services to care for children such as a childcare center in or close to the organization.
Treating staff as adults who are balancing their work commitments with their
family/personal responsibilities, and being positive about making changes to create a more
flexible workplace in all aspects of employee relations
Some companies are trying to attract employees by implementing programs or policies
designed to help the needs of their employees such as flexi-time, childcare, sport center, job
sharing and care of the elderly. Managing people in the organization should be an easy task
for a Human Resource Department, but the many changes in the workplaces and employees
lives have created a challenge in balancing 11 work life and personal life. This also leads to
a complicated relationship between organizations and its employees. Organizations are
looking for better performance and productivity, whereas people are looking for enjoyment,
pay, promotion and job satisfaction while maintaining their personal lives. In order to have
better performance and productive employees, the organization should apply work life
balance policies to achieve good results from their employees.
 Work Role: there has to be role clarity and must fit to job description
 Job Security: Every employee assumes that they are secured in their organization the
employer must consider that as top priority
 Work Life Boundary: there must be a boundary between work and personal life at the
same time must enhance the standard of living and empower the employee.
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 Stressful Job situation: home away from home as the saying goes most of the time an
employee spends at work place and the job must be stress free and at times there will be
stress but there must be an encouragement from employer to support such situation.
 Work Load: justifiable workloads must \be ensured so as to make a better work life
balance
 Greater Demands: employer must provide environment that must be congenial and
must be able to meet some times greater demands of the customers
 Time Spent at Work and Family: work and family must be justified as both are
important so there must be consideration from the employer provide congenial
atmosphere at work place, provide way to enhance their skills and a impartiality in pay
to have a substantial life.
 Management Practices: that must be growth oriented and sustained
 Management Support to Employee: in times of need the management support has to
be provided
Conclusion
1. It is believed that the study on Work Life Balance would help the employees in the
changing global environment and expectation levels of public, and gain the favor of the
organization today and in the future. The current study has focused on the major activities
of balancing work life and its management practices and programs. It is also concluded
that respective IT & ITES that employees should feel their services are recognized in
which they can improve their trust worthiness towards organizations by disclosing facts
of output and results. Secondly it understands organizational and individual problems in
order to fit a balance for work life balance. In some cases where employees have work
and they are required to stay longer for overtime, must be provided them with lunch or
if they do not have car, the organization should offer free transportation for them.
2. Thus work life balance practices must provide job satisfaction as mentioned above the
essentials must be fulfilled
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ACADEMIC ANXIETY AND ADJUSTMENT : A STUDY ON ADOLESCENT GIRLS
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ABSTRACT
The Present Investigation was aimed to study ―Academic Anxiety and Adjustment: A Study on
Adolescent Girls.‖ Sample of 100 adolescent girls was taken from Jaipur, Rajasthan. 50 adolescent
girls belonging to working mothers& 50 adolescent girls belonging tonon working mothers with age
range of 15-18 years were selected for this research. Academic Anxiety scale by S.K. Pal, K.S.
Mishra, K. Pandey (1985) and Adjustment scale by the Reynolds (Adolescent Adjustment Inventory,
RAASI) were used to collect data. Mean, SD, t-test and correlation were used to analyse the data.
The findings revealed that children of working mothers have more academic anxiety than children of
non-working mothers (P<0.01).Significant difference found between both the groups on adjustment
(p<0.01). Further, Negative Correlation found between Academic Anxiety & Adjustment among the
sample(P<0.01).
Key Words : Adolescence, Employement of Mother, Acedemic Anxiety, Adjustment
Adolescence is a transition stage generally occurring between puberty and legal adulthood,but
largely characterized as beginning and ending with the teenage stage. All transitions have their
movement of difficulty and their participation crisis, but no period is too complicated andconfusing
as adolescence.
Adolescence may be define as the period within the life span when most of a person's biological,
cognitive, psychological, and social characteristics are changing from what is typically considered
child-like to what is considered adult-like (Lerner and spanier, 1980). For the adolescents, this
period is a dramatic challenge, one requiring adjustment to changes in the self, in the family, and in
the peer group.
A second peak period of parent-child conflict occurs during adolescence, when 15-20% of families
report severe levels of parent-child conflict (Rubenstein and Feldman, 1993) and the quality of
problem-solving interaction declines (Vuchinich, Angelelli and Gatherum, 1996). Puberty appears
to be the peak time of parent-child conflict and mothers and children are the most likely to see
increased animosity (Steinberg, 1987).
Certain specific behaviour patterns and high levels of aggression exhibited in preschool and
kindergarten are not just correlated, but are highly predictive, of violent, delinquent and criminal
behaviours in middle school, later adolescence and adulthood.According to Kumpfer (1982), there
is evidence that family with poor parenting skills have disproportionately high risk of having
children who use alcohol and other drugs. Student life coincides with adolescence, and stress can
manifested in children as reactions to the changes in life in addition to academic pressure&
adjustment problems.
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In Indian settings, many factors like Social, Emotional, Personal, Family atmosphere, Parental
attitude, Impact of Peer group, Mother’s involvement and especially working status of mother
affecting adjustment, behaviour and attitude of a child. Adolescence is a stage where advantages as
well disadvantages associated which requires proper parental attention and support. Stress among
adolescents can be disadvantageous and have involuntary side effects such aspoor academic
performance, and other physical and mental consequences, Therefore, role of mother cant be
ignored.
Vinita (2018) statedthe adolescents of working and non-working mothers are not differing in
academic stress. It means both have equal academic stress&concluded as the adolescents of working
and non-working mothers experience equal academic stress as a whole.
Women have primary responsibility for the health of infants and small children and this is
considered to be the women's work. They rarely have a choice of which they marry, how many
children they have, and whether they work. This patriarchal structure greatly limits the possibilities
for women to be Active outside the home. Two indicators of low family status India are limited
participation of women in economic activities outside the home and a high percentage of illiterate
women (Sathar et al., 1988).
But Employement of Women is now common in our Indian Society. It is because of rapid Social
Change as never before. Education played a major role in this social change. Now women are getting
not only academic degrees but also using their knowledge and skills in earning money for their own
identity & status. This helps in developing their self esteem and self reliance. But on the other side
when woman enters in married life ,life become a complete package of twenty four by seven hours
responsibilities with so many unwritten rules and regulations. They become pendulum which moves
only between domestic resposibilties and official responsibilities At a certain stage they lack in
giving proper attention to their children, this happens more in nuclear families. Children of working
women sometimes deprived from proper care physically as well mentally.
Some researchesseems to incline that the working mother is having detrimental effects on the child,
however new research is showing no such result. Working mothers found extremely difficult to
juggle their jobs and their home life. They often felt overwhelmed and impatient with those around
them, especially their children(Babita Choudhary,2018).
As maternal employment becomes increasingly common, it is less likely that differences between
children of mothers who work at home and those who work elsewhere detected in research
(Orthner, 1990). Sprinthall et al (1995a), further discussed Orthner's finding that, when most
children have experienced a set of circumstances, the advantage and disadvantage will be more
common throughout the society, and even with non employed mothers may be affected by the
behavioural and attitudinal trends of families of the two-career majority.
A potentially positive effect implied by some research on the impact of maternal employment is that
both sons and daughters of working mothers have less stereotyped views of masculine and feminine
gender roles. Perhaps seeing both their fathers and mothers fill both earner and caregiver roles
encourage more flexible vies of appropriate roles for males and females (Hoffman, 1984).
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Academic Anxiety can be a significant problem affecting adolescents physiological responses such
as a rapid heartbeat, elevated blood pressure and shallow breathing. The body prepares itself to deal
with stress by reacting in predictable ways. Behavioural patterns may affect their performance as
well as thought so they cannot focus on the task at hand. Student life coincides with adolescence,
and stress can manifested in children as reactions to the changes in life in addition to Academic
pressures, Children become More self-aware and self- conscious, and their thinking becomes more
critical and complex. At the same time, children often lack in academic motivation and performance,
as their attention is divided among a lot many things, especially creating an identity for them.
Academic anxiety in students leads to low academic progress.Home & School both affects the
development & behaviour of child. According to Choudhary (2018) there is significant difference
in children of working and non-working mothers regarding conflict and total academic stress.
Children of working mothers are found to have more academic stress.A mother understands the
needs of her child in the best way. Because if mother will not give adequate time and attention to
their children, they can become maladjusted insecure and will not be able to adjust with their
environment and their studies, which will affect their studies negatively. Adolescents with working
mothers were found to be more anxious (p<0.01). Results also show that a substantial proportion of
the adolescents perceived they did not receive quality time from fathers (32.1%) and mothers
(21.3%). A large number of them also did not feel comfortable to share their personal issues with
their parents (60.0% for fathers and 40.0% for mothers.
Adjustment is the behavioural process by which humans and other animals maintain equilibrium
among their various needs or between their needs and obstacles of their environment. A sequence of
adjustment begins when a need is felt and ends when it is satisfied.
English &English(1958) defines adjustment as a condition of harmonious relation to the
environment where in one is able to obtain satisfaction for most of well the demands of physical and
social nature. So the adjustment is the ability of humans to survive in stressful environment by non
genetic means. And also a change in something that makes it better, more accurate, or more
effective.
Adjustment is a built — in mechanism for coping with the problematic or other realities of life.
Adjustment has been considered as an index to integration; a harmonious behaviour of the individual
by which other individual of society recognise person is well adjusted (Pathak, 1990).
Most of the problems centring adolescents are physically appearance, health and physical
development, marks scored, relationship with members of their families, their teacher, and peer of
both sexes and home adjustment. This maladjustment may lead to absenteeism, truancy, low
achievement and other unworthy habits of children (Subramanyam, 1986).
The impact of gender and working parents on adjustment was studied by Sonawat and Jain (1994).
The results revealed that no difference among the gender in adjustment, whereas the working
condition of the parents had a greater impact. Adolescents with both parents working faced more
problems than adolescents with mother working part time or house wife.
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The students of housewives showed higher social adjustment than the students of working mothers.
The Achievement motivation of the students of working mothers was greater than that of the
students of housewives. (Zabol Mahdieh Azh Asarani & Seyed Reza Balaghat, 2015).
According to Sinha and Singh (1984), girls of non employed mother adjusted significantly well
than that of employed mother and no difference was found among the boys of employed and non
employed mothers.
According to a study by Mythili et al. (2004), adolescents of educated parents were better adjusted
while occupation of mother had negative impact.
Aolescence is the period in human development during which several dramatic changes at
biological, social, psychological and cognitive levels take place. school children of non working
mothers’ (11.7%) had slightly more psychosocial problems than working mothers’ (8.3%). Male
respondents of non working mothers experienced more psychosocial problems (29.4 %) than female
(4.7%). Prevalence of psychosocial problems was found among school children of both working and
non working mothers but there is no association between the psychosocial problems and
employment status of mothers. Thus maternal employment status is not the exclusive reason behind
the development of psychosocial problems among school children. (P Koirala, R Subba1 & M
Lopchan,2016).

Purpose of the Study- The present study was aimed to see the relationship between Academic
Anxiety & Adjustment in Adolescent Girls belonging to Working and Non Working Mothers as it
was presumed that working status of mother can affect on her child’s emotions and academicsboth.
Definition of TermsWorkingMothers :Mothers having Children works outside the home.
Nonworking Mothers: Mothers having children stay at home not in job..
Academic Anxiety: negative emotional staterelated to Academic performance shown by teen age
childrenin absence of Mothers for a specific time on daily.
Adjustment- Problem in coping with enviournment shown by teen age childrenin absence of
Mothers for a specific time on daily.
Methodology- The methodology or the research design forms the core of all the research studies.
Thepresent study was conducted in Jaipur City of Rajasthan state with in municipal limits to ensure
optimum personal contacts for data collection.
Objectives
To find out the level of Academic Anxiety & Adjustment among adolescent girls.

To see difference between both the groups (adolescent girls of working & non working
mothers) regarding Academic Anxiety& Adjustment.
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To see the interrelationship between both the variables under study i.e. Academic Anxiety
and Adjustment.
Selection of sample - Sample of 100 adolescent girls was taken from Jaipur, Rajasthan. 50
adolescent girls belonging to working mothers& 50 adolescent girls belonging to non working
mothers.Adolescent girls with age range of 15-18years were selected for this research. Performa
regarding their address & general information were field and tools were administered , also assured
them that their data will be kept confidential and will be used only for research purpose.
Description of the tools- Standardized tools were used to collect the data as mentioned earlier. The
variables selected for the study were (a) Academic Anxiety (b) Adjustment
Academic Anxiety — The Academic Anxiety Scale by S.K. Pal, K.S. Mishra, Kalplata Pandey
(1985) was used which was designed to measure fear of failure as perceived by the students due to
perceived inability to perform better in an academic front.
Academic Anxiety Scale contains 35 items. The instruments require pupils to tell their agreement
about a particular behaviour as perceived by him/her or not. There is no time limit for this tool. This
scale can be administered in individual or group setting. While starting, Students were
acknowledged with the nature and purpose of the measurement of academic anxiety. They were told
to put on any yes or no response whichever expressed their perception about the particular
behaviour.
Reliability -The reliability of the test scale was established by test-retest method. Product moment
correlation was applied for finding out the reliability. The value of correlation was 0.66.
Validity - The concurrent or criteria related validity could not find out due to unavailability of any
parallel form of the test. Only face validity could be found out by validation of the contents of ten
experts.
Scoring — The response are to be given in the booklet itself. Against each item of the scale, two
alternatives are given in the form of agreeable and disagreeable response 1 mark was given to yes
response and 0 to no response.
Response Alternatives

Scores

YES

1

NO

0

Adjustment scale — The Reynolds Adolescence Adjustment Screening Inventing (RAASI)
consists 32 items, brief screening measure of adjustment for use with adolescents age 12-19 years. It
provides adjustment total score and scores on four factorially derived scales including Antisocial
behaviour (AB), Anger control problem (ACP), Emotional Distress (ED), and positive self (PS).
Subject are required to endorse response that best describe how they have been feeling in the past 6
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months, on a 3 point Scale, ranging from never or almost never to nearly all the time. It include six
reverse scored items worded in positive manner, so that reversing the sore represents grater mall
adjustment and to allow validity through items endorsement pattern. Number of items on anti social
behaviour and anger control problems consists of 8 items. Thus half of items constitute RAASI
adjustment total score are included on scale of internalizing problems and half represents problem
that are externalizing in their symptoms expression. Items of positive self are worded in positive;
these items are reversed worded in positive; these items are reversed scored, so that high score on
this scale or indicative of low sense of self esteem and limited social involvement.
RAASI is reported to have adequate psychometric properties. It has high internal weeks test retest
reliability (.89) for total development sample. High internal consistency reliability co-efficient were
found for RAASI scale ranging from (.71-.88) and test retest ranging from (.83-.86). strong evidence
are reported to support the content validity of RAASI adjustment total scores as 9 measure of
psychological adjustment in adolescents; scale also appear to adequately sample their respective
domains of psychological adjustment. RAASI is reported to have strong evidence of having criterion
related validity, construct validity, convergent validity and discriminate validity in clinical sample,
only minimum relationship found between RAASI scales and social desirability supporting
discriminate validity of scales.
Data Analysis- Data was analysed by using appropriate statistical techniques. Mean,Percentage
Score t- test, Correlation were used.
Results & Discussion- The data obtained in the course of study on the basis of statistical analysis,
yielded raw scores on the two variables i.e. Academic Anxiety & Adjustment in adolescents of
working and non working mothers.
AWM- Adolescent girls belonging to WorkingMothers
ANWM- Adolescent girls belonging to Non Working Mothers

1. Percentage Score- Graph 1 indicates Average or Moderate level of Adjustment in
Adolescents belonging to Working Mothers ,Whereas in case of Non Working Mothers 50%
of the sample falls in Average level of Adjustment and 50% of the sample falls in Low level
of Adjustment.
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ADJUSTMENT OF ADOLESCENTS
BELONGING TO NON WORKING
WOMEN (N=50)

ADJUSTMENT OF ADOLESCENTS
BELONGING TO WORKING
WOMEN (N=50)

50%

Average
100%

50%

Low
50%

Average
50%

100%

(Graph 1- Level of Adjustment in percentage )
Graph 2 indicates 28% of the sample falls in low level of Academic Anxiety, 8% in High level and
64% in average level of Academic Anxiety in case of Adolescent girls belonging to
WorkingMothers ,Whereas in case of Non Working Mothers 44% of the sample falls in Average
100%
level of
Academic Anxiety and 56% of the sample falls in Low level of Academic Anxiety.

ACEDEMIC ANXIETY OF
ADOLESCENT GIRLS BELONGING TO
WORKING WOMEN (N=50)
Low
28%

ACADEMIC ANXIETY OF
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64%
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44%
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(Graph 2- Level of Academic Anxiety in percentage)
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2. T-test - Table 01shows mean score of Academic Anxiety of adolescent girlsbelonging to
working mothers(15.82) and mean score of adolescent girlsbelonging to non- working
mothers(9.30), which is significant. (p< 0.01). This suggests that teen agers of working
mothers have more academic anxiety than teen agers of non working mothers.
Women has been an equal partner of men besides her biological and social roles right through
history. In modern times due to socio cultural change, industrialization, ' expansion of education,
high cost of living etc. Middle class women is included and compelled to engage in work for better
livelihood. Undoubtedly, it resulted into economic independence and developed self esteem, but her
traditional roles are deeply influenced. Confronting with –constraints of time, a working mother has
comparatively lesser time for child care as compared to non- working mother.
Adolescents stage of child in which many psychological and physiological changes occur needs
intensive care and guidance from the part of parents, especially the mothers. In spite of the fact that
each member of the family contributes significantly in development process of the child, the role of
mother is of paramount importance. Maternal employment put psychological effect on mothers who
find it difficult to engage supportive interaction with children (Mc Loyd 1989).
Table - 1

Mean, S.D. and level of significance for Academic Anxiety ofAdolescent Girls of Working
(n=50) and Non- Working Mothers (n=50).
Variables

Groups

N

Mean

S.D.

Level
of
significance

Academic
anxiety

AWW
ANWW

50

15.82

7.50

0.01**

50

9.30

4.07

** (p>.001)
Adolescents of mothers who enjoy their work and remains committed to parenting show very
favourable adjustment, a higher sense of self- esteem, most positive family and peer relations, less
gender- stereotyped beliefs and better grades in school. Girls especially profit from the image of
female competence. African American adolescents girls whose mothers worked during the daughters
early years are more likely to stay in school (Wolfare & Moen, 1996).
Table2 shows mean score of overall adjustment of adolescent girls belonging to working mothers is
55.66, whereas mean score of adolescent girls belonginf to non- working women is 72.62, which
shows difference between both the groups is significant. (p<0.01).Children of working& nonworking mothers differ significantly on all dimensions of adjustment .i.e. Antisocial. behaviour,
Anger control problem, Emotional distress, Positive self.
Table 2 shows significant difference on antisocial behaviour (15.44 Vs. 17.80), anger control
problem (14.58 Vs. 18.44), emotional distress (12.84 Vs. 17.96) and positive self (12.80 vs. 18.42)
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dimensions of adjustment of teen age girls of working and non-working mothers. Mean scores are
higher in adolescent girls of non-working mothers than their counter parts.

Table- 2
Mean, S.D. and t-values for adjustment and its dimensions with Adolescent Girls of
Working Mothers (n=50) and Non Working Mothers (n=50).
Variables

N

Mean

S.D.

Level
of
significance

Anti
social AWM
50
behaviour
ANWM 50

15.44

2.04

0.01*

17.80

2.82

Anger control AWM
50
problem
ANWM 50

14.58

1.66

18.44

2.27

Emotional
distress

AWM

50

12.84

1.63

ANWM 50

17.96

2.27

Positive self

AWM

50

12.80

1.56

ANWM 50

18.42

2.55

AWM

50

55.66

3.46

ANWM 50

72.62

6.45

Total

Groups

0.01*

0.01*

0.01*

0.01*

Syed Ambreen (2017) foundthat children of working and non-working mothers differ significantly
so far as their adjustment is concerned. It has also been found that children of nonworking mothers
possess better social, emotional and home adjustment than children of working mothers. It has also
been found that children of working mothers have better financial adjustment than children of nonworking mothers. The study further revealed that there is a significant difference between children of
working and non-working mothers on composite score of adjustment.
With the current socio economic changes &with more women attaining educationthe number of
working women is going to increase rapidly. Most of the working women are of child bearing age
and have both preschool and school aged children. While women have to work, it is becoming rather
difficult for them to get good substitutes for child bearing. Poor child rearing has been associated
with poor child development. The children of working women are either left in creches or in care of
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nurses and maids, yet they cannot replace the love and care of a mother. The guidance which a
mother can provide to her growing children cannot be substituted by anything else. Therefore
adolescents of working women have more anger control problem, anti social behaviour, Emotional
distress and positive self.
3.Correlation- Table3 revealednegative correlation betweenAcademic Anxiety and Adjustment of
Adolescent (n=100). This indicates within increase of Adjustment there will be decrease in academic
anxiety. Therefore,Adolescent Girls with high Adjustmentwill have low Academic Anxiety.
Table -3
Co relational matrix of the variables understudy for Adolescent Girls belonging to
bothWorking and Non-Working Mothers (n=100)
Variables

Adjustment

Adjustment

1.00

Academic Anxiety

0.01**

Academic Anxiety

1.00

(**P<0.01)
Significant relationship found between Academic Anxiety and Mental Health of Adolescent Boys
and Girls of secondary schools at 0.01 and 0.05 levels of significance and they are negatively
correlated ( Munni Kumari ,2018).
Conclusion- Presence of mother is very important for children in sensitive age like teen age. But it
does not mean that females should not enter in work force. In our Indian society men are previledged
in terms of domestic responsibilities. Therefore,working status of females has been a favourite topic
of debate whether a mother should remain at home or she could move towards job. Its a cause of
increasing stress and inner conflicts in women those wanted to use their knowledge and skills to get
economic stability as well self satisfaction. In this era of social change equal distribution of domestic
work and responsibilities will come with positive results. This will help men and women both to
spare more time and balancing domestic & office front. Spending quality time with teen age children
will not only minimize gap but also strengthen the bonding between parents and their teen age
children and will help to control over negative emotions & behaviour.
SUGGESTIONS- The Present study can be replicated on a large sample. Academic Anxiety and
Adjustment could have been tested with other factors like sex (male vs female), type of family (Joint
vs Nuclear) and socio economic status (High/Middle/Low income group).Counselling session could
have been arranged for children scored high on Academic Anxiety and low on Adjustment. Case
study could have been done for in-depth study.
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